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TRANSLATORS' INTRODUCTION

A NOTE ON THE TRANSLATION, ITS EDITION AND REVISION

Edwin Elliott Calverley (1882-1971) prepared in draft a complete
English translation of the double-book summary of Islamic natural
and revealed theology comprising Mahmud al-Isfahani's commentary
entitled Matalic al-anzar, shark Tawali' al-anwar, together with its sub-
ject text, cAbd Allah al-Baydawi's Tawalf al-anwar min mataW al-anzar.

The two works were published together in multicopy editions by
printing presses, first by lithography in Istanbul in 1305/1887, des-
ignated 'L' herein, then by typesetting in Cairo in 1323/1902, des-
ignated 'T' herein. In these two printed editions each division
al-Baydawi made in his concise text was followed by the presenta-
tion of Isfahani's commentary on that division. The editors of T
based their work on L, while checking the text with available man-
uscripts. They corrected most of L's scribal errors but added some
typographical errors in the process.

Calverley purchased an excellent manuscript copy of the Isfahani
commentary from Istanbul through an agent he had commissioned,
and he designated this personally owned manuscript "MS 875" in
his draft, from the Hijri date of its completion, A.H. 875/A.D. 1470.
Due to the editor's use of another MS also dated 875, Calverley's
manuscript is herein designated simply the 'MS'. With L and T the
'MS' has been closely relied on as a translation source. It may be
read in the Lilly Library, Indiana University, Bloomington.

Calverley wrote a summary of his work and a description of his
purchased manuscript in an article published in the Muslim World in
1963,1 where he expressed the hope of his work's early readiness for
publication. From dates in Calverley's materials his work on this
double-text extended from about the middle 1930's ("5 August 1937"
on translation ms p. 168) up into the early 1960's ("24-4-63" on
L p. 88). He wrote, "End of Translation, 20 September 1962 EEC",

1 "Al-Baydawi's MataW al-Anzar, a Systematic Theology of Islam", Muslim World
53 (1963) [293]-297.
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on his translation p. 2462, with date and initials on L p. 487, but
as noted his work of revision was obviously a continuing concern.

Calverley retired from his teaching post in Arabic and Islamic
Studies and editing the Muslim World at Hartford in 1952, and Dr.
Kenneth Cragg was named his successor. In 1956 Dr. Elmer H.
Douglas (1903-1990) followed Cragg in the teaching role, and later
in the journal's editorship. Then in 1965 Douglas took a three-year
leave from Hartford to accept a call to teach in Trinity Theological
College in Singapore.

On leaving Hartford in 1965 Douglas paid a farewell call on
Professor Calverley who was living at Avery Homes, a retirement
care facility. On that occasion Calverley requested him to finish
preparing the Baydawi/Isfahani translation for publication. Douglas
accepted this task, and thereupon took home with him the transla-
tion and its apparatus. In 1968, after returning to the States, Douglas
formally retired from Hartford Seminary, then took up the Calverley
translation project as well as his own research and production of
translations and studies of Arabic authors, although realizing that his
sight had begun to fail.

In 1975 Professor Douglas invited James W. Pollock, who had
been a student of both Calverley and Douglas at Hartford, to take
over the work on Calverley's translation draft. He affirmed very
clearly to Pollock that his friend Calverley had placed no limiting
conditions whatsoever on the handling of the unfinished literary prod-
uct or on its apparatus. The same understanding has governed also
in the transfer of this privilege and responsibility from Douglas to
Pollock.

The literary materials received in 1975 from Professor Douglas
included:

1) Calverley's copy of L, the Istanbul lithograph of 1305/1887
that includes both Baydawi's TawaW al-Anwar and Isfahani's com-
mentary upon it;

2) Calverley's manuscript of the Isfahani commentary alone (dated
Rabic I, 875/1470), to be known herein as the 'MS';

3) Some 107 pages [about 20-25 by Calverley, and about 80 by
Douglas] of typed transcription of the handwritten translation draft; and

4) Calverley's handwritten translation draft (in easily legible script
mostly in pencil), totalling 2462 pages of loose-leaf 9" X 6" paper.
When these pages of the translation draft were collated, one leaf
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(= 2 p.) was noted as missing, so it was retranslated. All together
they filled 16 ring-binder loose-leaf notebooks.2

With Pollock as editor, the translation project, requiring copying
into typescript, a general editing and close revision, moved steadily
from 1975 but did not gain momentum until there were larger blocks
of time available in a 1986 sabbatical leave and after retirement
from library employment on August 31, 1987.

The partial table of contents printed in L and T was translated,
filled out completely, and correlated closely with the content of the
divisions according to Baydawi's intent and Isfahani's explanations.
It serves as an overview of the subject matter that Baydawi had
mentally outlined with clarity and logic. One is informed by this
concise outline rather than mystified, as one may be with the books
of Baydawi's close compeers, as in the three-volume Teheran 1980's
edition of Ibn Sina's Isharat with the commentaries by Nasir al-Din
Tusi and Qutb al-Din Razi, the Cairo A.H. 1332 reprint edition of
Fakhr al-Din Razi's Muhassal with Tusi's Talkhis, and the Cairo 1983
edition of cAdud al-Din Iji's Mawaqif. Pagings for these titles cited
in our footnotes are from these editions.

In preparation for the major task, these and other source mate-
rials were purchased, plus a fairly complete library of the available
literature on the main fields covered, the Encyclopaedia of Islam new
edition being on a most useful and valuable personal subscription.

Working photocopies of both L and T on durable new paper were
made and bound. From the Princeton University Library, microfilm
copies were purchased of three MSS of Baydawi's Tawali' al-anwar
min mataW al-anzar alone: Garrett 283B (dated 718 A.H./1318—19 A.D.),

2 The microfilm copies of manuscripts mentioned in Calverley's 1963 Muslim
World article were not present among these translation materials, nor was Dr.
Calverley's copy of "T, the Cairo typeset edition of 1323/1902 based on 'L', pre-
sent among the materials received.

This latter book was later found and cataloged when Pollock as Indiana's Near
East Librarian came across it in a Collection of Arabica formerly owned by Dr.
Calverley. This special collection came into the temporary custody of Indiana
University Library in 1981 and remained there to about 1990. Concordia Seminary
in St. Louis, which had purchased Dr. Calverley's entire library, had placed his
Arabic books with Indiana for servicing and circulation among an active clientele
in Arabic Studies. Due to the cost to both institutions for preservation measures,
Indiana University decided to terminate the arrangement and so returned the Arabica
collection to Concordia.
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Garrett 989Hb (dated Dhu al-Hijjah 874/1470) and Garrett-Yahuda
3081 (dated by R. Mach "before 850 H."/1446). Also from the same
library, copies were purchased of two MSS of Isfahani's commen-
tary, Matalic al-anzar shark TawaW al-anwar: Garrett-Yahuda 4486 (dated
864/1459-60) and Garrett 989Ha (dated Safar 875/1470).

Calverley's handwritten translation contained repeated notices to
himself of required reworking that he had hoped to provide, while
revised passages were often present alongside earlier drafts, and fre-
quent alternate wordings for terms, phrases and clauses remained
throughout. Furthermore, as a consequence, the constant and nor-
mal exact repetition of statements in scholastic dialogue usually was
lost to view in the draft. Calverley had begun typing a copy of his
handwritten work, but near the beginning of the introduction an
oversight was made where a single sequential page numbering for
two different drafts was entered on the typed pages.

It became clear to the editor, therefore, that a close and complete
revision of the whole translation draft was necessary. This has been
done with care, with affectionate personal and professional respect
for our forebear, and with constant reliance upon his massive accom-
plishment. This editorial liberty was taken with an awareness of both
its present privilege and in turn the book's future critical review,
knowing that the latter would be intended for improvement in the
art and effort of translation, so that the book in hand could be held
as a 'fair copy' and valuable, while in English.

The intended readership of this translation

This translation's intended readership begins among the ranks of
medievalist and Islamist scholars. Within this specialized readership
the Editor hopes for and is relying primarily on a judgmental bal-
ance scale on which, as a result of these scholars' professional assays,
the pointer is tending toward approval. Preliminary critiques have
indicated basic factors that should characterize a translation to make
it useful. Our 'reach' has been for these factors, and as they have
come within our 'grasp' they have been incorporated here.

In addition, and beyond this difference between specialist and non-
specialist readers, by presenting the work in English, we are seeking
to interest everyone who wants to study the structure of Islam in
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itself along with its relationships with other civilizations. This wider
readership extends to all students, leaders and followers, both in the
religious faiths and in secular thinking as well, within the global com-
munity that is more familiar with the use of English than it is with
Arabic. Naturally, the expectations and informational needs of such
a readership are wide and varied. The translation of this classical
Arabic summary of Islamic philosophical theology is provided to help
meet every reader's preliminary wish to know and understand, and
we hope it will not preempt anyone's impulse to exercise further
scholarly initiative. Furthermore, to afford a panoramic measure of
the subject field, this translation aims only to follow the authors at
a suitably distant elevation, giving readers a liberating intermediacy
between an editor's effort to produce an outer space mental view of
complete information totality—always Baydawi warns against such
absurd impossibilities—and a reader's terrestrial pedestrian experi-
ence of laborious gleaning of knowledge. Although some scholars
already have pronounced the era of Baydawi's philosophical and reli-
gious thought to be moribund, there are others who recognize it as
a plateau, an intellectual staging area, and the threshold to agile and
creative new phases.

In Professor Calverley's article cited above regarding this transla-
tion, he had pointed out how useful Baydawi's Qur'an commentary
was to Muslim and non-Muslim scholars alike in their study of Islam.
He reasoned that since Baydawi's commentary was important for
interpretation and learning, then the same author's summation of
the Islamic theology underlying his commentary would also have a
continuing importance. The extent of its significance has yet to be
estimated and realized. Furthermore, Dr. Calverley chose Nature, Man
and God in Medieval Islam as the English title for this translation in
order to relate it both to ongoing studies and to Nature, Man and
God, the Gifford Lectures by Bishop William Temple, a memorable
presentation published in 1934.

Two University of al-Azhar dissertations on Baydawi were pub-
lished in the early 1980's, as cited in full in Baydawi's biographical
sketch just following here. In addition, Professor Muhammad al-
Zuhayli of the University of Damascus published his book, al-Qadi
al-Baydawi, in 1988. All three of these modern writers are active in
the field of Islamic law, in which Baydawi had served in his pro-
fessional capacity as judge. Professor Zuhayli states [p. 156]:
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[Baydawi's TawaW al-anwar] is superior for the excellence of its topi-
cal arrangement and interior subdivisions, its precision of expression,
its focus on demonstrated proofs, and its comprehensive use of the
technical terms of theological statement.

The setting in which Baydawi and Isfahani worked

The historical and intellectual setting in which the two authors worked
must be clear to every reader's awareness as we proceed in this
translation. The hope is that interested students will note and appre-
ciate the intellectual landscape of our authors' worldview as they
state what they mean with emotional perseverance and convinced
judgment. Here we should note the aptness of their book titles for
this purpose. Baydawi's name for his concise text as it may be trans-
lated, "Rays of dawnlight outstreaming from far horizons of logical reasoning",
is more than a short-lived floral centerpiece of words. Indeed, it con-
notes both the physical presence of the mountainous terrain of his
native Iran and the palpable intellectual milieu of the great minds
who personify the high peaks and far horizons of logical reasoning.
Then Isfahani's title inverts Baydawi's wording and gives a different
perspective in which the connotations are likewise immediately per-
ceptible, also as translated, "High vistas of logical reasoning, a commen-
tary on 'Rays of dawnlight outstreaming.''"1' Through these titles Baydawi
and his Commentator together make the plain statement of their
admiration and respect for the work of those other scholars, con-
temporary and past, from whom came these "Rays of dawnlight out-
streaming." From Aristotle to Ashcari and Jubba'i, to Ibn Sina,
Ghazali and Fakhr al-Din Razi, Baydawi gathered their 'dawnlight
rays' of careful thinking and systematically focussed them into a clear
and coherent picture, very much worth the observation.

A time chart is presented herewith showing the relative dates of
Baydawi and Isfahani together with dates for other great scholars
looming up in this panorama.

3 A third writer closely related to these two is cAdud al-Din Iji, who like Mahmud
Isfahani was a student of a student of Baydawi. The translated title of his summary
work is "The main route stations in an exploration of the science of theological statement"
[= al-Mawaqif fi Him al-kalam]. The memories of mountains and roads around their
home towns of Bayda', Isfahan and Ij helped in mentally formulating their book
titles. Isfahani as an ex-patriot in Egypt well remembered the 'high vistas'.
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A TIME CHART RELATING SELECTED MEDIEVAL PHILOSOPHERS
AND THEOLOGIANS

C.E.
800

Kindi, ca.? 801-66; Ash'ari, Abu al-Hasan, 873/4P-935/6; Jubba'i, Abu
cAli Muhammad, d. 915/6; Jubba'i, Abu Hashim cAbd al-Salam, d. 933;
Ka'bi al-Balkhi, Abu al-Qasim, d. 931 or 2; Maturidi, Abu Mansur, d. 944

900
Farabi, 875-950; Sijistani, 912?-985; Yahya ibn 'Adi, d. 974; Baqillani,
940-1013; Qadi cAbd al-Jabbar, d. 1025; Isfarayini, Abu Ishaq, d. 1027;
Ibn Sina, Abu cAli (Avicenna), 980-1037; Abu al-Husayn al-Basri, d. 1044

1000
Ibn Hazm, 994-1064; Juwayni, Imam al-Haramayn, Abu al-Macali, d. 1085;
Anselm, 1033-1109; Abelard, 1079-1109; Ghazali, Abu Hamid Muham-
mad, 1058-1111

1100
Nasafi, Abu Hafs 'Umar, d. 1142; Shahrastani, Muhammad ibn cAbd al-
Karim 1086P-1153; Ibn Rushd, (Averroes) 1126-1198; Ibn Maymun,
(Maimonides) 1135-1204; Shihab al-Din Yahya Suhrawardi, 1154-1191;
Fakhr al-Din Razi, 1150-1210

1200
Tusi, Nasir al-Din, 1201-1274; Thomas Aquinas, 1225-1274; Ibn Kam-
muna, d. 1284 or 85; Shams al-Din Muhammad Shahrazuri, 13th c; Ibn
al-cIbri, (Bar Hebraeus) 1225 or 6-1286; BAYDAWI, cAbd Allah, ca.
1225??—1316?; Ibn al-'Assal, Abu Ishaq Ibrahim, d. 1260?; Hilli, Hasan
ibn Yusuf Ibn al-Mutahhar, 1250-1325

1300
ISFAHANI, Mahmud, 1276-1348; Iji, cAdud al-Din, 1281-1355; Taftazani,
Sa'd al-Din Mas'ud, 1322-1390; Ibn Khaldun, cAbd al-Rahman, 1332-1382
Jurjani, cAli ibn Muhammad, al-Sayyid al-Sharif, 1339-1413

Baydawi frequently referred to the authors of the scholarly works
that were his sources using their honorary titles or nicknames by
which they were familiarly known. The first such title encountered
without a full name given with it is the "Shaykh" ['Venerable
Teacher'] in his book "al-Isharaf [at L 14], which, as here, when
given with his book title clearly means Ibn Sina. But more com-
monly used for Ibn Sina are the titles "Imam" ['Leader in Islam']
and "Hakim" ['Physician-Philosopher'], the latter being distinctively
his. The titles Imam and Shaykh are commonly and widely used of
various individuals. Indeed, "Shaykh" more frequently refers to Ashcari,
the founding scholar of the orthodox Sunni school of thought, and
"Imam" more frequently refers to Fakhr al-Din Razi, the aggressive
Sunni spokesman for the generation just before Baydawi's career,
while "Ustadh", ['Professor,'] is applied only a few times to Abu
Ishaq al-Isfarayini. The editors of the Cairo typeset edition (at T 14)
identified Razi as the person intended by Baydawi's short reference,
"The Imam", but L (at L 30) and two manuscripts, the MS and
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MS Garrett 989Ha, both completed in 875/1470, did not notice the
need to add this identification. Again, at (L 63) "The Imam" is
sufficient for identification as Razi's book title al-Muhassal accompa-
nies and clarifies the reference.

One notices the contrast in Isfahani's commentary. For the benefit
of the Mamluk King Nasir Muhammad, Isfahani, much more often
than Baydawi, has identified formally the authors who were quoted
or were the objects of his criticisms. It seems very evident that both
our authors expected their listeners and readers to be studying the
great writers concurrently with their lecture courses, and therefore
not to be in constant need of orientation. But such expectations often
were beyond medieval students, just as they are beyond most mod-
ern learners. The excellent manuscript of Isfahani's commentary that
was owned by Professor Calverley is peppered with tiny glosses of
coded author information that were added from 1470 onwards by
successive determined owners who were either advanced graduate
students or active as teachers.

Fakhr al-Din Razi and Ibn Sina appear to be the most influential
scholars in Baydawi's thought. As is the custom among academic
lecturers in any given field of knowledge, our author had assimilated
the teachings of his great forebears, quoting longer or shorter word
strings or restating them as the best current understanding of the
topic in hand. Razi's Compendium (— Muhassal) was most helpful to
Baydawi with its survey and sifting of the leading thinkers both
"ancient and modern." Regarding Ibn Sina, perhaps we may char-
acterize this gifted doctor of medicine and of philosophy as having
verbal hyperfluency—with occasionally the smallest trace of a 'benev-
olent unconcern'—that continues to push many another scholar to
the limits of their ken for logical meaning control!

These two influential writers, Ibn Sina (d. 1037) and F.D. Razi
(d. 1210), well represent the two parallel and mostly distinct currents
of intellectual activity flowing in the Islamic community's common
stream of consciousness. These were [naql] the traditional 'religious'
current and [caql] the rational 'philosophical' current. Coming down
to Baydawi's time were other scholars with Razi in the traditional
current, including the two Jubba'i's, Qadi cAbd al-Jabbar and Abu
al-Qasim Kacbi al-Balkhi, Ash'ari, Baqillani, Imam al-Haramayn al-
Juwayni, Ghazali, Nasafi, Shahrastani, Abhari and Tusi. Along with
Ibn Sina in the rational current are the philosophers following Aristotle,
Kindi, Farabi, and Ibn Rushd.
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Since the Islamic community's common stream of consciousness
supported the flow of both these currents, it should not be surpris-
ing that scholars in each current would be to some degree borrow-
ing concepts and arguments from scholars in the other current. Each
of these 'mostly distinct' thought currents had its spokesmen who
vigorously struggled to advance the legitimacy and supremacy of
their own way of thinking. Great books were written, such as Ghazali's
Tahafut al-Falasifah, (- The Annihilation of Philosophy), and great debates
were held. The thought of Ghazali, the champion of 'tradition', was
full of 'rational' terms and arguments. And Ghazali's effort called
forth a worthy rebuttal from Ibn Rushd (who was called Averroes
north of the Mediterranean), who wrote Tahafut al-Tahafut (— The
Annihilation of [Ghazali's] "Annihilation"). Baydawi was a strong sup-
porter of the 'Kalam' movement in traditional theology which actively
reached out and incorporated many terms and arguments from phi-
losophy. The struggles and interplay of ideas between the 'tradional'
and the 'rational' currents began among the early Muctazilah and
continued for many decades broken only by what appear to be infor-
mal 'historical rest periods'. Truly, the Islamic community's stream
of consciousness, like that of other religious communities, has been
at times a flow of 'seething rapids' and 'white water'. And at times
the contrasting moods of 'white water rapids' versus 'calm tranquil-
lity' are both to be found within the career and writings of an indi-
vidual scholar.

On the translation of arabic theological and philosophical terminology

Our general intention with this English translation is to provide an
important Muslim classical summary statement of Islam which may
illumine a wider understanding of this civilization and its religious
foundation. We have striven in sympathy to bring over the mind
and expressions of the authors. In dealing with the writers' fertile
Arabic language, to use a good earth metaphor, we have 'plowed
and disked' the material into the English form of our day. The foot-
notes deal with greater or lesser questions that arise in the field of
study, as the many glosses by the medieval book owners demon-
strate. However, as translators we have declined to dissertate. Now
in a nautical metaphor, we found that to chart and encompass all
the intellectual deeps and sweeps of this history and its culture would
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require sailing and remaining far far beyond the value-added fea-
ture of the plain English we intend.

Specifically, we have attempted to match English to Arabic terms
in their context, the choice here balancing between 1) the correla-
tion with contemporary plain meanings, and 2) the following of tra-
ditional scholarship, with notes explaining their relative values. We
cannot rely strictly on past scholarly tradition in matching English
with the Arabic. Over time there comes a failure in the necessary
creative tension between a reader's subjective conception of a term
and the objective application of it. Therefore, some older valid expres-
sions have been redesigned and struck into English, and are here
offered as new bearers of meaning.

Our hope is that many students will discover in this translation
more aspects of history and theology that invite their own research
and recording. Wherein the question in choosing a source book for
comparative studies in religion may concern merely varying tastes
in values, students can at least agree with the saying, "De gustibus
non est disputandum." But wherein an excellent description of a
classic human religious posture provides needed material for analyt-
ical reflection and intuitive composition,—in a scholarly community
of mutually active good will,—then all devotees of knowledge and
friendly meeting will do well when we shall think again together.

A BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE ON CABD ALLAH IBN CUMAR AL-BAYDAWI

cAbd Allah al-Baydawi was born near Shiraz, Iran, in the village of
Bayda5. No date of his birth can be found, but it was before the
family moved into Shiraz upon his father's appointment as chief qadi
there. This appointment came sometime during the 34 year period,
1226-1260, when Abu Bakr ibn Sacd ibn Zangi governed in Shiraz
as Atabeg of Fars province. Thus, Baydawi was probably born in
the first half of the 7th/13th century; less vaguely, but arbitrarily,
we will say that he was born 'ca. 1225?' He would have lived through
the major upheaval of Islamic civilization when Hulagu and the Mon-
gol armies overthrew Baghdad and killed the caliph in 1258, then
went on to establish the Ilkhan [or, Mongol "Viceroy"] kingdom in
Persia with Tabriz as its capital. Depending on when he died, Baydawi
could have lived as a citizen under the rule of up to eight of the
different Ilkhans, from Hulagu [1256-1265] to Uljaytu [1304-1317].
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The establishment of the Ilkhan rule in Persia after the Mongols'
violent entry into southwest Asia made the populace there extremely
apprehensive of what might happen next. It is natural that people
of all classes in Persian society would have studied closely the actions
and judgments of each Ilkhan ruler for anything that might affect
the welfare of their cities and institutions, as well as of themselves,
their families, and their neighbors.

It was known that Hulagu's favorite wife and many of his soldiers
came from Christian communities that the Nestorians had estab-
lished in Asia, and although the Ilkhan himself was not a Christian,
he indeed showed favor to this group in society. On the other hand,
his son the next ruler, Abaqa [1265-1282], was openly a Buddhist
and supported that faith, while one of his wives was a Christian. At
one time the Shici community had been in favor, and although
Takudar Khan [1282-1284] had been a Muslim and called himself
Ahmad, no faith was set up as the state policy until 1295 when
Ghazan Khan took the name Mahmud and embraced Islam in the
Sunni form.

Berthold Spuler relates how this Ilkhanid policy of religious tol-
eration was considered a "necessary expedient of internal adminis-
tration."4 Externally, the Ilkhans together with the states and the
church of European Christendom became very much interested in
developing a mutual relationship, but commerce and communica-
tion by land between them were hindered by the strong Muslim
Mamluk state in Egypt and Syria.

Although these changes in religious loyalties and the consequent
favoritism of the Ilkhan rulers for certain groups did have unsettling
effects on the total populace of their empire, nevertheless, their polit-
ical and military strength in defense of the empire, and their concern
for its internal peace and prosperity together provided the opportu-
nity for flourishing growth in the arts, literature, religious studies,
and the sciences. Scholars offering different subject specialties and
representing various religious and philosophical worldviews moved

4 The Muslim World, a Historical Survey, Part II The Mongol Period/by Berthold Spuler;
translated from the German by F.R.C. Bagley. Leiden, E.J. Brill, 1960, p. 31 in
the chapter "The Ilkhans in Persia", pp. 25-42, with maps between pages 68 and
69. See also Spuler's contribution of the historical part to the article, "Ilkhans", in
the En-I-2.
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to Tabriz and Shiraz as leading cities in this now relatively peace-
ful land. Learning, teaching, and writing opportunities were plenti-
ful and were used to advantage.

It is reasonable to surmise that a continuing need was felt among
leading members of the majority Muslim population for an up-to-
date intellectual defense and summary presentation of the Islamic
worldview, the foundation of their civilization. It became cAbd Allah
al-Baydawi's concern to provide the arguments and system of ideas
that would serve this purpose.

His great-grandfather cAli had been a respected local imam in
Bayda3, his grandfather Muhammad had been chief qadi in Shiraz,
and his own father cUmar followed in the steps of the grandfather
in the same high post—a lineage of accomplishment, honor, and
prestige. This household of 'ulama3 was one of learning and legal
precision. The family's traditional role was in public service and it
was active at the level of the basic religious foundation of society.

Two dissertations on Baydawi's life and work were published at
the beginning of the 1980's by students at the University of Al-Azhar
in Cairo. One, by Jalal al-Din cAbd al-Rahman,5 was a study of
Baydawi's career in jurisprudence and its lasting influence in Islamic
society, while the other, by cAli Muhyi al-Din cAli al-Qarah Daghi,6

is complementary to the first, being a study and critical edition of
one of Baydawi's book on jurisprudence. Regarding the life and times
of Baydawi, Qarah Daghi observes that our author was saved the
necessity of traveling abroad to obtain advanced education, first by
the library and teaching availability of his father, and second by the
variety of talented specialists in the ranks of the scholars who had
moved out of war-ravaged territories and gathered in Shiraz.7 That
he made attentive use of these advantages is attested by his reputa-
tion in which he surpassed his peers in knowledge of the various
religious sciences and became known for his learning beyond his
own province.

D Entitled, al-Qadi JVasir al-Din al-Baydawi wa-Atharuhu fi Usul al-Fiqh; [Cairo]: Dar
al-Kitab al-Jamici, 1981.

6 Entitled, al-Ghayal al-Quswa fi Dirayat al-Fatwa/ta'lif Qadi al-Qudat cAbd Allah
ibn 'Umar al-Baydawi. [A study, critical edition, and annotation] by cAli Muhyi al-
Din cAli al-Qarah Daghi. Al-Dammam, Saudi Arabia: Dar al-Islah, [1982].

7 cAli al-Qarah Daghi, op. cit, pp. 58-59.
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The events in Baydawi's life that can be aligned with dates of fair
certainty are few. The date of his birth had not been reported, and
for his death so many conflicting dates have been recorded that its
date also is regarded as uncertain. A number of medieval biogra-
phers, led by Khalil ibn Aybak al-Safadi [d. 764/1363], place it at
685/1286, and this date is still accepted by many as probably cor-
rect.8 Evidence for it, however, seems blurred and inconclusive. Other
writers name dates a few years later. Hamd Allah Mustawfi Qazvini
[fl. 1330-1340] wrote in his Tarikh-i Guzidah [p. 706] that Baydawi
died in 716/1316-17. As a summary of the different dates men-
tioned two are in the 680's Hijri, three are in the 690's, and two
are in the first two decades of the 700's Hijri. Baydawi had com-
posed a world history that included events down to 674/1275, but
the terminal date in this history comes well before the earliest date
suggested for his death.

From information that has been assembled in the two disserta-
tions mentioned, and in the biographical notices in the two editions
of the Encyclopaedia of Islam, and especially in the illuminating study
of the question by Josef van Ess,9 a tentative outline is suggested
herewith for our author's life taking it up to 716/1316.

The friendship of the Atabeg of Fars province for the Baydawi
family ended with that governor's death in 658/1260. cAbd Allah
Baydawi's father, cUmar, continued serving the province as chief
judge, Qadi al-Qudat, or, with the new title and rank of a Senior
Judge of the Empire, 'Qadi al-Mamalik', to which the late Atabeg
had named him.

8 Examples are the mention by H.T. Norris, "Shu'ubiyya in Arabic literature",
cAbbasid Belles-Lettres [p. 37], and John Burton, "Quranic exegesis", in Religion, Learning
and Science in the 'Abbasid Period [p. 52]. These two titles comprise the second and
third volumes of the series, Cambridge History of Arabic Literature, both volumes being
published in 1990.

9 "Das Todesdatum des Baidawi", in Welt des Orients, v. 9 (1978), pp. 261-270.
William Montgomery Watt follows van Ess, saying of Baydawi, "His death prob-

ably occurred in 1308 or 1316, though earlier dates are mentioned." [Watt, Islamic
Philosophy and Theology, an Extended Survey, [2nd ed.], Edinburgh University Press,
1985, p. 137.]

Van Ess listed these two dates as most probable, giving his preference to the evi-
dence for the second. He says that there is factual evidence regarding Baydawi from
the two to three decades following the traditionally accepted date of his death
[685/1286] and this requires an entirely new study of his life [p. 269].
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When 'Umar al-Baydawi died in 673/1274-5, we will assume that
his son cAbd Allah applied for and was granted the appointment,
possibly doing so in person on a special trip to Tabriz, and so came
into office as chief judge in Shiraz. Some years earlier, when cAbd
Allah Baydawi had begun his career in public office, he had received
successive appointments as qadi in a series of small towns in the
Shiraz district, surely including his home village. Baydawi's professional
expectation had been of a long career in office, like his father and
grandfather before him. Having studied all his life, he knew very
well not only his specialty subject of jurisprudence but all the other
religious sciences that were the foundation of Islamic civilization.

In the years of his early career, we surmise that he may have
grown impatient for the wider public service and recognition that
he expected. Individual judicial cases of people innocently or will-
fully entangling themselves in the details of the public law no doubt
could have worn down his patience to the point where he began to
act and speak outwardly as he may have thought and wrote in pri-
vate, that is, concisely, precisely, and quite short on toleration of
those whose reasoning powers were slower. When he served as a
personal tutor of young minds he could be the sole arbiter and
authority of their progress. But as a judge of his fellow citizens before
the public and religious law, that "he approached . . . with reverence
and reserve",10 it seems that his severely correct temperament and
the judgments he rendered began building up resentment among the
financially and politically leading citizens of the province until this
resentment reached a degree that became explosive. He was only
a few short years into his career at Shiraz when abruptly he was
removed from office, about the year 677/1278—79. His ouster from
office proved such a family and personal embarrassment that he
removed himself from Shiraz and traveled to Tabriz, the capital of
the Ilkhan empire comprising Fars and other provinces.

Meanwhile, it appears that there was another family of the culama3

elite who rivaled the village "Baydawis" and wanted leadership in
the province's capital city. It may be speculated that on Baydawi's
exit from the scene, a young man named Fakhr al-Din Isma'il al-
Shirazi,11 fifteen years of age and reputed to be a prodigious scholar,

Jalal al-Din cAbd al-Rahman, op. cit., p. 145.
Jalal al-Din cAbd al-Rahman [op. cit., p. 181] gives a full form of the name,
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had immediately been put forward from the midst of this family as
candidate for the chief judgeship of Shiraz. The boy was quickly
accepted by the governor of Fars, who no doubt saw the fledgling
jurist as being more docile, patient, and gentle in dispensing public
justice to his elders.

A date for this eventful change in the careers of the two rival
judges has been reached by calculations from Fakhr al-Din IsmaciPs
death date of 756/1355, less his age of 94 at death, which give his
birthdate as 662/1263-64; then by adding 15 years, his age at induc-
tion to office, the year 677/1278—79 is produced for this his first
installation as chief judge of Shiraz.

After completing his move to Tabriz and having settled into his
lodgings, cAbd Allah Baydawi one day decided to attend that city's
chief 'school' or lecture hall. Professor Edwin Calverley retells from
Taj al-Din cAbd al-Wahhab al-Subki's Tabaqat al-Shaftiyah al-Kubra
[vol. 5, p. 59]12 what happened.

He entered a school there and took one of the back seats because no
one there knew him. The instructor put to those present a question
which he said none of those present could solve or repeat. Then
Baydawi started to answer. The instructor said, "I will not listen until
I know that you understand the question". Al-Baydawi said, "You may
choose whether I should repeat the question word for word, or give
the sense of it". The teacher was surprised and said, "Repeat the ques-
tion word for word". Then Baydawi repeated it and then gave the
solution, and showed that the teacher had not stated the problem accu-
rately. Then he confronted the instructor with a similar problem and
requested him to solve it, but the instructor begged to be excused.
The wazir [of the empire] happened to be present and called Baydawi
to his side, and when he found out who he was, he had Baydawi
restored to his position in Shiraz.

In widening circles among scholars of the East this incident was told
and recorded about Baydawi, the brilliant but impatient and severely
correct jurist theologian, who had been ousted from office by a local
governor but then restored to it by the highest authority of the
empire.

using both Fakhr al-Din al-Shirazi and Majd al-Din al-Shirazi al-Bali [the latter
name from a village in Shiraz district].

Van Ess [op. cit., p. 269] reports the boy's name as "Magdaddin al-Fali."
12 E.E. Calverley: "Al-Baydawi's Matali' al-anzar, a systematic theology of Islam",

in Muslim World v. 53 (1963), p. 294.
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When the imperial court in Tabriz restored Baydawi as Qadi al-
Qudat of Shiraz, in about the year 680/1281,13 the judicial situa-
tion as it had been under him earlier lamentably began to repeat
itself. Assuredly this time, Tabriz would have been fully informed of
the hardship for the people and leaders of Fars through enduring
'the severity' of this chief justice. Baydawi's brilliance of mind was
not questioned, but the rendering of his judgments had grated too
sorely, and thus, his judicial career in Shiraz was brought to a full
stop in 681/1282, only six months after his reinstatement.

And again Baydawi left the familiar city and traveled the miles
north to the capital, Tabriz, an arena where he said he was deter-
mined to spend his time peacefully in ascetic living, religious medi-
tation, teaching and writing. This trip in 681/1282 marks Baydawi's
permanent move to Tabriz.14 And without delay, in Shiraz the youth-
ful Fakhr al-Din Isma'il "al-Shirazi" was reinstalled as chief justice,
and from then history records that he held office for seventy-five
years.

The whole discouraging professional experience in Shiraz would
have taken place during the reign of the son of Hulagu, Ilkhan Abaqa,
during the years 663-680/1265-1282. And at the time of Baydawi's
final trip to Tabriz, the new Ilkhan, Ahmad Takudar, would have
just begun his reign, the dates of which are 680-83/1282-84.1516

In his al-Azhar University dissertation, Jalal al-Din cAbd al-Rahman

13 Van Ess reports 680/1281 as the date calculated for Baydawi's restoration to
the judgeship [op. cit, p. 265, n. 71].

14 This date of 681/1282 as part of the calculation is reported by Jalal al-Din
cAbd al-Rahman [op. cit., pp. 142-43], and by cAli al-Qarah Daghi [op. cit., p. 59,
note 3].

J. van Ess [op. cit., p. 265, note 71] uses the same calculation but carries it only
to Baydawi's reinstatement in 680/1281.

13 A Middle East Studies Handbook, by Jere L. Bacharach. Seattle, Univ. of Washington
Press, 1989, p. 41.

16 There is a story that on reaching Tabriz, Baydawi had sought out a sufi
shaykh, one Muhammad al-Kitkhata'i [spelling is uncertain] [=? kedkhuda] who
was a confidant of Ilkhan Ahmad Takudar. He is reported to have asked the shaykh
to intercede for him in requesting the emperor's intervention in restoring him yet
again to the chief judgeship of Shiraz. On the occasion of the shaykh's regular
Friday night meeting with the Ilkhan the request was relayed in such a manner as
to show the applicant's foolhardiness in persisting in this quest for high office. The
shaykh told the Ilkhan that the man "wanted a small piece the size of a carpet
from one of the quarters of Hell [Jahannam]", that is, he wanted "the judgeship
over Fars province." The Ilkhan immediately agreed to the request, and was ready
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states that none of the writers who mentioned Baydawi's life had
reported any intellectual or publishing activity from his Shiraz years
other than the fact that he had served as the chief judge there, and
that it was only after his final move to Tabriz that he came to have
a reputation as a writer.17 This observation bears weight in our out-
line of Baydawi's life.

Baydawi is most famous for his commentary on the Qur'an, Anwar
al-Tanzil wa-Asrar al-Ta'wil. It is a thoroughgoing revision of Zamakh-
shari's commentary, al-Kashshqf can Haqa'iq al-Tanzil, done in order
to replace that author's Mu'tazilite interpretations and to provide a
more widely useful orthodox commentary with fuller annotations.
Baydawi dedicated it to Ilkhan Arghun whose reign was 683-90/
1284-91, probably completing it during that reign. Such a reference
work would have tremendous value to the Ilkhan in governing and
understanding a populace with a majority of Muslims. It would pro-
vide opportunities for its author to give private lessons to members
of the court as well as lectures for the general public. It was the
foundation of his scholarly reputation and so would have been the
textbook for his teaching. Without any doubt he was keeping busy
as his career in Tabriz got underway.

Other outstanding works of Baydawi, in addition to the Anwar al-
Tanzil, include Minhaj al-Wusul ila cIlm al-Usul and a commentary to
go with it, and al-Ghayah al-Quswa ji Dirayat al-Fatwa [?? = Mukhtasar
al-Wasit], both the preceding titles being on Islamic law, then Misbah
al-Arwah, as well as the compendium here translated to English,
Tawalic al-Anwar min Matalif al-Anzar, both the preceding being on
Islamic scholastic theology, and Kizam al-Tavarikh, on world history.18

to issue the order. When the shaykh reported to Baydawi just what he had told
the Ilkhan, Baydawi was taken aback and seems to have been truly shocked into
an objective comprehension of his real foolhardiness in continuing to apply for the
office. He then withdrew his appeal, and remained with the shaykh in order to
learn the way of mysticism.

This story is retold with slight variations in both the dissertations from al-Azhar
University, and is attributed to the Rawzat al-Jannat by Muhammad Baqir al-
Khvansari [1811-95], but it is fitted into the theory of the early date of Baydawi's
death, 685/1286. Jalal al-Din cAbd al-Rahman [op. cit., p. 180] cites the mention
in the Kashf al-^unun of Katib Celebi [= Hajji Khalfah] and Khvansari's Rawzat al-
Jannat to the effect that Baydawi wrote his commentary on the Qur'an while work-
ing with Shaykh al-Kitkhata'i.

17 Jalal al-Din cAbd al-Rahman, op. cit., pp. 157—158.
18 James Robson, article "al-Baydawi, cAbd Allah ibn cUmar", in En-I-2, v. 1.
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In addition, he wrote a number of commentaries on the works of
other writers in grammar, logic, and theology.

Both Jalal al-Din cAbd al-Rahman and cAli al-Qarah Daghi men-
tion the names of pupils who studied with Baydawi. cAbd al-Rahman
names two:19 Fakhr al-Din al-Jarbardi [= al-Chahar Barti] [664—
746/1265-6—1345-6], and Zayn al-Din al-Habaki [= al-Hanaki],
who was later the teacher of cAdud al-Din al-Iji, famous for his
authorship of al-Mawaqiffi cIlm al-Kalam. Qarah Daghi lists those two
plus two others, namely, Kamal al-Din al-Maraghi [b. 643/1245-46],
and cAbd al-Rahman ibn Ahmad al-Isbahani, father and teacher of
Mahmud ibn cAbd al-Rahman al-Isfahani, the author of the com-
mentary on Baydawi's Tawali' al-Anwar that is translated here together
with its subject text. Qarah Daghi mentions that doubtless there were

90

more.
It should be noted that if the early date [i.e., 685/1286] for

Baydawi's death should be posited, and if his final trip to Tabriz
should be set at 681/1282, then the space of four years allowable
would seem to render it unlikely that he could have produced so
many book titles, or earned the scholarly reputation that he had, or
given adequate time for teaching of advanced students. And there
is another factor bearing on the passage of time in this scholar's life
in Tabriz, namely, the fact that the normal duration of the course
of study for each of his pupils may with fair certainty be reckoned
in years, rather than in 'quarters', 'semesters', or months.

An indication of Baydawi's gradual improvement in fortune is
given by the discovery of a series of letters written by the wazir
under Ghazan Khan and Uljaytu Khan [reigning respectively, 694-
703/1295-1304 and 703-716/1304-1316], namely, the historian
Rashid al-Din Tabib, to his son, Amir cAli, who was the Ilkhans'
governor in Baghdad. These letters are believed to have been writ-
ten about 703/1303 or perhaps as late as 712/1312-13, during or
just after a war between the Ilkhanids and the Mamluks in Syria.
In one of the letters Rashid al-Din gives a list of citizens honored
by the Ilkhan, among whom is mentioned Baydawi as bearing the
title "Qadi" [he alone in the list being so titled] and as having
received an imperial gift that included 2000 dinars, a sable fur, and

19 Op. cit., pp. 185-188.
Op. cit., pp. 65-68.
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a mount and saddle.21 It is possible that Baydawi was not only hon-
ored as 'qadi' by tradition, but that he was also recognized by the
Ilkhan's court in a new role of chief qadi of the Shafi'ite school of
Islamic law.22

The tranquillity of the Ilkhan empire was so only in a relative
sense. Ghazan Khan had become a Sunnite Muslim as a formal step
of religious loyalty. Various reforms in his administration were begun,
and the construction of public buildings increased. However, the
inconclusive war against the Mamluks and the threat of more war
coming from a major division of the Mongols in the north forced
the Ilkhan to build up his empire's defenses. Although the Ilkhan
gave the Shicite minority advantages and money for their institu-
tions and building projects they were still dissatisfied with his reli-
gious stance.

In about 705/1305 a leading Shicite scholar moved to Tabriz,
namely, Jamal al-Din al-Hasan ibn Yusuf Ibn al-Mutahhar al-
Hilli, known as "cAllamah Hilli" [648-726/1250-1325]. In the pub-
lic discussions and debates on matters of Islamic faith and on the
dispute between Shicites and Sunnites as to who should have been
the rightful leader of Islam after the Prophet Muhammad, Ibn al-
Mutahhar al-Hilli soon became active as a Shi'ite spokesman, while
cAbdallah al-Baydawi was an outstanding scholar and speaker for
the Sunnite majority. Both were highly intelligent and both keenly
appreciated these opportunities for presenting their positive reasons
and mutual objections and for constructing arguments and counter-
arguments that could stand in the minds of attentive hearers.

cAllamah Hilli abridged Nasir al-Din Tusi's handbook on Islamic
religious practice, Misbah al-Mutahajjid and organized it into ten chap-
ters. Then he supplied his own composition which he called, al-Bab
al-Hadi cAshar, [The Eleventh Chapter]™ containing the teaching about
God and His attributes, then Prophecy, the Chosen Leader [Imam]

21 D.O. Morgan, in his article, "Rashid al-Din Tabib", [En-I-2, v. 8, p. 443]
states that this collection of letters is "generally regarded as a spurious compilation,
perhaps of the Timurid period." J. van Ess, op. cit., pp. 266-267, mentions the
doubts of other scholars as to the reliability of these letters, but accepts a coun-
terargument against the doubts and is favorably inclined himself as to their histor-
ical value.

22 Cf. E. Tyan's article "Kadi", En-I-2 v. 4, pp. 373-374, esp. p. 374.
n Translated from Arabic and published by Willliam M. Miller, London: Royal

Asiatic Society, Luzac Distr., 1928 (reprint 1958).
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of the nation, and the Hereafter. We note that the cAllamah begins
by speaking about the obligation [wajib] that is divinely placed on
believers in Islam to know and obey God, the Necessary Existent
[wajib al-wujud], and other foundational teachings of Islam.

Ghazan Khan's hopes for reorganizing his empire ended when he
died at the age of 31 in 703/1304. His brother Uljaytu succeeded
him, intending to continue his brother's plans. He had become a
Sunnite Muslim along with his brother, and sometime during the
first years of his reign he had tightened his control of the Sunnite
community by combining two of their schools of Islamic law into
one for administrative purposes. However, in 710/1310 he was won
over to the Shicite cause24 when Ibn al-Mutahhar al-Hilli issued a
fatwa in his favor that abolished a troublesome divorce.25

This major shift in the ruler's religious loyalty changed the bal-
ance of power in the Islamic community, and gradually put Sunnites
on the defensive. For the next several years, tensions increased within
the Persian populace and especially between the two large Islamic
divisions. Baydawi deeply sensed the immediate and long term impli-
cations of this change. With reference to the succession of Islamic
leadership after the Prophet Muhammad, he was convinced that the
Shicite position contravened the facts of history. This basic deviance
in the conception of historical fact he felt was also a denial of much
that Sunnite Islam stood for. With an educated and cultured spokesman
like Ibn al-Mutahhar al-Hilli, he would have been pleased and stim-
ulated to continue discussion and debate over these matters. But the
politico/religious atmosphere was radically changed, and the future
seemed headed for an unthinkable tragedy.

Shicite citizens had been increasing in numbers in Persia, and now
they were favored over the Sunnites on every occasion. Uljaytu was
even persuaded to engrave on his coins the Shi'ite slogan, "cAli is
the viceroy of God." Bertold Spuler relates further in his survey of
this history that Uljaytu persecuted the Sunnites so severely that
"civil strife seemed bound to break out."26

During this tense period Uljaytu died in 717/1317, and his death
was attributed to poisoning. Shortly afterwards in 718/1318 under

24 B . S p u l e r , The Muslim World, a Historical Survey, Part 2, The Mongol Period, p p .
38-39. Leiden: EJ. Brill, 1960.

25 Jalal al-Din cAbd al-Rahman, op. cit, p. 183.
26 B. Spuler, op. cit., p. 39.
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the next Ilkhan, Abu Sacid son of Uljaytu, the historian Rashid al-
Din Tabib, one of the two co-wazirs of the empire who had been
struggling for supremacy at the second echelon of government, was
accused by his opponent, Wazir Taj al-Din cAli, of having poisoned
Ilkhan Uljaytu. And because his co-wazir accuser was temporarily
too strong, no adequate defense could be made, so Rashid al-Din
and his son Ibrahim were executed and their family property seized
by the government. But history records a sort of vindication some
years later when Ghiyath al-Din, another son of Rashid al-Tin Tabib,
was made wazir, the empire being still under Ilkhan Abu Sacid.27

In the years after 710/1310 when Shicism had begun to modify
the internal actions and attitudes of the government toward its non-
Shi'ite citizens, for Baydawi there was no longer any satisfaction in
public activity. As a Sunnite speaker attempting to address a changed
and predominantly hostile public atmosphere, doubtless he would no
longer have received the customary courteous and fair hearing by
the crowd of listeners in the religious debates and discussions. His
formerly attentive students excused themselves and disappeared from
his company. Calumny in private gossip easily could have been
splashed over his reputation.

Thus, his early determination to live an ascetic life of meditation
and study would have prevailed in his daily plans. It was clearly bet-
ter for him to keep "a low profile" and avoid trouble as much as
possible. This principle he observed well until he was overtaken by
death in 716/1316, the date given by Hamd Allah Mustawfi al-
Qazvini [d. after 740/1339-40] as recorded in his Tcfrikh-i Guzida.28

As Baydawi's name for long had not been heard either in gossip
or in news reports, it has seemed to historians ever since that time
that his last days are faded in the distance. This is a lapse of his-
toriography, as no consideration has been given by any biographer
nor has speculation been made regarding the relevant general fact
of an aged and discouraged person's deteriorating physical and men-
tal powers and how this fact would bear upon the continuance of
regular daily communication between the outside world and such an

27 D.O. Morgan, in his article, "Rashid al-Din Tabib" [En-I-2, v. 8, p. 443].
28 Quoting Bertold Spuler regarding this history, "[It] (completed 730/1330). . . con-

tains a quantity of useful information about the author's times which is not to be
found elsewhere, so that it is indispensable as a source for the later Ilkhan period . . . "
B. Spuler, article "Hamd Allah . . . al-Mustawfi al-Kazwini" in En-I-2, v. 3, p. 122.
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individual. So to Baydawi, as to everyone, gradually there did come
the time of a parting along the unseen abscission line between body
and intelligent soul. In this case of Qadi cAbd Allah Baydawi, as in
many a noteworthy case, memories of his words and copies of his
writings continue to reward study and to stimulate comprehension,
both in scholars' cells and in high offices of government.

A BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE ON

MAHMUD IBN CABD AL-RAHMAN AL-ISFAHANI

Shams al-Din Mahmud ibn cAbd al-Rahman al-Isfahani, author of
this translated commentary on Baydawi's Tawalic al-Anwar, was born
in 674/1276 in Isfahan.29 His home was one where scholarship in
general religious studies was honored and pursued by his father, cAbd
al-Rahman ibn Ahmad al-Isfahani. Mahmud aptly and heartily fol-
lowed this example of motivation. A brief outline of the life of
Isfahani, Baydawi's commentator, is supplied by Ibn Hajar al-cAsqalani
[773^852/1372^1449], writing in his biographical dictionary of nota-
bles who died in the 8th/14th century, al-Durar al-Kaminah ji A'yan
al-Mi'ah al-Thaminah, entry #4752. We shall follow this outline and
suggest a partially filled in picture of his life and contribution, where
possible correlating this with the time-frame of Baydawi's career.

Mahmud's father, cAbd al-Rahman ibn Ahmad Isfahani, was one
of the four students of Baydawi whose names have been gathered
from various sources.30 No date for his course of study with Baydawi
has been found, but we shall take it to have been sometime during
what we assume would be his most productive years at Tabriz,
between 681/1282 and on up to 710/1310, when the Ilkhan Persian
empire officially became a Shicite state. Let us add to our assump-
tions the fact that cAbd al-Rahman would have moved his family to
Tabriz while he studied there. That more distant capital city, plus
Baydawi's rising fame somewhat later than 681/1282, would have
had more attraction as a study center than Shiraz would have had
earlier than 681/1282, even though the latter was closer to their

29 In Arabic the city's name has been traditionally spelled with a "b" instead of
an "f", but in Persian it is "f". This carries over into the usages with personal
names.

30 Qarah Daghi, cAli Muhyi al-Din, op. cit., pp. 65-68. See also the list in the
biographical note on Baydawi, p. xxxiv above.
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home in Isfahan, since Baydawi earlier would have been less known
as a scholar.

Mahmud would have been 7 years of age in 681/1282, and 36
years of age in 710/1310. Ibn Hajar says only that he "worked" in
his home town [i.e., either as apprentice in a skilled trade, or as a
'pre-professional' student], becoming skilled and advancing in the
various "arts and sciences", and that he studied under his father and
another shaykh, one Jamal al-Din ibn Abi al-Raja3.

When cAbd al-Rahman moved his family to Tabriz and began
his course of study under Baydawi, it may be that Mahmud was still
living with his parents while bringing in wages from his work. To
speculate, if Mahmud accompanied his parents, he might reasonably
have been near the age of twenty, reaching this age in 694/1294-5.
By that time Baydawi's career at Tabriz could have reached its high-
est level, his fame attracting students from cities in every direction.

The situation then would have been ideal for Mahmud to attend
along with his father, and thus earn for himself a 'subject teaching
license' [ijazah]. This practice by students of bringing a child or
youthful son along to hear the lectures and thus gain academic credit
is known to have become a "routine" phenomenon in Islamic edu-
cation by the time Ibn Hajar al-cAsqalani was writing in the mid-
8th/14th century.31

Of course, this is only speculation regarding Mahmud, as one
would expect him at least to mention such an experience in his writ-
ings, and if later he had become proficient as a scholar, then his
biographical notice in Ibn Hajar's al-Durar al-Kaminah would have
mentioned it also. But the lack of any such mention does not demon-
strate in itself that he did not sit in his father's shadow at Baydawi's
lectures. At any rate, therefore, whether as a direct or indirect hearer
of the famous scholar, Mahmud is no more than 'once removed'
from him. Especially since his father was the intermediary, Mahmud's
insight into Baydawi's mind and work was deeply appreciative of
that teacher.

To digress briefly, the same 'once removed' degree of separation
from Baydawi the teacher holds also in the case of cAdud al-Din
cAbd al-Rahman ibn Ahmad al-Iji, his intermediary being his tutor

31 Jonathan Berkey, The Transmission of Knowledge in Medieval Cairo, a Social History
of Islamic Education. Princeton University Press, 1992, p. 32.
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shaykh, one Zayn al-Din al-Hanaki [or, al-Habaki]. However, al-Iji's
summary work on Islamic theology, al-Mawaqiffi cIlm al-Kalam, is nei-
ther presented or known as a commentary on Baydawi's book of
natural and revealed theology, but rather as an original work. It is
evident that medieval Islamic scholars observed some of the same
general patterns in the organization of their topics. We have made
a brief study of the organization of Iji's book along with a com-
parison of it to the Baydawi text with its Isfahani commentary.32

When his family eventually returned to Isfahan, Mahmud would
have begun his teaching career which would build up gradually as
he matured through his own reading and learning. His pupils prob-
ably included both primary and secondary students, as classes and
as individuals, and from among them he could choose those who
were more advanced.

His was an orthodox Sunnite Muslim family, and when Ilkhanid
Persia became a Shicite state in 710/1310 under Ilkhan Uljaytu
[703-17/1304-17], Mahmud Isfahani would have felt the same dis-
couraging effect upon his scholarly enthusiasm at the age of 36 that
Baydawi was feeling very keenly as an elderly man. In addition to
the religious situation, the Ilkhan Abu Sa'id [717-36/1317-35] seemed
both weak and untrustworthy. He had allowed the famous wazir-

32 There is a close similarity in organization between Isfahani's commentary taken
together with Baydawi's TawaW al-Anwar and Iji's Mawaqif. Please note the two
tables of contents: Baydawi has six main divisions, using standard 'book' terms for
the divisions. Iji has six main divisions, using a geographical metaphor of 'Stations
on a Route of Exploration in Theological Knowledge'.

BAYDAWI IJI

[2-]

[3.]

[4.]
[5.]

[6.]

Introduction: Studies
in logical reasoning.
BOOK 1: Realities Possible:

Section 1: Universals

Section 2: Accidents
Ch. 1, General
Ch. 2, Quantity
Ch. 3, Quality

Section 3: Substances
BOOK 2: Realities Divine

(Dogmatic theology)
BOOK 3: Realities Prophetic

(Prophecy, Imamate,
Practical theology,
Last Day)

1st

2nd

3rd

4th
5th

6th

Station:

Station:

Station:

Station:
Station:

Station:

Basic items of knowledge
and learning.

"Matters
of general reference"
Accidents

Obser. Pt. 1: General
Obser. Pt. 2: Quantity
Obser. Pt. 3: Quality

Substances
Things divine
(Dogmatic theology)
Matters of tradition
(Prophecy, Imamate,
Practical theology,
Last Day)
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historian, Rashid al-Din Tabib, and his eldest son to be executed
because of a rival's spite in 718/1318, but later he had raised the
dead wazir's younger son, Ghiyath al-Din, to the same post his father
had held, perhaps as some kind of an apology to the family.

The next mention of Mahmud Isfahani in Ibn Hajar al-cAsqalani's
brief obituary notice of him is that he went on the pilgrimage to
Makka at the end of 724/1324. He was then 50 years of age. Thus,
we realize that fourteen years under increasing Shi'ite control over
the country's internal civilization is a long time for him to have
endured the change from being in a majority Sunnite position to
being of a second-class minority.

The following month, at the turn of the year 725/1325, it is
apparent that he did not return to Isfahan, but instead, he traveled
to Jerusalem, as Ibn Hajar mentions. His pilgrimage to Makka and
his visit to Jerusalem as the next most holy place of Islam helped
to restore his religious perspective and revived his confidence in his
profession. Being a Sunnite Muslim, he felt an inward guidance to
emigrate permanently from the Shi'ite Ilkhanid region that was his
home to the territory of the Mamluk empire comprising Egypt,
Palestine and Syria. This empire was a strong Sunnite state, so he
was soon headed for Damascus, arriving there in Safar, the second
month of the new year, his age being 51.

In the city at various lecture halls, and especially in the great
Umayyad Mosque, wherever public discussion groups met regularly,
there Mahmud al-Isfahani made himself at home, participating with
all his old enthusiasm for things intellectual and religious. Ibn Hajar
al-cAsqalani picks up a semi-legendary moment in Mahmud's life,
when he quotes a sharply observant old Shaykh Ibn Taymiyah
[661-728/1263-1328], the Hanbalite judge and theologian, as scold-
ing a talkative group at a public discussion, "Be quiet now all of
you, so that we can hear what this noble fellow has to say. No one
like him has ever come here". [al-Durar al-Kaminah, 1966, p. 95.]

Thus it was for seven happy years Mahmud spent his days and
evenings at the Umayyad Mosque intently poring over his reading
or patiently helping groups of students with their difficult reading
assignments. When it was his turn to lead a public discussion peo-
ple would be left full of praise for him.

One day in late spring, in the month Rabic II of the year 732/1332,
Mahmud being 58 years old, an important letter of invitation to
membership came to him by post from the Cairo office of Shaykh
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Majd al-Din al-Aqsara3i, supervising shaykh of the famous Nasiriyah
khanqah in Siryaqus, then a northern residential suburb of Cairo.
Built and fostered by the reigning Mamluk king, al-Malik al-Nasir
Muhammad, this khanqah [or, khanaqah] was an outstanding exam-
ple of the retreat and study centers in Cairo, originally for Sufis and
later accepting religious academics, that provided a room, meals,
worship and study facilities and a common library, plus regular schol-
arships or stipends for budding or established scholars. The khan-
qahs brought honor and prestige upon their builders, their supervising
shaykhs, and all who resided within.33

Then, in short order, Mahmud ibn cAbd al-Rahman Isfahani gave
his hearty and obedient response to the sender of this letter by trav-
eling to Cairo, alighting from his mount at the khanqah, and by
taking up his lodgings there [fa-nazala cindahu]. And there he was
graciously welcomed by Shaykh Majd al-Din al-Aqsara3i and soon
introduced to the residential fellows and the leading patrons of the
khanqah in a general convocation, this without doubt becoming a
'lecture series' by general acclaim [wa-cumila lahu sama].

The chief fostering patron of the Siryaqus khanqah was the king,
al-Malik al-Nasir Muhammad ibn Qalawun, now a mature leader
in his third and finally secured reign [709-41/1309-40], having
been installed and removed twice before [693-94, and 698-708],
fortunately without injury.34 He was ten years younger than Isfahani,
and there is no doubt that this monarch warmly agreed with the
supervising shaykh in appreciating the newly arrived scholar's gifts.
Listening to Mahmud Isfahani's expositions of the Qur'an and to
his discussions of the teachings and semi-philosophical debates of the
Mutakallimun, the king felt his own need for a better comprehen-
sion of the religious foundation of Islamic civilization. Isfahani spoke
often of a great Sunnite teacher, cAbd Allah ibn cUmar Baydawi,
who had lived in recent years in the Ilkhanid empire when it had
been a Sunnite land. Al-Malik al-Nasir Muhammad even could have
possessed a copy of Baydawi's theological summary, Tawalic al-Anwar
min MataW al-Anzar. But then, it was steep and heavy reading, even

33 See Jonathan Berkey, op. cit., pp. 56-60, "Sufi Convents as Centers of
Education", and J. Chabbi's article "Khankah" in En-I-2, v. 4, pp. 1025-26, for
gradual changes in the function of the khanqahs.

34 See Peter M. Holt's article, "Al-Nasir", 1. Al-Nasir Muhammad ibn Qalawun,
684-741/1285-1341, in En-I-2, v. 7, pp. 991-992.
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for well educated royalty. As had the earlier Ilkhans, this Mamluk
king sensed that behind the difficult sentences there was a religious
scholar of forthright logical clarity and positive, serious judgment,
with strength of conviction and knowledge, qualities the Ilkhans and
their counterparts, the Mamluks, wanted to see in their legal con-
sultants. Al-Nasir Muhammad saw these qualities in Mahmud Isfahani,
but in a more fluent and genial style than in Baydawi.

Therefore, al-Nasir Muhammad proposed to Isfahani, and indeed,
commissioned him to write out a full commentary on Baydawi's
Tawalic al-Anwar. This would be as a service both to him as king,
and to all readers of religious and scholarly purpose. A sizeable
reward in cash, property, office, or all of these, was always under-
stood as part of a commission, and this also depended on the king's
satisfaction with the end product.

Residence at the Siryaqus khanqah of course provided all the con-
tinuing needs of a scholar. Therefore, Isfahani set to work on the
commentary that was commissioned probably sometime not long
after becoming acquainted with al-Malik al-Nasir Muhammad in
732/1332. The king was then in the final third of his last reign,
being destined to live nine more years until 741/1340. These two
dates may then be set as the extreme limits for the possible begin-
ning and ending of Isfahani's work on this book.

Others of the leading Mamluk princes also had found Isfahani to
be an appealing and convincing teacher. Few if any of them came
from native Egyptian families, so their social class had no difficulty
in accepting a foreign scholar's contribution.35 Prince Qawsun al-
Saqi, who had the high office of royal 'cupbearer',36 and kept this
title, "al-Saqi", adding it to his personal name, was able to convince
Shaykh Mahmud Isfahani to accept the honor of being named the
supervising shaykh of a new khanqah that the prince was building.
The deal offered to Isfahani would have included a higher stipend
and more comfortable lodgings as the supervising shaykh, a first-
class library of manuscript titles to be commissioned from the best
scribes, plus the all-important freedom of setting his own schedule
of hours for individual work and for public discussion. He did not

35 Carl Petry, The Civilian Elite of Cairo in the Later Middle Ages, Princeton University
Press, 1981, Ch. 2, "Geographic origins of the civilian elite", esp. pp. 61-68, 77-81.

36 P.M. Holt, op. cit., p. 992.
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refuse this fine offer, but continued without interruption in his own
royally commissioned task.

Before he emigrated to Egypt Mahmud Isfahani had produced his
own works or commentaries on the works of other writers in the
fields of literary criticism, poetics, dialectical theology, and logic. In
Cairo his written production ultimately included a commentary on
Ibn al-Sacati's literary work al-Badi\ commentaries on two works of
Baydawi, the Tawali' al-Anwar and the Minhaj al-Wusul, and his Tafsir,
an interpretation of the Qur'an.

Colleagues and friends told of their amazed observations of him
while at work, whether in Isfahan, Damascus or Cairo. Ibn Hajar
al-cAsqalani relates one vignette, that he avoided eating very much
in the evening, for that would make him need to drink liquids, and
that would make him need to find a piece of vacant land whereon
to relieve himself, and therefore precious writing time would be lost
to him. Friends remembered how firm his handwriting was and how
quickly his pen flew along. And it seemed that any time some inter-
ruption came into the workings of his mind when he was involved
either in conceptual thought or in problems of knowledge it was like
an affliction to him. Ibn Hajar goes on to quote the historian Khalil
ibn Aybak al-Safadi [d. 1362] as saying, "I saw him [in Cairo] when
he was writing his commentary [[tafsir] on the Qur'an], he was
working directly from his mind and memory without any review [of
his source materials]; and people have found [this work] to be greatly
useful."

Isfahani's move away from the Siryaqus khanqah, called the
Nasiriyah after the king who built it, to another where he, Isfahani,
was the supervising shaykh and chief scholarly ornament, was only
a small irritation to the king. Likewise, Prince Qawsun's success in
luring Shaykh Isfahani away from his first lodgings to newer ones
with a grander title amounted to nothing more than the prince's
usual activity in a court full of others like him constantly jostling
and scheming for advancement in prestige, an activity that corre-
sponded to the bustling hubbub in a busy market place, nothing to
cause worry.

When Shaykh Isfahani finally announced that he had completed
his commentary on Baydawi's TawaE al-Anwar min Matalf al-Anzar,
royal and religious and scholarly personages all welcomed and praised
the work. Readings were scheduled, manuscript copies were com-
missioned, and the king presented the author a friendly and gener-
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ous reward for the long task now completed. Of the place of Baydawi's
TawaW al-Anwar in the later esteem of Muslims, Jalal al-Din cAbd
al-Rahman, in his University of al-Azhar dissertation on Baydawi37

quotes Taj al-Din cAbd al-Wahhab al-Subki [d. 1370], who wrote
in his biography of Shafi'i notables, Tabaqat al-Shafi'iyah al-Kubra,
"[Baydawi's Tawali' al-Anwar] is the most outstanding compendium
that has ever been written in the science of [Islamic] theological
statement." Furthermore, Jalal al-Din cAbd al-Rahman goes on to
say that of all the commentaries on Baydawi's TawaW al-Anwar the
most helpful and useful one is that by the great Doctor, Shaykh
Shams al-Din [Mahmud ibn cAbd al-Rahman] al-Isfahani.38

For Mahmud Isfahani from then on no major changes were
reported in his location, his reputation, or his work. He continued
to debate and to discuss interesting philosophical and religious prob-
lems with other scholars and with the public, and he continued to
teach his students and to write, although he had considerably slowed
up in the latter activity. His friend the king died in 741/1340, and
was succeeded by no less than seven short-lived reigns in the eight
years following. Ibn Hajar al-cAsqalani says that Isfahani died in
Dhu al-Qacdah 749/1348, this being in the Second Pandemic of the
bubonic plague.39 At the age of 75 years, his successful career in
scholarship as both teacher and writer was brought to an end. One
may imagine that he found eminent satisfaction in his life among
colleagues, friends and students. And without doubt, he remains an
outstanding citizen of his world and an interesting person with whom
to study and reflect.

37 al-Qadi JVasir al-Din al-Baydawi wa-Atharuhu fi Usul al-Fiqh, p. 201.
38 cAbd al-Rahman, op. cit, p. 205.
39 Ibn Hajar al-cAsqalani, al-Durar al-Kaminah, 1966, p. 95. See also "Fleas: the

Lethal Leapers", by Nicole Duplaix, National Geographic Magazine, May, 1988, pp.
675 ff.
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ISFAHANI'S FOREWORD TO HIS COMMENTARY,

Matalic al-Anzar, Sharh L 2, T 2, MS 3b

In the Name of God, the Merciful Lord of Mercy, [we do this].1

Praise be to God, For He it is alone
Who singularly lives in the obligation of His presence

and the perpetuity of His abiding,2

Who stands alone in prevention of His nonexistence
and the impossibility of His passing.

Demonstrating His existing presence
is the created earth and soaring heavens;

Witnessing to His singular incomparability
is the banishment of corruption from earth and sky.

He surpasses far any matching to likes or peers.
He is holy, high

beyond temporal origination or analytical division,
beyond compounding or partition.

Comprehended by His knowledge
is the careful creeping of a black ant
on massive rock in glooms of the dark.

1 This invocation, the "basmala" [bi-ism Allah al-Rahman al-Rahim], is given
here as preface to the entire double book that follows [i.e., both text and com-
mentary], not being repeated at the beginning of Baydawi's text. In it we follow
Kenneth Cragg's translation. [We add the bracketed phrase as being implicit in
whatever context the basmala is used.]

2 Isfahani's incipit: [al-Hamdu lil-Lah al-ladhr tawahhada bi-wujub al-wujud wa-
dawam al-baqa0]. These lines of preamble clearly echo Baydawi's previously writ-
ten incipit and preamble. Regarding the phrase, [wajib al-wujud] or, [wujub al-wujud],
or abbreviated to [al-wajib], a shift in connotation is apparent between the aspect
of 'egocentric' philosophical reasoning and the aspect of 'theocentric' religious atten-
tion. In the zone of philosophical reasoning, the Prime Mover is ultimately declared
to be the 'Necessary Existent', or, 'the Necessarily Existent One', i.e., that Being
who is necessary to sustain the existence of the philosopher and his universe. Thus,
God may be considered as having necessary existence; but any notion of the eternal
God as 'being under obligation' is expressly rejected by Baydawi and his colleagues.
However, moving into the zone of religious attention and expression, the presence
of the Transcendent One is intuitively and immediately recognized as the source
of an obligation within which all other existents stand in relation to the One. The
two aspects of this necessity/obligation are always present. Note 'Allamah Hilli's
comparable teaching mentioned in Baydawi's biographical note [p. xxxvi].
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God has introduced every thing by His autonomous power,3

[power] eternal and refraining from ceasing:
Unto Him [all things have their] return,
By Him [all things have their] beginning.4

He has made arrangement for all things that are
by His particularizing command,

That follows His primeval decision.5

Fallen down short of perceiving6 His essence7

are the meditations of great sages,
Wandering lost in the great wilderness of His divinity

are the logical reasonings8 of wise scholars.

3 The 'power of autonomous action and causation', a concept well reformulated
by R.M. Frank in his Beings and Their Attributes.

4 See the articles "al-Macad", by R. Arnaldez and "al-Ibdac", by L. Gardet, in
the En-I-2. The latter article carefully distinguishes between [ibda3] and [ibda*].

5 [. . . .bi-qadarihi alladhi huwa tali sabiq al-qada3]. These two decisions of God
are linked together implicitly if not in clear statement. Their order of sequence is
presented here.

6 [idrak] is used for both sensate and beyond sensate perception in Arabic, and
thus we believe it reasonably may be translated as perception in both cases. The
term apprehension has come to introduce a distortingly large connotative compo-
nent of fear into the act of perception, in our judgment.

7 [dhat] essence. Fazlur Rahman points out, "In Muslim philosophy this term
[dhat] is used in several senses: 1) thing, 2) self, 3) substance; 4) essence: . . . the
essential or constitutive qualities of a thing as a member of a species, . . . contrasted
with its accidental attributes. In this sense it is the equivalent of [mahryah]." "Both
these meanings of [dhat] as essence and substance, however, are combined and
often confused . . . by Aristotle and his followers." [From F. Rahman's article "[dhat]"
in En-I-2.]

We shall follow the usual translations of [dhat] and [mahryah] which are by the
terms "essence" and "quiddity", respectively. The meanings overlap and thus will
continue to generate confusion, especially for students beginning in philosophy. A
brief review of the terms for each of these two concepts will show the close over-
lap in their meanings and the distinctive emphasis of each, even though our definitions
are simplified: [dhat] is an essence itself in real existence; and [mahryah] is an
essence in the abstract as constituted in its whatness by its ingredients. This dis-
tinction may help to avoid some difficulties. As terminology that we hope would
be clarifying we propose the future use of "real-essence" for [dhat], and "quid-essence"
for [mahryah].

8 [anzar] plural of [nazar]. As a noun we identify it with the 'speculative thought'
carefully done and well tested that is necessary to be accepted as certainty beyond
mere theory. The predominant and near total use of this term in our translation
will be as 'logical reasoning'.

Baydawi presents sound logical reasoning as the most careful and most useful
kind of intellectual activity. More often than by a full syllogism, logical reasoning

4
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Benediction and peace be on creation's best, Muhammad,
Whom He sent out to all peoples of a world created,
Whom He chose for quelling error

and for lifting up a standard to guide one's way,
To whom He promised the place of interceding

on the Day of Showing and Recompense;
And also on his Family, righteous and serene,

And on his Companions, all noble and pious.

Now as to the subject matter that follows:
Masters of the intellect agree together, and the wardens of tradi-

tion give their assent, in that the worthiest matter to which mass
ardor may strive, and the greatest thing for which nobility in mankind
may compete is systematic knowledge, for it is animation to the
heart, that L 3 chief of our members, and it is soundness to the
intellect, that most powerful of all things.

For this reason God Most High commended systematic knowl-
edge and its human community in many places in the Noble Qur'an.
God Most High has said:

"Those who advance systematic knowledge God will advance by
several ranks;" [Qur'an 58:11] and

"Is the balance equal [between] those who do have knowledge
and those who do not have knowledge?" [Q 39:9] and

"God has confirmed that there is no deity at all except Himself,
while angels and the friends of knowledge do maintain justice."
[0,3:18]

The greatest and highest kinds of knowledge, the most perfect and
beneficial among the areas of experiential knowledge, are the divine
sciences of [our] revelation and the particularities of [our] religion,
MS 4a since by them there is ordered well-being for all who wor-
ship, and there is awarded the bounty of salvation at the Restoration.9

Fruits of many intellects in their varieties are there in harvest, precious

accepts the perceived data of both intuition and reason, and constantly is checking
and adjusting back and forth, alternating between a) the clarifying 'process of con-
ceiving' meanings and reality [al-tasawwur], and b) the 'assenting judgment' to each
step in the improving focus of a conception of some entity [al-tasdfq].

9 [al-macad], another term for the Day of Resurrection. It is God's prerogative
to restore all things for close review and recompense.
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and rare things of every kind are there to captivate. He who is
adorned with these thereby wins the uplifted arrow prize;10 whoever
withdraws from these [divine sciences] will [indeed] join the vast
assembly on Resurrection Day, but, as unseeing.

[In this category of the divine sciences there is one that has no
peer at all], the systematic knowledge of the fundamental principles
of [our] religion [that is specifically, the 'science of theological state-
ment'].11 This is the grandest of them all in subject, noblest of them
in elements and corollaries, firmest of them in foundational supports
and most obvious of them in proof. As both an edifice about the
pillars of the religious law and as a foundation for them, as chief
and foremost among landmarks of our religion, and as opener of
the curtains of divinity, and giver of access to the secrets of lord-
ship, [this systematic knowledge] serves to divide between the cho-
sen righteous and the abandoned wicked, and to differentiate the
obedient, a populace whose destiny is divine forgiveness T 3 and
good pleasure, from the disobedient, a populace whose destiny is
error and terror.

Writing on this subject, outstanding authors of all times and excel-
lent scholars in all eras and periods have produced noble volumes
and polished compendiums, they have striven to delineate ultimate
concepts, state fundamental truths, disclose unique treasures and
record useful lessons. On behalf of us all, may God reward them
abundantly.

However, the book [entitled] Rays of Dawnlight Outstreaming12—a
very learned work by that wise and careful leader, chief of cadis and

10 [faza bi-al-qidh al-mu'alla'] i.e., wins the priority in allotments, preeminence
in counsel; derived from the ancient Arabian game [maysir] where the winner gets
the seventh of the divining arrows. [Hans Wehr, Dictionary of Modem Written Arabic]

11 In view of the need for a more lucid conception the following is now sug-
gested as a translation for [cilm al-kalam]: 'the science of theological statement'. It
will be used sometimes, as here, as a specific alternate for "the systematic knowl-
edge of the fundamental principles of our religion." See the note ahead coming
under point 5 of Baydawi's discussion of the functions of this science.

12 Full title: [Tawali' al-anwar min matalic al-anzar], the second half of Baydawi's
title being taken as the first half of the commentary's title. The suggested transla-
tion for the two titles illustrates their difference in perspective that hinges on the
word [mata.li']:

Baydawi—Rays of Dawnlight Outstreaming from FAR HORIZONS of Logical Reasoning.
Isfahani—HIGH VISTAS of Logical Reasoning, a Commentary on "Rays of Dawnlight

Outstreaming."
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civil governors, an exemplary investigator, model of precision and
finest [scholar] of modern times, Imam to Islam and all Muslims,
cAbd Allah al-Baydawi, God make his spirit venerable and his tomb
radiant—[this title] stands out from among these [other books] for
its inclusion of the finest products of reason and the choicest selec-
tions of tradition.

It has reviewed our religion's sources,13 distilled its major sections,
summarized its governing laws, verified its logical demonstrations,
untangled its problems and clarified its enigmas. And, as [the author]
himself says, along with its being concise and easy to remember, it
embraces concepts that come from many disciplines, although they
stand close together in many of their aspects, its foundation princi-
ples and main topics are well marked and its natural [subject] group-
ings and transitions are well arranged.

In light of this, a person whom I would not withstand L 4 and
with whom I can only agree has requested me to write out for him
a commentary MS 4b that would not only delineate [the book's]
ultimate meanings, state its fundamental truths, disclose its unique
treasures and record its useful lessons, but also would present sys-
tematically its general concepts, perfect the articulation points within
them, open up its problem areas and explicate its enigmas. So I
undertook to fulfill the requirements he set me, and I have loosened
up the author's tightly locked ambiguities of expression and have
endeavored both to make clear what he means to say and to par-
ticularize his [general] formulations. I have named this [book of
mine], High Vistas of Logical Reasoning, a Commentary Upon "Rays of
Dawnlight Outstreaming."14 Moreover, I have inscribed it in the name
of one who is plainly free of the unattractive traces of bad habits
and is fully endowed in winsome qualities of a fine character, one
who is a flowing spring of generosity and good deeds endorsed by
the support of the merciful Lord, a person in whom are centered
qualities suiting the most noble and exalted, lordly and princely,
great, splendid and masterful. This man is actively guardian of the
borders and coastlines, divinely aided and victorious, Chief of the
Reserve Forces and Commander of the Armed Forces, Chief Cupbearer

13 MS gl: I.e., [our] religion's sources.
14 [Matalic al-Anzar, Sharh Tawalic al-Anwar.]
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among royal conquerors;15 may God celebrate16 strength in the strug-
gle for God and in hard work.

He has established justice and benevolence, and he protects the
people of religion and faith. He is our Sultan Most Great—who
holds by the neck all foreign kings, being [himself] King over all
kings of the Arabs and the non-Arab East, a fair minded master, a
hard working guardian of our borders and coasts, triumphant over
enemies and made victorious by heaven, a conqueror in the world
and in our religion, Sultan of Islam and all Muslims, reviver of jus-
tice in all worlds, a guarantor of equity for the oppressed versus
wrongdoers, a preceptor of faith for the pious, a negotiator of agree-
ment among believers—Abu al-Macali Muhammad,17 the son of our
Lord and Sultan Most Great, al-Malik al-Mansur Sayf al-Din Abu
al-Fath Qalawun.18

May God extend this man's sovereignty over the people of the
[Islamic] community for a protecting shade. May God expand their
community by the blade of his sword and by the charm of his per-

15 [qawsun al-saqi al-malikl al-nasin] L 4 gl: His expression, "Qawsun al-saqi",
is one of the honorary titles given to successful princes. [An anonymous quote.]

Charlies Rieu, stated in his Supplement to the Catalogue of Arabic Manuscripts in the
British Museum, item # 186, on Isfahani's MataW al-Anzar. "The work is dedicated,
not as stated by Haj. Khal. iv., p. 168 (or, v. 2, p. 1116), to Malik al-Nasir B.
Kala'un, but to that Sultan's favourite Amir and Sipahsalar, Kausun al-Saki, who
was raised by him to the rank of Viceroy, Na'ib al-Saltanah . . .".

However, we believe that Rieu's reading of Isfahani's text in MataE al-Anzar at
this point is not correct. The glossed comment on the title, "Qawsun al-saqi", (as
quoted above) does not support a change of dedication of his book from Sultan al-
Nasir Muhammad, as his chief patron, to the Amir Qawsun, who also made him-
self Isfahani's patron. More-over, it is hard to think that Haji Khalfah would have
so interpreted Isfahani's Arabic eulogy of the Sultan.

15 The MS alone reads, "May God strengthen . . ." [shadda Allah . . .]. L, T, and
MS Garrett 989Ha read [shayyada Allah . . .].

17 Known as al-Nasir Muhammad, he was Sultan of Egypt and Syria during
three periods: 1293-1294, 1299-1309, and 1310-1341. Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalani writes
in his al-Durar al-Kaminah [biography item #4752] that Mahmud al-Isfahani came
to Cairo from Damascus in "the year 32", presumably 732/1332, during the third
period of al-Nasir Muhammad's rule, and in the 56th year of Isfahani's life. Ibn
Hajar also reports that Isfahani was honored by the Amir Qawsun who built a
khanqah for him and installed him as its shaykh. Perhaps this was near the mosque
Qawsun built, as shown in the map and list of monuments with J. Jomier's article
"Kahira", in En-I-2. Qawsun was the sultan's son-in-law and leader of the suc-
cessful one of two power factions active in the last years of al-Nasir Muhammad's
reign, [cf. P.M. Holt, art. "Mamluk" in En-I-2.] Isfahani's commission to write this
commentary would have been given sometime during those nine years, 1332 1341.

18 al-Mansur Qalawun ruled as Sultan of Egypt and Syria from 1279 to 1290.
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sonality for a safeguard and vicarious [divine] regency. May He make
ready a place for the establishment of his noble residence among
the abodes of the stars, one to be completely adorned with all hap-
piness. May God portion out desperation19 and generous treatment
among [the king's] enemies and his friends [respectively]—as long
as "the night blots out and the day shines forth" [Qur'an 92: 1—2]—
as recompense for some of [the king's] favors and hospitality and
for a token20 of his goodness and grace.

The request humbly brought now is that out of the abundant
excellence of his [royal] nature [the king] will give [this written work
of mine] a favorable reception in his magnanimity and generosity.
MS 5a

BAYDAWI'S FOREWORD TO HIS CONCISE TEXT,

Tawalic al-Anwar min Matalic al-Anzar L 4, T 3

Baydawi said:

Praise be to Him
Whose existence and continuance are a necessary confirmation,
And Whose nonexistence and passing away are thus self-pre-
vented.21

Demonstrating His existing presence
are the earth, His alone,
and the sky, His alone;

Witnessing to His incomparable singularity
is the careful foundation of the universe,
and its vast superstructure.

He is the Omniscient One whose knowledge comprehends every-
thing

that lies beyond limits of the finite in number and measure.
He is the Omnipotent One whose power of autonomous action

does not cease upon reaching a desired goal:

19 Reading [ya's] with the MS, although L and T appear to read [ba's]. MS
Garrett 989Ha is unpointed here, while the next noun is indeterminate.

20 The MS here provides another preposition "for" pi-], while L and T do not.
The MS Garrett 989Ha indicates the tanwin [shay'in].

21 Baydawi's incipit: [al-Hamdu li-man wajaba wujuduhu wa-baqa°uhu, wa-imtanaca
'adamuhu wa-fana°uhu].
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Unto Him [all such has] its return,
By Him [all such has] its beginning.

He gives order to everything in heaven and earth
by the sequence of His particularizing command
Upon the customary rule of His decision primeval.

How majestic L 5 is His power, how blessed are His names!
Magnificent are His qualities, and universal His benefits!
Wandering and lost in the great wilderness of His divinity

are the reflections and opinions of [man's] intellect;
Hoping for but affording no perception of Him

are the highways of [human] thought and all its byways.
I praise Him, yet praise of Him is beyond measuring.
I thank Him, yet thankfulness is also His gift.
I pray for blessing on His Messenger,

whose zeal and toil made supreme the guidance [of God],
and whose courage and ability quelled error [in mankind]:

May God send blessing upon him and his family,
as long as the bright full moon sends back its soft beams.

Isfahani says: L 5, T 3, MS 5a

[Here] in [Baydawi's] preamble22 are included most of the essential
topics in the principles of our religion. Among these is our author's
assured confirmation of the Divine Maker and His attributes, and
his admiring exclamations at God's beautiful grandeur as he makes
mention of God's necessary existence and His permanent continu-
ance, of the impossibility of His nonexistence and passing away, of
His absolute singularity and His knowledge,23 of His power of
autonomous action and sovereign control, of His primeval decision
and particularizing command, of His restoration and inauguration
[of all things], and of [His instituting] a prophethood that [in itself]
is God's ability to herald a new order.

Now, [the term] 'praise' is both for eulogizing and for proclaim-
ing divine favor in kindness and other good things; as one says, "I
praised this man for his gracious deeds, and I praised him for his
good qualities and his courage".

22 Isfahani's commentary upon Baydawi's text begins here, following it section
by section.

23 The scribe of L has omitted this term.
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God, being the Real and True One, Glorious and Most High,
a. is that One who is described in attributes of majesty, a Master

whose qualities are all perfection, and therefore
b. He is the One worthy of praise and veneration. Moreover,
c. to characterize the Most High in terms of His necessary exist-

ence [and hence every creature's obligation to Him] is [to make]
the fundamental statement testifying that He is indeed characterized
by attributes of divinity. Therefore,

d. praise [of the divine] belongs specifically to that Essence Who
is characterized by the necessity of [His] existence; and that neces-
sary existence has concomitants

1. the necessity of [His] permanent continuance as well as
2. the impossibility of [His] nonexistence and passing away. In

the author's preamble here, the third [proposition] is considered as
related to the first, and the last as related to the second, so he com-
plemented the first proposition with the second, and complemented
those two with the third and fourth.

Then [Baydawi] pointed out something that demonstrates the Most
High's existence by the method of the Mutakallimun,24 [namely,] by
the evidence T 4 for His existence in His works, the most evi-
dent of His works demonstrating His existence being the earth and
the heavens. God Most High said:

"Indeed, if you should ask them, 'Who created the heavens and
the earth?' . . . most surely they will say, God.'" [Qur'an 29:61] Also
He said: "Can there be any doubt about God, Creator of the heav-
ens and the earth?" [Q, 14:10]

[Baydawi's statement,] "Witnessing to His incomparable singular-
ity is the careful foundation of the universe and its vast superstruc-
ture", logically requires [in turn] the denial that there is a plurality
of gods, for that would be a situation necessarily resulting in the dis-
integration of both the heavens and the earth. God said,

"If there should be in either of them [i.e., heavens or earth] deities
other than God, then both [heavens and earth] would be destroyed."
[Q,21:22]

[As a grammatical note here,] the term, "careful foundation" [rasf ]
with the quiescent letter L 6 "[sad]" is a verbal noun, as one

24 MS gl: This being to reason from the result [al-maclul] to the cause [al-cillah].
The "Mutakallimun" are those who practice 'the science of theological statement'.
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says, "The work of setting [rasaftu] the stones into the building I
performed carefully to give it firm stability [arsufuha rasfan] by
putting each one of them together tightly."

Then [Baydawi] made it plain that God is 'omniscient' by way
of His 'knowledge', not 'omniscient' by way of His 'essence'.

a. His knowledge is a unity, and comprehends everything know-
able that lies beyond the limit of counting or measuring. MS 5b

b. Indeed, His knowledge is a unity that is linked to each and
every universal and particular, both those that can be sensed and
those that can be conceived. God said:

"He has knowledge of all things", [Q 6:101; etc.] and
"Not a leaf falls but He knows of it; nor is there a seed in the

darknesses of the soil, nor any place of moisture or of dryness but
it is written down in a Book of Plain Record [i.e., the Qur'an]", [Q
6:59] and

"God is One from whom nothing may be hidden, whether on
earth or in heaven", [Q 3:5] and

"Though you may announce something publicly, God knows what
is in secret and what is still more hidden." [Q 20:7]

Next [Baydawi] set forth the fact that God is omnipotent by way
of a power of autonomous action

a. that is necessary through His own essence,
b. that is continuous through His own continuance, and
c. that is linked to all the possible realities. The [power] that

specifies some of these possible realities to become real temporal phe-
nomena at certain moments of time acts through the linkage of His
divine will to each one. Thus, His power of autonomous action does
not cease upon achieving His desired goal, for it is properly His
right to restore again some goal to be desired by His will, just as it
is forever His right to begin [working for] it. God Most High said:

"As We introduced the first created thing, so We shall restore it."
[Q,21:104]25

25 The 'beginning' and the 'restoration' usually refers a) to the original creation
of something and its restoration in the Resurrection. Or, it may refer b) to a shorter
term goal, that when it is achieved, the 'power' of God is not frustrated by hav-
ing nothing more to work toward, and thus another goal is set and there is a begin-
ning again which is a restoration in the sense of 'recommencement' in the place
of the work completed. See the article "Ma'ad" in En-I-2 by R. Arnaldez.
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Then [Baydawi] explained that God Most High makes arrange-
ment for everything that is created from the heavens to the earth
by His 'particularizing command' [qadar], which in turn follows
along the customary rule of His 'primeval decision' [qada°]. God
said:

"Everything that We have created has been through a particular-
izing command", [Q 54:49], "There is not one thing of which We
do not have a storehouse full, and We will not deliver it [to mankind]
except by our well known particularizing command." [Q 15:21]

So, His 'primeval decision' is an expression for the orderly exist-
ence of all created beings within the Book of Plain Record and the
Safely Preserved Tablet,26 all of them having been brought together and
totalled up in readiness for an original creation. And His 'particu-
larizing command' is an expression for their existence as having been
placed down within the individual 'quiddities'27 after they have
obtained their various contingent factors that specifically differentiate
them one by one. The 'customary practice' [i.e., by which His par-
ticularizing command follows His primeval decision] is the 'custom-
ary way', as it is said that a certain person has persisted in one
'customary way'.

How glorious is His power of autonomous action, omnipotent over
all things, and not ceasing upon the achievement of His desired goal!
How blessed are His names; that is, let His names be exalted and
magnified over any descriptions of created beings! God said: "Blessed
is the name of your Lord, unto Whom be glory and honor." [Q55:78]

How great is His favor that He has showered upon us both out-
wardly and inwardly; How universal are His benefits that include
all created beings. God said: "He has showered His favors upon you,
both outwardly and inwardly", [Q 31:20] and "If you should count
up every favor of God, you could not reach their total." [Q, 14:34;
Q, 16:18]

[Now, note Baydawi's expression], "wandering and lost", that is
"bewildered in the vast wilderness L 7 of His divinity are the
reflections of [man's] intellect", that is, observance of God by one's
mental vision, and by critical opinions about Him.

26 See the article, "Lawh", in En-I-2, v. 5:698, by AJ. Wensinck and C.E.
Bosworth.

27 [al-acyan] the identified quiddities [sometimes thought of as 'the ideas'], after
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Observance in the intellect by mental vision, when something nec-
essarily cannot be perceived directly, is only a process of defining
and describing. But the Creator Almighty has no commonality with
anything else at all, whether in the category of genus or species, so
He may not be separated distinctly from anything else through the
category of either specific difference or accidental quality; rather, He
is separately distinct in His essence. Therefore, there is no delimit-
ing definition for His essence, since neither genus nor difference
apply to Him. And because He is separately distinct in His essence
from anything else, He has no obvious concomitant28 the concep-
tion of which would convey the intellect to His reality. Nor is there
a descriptive definition of Him that would convey [the intellect] to
the observance of Him. For that reason, the reflections of the intel-
lect have gone wandering and lost; that is, observance of Him [fails],
from which conception of [Him as] a mental object would benefit,
and also critical opinions about Him [fail] from which judgmental
assent about Him would benefit.

[This is so] because judgmental assent in logic results only from
a syllogistic inference from 1) the cause to the effect, or from 2) the
effect to the cause. Now, the first [alternative] would be impossible
in His case, for He is the First Cause, the Existential Cause of all
created things, from Whom, not about Whom, testimony is requested.
The second [alternative] sometimes does not produce certainty, so
the intellect becomes confused. God has said,

"We will show them Our signs both in remote regions and within
themselves, so that it may be clear to them that this is the truth.
Or are you not satisfied that your Lord is a trustworthy witness in
everything?" [Q 41:53]

[About this uncertainty Baydawi said], "Violently shaking", that
is, with a complete and incomprehensible blockage, "are the high-
ways of [human] thinking and its methods", that is, the directions
it takes.

they have received their identifying qualities. They may be thought of existing men-
tally only, or extramentally in external reality.

28 Isfahani's apparent self-contradiction may be resolved as follows: that God may
be abstractly indicated as the Necessary and Obligating Presence [wajib al-wujud],
and that this affirmation has the obvious concomitants of 'necessity of continuance'
and the 'impossibility of nonexistence and passing away' is an abstract fact. This
abstract fact is separately distinct from the religious fact that in His essence God
does not have any obvious concomitants.
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You should understand that 'thinking', as will be plain when the
topic comes up, is the movement of the ['reasoning] soul' among
the intelligibles,29 beginning from a 'desired premise' and ending at
it as the 'conclusion desired'.30 This [movement of thought] resem-
bles31 spatial movement that requires an open stretch of some dis-
tance in which movement may take place, and that [intellectual]
open stretch is called the 'syllogistic way', or method.

Since the movement begins from [the desired premise] and the
movement ends with [the desired conclusion], and as each of them
is called [in logic a propositional] marker point,32 [Baydawi] there-
fore likened those intelligibles to the highways in which spatial move-
ment takes place, and he likened the desired premise from which
the [thought] movement began and the [desired conclusion] at which
it ended to marker points, so he called these two33 by those names.34

After [Baydawi] had made it plain that praise belongs to a Being
who would be characterized by attributes of grandeur and would be
a giver of favors to others, and that God Most High is He, that
One who is characterized by attributes of grandeur and who is the
Lord of favors, he began to praise [God] and said: "I praise Him,
yet praise of Him is beyond measuring." Here he was emulating the
example of the Master of messengers, God's blessings be upon him,
wherein the Prophet had said: "I cannot measure praise due unto
You in the same measure that You have brought it upon Yourself."35

[Baydawi] also said, "I thank Him, yet thankfulness is also MS 6b
His to give." [This is] because the acts of human beings are cre-
ated and belong to God, thanksgiving being among the acts of human
beings. L 8 Indeed, [thanksgiving] consists in a eulogy upon one's
tongue, action taken with all one's might, and conviction within one's

29 For a preliminary concept of the 'reasoning soul' we have Baydawi's term
'soul', that functions like an 'intellect', the intellect being the distinguishing com-
ponent of the human soul. And sometimes it will be called simply 'the intellect'.

30 Both are the [matlub].
31 L reads: [li-shibh]; T: [tushbih] apparently with "movement" as verb subject;

the MS: [yushbih] apparendy with "thought" as verb subject, and a gloss: "the
predicate of [anna]".

32 [jihah].
33 MS gl: I.e., the 'intelligibles' [al-macqulat] and the 'desired marker point'

[whether premise or conclusion] [al-matlub].
34 MS gl: I.e., the 'highways' [al-turuq] and the 'marker point' [al-jihah].
35 [la uhsi thana'an calayka anta ka-ma athnayta cala3 nafsika]: a hadith indexed

in Wensinck's Mifjam Alfaz al-Hadith al Nabawi as being in most or all of the major
hadith collections. Found in Sahih Muslim, Salah #222.
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heart.36 Taken all together, T 5 [thanksgiving] is to devote one's
soul, one's body members, and one's powers, both outwardly and
inwardly, 'to that for which they were created',37 and thus 'thanks-
giving' is the gift of God.

Then, since all happiness, whether heavenly or earthly, whether
temporal or eternal, is something that comes to us through the
Messenger, God said [i.e., to him],

"We have sent you strictly as an act of mercy to the world's inhab-
itants." [Q, 21:107] God has commanded us to ask blessing upon
him, saying,

"Indeed, God and His angels ask blessings upon the Prophet; O
you who believe, ask blessings for him and greet him abundantly
with 'peace.'" [Q 33:56] So [Baydawi] began to pray for blessings
to be upon him, and said, "I pray a blessing to be upon His Messenger
who38 has made supreme the guidance [of God] . . . " such that it
has reached to the eastern parts of the earth and to the western.

[Notes on Baydawi's syntax here.] The term, 'toil', ['ana3] is spelled
with an 'a' and is the verbal noun of [caniya], spelled with an 'i',
and in the imperfect tense with an 'a', as [yacna5]. He quelled error,
that is, his courage, or, his strength conquered [it], and 'his ability'
[ghana'uhu], spelled with an 'a' is 'his advantage'. 'Shining out'
[diya3] means 'brightness'. One says, "The light of the fire made a
brightness", [da'at] with either [daw'an] or [diya5an], and the word
[ada'at] is like it. It sometimes occurs as transitive [muta'addiyan];
one may say, "The fire brightened it." The word [ada'a] here is
transitive, its active agency being its shining out [diya'uhu], and the
pronoun [hu] attached to it refers to the Messenger [as antecedent].
The 'bright full moon' is its object in the accusative case. But it can

36 Near his commentary's beginning Isfahani places this statement in triadic form
based on the rhyming of [lisan—arkan—janan], here focussed on the concept of
praise as thanksgiving. Near the ending of his commentary, in Book 3, Section 2,
Topic 8, Isfahani changes this same triad to focus on the concept of "faith." As
such it is discussed in the article, "Iman.—I. Elements and conditions of the act of
faith", by Louis Gardet in the En-I-2, v. 3, pp. 117Ob-1171a.

37 The foregoing clause echoes the second part of a quotation used by the Prophet,
but not attributed to him as its originator; in full it is: "Everyone is easily amenable
to that for which he was created." Baydawi uses this quotation in his argument in
Book 3, Section 2, Topic 4b. As a hadith it is listed in Sunan Abu Baud, Kitab al-
Sunnah, #4709.

38 The MS adds here the clause, . . . "Whose zeal and toil", as in Baydawi's text,
but Isfahani abridges the passage, and it is omitted by L and T and MS Garrett
989Ha.
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also be intransitive [laziman], and in that case "the bright full moon"
would be the active agency of [ada'a], [diya'uhu] being in apposi-
tion to it.

Baydawi said: L 8, T 5

To proceed further:
a. the greatest of all our sciences in subject matter,

the firmest of them in principles and corollaries,
the strongest of them in evidence and proof, and
the clearest39 of them in argument and method,
is that Science [of Theological Statement] which is the
1. Guardian in making manifest the sublime mysteries of divinity

hidden by the curtains of [divine] omnipotence; the
2. Observer of everything present in the sovereign domain

as well as everything unseen in the divine kingdom; the
3. Distinguisher between those chosen to bear a message and

to guide
and those disposed by nature for error and evil; the

4. Unveiler of the states of the blessed and the miserable
in their final abode on the Day of Justice and Decision; and the

5. Solid Platform for the Religious Law's [pillar] bases; and it is
[the Law's] foundation, as well as being the chief and headmost
of the distinguishing signs of our religion.40

39 The two immediately preceding adjectives, superlatives formed on weak-lam
verb roots [aqwa5—ajla3], are examples of problems faced by the Iranian author as
well as by the Ottoman scribes and editors of this work in Arabic spelling. L:
[aqwlha—ajlaha]; T (edited in Cairo): [aqwaha—ajlaha]; MS Garrett 283B: [aqwfha
(?)—ajlaha]; MS Garrett 989Hb: [aqwma—ajlfha]. Isfahani's text in L is [aqwfha]
while in T it is [aqwaha], but he chooses [awdahuha] as a synonym of [ajlaha]
and that precludes misreading the latter as [ajallaha], perhaps a more common
term in laudatory texts.

40 Baydawi first defines the [cilm al-kalam] by this list of its functions, and his
commentator Isfahani starts out by giving a generic definition for it that serves to
designate the larger body of knowledge from which the [cilm al-kalam] branched
out. Modern scholarship also wresdes in translation for a definition of this newly
growing 'branch of religious knowledge'. Professor Louis Gardet has written on this
matter in the En-I-2. In his article titled "Kalam", he distinguishes our topic from
other usages by defining [cilm al-kalam] as "defensive apologetics", or "the science
of discourse (on God)."

In his article tided "'Ilm al-kalam", he begins by saying "The term is usually
translated, as an approximate rendering, 'theology.'" Then he quotes two authori-
ties. The philosopher Farabi said, that it was "a science which enables a man to
procure the victory of the dogmas and actions laid down by the Legislator of the
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Isfahani says: L 8, T 5, MS 6b

a. Our author's intent is to point out the fact that the noblest of
all branches of knowledge is the [body of] systematic knowledge
of the fundamental principles of our religion [that is, 'the science of
theological statement'], in order to motivate students to desire and
seek it.

Now,—wherein the greatness and nobility of any science rest upon
the greatness and nobility of its subject matter, and L 9 upon the
firmness of its principles, namely, its universal foundations, as the
fact that the Most High is a free agent, and its corollaries, namely,
questions that branch out from the universal foundations, such as
the commissioning of prophetic messengers and the resurrection of
human bodies, and upon the strength of its evidence and proof and
the clarity of its argumentation and method,—then, to that extent
every science will have had its subject matter become greater and
nobler, its principles and corollaries firmer, its evidence and proof
stronger, and its argumentation and method clearer. Indeed, that
science [of theological statement] will be greater and nobler, this
being the greatest of all our sciences in subject matter, firmest of
them in principles and corollaries, strongest of them in evidence and
proof, and clearest of them in argumentation MS 7 a and method;
this is the science called [the 'science of] theological statement'.

1. [Baydawi describes this 'science of theological statement'
first] as "the Guardian" in presenting clearly and publicly the attrib-
utes of the Most High's essence, [a task that is done] through [study-
ing] the attributes of [God's] acts. [Baydawi's use of the term] 'to

religion, and to refute all opinions contradicting them." Further, from Iji's Mawaqif.
"Kalam is the science which is concerned with firmly establishing religious beliefs
by adducing proofs and with banishing doubts" (p. 7 in our edition). After this
Gardet gives a full history of the development of this science, first among the
Mu'tazilah in defending Islam against Mazdaean and Christian apologists, then later
among the Asha'irah who were more in the mainstream of Islamic thinking and
practice. The Mu'tazilah fell out of favor and "Mu'tazilism was in turn condemned
and most of its productions [in religious literature] were destroyed." "The discov-
ery of these works [e.g., cAbd al-Jabbar's Mughni] in the Yemen is another proof
that under the challenge of the 5th/11th century reaction [against them] the influence
of the school continued to be felt in non-Sunni milieus" (En-I-2 v. 3: p. 1144a).

Gardet lists (v. 3, p. 1145a) among the "later Mutakallimun" of the Asha'irah
school Ghazali, Shahrastani, Fakhr al-Din Razi ("one of the most original thinkers
of this school"), then skips to Isfahani, Iji, Jurjani and Dawani. Perhaps Baydawi
was skipped here because he is considered to be more of a jurist than a Mutakallim.

We believe that the translation, 'the science of theological statement', will serve
as a useful and correct interpretation.
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manifest' means 'to present clearly and publicly', the 'sublime mys-
teries of divinity' are the attributes of [God's] essence, 'the divinity'
being [God's] essence, and the 'curtains of divine omnipotence' are
the attributes of the [divine] acts; thus, the attributes of [God's]
essence are behind the cover of the attributes of [His divine] acts.

2. [Baydawi's] expression, "the Observer", is a second descrip-
tive for that science [of theological statement, in its natural com-
prehension] of the observable aspects of the world, namely, everything
perceptible to the senses, as well as the unrevealed aspects of the
divine kingdom, namely, the intelligibles that are absent to the phys-
ical senses. For indeed, among the realities possible that [have become]
existents there are those that are perceived by physical sense, being
called the 'observable evidence', the 'sovereign domain' and 'the cre-
ation'; and there are those that are perceived not by physical sense
but rather by the intellect, these being called 'the unseen', the 'divine
kingdom', and the 'governing authority'. God has referred to both
these categories when He said,

"He is well aware of the unseen and what can be observed",
[Q,6:73]

"Do not all creation and all governing authority belong to Him?"
[0,7:54]

"Blessed be He in whose hand is the sovereign domain", [Q67:l]
and,

"Praise be to Him in whose hand is the divine rule over all things."
[O 36:83]

3. [Baydawi's] expression, "the Distinguisher", is a third descrip-
tive of that science [of theological statement]; that is, [it is] the
agency distinguishing between those chosen to bear a divine mes-
sage and to guide and those disposed by nature for error and ruin,
namely, those created with a disposition for these things. 'Ruin'
means 'destruction', and is the verbal noun of "perished."

4. [Baydawi's] expression, "the Unveiler", is a fourth descrip-
tive of that science [of theological statement]; that is, [it is] the
Unveiler of the states of those in bliss or in misery in the Hereafter,
these being their [respective places] of final abode on the Day of
Justice and Decision.

5. [Baydawi's] expression, "the Solid Platform for the [pillar]
bases of the Religious Law" is a fifth descriptive [of the science of
theological statement]. It follows in orderly fashion upon what has
preceded, namely, that the [pillar] bases of the Religious Law and
the distinguishing signs of our religion are founded upon the Book
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and the Prophet's Custom, and the [process of] inference drawn from
both of these depends upon the fact of having established that God
L 10 is One Who speaks, Who sends messengers, and Who gives
revelations to them. These matters are known only from the 'science
of theological statement'. Therefore, [this science of theological state-
ment] is the Solid Platform for the [pillar] bases of the Religious
Law and is its foundation, as well as being the chief and headmost
of the distinguishing signs of our religion. Thus, the distinguishing
signs of our religion are 'in need' of the science of theological state-
ment, while the 'theological statement' is not 'in need' of them.

The science characterized by these attributes is the greatest of all
our sciences in its subject matter, firmest41 of them in principles and
corollaries, strongest of them in evidence and proof, MS 7b and
clearest of them in argumentation and method, only because its sub-
ject matter is the essence of God Most High, and the essence of all
created things. [It is so] because in this way it investigates the attrib-
utes of God and the various conditions of all created things wherein
these factors will lead to conviction in what should be believed.

Let no one say that it is inadmissible to make the essence of God
a subject [for study] in the science of theological statement, because
the subject of every science is something that is granted [as a pre-
supposition] in that science, either being clearly evident in itself or
made evident in some other science. Furthermore, the essence of
God is neither something clearly evident in itself, because it is a
matter of logical reasoning, nor is it made evident in some other
science, because the rest of T 6 the sciences of the religious law
seek help in this matter through 'theological statement'. As a par-
ticular example, the certainty that there is a Creator is not due to
what people say, namely, that His essence is 'made clear through
philosophy' and is 'granted as a presupposition in theology', because
that would not be sound reasoning. How could it be admissible that
the [main] subject in the highest of the religious sciences would be
made clear within some other science foreign to the sciences of the
religious law? Rather, since what would be made clear by proof is
the 'existence' of an essence,42 this ['existence'] being something 'addi-
tional' to the essence [itself], that is, to [its] existence in absolute

41 L mistakenly reads, [aqwiha] instead of [aqwamuha].
42 The MS alone parenthetically inserts here: (not the essence of Him the Most

High).
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terms, it would be therefore one of the states of the essence. Now,
an investigation—of the states of a [given] subject of a certain sci-
ence—that would be carried on within [that same] science, would
not exclude the [given subject's] essence from becoming the subject
[of investigation].

Thus, if it should be objected that the certainty of a [given] sub-
ject's 'existence' would not be established within the [same] science,
but rather in some other [science], and if its 'existence' should not
be evident [within its own science], and if its 'existence in relation
to [its own] essence' should not be evident [within its own science],
so that it would need to be demonstrated, then the answer [to
the objection] would be that if the investigation should be about the
'states', these being [a subject] other than the 'existence', then the
existence of this subject would be granted and it would be made
clear in some other science. But if the investigation should be about
the 'existence' [of the main subject in the science], then that would
not be made clear in some other science, but rather, within that
[same] science. In that case [the 'existence' of the subject] would be
one of the problems of [that certain] science. This is provided that
[the disputants'] statement—that the existence of the subject would
be made clear nevertheless, in another science,—is not to be taken
in its absolute sense. Rather, what is meant by [their statement] is
that the subject [of this science, i.e., 'theological statement'], being
more specific than the subject of some other science, would have its
existence made clear in the other science only if it should not be
clear [in its own science of 'theological statement'].

So, it is apparent that the greatest of the sciences in subject mat-
ter L 11 is [the science of] theological statement. Also, with regard
to the fact that the science of theological statement is the firmest of
the sciences in its principles and corollaries, compared to the [other]
sciences of our religion, that is true because it is a knowledge of
conviction, while in the rest of them it is conjectural [knowledge].

Compared to the topics in divinity in the system of MS 8a the
Physician-Philosopher [Ibn Sina], [the science of theological state-
ment] rests upon:43

a) divine inspiration which provides the truth of conviction,
and

b) divine aid that is both

43 L: [musnad]; T, MS and MS Garrett 989Ha: [mustanad].
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1) required for completeness of what is knowable, and is
2) free from the defect of fallible estimation; and all that

is in contrast to the topics in divinity in the system of the Physician-
Philosopher. His [system] is based upon the intellect to which the
fallible estimation raises objections. Thus, if the fundamental princi-
ples should be such, then the subsidiary corollaries would be likewise.

With regard to [the science of theological statement] being the
strongest of [the religious sciences] in evidence and proof, this is true
because its evidence provides a decisive demonstration, and it is
clearest in argumentation and method because it is the method of
the prophets. [This science of theological statement] is the Straight
Path, the Path of God, "to Whom belongs all that is in the heav-
ens and on the earth." [ Q 2:255, 284, etc.]

Baydawi said: L 11, T 6

This [then is the preamble]. Our book employs the wisest intellec-
tual maxims and the finest traditional selections in the ongoing task
of examining [our theology's] fundamental principles and bringing
out its distinguishing factors, in summarizing its laws and verifying
its demonstrations, in resolving its problems and clarifying its enig-
mas. Even together with its brevity of expression and resulting ease
of memorization, it includes topical ideas having many branches
whose boundary sides are close together, and these are uniformly
identifiable in their fundamental concepts and introductory steps, and
soundly correct in their sublimities and their passages of transition.44

I named it: Rays of Dawnlight Outstreaming from Far Horizons of Logical
Reasoning. And from God, to Him be praise, I ask

that He will safeguard me from anything worthless and guide me
on a steady path,
that He will forgive my sins on Judgment Day and bring me to
the highest heavens,

"together with the prophets and people of truth,
the martyrs and people of virtue." [Qur'an 4:69]

44 [musawwamat al-mabadi wa-al-matalic muqawwamat al-cawali wa-al-maqatic].
Baydawi appears to favor an architectural metaphor: foundation, entry stairway,
upper areas, lines of definition. Isfahani reverses the order of the first two nouns,
perhaps favoring a topographical metaphor: introductory climbing approach, spread
out platform foundation, sublimity of conceptual subject, passages intersecting with
history.
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Isfahani says: L 11, T 6, MS 8a

[Baydawi's expression, 'this, then' means] 'this has been the pre-
amble', or, 'accept this [as introduction].' His expression, 'wisest intel-
lectual maxims' [caqa3il], being the plural of [caqrlah], means 'the
best'; it is the precious part of any thing, that is, it includes the
choicest intellectual statements and the best traditional studies—as
one says, "The choicest of his companions came to me", that is, the
best of them—while continuing to examine its principles and deduce
its distinguishing factors.

So indeed, the principles mentioned in it are reviewed, and the
distinguishing factors noted in it are extracted [and listed for study].
As the term, 'to review', means 'to trim', the meaning is that its
fundamental principles are reviewed and trimmed of all that is extra-
neous. Its distinguishing factors have been clearly formulated and
extracted to rest upon the bases of the faith, and the religious laws
have been summarized, that is, clarified and explained, 'summariz-
ing' meaning 'clarify' and 'explain'.

The word, 'difficult' [also] means 'ambiguous'. One may say, L
12 "The matter became difficult", that is, ambiguous. One may
say, "The affair became problematic", that is, hard and incompre-
hensible, and "a problematic matter does not lead straight ahead."
Also, "clarification" means 'explanation', as one says, "I clarified it",
that is, "I explained it."

The 'many divisions', [i.e., especially of peoples], [shucub] being
the plural of [shacb] with an 'a' after the '[shin]', are what have
been divided into many branches, or tribes among the Arabs.45 The
term, "sides", [junub] being the plural of'side' [janb], [as in] 'their
boundary sides are close together', that is, they are near to each
other. The expression, 'uniformly identifiable' [literally, 'designated
by a mark' [musawwamah], means something known [by its mark].
A statement of the Most High [refers to angels], "having a uniform
insignia" [musawwimfn], [Q^3:125] that is, marks by which they are
readily known. Also, the word of the Most High is, "stamped clay
bricks", [Q 51:33] that is, they have the seal imprints [of manufacture]

45 Baydawi and Isfahani both use only one set of the nouns from the root [sh-'-b],
namely, [sha'b—shu'ub], now commonly meaning 'people'. However, the context
indicates that their meaning fits another set, namely [shu'bah—shu'ab], meaning
branch or division.
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stamped on them. And the term, 'made correct' [muqawwamah],
means, 'properly correct'. One says, "I made the thing to be cor-
rect [qawwamtu], so it is sound [qawlm]", that is, properly correct
[mustaqfm].

Our author meant by the phrase, "the introductory steps and fun-
damental concepts", the topics on 'logical reasoning and its princi-
ples' and on the 'realities possible', and by the phrase, "the sublimities
and their passages of transition", he meant the topics on 'realities
divine' and 'realities prophetic' and on the 'supreme leadership',
which are obvious.

Baydawi said: L 12, T 6

The content of the volume is arranged in an introduction and three
interior books.

Isfahani says: L 12, T 6, MS 8b

Since the chief reason for composing this volume has been to estab-
lish firmly both the fact of the Creator and His attributes and of
the Prophethood with its linked topics, all by using intellectual demon-
strations set up from premises drawn from [all] the realities possi-
ble by logical reasoning about them, our author arranged the volume
into an introduction and three interior books. The Introduction is
on Studies in Logical Reasoning, Book 1 on Realities Possible, Book
2 on Realities Divine, and Book 3 on Realities Prophetic, with their
related matters.46

46 Through the course of these lectures, readers can note the influence of great
authorities of the past on Baydawi. The Jubba'i family among the Muctazilah and
al-Ashcari among the Asha'irah Sunnis are prominent among his esteemed guides.
His thought was informed by the work of Ibn Sina in philosophy and science and
Fakhr al-Din Razi in historical theology. G.C. Anawati's survey of Razi's Muhassal
in the En-I-2 (under Fakhr al-Din Razi) reveals how Baydawi has made his contri-
bution in form and content generally following Razi. This is in line with the nor-
mal custom for medieval speakers and writers to build what they have to say on
the work of earlier authorities. But we believe that in a comparison with Razi the
Tawali' al-Anwar min Mated? al-Anzar of Baydawi is a better model in the outlining
and statement of topics and arguments. Baydawi's permanently useful work in this
regard is fully appreciated by scholars in both medieval and modern times, as we
have documented in the Preface.
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Baydawi said: L 12, T 6

THE INTRODUCTION:
STUDIES IN LOGICAL REASONING.1

Isfahani says: MS 8b

THE INTRODUCTION:
STUDIES IN LOGICAL REASONING

An introduction is intended to support the topical material follow-
ing. Since the topics of the three interior books are based on mat-
ters that are linked together by logical reasoning, our author has set
forth his studies in logical reasoning as the introduction T 7 to
the three books. And since logical reasoning is the process of arrang-
ing facts that are known—whether these be [preliminary] concep-
tions or [notions] accepted by consensus—in a way that leads to
learning something that is not already known, studies [in the process
of alternating] 'intellectual conception' and 'judgmental assent' have
come to be the beginning steps for 'logical reasoning'.

If these organized factors lead to an intellectual conception, they
are called a 'definition' or an 'explanatory statement', and if they
lead to an assenting judgment they are called a 'convincing argument'
or an 'inferential proof demonstration. Therefore, since logical rea-
soning comprises these two factors [i.e., intellectual conception and
judgmental assent], it has [important] distinguishing properties.

' Aristotle, Ibn Sina, and Fakhr al-Din Muhammad Razi, in their historical
sequence, all make a study of logic and epistemology the general and introductory
basis for consideration of other particular sciences. Writing for the generation just
prior to Baydawi, Razi began his book, Muhassal AJkar al-Mutaqaddimin wa-al-Muta'akh-
khirin . . . (Compendium of thought ancient and modem) [Cairo, Reprint of 1323 A.H. ed.,
pp. 16-50], with three 'pre-suppositions' [muqaddimat]: 1. the pair, '[intellectual]
conception' and 'judgmental statement' [tasawwur/tasdrq], are primary features of
knowing, which, following Ibn Sina, Razi treated as linked but not as functioning
together in an alternating process responding to the data of perception; 2. 'the dis-
tinguishing properties of logical reasoning' [ahkam al-nazar], which Baydawi put at
the end of his introduction; 3. inferential proof [al-dalil].
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In his Introduction the author set out four Chapters: 1. Principles
of [Epistemology], L 13 2. Explanatory Statements, 3. Argumen-
tation, 4. Distinguishing Properties of Logical Reasoning.

Baydawi said: L 13, T 7

CHAPTER I: PRINCIPLES OF EPISTEMOLOGY

1. The two phases of knowing: an alternation between a. and b.

a. Concept formation—regarding what is being perceived

b . Judgmental assent—or dissent to features of the concept being formed

c. Each phase either by intuition or by rational acquisition of knowledge

(a.) Understand that thinking about something by itself, without
passing any judgment on it whether of denial or assertion, is called
['intellectual] conception'.

(b.) But with a judgment passed on it either way, [this act of
thinking] is called 'judgmental assent' [or dissent, to the concept
being formed].

(c.) Each of these [phases of knowing] is divisible into
1. intuitional [knowing], that does not depend upon logical

reasoning and thinking in order to take place, as forming a concept
of existence or nonexistence, and judging that denial and affirmation
may not be held together [in consideration as both true] nor removed
together [from consideration as both untrue],2 and

2. acquisitional [knowing], that does have need [for reason-
ing and thinking], as forming a concept of angels and of demons,
and acquiring knowledge of the temporal origination of the world
and of the eternity of the Creator.

Now, if MS 9a these intellectual conceptions and judgmental
assents should be altogether inherently necessary [as intuitions] or
[if they should be] by acquisition, then we would not lose anything
nor would we gain anything [in the way of knowledge], because
knowledge by logical reasoning is acquired only from other things

2 The scribe of L inadvertently wrote a "lam" where a "ta3" was meant: [y-r-1-
f-'-n].
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that were previously known. If these [conceptions and judgments]
should be altogether by acquisition, then the implication would be
that each one would be resting upon something else, either on sub-
ject-substrates having limitations or on those not having limitations,
and this would imply either a circular argument or an infinite series,
these both being impossible.

Isfahani says: L 13, T 7, MS 9a

CHAPTER I: PRINCIPLES OF EPISTEMOLOGY

1. The two phases of knowing: an alternation between a. and b.

a. Formation of a concept regarding what is being perceived

b . Judgmental assent or dissent to features of the concept of being formed

c. Each phase either by intuition or by rational acquisition of knowledge

(a.) Understand that 'thinking' about a thing constitutes the per-
ception of it [as being] abstracted from the extraneous qualities and
material properties that its quiddity does not require, by reason of
its being a quiddity.3 This ['thinking'] is one species of perception.
'Perception' provides a representation4 of the real nature of the thing5

to the percipient.6 That [species of perception in the reasoning soul]
that is observing [this real nature of the thing] itself is the func-
tioning instrument by which [the thing's real nature] is perceived.7

3 MS gl: Isfahani's expression, "by reason of its being a quiddity" [can mahi-
yatihi], admissibly means "from" with the meaning of a causative preposition ["by
reason of its being a quiddity"]. This would be like the phrase in the statement of
the Most High, "He does not speak from caprice", [Q 53:3] that is, 'by reason of
His caprice.

4 MS and L 13 gl: This is not a true definition of 'perception', being so far
from such that it would be received as a circular definition, because the under-
standing of the percipient depends upon his own understanding. Rather, this is an
interpretation and a distinguishing of its meaning from among all other intelligible
meanings, to define it as the thing called by this name, and not something else.
[From Ibn al-Mutahhar al-Hilli's glosses on Nasir al-Din Tusi's Tajrid].

3 MS gl: I.e., its nature as imprinted upon it [al-intiqash].
6 MS gl: This being the [reasoning] soul. [N.b.: the intellect is the dominant

part of the reasoning soul.]
7 [yushahiduha ma bihi yudrak] The MS and T: [yudrak]; L: [tudrak].
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And this [functioning instrument operates] on four levels: 1. sensa-
tion, 2. imagination, 3. estimation, and 4. thinking.8

1. 'Sensation' is perception of the thing as being enclosed by
accidental qualities and material properties along with the presence
of matter,9 and a special relationship10 between [the matter] and the
percipient.

2. 'Imagination' is perception of [the thing] as enclosed by
accidental qualities and material properties, but there is no stipula-
tion of the presence of matter and its special relationship [to the
percipient].

3. 'Estimation' is perception of a particular meaning11 linked
to what has been sensed.

4. Some scholars make 'perception' specifically mean 'sensa-
tion', but then clearly it would be distinct from 'thinking.' And 'know-
ing' [or, 'cognition']12 sometimes is taken to mean 'perception' in its
first sense;13 so then, each one—sensation, imagination, estimation,
and thinking—would be [a species of] 'knowing'.

(b.) Further, some scholars restrict 'knowledge' [i.e., as accumula-
tion] to being a mental entity.14 In that case, ['knowledge'] clearly
would be distinct from 'perception' having the meaning 'sensation',
and in absolute terms it would be more specific than 'perception' in
the first meaning [of'sensation']. Now, by every interpretation, 'think-
ing' is more specific than 'knowledge' in absolute terms. But some-
times L 14 [the term] 'knowledge' is applied to mean a 'judgmental
statement', while sometimes it is applied to mean a 'judgmental state-
ment of conviction'.15

8 [ihsas], [takhayyul], [tawahhum], [ta'aqqul].
9 MS gl: That is, [its own] identity, namely, external existence.

10 MS gl: [I.e.], of comparison or possession and of nearness or distance.
11 MS gl: As the 'hostility of Zayd' or the 'friendship of 'Amr'.
12 [cilm]—H. Wehr's A Dictionary of Modem Written Arabic gives "knowledge" and

synonyms and reads the word as a sort of 'intellectual accumulation', as the first
group of definitions. The second group of definitions read it as a 'process': cogni-
tion, intellection, perception, knowledge. Indeed, 'knowing' has been omitted from
this list in error.

MS gl
MS gl
MS gl

to the actual facts.

Namely, representing the real nature of a thing to the percipient.
I.e., something that is not an obvious physical sensation.
I.e., a belief that is convinced and certain and that correctly applies
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Ibn Sina's theory of knowing
Then the Shaykh [i.e., "al-Shaykh al-Ra'is" Abu <Ali Ibn Sina], in
his book, al-Isharat, had divided ['knowing', as meaning 'perception']
in the first sense16 into

a. plain 'conception', that is, free from any 'judgmental assent' [to
it], and

b. conception with 'judgmental assent' [to the correctness of the
conception]. And [also] in his book al-Shifa3 he divided ['knowing']
into 'conception' only, and 'conception with judgmental assent'.

[It would be] as when we say, "All whiteness is an accidental
quality." [Understood] in this way,

(a.) the 'conception' informs you that in the mind there has been
created MS 9b both the 'form' of a [particular] composition and
what it is composed of, as its whiteness and its quality as an acci-
dent, while

(b.) the 'judgmental assent' consists in the fact that in the mind
the relationship of this 'form' to the entities themselves takes its place,
in that the one properly matches the other.

Some of the scholars who divide 'knowing' into conception and
judgmental assent [to the conception being formed] mean by 'con-
ception' a simple perception, that is, perception in which judgment
is not a property, and [they mean] by 'judgmental assent' a per-
ception in which judgment is a property. Other scholars17 made
'judgmental assent' (or, a 'judgmental statement') an expression for
the total of perception and judgment [together].

Baydawi's general theory of knowing L 14:10

The author [Baydawi following Ibn Sina] has divided 'thinking' into
two divisions:

a. thinking about a thing when [thought] avoids any judgment
about it, whether excluding some factor from [the thing] or affirming
that factor of it, and

16 Gloss in MS Garrett 989Ha: This is according to [Isfahani's] statement "Knowing
[al-cilm] is sometimes taken to mean 'perception' in its first sense."

17 Glosses: 1. The MS: That is, a 'conception that has been judged'. 2. L 14:
This is the school of the 'Imam'. [Presumably this is F.D. Razi, although the same
title is also applied to Ibn Sina]. Razi's Muhassal [pp. 19-20, Cairo reprint of the
1323 ed.] appears to corroborate this by relegating the conception of simple per-
ception to a minor usage.
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b. thinking about a thing along with making a judgment as to
one of these two alternatives. He called the first of these [divisions
intellectual] 'conception' and the second 'judgmental assent'. He spe-
cified 'thinking', out of all the other species of perception, as being
in two divisions only because matters that are known and the arrange-
ment of which is done by thought and logical reasoning are 'intel-
ligibles', and not matters of sensation, or imagination, or estimation.
This is according to what you will be learning, that 'thinking' is the
movement [of the reasoning soul] among the 'intelligibles'.

This division of 'thinking' into two divisions and naming one of
them 'intellectual conception' and the other 'judgmental assent' does
not imply that there would be no division of the other species of
perception into two divisions and naming one of them 'conception'
and the other 'judgmental assent', nor [does it imply] that one [divi-
sion] of them would not be named 'conception' only or 'plain con-
ception', and the other 'conception with judgmental assent', that is,
'a judgment'.

[Baydawi's] expression, "by itself", is a condition of the object
entity [under which it is intellectually conceived]. Also, his expres-
sion, "without passing any judgment upon [the object] whether of
denial or assertion",—that is, without a judgment for either one of
these being a property [of the thought],—clearly explains his expres-
sion, "by itself."

What is meant by this is that no [particular] judgment would be
made a property of [the thought], not that a lack of judgment would
be a property of it. 'Judgment' consists either [positively] in the 'pro-
jection' [i.e., upon the conception] of a relationship of certainty or
[negatively] in the 'removal' of it. The 'projection' is held to be
either an imposition of necessity or an affirmation of certainty, and
the 'removal' [is held to be] either a negation or a rejection. The
'relationship L 15 of certainty' may consist in

a) the affirmation of one thing T 8 about another by way
of identity, as the affirmation of being an accident is for whiteness
in our statement, "Whiteness is an accident"; or, it is in

b) the affirmation of one thing together with another by
way of accompaniment, as is the certainty in our statement, "The
sun has risen", together with our statement, "The day has come",
when we say, "If the sun MS 10a has risen then the day has
come"; or, it can be in

c) the affirmation of a distinction between one thing and
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another by way of difference, as is the difference between our state-
ment, "This number is even", and our statement, "This number is
odd", after we say, "This number is either odd or even."18

(a.) So, on this basis,19 thinking about a thing without any judg-
ment being made as an accompanying property [of the thought], is
called intellectual 'conception',

(b.) while thinking about a thing with a judgment being made
about it as an accompanying property [of the thought], is called
'judgmental assent' [i.e., assent to the conception being formed].
Between these two [mental actions] there is a real difference, in the
sense that they may not be affirmed [together as both true], nor
removed [together as both untrue] from the thinking process.

There is no implication that a conception, that would be formed
about each of these two terms,20 would exit from [the category of]
'intellectual conception' and enter [that of] 'judgmental assent',
because the conception formed about each of these two terms would
be [simply] a thought about [that] term by itself; that is, no judg-
ment would accompany [the thought], so it would be outside [the
category of] 'judgmental assent' and still within [that of] 'intellec-
tual conception'. Nor is there any implication that a conception that
would be formed about the 'subject [of a sentence] together with its
predicate' would [therefore] become a 'judgmental assent', because
this 'intellectual conception' of the subject21 would have no judgment
accompanying it.22

On Baydawi's theory of knowing as intuition and acquisition L 15:12
[Baydawi's] statement—that each of the pair, namely, '[intellectual]
conception' and 'judgmental assent', is divided into

18 These three ways of stating certainty may be otherwise described as statements
that are: a) categorical proposition, b) conjunctive hypothetical, c) disjunctive hypo-
thetical.

19 MS gl: That is, on the basis of [Baydawi's] division of 'thinking'.
20 I.e., the 'conception' and the 'assent' to it.
21 L alone of sources used inserts, "with its predicate" [ma'a al-hukm].
22 L 15 gl: With reference to his expression, "would have no judgment accom-

panying it. . .": since there is no doubt that judgment does accompany all the three
concepts [i.e., subject, predicate and their judgmental relationship [al-mahkum
'alayhi—al-mahkum bihi—al-nisbah al-hukmlyah], i.e., only when all the three are
taken together], but it would not accompany merely one or two of them. [Coded
Hashiyah; presumably from al-Sharif al-Jurjani's glosses [Hashiyah] on Isfahani's
commentary.]
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1. intuitional [knowing] that does not depend upon logical rea-
soning and thought for its attainment, and

2. acquisitional [knowing] that does depend upon logical rea-
soning and thought,—has the meaning that some portion of each of
the pair would be intuitional [knowing] and some portion of each
would be [rational] acquisitional [knowing].

(1.) An example of 'intuitive [intellectual] conception' would be
the conception of existence and of nonexistence, while an example
of 'intuitive judgmental assent' would be the judgment that denial
and affirmation may not be joined together [in a statement as both
true] nor may they be removed together [from a statement as both
untrue].

(2.) An example of a 'rationally acquired conception' would be
the conception of an angel or a demon, while an example of a 'ra-
tionally acquired judgmental assent' would be knowledge of the tem-
poral origination of the universe or of the eternity of the Creator.

However, in the matter of defining intuitive judgmental assent as
not depending upon logical reasoning and thought, an observation
is required. For indeed, intuitive judgmental assent sometimes does
depend for its attainment upon logical reasoning and thought, in
that both of its terms,23 or one of them, would be acquired knowl-
edge. Therefore, it would be preferable to say regarding intuitive
judgmental assent, that the conviction of the intellect is not depend-
ent,—within the relationship that holds between its two terms [of
subject and predicate] after a concept of them both has been formed,—
upon logical reasoning and thought. In this sense, intuitional [know-
ing] deals with observable facts of evidence, and these are the
phenomena from which knowledge benefits. They come either from

a) external L 16 sensation, these being called 'sensate phe-
nomena', as our judgment that the sun is up, or

b) from internal sensation, these being MS 10b called
'impressionistic phenomena',24 as our judgment that we are fearful
and angry.

Some scholars have interpreted intuitive judgmental assent [merely]
as that which the intellect must have when it forms conceptions of
its two terms [subject and predicate] without any other aid. The first

23 "Both of its terms": i.e., the subject and predicate of a proposition that is being
composed.

24 [mahsusat] . . . [qadaya ictibariyah].
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term [i.e., the subject]23 is called 'inherently necessary'. So by this
interpretation, intuitional [knowing] would be more specific [i.e., in
its reference] than 'necessity' in an absolute sense [would be], while
by the interpretation that was mentioned earlier26 it would be synony-
mous with [necessity in an absolute sense]. In this division27 intuitive
judgmental assent must mean something synonymous with inherent
necessity,28 otherwise, the judgmental assent would not be confined
within [the categories of] the intuitional and the acquisitional.2930

Now, since many investigating scholars had treated 'judgmental
assent' as [if it were merely] 'judgment [in general]', while [Baydawi]
was treating 'judgmental assent' in his division [of the phases of
knowing] as 'thinking [conceptually] about something together with a
judgment passed upon [the conception being formed]' either in denial
or affirmation, he gave an example of 'intuitive judgmental assent',
namely, [one's] judgment that denial and affirmation could not be
joined together [in one statement as both true], nor could they be
removed together from [a statement as both untrue]. And he did
this in order to draw attention to the fact that 'judgmental assent'
[i.e. following a statement of conception] was [being handled sim-
ply as] 'judgment' [in general], among one group of scholars.31

Further, in his division [of the phases of knowing], [Baydawi] set
forth [this] 'judgmental assent' as32 'thinking about something together

2D MS gl: I.e., the attainment of which does not depend on logical reasoning and
thought.

26 MS gl (on a partially damaged page): This is where the conviction of the intel-
lect, within the relationship that holds between its two terms [subject and predi-
cate] after a conception of them both has been formed, does not depend upon
logical reasoning and thought.

27 L 16 gl: I.e., the author's division of judgmental assent into the intuitional and
the acquisitional.

28 L 16 gl: This being the kind the attainment of which does not depend on log-
ical reasoning and thought.

29 L 16 gl: [Isfahani's] statement that it would not be confined is because judgmen-
tal assent that is inherently necessary would be, in that case, in another category.

30 In the MS (f. 10b:5) an error by the scribe writing on the repaired page omits
the correct words [wa-lamma kana], while inserting extraneous matter.

31 In his book, the Muhassal (pp. 20-40, Cairo reprint of 1332 ed.), F.D. Razi
discusses 'judgmental assent' [tasdfq]. But he writes of judgment in general, rather
than the particular judgment responding to the need to verify the current stage of
the 'intellectual conception' that is in the process of formation. The two-phase know-
ing process [tasawwur/tasdfq] is an ongoing alternation between the two phases in
handling the data of perception.

32 The MS inserts here [by mistake, as it appears correctly a few lines below],
"as a way of expressing" [cibarah can]. In MS Garrett 989Ha the same phrase was
inserted here but later was scratched out.
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with a judgment passed—of one of the two [alternatives, i.e., denial
or affirmation]—upon [the thought so far conceived]. And he did
this in order to draw attention to the fact that in his judgment it
was preferable to set forth 'judgmental assent' as a term for 'think-
ing [conceptually] about something together with a judgment passed
upon [the concept in its process of formation].'

Isfahani's theory of knowledge L 16:12 T8:25
All we [Isfahani] have said is that only a portion of each of these
two phases [of knowing], namely, conception and judgmental assent,
is intuitional and a portion of each of them is acquisitional. This is
because, if it were not so, then the acts of conception and of judg-
mental assent either

a. would be all inherently necessary [as an intuition], or
b. they would be all rationally acquired, and each of these alter-

natives is impossible.
(a.) We say this of the first option, because if all of the concepts

and judgmental assents should be inherently necessary [by intuition],
then we would not have lost anything [i.e. of knowledge] from either
one; that is, all of them would come about for us without [our giv-
ing them] any logical reasoning or thought. But the conclusion is
false, because a great many conceptions and judgmental assents do
not come about for us without logical reasoning and thought.

(b.) And we say it also of the second option, because if all con-
ceptions and judgmental assents should be by rational acquisition,
then we would not have obtained any of them [by acquisition]. But
this conclusion is [also] false, because sometimes there are many
intellectual conceptions and judgmental assents that we do acquire.

An explanation of the logic here is that matters of logical reasoning
are acquired only from other and previously held items of knowledge.
So, if all intellectual conceptions and judgmental assents should be
by acquisition then the implication would be that all of them would
be relying upon something else, either in subject-substrates MS l l a
limited in extent, and then a circular argument would be implicit
from the inherent necessity that whatever was acquired then would
return to its supporting base, L 17 or in subject-substrates unlim-
ited in extent, and then an infinite series argument would be implicit.
And both circular and infinite series arguments imply that it would
be impossible for us to acquire by rational means any [knowledge]
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at all, either from intellectual conceptions or from judgmental assents.
A circular argument would so imply because in that case, our

acquiring some particular thing (a) [by reasoning] would depend on
[our acquiring] some other thing (b) [by reasoning], [and] that [in
turn] would depend on [our already having] the first thing (a); thus,
our rational acquisition of any [particular] thing would depend upon
[our rational acquisition of] that very thing. This is because thing
(a)—being dependent upon thing (b) that [in turn] is dependent upon
the [original] thing (a)—would itself be depending upon that [same
original] thing (a); and something [not known] that depends upon
itself [i.e., for rational disclosure] would be impossible to acquire by
reasoning.

An infinite series argument also would so imply [i.e., the impos-
sibility of acquiring knowledge] because in that case,

a. our acquisition of any [knowledge] either by intellectual con-
ceptions or judgmental assents would depend on our having acquired
within our intellect something having no limits, T 9 and such an
acquisition within the intellect of something having no limits would
be an impossibility

b. because it is impossible for the mind to encompass within its
comprehension something that has no limits; and anything depen-
dent upon an impossibility would be an impossibility. Therefore, our
obtaining [by rational acquisition] any [knowledge], either by way
of intellectual conceptions or by judgmental assents, would be an
impossibility.

1. An objection had been made33 against 'intellectual concep-
tions' [as a phase of knowing] as follows:

a) If what is meant would be the conception of an entity
'in its reality,' then we [the objector] would prefer that all [knowl-
edge] be 'acquired rationally'. Any implication that the argument
would be circular or an infinite series in that case would be ruled
out, since it would be admissible that the conception of an entity
'in its reality' would be concluded with the acquisition of the con-
ception 'in some aspect.' It could not be said of this that the aspect

33 MS gl: [I.e., by] Shams al-Din al-Samarqandi [i.e., Abu al-Layth Nasr ibn
Muhammad al-Samarqandi, called Imam al-Huda, d. between 373/983-4 and
393/1002-3]. Joseph Schacht's article in En-I-2 ("Abu'l Layth al-Samarkandi") men-
tions him as a Hanafi scholar and lists his known books.
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[itself] would have [some of the entity's] reality, as [the aspect]
would be one of [the entity's] accidents and the accident would have
its own reality. The assumption would be that 'conception of the
[entity's] reality' would be [something] acquired, and this would
imply a circular or infinite series argument. Our position [as objec-
tors] is that the circular or infinite series argument would be implied
only if acquisition of the 'conception of an entity in its reality'34

should depend upon the conception of the reality of whoever defined
it.35 But this would be ruled out since it would be admissible that
the 'conception of the entity in its reality' would be acquired from
the 'conception of another entity in some aspect.'

b) But if what is meant is the conception of the thing 'in
some aspect,' then we [the objector] would prefer that all [knowl-
edge] be 'inherently necessary' [and thus intuitively known], since
everything to which the intellect turns would be a conception 'in
some aspect.'

2. There could be another objection raised36 that the intended
meaning of 'conception' would be either

a) something more general than 'in its reality' or 'in some
aspect,' or that the meaning would be

b) something mixed in that part would be 'in some aspect'
and part 'in its reality.'

(a)-a. The answer to this [second objector's] first alternative
(a) would be that the 'general' would be in the same category as
the 'specific,' and we have shown the falsity of that argument; and

(b)-a. the answer to his second alternative would be that
then we [i.e., presumably Isfahani] would prefer that all [knowledge]
be 'inherently necessary' [as intuitive].

l.-a. Now, the answer [to Abu al-Layth al-Samarqandi's rea-
sons for objection given above] is that by 'all the conceptions' we
mean everything that has been judgmentally assented to as being a
more general conception than 'in its reality' or 'in some aspect,' in
such a way as to include every MS 1 lb individual case of a con-
ception L 18 'in some aspect' and every individual case of a con-
ception 'in its reality'. And no inference making this out to be false
can be drawn from the fact that each of these two divisions [i.e.,

34 MS gl: As a human being, for instance.
35 MS gl: This being 'a rational animate being.'
36 MS gl: As if in reply to the main objection here.
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'in some aspect' and 'in its reality'] has been invalidated when taken
by itself apart from the other. Thus, if everything [known] in this
sense37 should be inherently necessary [as intuition], then all the indi-
vidual cases of conception—including every individual case of con-
ception 'in some aspect' and every individual case of conception 'in
its reality'—would be inherently necessary [as intuition], so not one
bit of knowledge would be lost from any of them. And if everything
[known] in this [same] sense should be by [rational] acquisition, then
either a circular or an infinite series argument would be implicit.

3. And again an objection has been raised to this [latter point]
as well,38 that on the assumption that all [knowledge] would be by
rational acquisition then the [very] reasons mentioned as invalidat-
ing this division [of knowledge] would be by rational acquisition, so
it would not be possible to argue that this division was invalid. This
is because then every reason set forth to invalidate this division would
be [itself knowledge] by rational acquisition and thus would be ruled
out, and then there would be need for another [reason], and implic-
itly the reasoning would be circular or in an infinite series, so the
argument would never be completed.

3.—a. The answer [to this objection] is that the reasons men-
tioned as invalidating this division [of knowledge] are [already] known
to be in the same circumstance, so if they are already known, and
the assumption being that everything [known] is by rational acqui-
sition, then [the reasoning of] the argument would be complete and
safeguarded from impossibility. Otherwise, the rejection of this assump-
tion would be implied, because it would require the contrary of what
[already] exists in the same circumstance.39

4. So then, if an objection should be raised40 not granting that
if [some fact] should not be something already known then the impli-
cation would be that this assumption [i.e., that all knowledge is by
acquisition] would be denied.

37 MS gl: I.e., in the sense of being 'more general.'
38 The MS and MS Garrett 989Ha insert here "to this point" [calayhi].
L 18 gl: This objection is directed only to 'acquisition', not to 'intuition', and

seems to be applied to 'judgmental assent'.
39 MS gl: And everything that requires the contrary of what is evident in the

same circumstance is to be denied, so this assumption would be denied; and so the
goal of the logic is established, namely, to deny that everything [known] would be
by acquisition.

40 Reading with T, which adds "So if. . ." [fa-in qlla].
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4.—a. 1 [Baydawi's] statement [answering such an objection] is
[that the assumption would be denied] "because it requires the con-
trary of what is in the same circumstance." But our [Isfahani's] posi-
tion does not grant that [the assumption] would require the contrary
of what is in the same circumstance. That would be required only
if an exclusion of known evidence should be a concomitant of this
assumption, but that would be ruled out.

4.—a.2 The answer [that is proper for this possible objection]
is that these reasons are known to be in the same circumstance.
Thus, if this assumption should be true and active in the same
circumstance, then it would be true and active along with the fact
[of the reasons] being known; because whatever would be true and
active in the same circumstance would be true and active along with
all the matters true and active in the same circumstance. Therefore,
[the reasoning of] the argument would be completed and safeguarded
from impossibility. If it should be otherwise, then it would imply
[the correctness of] the goal of our logic, namely, the denial that
everything [known] would be by [rational] acquisition in the same
circumstance.

4.-a.3 It is possible to answer this objection from another aspect,
this being the objector's position that if everything [known] were by
rational acquisition, then the reasons mentioned to invalidate [his
position also] would be by rational acquisition, if by [his position]
he meant that [the reasons] should be by rational acquisition in the
same circumstance. This [meaning of the position] would be ruled
out, because the assumption that everything [known] would be by
rational acquisition does not imply that everything [known] would
be by rational acquisition in the same circumstance, and thus the
argument would be complete. And, even if [the objector] should
mean by [his position] that [all things] would be [known] by ratio-
nal acquisition MS 12a according to the assumption, then we
would grant that, but the argument would depend on whether all
these things were knowable in the same circumstance, not on their
not being by rational acquisition according to this assumption.

5. An objector L 19 might hold that it should not be granted
that the infinite series argument would be impossible for this form
[of the argument].41 Your position [i.e., a disputant addressing Isfahani]

41 MS gl: I.e., the form [of statement] in which everything [known] would be
by acquisition.
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is that it would imply that the mind should comprehend what is
without limit; and that is the impossibility.

Our [Isfahani's] position is that if you [the disputant] mean by
this that it implies the mind's comprehension of what has no limit
by way of an endless succession, then in that case the implication
[i.e., of impossibility] is granted, but the impossibility of it is ruled
out.42 But if you mean by it that the mind's comprehension of what
has no limit would be all at once, then the impossibility of it is
granted, but any such implication is ruled out. Indeed, all the things
that have been learned earlier have been preparatory to those that
follow.43 There is no necessity for preparatory causes to continue
together with their results, because a preparatory cause passes away
when the caused result is present.

Let no one say, "We can demonstrate by another means that it
is impossible for the mind to encompass what has no limit." This
other means would be that the [knowledge arrived at as] the con-
clusion44 would depend upon the movement of thought, and the
movement of thought would not take place except within a time-
duration. Thus, if the mind should encompass something having no
limit, it would depend upon the termination of a limitless number

42 MS gl: Because, assuming that the soul is eternal, it is admissible that it would
gain comprehension of matters that have no limits by following them up succes-
sively through endless time durations in the past.

43 The MS alone of sources used reads, [al-muqaddimat al-lahiq]. However, this
is one of the repaired and recopied sections of the MS. Leaves 1-24 of the MS
suffered damage to the text portion at the inner margins.

Al-Sayyid al-Sharif al-Jurjani, in his Ta'rifat, defines "preparatory [arrangements]"
[mu'addat] as "a term for that upon which something depends." It is a general
category that in the present context would include premises in an argument, or the
partial development of a general or particular science that would support later
advances in knowledge. It would also be equipment prepared for specific activities.

44 L 19 gl. 3. [Al-Sayyid al-Sharif al-Jurjani later repeated and enlarged upon
this idea in his "Marginal Glosses" [Hashiyah] upon Isfahani's Commentary]: The
conclusion depends upon intelligible propositions derived [by rational acquisition],
and these have no limit. Each one of these intelligible propositions, that are ratio-
nally acquired and that proceed without limit comes about only through thinking
[al-fikr]. Now, thinking is a movement that takes place only within a time-dura-
tion; thus, each one of the intelligible propositions rationally acquired and pro-
ceeding without limit would be within a time-duration. Therefore, the conclusion
[of the process] would depend upon the termination of an endless number of time-
durations, which would be impossible since the time-duration from the beginning
of the soul's existence is a limited factor.

Now, if an objection should be raised—to the effect a) that the time-duration
from the beginning of the soul's existence would be limited by implication only if
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of time-durations, which would be impossible because the time-dura-
tion from the beginning of the soul's existence is a limited factor.
In such a case our position would be that [that argument] would
depend upon a clear explanation of the falsity of metempsychosis
and of the soul's temporal nature, and thus it would entail an expla-
nation of something clearly comprehensible being based on [an expla-
nation of] something difficult to comprehend.

5.-a. In refuting this division [of the argument], it is prefer-
able to argue that, if 'conceptions' and 'judgmental assents' in their
entirety T 10 should be by rational acquisition, then not one thing
would have come to us from these two processes except by logical
reasoning and thought. But this conclusion is false, for many things
do come to us from 'conceptions' and 'judgmental assents' without
logical reasoning and thinking.

Baydawi said: L 19, T 10

2. Logical reasoning: the means of the rational acquisition of knowledge

Logical reasoning is the process of arranging45 entities that are known
in a way that leads to learning something that is not already known.
If these entities so organized should be a) conducive to forming a

[the soul] should be a temporal phenomenon, but b) that this implication would
be ruled out because 1) of the admissibility that the soul could be eternal, and
2) that prior to this body it would have been linked to another body, and so on
without end in the manner of metempsychosis,—then the reply would be that it
has been established by demonstrated proof A) that the soul is a temporal phe-
nomenon, and B) that metempsychosis is a falsehood.

Our position [i.e., that of al-Sharif al-Jurjani] is that in that case to explain the
impossibility of everything known being by acquisition would depend upon making
it clear a) that the soul is a temporal phenomenon, and b) that metempsychosis is
a falsehood. And these latter two points are difficult to comprehend, while to explain
the impossibility of everything known being by acquisition is a clearly comprehen-
sible point. Therefore, the implication is that to demonstrate the falsity of some-
thing clear and obvious would require the use of something very difficult to
comprehend.

45 L 19 gl 5: This arrangement comprises [Aristotle's] four causes. These are:
the effective [cause] [al-fa'il], the material [al-maddah], the formal [al-surah], and
the final [al-ghayah]. Since the 'arrangement' indicates an 'arranger', that is the
'effective' [cause]; the known entities of which the arrangement is actually made
are the 'material' [cause]; the arrangement itself is the 'formal' [cause]; and the
process of seeking [isti'lam] what is not known is the 'final' [or, 'purposive' cause].
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'conception', then they would be called a "definition" or a "state-
ment of explanation", and if they should be b) conducive to 'judg-
mental assent' then they would be called an "argument" or a "proof
demonstration."

Isfahani says: L 19, T 10, MS 12a

2. Logical reasoning: the means of the rational acquisition of knowledge

a. After having stated that intuitional [knowing] has no need for
logical reasoning and systematic thinking, Baydawi needed to define
logical reasoning and thinking. The term 'thinking' is used with a
number of meanings.46

[Source is coded simply Shark. This is likely to be Jurjani's glosses on Isfahani's
commentary.

A modern scholar notes: "For Aristotle, to know is to know by means of causes,
and it is clear that the four Aristotelian causes are necessary elements in things,
which must be known or understood if full understanding is to be reached, rather
than causes in the modern sense."
Paul Edwards, Ed. in Chief. The The Encyclopedia of Philosophy. (New York: Macmillan,
1967), s.v. "Aristotle" by G.B. Kerferd.

In his Isharat (Teheran, 1984; v. 1, pp. 8-17), Ibn Sina speaks of'logic' [mantiq]:
"What is meant by 'logic' is that a person has available an instrument for [men-

tal] regulation the use of which will prevent going astray in one's thinking. By
'thinking' here I mean what is available for people in general—[here N.D. Tusi
lists in his commentary on Ibn Sina the three kinds of thinking, as found incor-
porated in Isfahani's following commentary on this passage]—when there is a tran-
sition from matters that are present in mind (whether as a 'conception' [tasawwur]
or as a 'judgment of verification' [tasdfq], which itself may be by knowledge or by
supposition or by convention and acceptance) to matters that are not present in
[mind]. This transition never takes place without there being [both] a syllogistic
arrangement of the information in hand and a syllogistic structure. That syllogism
and its structure may be set up correctly or it may be set up incorrectly. Many
times the incorrect way will resemble what is correct, or it may [only] seem to
resemble what is correct. Logic then, is a [body of] knowledge in which one learns
the various [methods of] transition from items [of knowledge] that are available in
a person's mind to [other] items [yet] to be obtained."

F.D. Razi, in his Muhassal (pages 40 and 49) treats 'logical reasoning' and 'sys-
tematic thinking' under the heading 'distinguishing properties of logical reasoning',
but uses identical definitions in the subheadings for each topic: (1) "Logical rea-
soning [al-nazar]/(2) Systematic thinking [al-fikr])—is the arrangement of judgmental
statements [tasdlqat] so as to arrive by them [yatawassal biha] at other judgmen-
tal statements."

46 The commentary on Ibn Sina's Isharat wa-tanbihat that Nasir al-Din Tusi
[1201-1274] wrote and called. Hall mushkilat al-Isharat is quoted nearly verbatim by
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1. One [meaning] is that [thinking] is a movement of the [rea-
soning] soul by means of the power47 whose instrument48 is the ante-
rior convolution inside the brain,—whatever movement it may be—as
long as that movement is among the intelligibles; but if it should be
among the physical sensations, then it would be called 'imagination'.
This power is single, but with reference to the first [class, i.e., the
intelligibles], it is called 'thinking', and with reference to the second
[class, i.e., the physical sensations], it is called 'imagination'. This
[intellectual] movement takes place within the category of quality.
So, just as the movement in [the category of] quality takes place
among the physically sensate qualities, MS 12b it likewise takes
place among the psychological [non-sensate] qualities of the [rea-
soning] soul, in that a representation L 20 is made within the
soul of the inward stores49 item by item whenever attention is given
to them. And there is no doubt that the [reasoning] soul specula-
tively considers these entities when its attention is directed there.
This movement [among 'intelligibles'] constitutes 'systematic think-
ing', while the speculative consideration constitutes 'logical reason-
ing'. Because of their mutual concomitance to each other,50 the name
of the one is applied to the other, and they both serve in a syn-
onymous function.

2. Sometimes the term 'thinking' is used in a second sense,
more particular than that just mentioned, being a movement of the
[rational soul among the intelligibles,

a) beginning from the 'conclusion' [i.e., the logical goal],
b) searching out and reviewing the quiddities31 that are pre-

sent among [the intelligibles],
c) and aiming [ahead] toward premises that will lead on to

[the conclusion], until
d) the [rational soul] finds the needed [quiddities], which it

then
e) arranges [into a syllogism], and thus

Isfahani [1276—1348] as the first sentence in each of the three meanings that follow
[v. 1, pp. 10-11 of the 1984 Teheran ed. of the Isharat with Tusi's commentary.

47 MS gl: I.e., an executive power [al-quwah al-mutasarrifah].
48 MS gl: I.e., whose substrate [mahall].
49 MS gl: I.e., the intelligibles [ma'qulat].
50 MS gl: [I.e.,] of [nazar] and [fikr].
51 [ma'ani] The 'quiddities', or, abstracted essences having an identified 'what-

ness' and being present in the situation, may serve also as 'causal factors' in the
purpose of the logical 'thinking' that is going on.
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f) returns from them back to the conclusion, [the logical
goal].

'Systematic thinking' in this [purposive syllogistic] sense is the for-
mat upon which all the rationally acquired sciences are arranged.52

The 'speculative consideration' of quiddities that are present when
searched out for review in the way mentioned is called 'logical rea-
soning'. Moreover, sometimes one term is used for the other [i.e.,
'systematic thinking' and 'logical reasoning']. Thus, it is as if53

[Baydawi] observed and pointed out54 the differentiation between the
two meanings, and then joined them together.

3. Again, sometimes 'thinking' [in the sense of 'systematic think-
ing'] is applied [only] to the [intellectual] movement from the 'con-
clusion' [as the logical goal] to the premises, but without including
in [the movement] the return from [the premises] back to [the con-
cluding goal].

Now, since the rationally acquired sciences are dependent upon
'thinking' in the second sense [above], and the syllogism as arranged
in the special manner is an obvious concomitant of [this systematic
thought], Baydawi descriptively defined [systematic thinking] in terms
of [the syllogism]. The syllogism consists in setting up a plurality of
entities in such a way that the name of one may be applied to [a
group of] them, and between each of these things and each one of
the others there is a relationship of precedence or subsequence in
their placement ranking within the intellect.53 So, the syllogistic
arrangement is more specialized than an [ordinary] composition,
because in an ordinary composition this relative placement ranking
would not be regarded.

On Baydawi's definition of logical reasoning

By his term 'entities', Baydawi means two or more entities. His
phrase '[entities] that are known',—that is, 'intellectually conceived'

52 T, in error: [al-maclum al-kasbiyah], L & the MS [al-culum al-kasbiyah].
53 Reading with the MS, MS Garrett 989Ha and MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486: [ka-

anna]. L and T read: [kana al-musannif].
04 On a repaired and recopied page portion here the MS reads: [ashara], while

L & T & MS Garrett 989Ha read [nazaraj.
55 Regarding this definition of the syllogism, Jurjani's Ta'rifat [Fluegel ed., Leipzig,

1845, reprinted, p. 57, 1. 16-17,] provides a near verbatim quote, probably by
Jurjani [1340-1413] from Isfahani [1275-1348], as the latter preceded; or, both
writers may have quoted from some older source.
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or 'judgmentally assented to' as a judgment of conviction or other-
wise,—[is used] in order to deal with the logical reasoning actually
taking place [both] in conception formation and in the judgmental
assent that includes conviction, formal belief, and supposition.

His expression, "in a way that leads to learning something not
already known", is used to make the definition56 apply specifically
[both] to logical reasoning and to systematic thinking in the second
sense [i.e., capable of arrangement in a syllogism]. This definition
takes into consideration [Aristotle's] four [kinds of] causes: mater-
ial, formal, effectual, and final. In defining the four causes there is
no intention to make the four causes themselves into definitions, for
there would be no valid necessity MS 13a to apply a definition
to something already denned when the causes would not be true of
[what was already defined]. But rather, the intention is that the
definition should be made [of things] predicable of the thing to be
denned while taking these causes into consideration. So then, a
definition would define a compound entity with regard to its exist-
ence,57 L 21 because an entity that is not compound cannot be
conceived as having material and formal causes, and a nonexistent
entity cannot be conceived as having effective and final causes.
Therefore, the definition would be a descriptive one, because things
predicated of the entity with respect to the causes would be predi-
cated with regard to things that are external to the entity, and things
predicated with regard to external matters would not concern the
essence; thus the definition would be descriptive.

[Baydawi's] expression, "the process of arranging entities that are
known", is a specifying phrase that is derived from a 'material' [cause,
as well as from those that are] 'formal' and 'effective.' Of these, one
of them, the material [cause], is mentioned as being directly applic-
able, while the other two would be [applicable] according to [their]
engagement [i.e., in the matter].58

And again, [Baydawi's] expression, "in a way that leads to learn-
ing something that is not already known", is a specifying phrase
derived from a 'final' cause.

36 MS gl: I.e., the definition of logical reasoning and systematic thought.
°7 MS gl: I.e., its existence in the mind [wujuduhu al-dhihnf].
08 L 21 gl: His expression, "the other two would be [applicable] according to

their engagement [i.e., in the matter]": since every sort of arrangement must have an
arranging agent, namely, an intelligent power, as a carpenter is to a bedstead [sarir].
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[Continuing from Baydawl] "If these entities so organized should be
a. conducive to forming a conception, then they would be called a

'definition' or an 'explanatory statement', and if they should be
b. conducive to judgmental assent then they would be called an

'argument' or a 'demonstration'." The former [i.e., forming a con-
ception] would be like [the definition] "a living being that speaks",
that would lead to forming a conception of 'mankind'. The second
[i.e., judgmental assent] would be like when we say, "The world is
a possible entity, and everything that is a possible entity has a cause",
[a saying] that leads to a judgmental assent to [the correctness of]
our saying, "the world has a cause".

The author [Baydawi] put 'explanatory statement' before the 'argu-
ment' in the setting of his exposition—because of its natural prece-
dence to the argument—in order to have it correspond with the
natural order. Natural precedence [of A to B] is as when one entity-
A is such that another entity-B59 depends upon A, but A has no
effect upon B. For example, one precedes two, and indeed, 'two'
depends upon there being a 'one', but the 'one' has no effect upon
[the 'two'].

The 'explanatory statement', in relation to 'argument', is similar
because the 'explanatory statement' would be a little earlier than the
'conception', while the 'argument' would be a little earlier than the
judgmental assent'.

Moreover, 'intellectual conception' precedes 'judgmental assent'
naturally. This is because every T i l judgmental assent depends
upon (1~2) the conception of [judgmental assent's] two terms60 and
upon (3) the conception of the combination of the two, as it is inher-
ently impossible to form a judgment while being ignorant of any
one of these three [subordinate conceptions]. But these [subordinate
preliminary] conceptions do not have any effectual causality upon
the judgmental assent.

59 The reading in L is not complete; T: [ghayr]; the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha:
[ghayruhu].

60 MS gl: I.e., 1) conception of its subject and 2) conception of its predicate.
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CHAPTER 2: EXPLANATORY STATEMENTS

1. Conditions that govern a definition

An 'explanatory definition' of some thing is [a statement]' the under-
standing of which necessarily brings about an understanding of that
thing. Thus, a knowledge of [the explanatory definition] would pre-
cede the knowledge of [the thing] defined.

Thus, a thing cannot be defined
a. by way of [a definition] equal to it in clarity or obscurity,—as

has been said, "An even number is not an odd number";—nor [can
it be defined]

b. by way of itself,—as when [some disputant] says, "Movement
L 22 is a transition", or "Man is a human living being";—nor [can
it be defined]

c. by way of [a definition] more obscure than itself.
[This latter statement is true] equally whether

1. knowledge of the entity depends on [a definition removed]
in only one degree,—as in the definition of the sun as "a star of
the daytime", and in the definition of the daytime as "the time period
when the sun is up [in the sky]";—or whether

1 In the "Book of Definitions" [Kitab al-Tacrifat\ by 'Ali ibn Muhammad, al-Sayyid
al-Sharif, al-Jurjani [1339-1413] [Fluegel ed., reprint of Leipzig, 1845; Beirut,
Maktabat Lubnan, 1978] are the following definitions:

[mu'arrif]: "That [statement] the conception of which necessarily brings about
the acquisition in [one's] understanding of a conception of the object entity, both
in its core nature and in its distinctiveness from all else; thus the definition com-
prises both 'definition by less than absolute delimitation' [al-hadd al-naqis] and
'description.'"

[ta'rlf]: "A term for a statement about an entity; and the understanding of this
statement necessarily brings about an understanding of another entity [like the first]."

In the former 'definition' [mu'arrif] there is an emphasis more on the dynam-
ics of knowledge formation and transfer as a 'process'; while in the latter the
'definition' [tacnf] seems confined to being only a label that is read and under-
stood. In this chapter we will try to be consistent in translating [mucarrif] as an
'explanatory definition', or as 'definer', or as 'defining agency'. The term [tacrlf]
will be translated 'definition'.
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2. [this knowledge would depend on a definition removed] in
several degrees,—as when 'two' is defined as the "first even num-
ber", and then 'even number' is defined as "a number divisible into
two equal parts," and then 'two equal parts' is defined as "two things,
neither of which is more than the other", and then [finally] the
definition of them both as "two"; or whether

3. [this knowledge] is not dependent at all,—as when 'fire' is
denned as "a basic principle resembling the soul."

[In an explanatory definition] precedence should be given to a
term that is more general because of its familiarity and its clarity.
Further, unusual and metaphorical expressions as well as repetitions
should be avoided,—as when someone might say, "A number is a
plurality of units brought together", or, "Man is a living being who
is corporeal and speaks rationally." [This would be true], unless, of
course, either

a) an inherent necessity should require [definition in this way],
as when denning two mutually adjunctive entities,—for example, "A
father is a living being from whose seed another individual of the
same species is generated",—wherein [necessary repetition] would be
the case; or

b) some other need [should require it], as when people say,
"A flattened nose is a hollowed out nose", that kind of 'hollowing
out', being done only on the nose.

Isfahani says: L 22, T i l , MS 13a

CHAPTER 2: EXPLANATORY STATEMENTS

In Chapter 2 Baydawi set forth three topics: MS 13b
1. The conditions that govern a definition; 2. The classes of

definitions; 3. Realities definable and definitive.

1. Conditions that govern a definition

a. An explanatory definition of some thing is a statement the un-
derstanding of which necessarily brings about an understanding of that
thing. The expression, 'an understanding of that thing', here is meant
to be an understanding that is more general—than either the under-
standing obtained from a delimiting definition or the understanding
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obtained from a descriptive definition,2—in order that this [single
explanatory] definition should deal with both of these [particular
kinds of understanding].

However, according to this explanation [of what constitutes a
definition],3 the implication is that an object defined either by 'delim-
itation' or by 'description' would [itself] serve as an 'explanatory
definition' for both the 'delimiting definition' and the 'descriptive
definition' [respectively]. This is because it would be valid to say—
of an object 'defined by delimitation' or 'defined by description'—
that an understanding of [each of] these aspects necessarily would
bring about an understanding of what constitutes either a 'delimit-
ing definition' or a 'descriptive definition', respectively.

[This would be true], unless, of course, if by [the phrase] 'nec-
essarily would bring about', there is meant the kind of 'necessary
influence' that a cause has upon its effect, but not the reverse.
However, 'a requirement of logical necessity' is something more gen-
eral than 'the necessary influence of a cause upon its effect', as well
as the reverse. And further, a 'generality' does not have the logical
capacity to give demonstrative proof for a 'particularity'.

It has been said that an 'explanatory definition' of some thing
would be a statement the understanding of which would be the log-
ical cause for the understanding of that thing. But this [definition]
is regarded as sound only by one who admits the legitimacy of
definition by a single factor,4 while for anyone who would not admit
the legitimacy of definition by a single factor this definition would

2 Delimiting def. [al-tacnf al-haddi]/descriptive def. [al-ta'nf al-rasmi].
3 L 22, gl 4: No one should say that 'understanding an object defined by delim-

itation' does not exist until after 'understanding the delimiting definition [itself]', as
otherwise, the object would not be an 'object defined by delimitation'; so in that
case the 'understanding of the delimited object' would not bring about the 'under-
standing of the delimiting definition' because '[the understanding of the delimited
object]' would be known already before '[the understanding of the delimiting
definition]'.

Our position is that for 'entity-a' to require logically the existence of 'entity-b' it
is not necessary that ['the understanding of entity-a'] should exist prior to ['the
understanding of entity-b'], but rather it is admissible that ['the understanding of
entity-a'] should be dependent upon ['the understanding of entity-b']. For exam-
ple, the 'understanding of a whole entity' is dependent upon '[the understanding
of] every one of its parts'; and thus, 'the understanding of [the former whole entity]'
logically requires 'the understanding of the latter entity's every part'. [From a
Commentary [sharh], presumably that of al-Sharif al-Jurjani upon cAdud al-Din Iji's
al-Mawaqtffi Him al-kalam.]

4 L gl: As when we say that 'man' is 'a laughing being' [al-insan al-dahik].
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not be valid5 L 23 because it lacks any common and regular
usage. However, it would be valid indeed for [defining] a specific
concomitant property, some thing clear and simple, the understanding
of which would be a logical cause for understanding an entity hav-
ing that property.

The truth of the matter is that a definition would not be valid by
way of a single factor, because an entity the conception of which is
being sought by logical reasoning must be conceived by any means
whatsoever; otherwise, the search for it would be impossible. So there
would have to be some [preliminary] conception that would be use-
ful in forming a 'goal concept'. But that 'goal concept' would be
something other than the [preliminary] 'conception by any means
whatsoever'. However, the [preliminary] 'conception by any means
whatsoever' has a role leading into the 'goal concept'. Therefore, a
[mental] realization of both these conceptions is necessary in for-
mulating the goal concept. So the goal concept actually would not
be formulated by using a single factor, because the agency actually
formulating the goal concept would be a composite.

Therefore, an explanatory definition of some thing is an explana-
tory statement the conceptual understanding of which provides what
is useful in formulating a conception of the thing [itself]. And so
from [this explanatory definition] there is deduced the evidence [for
the goal concept of the thing].

1. An objection has been raised that, if the [1st] 'definer' should
need a [2nd] definer, then the argument would be an infinite series.
But this conclusion would be false. An explanation of the inherent
logic here is that if the [1st] definer should have need for a [2nd]
definer, then this [2nd] definer of the [1st] definer would [in turn]
need another [3rd] definer, and the argument would be an infinite
series. Furthermore, if the [1st] definer should have a [2nd] definer,
then implicitly the [two of them] would be equals, as a stipulated
condition for [being] a 'definer' is that [the 'definer'] should be the
equal of what is 'defined'. But in fact, the [2nd] is [really] more
specific than [the 1st], as [the 2nd] would be a 'specific definer' by
the inherent logical necessity of its being the [2nd] definer of a [1st]

5 Reading with the MS, MS Garrett 989Ha and MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486: [man
lam yujawwiz . . . fa-la yasihh hadha al-tacrif]. The scribe of L has plainly over-
written [yasihh] to read [yujawwiz], and this changed reading was followed by the
editors of T.
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definer. So there would be no MS 14a validity in a definition by
its means.

1.—a. The answer to the first [objection]6 is that the [2nd]
definer of the [1st] definer would be classified as subordinate to the
'absolute [1st] definer', as being a [2nd] definer, and [this 2nd definer]
would be differentiated from all other definers by its adjunction to
the 'absolute [1st] definer'. So, if we should understand the absolute
nature of the [1st] definer, then necessarily there would be an under-
standing of its [2nd] definer, as being a [2nd] definer. Furthermore,
[the 2nd definer's] adjunction to the [1st] definer would be a well
known fact wherever there was an understanding of the two adjoined
terms; thus, in its totality [the 2nd definer] would become well known,
so [the 2nd definer] would have no need for another [i.e., a 3rd]
definer.

2. [A second] objection has been raised that this [reply] requires
consideration, because the totality,—a composite of the [1st] definer
together with its adjunction [the 2nd definer],—would be a definer
by way of two parts, the [1st] definer and the [2nd definer] adjunc-
tion. But the fact that the two parts [1st and 2nd definers] would
be well known in a potential sense would not imply that they both
as a totality would not have need for another [3rd] definer.

2.~al. The real answer [here] is that this infinite series argu-
ment would be an infinite series in matters of mental consideration,
and it would cease with the cessation of the intellect's consideration
[of it]. Sometimes the intellect will consider the [2nd] definer of a
[1st] definer from the standpoint of its being a [2nd] definer, and
from this standpoint an understanding is gained of the [1st] definer.7

And according to this consideration there would be no need for a
[3rd] definer, [so the argument would come to an end]. But some-
times the intellect will turn its attention to itself and observe itself
L 24 for what it is, and it will have need for a definer. But the
intellect will not keep this aspect [of itself] under consideration con-
tinuously, so the infinite series ceases with the cessation of the intel-
lect's consideration T 12 of this aspect.

2.~a2. But the [formal] answer to the second objection is that
it would be admissible for an entity, with regard to its own essence,

6 MS gl: I.e., regarding the infinite series.
7 MS gl: That is, the definer [1st] in an absolute sense.
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to be equivalent to another entity, and with regard to any one of
its own accidental qualities, to be more specific than [the other
entity]. The [2nd] definer of a [1st] definer would be a case like
that, for in consideration of its own essence [the 2nd] would be
equal to the [1st] definer,8 while in consideration of its being a
specific definer,9 [the 2nd] would be more specific than [the 1st is].
That is to say, it is in consideration of the fact that [the 2nd] is a
'definer', that it is [therefore] equivalent to a definer; [its equiva-
lency] is not in consideration of the fact that [the 2nd definer] is
more specific than [the first is]. Now, an understanding of the 'definer'
of some thing must precede an understanding of the thing that is
'defined', because knowledge of the 'definer' is a cause of knowledge
of the 'defined' thing, and a cause precedes the caused effect. And
if knowledge of the 'definer' precedes knowledge of the 'defined'
thing, then the former must be much clearer than the latter.

b. [Thus, definitions are governed by the following conditions, as
given by Baydawi.]

1. It is not valid to give an 'explanatory definition' of some
thing in terms that would be no better than equal to it, whether in
clarity or obscurity. That is, whatever would be presented as a
'definer' the case would be such that, if [the 'definer'] should be
understood, then the 'defined' [entity] would be understood, but if
[the 'definer'] should be something unknown, then [the 'defined']
would be unknown. An example of this is when someone says, "An
even number is not an odd number", for an 'odd number' is equal
to 'even number' in [degree of] clarity and obscurity.

2. Nor is it valid to give a definition of a thing by way of itself.
Otherwise, the implication would be that knowledge of itself would
precede MS 14b knowledge of itself, and that would imply that
a thing would precede itself. [This is true] equally whether the 'de-
finer' is presented as only the same as the 'defined', as when dispu-
tants may say that 'motion-change', that is, locational [movement],
is 'to be in transition', or whether [the 'definer'] is presented as the
same as the 'defined' plus something more, as when people say,
"Man is a human living being." The former is an example of
[definition by way of] an accidental quality ['to be in transition'],
while the latter is an example of [definition by way of] the substance.

MS gl: I.e., the absolute definition.
MS gl: I.e., the definer of a definer.
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3. Nor is it valid to give a definition of a thing by way of what
is more obscure than [the thing itself], equally whether the greater
obscurity is or is not dependent upon the 'defined' thing [itself].

a) If [the greater obscurity] should depend upon [the defined
thing] and be [distant] in only one degree, then [the definition]
would be an obvious circular argument; but if [the greater obscu-
rity should depend upon the defined thing] and be [distant] in more
than one degree, then [the definition] would be an obscure circular
argument. If the dependency upon the denned thing should be [dis-
tant] in one degree, then it would be like a definition of the sun as
'the daytime star', followed by a definition of the 'daytime' as 'the
time period when the sun is visible above the horizon'.

b) But if the dependency [upon the denned thing] should
be [distant] in more than one degree, then it would be like the
definition of 'two' as 'the first even number', followed by a definition
of the 'even number' as 'a number divisible into two equal parts',
followed by a definition of the 'two equal parts' as 'two entities nei-
ther one of which exceeds the other', followed by a definition of the
'two entities' as 'two'.

c) A definition by way of something more obscure [than the
'defined'] but having no dependence upon the thing 'defined' L 25
would be as when someone might say, "Fire is a basic element resem-
bling the soul", the soul being more obscure to the intellect than
fire.10 But knowledge of the soul does not depend upon a knowledge
of fire.11

c. [A defining factor having] more of a general nature should take
precedence in the formulation of a definition. This is because of its
familiarity and clarity, since the conditions required of a more gen-
eral term and its exceptions12 are fewer than the conditions required
of a more specific term and its exceptions.13 Everything that is a

10 MS 14b glosses: 1. Because fire is perceived by the senses, while the soul is not.
2. An aspect of resemblance between them is that they are both continually in

motion, but fire is in locational [makanfyah] motion while the soul is in intellec-
tual [fikriyah] motion. And it has been said that the resemblance is in the subtle
fineness [latafah] [that they have in common], and this is based on the notion that
the soul is a body subtle in fineness.

11 L 25 gl: Because it [the soul] is something abstract [min al-mujarradat], while
fire is sensate [min al-mahsusat], and knowledge of it is easily acquired.

12 MS gl: I.e., trees, stones and plants.
13 MS gl: I.e., horses, sheep and cattle.
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condition or an exception for what is more general [also] would be
a condition or an exception for what is more specific, but the reverse
is not true. Further, there is no doubt that an entity having few con-
ditions and exceptions would be more frequently in the intellect, and
thus it would be clearer and more familiar to the intellect. And what
is clearer to the intellect should take precedence because the learner
would perceive it first, and then would move on to what is more
specific.

1. An objection has been raised that a more general term
should precede in complete delimiting definitions only because what
is more general in them is the genus, and that logically indicates
something that is indefinite and unattainable in its individuality.14

But this [individuality] is obtained by [a defining factor] that is more
particular, this being the 'individual difference'. If the genus should
not take precedence, then 'the formative part' [or, 'the defining fac-
tor] in the delimiting definition would be defective, and it would not
be complete and inclusive of all of its parts. But in any other than
a complete delimiting definition, it is preferable to give precedence
to what is better understood,15 although this is not obligatory.

l.-al. However, this requires consideration, for all of the essen-
tial parts in a complete 'delimiting definition' amount to no more
than the proximate genus and the proximate difference, and this
interpretation [of the matter] is verified equally whether the genus
is made to precede MS 15a the difference or it is made to come
after. And the precedence of the genus over the difference would
not constitute the 'formative part' [or, 'defining factor'] of a com-
plete delimiting definition in [external] reality. That is because the
precedence of the genus over the difference is an adjunctive rela-
tionship made accidental to the genus as compared to the difference,
and an 'adjunctive relationship' made accidental to one thing16 in
comparison to something else17 would come after them both, and
would be dependent upon them both. Thus, it would not support

14 The MS and MS Garrett 989Ha read, "in itself" [bi-nafsihi], which might
possibly be taken to mean, "by its own causation." L and T read, "in its individ-
uality" [bi-caynihi], more clearly providing the intended sense.

15 MS 14b gl: [I.e.], this being the more general; and it is only called the "bet-
ter understood" because it is more often present in the intellect.

16 MS gl: [I.e.], genus.
17 MS gl: [I.e.], difference.
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the quiddity of either the genus or the difference, nor would it sup-
port their existence either as a single mental totality, or their exist-
ence separately. Therefore, it would not be a 'formative part' [or,
'defining factor'] for a complete delimiting definition.

Let no [opposing disputant] say [to us] that what [we] have stated
means that the precedence of the genus over the difference would
not be a 'formative part' [or, 'defining factor'] of the genus and of
the difference. Nor is there any implication that it would not be a
'formative part' of a complete delimiting definition. For it is admis-
sible that a complete delimiting definition would have matter that
would be the genus and the difference, and [would have] form that
would be the precedence of the genus over the difference.

l.--a2. That is because we would answer [the opponent] that
the 'complete delimiting definition' is an expression for 'all the essen-
tial parts' [i.e., substantial and formative] of the entity being defined,
and that this definition corresponds to the object; so whatever would
not be a part of the real nature of the entity thus delimited would
not be a part of its complete delimiting definition, while whatever
is part of the complete delimiting definition would be a part of the
entity delimited. The precedence of the genus over the difference is
not part of the entity defined, so it would not be part of the com-
plete delimiting definition; otherwise, it would be part of the entity
delimited. L 26 The term 'formative part' is applied to the prece-
dence of the genus over the difference in a metaphorical sense, and
the necessity of making the genus precede the difference does not
imply that [the genus] would be a formative part of it,18 because it
is admissible that [the genus] would be a required condition.

And likewise, neither the necessity to make the genus precede the
difference in regard to the inference it makes, nor the necessity to
make the difference precede the genus in regard to the occurrence
[of the genus]l9 makes any requirement that the precedence of the
genus over the difference in the first of these two considerations or
the precedence of the difference over the genus in the second of
them should be a 'formative part' of the quiddity that has its sub-
sistence in them both.

The MS omits "of it."
MS gl: Because the individual difference makes [yuhassil] the genus stand forth.
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The truth is that the general term should precede the particular
term in [all] explanatory definitions, equally whether the general
term is a genus20 or an accidental quality,21 and equally whether the
particular term is an individual difference22 or a property.23 [This is]
because the particular term T 13 provides the [factor of] distinc-
tion, and the distinction is not attained until after there has been
participation [i.e., in a commonality of meaning], for there would
have to be a consideration of the commonality [of meaning]24 first,
in order to form a conception of the [factor of] distinction.

d. Moreover, in formulating definitions one should avoid
1. terms that are unusual, MS 15b that is, those words whose

use is not well known or that vary [in meaning] from population to
population, and that are matched by ordinary words, and

2. terms that are used metaphorically, that is, terms used in
senses that are not conventional, because of some connotation between
them, since these terms need examination and clarification, so the
need for one explanatory statement would require [in turn] another
explanatory statement. Further, in formulating explanatory definitions
one should avoid the [kind of] repetition for which there is no inher-
ent necessity or need, equally whether the repetition would be

3. the delimiting definition itself, as if someone should say,
"Number is a plurality formed of units gathered together", when
"formed of units gathered together" is the 'plurality' itself; or whether
[the repetition] is [only]

4. one of the parts of the delimiting definition, as "Man is a
living, corporeal and rationally speaking being." In the delimiting
definition of a 'living being' there is understood the notion of 'body',
as when [the 'living being'] is said to be "a body with a sensate
[reasoning] soul and moving of its own will." For then the [term]
'body' is repeated, this being one of the parts of the delimiting
definition of 'man'.

Regarding repetition that is on account of some inherent necessity,
that is the kind [of repetition] that, if it should not in fact take place,
then the definition would not remain true. [This is], for example,

20 MS gl: As a rationally speaking living being.
21 MS gl: As a walking, rationally speaking being.
22 MS gl: As a rationally speaking being [al-natiq].
23 MS gl: As a laughing being.
24 As in the consideration of synonyms.
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repetition that takes place in the definition of two mutually adjunc-
tive words that are indeed together both in one's thinking and in
[external] existence, as 'fatherhood' and 'sonship'. Indeed, it cannot
be affirmed that one of them certainly exists unless there is [that]
certainty for the other; likewise, neither one can be thought of25

unless thought is given to the other [also].
Therefore, each of them must be defined by setting forth the cause

that requires them to be in a mutually adjunctive relationship so
that they would both occur together within the intellect. The expla-
nation [in the definition] would be directed specifically to that one
of the two whose definition is desired. Therefore, a repetition of the
cause must in fact take place, so that L 27 the explanation would
be directed necessarily and specifically to that one of them that is
intended for definition.

For example, it might be said,26 "A 'father' is a living being from
whose seed is generated another living being of the same species,
[i.e., the 'fatherhood' being] from the standpoint that there is gen-
erated from his seed another living being of the same kind." Thus,
the first27 living being is the essence [of the father] that is the sub-
ject-substrate seat for the adjunctive relationship of fatherhood [i.e.,
as an accidental quality]. The other living being, who is of the same
kind, is the essence of the son that is the subject-substrate seat for
the adjunctive relationship of sonship [as an accidental quality].

Now, both [i.e., of these terms, 'father' and 'son', at first] have
been taken as being free of any adjunctive relationship. But the gen-
eration of the second from the seed of the first constitutes the cause
of their being in a mutually adjunctive relationship; and [the clause],
'from the standpoint that there is generated from his seed', is the
inherently necessary repetition of that cause. The cause is mentioned
again because of the linkage of the adjunctive relationship to the
[first] living being, who in turn is the subject-substrate seat for the
adjunctive relationship of fatherhood28 [i.e., as an accidental quality].

25 MS gl: [I.e.], by itself. Here L uses [yu'aqqal], while the MS uses [yata'aqqal],
the latter matching [ta'aqqul] in the 5th form.

26 MS gl: [I.e.], in defining 'a father'.
27 The MS omits "first."
28 L, the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha read, 'subject-substrate for the fatherhood'

[ma'rud al-ubuwah]. The editors of T clarified this point by corollating it with the
preceding usage, "subject-substrate for the adjunctive relationship of fatherhood"
[ma'rud idafat al-ubuwah].
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[The cause] is repeated here so that the explanation would be made
specifically29 MS 16a for [the adjunctive relationship of father-
hood], for indeed, a father is adjunctively related to a son only from
this standpoint.30

So, if [the specifying cause] should not be repeated [in the definition]
then the definition would not be true, because then the delimiting
definition might be validly applicable [also] to the son, as then the
son would be [defined] the same [as the father];31 and so the delimit-
ing definition32 would not be steady and unvarying, and thus it would
not be true.

But if [the specifying cause] should be repeated, then the delim-
iting definition would not be validly applicable [also] to the son. And
even though the son should be 'a living being from whose seed there
is generated another living being of his own kind', still he would not
be a 'son' from this particular standpoint; but rather, he would have
being only from the standpoint that there would be generated from
his seed another individual of his own kind. Therefore, the delimit-
ing definition would be true because of the repetition of one of its
parts, while it would not be true without [that repetition].

Regarding repetition that is on account of some need, that is the
kind of repetition which, if it should not in fact take place, then the
definition would be true but it would not be complete. Many of the
logicians set forth the definition of a composite in terms of an essence
and its essential accident from this viewpoint. [It would be] as when
they might say, "A flattened nose is a nose that has been hollowed
out", where that kind of 'hollowing out' is done only on the nose.
Thus, 'nose' and 'hollowed out' are a repetition,33 and this repeti-
tion is permissible only because there is a need for it. Indeed, [even]
if there should be no repetition in the explanatory definition, it would
be true,—for it would be admissible to say in defining a flattened
nose, that it is 'something with a hollowing out that is specific to
the nose', and the definition would be true,—but it would not be

29 L: [li-yakhuss]; MS 15b: 19: Qi-takhuss]; T: [li-takhsTs].
30 MS gl: I.e., from the standpoint that there would be generated from his seed

another living being of the same kind.
31 MS gl: I.e., there would be generated from his seed another living being of

the same kind.
32 L omits here, 'the delimiting definition' [al-hadd].
33 L: [tikraran]; T and the MS: [mukarraran].
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complete. This is because the question is about the flattened nose,
and whoever replies would need this repetition so that the reply
would fit the question, so if there should be no repetition then [the
reply] would not be complete.

2. An objection has been raised that there is no difference
between 'need' and 'inherent necessity', since what is asked for in
both cases,

a) if it should be only the subject-substrate [for an accidental
quality], then there would be neither 'need' nor 'inherent necessity'
for the repetition, while

b) if it should be the subject-substrate together with an acci-
dental quality, then the repetition would be 'inherently necessary' in
'the location where it was needed'. Otherwise, the definition would
be defective.

2.—a. The answer [to this objection] is that between these two
there is indeed a separating difference, because an 'inherently nec-
essary' repetition is such that, if there should be no repetition, then
the 'definition' would not remain 'valid', while repetition 'in the loca-
tion of need' is such that, if there should be no repetition, then the
definition would not be 'complete'. The truth is that [for] this par-
ticular kind of the composites, this [kind] being a composite of the
essence and its essential accident, there is L 28 an 'inherent neces-
sity' for repetition in giving a definition of it, in view of the fact that
an inquirer's question would be about the [whole] composite. Therefore,
the essence [of it] must be mentioned one time in order to give a
definition of [that factor], and [mentioned] another time in order to
give a definition of its essential accident. But in the same situation
[the repetition] might not be inherently necessary, because if the
question should be about its essential accident by itself, there would
be MS 16b no 'need' for the repetition. But whoever would reply
would have need for the repetition so that his reply would fit the
question.

Baydawi said: L 28, T 13

2. Classes of definitions

An explanatory definition of some thing certainly will be equivalent
to [the thing] both in general and in particular, so as to include the
totality of [the thing's] individual parts and distinguish this [totality]
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from any others. Thus, [an explanatory definition] inevitably would
be either

a. [from] within [the totality of parts], or
b. external to [the totality of parts], or [would be]
c. a composite of these two [alternatives].
(a.) In the first case, it would be either

1. [from within] the totality of [the thing's] parts, T 14 this
being a 'complete delimiting definition', or it would not be [from
within the totality of parts], this being an 'incomplete delimiting
definition'.

(b.) [Likewise] in the second case [also being external to the total-
ity of parts], it would be an 'incomplete descriptive definition'.

(c.) In the third case,
1. if the 'differentiating factor' [i.e., of the 'explanatory definition']

should be from within [the entity defined], then [the explanatory
definition] also would be called an 'incomplete delimiting definition';
while,

2. if it should be the reverse [i.e., if the differentiating factor
should not be from within the entity defined], as when [the explana-
tory definition] would be a composite of the genus and the prop-
erty, then [the explanatory definition] would be called a 'complete
descriptive definition'.

Isfahani says: L 28, T 14, MS 16b

2. Classes of definitions

An explanatory definition of something must be equivalent to [the
thing] in general and in particular, that is, in truth.

a. This [statement is true] in the sense that the thing defined must
truly conform to everything that the explanatory definition affirms
of it, this being both the 'factor of continuity'34 and the 'factor of
prohibition'.35

34 MS gl: This is a concomitance in the certainty of presence [thubut]; that is,
whenever [mata3] the explanatory definition exists then the defined entity exists.
The gloss is also in L with a minor change.

33 L gl: [al-manc]: The meaning of 'prohibition' is that the explanatory definition
is such that no factor from the entity defined may enter it; and this is concomi-
tant to our statement, "the entity defined must truly conform . . ."
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b. And [the statement is true also] in the reverse of this sense,
that is, the explanatory definition must truly affirm everything that
the thing defined truly conforms to, this being both the 'factor of
inclusion'36 and the 'factor of reflexive action'.37

[The reason for this is that] if [the explanatory definition] should
not be equivalent to [the thing defined] in actual fact, then [the
explanatory definition] would be either

1. clearly different from [the thing defined], or
2. more particular than it from some aspect or other,38 or
3. more particular than it in an absolute sense, or
4. more general than it in an absolute sense.

But all of these conclusions are false. That the first and second
[(1.), (2.) conclusions are false] is obvious, because the conception of
the defining agency necessarily should bring about the conception
of the thing defined; but something clearly different [from it] or
something more particular would not do that.

The third [(3.) conclusion is false], because something more par-
ticular in an absolute sense would not include all the individual parts
of the thing defined, and thus would be less frequently [in the mind],
and what exists less frequently would be more obscure, and what is
more obscure would not be useful in an explanatory definition. The
fourth [(4.) conclusion is false], because [the definer being] more
general in an absolute sense would not clearly distinguish the quid-
dity of the thing defined from others, since [the definer as more gen-
eral] would make a commonality between [the quiddity of the defined]
and the others, and what makes a commonality between two enti-
ties would not clearly distinguish either one of them from the other.
Further, the conception of something more general in an absolute
sense would not necessarily bring about [in the mind] the concep-
tion of something more particular. Indeed, the concepts of a 'living
being' and of a 'walking being' do not necessarily bring about the
concept of 'man'.

36 MS gl: [al-jam*]: This is that the explanatory definition will include every indi-
vidual part of the defined entity.

37 L gl: [al-incikas]: This is a concomitance in exclusion; whenever a denned
entity would be excluded the explanatory definition would be excluded.

38 L and T: [akhass min wajh]; MS: [akhass minhu min wajh]; MS Garrett
989Ha: [akhass minhu bi-wajh].
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Now, if you have understood that much, we will proceed and say
that an explanatory definition L 29 may be divided into four
classes:

a. a complete delimiting definition,
b. an incomplete delimiting definition,
c. a complete descriptive definition, and
d. an incomplete descriptive definition.
The reason why [the division] is comprised within these four classes

is that the explanatory definition, being other39 than the thing defined
but factually equivalent to it, inevitably would be either

1. [from] within the entity defined, or
2. external to it, or
3. a composite of these two.
(1.) In the first case, that is, where the explanatory definition

is [from] within the thing defined,
a) either the explanatory definition will comprise the total-

ity of the parts of the thing defined, this being a 'complete delimit-
ing definition', as 'rational living being' is in giving an definition of
'man'; or,

b) the explanatory definition will not comprise the totality
of the parts of the thing defined, this being an 'incomplete delimit-
ing definition', as 'the body of a growing and rationally speaking
being', or 'a body that speaks rationally', or 'a substance that speaks
rationally' would be in defining 'man'.

(2.) In the second case, the explanatory definition will be exter-
nal to the thing defined, this being an 'incomplete descriptive definition',
as 'a being that walks erectly' MS 17a would be in a definition
of 'man'.

(3.) In the third case, that is, where the explanatory definition
will be a composite of factors both internal and external to [the
thing defined], and

a) if the 'differentiating factor' [i.e., from within the whole
definition] should be internal to the thing defined, that is, if [the
'differentiating factor'] should be a proximate 'individual difference',
then [the whole definition] also would be called an 'incomplete de-
limiting definition', as 'a being that walks and talks rationally' is in

MS gl: I.e., as a matter of common understanding.
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a definition of 'man'.40 However, if the case should be the reverse,
that is,

b) if the 'differentiating factor' should be external [to the thing
defined], [and]

1) if the other, internal factor should be the proximate
genus, as 'a living being that laughs' is in a definition of 'man', then
this [whole definition] would be a 'complete descriptive definition',
but

2) if the other, internal factor should not be the proxi-
mate genus, then this [whole definition] would be an 'incomplete
descriptive definition' also, as 'a growing body that laughs,' or 'a
laughing body', or 'a laughing substance' is in a definition of 'man'.

The apparent sense of our author's statement would require that
an external 'differentiating factor',—together with whatever genus,
proximate or remote,—should be called a 'complete descriptive
definition', in which case it would be admissible for a 'complete
descriptive definition' to be more than one [variety]. However, accord-
ing to what we have stated,41 a 'complete descriptive definition' may
be only one [variety], just as a 'complete delimiting definition' may
be only one [variety], while 'incomplete delimiting definitions' and
'incomplete descriptive definitions' can be in several varieties.

Baydawi said: L 29, T 14

Fakhr al-Din Razi's objections

To this [doctrine of the definition] an objection has been raised [by
the Imam Razi as follows]:42

a. The totality of the parts [of a thing] would constitute the thing
itself. And one part would provide an explanatory definition of the
totality only if it would give an explanatory definition of some one
of its parts. That [defined] part then would be either

40 MS gl: As a composite of a remote genus [i.e., a 'being that walks'] and a
proximate individual difference [i.e., 'speaks rationally'].

41 Reading with T: [qarrarna]. MS Garrett 989Ha reads: [qarrarnahu].
L and the MS read: [qurrira], with a MS gl: "[I.e.], in the commentary."
42 Baydawi's clearer and more succinct treatment has reversed the sequence of

the two points in Razi's objection. Cf. Razi's Muhassal pp. 16-18, of the repagi-
nated reprint of the Cairo 1323 A.H. edition.
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1. itself [i.e., the defining part], and thus implicitly it would
constitute the definition of a thing by itself, or [the defined part]
would be

2. one external to [the defining part].
However, an external [denning factor] would provide an explana-

tory definition [of the object] only if [the external factor's] specific
applicability to [the object] should be understood, and that would
depend upon an 'understanding' of [the object being denned] and
upon an understanding of whatever else there is among [all other]
matters without end, which would be an impossibility.

b. If the desired goal [in making a definition] should be some-
thing of which there would be an awareness [already], then its attain-
ment [i.e., as something not known] would not [again] be possible;
while if it should not be something of which there would be some
awareness already, L 30 then it would be impossible to [begin a]
search for it.

Isfahani says: L 30, T 14, MS 17a

Fakhr al-Din Razi's objections

The Imam [Fakhr al-Din] al-Razi43 raised objection [on the doc-
trine of] the definition44 on two aspects.

a. [The first aspect on which Imam Razi raised his objection] is
that definition of a [particular] thing is impossible. This is because
definition of [the thing] by means of itself would be impossible; in
that case then,45 definition would be either

1. by means of a factor internal [i.e., to the thing being de-
fined], or

2. by means of a factor external [to it], or
3. [by means of] a composite of the two [factors].
(1.) In the first case above [i.e., definition by means of an inter-

nal factor], the factor internal [to the thing to be defined] would be
either

43 L, MS and MS Garrett 989Ha: 'al-Imam'; T: 'al-Imam al-Razi'.
44 MS gl: I.e., on the admissibility [jawaz] of an explanatory definition.
45 This clause in full is included in L, T, MS Garrett 989Ha and MS Garrett

Yahuda 4486.
In the MS, however, after having been written in the following portion was

crossed out.
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a) all of its [necessary] parts,46 or
b) [only] one of them,47 each of these alternatives being

invalid.
(a) As for [the first alternative here with the definition hav-

ing] all the parts, [the definition would be impossible,] because hav-
ing the totality of the parts would constitute the thing itself, and a
definition of a thing by the totality of its parts would be a definition
of the thing by means of itself, which is impossible.

(b) As for [the second alternative here with the definition
having only] one of the parts, [the definition would be impossible]
because that part would give an explanatory definition of the total-
ity only if it gave an explanatory definition of one of its parts. This
is because, if it did not give an explanatory definition of one of the
parts, then [the case would be] either that none of the parts had
any need of definition, or that [the part to be defined] already had
been given an explanatory definition by some other than the part
stipulated as providing the explanatory definition for the [original]
entity. Now, if all parts of the entity [to be defined] should be known
already, then its quiddity would be known [already]; and so that
[stipulated] part [really] would not provide the explanatory definition
for it, but this would be contrary to the assumption [i.e., that a
definition is needed].

Thus, it is established that a part would provide an explanatory
definition of a thing only if it would give an explanatory definition
of one of its parts. Thus, that part providing the explanatory definition
would be either the part [itself] that is being given the explanatory
definition, and this would imply definition of a thing by itself;48 or,
[it would be] something external to the thing [being defined], which
would imply definition by external means, but definition by exter-
nal means is impossible.

(2.) [In the second case above, (as well as in the paragraph
just ended), definition by means of an external factor is impossible]:
because T 15 an external [factor] would provide an explanatory
definition of a thing only if [the external factor's] specific applica-
bility [to the thing] should be explained. Indeed, any characteristic
MS 17b that would not be specifically applicable to the thing [being

MS gl: As a 'living being that speaks rationally'.
MS gl: As a 'body that speaks rationally' or a 'substance that speaks rationally'.
T inserts, 'this being impossible'.
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defined]49 would not be valid in its definition. Thus, if [the external
factor's] specific applicability to [the thing being defined] should not
be explained, then possibly its specific applicability to [the thing]
would be nonexistent, and thus would not provide an understand-
ing of [the thing].

Now, having a specific applicability means that the characteristic
would be affirmed of that [particular] thing and be excluded from
anything else. Thus, an understanding [of an external descriptive fac-
tor's] specific applicability [to an entity being defined] depends upon
an understanding of the thing [being defined] plus an understand-
ing of whatever else there is of all other matters without limit. This
is so, since it is impossible to understand the specific applicability
[of an entity's defining factor], while being ignorant of both the entity
itself and of whatever else there is. Thus, an understanding of [the
defining factor's specific applicability] is dependent upon both an
understanding of the thing [being defined], plus an understanding
of whatever else there is of all other matters without limit, and that
is an impossibility.

Indeed, [formulating an explanatory definition of a particular thing]
from 'an understanding of that thing' implicitly would constitute a
circular argument. This is so because, in such a case:

a) an understanding of the thing [to be defined] depends
upon an explanatory definition of [the thing] made by a defining
factor external to it. And

b) a definition of [the thing] by way of a defining factor
external to it depends upon an understanding of the [external defining
factor's] specific applicability to the thing. And

c) an understanding of the [external defining factor's] specific
applicability to the entity [being defined] depends upon 'an understand-
ing of the thing' [itself]. Thus, it is implicitly a circular argument.

Moreover, [formulating an explanatory definition of a particular
thing] from an understanding of 'whatever else there is [other than
that thing] among all matters without limit', implies that the mind
would comprehend what is without limit, since whatever else is [other
than that thing] would be without limit.

(3.) [In the third case above, i.e., an explanatory definition by]
a composite of factors both internal and external would be [actually

MS gl: As 'a walking being'.
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a definition] by external means. This is so because a [definition]
composed of both internal and external factors would represent nei-
ther the thing itself, nor its internal nature. If it should be other-
wise, then the external factor would be within, because the external
part L 31 would be [only] a part of what is composed from it
and from the internal [part], and the part of a part would consti-
tute a part [of the whole].

Let no one say that [a definition] composed of both internal and
external factors would not be [a definition] by external means unless
implicitly the internal factor would be [really] external. This is because
we hold that the entry of a composite [definition] within the inte-
rior of something would necessarily cause the entry of every part of
the composite within [the entity], but the exit of the composite from
[within] the entity would not necessarily cause every part of [the
composite definition] to exit from it.

Thus, invalidation of a definition by means of an external factor
implies invalidation of a definition by means of a composite of inter-
nal and external factors.

b. The second [aspect on which Razi raised objection] is that if
the sought for conception of an entity should be something of which
there was some awareness50 [already], then it would be impossible
to obtain it [again as if new], because of the impossibility of [newly]
obtaining something already obtained. But if it should not be some-
thing of which there was some awareness already, then a search for
it would be impossible, because of the impossibility for anyone to
begin a search for something of which no one was aware.

Baydawi said: L 31, T 15

Baydawi's reply to Rail's objections

a.-al. The answer to [Razi's] first objection is that a part natu-
rally precedes the whole, and for [partial] entities, every one of which
is antecedent to [a complete] entity, it is impossible to be the [com-
plete] thing itself, or to be its defining factor.

Moreover, an explanatory definition of an entity is not under oblig-
ation to provide a definition of any of [the entity's] parts, basically

MS gl: I.e., known [ma'lum].
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because it is admissible that none of them would have need for it.
The definition of a described entity depends upon the description
that provides the explanatory description being such that from a
conception of [this description] a conception of the described object
can be inferred that exactly fits it. However, that [inference] depends
upon the [former conception's] specific applicability to and at the
same time its inclusiveness of [the latter conception], not [merely]
upon there being knowledge of these two factors.51

This argument is weak, however, since neither one [i.e., the 'specific
applicability' or the 'inclusiveness', taken individually] as a prereq-
uisite would require that they both be a prerequisite together as a
complete total, in order to point out the distinguishing features [i.e.,
of the object defined by description].

If all the parts [of something], even [the part having] formative
[power] [i.e., the defining factor], should be known, then the quid-
dity [of the thing] would be known, while, if the case should be
otherwise, it would be useless to provide a delimiting definition.

If the conception of the [definition from an external aspect] nec-
essarily should bring about the conception of [the object being
described], and further, if [this definition from an external aspect]
should be an [already] formed conception, then the [conception that
would be brought about also] would be an [already] formed con-
ception, and there would be no need for an explanatory definition
[of it]. But if [the definition from an external aspect] should not be
an [already] formed conception, then an explanatory definition by
its means would be impossible.

a.—a2. However, [in summary, a proper] answer is that the var-
ious parts [of something to be defined] would be individually known,
and [the formulation of] a 'delimiting definition' would consist in
bringing them together as a total group so that in the mind there
would occur a form corresponding to the entity that has been defined
by delimitation.

The case would be the same with regard to a 'descriptive definition'
if [the defining factor] should be a composite, but if [its defining
factor] should be a single term, then it would provide no useful
information.

51 L's unclear orthography of [bi-hima] is taken by T to be [bi-ha], but it is
clearer in MS Garrett 283B and MS Garrett 989Hb.
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b.—a. To [Razi's] second objection the answer is that in search-
ing for an entity of which there is an awareness of some of its aspects
there would be no impossibility.

Isfahani says: L 31, T 15, MS 17b

Baydawi's reply to Razi's objections

a.-al. The answer to [Razi's] first objection is that an explana-
tory definition [of something] would be valid when using both inter-
nal and external factors [of the thing].

1. Regarding definition by way of internal factors, when it
would be a matter of considering all of the parts, we do not grant
that the totality of the parts of a thing would be [the same as] the
thing itself, such that it would imply that a definition by means of
all of the parts would be a definition L 32 by way of the thing
itself.

Indeed, a part naturally would be antecedent to the whole; and
no single one of the [partial] things that would be antecedent to the
[whole] thing, of which it is a part, can itself constitute that [whole]
thing, such that it would imply that definition [of the whole] by
means of all of its parts would constitute a definition by means of
the thing itself. MS 18a

And definition by means of an internal factor, if it should be a
matter of considering only one of the parts, would be valid.

[Razi's] statement is: "A part will provide an explanatory definition
of the entity only when it has defined one of [the entity's] parts."
Our position is that we do not grant this. Indeed, an explanatory
definition of something is not required to define one of its parts at
all, basically because it is admissible that none of the parts would
have need for a part to define them.

[Razi's] statement is: "If all of the parts [of the thing] should be
known, then the quiddity would be known, and thus a part would
not provide the explanatory definition for it." Our position is that
we do not grant that if the totality of the parts should be known
then the quiddity would be known. The 'whole' is something other
than the 'totality' of its parts. For it would be admissible that the
totality of the parts would be known but that the whole would not
be known. Thus, the whole would need to be defined, and the part
would provide the definition of it.
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2. Regarding definition by means of an external factor, we do
not grant that it would be invalid.

[Razi's] statement is: "An external factor provides an explanatory
definition of [an entity] only if [that factor] clearly defines its specific
applicability to [the entity]." Our position is that we do not grant
that.

[Razi's] statement is: "Since any description that would not speci-
fically apply to the entity would not be useful in defining it." Our
position is that we grant this.

[Razi's] statement is: "If [the external factor's] specific applica-
bility to [the entity] should not be known, then possibly its specific
applicability to [the entity] is nonexistent and thus would not pro-
vide any understanding of it."

Our position is that we do not grant that if [the external factor's]
specific applicability to [the entity] should not be known then pos-
sibly its specific applicability to [the entity would be nonexistent.
Indeed, it is admissible that [the factor] would be specifically applic-
able to [the entity], while at the same time its specific applicability
would not be known; so then there would be no possibility for it to
lack specific applicability to [the entity], and in that case it would
provide T 16 a useful understanding of the entity.52 Truly, the
useful understanding provided by an external characteristic about the
described object depends upon the characteristic's explanatory definition
being of such accuracy that from a conception of [that definition]
there would be inferred a conception of the described object exactly
as it is. But then this nevertheless depends upon the external char-
acteristic being specifically applicable to the described object and
inclusive of it at the same time. For if [the characteristic] should not
specifically apply to [the described object], then it would have a
commonality both with the described object and with everything else.
Thus, [the characteristic] would be more general than [the described
object], and from the conception of something general no inference
can be made to the conception of something particular. Moreover,

52 The MS f. 18a: 11 repeats [macrifat-hu] to read, " . . . and in that case [the
external characteristic's] understanding would provide a useful understanding of [the
entity]".

A marginal gloss in the MS here reads: "The hypothesis is established, namely,
the validity and possibility of definition by way of an external defining factor, as
asserted by the objector to its impossibility."
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if [the characteristic] should not be [also] inclusive, then it would
be more particular [than the described object], and something more
particular would be more obscure, and thus would not be useful in
forming a definition.

But the useful understanding provided by an external character-
istic about the described object does not depend upon knowing its
specific applicability and its inclusiveness. Indeed, what is useful in
forming a conception is the understanding of the specifically applic-
able and inclusive characteristic [itself], not an understanding of the
specific applicability of the external characteristic to the described
object. So it is admissible L 33 that between the specifically applic-
able and inclusive characteristic and the described object there would
be an obvious concomitance such that the mind would make the
transition from a conception of [the characteristic] to the concep-
tion of the described object, MS 18b even though the [charac-
teristic's] specific applicability and inclusiveness should be unknown
[previously].

Now, even if it should be granted that a definition by external
means would depend on an understanding of the specific applica-
bility of the external characteristic to the described object, never-
theless we do not grant that this implies a circular argument and
an understanding of what is without limit.

[Razi's] statement is: "An understanding of the specific applica-
bility [of an external characteristic to a described object] depends
on an understanding of the described object, as well as an under-
standing of whatever else there is of all [relevant] matters without
limit." Our [Isfahani's] position is that knowing the specific applic-
ability [of an external characteristic to the described object] depends
upon knowing the described object, from one or another aspect, and
depends upon knowing everything else there is of [relevant] things
without limit, from a total aspect. Therefore, there is no implication
of a circular argument or of a [required] comprehension [of every-
thing else without limit].

[Baydawi] has stated that this reply [to Razi] is a weak argument.
The fact that every individual part naturally would precede [in an
explanatory definition of an entity] does not imply that they all pre-
cede as comprising a whole and a totality in order to point out the
difference there is between the totality of parts and the thing itself.
Indeed, it is admissible that every one of the parts naturally would
precede, while the whole, being a whole and a totality, would not
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precede. In that case, the totality of parts would constitute the thing
itself, so it would not be valid to construct a definition by means of
the totality of parts, because of the impossibility of defining a thing
by means of itself.

Regarding [Baydawi's] statement that an explanatory definition of
an entity is not required to provide such a definition of any one of
its parts because it is admissible that none of them would have any
need for it, an objection could be raised that if all the parts, includ-
ing even the 'part having formative power'53 [i.e., the 'defining fac-
tor'], should be known, then the quiddity [of the thing] would be
known [already]. This is because if the quiddity should not be known
already, when there is knowledge of all the parts and even of the
formative part, then no delimiting definition would be useful in pro-
viding an understanding of the defined entity. But it would be use-
ful from your point of view [i.e., as supporters of the Baydawi-Isfahani
argument]; and, if the quiddity [of an entity] should be known
[already] when there is a knowledge of all its parts, then it would
have no need for a [specific] part to define [the entity], and so the
[specific] part would not provide an explanatory definition for it.

a.~a2. In answer [to Razi] about a definition by external means
[Baydawi] said:

The definition of a described entity depends upon the description that
provides the explanatory definition being such that from a conception
of [this description] a conception of the described object can be inferred
that exactly fits it. However, that [inference] depends upon the [for-
mer conception's] specific applicability to and at the same time its
inclusiveness of [the latter conception], not [merely] upon there being
knowledge of these two factors.

Regarding this [statement] an observation could be made [by using
his own words], "If the conception of the [definition] by external
means necessarily should bring about the conception of [the described
object], and if [this definition by external means] should be an
[already] formed conception, then the [conception brought about
also] would be an [already] formed conception, and there would be
no need for a definition [of it]. But if [this definition by external
means] should not be an [already] formed conception, then a definition
by its means would be impossible."

[al-juz' al-suwan].
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a.-a3. Then [Baydawi] said: "However, a [proper] answer is that
formulating a definition L 34 by means of 'all the parts' is [only]
a manner of expression. Indeed, the various parts [of an entity to
be defined] would be individually known, and [the formulation of]
a 'delimiting definition' would provide for bringing all the parts gath-
ered together54 in such a way that there would occur in the mind
a [recognized and] known image55 corresponding MS 19a to the
object defined by delimitation."

A verification of this is that 'all the parts' would constitute the
quiddity itself. But 'all the parts' may be regarded in the mind in
two ways:

1. as a totality, in that 'all the parts' would occur as having a
single existence56 [in the mind], and in this regard [as a totality] it
would constitute the 'object defined by delimitation'; and

2. as separate pieces, in that each part would occur [in the
mind] as having an existence by itself,57 and in this regard [as sep-
arate pieces] 'all the parts' would constitute 'a delimiting definition'.
Therefore,—from a definition of 'all the parts' taken as a totality,
[and] from [a definition of] 'all the parts' taken as separates—no
inference can be made that the entity would be defined by means
of itself.

A clarification of that [statement] is that to define the 'quiddity'
[of an entity] by means of 'all the parts' has the meaning that the
[individual] conceptions of 'all the parts [taken as separates]' would
be of use in formulating a [single over all] conception of 'all the
parts [taken as a totality]'. Moreover, all the [individual] concep-
tions of the parts [taken separately] would constitute something other
than a [single] conception of all the parts [taken as a totality]. [This
is] because "all the [separate] conceptions of the parts" is a man-
ner of expressing "all the [separate] existences of the parts" within
the mind, since the 'conception' of a thing is an expression for its
'existence' within the mind. Thus, the [separate] 'conceptions' of all
the parts would be their [separate] 'existences' within the mind. And
[so] the existences [separately] of the parts within the mind would

54 L and T: [mujtama'ah]; the MS: [majmu'ah].
55 L and T read, 'intelligible image' [surah ma'lumah], while the MS and MS

Garrett 989Ha omit the adjective 'intelligible'.
56 MS gl: I.e., a single concept [would occur] in the mind.
57 MS gl: I.e., a single concept.
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constitute something other than the existence [as a totality] of all
the parts within the mind. [By this latter] I [Isfahani] mean the
existence of the quiddity, whether in its essence,58 or as a manner
of expression.59

Indeed, the existences of the parts [separately] would consist of
multiple existences [all] linked to the parts in such a way that for
every [separate] part there would be an existence in the mind that
is different from the existence of any other, whether in its essence
or as a manner of expression. But the existence of all the parts [as
a totality] would be a single existence linked to the totality. And
there is no doubt that the mutually different existences [all] linked
to the parts would constitute something other than the single exist-
ence linked to their totality. Thus, the [multiple] concepts of 'all the
parts [separately]' constitute something other than the [single] con-
cept of 'all the parts [as a totality]'. Therefore, it cannot be inferred
that a definition by means of 'all the parts' would constitute a
definition of an entity by means of 'itself.

An objection could be raised that then inevitably—
1. either [the case would be that] every one of the parts would

have its own existence separately within the mind, which would imply
that T 17 the 'genus' and the 'individual difference' each would
have an existence in the mind different from the other's existence
in the mind; so it would be impossible to predicate one [of them]
of the other as being in agreement, and it would be impossible also
to predicate them both of the sum resulting from the two of them60

as being in agreement; and since the condition governing the definer
L 35 is that it should be equal in truth to the defined entity, if
[the definer] should not be predicated as being in agreement [with
the defined entity] then being equal [with the defined entity] would
be an impossibility, and thus, an explanatory definition by means of
[the definer] would be impossible;

2. or, [the case would be that] the totality [of the parts] would
be present within a single existence in the mind,61 MS 19b so this

58 MS gl: That is, if the parts should be really existing [haqiqiyah] parts, which
would not be the case unless the quiddity should be really existing.

59 MS gl: That is, if the parts should be 'parts' as a 'manner of expression'
[i'tibarfyah], which would not be the case unless the quiddity should be such 'as
a manner of expression'.

60 MS gl: Such as man.
61 L and T omit the line: "and this would imply that all the parts [together as
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case would imply that the explanatory definition of the entity would
be by means of [the entity] itself.

l.-a. The reply [to the first case of this objection] would be
that the genus and the difference each have an existence differing
the one from the other in the mind, and it would be impossible to
predicate one of them of the other as being in agreement in this
regard; and it would be impossible for 'all the parts' [as a totality]
to be equal to the [one] quiddity in truth in this regard. But the
condition governing the definer, that it should be equal in truth to
the defined entity, is with regard to [the definition's] quiddity,62 but
not with regard to its quiddity as being under the restriction of
[external] existence.

Now, although the genus and the difference each has an existence
different from that of the other, and with regard to [each of them]
being limited by this restriction [of external existence], neither one
[of the two] may be predicated the one of the other. But with regard
to the fact that each of them may sometimes be found to exist [exter-
nally] with the other in a single existence,63 one of the two may be
predicated truthfully of the other.

Further, on the assumption that the totality [of parts] would be
[mentally] present in a single existence, this [fact] would not imply
that an explanatory definition [formulated] by means of the parts
present in the mind in a single existence would constitute the definition
of something by means of itself. That is so, because a single exist-
ence, with regard to its linkage in the mind with the quiddity of the
genus would be a conception of the quiddity of the genus; and with
regard to its linkage [in the mind] with the quiddity of the individ-
ual difference [the single existence] would be a conception of the
quiddity of the individual difference; and with regard to its linkage
with the totality obtained from the [combination of] genus and
difference it would be a conception of the quiddity [of the whole
entity].

a totality] would be present [mawjudan] in the mind in one existence." The MS
and MS Garrett 989Ha include the line.

62 T inserts as clarification, [i.e.], "in view of its being [the quiddity]" [min hayth
hiya hiya].

63 Gloss in MS and L: [Regarding Isfahani's] statement, "in a single existence"—
that is, it would be external [existence] if the quiddity should be related to it in
reality or in theory, or [it would be existence] in the mind if the quiddity [merely]
should be 'related to it'. [From al-Sharif al-Jurjani's glosses on Isfahani's commentary.]
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Thus, the 'conceptions' would be differentiated,64 even though in
the mind the existence would be single. For the whole concept of
the genus and the difference [as separates] would be different from the
concept of the totality obtained from the [combination of] genus
and difference, but the sum of the two concepts would be useful in
formulating a [single] concept [of the total formation process] of the
combination. Therefore, the definition of something by means of
itself would not be implied.

Likewise, with regard to a descriptive definition, if [the object
being denned] should be a composite, then its single elements would
be [separately] conceived, but a conception of its single elements
would not imply that the thing defined by description would be con-
ceived. Rather, [that] would depend upon them being brought together
as a group in such a way that a form corresponding to the described
thing would take shape in the mind.

The case would be the same for an incomplete delimiting definition.
But a single term [as the defining factor] would not provide any-
thing [useful], because if [the defining factor] should be a concep-
tion [already formed] then the object to be defined [also] would be
a conception [already formed], and thus would have no need to be
defined; but if [the defining factor] should not be a conception
[already formed], then it would be impossible to formulate an explana-
tory definition by means of it.

2.~a. To the second [case of the objection the reply would be]
that to direct a search toward something that is perceived in one or
another of its aspects would not be impossible. The thing for which
the concept is sought L 36 would be known in one aspect and
unknown in another aspect, and the direction of a search for some-
thing having [these] two aspects would not be towards the known
aspect nor the unknown aspect, so there would be no implication
that the search would be to obtain what had been obtained already,
nor that it would be a search for the [absolutely] unknown.

MS gl: I.e., in that respect. [From al-Jurjani's glosses on Isfahani's commentary.]
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Baydawi said: L 36, T 17

3. Realities definable and definitive^

Real entities are either simple or composite, and each of these either
will have something else composed from it, or it will not.

a. A simple entity from which nothing else will be composed would
not be defined by delimitation, nor would a delimiting definition be
formulated by means of it, as with 'the Necessary [and Obligating]
Existent One'.

b. [A simple entity] from which something else will be composed
would not be defined by delimitation, but a delimiting definition
would be formulated by means of it, as is the case with 'substance'.

c. A composite from which nothing else will be composed would
be defined by delimitation, but a delimiting definition may not be
formulated by means of it, as is the case with 'man'.

d. [A composite] from which something else will be composed
would be defined by delimitation, and a delimiting definition may
be formulated by means of it, as is the case with 'living being'.

Thus, a delimiting definition would belong to a composite entity,
and so likewise would a complete descriptive definition, while an
incomplete descriptive definition would belong inclusively with both
[simple and composite] entities.

Isfahani says: L 36, T 17, MS 20a

3. Realities definable and definitive

Real entities66 are either 'simple', that is, not having any subdivision
by which they would be made up of two or more parts, or [they
are] 'composite', that is, having a subdivision by which they would
be made up of two and more parts. And for each of these two, the

65 [ma yu'arraf wa-yucarraf bihi].
66 L and the MS [both products of Istanbul] read [al-haqayiq], while T [a prod-

uct of Cairo] reads [al-haqa'iq]. Other manuscript copies used—MS Garrett 989Ha
[Isfahani's commentary] & 989Hb [Baydawi's text], MS Garrett 283B [Baydawi],
and MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486 [Isfahani]—omit the distinguishing marks, so they
can read either way. This is the practice throughout the manuscripts for this and
similar word patterns.
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simple and the composite, either there will be something else com-
posed from it, or there will not, so these [alternatives] make four
classifications [as follows].

a. A simple entity from which nothing else will be composed would
not be defined by delimitation, whether by a complete or an incom-
plete delimiting definition, because neither the complete nor the
incomplete delimiting definition would be possible, except in a case
having a [subdivided] part, and a simple entity has no [subdivided]
part.

Moreover, nothing else would be defined by delimitation by the
means of [that simple entity] as a necessary consequence of the fact
that [that simple entity] would not be a part of anything else, as is
the case with 'the Necessary [and Obligating] Existent One'. Indeed,
there is no [subdivided] part with Him, nor does He constitute a
[subdivided] part of anything else; therefore, He would not be defined
by delimitation, nor would a delimiting definition be formulated by
means of Him.

b. A simple entity from which 'something else' may be composed
would not be defined by delimitation because it has no [subdivided]
part [in itself]. But the 'something else' [than that simple entity]
may be defined by delimitation by means of [that simple entity],
because [in such a case, that simple entity] would constitute a part
of [the other entity], as is the case with 'substance'. Indeed, ['sub-
stance'] is a simple entity and it has no [subdivided] part [in itself],
but something else may be composed of it because it is the genus
for the [individual] substances.67 Thus, it would not be defined by
delimitation, but something else may be given a delimiting definition
by means of it.

c. A composite entity from which nothing else would be com-
posed may be defined by delimitation because it has a [subdivided]
part, and nothing else would be defined by delimitation by means
of [this composite], as a necessary consequence of the fact that [this
composite] would not constitute a [subdivided] part of anything else.
This is the case with 'man', for ['man'] is a composite of [the two
factors] 'a living being' and 'a rationally speaking being'. But nothing
else would be composed from ['man'], as a necessary consequence

67 MS gl: I.e., as are intellect, soul, prime matter, form, body as a growing [liv-
ing substance] [al-jism al-nami], and body as an absolute [i.e., an abstraction].
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of the fact that 'man' constitutes a primary species.68 Thus, ['man']
may be defined by delimitation, but nothing else may be defined by
delimitation by means of ['man', as a term in the definition].

d. A [1st] composite entity from which something else may be
composed would be defined by delimitation because it has a [sub-
divided] part, and another [a 2nd composite] entity would be defined
by delimitation by means of [the 1st composite] as a necessary con-
sequence of the fact that [the 1 st composite] would be a part of [the
2nd composite].

[This would be the case] as with 'a living being,' for ['a living
being'] would be a composite of 'a body', and of 'a growing being',
and of 'a sensate being', and entities other than ['a living being']
would be composed of it, L 37 as is 'man'. Thus, 'a living being'
would be defined by delimitation, and a definition by delimitation
may be formulated by means of it.

Therefore [in summary], a delimiting definition belongs with a
composite entity equally whether it is a complete or an incomplete
delimiting definition. The case is likewise with a complete descrip-
tive definition, as a necessary consequence of the fact that it would
be a composite of a genus69 and a specific property. However, an
incomplete descriptive definition belongs inclusively with both sim-
ple and composite entities.

Everything that has an explanatory concomitant property and that
[in itself] is not intuitively conceived70 would be defined by descrip-
tion; and everything that is an explanatory concomitant property of
some entity that is not intuitively conceived would be the means
used in formulating a descriptive definition of that entity.71

68 [naw'an safilan].
69 T adds the term "proximate", but other sources used do not.
70 Reading with the MS, 'intuitively conceived' [badrhi al-tasawwur]. The other

sources used do not have the added term [al-tasawwur] in this first statement, but
in the second parallel statement all sources do include it.

71 A.-M. Goichon traces the semantic evolution of the word [hadd] as used in
metaphysics and logic. Used of a concept, this word means 'definition', while in
speaking of a proposition or of the syllogism, it means 'term'.

She states, "The whole Islamic theory of definition, and that of terms of rea-
soning, follows Aristotle, sometimes reproducing what he says almost word for word."

Following this discussion, a bibliography lists a number of the Arabic books on
logic.

En-I-2, s.v. [hadd], by B. Carra de Vaux, J. Schacht, and A.-M. Goichon.
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An English translation of Ibn Sina's Isharat, Part 1, Logic, was published by Shams
Inati (Toronto: PIMS, 1984). Preceding the translated text there is an 'Analysis of
the Text' in which Inati has drawn upon Ibn Sina's other writings on logic in order
to complement what is given in the Isharat. A partial summary of this analysis will
sketch here Ibn Sina's presentation: 1. Knowledge may be [intellectual] conception
or [judgmental] assent. 2. Knowledge is in two forms: practical, dealing with peo-
ple and society, and theoretical, dealing with the universe and its parts. 3. In order
to increase human happiness via practical and theoretical knowledge, one should
advance a) intellectual conception by way of 'definitions' in 'explanatory statements'
and b) judgmental assent by way of 'inferential proof [in argumentation].



Baydawi said: L 37, T 18

CHAPTER 3: ARGUMENTATION

1. Kinds of argumentation

An 'inferential proof demonstration' consists of a process the knowl-
edge of which [taken as a premise] by necessity produces knowledge
of the 'conclusion's existence'.

a. Analogical deduction
Thus, an inferential proof demonstration may be made by means

of a universal regarding a particular, or by means of either of two
[universal] equivalents regarding the other, [the method in these two
examples] being called 'analogical deduction'.

b. Investigative induction
Or, [proof demonstration may be made] by the reverse of this

[i.e., demonstration by means of a particular regarding a universal],
this being called 'complete [investigative] induction' if it includes all
of [the universal's] particular examples, and 'incomplete [investiga-
tive] induction' if it does not.

c. Illustrative analogical deduction
Or, [proof demonstration may be made] by means of one par-

ticular regarding another particular, this being called 'illustrative ana-
logical deduction', or [simply] 'analogical deduction', in the terminology
of the jurisprudents.1

[In proof demonstration the first particular [term is called] the
'major' [or, 'root'] term, and the second particular [term is called]
the 'minor' [or, 'branch'] term. The term having commonality
[between these two] is called the 'middle' [or, 'connector'] term.2 Its
causative influence is recognized sometimes by a 'coordinate rota-

1 1.—[al-qiyas]; 2.—[al-istiqra3]; 3.—[al-tamthil] / [al-qiyas].
2 Major term = [asl] 'root'; minor = [far"] 'branch'; middle = [jamic] 'connec-

tor'. These terms possibly developed among the early Mutakallimun or the jurispru-
dents, and may have persisted in use in restricted topical areas. Later, the standard
terms became [al-akbar] [al-asghar] and [al-awsat].
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tion', and sometimes by a thorough 'examination and classification',
or by some other means.3

We have investigated the subject [of proof demonstration] thor-
oughly in [our book] Minhaj al-Wusul ila cIlm al-Usul.

Isfahani says: L 37, T 18, MS 20a

CHAPTER 3: ARGUMENTATION

When Baydawi had finished Chapter 2 on 'explanatory statements',
he began Chapter 3 on 'argumentation'. In it he set forth three top-
ics: MS 20b

1. The kinds of argumentation, 2. Analogical deduction in the syl-
logism and its types, 3. The materials of argumentation.

1. Kinds of argumentation

'Argumentation', [the Arabic term [al-hujaj]] being the plural of
'argument', is the most immediate means to achieving a judgmen-
tal assent, [the terms] 'argument' and 'inferential proof demonstra-
tion' being synonymous. Now, an 'inferential proof demonstration'
is descriptively defined as a process the knowledge of which [taken
as a premise] by necessity produces knowledge of the conclusion's
existence.

By the 'knowledge taken as a premise' and the 'knowledge [acquired]
as a resulting conclusion'4 [Baydawi] is referring to [the process of]
a 'judgmental assent' that comprises 'theoretical opinion', 'formal
belief and 'certain conviction'.

By 'necessity'5 he means [here] something more general than 'ordi-
nary necessity' or 'intellectual necessity',6 equally whether [this unusual
necessity] is readily apparent, that is, without an intermediary factor,
or whether it is not readily apparent and has an intermediary factor.

3 Rotation [al-dawaran]; examination and classification [al-sabr wa-al-taqsim].
4 Knowledge as premise [al-cilm al-malzum]; knowledge as conclusion [al-cilm al-

lazim].
5 I.e., 'inherent necessity', or, 'constraint', usually indicated by the term [al-

darurah].
6 MS gl: [I.e., as it is used] among the philosophers.
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[Baydawi's] statement, "the proved conclusion's existence", would
not require the exclusion [from consideration] of a proof demon-
stration leading to the conclusion that something was nonexistent,
as the conclusion 'that something was nonexistent' would have exis-
tence in the mind. [This is] because the 'conclusion' is

a. that to which the 'evidence' of the proof demonstration is linked,
and

b. it is a composite proposition comprising the relationship between
subject L 38 and predicate,7 and

c. it is a more general [and basic assertion] than either 'decisive
affirmation' or 'negation', and each of these would have existence
in the mind.

Thus, a 'proof demonstration' is a process the judgmental assent
to which by necessity brings about a judgmental assent to the proved
conclusion's existence, [in a judgmental assent] more general [and
basic] than if the proved conclusion had been [merely] a compos-
ite of either negative or positive factors. And as this explanatory
definition involved the proper usage of verbal expression, [Baydawi]
did not hesitate to put it into words as the 'proved conclusion', for
in definitions involving verbal usage one need not be afraid to use
words that have similarities.

Proof demonstration is of three kinds, and the basis for limiting
the kinds to three is that proof demonstration is an adjunctive mat-
ter calling for two factors:

a. the first of the two being a factor the knowledge of which would
be [admissible as] a premise, and

b. the other a factor the knowledge of which would be [accepted
as] a conclusion. The first factor (a) is that by means of which a
proof demonstration is made [i.e., it would be the predicate of the
major premise]. The second factor (b) is that about which something
is demonstrated, [i.e., it would be subject of the minor premise].
The factor (a) by which proof demonstration is made may be either
a universal or a particular, and it is likewise with the factor (b) about
which a proof demonstration is made. If that by which demonstra-
tion is made, (a) [i.e., the predicate of the major premise] and that
about which something is demonstrated, (b) [i.e., the subject of the
minor premise] should both be universals, then they must both be

Subject [al-mahkum calayhi]; predicate [al-mahkum bihi].
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equal as true affirmations, so that the knowledge of one of them
would necessarily imply the knowledge of the other.

Now, if you have understood this, then we shall proceed with our
topic, [i.e., the three kinds of argumentation].

a. Analogical deduction
1. By means of a universal factor one may demonstrate either

a particular factor, as for example, one may demonstrate [a neces-
sary inference] from the fact that possibility is a certainty for every-
thing composite, this being a universal [statement], to the certainty
of [possibility] for a body, this being a particular [statement]; thus,
one can argue that as every body is a composite, and as every com-
posite is a possible reality, therefore, every body would be a possi-
ble reality.

2. Or, by means of a universal factor one may demonstrate
another universal factor, that is, by means of one of two equivalent
factors [one may demonstrate something] true of the other. For
example, one may demonstrate [a necessary inference] from the fact
that the ability to laugh is a certainty in 'every being potentially
capable of amazement',—this [latter quality] being a universal fac-
tor equivalent to 'mankind',—to its certainty in mankind,—which
[in turn] is a universal factor equivalent to 'every being potentially
capable of amazement'; thus, one can argue that every human being
MS 21a is potentially capable of amazement, and every being poten-
tially capable of amazement is a being able to laugh, therefore, every
human being is able to laugh.

These two divisions [of proof demonstration] are both termed ana-
logical deduction.8

b. Investigative induction
Or, [proof demonstration may function] in the reverse manner,

that is, by means of the particular one may demonstrate a univer-
sal factor.

1. [Proof demonstration] is called 'complete [investigative] induc-
tion' if the demonstration [i.e., of the universal] is made by means
of all the particular examples of the universal.9 An example of this

8 See the article, "Kiyas" in the En-I-2.
9 Al-Sayyid al-Sharif al-Jurjani, in his al-Tacrifat, the Book of Definitions, differs

from Isfahani and states that induction is based only on a majority of examples of
the particular, not on all of them. If it should be made a complete enumeration
of examples [i.e., perfect induction] it would be called 'classified analogical deduc-
tion' [qiyasan muqassaman].
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is when one may say that every body has its own position, since a
body would be either simple or compound, and every example from
these two [divisions] would have its own position.

2. [Proof demonstration] is called 'incomplete [investigative]
induction' if the demonstration is not made by means of all the par-
ticular examples [of the universal] but only by some of them. An
example of this is when one may say that every living being moves
its lower jaw when it chews, because men, birds and beasts do so.
But an incomplete investigative induction would not provide the cer-
tainty of conviction, because it is admissible that the case of the por-
tion [of the specimens] not examined might be contrary to the case
of the portion L 39 [of those] examined. For example, the croc-
odile does not move its lower jaw, so therefore, a judgment by means
of the universal would not be valid [in this division].

c. Illustrative analogical deduction
Or, proof demonstration may be made by means of one particu-

lar regarding another particular because of them both having a com-
monality in a given characteristic. [For example,] one may draw an
inference from the unlawfulness of [grape] juice/wine [with alcoholic
content] to the unlawfulness of [date, raisin or other] juice/wine
[presumably with lower alcoholic content],10 because they both have
a commonality in being an intoxicant; thus, one may say that date
wine is unlawful as is [ordinary] wine, since they both have a com-
monality in being an intoxicant. [This kind of proof demonstration]
is called 'illustrative analogical deduction' in the terminology of the
Mutakallimun,'1 while it is [simply] 'analogical deduction' in the ter-
minology of the jurisprudents.

10 See the article, "khamr", in En-I-2 (4:994-996), where [nabidh] is also treated.
In his History of the Arabs, (6th ed., etc. London: Macmillan; New York: St. Martin's
Press, 1958) p. 19, 337 and note, Philip Hitti pointed out that the term [khamr]
was not confined originally to grape wine nor [nabidh] to date and raisin wine.
The connotation of [khamr] seems to be the 'permeation' of alcoholic ferment,
while the connotation of [nabldh] seems to be the 'spoilage' [by alcoholic ferment]
of liquid food. The rate and extent of this permeation and spoilage gave the mea-
sure of taste and mental effect, and consequendy of religious approval or disap-
proval of the drink's use versus the non-religious appetite for it. As a practical
distinction, [khamr] was an alcoholic beverage, grape wine, often of foreign import,
while [nabrdh] would be the still potable 'home-made' date or raisin juice.

11 A gloss in L, the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha adds: 'in the terminology of the
logicians [al-mantiqfyfn]', according to another ms.
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The first particular, grape wine in our example, is called the
'major' [or, 'root'] term, and the second particular, date wine in our
example, is called the 'minor' [or, 'branch'] term, while the char-
acteristic having commonality between these two, an 'intoxicant' in
our example, is called the 'middle' [or, 'connector'] term.12 The mid-
dle term provides useful information only in the certainty that it is
an effective cause in the judgment, that is, [the middle term] is the
defining agency for the judgment].

1. Sometimes [the middle term's] effective causality is known
by a 'coordinate rotation', that is, an arrangement whereby the effect
[is dependent] upon the factor having the higher existential function
whether in its presence or its absence; that is, the effect is present
when this factor is present and absent when it is absent. Similarly,
the unlawful status depends upon the intoxicant, whether it is pre-
sent or absent. As being present, [unlawfulness] is in the juice when
there is an intoxicating intensity present, and as being absent, [the
unlawfulness is absent] when the juice is [merely] a liquid where no
intoxicating intensity has developed, or where it has become vinegar.

2. At other times [the middle term's effective causality is known]
by a process of thorough 'examination and classification', [a process]
that collects the characteristics in the major term and eliminates
some of them in order that the remainder might be assigned to the
causality. T 19 It is as one would say, [for example], that the
reason grape wine is unlawful is either the fact that it is an intoxi-
cant, or that it is grape juice, or that it is the sum of these, or some-
thing else. But anything other than the fact that it is an intoxicant
would not be a [sufficient] reason by our method13 that would serve
to displace the reason [already] in the characteristic [comprising the
middle term]. Therefore, the fact that [grape wine, the major term]
is an intoxicant is determined as the causality [that effectively makes
it unlawful].

3. Or, [the middle term's effective causality may be known]
by some means other than 'coordinate rotation' or 'thorough exam-
ination', [some means] that would indicate the [effective] causality

12 'Major' (or, 'root') term = [asl]; 'minor' (or, 'branch') term = [farc]; 'middle'
(or, 'connector') term = [jamic].

13 L gl: inserts 'aforementioned' [al-madhkur].
Gloss in MS Garrett 989Ha: I.e., by proof demonstration [ay, bi-al-dalil].
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of the characteristic [comprising the middle term]. Examples [of
such] would be a pronouncement from an authoritative text, a con-
sensus [among scholars], a [special] appropriateness [for usage], or
the similarity [to an accepted usage].

Our author has dealt exhaustively with the subject of analogical
deduction in his book, Minhaj al-Wusul ila cIlm al-Usul.

Baydawi said: L 39, T 19

2. Analogical deduction in the syllogism and its types

Analogical deduction in the syllogism14 consists in a proposition-(a)
composed of statements-(al, a2), such that, when these have been
accepted as valid, there would necessarily unfold from [the first propo-
sition-^)] because of its essence another proposition-(b), and that-(b)
would comprise either the resulting conclusion-(c) or its actual con-
trary-^).

This [syllogism] is called either a 'hypothetical exceptive [syllo-
gism]', or [if] it is not that then it is called a 'categorical connec-
tive [syllogism]'.

Isfahani says: L 39, T 19, MS 21b

2. Analogical deduction in the syllogism and its types

One should understand that the particulars classified under a uni-
versal are those that are distinguished either by their own identities,
or by their attributes,15 or by both of these: the first being called
'kinds',16 the second 'types',17 and the third 'classes'.18 L 40

Now, since the particulars of a definition—that is, the 'delimiting
definition', both complete and incomplete, and the 'descriptive

14 This clause, 'analogical deduction in the syllogism' will be abbreviated in the
translation to the single word 'syllogism'.

15 Own identities [dhatiyat]; attributes ['aradiyat].
16 MS gl: Like 'man' and 'horse'.
17 MS gl: Like 'Greek' and 'Abyssinian'.
In relation to the deduction in the syllogism we will opt for the term, 'types',

for general usage, and 'moods', for the technical term used with the figures. [Ed.]
18 Kinds [anwa*]; types [asnaf]; classes [aqsam].
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definition', both complete and incomplete—are distinguished in part
by their own identities, as is the distinction between a complete
delimiting definition and an incomplete delimiting definition, and in
part by their accidental qualities, as is the distinction between a com-
plete descriptive definition and an incomplete one, [Baydawi] called
[these particulars of a definition] 'classes'.

And since distinguishing among the particulars of argumentation,
namely, analogical deduction, investigative induction and illustrative
analogical deduction,19 takes place by means of their own identities
he called [these particulars of argumentation] 'kinds'.

And since distinguishing among the particular examples of ana-
logical deduction,—namely, the 'hypothetical exceptive', and the 'cat-
egorical connective',20 the latter functioning on the basis of a syllogistic
structure having first, second, third and fourth figures,—takes place
by means of their accidental qualities, he called [these particular
examples of deduction] 'types'.

The term 'proposition' applies to what is heard, that is, uttered,
and to what is intellectually conceived,21 that is, the meaning that
exists in the [reasoning] soul. The meaning here is the intellectual
conception, because it is that which is required for the [logical goal
as] conclusion, and the proposition that one hears may be called a
syllogism by way of metaphor.

In [Baydawi's] expression, "[a proposition] composed of state-
ments", he meant two or more statements in order a) to include
both the simple22 and the compound syllogism,23 and b) to produce
from [the syllogism] a single proposition that would imply [an equiv-
alent] contrary or a contradictory contrary of it.24

19 [qiyas], [istiqra3], [tamthil] / [qiyas].
20 [al-istithna3!], [al-iqtiraru].
21 Proposition = [qawl]; uttered = [malfuz]; conceived = [ma'qul].
22 MS gl: [The simple syllogism] is composed of two premises, as when we say

that a) the world is changeable and b) everything changeable is a temporal phe-
nomenon [hadith], so therefore, the world is a temporal phenomenon.

23 MS gl: [The compound syllogism] is like a syllogism with abridged conclu-
sions [maqsur al-nata'ij], as when we say that the world is changeable and every-
thing changeable is a temporal phenomenon and every temporal phenomenon has
need for a maker, so therefore, the world has need for a Maker.

24 MS gl: As when we say that every human is a living being [hayawan], it
implies an equivalent contrary [caks mustawin]—some living beings are human—
or the contradictory contrary [caks naqid]—everything that is not a living being is
not a human.
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There is no deficiency in [a statement] such as when we say that
'a certain man walks around at night so therefore he is a thief, nor
is there when we say that 'if the sun has risen then the daytime is
here'. Each of them is a single premise that requires another premise,
and with that [other premise] it would then be a syllogism.

But we do not grant that our statement that 'a certain man walks
around at night' will by itself necessitate our [further] statement that
'therefore he is a thief; but rather, it together with our additional
statement that 'everyone who walks around at night is a thief would
then necessitate it. Nor do we grant that when we say that 'if the
sun has risen then the daytime is here', that it is [merely] a single
premise judgment. Just as the word, 'if, indicates the arrival [of day-
time] so it also indicates the position of [an implied] premise, so
that there are, in fact, two premise judgments, one of which indi-
cates the arrival [of daytime] and the other the position of [the
implied] premise.

Regarding his expression, "when these are accepted as valid": by
this we25 do not mean in this same statement that they should be
truthful, but rather, that they would be such [i.e., accepted as valid]
even if their truth should only be assumed in order to form a syl-
logism the premises of which would be false.26

Also there is his statement, "there would necessarily unfold from
it", that is, from the first composite proposition would come factors
providing for the existence of a composite structure fitted into MS
22a the syllogism. Thus, for that reason he did not say, "there
would necessarily unfold from them" [i.e., the factors that become
the premises], because the desired conclusion would not result from
those statements unless they should come in that special [syllogistic]
structure.

His expression, "because of its essence", means (a.) that the [syl-
logistic] necessity [referred to] would not be due to the mediation
of some extraneous premise, that is, [the logic] would not be nec-
essary because of one of the two premises of the syllogism. Nor (b.)

25 Reading with L, the MS, MS Garrett 989Ha, and MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486:
"we do not mean" [la nacni]. T alone of sources used reads, "he does not mean"
[la ya'ni].

26 MS gl: As when we say that every man is a rock and every rock is mineral;
thus, even if these two premises should be false, nevertheless they are such that
when they are in a valid form the inference from them would be that every man
is mineral.
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would it be [necessary] due to the mediation of a premise that is
potentially implied within one of those stated, that is, [a 'hidden'
premise that would be] implied because of one of the two premises
of the syllogism but whose two limiting terms would both be different
from the limiting terms of the syllogism.

a. Regarding the first [meaning derived from Baydawi's reference],
that is, syllogistic necessity as being due to the mediation of some
extraneous premise, it would be as when we say, "A is equal to B
and B is equal to C, and from this it is necessarily implied that A
is equal to C." However, [this 'necessary implication'] is not because
of the essence of this 'structure'. If it should be otherwise, then this
kind of 'structure' would always be productive, which it is not.

This is because if, instead of 'equivalence', 'clear distinction' should
be taken [as the category], or 'halving', or 'doubling', then it would
not produce any 'necessary implication'. Indeed, if we should say
that A is distinct from B, and B is distinct from C, it would not
imply that A would be distinct from C, because what may be dis-
tinguished from another distinct entity would not itself by implica-
tion be a distinct entity.27 Likewise, if we should say that A is the
half of B, and B is the half of C, it would not imply that A would
be the half of C, because the half of a half would not be a half.
And likewise, if we should say that A is the double of B, and B is
the double of C, it would not imply that A would be the double of
C, because the double of a double would not be a double.

Rather, the only 'necessary implication' from this syllogistic 'struc-
ture' would be that A is equal to C by the mediation of our propo-
sition that everything equal to B is equal to all that B equals. If this
is joined to the first proposition then it produces [the statement that]
A is equal to all that B equals, which means that all that B equals
A is equal to. [The statement that] B is equal to C, means that C
is equalled by B, so this is made the minor premise in our propo-
sition that all that B equals A is equal to, and this produces C, [to
which] A is equal, meaning that A is equal to C, and this is the
conclusive goal of the logic.

27 MS gl: As if we should say that a man is distinct from a rock and a rock is
distinct from a rational being, there is no implication from this that a man would
be distinct from a rational being, also a horse is distinct from a man and a man
is distinct from a neighing animal, but there is no implication from this that a horse
would be distinct from a neighing animal, and there are many similar examples.
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Thus it is known that the syllogistic 'structure' mentioned gives
the 'necessary implication' of our proposition, that "A is equal to
C", only through the mediation of our [other] statement that "all
that is equal to B is equal to all that B equals." And this is an extra-
neous premise, not being a 'necessary implication' of either one of
the two premises of the syllogism.

So wherever this premise would not be true, the [syllogistic] com-
posite structure would not produce [a 'necessary implication']. It
would be as when we say that "A is half of B and B is half of C",
because it would not be truthful to say that all that is half of B
would be the half of whatever B is the half of. T 20

And wherever this premise would be true, it would produce [a
'necessary implication'] as it does in the syllogism of equivalence and
the like. It would be as when we say that "A is the premise of B,
and B is the premise of C, and this L 42 implies that A is the
premise of C", since it would be true that all that is a premise of
B would be the premise MS 22b of all for which B is the premise.

b. Regarding the second [meaning derived from Baydawi's refer-
ence], that is, syllogistic necessity as being due to the mediation of
a premise potentially implied in one of those stated, it would be as
when we might say, "The removal of part of the substance neces-
sarily causes the removal of the substance,28 but the removal of what-
ever is not the substance does not necessarily cause the removal of
the substance."

Now, 'part of the substance' implies 'the substance' by the medi-
ation of [an implied premise, namely,] the 'contradictory contrary
of the second [premise]',29 this being as when we might say, "Every-

28 MS gl: When we say that 'Zayd is not white, and every Greek is white', the
implication is that 'Zayd is not a Greek' by the mediation of the contradictory con-
trary of the second [proposition] [caks naqld al-thanT] [also called a contradictory
sub-contrary], namely, our proposition that whoever is not white is not Greek.

L gl: Regarding the syllogistic necessity by the mediation of a premise potentially
implied by one of those stated, I [i.e., al-Jurjani] say that this proposition [i.e.,
Isfahani's example] in relation to the conclusion mentioned is not a syllogism. But
when it is put together with our proposition, "What is not a part of the substance
would be something that is not substance", it forms a syllogism of the Second
Figure, and it would be included in its definition. [From Jurjani's glosses on Isfahani's
commentary.]

29 MS gl: [caks naqld al-thani] I.e., the second proposition, namely the major
premise, this being his expression, "The removal of whatever is not substance would
not necessarily cause the removal of the substance."
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thing whose removal necessarily causes the removal of the substance
is substance." And this [mediating proposition] is set up as the major
premise to our statement, "Removal of part of the substance neces-
sarily causes the removal of the substance", in order to produce the
conclusive logical goal.

But that [implied mediating] premise would be only on the con-
dition that its two limiting terms should be different from the lim-
iting terms of the syllogism [itself], lest the demonstration exercise
should produce as result the 'equivalent contrary'. In that case the
limiting terms of the syllogism [itself] would not be different, in con-
trast to the [difference in the] terms here,30 since the 'contradictory
contrary' does change the terms of the syllogism [itself], in contrast
to the 'equivalent contrary'.

c. Further [to the meanings in Baydawi's reference], 'the neces-
sity deriving from [the syllogism's] essence' is something more gen-
eral in meaning than either what is 'obvious' or what constitutes the
'everything else', so that both the 'perfect syllogism'31 and the 'every-
thing else' can be included within it.

Baydawi's expression, 'another proposition', means that it would
be different from every aspect of the two premises. If it should be
otherwise, then the necessary implication would be that each of the
two premise judgments would be mutually distinct from each other,
[each being] in their own syllogism, because [logical necessity] would
govern each one of them.32

Let no one say that consideration of this restriction33 requires that
the hypothetical exceptive syllogism, in which an identical premise
would be an exception, should not be a syllogism—the case being
like when we might say, "If A should be B, then C would be D;
but A is B, therefore C is D",—since the conclusion statement is
identical to one of the two premises.

This is because our doctrine is that the 'conclusion statement' in
the 'hypothetical exceptive' syllogism is [within] the 'consequent',
[i.e., the second and major premise]. One of the two premises is the

30 MS gl: I.e., the contradictory contrary.
31 MS gl: A perfect syllogism is like the First Figure, and those other than per-

fect are like the other figures.
32 L gl: In accordance with our proposition, "All men are living beings and all

stones are minerals", for these both require their individual expressions as neces-
sarily as does a valid universal require its particular.

33 MS gl: [I.e.], that they be different.
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'necessary mediating conjunction' between the 'antecedent'34 and the
'consequent', while the other premise has the position of antecedent,
[i.e., the first, minor premise].35 And there is no doubt that the con-
clusion statement is different from each of them, for the conclusion
is that 'C is D', and one of the two premises is 'if A should be B,
then C would be D', and the other premise is 'A is B'.

To state again, the syllogism inevitably either
a. will include the conclusion or its actual contrary: this [type]

being called a 'hypothetical exceptive syllogism'. [It is] as when we might
say, "If the sun should have risen, then daytime would be here, but
the sun has risen", which produces [the logical result] "the daytime
is here", and this is in fact stated in the syllogism; and it is also as
when we might say, "If the sun should have risen, then the daytime
would be here, but the daytime is not here, so the sun has not
risen"; thus, the conclusion would be as when we might say, "The
sun has not risen", L 43 this being the opposite of what is in fact
stated in the syllogism. Or,36 [the syllogism]

b. will not include the conclusion statement or its actual contrary,
this [type] being called the 'categorical connective syllogism', as when we
might say, "The world is changeable, and everything changeable is
a temporal phenomenon, MS 23a so, the world is a temporal
phenomenon"; and our saying, "So, the world is a temporal phe-
nomenon", is the conclusion, but the syllogism actually does not
include it or its contrary.

Baydawi said: L 43, T 20

The hypothetical exceptive syllogism

In the first [of these two types of syllogism, namely, the 'hypothet-
ical exceptive syllogism' which does include the conclusion statement
or its actual contrary],

a. a valid proof demonstration inference may be made
1. from the presence of [true fact in] the premise to its pres-

ence in the conclusion, or,

MS gl: "If A should be B."
MS gl: This being, "But A is B."
The scribe of the MS adds here, "if" [aw law lam yashtamil].
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2. from the absence [of true fact in the premise] to its absence
in the conclusion, or,

3. from the presence of [true fact in] one of two incompatible
premises to its absence in the other [premise], or,

4. from the absence [of true fact in one [of two incompatible
premises] to its presence [in] the other [premise].

b. [The hypothetical exceptive syllogism therefore] will include a
[first] premise that governs either

1. by means of an 'inherent necessity' conjoined between the
two [entities, premise and conclusion], this [type of premise] being
called a 'conditional conjunctive premise'?1 or,

2. [the hypothetical exceptive syllogism will include a first pre-
mise that governs] by means of an 'inherent incompatibility' [be-
tween the premise and conclusion], this [type of premise] being called
a 'conditional disjunctive premise'.38 [The conditional disjunctive pre-
mise] is—

a) 'real truth' if the two [i.e., premise and conclusion] are
absolutely incompatible, [and it is]

b) 'impossible to match' if the two of them are incompati-
ble only in statements of true fact, and

c) 'impossible to isolate'39 if the two are incompatible only
in statements regarding a falsehood.

c. In addition, there is another [second, premise] that will pro-
vide a valid demonstration—

1. proving the position of the [first] premise, or,
2. proving [the position of] the incompatible [first premise]

absolutely, or,
3. [proving the position of the incompatible first premise] in

affirming true fact only, or,
4. negating the conclusion, or,
5. [negating the position of] the incompatible [first] premise

absolutely, or,
6. [negating the position of the incompatible first premise] in

[its] negation only.

37 An 'inherent necessity' [mulazamah]; a conditional conjunctive premise [shartryah
muttasilah].

38 An 'inherent incompatibility' = [mu'anadah] is contrasted with the 'inherent
necessity' above; conditional disjunctive premise = [shartryah munfasilah].

39 Impossible to match = [mani'at al-jam1]; impossible to isolate = [mani'at al-
khuluw].
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This [other second type of premise] is called a '[conditional] excep-
tive i'40*1

Isfahani says: L 43, T 20, MS 23a

The hypothetical exceptive syllogism

In the first type [of syllogism], namely, the 'hypothetical exceptive syllogism',
a. a valid proof demonstration inference may be made

1. from the presence [of true fact] in the premise to its pres-
ence in the proved conclusion, as when we say, "If this should be
a man, then it would be a living being, but indeed, it is a man, so
therefore it is a living being." Or,

2. from the absence [of true fact] in the conclusion to its absence
in the premise, as it might be said of the aforementioned exam-
ple, "But indeed, it is not a living being, so therefore it is not a
man." Or,

3. from the presence [of true fact] in one of two incompatible
premises to its absence in the other. Or,

4. from the absence [of true fact] in one of two incompatible
premises to its presence in the other, as when we might say, "Either
this number is even or it is odd, but indeed, it is even, so it is not
odd"; [or,] "but it is odd, so it is not even"; [or], "but it is not
even, so it is odd"; [or,] "but it is not odd, so it is even."

b. Thus, on the foregoing basis, the 'hypothetical exceptive syllo-
gism' will include a [first] premise that governs [either]

1. by means of an 'inherent necessity' conjoined between the
premise and the conclusion, ([i.e.],—the presence [of true fact] in
the premise implying its presence in the conclusion, and its absence
in the conclusion [implying] its absence in the premise,—) this [type
of premise] being called a 'conditional conjunctive premise', and it is plainly
conditioned by the fact that it is decisively affirmative, universal, and
conjoined [with the conclusion] by an 'inherent necessity',42 ([i.e.],—

40 [Conditional] exceptive premise = [shartiyah istithna'i].
41 A.-M. Goichon's Lexique de la Langue Philosophique d'lbn Sina, No. 611:2 [Qiyas

istithna'i], quotes from Ibn Sina: "The 'hypothetical' syllogism is composed of two
premises, one of which is 'conditional', and the other being the positing or removal
of one of their two parts; this [second] premise is called the exception [al-mus-
tathnah] that is followed by the conclusion."

42 'Inherent necessity' (here it is) [Luzumiyah], (while some lines above, clause a)
it is) [mulazamah]. This is the 'inherent necessity' that functions within the syllogism.
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the presence [of true fact] in the premise implying its presence in
the conclusion, and its absence in the conclusion implying its absence
in the premise); or,

2. by means of an 'inherent incompatibility' between the two
entities [premise and conclusion], ([i.e.],—the presence [of true fact]
in one of these two implying its absence in the other, or its ab-
sence in L 44 one of them implying its presence in the other,—)
this [kind of] premise being called a 'conditional disjunctive premise3,
which

a) is 'real truth' if the incompatibility [i.e., between premise
and conclusion] is absolute, that is, in affirming a true fact and in
negating a falsehood; that is, both [premise and conclusion] may
not be affirmed at the same time and both may not be negated at
the same time, as in the example that was given.

b) [This type of premise] is 'impossible to match' if [the
premise and conclusion] are incompatible only in a statement of a
true fact, that is, they do not both [at once] state a true fact or
both negate a falsehood; it is as when we might say, "Either this
thing is a man, or it is a horse",

c) and is 'impossible to isolate' when the premise and con-
clusion are incompatible only in a negation regarding a falsehood,
that is, they are not both false and both true, as when we say,
"Either this thing is not a man, or it is not a horse."

d) The '[conditional] disjunctive premise' is plainly condi-
tioned by the fact that it should be decisively affirmative, universal,
and [disjoined from the conclusion by an] inherent incompatibility
([i.e.],—the presence [of true fact] in one of the two parts implying
its absence in the other, or its absence in one implying] its presence
in the other—).

c. In addition, the hypothetical exceptive syllogism will include
another [second type of] premise that will provide a valid demon-
stration—

1. proving the position of the [first] premise in the '[condi-
tional] conjunctive [premise' case], or,

2. proving the position of the incompatible [first] premise
absolutely, that is, affirmatively and negatively in the 'real truth',
['conditional disjunctive premise' case] or,

3. [proving the position of the incompatible first premise] only in
affirming true fact in the 'impossible to match [premise' case], or,

4. negating the conclusion in the '[conditional] conjunctive [pre-
mise' case], or,
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5. negating the [position of the] incompatible [first] premise
absolutely, that is, affirmatively and negatively in the 'real truth'
['conditional disjunctive premise' case], or,

6. negating the [position of the] incompatible [first] premise
only in its negation [of falsehood] in the 'impossible to isolate [premise'
case].

This other [second type of] premise is called a '[conditional] excep-
tive premise'.

Baydawi said: L 44, T 21

The categorical connective syllogism

The second type of syllogism [namely, the categorical connective syl-
logism] has four aspects [i.e., figures], because in it there must be
an entity that will relate to both [major and minor] terms of the
desired conclusion, this entity being called the middle term. The sub-
ject in the conclusion [statement] is the minor term and the predi-
cate is the major term. The premise containing the minor term is
the minor premise43 while that containing the major term is the
major premise.44 Thus, the middle term [i.e., according to the four
figures] may be either

a. predicate in the minor premise and subject in the major pre-
mise, or,

b. predicate in them both, or,
c. subject in them both, or,
d. subject in the minor premise and predicate in the major premise.

Isfahani says: L 44, T 21, MS 23b

The categorical connective syllogism

When [Baydawi] finished his discussion of the 'hypothetical excep-
tive syllogism', he began to discuss the 'categorical connective syllo-
gism'. In accordance with the kind of judgments of which it is
composed, this is called either the 'categorical [syllogism]', that is

43 The scribe of L skipped the preceding statement.
44 Middle term = [al-awsat]; major term = [al-akbar]; minor term = [al-asghar];
minor premise = [al-sughra3]; major premise = [al-kubra3]. These are the terms

used regularly in logic.
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composed purely of categorical propositions,45 or the 'conditional [syl-
logism]', that is composed [either] purely of conditional propositions,
or of both [conditional] and categorical propositions. Our author
gives his attention only to the 'categorical connective syllogism'.

Now, every 'categorical connective syllogism' must have two premises
that have a commonality in some entity that will relate to both terms
of the desired conclusion. This entity is called a 'middle term', because
it mediates between the two terms of the conclusion. One of the
two premises will stand alone as the subject in the conclusion [state-
ment], it being called the 'minor term' because usually L 45 it is
more specific than the predicate; and the other premise will stand
alone as the predicate in the conclusion statement, it being called
the 'major term' because usually it is more general than the subject.
The premise in which is the minor term is called the 'minor premise'
from the fact that it comprises the minor term, and the premise in
which is the major term is called the 'major premise' from the fact
that it comprises the major term.

It is as when we say, "Every man is a living being, and every liv-
ing being is sensate." Thus, "every man is sensate" is the conclu-
sion, while 'man' is the minor term, and our statement, "Every man
is a living being" is the minor premise; also, 'sensate' is the major
term, and our statement, "Every living being is sensate", is the major
premise, while 'living being' is the middle term.

The judgmental statement that is a part of the syllogism is called
a 'premise', and that into which the premise may be analyzed, as a
'subject' and a 'predicate', aside from the copula, is called a 'limit-
ing term of the syllogism'. Thus, every syllogism has three 'limiting
terms', minor, middle and major.46

The structure of the relationship of the middle term to the minor
and major terms both as the posited 'subject'47 and as the 'predi-
cate' is called a 'figure', while the interconnectional pattern of minor
premise with major premise [is called] a 'context' or a mood'.48

The statement of conclusion is called the 'logical goal' when [the rea-
soning process] is transferred from it [i.e., the statement of conclusion]

43 [al-hamhyat al-sirfah].
46 [thalathat hudud al-asghar wa-al-awsat wa-al-akbar].
47 MS gl: I.e., the middle term is the subject for them.
48 Posited subject [wad*]; predicate [haml]; figure [shakl]; interconnectional pat-

tern of minor and major premise [iqtiran]; context [qarfnah]; mood [darb].
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to the syllogistic structure, and [it is called] the 'result' [i.e., of the
reasoning process] MS 24a when the reasoning is transferred
[back] from the syllogism to the statement of conclusion.49

The 'figures' [of the categorical connective syllogism] are four in
number, because the middle term will be [one of the following]:

Figure 1.—[The middle term will be] predicate in the minor
premise and subject in the major premise,—this 'Figure 1' being
called the first because a) its productivity is intuitive, b) it is the basis
on which the others stand, c) it will produce [a validation for] the
four [logically inferred] desired goals, and d) [it will produce] the
most extensive of these logical goals.

Figure 2.—Or, the middle term will be predicate in both of them,
that is, in both the minor and major premises,50 this 'Figure 2' being
made the second a) because it has a commonality with Figure 1 in
the minor premise, this being more extensive than the major premise
as it comprises the subject of the logical goal which in turn is more
extensive than its predicate, and b) because it produces the infer-
ence of a universal which is more extensive than a particular even
though the universal be negative and the particular positive.

Figure 3.—Or, the middle term will be subject in both the major
and minor premises,51 this 'Figure 3' being made the third because
it has a commonality with Figure 1 in one of its premises, namely,
the major premise.

Figure 4.—Or, the middle term will be subject in the minor premise
and predicate in the major premise,52 this 'Figure 4' being made the
fourth because it differs from Figure 1 in both of its premises.

49 Regarding his [Isfahani's] expression, "from the syllogism back to it [the state-
ment of conclusion]": one can say that he first posits the desired goal, then arranges
evidence to prove and imply it [as true], and as long as it would be in that frame
of reference [ka-dhalik] it would be [called] the 'desired goal'; thus, when the syl-
logistic reasoning would be completed it would [transfer back out of the syllogism
and] be [called] the 'result' [of the reasoning process], [from al-Sharif al-Jurjani's
glosses on Isfahani's commentary]

50 MS gl: As when we say, 'All men are living beings [but] no stone is a living
being' and this results in our saying, 'and so no man is a stone'.

51 MS gl: As when we say, 'All men are living beings' and 'all men are ratio-
nal'; this produces 'some living beings are rational'.

52 MS gl: As when we say, 'All men are living beings and all rational beings are
men', and this produces, 'some living beings are rational'.
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Baydawi said: L 45, T 21

Figure 1

Figure 1 will provide a valid demonstration—53

la) when the middle term is affirmed [either] by all of the minor
term [SaM],

lb) or [when the middle term is affirmed] by some of [the minor
term] [SiM],

2a) and when the major term is affirmed by L 46 all that has
been affirmed of the middle term [MaP],

2b) or, the negative of this [i.e., when the major term is negated by
all that has been affirmed of the middle term] [MeP],

—[all 1 and 2] proving that the major term is affirmed [either]
by all of the minor term or by some of [the minor term], or [the
major term] is negated [either] by all of [the minor term] or by
some of [the minor term].
[That is: [MaP & SaM = SaP]/[AAA-l], and

[MaP & SiM = SiP]/[AII-l], and
[MeP & SaM = SeP]/[EAE-l], and
[MeP & SiM = SoP]/[EIO-l].]

Isfahani says: L 46, T 21, MS 24a

Figure 1

The moods that can possibly be assembled in each of the four
figures—according to their quantity, namely, universality and par-
ticularity, and their quality, namely, affirmation and negation—are
sixteen in number, the result of multiplying the four minor premises,
affirmative-universal [Sa], affirmative-particular [Si], negative-uni-
versal [Se], and negative-particular [So], by the corresponding four
major premises.

33 The following standard signs will be used to represent the syllogism, its moods
and figures: P - Major term (from Predicate), M = Middle term, S = Minor term
(from Subject) [N.B.: the code used in the Arabic texts is: [Alif] = Major term,
[Ba3] = Middle term, [Jim] = Minor term.]

"All are" = a; "No are" = e; "Some are" = i; "Some are not" = o.
Examples: "MaP & SaM = SaP": All M is P, all S is M, therefore all S is P.
"AAA-1" Mood is three "all are" propositions—two premises and the conclu-

sion; Figure is 1.
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a. Figure 1, if it is to be productive [of a valid proof demon-
stration], stipulates that in terms of its quality the minor premise
should be affirmative.

[This is] because if it should be negative, then the middle term
would be stripped from the minor term, the minor term would have
no place under the middle term, and the governance of the major
term would not extend beyond the middle term, either affirmatively
or negatively to the minor term.

[This is] because the governance of the major term is upon that
which the middle term actually affirms, and the minor term would
not be a part of that which the middle term actually affirms, on the
supposition that it would be stripped from the minor term.

b. Moreover, Figure 1, if it is to be productive [of a valid proof
demonstration], stipulates that in terms of its quantity the major
premise should be universal.

[This is] because if it should be particular, then the governance
of the major term would apply only to part T 22 of that which
the middle term actually affirms, and there is no implication that
the minor term would be included in that part. And even if the
middle term should affirm [the minor term] as true still there would
be no implication that the governance would extend from the mid-
dle term to MS 24b the minor term.

Thus, with respect to the affirmation of the minor premise, eight
moods drop out [of consideration], these being the result [from mul-
tiplying] each of the two negative minor premises [with] the four
predetermined conditional propositions54 as major premises.

With respect to the universality of the major premise, four other
[possible moods] drop out [of consideration], these being the result
[from multiplying] the affirmative and negative particular major
premises with the two affirmative [i.e., universal and particular] minor
premises.

So [in Figure 1] there remain four productive moods: the minor
premise affirmative both universal and particular, and each of these
with the major premise affirmative universal and negative universal,
i.e., [AAA-1, AIM, EAE-1, EIO-1].

34 See A.-M. Goichon's discussion of [hasr], [mahsur] and [qadiyah mahsurah] in
her Lexique de la Langue Philosophique d'lbn Sina, pp. 72-73, and 309. These are propo-
sitions in which the quantity is predetermined by the use of the terms, 'all', 'none',
and 'some', and also the terms, 'always', 'never', 'not at all', and 'sometimes'.
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Summary of figure 1
Figure 1 will therefore provide a valid demonstration—
la) when the middle term is affirmed by all of the minor term

[SaM], this being the minor premise affirmative universal, as we
say, "All C is B",55 or,

lb) [when] the middle term is affirmed by some of the minor term
[SiM], this being the minor premise affirmative particular, as
we say, "Some C is B";56

—each of these (la and lb) being
2a) when the major term is affirmed by all that L 47 has been

affirmed of the middle term [MaP], this being the major premise
affirmative universal, as we say, "All B is A",57 or,

2b) when the major term is negated by all that has been affirmed
of the middle term [MeP], this being the major premise nega-
tive universal, as we say, "No B is A";58

—[all 1 and 2] proving:
that the major term is affirmed by all of the minor term [SaP], or
[that the major term is affirmed] by some of [the minor term]
[SiP], or,
that [the major term] is negated by all of the minor term [SeP],
or
[that the major term is negated] by some of [the minor term]
[SoP].

In other words,

[Figure 1] will provide a valid demonstration—
1 a) when the middle term is affirmed by all of the minor term, and
2a) [when] the major term is affirmed by all that has been affirmed

of the middle term,
—[all la and 2a] proving that the major term is affirmed by all

of the minor term, as we say, "All C is B, and all B is A, so [all]
C is A";59

or, [Figure 1] will provide a valid demonstration—

55 MS gl: As, 'All men are living beings'.
56 MS gl: As, 'Some living beings are men'.
57 MS gl: As, 'All living beings are sensate'.
58 MS gl: As, 'No living being is a stone'.
59 MS gl: I.e., "All men are living beings, and all living beings walk, therefore

all men walk."
Adjusting the syllogism to western standard order [i.e., major premise first]: [MaP

& SaM = SaP]/[AAA-l].
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lb) when the middle term is affirmed by some of the minor term,
and

2a) [when] the major term is affirmed by all that has been affirmed
of the middle term,

—[all lb and 2a] proving that the major term is affirmed by some
of the minor term, as we say, "Some C is B, and all B is A, so
some C is A";60

or, [Figure 1] will provide a valid demonstration—
1 a) when the middle term is affirmed by all of the minor term, and
2b) [when] the major term is negated by all that has been affirmed

of the minor term,
—[all la and 2b] proving that the major term is negated by all

of the minor term, as we say, "All C is B, and no B is A, so no C
is A";61

or, [Figure 1] will provide a valid demonstration—
lb) when the middle term is affirmed by some of the minor term,

and
2b) [when] the major term is negated by all that has been affirmed

of the middle term,
—[all lb and 2b] proving that the major term is negated by some

of the minor term, as we say, "Some C is B, and no B is A, so
some C is not A."62

[That is: [MaP & SaM = SaP]/[AAA-l], and
[MaP & SiM = SiP]/[AII-l], and
[MeP & SaM = SeP]/[EAE-l], and
[MeP & SiM = SoP]/[EIO-l].]

Thus, the author's expression, "proving that the major term is
affirmed [either] by all of the minor term" is linked to his expres-
sion, "will provide a demonstration when the MS 25a middle term
is affirmed [either] by all of the minor term, and when the major
term is affirmed by all that has been affirmed of the middle term."

60 MS gl: I.e., "Some living beings are men, and all men are rational, therefore
some living beings are rational."

Adjusting the syllogism to western standard order: [MaP & SiM = SiP]/[AII-l].
61 MS gl: As, 'Every stone is mineral, but no mineral is rational, therefore no

stone is rational'.
As adjusted: [MeP & SaM = SeP]/[EAE-l].
62 MS gl: As, 'Some living beings are men, and no men are horses, therefore

some living beings are not horses'.
As adjusted: [MeP & SiM = SoP]/[EIO-l].
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[Baydawi's] expression, "or by some of it", (that follows his state-
ment, "proving that the major term is affirmed [either] by all of the
minor term",) is attached to [the phrase,] "all of the minor term."
But its meaning, "proving that the major term is affirmed by some
of the minor term", is derivatively linked to his expression (lb), "or
by some of it", (that follows his statement, "when the middle term
is affirmed [either] by all of the minor term",) and to his expres-
sion (2a), "and when the major term is affirmed by all that has been
affirmed of the middle term;" and the meaning of it is, "or, [Figure
1] will produce a demonstration—when the middle term is affirmed
by some of the minor term, and when the major term is affirmed
by all that has been affirmed of the middle term,—proving that the
major term is affirmed by some of the minor term."63

[Baydawi's] expression, "or [the major term] is negated [either]
by all of [the minor term]", (that is attached to his statement, "prov-
ing that the major term is affirmed [either] by all of the minor
term",) is linked to his expression, (a) "the middle term is affirmed
[either] by L 48 all of the minor term", and to his expression,
(b) "or [the major term] is negated [either] by [all of the minor
term]." The meaning of this is, "or, [Figure 1] will provide a demon-
stration—when the middle term is affirmed by all of the minor term,
and when the major term is negated by all that has been affirmed
of the middle term,—proving that the major term is negated by all
of the minor term."64

[Baydawi's continuing] expression, ". . . or [the major term is ne-
gated] by some of [the minor term]", (this other statement being
attached to [his phrase], "[or the major term is negated either by]
all of [the minor term]"), is linked to his statement, "[or when [the
middle term] is affirmed] by some of [the minor term]" (lb), (that
follows his statement, "when the middle term is affirmed [either] by
all of the minor term"), and to his statement, "or [the major term]
is negated by [all of the minor term] (2b)." The meaning of this is,
"Or, [Figure 1] will provide a demonstration—when the middle term
is affirmed by some of the minor term (lb), and when the major

63 MS gl: 'Some living beings are men, and all men are rational, therefore some
living beings are rational'.

As adjusted: [MaP & SiM = SiP]/[AII-l].
64 MS gl: 'Every stone is mineral, and no mineral is rational, therefore no stone

is rational'.
As adjusted: [MeP & SaM = SeP]/[EAE-l].
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term is negated by all that has been affirmed of the middle term
(2b),—proving that the major term is negated by some of the minor
term."65

Baydawi said: L 48, T 22

Figure 2

Figure 2 will provide a valid demonstration—
la) when the middle term is affirmed by all of the minor term

[SaM], and
lb) [when the middle term is] negated by all of the major term

[PeM]; or,
2a) when the case is the reverse of this [i.e., when the middle term

is negated by all of the minor term [SeM], and
2b) when [the middle term] is affirmed by all of the major term]

[PaM],
—[all 1 and 2] proving that the major term is negated by all of

the minor term.
[That is: [PeM & SaM = SeP]/[EAE-2], and

[PaM & SeM = SeP]/[AEE-2].]
Or, [Figure 2 will provide a valid demonstration]—

3a) when the middle term is affirmed by some of [the minor term]
[SiM], and

3b) when [the middle term] is negated by all of the major term
[PeM]; or,

4a) when [the middle term] is negated by some of the minor term
[SoM], and

4b) when [the middle term] is affirmed by all of the major term
[PaM],

—[all 3 and 4] proving that the major term is negated by some
of the minor term.
[That is: [PeM & SiM = SoP] / [EIO-2], and

[PaM & SoM = SoP]/[AOO-2].]
This stipulates that the time of the negation and the affirmation

should be the same, or that it should be one of the two continuously.

65 MS gl: 'Some living beings are men, and no men are horses, therefore, some
living beings are not horses'.

As adjusted: [MeP & SiM = SoP]/[EIO-l].
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Isfahani says: L 48, T 22, MS 25a

Figure 2

a. Figure 2, if it is to be productive [of a valid proof demon-
stration], stipulates that there should be a difference between its two
premises, in [that one should be] affirmative and [the other] negative.

[This is because] it would be admissible that propositions in agree-
ment66 as well as propositions in disagreement67 should have a com-
monality either in affirming a single thing together68 or in negating
a single thing together. In such a case, the syllogism in Figure 2
might be composed of two affirmative premises in some matters
together with an agreement between the two terms,69 and in some
other matters together with a difference between them; likewise, [the
syllogism] might be composed of two negative premises in some mat-
ters together with an agreement between the two [terms], and in
some other matters together with a difference between them.

However, there would be no implication from either of them70 of
any assigned inference,71 this [absence of implication] being [the kind
of syllogistic] 'difference' [i.e., between propositions] that is neces-
sarily sterile of any conclusion.

It would be as we say, "Every man is a living being, and every
rational being is a living being", and truly there would be a coor-
dinating statement, namely, "every man is a rational being." Now,
if the major premise should be exchanged for our saying, "and every
horse is a living being," then truly there would be a differentiating
statement, namely, "No man is a horse."

And, it would be as we say, "No man T 23 is a horse, MS
25b and no rational being is a horse"; and truly there would be
a coordinating statement, namely, our saying, "every man is a rational
being." Now, if the major premise should be exchanged for our say-
ing, "no donkey is a horse", then truly there would be a differen-
tiating statement, namely, "no man is a donkey."

56 L gl: I.e., subjects of minor and major premises that are equal and coordi-
nate in affirmation, as 'man' and 'rational being'.

67 L gl: I.e., subjects that are neither equal nor coordinate in affirmation, as
'man', 'horse' and 'donkey'.

68 MS gl: This being the middle term.
69 MS gl: The agreement or difference in terms, refers to the logical goal, these

being the minor and major terms [i.e., as subject and predicate of the conclusion].
70 I.e., from the statements either of coordination or differentiation.
71 Assigned inference [cala3 al-tacyin].
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b. Furthermore, [i.e., another condition upon which Figure 2 will
result in a valid proof demonstration is that] the major premise
should be universal.

[This is] because, if it should be L 49 particular, then it would
imply the [kind of syllogistic] difference [between propositions] that
is necessarily sterile of any conclusion.

It would be as we say, "Every man is rational, and some living
beings are not rational", or, ". . . some horses are not rational."
However, in the first example, truly there would be a coordinating
statement, namely, "Every man is a living being", and in the sec-
ond example, there would be a differentiating statement, namely,
our saying, "No man is a horse."

And, it would be as we say, "No man is a horse, and some liv-
ing beings are horses", or, ". . . some neighing animals are horses",
and truly in the first example there would be a coordinating state-
ment, namely, our saying, "Every man is a living being", and in the
second example there would be a differentiating statement, namely,
our saying, "No man is a neighing animal."

Thus, by reason of the second condition, eight moods drop out
of consideration, these resulting from [multiplying] each of the two
particular major premises with the four predetermined conditional
propositions [i.e., predetermined by the terms 'all', 'no', 'some are',
etc.] as minor premises. And by reason of the first condition, four
other moods drop out of consideration, these resulting from [multi-
plying] the affirmative universal major premise with each of the two
affirmative minor premises, and from [multiplying] the negative uni-
versal major premise with each of the two negative minor premises.

Thus, [in Figure 2] there remain four productive moods:
a) affirmative universal minor premise with negative universal major

premise,
b) negative universal minor premise with affirmative universal major

premise,
c) affirmative particular minor premise with negative universal major

premise,
d) negative particular minor premise with affirmative universal major

premise.
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Summary of figure 2
Figure 2 will therefore provide a valid demonstration—
la) when the middle term is affirmed by all of the minor term

[SaM], and
lb) [when] the middle term is negated by all of the major term

[PeM],
as we say, "All C is B, and no A is B",

or, [Figure 2 will provide a valid demonstration] by the reverse
of the foregoing, that is,—
2a) when the middle term is negated by all of the minor term [SeM],

and
2b) [when] the middle term is affirmed by all of the major term

[PaM],
as we say, "No C is B, and all A is B",

—[all 1 and 2] proving that the major term is negated by all of
the minor term, this being our saying, "No C is A."
[That is: [PeM & SaM = SeP] / [EAE-2], and

[PaM & SeM = SeP] / [AEE-2].]
[Baydawi's] expression, "proving that the major term is negated

by all of the minor term", is linked to the first two moods, for the
resulting inference of both of them is one and the same, namely,
negative universal.

Or, [Figure 2] will provide a demonstration—
3a) when the middle term is affirmed by some of the minor term

[SiM], and
3b) [when] the middle term is negated by all of the major term

[PeM],
as we say, MS 26a "Some C is B, and no A is B";

—or, [Figure 2] will provide a demonstration—
4a) when the middle term is negated by some of the minor term

[SoM], and
4b) [when] the middle term is affirmed by all of the major term

[PaM],
as we say, "Some C is not B, and all A is B",

—[all 3 and 4] proving that the major term is negated by some
of the minor term, as we say, "Some C is not A."
[That is: [PeM & SiM = SoP] / [EIO-2], and

[PaM & SoM = SoP]/[AOO-2].]
Thus, [the author's] expression, "proving that the major term is

negated by some of the minor term", is linked to the last two moods,
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L 50 for the inference of both of them is the same, namely, a neg-
ative particular [proposition].

The condition upon which these four moods would produce [a
valid proof demonstration] is that there should be one of the two
[following sets of] circumstances: either a) the time of both the
affirmation and the negation would be one and the same, or, b) that
one of the two premises would be validated as continuing [in exis-
tence], either bl) continuing in accordance with its essence, or b2)
continuing72 in accordance with its descriptive characteristic. This is
so because if one of the two sets of circumstances should not be
true, then the syllogism [of Figure 2] would not be productive.

It would be as we say, "The whole moon is eclipsed necessarily
at the time the earth is interposed between it and the sun, but [this
is] not continuously", and, "None of the moon is eclipsed73 at the
time of the lunar quarter74 [i.e., because of the earth being] between
it and the sun, but [this is] not continuously", together with a false
proposition, as we might say, "Some of the moon is not the [whole]
moon as a general possibility."

Baydawi said: L 50, T 23

Figure 3

Figure 3 will provide a valid demonstration—
lab) when the two terms [i.e., major and minor] are affirmed by

all of the middle term [MaP & MaS], or,
2a) when one of them [is affirmed by [all of the middle term]

[MaP or MaS], and
2b) [when] the other [is affirmed] by some of [the middle term]

[MiS or MiP],
—[all 1 and 2] proving that the major term is affirmed by some

of the minor term.
[That is: [MaP & MaS = SiP]/[AAI-3], and

[MaP & MiS = SiP]/[AII-3], and
[MiP & MaS = SiP]/[IAI-3].]

Or, [Figure 3 will provide a valid demonstration]—

72 In T the third occurrence of [al-dawam] is misspelled [al-dam].
73 The MS alone adds here, "necessarily" [bi-al-darurah].
74 Lunar quarter [al-tarbic].
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3a) when the minor term is affirmed by all of [the middle term]
[MaS], and

3b) [when] the major term is negated by all of [the middle term]
[MeP], or

3c) [when the major term is negated] by some of [the middle term]
[MoP], or

4a) when [the minor term] is affirmed by some of [the middle term]
[MiS], and

4b) [when] the major term is negated by all of [the middle term]
[MeP],

—[all 3 and 4] proving that the major term is negated by some
of the minor term.
[That is: [MeP & MaS = SoP]/[EAO-3], and

[MoP & MaS = SoP]/[OAO-3], and
[MeP & MiS = SoP]/[EIO-3].]

Isfahani says: L 50, T 23, MS 26a

Figure 3

Figure 3, if it is to be productive [of a valid proof demonstration],
stipulates 1) that the minor premise should be affirmative, and 2) that
one of the two [i.e., major and minor premises] should be universal.

a. The minor premise should be affirmative, because if it should
be negative then it would imply the [kind of syllogistic] 'difference'
[i.e., between propositions] that is necessarily sterile of any conclusion.

It would be as we say, "No man is a horse, and [so] every man
is a living being", or, "[and so] every man is a rational being", and
truly, in the first example there would be a coordinating statement,
namely, "Every horse is a living being", and in the second example
there would be a differentiating statement, namely, "No horse is a
rational being."

But if the major premise should be exchanged for our saying, "No
man is a neighing animal", or, "no man is a donkey", then the
major premise would become negative, and truly in the first exam-
ple there would be a coordinating statement, namely, "Every horse
is a neighing animal", and in the second example there would be a
differentiating statement, namely, "No horse is a donkey."

b. Further, [in Figure 3] one of the two premises should be uni-
versal, because if they both should be particular then it would imply
the [kind of syllogistic] 'difference' [i.e., between propositions] that
is necessarily sterile of any conclusion.
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It would be as when we say, "Some living beings are men, and
[so] some living beings are rational beings", or, "[and so] some liv-
ing beings are horses", and truly in the first example there would
be a coordinating statement, namely, "Every man is a rational being",
and in the second example there would be a differentiating state-
ment, namely, "No man is a horse."

But if the major premise should be exchanged for our saying,
"Some living beings are not rational beings", or, "Some MS 26b
living beings are not horses", then the major premise would become
negative, and truly in the first example there would be a coordi-
nating statement, and in the second example there would be a
differentiating statement.

Thus, ten moods would fall away [out of consideration]: eight
from the first condition, these resulting from [multiplying] the two
[i.e., universal and particular] negative minor premises by the four
predetermined conditional propositions [i.e., predetermined by the
terms 'all', 'no' and 'some', etc.] as major premises, and two moods
from the second condition, these being the two moods resulting from
[multiplying] the affirmative particular T 24 minor premise with
the two [affirmative and negative] particular major premises. L 51

So then there are six moods that are productive [i.e., of a valid
proof demonstration, namely], the minor premise affirmative uni-
versal [multiplied] with the four predetermined conditional proposi-
tions as major premises, and the minor premise affirmative particular
[multiplied] with the two [i.e., affirmative and negative] universal
[major premises].

Now, this Figure 3 will not produce anything except a particular
proposition, because the most specific moods of this figure are the
two affirmative universals,75 the two universals being with the major
premise negative. These two will not produce a universal proposi-
tion76 because of the possibility that the minor term might be more
general than the major term, as when we say, "All men are living
beings, and [so] all men are rational", or, "[and so] no men are
horses." However, it truly should be, in the first example, "Some

75 MS gl: I.e., the minor and major affirmative universals, as we say, "All men
are living beings", and "all men are rational beings."

76 MS gl: Because it is impossible for a more specific [premise] to affirm every
individual case of a more general [premise], or to negate it.
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living beings are rational", and in the second example, "Some liv-
ing beings are not horses."

Thus, if these two [universal] moods should not produce a uni-
versal, then the rest77 would not produce [one], since [these two
moods] are more specific than the rest of the moods. The first exam-
ple78 is more specific than any mood composed of two affirmative
[premises],79 and the second example80 is more specific than any
mood composed of an affirmative and a negative [premise]. And as
long as the more specific [premises] will not produce a certain thing,
the more general [premises] will not produce it, otherwise, the more
specific [premises] would have produced it. This is because the result-
ing inference of a more general [premise] is [also] its own conclud-
ing consequent; and the more general being a concluding consequent
of the more specific, the consequent of a consequent would be a
consequent.81

Summary of figure 3
Figure 3 will thus provide a valid demonstration—
lab) when both the minor and major terms are affirmed by all of

the middle term [MaS and MaP],82

as we say, "All B is C, and all B is A", or
2a) when one of the terms is affirmed by all of the middle term

[MaP or MaS], and
2b) [when] the other term is affirmed by some of the middle term

[MiS or MiP];
this latter statement [i.e., 2a & 2b)] having two aspects, that is,

[Figure 3] will provide a valid demonstration—

77 L: [al-baqiyah]; T and MS Garrett 989Ha: [al-baqi]; the MS: [al-bawaqi].
78 MS gl: I.e., two affirmative universals are more specific than a minor premise

affirmative particular with [lit.: and] a major premise affirmative universal, or [than]
a minor premise affirmative universal with a major premise affirmative particular.

79 MS gl: I.e., a minor premise affirmative universal a major premise affirmative
particular, and the reverse.

80 MS gl: I.e., a mood composed of an affirmative universal and a negative uni-
versal, as we say, "All men are living beings, and [so] no man is a horse."

81 I.e., [lazim al-lazim lazim]; the MS supplies a gloss for each of these three
terms: 1) [natijah], 2) [a'amm], 3) [akhass], which may be joined to read, "The
resulting inference of a more general [proposition] is a more specific [proposition]."

82 MS gl: This is a reference to the first mood of Figure 3, as when we say,
"Every man is a living being and every man is rational—and this produces—Some
living beings are rational." [MaP & MaS = SiP]/[AAI-3]
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2a 1) when the minor term is affirmed by all of the middle term
[MaS],83 and

2b 1) [when] the major term is affirmed by some of the middle term
[MiP],—just as if the major premise in the example given
should be exchanged for our saying, "Some B is A";

and [Figure 3] will provide a valid demonstration—
2a2) when the major term is affirmed by all of the middle term

[MaP], and
2b2) [when] the minor term is affirmed by some of the middle term

[MiS],—just as if the minor premise [in the example given
above] should be exchanged for our saying, "Some B is C",

—[all 1 and 2] proving that the major term is affirmed by some
of the minor term.
[That is: [MaP & MaS = SiP]/[AAI-3], and

[MiP & MaS = SiP]/[IAI-3], and
[MaP & MiS = SiP]/[AII-3].]

In other words, [Figure 3] will provide a valid demonstration [when
it is done] by means of the three foregoing moods, all proving that
the major term is affirmed by some of the minor term, as when we
say, "Some C is A."

Or, [Figure 3] will provide a valid demonstration—
3a) when the minor term is affirmed by all of the middle term

[MaS], and
3b) [when] the major term is negated by all MS 27a of the mid-

dle term [MeP], or
3c) [when] the major term is negated by some of the middle term

[MoP],
as when we say, "All B is C, and—no B is A, or,—some B is
not A."

Or, [Figure 3] will provide a valid demonstration—
4a) when the minor term is affirmed by some of the middle term

[MiS], and
4b) [when] the major term is negated by all of the middle term

[MeP],
as when we say, "Some B is C, and no B is A",

83 MS gl: So when the minor premise is affirmative universal and the major
premise is affirmative particular it will produce [as a valid inference] the affirmative
particular, as when we say, "Every living being is a sensate being and some living
beings are rational—and this produces—some sensate beings are rational."
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—[all 3 and 4] proving that the major term is negated by some
of the minor term.
[That is: [MeP & MaS = SoP]/[EAO-3], and

[MoP & MaS = SoP]/[OAO-3], and
[MeP & MiS = SoP]/[EIO-3].]

In other words, [Figure 3] will provide a valid demonstration L 52
[when it is done] by means of the three foregoing moods, [all] prov-
ing that the major term is negated by some of the minor term, as
when we say, "Some C is not A."

Baydawi said: L 52, T 24

Figure 4

Figure 4 will provide a valid demonstration—
la) when the minor term is affirmed by all of the middle term

[MaS], and
lb) [when] [the middle term] is affirmed by all of the major term

[PaM], or
2a) [when the minor term is affirmed by all of the middle term

[MaS],] and
2b) [when [the middle term] is affirmed] by some of [the major

term] [PiM],
—[all 1 and 2] proving that the major term is affirmed by some

of the minor term.
[That is: [PaM & MaS = SiP] / [AAI-4], and

[PiM & MaS = SiP]/[IAI-4].]
Or, [Figure 4 will provide a valid demonstration]—

3a) when [the minor term] is affirmed by all of [the middle term]
[MaS], and

3b) [when] the middle term is negated by all of the major term
[PeM], or

4a) [when [the minor term] is affirmed] by some of [the middle
term] [MiS], and

4b) [when the middle term is negated by all of the major term [PeM],]
—[all 3 and 4] proving that the major term is negated by some

of the minor term.
[That is: [PeM & MaS = SoP] / [EAO-4], and

[PeM & MiS = SoP]/[EIO-4].]
Or, [Figure 4 will provide a valid demonstration]—

5a) when the minor term is negated by all of the middle term [MeS],
and
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5b) [when] [the middle term] is affirmed by all of the major term
[PaM],

—[all 5] proving that the major term is negated by all of the
minor term.
[That is: [PaM & MeS = SeP] / [AEE-4].]

Isfahani says: L 52, T 24, MS 27a

Figure 4

Figure 4, if it is to be productive [of a valid proof demonstration],
stipulates (a.) that the two lesser categories, [namely] negation and
particularity,84 should not be together, either in a single premise,85

or in [the] two premises, equally whether they are of one kind, as
when both premises are either negative or particular, or whether
they are of two kinds, as when one of them is negative and the
other is particular; unless of course, if the minor premise should be
affirmative particular, then in that case it [i.e., Figure 4] would neces-
sarily stipulate (b.) that the major premise should be negative universal.

a. The reason for the first stipulation, namely, that the two cat-
egories should not be together in [a Figure 4 syllogism], [and] assum-
ing that the minor premise would not be affirmative particular, is
because if the two lesser categories should be together in [one [Figure
4] syllogism], [and] assuming that the minor premise would not be
affirmative particular, then it would imply the [kind of syllogistic]
difference that is necessarily sterile of any conclusion.

[It would be] as when we say, "No men are horses, and no don-
keys are men", or, "no neighing animals are men." Rightly, in the
first example, there should be a differentiating statement, namely,
"No horses are donkeys", and in the second example there should be
a coordinating statement, namely, "All horses are neighing animals."

Now, if the major premise should be exchanged for our saying,
"Some living beings are men", or, "Some rational beings are men",
then the major premise would become affirmative particular and the
minor premise negative universal. But rightly, in the first example
there should be a coordinating statement, namely, "All horses are

84 "Negatives and particulars are counted inferior to affirmatives and universals."
from A Grammar of Logic, by Alexander Jamieson. New Haven: 1822, p. 255.

85 MS gl: Their being in one premise would be if that premise were both neg-
ative and particular.
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living beings", and in the second example there should be a differ-
entiating statement, namely, "No horses are rational beings."

It would be as when we say, "Some living beings are not men",86

and, "All rational beings are animal beings", or, "All horses are liv-
ing beings." Rightly, in the first example there should be a coordi-
nating statement, namely, "All men are rational beings", and in the
second example there should be a differentiating statement, namely,
"No men are horses."

And it would be as when we say, "All rational beings are men",
and "Some living beings are not rational",87 or, "Some donkeys are
not rational." Rightly, in the first example there should be coordi-
nating statement, namely, "All men are living beings", and in the
second example L 53 there should be a differentiating statement,
namely, "No men MS 27b are donkeys."

These combinations88 are more specific than those in which the
two lesser categories are together, except for the one compounded
of the minor premise affirmative particular with the major premise
negative universal and the one compounded of the two affirmative
particulars.

The combinations in which the two lesser categories are together
are eleven in number:
1) minor premise affirmative universal & major premise negative

particular,
2) minor premise affirmative particular & major premise negative

universal,
3) " " " " & " " negative

particular,
4) " " " " & " " affirmative

particular,
5) minor premise T 25 negative universal & major premise nega-

tive universal,

86 MS gl: This is an example of the two lesser categories being in one premise,
the minor premise, since [here] the minor premise is negative particular.

8/ MS gl: This is an example of the two lesser categories being in one premise,
the major premise, since the major premise is negative particular.

88 MS gl: I.e., the four combinations, which are:
1) minor premise negative universal & major premise negative universal,
2) minor premise negative universal & major affirmative particular,
3) minor premise negative particular & major affirmative universal, and
4) minor premise affirmative universal & major premise negative particular.
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6) " " " " & " " negative
particular,

7) " " " " & " " affirmative
particular,

8) minor premise negative particular & the four preconditioned major ones:
[namely, # 8 =] minor pr. negat. partic. [& major premise affir-
mative universal,]

9) " " " [& " " negative
universal,]

10) " " " [& " " affir-
mative particular,]

11) " " [& " " negative
particular].

1. The first combination of those mentioned, that composed of
the two negative universals [i.e., #5], is more specific [and definite]89

than (a) the two negative particulars [#11] and (b) the minor premise
negative universal & the major negative particular [#6] and (c) the
minor premise negative particular & the major premise negative uni-
versal [#9].

2. The second combination of those mentioned, that composed
of a minor premise negative universal & a major premise affirmative
particular [#7], is more definite than [that] composed of a minor
premise negative particular and a major premise affirmative partic-
ular [#10].

3. The third combination of those mentioned, that composed
of a minor premise negative particular & a major premise affirmative
universal [#8], is more definite than a minor premise negative par-
ticular & a major premise affirmative particular [#10].

4. The fourth combination of those mentioned, that composed
of a minor premise affirmative universal & a major premise nega-
tive particular [#1], is more definite than a minor premise affirmative
particular & a major premise negative particular [#3].

Now, when the most specific [and definite] one is not productive
[of a valid proof demonstration] then the most general [and indefinite]

89 L gl: The universal is more specific [and definite] [akhass] than the particu-
lar, because wherever there exists a universal there will exist the particular, and
not wherever there exists a particular there will exist the universal.

While the adjective translated, "more definite", also means, "more specific", the
sense here is of a reliable coverage of intent in reference.
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one will not be productive. So it is established that nine combina-
tions are unproductive because of the first stipulation.90

b. The second stipulation [for the productivity of a Figure 4 syl-
logism], namely, that the major premise must be negative universal;
if the minor premise should be affirmative particular, it is because
if that should not be so then it would imply the [kind of syllogistic]
difference that is necessarily sterile of any conclusion.

It would be as when we say, "Some living beings are men", and
"all rational beings are living beings", or, "all horses are living beings."
Rightly, in the first example there would be a statement of coordi-
nation, namely, "All men are rational", and in the second example
there would be a statement of differentiation, namely, "No men are
horses." This is more specific [and definite] than the two affirmative
particulars. And when the more specific [and definite] are not pro-
ductive then the more general [and indefinite] are not productive.

Thus there drops out [of consideration] because of the second
stipulation two other moods. So [in Figure 4] there are five pro-
ductive moods:
(1~3) minor premise affirmative universal & the three [major premises,

namely, affirmative universal, affirmative particular, and neg-
ative universal],

(4) minor premise affirmative particular & major premise negative
MS 28a universal,

(5) minor premise negative universal & major premise affirmative
universal.

The first four [of these] validly produce only a particular conclu-
sion91 because of the possibility that the minor term might be more
general [in extension] than the major term.

1. [The first] would be as when we say, "All men are living
beings, and all rational beings are men."92 [#1: PaM & MaS =
SiP/AAI-4]

90 MS gl: This being that the two lesser categories should not be together [in a
syllogism].

91 MS gl: Because of the impossibility of predicating a more specific [proposi-
tion] of any individual [proposition] that is more general.

92 MS gl: This [syllogism] does not produce the conclusion, "All living beings
are rational", but rather, "Some living beings are rational", because of the impos-
sibility of predicating what is more specific of any individual example of what is
more general in extension.
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2. So if there should be no productivity of a universal [propo-
sition] L 54 in this [first] mood, then there would not be any
productivity of a universal in the second one because it [i.e., the
first] is more specific [and definite] than the second. [#2: PiM &
MaS = SiP/IAI-4]

3. And [in the third] it would be as when we say, "All men
are living beings, and no horses are men."93 [#3: PeM & MaS =
SoP/EAO-4]

4. And if this mood should not produce a universal proposi-
tion, then [neither] would [the fourth one] a minor premise affirmative
particular with a major premise negative universal produce a uni-
versal proposition because the former mood [#3] is more specific
[and definite] than the latter. [#4: PeM & MiS = SoP/EIO-4]

5. But the minor premise negative universal with the major
premise affirmative universal will produce a negative universal [con-
clusion]. [#5: PaM & MeS = SeP/AEE-4]

Summary of figure 4
Figure 4 will produce a valid demonstration—
la) when the minor term is affirmed by all the middle term [MaS],

and
lb) [when] the middle term is affirmed by all the major term [PaM],
as when we say, "All B is C & all A is B", or
2a) when the minor term is affirmed by all the middle term [MaS],

and
2b) [when] the middle term is affirmed by some of the major term

[PiM],
as when we say, "All B is C & some A is B",

—[all 1 and 2] proving that the major term is affirmed by some
of the minor term, as when we say, "Some G is A."

In other words, [Figure 4] will produce a valid demonstration when
[either of] these two moods [lab or 2ab] is used, proving that the
major term is affirmed by some of the minor term.

Or, [Figure 4] will provide a valid demonstration—

93 MS gl: This [syllogism] does not produce, "No living beings are horses"; but
rather it produces, "Some living beings are not horses", because of the impossibil-
ity of negating the species of all individual examples of the genus.
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3a) when the minor term is affirmed by all the middle term [MaS],
and

3b) [when] the middle term is negated by all the major term [PeM],
as when we say, "All B is C & no A is B";

or, [Figure 4] will produce a valid demonstration—
4a) when the minor term is affirmed by some of the middle term

[MiS], and
4b) [when] the middle term is negated by all of the major term

[PeM],
as when we say, "Some B is C & no A is B";

—[all 3 and 4] proving that the major term is negated by some
of the minor term.

In other words, [Figure 4] will produce a valid demonstration when
[either of] these two moods [3ab or 4ab] is used, proving that the
major term is negated by some of the minor term.

Or, [Figure 4] will produce a valid demonstration—
5a) when the minor term is negated by all the middle term [MeS],

and
5b) [when] the middle term is affirmed by all the major term [PaM],

—[all of 5] proving that the major term is negated by all the
minor term.
[That is: [PaM & MaS = SiP/AAI-4], and

[PiM & MaS = SiP/IAI-4], and
[PeM & MaS = SoP/EAO-4], and
[PeM & MiS = SoP/EIO-4], and
[PaM & MeS = SeP/AEE-4].]

Baydawi said: L 54, T 25

Summary of the types of the syllogisms

Thus, the syllogistic combinations that are productive [of a valid
proof demonstration] are twenty-three in number: four hypothetical
exceptive, and nineteen categorical connective. A discussion thor-
oughly examining them all is to be found in the books on logic.94

94 See the note at the end of Chapter 2 above, "Explanatory statements." A.-M.
Goichon follows her discussion there (in the En-I-2 s.v. "hadd") by listing a num-
ber of these books on logic available to Baydawi and Isfahani.
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Isfahani says: L 54, T 25, MS 28a

Summary of the types of the syllogisms

It is clear from what has been said93 that the syllogistic combina-
tions that are productive [of a valid proof demonstration] are twenty-
three in number.

a. Four [of these] are 'hypothetical exceptive' in type.
1. Two of these four [combinations] are composed of a 'con-

ditional conjunctive' that is decisively affirmative of inherent neces-
sity,96 and [either] asserting the factual truth of its condition,97 or,
denying the fact of what is conditioned.98

2. Two of the four [combinations] are composed of
a) a '[conditional] disjunctive' that is real and affirmative of

incompatibility,99 that is, it is 'impossible to match' as it affirms its
incompatibility in affirming the position of one of its two parts,100

and
b) a '[conditional] disjunctive' that is real and affirmative of

incompatibility, that is, it is 'impossible to isolate' L 55 as it affirms
its incompatibility in negating the position of one of its two parts.101

b. Nineteen [combinations] are 'categorical connective' in type: four
in Figure 1, four in Figure 2, six in Figure 3, and five in Figure 4.

A discussion thoroughly examining both explanatory statements
and their parts, and argumentation and its parts and properties, MS
28b its classes and conditions, is presented102 in the books on logic.
Therefore, let us confine ourselves to what [Baydawi] has set forth,
so that the commentary will correspond to the text.

95 T alone reads, "we have said" [dhakarna].
96 [al-shartfyah al-muttasilah al-mujibah al-luzumfyah].
97 [wad' muqaddamaha]. If A is, then B is; now A is, therefore B is: tradition-

ally called "modus ponendo ponens." Cf. Dictionary of Philosophy, ed. D.G. Runes,
the article, "Logic, formal", section 2: 'Hypothetical syllogism' etc.

98 If A is, B is; now B is not, therefore A is not; traditionally called, "modus
tollendo tollens." Cf. Dictionary of Philosophy, the location cited.

99 [al-haqfqfyah al-mujibah al-cinadiyah].
100 MS gl: As a number will be either even or odd.
101 MS gl: As, the case is that either this thing is not a man, or it is not a horse.
102 The MS alone supplies "is set forth" [madhkur].
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Baydawi said: L 55, T 25

3. The premised materials of argumentation

An argument may be structured either upon the basis of rationality
or upon the basis of authoritative tradition.

a. Argumentation structured on rationality

In this first [basis of argumentation], the premises are either
1. very positive, in which case [the argument] is called 'proof

or 'proof demonstration', or they are
2. presumptive or popularly accepted, and [the argument] is

called 'rhetorical', or 'hortatory', or they
3. may only resemble T 26 one of these two, and then [the

argument] is called 'fallacy'.

Isfahani says: L 55, T 26, MS 28b

3. The premised materials of argumentation

Topic 3 is on the materials of argumentation, namely, the judg-
mental propositions [i.e., premises] of which the syllogistic argument
is composed.

An argument may be structured either upon the basis of ration-
ality, in that it is a product of the intellect, without any need to
draw on the oral religious tradition, or, it may be structured upon
the basis of the authoritative tradition,103 in that oral religious tra-
dition freely enters into it.

The former is as when we say, "The universe is a possible reality
and every possible reality has its cause, so the universe has a cause."

The latter is as when we say, "Whoever abandons what he has
been commanded to do is disobedient, in accordance with the word
of the Most High, 'Have you disobeyed my command?'" [Qur'an
20:93] and [when we say], "Every disobedient person deserves the
Fire! in accordance with the word of the Most High, 'Whoever

Oral religious tradition [sama']; authoritative tradition [naql].
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disobeys God and His Messenger thereby shall get the Fire of Hell.'"
[Qur'an 72:23]

Let no one say that restriction [from one type or the other] is
prohibited,—since it is admissible that an argument should be composed
of both traditional and rational [elements], and thus an argument
might be either rational completely or traditional completely, or com-
posed of both these factors;—because our [i.e., Isfahani's] position
is that something 'purely traditional', wherein the intellect would
have no entry, would be impossible. Indeed, the 'argument', equally
whether it be structured upon the basis of 'rationality' or upon 'tra-
dition', has [both] 'form'104 and 'substance'.105 Thus, [for example],
its 'form' would be structured rationally, 'tradition' not entering into
it; while the veracity of its 'substance' would be dependent on the
intellect,106 so a 'purely traditional' [argument] would be impossible.
Thus, from this mentioned standpoint, restriction certainly applies to
both the rational and the traditional [forms of argument].

Unless, of course, if it should be that what is intended by the
'purely rational' would be something whose two premises would be
certified by the intellect, and [what is intended] by the 'purely tra-
ditional' would be something whose two premises would be certified
by tradition; then in that case, the argument would not be restricted
to the 'purely rational' or the 'purely traditional'. Rather, a third
division would [come to be] realized which would be composed of
both the rational and the traditional, in that one of its two premises
would be certified by the intellect L 56 and the other by author-
itative tradition.

It would be as when we say, "Ablution is an act [of religious
import], and every act [of religious import] is [to be judged] by the
'intention' [i.e., that motivates it]." This is in accordance with the
saying of the Prophet, "Deeds [of religious import may be judged]
only by their [motivating] intentions."107 The first premise [here] is
a rational statement, and the second is a traditional one.

104 MS gl: I.e., its syllogistic figure.
105 MS gl: I.e., the minor and major premises.
106 L alone reading, "tradition" [naql], while T, the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha

read, "intellect" [caql], which correctly fits the context.
107 A well known hadith, indexed in Wensinck's Handbook of Early Muhammadan

Tradition, under the rubric, "Intention": "The value [and reward] of works is in the
intention." It is quoted in several of the Hadith collections.
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[Baydawi], our author, regarded the former aspect [with prefer-
ence],108 so he set up two divisions, 'rational' and 'traditional', while
the Imam [Fakhr al-Din Razi] regarded the latter aspect [with pref-
erence],109 so he set up three divisions, 'purely rational', 'purely tra-
ditional' and 'a composite of them both'.

a. Argumentation structured on rationality

In the first [of the two methods of argumentation], that is, argu-
mentation structured upon [the basis of] rationality, the premises
are either

1. 'very positive' and 'necessary' or 'acquired' [by logical rea-
soning] , this [kind of rational argumentation] being called 'proof or
'proof demonstration'; or they are

2. 'presumptive' or 'popularly accepted', this kind [of argu-
mentation] being called 'rhetorical' and 'hortatory'; or they only

3. have resemblance to one of these two [types of premises],
namely, to the 'very positive' or to the 'presumptive'110 'popularly ac-
cepted' [types], this kind [of argumentation] being called 'fallacious'.

(1.) Thus, a 'proof demonstration' [argument] is a syllogism
composed of 'very positive' [i.e., as distinct from 'affirmative'] premises
that produce a 'very positive' result;

(2.) the 'hortatory' [argument is a syllogism] composed of pre-
mises that are both 'presumptive' or both 'popular in acceptance',
or they are a mixture of these two, or of one of the two and a 'pos-
itive' one that produces a 'presumptive' result;111 MS 29a while

(3.) a 'fallacious' [argument is a syllogism] composed of premises
having [only] a 'resemblance' to the 'very positive', or to the 'pre-
sumptive', or to the 'popularly accepted' [premises].

108 MS gl: I.e., wherein there would be an entry for the religious tradition; [cf.
"Our position," above].

109 MS gl: I.e., wherein both [the syllogism's] premises would be established by
tradition.

110 The 'presumptive' and/or 'popularly accepted' are reckoned as one, being the
second of the two kinds of rational argument; as conjunction between these two L
and T use 'or', while the MS uses 'and'.

111 Text varies slightly: L [min ahadayhima aw min qat'lyah mufid li-zanniyah];
T [min ihdahima wa-min qat'fyah mufid li-zannlyah];
MS [min ahadayhima wa-min qat'iyah muficlah li-natyah zanniyah];
MS Garrett 989Ha [min ahadayhima wa-min qatclyah mufidah lil-zannfyah].
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Baydawi said: L 56, T 26

1. Proof demonstration
a) The principles of convinced certainty are those [judg-

mental propositions, i.e., premises] by which the intellect becomes
absolutely certain simply on the basis of a conception of the [premises']
two terms [major and minor], these being called 'axiomatic first prin-
ciples' and 'intuitive principles [of knowledge]'.112

b) Or, [certainty comes] through an intermediate factor that
the mind conceives while forming a conception of the two terms,
as, for example, that four is an even number, this factor being called
'judgments already in syllogistic form'.113

c) Or, [certainty comes] through sense perception, this fac-
tor being called 'direct observations' and 'sensate perceptions'.114

d) Or, [certainty comes] by way of these latter two together,
the [external] sense [involved] being the sense of hearing, as when
a great many people join in reporting the fact of an entirely possi-
ble event and one's intellect is thus made absolutely certain that their
being in collusion to lie would be impossible, these factors being
called 'evidence based on continuous reportings'.115

e) Or, [certainty comes] by other means, as, for example,
when one observes the pattern of a certain thing being set together
with another on many occasions in such a way that one's intellect
judges that it is not merely a coincidence,—otherwise, it would always
happen, not just most of the time,—as there being a usual sequence
of diarrhea following upon the drinking of a preparation of scam-
mony,116 this factor being called the 'testimony of experience'.117

Sometimes the observation [of a phenomenon] once or twice may
be enough to join its contextual features118 to it, as in the judgment

112 [awwahyat wa-badihiyat].
113 [qadaya qiyasatuha ma'aha].
114 [mushahadat wa-hisslyat].
1'5 [mutawatirat].
116 [al-saqmuniya]—Identified as 'bindweed—[convolvulus scammonia]' from whose

tuberous roots a cathartic resin is obtained. In appearance and function the plant
seems closely related to 'jalap', associated with Central America and thence to
Europe.

1'7 [taj arrubfyat].
118 [qara'in].
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that the light of the moon is borrowed from the sun, [factors of this
sort] being called 'intuitive surmise'.119

Isfahani says: L 56, T 26, MSA 29a

1. Proof demonstration

After he had set forth the classes of rational argumentation, namely,
'proof demonstration', 'rhetoric' and 'fallacy', he desired to clarify
their principles, these being the judgmental propositions [i.e., premises]
from which argument is composed. So he proceeded with the prin-
ciples of proof demonstration.

a) The principles of convinced certainty are the first prin-
ciples of proof demonstration, these being the judgmental proposi-
tions [i.e., premises] by which the intellect becomes absolutely certain,
either—

1) simply on the basis of a conception L 57 of both
the two terms [major and minor of the premises], equally whether
the conception of their two terms is by the logical 'acquisition' [of
knowledge] or whether it is by 'intuition';

2) or, by a conception of one of the two terms [derived]
through logical acquisition and by a conception of the other [term
derived] through intuition, as when we say, "The whole is greater
than any part", and, "In [the balance of whether it will have] its
own existence a possible reality has need for an agency of prefer-
ence",—these [principles] are called 'axiomatic first principles' and
'intuitive principles [of knowledge'].

b) Or, [certainty comes] through judgmental propositions
[or, premises] through which the intellect becomes absolutely cer-
tain, not simply on the basis of a conception of their two terms, but
rather by 'an intermediate factor' that the mind conceives while
forming a conception of their 'two terms', such as that 'four' is 'an
even number'. Indeed, the intellect becomes absolutely certain that
'four is an even number', not simply on the basis of a conception
of [this proposition's] two terms, but rather by an intermediate factor
that it conceived while forming the conception of both 'evenness'

119 [hadsiyat] Cf. the discussion of this term in A.-M. Goichon's Lexique de la
Langue Philosophique d'lbn Sina, no. 140 on p. 65.
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and 'four', this [intermediate factor] being [the concept of] 'divisi-
ble into two equal portions'. Thus, while the intellect is forming its
conception of [what is] 'evenness' and of [what is] 'four', it con-
ceives of 'divisible into two equal portions' and a syllogism occurs
to it [as follows]:

'Four' is 'divisible into two equal portions', and
everything 'divisible into two equal portions' is 'even', as is a 'pair',

thus
'four' is an 'even' number.
These [propositions with intermediate factors] are called 'judg-

ments already in syllogistic form' because when the two terms are
conceived the intermediate factor is also conceived, so the syllogism
occurs as a result of conceiving the two terms and the middle term.

c) Or, [certainty comes] by way of judgmental propositions
[or, premises] that give certainty in accordance with sensate [testi-
mony to them], that is to say, judgments by which the intellect
becomes certain, not simply on the basis of a conception of the
[propositions'] two terms, but rather through either an external sense,
as when we say, "The sun is shining brightly" and, "fire is very
hot", or through an inner sense, as is our knowledge that we are
happy or angry or hungry or thirsty. These judgmental propositions
are called T 27 'direct observations' and 'sensate perceptions'.
Indeed, the agent of judgment is the intellect, but this is by the inter-
mediation of sense [evidence], so the sense is called an agent of judg-
ment, since the judgment comes by reason of it.

d) Or, [certainty comes] through judgmental propositions
[or, premises] by which the intellect is convinced together with sen-
sate evidence,120 the sense involved being the sense of hearing, as
when a great many people join in reporting the fact of an entirely
possible event, and one's intellect is thus made absolutely certain
that their being in collusion to lie was impossible. These [factors] are
called, evidence [based on] continuous reportings', as is our knowl-
edge of individual people in past history and of far distant lands.

120 Text varies slightly: L and T: [al-caql wa-al-hiss huwa hiss al-sam']; MS: [al-
caql wa-al-hiss, wa-al-hiss huwa hiss al-samc]; MS Garrett 989Ha: [al-caql wa-al-hiss
ma'an, wa-al-hiss huwa hiss al-samc], this latter being most closely similar to the
Baydawi statement.
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[Baydawi] considered [it important] that this report should be only
of sensate evidence, because with anything other than [objective]
sensate evidence a report about something from a great many peo-
ple would not be useful in providing certainty. MS 29b And he
considered it important that [the report] should be of an entirely
possible event, because if it should be an impossible event, then no
certainty would come about from a report of its occurrence. Further,
if the report should come from many people indeterminate in num-
bers, Baydawi considered it important that one's intellect should be
absolutely certain of the impossibility of their being in collusion to
lie, since, if one's intellect should not be certain of the impossibility
of their being in collusion to lie, then their report would not pro-
duce any certainty of an event.

e) Or, [certainty comes] through judgmental propositions
[i.e., premises] by which the intellect is convinced, the sense121 involved
being a sense other than hearing, such as the observation that there
was a pattern arrangement of one thing in association with another
L 58 many times, so that one's intellect would judge that it was
not by coincidence but because some hidden syllogism was joined
with it. This would be that if the arrangement mentioned should be
a coincidence then it would not always be that way or even most
of the time. It would be as when we judge that drinking a prepa-
ration of scammony causes diarrhea, by reason of our observation
that diarrhea is its consequence time after time. These judgmental
propositions are called 'the testimony of experience'.

Sometimes an observation made only once or twice will be enough
for the [mental] joining together of the contextual features of an
event, as is the judgment that the light of the moon is borrowed
from the sun, because of the varying shapes that the light makes
upon it by reason of its nearness or distance from the sun, these
judgmental propositions being called 'intuitive surmises'.

The difference between 'thought' and 'intuitive surmise' is that
when the [reasoning] soul is prepared for the middle term and is
seeking it, then that is 'thought'; while if the middle term should
occur to the [reasoning] soul without any desire or seeking for it,
or, following upon a search and desire for it, without any [intellectual]

121 The MS and MS Garrett 989Ha both add a marginal phrase [wa-al-hiss],
while L and T do not.
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activity or any representation of what it might be the middle term
for, then that is 'intuitive surmise'.

It has been said that the difference between 'intuitive surmise' and
'experience' is that 'experience' is based on a deed that a man will
perform, as a middle term, in order to obtain for himself a desired
goal; for as long as a man will not try out a medicine, either by
taking it himself or by giving it to someone else time after time, he
will not be able to judge that it would cause diarrhea. This case is
in contrast to that of 'intuitive surmise', because the latter is not
similarly based.122

To every one of these foregoing principles some objections and
doubts might be expressed, but since our author did not raise them
as objections we too have avoided them.

Baydawi said: L 58, T 27

2. Rhetoric
a) 'Presumptive [judgmental] propositions' are premises by

which the intellect passes judgment, while yet allowing for the pos-
sibility that the contrary of them might have a 'more probable pos-
sibility'.123

b) 'Popularly accepted propositions' are [premises that] the
majority population stands by, either on account of some general
advantage, or by reason of a broad amiable tolerance or an ardent
zeal.124 These propositions are such as, 'Justice is good", and "Oppres-
sion is evil", and "Indecent exposure is blameworthy", while "Helping
the poor is praiseworthy."

Isfahani says: L 58, T 27, MS 29b

2. Rhetoric

When [Baydawi] had finished with the principles of proof demon-
stration, he began on the principles of rhetoric.

a) These include 'presumptive propositions' that are premises
by which the intellect passes judgment, while yet allowing for the

122 MS gl: I.e., on a deed that a man performs.
123 More probable possibility [tajwlzan marjuhan].
124 Tolerance [riqqah]; zeal [hamfyah]: it is vowelled so in Jurjani's Ta'rifat.
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possibility that the contrary of them might be a more probable pos-
sibility. [An example] would be as when people say, "That fellow
walks around at night, so he is a thief." This is based on the sup-
position resulting from [the premise,] "Everyone who walks around
at night is thereby a thief."

b) Then there are MS 30a 'popularly accepted opinions',
judgmental propositions acknowledged by the majority populace either
because of some general advantage linked to the pattern of their
affairs, as for example, "Justice is good", and "Oppression is evil",
or because of [the people's] broad amiable tolerance, an example
being our saying, "Helping the poor is praiseworthy", or because of
ardent zeal, an example being our saying, "Indecent public expo-
sure L 59 is blameworthy."

The difference between 'popularly accepted opinions' and 'axiomatic
first principles' may be known by the fact that, if a man should
withdraw himself [in abstraction] from all theoretical and practical
formulae [of behavior] and should suppose himself to have been cre-
ated suddenly [and] without having observed any person or tested
any action, and if these propositions [i.e., premises based on popu-
larly accepted opinion] should be brought before him, then [in that
case] he would not exercise judgment according to [these opinions],
but rather he would be hesitant in regard to them; but if the axiomatic
first principles should be brought before him, then in this situation
he would not be hesitant in regard to them, but rather he would
exercise judgment accordingly by them.

Baydawi said: L 59, T 27

3. Fallacy
a) The premises of [an argument by] fallacy are judgmen-

tal propositions made by the power of estimation regarding some
case not having sensate evidence but using an analogy based on sen-
sate evidence, as one might say, "Everything that exists is either a
body or resides in a body."

b) Sometimes the phrase, 'imaginative suggestions',125 is used
regarding these analogies, as they are propositions set forth either to
make the [reasoning] soul desire something or to turn it away from

Imaginative suggestions [mukhayyalat].
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[wanting] it. Sometimes [these imaginative suggestions] are reliable,
but most of the time they are used only in figurative analogies.126

Isfahani says: L 59, T 27, MS 30a

3. Fallacy
a) The premises of [an argument by] 'fallacy' are the [prod-

ucts of the] power of estimation. These are false judgments made
concerning matters that have no sensate evidence, but [nevertheless]
the estimative power makes a judgment on the analogy of sensate
evidence. Since estimation127 comes after sense perception, therefore,
its judgment made concerning a matter that has no sensate evidence
would be false. The case would be as when it is said that every-
thing that exists either has a body or resides in a body.

If it were not for the fact that both the intellect and the divine
laws had rejected [such false premises as] these, then they would
have been counted among the judgmental propositions [based on]
axiomatic first principles. The signal of their falsity is the help that
the estimative power gives to the intellect in [forming] premises that
[actually] produce a result opposite to that of [the estimative power's]
own judgment. For if the two of them [i.e., intellect and estimation]
both arrive at the conclusion, then the estimation will back away
and set aside [the result reached].

b) Sometimes, in an argument of fallacy, 'imaginative sug-
gestions' are used. These are judgmental propositions set forth to
make the [reasoning] soul desire something or to turn it away from
[wanting] it, and when they come they have an astonishing influence
upon the [reasoning] soul, whether of distressed constriction or joy-
ful expansion.128 Sometimes they are reliable, but 'imaginary sug-
gestions' are used mostly only in their use as 'figurative analogies'.

An example would be when one who promotes the desire for wine
may say, "Wine is liquid ruby", so that the [reasoning] soul will
expand and desire T 28 it, and when one who is promoting an

126 Figurative analogies [al-qiyasat al-shicnyah].
127 MS gl: Because estimation is a corporeal power of man by which he per-

ceives the particulars [of the stimuli] drawn from sensate objects, thus, it comes
after sense perception.

128 [min qabd wa-bast].
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aversion to honey may say, "Honey is bitter and has an emetic
action", so that one's nature will turn away from it.129

Baydawi said: L 59, T 28

b. Argumentation structured on authoritative tradition

In the second [form of argumentation, that is, argumentation struc-
tured upon the basis of authoritative tradition, proof demonstration
is premised on]

1. that which has been transmitted validly
2. from those whose truthfulness has been recognized intellec-

tually, namely, the prophets, peace be upon them.
However, this [authoritative tradition] provides us with a convic-

tion of certainty only
(1.) when it is transmitted to us [by a line of witnesses] in a

succession without interruption, and
(2.) [when] we know that those who narrated this history in

Arabic have been preserved from error, [their records] lacking homony-
mous ambiguity,130 figurative language, concealed meanings, and pecu-
liar idioms, [as well as] slanderous gossip, cancellations [of divine
statements], and any intellectual inconsistency.131 L 60

[Indeed], if there should be anything [of such an inconsistency],
then [that factor] would gradually gain preponderance [in the bal-
ance of judgment]. [This would be true] because the intellect is the
source of authoritative tradition.132 Therefore, it would be an absurd-
ity to deny the source as false in order to give a judgmental assent

129 L and T: [al-tabfah]; MS and MS Garrett 989Ha: [al-tab*].
[muqayyfah]—An MS gloss gives the same quote but with a different verb: [al-

casal murrah muhawwi'ah].
130 Homonymous ambiguity [al-ishtirak].
131 Concealed meanings [al-idmar]; peculiar idioms [al-takhsrs]; slanderous gos-

sip [al-nuqal]; intellectual inconsistency [al-mucarad al-caqll].
132 [al-caql asl al-naql]. Baydawi defends the trustworthy tradition by referring to

unbroken line of trustworthy prophets and transmitters of it. He looks back on the
transmitted history, and expresses faith in the editorial work done in careful eval-
uation of it. This is the background source-work done by the 'intellect' in the ser-
vice of 'tradition'.

F.D. Razi, in his Muhassal [p. 51] in contrast, speaks only of the Prophet as
being the guarantor of the more narrow current of tradition that derives from him.
He does not speak of the broad history of the ancient prophets and the edition
and transmission of their trustworthy messages.
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to some derived corollary, because the necessary implication [of the
primary action] requires denying [the secondary action] as false.

Isfahani says: L 60, T 28, MS 30a

b . Argumentation structured on authoritative tradition

In the second [form of argumentation], namely, argumentation struc-
tured on authoritative tradition, proof demonstration [is premised
on]

1. that which has been transmitted validly
2. from those whose truthfulness has been recognized intellec-

tually, namely, the prophets, peace be upon them. Indeed, a ratio-
nal proof demonstration indicates their truthfulness, since a) they
have claimed to be truthful, and b) they have produced something
miraculous in conformity with their claim, these [together] MS 30b
being a rational indication of their truthfulness.

[Baydawi] said that [their 'truthfulness'] was "recognized intellec-
tually" only because their truthfulness cannot be known by way of
authoritative tradition. Moreover, a demonstration of proof by way
of authoritative tradition provides us with a conviction of certainty
only

(1.) when it is transmitted to us [by a line of witnesses] in a
succession without interruption. This is because if [the line of wit-
nesses] should not be without interruption, then there would be a
possibility of falsification by the bearers of tradition, so as a result
there would be no conviction of certainty. Moreover, the transmis-
sion [by a line of witnesses] without interruption can be only 'to us',
because a transmission without interruption to others than ourselves
would not provide us any conviction of certainty.

(2.) Now, we know that those who narrated the history to us
in Arabic

a) have been preserved from error in [the use of] its indi-
vidual words, its style of presentation, its grammatical inflection, and
its arrangement, because authoritative tradition provides the intended
meaning only when it is presented according to the conventional
significance [of the language], and this conventional significance was
provided only by those who narrated the history in Arabic. Thus,
if they had not been preserved from error [in these matters], then
there would have been a possibility of falsification on their part, and
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as a result there would have been no conviction of certainty as to
the intended meaning.133

And we know that [in the authoritative tradition]
b) homonymous ambiguity is lacking. Indeed, if [the tradi-

tion] had been ambiguous then possibly the meaning we have under-
stood from the ambiguity would be something other than what was
intended.

We know that [in the authoritative tradition]
c) figurative language is lacking, that concealed meanings

are lacking, and that peculiar idioms are lacking, because the pos-
sible presence of any of these three [in the tradition] could prevent
a decision as to the plain meaning of a textual expression, and so
it would not provide any conviction of certainty.

We know that [in the authoritative tradition]
d) there is lacking any cancellation [of a divine statement],

because the possible presence of [such] a cancellation could prevent
any decision as to whether the [statement] in question would remain
effective into the next following time duration wherein the cancelling
factor appeared.

[And finally], we know that [in the authoritative tradition all]
e) intellectual inconsistency is absent, because if any such

[inconsistency] should exist, then it [gradually] would become pre-
ponderant within the authoritative tradition. [This is true], because
the intellect is the source of the authoritative tradition, and so knowl-
edge of the truthfulness of the authoritative tradition depends upon
the intellect. Thus, if intellectual inconsistency should not gain pre-
ponderance over the authoritative tradition, then [in that case either]
the authoritative tradition would become preponderant over [the
intellectual inconsistency], or else the two of them would fall together
into the realm of contradiction.

Here the first alternative would make it necessary to deny as false
the source, namely, the intellect, [merely] in order to give judg-
mental assent to a derived corollary, namely, the authoritative tra-
dition. But to deny as false the source merely in order to give
judgmental assent to a derived corollary would be absurd, because
denying as false the source in order to give judgmental assent to the

The MS reads [bi-al-mat] abbreviating "the desired goal" [al-matlub].
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derived corollary necessarily implies denying as false the derived
corollary also. This is because giving judgmental assent to the derived
corollary is built on giving judgmental assent to the source; thus, if
the latter [i.e., the source] should be denied, then the former [i.e.,
the tradition] would be denied when the tradition would become
preponderant over the intellect.

As [for the second alternative], if the two of them should fall
together into the realm of contradiction, then no conviction of cer-
tainty L 61 would ever take place within the logical requirements
of authoritative tradition.

Therefore, it is established that a conviction of certainty would be
absent if any intellectual inconsistency should exist [in the authori-
tative tradition].



Baydawi said: L 61, T 28

CHAPTER 4: THE DISTINGUISHING PROPERTIES OF SOUND

LOGICAL REASONING

1. Sound logical reasoning yields knowledge

The Sumaniyah [Buddhists]1 have denied this doctrine absolutely, while
the geometricians2 [deny its applicability] in theology and metaphysics.

For our part, we know as an imperative necessity that if some-
one should understand a) that there is a relationship of necessity
between a given factor and another, and further understands bl)
that truth exists in a given premise, or, b2) that truth is nonexistent
in a given conclusion, then [that person] would know from the for-
mer case (bl) that truth would exist in the conclusion, and from the
latter case (b2) that truth would be nonexistent in the premise.

Moreover, [we know] that if someone should understand that the
universe is a possible reality, and that every possible reality has a
cause, then [that person] would know with certainty that [the uni-
verse] has a cause.

Isfahani says: L 61, T 28, MS 30b

CHAPTER 4: THE DISTINGUISHING PROPERTIES OF SOUND

LOGICAL REASONING

In Chapter 4 the author has set forth three topics:
1. Sound logical reasoning yields knowledge; 2. [Sound logical rea-

soning] is sufficient for an experiential knowledge of God Most High;

1 The Buddhists flourished in eastern Persia and eastern Iraq, as well as India.
The term 'Sumaniyah' derives from the Sanskrit, and from there comes also the
Greek word, 'Samanaioi', which was applied to the Buddhists by later Greek his-
torians. Probably it is also related to Sumanat, a medieval coastal city on the Kathia-
war peninsula of western India. Cf. the article "Sumaniyya" in En-I-2 by G. Monnot.
A compendium of references to Buddhists as found in Islamic literature is given in
Professor Calverley's article, "Sumaniyyah", in the Muslim World, v. 54 (1964),
pp. 200-202. Note also the information about the Buddhists in Fazlur Rahman's
article, "Barahima", and B. Carra de Vaux's article "Budd", both in the En-I-2.

2 Cf. M. Souissi's article, "cIlm al-handasa", in the En-I-2-Suppl., pp. 411-414.
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3. [Sound logical reasoning] is an obligation [in attaining an expe-
riential knowledge of God].

1. Sound logical reasoning yields knowledge

Sound logical reasoning yields knowledge in an absolute sense.
The Sumaniyah (vowelled S-u m-a) [Buddhists], an idol-worship-

ping people who hold the doctrine of metempsychosis [or, 'trans-
migration of souls'], deny absolutely this [doctrine of the value of
logical reasoning for the yield of knowledge].3 MS 31a

In addition, a group of geometricians have denied its applicabil-
ity in theology and metaphysics,4 asserting that the intended goal5

in those studies is to seize upon [as knowledge] what is most prefer-
able and most probable. But as for certainty in them [i.e., meta-
physics and theology, they say], there is no way [i.e., via logical
reasoning] to attain it. They do acknowledge its usefulness in arith-
metic and geometry.

Our position is that sound logical reasoning, that is, that conforms
to all its conditions, yields knowledge in an absolute sense, whether
in forming conceptions of what has been perceived, or in judgments
that assent to the conceptions being formed regarding either divine
realities or realities other than the divine. In regard to [the yield of
knowledge while] forming conceptions of what is perceived, what we
have to say goes along with what has already been presented [in
Chapter 2] on 'explanatory statements'. And in regard to [the yield
of knowledge] in the judgments that assent to the conceptions being
formed, [this yield is] in an absolute sense.

3 G. Monnot points out, however, that [belief in transmigration] is "a belief that
is common to all Indians and [is] not one distinctive of the Sumaniyya."

He goes on to explain that the Buddhists also were associated in the minds of
Muslim religious scholars with an attitude of "scepticism which 'limits certain knowl-
edge to perceptible knowledge'." The Muslim religious scholars believed this scepticism
ultimately led the Buddhists to deny "the value of speculative [i.e., logical] reason-
ing [nazar] and inference [istidlal]." Cf. Monnot's article "Sumaniyya" in En-I-2.

4 Taking 'theological' to include the 'metaphysical'. The Arabic term [ilahlyat]
per se apparently cannot be taken to refer only to the one or the other. The sec-
ular geometricians are no doubt thinking of metaphysical studies. Here Baydawi's
internal Book 2, "Realities Divine", deals with theological topics, while Book 1,
"Realities Possible", includes ontology and cosmology that are metaphysical topics,
and as possibles, they are fundamental to an understanding of the divine, but sub-
sidiary to it.

5 T, the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha read [maqsud], while L reads [maqsid].
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Since we know as an inherent necessity that if someone should
understand a) that there is a relationship of necessity between a given
factor and another,—as the necessity for the sun to have risen because
of the existing presence of the daylight,—and should understand fur-
ther bl) that truth exists in a given premise,—this being the exist-
ing presence of the daylight in our example,—or, b2) that truth is
nonexistent in a given conclusion,—this being the lack of a sun-
rise,—then [that person] would know from the former case (bl),—
that is, that truth would exist in a given premise, namely, that the
daylight is present,—that truth would be in the conclusion,—that is,
that the sun has risen,—and from the latter case (b2),—that is, that
truth would be nonexistent in a given conclusion, that is, the lack
of a sunrise,—[that person] would know that truth would be non-
existent in the premise—that is, the lack of daylight.

Moreover, [we know] that if someone should understand that the
universe is a possible reality, and that every possible reality has a
cause, then [that person] would know that the universe has a cause.

Thus, it is established that sound [logical] thinking [or, reasoning]
in regard to divine and metaphysical realities will yield knowledge,
because the second proof demonstration [of the two preceding]
L 62 deals with the divine and metaphysical, and it implies a refu-
tation of both schools.6

Baydawi said: L 62, T 28

Objections of the Buddhists

The argument of the Sumaniyah Buddhists has a number of points.7

a. Regarding knowledge that is obtained after T 29 logical rea-
soning: if it should be what is inherently necessary, then nothing
contrary to it would appear, and if it should be logically rational,
then what has been said would be said again of the conclusion of
this second stage of reasoning, and this implies that the argument
would be an infinite series.

b. Regarding the desired logical goal: if it should be something
already known, then there would be nothing to seek, and if it should

6 MS gl: I.e., the Buddhists and the geometricians.
7 Baydawi here summarizes F.D. Razi's statements in his Muhassal, pp. 41 f.
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not be something already known, then how would it be recognized
if it should be obtained?

c.8 The mind is not able to present two premises simultaneously,
for we find in our own experience that if we give our attention to
one premise then in this circumstance we excuse ourselves from giv-
ing attention to another, and a single premise is not productive.

Reply to the Buddhists

The reply to these [points] is as follows:
a.-a. Knowledge in this [first case]—[i.e., the conclusion of one's

own logical reasoning], and also in that [second case] [i.e., the con-
clusion obtained] by requiring that the two premises be together in
the special syllogism,—would be inherently necessary, and so the
appearance of error after sound logical reasoning would be pre-
vented.

b.-a. The two terms are both known, but their relationship is
ambiguous. The desired logical goal makes [the relationship] clear,
so when [the goal] is attained, [the relationship] is distinguished from
all else by its two terms.

c.-a. Indeed, the mind does present both [premises] together, just
as it presents both terms of the condition together, and it judges
whether the relationship between them is one of inherently neces-
sary cooperation or of inherent incompatibility.

Isfahani says: L 62, T 29, MS 31a

Objections of the Buddhists

The argument of the Sumaniyah Buddhists has a number of points
[as follows]:

a. If the knowledge obtained after logical reasoning should be
inherently necessary, then nothing contrary to it would appear; that
is, no error on its part would be evident, since error is prevented
for something inherently necessary. But there are many occasions
when some matter at variance with this doctrine is discovered, that
is, its error is made evident.

8 Baydawi tacitly drops Razi's point 3 [of the objectors' argument] as being an
unimportant variant of his point 2. Thus Baydawi's 'point 3' is Razi's fourth point.
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If it [i.e., the knowledge obtained] should be logically rational,
then this discussion would be repeated [and be applied] to the con-
clusion of the second stage of reasoning, whereupon argument in an
infinite series would be implicit.

An objection might be raised that a) on the assumption that the
knowledge obtained following logical reasoning would be logically
rational, and b) that the whole discussion would return [and be
applied] to the conclusion of the second stage of reasoning, the nec-
essary implication that the argument would be in an infinite series
would be prevented, because it is admissible that the conclusion of
the second stage of reasoning would be an inherent necessity.

The answer to this objection is that if the knowledge resulting fol-
lowing logical reasoning [i.e., in the first stage] should be logically
rational, then the implication would be that the conclusion of the
second stage of reasoning would be likewise; and if not, then it would
imply a passing of judgment and a specifying [of consequences] with-
out there being an agency to make the specifications, and in this
case, argument in an infinite series would be implicit.

Someone might object that to repeat this point9 against the point
mentioned by the author would not be proper: (a) because knowl-
edge resulting following logical reasoning would be the result of log-
ical reasoning, and the result of logical reasoning would itself be
logically rational, so to repeat it MS 31b would be unseemly; and
(b) because, if the knowledge resulting following logical reasoning
should be logically rational, then it would be the conclusion of the
logical reasoning that produced it, so it would not need a second
stage of logical reasoning such that the discussion [regarding the first
stage] would return [and be applied] to the conclusion of the sec-
ond stage of logical reasoning.

You should know that the Imam [Fakhr al-Din Razi] L 63 has
discussed this point10 in [his book] al-Muhassal in a way that noth-
ing that has been mentioned will refute.

[Imam Razi] said, [paraphrasing the argument of the Buddhists,
that their position was that] knowledge to the effect that conviction
is the result obtained following logical reasoning, is knowledge that
is not admissible [either] a) as being inherently necessary, because

MS gl: I.e., the first point in the argument of the Buddhists.
MS gl: I.e., the first point in the Buddhist argument.
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oftentimes some matter becomes manifest that is its contrary, nor b)
as being logically rational, otherwise, argument in an infinite series
would be implicit, and that would be impossible.11

Now, it may be that our author [Baydawi] meant this, but the
words he uses do not show it.

b. If the sought for goal should be something already known, then
there would be nothing to seek, because of the absurdity of seeking
what is already known, and because there would be no benefit in
seeking it; while, if it should not be something already known, and
if it should be attained, then how would it be known as the sought
for goal?12

c. The mind is unable to give attention to two premises together,
since we find of ourselves that when we turn the mind to one premise,
that will keep us at the moment from paying attention to another
premise; thus, what is present in our mind always is no more than
the knowledge of one premise, and a single premise does not pro-
duce a conclusion, by consensus.

Reply to the Buddhists

a.~a. The knowledge of the sought for goal (a) that results after
sound logical reasoning is inherently necessary; and the knowledge
of the sought for goal (b) that is obtained by using the two premises
upon the special syllogistic structure is also inherently necessary.

Baydawi's expression is, "If it should be what is inherently nec-
essary, then nothing contrary to it would appear"; that is, no error
in it would be found.

Our [Isfahani's] position is that inherent necessity in the logical
process is granted, and that rejection of the conclusion is prohibited;
thus, for error to appear after sound logical reasoning would be
impossible.

Someone might object that the preference of this alternative,
namely, that the knowledge that results following logical reasoning

11 The material paraphrased here by Isfahani is from F.D. Razi's Muhassal
pp. 41 ff.

12 L gl: This requires consideration, as the dispute is about the benefit or the
lack of benefit [in seeking the goal]. Our lack of knowledge that something was the
sought for goal does not imply there would be no benefit for the process of logi-
cal reasoning, because it is admissible that we would provide benefit for the logi-
cal process while we do not know what was the sought for goal.
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would be 'inherently necessary', is not fitting in the reply [for two
reasons]:

1. [It would not be fitting] because the knowledge that results
after logical reasoning is provided by logical reasoning, and what is
provided by logical reasoning would be logically rational.

It should not be said that Baydawi meant, by [knowledge of the
goal] being 'inherently necessary', that anyone who obtained knowl-
edge by means of the two premises upon the special syllogistic struc-
ture would obtain knowledge of the result as a matter of 'inherent
necessity', not that he would obtain it without 'logical reasoning'.

Our [Isfahani's] position is that, in such a case, the reply [i.e.,
Baydawi's reply to the first point of the Buddhists] would not have
fit the question, because 'the necessary' in the question is what is
placed opposite 'the logically rational', not 'the necessary' in this
[other] sense.13 It is on this account that he put 'logically rational'
as counterpart for that in the refutation. Moreover, [Baydawi's]
words, "and the appearance of error after [sound logical reasoning]
would be prevented", would not have been in order, for the denial
of the appearance of error after it is the conclusion to the 'neces-
sary' sense, which is correlative to 'logically rational', not to 'neces-
sary' in this [other] sense.14

2. [And, it would not be fitting] because then there would be
no occasion for him to say, "and knowledge [obtained] by requir-
ing the two premises to be together in the special syllogistic struc-
ture for it L 64 would be inherently necessary", in his reply [i.e.,
to the first point].

This is a full statement [of the reply] on the first point [of the
Buddhist argument] in accordance with what Baydawi's book plainly
indicates.

Now, the point the Imam [Fakhr al-Din Razi] has made is that
it is valid to say, "Knowledge that [a person's] belief consists in the
result obtained after logical reasoning is [itself] necessary knowledge."
For if the knowledge should be obtained by way of the two premises,
whether by necessity or by logical reasoning, and the knowledge is
by way of the special syllogistic structure [i.e., the syllogism], so that

13 MS gl: I.e., in the sense of there being no reflective counterpart [cadam al-
in'ikas].

14 MS gl: I.e., 'bound to happen' [wajib al-husul].
This gloss complements the previous one.
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convinced belief deriving from this sound logical reasoning would be
required, then it is obvious that this convinced belief is a knowledge
without further need for logical reasoning. The end result is that the
judgment, assenting to the fact that [a person's] belief consists in the
result obtained after sound logical reasoning, [itself] constitutes nec-
essary knowledge; and this is in spite of the fact that the subject of
this T 30 assenting judgment, namely, the belief resulting after
logical reasoning, is obtained by means of logical reasoning.

Baydawi's statement is, "If it should be inherently necessary, then. . .
no error on its part would be evident."15

Our [Isfahani's] position is that the appearance of error, after sound
logical reasoning, would be impossible.

In his book, al-Muhassal, the Imam [Razi], preferred [to take the
position] that the knowledge that belief is the result that follows after
logical reasoning, would be logically rational knowledge, and that
argument in an infinite series would not be a necessary consequence.
This is because the necessity of a given result would be from the
two premises, if [the result] should be inherently necessary and the
two premises should be inherently necessary, that is, convincingly
certain, and [the resulting necessity] would be so either directly or
by way of its nature. [Razi's] position being that necessary knowl-
edge comprised the fact that the conclusion from a necessary or cer-
tain [premise] would be necessary or certain, it would be obviously
necessary that the result [of such an argument] would be knowledge
having no dependence upon anything else; thus, there would be no
implication of the argument being in an infinite series.

In this restatement [of the problem] the Imam [Razi] preferred
the second alternative, namely, that [the knowledge in question]
would be logically rational, only because the judgment assenting to
this effect was a) dependent on the belief that resulted following log-
ical reasoning, because b) it was the subject in this judgment, and
[because] c) it was logically rational, and [thus,] whatever is based
upon the logically rational would be [itself] logically rational, in the
Imam's opinion.

In some of his books the Imam [Razi] preferred [to call the knowl-
edge in question] 'inherently necessary', in the sense that whoever

15 Isfahani quotes his own paraphrase, "no error on its part would be evident",
instead of Baydawi's original, "nothing contrary to it would appear."
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should attain these two [kinds of] knowledge [i.e., the 'necessary'
and the 'logically rational'] would be forced into being absolutely
certain that the result constituted knowledge.

b.^a. The two terms in the goal sought for [as the conclusion]
are both known, but the relationship between them is ambiguous;
that is, the relationship, whether affirmative or negative, is concep-
tual and the intellect has no certainty as to which of them is actu-
ally 'according to the hypothesis'.16

[Baydawi's] statement is, "If it should be something already known,
then there would be nothing to seek."

Our [Isfahani's] position is that if the goal sought for should be
already known, then on this point, seeking it would not be impos-
sible. This is because in that case, with regard to forming a con-
ception, the mind would be attentive17 L 65 and would seek to
acquire one of the two, that is, either an affirmative or negative
judgment according to the hypothesis.

[Baydawi's] expression is, "If it should be obtained, how would it
be recognized as the goal sought for?" MS 32b

Our [Isfahani's] position is that when the judgment, whether
affirmative or negative, is obtained according to the hypothesis, and
this would be the sought for goal, it would be distinguished from
anything else, and it would be known through the conception [held]
of the two terms that the result obtained would be the knowledge
that was the goal.

This is on the basis that [the Buddhists'] question, "If it should
be obtained, how would it be recognized as the goal sought for?"
would have no purpose at all, because the goal would be the knowl-
edge that is the conclusion of the logical reasoning, and it would be
the result obtained.18 [This would be true] even if the knowledge
that it was the goal should not be obtained, because knowledge that
is the conclusion of logical reasoning is not the same as knowledge
that it is the goal, and negation of the latter would not imply negation

16 According to the hypothesis [waqican cala' al-tacyin].
17 T reads: "attentive to it."
18 MS gl: As has been said, the conclusion need not be known from all stand-

points such as to imply the securing of the result; nor need it be unknown from
all aspects such as to imply a search for the absolutely unknown. Rather, it would
be known from one aspect and unknown from another, and it would be sought
from its unknown aspect.
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of the former. The reply has been specific only to the judgment of
assent, even if their proof has also included formation of a concept,
because the reply applicable to the formation of a concept had
already preceded.19

c.-a. The mind is able to call up the two premises together just
as it calls up the two terms of the conditional [syllogism], [and then]
it judges between them whether there is an inherent necessity in a
conjunctive [conditional premise] or there is an inherent incompat-
ibility in a disjunctive [conditional premise]. That proves the possi-
bility of bringing together the knowledge of two things at one time
in the mind, because the judgment that there is [present] either an
inherent necessity or an inherent incompatibility will depend upon
forming a conception of the two of them together, since it would
be impossible to judge whether there is an inherent necessity or an
inherent incompatibility between the two entities without forming a
conception of them together.

An objection might be raised to the effect that a judgment of
assent, it being the conclusion to [a process of] logical reasoning,
would be given only to a statement composed from two propositions
[as premises] each of which would comprise both a judgment and
a conception of it [i.e., as to type: conjunctive necessity/disjunctive
incompatibility]. It would not be sufficient to have [merely] a con-
ception of the two terms and a conception of the [type of] judg-
ment in arriving at a [concluding] proposition; rather, there must
be in [the conclusion] a judgment [as to the type of relationship
there is]. It should be known20 by obvious necessity that both judg-
ments could not possibly be arrived at in a single effort, even though
it would be possible to form a conception of them simultaneously.

In truth, it should be said that the process of thinking [itself] is
among the causes preparatory to attaining the sought for goal of
knowledge, and likewise the two premises. But there is no implicit
necessity that the preparatory causes should come all together at once;
rather it is admissible that they should come about one by one.

19 MS gl: In the section on definitions [i.e., explanatory statements]: Introduction,
Chapter 2.

20 L and T read, "it should be known by obvious necessity" [yu'lam bi-al-darurah],
i.e., a bit of irony is added to the argument. The MS and MS Garrett 989Ha read,
"We know . . ." [naclam].
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Baydawi said: L 65, T 30

Objections of the geometricians

The geometricians21 have presented an argument with two points.
a. An assenting judgment [to a [specific] proposition] is based

upon the formation of a [specific] concept, and, the essence of God
is neither intellectually comprehensible nor is it an admissible object
of intellectual activity, (as we shall be discussing in Book Two); there-
fore, no predicating judgment may be made concerning [the essence
of God].

b. The entity nearest a man is his own [soul's] identity to which
he refers when he says, "I." In the studies made about the [rational]
soul you will see many differences [of doctrine], as to what it is, and
as to its mode of being. So what would you guess as to how far it
[i.e., God's essence] might be from [human efforts in] estimating
[what it is] and in comprehending it?

Reply to the geometricians

a.-a. The reply to the first point L 66 is, that an assenting
judgment depends upon a conception of both terms [of a proposi-
tion] in a subjective manner of speaking, and the essence of God
Most High is likewise.

b.-a. Their second point is an indication of the difficulty of this
[topic of the productivity of logical reasoning in theology and meta-
physics] . There is no doubt about that fact, since the power of esti-
mation associates closely with the intellect in its use of sources, and

21 On the translation of [muhandisun] as 'geometricians' see the article, '"Ilm
al-handasa" in the En-I-2-Suppl. p. 411, by M. Souissi.

Tahanawi, (fl. 18th century, and probably quoting from Isfahani) said:
The first group who denied the validity of sound logical reasoning in an absolute
sense were the Sumaniyah, related to Sumanat [a medieval coastal city on the
Kathiawar peninsula of India]. They were a people who worshiped idols, who
affirmed the doctrine of metempsychosis, and who held that there was no way
to knowledge except by means of sense perception. The second group were
the geometricians, who held that logical reasoning produced knowledge in the
mathematical and arithmetical sciences but not in the theological [and meta-
physical] sciences, and that the utmost benefit from it would be in speculation
and in making a preference, [from Kashshaj Istilahat al-Funun = Dictionary of
Technical Terms in the Sciences of the A/wra/mam/Muhammad cAli al-Tahanawi; ed.
by A. Sprenger and W. Nassau Lees. Calcutta: 1853-1862. p. 1390.]
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what is false will have a resemblance to what is true in the intel-
lect's investigations. For that reason opinions have differed and pas-
sions have clashed on this topic. The early Muslim thinkers forbade
all but a few intelligent scholars from taking it up; rather, the dis-
cussion was about its impossibility.

Isfahani says: L 66, T 30, MS 32b

Objections of the geometricians

The geometricians, who deny that the process of logical thought can
provide any knowledge in theology and metaphysics, have presented
an argument with two points.

a. If the thought process should provide knowledge in theology
and metaphysics then the result following the thought process would
be knowledge of a given entity's relationship to the essence of God
Most High.

But the conclusion is false, so the premise is likewise. The inher-
ent necessity of the logic here is obvious. The falsity of the conclu-
sion is in the fact that knowledge of a given entity's relationship to
the essence of God Most High would be an assenting judgment.
Now, an assenting judgment is dependent upon 1) a conception being
formed of both 2a) a subject [of which some descriptive information
is then predicated] and 2b) the predicate [i.e., the informing descrip-
tion] ,22 since it would be impossible to have knowledge of one entity's
relationship to another without some conception of each of them.
Thus, if MS 33a knowledge of the relationship of a given entity
to the essence of God Most High should be attained, then the essence
of God would be something conceivable. But the essence of God is
not conceivable, indeed, it is neither T 31 intellectually compre-
hensible nor is it admissible as the object of intellectual activity (as
we shall be discussing in Book Two on Realities Divine). And there-
fore, the essence of God Most High may not be a subject of which
something is predicated.23

b. The second [point of their argument] is that the entity most
apparent to a man and the nearest to him is his own [soul's] iden-

22 [al-tasdrq mawquf cala3 tasawwur al-mahkum calayhi wa-bihi].
23 Reading with L, the MS* and MS Garrett 989Ha: [mahkuman calayhi]. T

differs: [mahkuman 'alayhi wa-bihi]: Baydawi's position is opposed; see p. 20 above.
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tity, to which every single person refers when he says, "I", and that
logical reasoning does not provide knowledge of [this self-identity],
since, if it should have been productive of knowledge concerning it,
then intelligent people would not have differed over it.

But the conclusion is false, and [the invalidity of] the inherent
necessity [in their argument] is obvious. The conclusion is false
because, as you see, in the studies made of the soul there are many
differences concerning what the soul is and the mode of its being.24'25

1. Some [scholars] hold that the soul is identical to this sen-
sate bodily frame. Many of the Muctazilah and a group of the
Ashacirah took this position.

2. Some hold that the soul consists of subtle bodies made of
light that flow about in this sensate bodily frame as does rose water
in roses and as fire does in coals. That which flows about is what
is addressed, rewarded and punished; it is what preserves the sen-
sate bodily frame from being penetrated by corruption, and when
it takes its leave [the body] collapses and decomposes. The Imam
al-Haramayn [al-Juwayni] was inclined to favor this doctrine, along
with a great cluster of early scholars.

3. Some hold that the soul is an indivisible atom in the heart,
and this doctrine is attributed L 67 to al-Nazzam26 and Ibn al-
Rawandi.27

4. Some hold that the soul is a blend; thus, as long as the
body maintains that blend that belongs to it in accordance with its
species it is protected from corruption, but if it moves out of that
degree of balance, then the blend is nullified and the body collapses
and decomposes. This is the doctrine of the ancient physicians.

24 MS glosses: 1. I.e., [Is it] a body or corporeal entity, or [is it] a transcendent
incorporeal entity. 2. I.e., [Is it] eternal, temporally originated, or ephemeral?

25 The Geometricians' argument concludes with the last paragraph here. Isfahani
appears to have interpolated the following five brief paragraphs on the various
notions about the soul. The main study on the body and on the soul comes later
in Book 1, Section 3, Chapters 1 and 2.

26 Ibrahim ibn Sayyar al-Nazzam, d. between 220/835 and 230/845, early
Mu'tazilah theologian. The attribution to Nazzam here is mistaken as he did not
believe in atomism.

Cf. the article on him by Josef van Ess in En-I-2, v. 7, p. 1057.
27 Ahmad ibn Yahya Ibn al-Rawandi, died probably about middle of 4th/10th

century. He was a Mu'tazilah theologian, as well as being a free thinker at least
for a time. Cf. the article on him by Paul Kraus and G. Vajda in En-I-2, v. 3.
pp. 905 f.
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5. Some hold that 'soul' is an expression for the 'rational soul'.
This is a transcendent incorporeal substance MS 33b that neither
occupies space nor inheres in what occupies space. [It is] the man-
ager of this sensate bodily frame and its maintainer, it has under-
standing and is addressed, rewarded and punished. The Muslim
investigative scholars among the philosophers arrived at this doc-
trine, and it is the choice of the Imam al-Ghazali and most of the
Sufi masters of mystical revelations.

Now, if that is mankind's situation regarding what is most appar-
ent to him and nearest to him, then what would you guess [the case
would be] regarding what is most remote from [his powers of] esti-
mation and intellectual understanding, namely, the essence of God
Most High, so far removed in holiness from any circumscription of
Him by the [human] intellect or any perception of Him by [the
human power of] estimation?

Reply to the geometricians

a.-a. In reply to the first point [of their argument it should be
said] that any judgment of assent [to a proposition] would be depend-
ent upon a conception being formed of the two terms [of the propo-
sition] in some manner subjectively; [it would] not [depend] upon
a conception of the two terms in their real natures. The essence of
God Most High is likewise, that is, it is conceived in some manner
subjectively.28 Thus, it would be admissible that an assenting judg-
ment, regarding the relationship of some entity to Him, should be
realized [as a formulation], and therefore, it would be valid for log-
ical reasoning [applied] in theology and metaphysics to be produc-
tive of knowledge.

b.-a. Replying to their second point, the difference among think-
ing people in their studies about the soul does not necessarily mean
that logical reasoning would be unproductive of knowledge [in this
field]. This is because it is admissible that the difference among them
would be due to the fact that their procedure lacked sound logical
reasoning, and that fact [would be] due to their confusion with some
of the conditions to be considered in sound logical reasoning.

28 MS gl: I.e., by properties specifically His prerogative [bi-khawassihi], namely,
His being Creator of the heavens and the earth.
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What you [geometricians] have set forth [in argument] does not
prove that [attaining] knowledge from logical reasoning would be
impossible in theology and metaphysics. Rather, it indicates the
difficulty of attaining knowledge by logical reasoning in theology and
metaphysics.

And there is no doubt about its difficulty, since the power of esti-
mation associates closely with29 the intellect in its use of sources.
Indeed, the sources used by the intellect in theological and meta-
physical problems are from the natural sciences that are perceived
by the power of estimation. Thus, the power of estimation associ-
ates closely, that is, it mingles in, with the intellect in its use of
sources, namely, the natural sciences, and so what is false will have
some resemblance to what is true in its [i.e., the intellect's] investi-
gations.30 Thus, the predicating decision made by the power of esti-
mation regarding things that are not objects of the senses would be
false, while it resembles the truth. Indeed, it passes the same judg-
ment [of predication] about non-sensate objects that it passes about
sensate objects, as being [a judgment] analogous to it.

Because the estimative power associates closely with the intellect
in the use of its sources, and [because] what is false has some resem-
blance to what is true in the intellect's investigations, opinions have
differed in the field of theological and metaphysical research and
passions have clashed. The early Muslim thinkers forbade any research
discussion [using logical reasoning] MS 34a in the field of the
theology and metaphysics except to a few L 69 intelligent schol-
ars who had a clear conviction of their religion and would not devi-
ate from it by any ambiguous statement.

Baydawi said: L 68, T 31

Corollaries to the yield of knowledge

a. Sound logical reasoning prepares the mind, and the result comes
in upon the mind just afterwards, as an ordinary event according to
Shaykh Abu al-Hasan al-Ashcari, but as a necessary event accord-
ing to the philosophers.31

29 MS gl: I.e., it mingles in with [yukhalit] [the intellect].
30 3 glosses: 1) I.e., the predicating judgments that are made [mahmulat]. 2) I.e.,

in its goals. 3) I.e., in the intellect's studies of theological knowledge.
31 F.D. Razi discusses this point on pp. 47:14 f. of his Muhassal.
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The Muctazilah take the position that logical reasoning generates
this result in the mind, the meaning of 'generation' being that the
existence of a given thing would render necessary the existence of
another thing, as in the case of the movement of the hand and [the
movement] of a key.32 But the weakness of this position is made
clear when it is shown that all the realities possible are ultimately
based on God Most High for their origin.33

b. The nearest [way] to a real truth is that following the presen-
tation of the two premises strict attention must be paid to the syllog-
istic arrangement and structure that will characterize them, otherwise,
the syllogistic figures would not differ from each other in how they
clarify or obscure the issue.

c. The commonly held view is that invalid logical reasoning does
not necessarily produce foolish ignorance, while some others hold
the opposite.34 In truth, if the invalid reasoning should be confined
to a [specific] matter, then it would necessarily [produce falsehood],
but not otherwise.

Isfahani says: L 68, T 31, MS 34a

Corollaries to the yield of knowledge

When Baydawi was explaining that sound logical reasoning produces
knowledge, he set up [in his outline] three corollaries to this fact.

a. Sound logical reasoning prepares the mind35 to receive the result
[of the reasoning] from its principal source.36 The result [attained]
comes in upon it [i.e., the mind] following sound logical reasoning
in the manner of a customary, ordinary event,37 according to Shaykh

32 The Mu'tazilah, as an early and continuing important school of thought within
the Islamic community, are the most thoroughgoing rationalists in their discourse
and in their doctrines. They are considered "unorthodox" and are contrasted pri-
marily with the Sunni or, "orthodox", Ashacirah.

33 Baydawi is paraphrasing material in Razi's Muhassal, p. 48.
34 Razi mentions this view in his Muhassal, p. 49:1. Ibn Sina also made parallel

statements, as in his Isharat, Pt. 1, Logic (English translation by S. Inati) p. 99:
31-33: "It is not a condition of the proposition with which the logician is con-
cerned that it be true. Sometimes he is also concerned with that which is nothing
but false." Cf. also on p. 130, note 9, pp. 131:4 f.

35 MS gl: The mind is a power of the soul that is made ready to acquire opinions.
36 MS gl: What is meant by 'its principal source' is God.
37 'Custom', [or, some ordinary event] is a voluntary action that tends to con-

tinue taking place, although its opposite is not impossible. God can create it as
something logical and without a change, as well as the converse of this.
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Abu al-Hasan al-Ashcari, that is, sound logical reasoning is followed
by knowledge because the normal sequence of things makes that an
ordinary event, just as the feeling of appetite satisfaction occurs after
eating without it being an obligatory [sequence]; while [it happens]
in the manner of something obligatory according to the philosophers.
That is, sound logical reasoning prepares the mind, and the result
[of the reasoning] comes in upon it following this action in the man-
ner of something obligatory. This is the doctrine preferred by the
Imam al-Haramayn [al-Juwayni], and it is the most valid doctrine
according to the Imam [Razi].

The Muctazilah hold that sound logical reasoning generates a re-
sulting inference in the mind, T 32 'generation' meaning that the
existence of a given thing renders necessary the existence of another
thing. They held that an act that issues from an agent without any-
thing intermediary is 'direct action', while that with something inter-
mediary is 'generation', as in the movement of a hand and a key.
The movement of the key is by the intermediation of the movement
of the hand, so it is by 'generation'; and a resulting inference is gen-
erated by one who reasons logically by the intermediation of [for-
mal syllogistic] logical reasoning.

The Asha'irah have argued that knowledge temporally originated
in a [syllogistic] resulting inference would be a possible entity—God
being omnipotent over all possible realities and the divine agent for
all of them—and one that would begin with free choice; and thus,
knowledge that would issue from Him38 by way of a [syllogistic]
resulting inference would not be a religious obligation, but rather,
an event of ordinary custom.

An objection could be raised that the coming of knowledge by
free choice would not exclude [the element of] obligation absolutely,
L 69 but rather, it would exclude any obligation that would be
apart from free choice; and it is admissible that an effect issuing
from the agent by [His] free choice should come as an obligation
by [His] free choice.

Since the Mu'tazilah believed that the actions of living beings
should be ascribed to [the beings] themselves, and since they ascribed
knowledge to a person reasoning logically by the intermediation of

38 The MS codes the antecedent of the pronominal suffix as God. However, the
context, as well as the following sentence, amplifies the concept to show that knowl-
edge begins and is generated by the free choice of God.
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[formal syllogistic] logic, they judged that it was by 'generation'. But
the proof of the falsity of the 'generation' doctrine is that knowledge
by way of a [syllogistic] resulting inference is in itself a possible
entity, and thus, it would be an object of the power of God Most
High and there would be no possibility of its happening by anything
other than His power.

The proof that knowledge, attained MS 34b from a resulting
inference following upon sound logical reasoning, would be some-
thing necessary is that, as long as the knowledge is attained by means
of the two premises that include the conditions for [its] production,
knowledge by way of the resulting inference would be inherently
necessary, equally whether it is postulated as being something ordi-
nary or not.

Indeed, if someone should understand that the universe is change-
able and that whatever is changeable is a possible reality, [then that
person], with the presence of these two facts together in mind, would
find it impossible not to know that the universe is a possible real-
ity, and one's knowledge of this impossibility would be inherently
necessary [knowledge].

b. Shaykh Abu cAli Ibn Sina asserted39 that the presence of the
two premises in the mind, meaning the minor and major premises,
would not be sufficient to know how the major term should be
related to the minor term. But rather, after the two premises are
present there would have to be another factor, namely, an [overall]
comprehension of how to rank the particular premise under the uni-
versal premise, that is, knowledge that the minor term is ranked
below the major term. If this [additional] knowledge should be
excluded, meaning a knowledge of the relative ranking, then knowl-
edge of the resulting inference [from the logical process] would not
be attained.

It would be as when a certain animal is known to be a she-mule
and it is also known that every she-mule is sterile, then while know-
ing this universal premise one should see a she-mule with a dis-
tended abdomen and should assume that it was pregnant, because
one had no [overall] comprehension that [the case of] this mule
should be ranked subordinately to our proposition that every she-

39 F.D. Razi, in his Muhassal, pp. 49:9 ff. relates this material of Ibn Sina. The
reasoning is different from that which deals with false premises in a valid or invalid
syllogism.
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mule is sterile, and this40 [assertion of his] is true. The Imam [Razi]
held that this [reasoning] would be weak,41 since the subordination
of one of the two premises under the other could have [one of the
two following meanings]:

1. The subordination would constitute some known factor other
than these two premises, and in this case there would have to be
another premise for the production of a result; and so the discus-
sion of how it would be articulated with the first two premises would
be the same as the discussion of how to articulate the first two, and
that would lead to an endless consideration of [additional] premises.

2. Or, the subordination would not constitute some known fac-
tor different from the two premises, and in this case it would be
impossible for it to be a condition for the production of a result,
because the condition is distinct from what is conditioned, and here
there would be no distinction at all, so there would be no condition
at all.

As for the story of the she-mule, that case would be possible only
if what is present in the mind would be only one of the two premises,
L 70 either the minor premise or the major premise; however, if
the two [premises] should both meet in the mind, then we would
not grant the possibility of there being any doubt as to the result.

An objection might be raised that the first alternative [of Imam
Razi] would be preferable, this being that the subordination of one
MS 35a of the two premises under the other would constitute a
known factor distinct from the two premises.

Razi's statement here is that if that should be the case then it
would constitute another premise.

Our position is that if you42 mean by its being another premise
that the production of a result would depend upon it,43 then that
would be granted, but the implication of that fact is not that it [i.e.,
the new premise] would have need to be articulated with the two

40 MS gl: I.e., the Shaykh [Ibn Sina's] assertion that another truth should be
applied to the present fact.

41 I.e., having comprehension is not a condition by which sound logical reason-
ing provides knowledge.

42 Presumably a colleague disputant who reminds the speaker of Imam Razi's
contribution.

43 MS gl: I.e., [if] a knowledge of the subordination [between premises] would
mean the conception of it, and the production [of a result] would depend on this
[conception], then that is granted.
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original premises, but rather that there must be proof [of such a
need].

But if you mean by your statement that it is another premise that
it would be a premise related to one of the two [original] premises
as a minor premise would be related to a major premise, or the
reverse, so that it would have need for an articulation to be made
between the two of them and for the subordination of one of them
to the other, then that would not be allowable.

Now, in the story of the she-mule, the Shaykh [Abu cAli Ibn Sina]
could say that if there should be no knowledge that [the case of]
this she-mule would come under our proposition that every she-mule
is sterile, then there would be no knowledge that this she-mule would
be sterile. And you should know that what the Shaykh had stated
would be understood as true by inherent necessity. Indeed, the fact
that the minor premise is subordinated to the major premise is some-
thing one must certainly know in order to gain knowledge by way
of a resulting inference.

Whether there is any possibility that knowledge by means of the
two premises can be obtained without knowing this [other basic fact]
[i.e., that subordination of the minor to the major is required] is a
matter of current debate.

The Shaykh [Ibn Sina] did not tell the story of the she-mule as
being a proof for the goal of his logic, but he brought it in only by
way of an example, so any objection that would prohibit [his logic]
would [really] be an objection to the example.

Our author Baydawi's statement, "The nearest [way to a real
truth] is that following the presentation of the two premises strict
attention must be paid to the syllogistic arrangement and structure
that will characterize them, otherwise",—that is, after the presenta-
tion of the two premises, if the production of a resulting inference
should not depend on paying strict attention to the syllogistic arrange-
ment and structure that will characterize them,—"the four syllogis-
tic figures would not differ from each other in how they clarify or
obscure the issue", is a reference to the fact that what the Shaykh
[Ibn Sina] had set forth [for emphasis] was correct.

c. The commonly held view is that invalid logical reasoning,—
that is, [reasoning] in which one of its two parts, the material content,44

44 Reading with the MS and MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486, [al-maddah aw al-surah].
L, T, and MS Garrett 989Ha read, [al-maddah wa-al-surah].
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or the form [of it], or both of these, is false, that is, does not include
the conditions that should be regarded in the production of a result-
ing inference in respect of the content or the form or both of these,—
will not necessarily produce [as conclusion] the foolish ignorance that
is the opposite of knowledge and that decisively marks the resulting
inference as false in fact. There are others who hold the contrary
of this, namely, that invalid logical reasoning MS 35b will nec-
essarily produce foolish ignorance that is the opposite T 33 of
knowledge.

The Imam [Razi] has said, and I [Isfahani] hold it to be true,
that if someone should believe45 that the universe is eternal and that
everything eternal is independent of the Effective Cause [i.e., God],
L 71 these two pieces of foolish ignorance being together [in the
mind], then it would be impossible not to believe that the universe
is independent of the Effective Cause, this [resulting inference] being
a piece of foolish ignorance. And whoever holds that invalid logical
reasoning does not necessarily result in foolish ignorance will argue
[also] that if invalid logic were to produce foolish ignorance neces-
sarily, then logic that was valid but in the form of the corrupt would
produce foolish ignorance.

But the Imam [Razi] replied that the counterobjection to that
[reasoning] would be that if the logic in a proof demonstration should
provide knowledge, then corrupt logic in a valid proof demonstra-
tion would provide knowledge. So, if in that situation46 belief in the
truth of those premises should be set up as a condition for the pro-
vision [of knowledge], then our reply to what they had said47 would
be to say that if valid logic should be in the form of what is cor-
rupt, then only in that situation it would not produce foolish igno-
rance, because it had forfeited the condition of its producing foolish
ignorance, one condition of its producing foolish ignorance being
belief in the truth of those premises.

Our author, [Baydawi], stated that the truth of the matter is:
1. if the corruption [in logic] should be confined to the sub-

ject matter [of the premises], then the corrupt logic would neces-
sarily produce foolish ignorance. This is because when falsehood is

45 Isfahani here follows closely Razi's material in Muhassal, pp. 49:2 ff.
46 MS gl: I.e., in [a situation of] corrupt logic.
47 At this point Isfahani gives a full explanation of Razi's brief words.
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confined to the subject matter then the syllogism necessarily produces
it in the resulting inference, as you have learned that a syllogism
the premises of which consist of falsehood will necessarily produce
[falsehood] as the resulting inference, and that fact is like the exam-
ple set forth by the Imam Razi.48 And,

2. if the corruption should be confined to the [syllogistic] form,
or, includes both the syllogistic form and the subject matter, then
the resulting inference will not require the exclusion of whatever
validity [the resulting inference] has, since the agency making the
requirement is the syllogistic format.

Baydawi said: L 71, T 33

2. Sound logical reasoning is sufficient for knowledge of God

Sound logical reasoning is sufficient for knowledge of God, and there
is no need here for a teacher, [the principles] we have set forth
being a proof demonstration of its truth.

The Ismaciliyah present an [opposing] argument with the follow-
ing points.

a. Contradiction and disputation persist among thinking people in
this matter, and so if the intellect were sufficient then that would
not be the case.

b. Moreover, man does not find it a trifling matter to achieve
mastery of the least demanding of the sciences, and so how [will it
be] with the most difficult?

a.—a. The reply to the first point is that if [thinking people] had
used sound logic then that situation would not have befallen them.

b.-a. The difficulty [of mastering the sciences] is granted; and
there is no doubt that if there had been a teacher to instruct [mankind]
in the first principles [of knowledge] and in the building of rational
arguments, as well as in removing doubts and specious argument,
then it would have been more agreeable. However, the disputation
is only about the impossibility [of the enterprise].

MS gl: Of the category [min anna], 'That the universe is eternal'.
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Isfahani says: L 71, T 33, MS 35b

2. Sound logical reasoning is sufficient for knowledge of God

There is no need here for a teacher, a proof demonstration of this
fact being the principles we have set forth, namely, that if a rational
man should understand that the universe is a possible reality and
that everything possible has a cause, then he will know that the uni-
verse has a cause, equally whether a teacher is present or not.

This is contrary to the Isma'iliyah, who hold that it is a [divinely
imposed] obligation L 72 [upon believers] to appoint a supreme
leader. They consider that it would be impossible for any [single]
period of time to pass without there being a blameless supreme
leader,49 MS 36a one who would lead [all human] creation to an
experiential knowledge of God Most High, who would teach them
the way of deliverance,50 and who would direct them to good things
and warn them against evil things.

They teach that there is no possibility of experiential knowledge
of God Most High unless it is by the word of an infallible teacher,
and for that reason they are called the 'Taclimiyah'.51 Then they are
divided into two sects. One sect holds that the intellect provides no
guidance at all to the knowledge of God, but is wholly withdrawn
from theological subjects.

The other sect holds that the intellect is not wholly withdrawn
from studying theological matters but it has no independent knowl-
edge; rather, it must have a supreme leader to direct it to the [various]
points of proof, to advise it in rejecting specious argument,52 and to
remove doubts. The relationship of the leader's intellect to the intel-
lects of the people is [like] the relationship of the sun to [human]
sight. Just as human sight is unable to perceive objects of vision in
the dark, but when the sun has risen human sight is strengthened

49 MS gl: [I.e., blameless] of error, as was the Prophet.
50 I.e., from the Fire. Cf. Qur'an 40:41.
51 Cf. the article, "Hasan-i Sabbah", by M.G.S. Hodgson in the En-I-2, v. 3, at

p. 254a: "He [Hasan-i Sabbah, early Isma'ili leader] expounded in Persian an
intensely logical form of the Shi'i doctrine of [ta'lim], that one must accept absolute
authority in religious faith; this form of the doctrine became central to the Nizari
teaching of the time and greately affected al-Ghazali."

52 Reading with the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha. L: [shubsubah], apparently a
scribal error; T: [shubah] with the plural.
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by the light of the sun and is made capable of perceiving objects of
vision, likewise human intellects fall short of apprehending divine
realities, but when the supreme leader is present human intellects
are strengthened by the leader's intellect and are thus made capa-
ble of apprehending such realities.

The Ismaciliyah have presented an argument having two main
points to the effect that sound logical reasoning is not sufficient for
experiential knowledge of God Most High, but rather that there must
be a teacher.

a. Contradiction and disputation, that is, debate, is continuous
among thinking people on theological subjects; and if the intellect
were sufficient in that regard then that would not be the case, that
is, there would not be continuous contradiction and disputation
among thinking people in that regard.

But the conclusion is certainly false, so the premise is likewise;
therefore, there must be another authority [in the matter], other
than the intellect, and this would be the supreme and infallible leader.

b. Man by himself does not find it a trifling matter to achieve
mastery in the least demanding of the sciences, such as weaving,
sewing, grammar and astrology, but rather there must be a teacher
to guide him. Now, if that is their situation in the least demanding
of the sciences, then what do you suppose it would be in the most
difficult of them, namely, experiential knowledge of God Most High,
His attributes and His judgments?

a.-a. The reply to the first point is that thinking people MS 36b
did not use sound logic, for if they had used sound logic then con-
tinuous contradiction and disputation would not have befallen them.

b.-a. The reply to the second point is that there is no disagree-
ment as to the difficulty, because the difficulty is granted. And there
is no doubt that if there had been a teacher who would instruct
[mankind] in the first principles [of knowledge] from which rational
arguments are composed, who would instruct [mankind] in the [skill
of making] the rational arguments and who would remove doubts
and specious arguments, then it would have been more agreeable
and simple. L 73 The disagreement is only about the impossibil-
ity [of the enterprise],53 but what you opponents have set forth [as
argument] does not prove its impossibility.

53 MS gl: I.e., the impossibility of achieving an experiential knowledge of God
without a teacher.
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Baydawi said: L 73, T 33

3. Sound logical reasoning is obligatory for knowledge of God

[God] has made sound logical reasoning an obligation in [seeking]
an experiential knowledge of [Himself the] Most High.

It is an obligation, and our position is in accordance with the
statement of [God] Most High,

"Tell [the people], 'Observe everything in the heavens and the
earth'" [Q 10:101] and similar verses.

With the Muctazilah [it is an obligation] because [to have] expe-
riential knowledge [of God] is a duty on rational grounds: but [such
knowledge] is not attainable except by [sound] logical reasoning, and
anything whatever—without which an obligation would not be fulfilled
in an absolute sense—itself becomes an obligation.

An objection may be raised against this [argument of theirs] as
follows:

a. it is founded T 74
1. upon a judgment of intellectual reason,—and a discussion

of that point will be forthcoming;54 and
2. [upon] the impossibility of a personal knowledge [of God]

by any other method than [reason], and
3. [upon] the impossibility of imposing as a religious obliga-

tion what is an impossibility in itself,—and both of these [latter two]
would be forbidden; and

b. the statement of Him the Most High,
"We have never brought on punishment until after we have sent

a messenger", [Q 17:15] both
1. excludes any obligation that is prior to the mission [of the

prophets] in order to exclude its necessity, and
2. proves that the obligation is derived only from the religious

law.
An objection [from the Mu'tazilah side] is raised saying that if

the obligation should be from the religious law then it would imply
that the prophets should be silenced. Indeed, a person who is under
religious obligation [i.e., in a religious community] will not undertake

54 That is, it is a case of 'begging the question', i.e., the premises are very sim-
ilar to the conclusion.
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to reason logically as long as he does not know of the obligation to
do so, and he will not understand the obligation of it as long as he
will not reason logically [about it].

Our position is that if [logical reasoning] had been made to be
an obligation through intellectual reason, then [the prophets] would
also have been silenced [as needless]. This is because the obligation
to use [sound] logical reasoning is not one of inherent necessity,
since it rests upon premises [all of] which themselves require pre-
cise logical steps [to formulate].

Isfahani says: L 73, T 74, MS 36b

3. Sound logical reasoning is obligatory for knowledge of God

You should understand that people have differed concerning the
obligation to have experiential knowledge of God Most High.

The Hashwiyah school,55 who teach that religion is to be taken
from the Book and the Tradition [of the Prophet], took the posi-
tion that an experiential knowledge of God is not something oblig-
atory, but rather what is obligatory is a right belief that corresponds
to real fact.

The majority of the Muslims took the position that experiential
knowledge of God Most High is obligatory. Then these people divided
into two groups, one group teaching that the [right] way to the
knowledge of God was only through spiritual exercise and inner
purification, this being the doctrine of those who are Sufis and mem-
bers of a Path [tarlqah]. The [other] group held that the [right]
way to the knowledge of God is only by logical reasoning, this being
the teaching of the Ashacirah and the Mu'tazilah.

Thus the Asha'irah and the Muctazilah have agreed both on the
fact that the experiential knowledge of God is obligatory, and [on
the fact] that logical reasoning is the [right] way to this [knowledge]
and is also obligatory. Then they differed, the Asha'irah having taken
the position that the obligation of logical reasoning is derived from
the religious law, and the Mu'tazilah taking the position that it is
derived from reason. Now let us return to the text.

55 L gl: [People] called them the Hashwiyah because they held that reason is
only to be discarded from one's obligation of experiential knowledge of God as so
much excessive [verbal] stuffing [hashwan].
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Our position is that logical reasoning in the experiential knowl-
edge of God Most High is a religious obligation by consensus among
both our Asha'irah colleagues and the Mu'tazilah. With our [Ashacirah]
colleagues [this obligation] is derived from the religious law, in accor-
dance with the statement of Him the Most High,

"Tell [the people], 'Observe everything in the heavens and the
earth'" [Q 10:101] and similar statements, such as His word,

"Is it perhaps that they have not observed everything in the divine
government of the heavens and the earth?" [Q 7:185]

With the Mu'tazila [the obligation to use logical reasoning in the
experiential knowledge of God] is derived from intellectual reason,
because the knowledge of God is itself an obligation [based] on ratio-
nal grounds.

Now, this is due to the fact that thankfulness to God is something
L 74 rationally obligatory, since His favors to mankind as His crea-
tures are manifold,—God has said,

"And He has generously bestowed upon you His favors both of
an outward material nature and of an inward spiritual nature", [Q
31:20]—and an act of giving thanks to Him as the source of all
favors would be a rationally obligatory act, since driving away fear
from the soul is rationally obligatory and by giving thanks fear is
driven away MS 37a from one's soul. Thus, giving thanks to God
Most High would be rationally obligatory, and giving thanks to God
is based upon an experiential knowledge of God. Therefore, an expe-
riential knowledge of God Most High is an obligation [based] on
rational grounds.

But it is unattainable except through [sound] logical reasoning.56

Now, if there should be any factor whatsoever, without which an
absolute obligation,57—that is, what is obligatory in every circumstance,

56 MS gl: I.e., the knowledge of God is not fulfilled except by [sound] logical
reasoning. This is because it is necessarily not intuitive knowledge, and it cannot
be attained by way of what has been traditionally heard [as authority], otherwise,
a circular argument would be implicit; therefore, logical reasoning is indicated [as
the necessary method].

07 MS glosses: 1. This being the knowledge of God.
2. An 'absolute obligation' is anything the obligation of which does not rest upon

the existence of some antecedent premise.
3. This definition is not wholly inclusive as there can be no judgmental assent

[tasdfq] to its being applied to the prayer-rite, because the obligation to this [rite]
is dependent upon the existence of an antecedent premise, as faith, for instance.
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and [even] as a decee,58—cannot be fulfilled, then that factor59 would
be an obligation on rational grounds.

By using the term, 'absolute', he [Baydawi] avoided anything that
would be subject to restriction such as the alms tax, as that is an
obligation subject to the restriction of whether [or not a person's]
income is above the minimum taxable level, and it ceases to be an
obligation when there is no income [above this] minimum taxable
level.

And by using the phrase, 'and [even] as a decree', he avoided an
absolute obligation that could not be fulfilled except by some factor
that [in itself] would not have been decreed by the One who pre-
scribes a religious obligation. And if that factor, without which an
obligation cannot be fulfilled, should not have been decreed by the
One who prescribes religious obligation, then the duty of perform-
ing an obligatory act would not be [this factor's] requirement.60 If
it were otherwise, there would be an implicit imposition of some-
thing intolerable as a religious obligation.

An objection has been raised against this proof [of the Muctazilah],
in that it is based

a. upon a judgment made by intellectual reason to the effect that
the experiential knowledge of God is an obligation [justifiable by]
intellectual reason.

[Isfahani replies] that there will be a discussion of the fact that
the judgment of the reason is corrupt, but rather that the agency of
judgment is the religious law.61

b. [Further, their argument is based] upon the impossibility of
personal knowledge [of God] without logical reasoning;

[Isfahani replies] that if personal knowledge [of God]62 should be
possible without logical reasoning then logical reasoning would not
be rationally obligatory; but the fact is, for the personal knowledge
of God to be an impossibility without [sound] logical reasoning is
itself not an allowable [proposition]. Moreover, what would be the

58 MS gl: [I.e.], of the One who prescribes a religious obligation.
59 Ms gl: [I.e.], logical reasoning.
60 The 'factor' as antecedent of this relative pronoun is so coded in the MS.
61 MS gl: I.e., rather, the religious law is the agency for judgment upon the oblig-

ation of a knowledge of God, and moreover, the religious law is the agency for
judgment upon the impossibility of personal knowledge [of God] without [sound]
logical reasoning.

62 MS gl: [I.e.], inquiry [istifham].
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proof of its impossibility? And why would it not be admissible to
secure the knowledge of God Most High through an infallible teacher
guide, as is the opinion of the Ismaciliyah, or through general inspi-
ration, as is the opinion of the [Buddhist] philosophers of India, or
through inner purification, as is the opinion of the Sufis, this, [how-
ever], being a right method.63

c. Moreover, [their argument] is based upon the impossibility of
an imposed obligation to do what is in itself impossible;

[Isfahani replies] that the impossibility of an imposed obligation
to do what is in itself impossible is not allowable [as a proposition].

A further objection is raised against the argument of the Muctazilah
that, if logical reasoning were rationally obligatory then it would
have been obligatory before the mission [of the prophets], because
in that case the obligation to use logical reasoning would not be
based upon the mission [of the prophets] but rather upon intellec-
tual reason. The fact that there was intellectual reason before the
mission [of the prophets] is well established, and the fact that there
was obligation before the mission [of the prophets] is implied by the
imposition of punishment for not doing what was obligatory.

But the word of Him the Most High,
"We have never brought on punishment until after We have sent

a messenger", [Q 17:15] excludes any obligation prior to the mis-
sion [of the prophets] by excluding the logically necessary conse-
quence of the obligation, namely, punishment.

Now, the exclusion of obligation prior to the mission of the prophets
would be implicit in the exclusion of obligation [based] on rational
grounds, and the exclusion of obligation [based] on rational grounds
would make it requisite that obligation should be derived from the
religious law.

Therefore, the word of Him the Most High, MS 37b
"We have never brought on punishment..." [Q 17:15]64 gives

the proof that there is no obligation except what is derived from the
religious law.

An objection is raised65 that if logical reasoning should have been
made obligatory by the religious law then it would imply that the
prophets had been silenced, but such a conclusion is obviously false.

The MS and MS Garrett 989Ha omit this final comment.
The MS scribe adds the rest of the verse, "until after We have sent a messenger."
MS gl: [I.e.], the objection comes from the Mu'tazilah.
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To explain the inherent necessity of [the Muctazilah] logic here,
it is that L 75 a person on whom a [religious] obligation has been
imposed will not consider logically something he does not know he
is obliged to consider. Now, he will not know of the obligation laid
upon him to consider it logically unless he [reflects and] reasons log-
ically,66 since in that case the [awareness of an] obligation to con-
sider [a matter] logically would come through the religous law. Thus,
a person would not know of an obligation67 to consider [a matter]
logically except by the certainty of the religious law; and the cer-
tainty of the religious law is dependent upon the sign of a miracle
to the truthfulness of the Prophet, peace upon him, and the sign of
a miracle to his truthfulness is based upon logical reasoning.

Thus, a knowledge of the obligation to practice logical reasoning
is based upon logical reasoning, and logical reasoning is based upon
the knowledge of its being an obligation, so there would be a cir-
cular argument, and the silencing [of the prophets] would be implied.

[In reply to the Mu'tazilah] we [i.e., Isfahani and orthodox Muslims]
would say that if logical reasoning had been made an obligation on
rational grounds, then the implication would be that all the prophets,
peace upon them, would have been silenced [as needless for guid-
ance]. But the conclusion of their argument is false.

To explain the structure of inherent necessity [in their argument],
it is that the obligation to practice logical reasoning is not inher-
ently necessary, since it is based upon premises that [in turn] are
based upon precise logical steps. Thus, the knowledge that logical
reasoning is an obligation, is based, among the Mu'tazilah,

1. upon their knowing that it is an obligation to have experi-
ential knowledge of God Most High, and

2. upon their knowing that logical reasoning is the way to it,
and

3. that there is no other way to it. Moreover,
4. if there is some factor without which an obligation cannot

be fulfilled, then that factor itself is an obligation.
All of these premises are logical in nature and they require pre-

cise logical steps. Now, what is based on something logical in nature
will itself be logical in nature, and thus, the obligation to practice

66 [la ya'lam wujub al-nazar 'alayhi ilia bi-al-nazar].
67 The MS adds here, "laid upon him" ['alayhi]. MS Garrett 989Ha, along with

L and T, omit this.
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logical reasoning would be logical in nature. So a person who has
been placed under religious obligation [i.e., as member of a religious
community] and is being questioned would have the right to say, "I
will not undertake to reason logically about anything as long as I do
not know there is an obligation to use logical reasoning, and I would
not know of the obligation to use logical reasoning unless [I should
learn of it] through logical reasoning."

Thus, [in the Mu'tazilah argument] logical reasoning would depend
upon the knowledge of its being an obligation, and the knowledge
of its being an obligation would depend upon logical reasoning. So
therefore, a circular argument is implicit; and the silencing [of all
the prophets, as being needless] would be implied.

END OF THE INTRODUCTION
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Baydawi said: L 75, T 35

BOOK I: REALITIES POSSIBLE

SECTION 1: UNIVERSALS

CHAPTER I: CLASSIFICATION OF THINGS KNOWN

1. According to the Ashcfirah and the MuHazilah

A known thing, or, an intelligible1 may be either 1) externally real-
ized, this being an 'existent',2 or 2) not [such], this being a 'non-
existent'.

Some [Asha'irah colleagues] have made the classification three-
fold, saying that a 'realized entity' is la) what is realized in terms
of itself, this being an existent, or lb) what is realized in terms of
something else, this being an 'attribute-state', such as the 'genera'
and the 'differentiae'.3 They denned the attribute-state as a descriptive

1 Calverley here preferred to use "intelligible" rather than "knowable" to trans-
late [al-maclum], lit. a "thing known." Cf. Dictionary of Scholastic Philosophy /Bernard
Wuellner. Milwaukee, Wis.: Bruce Publ. Co., c. 1956 where 'intelligible' is defined:
"knowable by the intellect; capable of being received by the possible intellect." Thus,
"intelligible" is actually the more general term, and it may be subdivided into "the
known" [maclum] and "the rational" [ma'qul]. Note that jurjani in his Ta'rifat pro-
vides definitions for [caql] and for [ma'qulat] and [cilm], but not for [ma'lumat].

F.D. Razi used the same term for 'intelligibles', dividing them into existents and
nonexistents in his Muhassal, p. 52. His compendium is more of a reference work
than a well planned course of study. Iji follows Razi and Baydawi here (Mawaqif,
index, p. 5).

Ibn Sina's al-Isharat wa-al-Tanbihat is a lecture course in selected philosophical
topics for intelligent adults. The undoubted erudition that this late work contains
is deliberately kept out of reach of novices in philosophy in both the topical orga-
nization and discussions. Indeed, slow learners are told in a proverb, and plainly
enough, that their heredity is the cause of their incomprehension. See the note in
the Introduction above, Chapter 2, last page. See also S. Inati's observations on
this theme in his English translation of the Isharat, Part 1, Logic, p. 3.

2 As the lecture progresses the concepts of the 'existent' and of 'existence' are
very broad and general, being well known because they are so universal. This uni-
versal, or 'absolute', sense will be translated as 'general existence'.

3 Item 2), the third class in this latter scheme, is what is not real externally,
being called a 'nonexistent'.
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quality, neither existent nor nonexistent in itself, and subsisting in
an existent.4'5

The Muctazilite majority say that if a thing known is something
'realized in itself, it would be [both] an 'external entity' and a 'cer-
tainty'. But if [the thing known] should not be something realized
[in itself], as an 'impossibility', then it would be an 'excluded entity'.
If the certainty has being among the individual quiddities it is an
existent, but if not, then it is a nonexistent.

They also designate as 'nonexistent' what is 'excluded', for the
'certainty' according to them is more general than the 'existent',
because it is subdivided into the existent and the nonexistent, and
the nonexistent is more general than the excluded, because it holds
true both of the certainty L 76 and of the excluded.

The Muctazilite minority who assert the existence of the attribute-
state add another [fourth] classification, saying that if an existing
entity is independent in its being then it is an existent essence, but
if it is not independent then it is an attribute-state.

Isfahani says: L 76, T 35, MS 37b

BOOK I: REALITIES POSSIBLE

After Baydawi had finished with the INTRODUCTION he began
on the internal BOOKS. He devoted Book One to "Realities Possible",
because the 'realities possible' are fundamental concepts for the 'real-
ities divine', and knowledge of the fundamental concepts precedes
knowledge of what the fundamental concepts support.

He set out [Book I] in three sections,—because inevitably [the topic]6

would be on [either] 'substance', or 'accident', or, what includes both
of them, namely, 'universals', which are general matters, that is, they
comprise all existents,—Section 1 MS 38a being on 'universals',
Section 2 on 'accidents', and Section 3 on 'substances'.

4 R.M. Frank's article "Hal" in EnI-2-Suppl. pp. 343 8, esp. pp. 346 ff., clarifies
this concept, and names Baqillani and Juwayni as chief proponents of the Ash'arite
usage of it, followed by Shahrastani and F.D. Razi. Of this usage a brief summary
may here be hazarded as follows: "Hal" is the knowable and nameable active 'field'
[or, 'state', or, 'mode'] of a given attribute's operation, here translated as "attribute-
state." [Ed.]

5 F.D. Razi, op. cit., p. 60:15-17.
6 MS gl: I.e., what is set forth in Book One.
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SECTION 1: UNIVERSALS

Baydawi devoted Section 1 to 'universals' because they are funda-
mental concepts for the topics on 'accidents' and 'substances'. In this
section he set forth six chapters: 1. Classification of things known;
2. Existence and nonexistence; 3. Quiddity; 4. Necessity and possi-
bility; past eternity and temporality; 5. Singularity and plurality; 6.
Cause and effect.

CHAPTER I: CLASSIFICATION OF THE INTELLIGIBLES

[This classification is] according to the views held by our [Ashacirah]
colleagues,7 by the Muctazilah, by the Philosophers [and by the
Mutakallimun].

1. According to the AshaHrah and the Mu'tazilah

Scholar colleagues [of the Ashacirah] who do not affirm the attribute-
state have divided the 'intelligible' into 1) what is existent in exter-
nal reality and 2) what is nonexistent in it, because the 'intelligible'
is either something realized externally, this being an existent, or
something not realized externally, this being a nonexistent. So with
them, the intelligible is limited to two classes.

But a minority among our [Ashacirah] colleagues make the classifica-
tion threefold, saying that if what is realized externally is 1 a) some-
thing realized in terms of itself without considering anything else,
that is, its reality does not derive from the reality of something else,
then it is an 'existent';8 and if it is lb) real in terms of something
else, that is, its reality derives from the reality of something else,
then it is an 'attribute-state' such as the genera and the differentiae.
There is no necessity [here] to construe the genera and the differentiae
as anything more than what is the conventional usage among logi-
cal dialecticians, because the mention of 'genera' and 'differentiae'
is for the sake of example, not for confining the attribute-state within

' MS gl: I.e., as a consensus [isha'at al-ijmac], meaning, of the rank of scholars
['ulama'].

8 T alone adds, supported by a gloss in Garrett MS 989Ha: such as are the
essences.
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them. Further, [the Ashacirah] have defined the attribute-state as "a
descriptive quality, neither existent nor nonexistent in itself, subsist-
ing in an existent."

Thus, Baydawi's expression, "a descriptive quality", avoids confu-
sion with [its being] an essence, for an essence is not an attribute-
state. His expression, "not existent in itself", avoids confusion with
attributes that are existent in themselves.9 His expression, "nor non-
existent [in itself]", avoids confusion with L 77 attributes of non-
existence.10 And his expression, "subsisting in an existent", avoids
confusion with attributes which are nonexistent in themselves and
do not subsist in an existent.11

Objection has been raised that this definition is correct only from
the point of view of our [Ashacirah] colleagues, but that among the
Muctazilah, MS 38b according to their fundamental concept, it is
not correct. Some attribute-states are a certainty in nonexistence,
'substantiality', for example. Substantiality, according to [the Mucta-
zilah], occurs with an essence in the circumstances of both existence
and nonexistence, thus, it may be an attribute of a nonexistent.12

So, this definition would be inadequate according to [the Mu'tazilah]
view and thus would be invalid.

It can be replied that [the Ashacirah who support the attribute-
state] had not said, "subsisting only in an existent", so [in their view]
it would be admissible for [an attribute-state] to subsist in both an
existent and a nonexistent, and substantiality may do so likewise.

The majority of the Muctazilah hold that, if a known thing is
something realized in itself, that is, if it is fixed and distinguishable
externally, then it is both an 'external entity' and a 'certainty'. And
if it is not something realized in itself, that is, if it is not fixed and
distinguishable externally, as whatever is an 'impossibility', then it is
an 'excluded entity'. If the 'certainty' has being in the individual
quiddities, then it is an existent, and if it does not have being in
the individual quiddities, then it is a nonexistent. [The Mu'tazilah]
also designate as 'nonexistent' whatever is 'excluded'.

9 L 76 gl: Such as the positive attributes [al-sifat al-thubutiyah] like knowledge
[cilm], power [qudrah], blackness, whiteness, and others.

10 MS gl: I.e., the negative attributes, such as the nonliving [al-la hayy], the un-
knowing [al-la calim], the nonmineral [al-la jamad] and others.

11 MS gl: As [real] possibility for a nonexistent quiddity [ka-al-imkan li-marriyah
ma'dumah].

12 So in L, T and MS Garrett 989Ha. The MS reads: "an attribute not sub-
sisting in an existent [sifah ghayr qa'imah bi-mawjud]."
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Thus, [for them] a 'certainty' is more general than an existent,
because it may be subdivided into the existent T 36 and the non-
existent. The nonexistent is more general than the excluded, because
the nonexistent may apply truly both to the excluded and to the
certainty. In summary, [the Muctazilah majority] divide the intelli-
gible into the excluded and the certainty, and they divide the cer-
tainty into the existent and the nonexistent.

The Mu'tazilah minority who assert the attribute-state have added
another [a fourth] class [of intelligibles] when they say that if an
existing entity is independent in its factual existence, that is, if its
existence is not dependent upon the existence of something else, then
it is an existent essence. But if the existing entity is not independent
in its existence, that is, if its existence is dependent upon the exis-
tence of something else, then it is an attribute-state.

In summary, our [Asha'irah] colleagues who do not assert the
attribute-state have divided the intelligible into two classes, the exis-
tent and the nonexistent. They have set up the existent's counter-
part as no more than the one [class], the nonexistent.

But the minority of our [Asha'irah] colleagues who do assert the
attribute-state divide the intelligible into three classes: the existent,
the nonexistent and the attribute-state. Thus they set up the coun-
terpart of the existent as two classes, the nonexistent, and the
attribute-state.

The Muctazilah majority who do not assert the attribute-state
divide the intelligible into three classes: the excluded, the certainty
not having being in the individual quiddities, and the certainty that
does have being in the individual quiddities. Thus, they set up the
counterpart of the existent as [both] the certainty not having exis-
tence in the individual quiddities and the excluded.

The Mu'tazilah minority who do assert the attribute-state divide
the intelligible into four L 78 classes: the existent, the attribute-
state, the certainty not having its being in the individual quiddities,
and the excluded. Consequently, the existent is a) an intelligible, b)
a certainty having being in the individual quiddities, and c) is inde-
pendent in [its] being. By the lack of independence in [its] being
the attribute-state becomes valid [as an intelligible],13 and by the lack

13 In the present context of the intelligible, the three things mentioned here
become valid, completing, with the existent, the four classes of intelligibles of the
Mu'tazilah minority.
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of having being in the individual quiddities the certainty not having
being in the individual quiddities becomes valid [as an intelligible],
and by the lack of any certainty the excluded becomes valid [as an
intelligible].

Baydawi said: L 78, T 36

2. According to the philosophers and the Mutakallimun

The philosophers hold that if anything that may validly be known
has any reality whatsoever then it is an existent, but if it does not
have that [reality] then it is a nonexistent.

They divide the existent into 'mental' and 'external'; and [they
divide] the external into what will not accept nonexistence, this
being the 'necessary', and [into] what will accept it, this being the
'possible'.

[They divide] the possible into 1) what will have being in a sub-
ject-substrate—that is, a substrate that gives subsistence to what has
inhered within it—this being the 'accident', and 2) what will not so
exist, this being 'substance'.

The Mutakallimun, however, divide [the existent] into what has
no beginning to its existence, this being 'the Eternal One',14 and into
what has a beginning, this being the 'temporal phenomenon'.

They divide the temporal phenomenon into 1) what occupies space,
which is either la) substance or lb) what inheres within it, this lat-
ter being the accident, and into 2) what is the opposite of both of
them [i.e., an originated entity not occupying space either as sub-
stance or accident]. But then they judged [the latter alternative] to
be impossible, because if such were to be in existence, then the
Creator Most High would have commonality with it in this [exis-
tence] but would differ from it in everything else, and so a combi-
nation of entities would be implied. But this is prohibited, because
a sharing in accidental qualities, especially in the negative, does not
require any combination [of entities].

The Eternal One [al-qadim].
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Isfahani says: L 78, T 36, MS 39a

2. According to the philosophers and the Mutakallimun

After [Baydawi] set forth the classification of intelligibles according
to the views of the Asha'irah and the Muctazilah he went on to state
their classification according to the views of the philosophers [and
the Mutakallimun].15

The philosophers hold that if anything that may validly be known
has any reality whatsoever16 then it is an 'existent', but if it does not
have any reality whatsover, then it is a 'nonexistent'. Thus, they
made the resource-pool for their classification everything that may
validly be known, in order to include both whatever is known in
actuality and everything else. Indeed, what is possible to be known
is more general than whatever is known [in actuality] and every-
thing else; and many things are possible to be known but they are
not known. And further, if the resource-pool for the classification
should be made [only] that which is [actually] known,17 then what-
ever may validly be known but [currently] is not something known
would exit from the classification.

Then [the philosophers] divided the 'existent' into the 'external'
and the 'mental', because if it has reality in the external then it is
an 'external existent', and if it has reality in the mind then it is a
'mental existent'.

They divided the external existent into the 'necessary' and the
'possible', because if the external existent should not accept non-
existence in its essence then it would be 'necessary' in its essence.
And indeed, that which is necessary in its essence would not be
receptive to nonexistence, not for any other reason.

15 Baydawi and Isfahani tacitly include the advocates of philosophical theology
with the philosophers, differentiating them from the advocates of strictly dogmatic
theology as transmitted by the Asha'irah and Muctazilah schools.

16 MS gl: I.e., in the mind, or externally [in the concrete].
17 Gloss by Jurjani in L and MS: . . . "Perhaps his [Isfahani] intent is, 'what has

importance for being known' [min sha'nihi an yu'lam]; in this event there is no
distinction."

But Baydawi's use of the phrase "ma yasihh an yuclam" more probably desig-
nates the entire body of current knowledge plus valid additions as they are dis-
covered, rather than a distinction in importance. The same phrase, used by Abu
Rashid al-Nisaburi [fl. ca. 1025], is in an unqualified definition, quoted and trans-
lated by R.M. Frank [in his article, "al-Macdum wa-al-mawjud", in MIDEO 14
(1980) p. 196] " . . . that which may be known . . . "
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But if [the external existent] should accept nonexistence in its
essence then it would be a 'possible reality' L 79 in its essence.
And indeed, that which is possible in its essence would be receptive
to nonexistence, not for any other reason.

Then [the philosophers] divided the 'possible' into a) what will
exist in a subject-substrate—that is, a substrate that gives subsistence
to what inheres in it—this being the 'accident', and into b) what is
not thus, that is, what will not exist in a subject-substrate, this being
'substance'.

By his expression, "that gives subsistence to what inheres within
it", [Baydawi] avoided confusion with 'primal matter'. For even
though [primal matter] may be the substrate for the 'form' which
is 'substance', [i.e., the 'substantial form'], nevertheless MS 39b
[primal matter] does not give subsistence to what has inhered within
it; rather whatever has inhered within it gives it subsistence, for the
[substantial] form is that which gives subsistence to primal matter.

The Mutakallimun divided the external existent into that which
does not have a beginning to its existence, that is, nonexistence does
not precede it, this being The Eternal [One], and what has a begin-
ning to its existence, that is, nonexistence does precede it, this being
the 'temporal phenomenon'.

They divided the 'temporal phenomenon' into 1) what occupies
space,—that is, uses up the space, namely, what is estimated to be
the void that is occupied by a [concrete] thing, [a void] which, if
[a concrete thing] should not occupy it, would be empty,18 as is the
interior of a water vessel,—this being 'substance'; and into 2) what
inheres in what occupies space, this being the 'accident'; and into
3) what is the opposite of both of these, namely, the opposite of
both what occupies space and what inheres in what occupies space,
this being a temporal phenomenon that neither occupies space nor
inheres in what occupies space.19

18 What is estimated to be the 'void' [al-faragh al-mutawahham]; empty [khala3].
19 MS gl: [Baydawi's] statement, "Then the Mutakallimun" means the majority

of them; otherwise, it would be "Some of the Mutakallimun" hold this view because
of what has preceded to the effect that the soul [nafs] is a substance, separate
[mufariq], not occupying a space, nor inhering in what occupies a space, the orderer
[mudabbir] of this bodily frame which is perceived by the senses, which under-
stands, is addressed, and is punished. The investigative philosophers were inclined
to this view and it is the choice of the Imam al-Ghazali and many of the masters
of mystical revelations from among the Sufis.
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Thereupon the Mutakallimun judged it to be an impossibility20

that a temporal phenomenon should neither occupy space nor inhere
in what occupies space, because if a temporal phenomenon that nei-
ther occupied space nor inhered in what occupies space should
become realized, then the Creator Most High would share with it
in neither occupying space nor inhering in what occupies space, but
He would differ from it in everything else; since that wherein would
be the commonality would not be that wherein would be the difference.

Then the implication would be that the Necessary Existent [One]
was compounded of that in which there would be both a com-
monality and a difference. But this is prohibited, because a com-
monality in accidents, especially those sharing in negative qualities,
does not require that there be any compounding in the essence. The
simple elements2' share together in accidents such as 'existence', 'tem-
porality' and 'unity', and there is nothing composite in their essences;
and every pair of simple elements will share together in keeping
away from them anything other than themselves, and there is noth-
ing composite in their essences.

20 MS: [ahalu].
21 The simple elements [al-basa'it].
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CHAPTER 2: EXISTENCE AND NONEXISTENCE

1. The conception of existence is intuitive

The conception of 'existence'1 is intuitively self-evident, from these
aspects:

a. ['General existence'] is a part of my own 'existence', [myself
being] one who forms conceptions intuitively.

b. The intuitive judgmental assent to the fact that negation and
affirmation may neither appear both together [in a statement] nor
may be eliminated both together is [logically] preceded by the con-
ception of existence and nonexistence and of their difference from
one another, this [difference] being a duality, the conception of which
depends upon the conception of unity. Moreover, that which [logi-
cally] precedes what is intuitive most appropriately itself should be
intuitive. Thus the conceptions of these things are intuitive.

An objection has been raised that if this judgmental assent [to the
conception of existence] were absolutely intuitive, then it would not
need any supporting proof; otherwise, it receives no benefit [from
the proof].

1 Baydawi begins to analyze the concept of existence with the fact that it is an
intuitive concept. He has already discussed 'things known' and 'things existing'. His
approach is different from that of Ibn Sina, who takes up the concept of existence
at the beginning of Volume 3 of his book al-Isharat wa-al-Tanbihat. Ibn Sina's com-
mentator, Nasir al-Din Tusi, writes:

"Existence" here [i.e., in Ibn Sina's thought] is the "general" [or, "absolute]
existence", that may be predicated both a) of the existence that has no cause,
and by analogy b) of the existence which does have a cause. That which may
be predicated by analogy of [many] different things is not the quiddity itself
[of these things], nor is it part of their quiddity; rather, it is only an acciden-
tal quality of them. Therefore, ["existence"] is an [accidental] effect that is
dependent upon a cause. So, the venerable teacher [Ibn Sina] said [introduc-
ing this section], "[This is] on existence and its causes."

Ibn Sina then starts out by explaining that 'existence' is not the same as 'sensate
reality', nor is 'existence' comprised within the category of 'sensate reality', although
people imagine that both of these are true. We are indebted to Tusi for explain-
ing and defining the 'existence' that is meant here.
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Our position is that the intuitive character of absolute judgmen-
tal assent [to the intuitive conception of existence] depends L 80
upon intuitive knowledge of a particular thing, not upon acquiring
knowledge of the intuitive character of [the knowledge about the
particular thing].

Another objection might be raised that assent [to the intuitive con-
ception of existence] depends in some respect upon the conception
of a part [of existence], not upon the conception of the actual real-
ity of [existence]; so no inference should be made from the con-
ception of [existence] to the intuitive character [of the conception
of it].

c. Existence is simple, because it would be impossible for it to be
compounded from something qualified by it or [qualified] by its
opposite. [Existence] may neither be defined nor described, since
there is nothing better known than it is; and if there were, a descrip-
tion would not explain the core of its real nature.

Isfahani says: L 80, T 37, MS 39b

CHAPTER 2: EXISTENCE AND NONEXISTENCE

[Baydawi] set forth Chapter Two on existence and nonexistence in
five topics: 1. The conception of existence [is intuitive]; 2. Existence
is a commonality [among all existents]; 3. Existence is an addition
[to the quiddities]; 4. The nonexistent is not a certainty [externally];
5. The attribute-state [is to be excluded].

1. The conception of existence is intuitive

The conception of existence is an intuitive one, from three aspects,
a. Existence is a part of my existence,2 [myself being] one who

forms conceptions intuitively, and a part of one who forms concep-
tions intuitively would be [itself] an agency that forms conceptions
intuitively. Thus, existence is an agency that forms conceptions intu-
itively; thus, the conception of existence [as an agency] is intuitive.
But there is more in this that requires consideration.3

2 MS gl: [the word "existence"] being in construct with the pronominal suffix
[ya3] of the first person.

3 MS gl: [I.e., consideration] from two aspects.
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1. In the first place, since from MS 40a the intuitive con-
ception of my existence there may be inferred only the fact that the
conception of existence [in general] is by intuition, [then] if exist-
ence in nature and kind should be a commonality among existing
things [that inference] would be impossible [either way], whether
according to the opinion of4 those who say that the 'existence' of
each thing is specific to it and there is no commonality [of exist-
ence] except in the use of the word, which is obvious, or, whether
according to the opinion of those who say that 'existence' is a causal-
entity that is a commonality among all entities that exist. Now,
because [existence] is predicated by analogy3 of existing [individual]
entities,6 and what is predicated by analogy of individual entities is
external to the real nature of the individual entities, therefore, exis-
tence [in general] is something external to my existence. And no
inference may be made7 from the conception of one entity8 to the
conception of something else that is external to it while being acci-
dental to it.

2. In the second place, because, assuming that existence [in
general] is a part of my existence, but that from the fact that the
conception of my existence is by intuition the only inference to be
made is the fact that the conception of existence [in general] is by
intuition, [then] if the conception of my existence9 which is by intui-
tion should be the conception of my existence in its actual reality,
that [inference] would be impossible. And whether the conception
of my existence is by one manner or another,10 still it may not be
inferred from the conception of my existence as being in some way

4 T alone adds here: al-Imam [al-Razi] and . . .
5 Causal-entity [ma'na3]; predicated by analogy [maqul bi-al-tashklk].
6 Following T and MS Garrett 989Ha. However, L and the MS either abridge

or omit this sentence. The MS text has a marginal indication to insert: ". . . by
analogy of individual entities, [and what is predicated by analogy of individual enti-
ties] is external to the real nature . . . "

7 T and MS Garrett 989Ha read: wa-la yalzam; L reads: wa-lam yalzam; MS
reads: fa-la yalzam.

8 T alone adds here: "such as my existence."
9 T follows L by inserting the definite article [tasawwur al-wujudl]. The MS

and MS Garrett 989Ha do not have it.
10 T adds here: [badihatan], while the MS adds marginally [tasawwuran] and

[badihatan], to read: [idha. kana tasawwur wujudr tasawwuran bi-wajhin-ma badihatan].
L and MS Garrett 989Ha do not have these additions.
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by intuition that the conception of existence [in general] is by intuition.
b. The second aspect [in which the conception of existence is

intuitive] is that intuitive judgmental assent—to the fact that both
negation and affirmation may not appear together [in a statement]
nor may they be eliminated together, that is, the intuitive judgmental
assent that a thing is either existent or is nonexistent—is [logically]
preceded by the conception of existence and nonexistence, and by
the conception of the difference [of these two] from one another.
This [conception of their difference] is implied by the conception of
'duality', and that conception depends [in turn] upon the concep-
tion of 'unity'; [and all of these stand] in a [relationship of] depen-
dency as imperatively necessary as is the dependence of [any]
judgmental assent upon the conception of its own limiting terms.
Moreover, that which [logically] precedes L 81 what is intuitive
most appropriately should itself be intuitive. Thus the conceptions
of these matters are intuitive.

Objection has been raised that if this judgmental assent is absolutely
intuitive, that is, if it is intuitive in all its parts, then the fact that
existence is an intuitive conception should need no proof. This is
because, if [the judgmental assent] is intuitive in all its parts, and
[one] of the total number of its parts should be 'existence', then
'existence' would be an intuitive conception, and there would be no
need for proof of its being intuitive. And if [the judgmental assent]
should not be absolutely intuitive, there [still] would be no benefit
[from the proof], because if it should not be absolutely intuitive,
MS 40b then some of its parts would not be intuitive and it would
be conceivable that 'existence' would be in that [nonintuitive] portion,
so the intuitiveness of [the judgmental assent] would not be implied.

The reply [to the objection] is that [the judgmental assent's] intu-
itiveness in an absolute sense depends upon whether knowledge of
the part would be by intuition, not upon acquiring knowledge of the
fact that knowledge of the part would be by intuition, for it is admis-
sible that knowledge of the part would be by intuition, [but] with-
out its intuitiveness being known. So in order to establish the fact
that the knowledge of the part is by intuition there is need for proof.

A [further] objection could be raised in order to invalidate this
reason, [namely,] that if it should be known that this judgmental
assent is absolutely intuitive, then there would be no need for proof.
[This is] because, a) if it should be known that [the judgmental
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assent] is absolutely intuitive, then it would be known that the knowl-
edge of its parts is by intuition, and therefore it would be known
that the knowledge of existence is by intuition, and thus, the cer-
tainty that knowledge of existence is by intuition would have no need
for proof. But, b) if it should not be known that [the judgmental
assent] is absolutely intuitive, then there still would be no benefit
[from the proof], since in that case it would be possible that some
of [the judgmental assent's] parts would not be intuitive, with exist-
ence [possibly] being from this [latter portion].

Moreover, no one can say that knowledge that [the judgmental
assent's] intuitiveness is absolute does not depend upon the knowl-
edge that knowledge of the part is by intuition, because knowledge
that its intuitiveness is absolute would be impossible without know-
ing that knowledge of the part is by intuition.

Then our author [Baydawi] proposed a refutation of this [second
aspect], saying that an objection could be raised that a judgmental
assent is dependent upon the conception of every one of its limit-
ing terms in whatever respect, and not upon the conception of its
actual reality. Therefore the intuitive conception of existence, in what-
ever respect, does not entail an intuitive conception of the real nature
of existence, nor of its intuitive character from all aspects. For it is
admissible that the conception of it in some respect may be intu-
itive, while the conception of its real nature or the other aspects
may not be intuitive.

Further, another objection could be raised by someone saying that
they do not grant that what precedes T 38 intuitive assent most
appropriately should be intuitive. Intuitive judgmental assent is such
that the mind's judgment will not depend upon it unless there is a
conception of both its terms. So it would be admissible that the con-
ception of both its terms, or of one of the two, should be acquired
[by logical reasoning] even though it should precede intuitive assent.

c. Existence is intuitive of conception because we do form a con-
ception of existence, and the conception of it is either by 1. intu-
ition or by 2. acquisition [from logical reasoning,] since there is no
intermediate [method] between the two. L 82 Here, the second
[alternative] is prohibited, so the first is indicated.

We [Isfahani] have said "The second [alternative] is prohibited"
only MS 41a because if [the conception of existence] should be
acquired, then its acquisition would be by way of either a delimit-
ing definition or a descriptive definition. But the conclusion is false,
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because 'existence'11 is simple; because if it should be compound,
then it would have a part, and its part would be either an existent
or a nonexistent, both of which would be impossible.

The first [of these latter two alternatives] would be [impossible]
because of the prohibition against composing a thing from some-
thing that it qualifies; otherwise, the implication would be that the
thing would be part of itself. And the second [alternative is impos-
sible] because of the prohibition against composing a thing from
something that is qualified by its opposite; otherwise, the implica-
tion is that the opposite of the thing would be a part of it.

Therefore, with 'existence' there would be no 'part' nor would
there be a composition [of parts], for it is simple. It may not be
defined by delimitation nor by description, because a description [of
something] would be only by way of what is better known than it
is, and there is nothing at all better known than existence. Even if
there should be anything12 better known than existence, still a descrip-
tive definition would not explain the core of the thing's real nature.

And regarding the [third, i.e., "c."] aspect stated,13 any objection
[to it] is prevented by the fact that from the impossibility of defin-
ing a thing no inference can be made to its [supposedly] intuitive
character.

Objection could be raised by someone saying that they do not
grant that if a part of existence should be an existent then the impli-
cation would be that existence would be a part of itself, since the
implication would be that existence would be a part of the existent14

only if the aspect of existence being with the existent should be in
the sense of being a part. But this would be impossible, for an exist-
ent is a thing having existence, and the aspect of existence is with
it as an attribute. So there would be no implication that the existence
would be a part of itself.

No one should say that in that case the implication would be that
what we have assumed to be a part of existence would be made a
subject-substrate for it, as this would be impossible. Indeed, our

11 L alone has "wujub", in error for "wujud."
12 L & T have no definite article with "thing," while the MS and MS Garrett

989Ha have "the thing."
13 MS gl: [I.e., the third aspect] of our position, "because we do form a con-

ception of existence . . . "
14 The MS alone here has "existence" [al-wujud]; L, T and MS Garrett 989Ha

have "the existent" [al-mawjud].
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position is that there is no impossibility in the fact that part of a
thing may be a subject-substrate for [the thing itself].

Consider [the terms], "rational being" in relation to "man", for
when it is said, "The rational being is a man", this is a true judg-
ment, because each of the two equal [terms] is said truly of the
other. "Man" which is predicated of "rational being" is not exactly
the reality of the rational being nor does it enter into the reality of
it, but is outside of it and concomitant to it. Everything that is pre-
dicated, being external and concomitant, is accidental,15 and the sub-
ject posited is the accident-receiving subject-substrate for it.

Understand that it is really true that the conception of 'existence'
is by intuition, and nothing is better known than existence. Indeed,
whatever can be known is known only through [its] existence, but
existence is not known by way of anything. MS 41b

Our expression, "the conception of existence is intuitive" is an
intuitive proposition, and judging [this proposition] depends upon
nothing but the conception of its two terms. The 'intuitive' is an
obvious concomitant to the conception of existence, and in affirming
the certainty of [the 'intuitive'] for the conception of existence there
is no need for a middle term, but rather, in [the intuitive] there is
enough [meaning] for the conception of both terms.

But it may be difficult for some minds to have certainty about
the relationship existing between the two terms of intuitive judg-
mental assent because of the lack of a L 83 conception of its two
terms from the standpoint on which the certainty depends. The esti-
mation process obstructs the intellect16 in perceiving the intelligibles,17

so a conception of the two terms of intuitive judgmental assent does
not take place as by right it should. Thus, there is need for an admo-
nition, and what is stated in explanation is merely an admonition
for the [reasoning] soul18 to be alert to form [its] conception of the
two terms of intuitive judgmental assent from the standpoint on
which certainty depends, not proof. But if [the conception] should
be in the form of a proof, then impossibility and objection would
not make it very helpful.

15 MS gl: [I.e.,] to it. The MS and MS Garrett 989Ha indicate the syntax of
the terms here, although MS Garrett 989Ha omits the word "external."

16 L & T have "to crowd" or "to obstruct" [yuzahim] while the MS and MS
989Ha have the meaning "to resist" or "to hinder" [yu'arid].

17 Intelligibles [ma'qulat].
18 The MS reads, "might be alerted" [li-yatanabbah].
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Baydawi said: L 83, T 38

2. Existence is a commonality among all existents

What is understood by 'existence' as a general consensus [among
scholars] is that it is a descriptive quality shared as a commonality
[among all existents],19 but the Shaykh [al-Ashcari] has disagreed.

Our position is that we may assert positively that a thing exists,
but be uncertain as to whether it is something necessary or [merely]
a substance or an accident. And we divide the existent into these
classes, the division originating in the commonality.

Isfahani says: L 83, T 38, MS 41b

2. Existence is a commonality among all existents

What is understood by 'existence' with a majority of the investigat-
ing scholars among the philosophers and Mutakallimun is that it is
a descriptive quality that is shared as a commonality by all existing
things.

But Shaykh Abu al-Hasan al-Ashcari disagreed with them, for he
said that every thing's 'existence' is identical with its 'quiddity', and
there is no commonality except in the use of the word 'existence'.
Our author [Baydawi] preferred the opinion followed by the major-
ity,20 and he argued for it21 from two aspects:

a. The first [aspect] is the statement that if existence should not
be a commonality among all existing things then no certitude would
ever be realized as to a thing's existence, together with the uncer-
tainty as to whether the thing was necessary or was [merely] a sub-
stance or an accident.22

But this conclusion is false, so the premise is likewise. As for the
logical necessity used here, it is because if existence should not be

19 'Existence', a general quality shared as a commonality among all existents, is
seen in its absolute, universal or 'general' aspect.

20 L & T read: "preferred what the majority followed" [ikhtar ma dhahaba ilayhi
al-jumhur], while the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha read: "preferred the opinion of
the majority" [ikhtar madhab al-jumhur].

21 MS Garrett 989Ha: [ihtajja 'alayhi]—here the antecedent of [calayhi] is coded
to indicate "the opinion followed by the majority", rather than al-Ash ari.

22 L precedes these two nouns with [wa], while the MS precedes them with [aw].
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a commonality then it would be a particularity, equally whether it
was an essential quality of particular entities in that it would be the
completion of their quiddity,23 either as a differentia or as an acci-
dent for them. On both suppositions uncertainty about the particu-
lar entities would imply uncertainty about [the existence] itself, by
an imperative inference from uncertainty about the particular enti-
ties to uncertainty about their specific essential qualities and their
distinguishing properties. For the exclusion of a thing implies the
exclusion of its specific essential quality MS 42a and the exclu-
sion of its distinguishing property. So an inference would be made
from the uncertainty, whether a thing would be something neces-
sary or [merely] a substance or an accident, to an uncertainty about
its [very] existence.

To explain the falsity of the conclusion, it is that we may decide
firmly as to the existence of a thing, but yet be uncertain as to
whether it is something necessary or it is [merely] a substance or
an accident. Indeed, if we have verified the existence of a possible
reality, then we may decide firmly that its cause exists, while yet
being uncertain whether its cause is something necessary, or is [merely]
a substance or an accident.

b. The second aspect is the statement [of the majority's opinion]
that we do divide L 84 the existent into 'necessary existent' T 39
and 'possible reality', and we divide the 'possible reality' into 'sub-
stance' and 'accident'. The origin of the division by imperative neces-
sity must be something that is a commonality among the divisions.
Now something existent would be a common factor among a nec-
essary existent and a substance and an accident, and so, from the
fact that something existent would be a commonality among these,
an inference is made to the fact that existence [itself] is a common-
ality among them.

Objection has been raised that it is not necessary for the origin
of the division to be a commonality among all the divisions, but
rather only among some, since the objecting position is believable,
[namely], that a "scholar"24 may be either something necessary or
a possible reality, but there is no implication that the "scholar" would

23 L mistakenly has a masculine pronominal suffix here but not at the points fol-
lowing; T corrects the error.

24 Vowelling [calim] is given in the MS.
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be a commonality among all possible realities because of the fact
that some [of the possible realities] would not be a "scholar."

Likewise, it would be valid to class each of two entities, between
which there is some general factor from whatever aspect, with the
other although there may be no commonality among all the exam-
ples: as when we say, "A living being [i.e., an 'animal'] is either
white or not white," and "that which is white is either a living being
or not a living being."

The reply [to this objection] is that the origin of the division in all
the divisions must be a commonality among all of them, and, since
something existent is the origin of division in all [cases of] the divi-
sions, its being a commonality among them all is [indeed] necessary.

A counterobjection has been raised to both these aspects [of the
argument] in that the commonality that is necessary in both of them
is [merely] in the use of the word ['existence'], and not in terms of
the sense. But this objection amounts to nothing, for if we should
stop considering 'existence' [merely] as a word, and should consider
what is understood [by it], then there would be an implicit com-
monality of meaning.

Baydawi said: L 84, T 39

A proof from negation

An inference of proof has been drawn that the notion of the nega-
tion [of existence] would be a unity, since if [the negation's] oppo-
site should not be a unity then intellectual comprehension of it would
be frustrated. But this inference is impossible because every neces-
sary positive affirmation has a negation opposite to it.

Isfahani says: L 84, T 39, MS 42a

A proof from negation

This [inference of proof mentioned] is spurious, because the notion
of existence is a characteristic common to all existing things.

A summary of [the spurious inference] is that the notion of the
'negation [of existence']25 would be a unity among all nonexistent

MS gl: Namely, the nonrealization of actuality.
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quiddities. MS 42b If there should be no unity in what is the
opposite of it, meaning the notion of 'existence', then intellectual
comprehension of it would be frustrated between the notion of exist-
ence and the negation of it.

And that is just what our position is, namely, that a thing is either
nonexistent or it is existent. But that conclusion is necessarily false,
since intellectual comprehension is one of the clearest of all intu-
itions. To explain the logic here, it is that if there should be no
unity in the notion of existence, which would be the opposite of the
notion of the negation of existence as a unity, then it would be
admissible for something to be neither nonexistent nor existent in
this [kind of] existence, but rather to have some other [kind of]
existence. But this would be impossible because we do not grant that
the notion of the negation [of existence] would be a unity, since
every necessary positive affirmation would have a negation opposite
to it.

The reply to this is that although every necessary affirmation would
have a negation opposite to it, nevertheless these [single] negations
would have a commonality in the absolute nature of their negation,
by the inherent necessity of the fact that the absolute nature of their
negation applies to all of [the negations], which proves that L 85
there would be a commonality.

Whoever should suppose that [intellectual] comprehension is really
achieved only in relation to a particular existence and a particular
nonexistence would be in error. That is so because, if we should
say, "Zayd is existent either in his own particular existence or he is
nonexistent in his own particular nonexistence," then the intellect
would not be convinced by this delimitation. Rather, it would demand26

some other division [of meaning] somewhat in contrast. But if we
should say, "Zayd is either existent or [he] is nonexistent," then the
intellect would be convinced by the delimitation without any demand
for another division [of meaning].

Thus, we know that the overall division [of meaning] which the
intellect accepts, would be only in relation to an absolute existence
or to its absence, so the implication is that there is a unity in what
is understood by each of the two [concepts].

L & T read [yatlub], while the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha read [talaba].
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Understand that these aspects [of the argument] are [only] admo-
nitions to keep in mind, and are not proofs. [This is] because the
fact that existence is a causal factor27 having commonality [among
all existents] is an intuitive conception, and what is intuitive does
not depend upon proof.

Baydawi said: L 85, T 39

3. Existence is an addition to the quiddities

[Our doctrine] that [general] existence is an addition to [the quid-
dities] differs from the position of the Shaykh [al-Ashcari] absolutely,
and from that of the philosophers specifically in regard to the Necessary
Existent.

In regard to the realities possible [we base this doctrine on the
following arguments].

a. We form conceptions of [the possible realities], but still have
doubt whether their existence is external or mental, until a proof
demonstration will stand on them.

b. The possible realities accept both existence and nonexistence,
but their existent natures are not like that.

c. The quiddities differ among themselves [individually], but [gen-
eral] existence is a commonality [among them], so it would not be
identical to them nor would it be some part of them. If it were oth-
erwise, [the quiddities] would have differentiae which would have a
commonality with them in what is understood by existence, and then
[the differentiae] would have other differentiae, and so the argument
would be an infinite series.

27 Descriptive quality [wasf]; causal factor [macna3].
Isfahani at the end of his discussion here exchanges [wasf] for [macna3] in his

modification of Baydawi's phraseology presenting 'existence' as a commonality.
Note the article on "Ma'na, Part 2, 'In Philosophy'" by O.N.H. Leaman, in En-

1-2, for a summary of research on this term. In the same article's "Part 1, 'In
Grammar'" by C.H.M. Versteegh, note also that the term's use is seen in Isfahani's
last paragraph in Topic 2 above.
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Isfahani says: L 85, T 39, MS 42b

3. Existence is an addition to the quiddities

When [Baydawi] had finished explaining the theory that [general]
existence is a characteristic having a commonality28 among all exist-
ing things, he proceeded with his plan to present the third topic, on
the fact that [general] existence is an addition to the quiddities, for
indeed the fact that it is an addition to the quiddities is a corollary
to its being a commonality.

Now the majority of the Mutakallimun have accepted the doc-
trine that [general] existence is an addition to the quiddities in the
cases of both the Necessary Existent and of possible realities. This
[doctrine] differs absolutely from the position of Shaykh Abu al-
Hasan MS 43a al-Ashcari, that is, in regard to both the Necessary
Existent and the possible reality, for he held that the existence of
every entity is identical with its quiddity.

And [this doctrine] differs from the position of the philosophers
[especially] in regard to the Necessary Existent, for they hold that
the [general] 'existence' of the Necessary Existent is identical with
its 'quiddity'; but [they hold that] the [general] 'existence' of the
possible realities is an addition to their 'quiddities'.

Now as to [general] existence being an addition [to the quiddi-
ties] in [the case of] possible realities, this position is based on three
points:

a. The first [point here] is [Baydawi's] summary statement that
we form a conception of the possible quiddities, but we are still
uncertain as to whether their existence is external or mental until
proof will stand on either their external or mental existence.

Now, if their existence should not be an addition to their quid-
dities, then we would not be uncertain as to their external or men-
tal existence when forming a conception of them. That L 86 is
because, if existence should not be an addition to their quiddities
then it would be either identical with them or included within them.
On both these suppositions there would be no uncertainty as to their
existence when conceptions are formed of them, because of the
impossibility of there being uncertainty as to a thing's quiddity and

MS gl: I.e., an accidental quality generalized.
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its essence29 while forming a conception of it. That is because if a
conception is to be formed of something, there must be certainty
that it has an essence; that is, it is not possible to form a concep-
tion of something until after a conception has been formed of its
essence by which it is characterized. So it is not conceivable for
there to be uncertainty as to the external and mental existence of
a thing while in the process of forming a conception of its essence.
It is not possible to be uncertain T 40 whether a thing should
be characterized by what constitutes it while a conception of it is
being formed.

If an objection should be raised as to how there can be uncer-
tainty in the mind as to a thing's existence while a conception of it
is being formed, since the conception of it is an expression of its
existence in the mind, then the response would be that, although
the conception of a thing is an expression of its existence in the
mind, nevertheless the conception of a thing is not that actual thing,
but rather it is an addition to that thing. So, there can be uncer-
tainty regarding its existence in the mind while a conception of the
thing is being formed. For this reason it is possible to deny that
something has existence in the mind while at the same time acknowl-
edging that there is a conception of it.

If a counterobjection should be raised that it is admissible there
would be no uncertainty as to the existence of quiddities, of which
we have not previously formed conceptions, at the time when we
do form conceptions of them, then the response would be that
a) assuming there is an equality30 that31 would not be admissible,
MS 43b and b) assuming there is an analogy, the implication would
be that [existence] would be an addition [to the quiddity].

b. The second [point for general existence being an addition to
the quiddities of the possible realities] is [Baydawi's] summary state-
ment that the possible realities are receptive to both existence and
nonexistence, but their existent natures are not receptive either to
existence or nonexistence. This is because a thing is not receptive

29 [mahiyah] quiddity; [dhat] essence.
30 3 43a gl: I.e., on the supposition that there is equality of existence among all

the quiddities.
31 MS gl: I.e., that doubt or difference of view.
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to itself or to its opposite. So existence would not be the same as
the quiddity, nor would it enter into it.32

c. The third point is [Baydawi's] summary statement that the
quiddities [of the possible realities] are different from one another,
but [general] existence is a commonality [among them], from the
standpoint of the causal factor.33

Thus, existence would not be identical to the quiddities. Otherwise,
the implication would be either a) that there would be a unity among
the quiddities,34 or b) that there would be a difference among the
existent natures.35

Nor would [existence] be a part of the quiddities. [This is] because
if existence should be a part of the quiddities, then the implication
would be that a quiddity would be composed of parts without limit
in actuality. But this conclusion is false.

As for the logical necessity in use here, it is because if [general]
existence should be a part of the quiddities, then it would be the
most general of the essential qualities36 that are shared, as no essen-
tial quality is more general than it is. So, it would be a genus, and
the [various] species subsumed under it would be differentiated one
from another by differentiae that would be existents. Otherwise, an
existent would subsist in a nonexistent, which is impossible. And if
the differentiae were to be existents when the assumption is that
existence is the genus for existents, then the implication would be
L 87 that the differentiae would be composed of the differentiae
and the genera, and likewise differentiae of differentiae, and the argu-
ment would be an infinite series. So, the implication would be that
a quiddity would be composed of an unlimited number of parts in
actuality.

As for the falsity of the conclusion, this is because if the parts of
the quiddity were to be unlimited [in number], then there would be
an implicit impossibility of the realization of any one of the quid-
dities, because its realization in that case would depend upon the
realization of all of its parts which are without number, and this

32 MS gl 41b: The receptor [qabil] is different from what is received [maqbul],
and a thing may not be other than itself.

33 Causal factor [ma'na1]. Isfahani adds the last phrase to Baydawi's text.
34 MS gl: While the situation is that they are different.
35 MS 43b gl: While the assumption is that [absolute] existence is a commonal-

ity. Thus, each of these two [alternatives a) and b)] is false.
36 [dhatryatj.
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would be impossible. For it is flatly impossible to have the realization
in actuality of those entities that are a) unlimited in number, and
are b) all simultaneously arranged together within existence.

Objection has been raised, that if [Baydawi] wanted37 the judg-
ment to be a) partial [in application], namely that existence would
be an addition to [only] some of the quiddities, then that is granted.
But, if he wanted it to be b) universal [in application], namely, that
existence would be an addition to all of the quiddities, then the
opposite of that [alternative b)] would be [to have] only a partial
[application], MS 44a that is, existence would not be an addition
to all of the quiddities. In that case then, it would be admissible for
[existence] to be an addition to some [of the quiddities], or to be
identical to some [of them], or to be a part of some [of them]. So
then, nothing that you [the disputant] have mentioned, neither the
unity of the quiddities nor their composition from an unlimited num-
ber of parts, would be implied.

Response [to this objection] is made, that for existence to be
differentiated among the accidental phenomena, either in [the case
of] an [individual] quiddity itself, or in [the case of] an intrusion
[into a quiddity as a part], it would not be conceivable; because if
[existence] should be required among the accidental phenomena,
then it would have to be the same38 in all [cases], and if it should
be required for an individual quiddity or for a part, then likewise
[it would have to be the same in all cases].

If a counterobjection should be raised not granting the necessity
[for existence] to be equal in them,39 since that [necessity] would be
implied only if [existence] should be an unambiguous notion,—but
[the necessity] is impossible because [existence] is analogous in
nature,—then the response would be that, if [existence] should be
analogous in nature, then it would be an addition to all [the quid-
dities], and this is what was to be demonstrated.40

37 L, followed by T, has the phrase, "by the judgment" [bi-al-hukm], which
appears here to be redundant, possibly by scribal error. The MS at 43b, and MS
Garrett 989ha, omit it.

MS gl
MS gl
MS gl

I.e., it should be displayed in all the quiddities.
I.e., in all the quiddities.
I.e., by reason of the fact that a difference in existence [among the

quid-dities] is not conceivable.
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By this [reasoning] there is refuted also the objection that,41 if
existence should be the genus for the quiddities, then [existence]
would be a general accidental quality of the differentiae, so there
would be no need for differentiae in distinguishing between the
differentiae and the quiddities. Furthermore, the genus would become
a general accidental quality of the differentiae only if the genus
should be something other than existence, but when the genus is
existence, then it does not.

Baydawi said: L 87, T 40

Ash'ari's variant argument

The Shaykh [al-Ashcari] argued that if [existence] were to be an
addition [to a quiddity] then it would be subsisting in a nonexistent.
We hold, rather, [that it subsists] in the quiddity as such.

Isfahani says: L 87, T 40, MS 44a

Ash'ari's variant argument

Shaykh Abu al-Hasan al-Ashcari argued that existence is not an addi-
tion to the quiddity,42 because if existence were to be an addition
to the quiddity, then existence would be subsisting in a nonexistent.
But the conclusion is false.

As for the logical necessity in use here, it is that if existence should
be an addition to the quiddity then a quiddity would not be an ex-
istent in itself; thus 'existence' would be subsisting in a nonexistent.
The falsity of the conclusion derives from the impossibility for a
thing [i.e., 'existence'] to subsist in what is characterized by its oppo-
site [i.e., 'nonexistence'].

Our author's response [to the Shaykh's argument] is that we do
not grant L 88 that if existence were to be an addition to the
quiddity then it would be subsisting in a nonexistent. Rather, existence

41 MS gl: [Brought by] cIbri—i.e., cAbd Allah ibn Muhammad al-Farghani al-
cIbri, who died 743/1342, a contemporary of Isfahani and author of a commen-
tary on Baydawi's book, Tawalic al-Anwar.

42 In the first three usages of the word in this section L alone has the plural,
"quiddities", while T and the MS have the singular.
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would be subsisting in the quiddity itself, not in a quiddity charac-
terized either by existence or nonexistence.

Let no one say that the quiddity in itself would be either an 'exis-
tent' or a 'nonexistent' as there is no intermediate option between
them: MS 44b since if it were the first [alternative], then the
implication would be that existence would not subsist in it because
of the impossibility for existence to subsist in an existent;43 and if it
were the second [alternative], then the implication would be that
existence would be subsisting in something characterized by its oppo-
site, which would be impossible.

Our doctrine is that the quiddity in itself is neither an existent
nor a nonexistent, in the sense that the quiddity in itself is not iden-
tical to [either] one of these two, nor does either one of them enter
into [the quiddity]. But [this doctrine] does not mean that the notion
of the quiddity itself is separated from either one of them, T 41
for its separation from either one of the two is impossible; other-
wise, it would be implied that there would be an intermediate option.
Moreover, if the quiddity itself is neither an existent nor a non-
existent in the sense mentioned, then no intermediate option is
implied, and nothing prevents 'existence' from subsisting in it.44

Understand that the fact that [general] existence is an addition to
the quiddity is within the thinking activity of the intellect. This is in
the sense that when the intellect forms a conception of the quiddity,
it finds it to be neither identical with 'existence' nor 'inclusive of
existence'; rather, it finds that existence is not [the quiddity] itself,
and does not enter into it. For to ascribe existence to a quiddity
would be [merely] a transaction of the intellect, not as the ascription
of whiteness to a body. [The case is not that] the quiddity has no
existence as a separate individual [entity] but that its accidental qual-
ity called 'existence' does have another existence [of its own], and that
then the existence inheres in the quiddity as whiteness in a body.
Rather, [the case is that] when the quiddity has being [in fact], then
its 'being' constitutes its 'existence'. The quiddity is receptive to exist-
ence only when its 'existence' is within the intellect; thus, existence
is not an addition [to the quiddity] except within the intellect.

43 MS 44b gl: Because it implies that a thing would be an existent having two
existences, which is not admissible.

44 MS gl: I.e., in the quiddity itself.
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Baydawi said: L 88, T 41

Special case of the necessary existent

In regard to the Necessary Existent45 [absolute, or general existence
is an addition to the quiddity] for a number of reasons.

a. The first [reason] is that if [the Necessary Existent] should be
[only] an abstraction [i.e., without any identifying qualities such as
general existence], then it would have been made abstract by some
agent other than itself; otherwise, its concomitants would negate one
another and it would become a possible reality.

Objection is raised that its abstraction is due to the nonexistence
of a necessary cause for its accidental qualities.

We respond that in that case [the Necessary Existent] would be
in need [even] for its [own] nonexistence!

Objection is raised that [general] existence is analogous in nature.
Our position is that even if this should be granted still it would

not be impossible for there to be equalities in complete reality; other-
wise, there would be implied either a) the composition of [general]
existence [i.e., in the Necessary Existent] or b) a complete distinc-
tion between the two existences [i.e., of the Necessary Existent and
of the possible realities], and the falsity of both of these [alterna-
tives] is clear.

Furthermore, [this is so] because whatever is predicated about
things by analogy would have to come from their accidental quali-
ties. [This is true] since if the subject-substrates should resemble one
another or belong to the same genus in some other respect, then
the two impossibilities mentioned [above: a) and b)] would be implied.
L 89 But if [the subject-substrates] should be different from one
another, then each of the two [existences] would differ from the

45 [Al-wajib]: Together with the concept of the 'Necessary Existent', we suggest
that there may be the presence of a recognition of the fact that God is at once
the 'Necessary Existent' and the 'Agent of divine obligation', although no additional
term, such as [wa-al-mujib] has been postulated as accompanying the mention of
the 'Necessary Existent'. Strictly philosophical analysis no doubt precludes such an
addition, but perhaps the religious awareness of mankind perceives its function. A
summary reference to this is presented as Note 2 at the beginning of Isfahani's
Foreword. This postulated concept accompanying mention of the 'Necessary Existent'
may be suggested in translation as the 'Necessary [and Obligating] Existent' [or,
'Presence']. For the purpose of following the two authors' argument here, the stand-
ard translation, 'Necessary Existent' is sufficient.
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other in essence but would have commonality with the other in what
is understood by this accidental quality [i.e., 'general existence']. And
this is exactly what has been claimed.

b. The second [reason that general existence is an addition to the
quiddity of the Necessary Existent] is that if [a 'specific] existence'46

by itself should be the source of the possible realities, then every
['specific] existence' would have commonality in [this source]; other-
wise, negation would be a part of [all the possible realities].

Objection is raised that abstraction [from qualities] is the condi-
tion for the effective causality of [general existence].

Our position is that in that case every [individual, specific] existence
would be a cause, unless each effect were to abort upon losing the
condition that would make its occurrence possible.

c. The third [reason that general existence is an addition to the
quiddity of the Necessary Existent] is that the [the Necessary Existent's
'general] existence' is a known thing, while its essence is not a known
thing. Thus, [the Necessary Existent's 'general] existence' is not its
'essence'.

Isfahani says: L 89, T 41, MS 44b

Special case of the necessary existent

After he had finished his exposition of the fact that [general] exist-
ence is an addition [to the quiddities] in [the case of] the possible
realities [Baydawi] began his argument that [general] existence is an
addition [to the quiddity] in [the case of] the Necessary Existent,
and [in his argument] he presented three reasons.

a. The first [reason in the argument that general existence is an
addition to the quiddity in the case of the Necessary Existent] is
[Baydawi's] summary statement that, if [general] existence should
not be an addition47 [to the quiddity in the case of] the Necessary

46 See Isfahani's commentary on this section for the designation 'specific'.
47 L 89, first gloss: "Understand that there is no dispute about the addition of

'general existence' to the quiddity of the Necessary Existent; the dispute is only
about whether 'specific existence' is an addition [to it]. However, what has been
presented is not proof of it." [From [Shark] Maqasid [al-falasifah], Sacd al-Din al-
Taftazani's commentary upon Abu Hamid al-Ghazali's Maqasid al-falasifah].

This gloss mentions the distinction between 'general, or absolute, existence' and
'specific existence' [the latter of which Nicholas Heer (in his translation of Jami's
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Existent, then the Necessary Existent would be a ['specific'] exist-
ence confined within the restriction of abstraction.48

This is because [general] existence49 is a commonality among the
Necessary Existent and the possible realities, but the [general] exist-
ence of the Necessary Existent is not an 'addition' to [the Necessary
Existent] Itself.50 So, it would be implied that the [term], "Necessary
Existent", would be a way of speaking about a [specific] existence
MS 45a that would be abstracted,31 that is, a [specific] existence
that would not be an accidental quality. In that case, if the [specific]
existence should be abstracted, then it would have been made abstract
by a cause other than the [specific] existence [itself]. But this con-
clusion would be false and the premise likewise.

Now, the inherent logic used here is that, if the abstraction of the
[specific] existence should not be due to a cause other than the [spe-
cific] existence [itself], then its abstraction would be due to the
'essence' of the [specific] existence [itself].

Thus, the abstraction would be a concomitant of the 'essence' of
the [specific] existence52 in itself.

However, [general] existence in the possible realities is an acci-
dental quality that is not required to be an abstraction,53 so, the
implication is that there would be a mutual incompatibility among
the concomitants of the [general] existence in itself, which would be
impossible. So, it would be a certainty, that if the [specific] exist-
ence should be an abstraction, then it would have been abstracted
by a cause other than itself. But that conclusion would be false,
because if the [specific] existence were to be abstracted in the
Necessary Existent by a cause other than itself, then [the Necessary
Existent] would be [merely] a possible reality, which is impossible.

The Precious pearl) prefers to call 'proper existence']. Where these terms are provided
this distinction begins to clarify Baydawi's argument. For this reason, we have taken
the risk of inserting the adjective 'general' or 'specific' before 'existence' where no
adjective is provided but there is some indication in the context of what it is. Ed.

48 MS gl: Which is the absence of any display of accidental qualities ['adam al-
curud].

49 MS gl: I.e., general, or absolute, existence.
30 The MS codes the identification of this antecedent.
51 The MS alone reads: abstracted from the quiddity.
52 The scribe of L repeated the last sentence in error.
53 L and T add, "in the realities possible", redundandy. The MS and MS Garrett

989Ha do not add this.
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Now, if this reasoning should be repeated here point by point,54—
namely, that the [general] existence having commonality among the
Necessary Existent and the possible realities either 1) would require
abstraction, or 2) would require nonabstraction, or 3) would require
neither abstraction nor nonabstraction, with the first alternative
(1) also requiring abstraction in the possible realities, and with the
second (2) also requiring nonabstraction in the Necessary Existent,
and with the third (3) [also] requiring that both abstraction and non-
abstraction be due to a cause other than [this general] existence,
thereby implying that the Necessary Existent would be a possible
reality—then [the statement of the reasoning] would be [clearer and]
preferable.

Objection has been raised that what is lacking a cause is the non-
abstracted, namely, the displays of all accidental phenomena;55 while
as for the abstracted, namely, the nondisplays of accidental phe-
nomena, there is thus no56 need L 90 for a cause. Rather, [the
case is that] the abstraction of [specific] existence is due to the non-
existence of a necessary cause for the displays of the accidents,57 and
since abstraction58 is the lack of any displays of accidents, the non-
existence of a necessary cause for [the] displays of accidents is
sufficient.59

Our author [Baydawi's] response to this objection is summarized
in two reasons.

1. The first [reason responding to this objection] is that in that
case a) the Necessary Existent would have need for the necessary
cause for the display of accidental qualities to be absent, and b) the
absence of the necessary cause for the display of accidental qualities
would be something other than [the presence of] the Necessary

54 [wa-law qurrira hadha al-wajh bi-hadha al-wajh].
55 Displays of accidental phenomena [al-curud]: properly, this plural belongs with

the act of displaying, not with the 'accidental qualities' being displayed, the plural
of which would be [acrad]. However, it may that [al-curud] is used here as the
plural of 'accident'.

56 L alone omits [fa-la] here in error. T, the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha all
include it for the sense.

57 [hVumd].
38 L: "since for abstraction, namely, the lack of any accidents . . .", T and the

MS: "since abstraction is the lack of any accidents. . ."
59 MS gl: He means that as abstraction is a matter of nonexistence the lack of

a cause would be enough.
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Existent, thus c) the Necessary Existent would have need for some-
thing other than itself, and so it would be [merely] a possible reality.

2. The second reason [responding to the objection] is that if
the abstraction of [specific] existence should be due to the absence
of the necessary cause for the display of accidental qualities, then
the Necessary Existent would [even] have need for its own non-
existence (!), because the necessary cause for the display of the acci-
dental qualities of existence [to appear] among the quiddities still
would be the Necessary Existent.60

[A second] objection has been raised, namely, that [specific] exist-
ence is not the kind of nature that requires the equality of its indi-
vidual examples MS 45b in abstraction and nonabstraction. Rather,
[specific] existence is analogous in nature, that is, it is predicated of
its individual examples by analogy; and if something is predicated
of individual examples by analogy, there would be no implication
of equality61 among the individual examples that are its concomi-
tants62 in either abstraction or nonabstraction, because of their
difference63 in quiddity. Consider [for example], a light that is pred-
icated by analogy in relation to [other] lights: although the [bright]
light of the sun requires that [even] dim-sighted [people] take notice
[of it], another light not of the sun does not require [such] taking
notice of it.

[To this second objection, Baydawi], our author, responded that
we do not grant that [specific] existence is predicated by analogy.
[General] existence is predicated of the [general] existence of the
Necessary Existent and of the [general] existence of a possible reality
equally. And even if it were to be granted that [specific] existence
is analogous in nature, still the analogy would not prevent an equality
between the [general] existence T 42 of the Necessary Existent and
the [general] existence of the possible realities in complete reality.64

60 MS gl: And this requires consideration, for we do not grant that the neces-
sary cause for the accidents [to appear] among the quiddities absolutely would be
the Necessary Existent, but rather, the necessary cause for the accidents of existence
[to appear] among the possible realities is the Necessary Existent.

61 MS gl: since a commonality in an accidental quality would not necessarily
cause a unity in the real nature.

62 MS gl: I mean the Necessary Existent and the possible reality.
63 T alone adds here: "in that case" [hfna'idhin].
64 Here we follow the MS. L, T and MS Garrett 989Ha read: [tamam al-

mahlyah], the last source having a helpful gloss: "That is, in absolute (general)
existence."
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[This is] because, if the analogy were to prevent equality between
the [general] existence of the Necessary Existent and the [general]
existence of the possible realities in complete reality, then there would
be implied either a composition in the [specific] existence which
would be the Necessary Existent, or a complete differentiation between
the two [general] existences, that is, the [general] existence of the
Necessary Existent and the [general] existence of the possible realities.
So, the [objection's] conclusion is false and the premise is likewise.

As for the logic in use here, it is that, if the analogy were to pre-
vent an equality in complete reality, then the [general] existence of
the Necessary Existent and the [general] existence of the possible
realities would be two different things in complete reality.65 In that
case, the only alternatives would be either that there would be the
commonality of an essential quality66 between the two [general] exist-
ences, or that there would not be. The first [alternative] would
require composition in the [specific] existence which would be the
Necessary Existent, and the second [alternative] would require a
complete differentiation between the two [general] existences [i.e., of
the Necessary Existent and the possible realities].

As for the falsity of the [objection's] conclusion, that is because it
has become obviously clear how false is [the argument for] the com-
position of the [specific] existence, which would be the Necessary
Existent, and how false would be a complete differentiation between
the two [general] existences. [This clarity] is due to the explanation
[we have given] that [general] existence is a causal entity that is a
commonality between the Necessary Existent and a possible reality.

But if the analogy does not prevent an equality in complete real-
ity, then the [general] existence of the Necessary Existent and the
[general] existence of a possible reality would be two equals in com-
plete reality, so the implication would be that they were equals in
regard to the concomitants,67 and so mutual incompatibility would
be prevented between their concomitants. Furthermore, [the impli-
cation is that] whatever is predicated of [these] entities [i.e., the
Necessary Existent and the possible reality] by analogy MS 46a
would have to be accidental qualities L 91 of those entities, because

65 L & T here include the word "perfect/complete", while the MS and MS Garr.
989Ha do not.

66 Essential quality [dhatfyun].
6/ MS gl: I.e., abstraction and nonabstraction.
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predication of the quiddity and of its essential qualities to their indi-
vidual examples would be on an equal basis, and would not be a
predication by analogy.

Now, if the subject-substrates68 were to resemble each other or
belong to the same genus in some respect other than [general] exist-
ence,—since if [general] existence69 were to be an accidental qual-
ity of the [specific] existence of the Necessary Existent and of the
[specific] existence of the possible realities, then the subject-substrates,
which are the 'specific existences',70 would not belong to the same
genus in respect of [general] existence, but rather their being of the
same genus would be in some respect other than [general] exist-
ence71—then the two impossibilities that have been set forth would
be implicit, namely a) mutual incompatibility between the concomi-
tants,72 assuming a mutual resemblance [between their two general
existences], and b) composition of the Necessary Existent, assuming
[their] membership in the same genus.

But, if there should be a mutual distinction between the subject-
substrates, namely, the '[specific] existence' of the Necessary Existent
and the '[specific] existence' of the possible realities, then each of
these two '[specific] existences' would be distinct from the other in
essence, and different from [the other] in reality, but having com-
monality with the other in the notion of this accidental quality,
namely, [general] existence as a commonality. Therefore, the Necessary
Existent would be a reality different from the possible realities, but
having commonality with them in [general] existence, this [general
existence] being a quality added to the reality [of the Necessary
Existent]. And this is precisely the claim.

A counterobjection may be raised that 'general existence', being
a descriptive quality that is a commonality between the [specific]
existence of the Necessary Existent and the [specific] existence of
the possible realities, is predicated by analogy of [these specific]

68 MS gl: I.e., the particular existential natures [al-wujudat al-khassah].
69 MS gl: I.e., general existence.
70 L and T here supply the adjective "specific", while the MS and MS Garrett

989Ha omit it.
71 MS gl: Because "being of the same genus" [al-tajanus] is a way of saying that

they are one in genus, therefore, assuming that [general] existence would be an
accidental quality, it would not be a genus.

72 MS gl: These being abstraction in the Necessary Existent and nonabstraction
in the possible realities.
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existences which are the individual examples [of the general exist-
ence].73 [This is] because the [process of] predication by analogy is
a universal that applies to its individual examples not equally, but
rather differently. [This application takes place] either

1. through [the proportionality of] advancing/increasing and
retreating/decreasing,74 as the application of the [universal] contin-
uous quantity75 to an amount, or to the whiteness [of varying degree]
occurring in its own substrate; or

2. through [the attribution of] priority76 and the lack of it, as
the application of the [universal] 'one' to [both] what is by no means
divisible77 and to what may be divided in some respect other than
that in which it is one;78 or

3. through [the inequality of] strength/intensity and weak-
ness/faintness,79 as the application of [the universal] whiteness upon
snow or ivory.

The application of [general] existence to the [specific] existences
which are accidental qualities of the quiddities, is inclusive of [three]
variations: MS 46b

4. It applies to the [specific] existence of a cause and the [speci-
fic] existence of its effect through [the proportionality of] advance/
increase and retreat/decrease;

5. [it applies] to the [specific] existence of a substance80 and
the [specific] existence of an accident through [the attribution of] a
priority and the lack of it; and

6. [it applies] to the [specific] existence of what is permanent
and to the [specific] existence of what is not permanent through [the

/3 The MS codes this general existence as the antecedent here.
/4 [bi-al-taqaddum wa-al-ta'akhkhur].
75 T alone supplies here the word "quantity" to complete the phrase [al-kamm

al-muttasil]. L and the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha have only "the continuous."
Definition of [al-kamm al-muttasil] is from M. Saeed Sheikh, A Dictionary of Muslim
Philosophy.

/6 [bi-al-awlawryah].
11 MS gl: This being the true One [al-wahid al-haqiqf], as the [One] Necessary

Existent [wajib al-wujud].
/8 MS gl: His expression: "upon what may be divided", [i.e.], such as are the

individual examples of the simple quiddities, for they are united in respect to hav-
ing the same real nature but different in respect to individuation.

'9 [bi-al-shiddah wa-al-ducf].
80 MS gl: For the [specific] existence of [a substance] is more certain and of

firmer subsistence than the [specific] existence of an accident.
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inequality of] strength/intensity and weakness/faintness. Thus, [gen-
eral] existence is predicated of the [specific] existences by analogy.

[Baydawi's] statement that—even if [the claim that general exist-
ence is analogous in nature] should be granted, still analogy does
not prevent equality among the individual examples [i.e., the specific
existences] in complete reality,—is, however, not sound; his state-
ment [continues:]—otherwise, there would be implied either com-
position [in the Necessary Existent] or a complete distinction between
the two [general] existences.81

But we [Isfahani] respond [to this] that a complete distinction
between the two [specific] existences in reality would not preclude
[their] having commonality L 92 in [general existence which is
an] accidental quality. For it is admissible that an individual exam-
ple of [specific] existence, this being the very reality of the Necessary
Existent, should be totally distinct from individual examples that are
the [specific] existences of the possible realities, while at the same
time all together have commonality in 'general existence' which is
an 'accidental quality' of [all] those individual examples.

Regarding [Baydawi's] statement that—if the subject-substrates
should be mutually distinct then each of them82 would be different
from the other in essence but would have commonality with it in
what is understood as this 'accidental quality' [i.e., general existence],
this being exactly what was claimed—although it is inconsistent with
what was said at first—and it is, however, false.

[Baydawi's] statement is a) inconsistent with what was said at first
because the first statement was to the effect that analogy does not
prevent equality in complete reality. Therefore, realization of equal-
ity would be made necessary along with the analogy; but complete
distinction between the subject-substrates, assuming the analogy, would
be inconsistent with [the realization of equality].

[The foregoing statement] also is b) false because of the claim
that the 'specific existence' of [the Necessary Existent]83 is an addition
to its quiddity, as is the 'specific existence' of the possible realities.

81 MS gl: I.e., the [general] existence of the Necessary Existent and the [gen-
eral] existence of the possible realities.

82 MS gl: I.e., the [specific] existence of the Necessary Existent and the [specific]
existence of the possible realities.

83 L, T and MS Garrett 989Ha have "its", while the MS has "the" specific exist-
ence. The relative pronoun evidently refers to the Necessary Existent, as contrasted
with the possible realities.
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This [claim] is implied neither by the analogy nor by the complete
distinction of the subject-substrates. Rather, the analogy requires that
'general existence' be an accidental quality that is an addition to the
the 'specific existences', while the distinction in the subject-substrates
requires that a distinction be made between the specific existence
of the Necessary Existent and the specific existence of the possible
realities. But this84 does not necessarily imply that 'specific existence'
is an accidental quality in the Necessary Existent as it is with the
possible realities. And the thesis claimed is nothing but this fact.
MS 47a

b. Baydawi's second [main] reason85 is, that if the Necessary Exist-
ent should be [specific] existence as an abstraction, then the source
of the possible realities would be [this specific] existence alone, that
is, by itself, without respect to anything else. But this conclusion
would be false.

As for T 43 the logic here, a) it is that the source of the pos-
sible realities is the Necessary Existent, and b) the Necessary Existent
is [specific] existence as an abstraction, and, c) due to the restric-
tion of abstraction, [the Necessary Existent] has no opportunity for
effective causality; otherwise, negation86 would be part of the source
of the possible realities, which would be an impossibility.

Regarding the falsity of the conclusion, that is because if the source
of the possible realities should be [specific] existence alone, then
every [specific] existence would share with the Necessary Existent in
being the source, because every [specific] existence would be equal
to the Necessary Existent in [the specific] existence itself, which would
be impossible.87

An objection has been raised not granting that if the source of
the possible realities should be abstracted [specific] existence, then
it would be implied that negation would be a part of the source.
That would be implied only if abstraction were part of the effective
cause, which is impossible. But it is admissible that abstraction should
be a condition for the effective causality of the source, but not a

84 MS gl: I.e., this requirement of a distinction.
8D MS gl: Of the three reasons presented supporting the argument that general

existence is an addition in the Necessary Existent.
86 MS gl: I.e., the lack of any qualification.
87 MS gl: Because of the impossibility for Zayd to be a cause both of himself

and of his [own] causes.
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part of it, and it is admissible that negation should be a condition
for the effective causality of the effective cause.

[Baydawi] has responded that in that case88 every [specific] exist-
ence would be a [secondary] cause, unless its effect should be pre-
vented because of the loss of its condition,89 the occurrence of which
is possible.90 L 93

A counterobjection might be raised that the source of the possi-
ble realities is that specific existence which is identical with the
Necessary Existent. It is distinct from the [specific] existence of the
possible realities, but shares with it in the general existence which
is an accidental quality of both the specific existence of the Necessary
Existent and of the [specific] existence of the possible realities. There-
fore, it would not be implied that every [specific] existence would
have commonality with the Necessary Existent in being a [secondary]
cause.

c. Baydawi's third reason [supporting the argument that general
existence is an addition to the quiddities in the case of the Necessary
Existent] is that a) the '[general] existence' of the Necessary Existent
is a known thing, because its [general] existence is that [general]
existence which is a commonality known intuitively; but b) its 'essence'
is not a known thing. Therefore, its '[general] existence' is some-
thing other than its 'essence'. And in that case91 the [general] exist-
ence would be either a) within the essence of [the Necessary Existent],
and that would imply composition, or b) external to its essence, thus
being an addition [to its quiddity].92

An objection could be raised a) that MS 47b the existence that
is known intuitively is the general existence, which is an accidental
quality, not the specific existence that is identical with the essence
of [the Necessary Existent]; and b) that no inference should be made
from the [knowledge by] intuition of the general existence, which is
an accidental quality, to [any knowledge by] intuition of the specific

88 MS gl: I.e., when abstraction is a condition for the effective causality.
89 MS gl: Which is the abstraction of [specific] existence.
90 Gloss in L and the MS [slightly expanded] from 'Ibri's commentary on Baydawi's

Tawali': This response is weak, because we do not grant that abstraction is a pos-
sible occurrence with every [specific] existence, because [we have pointed out that]
the [specific] existence of the Necessary Existent is distinct from the [specific] exist-
ence of the possible realities.

91 MS gl: I.e., when its [general] existence is other than its essence.
92 MS gl: This being the logical goal of the argument [al-matlub].
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existence, which is the essence of [the Necessary Existent]. So there
would be no implication that the specific existence would be an addi-
tion [to the quiddity of the Necessary Existent] ,93

Baydawi said: L 93, T 43

The philosopher's variant argument

The philosophers argue that if the [general] existence of [the Necessary
Existent] should be an addition to [the quiddity], then [the Necessary
Existent] would need a subject-substrate for [the general existence].
Whereupon it would need a cause, either a) to accompany, and thus
[the Necessary Existent's] essence would take precedence in [specific]
existence over its own [general] existence, and an infinite series argu-
ment would be implicit, or, b) to make a distinction [between the
general existence and the essence], and thus [the Necessary Existent]
would be a possible reality.

The reply [to this argument] is that it is not necessary for an
accompanying cause to take precedence in [specific] existence. Indeed,
with the possible realities the quiddity is a causal entity that is recep-
tive to their specific existences, and the parts of the quiddity serve
as a cause supporting the subsistence of [their specific existences], in
spite of the fact that [the parts] do not take precedence in [general]
existence.

Isfahani says: L 93, T 43, MS 47b

The philosopher's variant argument

The philosophers argue in support of their position that the [gen-
eral] existence of [the Necessary Existent] is identical with its essence,
to the effect that if [the general existence] should be an addition [to
the quiddity] then [the general existence] would have need for its
own subject-substrate. [This is] because a descriptive characteristic
that is made an accidental quality would have need for what it
describes, as its subject-substrate, and therefore its [general] existence
would be a possible reality, because anything having need for some-
thing else would be a possible reality.

MS gl: This is what was claimed.
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Thus, the [general] existence [of the accidental quality] would
have need for a cause that either a) would accompany [it], this [ac-
companying agent] being [either] its essence or one of its attributes,
the implication being that its essence would take precedence in
[specific] existence over its [general] existence,94 and then the dis-
cussion of that circumstance would repeat the discussion of the first
circumstance, and the argument implicitly would be an infinite series;
or b) [the accidental quality's needed cause] would make a distinc-
tion [between the Necessary Existent's essence and its general exist-
ence], so the Necessary Existent in its [general] existence would have
need for something else, and thus, [the Necessary Existent] would
be [merely] a possible reality.

In response, we [Isfahani] would prefer [to say] that the need of
[the general] existence would be for an accompanying cause, which
would be the [Necessary Existent's] own essence.

[Baydawi's] statement is that then the implication would be that
the [Necessary Existent's] essence would take precedence in [specific]
existence over its [own general] existence.

We [Isfahani] say that we would not grant [this]. There is no
necessity for an accompanying cause to take precedence in [specific]
existence over its effect.

The quiddity of the possible realities is a cause receptive to their
[various specific] existences, although it does not take precedence
L 94 in its [general] existence over their [specific] existence; other-
wise, argument in an infinite series would be implied. Moreover, the
parts of the quiddity [of the possible realities] are a cause support-
ing the subsistence [of the possible realities], although [the parts] do
not precede [the possible realities] in [general] existence.93

94 MS gl: [This is] from the [logical] necessity for the cause that brings into
existence to precede the effect in existence; so its essence would have existence in
advance of its [own general] existence.

95 Baydawi speaks about the general and specific existences of both the possible
realities and the Necessary Existent in the foregoing pages. From the aspect of their
participation in some group or other, the existence of any member of the group is
called 'general, or absolute existence'. Considered only from the aspect of an indi-
vidual entity, the existence of any member is called 'specific existence'. Here, each
of the two aspects of existence is considered as 'external', but each also can be
treated as 'mental' in reference. Baydawi states at the outset that his position differs
from that of al-Ashcari in some ways and from the philosophers in some ways.

The translation by Nicholas Heer of the theological work titled, The Precious Pearl,
by cAbd al-Rahman Jami [817/1414-898/1492], provides an opportunity to compare
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Baydawi said: L 94, T 43

A corollary

A corollary [of this discussion] is that when an entity is character-
ized as having [general] existence this is not by reason of some
attribute subsisting in it. Indeed, the subsistence in it of an attribute
[logically] derives from the fact that [the entity] is an existent. But
if the fact that it is an existent were to be made dependently deriv-
ative, then a circular argument would be implicit.

Isfahani says: L 94, T 43, MS 47b

A corollary

Since the accompanying cause would be something more general [in
concept] than an essence or an attribute, and the accompanying
cause [conceived] as an attribute would be more specific,96 and since
the general would be universal, and the specific would be particu-
lar and adjunctive in relation to [the universal], the particular being
a corollary subordinate to the universal, [Baydawi] set up this ques-
tion as a corollary to the proposition that the [general] existence of
the Necessary Existent is an addition [to its quiddity].97

a. We hold that the quiddity of a thing may be a cause for one
of its [own] attributes, MS 48a as a 'four' [is a cause] for even-
ness in number. And

b. [we hold] that one of the attributes [of the quiddity] may be
a cause for another attribute [of it]; for example, a differentia [may
be a cause] for a property,98 as 'rationality' is a cause for 'amazement',

Baydawi's explanation of the questions of existence with that given by Jami a cen-
tury and more later. Jami was more famous as a poet than as a Sufi theologian,
but he clearly outlines the beliefs of al-Ashcari and a Mu'tazilite leader, Abu al-
Husayn al-Basri, then those of the Mutakallimun and the philosophers, with a gen-
eral summary. In each of the main groups existence appears to be regarded as one
concept basically, but from different viewpoints and with different applications. One
feels that Jami has learned a greater dexterity and brevity in handling these ques-
tions than did the earlier writers, Ibn Sina, Tusi, and Baydawi. His commission,
however, was only to adjudicate between the doctrines of the various schools and
to record them properly in updated form.

96 MS gl: I.e., than the accompanying cause [by itself].
97 The MS alone adds here, "to its quiddity" ['ala' mahiyatihi].
98 Differentia [fasl] property [khassah].
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and for example, one property [may be a cause] for another prop-
erty, as 'amazement' is a cause for the 'ability to laugh'.99

Now, when an entity is characterized as having [general] existence,
this is not by reason of some other attribute subsisting in the entity.
Indeed, the subsistence of an attribute in an entity derives from the
fact that [the entity] is an existent; but if the fact that the entity is
an existent were to be dependently caused by the subsistence of the
attribute in it, then argument in a circle would be implicit.

So there is the indication that if [general] existence should be an
addition to the quiddity of the Necessary Existent, then the accom-
panying cause [of the general existence] would be the essence [of
the Necessary Existent] itself, not some accompanying entity that
would be [merely] a 'characteristic' or a 'differentiator'.

Someone100 might object that the quiddity in itself would be pre-
vented from being a cause for [general] existence; but the disputant101

would be acting contrary to the requirement of his own intellect,
because intellectual intuition has laid down a judgment how neces-
sary it is that whatever is a causal factor for [general] existence
should take precedence in [general] existence. Thus, to invalidate
the quiddity in itself, as being a recipient of [general] existence, obvi-
ously would be invalid. [This is] because any recipient of [general]
existence benefits from [general] existence, and so [prior to acquir-
ing general existence] it is prevented from being an existent, because
of the impossibility of the prior occurrence of what must still occur.102

[In this role the quiddity is] in contrast to the agent of [specific]
existence, for this [latter agent] is a donor of [general] existence,
and it would be impossible for the donor providing the benefit of
[general] existence not to be an existent [Himself]. Otherwise, the
door would be closed to any certainty regarding the Creator.

Now, T 44 any recipient of [general] existence would not be
a recipient of it while [still] being among the [unrealized] individ-
ual quiddities.103 Otherwise, the implication would be that the recipient
entity would have a separate [general] existence by itself among the
individual quiddities, and that its accident, namely [general] existence,

99 Rationality [al-natiqiyah]; amazement [al-mutacajjibiyah]; ability to laugh [al-
dahikfyah].

100 MS gl: From the side of the philosophers.
101 MS gl: I.e., the Imam [Fakhr al-Din al-Razi].
102 The 'occurrence of what must still occur' [husul al-hasil].
103 [Unrealized] individual quiddities [al-acyan].
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would also have [a separate general] existence until their joining
together104 would be as that of an inherent joining with [its] sub-
strate, as the body is in relation L 95 to whiteness. But this [line
of reasoning] is invalid.

Rather, [and this question refers to the case of the Necessary Exist-
ent,] the being of the quiddity is its [specific] existence, and any
consideration of the quiddity as something separate from [specific]
existence would be only in the intellect. It is not that the quiddity
is disjoined from [specific] existence in the intellect, for its being in
the intellect constitutes its mental [specific] existence, just as its being
in the external105 constitutes its external [specific] existence. Rather,
it is the business of the intellect to consider the quiddity by itself
without MS 48b paying attention to [its] 'existence' or 'non-
existence'. However, the lack of consideration for an entity does not
constitute [an active] consideration of its nonexistence. So, to char-
acterize the quiddity as having [specific] existence is a transaction
of the intellect.

Thus, a quiddity is only a recipient of [specific] existence within
the intellect; and it is not possible for [the quiddity] to be an agent
of [specific] existence during its [own] [specific] existence within the
intellect.106

As for the parts of a quiddity, such as genus and differentia, [each
of them] would constitute a causal factor for the quiddity, but not
for [its specific] existence. For this reason it would be unnecessary
for them to take precedence in [general] existence over the [specific]
existence [of the quiddity].

Baydawi said: L 95, T 44

4. The nonexistent is not a certainty externally

[The fact that the nonexistent is not a certainty externally is a prob-
lem] because if the nonexistent should be made equal with the

104 MS gl: I.e., the recipient that receives [general] existence and the accidental
quality that is [general] existence.

105 [fi al-cayn] MS gl: I.e., in the external. See also N. Heer's glossary in his
translation of Jami's The Precious Pearl.

106 MS gl: Otherwise, it would be implied that one entity would be [both] an
agent and a recipient, which is impossible.
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excluded, or with something more specific than it, then it would be
valid to hold that every nonexistent would be something excluded,
and that nothing excluded would be a certainty, and thus the non-
existent would not be a certainty [at all].

But if [the nonexistent] should be more general than [the excluded],
then there would not be any complete exclusion. Otherwise, there
would remain no difference between the general and the particular,
and then [the nonexistent] would be a certainty and would be pred-
icated of whatever is excluded, so that then the excluded would be
a certainty. But that is contrary to the hypothesis.

Isfahani says: L 95, T 44, MS 48b

4. The nonexistent is not a certainty externally

Topic 4 is on the fact that the nonexistent is not an external entity.
There is no disagreement over the fact that the excluded, namely,
what is impossible in its essence, is not an external entity. The only
disagreement is over whether the nonexistent possible reality would
be an external entity, in the sense that it would have an established
being externally but be excluded from existence.

Thus, whoever says that [general] existence is identical with the
quiddity cannot then say that the nonexistent possible reality would
be an external entity; otherwise, there would be an implicit meet-
ing of the two contradictories, namely, [general] existence and non-
existence.

But those who say that existence is an addition to the quiddity
differ about this. Some of them make it an impossibility for a non-
existent possible reality to be an external entity having certainty,
which is the doctrine of the Mutakallimun among our [Asha'irah]
colleagues, of Abu al-Hudhayl and Abu al-Husayn al-Basri of the
Muctazilah, and [also] of the philosophers.107 Others of them assert
that the nonexistent possible reality is an entity having an established
being and external certainty but it is excluded from [general] exis-
tence, this being the doctrine of the rest of the Muctazilah.

Our author, Baydawi, has argued to the effect that the nonexistent
possible reality is not an external entity, saying

MS gl: [I.e., those philosophers] having a link with the Mutakallimun.
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a. that if the nonexistent were to be made equal in an absolute
sense to whatever is excluded or anything more specific than it, then
it would be valid to say

1. that every nonexistent would be excluded, L 96
2. that nothing excluded would be a certainty externally, and

therefore
3. not a thing that is nonexistent would be an external cer-

tainty, which is the desired logical conclusion.
b. But, if the nonexistent should be something more general in

an absolute sense than what is excluded, then the nonexistent would
not be [merely] an outright exclusion. [This is] because if it should
be an outright exclusion, then there would be no difference between
the general and the particular. And if [the nonexistent] should not
be an outright exclusion, then it would be a certainty, and it108 would
be predicated of what is excluded. Then our [argument's] statement
would be true that everything excluded would be a nonexistent,
because the truth of the general [case] is [true] in all its individual
specific instances, MS 49a and so every nonexistent would be a
certainty, and thus, everything excluded would be a certainty. But
this is contrary to the hypothesis.109

Objection is raised that this requires consideration. If the non-
existent is more general than the excluded, then [only] some of its
individual examples would be certainty,110 and our statement would
not be true that every nonexistent would be a certainty. So the fore-
going syllogism would not be productive because its major premise
then would be a particular.

Response is made to this [objection]111 that if the nonexistent
were not a certainty, then the nonexistent possible reality would not
be a certainty, since the nonexistent possible reality is absolutely
more particular than the nonexistent, because what is true of the
nonexistent applies to all individual examples of the nonexistent pos-
sible reality and to all individual examples of the excluded, in an
imperative application of the truth of what is absolutely general to

108 MS gl: I.e., the nonexistent.
109 MS gl: But if it should be false that the nonexistent is more general than the

excluded, then one of the two former alternatives would be true, and the desired
conclusion would be implied.

110 MS gl: And some would not be certainty, namely, the excluded.
111 MS gl: This is by way of counterobjection.
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all individual examples of the particular. And if there is no certainty
for what is more general absolutely, then there would be no cer-
tainty for what is more particular absolutely.

Some one might object that if the nonexistent should be more
general than the excluded then there would be no requirement for
it to be absolutely a certainty; rather, a portion of its individual
examples would be certainty, namely the nonexistent possible real-
ity, and some would not be certainty, namely, the excluded.

If it should be objected that, if112 it113 were not a certainty, then
it would be an outright exclusion, and no difference would remain
between the general, namely, the nonexistent, and the particular,
namely, the excluded, then the response114 to this [objection] would
be that we do not grant [the implication] that, if [the nonexistent]
were not a certainty then it would be an outright exclusion. Rather,
it would be more general than an outright exclusion. The difference
between it and the excluded is that it is admissible to affirm non-
existence of the nonexistent possible reality, but it is not admissible
to affirm exclusion of the nonexistent possible reality.

In truth, the nonexistent possible reality is not a certainty exter-
nally. Whoever disputes this is resisting what his intellect requires,
for the intellect intuitively judges that the nonexistent has no exter-
nal certainty. However, to argue that the nonexistent is not an exter-
nal entity is impossible to pursue by way of demonstrative proof.

Instead, the convincing of an opponent115 is possible only by way
of dialectic debate. In this, those who say that the nonexistent is an
external entity have posited the certainty of a power which is a
causally effective attribute. But between the certainty of the power
and the statement that the nonexistent possible reality is an exter-
nal certainty there is a contradiction. MS 49b That is because,
on the assumption that the nonexistent possible reality is an exter-
nal entity, then the power would be excluded; since if [the power]
were a certainty, then its efficacy would be either

a. in the essence, or b. in the [general] existence, or c. in the
characterization of the essence as having [general] existence. But
these three alternatives are invalid.

112 An L 96 gloss indicates that this is implied by the objection.
113 MS gl: I.e., the nonexistent.
114 The MS alone adds: "to this" [ujib canhu].
115 The MS here uses, "li-ilzam"; L, T and MS Garrett 989Ha use, "ilza.ni."
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(a.) The first [is invalid] because the essence is a certainty116 having
no need for an effective cause, according to [Baydawi's opponents].

(b.) The second [is invalid] because [general] existence, according
to them, is an attribute-state, T 45 and an attribute-state is not
an object of power.

(c.) The third [is invalid] because the characterization of the essence
as having [general] existence is a mental transaction having no exter-
nal established certainty. If it should be made an external certainty,
then it would be characterized as having certainty, and the charac-
terization of it as having certainty would also then become a cer-
tainty; so, argument in an infinite series would be implied, which is
impossible.

But if the characterization [of the essence as having general exist-
ence] is not an external certainty, then the power would have no
efficacy over it. On the assumption117 that argument in an infinite
series were admissible in matters having [theoretical] certainty, then
the characterization would not be existent externally; otherwise, there
would be an implicit argument in an infinite series for things existent
externally, which would be impossible. And if the characterization
is not existent externally, then the power has no efficacy over it.

Therefore, assuming that the nonexistent possible reality is an
external entity, it would be established that then the power would
be excluded. Thus, the contradiction would be established between
the certainty of the power and the certainty that the nonexistent
possible reality would be an external entity. And [the disputants']
problem is left circling between exclusion of the power and exclu-
sion of the nonexistent possible reality as an external entity.

Baydawi said: L 97, T 45

Argument of the Mi/tazilah on the nonexistent

The argument of the Mu'tazilah is [as follows]:
a. The nonexistent is something [conceptually] distinguishable be-

cause of the fact that it is a known thing, an object of power, and

116 An MS gloss repeats this sentence, adding here "[even] in nonexistence" [ft
al-cadam].

117 MS gl: That is, [the disputants] said that this infinite series pertains to mat-
ters of certainty that are excluded from existence, and [so] argument in an infinite
series would be admissible in these cases.
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an object of will, some part of it more than another; and everything
[conceptually] distinguishable is a certainty, so the nonexistent would
be a certainty.

b. The impossibility of [the nonexistent] would be its exclusion,
because the characteristic of the impossible is exclusion; but [the fact
of] possibility is a certainty, so the nonexistent that is qualified by
[the fact of possibility] is a certainty.

In reply to this [argument], the first [reason] is nullified by impos-
sible things, by imaginary things, by composite things, and by [gen-
eral] existence itself, and the second [reason] is nullified by the fact
that possibility and impossibility are both matters of the intellect, as
we will explain.

Isfahani says: L 97, T 45, MS 49b

Argument of the Miitazjlah on the nonexistent

The Muctazilah argue that the nonexistent may be a certainty for
two reasons:

a. The first [reason] is that the nonexistent is something distin-
guishable, and everything that is distinguishable is a certainty; there-
fore the nonexistent is a certainty. The nonexistent is distinguishable
on three points:

1. The first [point] is that the nonexistent is a known thing.
The fact that the sun rises on the morrow is a known thing, although
now it is a nonexistent [thing]. Every known thing is something dis-
tinguishable;118 for everyone distinguishes between movement that is
controlled by some power and movement not controlled by any
power, and [everyone] distinguishes between the sun's appearance
at its place of rising and at its place of setting.

2. The second [point] is that the nonexistent is an object of
power.119 Movement whether to the right or to the left120 is an object

118 MS gl: I.e., it is [distinguishable] from what is not a known thing; otherwise,
it would be impossible to characterize one of them as having knowability and the
other as lacking it.

119 The MS here omits "for us" in the phrase [maqdur lana], the first use of the
phrase having a general reference; but the MS adds "for us" in the second occur-
rence of the phrase, which becomes a particular reference. L and T have "for us"
in both places, while MS Garrett 989Ha omits it in both.

120 L and T have the forms "yumnatan" and "yusratan", while the MS has
"yamfnatan" and "yasfratan."
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of power for us, although [the movement] is [still] nonexistent. Now,
every object of power is something distinguishable. It is valid L 98
to say that movement whether to the right or to the left is an object
of power for us, but creation of the heavens MS 50a and the
earth is not an object of power for us, and that this distinction is
in operation before these things enter into existence. So, if these
nonexistent [entities] had not been distinguishable from each other
before their existence, then it could not be said [now] that it is valid
for us to perform such an action or that it is not valid for us to
perform such an action.

3. The third [point in which the nonexistent is distinguish-
able] is that the nonexistent may be something desirable. One of us
may have a desire for something such as meeting a friend, or may
have a dislike for something else such as meeting an enemy. If what
is desired and what is disliked were both reckoned as nonexistents,
and if there were to be no distinction of the desirable from the dis-
liked before their existence, then it would be impossible for one of
the two to be a desirable object and the other to be a disliked object.
So it would be a certainty that the nonexistent possible reality would
be something distinguishable.

As for the fact that everything [conceptually] distinguishable has
certainty, that is so because distinguishability is an attribute having
certainty for whatever is [conceptually] distinct, and the certainty of
an attribute for what is characterized derives from the certainty of
what is characterized.

b. The second reason [of the Mu'tazilah]121 is that the impossi-
bility [of a nonexistent] would constitute [its] exclusion, since the
characteristic of what is impossible is exclusion. And if [the fact of]
impossibility [in itself] should be a certainty, then whatever is impos-
sible and is so characterized would [also] be a certainty, because the
certainty of an attribute derives from the certainty of what is char-
acterized. But now the thing that is impossible is not a certainty, so
the [fact of its] impossibility will not be a certainty.

If impossibility should not be a certainty, then possibility would
be a certainty, since if one of two contradictories should not be a
certainty, then the other would be a certainty. And if the possibility
should be a certainty, then the nonexistent possible reality, described

MS gl: I.e., that the nonexistent has certainty.
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as having possibility, would be a certainty. So, it is established that
the nonexistent possible reality would be a certainty.

a.-a. The reply to the first [Mu'tazilah reason] is a total refuta-
tion. A summary statement of it is that if the argument given were
valid, then the implication would be that impossibilities122 and things
imaginary,—as a sea of quicksilver and a mountain of ruby, as well
as composite things123 made up from a joining together of parts and
their mutual fitting in a specific way,124—would be external certain-
ties; but according to [the Muctazilah] it is not so. Likewise it would
be implied that [general] existence would be an external certainty,125

but according to [the Mu'tazilah] it is not so.
Nevertheless we [Isfahani] say that the implication is there126

because these things are distinguishable, and everything distinguish-
able is an external certainty, so these things MS 50b are exter-
nal certainties.

A further127 reply128 to the first reason about the impossibility in a
detailed way is that objection [against it] could be raised [as follows]:

1. If what is meant by distinguishability is a distinction in the
mind, then the minor premise129 is granted, but the major premise130

is ruled out, for there is no implication that if something is distinct
in the mind then it would be a certainty externally. Otherwise, the
implication would be that imaginary, impossible, and composite things
would be external certainties; and that is not so, by consensus. L 99

2. If what is meant is a distinction externally then the major
premise is granted, but the minor premise is ruled out; for the fact
that the nonexistent may be a known thing, potential, and desirable
does not require it to be something externally distinguishable.

b.-~a. The response to the second [Muctazilah main] reason is that
possibility and impossibility are [both] intellectual considerations, not

MS gl
MS gl
MS gl

such as the meeting of two contradictories, for example.
As an individual person (shakhs) having ten heads.
[I.e.], not from the very parts themselves, and such by consensus may

not be conceived as being in the state of nonexistence. Perhaps what is intended
by the composites is what the intellect and the imagination compose, as a man
with two heads and a sea of quicksilver.

125 MS gl: As for existence, it is because it is one of the attribute-states [ahwal],
according to them, and the attribute-states are not certainties.

126 MS gl: that these things are certainties.
127 T alone inserts the clarifying word "further" [aydan].
128 MS gl: This reply is by the commentator, not the author.
129 MS gl: Namely, his statement that the nonexistent is distinguishable.
130 MS gl: Namely, his statement that everything distinguishable is a certainty.
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external matters, so the fact that one of the two is excluded does
not imply that the other of them would be an external certainty, as
we will explain.

Baydawi said: L 99, T 45

5. The attribute-state is to be excluded

The majority [of the Mutakallimun] have agreed that [the attribute-
state] is [to be] excluded [from reality].

Those who spoke in favor of [the attribute-state] were Abu Bakr
[al-Baqillani] our [Asha'irah] colleagues, Abu Hashim [al-Jubba'i]
the Mu'tazilah and Imam al-Haramayn [al-Juwayni] at first, their
argument for it [had two points]:

a. [General] existence is a descriptive quality common [to all
existents].

1. It is not [itself] an existent; otherwise, it then would be
equal to everything else in existence, and its [own] existence would
be an addition, T 46 and an infinite series argument would be
implied;

2. nor is it a nonexistent, since it may not be characterized by
what negates it.

b. Also, just as blackness shares with whiteness in having color
but differs from it in being black, [they argued that]

1. if [both] these entities should be existents then one of them
would subsist in the other, otherwise, each would be independent of
the other and a single reality could not be assembled from the two
of them, and if that were the case then it would imply the subsis-
tence of an attribute in an attribute, which is impossible on grounds
we shall set forth;131 and

2. if [both] entities should be nonexistents, or one of them,
then it would imply that an existent was composed from a non-
existent, which is obviously impossible.

a.—a. Response to the first point [supporting the attribute-state] is
made

1. that [general] existence [itself] is an existent entity,
2. that its [own general] existence is its essence, and

See below, Book 1, Section 2, Chapter 1, Topic 3.
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3. that its distinction from all other existent entities is by neg-
ative qualification, so the argument is not an infinite series.

b.~a. [Response] to the second point is made
1. that coloration and blackness are two existent entities [both]

subsisting in a body, except that [either]
a) the subsistence of one of the two is dependent upon the

subsistence of the other, or that
b) the subsistence of one of the two is in a body and the

other subsists in [the first entity]. Now, [either] the impossibility [of
this kind of subsistence itself] is an impossibility, or the composition
[of it] is in the intellect and is not external. It requires consideration.

Isfahani says: L 99, T 45, MS 50b

5. The attribute-state is to be excluded

After [Baydawi] had finished with the explanation that the non-
existent possible reality is not an external certainty, he began [the
discussion on] the exclusion of the attribute-state. The majority132

have agreed upon the exclusion [of the attribute-state], and you have
acquired an understanding of its meaning.133

Affirming the 'attribute-state' as a certainty were Qadi Abu Bakr
[al-Baqillani] of our group,134 Abu Hashim [al-Jubba'i] and his fol-
lowers among the Mu'tazilah, and135 Imam al-Haramayn [al-Juwayni]
at first.136 They affirmed as certain that there was an intermediary
between the existent and the nonexistent, and they called it an
'attribute-state'.

In our [Isfahani's] view,137 intuitive reason judges that whatever
the intellect makes reference to will either have a reality of some
sort or it will not. The former [option] would be an existent while
the latter [option] would be a nonexistent, and L 100 there would

132 MS gl: I.e., the majority of the Mutakallimun.
133 L gl: (repeating Baydawi's definition from L 75:18-19): namely, an attribute

not existent or nonexistent in itself, subsisting in an existent.
134 MS gl: I.e., of the Asha'irah.
135 MS gl: of our group.
136 MS gl: Then he disassociated himself from affirming the certainty of the

attribute-state.
137 MS gl: I.e., the dispute [niza1] would be semantic. N.b.: This passage is taken

nearly verbatim from F.D. Razi's Muhassal p. 61, Cairo 1323 A.H.
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be no intermediary between the two, unless of course, existence and
nonexistence should be interpreted otherwise than what we have set
forth. In that case the intermediary might be certified [conceptu-
ally], and the investigation would then become merely semantic.

Those affirming the certainty of the attribute-state have presented
an argument with two points.

a. The first [point of their argument supporting the attribute-state]
is that [general] existence is a descriptive quality138 common to all
existents. But there is no doubt that the quiddities are differentiated
from one another, the factor wherein there is the commonality, here
I mean [general] existence,139 being something other than that wherein
there is the distinction. So the [general] existence of external enti-
ties is something different from their quiddities.

1. [In their argument they say that general] existence [itself]
is not an existent entity, because, if it should be an existent then it
would be the same as everything else in existence, since [general]
existence is a descriptive quality common to all existents. MS 51a
But there is no doubt that [general] existence differs from a quid-
dity140 in some respect or other,141 the factor wherein there is the
commonality being different from that in which there is the dis-
tinction. Thus, the [general] existence common to both [general]
existence and the existent quiddities would be different on account
of the specific property of that [general] existence's quiddity in which
there is the distinguishing factor. So, the [general] existence would
have another [distinct general] existence, and its [other general] exist-
ence would be added to its quiddity. [But here], argument in a
infinite series is implicit.142

2. [And they also say that general existence itself] is not a
nonexistent entity, because nonexistence excludes [general] existence,

138 Baydawi uses the term [sifah] in this formula, while Isfahani prefers to use
[wasf] in the same position and meaning.

139 MS gl: I.e., existence in an absolute sense.
140 The MS and MS Garrett 989Ha have the plural, "quiddities."
141 The two MS authorities used have [bi-wajhin]; L & T add "or other" [bi-

wajhin ma].
142 L gl 5: [Isfahani's] statement that its [general] existence is added to its quid-

dity and that an infinite series is implicit refers to the fact that we may apply this
reasoning to the [other general] existence of the [general] existence and say that it
also is [the case of] an existent having [general] existence added to it. [From al-
Sayyid al-Sharif Ali al-Jurjani's gloss on Isfahani's commentary.]
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and an external entity may not be described by something that
excludes it. Thus, [general] existence would be neither an existent
nor a nonexistent [according to them], but it would be a descriptive
quality of an existent. So, [general] existence a) would be a descrip-
tive quality subsisting in an existent, and b) it would be neither an
existent nor a nonexistent; therefore, it would be an 'attribute-state'.

b. The second [point of those who support the certainty of the
attribute-state]143 is that blackness has commonality with whiteness
in having color quality, the commonality being not in the word but
in the meaning, but [the blackness] differs from [the whiteness]
through its [own] differentia specific to it, namely, what is referred
to as 'blackness'. So, if both the color quality as genus and [with it]
blackness as the specific difference are in [general] existence, then
one of the two must be subsisting in the other.

[This is so] because
1. if one should not subsist in the other then each would be

independent of the other, and if each should be independent of the
other, then it would be impossible for one reality to be assembled
from the two of them.144 And

2. if one of them should subsist in the other, then it would
imply the subsistence of an accident in an accident.145 And

3. if the genus and the differentia should not exist, or if one
of them should not exist, then the implication would be that an
existent146 was composed from a nonexistent,147 which is obviously
impossible.148

a.-a. The reply to the first [reason supporting the certainty of the
attribute-state] is that [general] existence [itself] is indeed an existent.

143 L gl: [Namely, that] blackness is something compounded from color quality
which is [both] its genus and the differentia by which it is distinguished. [Nearly
verbatim quote from al-Iji's Mawaqif, p. 58; Cairo, 1983.]

144 MS gl: Because of the mutual need of the parts of a composite for one another.
145 MS gl: If one or both of them were a substance [jawhar] then it would imply

that the blackness which is an accident was composed from a substance, and that
is impossible.

146 MS gl: namely, the blackness.
147 MS gl: Namely, the color quality and the blackness.
148 MS gl: If all three alternatives were invalid, and the case was that the color

quality and the blackness were each a second attribute of the existing blackness,
then each of them would be subsisting in an existent, but would be neither an exis-
tent nor a nonexistent; each would be an attribute-state.
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[Baydawi's] statement [quoting their argument] is that if [general]
existence should be an existent, then it would be equal to the other
quiddities in [general] existence, but it would differ from them in
their specific properties. [General] existence then would possess another
[general] existence and its [other general] existence would be an
addition to its quiddity.

But we [Isfahani] hold that [general] existence is distinguished
from all the other existents by negative qualification, which is that
the [general] existence of [general] existence is not as an accident
to a quiddity; but rather, the [general] existence149 of the [general]
existence150 L 101 is its own self, so, no argument in an infinite
series would be implicit.

Someone might object that [general] existence is not an external
existent, for an existent is an external entity that has [general] exist-
ence, and that entity would be either a. [general] existence itself, or
b. something else. But both of these [alternatives] are impossible.

(a.) The first [alternative is impossible] because of the impossibil-
ity of certifying a thing by itself [as a certainty], MS 51b because
the certification of one thing by [another] thing is a relationship that

149 L gl: Regarding his [Isfahani's] statement, ". . . rather, the [general] existence
of [general] existence is its own self": a clarification of this point is that the [specific]
existence [of an entity] is [its] 'realization', and any meaning other than 'realiza-
tion', as far as its being something realizable, would require 'realization'. So what
is identical to a 'realization', which in fact has already been realized, would not
require something else, as it is fully realized in its own self. And just as every light
source is either a) different from the light, and as far as its being a light source,
requires another light, or b) it is identical with light, and as far as its being a light
source, does not require another light, for it is a light source in its own self.

But as for what the commentator said about an "existent having existence",—
Oh! here the language staggers with its speculation in the direction of words and
semantics, although indeed, such [an idea] would be admissible also in a case of
intellectual existence,—his statement is invalid. We prefer [to say] that [specific]
existence is an existent in the mind. If he should reply that what is a subsistent in
the mind is [but] one of its particulars, then why would it not be admissible for
something similar to it to be consistent with the external? [From the gloss of al-
Sayyid al-Sharif Ali al-Jurjani upon Isfahani's commentary.]

]M L gl: And you know that this reason is invalid according to the school of al-
Ash'ari, for the [general] existence of quiddities in his view is not as being acci-
dental to them; nor is it valid according to the school of the philosophers, for the
[general] existence of Him the Most High in their view is identical with His essence,
so this negative qualification may not be used validly for making distinctions, accord-
ing to both the schools. [From the Commentary on Baydawi's Tawalf al-Anwar by
'Abd Allah ibn Muhammad al-Farghani al-'Ibri, d. 1342.]
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requires that the two things that are [so] related should be different
from one another.151

(b.) The second [alternative is impossible] because of the impos-
sibility for [general] existence to be anything other than it is.

Rather, the response [to this objection] is that [general] existence
would not [even] be challenged by this division [i.e., the attribute-
state that is neither an existent nor a nonexistent]. And such is our
stated position, that [general] existence is either something existent
or something nonexistent, because it is impossible to divide some-
thing into both what fits its own description and into what excludes
it. As examples, it is not valid to say that blackness would be either
black or white, or that a cannon shot [darb] would be either a can-
non shot or it would not be a cannon shot.152

But, if it should be granted that [general] existence would accept
this [attribute-state] division, then we would prefer [to say] that exis-
tence is something existent in the mind; thus, it would not subsist
in an external existent, and thus, it would not be an attribute-state
[externally].

b.^a. The reply to the second [reason] is that color quality and
blackness are both existents subsisting in the body, but the subsis-
tence of one of the two in the body depends upon the subsistence
of the other in [the body also]. And we do not grant the alterna-
tive that if one of the two [existents] should not subsist in the other
[existent], then each of them would be independent of the other.
T 47 The fact is, if one of them should not subsist in the other and
the subsistence of one of the two in the body depended upon the
subsistence of the other in [the body also], then one of the two
would have need for the other. Thus, neither of the two would be

151 MS gl: This requires discussion, for the difference, although a mental consider-
ation, is adequate for the intellectual comprehension [ta'aqqul] of the relationship.
So we prefer [to say] that [general?] existence [itself] is an existent, [having] a
[general] existence that is identical to its own essence but different from it logically
considered, and there is no impossibility in that. [From Ibn al-Mutahhar al-Hilli's
commentary on Nasir al-Din al-Tusi's Tajrid al-'Aqa'id,]

lo2 Given the Mamluk experimentation with gunpowder and guns in 14th cen-
tury Egypt, it is probable that this is a precise translation of Isfahani's reference.
[Cf. D. Ayalon's article "Barud, pt. iii: Mamluks" in En-I-2, v. 1, p. 1058.]

Otherwise, it is the more prosaic translation: ". . . or that the noise of a blow
would be either [a case of] something having been struck a blow or not having
been struck a blow."
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independent of the other, nor would one of them be subsisting in
the body while the other subsisted in the one subsisting in the body.

[Baydawi's] statement [of their argument is] that then there would
be implied the subsistence of an accident in an accident. We [Isfahani]
would say that [Baydawi's statement] is granted, and then the case
would be that the impossibility of the subsistence of an accident in
an accident would [itself] be an impossibility.

Or, we [Isfahani] would say, that the composition between the
color quality and the blackness would be in the intellect, and that
each of these two [qualities] would be something existent153 in the
intellect, not externally; so, they would not be two entities subsist-
ing in a [single] existent externally.

However, the fact is that genus, differentia and species all together
constitute an external existent having a single [specific?] existence,
for the act of setting up the genus and differentia is in itself to set
up the species; thus, there would be no attribute-state.

This bears consideration, for if the composition should be within
the intellect, the implication is that it would be external also, since
what is composed of genus and differentia would be an external
composite; otherwise, there is the implication that there would be
two forms within the intellect both corresponding to one simple exter-
nal entity.

Some one might object that a composite of genus and differentia
is required to be an external composite only if the genus and the
differentia are both taken from external particulars, as a being that
is living [and] rational.154 MS 52a But if genus and differentia are
not both taken L 102 from external particulars, then the com-
posite of genus and differentia is not required to be an external com-
posite. As [an example of this, take] the genus of the intellect and
its differentia, for the quiddity of the intellect is a composite in the
mind, but it is a simple entity externally, and there is no impossi-
bility for two forms to be within the intellect corresponding to one
simple entity [externally].

Let no one say that [the external entity's] correspondence to one
of the two [forms] would exclude its correspondence to the other

153 The MS and T have [mawjud]; L has [mawjudah].
154 <Y 47.9 inSerts "and" [or, "but"] [wa-] between "a living being" and "the

rational"; the MS, MS Garrett 989Ha and L do not.
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[also]. We hold that such [an exclusion] would be implied only if
each one of the two [forms individually] were to be made corre-
spondent to it. But if the combination [of the two forms] were to
be made correspondent to [the external entity], then there would be
no [such implication].155

155 Ibn Sina, in his Isharat, in the early passages in vol. 3 on 'metaphysics', touches
indirectly on 'nonexistence' while discussing other topics. In this present translation
of Book 1, Chapter 3, Baydawi's and Isfahani's review of the topics "Existence and
Nonexistence", along with their argument that the "attribute-state" is to be excluded
from reality, has the advantage of F.D. Razi's previous work in his Compendium of
Thought Ancient and Modem where this material is found on pages 52—64 (Cairo, 1332
reprint ed.). The main topics are covered by our two authors, but their treatment
and their insights do not merely repeat Razi's summaries.



Baydawi said: L 102, T 47

CHAPTER 3: QUIDDITY1

1. On the quiddity itself

Every external entity has a real nature [i.e., a quiddity], by which
it is what it is, and this [quiddity] is different from everything else.

a. [For example], human nature in itself [i.e., as a quiddity] is
neither singular nor plural, though inevitably it involves both. It is
called [both] the [human quiddity as] 'absolute', and the 'quiddity
not conditioned by anything'.

b. Then, if [the quiddity] is taken together with its individuations
and properties, it is called [both] the [quiddity as] 'external blend'
[that is, an absolute blended with particulars], and the 'quiddity con-
ditioned by something'.

This ['external blend'] is existent externally, and [with it] likewise
the former [type is existent externally] because [the former] is now
a part of [the latter].

c. But if [the quiddity] is taken on the condition of being devoid
of [the particulars], then it is called [both] the [quiddity as] 'abstrac-
tion', and the 'quiddity conditioned by nothingness'. That 'abstrac-
tion'2 has being only in the intellect, even though its having being
in [the intellect] constitutes a property, nevertheless, the intended
meaning is that the abstraction is from external properties.

Therefore, the [quiddity as] 'abstraction' and the [quiddity as]
'external blend' differ from one another as two particulars differ
under something more general, that is, the [quiddity as] 'absolute'.
Herein appears the weakness of what Plato had asserted, namely,
that for every species there would be an individualization that was
[both] an abstraction and an external existent,3 since it would be

1 [mahiyah].
2 T 47:18, alone of sources used, adds here "abstraction" [al-mujarrad].
3 For Baydawi an 'abstraction' could not be an 'external existent' and so, Plato's

presentation was too weak to be employed. Aristode's thorough restatement of the
doctrine of 'idea/forms' seems to have made Plato's presentation comparatively
moot and irrelevant to the philosophers writing in Arabic. Perhaps for this reason
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the part having commonality with the [quiddities as] 'blends' that
are external existents.

Isfahani says: L 102, T 47, MS 52a

CHAPTER 3: QUIDDITY

When [Baydawi] had finished with Chapter 2 on Existence and Non-
existence he began on Chapter 3 on the Quiddity. In it he set forth
three topics:

1. On the quiddity itself, 2. The classes of quiddity, and 3.
Individuation.

1. On the quiddity itself

Topic 1 is on the quiddity itself, with an explanation of the difference
[between the quiddity] and anything else, [including] its properties
and otherwise.4

[The term] 'quiddity' is derived from an interrogative exclama-
tion, and provides the answer to the question, "What is it?" It is
considered to be related to the interrogative only because it occurs
as the answer to it. For example, if a question should be raised as
to what Zayd is, then the way this question would be answered is,
"He is a rational living being", so "a rational living being" is the
quiddity of Zayd.

The [term] 'quiddity' is applied usually to an intelligent entity, like
that comprehended in the [term] 'an intelligent human being'. [The
terms] 'essence' and 'real nature' are applied to the quiddity usually
in the context of [general] existence.5 The 'quiddity', 'essence' and

no mention could be found in Ibn Sina's Isharat or in F.D. Razi's Muhassal of this
discrepancy in Plato's exposition.

4 MS gl: The purpose of this chapter is to explain the distinction of the quid-
dity [mahlyah] from the accidental qualities that are either concomitant or sepa-
rable, and to explain in what respect [the quiddity] exists externally or does not
exist externally.

5 L 102 and MS 52a gloss: I.e., external [general] existence, for that is what
comes to mind at first thought when it is used without modification; for one does
not speak then of the 'essence' and the 'real nature' of fabulous things, but rather,
the 'quiddity' of them. This is according to the usual way of speaking. Sometimes
these three terms are used without regard to any difference between them. [Source
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'real nature' [all]6 belong among the secondary intelligibles. L 103
They are accidents linked to the primary intelligibles, because they
are within the intellect and nothing exists among the individual
[specific] quiddities7 that corresponds to them. For example, the intel-
ligible notion of a 'man' or an 'animal' is referred to as a [general]
quiddity, although there is no such thing as a [general] quiddity
among the individual [specific] quiddities; but among the individual
[specific] quiddities there is [the individual specific quiddity of] 'man'
or 'horse' or something else. The case is likewise with the 'essence'
and the 'real nature'.

If you have understood this, we can proceed to say that for every
thing that can be posited, whether it be a particular or a universal,
a species or a genus, or anything else, the real nature [i.e., 'quid-
dity'] of that thing, by means of that same reality, is constituted that
thing. This [quiddity] is distinct from everything else that may be
one of [the thing's] accidental properties, whether those accidents
are inseparably concomitant or separable. MS 52b

For example, human nature, as human nature in itself, is different
from all of the considerations that may be made accidental to it, be
they inseparably concomitant8 or separable, such as existence and
nonexistence, singularity and plurality, universality and particular-
ity, generality and specificity, and on to other intellectual consider-
ations.9 For 'man' [the notion] in itself is neither one nor many, nei-
ther universal nor particular, neither general nor specific; that is, not
a one of these [considerations] enters into the notion [of 'man'],
even though [the notion] is inevitably involved with them. Now, if
any one of these considerations should enter into the notion [of
man], then [the term] 'man' would not be true of anything that
would preclude [that consideration]. For example, if 'singularity'

of this gloss is coded Hashiyat Tajrid: presumably meaning the gloss [hashiyah] or
commentary [sharh] of Ibn al-Mutahhar al-Hilli on Nasir al-Din Tusi's Tajrid.]

6 [al-mahiyah] the 'quiddity'; [al-dhat] the 'essence'; [al-haqlqah] the 'real nature'.
7 [al-acyan] the individual specific quiddities; also translated as 'concrete [i.e.,

external] essences', 'concrete individuals' (Goichon, Lexique, #474), and closely related
to, if not to be identified with, the Platonic 'idea/forms'.

8 MS gl: I.e., they are not separable from it at all, for they exist only as quali-
ties of it, as being numerically even is inseparable from the quiddity of [the num-
ber] four.

9 The MS and MS Garrett 989Ha omit here, 'intellectual' ['aqrTyah].
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should enter into the notion [of man], then [the term] 'man' would
not be true of 'man' as being plural.

Thus, the quiddity [of an entity] may be a given thing, but together
with any one of these considerations it would be something else,
while not one of these considerations would be true of it unless some-
thing else should be added. Regarding the fact that [the quiddity]
has being as a 'quiddity', that [fact comes about] through [the entity's]
own 'essence'.10 'Man' [the notion, as an individual specific quid-
dity] is 'man' through its own 'essence', not by anything else T 48
added to it. And 'man' [the notion] would be [in the] singular, not
through its essence, but rather, when the attribute of being 'singu-
lar' is added to [the quiddity].

'Man' [the notion] in itself—having no side reference to anything
that may or may not accompany it, but rather standing in direct
reference to its notion in itself—is called [both] the [quiddity as]
'absolute', and the 'quiddity not conditioned by anything'.11 Then,
if 'man' [the notion] is taken together with [its] individualizations
and properties, it is called [both] the [quiddity as] 'external blend',
and the 'quiddity conditioned by something'. [And that 'external
blend'] is existent externally. It is likewise with the former, that is,
the [quiddity as] 'absolute' is existent externally, because it is part
of that [quiddity as] 'external blend' that is existent externally, and
part of something existent externally is itself existent externally. But
if 'man' [the notion, as a [specific] quiddity] is taken on the condi-
tion of being without individualizations and properties, it is called
[both] the [quiddity as] 'abstraction', and the 'quiddity conditioned by
nothingness'.12

That ['abstraction'] is not existent L 104 externally, because
'external existence' is also one of the properties, and the presuppo-
sition is that [the quiddity] has been abstracted from [the proper-
ties]. Rather, [the quiddity] has being only in the intellect, and even
though its 'having being in the intellect' is a property, nevertheless
what is meant by its abstraction is [that the abstraction is] from

10 MS gl: [However], this [statement] does not produce the notion of quiddity,
as here there is an additional entity [i.e., man] that is mentally made accidental to
it. Rather, [the author] is referring to what this notion [i.e., of quiddity] may be
truly applied, as he indicated in giving his example.

11 [al-mahiyah la bi-shart shay'].
12 [al-mahiyah bi-shart la-shay'].
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external properties. Thus, the 'abstraction' and the 'external blend'
differ from one another as two particulars differ that are classified
under something more general which is the 'absolute'. Now, in what
has been said [here] to the effect that an 'abstraction' does not have
external being, but rather, is only in the intellect, MS 53a and
that [the 'abstraction'] is differentiated from the 'external blend', the
weakness has become apparent of what Plato asserted to the effect
that for every species there is an individualization,13 one that is an
'abstraction', having external reality, and continuing perpetually from
eternity past to eternity future. [Plato's argument is as follows:]

a. Because [the individualization] would be the part having a com-
monality among the external blends, it therefore would be existent
externally since it would be part of an external blend existent exter-
nally, [that is], a part of something existent externally [and which
is] itself existent externally.14

b. And [the individualization] would be abstracted from the [other]
individualizations, because it would have been empowered as a com-
monality among the external blends.

c. But this part having the commonality among the external blends
would be prevented from being [itself] an external blend, because
the external blend would be enclosed by individualizations that would
prevent [any external] commonality, and [so the part having the com-
monality] would not become corrupt because of the corruption of
the external blends.

However, the weakness of [Plato's assertion] becomes apparent in
his presentation, because the 'abstraction' [as taken out] from the
external individualizations and properties, would not exist externally
[by itself], and as being differentiated from the 'external blend', thus
would not be part of it.1516

13 MS gl.: This [refers to] what is called the Platonic 'ideas' [or, 'forms'] [al-
muthul al-Aflatumyah].

14 The MS alone of sources used ends the phrase "existent in the external" with
the noun instead of a relative pronoun.

15 MS 53a gl: On this there is more to be said, for we would not grant it. In-
deed, ceiling and walls are differentiated from the house, although they are both
parts of it.

16 Following is a gloss [no. 1.] which probably is quoted from an indefinite degree
of indirectness, and that has been corrupted and expanded to present a theologi-
cal view. Its claim, that Plato called for the existence of "two individualizations"
for each idea/form in reality, is contradicted by [no. 2], a gloss at L 104, the
source of which is indistinctly coded, but perhaps is a comment by Jurjani on Iji's
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Baydawi said: L 104, T 48

2. The classes of quiddity

a. A quiddity is either
1. a simple entity,
2. an externally composite entity, that is, assembled from parts

externally differentiated, as 'man' [the notion], composed of body and
spirit, and a 'triangle' [the notion], composed of lines; or,

3. an intellectually [composite entity], its parts not externally
differentiated, as transcendent entities, if we posit substance as a genus
for them, and as the black that is a composite of color quality and
[the differentia] blackness.

b. The parts [of a quiddity] are either
1. mutually interpenetrating within one another, as the genera

and the differences, or
2. mutually differentiated but resembling one another, as the

units [in sets] of ten, or

Mawaqif, and by [no. 3], Iji's plain statement, quoted from his Mawaqif, p. 60,
Cairo, Maktabat al-Mutanabbi, [1983].

GLOSS [no. 1]: MS 53a "Plato asserted that everything in nature must have
a species capable of existence in two individualizations, one of them material and
corruptible, and the other abstracted [as quiddity] and enduring forever. Thus, he
posited man in the human species; for example, one [individualization] being sen-
sate and corruptible, and the other abstract and enduring. [This is so, he argues],
because a) of 'man' [the notion], part of it is the sensate, and part of an existent
is an existent; b) but the quiddity of man must be an abstraction, since it has com-
monality among sensate individualizations, c) and the entity having such common-
ality must be an abstraction, as it would be impossible for an external entity having
commonality due to its being enclosed in the accidental qualities that prevent it, d)
and [the quiddity of man] does not become corrupt from the corruption of the
external entities [about it], because the corruptibility of the specific is not required
by the corruptibility of the general. Therefore, it is established that 'man' is an
abstracted [quiddity] that endures from eternity past to eternity future." [From
Jurjani's full commentary on Iji's Mawaqif.]

GLOSS [no. 2]: Plato took the position that in every natural species there would
be an individualized example that was an 'abstraction' existing in external reality
and that was eternal and everlasting, [in such a way that] it established in the
human species an abstracted human individualization, and likewise in [all] the other
possible species. These individualizations are called "the Platonic idea/forms."

QUOTE [no. 3]: Plato said, "In every species there will be an individualization
that is an abstraction, that is eternal and everlasting, and that is receptive to those
that are mutually receptive."
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3. mutually differentiated from one another intellectually, as
'primal matter' and 'form', or

4. [mutually differentiated from one another] externally, as the
parts of a [human] body.

Furthermore, [the parts of a quiddity] are either
5. completely existential and real, as in the foregoing exam-

ples, or
6. adjunctively so, as are the parts [in a composite] of an imme-

diate contiguity, or as
7. an intermixture of these two types, as in the throne of a

king, or
8. some are existential and some are nonexistential, as are the

parts of the first [class of quiddity].

Isfahani says: L 104, T 47, MS 53a

2. The classes of quiddity

a. A quiddity is either
1. a simple entity, having no divisible part,17 or it is
2. a composite entity, having parts; a composite being either

a) an externally composite entity, that is, one assembled from
externally differentiated parts wherein every L 105 single part has
its own independent existence, not the existence of any other, 1) as
'man' [the notion] that is a composite of a human body and spirit—
if we mean by 'spirit' the form that inheres in the matter of the
human body and maintains it [as such],18—and 2) as the matter and
form of any body, and as 3) a 'triangle' is a composite of a plane
and three lines enclosing it, the first two being examples of an exter-
nally composite substance, and.the last an example19 of an exter-
nally composite accident; or, [the composite is]

17 MS gl: Such as the Necessary Existent [al-Wajib], a point [nuqtah], and one-
ness [wahdah].

18 MS gl: But as for the 'spirit', in the sense of the rational soul [al-nafs al-
natiqah], it not conceivable at all that there would be any [externally] real com-
position [tarklb haqfql] between [the soul and the body].

19 L and T add "is an example" [mithal], while the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha
assume its presence.
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b) an intellectually [composite entity], its parts not exter-
nally differentiated, that is, none of them having independent exist-
ence, but rather, the constituting of any one [part] would mean the
constituting externally of [each] other [part], and the constituting
externally of the composite entity itself would mean the constituting
of [all] its parts.

The parts [of the latter class] are differentiated only in the intellect,
1) as are 'transcendent entities'20—if we should posit sub-

stance as the genus for [the quiddity],21 then in that case it would
need some differentia to give it subsistence, but neither its genus nor
its differentia would be externally differentiated, MS 53b because
the constituting of these two and the constituting of the species would
be one operation—; and

2) as is 'black' [the notion] that is composed of color
quality and its specific difference that our author termed blackness,
for the genus of 'black' is not externally differentiated from its differ-
entia. [This is] because,

aa) if the existence of its genus were externally differ-
entiated from the existence of its differentia, and

bb) if each of the two were perceptibly sensate, then
implicitly our sense perception of the 'black' would be a sense per-
ception of two sensate entities; but this would be false by inherent
necessity. But

cc) if one of the two were perceptibly sensate, and
that sensate one were the black, then implicitly one of the two would
have entry into the nature of the other; but this is impossible. And

dd) if one of the two were not perceptibly sensate,
then upon their joining together,

11) if a perceptibly sensate structure should not
be originated, then the 'black' would not be perceptibly sensate; but

22) if a perceptibly sensate structure should be
originated, then that structure would be the effect of the joining
together of the genus and the differentia. Therefore, [the structure]
would be external to both of them, and it would be accidental to
both of them, and that structure would be the perceptibly sensate
'black'. Thus, the 'composition' would not be within the perceptibly

20 MS 53a gl: I.e., intellects and souls [al-'uqul wa-al-nufus].
21 The MS alone of sources used adds "for it" [bi-ha].
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sensate 'black',2223 but rather, within both the factor that activates
it24 and the factor that accepts it.25

This requires consideration, since we do not grant that, if a per-
ceptibly sensate structure should be originated, then implicitly it
would be accidental to these two [i.e., the genus and the differentia].
That would be implied only if the perceptibly sensate structure should
not be a composite of the genus and the differentia, but this is impos-
sible. T 49 For the fact is, it is admissible that neither of the two
be perceptibly sensate by itself, but that the composite would be a
perceptibly sensate structure and temporally originated. Thus, it would
not be accidental to [the genus and the differentia], but rather would
subsist in them both, and the composite then would be within itself
[i.e., the structure], not in the factors that activate and accept it.

Truly, the genus and the differentia are not differentiated in exter-
nal [general] existence. Now, if each of them were to have external
[general] existence, the implication would be that neither of them
would be predicated synonymously of the other, and that they would
not be L 106 predicated synonymously of the species.26 [This is
so] because it is impossible for a certain given thing to have being
as something different from itself within its own existence, this [impos-
sibility] being an inherent necessity, for neither of the two existents
that differ from each other would be the other.

An objection might be raised that, if a distinction in external [gen-
eral] existence should require the impossibility of synonymous pred-
ication then a distinction in mental MS 54a existence would also
require the impossibility of synonymous predication; and then if nei-
ther of the two distinct existents within the mind should itself be the

22 The scribe of L in Istanbul inadvertently wrote the adjective "specific" [makhsus]
instead of "perceptibly sensate" [mahsus]. This error was corrected in T, and does
not occur in the MS or MS Garrett 989Ha.

23 L gl: Because the perceptibly sensate 'black' is accidental to them both, and
an accident does not have composition, but rather, it would be in the substrate.

24 L 105 gl: What is meant by the 'factor that activates it' is the joining together
of the parts, and by the 'factor that accepts it' is the parts, namely the color qual-
ity and its visibility [qabidiyatuhu al-basar].

23 L gl: These being the genus and the differentia. As for their both being the
accepting factor, this is because [the black] is made accidental to them, and as for
their both being the activating factor for it, this is because it occurs upon their
joining together.

26 MS gl: Because the species is different from each of the other two.
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other existent, then there would be no differentiation between the
genus and the differentia in mental existence as well.

The reply to this [objection] is that the differentiation in mental
existence would require that it be impossible for a genus restricted
to mental existence to be predicated of a differentia and species, but
it would not require that it be impossible for a genus to be predi-
cated regardless of whether the existence is mental or external.27

If an objection should be raised that this may also be considered
true of external [general] existence, for a genus that is predicated
externally would still be a genus regardless of whether [or not] the
[general] existence is external, then the reply to this [objection] would
be that a consideration of the genus, regardless of whether [or not]
its [general] existence is external, would be only in the intellect.

b. Therefore, the parts [of a quiddity that is a composite intel-
lectually] would be either mutually interpenetrating or mutually
differentiated.28 This is so because some parts of the quiddity are
very general and some are not so, the former being called

1. mutually interpenetrating, as the genera and the differentiae,
and the latter

2. mutually differentiated but resembling one another,29 as the
units [in a set] of ten, or as

3. mutually differentiated but intelligible entities, as the primal
matter and form of a body, or

4. [mutually differentiated but] perceptibly sensate, as are the
members of a [human] body, and as anything spotted is a composite
of black and white.

Furthermore, the parts [of a quiddity] have being either as com-
pletely existential, or as some existential and some nonexistential. If
they are completely existential, then inevitably they all will have
being either as a real nature, or adjunctively so, or as an intermix-
ture wherein part is a real nature and part is adjunctive.

27 The MS alone of sources used omits "or external."
28 L and T reverse the sequence of the adjectives from the order found in the

MS and MS Garrett 989Ha. However, the parallel in the following sentence matches
the order in the MS.

29 MS gl: I.e., they are compatible in real nature but differentiated in quiddity.
These parts are either a) distinguishable in the intellect and not by the senses, as
a body composed of primal matter and form, its parts being mutually different and
distinguishable by the intellect apart from the senses, or b) [they are distinguishable]
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5. If they are all real in nature, they would be as the foregoing
examples, primal matter and form and the units [in a set] of ten.

6. If they are all adjunctive, they would be as the parts of a
nearer contiguity and a somewhat distant contiguity,30 for each of
the two is the composite of an adjunction that is made accidental
to another adjunction.

7. If they are an intermixture of the two [types], then it would
be like the throne of a king, a composite of a specific body and its
adjunction to the king.

8. And if some of [the parts of a quiddity] are existential and
some are nonexistential, then it would be as the parts of the first
[class of quiddities]. The first class is a composite of an existential
factor, that being the fact that it is the source of everything else,
MS 54b and a nonexistential factor, that being the fact that it has
no other source.

Baydawi said: L 106, T 49

Corollaries [to this classification follow]:

Corollary regarding the simple quiddity

Regarding the first class, an objection has been raised that the simple
quiddities L 107 are not constituted entities, since anything need-
ing a cause would be only a possibility, and that is an adjunction,
so it would not be applied to them.

But, [in reply to this] we hold that any mental consideration may
be applied to them in respect to their existence.

externally, that is, by the senses, as the members of the human body. [From Shark
Mawaqif al-Iji/hy al-Sharif al-Jurjani.]

30 MS glosses: 1) For they are a composite of an immediate contiguity [al-qurb]
and an extension of the contiguity [ziyadat al-qurb], both of them being adjunc-
tive and nonexistential [idafT cadami].

2) If this had been exemplified by [the contiguities] of immediacy and of some
distance [bi-al-aqrabfyah wa-al-abcadlyah] it would have been preferable, because
the immediate and the more distant contiguities are composites of an essence with
an extension of the immediate contiguity [ziyadat al-qurb] and an essence with an
extension of the distant contiguity, and there is no doubt that the essence of one
of the parts is not adjunctive.
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Isfahani says: L 107, T 49, MS 54b

Our author, [Baydawi], has appended three corollaries to the topic
on the classes of the quiddity: 1. Regarding the simple quiddity, 2.
Regarding the composite [quiddity] with distinguishable parts, and
3. Regarding the composite [quiddity] with interpenetrating parts.

Corollary regarding the simple quiddity

Objection has been raised that the simple quiddities are not consti-
tuted entities, because if they had been constituted they would need
a cause and they would be possible realities, since anything needing
a cause would be only a possibility. But the simple elements are not
possible realities, because possibility is an adjunction and would not
be applied to simple quiddities, and because adjunction would require
that there be a duality, and there is no duality in the simple quiddities.31

Our author replied to this that our position does not grant that
the simple quiddities may not be possible realities.

The objector states that it is because possibility is an adjunction,
and we reply that that is granted.

The objector states that therefore [an adjunction] may not be
applied to simple quiddities, but we hold that this [inference] would
be impossible.

The objector states that it is because an adjunction would require
duality, and we reply that this is granted.

The objector states that there is no duality in the simple quiddities.
Our position is that, if he means that the simple quiddities have

no duality in them according to their constituent factors, then that
is granted. But the application of possibility does not require that
there be any duality according to their constituent factors. Possibility
is a mental consideration which may be applied to the simple quiddi-
ties with reference to their [general] existence; thus [the possibility]
requires duality in consideration of their quiddity and their [general]
existence. Simple quiddities have duality with this consideration, but
the duality with this consideration does not imply that there would
be any composition in the essence of the simple quiddities.

But, if [the objector] means that the simple quiddities have no
duality at all, then that inference would be impossible, for the simple

MS gl: Otherwise, composition would be implied.
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quiddities do have a duality in consideration of their quiddity and
their [general] existence.

Baydawi said: L 107, T 49

Corollary regarding the composite quiddity with distinguishable parts

If a composite [quiddity] is self-subsistent, then one of its parts will
be independent and the rest will subsist in [that part]. If it subsists
in something else, then [either] all its parts will subsist in [the other
entity], or, one of them-(a) will be in [the other entity-(b)], and the
rest will be in that subsisting entity-(a).

Isfahani says: L 107, T 49, MS 54b

Corollary regarding the composite quiddity with distinguishable parts

If a composite [quiddity] is self-subsistent, that is, if it has no need
in its subsisting for a substrate in which to subsist, then one of its
parts will be independent, that is, self-subsisting, not subsisting in a
substrate, and the rest of the parts will subsist in that independent
part. That is like a body that is a composite of primal matter and
form. The body is self-subsistent since it needs no substrate in which
to subsist. One of its parts is independent, that being the primal
matter, and it does not exist in a substrate; the form subsists MS 55a
in the primal matter, because form inheres in primal matter.

If the composite [quiddity] should subsist in some other entity,
T 50 then all of its parts would subsist in that other, according to
the view of those who hold that it is not admissible for an accident
to subsist in an accident. Or, a portion-(a) of the composite will have
subsistence L 108 in that other in which the composite is sub-
sisting, while the other portion-(b) will subsist in portion-(a) that sub-
sists in the other entity, according to the view of those32 who hold
that it is admissible for an accident to subsist in an accident. That
is like swift movement, it being a composite of motion and speed
and subsisting in a body; the speed subsists in the motion that is
subsisting in the body.

MS gl: These being the philosophers.
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Baydawi said: L 108, T 50

Corollary regarding the composite quiddity with interpenetrating parts

An objection has been raised that the differentia necessarily exists
as a causal factor for the existence of the genus; otherwise, either
the genus would be a causal factor for [the differentia], and thus
[the differentia] would be its concomitant, or it would not be, and
thus each of the two would have no need for the other, so a com-
posite of the two of them would be impossible.

Our position is that if you the objectors mean by the 'causal fac-
tor' something on which another entity would be entirely dependent,
then there is no implication that the causality of the genus would
make the differentia a concomitant to it. But, if by it you mean that
which makes it 'necessary', then the lack of any causality of one for
the other would not imply that one would have no need for the
other in an absolute sense, because it is admissible that the differentia
would be something inhering in the genus.

Isfahani says: L 108, T 50, MS 55a

Corollary regarding the composite quiddity with interpenetrating parts

An objection has been raised that the differentia necessarily exists
as a causal factor for the existence of the genus. This is because if
the differentia should not be a causal factor for the existence of the
genus, then inevitably either the genus would be a causal factor for
the differentia, or it would not be.

If the genus should be a causal factor for the differentia, then the
differentia would be a concomitant to the genus, but this is impos-
sible because of the inherent necessity for the genus to have reality
without the differentia. But if the genus should not be a causal fac-
tor for the differentia, then the implication would be that the genus
and the differentia both would have no need for each other, so it
would be impossible for a composite to be formed of the two as a
single reality.

Our author's position is that, if you objectors mean by the causal
factor something on which another entity would be entirely depen-
dent, something more inclusive either than being complete or lack-
ing, then the causality of the genus for the differentia would not
imply that the genus would have the differentia as concomitant, since
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the existence of an effect may not be inferred from an incomplete
cause.

But, if you mean by the causal factor something that makes the
effect necessary, that is, a complete causal factor, then the lack of a
causality of one for the other would not imply that both have no
need for each other. [This is because] it would be admissible that
one not be a complete causal factor for the other but be an incom-
plete causal factor for it, a case in which the differentia would be
something subsisting in the genus while the genus would be an incom-
plete causal factor for it.

In truth, the differentia is a causal factor for the [general] exis-
tence of the genus, in the sense that the nature of the genus in the
intellect is an ambiguous matter that does not occur by itself, but
[the genus] is capable of becoming many things33 each one having
a specific identity. [The genus] needs the mind to bring into adjunc-
tion with it some additional causal entity34 by which it would become
realized and individualized and would become one of these [many
species]. MS 55b This additional entity is a differentia, and its
causality in this sense cannot be prevented.

To imagine that the differentia would be L 109 a causal fac-
tor for the nature of the genus externally would be a mistake, because
externally the differentia is the same as the genus, so it would not
be a causal factor of the genus. If it should be otherwise, then the
implication would be that [the differentia] was antecedent in [general]
existence to [the genus]; thus [the genus itself]35 cannot possibly be
the difference.

Baydawi said: L 109, T 50

3. Individuation36

The 'quiddity in itself does not reject commonality [as a relationship];
but [the 'quiddity as] an individual' does reject [the relationship],

33 MS gl: I.e., many species, in all of which it has the same identity in their
existence.

34 Translating here [ma'na1] as 'causal entity', and elsewhere [cillah] as 'causal
factor'. Isfahani appears to treat them as synonyms here.

35 The MS has placed [huwa] both before and after [bi-caynihi]. Apparently the
latter was inadvertently written in, then the former was added in the margin as a
correction, but with a different pen.

36 [al-tacayyun] or, [al-tashakhkhus].
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for then there would be an additional factor within it, namely, [its
process of] individuation. There are two points that prove the [gen-
eral] existence [of the individuation].

a. It is a part of an existent individual, and so it would be an
existent thing.

b. If the individuation should be nonexistential, then its non-
existence would be due to some other individuation. Thus one of
the two [individuations] would be [an individuation of] something
certain, and it would correspond to the other, so both of them would
be certainties.

An objection might be raised to prevent any correspondence be-
tween them, in that if they were to correspond with one another,
then no individual would be realized from the addition of the [process
of] individuation to the quiddity, because the joining of a universal
to a universal does not produce a particular.

Isfahani says: L 109, T 50, MS 55b

3. Individuation

The 'quiddity in itself does not reject commonality [as a relation-
ship], that is, the concept of [the quiddity in itself] does not pre-
vent any commonality in it. But [the 'quiddity as] an individual'
does reject commonality; that is, the very concept of [an individual
quiddity] prevents any commonality in it. So, necessarily there would
be an additional factor in the ['quiddity as an] individual', and that
is its 'individuation' [i.e., the 'individualizing', or, 'particularizing
process']. Thus, 'individuation' through which the concept of the
'quiddity as an individual' prevents any commonality in itself, is an
addition to the quiddity.

Our author [Baydawi] states that two factors indicate that the
individuation37 has external existence.

a. Individuation constitutes a part of the externally existent indi-
vidual [example]; and, a part of an external existent would itself be
an external existent.

However, this requires consideration, because

L has in error [shakhs] where the other sources used have [tashakhkhus].
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1. if what is meant by the 'individual' should be the subject-
substrate for the individuation,38 then we would not grant that the
individuation would be a part of it, but rather, the individuation
would be accidental to it; but the existence of the subject-substrate
in external reality does not imply that the accidental quality inher-
ing within the substrate would have existence in [external reality].

2. And if what is meant by the 'individual' should be a total-
ity, a composite of quiddity and individuation, then we would not
grant that the individual in this sense would be an external existent,
because an individual in this sense would be [only] a mental entity.

b. If the 'particularization', that is, the 'individuation', should be
nonexistential,39 then [the individuation] would be either

1. nonexistent due to some 'other individuation',40 or
2. nonexistent due to some 'nonindividuation', or
3. nonexistent due to something else.

That is so because, if the individuation should be one of nonex-
istence, then it would not be nonexistence in an absolute sense, but
in an adjunctive sense, and adjunctive nonexistence is limited to these
three [options].

The third-(3.) [of these options] is invalid. If it should be other-
wise, then the existence [of the individuation]41 would imply the ex-
clusion of any individuation. But no other entity has materialized,
the existence of which would imply the exclusion of individuation.42

[This is] because anything whatsoever, the existence of which would
be assumed, logically requires 'individuation'. And an entity that
makes a requirement is precluded by its own existence from requir-
ing its own self-removal [from existence].

The second-(2.) [of the three classes], namely, that [the individuation]
would be nonexistent due to some nonindividuation, requires that
the individuation be existential, because L 110 the nonindividuation
would be nonexistential, and the negative of the nonexistential would
be existential.

The first-( 1.) [of the three classes], namely, that [the individuation]

38 Here the MS alone of sources used adds, "by itself" [wahdahu].
39 MS gl: This is the argument of the Imam [F.D.] Razi.
40 For clarity, both Arabic synonyms [tashakhkhus/ta'ayyun] will be translated

"individuation," except where noted.
41 An MS gloss indicates the antecedent here.
42 The MS and MS Garrett 989Ha lack the following sentence, but the Garrett

MS inserts it as a gloss. L and T include it in the text.
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would be nonexistential due to some other individuation, requires
that one MS 56a T 51 of the two individuations be existential,
while the other individuation [i.e., the nonexistential one] would cor-
respond to it. [This is so] because the individuation [process] is a
single reality,43 a commonality that is shared among the [several]
individuations, but that varies in the external examples, [a consid-
eration] entirely aside from the differentia. Thus both [of the two
corresponding individuations, one in existence and one in nonexis-
tence] would be certainties.

Our author, [Baydawi], held that an objection might be raised to
prevent this correspondence [between the two individuations, the
argument being that] if the individuations should mutually corre-
spond then no individual would become individuated by the joining
of the individuation to the quiddity. In that case, the individuation
would be a universal and the quiddity would be a universal, and
the joining of a universal to a universal does not produce a partic-
ular, as [it does] with the addition of the properties [of the species]44

to the quiddity of the species, as for example, a man as being tall,
handsome, gracious, native-born to a certain place, and speaking on
a certain day. Rather, for [several] individuations to have a com-
monality in the [process of] individuation would be [the same as]
for [several] particular entities to have a commonality in an acci-
dental quality, thus no correspondence among the individuations
would be implied.

Also, we do not grant that, if the individuation should be non-
existential, then it would be a 'nonexistence due to some other
entity', but rather, [we say] that it would be a nonexistent entity,
and 'a nonexistent entity' is not 'nonexistence due to some [other]
entity'. Also, we do not grant that nonindividuation is something
nonexistential. [This is] because there is no implication that a thing
referred to in the negative45 would be nonexistential, but [rather], it
is considered to be not nonexistent;46 and on the supposition that

43 MS gl: As the 'real nature' of man; for this 'real nature' is a commonality
shared among the parts of a man, but it differs in the external examples [of mankind].

44 Added by the MS.
45 MS gl: I.e., a proposition which is negative in subject or predicate [al-qadiyah

al-ma'dulah].
46 MS gl: His expression is, "But it is considered to be not nonexistent [al-la-

ma'dum]", because it is referred to in the negative in spite of the fact that it is
existential [wujudr].
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the 'nonindividuation' would be nonexistential, there would be no
implicit necessity that the 'individuation' would be existential, because
a 'non-impossibility' would be 'nonexistential', and an impossibility
would be likewise.

Baydawi said: L 110, T 51

Whether individuation is existential

The Mutakallimun denied [that individuation is existential] for sev-
eral reasons.

a. If [the individuation] should be an addition [to the quiddity],
then individual examples of [the individuation] would have a com-
monality in it, but would differ from one another through another
individuation, and so an infinite series argument would be implicit.

a.-a. The answer [to this point] is that [the category 'individua-
tion'] is predicated as an accident of its individual examples, as [in
the case of] the quiddity, [each 'quiddity' being] differentiated by
its 'essence', thus having no need at all for other individuations.

b. If this particular individuation should be made specific to this
particular portion [i.e., of a genus], then a distinction [of it] would
be called for, and a circular argument would be implicit. Also, it
would be inconsistent with the specification of the differentia for the
individual portions of the genera.

b.—a. The answer is that the distinction is required simultaneously
with [the individuation], not before it.

c. The adjunction of the individuation to the quiddity would call
for its [prior] existence, because of the impossibility of adjoining an
existent [i.e., the quiddity] to a nonexistent [i.e., the not yet exis-
tent individuation]. Therefore, the existence of [the individuation]
would either require some other [prior] individuation, and then an
infinite series would be implicit, or it would not, and that is the goal
of the argument.

c.—a. The answer is that existence would be simultaneous with
[the individuation], not before it.
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Isfahani says: L 110, T 51, MS 56a

Whether individuation is existential

The Mutakallimun denied that individuation is an existential entity
added to the quiddity that is individuated, for three reasons.

a. [Their first reason is that], if the individuation should be some-
thing added to the individuated quiddity, then [all] the individual
examples of individuation would have commonality in L 111 the
individuation. [This is] because, if it should be an existential entity
added to the individuated quiddity, then the individuation would
have a universal quiddity that would constitute the total reality of
the individual examples of individuation. And the individuations that
would be the individual examples of the '[universal] individuation'
would [then] be made distinguishable by [the action of] another
[second] individuation, since the distinguishing from one another of
the individuals having commonality in the total reality would be by
individuation. Thus, the '[universal] individuation' would have another
individuation [of its own], and the discussion of this [second] indi-
viduation of the ' [universal] individuation' would be like the discus-
sion of the [first] individuation, and so argument in an infinite series
would be implicit.

a.-a. The answer47 [to the first reason] is that the individuation
of each individuated entity has MS 56b a quiddity that differs
from the individuation of any other individuated entity, and the
species of [the quiddity] is confined within the individual individu-
ation. The individuation that is predicated of [all] the individual
examples of individuation is predicated of them in an accidental
sense, just as [the category 'quiddity' is predicated of the 'quiddi-
ties',—which [actually] comprise the 'substance' and its species and
the 'attribute' and its genera, such as quantity, quality and adjunc-
tive relation,—[the term] 'quiddity' being predicated of the [various]
quiddities in an accidental sense. Since the individual examples of
individuation differ in their essences, distinguishing them from one
another is by means of the essence, and there is no need for other
individuations to distinguish them from one another, thus, no indi-
viduated entity would have another individuation. And so, there
would be no implicit infinite series argument.

MS gl: [This reply is] on the part of the physician-philosopher, [Ibn Sina].
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b. The second [reason given by the Mutakallimun] is that, if the
individuation should be an addition to the quiddity of the individ-
uated entity, then the specificity of this individuation, that is, the
individuation of an individual with this [particular] portion of the
quiddity of individual being would require that this [particular] por-
tion of the quiddity of individual being be distinguished from the
other individuated portions.48 Otherwise, the specification of this indi-
viduation for this [particular] portion apart from all of the other
portions, would be specification without an agent of specification.
However, the distinction of the portion depends upon this [particu-
lar] individuation being specified for [the portion]. So, the specify-
ing of this particular individuation for this [particular] portion depends
upon [the portion] being made distinct, and its being made distinct
depends upon its specification, thus a circular argument is implicit.

b.-al. [In answer, we say that] this second point in the whole
proof49 is contradicted by the fact that the specification process is
of the differentia for the portions of the genera. Indeed, [the con-
tradicted point] is itself involved in [the fact of this specification].
For if this point were valid, then a circular argument would be
implicit in the specification of the differentia for the portions of the
genera. In that case, the specification of this [particular] differentia
for this [particular] portion of genus would call for the distinguish-
ing of that portion from all the other portions; but the distinction
of that portion from all the other portions is dependent upon the
specification of this differentia for this portion. Thus, a circular argu-
ment is implicit, and therefore, the specification of this differentia
for this portion would be impossible.

But [nevertheless] this differentia is specific to this portion, so this
point in the proof is not valid; and this fact constitutes a total con-
tradiction of this [second point in the] proof.

b.~a2. A further answer to this second point in the proof [of the
Mutakallimun] L 112 in a matter of detail is that the specification
of this [particular] individuation to this [particular] portion MS 57a
requires that the distinguishing of the portion take place simultaneously

48 Romanized: [Ay, ta'ayyun al-shakhs bi-hadhihi al-hissah min mahiyat al-shakhs
yastad'i tamayyuz hissat hadha al-shakhs min mahryatihi can ghayriha min hisas al-
muta'ayyanat].

49 MS gl: I.e., the argument of the Mutakallimun.
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with its specification, not before the specification, and thus no cir-
cular argument is implicit.

c. The third reason [of the Mutakallimun] is that if the individ-
uation should be an existential entity and an addition to the quiddity
of the individuated entity, then the adjoining of the [new] individual
to the quiddity would require the [prior] existence of the quiddity,
because it is impossible to add an existent, that being the [new] indi-
viduation, to a quiddity that [still] would be a nonexistent.

Therefore, [they say], either the existence of the quiddity would
require another individuation, and then the discussion would be trans-
ferred to it and an argument in an infinite series would be implicit;
or the existence of the quiddity would not require another individ-
uation, and then the existence of the quiddity T 52 with no addi-
tional individuation would be implied, and that is the logical goal
of their argument.

c.-a. The answer [to their third reason] is that the existence of
the quiddity is present together with the addition50 of the individu-
ation to it, so there would be no implication of an infinite series
argument, nor of the quiddity existing with no individuation. Of
these two—argument in an infinite series, or the quiddity existing
with no individuation—one of them would be implied only if the
individuation should be added to the quiddity subsequent to the exis-
tence of the quiddity, but if the adding of the individuation should
be simultaneous with [the existence of the quiddity], then there would
be no implication.

Baydawi said: L 112, T 52

The philosopher's corollary

As a corollary [to the individuation being an addition to the quid-
dity] , the philosophers held that, if the quiddity should require indi-
viduation because of its essence, then its species would be restricted
to its individual, because of the impossibility of there being any dis-
agreement among the concomitants of a single nature.

If it should be otherwise, then individuation in [the quiddity] would
be caused by the individuation in its material bases and the accidental

MS: [indimam]; L & P: [indiyaf].
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qualities enclosing [the material bases]. Thus, the individuations [of
quiddity] would multiply because of the multiplication of [their mate-
rial bases].

An objection has been raised against [this view] that, if the indi-
viduation of the material bases and their accidental qualities should
be caused by their real natures, then they would not multiply;51

otherwise, an infinite series argument [would arise over] the material
bases.52

The truth of the matter is [to be found] in assigning that [whole]
problem to the will of the [divine] Agent of free choice.

Isfahani says: L 112, T 52, MS 57a

The philosopher's corollary

There is a corollary to the individuation being an existential entity
added to the quiddity. When [Baydawi] had finished presenting the
quiddity of the individuation and its existential nature, he then wanted
to indicate what it is that brings about53 the individuation.

The philosophers held that if the quiddity should require indi-
viduation due to its own essence, then its species would be restricted
to its individual example. This is because

a. whenever a quiddity requires individuation it is prevented from
becoming realized in any other individuation. If it should be other-
wise,54 then it would be possible for an effect to vary from its cause.35

And it is because
b. if the quiddity should require individuation due to its own

essence, then the individuation would be among the concomitants
of the quiddity; so, if the species [of the quiddity] should not be
restricted to an individual example, then [the quiddity] would have

51 L reads [yata'adda3] whereas the other sources used read [yata'addad].
32 Presumably the unnamed subject of the verb would be "argument" [la-tasal-

salat al-mawadd], [here L alone gives the verb a masculine ending].
53 L gl: [I.e.], to what he had previously presented, that the individuation is a

mental entity [amr i'tibari].
54 MS gl: I.e., if it were not so prevented.
55 Here L reads, "its causality" ['illryatihi], while T & the MS read, [cillatihi].
MS gl: what is meant by the effect [al-maclul] is the individual, and by the causal

factor [cillah] is the quiddity.
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another individual,56 the individuation of [that individual] would be
among [the concomitants [of the quiddity]. However, the two indi-
viduals would be mutually different, so the implication is that there
would be a disagreement among the concomitants of a single nature,
L 113 and this is impossible by inherent necessity.57

[Baydawi's] statement is, "If it should be otherwise",—that is, if
the quiddity should not require individuation due to its own essence,—
"then the individuation of the quiddity would be caused by the indi-
viduation of its material bases and the accidental qualities enclosing
them."

That is so because, if the quiddity should not require the indi-
viduation because of its own essence,58 MS 57b then its individ-
uation inevitably would be through a cause. But that cause may not
be something obviously different,59 because an obviously different
entity would be related to all60 equally, and thus, its being specific
to one portion and not to another portion would constitute a pre-
ferring action without an agent of preference.61 However, an entity
that would not be obviously different either would be inhering in
the individuation, or would be a substrate for it. The former option
is invalid because a substrate would be antecedent to an inhering
factor, and an inhering factor would not be the cause of the indi-
viduation, thus the latter option is indicated.

Therefore, the individuation [of the quiddity] would be caused by
the individuation of its material bases and the accidental qualities
enclosing them, such as a particular 'place where', or a particular

56 Here T alone reads 'individuation' [tashakhkhus], while L, the MS and MS
Garrett 989Ha read 'individual' [shakhs].

57 Here what is presumed to be a gloss is inserted by T: "[This is] because exclu-
sion of the necessity would be implied in case of its being realized."

A less preferable gloss in L and in MS Garrett 989Ha reads, "[This is] because
none of these concomitants exist with another. So if the quiddity should exist with
[only] one of them then it would be existing without another, and thus what we
have assumed to be a concomitant to the quiddity would not be its concomitant."

58 Here the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha add: "then there would have to be some
material base to which the individuation would be related, because, MS 57b if
the quiddity should not require the individuation due to its own essence . . ."

L and T have omitted this, apparently as a redundancy.
59 MS gl: I.e., [for example], the active intellect [al-caql al-fa"al].
60 MS gl: I.e., to all the individuals and the individuations equally, so it could

not possibly be the cause for the individuation of one and not another.
61 The foregoing clause is not in the MS or MS Garrett 989Ha.
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'manner how', or a particular 'position so'.62 Then it would be admis-
sible that the multiplication of individual examples of the quiddity
should be according to the multiplication of the material bases.

If an objection should be raised that it would be admissible for
the cause63 [of the individuation] to inhere in the substrate of the
individuation, but not to inhere in the individuation nor to be its
substrate, then the reply would be that the factor inhering in the
substrate of the individuation would have need for the substrate,
thus, the individuation would be based in the substrate since its cause
was based in it.

For this reason [the philosophers] held that the individuation of
[the quiddity] is caused by the individuation of its material bases
and the accidental qualities enclosing them, because then the cause
of the individuation would be both the inhering factor and the sub-
strate taken together as a whole.

Objection has been raised against this64 to the effect that, if the
individuation of the material bases and their accidental qualities
should be caused by their real natures, then the material bases and
their accidents would not multiply, and there would be no multi-
plication of the quiddity's individuals65 the individuation of which is
caused by their material bases and the accidental qualities enclosing
them.66 And if it should be otherwise, that is, if the individuation of
the material bases should not be caused by their real natures, then
the individuation of the material bases and their accidents would be
caused by other material bases, and the discussion would be trans-
ferred to [these other material bases], and an infinite series argu-
ment would be implicit.

The reply [to this objection] is that an entity that would not accept
plurality because of its own essence has need, if it is to become
plural, for something67 that will accept plurality in its essence, and
that is 'matter'. Now, an entity that accepts plurality in its essence,—
by this I mean 'matter',—has no need for another recipient in order

62 [al-'ayn al-mucayyan]; [al-kayf]; [al-wadc].
63 MS gl: Which would be the not obviously different entity.
64 MS gl: I.e., against the doctrine of the philosophers.
65 L reads only, "its individuals" [ashkhasuha]. T, the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha

give the complete sense, reading, "the individuals of the quiddity."
66 MS gl: I.e., which are mingled with them.
67 Here the MS alone supplies "else."
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for it to multiply; but rather, it only needs an agent merely to make
it multiply.

Truly, the individuation of quiddity individuals is to be assigned
to the will of the [divine] Agent of free choice, for it is His will that
requires all matter68 to become particularized through an individu-
ation suitable for it.

MS: quiddity [mahiyah]; L, T and MS Garrett 989Ha: matter [maddah].



Baydawi said: L 113, T 52

CHAPTER 4: NECESSITY AND POSSIBILITY,

ETERNITY AND TEMPORALITY

1. These subjects are intellectual entities having no external existence

a. Necessity and Possibility. Regarding both Necessity and Possibility
[this topical statement] is true:

1. Because if they both should have [external] existence then
the relationship of existence to [abstract] necessity would be [one]
of necessity, while [its relationship] to [abstract] possibility would be
[one] of possibility. But if it should be otherwise, then a necessary
reality would become possible, and a possible reality would [become]
necessary; L 114 but this is impossible, and it would imply an
infinite series argument. [Moreover, the topical statement is true],

2. Because—both the requisite [factor arising out] of existence,
[namely, abstract necessity], together with the nonrequisite [factor
arising out of existence, namely, abstract possibility], that is in need
of being made existent, and that precedes the existence of any pos-
sible reality,—take precedence, by reason of [their] essence over the
existence of both a necessary reality, and a possible reality. Thus, if
both these [abstractions] should come into existence, then the impli-
cation would be that an [abstract] characteristic would be taking
precedence [in coming into existence] over a subject-substrate, namely,
what is characterized.

An objection is raised that then they both would stand as con-
traries to nonexistent impossibility, and thus, they both would be
existents [externally].

[In reply], our position is that the contrary of what would be the
nonexistent [phase] of an external existent is an [external] existent,
but it is not so with the contrary of intellectual entities.

[la qadama al-qidam]—vowelled so by the scribe of L.
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b. Eternity and Temporality. Regarding past Eternity and Temporality,
[the topical statement is true] because if they both should have [exter-
nal] existence, then 'past eternity' would have preceded,1 and [sub-
sequently] 'temporal phenomena' would have occurred, so an infinite
series argument would be implicit.

Isfahani says: L 114, T 52, MS 57b/58a

CHAPTER 4: NECESSITY AND POSSIBILITY,

ETERNITY AND TEMPORALITY

When Baydawi had finished Chapter 3 he began Chapter 4 [on the
four subjects listed here], but he set them forth in five topics:

1. These [four subjects] are intellectual entities; 2. The distin-
guishing properties of Necessity; 3. The distinguishing properties of
Possibility; 4. Eternity; 5. Temporality.

1. These subjects are intellectual entities having no external existence

a. Necessity and Possibility. Regarding Necessity and Possibility, this
[topical statement] is true for two reasons.

1. It is true because if both necessity T 53 and possibility
should come into [external] existence, then the relationship of exis-
tence to necessity would be [one] of necessity, and the relationship
of existence to possibility would be [one] of possibility. Baydawi's
expression is, "But if it should be otherwise." That is, if the rela-
tionship of existence to necessity should not be one of necessity, and
if the relationship of existence to possibility should not be one of
possibility, then [in that case] the relationship of existence to neces-
sity would become one of possibility, and the relationship of exist-
ence to possibility would become one of necessity. This is inevitable
because of the fact that the relationship of existence to an existent
entity is confined to [the categories of] necessity and possibility.

Thus, if one of these two should be excluded, then the other would
be realized. And if the relationship of existence to necessity should
be one of possibility, and the relationship of existence to possibility
should be one of necessity, then a necessary reality would become
possible, and a possible reality would become necessary.
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Now, as to a necessary reality becoming possible, [the topical state-
ment would be true,] because if necessity should become possibility,
then a necessary reality would become a possible reality. [This is]
because a necessary reality is a necessary reality only because of this
abstract necessity, which is possible. Therefore, if some factor,—by
which a thing has being as a necessary reality,—should become pos-
sible, then this necessary reality would become a possible reality.

And so, an objection could be raised, [regarding a case where,
if] necessity should be the attribute of a necessary reality, but the
possibility of the attribute would not imply that the subject-substrate
characterized [by the attribute] was a possibility, then the attribute,
because of its need for a subject-substrate to be characterized, would
become possibility, while the subject-substrate to be characterized
admissibly might have no need for anything other than itself, and
thus would not be a possibility. Thus, the possibility of the attrib-
ute, namely, 'abstract necessity', would not imply L 115 the pos-
sibility of the subject-substrate to be characterized, namely, a 'necessary
reality'.

The reply [to this objection] is that if the attribute should be 'pos-
sibility', then the subject-substrate being characterized, in view of its
being the subject-substrate characterized by that attribute, would be
a possible reality. This is because, in view of its being the subject-
substrate characterized MS 58b by that attribute, it would have
need for the reality given [to it] by the attribute of 'possibility', and
from this point of view it would be a possible reality. But a nec-
essary reality, in view of its being necessary, would have need for
an attribute of 'necessity', because it would be a necessary reality
only in consideration of [its having] an attribute of necessity. Thus,
if [the attribute of] 'necessity' should have been 'possibility', then
the necessary reality, as being necessary, would have become a pos-
sible reality.

Therefore, someone could object by saying a. that it is granted
that a necessary reality, as being necessary, would be a possible real-
ity, but b. that that would not be impossible because of the admis-
sibility that a necessary reality from this standpoint would be a
possibility, while its essence would be a necessary reality. This is
because the possibility of an entity, in view of its being character-
ized by an attribute [of possibility], would not require that that
entity's essence be a possibility.
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But then [another] objection would be raised that, if from this
viewpoint [the entity] should be a possibility, then from this view-
point it would be admissible that [the entity] could pass away. Thus,
it would be admissible that the characteristic of necessity should pass
away from the essence of the necessary reality, and therefore, this
essence would not [continue to] be a necessary reality, but implic-
itly it would become a possible reality.2

The answer [to the latter objection] is that we do not grant that,
if from this viewpoint [the entity] should have been a possibility,
then from this viewpoint it would be admissible that [the entity]
would pass away. Such a case would be implied only if the causal
factor of necessity should not be its own essence whose passing away
is impossible, but [such a case] would be an impossibility.

Indeed, the causal factor of 'necessity' is its own essence, whose
passing away is impossible, and therefore, the passing away of [abstract]
necessity is impossible,—even if [a given case] should be possible in
itself,—because of the impossibility of the passing away of the causal
factor [of necessity], namely, its own essence.

The truth of the matter is that
a) if the causal factor of necessity should be its own essence,

then the implication would be either
1) that [the 'essence'] would take precedence over 'neces-

sity' through both necessity and existence, and this would imply that
a necessary reality would have another necessity, and then an argu-
ment in an infinite series would be implicit; or,

2) that the necessity would take precedence over itself,
both of these alternatives being impossible. And

b) if the causal factor of necessity should be a factor other
than its own essence, then it would imply

1) the admissibility of 'necessity' becoming disjoined from
the essence, and this would imply that 'possibility' [was that causal
factor].

2 MS gl: We do not grant that if the essence should become realized without
the abstract necessity that this would imply it was a possible reality, because of the
admissibility that existence would be possessed by the Being who is necessary in
His own essence, [husul al-wujud lil-wajib li-dhatihi] and this is the meaning intended
by "the Necessary [Existent] Reality" [al-wajib].
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As for a case where3 the relationship of existence to possibility
would be by necessity, [this] would require that a possible reality
should become a necessary reality, since 'possibility' would be the
attribute of a possible reality, so, if the attribute should be 'necessary',
then the subject-substrate to be described would be a necessary reality.

Thus, it would be established that the relationship of existence to
necessity would be by necessity, and the relationship of existence to
possibility would be by possibility, so the discussion would move on
to the necessity of necessity and to the possibility of possibility, and
then an infinite series argument would be implicit.

But it would be preferable to hold MS 59a that, if necessity
had been existent externally, then it would have been a possible real-
ity because it would be an attribute, and an attribute has need for
another entity, L 116 namely, its subject-substrate to be described,
and what has need for something else is a possible reality.

Now, if necessity should be a possibility, then it would have a
'cause'; and then its 'cause' would be either

a) something other than the essence, so a disjoining of neces-
sity from the essence would be admissible, and thus the possibility
of the essence would be implied; or, [the cause would be]

b) the essence,4 and thus, the implication would be either
1) that the essence would take precedence both in neces-

sity and existence over necessity, and this would imply that a nec-
essary reality would have another necessity, and then an infinite
series argument would be implicit, or

2) that necessity would take precedence over itself, both
of these [latter] alternatives being impossible.

2. [The topical statement is true] moreover, because
a) [abstract] necessity, being a [factor] of existence requisite

to the essence [of existence],—that is, [abstract necessity] has a right-
ful claim upon the essence of existence because of [necessity's] own
essence,5—and

b) [abstract] possibility, being a [factor] of existence not
requisite to the essence [of existence],—that is, [abstract possibility]

3 L and T insert, "the fact that" [anna], while the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha
do not insert it.

4 The MS inserts, "itself" [cayn al-dhat].
5 [ay istihqaqiyat al-dhat al-wujud li-dhatihi].
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has no rightful claim upon existence because of [possibility's] own
essence that has need to be made existent prior to the existence of
a possible reality,—these two entities [i.e., abstract necessity and
abstract possibility] are factors that would be taking precedence, by
reason of their own essence, over the existence of a necessary real-
ity and the existence of a possible reality. That is,

(a) [an entity that], in its essence, is a requisite of existence,
namely, 'abstract necessity', would take precedence over the existence
of a 'necessary reality', because having the right to existence in its
own essence would take precedence in coming into existence. And

(b) [an entity that], in its essence, is a nonrequisite of exis-
tence, namely, 'abstract possibility', would take precedence over the
existence of a 'possible reality', because abstract possibility, that is a
nonrequisite of existence in its essence, has need to be made exis-
tent prior to the coming into existence of a possible reality, so it
would precede in the [action of] becoming existent, and whatever
takes precedence over what has had the precedence would then be
the one having the precedence.

Therefore, if abstract 'necessity' and abstract 'possibility' should
come into [external] existence, then the implication would be that
an attribute was taking precedence [in coming into existence] over
the subject-substrate to be described, and that would be impossible.

An objection has been raised that abstract necessity and abstract
possibility both would stand as contraries to 'nonexistent impossibil-
ity' by the inherent necessity of [this impossibility] being affirmed of
nonexistential entities. Thus, both abstract necessity and abstract
possibility, standing as contraries to 'nonexistent impossibility', would
be entities having [external] existence. [Baydawi] replied that [it is]
the contrary of whatever would be the nonexistent phase T 54 of
an external existent that would be an existent [externally], but it is
not so with the contrary of intellectual entities;6 and you have learned

6 MS gl: [Abstract] necessity would not be the contrary of what would be the
nonexistent phase of an external existent, and it is likewise with [abstract] possi-
bility, because of the fact that each of them is the contrary of [abstract] impossi-
bility, and [abstract] impossibility is not the nonexistent phase of an external existent,
but rather it is an intellectual entity. [From the commentary of al-cIbri upon
Baydawi's text.]
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that 'necessity', 'possibility', and 'impossibility', [all being abstrac-
tions] are all intellectual entities.

b. Eternity and Temporality. Regarding the fact that past eternity and
temporality are intellectual entities,7 MS 59b if these two should
become externally existent, then [all] eternity past would have pre-
ceded and [everything] temporal would have appeared. This would
be because if eternity past had not been eternally ancient, and if
temporality had not appeared as temporal phenomena, then, assum-
ing that they both had external existence, the implication would be
that eternity past was a temporal event and that temporality was
eternal. This would imply that what was eternal would be tempo-
ral, and that what was temporal would be eternal,8 but both of these
are impossible.

Moreover, if [all] ancient times should be [the same as] what is
eternal, and if [all] temporality should be [the same as a mere] tem-
poral event, then the discussion would move to 'the eternity of eter-
nity past' and 'the temporality of temporality', thus an infinite series
argument would be implicit.

Baydawi said: L 116, T 54

2. The distinguishing properties of necessity

The distinguishing properties of necessity according to its own essence
are [four in number and they are all grouped together in one dis-
cussion] as follows:

a. [Necessity] excludes necessity through any other than itself. If
this should not be so, then [necessity] would be removed by [the
other's] removal, and thus, it would not be a necessary reality in its
own essence.

b. [Necessity] excludes [itself] L 117 from [any type of] com-
position, because any such [composition] would have need for parts
that are differentiated from the composite structure.

7 L has omitted the predicate here.
8 Gloss in both the MS and L: His expression, 'this would imply that what was

eternal would be temporal', is because 'eternity past' [al-qidam] is a concomitant
attribute of what is eternal, and thus there would be an implicit inference from the
temporal origination of ancient times to the temporal origination of what is eter-
nal. [From al-Sharif al-Jurjani's glosses on Isfahani's commentary.]
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c. If [necessity] should be assumed to be an 'established certainty',
then it would not be an addition to its essence. If it should be other-
wise, then [necessity] would have need for [its essence] and [so]
would be a possible reality. Therefore, the theory that [necessity]
would be a relationship between [its essence] and existence,—thus
coming after [these two] and so being an addition,—would exclude
the logical objective9 referred to.

d. [Necessity] may not be a commonality between two entities,
and we will have more to say about this. Thus, if a necessary real-
ity should be characterized by attributes, then the [reality's] essen-
tial necessity would be in its essence alone, while the attributes would
be necessary by way of [the essence].10

Isfahani says: L 117, T 54, MS 59b

2. The distinguishing properties of necessity

The distinguishing properties of necessity according to its essence are
four in number [and they are all grouped together in one discus-
sion, as follows]:

a. Necessity in its essence excludes necessity through any other
than itself. That is, whatever would be a necessary reality in its
essence would not be a necessary reality through any other than
itself. This is because, if a necessary reality in its essence should be
a necessary reality through some other [necessity] than itself, then
it would be removed by the removal of the other [necessity], but
what is necessary in its essence would not be removed by the removal
of the other [necessity], and thus whatever would be a necessity
through any other [necessity than itself] would not be a necessity
in its essence.

9 [al-gharad al-madhkur] I.e., that it was an established certainty.
10 From earlier writers F.D. Razi had gleaned a list of ten distinguishing prop-

erties of 'necessity', as shown in his Muhassal pp. 66-70. This list was reduced in
Baydawi's analysis to the four that he gives here. Presumably because of their re-
ciprocal nature Baydawi made Razi's #'s 2 and 3 into a single broad statement as
his own #2. He removed Razi's #4 dealing with 'existence' (rather than 'neces-
sity'), and Razi's #'s 7-10 were dropped presumably as being merely semantic vari-
ations or already implicit in the four items he kept.
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b. Essential necessity11 excludes any [type of] composition; that
is, anything that is necessary in its essence will not be a composite
structure. This is because

1. a composite structure implicitly has need for something other
than itself, because it needs parts that are differentiated from the
composite structure; and

2. anything that is necessary in its essence implicitly has no
need for anything else, so, between the two concomitant inferences,
namely, being self-sufficient and having need, there would be a contra-
diction. The contradiction between the two concomitant inferences
is implied by the contradiction between the two premises, thus a ne-
cessary reality in its essence would reject being a composite structure.

An objection might be raised that this position would prove [only]
that a necessary reality in its essence would reject being a composite
structure in external reality, but it would not prove that [the necessary
reality] would reject being a composite structure within the intellect;
and therefore, why would it not be admissible that a necessary real-
ity in its essence be a composite structure within the intellect?

Let no one say that it would not be admissible for it to be a com-
posite structure within the intellect, because, if a composite structure
within the intellect corresponds with what is external then it would
imply that there was external composition, but if it should be other-
wise, then it would imply [a state of] foolish ignorance.

Indeed, our position is that we do not grant that if a composite
structure within the intellect does not correspond with what is exter-
nal then it would imply a [state of] foolish ignorance; it would imply
a state of foolish ignorance only if it should be judged that there
was an external composite structure, when [in fact] there was none
in the external; but such a case would not be allowable [in argu-
ment]. To form a composite structure intellectually does not require
a judgment of the intellect that the composite structure would be
external; MS 60a and, if it should be otherwise, then implicidy
it would be a case of foolish ignorance. Rather, it does require that
the structure would be composed in the intellect. So then it would
be admissible that there be a structure composed in the intellect and
not in the external, and therefore, the intellect would not judge that
there was a composite structure in the external.

11 [al-wajib al-dhati].
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Let no one say that, if a composite structure should be realized
in the intellect apart from the external reality, then it would imply
that two intellectual forms had been applied to [one] simple entity.
This would be impossible, since the application of one of the two
forms L 118 to the simple entity would prevent the application
of the other to it. Our position is that [the case described] would
be implied only on the assumption that each of the forms had been
applied to this [particular] thing. But the case is not so, for the sum
total of the two forms has been applied to the simple entity, not
each of the two, and so this [latter case] would not be impossible.

The reply [to the foregoing possible objection] is that the Necessary
Existent has no commonality at all in the quiddity of even one thing
of all things that are, because the quiddity of everything other than
[God] Himself necessarily has the possibility of existence.

Thus, if the Necessary Existent should have a commonality with
an entity other than Himself in the quiddity of that entity, then the
implication would be that [God Most High] was [merely] a possi-
ble reality! "O may He be exalted most highly above all that evil-
doers will say", [this being Isfahani's exclamation paraphrase of
Qur'an 17:43].12 And, if He should not have a commonality with
anything other than Himself in any of the various quiddities, then
there would be no need in [one's] intellect for Him to be separated
from any other than Himself by an essential separation, and thus,
He would not be a composite structure within the intellect.

Let no one ask, "Why would it not be admissible that there be
a composite structure of two equal entities within the intellect, and
the totality of these two would correspond to one simple entity exter-
nally?" Indeed, our position is that the intellect,—while it would be
thinking about the essence of Him [the Necessary Existent], that is,
[about His] existence,13—would have no need for two entities that
give [the Necessary Existent's essence] subsistence, since there would
be no commonality14 with any other in any essence,15 and He16 would
have no part in the external, such that there would be no need,

[ta'ala3 camma yaqul al-zalimun 'uluwan kabiran].
The MS inserts here, "particular" [al-khass].
MS gl: I.e., on the part of the Necessary Existent [al-wajib].
MS gl: [I.e.], which would be [its] existence.
MS gl: I.e., the Necessary Existent.
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while thinking about Him, for the removal of two forms from the
two parts,17 since it would be absolutely18 impossible to make a com-
posite structure of Him19 within the intellect.

c. If it should be assumed that necessity in its essence would be
an established 'certainty', then [that certainty] would not be an addi-
tion to its essence,20 because if it should be an addition to its essence,
then [that certainty] would be a 'characteristic' of [the essence], and
[the certainty] would stand in need of the essence, which would be
something other than [the certainty] itself, and thus [the certainty]
would be a possible reality and would have a cause.

Further, if the cause [of the certainty] should be something other
than the essence [of the necessity], then it would be admissible that
the essence be separated from the necessity, and thus it would imply
that the essence would be a possible reality. But if the cause [of the
certainty] should be the [necessity's] 'essence', MS 60b then this
would imply either that the 'essence' would take precedence by rea-
son of necessity and existence over the 'necessity', and this would
imply an infinite series argument, or that the entity [i.e., the 'neces-
sity'] would take precedence over itself; and both these alternatives
would be impossible.

The theory that 'necessity' is a relationship between its essence
and existence, and that the relationship between these two entities
has need for them both, so that [the relationship] retards behind
them both and becomes an addition to the essence, excludes the
logical objective referred to, namely, that abstract 'necessity' in its
essence would be an 'established certainty'. In other words, for
abstract necessity in its essence to be a 'relationship' excludes its
being an 'established certainty', that is, an existent T 55 exter-
nally, because a 'relationship' is [merely] an intellectual entity.21

d. Necessity in itself may not be a commonality between two enti-
ties, that is, there may not be [present] within existence two [beings

" L gl: . . . [I.e.], so that there would be an intellectual composite.
18 T: [qat'an]; others: [mutlaqan].
19 Gloss in L varies slightly in the MS: I.e., 'absolutely' is a more general [exclu-

sion from composition] than if it were [stated as] 'from two equal entities', or any
other than the two.

20 MS gl: But rather, it would be identical to it because of the impossibility of
there being parts [in the essence].

21 [I.e., it is so] in our view; thus, your argument [i.e., that of a presumed dis-
putant] would not necessarily be in opposition to ours.
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that are] necessary existents in themselves. This will be taken up
[more fully] in Book 2 on Realities Divine. L 119

[Baydawi's] statement, "Thus, if a necessary reality should be char-
acterized by attributes", is the answer to an assumed interpolation.
A full statement of the interpolation would be that if 'necessity' in
itself should not have commonality between any two entities then it
would imply that the necessary reality in itself would not be char-
acterized by attributes that would be an addition to its essence. This
is because if it should be characterized by attributes that were an
addition to its essence, then these attributes would be possible real-
ities, and it would be admissible that they pass away from the essence,
but this would be impossible.22

A full statement of the answer [to the assumed interpolation] would
be that if the necessary reality should be characterized by attributes,
then necessity in itself would be due to the essence alone apart from
the attributes, and the attributes would be necessary, not on account
of themselves but on account of the essence [of the necessary real-
ity]. Their passing away would be impossible because the passing
away of their necessary cause would be impossible, since it is the
essence that is a necessary reality in itself.

Baydawi said: L 119, T 55

3. The distinguishing properties of possibility

[The distinguishing properties of possibility are also four in number,
but each one is given a separate full discussion, as follows]:

a. [The first distinguishing property is that] 'Possibility' makes [a
possible reality] have need for a cause,23 because when the two terms

22 MS gl: Because necessity may not be a commonality between two entities.
23 From earlier writers F.D. Razi gleaned information on the distinguishing prop-

erties for 'possibility', material that he set up as a list of six discrete items in his
Compendium of thought (Muhassal), pp. 71-81. Baydawi's analysis reduced this number
to four. Baydawi's #1 is a more lucid restatement of Razi's #5 which is: "The
cause of the need for an effective cause is the [possible reality's] 'possibility', not
[its] temporality."

Razi states his #1 item thus: "A possible reality according to its essence is that
which may not be inferred [either] from a premise of its existence or from a premise
of its nonexistence . . ." This cannot be easily correlated with any on Baydawi's list,
and so is left by itself.
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[i.e., existence and nonexistence] of a possible reality are equally bal-
anced, then [the possible reality's] existence would be impossible
unless there should be an agent of preference [i.e., a cause, to give
preference either to the existence or the nonexistence].

Knowledge of this [fact] is intuitive, and [an understanding of]
the difference between it and our saying, "One is half of two", and
[similar axioms], belongs to one who is familiar with the subject.

Various objections have been raised as follows:
1. The need is not an established certainty. If it were other-

wise, then
a) [the need] would be a possible reality because it is an

attribute of a possible reality; and thus there would be another need,
and the argument would be an infinite series; or,

b) [the need] would be antecedent to its substrate being
characterized, to which it is related [as attribute] because of the
need's being antecedent to the causal action, that [in turn] is antecedent
to the existence of the effect, all of which would be impossible.

2. Nor is the effective causality [i.e., for the need, an established
certainty]. If it should exist, then it would be a possible reality because

a) it would be an attribute of the effective cause, and
b) it would be a relationship between the effective cause and

the effect. Thus, the case would require an effective cause having
another effective causality, so the argument would be an infinite
series.

3. Moreover, the causal action in the state of existence would
result in the production of something that already exists, and in the
state of nonexistence [it would result in] the joining together of two
contraries.

4. Furthermore, if existence [itself], because of its own possi-
bility, should be in need of an agent of preference, then also non-
existence would be in need; but that is pure negation, so it would
not be an effect.

The answer to the first three [objections] are as follows:
l.-a, 2.-a. The lack of a need and of effective causality does

not imply that the essence [of possibility] would not have need or
would not be an effective cause. In the same way, the statement
that nonexistence is not an entity having established certainty [exter-
nally] does not imply that it is not a nonexistent entity.

3.-a. What is meant by the causal action is that the existence
of the effective cause requires the existence of the effect to follow.
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Moreover, the knowledge that one thing exerts causal action upon
another thing, or [that the first thing] has need of some [other] thing
is a matter of intuitive understanding that does not admit [the use
of] a doubtful analogy.

4.—a. If nonexistence should not be described as having possi-
bility then there would be no ambiguity, while if [nonexistence]
should be described as having [possibility], then admissibly it would
be an effect, and the effective cause of it would be in accordance
with what has been said previously about the lack of a causal fac-
tor for existence.24

On account of the difficulty of this L 120 ambiguity, a theory
has been held that the causal factor for the need [recognized in pos-
sibility] is [due to the fact of its] temporal origination, or, possibil-
ity together with it. But the case is not so, because [possibility] is
an attribute of existence that comes after the causal action [prefer-
ring existence], which in turn comes after the need [for the action].
Therefore, 'possibility' would be neither the causal factor [itself] of
[its own] need,25 nor would it be a part of [the causal factor], nor
would it be a condition for the causality of its causal factor.

Isfahani says: L 120, T 55, MS 60b

3. The distinguishing properties of possibility

[The distinguishing properties of possibility are also four in number,
but each one is given a separate full discussion, as follows]:

a. [The first distinguishing property is that] 'Possibility' makes a
'possible reality' have need for a cause.26 This is true of a possible
reality because when each of its two terms, existence27 and nonex-
istence, are equally balanced in their relation to its essence, then
[the possible reality's] existence is impossible except through an agent
of preference. Thus, in a situation where its existence is in the bal-
ance, a possible reality has need for an agent of preference who can

24 Cf. Bk. 1, Sect. 1, Ch. 2, Topic 3, Subtopic 2, with reference to the special
case of the Necessary Existent.

25 In the preceding clause, the unwritten antecedents have been substituted for
the relative pronouns ['it' and 'it'] in the subject and predicate.

26 L, T and MS Garrett 989Ha read, [al-sabab]; the MS omits the definite article.
27 L: Misspelled in L as [wujub].
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cause the preponderance [in the balance] to be its existence over its
nonexistence.

An understanding of this28 is intuitive, and it does not need demon-
stration. Every intelligent person who forms a conception of a pos-
sible reality29 MS 61a and of the need [for a cause] will judge
by inherent necessity that [the possible reality] stands in need of an
agent to give it the preference.

The author's sentence, "[An understanding of] the difference
between it and our saying, 'One is half of two', and [similar axioms],
belongs to one familiar with the subject", is a reference to the answer
to an assumed interpolation. A full statement of the interpolation
would be that when we present this proposition30 to our intellect we
find a discrepancy between [the proposition] and our saying that
one is half of two, and the like, because the former contains an
obscurity in comparison to the latter. The discrepancy between the
two is in the obscurity, and [it becomes] obvious that the former is
not [merely] a matter of intuition.31

A full statement of the reply to the point that the author had set
forth would be that a discrepancy may occur among things that are
intuitive, in their clarity and obscurity, due to one's familiarity or
nonfamiliarity with them. Familiarity with some intuitive things and
association with them will induce increased clarity, while the lack of
such familiar association may result in obscurity.

It would be preferable to say that there may be some obscurity
in the judgmental assent that is given to intuitively understood things,
and that [obscurity] would be due to [some] obscurity in the con-
ceptions [that are in the process of] being formulated [from direct
perceptions] and that then move into [the judgmental process]. But
some obscurity of judgmental assent due to obscurity in [newly for-
mulated] conceptions would not diminish the fact that it is intuitive.
Indeed, intuitive judgmental assent may even depend upon formu-
lated conceptions that are [rationally] acquired.

28 MS gl: I.e., [an intuitive understanding of] the impossibility of there being a
preponderance [between existence and nonexistence] without an agent to give the
preference [imtina' al-tarajjuh min ghayr murajjih].

29 MS gl: I.e., the equality of its two terms in relation to its essence.
30 MS gl: I.e., [Baydawi's] statement that [abstract] possibility makes a possible

reality to be in need of a cause.
31 Because of the impossibility for discrepancy [imtinac al-tafawut] in intuitive

matters.
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Objection—for four reasons—has been raised against the theory
that, when a possible reality is in the balance between its own exis-
tence and nonexistence, it is then in need of an effective cause.

1. [The first reason for the objection is that] the need [aris-
ing from abstract possibility] is not a matter of established certainty,
and if it should not be a certainty, then a possible reality would not
have need for an agent of preference.

a) Regarding the need not being a matter of established cer-
tainty, two points are given:

1) Because if the need should be L 121 an established
certainty then it would be a possibility, because the need would be
an attribute of a possible reality, and the attribute of a possible real-
ity would be a possibility. And if it should be a possibility, then it
would have another need, since every possible reality has need for
an effective cause. Then the discussion would move to the need for
the need, and the argument would be an infinite series.

2) And because if the need should be an established cer-
tainty, then it would take precedence [in existence] over its own sub-
strate being described, to which the need is related; that is, [the
need] would have precedence over the possible reality characterized
by the need, because the need [itself] would have preceded the
causal action T 56 of the effective cause upon the possible real-
ity, which in turn would have preceded the existence of the effect,
namely, the possible reality [itself]; but [such a case as] this would
be impossible.

b) Regarding a case where if the need should be nonexis-
tent, then the possible reality would have no MS 61b need for
an effective cause, [that case would be for the following reasons]:

1) Because, if the possible reality should have need,32 then
it would be characterized by the need, that is, the need would be
an established certainty for the possible reality; and the need being
a certainty for the possible reality would imply that [the need] was
a certainty in itself, since the need being a certainty for the possi-
ble reality is more particular [in reference] than the certainty of the
need in itself, and the truth of a more particular [proposition] implies
the truth of the more general one.

MS gl: Assuming that the need [at this point] would be nonexistent.
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2) And because, if the need should not be an established
certainty, then it would not need an effective cause, and thus the
possible reality would not have need for an effective cause, since, if
an attribute has no need for an effective cause, then the substrate
of its description would not have need for it.

3) And because, if the need should be nonexistent, then
there would be no causal factor for it, and thus the possibility would
not be a causal factor for the need, and thus the possible reality
would not have need for an effective cause.

2. The second reason [for the objection] is that, if the possi-
ble reality should have need for an effective cause, then the effective
cause would be characterized by effective causality; but this conclu-
sion is false, [for these reasons]:

a) Because the effective causality would not be an estab-
lished certainty, since if it should have existence [i.e., within the
intellect] then it would be a possibility, because effective causality is
an attribute of the effective cause, and an attribute would be a pos-
sibility due to its need for its substrate being described, which is
something other than [the possibility].

b) And because the effective causality would be a relation-
ship between the effective cause and the effect, and a relationship
has need of the two entities being related; and so, if the effective
causality should be a possibility, then it would call for an effective
cause having another effective causality, and the discussion then
would move to that [other effective causality] and an infinite series
would be implicit.

3. [The third reason for the objection is that] if the possible
reality should have need for an effective cause, then the causal action
of the effective cause upon the possible reality would result either in

a) the state of the possible reality's existence, so there would
be the production of what already exists, which would be impossi-
ble, or in

b) the state of its nonexistence, and this would imply that
two contraries would be joined together.33

33 MS gl: That is because the existence of the effect together with the causal
action would not differ from [the current state] at all. It would be as when the
process of smashing is [considered] together with the act of smashing, and [the state
of] existence is [considered] together with the action of bringing into existence.
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4. [The fourth reason for the objection is that] if a possible
reality should have need for an agent of preference for its existence,
because of its own [state of] possibility, then it also would have need
for an agent of preference for its nonexistence, because of its own
[state of] possibility. But L 122 nonexistence is pure negation,
and so it would not be the effect of an effective cause.

1.—a, 2.—a. The answer to the first three reasons of the objec-
tion,—which are the points that indicate that neither the need nor
the effective causality are certainties, two of them34 indicating that
the need is not a certainty, and one of them35 [indicating] that the
effective causality is not a certainty,—is that the nonexistence of both
the need and the effective causality does not imply that the essence
[of a given factor] would not have need and [would not] be an
effective cause; that is, [it does not imply] that the essence of the
possible reality would not have need, and that the essence of the
effective cause [would not be] an effective cause. MS 62a

Indeed, the fact that the attribute36 is nonexistent does not imply
that the entity itself would not be described by [the attribute], just
as the doctrine that nonexistence is not a matter of [external] cer-
tainty does not logically require that the entity itself would not be
nonexistent.

The truth is that each one, the need and the effective causality,
is an [objective] matter of [intellectual] consideration, and thus each
of the two may be an intelligible entity,37 in consideration of its
essence, upon which the intellect reasons logically and considers
whether it be a possible reality or an existent entity.

Or, each one [of the two] may be an instrument for an intelli-
gent person [to use] while thinking. The scholar does not take it as
an object to think about, but rather by its means he will think log-
ically about matters in which it can serve as an instrument of study.

[The scholar] will learn, by the instrumentality of the 'need', that

When it is assumed that causal action would be within existence, I mean, the bring-
ing into existence would take place only in the state of nonexistence, then the exis-
tence of the effect would also be within that state, and thus it would be a coming
together of the effect's existence and its nonexistence. [From the Mawaqif of cAdud
al-Din Iji.]

34 I.e., objection #1, subdivisions a) and b).
35 I.e., objection #2.
36 MS gl: This being the need, and the effective causality.
3/ [ma'qulan].
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the state of a possible reality consists in how its existence comes to
preponderate [in the balance] over its nonexistence, and that by this
consideration [this state] is constituted a need of the possible real-
ity. Thus, having the thought in mind that a possible reality is a
balanced equality of two terms because of its possibility will entail
the requirement that a factor should be established as a certainty
within the intellect, and this factor is the 'need'.

[The scholar will learn], moreover, by [the instrumentality of] the
'effective causality', the state of the effective cause when he thinks
about the issue of the effect from it. Thus, having that [thought] in
mind entails the requirement that [another] factor should be estab-
lished as a certainty within the intellect, and this factor is the 'effective
causality'.

In summary, if the intellect should reason logically by means of
the 'need' and the 'effective causality' [both as instruments] about
the states of the possible reality and the effective cause, then, with
this consideration, there would be a need for the possible reality and
a causal action for the effective cause. Both of them would not be
described as being either a possible reality or not a possible reality;
and so, with this consideration, the need would not have another
need, nor would the effective causality have another effective causality.

However, if the intellect should look to them both not in order
to observe by their means the condition of some other entity, but
rather, [the intellect] should look to them both in terms of their
essences, then, they both would be intelligibles and possible realities;
and thus, the 'need' [as object] would have another need [for the
instrumental function], and the 'effective causality' [as object] would
have another effective causality [for the instrumental function]. The
argument would not be an infinite series implicitly, because an infinite
series would cease when the intellect's consideration of this point
would cease.

3.—a. The answer to the "fourth" reason,—which [actually] is
the third [reason for the] objection [in Baydawi's text],—is that the
meaning intended by 'causal action' is that the existence of the
effective cause would require the existence of the effect to follow,
not that the effective cause would produce the existence of the effect.
Thus, the statement of reiteration that was set forth38 would not be

MS gl: Where it is said that the causal action of the effective cause would
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right, because it is based on the idea that the effective cause would
produce the effect.

An objection could be raised that, L 123 if the meaning intended
by 'the requirement to follow' should be 'the coming into existence
of the effect', then the statement of reiteration that was set forth
would be right and the objection would not collapse.

But, if the meaning intended by it should be that 'the coming
into existence of the effect' implies 'the existence of the effective
cause', then the implication would not be that MS 62b the effective
cause would have a causal action upon the effect.39 If something else
should be meant, then let [the objector] make it clear, so that first
we may form a conception of it, then second we may take it up for
discussion.

It would be more correct if it were stated in answering [the third
reason] that, if the intended meaning of "the state of the existence
of the effect" should be 'during [the process of coming into] its exis-
tence', then we would prefer that it be stated as, "the causal action
of the effective cause would be during the [process of coming into]
existence of the effect", and from this there would be no implica-
tion of 'producing something [already] existing'.

A case of 'producing something [already] existing' would be implied
only if [the effective cause's] causal action upon [the effect] should
take place after [attainment of the effect's] existence; but as for [its
happening] during the [process of [the effect's] coming into] existence,
then no, [there would be no such implication]. Indeed, it is not
impossible for the causal action of the effective cause to take place
upon the effect40 during the [process of coming into] existence of
the effect, because the causal factor with its effect has this charac-
teristic, namely, its causal action upon [the effect] is during the
[process of coming into] existence of the effect.

result in either the state of existence or the state of nonexistence. [Cf. Isfahani's
expansion of Baydawi's third reason for the objection above.]

39 The last phrase ["upon the effect"] is added by reading with the MS and MS
Garrett 989Ha. L and T omit the last phrase.

40 MS gl: Because occurrence of the effect together with the causal action would
be a single event as to its duration. And that would be "to produce something
existing" by this manner of production; and there would be no impossibility in it
[Li-anna husul al-athar maca al-ta'thlr wahid zamanan wa-dhalika tahsfl al-hasil bi-
hadha al-tahsll wa-la istihalah flhi]. [From the Shark Mfawaqif], al-Sayyid al-Sharif
al-Jurjani's commentary on Iji's al-Mawaqiffi cIlm al-Kalam\.
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But, if the objector should mean by "the state of the existence of
the effect" the 'close association' of the existence of the effect with
the existence of the effective cause in its essence,—that is, the 'together-
ness' of the two in essence,—then that would be impossible. The
existence of the effect cannot possibly be together simultaneously
with the existence of the cause in the essence. Indeed, the effect
retards in its essence after the cause, so how could it be simultane-
ous with it in its essence? Likewise, the nonexistence T 57 of the
effect retards after the nonexistence of the cause in its essence. Thus,
the effective cause exerts causal action upon the effect, but not from
the standpoint of its being an existent or a nonexistent.

Some of the Mutakallimun hold41 that the effective cause exerts
its causal action at the moment when the effect becomes a temporal
phenomenon, and so this occasion would be neither during its exist-
ence nor during its nonexistence.

So, if an objection should be raised that on this basis there would
be the certainty of an intermediate factor between existence and
nonexistence,42 this being impossible,43 then the answer [to this objec-
tion] would be that we are not saying that a quiddity would have
any duration period other than the duration of existence or of non-
existence, such that it would imply [the existence of] an intermedi-
ate factor. But rather, we hold that the quiddity from the standpoint
of its own identity is something other than the quiddity as an 'exist-
ent' or the quiddity as a 'nonexistent', even though it would not be
free from one or the other of them. The effective cause exerts its
causal action only upon the 'quiddity in itself, not upon the quid-
dity as an 'existent' or as a 'nonexistent', the 'quiddity in itself being
different from the quiddity 'as existent' or 'as nonexistent', even
though it is not free from one or the other of them.

Thus, if an objection should be raised that, if the quiddity should
not be free from one or other of them, then the causal action of the
effective cause would not be free from one or the other of the two
states [i.e., of existence or nonexistence], and so, a difficulty would

41 MS gl: In answer to the third reason for the objection.
42 Thus [the existence of] an intermediate [factor] would be implied conclusively.

[From al-Sayyid al-Sharif al-Jurjani, probably his glosses on Isfahani's commentary
on Baydawi here.]

43 MS gl: Because the confinement within these two entities would be intuitively
known.
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be implicit, then the answer [to this objection] would be that although
the causal action would not be free from one or the other of the
two states,44 nevertheless the causal action would be upon the quiddity
that is closely accompanied MS 63a by one or the other of the
two states, not with the quiddity as an existent or as a nonexistent.

A further answer L 124 to the 'three' reasons for the objection
is by way of a summary contradiction, namely, that the knowledge
that a given thing exerts a causal action upon another thing, and
that a given thing has need for another thing, [these together] are
a matter of intuitive understanding that does not accept a doubtful
analogy.

An objector could say that his side [in the dispute] does not grant
that the knowledge that a given thing exerts a causal action upon
another thing, and that a given thing has need for another thing,
[together] would be a matter of intuitive understanding. If it should
be a matter of intuitive understanding, then it would correspond to
what is actual. But the conclusion is false, for its contrary is an estab-
lished certainty in actuality, according to the demonstration of deci-
sive proof.

Let no one say that we [i.e., Isfahani's side] "do not grant" that
the proof you have set forth is decisive enough to imply that [your
position in] contradiction would then be established in actuality. But
rather, [we say,] "What you have presented is a fallacy." Our posi-
tion in that case, is that there is a need to set forth clearly the objec-
tor's error, in order to establish that it is a fallacy having no usefulness
in establishing his contrary position.

4.-a. The answer to the ["fifth"] reason—that is, [actually] the
fourth reason for the objection in Baydawi's text45—is that, if the
possible reality's nonexistence should not be characterized by a pref-
erence [i.e., in the balance between existence and nonexistence], then

44 Gloss in MS and L 123: As a result the causal action would not be a condi-
tion of existence nor a condition of nonexistence, but it would be during the dura-
tion of existence; any impossibility would be implied only by the former. [From
al-Sayyid al-Sharif al-Jurjani's glosses upon Isfahani's work here.]

45 The discrepancy in the numbering of replies to the reasons set for the objec-
tion probably are due to the complexity of Isfahani's expansion of reasons #'s 1—2,
the replies to which he evidently considered to comprise "three" points. Changes
in a manuscript in ink being made with difficulty, Isfahani explains his replies #'s
4-5 as covering Baydawi's #'s 3-4.
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there would be no difficulty, for we have said46 that a preference of
one of the two terms [in the balance] of the possible reality would
require an agent of preference. So, if no preference should materi-
alize for [the possible reality], then [the situation] does not call for
an agent of preference. But, if the possible reality's nonexistence
should be characterized by a preference, then we do not grant the
impossibility of its being an effect. Indeed, if a possible reality's non-
existence should be characterized by a preference [in the balance],
then it would be admissible that it be an effect, and that the effective
cause for it would be the absence of a causal factor for existence,
in accordance with the interpretation that has preceded, namely, that
what is meant by 'causal action' is the requirement by the effective
cause that an effect should follow.

Thus, if the effective cause should be an effective cause for exis-
tence, then the existence of the effective cause would be followed by
the existence of the effect; and, if [the effective cause] should be an
effective cause for nonexistence, then the nonexistence of the effective
cause would be followed by the nonexistence of the effect. That is,
the effective cause, in the case of the possible reality's nonexistence,
would be the absence of a cause for the possible reality's existence,
in the sense that the absence of a cause for the possible reality's
existence would require the possible reality's nonexistence to follow.

The purport of [Baydawi's] statement, "in accordance with the
interpretation that has preceded",—[i.e.], in accordance with what
has preceded in the chapter on 'existence', to the effect that 'abstrac-
tion', being nonexistential, has need for the absence of any causal
factor for qualification by an accident,—is not correct.

In the first place, this is because on the same occasion he did not
set forth an explanation of the 'causal action'; and in the second
place, it is because doubt was not repelled merely by his statement,
"that abstraction, being nonexistential, has need for the absence of
any causal factor for qualification by an accident." This is because,
in that case, it could be said that the causal action of the absence
of a cause for its existence47 would be in the absence of the possible

46 Reading with L, T, and MS Garrett 989Ha. The MS has the verb in the pre-
sent tense.

The MS further reads [in tahaqqaqat rujhan].
47 MS gl: I.e., the existence of the possible reality.
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reality, if it should be [either] the state of the possible reality's non-
existence, which would imply the producing of something already
existing, MS 63b or, the state of [the possible reality's] existence,
which would imply the joining together of two opposites.

And then there would be the need to interpret the 'causal action'
as being the requirement for a proper sequence [of cause and effect],
in order to repel any doubt.

So, if an objection should be raised,—that the preceding inter-
pretation means that what is meant by 'causal action' is that the
existence of an effective cause requires that it be followed by the
existence L 125 of an effect, not that the absence of an effective
cause requires that it be followed by the absence of an effect,—then
the answer to this [objection] is that what is meant by 'causal action',
in the case of existence, is that the existence of an effective cause
requires that it be followed by the existence of an effect; and thus,
from this [clarification] the understanding is gained48 that [what is
meant by] 'causal action', in the case of nonexistence, is that the
absence of an effective cause requires that it be followed by the
absence of a possible reality.

In some [manuscript] copies [of Baydawi's Tawalic al-Anwar] [it is
stated] that if the nonexistence of the possible reality should not be
characterized by possibility, then there would be no difficulty.49 The
full statement of this is that if nonexistence should not be charac-
terized by possibility, then it would not have need for an agent of
preference [to give it preference in the balance]. [This is] because
it is only 'existence' that needs an agent of preference for its possi-
bility, since the causal factor in the need for an agent of preference
is the possibility.

Thus, if the 'nonexistence' should not be characterized by possi-
bility, then no cause for the need of an agent of preference would
become realized within [the nonexistence], so it would have no need

48 MS: [wa-yuclam minhu]; other texts: [fa-'ulim minhu].
49 Isfahani refers to the text of Baydawi's reply to the fourth reason for the objec-

tion. In Baydawi's text both L and T read, [anna al-cadam in lam yusaf bil-imkan
fa-la ishkal]. MS Garrett 283B and MS Garrett 989Hb [for Baydawi's text only]
differ in one word, reading, "by a preponderance in the balance" [bil-rujhan].
Isfahani, in his discussion of the actual fourth reason, says in a paraphrase, "if the
nonexistence of the possible reality should not be characterized [yuttasaf] by a pre-
ponderance in the balance . . ."
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for one. But if the 'nonexistence' should be characterized by possi-
bility, then admissibly that [possibility] would be the effect of an
effective cause; and the 'effective cause', in [such a case of] the 'non-
existence' of a possible reality, would be the 'absence' of the effective
cause of its existence, [all] in a proper sequence [of cause and effect].

You have learned what would refute the requirement of a proper
sequence, that if50 someone—by this requirement that the absence
of an effective cause would be followed by the absence of an effect—
should intend to abolish the effect, then the previously mentioned
statement of reiteration would be right, and the objection would
stand. But if [the disputant] should intend by this [requirement] that
the absence of an effect would imply the absence of an effective
cause, then there would be no implication that the effective cause
would have any causal action upon the effect. And if [the disputant]
should intend something else, then let him give an explanation so
that first we may form a conception of it,51 and then secondly we
shall discuss it.

The right thing would be to say a) that the nonexistence of a pos-
sible reality whose two terms were equal [in the balance] would not
be a pure negation, and b) that the equality between the existence
of a possible reality and its nonexistence would have no being except
in the intellect, and c) that, since the absence of an effective cause
has more significance within the intellect than the absence of an
effect, it would be admissible for the nonexistence of the effect to
be caused by the absence of an effective cause within the intellect.

Furthermore, because of the difficulty of this problem, namely, that
by inherent necessity nonexistence has need for an effective cause
when assuming that possibility is the causal factor of the need, some
of the Mutakallimun held the position that the cause of a T 58
possible reality's need was its 'temporal nature'. Some [others of
them] said that the cause of a possible reality's need was the total
of the possibility and the temporal nature. MS 64a And another
group of them took the position that the cause of the need would
be the possibility conditioned by the temporality.

50 The scribe of L omitted "if" here.
51 L and the MS insert [hatta3 natasawwar] in the text, while MS Garrett 989Ha

puts it in a gloss, and T omits it.
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But the case is not of this sort. 'Temporality' is an attribute that
is an addition to existence, since 'temporality' is a term expressing
the fact that existence was preceded by nonexistence, so it is a modal-
ity52 of existence. Thus, it is a descriptive term for the existence that
is subsequent to the causal action. That is, [it is] the bringing into
existence that retards after the need for an effective cause, that [in
turn] retards after the cause of the need. Thus, 'temporality' retards
after the cause of the need by some degrees; so the temporality can
be neither a cause for the need, L 126 nor a part of the cause
for the need, nor a condition for the cause of the need.

An objection has been raised that 'temporality' is not an attribute
of existence; indeed, it is an expression for the exit from nonexistence
into existence. So, it would not retard after existence, but rather, it
would precede existence. The answer to this [objection] is that it is
not admissible for 'temporality' to be an expression for the exit from
nonexistence to existence. If the case should be otherwise, then an
intermediate factor would be established between nonexistence and
existence, because an exit from nonexistence to existence would take
place after nonexistence and before existence. And, if it should be
granted that 'temporality' would be [merely] an expression for the
exit from nonexistence to existence so that it would precede exis-
tence, still it would not be admissible for 'temporality' to be either
the cause of the need, or a part of it, or a condition for it. This is
because temporality, in this sense, would retard after the causal action
of the effective cause, that in turn would retard after the need. Thus,
temporality could be neither a cause for [the need], nor a part of
it, nor a condition of it, since whatever retards after a given thing
may not be any part of it at all.

An objection to this [answer] has been raised, that 'possibility'
would be an attribute of a possible reality, by analogy with its 'exis-
tence', and thus, it would retard after [its] 'existence'. So, it would
not be a causal factor for the need for an effective cause that pre-
cedes the 'possibility' to some extent. And the answer [to this latter
objection] is that 'possibility' is an attribute of a possible reality's
'quiddity in itself, without consideration as to its existence or its
nonexistence; and therefore, it would not retard after the existence
of the quiddity externally. But rather, making the 'possibility' an

[kayfiyah].
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accidental quality of the [possible reality's] 'quiddity in itself would
depend upon a consideration of existence and nonexistence [both as
absolutes], not upon a consideration of [the quiddity's particular]
existence53 or of its [particular] nonexistence.54

An objection could be raised that 'possibility' would be the attribute
of a possible reality, and an attribute in existence would come after
the [subject-substrate] described, so possibility would come after the
existence of a possible reality. Therefore, [the possibility, in itself]
would not be a causal factor of the need—[that is, for an effective
cause for the possible reality]—that would precede [the possibility,
as attribute] to some degrees in extent. The answer [to this objec-
tion] is that 'possibility' MS 64b is an intellectual entity, and so,
it would not come after the quiddity in external existence.

Baydawi said: L 126, T 58

b. The second [distinguishing property of possibility] is that nei-
ther one of [a possible reality's] two alternative states [i.e., existence
and nonexistence] has any priority [of preference] due to its essence.55

This is because, [if there should be a case where one of the two
states had priority], then in that case,

1. if the occurrence of the other state should become possible,
then its occurrence either would be by reason of a cause,—and so
the [first state's] priority would need to become nonexistent,—or [the
occurrence] would not be by reason of a cause; and so, the impli-
cation would be that a preference had been received in the balance
without an agent of preference, which is impossible. But,

2. if [the occurrence of the other state] should not be possi-
ble, then for the one [already] having the priority [the occurrence]
would become a necessity.

°3 MS gl: On this basis, a given thing would be a possible reality in the state of
its nonexistence, and it would not be possible to hold that temporality would be
its attribute from this aspect. If it should be otherwise, then the implication would
be that it was a temporal phenomenon while in the state of its nonexistence. [From
al-Sayyid al-Sharif al-Jurjani's commentary on "M", i.e., Iji's Mawaqif.]

04 MS glosses indicate the designations here of 'absolute' and 'particular'.
53 Baydawi's #2 is equivalent to Razi's #3, which he stated as the heading of a

discussion paragraph as follows: "The possible reality by reason of its essence is
equally balanced in its two alternative states."
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Isfahani says: L 126, T 58, MS 64b

b. The second distinguishing property of possibility is that neither
one of the two alternative states of a possible reality, that is, 'existence'
or 'nonexistence', can possibly have priority because of [the possible
reality's] essence, [that is, for preference in the balance of existence].
L 127 This is because, in a case where the priority of one of the
two states should have been realized because of its essence, then

1. if the occurrence56 of the second state should become pos-
sible, then it would occur either by reason of a cause, or not by
reason of a cause.

a) If the second state should occur by reason of a cause,—
and thus the right of priority of the [first] state, that was assumed
to have priority as a possible reality because of its essence, would
need the cause of the occurrence of the second state to be abol-
ished, and since the occurrence of the second state would be on the
assumption of its being by reason of a cause,—the second state would
proceed to become the one having priority for preference [in the
balance of existence]. If it should be otherwise, then its cause would
not be a [genuine] cause.

And, if the second state should gain the priority, then the first
state's right of priority would not remain, since the first state's right
of priority was dependent upon the absence of a cause for the occur-
rence of the second state. Thus, the right of priority would not be
in the essence [of the first state] because of the inherent necessity
of [the right's] dependence upon the absence of a cause for the
occurrence of the second state. But,

b) if the second state should occur not by reason of a cause,
then the implication would be that it was a preference in the bal-
ance [of existence] without any cause [for its preference]. And this
would be the worst and most atrocious impossibility for the intel-
lect, to be concerned with a case of preference for one of two equals
without an agent of preferral. However,

2. if the occurrence of the second state [of the possibility] should
not become possible, then the one [i.e., first state of the 'possibil-
ity'] having the priority [for preference in the balance of existence],

MS gl: [I.e.,] 'actualization' [wuquc].
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would become the 'necessary one'. Therefore, implicitly it would be
a transformation from 'possibility' to 'necessity'.

Baydawi said: L 127, T 58

c. The third distinguishing property of possibility is that a possi-
ble reality's existence depends upon an effective cause; [that is,] a
possible reality will not be existent as long as its transition [to exis-
tence] is not assigned by its effective cause.57 That assignment is
called 'antecedent necessity'. If [the possible reality] is existent, then
while it is existent it will not accept nonexistence, and it is [called]
'consequent necessity'. The two necessities are accidental to the pos-
sible reality, and not [part] of its essence.

Isfahani says: L 127, T 58, MS 64b

c. The third distinguishing property of possibility is that a possible
reality's existence depends upon an effective cause; [that is], a pos-
sible reality will not be existent as long as its transition [to existence]
is not assigned [to it] by its effective cause, that is, as long as its
transition is not necessary. That assignment is called the 'antecedent
necessity', because if [the possible reality's] transition should not be
made 'necessary' by its effective cause, then it would remain in its
state of 'possibility', since there would be no reason for it to be
impossible. And if [the possible reality] should remain in its state of
possibility, then it would not be preventing the other opposite state,
so it would need an agent of 'preferral'.

The argument would not be an infinite series because that would
be impossible, so inevitably [the argument] would have to terminate
in necessity. This is the 'antecedent necessity', [prior] to the existence
of the possible reality, because first it was something necessary, then

57 Baydawi's #3 is closely related to but not precisely the same as Razi's #2
which is stated as follows: "The possible reality may not be either existent or non-
existent except by reason of an effective cause." Razi says that the possible reality
cannot even be conceived as a 'nonexistent' without an effective cause. Baydawi
takes up the matter one stage later, " . . . will not be existent as long as . . . "

Razi's #4 can also be related here, but it is too opaquely stated to be useful for
easy comprehension. His #4 is: "The preference [for existence] of a possible real-
ity according to its essence is preceded by 'necessity' and is succeeded by 'necessity.'"
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it became existent. And when a possible reality becomes existent,
then along with it by reason of existence there would be another
necessity, because while it is existent its state of existence will not
accept nonexistence.58 And whatever does not accept nonexistence
is a 'necessary reality', and this is the 'consequent necessity', because
[this second necessity] comes along with [the necessary reality] after
its existence. So, the two necessities, the antecedent and the conse-
quent, MS 65a become accidental qualities of the possible real-
ity. [But this is] not by reason of its essence, but rather, the first
[necessity] L 128 is in consideration of the existence of the cause
[of the possible reality], and the second [necessity] is in considera-
tion of the existence [of the possible reality] itself.

Baydawi said: L 128, T 58/59

d. The fourth [distinguishing property of possibility] is that a pos-
sible reality needs its effective cause as long as it exists; [that is], a
'possible reality', as long as it remains [in existence], keeps with it
the 'need' [for its 'effective cause'],59 in order that the abstract 'pos-
sibility', that is its 'necessary cause', might [also] remain. Indeed, the
abstract 'possibility' is inherently necessary to a 'possible reality'; and
if it should be otherwise, it would be admissible that the possible
reality be transformed into a 'necessary reality', or into an 'impos-
sibility', and then it would have need for a cause to make it possible.

An objection has been raised that the causal action of an effective
cause is either upon something that already exists, but this is impos-
sible, or upon something that is being renewed [constantly], in which
case the need would be for [the latter], without regard for anything
permanent. In reply [to this objection], our position is that what is
meant by the 'causal action' is that the 'effect' would continue as
long as its 'effective cause' would continue.

58 MS gl: Otherwise, there would be a joining together of two contraries.
59 Baydawi's #4 correlates with Razi's #6, which is stated as follows: "As long

as the possible reality continues [in existence] it cannot be free from [the need for]
its effective cause." Here, Razi presents the item with more clarity than does Baydawi.
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Isfahani says: L 128, T 59, MS 65a

d. The fourth distinguishing property of possibility is that a pos-
sible reality needs its effective cause as long as it exists' [that is], a
possible reality keeps the need for its effective cause with it in its
company as long as [the possible reality] remains [in existence]. The
causal factor for the possible reality's need for the effective cause is
'abstract possibility', and as long as the possible reality remains [in
existence] the abstract possibility will remain also. Thus, as long as
the possible reality remains [in existence], the need for an effective
cause will be remaining.

We have stated that the possibility remains as long as the possi-
ble reality remains [in existence], only because abstract possibility is
inherently necessary for a possible reality. [This is] because

1. if the [abstract] possibility should not be inherently neces-
sary for [the possible reality], then it would be admissible that the
possibility be disjoined from the possible reality, and in that case the
'possible reality' would become either a 'necessary reality' or an
'impossibility', and so, a transformation would be implied. Also [it
is because]

2. if the [abstract] possibility should not be inherently neces-
sary for the possible reality, then the possible reality would need
some cause for its own possibility, and thus the possible reality would
not be a 'possible reality' in its essence, but rather, would be either
a 'necessary reality' or an 'impossibility'.

An objection has been raised that it is not admissible for a pos-
sible reality to need an effective cause as long as it remains [in exist-
ence]. This is because if it should need an effective cause as long
as it remains, then inevitably, the effective cause either would have
a causal action upon the possible reality as long as it remained, or
it would not have. If the effective cause should have no causal action
upon the possible reality as long as it remained [in existence], then
there would be no resulting effect in the situation, on account of the
impossibility of obtaining an effect without a causal action. And, if
no effect should be obtained from [the effective cause] in this situ-
ation, then it would be a case of self-sufficiency instead of a need
for the effective cause, so there would be no need [in the possible
reality] for the effective cause; but this all would be contrary to the
assumption [that the possible reality does have the need]. However,
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if the effective cause should have a causal action upon the possible
reality as long as it remained [in existence], and [if] the causal action
should require that an effect be obtained, then either the effect
obtained from it would be the existence that had been obtained pre-
viously, and that would be impossible because of the impossibility of
obtaining something already obtained, or the effect obtained from it
would be a factor that would be renewed constantly, and then the
need would be for that factor to be renewed, not for the entity that
remained, although the assumption had been that the need would
be for an entity that remained. So this [also] would be contrary to
the assumption.

[Baydawi] replied [to this objection] that what was meant by the
causal action of [the effective cause] as long as [the possible reality]
should last was that the duration of the effect would be the same
as the duration of its effective cause. Further, there would be no
implication either of producing something already produced, or of
self-sufficiency [rather than need] in the continuing entity. This reply
was based on the interpretation of L 129 the causal action as
being in a proper required sequence [of cause and effect]. MS 65b

In truth, it should be stated in [Baydawi's] reply that the effective
cause as long as it remained would be producing an effect that would
not be the [same] existence that had been present previously, but
rather, something renewable that was the continuance of the exis-
tence present previously, and that by this continuance it had become
the 'remaining feature'. Thus, there would be no implication that
[the effective cause's] causal action would not be upon the remaining
feature, so as to imply that the argument would be contrary to the
assumption. The 'remaining feature' would be the first existence that
had been qualified by the attribute of continuity, that is, of permanence.

Therefore, [the effective cause's] action upon a new entity, other
than the first existence [by itself], does not imply that its action
would be lacking upon the first existence when it was qualified by
the attribute of continuity, because the lack of [the effective cause's]
action upon the absolute [unmodified] entity60 does not require that
its causal action be lacking upon the entity as modified.61

60 MS gl: That is, the first existence [alone].
61 MS gl: That is, the first existence as modified by the continuation.
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Baydawi said: L 129, T 59

4. Eternity

Eternity that is past excludes the causal action of a free agent, because
[the causal action] would be preceded by an intention which would
be accompanied by the absence of an effect; indeed, the intention
to bring into existence [something that was already] an existent would
be an impossibility.

Now, the philosophers ascribed the universe to the Divine Maker,
in spite of their belief in the eternity [of the universe], only because
of their belief that [God] in His essence is the Necessary Cause.

The Mutakallimun agreed among themselves to exclude [eter-
nity] from everything except the essence of God Most High and His
attributes.

And while the Mu'tazilah denied the eternity of the [divine] attrib-
utes, nevertheless [the eternity of the attributes] has been their posi-
tion, in the sense that they have affirmed as established certainty
five attribute-states that have no beginning. These are

a. [God's own] presence within existence,
b. [His] living nature,
c. [His] omniscient nature,
d. [His] omnipotent nature, and
e. [His] divine nature,62 the last being an attribute-state that Abu

Hashim affirmed to exist as
1. the causal function for the [other] four, and as
2. the agent of differentiation for the essence [of God].63

62 a. [al-mawjudiyah], b. [al-hayyiyah], c. [al-calimiyah], d. [al-qadinyah], e. [al-
uluhiyah].

63 F.D. Razi had included most of these same points in his 'Compendium of thought'
(Muhassal), pp. 82^84. He held that the Mutakallimun and the philosophers differed
only in the semantics of their positions regarding the eternity or the temporality of
God's action with the world/universe, and he presented insights in support of this
judgment.

All parties in the debate were agreeable to making 'eternal entities' derive from
God as the eternal Necessary Cause. God was conceived as being active in time
as the divine Agent of Free Choice, but it was impossible to agree on deriving
'eternal entities' from the Agent of Free Choice, apparently because of a disconti-
nuity between the disputants' concepts of time and eternity. Razi presents the
'philosophers', without naming any, as holding that the world and time existed in
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Isfahani says: L 129, T 59, MS 65b

4. Eternity

Eternity that is past excludes the causal action of an agent of free
choice. [This is] because the causal action of an agent of free choice
would have been preceded by an intention and a choice. The inten-
tion to bring a thing into existence would be accompanied by the
lack of an effect, since the intention to bring into existence some-
thing already existing would be impossible, as that would be a case
of obtaining [the existence of] something that had already been
obtained, and that would be impossible.

Now, a nonexistent entity toward which an intention to obtain its
existence was being directed, would be a 'temporal phenomenon'
because it would originate after having been nonexistent. Thus, the
causal action of the [Agent of] free choice would require the tem-
poral origination of an effect, but the past eternity of an effect would
exclude its having a temporal origination. Therefore, the past eter-
nity of an effect would exclude the causal action of the Agent of
free choice, since whatever would exclude the conclusion would
exclude also the premise.

The author's expression, "Now, the philosophers", is the answer
to an assumed interpolation, a full statement of the interpolation
being that the philosophers, in spite of their belief that the universe
is a thing of past eternity, traced its derivation to the divine Maker.
Thus, [with them] the past eternity [of the universe] would not
exclude the causal action of the Agent [of free choice] .64 A full state-
ment of the answer is that in spite of their belief L 130 that [the
universe] is a thing of past eternity, the philosophers traced the
derivation of the universe to the divine Maker only because of their
belief that the Maker of the universe was a 'Necessary Cause', not
a 'Free Choice [Agent]'. So much so that, if they were to believe
that the Maker would be an 'Agent of free choice', then they would

eternity, and thus the Agent of Free Choice would be able to work with them in
eternity. However, to the Mutakallimun 'eternal entities' could mean only God with
his attributes, thus the world and time were not conceivable as 'eternal entities'.

64 The MS supplies [al-mukhtar], for the ['Divine'] Agent of free choice. L and
T lack the adjective here.
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not have made it admissible that He be a 'Necessary Cause' of the
'eternal universe'.

From this it is clear that [the philosophers] agreed
a. on the admissibility of tracing the derivation of what is from

past eternity to the eternal Necessary Cause, and [they agreed]
b. on the impossibility of tracing its derivation to an 'Agent of

Free Choice'. However, the philosophers do apply the name,65 'Free
Choice [Agent'] to God Most High, but not with the meaning by
which MS 66a the Mutakallimun interpret 'choice'.

The Mutakallimun have agreed to exclude 'eternity past' [as a
qualifying term] from everything except the essence of God and His
attributes.

[Baydawi's] statement, "And while the Muctazilah denied the past
eternity of the [divine] attributes", refers to the answer to an assumed
interpolation. A full statement of this interpolation would be, "You
[disputants] have arrogated to your own use the agreement among
the Mutakallimun to exclude eternity past from everything except
the essence of God Most High and His attributes. There are Muctazilah
adherents among T 60 the Mutakallimun, and it is [the Mucta-
zilah] who reject the past eternity of the [divine] attributes. So, the
agreement about the exclusion of eternity past from everything except
the essence of God and His attributes is not [by the Mutakallimun]."

Then the answer [to this interpolation] is, "And while the Mu'tazilah
denied the eternity of the divine attributes, nevertheless they held to
the meaning [of the doctrine], in that the Mu'tazilah affirmed as
established certainty the existence of five attribute-states that have
no beginning." These are [according to the Mu'tazilah]:

a. [God's] presence within existence,
b. [His] living nature,
c. [His] omniscient nature,
d. [His] omnipotent nature, and
e. [His] divine nature. This last one, His divine nature, is a fifth

attribute-state that Abu Hashim affirmed to exist as both the cause
of the [other] four attribute-states and as the differentiating factor
for [God's] essence. This is because [in Abu Hashim's theory] the
essence of the Creator has a commonality with all the other essences

[al-mukhtar] literally, [Agent of] "whatever is [freely] chosen."
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in [the fact of] being an 'essence', but it is differentiated from them
by the attribute [-state] of [God's] divinity.

An objection might be raised that the orthodox scholars of the
Sunnah do not recognize any certainty of existence for eternal entities,
because 'eternal entities' is used as an expression for things that are
mutually differentiated from one another66 [but] each one of which
is an eternal entity; and [the scholars of the Sunnah] hold there is
no differentiation [among these entities] except in their essences. Re-
garding the attributes, they do not hold that there is any differentiation,
not even in the attributes when taken together with the essence,
according to the position taken by Abu al-Hasan al-Ashcari.

The Mu'tazilah posit a difference between 'established certainty'
and 'existence', and they do not affirm the existence of any eternal
entities.67 The five attribute-states are the doctrine of Abu Hashim
alone. As the causal factor for [God's] presence within existence,
[for] His living nature, [for] His omniscience, and [for] His omnipo-
tence [Abu Hashim] proposed a fifth attribute-state, namely, [God's]
divine nature.

The Mutakallimun include among their proofs for excluding eter-
nal entities the demonstration that every possible reality is a tem-
poral phenomenon, and that that [demonstration] proves the temporal
origination of everything, except God Most High.

Baydawi said: L 130, T 60

5. Temporality

a. 'Temporality' [or, 'temporal origination'], consists in the fact
that an 'existence' has been preceded L 131 by 'nonexistence'.

66 MS gl: What is meant by 'mutual differentiation' from one another is a
differentiation within existence, not within what is understood [by an 'eternal entity'],
for that [differentiation] is present in the attributes.

67 MS gl: The meaning of an 'eternal entity' is an existent having no beginning.
These entities, that [the Mu'tazilah] affirm as established certainties, are not char-
acterized among them as having existence, thus, they would not be eternal, unless
the intended meaning of an 'eternal entity' would be an 'established certainty hav-
ing no beginning',—but this discussion is about the popularly understood mean-
ing.—Moreover, the only one who would infer that [conclusion] is he who has
affirmed the attribute-state as an established certainty, apart from other [scholars].
[From al-Sharif Jurjani's commentary on Iji's Mawaqif\
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b. [Temporality] is also sometimes interpreted as a need [for
another agency]68 and is [then] called 'essential origination'.

The philosophers held that 'temporality' in the first sense69 requires
the antecedence of both 'matter' and 'a time period'. [They held
that]

1. regarding the first of these, ['matter', the statement is true]
because the 'possibility of temporal origination' is present in exis-
tence before [temporal origination itself] is [present]; so, there would
be a substrate for [the temporal origination] other than some [par-
ticular] temporal phenomenon, and that [substrate] would be 'mat-
ter'. And,

2. regarding the second of these, ['a time period', the state-
ment is true] because the nonexistence [of the time period] is
antecedent to its existence, and this antecedence70 is not because of
some causal factor, or its essence, or its preeminence, or its place,
but it is because of the 'duration of time'.

A reply [to the philosophers] in their first [proposition] is that
[abstract] possibility is nonexistential; and [the reply] in their second
[proposition] is that the antecedence sometimes would be other than
that mentioned, as is the antecedence of 'today' over 'tomorrow'.71

68 In the Ta'rifat by al-Sharif al-Jurjani, 'essential origination' is defined as 'the
need for another agency', [presumably serving as the agent of preferral for existence].

A.-M. Goichon's compendium, Lexique de la Langue Philosophique d'lbn Sina, p. 62,
#134, gives Ibn Sina's definition, "Everything exists through another agency and
would not have existence if it had been isolated . . . "

69 I.e., as 'temporal origination'. 'Matter' and 'a time period' [maddah wa-
muddah].

70 [qablryah] as in A.M. Goichon, Lexique, #556.
'' The philosopher Ibn Rushd [= Averroes, 1126-1198] who lived and worked

in Spain, was a contemporary of F.D. Razi. In a famous debate during the gen-
eration just preceding both Ibn Rushd and Razi, Abu Hamid al-Ghazali had argued
successfully against the philosophers' doctrine that the world/universe had existed
in past eternity as an emanation from God. This debate had resulted in a severe
public and legal reaction against philosophers in general and their version of the
world's existence. Late in his career Ibn Rushd wrote an essay entitled "Discourse
on the Harmony between the Belief of the Peripatetics and that of the Mutakallimun
among the Learned of Islam [regarding] the Manner of the World's Existence". It
exists only in a Hebrew translation. Barry S. Kogan has published an English trans-
lation and a study of this essay [In Islamic Theology and Philosophy: Studies in Honor of
George F. Hourani, Edited by Michael E. Marmura, pp. 203-235, Albany, N.Y.: State
University of New York Press, [cl984].]

The fact that it exists only in Hebrew reasonably may be speculated to be caused
by the danger from his enemies if it were to be accessible in Arabic. F.D. Razi
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Isfahani says: L 131, T 60, MS 66a

5. Temporality

a. 'Temporality' consists in the fact that [a given] 'existence' has
been preceded by 'nonexistence'; [this type of temporality] is called
'temporal origination' [literally: 'origination within time duration'].

b. Further, temporality is sometimes interpreted as 'origination
because of the need for another agency'; [this type] is called 'essen-
tial origination'.72

Every 'possible reality' that is an 'existent' is a temporal phe-
nomenon by 'essential origination', since for every possible reality
that is an existent a lack of rightful claim to its existence through
its essence precedes MS 66b its [actual] existence, because a pos-
sible reality that is an existent is an 'existent because of another
agency'. And if the essence of an 'existent because of another agency'
should be considered in itself, apart from the 'other agency', then
it would not have any rightful claim to existence. [But that is] not
[to say] that it would have a rightful claim to 'notexisting',73 since
such 'notexisting' also would belong to it by reason of another
[agency].

As to [the possible reality's] existence, that [fact of existence] is
because of another agency. Thus, its lack of rightful claim to exis-
tence is due to its own essence, while its [actual] existence is due to
the other agency. Therefore, its lack of rightful claim to existence,—

and Ibn Rushd claim similar motivations for writing on this subject. Ibn Rushd
because he was hoping to demonstrate that the diverging views of die Mutakallimun
and the philosophers "approximate one another" (Op. cit., p. 207, Kogan, tr.). Razi
said that in his view the difference among the disputants over these matters was
only a variation in semantics [lafzf] (Muhassal, p. 83). The handling of the subject
with such "objective detachment" by discussing the views of the major disputant
parties, while it was also a reach for clarity of expression and intent, may be seen
as another self-defense feature built into the writings of Ibn Rushd, F.D. Razi and
Baydawi on these controversial and reader sensitive topics of 'cosmic creation' ver-
sus 'emanation', and 'past (quiet) eternity' versus 'the introduction of time and place
into eternity' and 'divine activity within time'. Baydawi's sentences are not only a
striving for a precise and concise expression, but also they are a striving for abstract
freedom from any material and controversial references which easily could be det-
onated by skilled enemies into destructive political and religious controversy.

12 Temporal origination [huduthan zamaniyan]; essential origination [huduthan
dhatlyan].

73 [al-la-wujud].
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this [lack of claim] being a state derived from its essence prior to
its [actual] existence, and this [actual existence in turn] being a state
derived from the other agency,—would be an antecedence due to
the essence. This is because to remove the state of an entity that is
on account of its essence logically requires removing its essence. And
this is because the state of an entity that is on account of its essence
is the concomitant of its essence, and to remove the concomitant
logically requires removing the substrate of the concomitant. Thus,
to remove the essence logically requires removing the state [of actual
existence] that is on account of the other agency.

As to removal of the state [of actual existence] that is on account
of the other agency, this does not require necessarily removing the
state that is on account of the essence. So, the existence of a pos-
sible reality that is an existent by reason of another agency would
be preceded by its lack of rightful claim to existence, [and this would
be] an 'essential antecedence'. The lack of rightful claim to existence
is something other than [actual] existence. Thus, the existence of
every possible reality that is existent by reason of another agency
would be preceded by something other than [its existence,]74 in an
'essential antecedence', and this is 'essential origination'. So, every
possible reality that is existent is a temporal phenomenon by 'essen-
tial origination'.

The philosophers hold the position that temporality according to
the first meaning, namely, the fact that L 132 existence is pre-
ceded by nonexistence and is called 'temporal origination', requires
the prior existence of both 'matter' and a 'time period'.

1. Regarding the first [of the two main requirements of the
philosophers],—namely, the fact that temporal origination requires
the prior existence of 'matter',—that [requirement] is because the
temporal phenomenon's possibility is existent prior to [the temporal
phenomenon's] 'existence'. And that is because every temporal phe-
nomenon, prior to its own [actual] existence, has had being as an
entity whose existence was possible. This is because, if prior to its
own [actual] existence it had not had being

74 MS gl: And that 'other' would be [the possible reality's essential] lack of right-
ful claim to existence, not its nonexistence, according to the position held, that tem-
porality consists in the fact that existence is preceded by nonexistence. [al-Sharif
al-Jurjani, presumably from his glosses on the present commentary by Isfahani.]
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a) as something whose existence was 'possible', then the
implication is that prior to its own [actual] existence it would have
had being either

b) as something whose existence was 'necessary', or
c) as something whose existence was 'impossible',75 by the

inherent necessity of its limitation to these three [categories]. If one
of these [categories] should be excluded, then the implication would
be that one of the other two would become the actuality, and this
implicitly would be a case of transformation. Thus, the possibility of
[the temporal phenomenon's] existence would be attained prior to
its [actual] existence.

That [abstract] 'possibility' would not be the power76 held over it
by the Omnipotent One, since the reason that no power can be
held over an 'impossibility' is that it is not a 'possible reality' in
itself, and the reason that what is not an 'impossibility' is something
over which power MS 67a can be held is that it is a 'possible
reality' in itself.

So, if the 'possibility' should be the power that was held over it
by the Omnipotent One, then the case would be one where, if it
should be said of some 'impossibility' that [the impossibility] was
"something over which there was no power because it was not a
possible reality in itself", then an objection might be raised

a) that it was "something over which there was no power"
because it was something over which there was no power, or,

b) that it was "not a possible reality in itself" because it
was not a possible reality in itself. All this would be sonorous non-
sense,77 for it has become clear that 'possibility' [in the abstract] is
something other than the fact that the Omnipotent One would hold
power over it.

75 Reading with the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha. L and T insert, "or something
whose existence was possible", but this would be redundant because of the pre-
ceding conditional clause.

76 MS gl: In spite of the estimation held by some of [the philosophers], that the
causal factor [ma'na'j of 'a thing's possibility prior to its [actual] existence' is the
genuine power over it held by the Omnipotent One. [From al-Jurjani's commen-
tary upon al-Iji's Mawaqif]

77 Reading with T and the MS as vowelled. L reads: [h-d-r], while the readings
of MS Garrett 989Ha and Garrett-Yahuda 4486 may be the same as L, but they
are indistinct.

The MS adds a gloss here: 'That is, a futility'.
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Moreover, [abstract] 'possibility' is not an 'intelligible entity' in
itself because of the fact that its existence is not in a substrate. But
rather, it is an 'adjunctive entity' that a thing has in comparison to
its own existence, as the saying goes, "A body has the capability of
existing", or, in comparison to one thing becoming another thing,
as one might say, "A body has the capability of becoming white."

Thus, 'possibility' would be an T 61 intelligible entity in com-
parison to another thing, so it would be an adjunctive entity. Now,
adjunctive entities are accidental qualities, and accidental qualities
have no existence except in their subject-substrates. Thus, a tempo-
ral phenomenon would be preceded [in existence] by

a) the 'possibility' of its existence, and by
b) its subject-substrate.78 A particular possibility is the poten-

tiality for the subject-substrate in relation to the existence of a par-
ticular temporal phenomenon within it, so it would be the potentiality
for its [actual] existence.

Now, the subject-substrate is a subject-substrate in comparison to
the [abstract] possibility that was an accidental quality within it, and
[it is also] a subject-substrate in comparison to a temporal phe-
nomenon, if the temporal phenomenon is an accidental quality; but
[the subject-substrate] would be 'matter' in comparison to a tem-
poral phenomenon, if the temporal phenomenon should be 'sub-
stance'. Whichever it is, the temporal phenomenon L 133 would
be preceded by 'matter', since the subject-substrate would be a body,
and a body would be inseparable from 'matter'.

2. Regarding the second [main requirement of the philo-
sophers],—namely, the fact that temporal origination requires the
prior existence of 'a time period',—that [requirement] is because the
nonexistence of a temporal phenomenon is antecedent [timewise] to
its existence. By a process of induction this antecedence is comprised
within five classes:

a) Causal antecedence. This class is an antecedence of the
effective cause, that is [also] a necessary cause, over its effect. It is,
for example, like the antecedence of the movement of a finger over
the movement of a ring [on the finger].

b) Natural antecedence. This is a case where one entity is
such that another entity has need for it, although the first entity is

The MS omits the pronominal suffixes after 'existence' and 'subject-substrate'.
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not an effective cause that is [also] a necessary cause, for the latter.
It is, for example, like the antecedence of one over two.

These two [initial classes] have a commonality in one meaning,
namely, an 'antecedence of the essence'. This commonality of mean-
ing is that one entity has need for another in becoming realized,
but the second entity does not have need for the first. Thus, the
one that has the need is antecedent by reason of its essence. Inevitably
then, MS 67b in spite of this fact and by itself alone, the one
having the need either will give existence to the one that is needed,
or it will not. Thus, the one having the need, by the first consider-
ation would be 'causal antecedence', and by the second considera-
tion it would be 'natural antecedence'.

c) Temporal antecedence. In this case, the one that pre-
cedes is antecedent to the one that retards, in an antecedence that
does not join together the one coming before with the one coming
after, as is, for example, the antecedence of father over son.

d) Functional antecedence. In this case, the functional arrange-
ment is to be considered. The [functional] rank may be perceptible
either sensately, as in the antecedence of one who leads [the prayer
rite] over one who is led, or [it may be perceptible] intellectually,
as in the antecedence of genus over species, if [the comparison]
begins from the top.

e) Honorary antecedence. In this case, the antecedence is
like that of an advanced scholar over a [beginning] learner.

Thus, among the philosophers, the classes of antecedence are com-
prised within these five, and their defining limitation is by way of
induction.

Now, the antecedence of a temporal phenomenon's nonexistence
over its own existence is not

(a) because of causality, nor
(b) because of nature,—since the nonexistence of an entity

would not be a cause for its existence, nor
(c) because of honor,—since the nonexistence of an entity

would not have honor in relation to its existence, nor
(d) because of function,—since that would be either some-

thing according to its position, but a nonexistent temporal phe-
nomenon has neither position nor place, or it would be something
according to nature, but there is nothing in the nature of a non-
existent temporal phenomenon that would have antecedence.
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Therefore, the antecedence would be because of a 'time duration';
and thus, it is established that temporal origination in the first sense
[i.e., that nonexistence precedes the existence of a temporal phenom-
enon], requires that there be the antecedence of a time duration:

a.—a. To the first [main requirement claimed by the philosophers,
namely, that the origination of a temporal phenomenon requires the
prior existence of matter], the answer is that [abstract] 'possibility'
is nonexistential. Thus, prior to the existence of a temporal phe-
nomenon, ['possibility'] does not require that there be a substrate
[for it] present within external existence.

An objection has been raised that the [abstract] possibility is an
intellectual entity linked to an external entity, L 134 so, from the
standpoint of its having a linkage to an external entity, it would not
itself be an external existent. This is true, because in external real-
ity there is no entity identifiable as '[abstract] possibility,' but rather,
'the possibility of existence' is present in external reality. And because
of its linkage with a given particular thing it does prove the exter-
nal existence of that particular thing, which is the subject-substrate
[of the 'possibility of existence'].

The answer [to this objection] is that we do not grant that [the
possibility], by reason of its linkage with an external entity, proves
that its subject-substrate exists externally. That would be implied only
if there should be a linkage in the external, but, if the linkage should
be within the mind, then that would not be the implication.

An objection has been raised a) that the [abstract] possibility of
a temporal phenomenon may not be admitted to inhere within it,
since before its existence a temporal phenomenon cannot possibly
be a substrate for anything, and b) [the possibility] may not be admit-
ted to inhere in any other thing, since the qualifier of one thing
may not inhere in some other thing.

[In reply] to this [objection] it has been argued that the [abstract]
possibility of a temporal phenomenon, prior to the latter's existence,
does inhere in its subject-substrate. Indeed, since the temporal phe-
nomenon's existence would have a linkage with the subject-substrate,
then the possibility MS 68a of its existence would also be linked
to the subject-substrate. Thus, [the possibility] would be an attribute
of the subject-substrate in view of its linkage to it, and [the possibility
would be] an attribute of the temporal phenomenon in view of the
fact that the possibility of [its] existence would be comparable to it.
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And, since the temporal phenomenon's existence would be no more
than a linkage to another entity, then it would not be impossible for
its [abstract] possibility to subsist in that other entity.

An objection might be raised to the effect that, if it should be
admissible for the substrate of a temporal phenomenon's possibility
to be [also] the subject-substrate [for this possibility], then, in con-
sideration of the fact that [the substrate] was receptive to [the abstract
possibility], why would it not be admissible for the substrate of a
temporal phenomenon's possibility to be [also] its 'agent', in con-
sideration of the fact that it is [already actively] the agent for it?
Rather, this [latter identity] is more appropriate, because the rela-
tionship of an active agent to the existence of a causal effect is
stronger than the relationship of a passive receptor to its existence.

Let no one say that, if [abstract] possibility should subsist in an
active agent, then no power would be exerted by [the possibility],
because in that case the 'possibility' would be a way of referring to
the power of the Omnipotent One.

Our position is that the fact that the possibility would subsist in
an active agent does not require that [the agent's] power logically
be identical with the power of the Omnipotent One. Indeed, for the
active agent to be such that a temporal phenomenon could issue
from it is quite different from [an agent] holding power over [the
temporal phenomenon]. [This is] because [the agent's] role as hold-
ing power over [the temporal phenomenon] would be causally depen-
dent upon its role as the one from which a temporal phenomenon
could issue.

b.—a. To the second [main requirement of the philosophers],
namely, that 'temporal origination' in the first sense [of being an
'existence' following its having been a 'nonexistence'] requires the
prior existence of a 'time duration',—the answer is that [temporal]
antecedence is not bound by the limitation you [philosophers] set
forth. Indeed, the antecedence might be quite different from it.

For example, it might be like the antecedence of one group of
particles of a time duration over [another] group [of particles in the
same time duration]. However, [this antecedence] would not con-
stitute a time duration, because it is impossible for one time dura-
tion to include another time duration. L 135 Nor would [this
antecedence] be because of causality, since some particles of a time
duration would not be a causal factor for others. Likewise, [the
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antecedence] would not be because of nature, T 62 nor because
of honor, nor because of function, as [this function] would be a mat-
ter of [its physical] position, and a time duration does not have a
'position'; and as for being a matter of nature, there would be noth-
ing in the nature of one group of time duration particles that would
make it antecedent to the other group. That is what the philoso-
phers have been saying.

But truly, the [notion of the] antecedence of one group of time
duration particles over another group would be a return to [the
notion of] 'temporal antecedence', since temporal antecedence requires
neither the 'before' nor the 'after' to be in some other time dura-
tion than what they are in. But rather, temporal antecedence requires
the 'before' to be prior to the 'after', in an antecedence that does
not join together its 'before' and 'after'.

It is likewise for one group of time duration particles in relation
to the other group. The antecedence of some particles over the others
would be in a time duration, but it would not be a time duration
in addition MS 68b to the preceding one, but rather, the time
duration would be the preceding one itself.

Moreover, it is admissible that the antecedence of one group of
time duration particles over another group should be in rank. Indeed,
'yesterday' is prior to 'today' in rank, if [the reckoning] begins from
the side of the 'past'.

The right thing to be said in answer [to the philosophers] is that,
if you [philosophers] mean by a temporal phenomenon's nonexistence
prior to its existence 'a time duration' in which [the nonexistence]
would be prior to [the existence] by way of an imaginary assumed
duration of time, then that meaning is granted. But, if you mean
by [the nonexistence] being prior to [the existence] that it would be
by way of an actually realized and existent time duration, then that
meaning would be ruled out, and what you have presented in expla-
nation of it does not achieve the purpose.



Baydawi said: L 135, T 62

CHAPTER 5: SINGULARITY AND PLURALITY

1. On the real nature of singularity and plurality

a. 'Singularity' consists in a given thing being such that it may
not be divided into entities having commonality in a quiddity; while
'plurality' is the opposite of ['singularity'];

b. Moreover, 'singularity'
1. differs from both 'existence' and 'quiddity';—whereas the

'many' in itself would be the 'many', whether of some existent thing
or a human being, but it would not be a 'one', and the same would
be true of a 'plurality';—and [singularity]

2. is an established certainty externally. This is because it would
be part of [the concept of] an 'existent one', and because, if it should
be a nonexistent then 'plurality' would be a nonexistent; and as 'plu-
rality' would be the sum of the nonexistent 'units of singularity', both
of these [conceptual] contraries would be nonexistents, and that
would be impossible. Therefore, 'singularity' is something [externally]
existential, and 'plurality' being the sum of the 'units of singularity',
is also [externally] existential.

An objection has been raised that, if the units of singularity should
be existents then they would have a commonality both in the fact
of their being units of singularity, and [in the fact of] their being
distinguishable from each other by specific properties, so they would
have other units of singularity, and then implicitly the argument
would be an infinite series. [In fact, however], the truth is that both
'singularity' and 'plurality' are intellectual entities.

Isfahani says: L 135/136, T 62, MS 68b

CHAPTER 5: SINGULARITY AND PLURALITY

In Chapter 5 the author has set forth three topics: 1. On the real
nature of singularity and plurality; 2. The classes of singularities; 3.
The classes of plurality.
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1. On the real nature of singularity and plurality

'Singularity' cannot possibly be defined in accordance with reality
because the conception formed of it would be intuitive in nature, as
everyone knows that [the category of] 'one thing' [might consist of]
a man, or a horse, or any other [single] thing, without needing to
acquire this knowledge by a process of reasoning.

a. The definition given by our author is in accordance with
[metaphoric] verbal expression,1 but not in accordance with [strict]
reality. If it were otherwise, then the argument would be circular.
This is because if we should say, "'Singularity' consists in a given
thing being such that it may not be divided into entities having com-
monality in a quiddity," then we would be saying that 'singularity'
consists in a given thing being such that by inherent necessity it may
not become 'many'. Thus, we would have used 'plurality' in defining
'singularity'.

But 'plurality' [itself] is impossible to define except by means of
'singularity', since 'singularity' is the beginning principle of 'plural-
ity', and from it are derived its existence and its quiddity. On that
basis, any formulation by which 'plurality' would be defined would
make use of 'singularity' in it. Examples are: "Plurality is a collection
of 'single units'", and "Plurality is what is counted up one by one",
and other such formulations. But singularity is better known to the
intellect than plurality, because it is the beginning principle of plu-
rality, and the intellect would know the beginning principle first.

The definition [i.e., of 'singularity'] that was set forth [by the
author] MS 69a is inclusive of both

1. genuine singularity, that is, an entity being such that it may
not be divided as a matter of fundamental principle, as are the
Necessary Existent and the point [in space], and

1 MS glosses: 1. The benefit of putting a definition into a verbal expression is
knowing that the verbal expression marks the position of [bi-iza5] a determined
meaning.

2. A definition by verbal [metaphor] [al-tacnf al-lafzf] is when a [standard]
definition does not clearly indicate the meaning, so an interpretation is given by a
clearer expression to indicate that meaning, as we say, "The burly fellow [al-
ghadanfar] is an old lion." This is not a genuine definition meant to help in for-
mulating a not yet realized conception, but it is meant to determine a sense that
only the term 'burly fellow' would show among all other meanings, so that one
would turn to it and know that it marked its position. [From Jurjani's commen-
tary on Iji's Alawaqif\
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2. adjunctive singularity, that is, an entity being such that it
may be divided, but not divided into a plurality of entities having
a commonality in quiddity, as man, who may be divided into a
hand, a foot, and a head; but indeed, such entities would have no
commonality in a perfectly complete quiddity.

As for whatever is divisible into entities having commonality in a
quiddity, such as any grouping divided into individual units having
commonality in a quiddity, the fact that something is like that would
not be [the same as] 'singularity'; but rather, it would constitute 'plu-
rality', the opposite of 'singularity'.

Thus, 'plurality' consists in a thing being such that it is divisible
into entities having commonality in a quiddity, such as the afore-
mentioned grouping.

b. Moreover, 'singularity'
1. differs from both 'existence' and 'quiddity'.

This is because, if ['singularity'] should be identical with 'quid-
dity' or identical with 'existence', then the notion of a 'one', L 137
as a 'one', would be [identical with] the notion of an 'existent' as
an 'existent', or, the notion of 'a man' as 'a man'; but such is not
the case.

[On the other hand], the 'many', in itself, would be a 'many',
whether of some 'existent' thing, or of a 'human being', but it would
not be a 'one', in being a 'many'. And even if it should have a 'one'
applied to it as an accidental quality, as when one says of a plu-
rality that it is one plurality, still this usage would not be from the
standpoint of its being a plurality. Likewise, 'plurality differs from
both existence and quiddity. If 'plurality' should be identical with
existence or identical with quiddity, then the notion of the 'many'
as being 'many', would be [the same as] the notion of an 'existent'
as being an 'existent', or the notion of 'man', as being 'man'.

and
2. ['singularity'] is an established certainty externally.

This is because
a) 'singularity' would be part of [the concept of] the 'Existent

One', and part of an existent would be an existent. And [it is because]
b) if singularity should be nonexistential, then it would not

be an T 63 absolute nonexistence, but rather, an adjunctive non-
existence. It would not be admissible for it to be nonexistent for any
other than a plurality, since in the nonexistence of any other than
a plurality it would be admissible for both singularity and plurality
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to meet together, which implies that two contraries would meet, and
that is impossible. So if it should not be nonexistent for any other
than a plurality, then it is determined that it would be nonexistent
for a plurality.

Now, a plurality would be the sum of the units of nonexistential
singularity, MS 69b so it also would be nonexistential; thus, there
would be the two contraries [together], singularity and plurality, both
nonexistential. But this would be impossible, because one of two con-
traries must be existential since there would be no meeting between
the two nonexistents. Thus it is established that 'singularity' would
be existential. And 'plurality' is the sum of the units of singularity
that are existential, so plurality also would be existential.

a.—a. The answer to [Baydawi's] first reason is that
1. if by "the Existent One" he means the total composed of

'one' and 'existent', then we do not grant that 'the Existent One'
would be an existent in such a way that the 'singularity' that is a
part of it would also be an existent; but

2. if by "the Existent One" he means the subject-substrate of
the 'One', then it is granted that it would be an existent, but we
do not grant that singularity would be a part of [the subject-substrate],
but rather, singularity would be made accidental to it.2

b.—a. The answer to [Baydawi's] second reason is that it is indeed
admissible for two contraries to be nonexistential, on [the basis of]
the fact that 'singularity' is not the contrary of 'plurality', so indeed,
there would be no [precise] opposition between singularity and plu-
rality in their essence.

An objection has been brought against the proof that demonstrates
that singularity is existential, to the effect that if the units of singularity
should be existential, then they would have a commonality in the
fact of their being L 138 units of singularity and they would be
distinguishable by reason of their specific properties.3 So the singularity
units would have other singularity units, and then the discussion
would be transferred to the singularity units belonging to the singular-
ity units, and there would be an implicit infinite series argument
about existent entities that are composites. But that would be absurd.

2 The MS adds here: ". . . but the existence of an accident may not be inferred
from the existence of a substrate."

3 MS gl: And these would constitute other units of singularity.
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The fact of the matter is that singularity and plurality are not
precisely 'existential entities', but rather, they are 'intellectual enti-
ties'. In regard to 'singularity', this is [true] because if it should be
an existent precisely, then it would be just one thing among all
things. So it would have its own singularity, and its own singularity
would have its singularity, and thus, implicitly there would be an
infinite series of entities both composite and existent all together.4

Rather than this, [singularity] is an intellectual entity that the intel-
lect deals with, in the absence of any division into particles having
commonality in a quiddity. And in regard to 'plurality', [its being
an intellectual entity is true] because [plurality] is constituted by the
units of singularity that are themselves intellectual entities.

Baydawi said: L 138, T 63

Singularity is not the opposite of plurality in essence

As a corollary [of the foregoing], 'singularity' is not the opposite of
'plurality' because of its essence, since neither one of them would
constitute the 'absence' of the other, nor would [either one] be an
opposite of [the other]. Nor would [the singularity] be adjunctive to
[the other] in such a way that the plurality would subsist in [the
singularity], but rather, in such a way that [the singularity] would
be a measure of the plurality and that [measure] would be an adjunc-
tion made accidental to it.

Isfahani says: L 138, T 63, MS 69b

Singularity is not the opposite of plurality in essence

'Singularity' is3 opposite to 'plurality' because of the impossibility of
them both meeting together in a single subject-substrate and for a
single reason. But singularity MS 70a is not the opposite of plu-
rality because of [singularity's] essence, but rather, because of [its]
usage as an accidental quality.

4 MS gl: I.e., simultaneously [duf'atari].
5 The MS has a negation, "not" [la], mistakenly inserted here in a hand different

from the main text. L and T do not have this negation. Isfahani places this posi-
tive statement in contrast [lakin] with the negative statement from Baydawi imme-
diately following.
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Regarding this fact that singularity is not the opposite of plural-
ity because of its essence, the reason is that there is no opposition
between the real nature of 'singularity' and [that] of 'plurality' that
matches any of the four [recognized] types of opposition [which are]:

The four recognized kinds of opposition6

a. the opposition of 'negation/affirmation', b. the opposition of
'privation/possession', c. the opposition of 'contradiction', and d. the
opposition of 'mutual adjunction'.7

(a.) In the case of the opposition of 'affirmation/negation' [there
is no opposition between 'singularity' and 'plurality'] because 'sin-
gularity' gives subsistence to 'plurality', but there is nothing opposed
to either negation or affirmation that would give subsistence to [plu-
rality's] opposite.

(b.) In the case of the opposition of 'privation/possession', [there
is no opposition between singularity and plurality] because 'singu-
larity' is existent within 'plurality' giving it subsistence, but posses-
sion is not existent within privation in such a way that privation
would be composed of [many] possessions gathered together. Therefore,
singularity is not a possession of plurality, and likewise, possession
would not be identical with plurality, since possession is not built up
from its privations. Thus, between [singularity and plurality] there
is no opposition of [the type] 'privation/possession'.

(a.) & (b.) The author excluded opposition from both the 'affirma-
tion/negation' [type] and the 'privation/possession' [type] from [the
case of] singularity/plurality for one reason, namely, that each [case
of] the opposition of both the 'negation/affirmation' [type] and the
'privation/possession' [type] would require that L 139 one of the
two opposing factors should be the 'absence' of the other [factor].
But neither of these two, namely, singularity and plurality, is the
'absence' of the other.

(c.) & (d.) Regarding opposition of the 'contradiction' [type] and
that of the 'mutual adjunction' [type], [there is nothing of either
type between singularity and plurality] because singularity is neither
the 'contrary' of plurality nor its 'adjunct', as plurality subsists in

5 Aristotle is credited with the establishment of the types of 'opposition', having
discussed the matter chiefly in his "On Interpretation", "Topics", and "Metaphysics."

7 l-[taqabul al-salb wa-al-fjab], 2-[taqabul al-cadam wa-al-malakah], 3-[taqabul
al-tadadd], 4-[taqabul al-tadayuf].
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singularity, and nothing that would be [one part of] a contradiction
or of an adjunction would ever give subsistence to the other part.

What proves that singularity would not be the contrary of plu-
rality is the fact that the condition for [the existence of] contraries
is that there be a single substrate for them both, but the substrate
of singularity is not the same as the substrate of plurality.8

And what proves that singularity would not be [opposed as one
party] adjoined with plurality is the fact that plurality's quiddity can-
not be intellectually perceived [as being] in comparison with singu-
larity, even though [plurality's] quiddity can be intellectually perceived
by means of singularity.9 For there is a difference between a thing's
being intellectually perceived as being in adjunction with something
else and its being intellectually perceived by means of it; and that
which is considered as being in adjunction [with something else] is
the former. MS 70b

Moreover, [in reverse], singularity cannot be intellectually per-
ceived [as being] in comparison with plurality, and the precondition
for [the existence of] an adjunction is that both parties to the adjunc-
tion should be intellectually perceptible in relation to the other.

The fact that singularity may be the opposite of plurality when it
is an accidental quality is due to the fact that singularity is the instru-
ment of measure for plurality, and plurality is the object of its meas-
ure. The instrument of measure would be the opposite of the object
of measure [when it is] in an adjunct relationship to it; it is likewise
with the object of measure compared to the instrument of measure.
Indeed, thinking about the object of measure is done in comparison
with thinking about the instrument of measure, and vice versa.

The instrumentality of measure and the objectivity of the meas-
ured are factors outside the real nature of singularity and plurality,
being accidental qualities applied to them. Therefore, the opposition
between singularity and plurality would be in regard to having as
their accidental qualities the instrumentality of measure and the objec-
tivity of the measured.

8 MS gl: Because the substrate of singularity is a part of the substrate of plu-
rality, just as singularity is a part of plurality.

9 L gl: I.e., plurality's quiddity cannot be intellectually perceived simultaneously
with singularity, but rather after intellectually perceiving singularity, because the lat-
ter is a part. Thus, mankind may be one in essence, but many as an intellectual
consideration, while its individuals may be many in essence, but one as an intel-
lectual consideration.
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Baydawi said: L 139, T 63

2. Classes of singularities

If the very notion of a 'one' cannot be predicated of any pluralities,
then it would be a 'one' as an individual, but if this should not be
impossible, then it T 64 would be a 'one' from one aspect and
a 'many' from another aspect.

Thus, if the aspect of singularity should be its very quiddity, then
it would be a 'one' in species. If [the aspect of singularity] should
be a part of [the quiddity], then it would be a 'one' in genus or in
differentia. If [the aspect of singularity] should be external to [the
quiddity], then it would be a 'one' by way of accidental qualification,
either being predicated, as the 'oneness' of cotton and snow in being
white, or being the subject-substrate, as the 'oneness' of a person
who writes and one who laughs [in being human]. If a 'one' as an
individual should not be receptive to division at all, and if it should
have no other significance than this, then it would be a unit of sin-
gularity. But if it should have [some other significance], then either
it would have position, this being a point in space, or it would not
have L 140 [position], this being a transcendent entity.10 If [the
'one' as an individual] should be receptive [to division], and if its
parts should have mutual resemblance, then it would be a 'one' in
the sense of a 'continuity',11 otherwise, [it would be a 'one'] in the
sense of an aggregation.

It can be said that a 'one', in the sense of continuity, would be
applicable to two extensions that meet at a common point, as the
two sides of an angle, or, whose two ends adhere to one another so
that the movement of one of them involves the movement of the
other. Further, if the 'one' should comprise all that would be pos-
sible for it to attain, then it would be a 'perfect one', but if it should
not attain to this, then it would be an 'imperfect one'. This perfec-
tion would be either something natural, something arbitrarily estab-
lished or something made by hand, as [for instance] Zayd, a dirham
or a house. Then, a 'oneness' in species is called 'similarity', and in

10 Position [wadc], transcendent entity [mufariq].
11 Goichon, Lexique #775: "Continuity in the sense of a contiguity of material

contact, or of a joining between incorporeal substances."
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genus it is called 'homogeneity'. And when [the oneness] is like an
accidental quality, if it is in quantity [it is called] 'equality', and if
it is in quality it is called 'similitude'. If the oneness is in what is
adjoined, then it is called a 'correlation'. If it is in the figure, then
it is called 'conformity'. If it is in 'position', then it is called 'paral-
lelism'. If it is in the borders, it is called 'correspondence'.12

Isfahani says: L 140, T 64, MS 70b

2. Classes of singularities

If it should be impossible to predicate the concept of the notion of
'one' itself of pluralities, then it would be a 'one' as an individual,
as 'this [particular] man'. But if it should not be impossible to pred-
icate the concept of the notion of 'one' itself of pluralities, then it
would be a 'one' from a given aspect and a 'many' from another
aspect, because of the impossibility for 'one thing' from a single
aspect to constitute both a 'one' and a 'many' simultaneously.

Thus, if an aspect of singularity should constitute the very quid-
dity of that 'many', then it would be a 'one' in species,13 as the sin-
gle units of 'mankind'. For in this 'many' there is both an aspect of
singularity, namely, 'mankind', and an aspect of plurality, namely,
[all] the individuals. The aspect of 'singularity' is the very quiddity
of this 'plurality', this [singularity] being what is said of the many
that are in agreement in their real nature in answer to the ques-
tion, "What is it?"

If the aspect of singularity should constitute [only] a part of the
quiddity of the 'many', then it would be a 'one' of genus,14 if, in
answer to the question of 'what is it', the aspect of singularity should
be applied verbally to a 'many' that are different in their real nature.
But if, in answer to the question of 'what is it', the aspect of sin-

12 Similarity [mumathalah], homogeneity [mujanasah], equality [musawah], sim-
ilitude [mushabahah], adjoined [mudaf], correlation [munasabah], figure [shakl],
conformity [mushakalah], parallelism [muwazah], borders [atraf], correspondence
[mutabaqah].

13 MS gl: I.e., as the oneness [ittihad] of Zayd and cAmr in [the one species] of
mankind.

14 MS gl: Either proximately, as 'living being' in relation to its individual exam-
ples, or remotely in various degrees, as the 'growing body' and the body and its
substance in relation to the individual examples [of the aspect of singularity].
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gularity should not be applied verbally to a 'many' that are different
in their real nature, then it would be a 'one' of specific difference.
The first example [here] is like the kinds of living beings having
identity in genus, which is 'living being', and the second example is
like the individual units of mankind that have identity in a specific
difference, which is 'rational speech'.15

If the aspect of singularity should be external to the quiddity of
the plurality, then it would be a 'one' L 141 by way of acciden-
tal quality. And the 'single unit' of accidental quality16 would be
MS 71a either a 'one' by way of predication, as the oneness of the
whiteness quality in cotton and snow, or it would be a 'one' by way
of a subject-substrate, as a 'oneness' in the being of humankind of
a person who writes and one who laughs.

If the 'one' as an individual should not be receptive at all to divi-
sion, and if it should have no other significance than its being some-
thing not divisible into [a plurality of] entities having a commonality
in quiddity, then it would be a '[one of] singularity'. But if it should
have significance other than that, then either it would have position,
which would be a point [in space], or it would not have position,
and then it would be a transcendent entity as the soul and the intel-
lect. However, if the 'one' as an individual should be receptive to
division, and if its parts should resemble each other in reality, then
it would be a single unit of 'continuity', as a simple body and the
extensions, namely, a line, a surface and a geometrical teaching body
[i.e., these being samples of the three dimensions]. But if its parts
should not resemble each other in reality, then it would be a 'one'
of 'aggregation', as a human individual is [theoretically] divisible into
body members. The 'one' of continuity may be said to have two
'extensions' that meet at a 'common terminus', as the two sides of
an 'angle'.17 A 'one' of continuity may also be said to have two
extensions, their ends so attached that the movement of one of the

15 Every singularity of specific difference is a singularity of species, but not vice
versa, as the simple species, for their individual examples are identical in species
but not in specific difference.

16 Reading with the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha that repeat, "the 'single unit'
of accidental quality", to begin the next sentence, while L and T use a relative
pronoun.

17 In the margins of L 141 and MS 71a we may note the line drawing of
an angle, with labels: the sides = 'extensions', the corner within — 'angle', the outer
point of the angle = 'common terminus'.
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two ends requires the movement of the other, as two adjacent body
members their borders so attached that the movement of one of
them requires the movement of the other.

Further, if the 'one' as individual should attain all that was pos-
sible for it, then it would be a perfect 'one', but if it should not
attain all that was possible for it, then it would be an imperfect
'one'. A completely perfect thing would be either something natural,
as Zayd, or something arbitrarily established, as a dirham, or some-
thing made by hand, as a house.

Singularity in description, whether of an accidental quality or a
quiddity, will vary in its names according to the variation in what
is being adjoined. Thus a oneness in species, as the oneness of Zayd
and 'Amr in being human, is called 'similarity', while [if it is] in
genus, as the oneness of a man and a horse [each] in being a liv-
ing being, it is called 'homogeneity'. In usage as an accidental qual-
ity, if it should be in [the category of] quantity, as the oneness of
two robes in length, it is called 'equality' and if in [the category of]
quality, as the oneness of two bodies in color, let us say, a black
man and a black horse, it is called 'similitude'. If [the oneness] should
be in an adjunction, as the oneness of Zayd and 'Amr in being first-
born sons, it is called a 'correlation'. If it should be in shape, MS
71b as a oneness of fire and air in [the tendency toward] being
spherical, it is called 'conformity'. If it should be in position, such
that the distance between [two things] would not differ, as a one-
ness between the [outer] convex surface of every celestial sphere and
its [inner] concave surface, then it is called 'parallelism'. And if it
should be in the borderlines, as a oneness between two bowls in
their edges so that T 65 when one of them is inverted over the
other L 142 their edges match, then it is called 'correspondence'.

Baydawi said: L 142, T 65

3. Classes of plurality

Every [particular grouping of] two things has mutual variances.
Our senior colleagues [of the Ashacirah] hold that if each one of

these things should be independent of the other in both its essence
and its real nature, in such a way that [either] one of them could
be separated from the other, then they would constitute two different
entities. But if it should be otherwise, then they would be either an
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attribute and its described substrate, or, a whole and a part. For
this reason, [our colleagues] held that an attribute, when it is together
with the essence [of a thing], would be neither identical to it nor
different from it.

According to the first usage, if the two things should have a com-
monality in the complete quiddity, then they would be homogene-
ous, otherwise, then they would be heterogeneous. They would be
'closely associated' if they should have some commonality in a subject-
substrate, as blackness and motion-change, both these being acci-
dental qualities of a body. They would be 'equals' if each one would
affirm as validly applicable everything that the other would affirm
as validly applicable. They18 would be 'mutually interpenetrating' if
one of them should affirm [only] part of what the other affirmed.
But if the other should affirm all of the [former's] individual fea-
tures, then it would be more general in an absolute sense;19 other-
wise, each of the two would be more general than the other from
one aspect and more particular from another aspect.

The two [entities under consideration] would be 'mutually dis-
tinct' if they should not have any commonality, and [they would be]
'mutually opposed' if it should be impossible for them to coexist in
one subject-substrate from one aspect in one duration of time. If
both of them should be existential, and if it should be possible to
give intellectual attention to one of them while attention is removed
from the other, then they would 'contraries' as are blackness and
whiteness, but if that should not be possible, then they would be
'adjunctions' as are fatherhood and sonship.

If one of them should be existential and the other nonexistential,
and if it should be considered that a certain subject-substrate was
ready to be characterized by an existential entity according to its
individuality, its species or its genus, as someone being sighted or
blind, then it would be [an opposition of] genuine 'privation' and
[genuine] 'possession'. But if it should be considered in this situa-
tion that the subject-substrate would be present at a time in which

18 The scribe of L dropped this sentence at L 142:9, but gave an indication
in the margin for its insertion. T omits it entirely. MSS Garrett 283B and 989Hb
include it in the text.

19 L gl: As in the case of 'man' and 'living being' [al-hayawan], for 'man' may
be affirmed of some [examples] that 'living being' may be affirmed of, while 'liv-
ing being' may be affirmed of all [the examples of] 'man'.
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it could be characterized by [the descriptive attribute], then it would
be [an opposition of] 'popularly accepted' possession and privation.
But if there should be no [such] consideration, then it would be
[merely an opposition of] 'negation' and 'affirmation'.

Isfahani says: L 142, T 65, MS 71b

3. Classes of plurality

Every [particular grouping of] two things has mutual variances.20

Our senior colleagues, that is, the senior scholars among the [Asha'i-
rah] Sunnis, hold that if each one of these things should be inde-
pendent L 143 in its essence and in its real nature so that it
would be possible for each one of the two to be separable from the
other, in that neither one of them would subsist in the other nor
give subsistence to it, then the two would be different entities, as a
father and a son.

Now, each of these two has an independence of essence such that
each of them can be separated from the other. Although father and
son cannot be separated each from the other in accordance with an
intellectual description of [the case as being one of] fatherhood and
sonship, still a separation each from the other would be possible
according to their essence.

But if it should be otherwise, that is, if neither of the two enti-
ties should have independence of essence, so that separation from
each other would not be possible, and a) if one of them should sub-
sist in the other, then these two entities would be an 'attribute' and
its described 'substrate', the subsisting one being the attribute and
that in which it subsists being the substrate, as 'blackness' is with a
'body'; or b) if one should give subsistence to the other, then they
would be a 'whole' and a 'part', as are [the categories of] 'mankind'
and 'living being'. There can be no separation of these two [i.e., the
whole and the part] from each other, one of them, namely, [the cat-
egory of] 'living being,' giving subsistence to the other, namely, [the

20 MS glosses: 1. This is the doctrine of the Mu'tazilah. 2. I.e., duality neces-
sarily involves mutual difference [al-taghayur]. This common idea is what everyone
has accepted; to most people, any two would be two different things, just as any
two different things would be two by consensus.
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category of] 'mankind.' Thus, [the category of] 'living being' would
be the 'whole' and [the category of] 'mankind' would be the 'part'.21

Because of the technical usage of terms here, our senior colleagues
held that an attribute when together with a essence would be nei-
ther identical to it nor other than it. With regard to [the attribute]
not being identical [to the essence], that fact is obvious. But with
regard to [the attribute] not being other than the essence, the rea-
son is the fact that the attribute subsists in the essence, and [the
case is] according to the first technical usage, namely, that each of
every given two things will have variances from the other. If the two
variants should have a commonality in the complete quiddity, then
they would be 'homogeneous,' as Zayd and cAmr, since these two22

have a commonality in the complete quiddity that is humanity. MS
72a If it should be otherwise, that is, if the two variants should
not have a commonality in the complete quiddity, then they would
be 'heterogeneous'.

Now, the two heterogenous entities would be 'closely associated'
if they should have a commonality in a subject-substrate, as would
blackness and motion-change, for these two are applied as acciden-
tal qualities to a body, and the body is the subject-substrate for them
both. They would also be 'predicated' of a body in a derived sense,
since it may be said that the moving body is the black body.

Then, the two closely associated entities would 'equals', if each
one of them should affirm as validly applicable [to itself] everything
that the other would affirm as validly applicable, as the categories
of 'humanity' and 'rational speech'. But they would be 'mutually

21 N.B.: This translation has been changed here to reflect the correct necessary
logical order of the entities. In example a) just preceding, Isfahani's rhetorical par-
allelism accepts the necessary logical order in the pattern: X Y—X Y. However,
in example b) he fails to accept the necessary logical order, and twice makes it: X
Y—Y X. The first occasion here may be considered a minor aesthetic variation
(i.e., a rhetorical order preferred over that of logic), but the second occasion is seri-
ous as it is an obvious misstatement of fact. In example (b) the entities in question
logically are the 'whole' that gives subsistence to the 'part', as the category 'living
being' gives subsistence to the category 'mankind'. But Isfahani's text reads: "One
of the two, namely the [category of] 'living being' gives subsistence to the other,
namely, the [category of] 'mankind'; THUS, THE CATEGORY OF 'MANKIND'
WOULD BE THE 'WHOLE' AND THE CATEGORY 'LIVING BEING' WOULD
BE THE 'PART.'" The sources used for this translation—L, T, the MS, MSS
Garrett 989Ha and Garrett-Yahuda 4486,—all agree on this reading. But no glosses
are presented to challenge it.

22 The scribe of L inadvertently adds "if" [in] here; other sources do not.
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interpenetrating' entities if one of them should affirm as validly applic-
able [only] part of what the other would affirm as validly applica-
ble [to itself]; and by the inherent necessity of the case, the other
also would affirm as validly applicable [only] part [of what the first
one had affirmed]. Indeed, if the [first] one should affirm as validly
applicable [to itself] all the individual [features of the other], then
such a one affirming all features of the other would be a more gen-
eral entity in an absolute sense, while the one that would affirm only
part of [the features of] the other would be a more particular entity
in an absolute sense. L 144

It would be as it is with the categories of 'living being' and
'mankind'. One of these two, namely, 'mankind', affirms only some
of the features of the other, namely, the category 'living being', while
'living being' affirms all the features of 'mankind'. Thus, 'living being'
is a more general category in an absolute sense, and 'mankind' is a
more particular category in an absolute sense. If it should be other-
wise, that is, if one of the two entities should not affirm all the fea-
tures of the other, but rather, if each of the two should affirm only
part of what the other affirms, then each of them would be more
general from a certain aspect and more particular from a certain
aspect, as are the categories of a 'living being' and a 'white being'.

But, the two entities that are heterogeneous would be 'mutually
distinct', if they should not have a commonality in a subject-substrate.
Then, mutually distinguishable entities would be 'mutually opposed',
if it should be impossible for them to meet in one subject-substrate
from a single aspect and in a single time duration.

[Baydawi] had considered [the case to be one of] singleness of
subject-substrate and of time duration in order to subsume under it
the opposition of contradiction. However, it would not be impossible
that there be a coexistence of two contraries in two subject-substrates,
nor [would it be impossible] in one subject-substrate but in two
[different] time durations. He also considered [the case to be one
of] singleness of aspect in order to subsume under it the opposition
of two correlated entities. However, it would be possible that they
both be made accidental qualities of one individual in one T 66
time duration, but from two aspects, not from one aspect; it would
be as it is with fatherhood and sonship, since both of these might
be made accidental qualities of one individual, but from the two
[different] aspects.
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The four recognized kinds of opposition

[As we have mentioned before]: opposition is comprised of four [rec-
ognized] kinds: MS 72b a. the opposition of contraries;23 b. the
opposition of mutual adjunctions; c. the opposition of privation/pos-
session; d. the opposition of negation/affirmation.

This [classification] is because the two opposites either would be
both existential, or one of them would be existential and the other
nonexistential.

(a.) If both the two opposites should be existential, and if it should
be possible to think of one of them while removing attention from
the other, then they would be contraries, as blackness and white-
ness, the opposition between them being the opposition of contraries.

(b.) But if it should not be possible to think of one while remov-
ing attention from the other, then they would be two mutual adjunc-
tions, the opposition between them being the opposition of mutual
adjunction, as are fatherhood and sonship.

(c.) Now, if one of the two opposites should be existential and the
other nonexistential, and if it should be considered that a subject-
substrate was ready to be characterized by the existential [one of
the pair] according to [the substrate's] individual example,—as blind-
ness or sightedness applied to a human individual, or according to
its species, as the absence of a beard on a woman, or according to
its genus, as the absence of sight applied to a scorpion,—then [the
case would be one of] genuine privation/possession.

And if it should be considered that a subject-substrate was ready
to be characterized by an existential entity at a time when it was
possible to be so characterized, then it would be [a case of] priva-
tion/possession as popularly understood, as would be the absence of
a beard on a man at an age when a beard would be normal. L 145

(d.) However, if it should not be considered that a subject-sub-
strate was ready to be characterized by an existential entity, not
according to its individual, nor according to its kind, nor according
to its genus, nor at a time when it would be possible to be so char-
acterized, then it would be [a case of the opposition of] nega-
tion/affirmation, as when you might say, "Zayd can see", or, "Zayd
cannot see." The opposition of negation/affirmation24 refers back

The MS alone reads: 'contradiction' [al-tadadd].
The MS reverses the nouns: "affirmation and negation."
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[either] to the statement of proposition25 or to [the making of an
intellectual] decision,26 that is, the two opposites in these two cases
would be [shown as being opposed either] in a statement of propo-
sition, as he set forth [in the example, "Zayd can see"], or, in an
intellectual decision and conception [of the matter] as shown in what
his example means. There will be no external realization for either
one of the two contraries in the opposition of affirmation/negation,
since there is nothing in the external precisely identical to 'affirmation'
and 'negation.' But rather, these two would be either intellectual
decisions deriving from a sense of certainty in the intellect, or [they
would be] a statement of proposition indicating that fact.

A [first] objection might be raised that just as 'affirmation' and
'negation' exist between two judgments MS 73a they would exist
between two individual cases, as between 'horse' and 'nonhorse', and
thus the opposition of affirmation /negation would not refer back to
a statement of proposition or to an intellectual decision.

The answer to this [first objection] would be that as long as the
affirmation of 'horse' and 'nonhorse' should not be considered as
applying to one subject-substrate, then there would be no concep-
tion of opposition between them, so there [indeed] would be a ref-
erence back to a statement of proposition or to an intellectual decision.

A [second] objection might be raised not granting that [the cat-
egory of] 'opposition' would comprise [only] the four kinds that were
set forth, because of the admissibility of there being an [additional
kind of] 'opposition' between two 'privations'.

The answer to this [second objection] is that there would be no
opposition between two privations, since absolute privation would
not be opposed to absolute privation because of the impossibility for
a thing to be opposed to itself, nor would [absolute privation be
opposed] to adjunct privation, because then it would be joined
together with it, nor would adjunct privation be opposed to adjunct
privation, because then they both might be affirmed [as the priva-
tion] of everything existent other than the two existents of which
they were [already] the privations.

25 MS gl: With respect to figurative existence it refers back to a statement of
proposition, and with respect to real existence it refers back to a [mental] decision
[<aqd].

26 MS gl: I.e., 'conviction' [al-ictiqad].
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And a [third] objection might be raised that the opposition of two
privations is an actuality, as in the opposition of 'blindness' and 'non-
blindness', since it would be inadmissible for them both to be joined
together in one subject-substrate in one time duration27 and from
one aspect.

The answer to this [third objection] is that 'nonblindness', that is,
the negation of blindness, would exist only if blindness should be
excluded, and the exclusion of blindness would be either by exclud-
ing sightlessness, or by the absence of any receptivity by the subject-
substrate. If it should be the first [alternative], then the exclusion of
sightlessness would be identical to having sight; therefore, the oppo-
sition between them would be an opposition of privation/possession,
and no consideration would be given to [even] a particle of priva-
tion in the 'nonblindness'. And if it should be the second alterna-
tive, then it would be a kind of negation of the receptivity of the
substrate; therefore, the opposition between them would be an oppo-
sition of affirmation/negation, and the opposition between the two
privations would not be realized.

A [fourth] objection is raised that the philosophers had laid down
the condition in [the case of the opposition of] contraries that the
difference between [the contraries] should be an extreme. L 146
Thus, the opposition of two existential entities where it would be
possible to think of one of them while removing one's attention from
the other would not be included in the opposition of contraries.
Indeed, an example of the opposition of blackness and yellowness
would fall outside its bounds, although the definition is valid for it.

The answer to this [fourth objection] is that [the philosophers]
had laid down the condition for a genuine opposition of contradic-
tion; that is, [in the case] between the two existential entities where
it would be possible to think of one of them while removing one's
attention from the other MS 73b there should be a 'succession'28

[of thoughts], and so between the two [existential entities there would
be] difference29 to an extreme. [However, the philosophers' condi-
tion was intended] not for an opposition of contraries as popularly
understood. In other words, [the popularly understood notion of an

The MS omits this phrase.
MS gl: I.e., the admissibility of a succession, not a realized succession.
MS gl: I.e., an extreme distance.
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opposition between] the two existential entities where it would be
possible to think of one while removing one's attention from the
other would be more general [in kind] than [an opposition between
the poles of which] there could be [either] a 'succession [of thoughts]'
or 'difference to an extreme'. And so the limitation [to the recog-
nized types of opposition] applied only to the opposition of contra-
diction, as popularly understood.

A [fifth] objection has been raised that, if the condition made30

in the opposition of the existential and the nonexistential should be
that the nonexistential would constitute the absence of the existen-
tial, then there may exist a [kind of] opposition that would be nei-
ther the opposition of privation/possession, nor the opposition of
affirmation/negation, such as would be the opposition of an exist-
ing premise31 and a nonexisting conclusion. But, if this should not
be the condition made, then this [example of] opposition would be
one of affirmation/negation,—as there was no receptive subject-
substrate in the condition, although that is not the case,—because
of the admissibility that both [i.e., the new examples, existing premise
and nonexisting conclusion] might be removed.32 [And it would also
be because of] the impossibility of removing [the opposition of]
negation/affirmation, in view of the fact that [the philosophers] stated
clearly that the privative in these two kinds [of opposition] must con-
stitute the privation of what is positive.

The answer to this [fifth objection] is that a singleness of subject-
substrate would be considered [to be the assumption] in [a case of]
opposition, but for the 'existing T 67 premise' and the 'non-
existing conclusion' to coincide in one subject-substrate would be
inconceivable. This is because the subject-substrate of the 'nonexisting
conclusion' would be unlike the subject-substrate of the '[existing]
premise'. Therefore, the two of them would belong among mutually
disparate pairs, something other than opposites.33

30 3 re and at the next occasion the verb form varies: L, T and MS Garrett
989Ha: [ushtirat] / [lam yushtarat]; MS: [ishtaratu] / [lam yashtaritu].

31 The MS omits [wujud], presumably a scribal error.
32 The MS inserts text here, "as in the case of the conclusion to which the pri-

vative [al-cadam] is adjoined."
33 Privative ['adaml], privation of the positive [cadam al-wujudf]; mutually dis-

parate pairs [mutabayinayn].
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Baydawi said: L 146, T 67

Objections regarding the black/ white contrast

An objection has been raised that wherein blackness is [treated as]
the opposite of whiteness, it is [properly] its adjunct. [In answer],
our position is that the adjunction would be from the same stand-
point as blackness, but it would not be identical to it.

A [second] objection is raised that an 'opposite' would be sub-
sumed under an 'adjunction', so an adjunct would not be under [an
opposite]. But our position [in answer] is that an adjunction [would
rank] under whatever an opposite would affirm of it, and this would
be something more general, because of its having been affirmed
[already] of the [opposition of the] two contraries and of [the oppo-
sition of] affirmation/negation. Under [the adjunct] would be an
opposite, or each of the two [opposites] would be there, but not the
essence by itself.

Isfahani says: L 146, T 67, MS 73b

Objections regarding the black/white contrast

An objection has been raised that whereas blackness is [treated as]
the opposite of whiteness, whiteness is adjoined to it; both of them
would be existential entities where it would not be possible to think
of one while removing the other from one's attention, because con-
tradiction is an adjunctive matter, and thus the opposition of con-
traries would be no other class than that of adjunctions.

[In answer], our position is that an adjunction would be from
the same standpoint as the blackness, but not be the blackness itself.
L 147 When one observes34 the essence of blackness it is the 'oppo-
site of whiteness', and whereas it is the 'opposite of whiteness', white-
ness would be adjoined to it. Thus,

a. 'contradiction' would be made an accidental quality of the
essences of blackness and of whiteness, and

b. 'adjunction' would be made an accidental quality of the rela-
tional aspect of the two of them;35 that is,

34 T and the MS: [nazran ila5]; L and MS Garrett 989Ha: [idha nazara ila5].
35 L and MS gl: The first is genuine correlation, as 'fatherhood', while the sec-

ond is the correlation of popular usage [al-mudaf al-mashhur], as 'father'.
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(a.) the notion of 'contradictory' would be made accidental to both
of their essences and predicated of both of them, while36

(b.) the accidental quality of 'adjunction' would belong to the sum
of the essence [together] with its description as 'contradictory'.

A [second] objection has been raised that an 'opposite' [correctly]
is subsumed under an 'adjunct', because MS 74a an 'opposite' is
an existential entity and impossible to think of alone while remov-
ing one's attention from the other 'opposite', that also would be an
existential entity. Thus, how would an 'adjunct' be subsumed under
an 'opposite', since in that case the implication would be that each
of the two entities [i.e., the 'opposite' and the 'adjunct'] would be
absolutely more general than the other?37

Our position [in answer] is that the 'adjunct' would be subsumed
under whatever the 'opposite' would affirm, that is, under an essence
that the 'opposite' would affirm. Whatever an 'opposite' would affirm
would be more general than 'adjunct', because it would have affirmed
the 'contradictory' and everything else. On the other hand, sub-
sumed38 under 'adjunct' would be the 'opposite', or an essence that
would be limited by its own limitation as being an 'opposite'. There
would be no impossibility [in a case where], if with regard to its
own essence, a given thing should be more general than something
else, and, if with regard to one of its own accidental qualities, it
should be more particular than the other.

Baydawi said: L 147, T 67

Some corollaries

a. Two homogeneous entities may not meet together [i.e., in one
substrate]; otherwise, they would be united by reason of their attrib-
utes, so the two would be identical with each other, and not two
homogeneous entities.

b. The opposition between negation/affirmation is [an opposition]
of the essence, since each one of two adjuncts and of two contraries

36 Reading with the MS, which reads "while", "and" [wa]; although L and T,
along with MS Garrett 989Ha read "or" [aw]. The former reading appears to be
more in context.

37 MS gl: And this would be impossible.
38 T adds, [wa-yandarij].
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is opposed to the other only because one [of each pair] requires the
nonexistence of the other [in the pair]. Otherwise, the case would
be as it is with other [kinds of] pairs of mutually disparate entities.

c. Negation and affirmation may not both be true and may not
both be false;

1. Two adjuncts may both be false as the substrate may be
devoid of both;

2. Two opposites [may both be false] because
a) the substrate may be nonexistent, or
b) it may be characterized as something intermediate,—as

tepid, or unjust, or inadmissible,—or
c) it may be devoid of everything, as something transparent;

3. Privation and possession [may both be false], because either
a) the substrate does not exist, or
b) it lacks capacity for [possession].

d. [Other corollaries]
1. Two adjuncts will be mutually concomitant to each other,

both pursuing and reversing in every aspect;
2. Two opposites sometimes

a) will occupy the [same] substrate alternately and thus fol-
low each other, as do health and sickness; or sometimes

b) they will not follow each other, as it is with motion away
from a center and motion towards it, since inevitably there must be
between them a point of rest, as is the popular view; or sometimes

c) only one of the two [contraries] will occupy [the sub-
strate], as it is with the whiteness of snow.

e. Inductive reasoning has indicated
1. that the opposition of contradiction will exist only between

two [that are mutually] 'other' in species, [both being] subsumed
under a single genus, and

2. that a pair of mutually distinct [opposites] may not be con-
tradicted by a single entity.

Isfahani says: L 147, T 67, MS 74a

Some corollaries

The author, [Baydawi], set forth L 148 five corollaries to Topic 3
[on the classes of plurality].
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a. Two homogeneous entities may not meet together in one sub-
strate, because

1. the two homogeneous entities would be identical both in the
quiddity and in the concomitants of the quiddity, so if they should
meet together in one substrate they would be identical also by reason
of their accidental qualities; and because

2. if they should meet together in one substrate, and if every-
thing that was an accidental quality of one would be an accidental
quality of the other, then the two homogeneous entities would be
mutually identical, not homogeneous.

b. Opposition is of the essence when it is between negation and
affirmation, because each side of an affirmation/negation [opposi-
tion] will of its own essence reject the other. This is in contrast to
[the case of] each of two contraries and of two adjunctions, for [in
the latter cases] the one is opposed to the other only because it
requires the nonexistence of the other.

For example, a matter that may be affirmed to be 'not-good' will
have comprised within it two convictions, a conviction that it is 'not-
good' and a conviction that it is 'evil'. The conviction that it is 'not-
good' would not exclude the conviction that it is 'evil', since they
are both affirmed of a single essence. And there would be no con-
viction that it is 'not-evil', since [the two opposite convictions] would
be affirmed of a single matter.

Now, the opposite of the conviction that it is 'not-good' would be
the conviction that it is 'good', and this contradiction would be
verified from both sides. Thus, nothing would contradict the con-
viction that it is 'good' except the conviction that it is 'not-good';
and not [even] the conviction that it was 'evil' would contradict it.
And since any contradiction [of the fact] that it was 'good' has been
confined to the conviction that it is 'not-good', the opposition between
negation and affirmation would be one of the essence, which is
different from [an opposition] of two contraries. MS 74b

Moreover, [a matter affirmed to be] 'good' will have [within it]
two, the conviction that it is 'good' and the conviction that it is 'not-
evil'. The first of these [is a conviction] that its essence belongs to
'the good', and the second [is a conviction that would be] acciden-
tal [to the first],39 because [the second] would be external to the
reality of the 'good'.

The MS inserts here, "to it."
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Now, the conviction that it is 'not-good' would put an end to the
conviction that it is 'good', and the conviction that it is 'evil' would
put an end to the conviction that it is 'not-evil'. Furthermore, what-
ever would put an end to a matter of essence would have a greater
power of objection than one that would put an end to a matter of
accidental qualification, because whatever would put an end to a
matter of essence would be putting an end to [another] essence by
means of its own essence, and whatever would put an end to a mat-
ter of accidental qualification would be putting an end not to an
essence but to an accidental qualification by means of its own essence.40

Therefore, a conviction that it is 'not-good' would be a stronger
force of objection to a conviction that it is 'good', than would a con-
viction that it is 'evil'. This is because the exclusion that is between
the given entity and what would put an end to its essence,—but not
by the intermediate means of any other thing, T 68 —would be
a stronger force of objection than would the exclusion that is between
the given entity and what would put an end to its essence,—by the
intermediate means of some entity external to it.

Moreover, if 'evil' had not been comprised within the fact that it
is 'not good', then the conviction that it is 'evil' would not have put
an end to the conviction that it is 'good'. Indeed, if we had posited
something else that was 'not good', in place of 'evil', then the con-
viction L 149 that the given entity was that [other] entity that
comprised the fact that it is 'not good' would prevent the convic-
tion that it is 'good'; and that would be not because it was that
[other] entity, but rather because it comprised the fact that it is 'not-
good'.

This [discussion] all indicates that an [opposition of] exclusion by
means of the essence will exist only between negation and affirmation.
This last [position] is what the author has set forth in his book.

c. Negation and affirmation may not both be true or both be
false at once.

40 In describing a removal of an 'X' by a 'Y' Isfahani uses a sequence of prepo-
sitional phrase [li-al-] (instead of a direct object for the 'X') then an instrumental
phrase, in this series. However, in this final clause of the series, Isfahani unac-
countably reverses the sequence of the nouns by putting the instrumental noun first,
while both the prepositions remain in the correct sequence; thus, the meaning to
which his own statement was leading is confounded. All text sources used agree in
the wording, with no glosses to challenge the reversal.

The text, [rafic li-al-dhat la bi-al-dhat bal bi-al-carad], we have amended to read,
[rafic la li-al-dhat bal li-al-'arad bi-al-dhat].
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1. Regarding the other pairs of opposites, they both may be
false.

a) As to adjunctions, both may be false because the sub-
strate may be devoid of both of them.41

b) As to opposites, both may be false either
1) because there would be no substrate,42 or43

2) because the substrate would be described as interme-
diate, and would be referred to by some relevant word, as 'tepid',
for intermediate between 'hot' and 'cold', or referred to as a nega-
tion of both extremes, as we say, [something is] "unjust", and "inad-
missible." Also, two opposites may both be false at the same time

3) because the substrate would be devoid of them both
and of any intermediate, as of something that is transparent and has
no color.

c) As to 'privation'/'possession', both may be false either
1) because there would be no substrate, or
2) because the substrate was not ready to possess them,

d. [Other corollaries]:
1. Two 'adjunctions' will be mutually concomitant with each

other, both pursuing and reversing in every aspect; that is, when
one of them exists the other exists, and when one of them does not
exist MS 75a the other does not exist. 'Continuity' is identical to
'inseparability' from the standpoint of existence, while '[mirror-like]
reflection' is identical to 'inseparability' from the standpoint of non-
existence.

2. Two 'opposites' sometimes
a) will occupy the same substrate alternately, in that one of

them, not by the same [at once], will be occupying the substrate,
as the living human body is occupied either by health or sickness.
The living human body is occupied by one of the two, not by the
same [at once], so they follow each other in occupying the substrate;
sometimes

b) only one of the two 'opposites' will occupy the substrate,
the two not alternately following each other in the substrate. It would

41 MS gl: As are the living beings [al-hayawanat] generated from the elements,
for the terms 'father' and 'son' are not used of them. [From al-cIbri's commentary
on [Baydawi's] Tawali'.]

42 MS gl: Since if a body should not exist, then it could not be black or white.
43 Reading with the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha, "or" [aw]; L and T: "and" [waj.
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be as it is with motion away from a center and forward to a cen-
ter. Both of these [movements] are 'contraries', but one of them
does not [continue to] occupy the substrate due to the necessity for
a moment of rest to intervene between the two [movements], accord-
ing to popular understanding; sometimes

c) one of the two 'opposites' will occupy the substrate exactly
the same [in time as its counterpart], as does the 'whiteness' of
'snow', since [the whiteness] is concomitant to the snow,

e. Inductive reasoning has indicated
1. that the opposition of genuine contradiction will exist only

between two completely different species that are subsumed under
one basic genus, as are blackness and whiteness. These are two com-
pletely different species subsumed under one basic genus, namely,
color. Color is a basic genus, above it being the quality of visibil-
ity, above the quality of visibility being the quality of sensation, and
above the quality of sensation being [the category of] quality, in an
absolute sense.44 Furthermore, inductive reasoning has indicated

2. that a pair of mutually disparate entities L 150 may not
be contradicted together by a single entity in any genuine sense of
'contradiction'. Nor may this logical incompatibility be refuted by
[the case of] motion away from a center and the period of rest,—
these two being mutually disparate entities that are being contra-
dicted together by a single entity, namely, the motion toward the
center,—45 because the period of rest would not be an opposition
to the movement, but rather, [it would be] between the two [move-
ments] as an opposition of 'privation'/'possession'.

44 L, MS Garrett 989Ha and MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486 omit "in an absolute
sense" [al-mutlaq].

43 Although Isfahani has just described the two different movements as the 'con-
traries', in item 4 c) above.
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CHAPTER 6: CAUSE AND EFFECT

1. Classes of cause

There are four classes of cause.1 This follows from the fact that what
a given entity needs [as a cause] either

a. would be a part [of the entity in need, and thus an 'incom-
plete cause' and internal to the effect], or

b. it would not [i.e., be a part of the entity in need].
(a.) In the first case, the entity in need, by reason of [its incom-

plete cause], has being either
1. in a state of actuality, that is, as a 'form' [i.e., this class of

cause is the 'formal' cause], or
2. in a state of potentiality, that is, as 'matter' [i.e., this class

of cause is the 'material' cause], [the 'matter'] also being called 'ele-
ment' and 'recipient'.

(b.) In the second case, [the incomplete cause, now external to
the effect] has effect either

1. in [the entity's] 'existence' as [its] '[activating] agent' [i.e.,
this class of cause is the 'effective' cause], or

2. in [the entity's] 'effectiveness' as [its] 'motive' and 'purpose'
[i.e., this class of cause is the 'final' cause].

1 "Aristotle distinguished among 1) the material cause, or, that out of which
something arises; 2) the formal cause, or, the pattern or quiddity determining the
creation of a thing; 3) the efficient/effective cause, or, the force or agent produc-
ing an effect; and 4) the final cause, or, purpose." [Edited from Dictionary of Philosophy,
D.G. Runes, ed., art. "Cause", by R.B. Winn.]

See the article, '"ilia", by L. Gardet, in En-I-2, v. 3, esp. pp. 1129-32, "II
Philosophy", comprising Shi'i thought, Falsafa, and cIlm al-kalam. See also the arti-
cle, "sabab, 1. In philosophy and medical science", by R. Arnaldez, in En-I-2,
v. 8, pp. 666-667.
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Isfahani says: L 150, T 68, MS 75a

CHAPTER 6: CAUSE AND EFFECT

In Chapter 6 on 'cause' and 'effect' the author presented four topics:
1. The classes of cause; 2. Multiple causes and effects; 3. The

difference between the cause's effective part and its limiting condi-
tion; 4. Whether one thing can be both receiver and agent [of cau-
sation] simultaneously. MS 75b

1. Classes of cause

The cause of a thing is what the thing needs. If it should comprise
everything that the thing needs, then it would be a 'complete cause'.
But if it should comprise [only] a part of what the thing needs, then
it would be an 'incomplete cause'.

The conditions [of a cause] and the cessation of any preventing
factor enter as elements within the 'complete cause'. If a preventing
factor should cease from being present within the complete cause
this does not mean that its absence would actively do anything; but
rather, it means that, although the intellect might observe that there
was a necessity for an effect to come into existence, [still the intel-
lect] would find that [the effect's existence] would not occur unless
the preventing factor should be absent.

A 'complete cause', that would include all 'incomplete causes',
would not be a single composite entity existent among the individ-
ual quiddities,—because an entity could not possibly be composed
of both existential and nonexistential factors among the individual
quiddities,—but rather, a 'complete cause' would be a single com-
posite entity having existence within the intellect. Thus, it has no
concern with any argument [to the effect] that, if an effect should
be existent externally, then a complete cause for it ought to be an
existent first of all.23

2 The MS adds, 'in [the external]'—first of all—'and in its essence'.
3 L gl: [Isfahani's] statement, "Thus, there would be no concern with any argu-

ment that . . . " is intended either a) to demonstrate the example [hal] of a com-
plete cause as related to an external existent, or b) to cite the uncertainty of one
who tries to place the cessation of a preventing factor within the complete cause.
The truth is that external existents do have complete causes that are not obligated
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Then, the 'incomplete causes' comprise four [classes]:
1. 'formal', 2. 'material', 3. 'effective', and 4. 'final'.4 That is the

[standard division], because an 'incomplete cause' would be either
a. [the effective internal] part of the effect, L 151 or it would

be
b. external to [the effect], since it is impossible to be the effect

itself.
(a.) In the first case, the effect would exist by reason of its [incom-

plete internal cause] either
1. in [a state of] 'actuality', this being a 'form'5 [i.e., this class

of cause is the 'formal' cause], as the 'form' of a throne stands in
relation to [the throne]; or,

2. in [a state of] 'potentiality', this being 'matter' [i.e., this
class of cause is the 'material' cause], as the wood stands in rela-
tion to the throne; also, [the incomplete cause] is called an 'ele-
ment', in regard to T 69 its being a part and that the base of
the composite, and also [it is called] the 'recipient', in regard to its
being the substrate for the form.

(b.) In the second case, namely, an incomplete cause [but] exter-
nal to the effect, [the cause] would be either

3. the factor effective in the 'existence' [of the effect], that is,
the 'effect's existence' would be due to this [factor], namely, the
'[effecting] agent' [i.e., this class of cause is the 'effective' cause], as
the carpenter would stand in relation to the throne, or,

to be existents; but rather, the obligation to be existent is upon the active agent,
that is the effective cause, since no effect can be conceived except as coming from
an existent entity.

With regard to nonexistent entities, the intellect does not require that they have
effects, but they must inevitably have input to the efficacy of the effective cause
[mu'aththir]. Thus, if an effect [maclul] should exist in the external, then every-
thing whose existence would depend upon [the effect's] existence would be existent
in [the external]. And everything whose existence would depend upon [the effect's]
nonexistence in [the external] would be nonexistent in [the external]. Therefore, if
by the existence of a complete cause I should intend this latter meaning, then it
would be true and there would be no dispute over it. But if the intention should
be that [the cause] would be a single true existent, then there would be no gen-
eral obligation to accept that as valid. [From al-Sayyid al-Sharif al-Jurjani's glosses
on Isfahani's commentary.]

4 Formal [surfyah], material [maddiyah], effective [fa'ilryah], final [gha'fyah].
5 In both items 1. and 2. here, the MS alone predicates the cause as an adjec-

tive instead of a noun.
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4. the factor effective in the 'effectiveness' of the agent, that is,
on account of [this factor] the agent had become activated, and
[thus, this factor] is [the agent's] 'motive' and 'purpose', [that is, this
class of cause is the 'final cause'].

Regarding the conditions [that limit a cause], and the removal of
any preventing factors,6 these matters refer back to the completion
of the 'material' and the 'effective' causes, so for this reason the
author did not set them up independently as a pair of topical sub-
divisions.

Baydawi said: L 151, T 69

2. Multiple causes and effects

For [the achievement of] a single effect taken as an individual exam-
ple, no plurality of independent causes would [ever] join together
[successfully] to bring it about. If it should be otherwise, then every
one [of such single effects] would be able to dispense with every one
[of the multiple causes]; and then it would be a case of being able
to dispense with them while yet having need for them, which would
be impossible.

But two homogeneous entities admissibly may be the caused effects
of two disparate entities [as causes], as in the opposition of con-
tradiction.

Also, in the case of a [single] composite entity [as a cause], some-
times there will be a multiplication of its effects.

Likewise, in the case of a simple entity [as a cause], [sometimes
there will be the production of multiple effects]

a. if tools and raw materials should be plentiful. But
b. if they should not be plentiful, then in that case all the philoso-

phers have said [that production of multiple effects] would be impos-
sible. Moreover, they have held firmly to the position that the 'source
of causation' in the second case (b.) is different from the 'source of
causation' in the first case (a.).

For if both [cases] should have entry [i.e., as sources of causa-
tion], or if one of them should have [entry] within [an entity's]
essence, then a composite structure would be implicit; and if both
[cases] should exit from within [the essence], then both would be

MS: [al-manic]; others have [al-mawanic].
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[its] caused effects. In that case then, the discussion would move
back a stage, and the argument implicitly would be an infinite series.

The reply [to you philosophers] is that the 'source of causation'
would be an intellectual theory having no external existence.

[To this] a counterobjection [raised by the philosophers] is that
corporeality entails the occupation of space, and [they say to us that]
in "your scheme" there is a receptivity to existential accidental qual-
ities, while at the same time [you are claiming] "simplicity" [for your
simple entity's essence].

Isfahani says: L 151, T 69, MS 75b

2. Multiple causes and effects

For [the achievement of] a single effect taken as an individual exam-
ple, MS 76a it would be impossible for a group of causes, or a
pair of causes, each one of them independent, to join together [suc-
cessfully] to bring about [that effect]. We shall make that clear in
the case of two independent causes.

So, let us say that if two independent causes should join together
to achieve a single effect as an individual example, then [the effect]
would be a necessary occurrence through each of the two [causes].
[This is] because if [the effect] should not be a necessary occur-
rence through each of the two [causes], then the case inevitably
would be either that [the effect] would be a necessary occurrence
L 152 through one of the two [causes], or that it would not.

The first alternative would require that one of the two [causes]
not be independent, and the second alternative would require that
each one of the two not be an independent cause, while the assump-
tion is that each one of the two would be an independent cause; so
this case would be contrary to the assumption.

Now, the necessity for the effect to [occur] through each of the
two [causes] makes it necessary7 for [the effect] to dispense with each
of the two [causes], and to turn away from each of them. Thus, it
would be a case of dispensing with each of the two [causes] while
simultaneously having need for each one of the two, but that would
be an impossible case.

7 Presumably this necessity would be present because the action might require
the number of causes to be modified, or the action itself to be reversed.
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With regard to two homogeneous entities that are identical in
species, it would be admissible that they be the caused effects of two
different independent causes, in the sense that one of the two homo-
geneous [effects] would occur through one of the two [causes], and
the other [effect] through the other [cause].

That would be like the opposition of contraries between blackness
and whiteness, for they would be one species under which are sub-
sumed two homogeneous individual examples. One of them would
be the contrary opposition of blackness to whiteness, and the other
would be the opposition of whiteness to blackness.

The 'opposition' of the blackness to the whiteness would be caused
by the blackness being related to the whiteness, in the sense that the
blackness would be the substrate for its 'opposition' to the white-
ness, and the 'opposition' being made accidental to [the blackness]
would be in relation to the whiteness.

[Likewise], the 'opposition' of the whiteness to the blackness would
be caused by the whiteness being related to the blackness, in the
sense that the whiteness would be the substrate for its 'opposition'
to the blackness, and the 'opposition' being made accidental to [the
whiteness] would be in relation to the blackness.

An objection has been raised that the nature8 of the species [of
a given effect] inevitably either

a. would itself have need for one in particular of the two inde-
pendent causes, but the need would not qualify [the nature] in rela-
tion to any other [cause], nor would [the nature] occur through any
other [cause], or

b. [the nature of the species of the effect] would be able to dis-
pense with [the cause], and the need would not qualify [the nature]
in relation to [the cause], nor would [the nature] occur through [the
cause]. No one should say that the nature of the species, in itself
and of its own essence, either would not need [the cause] or would
be able to dispense with it.

[In answer], our [Isfahani, and Sunnis] position is that the 'nature',
in itself, either would be dependent upon a [particular] independent
cause, or it would not. MS 76b The first alternative requires that
[the nature] need [the cause], and the second alternative requires
that [the nature] be able to dispense with [the cause]. The answer

The MS adds "single", to read, "the single nature of the species."
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to the fundamental uncertainty is that the nature in itself is able to
dispense with it.

What the objector said was that [if the nature of the species should
not need an independent cause, then] no need [for the cause] would
qualify [the nature] in relation to it, nor would the need occur through
[the nature].

Our position is that the need would not qualify [the nature of the
species] with respect to [the cause]; but rather, the need would qual-
ify only one individual example [of the cause], that is, one of the
two homogeneous [causes]. The nature [of the species] has no par-
ticular need in itself for either one of the two causes, but it does
need some cause. However, since each of the two homogeneous
[effects] has needed L 153 a particular cause and has requisi-
tioned that cause for itself, the nature [of the species] attaches itself
to that cause, so the homogeneous [effect] includes [the nature] also.

[Baydawi] says that sometimes the effects of a [single] composite
entity [as cause] will multiply; that is, it is admissible for a com-
posite entity to be the independent cause of multiple effects, are the
[many] effects that originate from each of the four elements.

[He holds] likewise, that sometimes the effects of a simple entity
[as cause] will multiply if there should be plenty of tools and raw
materials, as [in the case of] the First Intelligence, the source of
intellect, soul, and the celestial sphere.

With respect to that Simple Entity who is the One and the True,
with whom there is no plurality from any aspect whatsoever, and
who is without tool or raw material,9 a majority of the philosophers
held it was impossible that there would be multiple effects from Him
[as a cause]. They held firmly to the position that if two entities
should come from the One and the True [Being], then the 'source
of causation'10 of this [particular effect (a.)] would be different from
the 'source of causation' of that [particular effect (b.)]. Now, if these
two conceptual entities should both have entry, or if one of them
should have entry, into the essence of Him [who is the One and
the True], then a composite structure [in His essence] would be
implicit. And if they both should come out into external existence,

9 The MS reverses the order of the two nouns here.
MS gloss: That is, He has no need for tool or raw material.
10 MS gl: Since the 'source of causation' is that entity that would multiply when

the effect would multiply.
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or if one should be as breath withheld and the other should come
out into external existence, then the implication would be that they
were two resulting effects. If they should both come out into exter-
nal existence, or if the one coming out should be a resulting effect,
then T 70 the discussion of this matter would go back a stage,
and the argument implicitly would be an infinite series.

The answer [addressed to the philosophers] is that a 'source of
causation' would be an intellectual theory that would have no exter-
nal existence. [This is] because a source of causation would be a
matter of adjunction, and [in turn] a matter of adjunction would be
a theoretical matter, and a theoretical matter has no need for a
cause, so there would be no implication of an infinite series, assum-
ing that both [entities] would have come out into external existence,
or that one of them had come out, [from the simple entity's essence].

A counterobjection [raised by the philosophers] is that corporeal-
ity entails the occupation of space, and [they say to us that] in "your
scheme" there is a receptivity to existential accidental qualities [while]
at the same time [you are claiming] 'simplicity' [for your simple
entity's essence].

A rebuttal to the this, [namely], the answer given [to the philoso-
phers], is that the term, 'source of causation', is applied in two senses:

a. The first of these [meanings] is that [the source of causation]
would be an adjunction that would qualify the essence of the cause
as compared to its effect. [This is] from the standpoint that they
both would be together, in consideration of their [being a case of]
cause/effect, but the discussion is not about this. MS 77a

b. The other meaning is that it would be a cause wherein nec-
essarily there would be an effect from it. In this sense it would pre-
cede the effect, since the fact that the cause would be such that
necessarily there would be an effect from it would be antecedent in
essence to the effect. This [second] sense is different from an adjunc-
tion that would qualify the cause as compared to the effect, [an
adjunction] that retards itself to be subsequent to the essences of
both [cause and effect].

Our discussion concerns this [second] example, and [the cause]
would be a single entity if the effect should be single. That entity
might itself be precisely the essence of the cause, if the cause should
be the cause for its own essence. Or, the entity might be a state
qualifying the cause, if it should be a cause L 154 not for its own
essence, but rather by reason of some state other [than itself].
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But if there should be more than one effect, then there is no
doubt that that [causal entity would be different from single]. In that
case, the implication would be either that there was an infinite series
of 'real' entities, or that there was a composite structure [in the
essence of the One], but both alternatives are impossible.

An objection has been raised,11 that
a. if the 'source of causation' should not be a 'real' attribute, then

the demonstration would not be complete, due to what was said,12

while
b. if it should be a 'real' attribute,13 then the Agent would have

another aspect different from His quiddity, and thus the Agent would
not be one in all aspects, although the discussion is to that effect.
Furthermore, if this argument should be valid, it would imply that
nothing at all would emanate from the One. A full statement of this
inference includes two reasons.

1. If a certain entity should emanate from Him, then the fact
that He would be the source of it would constitute for Him a different
[and additional] role related to this [emanation], which would be
either internal to Him [as Agent] or something external, and so on14

as we complete the argument.
2. If one such entity should emanate from Him, then it would

imply that two would be emanating from Him. This is because if
one such entity should emanate from Him, then the fact that He
would be the source of it would constitute for Him a different [and
additional] role. This [new role] may not admissibly be a part of
Him, due to what was said, so then it would be external to Him
and an effect of His. Therefore, there would be two entities that
had emanated from Him.

The answer15 [to this argument] is that the 'source of causation'
would be in the sense that we have set forth, as a real attribute.

1' [This is] on the part of the Mutakallimun, regarding the infinite series argu-
ment they all had spoken of.

12 MS gl: To the effect that it is a theoretical matter [amr i'tiban].
13 MS gl: I.e., one realized externally.
14 The MS adds the ending phrase here.
15 MS gl: From the Physician-Philosopher [Ibn Sina].
This present discussion was not located in Ibn Sina's treatment of causation in

his al-Isharat, pages 11 to 28 (Teheran, 2nd ed. [1982/83]. He begins with men-
tion of the four classes of causation (material, formal, effective, and final) the first
two he relates to a triangle in that the sides and shape are the 'material' and 'for-
mal' causes of its 'reality', and the last two he shows as bearing upon the trian-
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[The objecting Mutakallimun] said that if the 'source of causa-
tion' should be a real attribute, then the Agent would have another
aspect, different from His own quiddity, and thus the Agent would
not be one in all aspects.

[In answer], our [Isfahani] position is that if the effect should be
one, then that meaning would exactly match [the role of] the 'Agent,'
and there would be no difficulty in that idea. But if [the effects]
should be more than one, then by inherent logic the implication
would be that one of the two [alternatives] would be something other
than the 'Agent'. From this the inference would be that the 'Agent'
would have another aspect, so the 'Agent' would not be one from
all aspects. Further, it would imply that there was a discrepancy,
since then the implication would be that what we had assumed to
be one from all aspects would be something other than one.

Regarding what the objector has said in the first reason, that if
a certain entity should emanate from Him, then the fact that He
was the source of it would constitute a role that was different from
Him, because [the different role] would be a relationship.

But our position would be that His being the source would be
according to the second meaning. MS 77b He would not be
[merely] related to it, but rather He would be identical with the
source, if the source should be of a single entity, and this would not
imply any difficulty. From this fact the answer to the second reason
would be known.

With respect to the counterobjection [raised by the philosophers]
that corporeality would require the occupation of space and a recep-
tivity to existential accidents, that argument collapses. Indeed, even
though externally a corporeal body should be a simple one, still there
would be within it a multiplicity of aspects, including the quiddity,
existence, abstract possibility, L 155 and abstract necessity. And
there would be no impossibility in the emanation of a plurality from
a simple entity, when it comes to multiple aspects.16

gle's 'existence' as its 'effective cause' and its 'final cause'. The final cause is explained
as bringing 'effectiveness' to the effective cause, and then his discussion rapidly
grows more complex. Baydawi had absorbed Ibn Sina's teaching on the subject
and used various phases of it.

16 L 155 gl: With the exception of the One who is True; there may be no mul-
tiplication within Him, in any aspect at all.
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Baydawi said: L 155, T 70

3. The difference between the cause's effective part and its limiting condition

The '[effective] part' [of the cause] is that [factor] upon which the
essence of the cause depends. The 'limiting condition' [of the cause]
is that [factor] upon which its causal action depends, [this latter]
not being the realization of its essence, as in [the case of] the desic-
cation of fire.

Isfahani says: L 155, T 70, MS 77b

3. The difference between the cause's effective part and its limiting condition

Topic 3 is on the difference between the 'effective part' [of the
cause], that is, the 'active agency' and the 'limiting condition' of
the cause. The effective part is that [factor] upon which the essence
of the effective cause depends, [that factor] giving the latter subsist-
ence. The limiting condition of the cause is that [factor] upon which
the causal action of the cause depends [for its effect] upon some-
thing else.

Further, the essence of the cause does not depend for its own
realization upon [this limiting condition], as in [the case of] the des-
iccation of fire. Indeed, it is the desiccation upon which the fire
depends for its causal effect upon other things, but the fire's essence
does not depend for its own realization upon the desiccation.

Baydawi said: L 155, T 70

4. Whether one thing can be both receiver and agent of

causation simultaneously

The doctrine has been taught [by the philosophers] that no single
entity may be both a 'passive receiver' and an 'active agent' [of cau-
sation] simultaneously.

a. This is because the passive receiver, as a passive receiver, does
not consider as necessary what is received, while the active agent
[in the transaction], as an active agent, does consider it necessary.

b. And it is because 'receiving' is something other than 'acting',
so the source of one of these would not be the source of the other.
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a.-a. [In answer to this] our [i.e., Baydawi's] position is that the
lack of necessity for a thing according to one theory would not
exclude the necessity for it according to another theory. For this rea-
son the doctrine is [generally] held that the relationship of the
'receiver' to 'what is received' would be in accordance with 'general
possibility'.

b.—a. Further [in answer], the doctrine that a simple entity would
not have multiple effects has preceded [in the discussions].

Isfahani says: L 155, T 70, MS 77b

4. Whether one thing can be both receiver and agent of

causation simultaneously

Topic 4 is on the question whether it would be admissible for a sin-
gle entity to be both a passive receiver for [a given causation] and
the active agent of it.17

The philosophers have held the position that a single entity,—in
which there is no plurality from any aspect whatsoever and with
which there are no 'tools' or 'materials' [for productivity],—may not
be both the receiver of [a given causation] and its [active] agent,
for two reasons.

a. [For a single entity], the 'passive reception' [of causation] and
the 'active doing' [of causation] would be mutually exclusive [roles]
even though [the entity's] relationship to the 'passive reception' [of
causation] T 71 and its relationship to the 'active doing' [of cau-
sation] should be identical. [This is] from the standpoint that its
relationship to the 'passive reception' would fall between the [same]
two relations between which its relationship to the 'active doing' had
fallen. That is, the [entity's] essence that would be qualified as being
a 'passive receptor' is the very same essence that had been qualified
as being an 'active doer'. Likewise, the entity that had been qualified
as being the '[causation] received' would be the very same entity
that would be qualified as being the '[causation] performed'.

Now, that which indicates there is a mutual exclusion between
the [role of] 'active doing' and the [role of] 'passive receiving', when

17 MS gl: The view preferred by the Ashacirah is that this would be admissible.
They held that the real and true attributes of God Most High are additional to
His essence, and they emanate from it and are subsistent in it.
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there is [such] an identity of relationship, is the fact that there would
be a mutual exclusion between their two 'concomitants'. That is, the
[role of] 'active doing' does lay claim to the '[causation] performed'
for its concomitant, but the [role of] 'passive reception', for its con-
comitant, does not lay claim to the '[causation] received'.

This is because the 'passive receiver', in its role as passive receiver,
does not consider necessary the '[causation] received'; however, the
'active agent' [of causation], in its role as L 156 active agent,
does consider necessary the '[causation] performed'. Indeed, the pas-
sive receiver would be 'capable of handling' the ' [causation] received'
by way of a specific possibility, but the active agent, in its role as
active agent, has an 'obligation' toward the '[causation] performed'.

When this 'obligation' [i.e., to the role of 'active agent' of causa-
tion] MS 78a and this 'nonnecessity' [i.e., to the role of 'passive
receiver' of causation] are considered as [both] being related to a
single entity, then the mutual exclusion between them becomes a
reality. And this mutual exclusion between these two concomitants/
conclusions logically requires that there be a mutual exclusion between
the two roles/premises.18 And since the 'active doing' and the 'pas-
sive receiving' [roles] are mutually exclusive, then no single entity
may be both 'receiver' and 'agent' [of causation at once].

If it should be otherwise, then implicitly there would be a join-
ing together between [two] mutually exclusive [characteristic roles]
in a single substrate and from a single aspect.

b. The second reason [of the philosophers why one entity cannot
be both agent and receiver in the cause/effect situation] is that the
'passive receiving' [role] is not the same as the 'active doing' [role],
so neither one of them would be the same as the essence [of the
single entity in question]. If both of them, or one of them, should
be given entry within the [entity's] essence, then a composite struc-
ture would be implicit. And if both of them, or one of them, should
come out into external [existence], then the implication would be
that the argument was an infinite series.

This is because, in that case, the source of the 'active doing' would
be different from the source of the 'passive receiving', so the dis-
cussion would transfer to the latter case, and implicitly the argument
would be an infinite series.

MS gl: I.e., the 'actively doing' and the 'passively receiving' [al-facl wa-al qubul].
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a.-a. [To this first argument Baydawi] replied19 that for a thing
to be considered a nonnecessity to another [disputant] due to some
theory would not exclude it from being considered a necessity to
him due to another theory.

Now, the role of 'active doing' is different from the role of 'pas-
sive receiving'. Thus, for the role of 'passive receiving' the thing
might be a nonnecessity, while for the role of 'active doing' it might
be a necessity. But what is an impossibility, is that the thing would
be both a necessity for the other disputant and also a nonnecessity
for him, due to a single theoretical consideration.

Now, because20 a thing being a necessity for another disputant
due to one theory does not exclude it from being a nonnecessity for
him due to another theory, the doctrine has been formulated

1) that the relationship of the 'passive receiver' to the
'[causation] received' would be through 'general possibility', and

2) the relationship of the 'active agent' to the '[causa-
tion] performed' would be through '[specific] obligation'; thus,

3) there would be no 'mutual exclusion' between them
since there is no 'mutual exclusion' between '[specific] obligation'
and 'general possibility'.

b. a. Further, the doctrine21 that a simple entity [as cause] does
not produce plural effects has preceded in the discussions.22

19 MS gl: To the first reason [raised by the philosophers].
20 Reading with L and T. MS Garrett 989Ha adds only, 'and': "And because. . ."
The MS and MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486 omit the full restatement of the reason,

reading: "And for this reason, the doctrine . . ." [wa-li-hadha qfla].
21 MS glosses: 1. This is the reply to the second reason; that is, it is based on

the notion that there would be no plurality of resulting effects with a simple entity,
but the weakness of the notion has preceded [in the discussions].

2. The answer is for the second reason, and that comprises the necessity for
plural effects from a simple entity; [Topic 2] that preceded, discusses the admissi-
bility of [plural effects] and the refutation of their proof, wherein [Isfahani] said
that the proof was countered by the fact that corporeality [may be also] a matter
of a simple entity.

22 MS gl: In [Baydawi's] statement [at the end of Topic 2 on multiple causes
and effects], "The reply [to you philosophers] is that the 'source of causation' would
be an intellectual theory."
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Baydawi said: L 156, T 71

SECTION 2: ACCIDENTS

CHAPTER I: GENERAL TOPICS

1. The various kinds of accidental qualities

It is generally understood that accidental qualities are comprised
within the nine [Aristotelian] categories [of nonsubstantial being]. These
are [as follows]:

a. 'Quantity' is whatever accepts division within its essence, as
numbers and measures.

b. 'Quality' is whatever does not accept division within its essence,
and the concept of it does not depend on the concept of something
else, as colors.

c. 'Place where' is [identifiable as] the specific place where a par-
ticular thing exists in real space.

d. 'Time when' is [identifiable as] the specific point when a par-
ticular thing exists within a time duration, as an eclipse being at a
particular point of time.

e. 'Position' is the structural aspect a particular thing takes because
of the relationship of some of its parts to others [of its parts] L 157
and to external features, as [that a person is] standing, sitting, or
recumbent.

f. 'Adjunction' is a relationship that qualifies a particular thing in
comparison to some other relationship, as fatherhood and sonship.

g. 'Possession as habit' is the structural aspect a particular thing
takes because of what closely enfolds it and moves about accord-
ingly as it moves about, as a person who is turbaned and cloaked.

h. 'Activity [as a state]' is the role of a thing [or agent] in being
effective, as one who 'makes cuts' [in the routine of his trade as
butcher of meat, or artisan of wood or stone], while he is a 'cutter'.

1 1. [al-kamm], 2. [al-kayf], 3. [al-ayn], 4. [al-mata3], 5. [al-wadc], 6. [al-idafah],
7. [al-milk], 8. [an yaf'al], 9. [an yanfa'il].
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i. 'Passivity [as a state]' is the role of a thing in being causally
affected by some other [agency], as what is being cut apart, while
it is being cut apart.1

Further, it should be understood that the 'point' and the 'unit of
singularity' are both outside this list, and that it is not known what
kind these are because of the possibility that each of them or one
of them might be categorized together with something lower in rank
either as a doctrine or as an accidental quality, and that [the des-
ignation] 'accident' is not properly their 'kind', since their acciden-
tal nature needs to be demonstrated.2

Isfahani says: L 157, T 71, MS 78a

SECTION 2: ACCIDENTS

When Baydawi finished Section 1 on 'Universals' of Book 1: 'Realities
Possible', he began Section 2 on 'Accidents'. Here he set out four
chapters:

1. General topics;3 2. Quantity; 3. Quality; 4. Accidents of relation.

CHAPTER I: GENERAL TOPICS

Here there are five topics: 1. The various kinds of accidental qualities;
2. The impossibility of accidents transiting between substrates; 3.
Whether an accident can subsist in another accident; 4. Whether
accidents have permanent continuance; 5. The impossibility of one
accident subsisting in two substrates.

1. The various kinds of accidental qualities

You should understand that an 'accident' is 'an existent within a
subject-substrate'. By 'subject-substrate' we mean a 'locus-substrate'

2 'Category' is defined by G.R. Morrow in Dictionary of Philosophy, ed. D.D.
Runes, as:

"In Aristotle's logic 1) the predicate of a proposition; 2) one of the [ten] ultimate
modes of being that may be asserted in predication, viz.: substance, [then] quantity,
quality, relation, place, time, position, state [of habitual possession], action, passion."

"Substance" not being an accident is listed first, followed by the "nine cate-
gories" applying to accidents that Baydawi lists.

3 MS gl: I.e., that are not particular to one, but include all the accidental qualities.
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that is independent of what inheres within it, and that subsists in
itself, not in that [inherent entity].4 By [the expression] "an existent
'within' a subject-substrate" we mean being 'within' MS 78b an
entity, but neither as a part of it nor as validly being separated from
it. Indeed, the expression, "such is 'within' such", is an indication,
either by way of commonality or by way of similitude, of various
meanings: as for example, something being 'within a time duration',
or 'in a location', or 'in abundance', or, 'at [= in a state of] rest',
or 'in motion', and 'the whole being in the part', and 'the particu-
lar being within the general'. The expression, "in", in all of these is
not there with only a single meaning. Some of the examples are
matters of adjunctive relationship, some are matters of inclusion, and
some are adverbial [in nature]. The fact that no transition would
be admissible in the definition of 'being in a subject-substrate' is a
semantic context L 158 from which the meaning of the preposi-
tion 'in' and its use here is to be understood. By his phrase, "not
as a part of it", our author avoids its resembling the case of color
quality T 72 'being in blackness', and the case of a living nature
quality 'being in mankind'. It has been shown that these examples
are not of something actually being 'parts of [something else], but
'as if they were' parts.

It is generally understood that the accidents, subsumed under their
genus, are comprised within the nine [Aristotelian] categories [of
nonsubstantial being] as follows:

4 The distinction between the 'subject-substrate' and the 'locus-substrate' is made
here more clearly by Isfahani than by Ibn Sina in his Kitab al-Hudud.

In his book The Physical Theory of Kalam, [Leiden, 1994, p. 58-59, note 14:5]
Alnoor Dhanani translates Ibn Sina's thought in the list of meanings for the term
[jawhar]: (The following quotation presents the terms in brackets as an aid.)

"We have already drawn the distinction between '^^rf[-substrate]' [mawduc] and
' [locus-] substrate1 [mahall]. Thus, by [the ancient philosophers'] statement 'The exist-
ent [mawjud] which is not in a ^w /̂ec^[-substrate]', they mean the existent which
differs from [an existent] whose existence is associated with an actually self-subsistent
substrate which provides its basis [muqawwam]. It does not matter that the existent
is in a substrate which cannot actually subsist without the existent, for, if it is in a
'[locus-]substrate' it cannot be in a 'jM^/erf[-substrate].'" ,

In the present translation, the term, 'subject-substrate', will be used to translate
[mawduc] when it is in the context of a 'substrate', while the term, 'substrate', will
be used generally to translate [mahall] when that meaning is indicated by the
context. When [mawduc] appears in the text followed shortly by the appearance of
the contrasting [mahall], the first one or two examples of the latter will be trans-
lated 'locus-substrate', in order to sharpen the distinction between the two types of
substrate.
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a. 'Quantity' is an accident that accepts the division of its essence,
whether that be separable, as with numbers, or inseparable, as with
measures.

b. 'Quality' is an accident that does not accept the division of its
essence, and the conception of it does not depend on the concep-
tion of something else; the first statement excludes quantity, and the
second excludes the attributes of relationship, as the colors.

c. 'Place where' is [identifiable as] the specific place where a par-
ticular thing exists in real space; this notion is complete only when
there is a relationship of a thing to the place in which it is, not that
it would be identical with this relationship to the place. A 'real place'
is constituted by the thing being in its own real place; and there
would be no doubt of a thing's being in its own place if its 'rela-
tionship' to the place should be one of its concomitants, but not that
the thing would be the relationship itself. An 'unreal place' would
be constituted by the thing not being in its own place, as when the
thing would be in the marketplace.

d. 'Time when' is [identifiable as] the specific point when a par-
ticular thing exists within a time duration, as an eclipse being at a
certain time. You must understand that many things happen in a
moment of a time duration, I mean, in an instant, and do not hap-
pen throughout the time duration. One inquires about it saying,
"When?" So, the 'when' of time [is identifiable as] the specific point
when a particular thing exists, whether throughout a time period or
in a moment of it.

e. 'Position' is a structural aspect that characterizes a body regarded
from two relationships:

1. the [internal] relation existing between the parts [of this
body] and the directions in which they are disposed, in that some
are parallel or angled compared to others, and

2. the relation of the parts [of the body] in comparison to fea-
tures external to the body, the body being MS 79a the subject-
substrate for the structural aspect, whether these are places that
surround and contain [the body] or they are definite positions [of
the body] that are contained, as [that a person is] standing, sitting,
recumbent or sprawling.

f. 'Adjunction' is a relationship that qualifies a particular thing in
comparison to another relationship. This would be its descriptive
definition. But an analysis of it would be that the adjunction is a
structure whose quiddity is rationally comparable to the concept of
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another structure that [in turn] is also rationally comparable to the
concept of the former structure, L 159 equally whether the two
structures would have mutual differences, as 'fatherhood' and 'son-
ship', or whether they would have mutual conformities, as 'brother-
hood' among siblings.

Not every relationship is an adjunction. A relation that is not an
adjunction would be one where even though its quiddity would be
rationally comparable to the concept of some other thing, still that
other thing would not be rationally comparable to the concept of
the [first] relation. Thus, a relation—in which both sides would not
be understood from the standpoint of it being a relation—would not
be an adjunction, while a relation—in which both sides would be
so understood—would be an adjunction.

g. 'Possession as habit' is the structural aspect a particular thing
takes because of what closely enfolds it and moves about accord-
ingly as it moves about, as one turbaned, cloaked, wearing signet
ring and armed with a sword. It may be of the essence, as the state
of a cat when it is alarmed, or it may be an external quality, as the
[relaxed] state of a man when he is wearing his shirt robe [i.e., his
jallabiyah].

h. 'Activity [as a state]' is the role of a thing [or agent] in being
effective, as one who 'makes cuts' [routinely, as in his trade], while
he is 'cutting'.

i. 'Passivity [as a state]' is the role of a thing in being affected
by some other thing [or agent], as what is 'being cut apart', while
it is being cut apart.

Further, it should be understood that the 'point' and the 'unit of
singularity' are both outside this list,5 so these two entities contra-
dict anyone who would make the accidents [only] nine [in category].
But for anyone who arranges the accidents, after they have been
subsumed under genus, to be comprised within the nine [categories],
there would be no contradiction because of these two entities. However,
to say with certainty that the genera of the accidents are comprised
within the nine [categories] would depend upon a clear demonstra-
tion [of the following points].

1. The governing criterion of each of these categories over what
is subsumed under it does not involve either commonality or analogy,

MS gl: I.e., outside the nine categories.
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but it does involve agreement.6 Further, it does not involve a state-
ment of logical inference that would require everything under it to
be the same.

2. There is no genus other than these nine [categories].
3. No two MS 79b or more of [the accidents] are subsumed

under one genus.7

4. Not one of [the nine categories] comprises the complete
quiddity of the particulars subsumed under it.

5. The accident is not constituted as the genus for these [nine
categories], but the verification of that [fact] is very difficult. There
is nothing in the books that have come down to us on this science
that affords verification of the truth about this matter. In truth, the
accident is not the genus for these nine categories, because the acci-
dental nature of these genera needs to be demonstrated, and so the
accident is not the genus for them; otherwise, they would not need
any demonstration.8 The genus is a matter of the essence, and a
matter of the essence does not need demonstration.

Baydawi said: L 159, T 72

2. The impossibility of accidents transiting between substrates

The majority of scholars are agreed on this [fact as stated in the
heading]. They argued that the individuation of [accident] units
would not be due

a. to themselves L 160 nor
b. to their concomitants; otherwise, their kinds would be com-

prised within [the number of] their individual examples. Nor would
[the individuation] be due

c. to [other secondary] accidents that inhered within [the primary
accidents]; because such inhering would be dependent on [the sec-
ondary accidents] having been chosen specifically, and this would
have been due to their locus-substrates. Therefore, [accidents] would
not make any transition from [the substrates].

6 Orthography varies: L, T, MS Garrett 989Ha and MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486:
[al-tawati3]; the MS: [tawatu5].

7 The MS indicates "genus" is indefinite and omits "one."
8 The preceding sentence is omitted from T, and is a marginal insertion in L.

L varies slightly from the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha: L reads, [lam takun muf-
taqirah ila5]; The MSS read, [lam yaftaqiru ila3].
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This is different from [the case of] a body. For in the individu-
ation process [of a body, at first] it has no need for any confines,
but rather [it does so later] in its keeping separate, and it comes
into existence in consideration of [these] two domains, [namely, exist-
ence and individuation].

Isfahani says: L 160, T 72, MS 79b

2. The impossibility of accidents transiting between substrates

The majority of scholars are agreed that it is impossible for acci-
dents to transit [between substrates]. They argued that the factor
requiring the individuation of the units of [accidental quality] would
not be

a. their quiddities, nor
b. their concomitants,—otherwise [the number of] their kinds

would be comprised within [the number of] their individual exam-
ples,—nor would it be

c. the [secondary accidental] qualities inhering within [the pri-
mary accidents], because such an inherence by the [secondary] qual-
ities within them [again] would depend upon the individuation of
these [secondary interior qualities] and their being chosen,—so, if
the individuation [of the primary accidents] should depend upon the
[secondary] qualities inhering within [the primary accidents], then
there would be an implicit circular argument. Nor would [the fac-
tor requiring the individuation of an accident] be

d. some factor separate from [the accidents]; otherwise, they would
have no need for T 73 a subject-substrate, since in both its exist-
ence and in its individuation it would be self-sufficient without a
subject-substrate. An entity that would be self-sufficient for both its
own existence and its individuation without a locus-substrate would
not be at loss for a locus-substrate, and so would be self-sufficient
without it, but this [reasoning] is invalid.

Therefore, it is determined that the individuation of [accidents]
would be due either to their locus-substrates,9 or to something [already]
inherent within [these locus-substrates]. In either case, [an accident]
would have need for its subject-substrate in its individuation, and

MS gl: [bi-mahalliha] this being 'matter'.
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thus the subject-substrate [clearly] would be one of [the accident's]
individuating causes. Thus, for [the accident] to make a transition
move away from [its individuating cause] would not be an appro-
priate step. [This is] because, if the subject-substrate should be the
individuating cause for the [accident], then [this accident in turn]
would need its subject-substrate to be [already] individuated.10

However, an ambiguous subject-substrate, in view of its ambigu-
ity, does not have external existence, and whatever is not of that
[sort, i.e., having 'external existence']11 could not promote the indi-
viduation of whatever was inhering within it. Therefore, the [exter-
nal] existence of an accident would not become realized unless by
reason of a subject-substrate that would give it [individuated] par-
ticularity. Thus, any transition [away from this subject-substrate]
would not be an appropriate step for it.

This is different from the case of a body in its need for a space
[to occupy]. For its 'existence' and for its 'individuation' the body
does not need space [to occupy],12 but rather, MS 80a with regard
to its own particularity and physical boundary the body does have
need for a particular space [to occupy]. And there is nothing to pre-
vent it from making a transition from one [such] space to another. This
[freedom of transition] is in view of its being both an existent and
an individual, but not in view of its occupying a particular space,
because its occupying a particular space comes about in regard to
its two domains, [i.e., its existence and its individuality].

Baydawi said: L 160, T 73

3. Whether an accident can subsist in another accident

The Mutakallimun taught that it is impossible for an accident to
subsist in an accident, holding firmly to the doctrine that the mean-

10 [mushakhkhisan]—[mushakhkhasan]: Vowelling of these two participles is pro-
vided by the MS.

11 [ma la yakun kadhalik]: This clause on its face somewhat awkwardly misleads
the reader with its repetition of the negative sign [la]. But the writer's negation is
not of the whole clause, "does not have external existence"; but rather, his negation
is only of part of the clause, "external existence". The editors of T removed the
second negation sign, to read affirmatively, "and whatever is of that sort" . . . However,
L, the MS, MS Garrett 989Ha, and MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486 all agree in leav-
ing the double negative in place, with the reading as given in the translation.

12 MS gl: I.e., one that gives it particularity [mucayyin].
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ing of 'subsistence' is the occupation [by an accident] of a particu-
lar space following upon the occupation [of the same space] by [the
accident's] substrate, and that [substrate] that was followed was noth-
ing other than 'substance'. But this is a weak argument, because
'subsistence' is a specific kind of 'qualifying term'.13

The attributes of God Most High subsist in His essence, although
His occupation of a particular space is an impossibility. So, if this
[fact we have just mentioned] should be granted, then why would
it not be admissible that the occupation of [an accident's] substrate
should be subsequent to [the accident's] occupation of the substrate
of L 161 another entity, namely, substance?

The philosophers have an argument that quickness and slowness
are two accidental qualities having [their] subsistence in motion-
change, and that the latter is the 'subject qualified'14 by them both,
aside from [any consideration of the moving] body.

Isfahani says: L 161, T 73, MS 80a

3. Whether an accident can subsist in another accident

The majority of the Mutakallimun rejected the notion of the sub-
sistence of an accident in an accident, holding firmly to the doctrine
that the meaning of the 'subsistence' of one entity (a) in another
[second entity] (b) was that [entity (a)] occupied a particular space
after the other entity (b) already was occupying it, and that the other
entity (b), that was followed, was nothing other than 'substance'.

This is because, if [that entity (=b)] should be an 'accidental qual-
ity' [instead of 'substance'], then its occupation of [that] particular
space [necessarily] would be after the occupation of [the same space]
by the 'other entity' (=a). Further, that 'other entity' (=a) inevitably
would be either the entity that was inhering there first (—b), or some
other than it (=a, or c).

If [the 'other entity'] should be the first alternative (—b), then the
implication is that each of the two (a, b) occurred within the other
(a in b, b in a), after the 'other entity' (b, a) had occurred within
the ['first' (b in a, a in b)]; thus, a circular argument would be
implicit, and it would be impossible.

'Qualifying term' or, descriptive factor [na'it].
'Subject qualified' or, described factor [man'utah].
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If [the 'other entity'] should be the second alternative (=a, or c),
then the implication is that there was a preference situation without
an 'agent of preferraP, since making one of them (a/c or b) subsist
in the other (b or a/c) would not be preferable to the reverse. Then
the implication would be that each of them (a/c, or b) was subsist-
ing in [the 'other entity' (b, a/c)],15 which would be 'the substance'.

[Baydawi] stated that that firmly held doctrine was weak, since
we do not grant that the subsistence of one entity within a second
entity would be [merely] another way of describing its occupation
of a particular space after the second entity had [already] been occu-
pying [the same space]. Rather, 'subsistence' is a way of saying that
the first of the two entities becomes specific to the other [second
one] in such a way that the first is a 'descriptive factor' while the
second is the 'described factor', even though the quiddity of that
specification may not be known.16 The descriptive factor is called an
'inherent' and the object described a '[locus-]substrate'.

The attributes of God Most High subsist in His essence, although
it is an impossibility that He would occupy a particular space. Now,
if it should be granted that subsistence is the occupation by one
entity of a particular space after its own substrate had come to
occupy the same space, then why would it not be admissible that
the [first entity's] occupation of its substrate would be subsequent to
[its] having occupied another substrate, namely, 'substance'?

[Baydawi's] expression,17 "the implication would be that there was
a preference situation without an agent of preferral."

15 The MS codes the pronoun's antecedent so.
". . . 'Accident' is defined as that which cannot subsist by itself but only in a sub-

stance." See the article "cArad" in En-I-2, by F. Rahman. To the Mutakallimun
it appeared inconceivable that a 'substrate' would not be 'substance'; thus, an acci-
dent required substance in which to inhere and receive subsistence. The involved
argument cited by Baydawi and Isfahani is intended to demonstrate this require-
ment, but, as they point out, the argument nevertheless is weak.

In his Compendium of Thought (Muhassal) pp. 112-118, Fakhr al-Din Razi covers
the same points Baydawi discusses in this chapter, especially topics 2 through 5.
However, this involved argument is not presented.

16 MS gl: I.e., it would not be known whether the specification would be by way
of an inhering factor, or a substrate, or an attribute.

17 Here and in the next quote, Baydawi's written text does not contain the respec-
tive statement; instead, it comes in Isfahani's own development of Baydawi's argu-
ment. There is the possibility that Isfahani learned of this material from his father,
who in turn had been Baydawi's pupil. It may have been from Baydawi's oral sup-
plementary argument that had not been incorporated into the concise written text.
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Our [Isfahani's] position is that we do not grant this.
[Baydawi's] expression, "since making one of them subsist in the

other would not be preferable to the reverse."
Our position is that it would be admissible for one of the two

[entities] to be subsisting in the second, and the second to be sub-
sisting in 'substance.' Thus [Baydawi] set [the example] up so that
the other [second] entity would not be subsisting in the first one;
because, if [the second] should not be inhering within [the first],
then his setting [the first] up as subsisting in the second would be
[shown to be] preferable to the reverse action, because [the first
entity] would be inhering [already] within [the second entity].

The philosophers argued for the subsistence of an accident within
an accident MS 80b in [saying] that both quickness and slowness
are accidents that subsist in the motion-change that subsists in a
body. The motion-change is the 'object described' by both the quick-
ness and the slowness, aside from [any consideration of the moving]
body.

Baydawi said: L 161, T 73

4. Whether accidents have permanent continuance

Shaykh [al-Ashcari] disallowed this [notion of accidents having per-
manent continuance].18 He held firmly to the doctrine

a. that 'continuance' [itself] was an accident, so it would not sub-
sist in an accident;19 and

b. if an accident should have 'continuance', then its vanishing
would be impossible, because it would not vanish: neither

1. because of itself, due to the impossibility of a possible real-
ity being inverted to something impossible, nor

Isfahani's attribution of these and other such 'quotes' to Baydawi could thus be on
the strength of his father's memory and class notes. If Isfahani, as described in his
biographical sketch in the Preface, had attended Baydawi's lectures as a child or
as a youth, with his father, then very possibly the attribution comes out of his own
memory and notes.

18 Our author and commentator both emphasize al-Ashcari as the teacher of this
doctrine. F.D. Razi, presents it as the agreed doctrine of the Asha'irah school
(Muhassal, p. 114).

19 For the Mutakallimun this would be the conclusive argument, following the
previous topic closely as it does.
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2. because of an effective cause,
a) that was existential, as when an opposite might come to

supplant it, for [such an effective cause's] existence would be condi-
tioned upon the absence of L 162 another opposing [cause], nor

b) [because of an effective cause] that was nonexistential, as
when an [opposing] condition might vanish, for that would be the
substance [qualified by the accident], and then the discussion would
revert back to it, and a circular argument would be implicit, nor

3. [because of] an agent, for inevitably that would have an
effect and thus would be a cause of existence, not a cause of non-
existence.

a.—a. Answer [is made] to the first point by prohibiting the premises,
and

b.—a. [the answer] to the second point is in the fact that its own
essence would require its nonexistence after some periods of time.

1.2.3.-a. [Answers to the three subdivisions of'b.' are that] the
force of necessity would be a commonality, whether as an effective
cause distinct from [the accident's] substrate, or as the exclusion of
a condition that [itself] would be a nonpermanent accident, or as
an agent. Further, we do not grant that the agent's effect would not
be a continually renewable nonexistence.

Al-Nazzam held firmly to this [second] reason [i.e., item #2] in
[arguing] the impossibility of the permanent continuance of bodies.20

Isfahani says: L 162, T 73, MS 80b

4. Whether accidents have permanent continuance

Shaykh Abu al-Hasan al-Ashcari disallowed this [notion of the] per-
manent continuance of accidents, and he held firmly [to his posi-
tion] for two reasons.

20 Presumably, al-Nazzam spoke of the impossibility of permanent continuance
in bodies in this context because bodies were seen as the necessary substrates of
accidents, and if bodies had no permanent continuance then the same could be
said of accidents. Not all the accidents in a body would be apparent in a first inves-
tigation. Many would appear later, previously having been 'latent'. [Reference
regarding this feature is to the article, "kumun" in En-I-2 by J. van Ess.] "The
only accident which al-Nazzam acknowledged was movement;. . ." [Sentence quoted
from the article, "al-Nazzam" in En-I-2, also by J. van Ess.] However, this acci-
dent [movement] had wide applications.
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a. Permanent 'continuance' is an accident that subsists [only] in
the essence of the Permanent One [al-Baqi], and therefore, it would
not subsist in an accident. If it were otherwise, then the implication
would be that an accident would be subsisting in an accident. But
since permanent 'continuance' would not subsist in an accident, then
no accident would have permanent 'continuance'.

b. If an accident should have permanent 'continuance', then its
vanishing would be impossible. But this conclusion is obviously false,
and that implies that the premise is false.

An explanation of the logical necessity [Ash'ari] used here is that
1. the ['continuing'] accident would not vanish [from its sub-

strate] because of itself, since if it should vanish because of itself then
it would be an impossibility of its own essence, and this would imply
that a possible reality could be inverted to something impossible,
since before it vanished it had been a possible reality.

2. Nor would [the accident] vanish [from its substrate] because
of an effective cause, that is,

a) a cause necessary in and of itself, as when an opposite
[cause] comes to supplant that accident T 74 as it vanished from
its substrate, since the presence of an opposing factor that had come
into the substrate would be conditioned upon the absence from the
substrate of any other opposite [cause]. So, if the [first] other oppos-
ing factor should be made to vanish from the substrate by the [sec-
ond] opposing factor coming into the substrate, then a circular
argument would be implicit. Nor would the accident vanish from
[the substrate]

b) because of an effective cause that was necessary but non-
existential, such as when the condition vanishes for the existence of
the accident, [an accident] that [then itself] vanishes. The condition
for the existence of the vanishing accident would be the 'substance'
[qualified by the accident], and the discussion would then revert
back to it, and a circular argument would be implicit.—[Indeed, the
argument would be circular] because of the position taken that the
absence of the 'substance' would not be due to itself, [but rather],
it would be due either

1) to an existential effective cause, as an opposite coming
to supplant [the substance], so the argument would be circular; or

2) to a nonexistential effective cause, as the vanishing of
a condition, and if that condition should be an 'accident' then implic-
itly the argument would be circular; and likewise if [the condition]
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should be 'substance' then implicitly the argument would be circu-
lar. If it should be otherwise, then every substance would be con-
ditioned by some other substance [and so on] without end, but this
would be impossible.—

3. Nor would the accident vanish from the substrate because
of a 'free choice agent', because the free choice agent inevitably
would have an existential effect, since nonexistence would have no
effect, and thus the free choice agent would be an existential cause,
not nonexistential. But this is different from the assumption.

a.-a. The answer to the first reason is to prohibit MS 81 a both
premises. That is, we do not grant that permanent continuance would
be an accident L 163 subsisting in the One who permanently
continues, nor do we grant that it would not be admissible for an
accident to subsist in an accident.

(b.) 1 .-a. The reply to the [first part of the] second reason is that
the vanishing of the accident from [the substrate] is due to itself, in
that the nonexistence of the accident would be required by the
essence of the accident after some periods of time had elapsed, that
is, after it had remained for two or more time periods.

You [opposing disputants] might claim that in that case the impli-
cation would be that something possible had been inverted to some-
thing impossible. But our position is that the [force of] necessity
would be a commonality, and thus if the accident should not remain
[even] two periods of time, then the implication would be that its
essence required it to be nonexistent after [having been] existent,
and so it would be necessary for a possible reality to be inverted to
an impossibility.

(b.) 2.a.—a. Or, we may say that the vanishing of an accident from
a substrate would be because of an effective cause that was existen-
tial and distinct from the substrate of the accident. That [case] would
be the coming of a factor opposed to that vanishing accident to an-
other substrate; and the coming of an opposing factor to another
substrate would not be conditional upon the vanishing of the other
accident from its substrate, so it would not imply a circular argument.

(b.) 2.b.-a. Or, we may say that the vanishing of an accident from
its substrate would be because of an effective cause that was non-
existential. That would be the exclusion of a condition, namely, an
accident the existence of which would not continue. Now, accidents
are of two classes:
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1) fixed in essence and continuing in existence, as are
'tastes', and

2) not fixed in essence, as are 'motion-change' and 'sound'.
The condition for the existence of an accident fixed in essence would
be an accident that was not continuous of existence, so that when
the latter would be nonexistent, then the accident of permanent
nature would vanish.

(b.) 3. a. Or, we may say that the vanishing of an accident from
its substrate would be because of a free choice agent, but we do not
grant that its effect could not be nonexistential. Indeed, it is admis-
sible that a renewable nonexistence would be the effect of a free
choice agent.

Al-Nazzam held firmly to the second [main] reason in his argu-
ment that the permanent continuance of bodies was impossible, and
that if bodies should have permanent continuance, then it would be
impossible for them to vanish. But his conclusion is false, because
bodies will be excluded at the Resurrection. To explain the neces-
sity in his logic here, it is that a body would not vanish because of
itself, nor because of an existential effective cause, nor because of a
nonexistential effective cause, nor because of a free choice agent.
You have already come to know both the full statement of this [sec-
ond main] reason, and the corrupt nature of its premises.

Baydawi said: L 163, T 74

5. The impossibility of one accident subsisting in two substrates at once

[The proposition of this topic is in the negative], since if the notion
should be positively admissible, then it would be admissible for one
body to exist in two places [at once], and it would be impossible to
affirm with certainty that the blackness sensately perceived in a given
substrate would be something other than what would be sensately
perceived in another [substrate], and the implication would be that
there had been a joining of two independent causes to bear upon
one individual entity.

It was asserted by some of the earliest philosophers that adjunctive
relationships, such as adjacency and proximity can become accidental
to two entities. And Abu Hashim [al-Jubba'i] stated that any com-
posite entity would have its subsistence in two substances; otherwise,
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it would not be prevented from coming apart as in the case of two
adjacent entities.21 But [the composite] would not subsist in more
than two [substances]; otherwise, it would be nonexistent if the third
[component] should be lacking, and the two remaining components
would not continue as a composite [of two partial composites].

The reply [to these problems] is that to transform the difficulty
of their becoming separated into the need of an entity in [the process
of] composition for the two of them L 164 would not be more
appropriate than to transform the case into the need of one of them
for the other, or for a free choice agent to attach them [to each
other].

Isfahani says: L 164, T 74, MS 81a

5. The impossibility of one accident subsisting in two substrates at once

[The proposition of this topic is in the negative], because, if it should
be admissible for one accident to subsist in two substrates, then it
would be admissible for one body to exist in two [different] loca-
tions. Indeed, if it should be admissible in the intellect for the inher-
ent in one substrate MS 81b to be the very same inherent in
[another] substrate, then it would be admissible in the intellect for
a body occurring in one location to be the very same body that is
occurring in another location; thus, one body would be occurring in
two locations.

This requires an observation. The author draws an analogy between
the inherence of an accident in a subject-substrate with the occur-
rence of a body in a certain place, [a body] that could not possi-
bly be in two places [at once]. Now, if that [comparison] should be
valid, then it could be said that it would be impossible for two acci-
dents to be joined in a single locus-substrate, just as by analogy it
would be impossible for two bodies to occupy a single place. However,
the joining together of many accidental qualities in a single substrate,
[qualities] such as blackness, motion-change, a composite structure,
and a living nature, would not be something the intellect would
reject.

21 F.D. Razi, Muhassal, p. 115, is the probable source for the two preceding sen-
tences here.
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Moreover, if it should be admissible for one accident to subsist in
two substrates, then it would be impossible to affirm with certainty
that the blackness sensately perceived as being in this [particular]
substrate would be different from the blackness sensately perceived
as being in that [other] substrate; but this conclusion would be false.
For an affirmation can be made with certainty that the blackness
sensately perceived to be in this [particular] substrate is indeed
different from the blackness sensately perceived to be in that other
substrate.

An explanation of the inherent necessity in the logic used here is
that, if it should be admissible for a single accident to subsist in two
substrates [at once], then it would be admissible for a single [ex-
ample] of blackness to subsist in two substrates, and it would be
conceivable that the blackness sensately perceived as being in this
[particular] substrate would be identical with the blackness sensately
perceived as being in that other substrate.

Furthermore, if it should be admissible for one accident to sub-
sist in two substrates, then it would be admissible for two independ-
ent causes to join together to bear upon a single effect in an individual
example; but this conclusion would be obviously false. T 75 To
explain the logic used here, it is that a single accident as an indi-
vidual has an independent cause that is its subject-substrate, and
[also] is its locus-substrate and part of [its independent cause]. Thus,
if that [same] single accident as an individual should happen to come
into another [second] locus-substrate, then it would have an [other]
independent cause which would be its [second] subject-substrate, and
[also] would be the [other second] locus-substrate and part of [the
other second independent cause]. The [first] independent cause, of
which the [first] subject-substrate would be a part, would be other
than the [second] independent cause, of which the other [second]
subject-substrate would be a part. Therefore, two independent causes
would have joined together to bear upon a single accident as an
individual.

It was asserted by a group of the early scholars, that is, the old
philosophers, that adjunctive qualities, such as 'adjacency' and 'proxim-
ity', do qualify two entities. Abu Hashim [al-Jubba3i] held that 'com-
position of structure'22 constitutes a single accident that subsists in

22 L omits "composition of structure" [al-ta'hf].
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two 'substances', because if 'composition of structure' should not sub-
sist in two 'substances', then the two 'substances' compounded together
would not be prevented from coming apart, as it is with two adja-
cent [structures], for they are not prevented from coming apart.

Abu Hashim stated further that a 'composition of structure' would
not subsist in more than two 'substances'. MS 82a This is because,
if the composite should be subsisting in more than two 'substances',
then the composite would become nonexistent by the abolition of the
third 'substance', since the two 'substances' remaining after the third
was abolished would not continue on as two [partial] composites.23

The reply [to these problems] is that to transform [the case of]
the difficulty of separating two substances that are [elements of]
composite structures into [a case of] the need of the composite entity
for both of them, in order to make it necessary for one ['compos-
ite structure'] accident to be subsisting in two ['substance'] substrates,
which would be impossible, would not be more appropriate than to
transform the difficulty of separating them into the need of one of
them for the other, or into a free choice agent's act of bonding
[them together].

Understand that the notion of one accident subsisting in two sub-
strates may be understood in two senses: a) one accident inhering
in a substrate would be the same [accident] that would be inhering
in another substrate, this is false, in line with what has been set
forth; b) one accident inhering in the sum of two entities that have
become a single substrate for it by their joining together, there is
no argument outstanding that makes this an impossibility.

The old philosophers held the doctrine that a single accident24

subsisted in a substrate divided into many parts, just as a unit of
singularity subsists in a unit of ten, and a triangle in the totality of

23 Richard M. Frank, in his Beings and Their Attributes, [Albany, N.Y.: State University
of New York Press, 1978, pp. 109-111.] described the thinking of the early Muctazilah
regarding the case of the accidental quality, 'living', as characterizing the compos-
ite structure 'man'. Man is a composite from a number of aspects and is composed
of various substances. 'Life' qualifies the whole 'man' as well as all the parts and
subdivisions of the concept. So if 'life' is lacking, then the parts of the 'composite'
do not remain together as functioning 'partial composites'. Thus, we may judge
that there is a parallel between the notion of 'life' and 'man' and Abu Hashim's
notion of 'the composition of structure' and the two or three substances.

24 The MS adds here, "in an individual example" [bi-al-shakhs].
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the three surrounding sides in one25 plane, and the 'living nature'
in a bodily structure26 subdivided into its members.

Abu Hashim [al-Jubba^i] held that a single composite structure
would subsist in two substances only because, if it were to be with-
out any separation from each other [taking place] in the composite
structure, aside from the two being [merely] adjacent to each other,
then a [strengthening] cause would be needed. And if that cause
should subsist in each of the two [substances], then it would not be
impossible to separate the two.

But [Abu Hashim] did not say that [the composite structure] would
subsist in more than two [substances]. This is because if a compos-
ite structure should subsist in three substances, and then if one [sub-
stance] should be made to vanish from those joined together, while
two [of them] were remaining, then it would be necessary to abol-
ish the [whole] 'composite structure' because of the abolition of its
substrate, and the two remaining [substances] would not continue
on as two [partial] composites, for that would be contrary to the
pattern of actual existence. And there would be nothing to imply
that one accident was subsisting in two substrates, an impossible
meaning.

25 Reading with T and the MS; L and MS Garrett 989Ha omit "one."
26 Three glosses in the MS defining this term for 'bodily structure', [binyah]:
1. Among the Mutakallimun it is a term for the 'atoms', and among the philoso-

phers it is a term for 'form' and 'primal matter'.
2. Among the philosophers it is a term for a body compounded from the four

elements in such a way that from its compounding there occurs a 'blend' [mizaj]
that is the condition for the 'living nature'.

3. Among the Mutakallimun it is a term for the totality of individual substances,
not the least of which is the 'living nature'.



Baydawi said: L 165, T 75

CHAPTER 2: QUANTITY

1. Classes of quantity

Quantity is divisible either
a. into parts that have no commonality in a single boundary, this

[division] being a 'discontinuity', and is called 'number', or
b. into parts that do have a commonality [in a single boundary],

this [division] being a 'continuity'.
If [a continuous quantity] is not permanent in its essence, then it

is a 'time duration'. But if it should be [permanent in its essence]
then it would be a 'quantitative measure'.

If [the measure] should be divisible in one dimension, then it is
a 'line', and at this [line] the 'surface' terminates, just as [the line
itself] terminates in a 'point'. If [the measure] should be divisible in
two dimensions, then it is a 'surface', or a 'two-dimensional form',1

and at this [surface] L 166 the 'body' terminates. If [the mea-
sure] should be divisible in three dimensions, then it would be [either]
a 'geometrical teaching body',2 or a 'thick object', and the thickness
is the filling material between the [outer] surfaces.

If you regard the entity as a descending [measure], then it would
be 'depth', and if you regard it as an ascending [measure], then it
would be 'height'.3 Sometimes [the term] 'depth' is applied to pre-
cut [wood] pieces for 'length'.

1 L omits [wa-al-basit]. The context of [al-basit] is that of something spread out
and flat, as a mat, or any flat area, essentially two-dimensional; thus, it would be
a two-dimensional body, as a square or a triangle, etc.

2 [al-jism al-tacllmf], literally, 'a teaching body', or object, i.e., a three-dimen-
sional artificial model, probably constructed of wood or stone, used in teaching
geometry. From al-Sharif al-Jurjani's Tdrifat there is this definition: "The 'geomet-
rical teaching body' is receptive to division in length, width and depth, and it is
the boundary of a surface that also would be the boundary of a natural body. It
is called a 'teaching body' since studies are made of it in the educational sciences,
namely the mathematical ones that investigate the states of both discontinuous and
continuous quantity related to teaching and mathematics. These begin with it in
their instruction and drill for the young men because it is more easily perceived."
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'Length' is the dimension that is posited first of all, and it is held
to be the longer of two measurements of extension that intersect on
a surface. [As 'height'] it is the measurement that is taken from the
head of a man to his foot, and also from the back of any of the
four footed creatures to its lowest part.

'Width' is [another measurement of quantity], and it is the dimen-
sion posited in the second place, or as the shorter [of two intersecting
measurements of] extension. It is the [dimension] taken from the
right [side] of a man to his left, and from the head of an animal
to its tail.

Length, width and depth are terms of quantitative measure that
are taken along with the respective adjunctive relationships.

Isfahani says: L 166, T 75, MS 82a

CHAPTER 2: QUANTITY

After the author finished Chapter 1 on general topics about acci-
dents, he presented studies related to each of the nine categories of
accidents. He began with 'quantity', because it is more generally dis-
persed in existence4 than 'quality', and it is more apparent in exis-
tence than the seven [other categories of] relational accidents, because
the accidents of relationship are not as well fixed in the essence of
their subject-substrate as is the category of 'quantity'. MS 82b So
he set Chapter 2 for quantity-related topics, of which there are five:

1. The classes of quantity; 2. Quantity in its essence and as an
accident; 3. On the nonexistential nature of quantities; 4. Time dura-
tion; 5. Place [and void].

1. Classes of quantity L 166, T 75, MS 82b

'Quantity' is divided either
a. into parts that have no commonality in a single boundary at

which the parts resulting from the division would find their own

3 The ascending measure, 'height', may be taken as commonly referring to land-
scape features and architectural structures, that would be naturally above the reach
of a person's hand. 'Length' is applied here to living beings and objects of lesser
size, 'height' and 'tallness' being other English terms for a human body's 'length'.

4 MS gl: Because of the existence of 'quantity' in all bodies, without [making
any reference to] 'quality'.
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boundary, this being a 'discontinuity', and is called 'number'; or,
[quantity] is divided

b. into parts that do have commonality in a single boundary, this
[kind] being a 'continuity'.

If a 'continuous quantity' is not permanent in its essence, then it
would be a 'time duration', but if it is permanent in its essence, that
is, the parts that it is supposed to have would be constant, then it
would be a 'quantitative measure'.

If the 'quantitative measure' should be divisible in one dimension
only, then it would be a 'line', and at the 'line' a 'surface' termi-
nates, just as the 'line' itself terminates in a 'point'. If [the measure]
should be divisible in two dimensions only, then it would be a [flat]
'surface', or a 'two-dimensional form', and at the surface the body
terminates. If it should be divisible in three dimensions, then it would
be a 'geometrical teaching body',5 or a 'thick' ['three-dimensional']
object, the 'thickness' being the name for the material filling in
between the [outer] surfaces.

If [the measure] is considered a descending [measure], then it
would be 'depth'. If [the measure] is considered an ascending mea-
sure, then it would be 'height'.6 The term, 'depth', is sometimes
applied T 76 to the dimension of precut [wood] pieces7 or 'length'.8

'Length' is the dimension that is posited first of all, and it is held
that 'length' is the longer [i.e., perpendicular] of the two lines of
extension that intersect L 167 on a surface. The dimension taken
from the head of a man to his foot9 would be the 'height' [or,
'length'] of a man, and the dimension taken from the back of any
of the four-footed creatures to its lowest point would be its 'height'.

'Width' is the dimension that is posited second, and it is held that
the 'width' is the shorter [i.e., horizontal] dimension of [the two lines

3 'Two-dimensional form' = [al-basit]; a 'geometrical teaching body' = [al-jism
al-tacllmf], i.e., "three-dimensional."

6 MS gl: In this regard, one would say, "The 'depth' of a well," and "the 'height'
of a lighthouse." [Cf. also the note for the passage in Baydawi's text.]

7 Orthography varies: T and MS Garrett 989Ha: [maqati*]; the MS: [muqati'];
L: [mutaqatic], although in the Baydawi text portion L reads [maqati'].

8 MS gl: Sometimes the term, 'depth', is applied to the dimension that is cut for
'length' and 'width', not only for the dimension cut for 'length', as the author
[Baydawi] stated; otherwise, the 'width' also would be 'depth' [camq], because it
would be a dimension cut for 'length'. [From 'Ibri's commentary on Baydawi's
Tawalf].

9 MS: 'feet'.
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of surface] extension. The dimension taken from the right [side] of
a man to his left would be the 'width' of the man, and the dimen-
sion taken from the head of an animal to its tail would be the 'width'
[or, 'extension']10 of the animal.11

The length, width and depth are quantitative measures taken [into
consideration] along with their 'adjunctive relationships', for 'dimen-
sion' is a measure of quantity. If [the dimension] is posited as the
primary [measure], or it is longer in relationship to another line of
extension, then the dimension is [called] 'length'. If it is posited as
the secondary measure, or it is shorter than another line of exten-
sion, then it is [called] 'width'. If it is posited as an intersection [i.e.,
of a line running from front to back] with the length, then it is
called 'depth'.

Baydawi said: L 167, T 76

2. Quantity in its essence and as an accident

a. 'Quantity in its essence' is that which is a quantity in itself.
b. 'Quantity as an accident'12 is

1. whatever inheres in a 'quantity [in its essence]', as does 'time
duration'. Now, even though [time duration] is

a) 'continuous in itself, it is [also]
b) 'continuous as an accident', because it subsists in the

'motion-change' that corresponds to 'distance', and [time duration]
is also

c) 'discontinuous', because it is divisible into hours.
2. Or, ['quantity as an accident'] is a substrate for ['quantity

in its essence'], as is a body and anything measured by number.
3. Or, ['quantity as an accident'] inheres in its own substrate,

as one would say, "There is more whiteness on this [white and black
spotted] piebald horse."

10 I.e., as demonstrated by the outstretched arms of a person who is measuring.
11 Conventions for such measurements vary: human overall 'length' would be

'height', while 'width' and 'breadth' seem to be favored equally in human context.
'Animal' measurement would be 'length' from head to tail, and 'height' from shoul-
der to foot, with 'breadth' being an important additional measure, depending on
the animal, fish or bird. Compare here the term our authors use, 'adjunctions' [al-
idafat].

12 Quantity in its essence [al-kamm bi-al-dhat]; . . . in itself [al-kamm bi-nafsihi];
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4. Or, ['quantity as an accident'] is linked together with ['quan-
tity in its essence'], just as limited force and unlimited [force are
linked together] according to the limitation and the nonlimitation of
their effects, whether [these effects are] in 'number' or in 'time dura-
tion'.

Isfahani says: L 167, T 76, MS 82b

2. Quantity in its essence and as an accident

a. 'Quantity in its essence' is that which is a quantity in itself.13

1. 'Quantity MS 83a continuous in its essence' constitutes
[both]

a) 'time duration' and
b) 'quantitative measurements', namely, the line, the surface

and the geometrical teaching body.
b. 'Quantity as an accident' constitutes

1. whatever inheres in a 'quantity in its essence', as does 'time
duration'. Now, even though [time duration] is

a) 'quantity continuous in its essence', it is [also]
b) 'quantity continuous as an accident', because it subsists

in the 'motion-change' that corresponds to distance, [a motion-change]
that is a 'continuous quantity in its essence'. Time duration is [also]

c) 'quantity discontinuous as an accident', since it is divisi-
ble into hours.14

2. 'Quantity as an accident' is also whatever is a substrate for
'quantity [in its essence]', as [for example]

a) a 'body' that is a substrate for a 'quantitative measure',
which in turn is a 'continuous quantity in its essence'; and as

b) a 'numbered entity' that is a substrate for 'number', which
in turn is a 'discontinuous quantity in its essence'.

3. 'Quantity as an accident' is also whatever inheres in the
substrate of a 'quantity in its essence', as one would say, "There is
more whiteness on this [white and black spotted] piebald horse."

4. 'Quantity as an accident' is also whatever is linked together
with anything made accidental to 'quantity in its essence'; that is,

13 MS gl: I.e., receptive of division without regard for anything else.
14 MS gl: And months, days and years.
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the 'quantity as an accident' would be the principal source of any-
thing made accidental to 'quantity in its essence' by either continu-
ous L 168 or discontinuous quantity:15 as [for example], force
described as limited or unlimited according to the limitation or non-
limitation of its effects, whether in number or in time. For if the
'effects' that result from the forces should be limited or unlimited
either in number or in time, then the 'forces' that are the source of
those effects also would be described as limited or unlimited, either
in number or in time.

Baydawi said: L 168, T 76

3. On the nonexistential nature of quantities

a. The Mutakallimun held that a 'number' is composed of 'units
of singularity' that are intellectual entities having no existence exter-
nally, as was said earlier. However, [say the Mutakallimun], quan-
titative measurements are [themselves] the corporeality, or the corporeal
parts, because bodies are composed of indivisible atoms, and [the
measurements] are not something added to [the bodies]. If it should
be otherwise, [then the measurements] would be divided along with
the body that is their substrate. Thus, a line would be divided 'per-
pendicularly', and a surface 'horizontally'.16 But this is contrary [to
the argument].

An objection is raised that these [measurements on bodies] are
not accidental qualities that permeate [bodies], so their divisibility is
not implied. The reply [to this objection] is that if a surface, for
example, should not be in any of the parts assumed to belong to a
body, then it would not be inherent within it. But if it should be
[in some one of them], then either

1. it would exist wholly in one part only, and thus [that part]
and no other would have the measure; or

2. it would exist in every single [part], so then the 'one' as a
whole, either would be subsisting in the many, or it would not [be

15 The MS omits the preceding explanatory clause.
16 I.e., 'width' [card], as applied to a line, would be a 'perpendicular cut' across

the line; and 'depth' [amq], as applied to a surface, would be a 'horizontal cut',
as if by a line set to be moved 'downward' across the 'surface', or, across the 'stand-
ing log' when measuring for firewood pieces.
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subsisting in the many], and thus [its] division would be implied.
But this requires consideration,

b. The philosophers argued
1. that different measurements may succeed one another on a

single body, while its own specific bodily nature would continue as
it is, and

2. that lines and surfaces are attributes of a 'geometrical teach-
ing body', that may be expanded at times and compacted at other
times, so, [the body] would not be a [fixed] substance.

The reply to the [philosophers'] first point is that
1.—a. what is changeable is the shape or the positions of the

parts of the body, and to the second [point] it is that
2.-a. the premises are disallowed.

Isfahani says: L 168, T 76, MS 83a

3. On the nonexistential nature of quantities

Topic 3 is on the nonexistence of these quantities [externally], mean-
ing 'number' and 'quantitative measures', which are 'line', 'surface',
'geometrical teaching body' and 'time duration'.

a. The Mutakallimun held that 'number', that is, 'discontinuous
quantity', has no existence externally, since 'number' is a composite
of the 'units of singularity' that are intellectual entities having no
existence externally, as was said earlier, in the discussion on 'singu-
larity and plurality'. And a composite of intellectual entities having
no existence externally would be theoretical [only] and would not
have existence externally.

However, [say the Mutakallimun], the 'quantitative measures',
which are the 'geometrical teaching body', the 'surface' and the 'line',
are not existents that are something added to the body17 because
they are either the very [three-dimensional] body itself,18 or part19

L 169 of the body, based on the [theory] that the body is com-
posed of indivisible atoms. In that case, MS 83b the parts joined
one with another would be in three dimensions, namely, length,

17 MS gl: I.e., any natural body [al-jism al-tabfi].
18 MS gl: The geometrical teaching body [jism ta'llmr].
19 Reading with T, the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha. L reads [ajza3] with a typo-

graphical error preceding: "if" [law] instead of "or" [aw].
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width, and depth, which constitute a [three-dimensional] 'body'. The
parts joined one with another in two dimensions constitute a 'sur-
face', and [the surface] is part of what was joined together in three
dimensions. The parts joined one with another in one dimension
constitute a 'line', and this is part of what was joined together in
two dimensions. T 77

Quantitative measures are not something added to the body and
inhering within it, because if these [quantitative] measures should be
inhering within [the body], then they would be divided when the
body that is their substrate would be divided. Thus, a line would
be divided perpendicularly, and a surface [would be divided] hori-
zontally, because the substrate of a surface would be the body that
is divisible in depth, and the substrate being divisible in depth would
require the inherent to be divisible in depth likewise. The surface is
the substrate of a line, and would be divisible 'in width', so the line
inhering within it would be divisible 'in width' [i.e., perpendicularly],
because when the substrate is divisible 'in width' the inherent within
it would be divisible likewise.20

But this, [observes Isfahani], is contrary [to the assumed facts in
the case], because, according to the views [of the Mutakallimun], a
line would not be divisible in width, since it is length without width,
and a surface would not be divisible in depth, because it has length
and width, but not depth.

An objection has been raised21 [refusing to] grant that, if quanti-
tative measures should be inherent within a body, then they would
be divided when the body would be divided. That would be implied
only if the measures should be [the kind of] accidental qualities that
permeate [a body]. But that is not so, for 'line' and 'surface' are
not accidental qualities that permeate. Thus there would be no impli-
cation from [the fact that] a surface inheres in a body that the sur-
face would be divisible into three dimensions, or from [the fact that]
a line inheres in a surface that the line would be divisible in width.

The answer [to the objection]22 is that if a surface, for example,
should not be inherent in any of the parts the body is assumed to
have, then it would not be inherent in the body. And if a surface

20 See the note for this passage in Baydawi's text above.
21 I.e., presumably by the philosophers against the Mutakallimun: literally, "that

we do not grant."
22 L gl: This is a reply to the philosophers from the Mutakallimun.
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should be inherent in any of the parts the body is assumed to have,
then either

a. the surface in its totality would exist in each one of the parts
the body is assumed to have, the implication of this being that one
accident would be subsisting in many substrates, and the impossi-
bility of that was noted earlier; or

b. the surface would exist, not in its totality, in every part assumed
[to be in the body], but rather, a portion of the surface would exist
in every part assumed [to be in the body], and this would imply
that the surface would be divisible in width, because then a portion
MS 84a of the surface would exist within the parts that had been
included from the dimension of depth. One should understand that
this L 170 reply is based upon [the theory held by the Mutakalli-
mun] that a body would be composed of indivisible atoms.

In spite of this, an objection could be raised that the surface would
be inherent in the parts joined one to another in two dimensions,
length and width, and would not be inherent in the parts brought
together in a third dimension. Thus, there would be no23 implica-
tion that the surface would be divisible into a third dimension, and
this would be due to the inherent necessity that there be no divi-
sion of the substrate into a third dimension, and in turn, this would
be due to the inherent necessity that, for the parts brought together
in the two dimensions, there should be no division into a third
dimension.

b. The philosophers have argued that quantitative measurements
would be an addition to a [natural] body. In the case of a 'geo-
metrical teaching body', that is, a quantitative standard having length,
width and depth, [it would be so] because variation sometimes occurs
to an individuated body while the reality of the individuated cor-
poreal nature continues. [For example], a single piece of wax in
itself will continue to exist although its measurements may change
in accordance with the change of its shapes, whether cubical or
spherical. Thus, the continuance of a corporeal nature along with
change in measurements, meaning in a 'geometrical teaching body',
proves that the 'geometrical teaching body' would constitute an 'acci-
dental quality' subsisting in a body, not a substance. In the case of

23 L lacks the preposition and the negative, [fa-la], the space for them being
vacant.
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a surface and a line [it would be so] because they are accidental
qualities of a body, [each] by way of [being a] finite limit, and a
finite limit would not be [one] of the things that give subsistence to
a body, because [the finite limit] would become concomitant to the
body after [the body] had become a reality. Thus, the surface and
the line would not be among the things that give subsistence to the
body. What proves that the line would not be one of the things that
give subsistence to a body is the fact that a body exists without a
line. A genuine sphere is an existent thing and there is actually no
[straight] line in it, so a [straight] line would not be a necessary
certification for a body. If a line should not be a necessary certification
for a body, then it would not be one of the causes that give the
body subsistence, but rather, it would be an accidental quality sub-
sisting in the body.

[Baydawi], quoting from the [argument of the] philosophers, said
that

a. a surface and a line are attributes of a geometrical teaching
body that expands at times, in that its measurements increase with-
out the addition of any other parts to it, and that compacts at other
times, in that its measurements decrease without the removal of any
parts from it. Now,

b. a natural body continues in the real nature of its kind, while
a 'geometrical teaching body' that varies by expanding or compact-
ing does not continue in its [usual] state. Therefore, the 'geometri-
cal teaching body' would not be a 'substance', but rather [it would
be] an accidental quality subsisting in a natural body. Thus, the line
and surface, being among the attributes [of a geometrical teaching
body], MS 84b more appropriately would be accidental qualities.

Then [Baydawi] stated that
a.-a. the answer to the [philosophers'] first [point] is that what

varies and changes is the shape or the positions of the parts of the
body. If the wax, that was cubical, for example, should be made
spherical L 171 then there would join together in it parts that
had been separated, while if what was spherical should be made
cubical, then the parts which were united would become separate.
It is not the quantity [that would change]. But this24 is not right, for
a change of the shape would necessitate a change of the measurement,

24 MS gl: I.e., "this answer", (Isfahani's correction here).
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because the shape is the structure of that which one limiting definition,25

or several definitions,26 would comprise, from the standpoint of what
is included. The structure of the inclusion would change only with
a change of what is included, and a change of what is included
without any change of the limiting definitions would be impossible,
and a change of the limiting definitions without any change of the
measurement would be impossible.

Regarding [Baydawi's] expression, "Or the positions of the parts
of the body", that [statement] is invalid, for a body would not have
in it parts such that their positions actually would change with [its]
alteration.27 Wax does not have in it parts that actually would be
brought together through its becoming a sphere, but rather the wax
has [only] one [size] extension that would continue,—so long as no
separation would occur in it,—along with the exchanging of its mea-
surements in circumstances of there being no separation. Indeed,
what would continue during a period of no separation would be
something different from what would cease during a period of no

• no

separation/0

[And Baydawi said that]
b.—a. the answer to the second [point of the philosophers]29 was

through the denial T 78 of the premises, that is, we do not grant
that lines and surfaces would be the attributes of a geometrical teach-
ing body, but rather, they are among the things that give subsis-
tence to any [natural]30 body.

Now, even if it should be granted that lines and surfaces31 would
be attributes of a geometrical teaching body, nevertheless we [i.e.,
Isfahani] would not grant that a geometrical teaching body would

25 MS gl: In relation to the sphere.
26 MS gl: In relation to the cube.
27 It appears that Baydawi refers to a human or animal body having parts, while

Isfahani refers to an inanimate body not differentiated into parts. Ed.
28 Reading with the MS, as L and T use only a relative pronoun instead of the

final noun.
29 Glosses: 1. MS: On the part of the Mutakallimun.
2. L: In his statement, "The reply to the second point is by disallowing the

premises", he meant what he had said secondarily, that would indicate the states
of the three dimensions. [Sayyid Sharif al-Jurjani's gloss on Isfahani's commentary.]

3. L: This reply is from the philosophers' side regarding the Mutakallimun's pro-
hibition, and is "We do not grant that the lines. . . [etc.]"

30 The MS adds [tabfi] here.
31 L and T reverse the sequence of these two nouns.
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expand or compact, for [the change in] expansion or compaction,
both of which would be real, is corollary to [the argument that] pri-
mal matter is an established reality, and [an explanation of]32 the
falsity of that [conclusion] will come later. And, even if we should
grant that a geometrical teaching body would be something that
expands or compacts, nevertheless we would not grant that, if a geo-
metrical teaching body should be something that expands or com-
pacts, then it would not be a 'substance'.

An objection could be raised that a 'surface' would be an attribute
of a geometrical teaching body, because it would be accidental to a
geometrical teaching body by virtue of the limitation in itself that
qualifies a geometrical teaching body, and also [a 'surface' would be
accidental] to any natural body by virtue of its being an accident;
and thus, [a surface] would be MS85a one of [the geometrical
teaching body's] attributes. Further, a 'line' would be accidental to
a 'surface' by virtue of the surface's own limitation, so it also would
be an attribute [i.e., of the geometrical teaching body].

Regarding primal matter, an argument against it's existence will
be set forth later. And as for [our doctrine] that the 'geometrical
teaching body', that expands at times and compacts at other times,
would not be a 'substance', the reason for that is because its first
measurement would not continue when it expands and likewise when
it compacts, while simultaneously the natural body would be con-
tinuing in its own real nature.33 So a geometrical teaching body that
would pass away while any natural body would continue, would be
an accidental quality that would be an addition to any natural body.

One should understand that expansion and compaction would be
two genuine accidents of any natural body, and for a geometrical
teaching body to be characterized by them both would be [also] as
an accidental quality, but the fact that the expansion and the compac-
tion occurs in the natural body34 indicates L 172 that a geometrical

32 The MS adds [bayan] here. This notification is repeated below. A full dis-
cussion of primal matter as to its necessary function, both for and against, comes
in Book 1, Sect. 3, Chapt. 1 "Bodies", (L 241 ff.). The atomic 'body' theory of the
Mutakallimun (presumably including Baydawi and Isfahani) has no place for 'pri-
mal matter'; but the theory held by the philosophers does have a place for it.

33 I.e., The ['geometrical] teaching body' would be constructed with arbitrary
measurements and sharp corners.

34 Reading with L, T and MS Garrett 989Ha. The MS reads [al-jism al-ta'lmir].
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teaching body would be an addition to the natural body, as we have
mentioned.

Baydawi said: L 172, T 78

4. Time duration

The external existence of time duration: arguments against

There are people who deny the [external] existence [of time dura-
tion]. [They argue so] because

a. if [time duration] should be something permanent in its essence,
then the present and the past would come together, and so, that
which would take place today would be that which had taken place
on the day of the Great Flood; but

b. if it should not [be something permanent in its essence], then
the implication would be that some of its parts would antecede other
parts in the kind of precedence that could not be realized except in
a time duration, and so the argument would be an infinite series.

a.b. a. The reply [to this argument] is that the past has pre-
ceded by reason of its own essence, not by reason of any other time
duration.

Isfahani says: L 172, T 78, MS 85a

4. Time duration

The external existence of time duration: arguments against

Some scholars deny the existence of time duration.35 They argued
that if time duration should be something existent, then

a. it would be either permanent in its essence, or
b. not permanent in its essence.
(a.) If [time duration] should be permanent in its essence, then

the present and the past would come together, and thus the day of
the Great Flood would be simultaneous with today, for a phenom-

33 MS gl: They are Mutakallimun who asserted that time duration was a men-
tal entity having no external existence.
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enon of today would be a phenomenon of the day of the Great
Flood; and the corruption of such reasoning cannot be hidden.

(b.) However, if time duration should not be permanent in its
essence, then the implication would be that some of its parts would
antecede other parts in the kind of precedence that could be real-
ized only in a time duration. This is because then the intellect would
require that a part [of the time duration] should have been existent,
but is not continuing in the present moment, and that a part of it
should exist now and in the past, the present moment being a time
duration. Thus, the implication from all this would be that a time
duration would occur within a time duration, and so the argument
would be an infinite series.

a.b.—a. The reply [to this argument] is that the past has preceded
by reason of its own essence, not by reason of some other time dura-
tion. If time duration should not be permanent in its essence, then
part of it would not continue along when another part would occur,
and so there would be no implication that one time duration would
have within it another time duration. This is because both what goes
before and what comes after would be parts of a time duration by
reason of its essence. Thus, part of it would precede another part,
not by reason of some time duration other than these two, but rather,
by reason of the essence of these two, and from this reasoning there
is no implication that the argument would be an infinite series.

Baydawi said: L 172, T 78

The external existence of time duration: arguments for

[Philosophers] who affirm [the external existence of time duration]
hold firmly to the following two reasons.

a. If we should posit one movement for a set distance at a cer-
tain speed, and a second similar [movement], and if the two should
start together, then the two would cover the distance together. Now,
if the second movement should be delayed at the start but stop at
the same time, then it would have covered less distance [than the
first].

Likewise, if [the second movement] should accord with [the first]
both in starting and stopping but should be slower, then,

1. between the starting and stopping of the first [movement],
the second would have the possibility of covering a certain distance
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at a certain speed, but less than the first [case] by a certain decrease
in speed; and,

2. between the starting and the stopping of the second move-
ment, [the first movement] would have less possibility than [in the
first case, to cover a certain distance] by [its own same] certain
speed, this [second case] being only a portion of the possibility [that
it had had] at first.

Therefore, [time duration] would be receptive to both increase
and decrease; but there is nothing like this in 'nonexistence'.

b. Likewise, a father's antecedence to his son would be inherently
necessary. L 173 But that antecedence would not be

1. constituted either by the existence of the father or by the
nonexistence of the son, because these two factors are both intelli-
gible simultaneously while disregarding [the antecedence]. Nor would
it be

2. a nonexistential entity, because it would be the contrary of
nonantecedence, thus it would be both additional and existential.

The reply [to this argument] is
a.—a. that these possibilities are intellectual entities that have no

external existence, and
b.—a. the same is true of the antecedence.

Isfahani says: L 173, T 78, MS 85a

The external existence of time duration: arguments for

[Philosophers] who affirm [the external existence of] time duration
hold firmly MS 85b to the established certainty of time duration
for two reasons.

a. If we should posit one movement for a set distance at a cer-
tain set speed, and if we should posit a second similar movement
like the first, that is, with the same speed for the same distance, and
if the two movements should start together and stop together, then
the two movements would cover the space together.

Now, if the second [movement] should be delayed after the first
in starting but should accord with it in stopping, then the second
[movement] by inherent necessity would have covered less distance
than what the first would have covered. Likewise, if the second move-
ment should accord with the first both in starting and stopping,—
that is, if the two of them should start and stop together,—and if
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the second movement should be slower than the first movement,
then the second movement would have covered less distance than
the first would have covered.

If the latter should be the case, then between the starting and
stopping of the first quick movement there would be the possibility
[for the second movement] of covering a set distance at a set speed,
but the possibility of covering the distance would be less than [in
the case of] the first distance by a certain decrease in speed. And
between the starting and stopping of the second quick movement,
T 79 the possibility [for the first movement of covering a distance]
would be less than [in] that first possibility at that same set speed,
this [latter] possibility [for covering distance] being only a portion
of the first possibility.

If that should be so, then this possibility would be receptive to
both increase and decrease; but there is nothing in nonexistence that
is receptive to increase and decrease. Therefore, this possibility would
not be something nonexistent; and so, this possibility would be an
existent and measurable entity.

This existent and measurable possibility would be something other
than distance. Indeed, the slow [second] movement that is in accord
with the first quick movement both in beginning [its movement] and
in leaving off, that is, in starting and stopping, [these two move-
ments] have a commonality in this possibility that is something inher-
ently necessary because of their agreement in the starting and stopping.
But they are dissimilar in the distance [covered] by the inherent
necessity of the fact that the distance [covered by] the slow [move-
ment] is less, and that in which there is mutual accord is something
other than that in which there is difference. Therefore, time dura-
tion is an existent entity that is something other than distance.

b. The second of the reasons that prove the [external] existence
of time duration L 174 is that the fact that a father would be
antecedent to [his] son is an intelligible [fact] by inherent necessity.
MS 86a That antecedence is due neither to the existence of the
father nor the nonexistence of the son, since it is possible to con-
ceive of both the existence of the father and the nonexistence of the
son simultaneously without paying any attention to the antecedence.
Thus, it is determined that that antecedence would be an addition
to the [fact of the] existence of the father and the nonexistence of
the son. And that antecedence would not be a nonexistential entity,
because it is the contrary of a nonantecedence that would be pure
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nonexistence; indeed, nonantecedence is validly affirmable of non-
existence. So then, that antecedence would be an additional fact
established as a certainty, since if one of two contraries should be
nonexistential, then the other would be existential.

a.~a. An answer to the first reason would be that these possibil-
ities are intellectual entities that have no external existence, and that
intellectual entities are receptive to being equal, and to having an
increase or decrease, even though they are not external existents.

b. a. An answer to the second reason also, is that antecedence is
one of the intellectual entities that have no external existence, and
so there would be no implication that time duration would have
external existence.

Isfahani continues: additional arguments for the external existence of time

duration

What would indicate the external existence of time duration is that
a [given] temporal phenomenon, in [a retrospective] view of the fact
that it had had nothing preceding it, would not have been [a fac-
tor] in that [which had preceded].

a. This would be unlike the precedence of a one over a two, a
precedence that existentially causes what is before and what is after
to exist simultaneously together. Rather, it would be the precedence
of an antecedent, and that antecedent would not be certifiably [exis-
tent] together with what would be subsequent, but rather, it would
terminate when the subsequent entity would be renewed.

b. Nor would that antecedent be nonexistence itself, for just as
nonexistence admissibly may be antecedent, it admissibly may be
subsequent.

c. Moreover, [the position of] antecedence could not possibly be
a subsequent [entity].

d. Nor would that antecedence be the essence of the active agent.
Indeed, the essence of an active agent might be an antecedent,36 or
it might be concurrent with it,37 or it might be subsequent.38

36 As a father.
37 MS gl: I.e., with the temporal phenomenon [ma'a al-hadith].
N.B.: In the MS the sequence of time stages and examples differ from that in

L, T and MS Garrett 989Ha: MS = past, future, present.
38 MS gl: As a son.
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Thus, that antecedence39 would be some other thing in which
renewal and expiration would not cease, for it would be something
not permanent in its essence while yet continuous in its essence.

Now, it would be admissible40 to posit a moving entity that would
proceed a certain distance, while the occurrence of that temporal
phenomenon [i.e., mentioned at the beginning of this argument]
would be simultaneous with the stopping of the motion, and thus
the beginning of its motion would be before the [occurrence of the]
temporal phenomenon. Between the beginning of the motion and
the [concluding] occurrence of this temporal phenomenon there
would be a number of 'befores' and 'afters', [each one] being renewed
and expiring corresponding to portions of the distance and the motion.

Thus, it has become apparent that these antecedences are as con-
tinuous as the continuity of distance and motion. So, it has been
established that every temporal phenomenon is preceded by some
existent entity that is not permanent in its essence, MS 86b while
being as continuous as the continuity of measurements. This is 'time
duration', for the existence of both 'antecedence' and 'subsequence',
which do not meet together simultaneously [within existence], indi-
cates the existence of 'time duration'. L 175

'Time duration' is that to which 'antecedence' and 'subsequence'
adhere because of its own essence, but these two do not exist simulta-
neously. That is so because a given thing-(a) may exist before another
thing-(b) with an antecedence that does not exist simultaneously with
what is subsequent, but [in this case the reason is] not because of
the essence of thing-(a), but because its [existence] takes place within
a time duration that is before the time duration of that other thing-(b).
So antecedence and subsequence belong to the two things [(a) and
(b)] because of the time duration [in which they occur].

As for whether this is because of time duration, there is no other
reason; but rather, its own essence,41 elapsing and being renewed, is

39 MS gl: I.e., the antecedence, in the sense of a genuine precursor entity [qabl]
characterized in its essence by precedence, is something other and different from
the nonexistent temporal phenomenon itself, and the essence of its active agent.
[From the Hashiyat Tajrid, which is presumably, Ibn al-Mutahhar al-Hilli's com-
ments on Nasir al-Din Tusi's Tajrid].

40 MS gl: This is an explanation of the factual nature [li-kawn] of that other
thing, not permanent of essence while continuous within the limit of its essence.
[From the Hashiyat Tajrid, as in the preceding note.]

41 The MS reads [bal bi-dhatihi]; while L, T and MS Garrett 989Ha read [bal
dhatuhu].
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appropriate for the adherence to it of these two causal factors,42 not
for anything else. So, the established certainty of these two does indi-
cate the [external] existence of time duration.

Now, antecedence and subsequence are adjunctive relations43 that
have no [external] existence except as an intellectual consideration,
because the two parts of time duration, of which the antecedence
and subsequence are accidental qualities, do not exist simultaneously
among the individual quiddities, so how would an adjunctive rela-
tion exist that is a qualifying accident for the two of them?44 But
what constitutes these two factors an established certainty in the intel-
lect is a certain 'entity'45 that indicates the existence of what in its
essence would be the substrate for them both, I mean, 'time duration',
together with that 'entity'. So for that reason, by making antecedence
an accident that qualifies the nonexistence,46 one infers the existence
of the time duration along with it.

a. An objection has been raised that 'antecedence' is not an exter-
nal existent, 'subsequence' likewise, for they are intellectually adjunc-
tive relations, so they do not require their substrate to be existent
externally, but only in the mind.

a.-a. The answer [to this objection] is that what constitutes these
two factors an established certainty in the intellect is a certain 'entity'
[i.e., the '[expected but as yet] nonexistent temporal phenomenon']
that indicates the existence of what in its essence would be the sub-
strate of them both, namely, 'time duration', together with that
'entity'.

b. Another objection has been raised that if the '[expected but as
yet] nonexistence of the temporal phenomenon' should be charac-
terized by the attribute 'antecedence', then the implication would be
that nonexistence would be characterized by the attribute 'established
certainty', which would be impossible.

42 Two causal factors [macnayayn].
43 L omits this word. The MS makes it a phrase [wa-huma idafiyatan].
44 Reading with T, the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha. L inserts "and" between

'adjunctive relation' and 'qualifying accident'.
45 MS gl: What is meant by 'entity' is the '[expected but as yet] nonexistent tem-

poral phenomenon'.
It may be surmised that the anticipation in waiting for an expected 'temporal

phenomenon' is tangibly perceived as the 'duration of time'.
46 MS gl: I.e., the [as yet] nonexistence of the temporal phenomenon.
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b.—a. The answer [to this objection] is that the 'nonexistence of
the temporal phenomenon' would not be a pure negation, because
it would be a nonexistence modified by something.47 Rather, it would
be an intelligible factor, and antecedence would also be intelligible.
And there is nothing impossible in making theoretical antecedence
an accidental quality of the 'nonexistent temporal phenomenon' that
is a theoretical entity having an established certainty in the intellect.

c. Another objection has been raised that some parts of time dura-
tion are before other parts, in accord with this antecedence that has
been mentioned in the [case of] the '[expected but as yet] nonex-
istence of the temporal phenomenon'. Thus, if this antecedence should
require a time duration to accompany what goes before in this
antecedence, then the implication would be that a 'time duration'
would have another 'time duration'.

c.—a. The answer [to this objection] is that making this antecedence
an accidental quality of the parts of the time duration MS 87a
would be in accordance with its own essence, and not on account
of some other time duration. This is because T 80 time duration
expires of itself, and so, in making the antecedence an accidental
quality of some of its parts, it has no need to make it an acciden-
tal quality of anything else, in contrast to something that would not
be time duration.

d. Another objection has been raised that it would not be admis-
sible to make precedence an accidental quality of some of the parts
of time, for, on the assumption that the parts would be equal in
quiddity, L 176 it would be impossible to particularize some of
them with 'antecedence' and others with 'subsequence'. Further, on
the assumption that equality in quiddity would be lacking, the sep-
aration of each part from the other would be by means of its quid-
dity.48 So the parts of a time duration would be separated from one
another, and thus time duration would not be a single continuity,
but rather, it would be a composite of [separate] moments.

d.-a. The answer [to this objection] is that the quiddity of time
duration is a continuity of expiration and renewal, and that that
continuity is not separable into parts except within the [human]

4/ MS gl: That is, [modified by] the temporal phenomenon; as one says, "The
absence of Zayd."

48 MS gl: I.e., by means of its own essence.
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power of 'estimation'. Thus time duration does not have parts in
actuality, nor does it have any 'foreend' or 'afterend' prior to its
being separated into parts [in the 'estimation'].

Thus, if [time duration] should be posited as having parts, then
a 'foreend' and an 'afterend' [i.e., of the time duration] would be
made accidental qualities of [the parts] because of [the parts'] own
essence. And it would not be because of some conception that they
would be made accidental qualities of something other than the parts,
with the result that the parts,—[really] on account of the 'foreend'
and 'afterend' that qualify them, but [thought to be] in accordance
with the conception that they are qualifications of something else
than the parts,—would become things that are at the 'foreend' and
'afterend' [of time duration]. Rather, the conception of expiration
and renewal, which is the real nature of time duration, requires that
a conception of 'foreend' and 'afterend' should belong to the parts
assumed [to exist in time duration] because of the lack of permanence,
not on account of something else. This is the meaning of joining a
'foreend' and an 'afterend' as essences to [a time duration].

Regarding whatever factor has a real nature other than the 'lack
of permanence', but with which the 'lack of permanence'49 is closely
associated, such as 'motion-change' and other factors, [that factor]
would come to be a 'foreend' or an 'afterend' only through a con-
ception that the [latter] two would be made accidental qualities of
the 'lack of permanence' [i.e., time duration]. This constitutes the
difference between what the 'foreend' and the 'afterend' would adhere
to because of its own essence, and what would adhere to it on
account of something else. So when we say, "Today" or, "Yester-
day", we do not need to say, "Today comes after yesterday," because
the notion of ['today'] itself includes this meaning of the 'afterend'.
But when we say, "Nonexistence" and "Existence", we need to asso-
ciate closely the sense of 'foreend' to one of the two [terms] so that
it would become the 'foreend'.

Objection is raised that the doctrine of time duration being an
'accompaniment' of motion-change would require that one time dura-
tion should take place within another time duration, because the
meaning of 'accompaniment' is that MS 87b the two things would
be within one time duration.

MS gl: This being 'time duration'.
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The answer [to this objection] is that a. the 'accompaniment' of
what is within a time duration for the time duration, would be
different from b. the 'accompaniment' of two things that happen to
occur in one time duration. This is because the former case a.)
requires that there be a single relationship between something other
than a time duration with something that is a time duration, [this
relationship] being the specific 'time when' of that thing, in that the
time duration would be an 'envelope' for that thing, and that thing
would be 'enveloped' by it, and the latter case b.) requires that there
be two relationships to two things having a commonality in that they
are both related to an entity single in number, namely, a time dura-
tion that would be an envelope for them both, and these two being
enveloped by it. For this reason, in the former case there would be
no need for a time duration other than the one characterized by
the 'accompaniment', while in the second case there would be a
need L 177 for it.

Objection could be raised that if one means by the fact that a
temporal phenomenon would be preceded by a time duration that
it would be preceded by a time duration of some estimate assumed
to have taken place, then that would be granted.50 But if you mean by
it that it would be preceded by a time duration that would be real
and externally existent, then that would be disallowed, and what you
have set forth as an explanation of it does not yield that meaning.

Baydawi said: L 177, T 80

Theories on the nature of time duration

Scholars have differed [regarding the nature of 'time duration', and
various theories have been held, as follows]:

a. [Time duration] is an immaterial substance that is not recep-
tive to nonexistence; if it should be otherwise, then its nonexistence
after its existence would be a subsequence that could not be realized
except in a time duration, and this would imply that its existence
would be during the state of its nonexistence, which would be impos-
sible. The refutation of this [theory] is that impossibility is implied
only from an assumption of its nonexistence after its existence, not
from its nonexistence absolutely.

50 MS gl: But the [external] existence of time duration may not be inferred from it.
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b. [Time duration] is the greatest celestial sphere, because it com-
pletely encompasses all bodies.31 The error of this [theory] is obvious.

c. [Time duration's] motion-change is because [time duration] is
not permanent in its essence. This [theory] is disallowed because
motion-change would be either swift or slow, but time duration is
not so.

d. [Time duration] is the quantitative measure of [the motion-
change of the greatest sphere]. This is the doctrine of Aristotle and
his school. [These philosophers] argue that proof demonstration indi-
cates that52

1. [time duration] is receptive to equality and to difference,33

and everything of that sort would be a quantity, therefore, time dura-
tion is a quantity.

2. But, [time duration] would not be discontinuous, otherwise,
it would be divisible into atoms; thus, it is continuous. But [time
duration] is not permanent in its essence because its parts are not
joined together.

3. [Time duration] has material substance; but it would not
constitute a distance, nor would it be a self-moving agency, nor would
it be any part of [the self-moving agency's] permanent structures.

4. Thus, [time duration] is a nonpermanent structure, namely,
'motion-change' [or, 'movement'].

5. This motion-change is circular in nature, because what is
straight could be discontinued, but time duration would not be dis-
continued.

6. [Time duration] is the swiftest of [all] movements because
other movements are measured by it, and it is the daily motion-
change [of the revolving heavens].

One must understand
a) that this argument turns on the point that the receptiv-

ity to equality requires the [accidental quality of] quantity, and that
would be established only if it should be established that [time dura-
tion's] receptivity to [equality] would be of [time duration's] own
essence. [One should also understand]

51 H.A. Wolfson, in The Philosophy of Spinoza 1:332, calls this "the all-encircling
celestial sphere."

52 Murad Wahbah in his al-Mucjam al-falsafi (— Vocabulaire philosophigue), under the
rubric [al-zaman], quotes some paragraphs from Ibn Sina's Kitab al-Najat [as "page
80", and "pages 117-118"] that parallel or are otherwise closely related to these
statements of Baydawi.
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b) that it would be impossible for an atom to exist of its
own essence; and

c) that for [time duration] to be a quantity, as if it were
continuous but not permanent, would require it to have a substrate,
either because it would be an accidental quality [of the substrate]
or because it would be a temporal phenomenon, which would have
need for matter.

Isfahani says: L 177, T 80, MS 87b

Theories on the nature of time duration

Scholars who affirm the [external] existence of time duration have
differed regarding its quiddity, [and various theories have been pro-
posed, as follows]:

a. [Time duration] is an immaterial substance, that is, it is nei-
ther a body nor is it corporeal in nature. It is not receptive to non-
existence, because if time duration should be receptive to nonexistence,
then its nonexistence would be subsequent to its existence in the
kind of subsequence that could be realized only together with a time
duration, because its 'subsequence' would be that of a 'subsequent'
that could not join with an 'antecedent', and 'subsequence' in this
sense would be inconceivable except with a time duration. This would
imply that the existence of the time duration would be during the
state of its nonexistence, and that would be impossible.

This [reasoning] is refuted54 by the fact that L 178 the impos-
sibility would be implied only by assuming [the time duration's] non-
existence after its existence, not from the standpoint of assuming its
nonexistence absolutely, its nonexistence after its existence being more
particular than its nonexistence absolutely. And if the impossibility
should be a concomitant of what is more particular, then there would
be no implication that it would be a concomitant of what is more
general, and so the impossibility would not be implied by [the time
duration's] absolute nonexistence. And in that case it would be admis-
sible for it to be T 81 receptive to the nonexistence of its own
essence.

°3 The terms in L appear to be garbled and misspelled: [musawamatah wa-
mutafawatah]. T and MS Garrett 28 3B and MS Garrett 989Hb agree in the spelling
used here: [musawah wa-mufawatah].

54 MS gl: On the part of the Mutakallimun.
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b. [Another theory is that] time duration is the greatest celestial
sphere, because the greatest celestial sphere is one that encompasses
all bodies, and time duration also encompasses all bodies. The error
of this syllogism is obvious, for it is a syllogism in the Second Figure,
of two affirmative premises55 and this would be invalid.

c. [Another theory is that] time duration is the motion of the
largest sphere, as time duration is not permanent in its essence, and
the motion of the greatest sphere is also not permanent in its essence.
MS 88a This [reasoning] is disallowed, because motion-change
would be either swift or slow56 while time duration is not such, that
is, time duration is not describable as swift or slow. Moreover, the
syllogism given is [again] a syllogism in the Second Figure of two
affirmative premises.

d. [Another theory is that] time duration is a quantitative mea-
sure of the motion-change of the greatest celestial sphere, this being
the doctrine of Aristotle and his school. [The philosophers of the
school of Aristotle] argued that proof demonstration indicates that

1. time duration would be receptive to both equality and
difference, and everything receptive to both equality and difference
would be a quantity; so time duration is a quantity. But time dura-
tion is not a discontinuous quantity, because if time duration should
be a discontinuous quantity, then it would be divisible into atoms,
because a discontinuous quantity would be 'number', and number
would be divisible into units of singularity that are indivisible. But
time duration is divisible into what is divisible, since time duration
corresponds with motion-change that [in turn] corresponds with dis-
tance, that is receptive to division without limit. Thus, time dura-
tion also would be receptive to division without limit, so it would
be divisible into what is receptive to division.

2. Therefore, time duration would be a continuous quantity,
but it would not be permanent in its essence, because its parts do
not join together in existence. Otherwise, a thing that would be exis-
tent today would be existent [also] in the day of the Great Flood,
which would be impossible.

55 L 178 gl: His saying that it is a syllogism of the Second Figure is because the
encompassment in the two locations [i.e., the sphere and time] does not have the
same meaning. [From al-Jurjani's glosses on Isfahani's Commentary.]

See the discussion of the Second Figure in Chapter 3 of the Introduction.
56 L here reads, 'slow or swift', while in the next line it reads, 'swift or slow'.
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3. And if its parts exist in the manner of expiration and renewal
then it would have material substance, for two reasons:

a) Everything of that sort would be an accidental quality,
and an accident must have matter.57

b) Everything that exists in the manner of expiration and
renewal would have within it both the temporal origination of an
entity and the expiration of an entity, and every temporal phe-
nomenon would have matter.58

c) But [time duration's] material substance would not con-
stitute 'distance'. This is because the two factors that differ in [regard
to] time duration may sometimes be in accord in [regard to] dis-
tance; and vice versa, that is, the two factors that accord in [regard
to] time duration may sometimes differ L 179 in [regard to] dis-
tance. So if time duration were a quantitative measure of distance,
then it would correspond to it.

d) Nor would the material substance of time duration be a
'self-moving agency', because the two things that differ in the time
duration sometimes may be in accord in the measure, and vice versa.

e) Nor would the material substance of time duration be
any other part of the permanent structures of a self-moving agency,
for the two things that are in accord in time duration sometimes
may differ in the measure of a permanent structure, and vice versa.

4. And because the measure of a permanent structure must be
permanent, time duration is the measure of a nonpermanent self-
moving agency, which is 'motion-change'; therefore, time duration
is the quantitative measure of motion-change.

5. And that motion-change, the MS 88b measure of which
would be time duration, is circular. This is because motion-change
that is straight would be discontinued, since straight motion-change
would be either toward the center [of the universe] or away from
the center, and the former would be discontinued at the center [i.e.,
of the universe], and the latter at the [outer] circumference [of the
universe]. But the time duration would not59 be discontinuous. This
is because if it should be discontinuous, then its nonexistence after

5/ MS glosses: 1. [i.e., as] a substrate. 2. Because it does not subsist in itself.
58 MS gl: Since every temporal phenomenon would be preceded by matter.
See Book 1, Section 1, Chapter 4, Topic 5, for the argument supporting this

theory.
59 L has omitted the negative [la].
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its existence would be the [kind of] subsequence that would not
[ever] join a subsequent with an antecedent. But that entity which
by nature [and function] is time-like, after the nonexistence of a
[given] time duration, would become time duration.60 Thus, its non-
existence after its existence would be impossible, so it would not be
discontinuous.

6. So, time duration is the quantitative measure of a circular
motion-change. This motion-change is the swiftest of all movements,
and by it the time duration of all other movements is measured,
because of this [particular] motion-change being the swiftest of move-
ments. The motion-change that is the swiftest of movements is the
daily motion-change, that is, the motion-change of the greatest celes-
tial sphere. Therefore, time duration is the quantitative measure of
the motion-change of the greatest celestial sphere.

One must understand61 that the point on which this argument
[from the school of Aristotle] turns is:

a) The fact that [time duration's] receptivity to equality re-
quires it to be a quantity, and that, that is, the requirement—deriv-
ing from the receptivity to equality—of [being a] quantity, would be
an established certainty only if it should be established that time
duration's receptivity to equality would be because of its own essence.
But if its receptivity to equality should not be because of its own
essence, then necessarily it would not be a quantity.

b) Also, a single atom could not possibly exist, in order that
the inference may be that the time duration would be a continuous
quantity, and not discontinuous.

c) Moreover, the fact that the time duration is a continu-
ous quantity, but not one permanent in essence, necessitates that it
have a substrate, either because of its being an accidental quality,
or because of its being a temporal phenomenon, and [the substrate]
has need for a material substance.

d) And furthermore, [the argument rests] upon the fact that
the time duration will not be discontinuous, accordingly as reference
has been made to62 these premises in the course of the argument.

60 [Wa-ma hadha sha'nuhu yakun zamamyan fa-bacda cadam al-zaman zaman].
61 MS gl: I.e., from the standpoint of the Mutakallimun.
62 Reading with the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha: [kama ushira ila']. L and T:

[kama ashar ila3].
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Baydawi said: L 179, T 81

5. Place and void

A place [may be defined] as an existent entity, because the intel-
lect's intuition bears witness that whatever moves will make a tran-
sition from one 'place' to another, but a transition from nonexistence
to nonexistence is impossible.

Moreover, [a place] is external to an entity resident within the
place, because any part of [this resident] would transit with the tran-
sition of [its totality], in contrast to the place [itself].

Theories of place

a. According to Aristotle [a place] constitutes the inner surface of
a container, that [in turn] contacts the outer [surface] of what is
contained.63

b. According to the mentor [of Aristotle, namely, Plato, a place]
is an immaterial existent space dimension L 180 in which a body
is operative.64

c. According to the Mutakallimun,63 [a place, i.e., as an immate-
rial space dimension] may be posited as a fact.

A proof demonstration supporting the first [theory here (a.)] is
that a 'place' would be either

63 "Aristotle . . . [treated] the concept of space in terms of 'place', which he defined
as the adjacent boundary of the containing body" . . . "Aristotle thought of the cos-
mos as a system of concentric spheres, and the outermost sphere of the cosmos
would, on his view, define all other places in relation to itself." Encyclopedia of
Philosophy, s.v. "space."

64 A description of Plato's notion of 'place' is that 'space' or 'place' is like a
'receptacle' that is full of chaotic activity of motion, over which the 'craftsman'
struggles and works to form an orderly universe. Within the 'receptacle' also are
all the souls and also the 'world-soul', and within each of these there is a disor-
derly element that each must deal with in its striving. Paraphrased from A.H.
Armstrong: An Introduction to Ancient Philosophy. Totowa, N.J.: Rowman & Allanheld,
1983, (A Helix Book), pp. 50-51.

65 The study by Alnoor Dhanani, in his The Physical Theory of Kalam [Leiden,
1994, especially in Chapter 3, "Atoms, space, and void", pp. 66 f.], of fourth and
fifth centuries A.H./tenth and eleventh centuries A.D. kalam cosmology reveals that
during that period the term [makan] was used primarily to denote unoccupied
'space', or a certain portion of it.
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1. a 'surface', or
2. a 'void'; but the second [alternative] is invalid, for the fol-

lowing reasons:66

a) [The first main reason a 'place' would not be a 'void',
is because a void]

1) is neither nonexistential, otherwise it would not be
receptive to increase and decrease,

2) nor is it existential, [the latter being true] for the fol-
lowing reasons:

aa) [The first subordinate reason the void is not exis-
tential, is because] if a body should occur within an immaterial space
dimension, then it would imply the pervasion and unification of the
two spaces,67 and to admit that much would lead to admitting that
the universe could pervade the spatial domain of a mustard seed,
which would be impossible.

bb) [The second subordinate reason the void is not
existential, is because] [the body's] immateriality would not be due
to itself nor due to its concomitants, otherwise, every space dimen-
sion would be like that; nor [would it be] due to its accidental qual-
ities, otherwise, whatever would need a substrate would have no
need for [a body] because of some accidental quality, which would
be impossible.

cc) [The third subordinate reason the void is not exis-
tential, is because] if a space dimension

11) should be something that moves, then it would
have a spatial domain, and there would be pervasive space dimen-
sions T 82 without limit.68 However, if [the condition that a space
dimension would move] should be granted, then, from the stand-
point that all [the space dimensions] would be receptive to motion,
they would have a 'place', and that would not be a space dimen-
sion. But if [a space dimension]

22) should not be something that moves, and if
what prevents [it] from [motion] should be

66 See again Alnoor Dhanani, op. cit, pp. 71-89, where debates of the Mu'tazilah
schools of Baghdad [seven arguments against] and of Basrah [eight arguments for]
are set out on the question of 'the existence of a void'.

67 L gl: I.e., the dimension of the 'body' and the dimension that would be the
'place'.

68 T adds here, "and that would be impossible"; other sources omit it.
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aaa) its own essence or a concomitant, then
bodies would not move because of the space dimensions within them;
but if [what prevents it from motion] should be

bbb) one of its own accidents, then its own
nature, in itself, would be receptive to motion, and the inherent
necessity would return.69

b) The second [main reason a 'place' would not be a 'void']
is that, if [a 'place'] should be a 'void', and if the time duration to
transit a parasang of void, for instance, should be one hour, while
[to transit] a parasang of a [given] plenum should be ten hours, and
[to transit] a second [given] plenum,—in which the degree of dense
resistance [to passage] would be one tenth of the degree of dense
resistance to passage in the first [plenum],—one hour, then the time
duration [needed] for that which had some impediment [i.e., the
second plenum] would be the same as the time duration [needed]
for that lacking any impediment [i.e., the void]. But this would be
a discrepancy.

c) The third [main reason a 'place' would not be a 'void']
is that, if [a 'place'] should be a 'void', equally whether it would
constitute 'nonexistence' or an 'apparent space dimension',70 then the
occurrence of a body on one of its sides would not be more likely
[than on any other side], so [a body] would neither come to rest
within it nor would it be inclined to it.71

a)—a. The answer to the first main reason [that a place
would not be a void] is that the increase and decrease would be
included in the consideration of the hypothesis. Also, the lack of any

69 L gl: I.e., If that which prevents [the space dimension] from motion should
be something accidental to its own essence, then the natural [pattern] of that essence
[tablet tilka al-dhat], as such, would be receptive to motion, and so a space dimen-
sion would be something that moves. This is the first [logical] division [of the topic]
itself, and the [inherent] necessity [i.e., of decision] mentioned in the first point
returns, this being either an infinite series or the fact that a 'place' [al-makan] would
be something other than a 'space dimension' [bucd]. [From 'Ibri's Commentary on
Baydawi's Tawalic.]

70 A.-M. Goichon, Lexique de la Langue Philosophique d'lbn Sina, no. 306, [mutashaba-
hah] (semblable) = seemingly, apparent.

71 L gl: I.e., If the occurrence of the body on one of its sides should not be more
likely than on another [of its sides], then the body would not come to rest on any
of its sides, because for it to be specified as a place to come to rest on one side,
and not another side, would require that there be specificaton without an agent of
specification, which would be impossible. [From cIbri's Commentary on Baydawi's
Tawalic.]
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sensate perception of the two of them simultaneously, would not log-
ically require their interpenetration and unification. Further, the
essence of a space dimension in itself would not require either that
it be self-sufficient [i.e., regarding a substrate] or that it have need
[for one]. Nor would [a space dimension] be receptive to motion-
change, as it is '[somewhat] immaterial', but that fact would not
necessarily cause motion-change for it to be an impossibility, as it is
[also 'somewhat] material'.

b)~a. The answer to the second [main reason that a place
would not be a void] is that a motion-change in the void would
require a time duration because of its own essence. Otherwise, motion-
change in the void would not be in a time duration. But how could
that be [possible], when every transition is over a distance,—one
both divisible and capable of being broken up into parts,—that would
be divided into parts, some of which would be antecedent while oth-
ers of them would be subsequent, the time duration being an hour,
according to this hypothesis. Thus, the time duration for the smoothly
traversed plenum would be an hour, plus one tenth of the nine hours
[extra needed to traverse the densely resisting plenum].

c)-a. The answer to the third [main reason that a place
would not be a void] is that the void would be an apparent space
dimension, equal to the measure of the universe, while the occur-
rence of certain L 181 bodies in certain areas [i.e., of the uni-
verse], would be due to the suitable or unsuitable conditions [existing]
between them, and the [consequent] requirements of nearness and
distance.

An objection has been raised to the effect that holding that a sur-
face [is a place] would be false; otherwise, bodies would become an
infinite series, because every body would have a spatial domain with-
out doubt. For example, when water flows over a stone that is at
rest, then its rest is not called 'a continuance of its relationship with
things at rest', because the continuance of the relationship would be
caused by its [being at] rest, and [this fact] implicitly governs any
increase or decrease of its place as well as its remaining just as it
is, just as when wax that is spherical would be made cubical and
vice versa.

Now, a proof of the possible existence of the 'void' is that if a
smooth surface should be lifted up from another [surface] like it all
at once, then the intermediate space would be a void at the first
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moment of the lifting; while, if there should not be a void, then a
mutual repulsion of the whole universe would be implied by the
motion of a gnat [i.e., in not being drawn into the intermediate
space].

But one may not hold that what is behind [the gnat] would expand
and that what is before it would compact, because [the notion of]
the cessation of one measure [of space] and the occurrence of another
would be corollary to [the notion of] the existence of primal mat-
ter, and to [the notion of] the measure [of space] being an acci-
dental quality, both of these [latter] notions being impossible.

Isfahani says: L 181, T 82, MS 88b

5. Place and void

A place [may be defined] as an existent entity. And the intuition of
the intellect bears witness that what moves in a direct [line of]
motion will transit from one place to place, but a transition from
nonexistence to nonexistence is impossible.

How would [a place] not be something existent externally, since
it is the goal of whatever moves in a [line of] specific spatial motion-
change, and [it is] referred to by a sensate indication? Everything
that is a goal of whatever moves in a line of specific spatial motion-
change and is referred to by a sensate indication is externally existent.

Now, a 'place' is not a portion of an entity resident within a place,
nor is it inherent within [the place]. This is because a body resides
in a place, and transits by movement away from the place or to it,
and everything that is such, is not a portion of a body nor is it
inherent within [a body]. A portion, belonging to a body residing
in a place and inhering within [that body], would transit along with
[the whole body's] transition. But a 'place' would not transit MS
89a along with the transition of the entity resident there. Thus, the
'place' is external to the entity resident [within the place].

Theories of place

a. According to Aristotle, [a 'place'] constitutes the inner surface
of a body that is a container, that [in turn] contacts the outer sur-
face of what is contained.
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b. According to [Aristotle's] mentor, Plato, [a 'place'] is an exis-
tent space dimension abstracted from matter in which a body is
operative.

c. According to the Mutakallimun, [a 'place'] is an abstracted
space dimension that may be posited as fact.

A proof demonstration of the first [theory (a.)],72 is that a 'place'
is either

1. a 'surface', or
2. a 'void', that is, an immaterial space dimension, either exter-

nally existent or assumed [to be so]; but this second [alternative],
namely, that a place would be a void, is invalid for [the following]
reasons:

a) The first [main reason that a 'place' would not be a
'void'] is that a void would be either

1) nonexistential, as the Mutakallimun say, or
2) it would be an existent, as in Plato's doctrine.
(1) The first [alternative] is invalid, because if the void

in which a body is inherent, should be nonexistential L 182 then
it would not be receptive to increase and decrease. But that con-
clusion is false. To explain the logical necessity used here, it is that
what is nonexistential would not be receptive to increase or decrease.
The falsity of the conclusion is because the space dimension of what
is between the bodies that are not in contact differs in being more
or less.

(2) The second [alternative], that is, that a void would
be an [external] existent, is false for [a number of] reasons:

aa) The first [subordinate reason that the void would
not be an external existent] is that if a body should occur within
an immaterial existent space dimension, then the implication would
be that there was an interpenetration and unification of two space
dimensions, since in that case the immaterial space dimension would
not be distinguishable from the space dimension of the body that
was resident.73 Indeed, a reference to one of them would be a ref-
erence to the other, and the distinction of one from the other in
position would be removed.74 Moreover, to admit the interpenetra-

72 A sign in the MS indicates the antecedent of 'first' is the theory of Aristotle.
73 MS gl: It means the space dimension of the 'body' and the immaterial space

dimension that is the 'place'.
74 " . . . Position [al-wad1] in technical usage is the particularization of one thing
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tion and unification of two space dimensions would lead to an admis-
sion of the interpenetration of the universe within the space occu-
pied by a mustard seed,75 which would be impossible by inherent
intellectual necessity.

bb) The second [subordinate reason that the void
would not be an external existent] is that

11) the immateriality of a space dimension would
not be due to its own essence nor to its concomitants. This is because,
if the immateriality of a space dimension should be due to its own
essence or to its concomitants, then every space dimension would
be immaterial; but this conclusion is false, because the space dimen-
sions of bodies closely accompany matter. And that

22) the immateriality of a space dimension would
not be due to its accidental qualities, because, if the immateriality
of a space dimension should be due to its accidental qualities, then
whatever would have need for a substrate on account of its own
essence would not have need for it on account of some accidental
quality. But this conclusion is impossible, for it T 83 would be
impossible for something [that exists] on account of its own essence
to pass away on account of some accidental quality. To explain the
logical necessity here it is that, if the space dimension should be
abstracted from matter on account of some accidental quality, then
the space dimension itself would not be what would require the
immateriality, and thus it would have need for a substrate.

cc) The third [subordinate reason that the void would
not be an external existent] is that,

11) if a space dimension should be something that
moves, then it would have a spatial domain, because motion-change
constitutes a transition from one spatial domain to another, and if
MS 89b a space dimension, that would be a place, should be some-
thing that moves then it would have a spatial domain. Thus, its spa-
tial domain would be its space dimension, and a space dimension is
one of the things that move. So for the spatial domain of the spatial

by means of [another] thing, [so that] when the first thing is mentioned or sensed
[to be referred to] the second thing would be understood from it as being intended
by the mention . . ." [From Ta'rifat al-Jurjani, G. Fluegel, ed., p. 243.]

/5 L gl: "In that it would be divisible into one piece after another, in the size
of a mustard seed after another, and then all of [the pieces of the universe] would
interpenetrate one of them [a space dimension the size of a mustard seed]—would
be invalid by intuition." [From Jurjani's Shark Mawaqif al-Iji.]
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domain there would be [another 3rd] spatial domain, and that [other
3rd] spatial domain would have need for [yet] another [4th] spatial
domain, the implication being that space dimensions would be there
interpenetrating without limit, which would be impossible.

[And] if the admissibility of space dimensions interpenetrating with-
out limit should be granted, then the implication would be that a
place would not be a space dimension. This is because, in view of
the fact that they would all be receptive to motion-change, [each
of] the space dimensions interpenetrating without limit would have
a place, because if they are all in motion, then they would have
transited from place to place. And the place from which the space
dimensions all had moved would no longer be a space dimension,
because that place [then] would be external to all the [newly occu-
pied] space dimensions, and what would be external to all the [newly
occupied] space dimensions would not be a space dimension.76

22) But if a space dimension should not be some-
thing that moves, and if what prevents the motion-change should be
the essence of the space dimension or a concomitant of the essence of
the space dimension, then bodies would not move. This is because
of the space dimension within them that prevents motion on account
of its own essence or on account of its concomitants. L 183 But
if what prevents the motion-change of the space dimension should
be something accidental to the essence of the space dimension, then
the nature of space dimensions, in itself, would be receptive to motion-
change. And then the inherent necessity previously mentioned would
return, namely, that the space dimensions77 would be interpenetrat-
ing without limit. In spite of this, the implication is that a 'place'
would not be a 'space dimension'.

We [Isfahani] said that the inherent necessity previously mentioned
would return only because, if space dimensions should be receptive
to motion, and if the motion-change should demand a place from
which to move, then a place that would be a space dimension would
have another place, and so on.

76 MS gl: But rather, it would be a surface; and this is the goal of the logic.
The MS places this note with the preceding instance of the clause, "would not

be a space dimension", but the sense of the note fits better with this conclusion of
a subsection of the argument.

77 MS gl: Because [each] is receptive to the motion-change of its own essence,
apart from its accidental qualities.
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b) The second [main] reason that a 'place' would not be a
'void' is that if [a 'place'] should be a 'void', then the implication
would be that the time duration of the movement where there were
impediments [i.e., in the example given] would be equal to the time
duration of the movement where impediments were lacking. But the
conclusion is false and the premise is likewise. An explanation of the
logical necessity [used here] is preceded by the statement of a [true]
premise, namely, that whenever the distance through which a moving
body will move would be less dense [with impediments]78 then the mo-
tion in it would be swifter, and whenever the distance would be more
dense [with impediments]79 then the motion in it would be slower.

The cause of this [variation] is the capacity80 of resisting [the mov-
ing body] that pushes and pierces [its way] through, or its incapac-
ity81 to resist it. For what is sparse [of resistance] would be extremely
passive before the pushing and piercing body, while what is dense
would be the contrary. 'Sparseness' and 'density' are contradictory
in that [with the latter] there would be an increase [of resistance]
MS 90a and [with the former] there would be a decrease [of resis-
tance]. Whenever the density increases then the resistance increases,
and whenever the resistance increases then there is an increased
reduction in speed. Thus, motion will differ both in speed and slow-
ness, according to the difference in the resistance.

If you have understood that, then we may proceed to say that if
[a 'place'] should be a 'void', and if a body should move within [the
void] with a specific force, then inevitably either

1) it would traverse [the void] within a [given] time dura-
tion, or

2) it would not [traverse the void] within the time dura-
tion.82 The second [alternative] would be impossible, because it tra-
verses a portion of the distance before it would traverse the whole.83

So, the former [alternative] is determined.

78 L and MS gl: As air, for example. [From al-Sayyid al-Sharif al-Jurjani's glosses
on Isfahani's present commentary.]

79 L and MS gl: As water, for example. [From Jurjani's glosses on Isfahani's pre-
sent commentary.]

80 Capacity [tamakkun]—MS gl: I.e., the power of the distance [qudrat al-
masafah].

81 MS gl: I.e., weakness of the distance [cajz al-masafah].
82 MS gl: But rather, in an instantaneous 'moment' [fT anin].
83 Two glosses: 1. MS: Because 'motion-change' is constituted by the gradualiz-

ing of existence [tadrfjiyat al-wujud].
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Then, if we were to assume that a certain [particular] body would
move with a certain [particular] force in a parasang of 'void', and
if the time duration for the occurrence of the motion within the
parasang of void should be an hour, while within one parasang of
plenum it would be ten hours, and within another plenum, whose
degree of dense resistance [to passage] would be a tenth that of the
first [of the two plena], it would be an hour, then the time dura-
tion for movement [through the distance] having the second [and
lesser degree of] impediments would be like the time duration for
movement [through the distance] having no impediments. But this
would be contrary [to the hypothesis].

c) The third [main] reason that a 'place' would not be a
'void' is that, if [a 'place'] should be a 'void', equally whether it
should be pure nonexistence84 or an apparent space dimension,85

then the occurrence of a body on one side of [the 'void'] would not
be preferable86 to its occurrence on another side. This is because
there would be no difference in it at all, on account of the impos-
sibility of there being any difference [either] in [a case of] pure non-
existence or in [terms of] the parts of an apparent space dimension,
L 184 since all sides of [the latter] would be equal in their rela-
tionship to the body. Thus, the occurrence of a body on one of its
sides would not be preferable to its occurrence on another [side];
nor would the body come to rest on one of its sides, nor would it
incline to it, because its occurrence on one of them would not be
preferable to its occurrence on another, nor would its inclination to
one be preferable to its inclination to another.

a)—a. The answer to the first [main] reason that a 'place'
would not be a 'void' is that we87 prefer [to say] that the 'void' is
not an existent.

2. L 183: So its occurrence in a 'moment' would be inconceivable, but it would
be in a 'time duration'.

84 L gl: I.e., an assumed space dimension [bu'dan mafrudan], as is the doctrine
of the Mutakallimun.

85 Glosses: 1. L: I.e., an abstract, apparent space dimension, as is the doctrine
of Plato. 2. MS: I.e., equivalent to a firmly fixed space dimension [musawiyan li-
bu'd al-mutamakkin].

N.B., L and MS Garrett 989Ha read: [mushabihan]; T and the MS: [mutashabihan].
86 The MS omits the following phrase.
87 MS gl: This is the answer from the standpoint of the Mutakallimun.
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[Baydawi's] statement is that if it should be nonexistent externally,
then it would not be receptive to increase and decrease.

Our [Isfahani's] position is that the increase and decrease are
hypothetical considerations, and that what is nonexistent would be
receptive to increase and decrease as a hypothetical consideration.

l)-a. The reply88 to the first [subordinate] reason that
the void would not be existential is that we do not grant that if a
body were to exist in abstract space, then the interpenetration and
the unification of the two spaces would be implied.

[Baydawi's] statement is that then the abstract space would not
be distinguishable from space with a firmly fixed space dimension.

Our [Isfahani's] position is that we do not grant it; but what he
intends to say is that there would be no sensate perception of the
two spaces. But the lack of a sensate perception of the two [kinds
of] space simultaneously would not necessitate their interpenetration
and unification, to such an extent that to allow the interpenetration
of the two spaces MS 90b would be to allow the interpenetration
of the universe within the spatial domain of a single mustard seed,
which would be impossible.

2) a. The reply [i.e., from the standpoint of Plato], to
the second [subordinate] reason that the void would not be exis-
tential, is that the abstraction of a space dimension would be due
to some accidental quality.

[Baydawi's] statement is that if its abstraction should be due to
some accidental quality, then whatever would have need for a sub-
strate would not have need for it due to some accidental quality.

Our position is that we do not grant, that if the abstraction of a
space dimension from a substrate should be due to some accidental
quality, then the implication would be that the space dimension of
its own essence would have need for a substrate. Indeed, the essence
of the space dimension as such requires neither a lack of need for
a substrate nor T 84 a need for it. Thus, the abstraction of the
space dimension [from the substrate] due to some accidental qual-
ity would not require that it have need for a substrate to such an
extent that it would imply something impossible.

3)—a. The reply [i.e., from the standpoint of Plato], to
the third [subordinate] reason that the void is not existential, is that

MS gl: From the standpoint of Plato.
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a space dimension abstracted from matter would not be receptive
to motion, and an abstracted space dimension's lack of receptivity
to motion does not prevent necessarily the motion of the space dimen-
sion in a material sense. Therefore, there would be no implication
that bodies would not have motion, because the space dimensions
of a body would be material, and material space dimensions do not
prevent the receptivity to motion.

b)~a. The answer89 to the second [main] reason that a 'place'
would not be a 'void' is that motion-change, because of its own
essence, requires a time duration. This is because, if motion-change
because of its own essence should not require a time duration, then
motion-change would be in a void,90 not in a time duration. But
how would it be possible for motion-change not to be within a time
duration? Motion-change as such is something that cannot be confirmed
except over a distance L 185 that could be divided and broken
up into parts, and thus, through the division of the distance, it would
be divided and broken up into its parts.91 Some of these parts would
be antecedent while other parts would be subsequent, and that
[process] cannot be confirmed unless it would be together with a
time duration.

Our [Isfahani's] position is that motion over a distance of one
parasang would require a certain time duration due to its normal
state, plus another time duration due to whatever [extra] impedi-
ment there might be in the distance. The time duration rightfully
expected due to the impediment in the distance is what would de-
crease, from [the transit time of] the body, due to any sparsity of
resistance throughout the distance, and it is what would increase due
to the density [of resistance].

So if that should be the case, then the time duration that would
be normal for the transition movement itself would be one hour,
according to the hypothesis mentioned, while the time duration
[needed for transition] of the sparse [impediments of the second]
plenum would be one hour plus one tenth of nine hours. Regarding
the [single] hour, that is because of the original movement; MS

89 MS gl: On the part of the Mutakallimun.
90 MS glosses: 1. I.e., all at once [duf'atan]; 2. I.e., in a moment [ay ft al-an];

3. Because there would be no hindrance at all [laysa al-'ayiq aslan].
91 Reading with T, showing a full parallelism that is variously elided in L, the

MS and MS Garrett 989Ha.
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91a and regarding the tenth of nine hours, that is due to the imped-
iment throughout the distance. Now, the degree of resistance [from
the sparse impediments in this second plenum] is one tenth of the
degree of resistance in the first plenum. The time duration for the
transition of the first plenum is ten hours, one hour of which is due
to the original movement, and nine hours are due to the [extra]
impediment throughout the distance. The degree of resistance in the
sparse [plenum] is one tenth of the degree of resistance in the dense
[plenum]. Therefore, the time duration that is due to the impedi-
ment in the sparse [plenum] is one tenth of the nine hours that are
due to [the impediment in] the dense [plenum].

The result [of this reasoning] is that the contradiction that you have
established [i.e., in b) above] would be complete only if the whole
time duration should be set into correlation with the impediment.

But if some of [the time duration] should be set into correlation
with the [original] transition [without impediment], and some of it
into correlation with the [transition with] impediment, then the tran-
sition in the void would occur in the time duration that the transi-
tion would require by itself [as an abstraction], while the transition
in the plenum, however it might be [i.e., whether with sparse or
dense impediment] would occur within that [original] time duration
plus another measure of time that the transition would have right-
fully on account of whatever impediment there would be through-
out the distance.

And so the contradiction would be refuted.
c)-a. The answer to the third [main] reason that a 'place'

would not be a 'void' is that the 'void' is an apparent space dimen-
sion, that is equal to the space dimension of the universe. It is not
conceivable that the universe should exist in one side of it to the
extent that the impossibility you have mentioned would be implied.
Rather the whole of the universe exists in the whole of it.

Regarding the occurrence of some of the bodies92 in some of its
regions,93 that is because of the compatibility and incompatibility
between the two [categories] and the required nearness or remote-
ness from those bodies. So a difference occurs in the void on account
of the nearness to or remoteness from those bodies, and compatibility

92 MS gl: Of the universe.
93 MS gl: Of the apparent space dimension.
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or incompatibility between the two [categories]94 occurs on account
of them both.95 Indeed, the earth shuns the circumference and seeks
the center on account of its own nature that requires heaviness in
an absolute sense, so it requires nearness to the center L 186 and
remoteness from the circumference. And the fire seeks the circum-
ference and shuns the center because of its nature that requires light-
ness in an absolute sense, so it requires nearness to the circumference
and remoteness from the center.

An objection has been raised against the argument of those who
hold that 'place' would be an 'interior surface', to the effect that the
doctrine of it being a surface is invalid. [This is] because, if 'place'
should be a term MS 91b for the inner surface of a container
that [also] contacts the outer surface of what is contained, then the
bodies would become an infinite series.

The conclusion is false, because of the limitation of the space
dimensions. An explanation of the logical necessity used here is that
every body would have a 'spatial domain', and its 'spatial domain'
would be the inner surface of [another] containing body. Thus, a
body ['body b'], that would be a container [for something else, i.e.,
'body a'], would have a spatial domain [of its own],96 and its own
spatial domain [i.e., of 'body b'] would be the inner surface of
[another body] [i.e., 'body c'] that would [in turn] contain ['body
b'] and would contact ['body b's] outer surface; and so forth, and
then there would be an implicit infinite series argument.

Another objection could be raised refusing to grant that every
body would have a place, for whoever would say that a place would
be a surface would [also] say that [the series of] bodies would ter-
minate at a body that would have no 'spatial domain', while yet it
would have a position.97

94 L omits "between the two [categories]."
93 MS gl: I.e., on account of the natures of the bodies.
96 Gloss L 186:1. It is said that in their view a 'spatial domain' [hayyiz] is

the criterion by which bodies are sensately distinguished from each other, 'spatial
domain' being a more general term than 'place' [makan] and is used to deal with
the precise position [wadc] in which one defined thing [muhaddad] may differ from
another in a reference. Thus, a thing would be 'within its spatial domain' [mutahayyiz],
but would not be in a 'place'.

97 Glosses
1. MS: As the greatest celestial sphere, that is, it has 'position' and 'permanence'

[taqarrur] and it is referred to in sensate terms, but it does not have 'place' [makan]
because it has no dimensions [mujarrad al-jihat].
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Moreover, if 'place' should be a term for the inner surface of a
container that contacts the outer surface of what is contained, then
when water would flow over a stone at rest [the stone truly] would
not be at rest in its place.98

But the conclusion is false by inherent necessity. To explain the
logic [used here], it is that the flowing movement [of water over
stone] would constitute a distinct change of one surface to another
surface, on the assumption that a 'place' would be a 'surface'.99 When
the water would flow over the stone, then a distinct change of one
surface to another surface would take place for it, and thus [the
stone] would become something in motion and so would not be at
rest.

It cannot be held that the stone's rest would be a continuance of
its relationship with things that are at rest, and that when the water
would be flowing over the stone, its relationship with the things at
rest would remain, and thus it would be at rest.

Our [Isfahani] position is that the continuance of the relationship
of the stone to the things at rest would be caused by its resting,
because its relationship to the things at rest would continue only
because it would be at rest. Thus, it would not be valid to interpret
the [stone's] resting as a continuance of its relationship to the things
at rest.

Another objection might be raised that the movement would be
the transition of a moving body from one surface to another sur-
face, not the separation of one surface away from the moving body
T 85 and the linking of another surface to it. So, in that case100

the resting would be in relationship to the stone, and the motion
would be in relationship to a portion of its 'place'.

2. L 186:2. Only; for its motion would be positional [wad'iyatan] requiring a
change of positions, not of places. [From Jurjani's commentary on Iji's Mawaqif.]

3. L 186:3. As the greatest all-encircling sphere does not have 'place', but [it
has] 'position' [wadc] only. [From cIbri's commentary on Baydawi's text.]

98 The MS omits "in its place."
99 I.e., the undersurface of the water flowing over the stone would be the ever-

changing 'place'.
100 L and MS gl: This has a commonality of implication, meaning, just as it

affects [yaridu 'ala'] the doctrine of Aristotle so it affects the doctrine of the
Mutakallimun and of Plato, because (here the MS omits the protasis): if a 'place'
should be a visible space dimension [bu'd] or one (merely) postulated, in accor-
dance with the opinion of them both, then the implication would be that there
would be an increase and decrease of the space dimension, with the resident entity
[al-mutamakkin] continuing as it was.
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Furthermore,101 if 'place' should be a term for a 'surface', then
the implication would be that there would be an increase and decrease
of the place, while the resident entity would remain as it was. It
would be just as when [a ball of] wax would be made cubical. The
surface surrounding the wax when it would be cubical is greater
than the surface surrounding it when it is a ball. The entity resi-
dent [i.e., in the 'place'] continues as it was, although the 'place'
has increased when it is made cubical, and vice versa, as when [a
piece of] wax is made spherical; for the surface surrounding the
wax when it is spherical is smaller than the surface surrounding it
L 187 when it is cubical.

Another objection could be raised by someone refusing to grant
that when the surface surrounding the wax would increase, the wax
would remain as it was, for when the wax is cubical it has a struc-
ture and shape that it does not have when it is spherical.

One proof of MS 92a the possible existence of the void is that
if a [flat] smooth surface should be fitted over a corresponding [flat]
smooth surface, and if the upper surface should be suddenly lifted,
then the intermediate [space] would be an empty void just as the
time duration of the lifting would begin, because the movement of
the body102 from the [out] side to the center, either would not be
required to pass across the edge, which would be obviously wrong,
or it would be so required. In that case, when it would be at the
edge, either it would be in the center also, which would be obvi-
ously impossible, or it would not be, and when the moving body [of
air] would be at the side, then the center would be an empty void,
which is the goal of the logic.103

Another objection could be raised that the removal [i.e., of the
upper flat surface] would result only through a motion-change, and
a motion-change would occur only in a time duration, and in that

101 L gl: This point is conclusive [ilzami] and is based upon what is granted by
the disputants.

102 MS gl: [I.e., the body]-like air.
103 L gl: This point is convincing [ilzami]—based upon what is granted in the

dispute—but not conclusive [burhani], as being composed of what is true in accor-
dance with the case itself, for with the Mutakallimun the movement of the air to
the center from the borders would not be necessary, but rather, God would cre-
ate [the air] within [the center] all at once, and its being empty of anything to
occupy it would not be implied at all [aslan]. [From al-Sayyid al-Sharif al-Jurjani's
Shark Mawaqif [al-Iji].]
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time duration the body [of air] would have moved to the center.104

Moreover, if [here] there should be no void, then the implication
from [the case of] the motion of a gnat would be the mutual repul-
sion of the whole universe. For if the moving body [i.e., of air]
should transit to a place, then either

a. [the place] would be full, or
b. it would be empty, the second alternative being the conclusion

desired.
The first [alternative above] inevitably would require either that

1. [a second body of air] should move to the place of the [first]
body [of air] that had transited to its place, or

2. [the second body should move] to some other place.
Now, the first [of these latter two alternatives] would be invalid,

because the movement of the [first] body [of air] away from its place
would be dependent upon the movement of what [i.e., the second
body of air] would move to it. So if each of the two were to move
to the place of the other, then the implication would be that the
movement of each of the two depended upon the movement of the
other, and a circular argument would be implicit.

And the second [of these latter two alternatives] would be invalid,
because what would be said about the manner of that [second] body's
transition would be the same as what is said about the transition of
the first body, and the implication would be that there would be a
mutual repulsion of all bodies, so that from the movement of a gnat
would be inferred the movement of the whole universe, which cer-
tainly would be absurd.

It cannot be held that what is behind [the body of air] would
expand and what is before it would compact105 because the size is
something additional to its corporeality, for it would not be impos-
sible that some of the body's size should vanish and after that another
greater or lesser size should come to be in it.

Our position is that the loss of one size and the attainment of
another [size] would be a corollary to [the doctrine of] the existence

104 MS gl: And in that case there would be no empty void.
105 MS gl: 'Expansion' [al-takhalkhul] is a term for the increase of that body's

size, without the addition [indimam] of another body to it, while 'compaction' [al-
takathuf] is a term for the decrease [intiqas] of the body's size without anything
being missing [naqs].
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of primal matter, and [the doctrine of] size measure being an acciden-
tal quality, and [we consider that] both of these are impossibilities.106

However, an objection could be raised that a proof demonstra-
tion has been given for [the validity] of them both.

MS gl: Thus, the void would be something existent.



Baydawi said: L 187, T 85

CHAPTER 3: QUALITY

A process of induction indicates that this category [of quality] is
comprised within four divisions:

a. Sensate qualities;1

b. Psychic qualities;
c. Qualities specific to quantities; and L 188
d. Qualities of predisposition.

1. Sensate qualities

Classes of sensate qualities

a. [A general division.]
1. If sensate qualities are deep rooted they are called 'actively

affective qualities' [i.e., reaction producing],2 but
2. if they are not [deep rooted] then [they are called] 'pas-

sively reflex reactions'.3 [This distinction is] on account of whether
there is a passive sense reaction to them or not, or because the qual-
ities derive from a blended constitution, either in an individual entity
as the sweetness of honey and the redness of blood, or of a specific
kind [of blend] as the heat of fire and the coldness of water.

b. [A specific division.] These [sensate qualities] are [further]
classifiable in accordance with the division of the five external senses,
as follows:

1. The sensations of touch, namely, heat and cold, wetness and
dryness,—these [four] being called 'primary qualities', because the

1 The term 'sensate' is here preferred to translate this meaning, as being free of
the irrelevant connotations of the term 'sensible', which is often used otherwise.

2 Cf. Aristotle's "affective qualities", which "produce on others a corresponding
affection"—Categories 8, H.G. Apostle's translation, p. 17.

3 M. Saeed Sheikh in his Dictionary of Muslim Philosophy defines the [infi'alat]
"sensible qualities of things or persons such as are of [a] transitory nature, for exam-
ple the blush on the face of [a] man on account of some embarrassment. . ." In
contrast, the [inficaliyat] are defined as "sensible qualities of things such as are
firmly rooted in them like sweetness in honey or salinity in brine."
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simple elements are modified by them first of all,—also lightness and
heaviness, hardness and softness, smoothness and roughness;

2. The sensations of vision, namely, colors and light sources;
3. The sensations of hearing, namely, sounds and letters;
4. The sensations of taste, namely, food tastes;
5. The sensations of smell, namely, odors.

Isfahani says: L 188, T 85, MS 92a

CHAPTER 3: QUALITY

A process of induction will indicate that this category, namely, the
category of quality, is comprised within four divisions:

a. Sensate qualities;4

b. Psychic qualities;5 MS 92b
c. Qualities specific to quantities;6

d. Qualities of predisposition, that also may be termed 'predispo-
sitions'.7

The aspect from which each grouping is made is [as follows]:
(a.) The accidents of quality either are perceived by one of the

five senses—touch, hearing, vision, taste and smell,—these being the
'actively affective qualities', and the 'passively reflex reactions', or,
they are not perceived by one of the five senses.

(b.) In the latter case, either they are specific to creatures having
rational souls, that is, they are psychic qualities, or, they are not
specific to creatures having rational souls.

(c.) And in this latter case, either they are specific to quantities,
that is, they are accidents of quality specific to quantities, or they
are not specific to quantities.

(d.) [Those that remain] constitute the 'predispositions.'

4 MS gl: [Perceived] by the external senses.
5 MS gl: I.e., those specific to creatures having soul-intellects [dhawat al-anfus].
6 MS gl: As quadruple and triple.
7 MS gl: The predisposition would be either an [intentional] predisposition toward

perfect [states] [kamalat] or their contraries, as a curative [mishahlyah] or sicken-
ing [mimradryah] [quality], or [it would be] the perfect [states] or their contraries
themselves, as are health and illness.
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1. Sensate qualities

The first topical division, namely, the sensate qualities, [Baydawi]
placed at the beginning because it is the most obvious of the classes,
and in it he set forth six subtopics: a. Classes [of sensate qualities];
b. Touch sensations; c. Vision sensations; d. Hearing sensations; e.
Taste sensations; f. Smell sensations.

Classes of sensate qualities

a. [A general division.]
1. If the sensate qualities are deep rooted,8 as the yellowness

of gold and the sweetness of honey, then they are called 'actively
affective qualities' [i.e., reaction producing]; but

2. if they are not deep rooted, as the red blush of embarrass-
ment and the yellow blanch of fear, then they are called 'passively
reflex reactions'.

(1.) The first kind of [deep rooted] qualities are called L 189
actively affective qualities' for two reasons only.

a) The first reason is that a passive reaction in the senses
is brought about when these qualities are sensately perceived; and

b) the second reason is that they occur as a derivative from
a blended constitution, either in an individual entity, as the sweet-
ness of honey and the redness of blood,—for each of these two [sen-
sations] is derived from a blended constitution and [each] would not
be realized except when the substance is acted upon,—or as a specific
kind [of blend] as the heat of fire and the coldness of water. For
even if the heat in fire and the cold in water do not come about
by passive reaction,9 nevertheless it is normal from the nature of
heat and the nature of cold that each of these also10 should come
about as a passive reaction that is their own constitution.

(2.) The second kind of [not deep rooted] qualities are called
'passively reflex reactions',—they are not called 'actively affective
qualities' even though it would be admissible to call them 'actively
affective qualities,'— MS 93a for two reasons only:11

8 MS gl: I.e., permanent [da'imah].
9 MS glosses: 1. Because they lack composition; 2. But rather, by their own

nature.
10 MS gl: I.e., by their own nature.
11 MS gl: [Also including] those mentioned in naming the deep rooted qualities.
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a) because, on account of the speed of their vanishing and
the shortness of their duration, the name of their genus is kept from
them,—as one would say of something of little note, "It is noth-
ing",—but

b) they are given the name of the process of renewal and
change, that is, 'passively reflex reaction,' this name being trans-
ferred to them because of the similitude.12

b. A specific division: the sensate qualities are [further] classifiable
according to the division of the five external senses, as follows:

1. Touch sensations, namely, heat and cold, wetness and dry-
ness. These four are called primary accidents of quality, because the
simple elements are modified by them, being never without them,—
contrary to the other sensations of touch,13—and because they are
the ones felt first and in their essence,—contrary to the others,14—
for [the other sensations of touch] are felt through them. Others
among the sensations of touch are lightness and heaviness [of weight],
hardness and softness, smoothness and roughness. Discussion of the
sensations of touch has preceded only because they are general, and
relate to every living being, for all living beings perceive them and
no [living] body is without them.15

2. Vision sensations, namely, colors and light sources.
3. Hearing sensations, namely, sounds, and the letters.
4. Taste sensations, namely, food tastes.
5. Smell sensations, namely, odors.

Baydawi said: L 189, T 86

1. Touch sensations

a) Temperature: heat

1) Heat and cold are among the most obvious and plain
sense perceptions. Heat has the specific ability

aa) to separate diverse [elements] and
bb) to join elements that are similar, since it boils up

what is finer to be yet more fine, and each portion joins what resem-

12 MS gl: I.e., the similitude between them in renewal and change.
13 MS gl: And by being subsequent to the simple elements compounds are modified

as a second step.
14 MS gl: Like hardness and softness.
13 MS gl: I.e., are without the sensations of vision, hearing, smelling and tasting.

408 I, SECTION2, CHAPTER 333 
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bles it according to the requirement of its nature, except when the
cohesion is strong. [Heat]

cc) produces flux and circulation, if what is fine L
190 and what is coarse should be nearly equal, because of what-
ever adherence and attraction there is in them, as in gold; and [heat

dd) produces] melting16 if the coarse predominates,
[but] not extremely, as [in] iron; and [heat causes things] to vapor-
ize altogether, if [the heat] should increase, and if that which is fine
is greater in amount.

It is most likely that natural heat17 is different from the heat of
fire, and likewise, [from] the heat that emanates from the heavenly
bodies.

An objection is raised a) that [natural heat] would be the heat of
a fiery atom that is broken, and b) that heat may occur through
motion-change, the proof of this being through experiment.

[In answer to this objection] no one can say that, if motion-change
should be what causes heat, then the three elements [other than fire]
would become heated, and there would be a conflagration due to
the motion-changes of the heavenly spheres. This is because the
heavenly spheres are not receptive to heat, and so they do not
become heated, and do not heat what is near them.

Isfahani says: L 190, T 86, MS 93a

1. Touch sensations

The sensate qualities perceived through the external senses do not
need to be explained by delimiting and descriptive definitions, since
there is nothing more obvious than the sense perceptions. But per-
haps they do need attention given to what is usually understood by
the names of some of them, because of their confusion with some-
thing else. Thus [scholars] did not intend that the specific qualities
they mentioned [of the sense perceptions] were to serve as definitions
of them, but rather, they intended [what they set forth] to be an
explanation of their distinguishing properties.

L: [talayyun]; T: [talyin].
T: [al-hararah al-ghariziyah]; L: [. . . al-ghanzah].
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a) Temperature: heat

1) Heat and cold are among the most obvious and plain
sense perceptions. They are both active qualities, and through them
both the form18 acts upon matter.19

Heat has the specific ability to
aa) separate diverse elements and to
bb) join similar elements, since it produces a tendency

to vaporize when it is increased. For when fire affects a compound
of bodies that differ in fineness and density it causes the finest [of
them] to boil up into vapor, MS 93b and then the next finest.
The finest [element] is most receptive to vaporizing from heat, as
air, that is more receptive [to vaporizing] than earth, since the most
receptive quickly boils up before the slowest. Thus there is a disin-
tegration20 in the bodies that have differences in their primary natures,
from whose cohesive integration21 composite bodies have originated.
When the parts are separated, every part joins with what resembles
it through the requirement of its own nature, except when the cohe-
sion between the parts is strong.

cc) Heat produces flux and circulation without sepa-
ration, if the fine and the coarse are nearly equal, because of the
adherence and attraction that persists between things fine and coarse,
as in gold. If the cohesion is strong, heat is not able to cause sep-
aration, for when the finer element tends to boil up, the coarse ele-
ment attracts it to descend [inhidar], and so a flux and circular
motion take place.

dd) Heat produces a softening, if that which is coarse
predominates, but not to the extreme, as iron; but if L 191 the
coarse predominates to the extreme, heat does not provide flux and
softening, as in stones. Heat produces a general melting if it increases
when the fine material is greater than the coarse, as in the case of
bitumen.

18 MS gl: I.e., substantial [form] [al-nawciyah]. Mourad Wahba \al-Mucjam al-Falsafi]
identifies [al-surah al-nawcryah] as the 'substantial form.' Bernard Wuellner {Dictionary
of Scholastic Philosophy] relates this to and identifies it with the 'formal cause.'

19 MS gl: I.e., the matter of the neighboring entity. [From al-Sayyid al-Sharif al-
Jurjani's gloss on Isfahani's commentary.]

20 L: [tafarraqa]; T and MS: [yatafarraq].
21 L and MS: [iltiyam], a more colloquial variant of [ilti'am] as used by T. Baydawi's

text has the synonym [iltiham].
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It is most likely T 87 that natural heat22 is different from the
heat of fire in actuality, because the heat of fire is destructive of life
while natural heat is a condition for the existence of life. Likewise
heat that emanates from the heavenly bodies, as the sun's heat, is
different from the heat of fire in actuality.

An objection has been raised a) that natural heat would be the
heat of a fiery atom whose wall is broken when the elements23 inter-
act upon one another; and b) that heat may occur through motion-
change, the proof of this being in experiment.

No one can say that if motion-change should be what causes heat,
then the three elements of air, water, and earth would have become
a conflagration because of the motions of the celestial spheres. The
conclusion here would be false. Indeed, our position is that the celes-
tial spheres are not receptive to heating; thus they would not become
hot in their essences, and they would not give heat to any elements
near them.

Baydawi said: L 191, T 87

b) Temperature: cold

Coldness is said to be the absence of heat. But this [explanation]
is not allowable, because what is sensately perceived would not be
the absence of heat. Nor would it be the body [that is sensately per-
ceived]; otherwise, to have a sense perception of the body would be
to have a sense perception of the coldness.

Isfahani says: L 191, T 87, MS 93b

b) Temperature: cold

Coldness is said to be the absence of heat. This [explanation] is
not allowable, because coldness is something sensately perceived, and
what is sensately perceived would not be the absence of heat. Nor
is it the body [that would be sensately perceived]; MS 94a other-
wise, a sensate perception of the body would be a sensate percep-
tion of the coldness. But rather, the coldness is an existential quality,

22 MS gl: I.e., the difference between the two is in their kinds, not in the indi-
vidual examples themselves.

23 L: [al-'unsur]; T, MS, and MS Garrett 989Ha: [al-canasir].
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and between it [i.e., coldness] and heat there is an opposition. They
both are existential qualities that come one after the other to a sin-
gle subject-substrate, and between these two [qualities] there is the
utmost difference in nature.

Baydawi said: L 191, T 87

c) Humidity
Regarding 'wetness', the Imam [F.D. Razi] has said that it is the

moisture that promotes both the ease of clinging [to another body]
and of separation [from it]. But the position cannot be taken that
therefore honey would be more wet than water since it is more cling-
ing than it, because honey is removed with difficulty.

[Other] philosophers have said that wetness is a quality that pro-
motes ease both of accepting and of abandoning a 'shape'. But wet-
ness is not a flux, for that is a term for the motion-changes existing
among bodies, [such motion-changes] being discontinuous in reality,
but continuous to one's sense perception, with some of the bodies
pushing against others, to the extent that if such a condition should
exist in the dust [of the ground], it would be fluid.

'Dryness' is the opposite of 'wetness,' according to both views.

Isfahani says: L 191, T 87, MS 94a

c) Humidity
The Imam [F.D. Razi] has said that 'wetness' is the moisture that

flows on the surface of the body and serves to promote both an easy
clinging24 to another [body] and easy separation from it. Thus water
is wet but air is not such.

The position cannot be held that if L 192 'wetness' were such
then honey would be more 'wet' than water since honey is more
clinging than water,25 because then the rebuttal would be that even

24 F.D. Razi, whom Baydawi generally calls "The Imam", mentions an argument
of 'the philosophers' having to do with the clinging nature of wetness in his Muhassal,
p. 94 of the Cairo reprint of the 1323 A.H. ed.

25 MS gl: The author of this statement is the Shaykh [al-Imam] Abu cAli [Ibn Sina].
A general discussion of the topic is in Ibn Sina's al-Isharat wa-al-Tanbihat, w

commentary by Nasfr al-Din al-Tusi and super-commentary by Qutb al-Din al-
Razi, [Teheran, 2nd ed. 1453], pp. 245 ff., with reference there to the original dis-
cussion in Ibn Sina's Shifa'.
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if honey should be more clinging than water one still separates from
it with difficulty, while wetness promotes easy separation. Water is
like that, and so it is more wet than honey.

The philosophers have said that 'wetness' is a quality that pro-
motes ease of accepting a change in shape to be the shape of the
immediate container,26 and also ease of abandoning [that particular
shape].

But wetness27 is not a flux, for flux is a term for motion-changes
that exist among bodies, [the motion-changes] being discontinuous
in reality [but] continuous to sense perception, with some bodies
pushing against others to the extent that if that situation should exist
in the dust [of the ground] then it would be fluid.

'Dryness' is the opposite of 'wetness,' according to both interpre-
tations. According to the first, it is desiccation. According to the sec-
ond [i.e., of the philosophers], it is a quality that causes a body
difficulty in adjusting its shape to the shape of an immediate con-
tainer, and difficulty in abandoning [the shape taken]. Thus, dry-
ness is the opposite of wetness, and desiccation is the opposite of
moistness.

Wetness and dryness are both actively affective qualities [i.e., reac-
tion producing] that make matter predisposed to passive and reflexive
reaction to something else, but between them [wetness and dryness]
there is opposition.

Baydawi said: L 192, T 87

d) Weight
'Lightness' and 'heaviness' are two forces sensately perceived as

coming from their substrate and, through each of them, as a propul-
sion upwards or downwards. The Mutakallimun call these [forces]
dependent, while the philosophers call them a natural tendency.

[The propulsion] does not exist in a body that is occupying its
natural domain, because of the impossibility of a propelling force
coming either away from it or toward it.

Then, it may be that the tendency would be psychologically vol-
untary, as would be the dependency of a person upon someone else,

26 MS gl: As water in a jug.
2/ MS gl: In both interpretations [i.e., Ibn Sina's and the philosophers].
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and [sometimes] it is compulsory, as would be the tendency of a
stone thrown upwards.

Sometimes two tendencies may be joined together [to go] in one
direction, as would be the case of a stone thrown downwards, and
the case of a man going down [a slope]. Or, [they may be joined
to go] in two [different] directions, if we should interpret [the ten-
dency] as that which causes propulsion, not as [something being
moved] by it. For that reason there would be a difference in the
status of two stones that would be thrown upwards with one and
the same force when the two would differ [from each other] in being
small and large.

Isfahani says: L 192, T 87, MS 94a

d) Weight
'Lightness' and 'heaviness' are qualities of touch consisting of two

forces sensately perceived [as coming] from their substrate, and
through the two of them [there is perceived] a propulsion upwards
in relation to 'lightness' and a propulsion downwards in relation to
'heaviness'. The propulsion upwards is [perceived as coming] away
from the center [of the universe], and the [propulsion] downwards
[as going] to the center [of the universe]. The first is like an inflated
bellows floating at rest in water, while the second is like a stone
thrown downwards. MS 94b

The Mutakallimun call lightness and heaviness dependent [in
nature],28 while the philosophers call them a natural tendency. But
a [force of] natural tendency would not exist L 193 in a body
occupying its natural domain, since, if a [force of] natural tendency
should exist in a body occupying its natural domain, then it would
be [directed] either away from its natural domain or towards its nat-
ural domain, both of these alternatives being absurd. This is so
because 1) it would be impossible for a propulsive force to be directed
away from its natural domain, otherwise, the goal naturally sought
would be naturally avoided; and because 2) it would be impossible
for a propulsive force to be directed towards its natural domain,
because of the absurdity of seeking for what is already present.

MS gl: I.e., intentionally so [qasdan].
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Then sometimes a tendency will be something psychologically vol-
untary in that it would come from the psyche of a body having a
will, as would be the dependence of one man upon another.29

Sometimes [the tendency] will be something natural, in that T 88
it would come directly from a body not having a will, as with the
inflated bellows floating at rest on water.

Sometimes it will be something compulsory in that it would come
from outside a body, as would be the tendency of a stone thrown
downwards.

Sometimes two tendencies will join together [to move] in a sin-
gle direction, [tendencies both] natural and compulsory, as would
be the case of a stone thrown downwards, for in it there would be
both a natural tendency and a compulsory tendency downwards, and
because of that its motion would be swifter than it would be if it
moved downwards only by its own nature.

Or, one of [the tendencies] will be natural and the other psy-
chologically voluntary, as it would be with a man coming down from
a mountain, for sometimes both the natural and the voluntary ten-
dency will join in the direction downwards in his case.

Sometimes two tendencies will join together [but move] in two
[different] directions, if we interpret tendency as the force causing
the propulsion, not as the propulsion itself, since propulsion both
towards a single thing and away from it simultaneously would be
impossible. For that reason,—that is, because it is admissible for two
tendencies to join together [but move] in two [different] directions
when we interpret them as what causes the propulsion,—the status
of [each of] two stones thrown upwards in a single force [of throw-
ing] would differ in swiftness and slowness when the two would differ
in smallness and largeness [of size]. This is because the natural
[downward] tendency in the large stone would be greater than that
in the small stone, and it would be in a direction different from the
compulsory tendency [of the throw upwards]. Therefore, the hin-
drance [noted] from the motion [upwards] in the compulsory [thrown]
motion of the large stone would be stronger, and so its motion would
be slower.

An objection might be raised that the tendency would be the
immediate cause of the propulsion, so the propulsion may not be

MS gl: [Or], as the inclination of the lover to the beloved.
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separated from it, because if two tendencies should join together but
move in two [different] directions, the implication would be that
there would be both a propulsion away from a thing and a propul-
sion toward the thing simultaneously, which would be absurd.

The movement of the large body would be slower only30 because
the hindrance MS 95a upon it31 would be larger, and that would
be because [its heavier] nature would be what would hinder the
compulsory [upwards] motion. There would be as much hindrance
upon the large body as upon the small one, and more.

Baydawi said: L 193, T 88

e) Texture

'Hardness' is a term for the resistance [perceived] against the pres-
sure of touch, while 'softness' is the absence of that [resistance]. It
is also held L 194 that they are two qualities that are consequent
upon the two [conditions].

'Smoothness' and 'roughness' are an evenness in the position of
the [body] parts or an unevenness in them, for they are both in the
category of 'position', unless we should interpret them as two qual-
ities both derivable from [the category of] 'position.'

Isfahani says: L 194, T 88, MS 95a

e) Texture

'Hardness' is resistance to the pressure of touch, while 'softness'
is the lack of any resistance to the pressure of touch. Thus, the two
are opposites, as lacking [something] and having [it] are opposites.

It is also held that 'hardness' is a quality requiring a lack of recep-
tivity to the pressure of touch inward. By it a body has a consis-
tency that is not fluid, so it neither moves out of position,32 nor does
it extend itself, and it does not become separated easily. The lack
of receptivity to the pressure of touch and the nonseparability are
only because of dryness.

30 MS gl: This is a [further] answer to the commentator's statement, "For that
reason,—that is, because it is admissible . . . "

31 MS gl: Because in it there are two tendencies.
32 MS gl: I.e., shape [shakl].

I,SECTION 2, CHAPTER 3
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'Softness' is a quality requiring receptivity to the pressure of touch
inward. By it a body has a consistency that is33 [seemingly] fluid, so
it moves out of its position, but it does not extend far,34 and it does
not easily become separated.35 The receptivity to the pressure of
touch is only because of its moistness, and its holding fast together36

is only because of its dryness.
Thus, 'hardness' and 'softness' would be 'qualities of predisposition'.37

The Imam [Abu cAli Ibn Sina] stated, "It has been said, 'Hardness
is what resists the pressure of touch.'"38

In this [statement] there are three matters [to note]:
1) The lack of receptivity to the pressure of touch;39

2) The continuance of shape.40

3) The continuance of resistance.
'Hardness' is not [the same as] 'resistance', because the air blown

into the bellows gives resistance, but it is not hard.41 So then 'hard-
ness' is a strong predisposition toward nonpassivity.

[Ibn Sina also said]: "The statement has been made, 'Softness is
what is receptive to the pressure of touch under [one's] finger.'"42

In this [statement] there are also three matters [to note]:
4) Motion-change;43

5) The shape;
6) The predisposition to be receptive to the pressure of

touch.
But 'softness' comprises only the last [of these]. Thus, 'hardness' and

'softness' are two qualities through which a body has a predisposition

33 L adds in error: [ghayr].
34 T omits the negative [la] in error.
35 Sources used vary, but this statement should be in the negative, as the fol-

lowing sentence shows: [. . . wa-tamasukuhu bi-sabab al-yubusah]. Ibn Sina's Kitab
al-Isharat wa-al-Tanbihat [Teheran 1453], v. 2, p. 247 has this and the precedi
statement in the negative.

L and T: [wa-yatafarraq bi-suhulah]; the MS, MS Garrett 989Ha, and MS
Garrett Yahuda 4486: [wa-la yatafarraq bi-suhulah].

36 MS gl: I.e., the lack of separability.
3/ MS gl: Not qualities of touch.
38 Ibid., v. 2, p. 247.
39 MS gl: Being nonexistential it would not be an accidental quality.
40 Gloss in L and MS: I.e., a shape that continues as it was is one of the qual-

ities specific to quantities.
41 MS gl: Likewise, a strong wind has resistance in it, but no hardness.
42 Ibn Sina, ibid., v. 2, p. 247.
43 MS gl: I.e., the motion-change that is in what is receptive to the pressure of

touch [al-munghamiz].
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either toward a passively reflex reaction [i.e., of change], or toward
the absence of it, away from a specific shape.

'Smoothness' is an evenness in the position of the parts of a body,
while 'roughness' is an unevenness in the position of the parts of a
body, in that some of them are protruding and others are sunken.

On this [basis] then, 'smoothness' and 'roughness' would belong
to the category of 'position', unless if we should interpret them as
two qualities both derivable from the evenness and unevenness of
the 'position' of the parts of a body, for then they would belong to
the category of 'quality'.

Baydawi said: L 194, T 88

2. Vision sensations

a) Colors. Colors are the most prominent sense perceptions
in both their quiddity and in their appearance.

An objection has been raised to the effect that whiteness appears
from the intermingling of the air with translucent minute bodies as
in snow, crushed crystal, and a fracture line in glass, while black-
ness [appears] from the density of a body L 195 and the lack of
any penetration of light into it.

A reply has been given that that [indeed] may be the reason for
the occurrence of both of them.

Also, whiteness is sensately perceived in situations that cannot be
understood, as in boiled eggs and magnesia, for after cooking and thick-
ening they both become heavier and denser, and [the sample in hand]
dries after becoming white, which is proof of a lack of air within it.

The popular notion is that the original colors are black and white,
while the rest are composed from those two. But some say [that the
original colors include] also red, green and yellow.

Shaykh Abu cAli [Ibn Sina] asserted that the [very] existence of
colors is conditioned by light, since we do not have any sense per-
ception of them in darkness. That [lack of sense perception] would
be either because of the colors' nonexistence, or because of hin-
drance from the darkness; the second alternative being invalid because
what does not exist [i.e., a light] does not hinder, so the former
alternative would be the one designated.44

"Ibn Sina was known primarily as a philosopher and physician, but he con-
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An objection to this [assertion] is a question, "Why would it not
be admissible that [the presence of] light should be the condition
[rather], for the visual perception of [colors], since they are not seen
when it is absent?"

Isfahani says: L 195, T 88, MS 95b

2. Vision sensations

a) Colors. Among these [sensations] are the primary visio
sensations, these being ones that are perceived first and in their
essence,45 namely, color and light, T 89 the colors being the most
prominent sense perceptions, both in their quiddity and in their
appearance, that is, in their existence.46

The Imam [Abu cAli Ibn Sina] said, "Color in its varieties is con-
ceived as a primary concept, and so it is not possible to define it,
either by a delimiting definition or a descriptive definition."

The doctrine set forth to the effect that blackness is a structure
that holds back vision while whiteness is a structure that distributes
vision is a weak one. This is because intelligent people perceive the
difference between blackness and whiteness by their intellectual intu-
ition. As for blackness being something that holds back vision while
whiteness distributes it, scholars would not form a concept of it except
by careful logical reasoning on the basis of knowing [both] black-
ness and whiteness from experience, and an inductive review of the
circumstances of both [colors]. Thus, to define blackness and white-
ness by these two [actions] [i.e., holding back light and distributing
it] would be to form a definition on the basis of something more
obscure.

An objection has been raised that there is no reality at all in any
of the colors.

[This is because] whiteness appears from the intermingling of the
air with very minute translucent bodies as in snow, and in crushed
crystal, and at the fracture line in glass. There is no reason for the

tributed also to the advancement of all the sciences that were accessible in his day:
natural history, physics, chemistry, astronomy, mathematics, [and] music." [From
En-I-2, v. 3, p. 941, s.v. "Ibn Sina" by A.-M. Goichon.] Baydawi quotes here a
statement by Ibn Sina and Isfahani adds a second, both on the subject of light
color and its nature. These could not be found in his al-Isharat wa-al-Tanbihat.

45 In their essence (or, in themselves) [bi-al-dhat].
46 MS gl: I.e., judgmental assent to the fact of their existence [tasdlq al-wujud].



whiteness47 of snow except that in it there are small icy particles
intermingled with the air, and through that [air] the light penetrates.
Likewise crushed crystal is seen to be white for that reason, since
we know that when hard particles come together they do not react
passively to each other, and the fracture line in glass is seen to be
white for that reason.

Blackness appears from the dense nature of a body and the lack
of any penetration of light into the body's depth.

The truth is that blackness L 196 and whiteness are two real
qualities subsisting in a body externally, and what is set forth as the
reason for their appearance may be [indeed] the reason for their
occurrence externally.

However, this [judgment] is contradicted by the case of the white-
ness of a boiled egg. [In this case], the whiteness is observed, but
what has been reported about it is not understood. The egg became
hard after boiling, and the hardness had not been observed to be
in the egg before it was boiled, although the egg was transparent.
Thus, an intermingling of air after the boiling would be excluded,
because the egg is heavier and [its] heaviness is proof of the absence
of any intermingling of air [within it].

Moreover, [that case] is like [the case of] magnesia that is a milk-
like medicine obtained from vinegar in which litharge has been heated
until it decomposes and precipitates in it and [then the liquid] clarifies
until the vinegar stays perfectly clear. The magnesia [precipitated in
the mixture] dries48 after becoming white,49 and its dryness after
becoming white is an indication both of the fact that there is very
little air in it and of the fact that the earth-like material after becom-
ing white is more than it was before.

The popular notion is that the original colors are black MS 96a
and white while the rest of the colors are composed of black and
white. There is also a theory that the original colors are black, white,
red, yellow and green.

47 The MS scribe omitted the following passage then entered it in the margin,
with minor variations in syntax and word order. MS: ". . . not because of the white-
ness . . ."; ". . . and likewise, the fracture line in glass . . ."

48 MS gl: [From the dried magnesia] there is obtained the white powder [al-
bayad] women use on their faces.

49 Note terms: magnesia [laban al-'adhra5]; litharge [murdasinj]; precipitates
[yanhall]; becoming white [al-ibyidad].
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Shaykh Abu cAli [Ibn Sina] asserted that the very existence of
colors is conditioned by light, and that color, when light is absent,
is actually nonexistent. Rather, when light is absent, a body is pre-
conditioned to receive its specific color after light will have become
realized. He argued for this view saying that we do not observe col-
ors in the dark, and the absence of any observation of colors in
darkness would be either because the colors are nonexistent, or
because of the hindrance of the darkness to observation. The second
[alternative] would be invalid because darkness is the nonexistence
of light, and what is nonexistent would not be a hindrance. Thus,
the first [alternative] is designated.

An objection to this argument would be [to ask] why it would
not be admissible [rather], that light should be the condition for the
visual perception of the colors; thus, the colors would not be seen
when there would be no light on account of the loss of the condi-
tion, not on account of hindrance from the darkness.

The truth is that the difference between the colors in accordance
with the strength or weakness of the light is known by the fact that
a color's reality coming when the light is strong is different from the
color's reality coming when the light is weak. This proves that when
the light is strong the first color, being different in reality from the
second color, would be excluded, and the second color would occur.

Moreover, the degree of commonality between the two differing
colors would have no existence in reality, since it would be impos-
sible for a portion of the genus to be real when the difference would
disappear. Thus, it may be surmised from this that the light L 197
would be the condition for the [very] existence of color.50

Baydawi said: L 197, T 89

1) Color strength.

A corollary [to this] is that sometimes colors are found to be strong
when they are pure, and weak when small particles contrary to them
are mixed in with them so that the mixture shows no distinction.

j0 MS gl: Not the condition for its observation.
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Isfahani says: L 197, T 89, MS 96a

1) Color strength.

Colors are sometimes found to be strong when they are pure, as
is blackness with which no particles of whiteness or other colors are
mixed. And sometimes they are found to be weak when small par-
ticles contrary to them are mixed in so that the colors are not dis-
tinguishable from each other to an observer. It would be as when
particles of white would be mixed with particles of black in a mix-
ture in which no distinction could be made to an observer. So then
a given black object would be seen as less black than a black object
not like [the first]. And since the degrees [of shading] in this mix-
ture would be many, the degrees of strength and weakness of the
blackness would be many.

Baydawi said: L 197, T 89

b) The nature of light51

The various kinds of lights have been held to be transparent bod-
ies each separable from their light source. This is because they are
capable of moving about, as is indicated by their descent from the
heavenly bodies and by the fact that they are capable of being
reflected. Moreover, everything that moves is a body.

The reply [to this theory] is to disallow the minor premise and
its inference.

An objection is raised that if they should be bodies that would
move in accordance with the requirement of their natures, then they
would [all] move in one direction. Also, if they should be bodies
and [thus] should be objects of sense perception, then they would
conceal what is under them, and the most light would conceal the
most, but the actual fact is contrary to that. But if [the bodies]
should not be objects of sense perception, then the light would not
be perceived.

The theory is also held that light is identical with color; but this
is disallowed by [the argument that] it is sometimes sensately per-

31 [Regarding the term for 'light'] "the works on natural science and cosmology
of the Arabs in the best period of the Middle Ages (Ibn al-Haytham [d. 1037], al-
Qazwini [d. 1283], and later writers) in the great majority of cases use the term
[daw3] . . ." [From En-I-2 s.v. "'nur', 1. Scientific aspects", by W. Hartner.]
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ceived when color is not, as with crystal when it is in darkness.
Then [another theory is] that some kinds of light are 'primary'.

This [kind] is what comes directly by itself from a source of light.
It is called a 'light ray' if it is strong, and a 'light beam' if it is
weak.52

And some [kinds of lights] are 'secondary', that is, whatever comes
from a light source indirectly by way of something else, as what
comes upon the face of the earth at the [predawn] time of T 90
travel departures53 and just after sunset, and from the face of the
moon. This is called 'illumination', but [it is called] 'shade' if it
comes from the atmosphere that is qualified by it. Nevertheless, we
do not perceive it as we perceive shining walls because of its weak
color. Moreover, [the light] that glitteringly reflects from [various
object] bodies is called a 'gleam'. If [the reflected light] should be
directly of itself, then it is called a 'beam', as of the sun, otherwise,
it is a 'glitter,' as of a mirror.

'Darkness' is the absence of any illumination from that whose nat-
ural function it is to provide light.

Another theory is that [darkness] is a quality which prevents visual
perception. But this is disallowed, because if it were such a thing, it
would necessarily cause one sitting in the darkness not to see a fire
that was lit near him and what was around it. But someone might
object that what would hinder [the visual perception] would be the
darkness around the object of vision, not around the one who sees.

Isfahani says: L 197, T 90, MS 96ab

b) The nature of light
Scholars have differed as to whether light would be a body or

not. Careful investigators54 hold the doctrine that light does not con-
stitute a body L 198 but is a quality visibly perceived.

A doctrine has been held55 that various kinds of lights are trans-
parent bodies that are separable from the light source. This is because

°2 Note terms: light ray [diya3]; light beam [shu'a1].
°3 [al-isfar] MS gl: That is, 'the morning'. I.e., travel departures were scheduled

for the time of the predawn sky glow. Sources agree on the spelling; thus, it may
not be taken as [al-isfar], the 'yellowing' of the sky.

54 MS gl: I.e., the Mutakallimun and the 'later' philosophers.
35 MS gl: I.e., [by] the 'early' philosophers.
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they are capable of moving about, and everything that can move
about would be a body, so the lights would be bodies.

The major premise here is clearly proved.56 As for the minor pre-
mise, it would be true because the various kinds of lights come down
from a light source57 and are reflected from an object that faces the
light source and then shines of itself to something else. And every-
thing that comes down and is reflected is capable of motion-change.

The [first] reply [to this theory] is to reject the minor premise,
because we do not grant that the various kinds of lights are capa-
ble of motion-change.

[Baydawi's] statement is: " . . . because they come down and are
reflected."

Our [Isfahani's] position is that we do not grant that the light
comes down and is reflected. The light occurs in a receiving agent
facing [the light source] all at once, but when its occurrence comes
from something high or from a source facing it, it immediately seems
to the estimation that it has descended and is reflected.

[Another] objection [in reply]58 to the reason given earlier, [namely],
that if the various lights were bodies capable of motion in accord-
ance with their [various] natures59 they would have motion in [only]
one direction.60 This would be so, because motion in accordance
with nature cannot be in two and more directions, as there would
be light only from that [one] direction. [In reply we see], however,
that that is not so, because there would be light from two and more
directions.

Moreover, if lights should be bodies, then if [the bodies] should
be perceived by the visual sense, they would conceal what was below
them, and whatever gave the most light would conceal the most of
what was below it. But the fact is to the contrary, because light does
not conceal what is below it, but the more it increases, the more
manifest is whatever is below it.

But if [the bodies] should not be sensately perceived, then the
light would not be sensately perceived; but this would be impossi-
ble, for sense perception contradicts it.

MS gl: Because it is impossible for accidental qualities to move about.
MS gl: like the sun.
MS gl: I.e., in the second place.
MS gl: Since [in that case] there would be neither a will nor a compulsion.
MS gl: Either up or down.
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This requires consideration. The fact that a light is sensately per-
ceived does not imply that it would conceal what is below it, since
many bodies that are sensately perceived do not conceal what is
below them, such as glass and crystal.

It would be preferable to hold that if light should be a body, then
the implication would be that there was [either] an interpenetra-
tion61 or, an increase in the size of the body62 that would receive
the light when the light comes to it. But this [whole] conclusion
would be false.

[Another] theory has been held [to the effect] that light is iden-
tical with color.

But this is disallowed because sometimes light is perceived with-
out any color, as in the case of crystal when it is in the darkness,
for its shining is perceived without color. Moreover, [this would be
disallowed] since if the light should be white itself, for example, then
MS 97a white would have no commonality with black in the light,
just as [white] has no commonality with [black] in its whiteness.

But the conclusion is false, because black and white sometimes
do have a commonality in the light in spite of their difference in
quiddity.

Then, among the [various kinds of] lights, there is 'primary' light
that comes upon a body from a light source directly by itself, as the
light upon the face of the earth L 199 after sunrise. It is called
a 'ray' if it is strong63 and a 'beam' if it is weak.64

Another kind among the lights is 'secondary' light, that comes
upon a body from a light source indirectly by way of something else.
This is like the light that comes upon the face of the earth at the
[predawn] time of travel departures and just after sunset. This [sec-
ondary light] had become a light source by way of the atmosphere,
which [in turn] had become a light source by way of the sun. It is
also like the light that comes upon the face of the earth from the
moon.63 Secondary light is called 'illumination'; but it is called 'shade'
if it falls upon a body from atmosphere that has been qualified by
light, that [in turn] became a light source by way of the sun.

61 MS gl: I.e., an interpenetration of the two space dimensions.
62 MS gl: Assuming its non-penetration into the body.
63 MS gl: As in the middle of the day.
64 MS gl: As at the first and last of the day.
65 MS gl: light from the moon is a secondary light because it [i.e., the moon]

takes its light from the sun.
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[Baydawi's] statement, "Nevertheless, it is not perceived"66 is a
reference to the answer to a supposed interpolation. A full statement
of the interpolation would be that if the 'shade' should be 'light',
then it would be perceived just as 'light' is perceived [when reflected]
from a wall shining from facing the sun, and a full statement of the
answer is, that nevertheless the shade would not be perceived as the
light [reflected] from a wall shining from facing the sun is perceived,
on account of the [comparative] weakness of the 'shade', [which]
even if it is 'light', nevertheless it is weak, and weak light would not
be perceived [i.e., in the same degree]. [Baydawi's] words, "Because
of its weak color",67 refers to this [statement of the answer].

The light that glitteringly reflects from bodies is called a 'gleam'.
If that gleam is [reflected] directly of itself then it is called a 'beam',
as of the sun, but if the gleam is [reflected indirectly and] not of
itself, it is called a 'glitter', as of a mirror.68

'Darkness' is a term for the absence of 'illumination', i.e., the
absence of 'light' from that whose function it is [to provide] light.
Something from which light has been excluded is 'dark'; thus, 'dark-
ness' is having no light.

[Another] theory is also held that darkness is a quality that makes
visual perception impossible.69

But this theory is rejected, because if darkness were a quality pre-
venting visual perception, then it would require that a person sitting
in darkness would not see a fire that was lit near him, because of
the inherent necessity of the existing darkness that would prevent
visual perception. MS 97b But the conclusion is false.

However, an objection might be raised that the darkness sur-
rounding the object of vision would be what would prevent visual
perception, not the darkness surrounding the observer.70

66 Baydawi's verb in the statement had been in the 1st plural active, while
Isfahani's verb quote is in the 3rd singular passive.

67 MS gl: I.e, the color of the atmosphere [al-hawa3]; since the weaker the color
the more difficult is the reception [qubul] of light, and what has no color has no
reception at all.

68 MS gl: Thus, on that basis the moon does not have 'illumination' [nur] but
it has a 'beam'.

69 MS gl: Thus, the opposition between them [i.e., darkness and seeing] would
be the opposition of contraries [al-didayn].

70 MS gl: The example [just] mentioned includes the observer, so this would be
a litigious particularization [takhsis al-da'wa5].
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Baydawi said: L 199, T 90

3. Hearing sensations

The consonant letters71 are qualities that are applied as accidents
to sounds, and thus they are distinguished from one another in
'weight' and 'emphasis'.72 They are divided into

a) 'voiced' [consonants], namely, the 'consonant letters of
elongation and quiescence', [i.e., [alif], [waw], and [ya*]], and into

b) 'unvoiced' [consonants], namely, all the others.73

It is well known that
1) the most frequent cause [sabab] of sound is the wave-

motion of air [brought about] by striking [as of a drum] or pluck-
ing hard [as of a stringed instrument], T 91 and that

2) the sensate perception of [sound] depends upon the
air's wave-motion reaching [into] the ear passage. This is because

aa) [the sound] deviates with the blowing of the wind,
and

bb) [the time of hearing a sound] is different from
[the time of] observing the cause, as with the blows of an axe, and
because

cc) if the end of a reed should be placed upon a per-
son's ear passage and spoken into, no one else would hear.

Furthermore, [it is well known that]
3) sound is sensately perceived externally, otherwise its

direction would not be known.
An echo is a sound that comes L 200 as the reflection of the

air's wave motion from a mountain or a [large] smooth-surfaced
body.

71 Consonant letters [al-hurufj.
72 Reading with the second group of sources listed here for the Baydawi text

that vary as follows: 1. L and T: [al-thiql wa-al-khiffah]; L adds in the margin:
"[wa-al-hiddah] a manuscript variant." 2. MS Garrett 283B, MS Garrett 989Hb,
and MS Garrett-Yahuda 3081 all agree: [al-thiql wa-al-hiddah].

Observation: The second group of sources for the Baydawi text reading, 'weight
and emphasis,' present terms from different categories, so there would be no redun-
dancy of category. On the other hand the reading of L and T, 'heaviness and light-
ness,' has both terms as examples from the category of 'weight,' thus showing a
redundancy. However, some authors accepted the pair, 'heaviness and lightness,' as
sufficient for the discussion.

73 Note terms: voiced consonants [al-musawwitah]; consonant letters of elongation
and quiescence [huruf al-madd wa-al-lln]; unvoiced consonant letters [al-musmatah].
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Isfahani says: L 200, T 91, MS 97b

3. Hearing sensations

The objects of hearing are 'sounds' and the 'consonant letters'.
Both of these are beyond the need for a definition because their
quiddities are very plain.

The consonant letters are qualities74 that are applied as accidents
to sounds. By these one sound is distinguished from another that
has a commonality with it in emphasis and weight,75 by making a
distinction in what is heard.

In making the last reservation we avoided mentioning any sound
[that would be overmuch] 'long' or 'short', and any sound [that
would be] 'proper' or 'improper'. Each of these [latter sounds] may
have as an accidental quality some structure by which it would be
distinguishable from another like it in emphasis and weight.76 But
there would be no distinction in what is heard, because the [over-
much] 'length' or 'shortness' and the 'properness' or the lack of it
are not heard. Regarding the 'length' or 'shortness,' it is because
they are both quantitative in nature, and are not auditory. And
regarding the 'properness' or the lack of it, it is because they both
are natural imprints.77 With respect to this quality [of 'properness'],
it is preferable to call the sound a consonant letter, but not the qual-
ity itself.78

a) The 'consonant letters' are divided into 'voiced conso-
nants', these being called in Arabic, 'consonants of elongation and

74 MS gl: I.e., structures and forms [hay'at wa-sighat].
75 The sources used for Isfahani's commentary vary here, as in the Baydawi text:
L, T, and the MS: [ft al-khiffah wa-al-thiql; a gloss in L indicates [al-hiddah] as

a MS variant for [khiffah].
MS Garrett 989Ha and MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486: [al-hiddah wa-al-thiql]. The

translation will prefer the latter reading, to agree with that followed in the Baydawi
text.

76 Sources used vary slighdy: L: [fi al-hiddah wa-al-thiql], and indicating in a
gloss that [al-khiffah] is another MS reading for the first term; [fi al-khiffah wa-al-
thiql]. The MS reads: ". . . by which one would be distinguishable from another in
lightness and heaviness"; MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486 and MS Garrett 989Ha read:
[fi al-hiddah wa-al-thiql]. The significance here is L's shift to [al-hiddah] from its
previous usages.

77 MS glosses: 1. I.e., both are aesthetic matters [amran wijdamyan]; 2. Because
they would be perceived by aesthetic intuition [bi-al-wijdan], not [merely] by hearing.

78 MS gl: I.e., the quality itself would not be called a 'consonant letter.'
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quiescence' [i.e., in having no consonantal constriction], namely,
[alif], [waw], and [ya3].79

1) This is because they are generated by elongating the
[mobil] vowels immediately preceding and congenial to them; [that
is], the 'A' sound for the alif, the 'U' sound for the waw, and the
T sound for the ya3, as in [ha], [hu], and [hf].80

2) Moreover, it is not possible to begin [a word] with
them in that state [of elongation], because they are then [in their]
quiescent [state], and it is not possible to begin with a [letter in its]
quiescent [state].

b) Furthermore, [the letters are divided also into] 'unvoiced
consonants', which constitute all the others, (that is, all but the con-
sonant letters of elongation and quiescence), like the [ta5] and the
[ta3],81 and the others. And it is possible to begin [a word] with
these [consonant letters].

It is well known that
1) the most frequent cause of sound is the wave-motion

of the air, by beating [as on a drum] or by hard plucking [as of a
stringed instrument]. The 'wave-motion of the air' is not an expres-
sion for a transiting motion of one air mass by itself, in that a sin-
gle air mass itself would carry the sound and move it into the ear
passage, but rather, the wave-motion82 is an expression for an event
that takes place in the air by way of one beat after another [as of
a drum], and one silent rest after another [in alternation]. The cause
of this wave-motion is the beating MS 98a that is a strong stroke
[as of a drum], or the plucking that is a strong division [of the air]
[as of a stringed instrument]. The beating and the plucking each
make a wave go out in the air until it is inverted with great force
on both sides from the distance [i.e., the distant goal] to which the

79 L, T, MS Garrett 989Ha and MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486 give these letters
'properly' in the sequence of the Arabic alphabet, i.e., [alif], [waw], [ya3]; the MS
alone here uses the sequence of the Farsi-Ottoman alphabet, i.e., [alif], [ya3], [waw],
thus showing a slight degree of 'improperness' with respect to correct Arabic sequence.
Of the first group, the probable majority are products of the Farsi-Ottoman lin-
guistic milieu, but a concern for the 'properness' of Arabic is evident.

80 MS gl: This means that the [alif] was generated from the [fathah], and the
[waw] from the [dammah], and the [ya3] from the [kasrah].

81 Reading with T and the MS. Other sources vary—L: [ta3] and [za3]; MS
Garrett 989Ha: [ba3] and [za3].

82 MS gl: This condition is like the wave-motion of water in a pool when a stone
is thrown into its midst.
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agent beating or plucking it had sent it. The implication from this83

is that the air at a distance from [the inversion force] is compliantly
receptive84 to the configuration and wave-motion that come upon it
there, while the [action of] beating and plucking, that is the cause
of the wave-motion that [in turn] is the proximate cause of the
sound, is conditioned by the resistance [to the action], not by any
hardness [of air or water]. For beating upon water with something
[as a rod] will occasion sound without there being any hardness,
and trying to pluck something L 201 from [a ball of] cotton
would not be to produce sound, on account of the absence of any
resistance [from the cotton].

Also it is well known that
2) sensate perception of sound depends upon air that has

wave-motion and carries the sound reaching into the ear passage.
This is because the voice of a muezzin on a minaret [calling believ-
ers to the prayer rite], will incline from side to side when the wind
is blowing, and because one's sense-perception of a sound sometimes
will vary [by an interval] from [the moment of] observing its cause,
as with the stroke of an axe, for when we see from afar one who
strikes his axe upon wood, we see the stroke before we hear the
sound, and because if anyone takes a long [hollow] tube and places
one of its ends upon his mouth and the other end upon the ear
passage of a person and speaks into it with a loud voice, that per-
son will hear him, while no one else will hear him.85

It is well known, further, that
3) sound is something sensately perceived externally, that

is, it is present in the wave-motion of the air external to the ear
passage.

The theory has been held that sound has no existence in the
vibrating air external to the ear passage, but rather, the sound occurs
only in one's hearing from contact with the vibrating air when it
reaches the ear passage. But this [theory] is refuted by the fact that
if it should be so then we would not know its direction. It would
be just as when we would not perceive a tangible object unless it

83 MS gl: [I.e.], the inversion.
84 MS gl: I.e., [the] receptivity [qabiliyah].
85 MS gl: Because the [vibrating] air reaches only his ear, not the ear of any-

one else.
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should touch us; we do not perceive by the touch [alone] from which
direction the tangible object has reached us.

An echo is a sound that comes from the reflection of air in wave-
motion from a mountain or some [large] smooth-surfaced body.
Indeed, when air MS 98b that is in wave-motion is impacted by
some obstacle like a mountain or smooth wall, in such a way that
this air in wave-motion is bounced back while yet keeping within it
the structure of the original air wave, a second sound originates from
that [impaction], and that is the echo.

Baydawi said: L 201, T 91

4. Taste sensations

A body [of material for food] will be either coarse or fine or
medium, and the agency that will act upon it will be either heat or
cold or something temperate between the two.

a) Heat will produce
1) in coarse material 'bitterness', and
2) in the fine 'sharp acridity', and
3) in what is medium [coarse] 'saltiness'.

b) Cold [will produce]
4) in coarse material 'a sharp astringency', and
5) in fine material 'sourness', and
6) in what is medium [coarse] an 'astringency'.

c) Medium [heat will produce]
7) in coarse material 'sweetness'; and
8) in fine material [the taste of] a 'fatty substance', and
9) in medium [coarse material] a 'flatness of taste'.

Sometimes 'insipidity' is applied to what has no taste, or whose
taste is not perceived, as that of brass. Nothing is dissolved from it,
on account of its great density, that would blend to the tongue and
thus be sensately perceived.

And sometimes two tastes will join together, as [for instance] bit-
terness and astringency in boxthorn [Lycium], [a taste] called 'nau-
seous', and [as for instance] bitterness and saltiness, in wormwood86

T 92 [a taste] called 'brackish'.87

8b The MS and MS Garrett 989Ha, in the commentary, give the correct spelling.
Here, L & T vary: L: shikhah; T: sabkhah = salt marsh, green water-moss.

87 These terms are mainly drawn from dictionaries, using Wehr's 3rd ed. and Hava:
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Isfahani says: L 201, T 92, MS 98b

4. Taste sensations

[Of the various food tastes] there are nine88 with respect to the
recipient [food material] and the causative agency. L 202 Indeed,
a food taste will have a body [of food material] that carries it89 which
is either fine or coarse or medial between fineness and coarseness.
And food taste will have an agency [i.e., acting upon the taste] that
will be either heat or cold or something temperate between heat and
cold.

a) Thus, heat produces
1) in what is coarse a bitterness, and
2) in what is fine a sharp acridity, and
3) in what is medium [coarse] a saltiness.

b) Cold produces
4) in coarse material a sharp astringency,90 and
5) in fine material a sourness,91 and
6) in what is medium [coarse] an astringency.

c) Medium heat produces
7) in coarse material a sweetness, and
8) in fine material [the taste of] a fatty substance, and
9) in medium [coarse material] a flatness of taste.

'Tastelessness' is used in two different meanings: the first of them
being that which really has no taste, while the second is that which
really has taste, but its taste is not sensately perceived because of its
extremely dense coarseness. Nothing dissolves from [the second] that
mingles with the tongue, so there is no perception of its taste, as
with brass and iron. Nothing dissolves from [either of] these that

1. bitterness [mararah]; 2. sharp acridity [harafah]; 3. saltiness [muluhah]; 4.
sharp astringency [cufusah]; 5. sourness [humudah]; 6. astringency [qabd]; 7. sweet-
ness [halawah]; 8. a fatty substance [dusumah]; 9. flat of taste [tafahah]; 10. bit-
terness & astringency [al-bashacah] of boxthorn [al-hudad]; 11. bitterness & saltiness
[al-zucuqah] of wormwood [al-shrhah].

88 MS gl: I.e., Of [the food tastes] the simple ones [basayituha] are nine.
89 MS gl: I.e., the recipient [al-qabil] [of it].
90 MS gl: Understand that astringency [qabd] and sharp astringency [MS orthog-

raphy: cufudah] are closely related, the difference being that the astringent con-
stricts [yaqbud] the surface of the tongue, while sharp astringency constricts both
the surface of the tongue and its interior together.

91 MS: [khumudah].
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would mix with the tongue and be perceived, because of the extremely
dense coarseness, but then if [this sample] should be changed in the
dissolution and refinement of its parts a taste would be perceived
from it. The 'tastelessness' in this [second] sense is reckoned as a
[real] taste, but not so the first [sense, that has no taste].

Understand that individual tastes constitute these nine. Sometimes
there are joined in one [taste-bearing] body two tastes or more, and
so another than these nine would be perceived. The joining together
of two tastes would be like the mixing together

(10.) of bitterness and astringency of the boxthorn [Ly-
cium], [a taste] called 'nauseous'. The boxthorn92 is a medicine,
being a species of the prickly saltwort [Salsola kali]. [And such a
joining would be] like the mixing together

(11.) of bitterness and saltiness in wormwood, [a taste]
called 'brackish'.93 The joining together of more [than two tastes]
would be like the mixing together of bitterness, sharp acridity and
astringency in the eggplant.

Baydawi said: L 202, T 92

5. Smell sensations

The odors that are agreeable to one's temperament are called 'fra-
grant', and those that are disagreeable to it [are called] 'putrid'.
Sometimes an odor is called sweet or [sometimes] sour94 in view of
what accompanies it. The various kinds of odors do not have specific
names. The reason for the sensate perception of these [odors] is the
arrival in the nose of air that has been qualified by [one of them].
Another theory is [that the reason for the sensate perception of odors
is the coming to the nose of air] mixed with a fine particle dissolved
from that which possesses the odor.

92 The scribes show uncertainty of the orthography here: L reads [kha3] instead
of [ha.5]; the MS reverses the vowels in [hudad] but correctly describes their order.

93 MS gl: One says that the taste is intolerably brackish [ta'am maz'uq], when
it is overly salted.

94 [hamidah]; L: [khamidah].
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Isfahani says: L 202, T 92, MS 98b

5. Smell sensations

The smell sensations are constituted MS 99a by odors perceived
by the sense of smell. There are no names for their various kinds
except from the viewpoint of their being agreeable or disagreeable.
For the odors that are agreeable to one's temperament are called
'fragrant', those disagreeable to one's temperament are called 'putrid'.
Sometimes a name will be derived from food tastes closely associ-
ated with the odors, and people will say L 203 that it is a sweet
odor or a sour odor95 in view of a closely associated food taste. The
reason for the sensate perception of an odor is the coming to the
nose of air that is qualified by the odor. Another theory is that
the reason for the sensate perception of the odor is the coming to
the nose of air mixed with a fine particle dissolved from that which
possesses the odor. But this is improbable, for it is impossible for
particles of a small bit of musk to produce an odor that would spread
to many places, each sample of which would be like the odor per-
ceived at first.

Baydawi said: L 203, T 92

2. Psychic qualities

The psychic qualities comprise the 'living nature' [or, 'life'], 'health
and illness', and 'perception', and [other basic qualities] upon which
'actions' depend, as 'power and will'. [Qualities] that are permanent
are called a 'habitual nature', while the ones that are not such are
called a 'condition'.

The living nature [and its absence]

a. The living animate nature is a power that conforms to what
is normal to the species, and the rest of the powers issue from it.

1. The Physician-Philosopher [Ibn Sina] reasoned that [the liv-
ing animate nature] was distinct from the two powers of sensate per-
ception and nourishment taking [from the fact] that a body member

The MS and L read: [khamidah].
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of a paralytic would be alive but not sensitive [to stimuli], while a
withered body member would be alive but not taking nourishment;
but plants are the reverse [of the latter]. But this [inference by Ibn
Sina] has been disallowed

a) on the basis that the absence of an 'action' does not
imply the absence of a 'power', because admissibly some hindrance
might prevent [the power] from [an action]. Let no one say that
the 'power' is what causes an 'action', because, if that should be
granted, then it would imply that the term 'power' should not be
applied in [a given case] because of the absence of any 'action'.
Moreover, [Ibn Sina's inference is disallowed]

b) on the basis that nourishment taking by plants is different
in its essence from nourishment taking by living animate beings.

2. The philosophers and the Muctazilah posited a physical con-
stitution as the condition [for a living nature]. This [theory] has been
disallowed on the basis that if [the living nature] should subsist in
the totality [of a physical constitution], and if [the living nature]
should be a single unity, then one entity would be inhering in a plu-
rality of substrates, while if [the living nature itself] should be a plu-
rality, then every single [unit of the living nature] would be conditioned
upon another. This requires consideration.

b. 'Death' is the absence of the 'living animate nature' from
something whose function it is to have it. There is another theory
that [death] is a quality that is the opposite of life, in accor-
dance with the word of [God]: "[God] created both death and life."
[Q. 67:2]

Now, "nonexistence" would not be [something] created, and [so]
this [theory] has been disallowed on the basis that the meaning of
"creation" [here] is a "fulfilling of a [divine] particular decree."

Isfahani says: L 203, T 92, MS 99a

2. Psychic qualities

Comprised among the psychic [accidental] qualities are the 'living
nature' [or, 'life'], 'health and illness', and 'perception', and [other
qualities] upon which 'actions' are dependent, as 'power and will'.
Psychic qualities that are permanent are called a 'habitual nature',
and those not such, that is, not 'permanent,' are called [a] 'condition'.
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The difference between a 'habitual nature' and a 'condition' is due
to separable accidental qualities,96 as 'permanence' and its absence.
This is because when a psychic quality first occurs, it is called a
'condition,' L 204 then it will itself become a 'habitual nature';
but things that differ [from one another] on account of specific
'differentia' cannot possibly be inverted one into another.

The presentation of the psychic qualities is in five subtopics:
1. The living nature [and its absence]; 2. Perception [and knowl-

edge]; 3. Power and will; 4. Pleasure and pain; T 93 5. Health
and illness.97

The living nature [and its absence] L 204:4, T 93:1, MS 99a: 16

a. The 'living nature' [or, 'life'] is a power that conforms to what
is normal to the species,98 and all the rest of the powers of living
animate beings issue from it. What is meant by 'normal to the species'
is that for a given species there will be one constitution that is the
most appropriate of all the constitutions relating to it. Moreover, the
'living nature' may be descriptively defined as a power that implic-
itly requires [the powers of] 'sensate perception' and 'motion-change'
as conditions for the normality of the constitution [of any living
being].

1. The Physician-Philosopher Abu cAli [Ibn Sina] reasoned99

that the living nature was distinct from the two powers of 'sensate
perception' MS 99b and 'nourishment taking' because a body
member that is paralyzed is alive, because if it should not be alive
then it would decay and suffer corruption; moreover, it would not
have any sensate awareness; therefore, the 'living nature' is some-
thing other than the 'power of sensate perception.' Furthermore, a
withered body member is alive, but it does not take nourishment,
necessarily so because of its being withered. [On the other hand,]
plants take nourishment but theirs is not a living animate nature.

96 MS gl: Permanence is an accident of 'habitual nature,' and its absence is an
accident of 'condition'; thus, the difference between them is on account of acci-
dental qualities, not 'specific differentia.'

97 Considering the subject matter actually discussed, the list is of five paired topics.
98 'Normal to the species' [al-ictidal al-nawcfj.
99 L gl: His expression, "The Physician-Philosopher reasoned": Our primary mas-

ter [al-ra'ls] [Ibn Sina] mentions this inference in [his book] the Qanun. [From al-
Sayyid al-Sharif al-Jurjani's glosses on Isfahani's commentary here. The statement
is also attributed to Ibn Sina in F.D. Razi's Muhassal, p. 98, Cairo, 1323 ed.]
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Thus, the 'living nature' does exist apart from the power of 'nour-
ishment taking', and the power of nourishment taking does exist
apart from the living nature, so the 'living nature' is something other
than the power of 'nourishment taking'.

l .-al. But the argument of Shaykh [Ibn Sina] is disallowed100

because
a) we do not grant that the 'living nature' would be some-

thing other than the 'power of sensate perception' and the 'power
of nourishment taking'.101

[Baydawi's] statement is that the paralyzed body member is live
but is not sensitive [to stimuli], while the withered body member is
live but does not take nutrition.

Our position is that the absence of sensate perception and the
absence of any nourishment taking do not logically require the absence
of any power of sensate perception or power of nourishment taking.
It is admissible that the power of sensate perception and the power
of nourishment taking should exist, while some hindrance would pre-
vent them from [being active in] sensate perception and in nour-
ishment taking.

Let no one say that the 'power' is what causes an 'action',102 as
in that case the two powers of 'sensate perception' and 'nourishment
taking' by logical necessity would not be present in the paralyzed
body member or the withered body member since their causation
of action was absent.

Our [Isfahani's] position is that we do not grant that 'power'103

is what causes an 'action,' but rather [that] 'power' is the basic prin-
ciple104 of the 'action', [this role being] more inclusive than causing
an action in the first place. Moreover, if it should be granted that
'power' would be the term for what causes an 'action', then

1) the implication would be that the term 'power' would
not be applied to that [other] entity whose function it is to cause,105

although it is not actually causing the 'action'; but from the latter
fact [i.e., that it is not actually causing the action]

100 MS gl: The one disallowing it is the Imam [Fakhr al-Din al-Razi], [The dis-
cussion is in Razi's Muhassal, p. 98 of Cairo, 1323 A.H. ed.]

101 The MS has omitted the clause, "because we do not grant."
102 Reading with the MS, MS Garrett 989Ha, and MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486. L

and T both insert here, [la bi-al-quwah].
103 The MS inserts here, [cibarah camma] "a term for what. . ."
104 MS gl: I.e., the validity of the action [salahlyat al-ficl].
103 The MS inserts here [bi-al-fi'l], but the sense is clear without the insertion.
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2) the implication would not be that that [other] entity106

would be absent.
1.—a2. Furthermore, [the argument of Ibn Sina] is disallowed

because
b) the nourishment taking of plants contrasts with the nour-

ishment taking of animate living beings both in reality and in essence.
Thus, the [fact that] the nourishment taking of plants is something
distinct from [their] living nature does not imply that the nourish-
ment taking of animate living beings is something distinct from [their]
living nature. L 205

2. The philosophers and the Muctazilah had posited a healthy
physical constitution as the condition for [a living nature]. But the
rest of the Mutakallimun disagreed with them, holding that a phys-
ical constitution is not a precondition for the 'living nature'.107 As
used by the philosophers, the 'physical constitution' is a term for a
body composed of the four elements in such a way that there results
from their combination a blended temperament, that is the condi-
tion for a living nature.

3. As used by the Mutakallimun,108 the 'physical constitution'
is a term MS 100a for a [minimum] total of individual atoms,
[and] from less than [this minimum total] a living being could not
possibly [be composed].109

(2.) The philosophers [also] hold that a living nature is condi-
tional upon there being a normally balanced blended temperament
and a spirit, this latter being constituted of fine bodies generated
from the vapor of the blended elements flowing in the blood vessels
that spring from the heart, namely, those called the 'arteries', and
[further], a normally balanced 'blended temperament' and a 'spirit'
will not become a reality unless there is a physical constitution.

2.-a. However, the theory that a 'living nature' is conditioned
upon there being a physical constitution was disallowed, and the
argument disallowing that the living nature would be conditioned
upon a physical constitution is that

106 MS gl: Namely, 'the power'.
107 MS gl: Understand that the Ashacirah all agree that a healthy constitution

would not be a condition for the existence of a living nature, since with them it
would be admissible for God Most High to create life in a single atom.

108 MS gl: I.e., [of] the Muctazilah.
109 MS gl: That is, the composition of a living being [hayawan] would not be

possible with less than those atoms. That is because they do not admit [the possi-
bility of] the living nature subsisting in a single atom.
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a) if the living nature should subsist in the total number of
parts of the physical constitution, and if the living nature [itself]
should be a single unit, then [it would be a case of] a single acci-
dental quality [i.e., the living nature] inhering in multiple substrates,
which would be impossible. Furthermore,

b) if the living nature should be a plurality, that is, if in
each atom of the physical constitution separately there should be a
living nature, then the subsistence of each single unit of the [living
nature] would be conditional upon the subsistence of every other
unit [of it] in some other atom.

1) If the case should be otherwise, then [still] a healthy
physical constitution would not be a condition for the living nature.
But,

2) if the condition should be as described, then a circu-
lar argument would be implicit, and that would be impossible. But
this requires consideration, because a single [unit of] living nature
subsists in the totality of [body] parts, a [single] totality, and this
does not imply that a single accidental quality would be inhering in
multiple substrates.

b. 'Death' is the absence of the living nature from something
whose function it is to have it; although it is better to say that [death]
is the absence of the living nature from that [situation] in which the
living nature is [normally] found, the opposition between these two
[cases] being an opposition between 'deprivation' and 'possession'.

Another theory is that death is a quality in opposition to the liv-
ing nature, in accordance with the word of God Most High, "[God]
created both death and life." [Q 67:2] However, 'nonexistence' not
being a created entity, this theory was disallowed because the mean-
ing of 'creation' [here] is that it is the fulfilling of a [divine] par-
ticular decree. But this [fulfilling] need not consist of something
having existence, since what is 'nonexistent' also [results from] the
fulfilling of a particular decree.

Baydawi said: L 205, T 93

Perception and knowledge

a. [Perception.] 'Perceptions' are either
1. plainly external, as is 'sensate perception' by the five exter-

nal senses, or
2. [they are mental and] internal, these latter being divided into
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a) 'concept formations' and
b) 'judgmental assents' [i.e., to the concepts being formed;

then [the judgmental assents] become knowledge].
b. [Knowledge.]

1. Concept formation110 is the [present] existence of the 'form' 
the 'intelligible object of knowledge' within the 'knower'. What indi-
cates the existence of this 'form' within the [knower's] intellect is

a) that we form a concept of a nonexistent entity, and
b) that we make it distinct from anything else, a distinction

that will not be realized until after it has become an established cer-
tainty. It is not something in external [reality], for it is in the mind.

An objection to this [doctrine] is raised with the argument that it
would require the mind to be hot [and] cold [and] straight [and]
round simultaneously when conceiving these qualities.

[In reply to this objection it can be said], the truth is that if111

[the objecting philosophers] should intend by the [term] 'form' some-
thing like a reflected image in a mirror, then that [sense] would bear
[what is meant].112 But if they should mean something that would
have a commonality with the external in all of its quiddity, then
that would be [an] invalid [meaning], because [the 'form'] is an
accidental quality, while the [intelligible] object of the 'concept being
formed' might be a substance. Moreover, sometimes an entity will
form a conception of itself, so if its own image should occur within
[a material entity], then the implication would be that two like images
were joined together.

Let no one say that a 'thinking person' and an 'intelligible object'
would be one entity, because the thinking person is the one who
brings up before himself something that is other than himself, and

110 At this point, without explanation, Baydawi himself by inadvertence, [or, the
original editors of his text] had reversed his usual presentation sequence, i.e., the
standard sequence, namely, first concept formation, then judgmental assent. Isfaha
attempted an explanation in his Commentary at this point, but he is not sure why
this was done. Therefore, seeing that the unaccountable reversal of sequence in
Baydawi's text would result only in confusion and that no meaningful advantage
would be gained, as the Editor we have changed the two text blocks to the stand-
ard sequence of presentation, as follows: in Baydawi's original text—

[Tasawwur block L 206:1-9, & T 93:31-T 94:1] is placed ahead of
[Tasdiq block L 205:20~L 206:1, & T 93:29-31].
111 L omits "if."
112 Reading with Garrett 283B and Garrett 989Hb, the latter clearly vowelling

it [muhtamil] as an active participle of Form 8 while L uses Form 5; T reads
[sahfh] as a clearer paraphrase.
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also because it would be impossible for something to appear T 94
before its own presence.

2. Judgmental assent113 is either
a) 'firmly convinced', or
b) it is not.
(a) The first alternative above, [firmly convinced judgmen-

tal assent], is due either
1) to a factor of [logical] necessity, or
2) it is not, the latter [case] being [conviction due to]

'authoritative tradition'.
(1) In the former alternative here, what is linked [to the

conviction] is either
aa) 'open to contradiction' somehow, this being 'belief,

or
bb) it is not [open to contradiction], this being 'knowl-

edge'.
(b) The second alternative above [not firmly convinced judg-

mental assent] is either [a case of]
1) two equal terms, which is [called] 'doubt', or,
2) two not equal terms, [in this case]

aa) the probable one is [called] a 'surmise', L 206
and

bb) the less probable one is [called] an 'estimation'
[or, guess].

Another theory [of perception and knowledge] is to the effect that
[since] there is a specific linkage between a knowing person and an
intelligible object, [this individual linkage] would be multiplied accord-
ingly as the intelligible objects would multiply, and it would take
shape accordingly as the [knowing] entity would give thought to
itself.

Another theory is to the effect that [the special linkage between
knower and intelligible object] is an attribute that necessarily brings
about erudition, which is a state having a linkage with the intelligi-
ble object. On this basis, it would not be multiplied accordingly as
intelligible objects would multiply.

113 N.b.: The text blocks for 'Tasawwur' and for 'Tasdiq' in Baydawi's presen-
tation are here restored to the standard sequence. Baydawi himself had unexplain-
ably reversed them from his usual practice. See also the note at the same point in
Isfahani's commentary.
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Isfahani says: L 206, T 94, MS 100a

Perception and knowledge

a. [Perception. In this second subtopic under the 'psychic quali-
ties' the term] 'perception' need not be defined114 because it is one
of the psychic intuitions, and these psychic intuitions themselves are
present within the rational soul.

b. [Knowledge.]
1. Concept formation. When the 'real nature of a thing' is [directly]

present [to the internal powers of] the rational soul [that presence]
is a more effective way to form a concept MS 100b [of the thing]
than [merely] for its 'likeness and image' to be present [indirectly
to the rational soul]. So for this reason, psychic attributes and psy-
chic intuitions [operating directly on a present thing] are more
effective in the formation of a concept than are entities external to
[and present indirectly to] the psyche. Indeed, forming a concept of
the psychic attributes takes place when their 'real nature' is present,
while forming a concept of entities external to the psyche takes place
when an 'image of them' is present.115

114 L 206 gl: [The present commentator], Shams [al-Din Mahmud] Isfahani, in
his commentary on Nasir al-Din Tusi's al-Tajrid has stated in this regard: "The
[term] 'perception' is used in two senses with two different technical applications
[bi-istilahayn]:

(1) The first is that "the real nature of a thing is present" in itself or in its image
before the perceiver [this is Ibn Sina's definition]. The observer of it is that agent
by which it is perceived, equally whether the agent by which perception takes place
is the perceiver himself or is his instrument, and equally whether the image is
detached from some external matter or is present itself from the first, and equally
whether it is imprinted upon the perceiver himself or on his instrument, or whether
it is present without being imprinted in anything.

(2) The second [meaning] is "sensate perception" only. Furthermore, "knowl-
edge" is an expression for the occurrence of an intelligible's form within the knower,
so knowledge is a species of perception according to the first technical application,
which is the "thought process" [al-tacaqqul]. On the basis of this [first technical
application], perception is distinguished from knowledge as the genus and the species
are mutually distinguished. On the basis of the second technical application, per-
ception is differentiated from knowledge, so it is distinguished from knowledge as
two species are mutually distinguished. That is, the two species are subsumed under
one genus; and that accords with the fact that both are subsumed under "percep-
tion" according to the first sense.

115 Note terms: when their real nature is present [bi-husul haqfqatihaj; when an
image of them is present [bi-husul mithaliha]. The scribe of L miswrote a [fa3]
instead of [lam] in [mithaliha] as in T and the MS.
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2. Judgmental assent.
a) Truth116 in an intuition11' about a conception consists of

1) the truth of an obvious conclusion,118 that by its truth
obtains the intellect's prompt decision to accept

2) the truth of the premise [as well], as soon as it forms
a [joint] concept of both the conclusion and the premise together.

Indeed, the truth of what is intuitive about a concept would be
neither the truth of some [objective] essence, nor the truth of some
accidental quality [capable of] providing a distinction,119 nor the
truth of some conclusion reached by way of an intermediate factor.
For indeed, if a conception has been spontaneously formed of some
entity, then the implication—deriving both from the conception of
[the entity] and from the conception of what 'intuitive' means—
would be that the intellect would promptly accept the fact that [the
conception formed] was by intuition and without any need for an
intermediate factor, and thus, [a quick intellect] would not have to
wait for a [full] demonstration of proof, but rather, it sometimes has
need120 [only] for [factual] information.

b) Factual information 1) When being given.
Now, the [power of] estimation is a serious challenge to the intel-

lect, turning it aside from its required role so that disturbances result
in the intellect's thinking processes on account of it. Thus, [the intel-
lect] has need for [factual] information in order to become free from
the murky confusion of L 207 [doubtful] estimations [and arrive]
at clarity of thinking. What has been set forth121 is by way of infor-
mation. If it should be [put] in the form of a proof demonstration,122

116 MS gl: This is the answer to an assumed question, the assumption being that
someone would say, "We have granted that perception is intuitive, but its spon-
taneity is not intuitive."

"7 MS gl: The intended meaning here is "what the intuitional factor has assented
to as true."

118 MS gl: In the more general sense.
Jurjani's Tcfrifat, Fluegel's ed., p. 199, defines the 'more general' sense of an 'obvi-

ous conclusion' as that where a concluding proposition together with its premise is
enough to convince the mind of their necessary relationship.

119 MS gl: Otherwise, it would imply that a separating distinction would be made
[between] something intuitive and something [else] intuitive.

120 L has omitted [qad] preceding the verb.
121 MS gl: That is, [Isfahani's] opening statement, ["The term 'perception' need

not be defined] because it is one of the psychic intuitions."
122 Since it includes two premises as a proof demonstration does.
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it would not be possible to contradict it nor to raise an objection
against it.

Sometimes the power to give information is inadequate to intro-
duce the information in the right way, for that depends upon the
power to explain that one has either by natural endowment or by
acquisition [of skill].

[Factual information] 2) When being received.
And sometimes [one's] understanding of what is given in infor-

mation123 is inadequate for comprehending what is meant by the
information given, so [the topic] is shifted124 to another information
[opportunity], in order that it might be [better] communicated; unless
[one's understanding] is absolutely inadequate, then it must be
dropped,125 for "Everyone is easily amenable to that for which he
was created."126

123 MS gl: In relation to what is spoken.
124 L and T: [fa-yantaqil ila3 tanbrti akhar]. MS and MS Garrett 989Ha: [fa-

yunqal ila3 akhar], with two glosses in the MS: 1. [tanbfh akhar]; 2. I.e., the one
giving the announcement moves to a clearer way [of giving the information] than
at first.

125 MS gl: I.e., abandoned.
126 L 207:5 "[Kullun muyassarun li-ma khuliqa lahu]"—This quotation was used

by the Prophet Muhammad, as noted in Sunan Abu Daud (Kitab al-Sunnah, #4709).
It was not original with the Prophet, as no formula eulogizing the Prophet pre-
cedes it, neither in the Hadith, nor in Ibn Sina's use of it as a caustic aside to stu-
dents, nor in Isfahani's usage parallel to that of Ibn Sina, nor in Baydawi's and
Isfahani's quote of it as a point in an argument of the Ashacirah [See Book 3,
Section 2, Topic 4b, (L 450:13, 15), and the note at that point]. In the Hadith
reference the Prophet uses it in the context of the 'latency' and 'appearance' of
individual character traits which are not perceived with clarity. The Asha'irah usage
(at L 450) parallels that in the Hadith. Isfahani at this point in his commentary on
Baydawi is drawing upon Ibn Sina, and his usage parallels that of Ibn Sina in
commenting on the limited mental capacities of misguided but determined would-
be scholars. Ibn Sina here uses it in concluding vol. 1, the Logic section, of his
al-Isharat wa-al-Tanbihat [1:320]. The Hadith context of the "latency and appea
ance" of character traits is illuminated by reference to J. van Ess' article "kumun"
in En-I-2.

A modern translator of this Logic section quotes the proverb both in his own
introductory summary and also in its place at the conclusion of the translated text:
p. 43-. "For whatever one is fit for, one can do with ease";
p. 160 . "Everyone is directed with facility toward that for which one was cre-
ated." [Avicenna/Ibn Sina, Remarks and Admonitions, Part I: Logic. Tr. by Shams I
Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, [c. 1984].] There is a sharply
cutting judgment of character in this saying, but the cutting edge provided for it
cannot give pain in the translation cited here. We surmise that it was a proverb
current in the speech of Muhammad's day, possibly deriving from Hellenistic phi-
losophy of the Stoic tradition. The proverb deserves more extended research.
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[Isfahani continues:] L 297:5; T 94:15; MS 100b: 14

Ibn Sina's theory of perception

In [his] al-Isharat [wa-al-Tanbihat]',127 Shaykh [Ibn Sina] denned 'p
ception' thus: "The perception of an entity consists in the fact that
its real nature is represented128 to the perceiver, [and] the observer
[of this real nature] is that agency [equally either directly or by
instrument] by which it is perceived."129

This is a definition of 'perception' in accordance with [its] ety-
mology, and on that account [Ibn Sina] did not hesitate to bring
the 'perceiver' into it. But the use of something derived in defining
that from which the derivation is taken does not imply that it is a
case of 'definition by something more obscure.' This is because the
determination of the factor indicated by [the word] 'perception' is
through an entity that belongs specifically to [the perception], and
does not include all the other psychic attributes. This factor repre-
sents reality on the basis of [direct] observation, and the determi-
nation of [what] 'perception' [refers to] is not through mentioning
the 'perceiver,' so there is no implication that it is a 'definition by
something more obscure.'

This definition is a determination of the causal factor named 'per-
ception' that MS 101a has commonality with the 'thinking process',
[which includes] 'estimation', 'imagination', and 'sensate perception'.

The entity perceived [then] would be either
a. the perceiver himself, or
b. something else, that 'something else' being either

1. not external to [the perceiver],130 or
2. external to [the perceiver], and if external, it is either

a) material131 or
b) immaterial.132 So, these are four divisions.133

127 Vol. 2, pp. 308-312, Teheran, 1453, with Nasir al-Din al-Tusi's commentary
and Qutb al-Din al-Razi's glosses.

128 MS gl: I.e., is present in itself.
129 MS gl: I.e., because of [this process of perception] the perceiver perceives the

object perceived.
130 MS gl: As our perception of our own knowledge of our [physical] pains

[wujucina].
131 MS gl: As our perception of a body or something corporeal.
132 MS gl: As our perception of intellects and souls.
133 ]7 r o m t n e succeeding context, presumably these would be the divisions at a.,

and b., a), and b).
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Perception of the first two of them [i.e., a. and b.] would be by
the real nature [of each] occurring to the perceiver, the first being
without any inherence134 [brought from outside], and the second by
[its] inherence [i.e., within the perceiver].

The perception of the last two135 [i.e., a) and b)] would be not
by obtaining the external reality itself, but by obtaining the image
of the reality, equally whether the perception benefits from the exter-
nal reality or whether the external reality benefits136 from the per-
ception. Perception of the third137 is by obtaining a form138 separated
and abstracted from matter. The fourth139 does not need to be
detached from matter, necessarily so, because it is not material.

[Ibn Sina's] statement that [the perception of a thing] consists in
"its real nature being represented before the perceiver",140 applies to
all [of these].141 One says that [a given object] has been represented
in a given way142 before a given person, when it is present directly
before him143 either in itself or by its image. Thus, being 'present in
itself applies to the first two [alternatives above], and being '[pre-
sent] by its image' applies to the last two. And his statement [that
the representation would be] 'before him,'144 is more general than
for it to be by inherence [either] within him,145 or in an instrument
of his, or without any inherence. Thus, to be 'present before the
perceiver' includes [all of] them.146

Moreover, 'perception' has two adjunctive relationships as acci-
dental qualities: one of them being with the 'agency having the per-
ception' [i.e., the 'perceiver'], and the other being with the 'object

134 MS gl: Because what is perceived would be the perceiver himself.
135 MS gl: I.e., the material and the immaterial.
136 MS gl: For example, the bed that exists externally benefits from the percep-

tion, for the carpenter first conceives it then makes it.
137 MS gl: I.e., the material.
138 MS gl: In the material.
139 MS gl: I.e., the immaterial.
140 Marat, v. 2, p. 308.
141 MS gl: I.e., the four classes mentioned.
142 MS gl: This is the etymological meaning of representation; otherwise, the tech-

nical meaning would not include representation by means of an image. They say
that knowledge is of two kinds, the 'representational' [hudurf] that is present in
itself, and the 'imprinted' [intiba'f] that is present through something else, that is,
by its 'form.'

143 MS gl: I.e., before the perceiver.
144 MS gl: I.e., Before the perceiver.
The statement is at Isharat, v. 2, p. 310.
145 MS gl: As [in the case of] the universals.
146 MS gl: The four classes.
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of the perception'.147 On that account, [perception] is made an acci-
dental quality [to each of them] as each is mentioned in the definition.
And since each is qualified by the adjunctive relationship, L 208
[the result is that] the object perceived and the perceiver are related
to each other as being mutual adjunctions.148

a. [In this philosopher's scheme] perception is classified into
1. perception not by means of an instrument, in that the per-

ceiver perceives by himself, and
2. perception by means of an instrument.149

b. In order to call attention to both classes [Ibn Sina] made this
statement: ". . . The observer [of this real nature] being that agency
by which it is perceived." Thus, if he should perceive not by means
of an instrument, then 'that [agency] by which it is perceived' would
be the perceiver himself, so his essence would observe it. But if he
should perceive by means of an instrument, then 'that [agency] by
which it is perceived' would be the instrument, so the instrument
would observe [the reality perceived].

What is meant by the 'observing' is '[being in] the presence' only.150

Therefore, there is [here] a refutation of what has been said [to the
effect that the] 'observing' would be a species of perception, and
thus [the 'observing'] would be more specific than ['perception'], and
the definition [here refuted] would be 'by something more obscure.'
It is likewise [with] MS 101b what has been said [to the effect]
that ['observing would be a species of perception']151 implying that
the instrument also would be the perceiver. Thus, if it should be
held that only being present 'to that [agency] by which it is per-
ceived' would not be sufficient for perception, and if [a given] entity
that would be present to sensate perception should be something to
which the rational soul would not pay attention, then [that entity]
would not be perceived.

b.-a. The reply to this [reasoning agrees with our position]152 that
the perception would not be the presence of the entity only before

l4/ Note terms: 'agency having the perception' [dhi al-idrak]; 'object of the per-
ception' [al-mudrak].

148 Marat, v. 2, p. 311.
149 MS gl: As hearing, sight, and others.
150 Ibn Sina, Marat, v. 2, p. 311.
151 Marat, v. 2, p. 311.
152 Combining the readings of the MS and MS Garett 989Ha "the reply [to this]

is" [ujfb bi-anna] with that of L and T "our position is" [qulna].
Marat, v. 2, pp. 311-312.
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the instrument,153 but rather that its being present to the perceiver
would be by way of its being present before the 'instrument', if 'that
[agency] by which it is perceived' should be the 'instrument'. [It
would] not [be] that [the entity] would be present twice, one time
before the perceiver and the other time before T 95 the instru-
ment, for the rational soul is the perceiver, but [it would be indi-
rectly] by the intermediation of [the entity] being present before the
instrument, if 'that [agency] by which it is perceived' should be the
instrument.154

c. Furthermore, [the fact that the perception of a thing is in its]
1. 'being present to the perceiver' is known from [Ibn Sina's]

statement: "[The perception of a thing] is that its real nature is rep-
resented before the perceiver", and the

2. 'being present before the instrument' is known from his state-
ment: ". . . The observer [of its real nature] is that [agency] by which
it is perceived."

[Isfahani continues:] L 208:14, T 95:3, MS 101b:8

Baydawi's theory of perception and knowledge

a. [Perception.] Then, [two centuries after Ibn Sina, Baydawi
restudied this material, and reformulated the theory, saying that the
various] perceptions155 are either

1. plainly external, as sensate perception in the five [external]
senses, touch, sight, hearing, smell and taste, or they are

2. internal, as [psychic perception in] 'the thought process',
'estimation', and 'imagination'. The internal perceptions are divided
into

a) 'concept formation(s)' and
b) 'judgmental assent(s)'; because inevitably, a judgment either

1) would not closely follow perception, or, a judgment

153 MS gl: This means that the perception that would be only the presence of
the entity before the instrument would not be knowledge. But rather, knowledge is
of two classes—1) the perception that is the presence of the entity only before the
rational soul, or, 2) [the perception that is] the presence of the entity before the
rational soul by way of the instrument.

154 Ibn Sina, Marat, v. 2, p. 312.
las j j e r e Isfahani moves back to his Commentary on Baydawi, though without me-

tioning the transition. We see at the outset here that "Baydawi's theory" provides a
remarkable clarification and simplification of Ibn Sina's discussion of the same topic.
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2) would closely follow it, the former [stage a)] being a
[preliminary and tentative] 'concept formation', and the latter [stage
b)] being a [reinforcing] 'judgmental assent' [i.e., 'assent' to the 'con-
ception' as it is being modified through closer perception, and then
becomes knowledge].156 There was a reference at the beginning of
this work [i.e., Baydawi's Tawalic al-Anwar] to the fact that this divi
sion of the 'thought process' into 'concept formation' and 'judgmental
assent' does not at all require that [other] perceptions not part of
the 'thought process' may not be classified [also] into 'concept for-
mation' and 'judgmental assent."57

b. [Knowledge. Of the perceptions leading to knowledge,
(1.) the internal perceptions comprise—as outlined above—both]

(a) Concept formation.158 The concept159 that has been [interna
formed of something external to the rational soul,160 is the existence

156 MS gl: "The thought alone about something, without any judgment upon it
in rejection or affirmation, is called 'forming a conception', or, with a judgment it
is called 'judgmental assent.'" [Quoted from Baydawi's statement at the beginning
of the Introduction, Chapter 1, Topic 1.]

1D7 LOC. cit. in the preceding note, in Isfahani's subsequent discussion of Baydawi's
theory of perception becoming knowledge.

138 See the companion note at the same place in Baydawi's original text. Isfahani's
commentary accepts Baydawi's unaccountable reversal of the standard sequence of
presentation, namely, concept formation—Tasawwur, then, judgmental assent—Tasdiq.
the note immediately following here, Isfahani hazards a guess as to the reason for
this reversal, but is not sure why. As Editor, we therefore have changed the text
blocks in the commentary to the standard sequence, as was done in Baydawi's text,
as follows: in the commentary— [Tasawwur block L 209:5-L 210:4; T 95:13-30; M
102a:3-102b:5] is placed ahead of [Tasdiq block L 208:20~L 209:5; T 95:7-13;
MS 101b:13-102a:2]

159 L & MS gl: Understand that [the term] 'concept formation' [al-tasawwur] is
applied to both a) anything referred to within [the scope of the term] 'knowledge'
[MS: [ma yuradif al-cilm]; L: [ma yurad ff al-cilm], and

b) anything that would be a subdivision [qasfm] of the 'judgmental assent', this
being a more particular [usage] [akhass].

So, if the first sense should be meant by [the term 'concept'] here, then it would
be contrary to the obvious [presentation] [al-zahir]. This is because [Baydawi's]
division of 'perception' [idrak] is first of all into 'concept formation' and 'judgmental
assent' [to the concept under formation]. [Thus,] his mention of 'concept' in sec-
ond place would indicate that its intended meaning would be as a subdivision
[qasim] of 'judgmental assent'.

But if the second sense should be meant by [the term 'concept'], then [its]
definition would not prevent it from being true of the 'judgmental assent' also.
Unless, perhaps, if he should not be intending it as a definition, but should be
assigning the burden of [haml] the existence of a 'form' to the 'conception formed'
and judgmentally assenting to that [assignment] only, then in that case [the usage]
would be in order [yastaqfm].

160 MS gl: This being the doctrine of the philosophers.
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of the 'form' of an intelligible object before the knower. What indi-
cates the existence of this form within the intellect [of the knower]
is that we do form a conception of a nonexistent entity, and we
make it distinct from anything else in a way that would not come
to realization unless by its existence. But since a nonexistent entity
would have no existence among the individual quiddities, it is there-
fore determined that [the concept] is within the mind.

An objection has been raised,161 to the effect that if a conception
should consist of the existence of the 'form' of an intelligible within
[the mind of] the knower, then the mind would necessarily become
hot and cold and straight and circular simultaneously when forming
a conception of heat and cold, and of straightness and circularity.

[In reply to this objection it can be said], the truth is that if [the
philosophers] should mean by 'form' something resembling a reflection
in a mirror, then it would be possible that the 'concept formed'
would mean the existence of the 'form' of the intelligible within the
knower, for then, the 'concept' would be the existence of the 'image'
of the intelligible within the knower. Now, an 'image' would be
different from many of the distinguishing properties that belong to
the subject of the image. And if that is true, then there would be
no implication that the mind would [actually] be hot and cold,
straight and circular. That would be implied only if the 'conception
formed' of the hot and cold, straight and circular should be the
occurrence of the very quiddities [i.e., of these qualities]. And that
is not the case, but rather, the occurrence is of their images.

[Further in reply to the objection], if [the philosophers] should
mean by 'form' something that would have commonality with an
external entity in its complete quiddity, then that would be an invalid
[meaning], since the 'form' would be an accidental quality because
it exists in a subject-substrate,162 while the [external] object of the
conception' might be a 'substance' as are 'bodies'163 and their species.

[Baydawi's] statement is, ". . . an entity sometimes will form a con-
ception of itself" constitutes another objection to [the position] that
a 'concept formed' would be the existence of a 'form' of the intel-

161 MS gl: The objector is the Imam [F.D. Razi].
162 MS gl: I.e., in the mind.
163 MS gl: Since 'bodies' [ajsam] consist of genera under which are subsumed

many species.
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ligible object within the knower. A full statement of this objection
is that if the 'concept formed' should consist in the existence of the
form of the intelligible object being within the knower, then it would
imply that there was a joining together of two identical images. But
this conclusion is false, and so the premise is likewise.

An explanation of the logic used here is that an entity sometimes
will form a conception of itself, as when we form a conception of
ourselves. Thus, if a 'conception formed' should be the existence of
the intelligible object's 'form' within the knower, then the inference
would be, from an entity's conception of itself, that the form of the
entity would exist within itself. MS 102b Thus, its own image
would occur within itself, and the implication would be that two
identical 'images' would be joined together.

Let no one say that if an entity should form a conception of itself,
then the intelligent agency and the intelligible object would be one.
L 210 Indeed, an intelligent agency would be one capable of bring-
ing before itself an abstracted quiddity, and that [agency] would be
more general than one capable only of bringing before itself some-
thing different from itself, or its own self. Thus, if an entity should
form a conception of itself, there would be no implication that two
identical images would be joined together. This is because we [i.e.,
Isfahani] hold that a thing being present before itself would be nec-
essarily impossible. Thus, inevitably either

1) there would be the joining together of two identical
images, or

2) the doctrine would be that 'concept formation' is not
the existence of the form of the intelligible object within the knower.

[The internal perceptions also comprise]
(b) Judgmental assent. This is either

1) firmly convinced, that is, impossible to contradict, or
2) not firmly convinced.
(1) [Regarding] the first alternative here, that is, [judg-

mental assent] as being firmly convinced, is either
aa) due to a factor of [logical] necessity,164 that is, on

account of some indication [of proof], or
bb) not due to a factor of [logical] necessity.

164 MS gl: Whether it is by sense perception, or by intellectual activity, or by a
compounding of both of these.
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The second alternative [of the latter pair, i.e., (bb)], that is, [firmly
convinced assent] not due to a factor of [logical] necessity, would
be 'authoritative tradition'.165

In the first alternative [of the latter pair, i.e., (aa)], that is, [assent
firmly convinced] due to a factor of [logical] necessity, what is linked
to it would be either

11) open to contradiction166 in some aspect, equally
whether that would be something external L 209 or something
within the one who would set it forth as a matter of analogy, this
being a 'belief, or

22) not open to contradiction, whether externally
or as a matter of analogy, this being 'knowledge'.167

[The clause] 'what is linked [to it]' means the relationship of
established certainty between the two terms of 'judgmental assent',
namely, the object of judgment and the means of it, [certainty] to
which affirmation MS 102a or negation may be given.

(2) [Regarding] the second [major] alternative above, that
is, judgmental assent as not being firmly convinced,

aa) if [judgment] is equally balanced in its two terms,
then it is [called] 'doubt'; but,

bb) if [judgment] is not equally balanced in its two
terms, then

11) what is 'preferable' [as more probable] is a
'surmise', and

22) what is less 'preferable' is an 'estimation'.
Another theory is that knowledge is a matter of an adjunctive

relationship, namely, a special linkage168 between the knower and an
intelligible object. Thus, 'knowledge' would become a plurality accord-
ingly as intelligible objects would multiply, just as an adjunctive rela-
tionship would become a plurality accordingly as the objects governed
by adjunction would multiply.

163 MS gl: I.e., the knowledge of a person accepting authoritative tradition [cilm
al-muqallid] would be 'firmly convinced' without any necessitating factor, equally
whether it is correct or erroneous.

166 MS gl: What is meant by 'being receptive to contradiction' is more inclusive
than for it to be in this same case [ft nafs al-amr], or as a matter of analogy.

167 MS gl: In the sense of 'certainty' [yaqfn], not knowledge in the sense of 'per-
ception', which would be more general [a'aram] than these divisions.

168 [tacalluq khass] L reads, [ta'alluq hadir].
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Another theory is that 'knowledge'169 is an attribute170 that neces-
sarily produces 'erudition', this erudition being a single state171 hav-
ing a linkage with an 'intelligible object.' On this [basis] 'knowledge'
would not become a plurality accordingly as the intelligible objects
would multiply, since the linkage of a [single] attribute to a plural-
ity of [intelligible] objects would not imply that the attribute would
become multiple, because it is admissible for one entity to have link-
ages with numerous [intelligible] objects.

[Isfahani continues:] L 210:9, T 95:34, MS 102b:9

Knowledge and existence
a. One must understand that God Most High's knowledge of

Himself172 constitutes His essence itself. Thus, the knower, the intel-
ligible object, and the knowledge are one, this being [God's] 'proper'
or, 'specific' existence.173

b. For anyone other than God Most High, to have knowledge of
[one's] own essence and of whatever is not external to [one's] own
essence, is to obtain the intelligible object [of knowledge] itself. Thus,
in having knowledge of one's own essence the 'knower' and the
'intelligible object' [of knowledge] would be one.

Also, [such] 'knowledge'174 constitutes the existence of '[the sum
of] the knower and the intelligible object', and [such] 'existence' is
a factor that is added in the case of [all] 'realities possible'; thus,
'knowledge' would be something other than [the sum of] the 'knower'

169 MS gl: As a 'man' is one while having many linkages and concomitants, such
as the capabilities of writing, laughing, walking, amazement, and others, and the
multiplicity of these does not imply that the 'man' would be multiple.

170 MS gl: [I.e.], an existential [attribute].
171 MS glosses: 1. This ['state'] being neither 'existent' nor 'nonexistent.'
2. This is the theory of one holding the doctrine of'states' [ahwal], [of the school

of Abu Hashim al-Jubba'L]
1/2 [cilm Allah bi-dhatihi nafs dhatuhu fa-al-calim wa-al-maclum wa-al-cilm wahid

wa huwa al-wujud al-khass] . . . See also the MS gloss (f. 102b: 10). This [existence]
is an identity in the case of the Necessary Existent [wa-huwa cayn fi al-wajib].
Compare also Nicholas Heer's translation of a sentence in Jami's The Precious Pearl,
p. 35, n. 7: "Proper [i.e., specific] existence is identical with the essence in the case
of the Necessary Existent."

173 At this point Isfahani is adding to the concept of God's specific existence by
using the triad metaphor of the 'knower', the 'known self and the 'knowledge of
self which together are one 'specific existence', which in turn constitutes God's
'essence'. See the fuller discussions at (Bk 1, Sect 1, Ch 2, Topic 3:2), (Bk 1, Sect 2,
Ch 3), and (Bk 2, Sect 1, Ch 2).

174 MS gl: I.e., the knowledge of anyone other than God.
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and the 'intelligible object'. Furthermore, the 'knowledge of any of
his circumstances that are not external to the knower' would be
something other than the 'knower', and the 'intelligible object' also
would be something other than the 'knower'.

Thus, in the first case, a single entity is confirmed [as real],175 and
in the second case, two entities [are confirmed],176 and in the third
case, three entities [are confirmed].177 T 96 'Knowledge of an
entity external to the knower' is a way of expressing the occurrence
[i.e., within the knower] of a 'form' equivalent to the [external] intel-
ligible object. So [now] four entities are confirmed as real: 1. knower,
2. intelligible object, 3. knowledge, and 4. form. Thus, 'knowledge'
would be the 'occurrence of the form of the intelligible object within
the knower.'

c. In the knowledge of things external to the knower, there would
be:

1. the form, 2. the occurrence of that form, 3. the adjunctive rela-
tionship of the form to the [external] thing that is the intelligible
object, and 4. the adjunctive relationship of the occurrence to the
form.

d. In the knowledge of things not external to the knower, there
would be:

1. the occurrence, 2. the thing itself that occurs, and 3. the adjunc-
tive relationship of the occurrence to that thing [that occurs].

There is no doubt that the adjunctive relationship in all of the
forms would be an accidental quality, because it MS 103a would
be existent within a subject-substrate.

e. Regarding the real nature itself of an [intelligible object] entity
within the 'knowledge of things not external to the knower,' that
[real nature]

175 The MS codes the antecedent reference to each case mentioned. Case 1: [MS
102b:9] i.e., God's knowledge of Himself. One entity confirmed as to its reality:
'God's proper (or, specific) existence'.

176 Case 2: [MS 102b: 11] i.e., the knowledge, of anyone other than God, of one's
own essence. Two entities confirmed as real: 1) the sum of the 'knower' and the
'intelligible object'; 2) 'knowledge'.

177 Case 3: [MS 102b: 12] I.e., 'the knowledge of any of his circumstances that
are not external to the knower.' Three entities confirmed as real: 1) 'knower,' 2)
'intelligible object,' 3) 'knowledge of any of his circumstances that are not external
to the knower being something other than the sum of the knower and the intelli-
gible object.'
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1. would be a 'substance' if the intelligible object should be
the essence of the knower, because then that real nature would be
an existent but not in a subject-substrate, necessarily so because the
essence of the knower would be such [i.e., an existent but not in a
subject-substrate]. L 211 And

2. it would be an accidental quality if the intelligible object
should be inherent within the knower, because then that real nature
would be subsistent within the essence of the knower, and thus would
be an accidental quality.

f. Regarding the 'form' within the 'knowledge of things external
to the knower',

1. if it should be the 'form' of an accidental quality in that the
intelligible object would be an accidental quality, then it would be
an accidental quality without doubt, necessarily so because it would
match the delimiting definition of an accidental quality, since [the
'form'] would be existent within a subject-substrate.178

2. But if [the 'form'] should be the form of a substance in that
the intelligible object would be a substance, even then it would be
an accidental quality, but there would be ambiguity in it.

a) As for [the form] as an accidental quality, that would be
because it would match the delimiting definition of an accidental
quality.

b) As for [the form] as an ambiguity, that would be because
the substantial nature of the intelligible object, this [latter] being a
'substance', would be an essential attribute [of the form].179 Thus,
its quiddity, from its own aspect, would be 'substance,' while its quid-
dity, from the aspect of being preserved in a 'mental form', would
be [derived] from [the latter].180 [This is] because whether a quiddity
is associated with mental existence or with external [existence] would
not necessitate any difference in the quiddity itself. Moreover, if the
quiddity of the intelligible object should be preserved in the 'mental
form', and [this] quiddity, from the aspect of its own essence, should
be 'substance', then the 'mental form' would also be 'substance'.
[But] it would not be an 'accidental quality', since it is impossible
for a single entity itself to be both 'substance' and 'accident'.

178 MS gl: I.e., within the intellect.
1/9 MS gl: I.e., [an attribute] of its essence, but not in the sense that it would

be a part of it.
180 MS gl: I.e., from the intelligible [al-macqul].
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Isfahani continues: L 211:11, T 96:15, MS 103a:14

Aspects of the 'mental existence' of knowledge

In response [to points in this argument], we [i.e., Isfahani] do not
grant [the notion]181 that a quiddity, as such, would be preserved
within a 'mental form'.

[Baydawi's] statement is: "Because whether the quiddity is asso-
ciated with mental existence or with external existence would not
necessitate any difference in the quiddity itself."

Our position [i.e., Isfahani's] is that we grant that [statement], but
we do not grant that something associated with mental existence
would itself be the quiddity of an intelligible [external object], but
rather, [it would be] its blurred likeness182 and image. The blurred
likeness and image of that [external] thing will differ from it even
while they correspond to it, in the sense that, whatever the result
from the [external] thing that would be produced within the intel-
lect, it would be identical to the blurred likeness.

Now, if the 'mental form' should be at variance with the quid-
dity of the intelligible [external object],183 then the fact that the quid-
dity of the intelligible [external object] MS 103b was something
substantially real would not imply that the 'mental form' was some-
thing substantially real [as well]. And thus, a single entity in itself
would not be both a substance and an accidental quality.

As for an 'occurrence' taking place [within the intellect], equally
whether it would be the occurrence of the 'form' of the intelligible
thing or the occurrence of the intelligible thing itself, in view of its
being the [mental] occurrence of something it would be neither a
substance nor an accidental quality. [This is] because [the occur-
rence] would not receive judgmental assent in terms of this [partic-
ular] consideration, [namely], that it would be a 'quiddity' the
existence of which would be [either] not in a subject-substrate, or

181 MS gl: "This is a denial by [Isfahani] of mental existence, in spite of what
has been examined in his discussions." [From the Tajrid [al-Aqa'id] by Nasir al-Din
Tusi.]

182 All sources used agree on this orthography [shabah], rather than [sh-b-h].
Isfahani's choice of the form [sh-b-h] instead of [sh-b-h] may be considered to
emphasize audibly the blurring of a mental image of something that is in contrast
to the clarity of its external reality.

183 L and T: [li-mahryat al-ma'qul]; MS: [lil-mahiyah al-ma'qulah].
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in a subject-substrate; because, in terms of this [same] consideration,
it would be an 'existence—(a)'184 not a 'quiddity' having existence.

Further, in consideration of the fact that the 'existence—(a)'185 itself
would be a 'notion' to which an 'existence—(b)' would be applied
as an accidental quality within the intellect, ['existence—(a)' then]
would be an 'accident', because in that case, the delimiting definition
of 'accident' would be applied to it [i.e., 'existence—(a)'] by judg-
mental assent, L 212 since by judgmental assent it would be 'some-
thing existing within a subject-substrate'.

This is the way 'knowledge' should be conceived in order that the
ambiguities appearing around it would be dispersed quickly.

Baydawi said: L 212, T 96

Corollaries to the mental form

There are two corollaries to the doctrine of the '[mental] form' [in
'knowing'].

a. The 'mental form' is [an entity] from which the external [form]
disengages itself in that the latter: a) is sensately perceived, b) is
mutually resistant and impervious [to other external factors], c) is
prevented from inhering in any matter that is smaller than itself,
and d) is displaced by the occurrence of anything more powerful
than itself.

b. The 'mental form' is 'universal' [in reference]: not in the sense
that it would constitute a totality [of forms] within itself, for [in this
respect] it comprises [many] particular forms in [many] particular
rational souls; but rather, because what would be made known by
its means would be something universal, and because its relation to
each individual example of a given species would be equal.

Knowledge is 'general' [in reference], making linkages with mul-
tiple factors with regard to some [one] factor inclusive of them all,
and it is 'particular', making linkages with regard to every single
[factor]. It is 'active', as when you have formed a conception of an
action, then you perform it, and it is 'passive', as when you have
observed something, and then you have comprehension of it.

184 MS gl: Not a 'nonexistence'.
185 MS gl: This being either the 'occurrence of a form' or the 'occurrence of the

[intelligible] thing itself.
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Isfahani says: L 212, T 96, MS 103b

Corollaries to the mental form

There are two corollaries to the doctrine that knowledge is the occur-
rence of the [mental] form of the known object within the knower.

a. The first corollary is that the 'mental form',186—that is, [one]
abstracted from extraneous distractions187 and material properties that
do not cleave to the quiddity of the [externally objective] entity in
preference to the quiddity that is occurring in the mind,—is [an
entity] from which the 'external form', [that being] closely associ-
ated with material properties, disengages itself.188

[This is true], because the 'external form' a. is sensately per-
ceived189 in the external, and b. is mutually resistant and impervi-
ous [to other external factors], because when a 'form' inheres in [a
given quantity of] matter it is then impossible for another 'form'
like it to inhere in [the matter], and because c. the 'external form'
is prevented from inhering in any matter that is too small for it,
and because d. the 'external form' is displaced by the occurrence of
a 'form' more powerful than it, as in 'the realm of generation and
corruption'.190

Furthermore, [the 'external form'] contrasts with the 'mental form',
for [the 'mental form'] a. is not sensately perceived,191 nor b. is it
mutually exclusive [and impervious to external factors], as it is admis-
sible for multiple forms to inhere simultaneously within the power
of the intellect, nor c. is it prevented from inherence within [the
power of the intellect], for whether the form is small or great it may
inhere within the intellect,192 nor d. is the 'mental form' displaced
T 97 when something more powerful than it inheres within the
intellect.

186 MS gl: The first is the difference between the 'mental form' that inheres in
the rational soul and the 'external form' that inheres in matter.

187 As 'place', 'quality', 'time', and other [categories of accidents].
188 MS gl: I.e., in certain aspects.
189 MS gl: I.e., it is an existent.
190 MS gl: As one form vanishes and another form comes to be.
See the article, "Kawn wa-fasad" in En-I-2 by Louis Gardet, for the transfer to

Arabic from Greek and the development of the notion of 'genesis and corruption'.
191 MS gl: I.e., it does not exist externally to the senses, but rather it exists within

the senses.
192 MS gl: For the rational soul sometimes reflects upon the heavens, just as it

reflects upon the [mathematical] point.
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b. The second corollary is that the 'mental form' is universal [in
reference], not in the sense that it would be a 'totality' [of forms]
that in themselves would be within the intellect,193—for in this respect
they would be particular forms within particular rational souls, and
in this respect [the 'mental form'] would also be particular,—but
rather, MS 104a the 'mental form' is a universal because what is
made known by it is a universal. For example, the form of mankind
within the intellect is a universal, because what is made known by
it, namely, mankind in itself, is a universal, since it validly has a
commonality among many.

On the other hand, the 'mental form' [i.e., of a given species] is
a universal because it is related to each individual unit194 of that
species equally, in the sense that if any one of those individual exam-
ples should come first to [the attention of] the rational soul L 213
then this form would be derived from it. And if a first example [of
this species] has come and the [rational] soul has been influenced
by this form, then nothing else would have influence on the soul
through any other form.195 And even if some example [of the species]
other than that originally assumed should come first to [the atten-
tion of] the [rational] soul, then the influence occurring from it
would be that same 'form'. Thus, the 'mental form', in this respect,
is a 'universal'.

Knowledge a. is general, being linked to multiple factors with
regard to some one factor inclusive of them all, that is the starting
point for the particularization of those factors. It is just as when you
have understood some problem, but forget about it, and then are
asked of it, it comes back to you as a simple stage that is the start-
ing point196 for the particularization of those factors [involved].

193 MS gl: This is in contrast to the external form, for everything that is exis-
tent externally is individuated.

194 MS gl: Of which a conception would be formed by means of this 'form'.
19D MS gl: I.e., other than the 'form' of mankind.
196 [L 212 gl: It is a matter of psychic necessity a. to make a distinction between

the event that occurs here just after the question, and the state of fixed ignorance
just before the question, and b. to note the completeness of detail that is derived
from the proposition [under question]. This is so because in the [former] 'state of
ignorance', actually called 'forgetfulness', there was no active perception of the
answer taking place; but rather, in this stage [halah] the rational soul becomes
stronger in order to bring [the answer] to mind and to apply it in detail without
too much difficulty as newly acquired [knowledge], and therein is genuine strength
[of intellect]. In the state that comes about just after the question [is raised] active
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Also, [knowledge] b. is 'particular', being linked with the indi-
vidual quiddities of each one of those [particular] factors,—as, for
example, your knowledge of the parts of a composite quiddity,—in
such a way that each part would be conceived separately and differ-
entiated one from the other within the intellect. Thus, if the 'total-
ity' should be conceived as having an existence that would be inclusive
of everything, and assuming that the 'existence of everything' would
be one [existence], then a knowledge of the parts would be 'gen-
eral' [knowledge].

Moreover, knowledge c. is active, in that the form of the 'known
object' comes first of all to the knower, and [then] that 'mental form'
becomes the reason for the existence of the 'known object' among
the individual quiddities. It is as when you form a conception of a
shape and then you construct it.

And [knowledge] d. is passive, in that the 'mental form' is deduced
from something existing among the individual quiddities. It would
be as when you have observed something, and then you have com-
prehension of it, as when you observe the heavens, and so derive
useful information from the 'form' of the heavens.

Baydawi said: L 213, T 97

The rational soul's four stages of intellectual development

The topic of the [rational] soul comprises the four stages [of its intel-
lectual development].

a. The first stage is a 'predisposition to intellectual activity', and
this is called the 'primordial intellect'.197

feelings and knowledge about the answer have been taking place that had not been
occurring before it. And in the [final] stage of particularization the details [of the
matter] have become items of observation with purposeful care, and that had not
been happening at all in the two previous states [i.e., just before and just after the
question]. [From Jurjani's Shark Mawaqif al-Iji.]

197 Predisposition to intellectual activity [isti'dad al-tacaqqul]. In his Ta'rifat al-
Sharif al-Jurjani defines 'the primordial intellect' [al-caql al-hayulanf] as follows: "It
is a genuine predisposition [al-isticdad al-mahd] for the perception of intelligibles
[al-macqulat], and it is a genuine power, but devoid of any action, as with infants.
It is related to primal matter [al-hayula5] only because the soul in this stage resem-
bles the earliest primal matter, that in the delimiting definition of its essence is
devoid of all forms."

Saeed Sheikh, in his Dictionary of Muslim Philosophy, defines [the 'primordial] in
lect' as "the material intellect, also called . . . the potential intellect. It is the human
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b. The second stage is the 'ability [of the rational soul] to attain
self-evident truths' by [applying and] using the senses in dealing with
particulars. This is called the 'constitutive intellect', which is the 'bal-
ance point in determining responsibility'.198

c. The third stage is the 'ability [of the rational soul] to attain
the truths of logical reasoning to such a degree that it is able to
bring them to mind'. It is called the 'active intellect'.199

d. The fourth stage is [the activity of the rational soul] 'keeping
these [truths of logical reasoning] in mind and being involved in
study of them'. [This activity] is called the 'equipped intellect'.200

Isfahani says: L 213, T 97, MS 104a

The rational soul's four stages of intellectual development

[Baydawi] ended his lectures on the [kinds of] perceptions [and knowl-
edge] with an inquiry into the [rational] soul's stages of development.

intellect in its dormant form, merely a latent capacity to apprehend the universals
and eternal truths . . ."

198 In his Ta'rifat Jurjani defines the 'constitutive intellect' [al-caql bi-al-malakah]
as "knowledge of the truths of inherent necessity [al-darurfyat] and the predisposi-
tion of the soul, by this means, for acquiring the truths of logical reasoning [al-
nazanyat]." Saeed Sheikh defines it as "habitual intellect."

The term [manat al-taklif] (from [nawt], a thing held in suspension) is used by
F.D. Razi [Muhassal p. 104) in explaining the function of the intellect as "the bal-
ance point in determining responsibility." Iji (al-Mawaqif p. 146) uses it as a gen-
erally acknowledged descriptive term for the intellect but having various senses as
applied in different contexts.

199 In the Ta'rifat the 'active intellect' [al-caql bi-al-ficl] is defined as "the [ongo-
ing process wherein] the truths of logical reasoning become stored within the intel-
lectual power [quwat al-caqilah] by repetitive acquisition to such a degree that [this
power] develops the habitual ability to bring them to mind [malakat al-istihdar]
whenever it wishes, without any difficulty of the [knowledge] needing to be freshly
acquired. However, [this power] does not actually observe them."

Saeed Sheikh defines this term as "intellect in action, or the actualized intellect",
while he translates another term, [al-caql al-fa"al], as the 'active' or, 'agent intel-
lect'. This other term apparently refers to activity of a wider scope and by a different
entity, the tenth celestial cosmic intelligence. Saeed Sheikh describes a theory of
the latter's intimate role in promoting the developmental stages of the 'soul'. It is
curious that Isfahani and Jurjani do not discuss this other entity here, but they
define their topic adequately without referring to it.

200 In the Ta'rifat the 'equipped intellect' [al-caql al-mustafad] is defined as [the
rational soul] "having arrayed in its presence the truths of logical reasoning that it
has perceived, in such a way that they are never absent from it." Saeed Sheikh
defines it as "acquired intellect, i.e., the intellect possessed with the comprehension
of the universal forms, ultimate concepts and verities of knowledge . . ."
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In these stages, [which are four in number,] the [rational] soul be-
comes201 an intellect that is 'active' [and 'equipped'] through the
[gradual] perfecting of its substance.

a. The first [stage] is a 'predisposition of the [rational soul's] intel-
lect'.202 This is a power of predisposition whose function it is to per-
ceive MS 104b primordial intelligible objects.203

It is called the 'primordial intellect' as a comparison with 'primal
matter', [matter] that is devoid in its essence of all forms but is capa-
ble of receiving them. Moreover, [the primordial intellect] occurs in
all human beings when they are first constituted.204

b. The second [stage] constitutes another power that develops in
[the rational soul] when it accumulates self-evident truths through
use of the senses205 in dealing with 'particulars', and therefore becomes
capable of acquiring the 'products of rational thinking',206 either by
thinking or by conjecture. [This stage of psychic power] is called
the 'constitutive intellect', which is the balance point in determining
responsibility.

c. The third [stage] is the power [developed in the rational soul]
to summarize L 214 truths of logical reasoning that have been
cleared from [its memory], such as things one has observed, [and
to do this] whenever it wishes and without any need to reacquire
[these things] by logical effort. This [stage of psychic power] is called
the 'active intellect'.

d. The fourth [stage] is the completion [of the process] ,207 wherein
[the soul] keeps [the truths of logical reasoning] in the presence [of
consciousness], and is involved in studying them observantly as they
are represented in the mind. This [stage of psychic power] is called
the 'equipped intellect'.208

201 The scribe of L has skipped this verb.
202 Reading [al-caql] with L, the MS, MS Garrett 989Ha, and MS Garrett-

Yahuda 4486. The editors of T have followed the orthography of the Baydawi text
sources [al-ta'aqqul].

203 MS gl: I.e., self-evident truths [al-badrhfyat].
204 The MS reads: [mabda' al-fitrah].
2OD MS gl: [I.e.], both the external and the internal [senses].
206 L, T and MS Garrett 989Ha: [al-fikriyat]. The MS has: [al-nazarfyat], 'the

truths of logical reasoning'.
207 'Completion' [kamal] corresponds to the Greek [entelecheia], defined as 'a

state of completion or perfection', in F.E. Peters, Greek Philosophical Terms, a Hist
Lexicon.

208 MS gl: That is, further, after the stage of being equipped there are two [other]
stages. The first is identical with conviction, wherein the [rational] soul develops
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Baydawi said: L 214, T 97, MS 104b

The power of autonomous action and the will

The 'power of autonomous action' an attribute that produces con-
formity with the 'will'.209 This is a 'willingness' that is a positive 'incli-
nation' following directly upon a belief [that an action is] beneficial,
in the same way that 'abhorrence' is an 'aversion' following directly
upon a belief [that an action is] harmful. Furthermore, there is a
doctrine that holds that the 'power of autonomous action' is the
source of [all] the various [kinds of] actions.

Therefore, the 'potential force of the living animate nature' is a
'power of autonomous action', in the consensus [of scholars]. Fur-
thermore, among those who posit it as being perceptively intelligent,
the '[potential force of the] celestial realm' [would be a power of
autonomous action] according to the first [definition above], while
'[the potential force of the] vegetative realm' [would be a power of
autonomous action], according to the second [definition above].

However, the 'potential force of the elements' is external to [this
other power, i.e., the power of autonomous action]. It is of a different
constitution, because [its constitution] belongs to the genus of heat
and cold, and its effective action belongs to the genus of their effective
action. But the 'power of autonomous action' is not such.

'Potential force' is the source of an action in an absolute sense.
And sometimes [the notion of 'power' as being 'potential'] is applied
metaphorically to an action as being a possibility.

'Character' is a habitual natural disposition that enables actions
to issue easily from the soul, without prior reflection.210

an ability to reach the intelligibles within a transcendental entity, and this [entity]
pours forth its abundance to [the rational soul] just as [the soul] does to it in return.
The second is the stage of [knowing] the truth of conviction, wherein the [ratio-
nal] soul is able to have an intellectual communication with the transcendent entity
and to encounter it in its essence as an experience of spiritual encounter. [From
Jurjani's Sharh Mawaqif [al-Iji].]

209 Power of autonomous action [al-qudrah]; will [al-iradah].
210 In Jurjani's Ta'rifat 'character' [khulq] is denned as "a term for a permanent

structure of the soul from which actions come with ease and facility without [prior]
need for thought and reflection [reading [rawlyah] with the MS (Isfahani's com-
mentary), and rejecting Fluegel's transcription here [ru'yah].] Thus, if the structure
should be such that actions pleasing both to the intellect and to the law should
issue easily from it, then the structure is called 'a good character', and if what issues
from it should be ugly actions, then the structure that was their source is called 'a
bad character.'"
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The difference between ['character'] and the 'power of autonomous
action' is that the 'power of autonomous action' is related equally
to [each of] the two opposites [i.e., the possibilities of acting or not
acting]. If anyone should disallow that [interpretation], then by [the
'power of autonomous action'] he would mean that the 'potential
force' would be combined with the conditions of its effective action,
and on this account he would assert that the 'power of autonomous
action' simultaneously would coexist with the 'action'.

'Love' is synonymous with the 'will', thus, the love of God Most
High for His creatures is His will to show them favor, and the love
of His creatures for Him is their will to obey Him.

'Contentment' is the abandoning of resistance [to His commands],
while 'determination' is the 'fixed resolve' of the will after hesitation.

Isfahani says: L 214, T 97, MS 104b

The power of autonomous action and the will

The 'power of autonomous action' is an attribute that produces con-
formity with the 'will'. This is a 'willingness' that is a 'positive incli-
nation' that follows directly upon the belief that something would
be beneficial, in the same way that the 'abhorrence' is an 'aversion'
following directly upon the belief that something would be harmful.

You should understand that 'voluntary actions' have four sources.
a. [The first source of voluntary action is] a particular concep-

tion of some action whether suitable or unsuitable as a conception
that either corresponds or does not correspond [to an actual case].
It must be a particular conception [of action] only, because T 98
a general conception [of action] would be related equally to all [kinds
of] particular [actions] and thus, because of [its generality], no specific
particular [action] would take place.211 If it should be otherwise, then
the implication would be

1. that one among the actions on an equality would be pre-
ferred above the rest without [there being] an agent of preference,212

and

Professor Calverley has noted that the definition given by Baydawi and Isfahani
is quoted in al-Tahanawi's Mu'jatn al-htilahat al-Fanniyah [— Dictionary of Technical Terms].

211 MS gl: I.e., thus [nothing specific] would be intended.
212 Reading with T and the MS. L and MS Garrett 989Ha omit the clause,

'without. . .'
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2. that not all the particular [actions would take place in such
a general conception], because it is impossible for [individual] actions
without limit to occur.213

b. [The second source of voluntary action is] a 'desire' springing
from that [particular] conceived action that would be toward

1. either [its] attraction, if the action conceived should be pleas-
ing or beneficial as a certainty or a probability, this [alternative]
being called a 'natural craving'; or [it would be] toward

2. [its] repulsion and defeat, if the action conceived should be
blame-worthy or harmful as a certainty or a probability, this [alter-
native] being called a 'natural revulsion'.

c. [The third source of voluntary action includes both] the 'will'
and the 'abhorring nature'. The former is a [positive] inclination
following directly upon a belief that some action would be beneficial,
while the latter is a [negative] inclination following directly upon a
belief that some action would be harmful.

An indication that there may be a change between the 'will' and
the 'abhorring nature' for the 'natural craving' and 'natural revul-
sion', is the fact that a man may be willing214 to take what he does
not naturally crave, and may abhor215 L 215 taking what he does
naturally crave. When either the 'will' or216 the 'abhorring nature'
is present then one of the two alternatives of 'action' or 'rejection'
will receive preference, [although] the relationship of these two alter-
natives to MS 105a the one having the power of autonomous
action over them is equal.

d. [The fourth source of voluntary action is] the 'power of autono-
mous action', that is a 'potential force' [i.e., in animate beings] dis-
tributed217 within the muscles.

An indication that this is different from all the other sources [of
action] is the fact that a man may have the desire and the will but
not the power218 to move his body members, along with the fact that
one may have the power to do so [but] not the desire and the will.

213 MS gl: Because the particular [actions] would be limitless, and nobody would
be able to conceive of them.

214 MS gl: [I.e.,] in him there is a 'will' without a 'natural craving'.
2lD MS gl: [I.e.,] in him there is an 'abhorring nature' without a 'natural revulsion'.
216 Reading with the later editors of L and T, while the MS and MS Garrett

989Ha read, "and", that often may be read as 'and/or'.
217 Following N.L. Heer's translation in Jami's al-Durrah al-Fakhirah at p. 53, # 
218 MS gl: Like one paralyzed.
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Furthermore, the doctrine holds that the 'power of autonomous
action' is the source219 of [all] the various actions.220 Thus, the 'poten-
tial force' of the living animate nature is a 'power of autonomous
action', in the consensus [of scholars], because

1. it is an attribute that produces conformity with the 'will', and
2. it is the source of [all] the various actions.

The potential force of the celestial realm, among those who posit
[this realm] to be perceptively intelligent, is a 'power of autonomous
action' by the first definition, because it produces conformity to the
'will',221 but it is not a power of autonomous action by the second
definition, because it is not the source of [all] the various actions.

The potential force of vegetation is a power of autonomous action
by the second definition, because it is the source of [all] the various
actions [of plant life] , but it is not a power of autonomous action by
the first definition, because it does not produce conformity to a will.222

The potential force of the elements is not a power of autonomous
action, neither by the first definition because it does not produce
conformity to a will, nor by the second definition because it is not
the source of [all] the various actions.

The 'power of autonomous action' is something other than the
'natural constitution', because the 'natural constitution' is a quality
that stands as an intermediate between heat and cold, [and between]
wetness and dryness. Thus, it belongs to the genus of these four
qualities, and its effect belongs to the genus of the effect of the four
qualities. But the 'power of autonomous action' is not such, for its
effect is an 'action'.

Further, 'potential force' is the source of action in an absolute
sense, equally whether the action is varying223 or is not varying,224

219 MS gl: [I.e.], cause ['illah].
220 MS gl: Such as feeding, growing, generation of the same species, sense per-

ception and motion-change.
221 MS gl: From the fact that it is the source of one action, namely, movement

of the heavens, along with perceptive intelligence, that is, along with its having a
perceptive intelligence and a will.

Ibn Sina appears to believe in the intelligence of the celestial spheres. Cf. his
Marat, 2:412.

222 MS gl: Since the potential force of vegetation has no will.
See Ibn Sina's Isharat, 2:405 ff., where he lists the powers of nourishment tak-

ing, growth, and generation as being rooted in the force of vegetation.
223 MS gl: As with animate and vegetative action.
224 MS gl: As with elemental and celestial action.
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and whether or not there is an accompanying 'perceptive intelli-
gence' and 'will'. Thus, [potential force] broadly comprises the poten-
tial force of the celestial realm, and of the elements, and of vegetation,
and of animate nature.

'Potential force' has been descriptively defined225 as the source of
change in another [entity], in that it is another [entity]. The useful
meaning of the last qualifying phrase is that one entity might become
the source of change of an attribute within itself, as a physician when
he treats himself. But inasmuch as [the physician] is the one who
provides healing his effective action in reality would be upon another
not upon himself.

Sometimes 'potential force' is used to mean the 'possibility of an
action' metaphorically. Thus, 'potential force', being a portion of an
action, would be the possibility of some action but without its actual
occurrence, and 'possibility' would be a part of the meaning [of
'potentiality']. Therefore, when 'potentiality' is said for the 'possibil-
ity of an action' as a metaphor,226 this would be calling a part227 by
the name of the whole.228

'Character' is a habitual natural disposition229 that enables actions
to issue MS 105b easily from the soul230 without prior thought
and reflection. The difference between 'character' and the 'power of
autonomous action' is that the power of autonomous action is related
equally to the two opposing action alternatives,231 and thus it is validly
applied to both of the opposites. If the 'will' should be joined to
[the 'power of autonomous action' for] one of the two opposing
alternatives, then that [alternative] would take place because of it;
and if the 'will' should be joined to L 216 the other alternative
then that other would take place because of it.

This [fact] is in contrast to [what happens with] 'character', for
the latter is not related to both opposing [action alternatives] equally.
'Character' would not be valid as a reason for both the opposing

225 MS gl: This definition is that of the Shaykh [Ibn Sina].
Cf. Goichon, Lexique, p. 330, citing Ibn Sina's JVajat, 348.
226 The metaphor of 'synecdoche': referring to a whole by the name of a part,

or vice versa.
227 MS gl: Namely, the 'possibility'.
228 MS gl: Namely, the 'potentiality'.
229 MS glosses: 1. I.e., a permanent structure. 2. As generosity and bravery.
230 MS gl: Because it occurs naturally.
231 MS gl: [I.e.], to act or not to act.
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[action] alternatives to take place; but rather, it is valid as a reason
for only one of the two opposites to take place.

If anyone should deny the fact that the 'power of autonomous
action' is related to both the opposing action alternatives equally,
then what he would mean by the 'power of autonomous action' is
that the 'potential force' would coexist with the conditions of effective
action. For if the 'power of autonomous action' should be [identi-
cal with] the 'potential force' that coexists with the conditions of
effective action, that is, the sum of the factors upon which the effect
is organized, then there would be no doubt at all that the 'power
of autonomous action' would not be a valid reason for both oppo-
site alternatives [of action] to take place. This is because, if [the
power of autonomous action] should be a valid reason [for the occur-
rence of both opposite action alternatives], then both opposite alter-
natives would take place, due to the fact that the effect would occur
when its cause would be complete.232

And as [this opponent who has denied that the power of autonomous
action is related to both opposite alternatives equally] was meaning
by the 'power of autonomous action' the 'potential force' that is
coexistent with the conditions of effective action, he asserted that the
'power of autonomous action' coexists simultaneously233 with the
action, because of the inherent necessity that an effect would exist
when the complete cause would exist.

'Love' is synonymous with the 'will'. Thus, the love of God Most
High for His creatures is His will to show them favor, and the love
of His creatures for the Most High is their will to obey Him.

Sometimes [the term] 'love' is applied to the conception of some
[type of] perfection, whether of pleasure, or of benefit, or of one's
own kind. That [kind of conception] would be like the love of a
lover for his beloved, and of the one who bestows favors for the one
who receives them, and of the father for his child, and of the friend
for his friend. As for the love of God Most High among the devo-
tees of mysticism, that would be a conception of the absolute per-
fection that is in Him.

232 MS gl: And that would imply the joining together of two opposites.
233 MS glosses: 1. [I.e.], in a time-duration, because if it should precede the action

in a time-duration, then it would imply that the caused result would lag behind
[takhalluf] the cause, and that would be absurd. 2. As is the doctrine of the
Asha'irah; while with the Mu'tazilah it precedes the action.
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'Contentment' on the part of human beings is the abandonment
of resistance [to God's commands],234 while 'contentment' on the
part of God Most High is [His] will to reward.

'Determination' is a fixed resolve of the 'will' following upon [the]
hesitation that comes from various motives that spring from mental
opinions and from natural cravings and aversions that conflict with
one another. If no preference for one side [or another] should develop,
then perplexity results, but if [a preference] does exist, then a deter-
mination takes place.

Baydawi said: L 216, T 98

Pleasure and pain are self-evident concepts

The doctrine [of the philosophers] is that pleasure is the perception
of something agreeable, while pain is the perception T 99 of some-
thing disagreeable.235

This requires consideration, because [sometimes] we find ourselves
in a special state [i.e., of pleasure] and we know that we are per-
ceiving something agreeable, but we do not know whether that state
is the perception itself or something else. Assuming that it is some-
thing different, then the pleasure either would be both [the percep-
tion and something else], or it would be one of the two.

The theory that pleasure is the dispelling of pain is an error,236

because a person may find pleasure in looking at a beautiful face,
or in solving a problem, or in stumbling unexpectedly upon wealth
having had no previous thought of it.237

234 MS gl: It would be better that a further modifying phrase be added to this,
namely, "with quietude of soul"; as the abandonment of resistance is sometimes
because of dread.

235 Ibn Sina discusses pleasure, along with good and evil living and the conse-
quences, in his Isharat, 3:334 ff. Isfahani comments at length on this section. Among
other things, Ibn Sina defines 'joy' [al-bahjah] 'contentment' [surur] and 'health
with wealth' [nadrah]; 'happiness' [sa'adah] is the opposite of 'misery'.

236 This is the doctrine of Muhammad ibn Zakariya al-Razi. See A.J. Arberry's
translation of his book, The Spiritual Physick of Rhazes, pp. 39-40.

237 All other sources used [including those for the Commentary text] agree in
the reading, [khutur sabiq]; the typesetter of T misreads the similarly shaped con-
sonants to be [husul sabiq].
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Isfahani says: L 216, T 99, MS 105b

Pleasure and pain are self-evident concepts

'Pleasure' and 'pain' are both intuitive concepts MS 106a because
they are psychic intuitions. You have learned that with psychic intu-
itions there is no need for logical and systematic reasoning in order
to attain to them [mentally].

The philosophers' doctrine is that pleasure is the perception of
something agreeable, and pain the perception of something dis-
agreeable.

But this requires consideration, for when we eat and drink and
have sexual intercourse we find ourselves in a special state238 and we
know also that we are perceiving these L 217 agreeable things.
But we do not know whether this 'special state' is

a. identical with this 'perception', or is
b. concomitant to [the perception], or whether [the state]
c. has [the 'perception'] for its concomitant, or whether [the state]
d. is not concomitant to [the perception], or whether [the state]
e. does not have [the perception] for its concomitant.
It would not be sufficient,—in explaining that [the 'state of pleas-

ure'] constitutes the 'perception' itself, to say that we find [pleasure]
by way of [the perception] and so [the pleasure] is identical to [the
perception itself], because this argument is [merely] verbal.239

Moreover, a questioner could object that if you have assigned the
name 'pleasure' as the name for this 'perception', then there would
be nothing to dispute;240 but why then would you not say that the
special state [of pleasure] we find in the soul would constitute this
very perception?

There is no doubt at all that this logical goal may not be real-
ized from this point of view.241 Also, assuming that the special state
would be something distinctly different,242 then the pleasure would

238 MS gl: Namely, pleasure.
239 MS gl: Baydawi's statement is, "[it is merely] a verbal argument", that is, [it

is] a statement without supporting proof.
240 MS gl: There is nothing to debate in the meaning of a technical term.
2+1 MS gl: I.e., in that people would say, "We find the one by way of the other,

therefore the one is identical to the other."
242 MS gl: I.e., assuming that the 'perception' would be distinct from the 'spe-

cial [state of] pleasure'.
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be either both of them, that is, both 'special state' and 'perception',
or [it would be just] one of those two; and thus, [the argument]
would not result in a certainty that the ['state of] pleasure' would
be [identical to] the 'perception'.

[Isfahani continues:]

Ibn Sina's ideas on pleasure and pain

In [his book] al-Isharat [wa-al-Tanbihat],m Shaykh [Ibn Sina] has
descriptively defined [the term] 'pleasure' according to its spoken
usage as being a '"perception and attainment' in experiencing what
[not only] to the perceiving agency [of the mind seems] complete
and good, [but] from its own standpoint [truly] is complete and
good.244 'Pain' [on the other hand] is a 'perception and attainment'
in experiencing what [not only] to the perceiving agency [of the
mind seems] pain and evil, but from its own standpoint [truly] is
pain and evil."

Now, the definition of 'perception' has been given previously,245

while the [act of] 'attaining' is [an act of] psychic intuition. This is
not restricted to perception, because 'perception' of an entity may
be [merely] the obtaining of its likeness and image, but attaining
[the entity] would not take place except upon obtaining the entity
itself. And 'pleasure' is not realized [merely] by obtaining the like-
ness of a pleasing thing, but rather, it is realized by obtaining the
thing itself.

['Pleasure'] is not restricted only to the 'attainment', because 'plea-
sure' is not realized without the 'perception' [of it]. And 'experience'
does not indicate the [need for] 'perception', except through [its] 'en-
gagement' [i.e., 'experience' being made concomitant to 'perception'].246

[Ibn Sina] mentioned both of the factors [i.e., 'perception and
attainment'] only because there is no [single] word that would indi-
cate and be applicable to their joint function. He mentioned first

243 Located at v. 3, p. 337 of 2nd ed. Teheran, 1403/1982-83, containing Nasir
al-Din al-Tusi's commentary and Qutb al-Din al-Razi's glosses.

2+4 Ibn Sina: [Inna al-ladhdhah hiya idrak wa-nayl li-wusul ma huwa 'inda al-
mudrik kamal wa-khayr min hayth huwa ka-dhalik.]

245 MS gl: Namely, that the real nature of an entity is represented to the one
who perceives.

246 MS gl: Because perception is a concomitant of psychic intuition [al-wijdan].
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the more inclusive [term]247 that was indicated by [the context of]
reality, and that [in turn] supplied the specifying [term]248 indicated
by a metaphor.249

[Ibn Sina] said, "in the 'experiencing of what' [not only] to the
perceiving agency [of the mind] . . .," MS 106b—he did not say,
'"in what' [not only] to the perceiving agency [of the mind] . . .,"—
only because the pleasure itself is not merely 'a perception of the
pleasing object', but rather, it is 'a perception250 of the one receiv-
ing pleasure's experience with the pleasing object'.

[Ibn Sina] said, " . . . what [not only] to the perceiving agency [of
the mind seems] perfect and good", because sometimes the [pleas-
ing] object might be perfect and good only in relation to some [other]
thing,251 while [he the perceiver] would not be convinced of [the
first object's] qualities of perfection and goodness and so would not
take pleasure in it. Or, sometimes [the object] might not be com-
plete and good in relation to him [the perceiver], although he [him-
self] might be convinced of its qualities of perfection and goodness and
might receive pleasure in it.

Thus, the factor [to be] considered in receiving pleasure in some-
thing is [how] its qualities of perfection and goodness [seem] to the
perceiving agency [of the mind], not how they are in the fact of the
matter.

'Perfection and goodness', in this instance,252 are perfection and
goodness in comparison to something else.253 Together their significance
is that when an event takes place it does so regarding something
whose nature it is for such to happen to it, that is, is suitable for
and appropriate to it.

The difference between 'perfection' and 'goodness' is in how they
are logically considered. The event that takes place and is appro-
priate,—from the standpoint that it requires a sort of permit254 to

247 MS gl: I.e., 'perception'.
2+8 MS gl: I.e., the 'attaining' [nayl].
249 MS gl: I.e., by its 'engagement' [iltizam] [i.e., the 'attaining' being made con-

comitant to the 'perception'].
250 MS gl: [I.e.], of the obtaining [husul] of the pleasing object by the one pleased,

and his experiencing of it.
251 The MS alone inserts 'one'.
252 MS gl: I.e., in the definition of 'pleasure'.
253 MS gl: I.e., in relation to the perceiving agency, not in the fact of the matter.
254 MS gl: I.e., [a travel permit] for exit from 'potential force' [al-quwah] to

'action' [al-ficl].
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transit from [the status of] a 'potentiality' to that of an objective
[event] that happens to it,—would be 'perfection', L 218 but from
the standpoint that it is a resulting effect,253 [it] would be 'goodness'.

[Ibn Sina] mentioned them both only because of the linkage of
the meaning of 'pleasure' with both of them, and he held back men-
tion of 'goodness' until later in order to enhance it by specifying
that sense [i.e., 'chosen' = 'goodness'].

[Ibn Sina] said, " . . . [but] from its own standpoint [truly] is per-
fect and good", only because the entity [i.e., that is the 'pleasing
object'] sometimes is 'perfect and good' from one aspect and not
from another. But to 'receive pleasure by it' [would be an action]
belonging specifically to the aspect from which the 'perfect and good'
comes, that is, from that [first] aspect [mentioned], for this is the
quiddity256 of 'pleasure'.

Opposite to it is the quiddity of 'pain'. The meaning of the
qualifications bound up in that [opposite] regard257 will be known
when one has an understanding of the meaning of the qualifications
bound up in this [present] regard.258

Muhammad ibn Zakariya [al-Razi], the Physician, asserted [that]
pleasure is the removal of pain259 and a return to the natural state.260

The reason for this surmise261 was that something due to an acci-
dental quality262 had taken the place of what is due to the essence.263

Moreover, because pleasure is not made complete for us except by
perception, and [because] sense perception, especially that of touch,
occurs only as a passive reaction to its opposite,264 and thus, if the

255 MS gl: I.e., it is something chosen [mukhtar].
256 MS gl: As musk that is agreeable [mula'im] as a fragrance but not as a flavor,

so the perception of it as a fragrance is a pleasure.
257 MS gl: [I.e., in the case of] pain.
238 MS gl: [I.e., in the case of] pleasure.
259 MS gl: Thus, it would become nonexistent ['adarmyah].
260 "Pl e a s u r e consists simply of the restoration of that condition which was expelled

by the element of pain, while passing from one's actual state until one returns to
the state formerly experienced. . . . Hence the philosophers have denned pleasure
as a return to the state of nature." [from The Spiritual Physick of Rhaz.es, translated
by AJ. Arberry, p. 39. London: J. Murray, 1950.]

261 For the translation of [zann] as "surmise", see the sections preceding, Baydawi
on 'perception and knowledge'.

262 MS gl: I.e., the removal of pain.
263 MS gl: I.e., the perception of what is agreeable.
264 MS glosses: 1. I.e., [an opposite] quality; 2. I.e., a state other than the nat-

ural one.
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[negative] quality should remain permanently, then no passive reac-
tion would occur, no sensation would occur, and no pleasure would
occur, and since pleasure occurs only when there is an exchange
[for the return] of the natural state,265 [M.Z. Razi, the Physician],
surmised that the pleasure itself was that passive reaction.

However, this266 is incorrect. Indeed, if a man's sight should fall
upon a pleasant face then he would find pleasure in looking at it,
in spite of the fact that previously he had not had such a feeling
for that face as would make the pleasure amount to liberation from
the distress of longing for it.

Likewise, MS 107a such a great pleasure [of insight] might
come without previous warning upon a man studying a problem that
that pleasure would remove his distress in hoping for [a solution].

Likewise, great pleasure might come upon a man who finds a
treasure trove suddenly [and] without previous warning.

Baydawi said: L 218, T 99

Health and illness, and related emotions

Health is a state or habitual disposition, wherein actions issue from
their subject-substrate as free from defect. Illness is contrary to it,
for there is nothing intermediate.

As for [the related emotions of] joy, grief, hatred, and the T 100
like, they do not need explanation.

Isfahani says: L 218, T 100, MS 107a

Health and illness, and related emotions

Health is a state or habitual disposition in which actions issue from
their subject-substrate267 in a sound and flawless manner.268 [However],

265 Reading [al-halah al-tabf ryah] with L, T, MS Garrett 989Ha and MS Garrett-
Yahuda 4486, the exchange of states being viewed here as 'towards the natural
state'. Inserted in the MS is 'other than' . . . [al-ghayr al-tabflyah], the exchange
being viewed [apparently by an owner of the MS] as 'away from the unnatural
state'.

266 MS gl: I.e., this surmise.
267 MS gl: Namely, the healthy body members.
268 MS gl: Health and illness being qualities of the rational soul, contrary to [the

views of] many.
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illness is in contrast to this, that is, it is a state or habitual disposi-
tion in which actions issue from their subject-substrate269 but not in
a sound and flawless manner.

There is no intermediate stage between these two [health and ill-
ness], because [Baydawi] meant270 that there would be a single sub-
ject-substrate [i.e., the members of one human body] in relation to
a single action in a single [given] moment, L 219 and from that
standpoint [the subject-substrate with its action] would be either
sound and flawless, or it would not be so; thus, no intermediate
stage would exist between health and illness.271

Those who affirm that there is an intermediate stage between the
two [alternatives]272 mean by 'illness' that a living person is in such
a state that all his actions [and functions] are disordered, and by
health [they mean] that a living person is in such a state that all
his actions [and functions] are sound and flawless. Thus, between
the two [alternatives] there would be an intermediate stage, namely,
that [the state of a living person] would be such that some of his
actions [and functions] would be sound and flawless and others not
so, or, [they would be so] sometimes, but not at other times.

As for 'joy', 'sorrow',273 'hatred' and the like, [they are emotions],
as are [also] 'anger', 'sadness'274 'confusion', and 'anxiety'.275 They
do not need explanation, because everyone necessarily perceives the
real natures of these emotions,276 and distinguishes them from others.
So they do not need to be defined. These [emotional] qualities follow
upon passive reactions that are properties of the spirit in the heart,277

269 MS gl: Namely, the [ill] body members.
270 L and MS Garrett 989Ha have no insertion here; but insertions in the MS

and T vary—MS: 'by the two of them'; in T: 'by health'.
2/1 MS gl: This is the doctrine of Shaykh [Ibn Sina].
The Editor could not find a reference to this specific medico-philosophical doc-

trine in Ibn Sina's Isharat, nor in A.-M. Goichon's article "Ibn Sina" in En-I-2, nor
in M. Marmura's article "Avicenna" in the Encyclopedia of Philosophy.

272 MS gl: This is the doctrine of Galen. [See the article, "Djalinus", by R. Walzer,
in [En-I-2, v. 2, pp. 402—403] for Galen's importance in the history of Arabic med-
icine. He lived A.D. 129-ca. 199, being "the last great medical writer in Greek
antiquity."

273 MS gl: That is protracted.
274 MS gl: [ghamm] 'depression' [that happens] quickly, [i.e., 'sadness'].
275 MS gl: This is intermediate [as an emotion].
276 MS gl: Because they are psychic intuitions [wijdaniyat].
277 MS gl: This is the living animate spirit [al-ruh al-hayawanf] that is different

from [ghayr] the rational [human] soul [al-nafs al-natiqah].
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and those qualities become strong or weak because of the strength
or weakness of the passive reaction.

Baydawi said: L 219, T 100

3. Qualities specific to quantities

The qualities specific to quantities are either
a. themselves accidental to the quantities, being either

1. the inseparable kind, as straightness, circularity, crookedness,
and shape, or

2. the separable kind, as numerical 'evenness', numerical 'odd-
ness', 'prime numbers', and 'composite numbers',278 or they are

b. a compound of [these qualities] with others [i.e., that do not
qualify quantities], such as [one's] physical constitution that is com-
posed of shape and color.

Isfahani says: L 219, T 100, MS 107a

3. Qualities specific to quantities

Qualities specific to quantities279 are either
a. themselves accidental to quantities, that is, without their hav-

ing been combined with something else, or
b. not themselves accidental [to quantities], but rather, MS 107b

as a compound of these [qualities specific to quantities] together with
others [not specific to quantities].

(a.) Qualities that are [themselves] accidental to quantities, are
accidental either

1. to inseparable quantities, such as straightness, circularity,
crookedness and shape:—

a) 'straightness' meaning that a line is such that its assumed
parts correspond to each other at all places;

278 MS Garrett 989Hb and MS Garrett 283B omit "numerical oddness", from
this list.

279 Isfahani's presentation includes not only the topical statement, but also a brief
mention of its two divisions. We omit those four lines as redundant to the text
proper that follows here.
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b) 'crookedness', however, being contrary to this, for it means
that the parts [a line] is assumed to have do not correspond at all
places, as in the parts a bow may be assumed to have, for if the
concave part of one of two bows is set over the convex part of the
other [bow], then one of them matches the other, but at any other
place it does not match;

c) 'circularity' being a [flat] surface such that one line sur-
rounds it, with the assumption that inside [that line] there is a [cen-
ter] point from which all straight lines are equal L 220 as they
radiate out to the [outer] line;

d) and 'shape' constituting the structure of what is enclosed
by the boundary or boundaries of a body;—

2. or, to separable quantities [such] as
a) numerical 'evenness';
b) numerical 'oddness';280

c) 'prime numbers', that [are the case] whenever a number
is such that nothing [i.e., no other number] can calculate its factors
except 'one', as are 'three' and 'five' and 'seven'; and

d) 'composite numbers', that [are the case] whenever a num-
ber is such that some [number] other than one can factor it, as will
'four', that 'two' will factor, and 'six', that 'three' and 'two' will
factor.

(b.) Qualities [that are not themselves accidental to qualities, but
rather,] are compounded, [both of those specific to quantities and
of others that are not], are like one's physical constitution281 that is
composed of [both] shape and color.

Baydawi said: L 220, T 100

4. Qualities of predisposition

If the predisposition should be on the side of 'nonreceptivity', as is
'hardness', then it would be called a 'potential force [of resistance]',
but if the predisposition should be on the side of 'receptivity', then

280 L omits numerical 'oddness', while MS Garrett 989Ha supplies this phrase as
an insertion.

281 MS gl: This is accidental to the body that is a quantitative measure [miqdar],
the constitution being composed of shape, one of the qualities mentioned, and of
color, that is a sensate quality not accidental to quantities.
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it would be called 'weakness' [i.e., 'softness'] or, 'not a potential force
[of resistance]'.

Isfahani says: L 220, T 100, MS 107b

4. Qualities of predisposition

The qualities of predisposition are intermediary282 between the two
extremes of opposition, namely, 'nonpassivity' and 'passivity'283 or,
'nonreceptivity' and 'receptivity'. Therefore, if the predisposition
should lean strongly284 toward nonreceptivity and nonpassivity, as do
'hardness' and 'soundness of health',285 then it would be called a
'potential force [of resistance]'. But if the predisposition should lean
strongly toward receptivity and passivity, then it would be called
'weakness' [i.e., 'softness'] and 'not a potential force [of resistance]',
as are 'softness' and 'infirmity of health'.286

282 MS gl: I.e., one [of them] would not be a property of [la yakhtass li-] one
of the two extremes, but rather, it would incline to one extreme or the other.

283 The MS reverses this sequence.
284 -p. «jf tYie predisposition should be a strong predisposition toward." L: "if it

should be a strong predisposition" [in kan isti'dadan]; the MS varies slighdy from
L in the verb [in kanat isti'dadan].

285 Glosses: 1. In the MS: [derived] "from 'health', 'soundness' [al-sihhah]."
2. In MS Garrett 989Ha: [derived] "from 'true', 'genuine' [sahfh]."
Vowelling shown in the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha.
286 'Soundness of health' [al-mishahlyah] (MS gl: [derived] from 'health'); 'infirmity

of health' [al-mimradiyah] (MS gl: [derived] from 'sickness').
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CHAPTER 4: ACCIDENTS OF RELATION

1. Whether they appear in external existence

The majority of the Mutakallimun denied [any appearance in exter-
nal existence by the accidents of relation] except for that of 'place-
where'. They held that if [these accidents] should have [external]
existence, then that existence would take place within their substrates,
so the argument would be an infinite series.

The philosophers argued that the [accidents of relation] are real,
[being neither] a theory nor a mental entity, and therefore, they
belong among external entities. They are not nonexistents, for they
occur after having had no being, nor do they have a body, because
they are not physically comparable with anything else. But this [argu-
ment] is contradicted by [the fact of] the termination and passing
away [of the accidents of relation].

Isfahani says: L 220, T 100, MS 107b/108a

CHAPTER 4: ACCIDENTS OF RELATION

The accidents of relation are the seven that remain, namely,
1. place-where, 2. adjunction, 3. time-when, 4. position,1 5. pos-

session as habit, 6. activity, and 7. passivity.2

In this chapter [Baydawi] discussed three topics: 1. Whether the
accidents of relation appear in existence; 2. The case of 'place-where';
3. The case of 'adjunction'.

1 Cf. Section 2, Chapter 1, Topic 1 above. The term, 'position', is favored over
'posture' because a) it appears to be the generally preferred term for this category,
and b) it is a more general term than 'posture', which is the favored term in Bernard
Wuellner's Dictionary of Scholastic Philosophy, [Milwaukee: Bruce Publishing Co., 1956];
see under 'position', 'posture', and his chart of Categories. 'Position' includes the
meaning of 'posture' without additional qualification, but 'posture' does not include
the meaning of 'position' unless it is additionally qualified.

2 For items (6) and (7) see the previous discussion of the categories cited in the
note for item (4) [i.e., Book 1, Section 2, Chapter 1, Topic 1].
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1. Whether [the accidents of relation] appear in external

existence L 220, T 100, MS 108a

The majority of the Mutakallimun denied that the accidents of rela-
tion appear in [external] existence, L 221 holding that they have
no external existence, except for the accident of 'place-where'.

Their argument that the accidents of relation have no external
existence was on the basis that, if the accidents of relation should
exist externally, then

a. they would exist in their substrates, and
b. their occurrence within their substrates would constitute a rela-

tion between them and their substrates, and
c. that relation [in turn] also would be within the substrate; more-

over,
d. that relation would be 'something other' than the accident itself,

and
e. that 'something other' would also be an occurrence within the

substrate, so
f. its 'occurrence within the substrate' would constitute [another

something] additional to [the relation], and [thus] an infinite series
argument would be implicit.

One should understand that if these seven categories3 should [all]
be 'relations' then they would be a 'species' under a superior genus,4

but [the 'relations'] are not superior genera. Thus, the superior gen-
era of the accidents are three (in number): 'quantity', 'quality', and
'relationship', the seven remaining being species subsumed under
'relationship'.

Those who reckon these seven as 'superior genera', do not mean
by them something into whose essence a 'relationship' would enter,5

but rather, something to which a 'relationship' would be accidental,
except for the accident of 'adjunction', for the very notion of [this
latter] is a 'relationship', and to suggest it here would be only to
repeat the 'relationship'.

The philosophers argued that the 'accidents of relation' are exis-
tent [externally] in the individual quiddities, in that the accidents of

3 MS gl: I.e., the accidents of relation.
4 MS gl: This being in an absolute sense.
5 MS gl: Since, if the 'relation' should enter within their essence, then the seven

would not be 'superior genera', because the 'relation' would be a 'superior genus'
above them.
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relation are realized, as they are neither a theory nor a mental entity.
For example, [the fact] that the sky is above the earth is a mat-

ter [of relationship] that presently exists, equally whether or not a
theory [about it] or [its status as a] mental entity [also] exists, so it
is a fact of external reality.

Nor are [the 'accidents of relation'] nonexistents, because they
occur after not having had being. Indeed, a given thing might not
have being [in a position] above, and then [later] it will come to
be [in a position] above. Thus, the 'aboveness' that comes into being
after [its previous] absence would not be nonexistential. If it should
be otherwise, then it would be [a case of] a negation of the nega-
tive being something negative, which would be absurd. And so, the
'relation of aboveness' would be a matter of positive fact.

Nor would [the 'accidental relation' of 'aboveness'] have a body.
MS 108b [This is] because something having a body, as such, would
not be an intelligible object in comparison with something else, while
[on the other hand] 'being above', in respect of its 'being above',
would be an intelligible object in comparison with something else.6

However, the argument7 of the philosophers is contradicted by
[the facts of] 'termination' and 'passing away'. A full statement of
the contradiction is that if the argument of the philosophers should
be sound, then it would imply that both 'termination' and 'passing
away' would be accidents that exist among the individual quiddities.
But the conclusion is false. Otherwise, the implication is that 'ter-
mination' and 'passing away' would be described as two genuine
accidents subsisting in something terminating and something pass-
ing away, at a time when both [of these substrates] would be non-
existent, and thus, an existent would be subsisting in a nonexistent,
which is absurd.

To explain the [philosophers'] logic used here, it is [as when] we
judge concerning yesterday that it has terminated and passed, equally
whether or not there may be a theory [about it] or [it has status
as] a mental entity. So then, both ['termination' and 'passing away']
would belong among the external [realities], and they would not be
nonexistents, because they came into being after not having had
being.

6 MS gl: So, these accidents would be existent and additional to anything hav-
ing a body, which was the logical goal [al-matlub].

' MS gl: That 'relation' is an externally existent entity.
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Now, 'yesterday' may not [yet] have terminated and passed away,
but then it does come to be terminated and past; therefore, the 'ter-
mination' and the 'passing away' that occur after their previous
absence would not be nonexistential, otherwise, it would be [a case
of] a negation of a negative being something negative, L 222
which would be absurd. So, [say the philosophers], 'termination' and
'passing away' would be matters of positive fact, but they would not
be the same as 'today', because there would be no realization of
them when that 'today' would be realized; thus, they would be two
existent accidents.

You must understand that a proposition that is 'rational',8 as the
sky having 'aboveness', is to be distinguished from one that is 'theo-
retical'. Indeed, perhaps it might be theorized that the sky would
have 'belowness', but rather, [the point is that] what is 'rational' is
that which must take place in the intellect, if the intellect thinks of
that proposition, as the sky having 'aboveness'.

As for [a proposition that is] 'theoretical', that is what the theo-
rizer proposes as a theory, even though it should be impossible. And
[a proposition] that would be 'mental' would include both the 'theo-
retical' and the 'rational', and each one of these must be understood,
lest some mistake occur on account of ambiguity.

Baydawi said: L 222, T 101

2. The case of 'place-where'

The Mutakallimun call [the 'place-where', an 'instantly generated
place of] being'.9 They held that the 'occupying presence' of a 'sub-
stance' for two or more atomic moments in one 'location' consti-
tutes 'rest', while [if it should be] in two 'locations' then it constitutes
'motion-change'. So, at the beginning of its temporal existence [the
presence of the substance] would be neither 'motion-change' nor 'rest'.

The philosophers held that 'motion-change' is an 'initial completion'10

8 MS gl: This statement refers to criticism of the philosophers' argument, regard-
ing the fact that they do not differentiate between the 'theoretical' and the 'rational'.

9 In his Ta'rifat Jurjani defines [kawn] "The name for something that occurs
instantaneously, like the transformation of water into air."

10 Arabic: 'initial completion' [kamal awwal]; cf. the Greek: 'state of completion
or perfection', [entelecheia] as in F.E. Peters, Greek Philosophical Terms. There is con-
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for anything that is 'potential'.11 An explanation of this doctrine is
that 'motion-change' is a quality that can be attained by a body,
thus, attainment of [the state of 'motion', or, 'change'] would be a
[preliminary, initial, kind of] completion.

Now, [motion-change] is different from anything else, from the
standpoint that its real nature is nothing more than an 'arrival' [i.e.,
by a body] at 'the other' [i.e., another stage, or, another 'place of
[instant] being']. Thus, that other [place of instant being] toward
which [the body] is directed would be [a reality] capable of exist-
ing, in order that the 'arrival' might take place. Therefore, the occur-
rence [of the 'arrival'] is a 'second completion' [in motion-change].

Furthermore, to some degree, that self-directed progression, as long
as it is that, remains [in its status] as 'potentiality'. If it should be
otherwise, then it would be a [completed] arrival, and not a [con-
tinuing] self-directed progression. So, it is made clear that [motion-
change] is an 'initial completion' of anything that is 'potential', from
the standpoint that it is [still largely] 'potential'.

In summary, [this definition of motion-change by the philosophers]
approximates what their forebears [i.e., the early philosophers] had
said, namely, that [motion-change] is a gradual passage out of 'poten-
tiality' into 'actuality'.12

Isfahani says: L 222, T 101, MS 108b

2. The case of 'place-where'

A 'place-where' is the occupying presence of a body in a [particu-
lar] 'location'. The notion of 'place-where' is completed only in the

siderable overlapping in the meanings of 'perfection' and 'completion'. In the pre-
vious chapter it has seemed appropriate to use the sense of 'perfection' in the trans-
lation. Here in chapter 4 we believe the sense of 'completion' predominates, in
expressing the notion of 'procession from potentiality to actuality'.

11 The idea of [unreleased] 'force' is a continuing element in the western con-
cept of 'potentiality', the term, 'force', often being dropped, while the term [quwah]
remains in the Arabic designations for 'potential' and 'potentiality'. Earlier English
translations used the term, 'potency'.

12 [To Aristotle] "Every change, including that of position, implied the passage
from potentiality to actuality." [Encyclopedia of Philosophy, s.v. "change", by Milic Ca

"Def: The fulfillment of what exists potentially, in so far as it exists potentially,
is motion, namely, of what is alterable . . ." [From Aristode. Works. "Physics" 111:1,
transl. R.P. Hardie and R.K. Gaye, Ed. W.D. Ross, in R.M. Hutchins, ed., Great
Books of the Western World]
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relationship that a 'body' has to the 'place' where it is, for its rela-
tionship to the [particular] location is one of its concomitants, not
that [the body] constitutes the relationship itself13 to the location.

The Mutakallimun call the 'place-where' ['an instantly generated
place of] being'.14 They held that the occupying presence of sub-
stance for two or more [atomic] moments in one location would
constitute 'rest', MS 109a while the occupying presence of sub-
stance for two [atomic] moments in two locations would constitute
'motion-change'. So, at the beginning of its temporal existence the
presence of 'substance' is neither 'motion-change' nor 'rest'15 because
it lies outside their delimiting definitions. This [joint] definition of
'motion-change' and 'rest' is based upon the theory of the atom,16

upon the continuous succession of [atomic] moments, and upon the
continuous succession of motion-changes for the indivisible atoms.

The philosophers hold that 'motion-change' is an 'initial comple-
tion' for anything that is 'potential',17 from the aspect of its being a
'potentiality'. An explanation of this doctrine is that 'motion-change'
is a quality that can be attained L 223 by a body, [i.e., a body
can begin 'moving'] so the attainment of 'motion-change' by a body
T 102 is a [preliminary, initial, kind of] completion for it. [This
is so] because the completion of a thing would be [the completion
of] what is in it as a 'potentiality'; and then that ['potentiality']
passes out into 'actuality'. Motion-change is like that.

'Motion-change' has a commonality with other [kinds of] 'com-
pletions' from this standpoint. But 'motion-change' differs from other

13 MS gl: But rather, [this is] an expression for [the body] being the substrate
for the relation.

14 Glosses in the MS: 1. I.e., the 'place-where' [al-ayn] becomes existent in an
'atomic moment' [an], without there being a 'time duration' [zaman].

2. By an 'atomic moment' is meant the amount of an indivisible atomic part.
3. [Gl is also in L] They held that 'an [instantly generated place of] being' is a

genus for four species, comprising 'motion-change', 'rest', 'joining' and 'separation'.
15 MS gl: But rather, it would be a '[place of [instant]] being' [kawn].
16 MS gl: Because it is based upon the sequence of two 'atomic moments', that

[in turn] requires that 'time duration' be an arrangement [tarkrb] of indivisible
atomic moments, that [in turn] requires that 'motion-change' and 'spatial distance'
[masafah] be a composition of indivisible atoms, since 'time duration', 'motion-
change', and 'spatial distance' are all composites.

17 [ma huwa bi-al-quwah]. MS gl: I.e., "for something that exists as a 'poten-
tiality'" meaning a moving body. The motion would not be [the body's] 'comple-
tion' from every aspect, because it is not a completion with respect to its corporeality,
but rather, it is a 'completion' from the standpoint that it is a 'potentiality'.
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[kinds of] 'completions', from the standpoint that the real nature of
'motion-change' is nothing more than an 'arrival' [i.e., by a body]
'at the other' [i.e., another 'stage', or, another 'place of instant being'].
Whatever is of that sort will have [the following] two properties.

a. In [the body's circumstances] there must be a goal
1. toward which [the motion-change] is self-directed, and
2. which can be attained, so that the forward progression is a

progression to it. Thus, the 'attainment' of that toward which [the
motion-change] is progressing would be a 'second perfection';18

b. As long as that self-directed progression continues as such, it
will continue in some degree to be a 'potentiality'. For the body in
motion is a moving body in actuality only if it does not reach the
goal; because if it reaches its goal, then it is a completed arrival,
not a [continuing] self-directed forward progression. As long as it is
[a self-directed forward progression], then some portion of it will
remain as a 'potentiality'.

Thus, 'motion-change', when its occurrence has become an actu-
ality, [i.e., when motion-change has begun] is linked with two 'poten-
tialities', the first being the potentiality of the remaining motion-change,
and the second being the potentiality of [reaching the goal] being
approached. Furthermore, each of these two [potentialities], the [con-
tinuing] motion-change and that goal being approached, constitute
a 'completion' for the body in motion, except that the motion-change
is an 'initial completion', and the goal being approached is a sec-
ond 'completion'. When motion-change takes place19 both of the two
are potential 'completions'.

Regarding the 'second completion', [that is, the goal reached],
that is obvious.

But regarding the 'initial completion', that is, [of the] 'motion-
change', [that fact is true] since,—when the occurrence of motion-
change has become realized [then its being only 'potential'] would
no longer be a present reality in that nothing of [the motion-change]
would remain [only] 'potential',—it then becomes clear that the
'motion-change' would be the initial completion for something [that
had been only] potential, from the standpoint of its potentiality.

18 MS gl: Because it comes later [muta'akhkhir] than the [beginning of the]
motion-change.

19 MS gl: I.e., the beginning of the motion-change.
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Nevertheless, [motion-change] was qualified by [Baydawi's] state-
ment, ". . . from the standpoint of potentiality", because motion-
change is not an initial completion of 'potentiality' from every
standpoint. It is not an initial completion of [what is potential] from
the standpoint of something actual;20 but rather, it is an initial com-
pletion of something [that had been only] potential, from the stand-
point of its potentiality [namely, the time when motion-change would
begin].

In [his qualifying statement] [Baydawi] avoided [mention of] the
'substantial form'21 MS 109b because [the substantial form] would
be a 'completion' for a body in motion that has not reached its goal,
and thus the 'substantial form' would be an 'initial completion' of
something potential. But it would not be an initial completion from
the standpoint of its own potentiality. The 'substantial form' would
not be an initial completion of something potential from this special
standpoint; but rather, the 'substantial form' would be an initial com-
pletion of [what is potential] in an absolute sense, equally whether
[the situation] would be from the standpoint of its being [only a]
potential [situation],22 or from the standpoint of [the situation] being
something actual.

Our author [Baydawi's] statement is: "In summary, this definition
approximates what the early philosophers had said, namely, that
motion-change is a gradual passage from potentiality into actuality."

An explanation [in proof] of this delimiting definition is that an
existent entity cannot possibly be something 'potential' from every
standpoint. If [the case should be] otherwise, then [both the entity's
presence within] existence and its having [an instant generation of]

20 MS gl: I.e., the [actual] goal.
21 [al-surah al-nawTyah] Mourad Wahba's al-MuJam al-Fahafi/ Vocabulaire Philosophiq

Arabe identifies this as the 'substantial form', quoting from Jurjani's Ta'rifat, "a sim-
ple substance whose existence in actuality is not complete without the existence of
what inheres in it", meaning this 'substantial form'. Another Arabic term, [al-surah
al-jawhanyah], one used by Ibn al-Haytham, is given the same English terminol-
ogy by Wahba, with a fuller Arabic definition.

Bernard Wuellner's Dictionary of Scholastic Philosophy includes among the defini
of 'substantial form' the following: "the intrinsic incomplete constituent principle in
a substance which actualizes the potencies of matter and together with the matter
composes a definite material substance or natural body; . . . the specific differentiating
factor in diverse kinds of essences . . ."

22 MS gl: For example, the goal [being approached] and the body [that is
approaching it.
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being, [both aspects] as potential, would also be [together] in poten-
tiality. So then 'potentiality' would be L 224 [simultaneously]

a. something presently existing, and
b. something not presently existing, but that is a contradiction.

Rather, [an existent entity] must be actual from every aspect, or [at
least] from some aspects.

The passage of everything that is in potentiality out into actual-
ity happens either instantly, which is called ['instant generation of]
being',23 or, gradually, which constitutes 'motion-change'. Motion-
change24 [then] is an attainment [i.e., of actuality], or, it is an orig-
ination [within actuality], or, it is a passage [i.e., from potentiality]
out into actuality little by little, or gradually, not instantly. And this
meaning approximates what has been stated.

Aristotle had criticized this definition, for he said that an inter-
pretation of this phrase, "little by little, or, gradually", would be
impossible except by [the concept of] time duration, which is defined
by motion-change, so a circular argument would be implicit.25 More-
over, our expression, "not instantly", would be impossible to define
except by 'instantaneous', which is defined by the [atomic] moment,
which is denned by time duration, which is defined by motion-
change, so argument in a circle is implicit.

23 [kawn] L 224 gl: As in the conversion [inqilab] of water to air: the airlike
form [al-surah al-hawa'ryah] was in the water as potentiality, and then exited out
to actuality instantaneously.

24 MS glosses: 1. That is, the definition of motion-change.
2. Each one of these [following] terms is to enrich the concept of 'motion-change'.
25 Aristotle seems to have had difficulty expressing the conception of a limited

and gradual process of time as well as motion. His exact statement regarding 'grad-
ualness' as characterizing the transition-change from 'potentiality' to 'actuality' could
not be located in his Metaphysics. His struggle with the concepts of motion [-change]
and time may be seen in the following sample quotations: [from Aristotle's Works,
ed. W.D. Ross]

1) ". . . it is hard to grasp what movement is" Metaphysics 11:9:20 (also in Physics
3:2:30).

2) "The latter sort of process, then [i.e., past, or, perfect tense] I call an actu-
ality, and the former [i.e., present, or, imperfect tense] a movement." Metaphysics
9:6:34.

3) "For substances are the first of existing things, and if they are all destructible,
all things are destructible. But it is impossible that movement should either have
come into being or cease to be (for it must always have existed), or that time should.
For there could not be a before and an after if time did not exist. Movement also
is continuous, then, in the sense in which time is; for time is either the same thing
as movement or an attribute of movement. And there is no continuous movement
except movement in place, and of this only that which is circular is continuous."
Metaphysics 12:6:5-11.
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The Imam [Ibn Sina] replied that a [single] conception [includ-
ing] the quiddity [both] of 'instantaneity' and of 'gradualness' would
be something axiomatic, and as such it would occur to someone who
has had no awareness of the discourses of the philosophers about
the 'moment' and 'time duration', so, the [charge that it would be
a] circular argument is refuted.26

But this requires consideration, because for both the quiddity of
'instantaneity' and the quiddity of 'gradualness' to be axiomatic [as
a single conception] would be impossible [logically].27

Baydawi said: L 224, T 102

Gradual motion-change in quantity, quality, position, and place-where

a. Now, [gradual motion-change] may take place in relation to
'quantity'. It is exemplified by 'expansion' and 'contraction', namely,
the increase and decrease of size without any addition to or sepa-
ration from, and by 'growth' and 'withering', these latter two being
an increase and decrease that are internal in each case.

b. [Gradual motion-change may take place] in relation to 'qual-
ity', being exemplified by the darkening of grapes, and the heating
up of water, and this is called 'change'.

c. [Gradual motion-change may take place] in relation to 'posi-
tion' [of one kind or another], being exemplified by the motion-
change of the celestial spheres, and it is called 'cyclical motion-change'.

d. [Gradual motion-change may take place] in relation to 'place-
where', being exemplified by movement from one location to another,
and it is called 'transition'.

e. But [gradual motion-change] does not take place in relation to
'substance', because its occurrence would be instantaneous, this being
called ['instant] generation' [or, 'instant being'].28

26 In his Isharat 2:333 ff. Ibn Sina, in discussing the powers of the terrestrial
human soul, speaks of the 'sense of coordination' [or, traditionally, the 'sensus corn-
munis'], affirming that a) it can receive more than a single message of perception
from the body's senses, and b) it can organize, evaluate and recall these messages
for meaningful intellectual activity and decision.

27 MS gl: Because the simple claim that something is intuitive does not imply
that that thing would be absolutely self-evident.

28 Note terms: 'change' [istihalah]; 'cyclical motion-change' [harakah dawriyah];
'instant generation/being' [kawn].
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f. Nor does gradual motion-change take place] in relation to the
rest of the [accident] categories, because they are subordinately con-
sequent to their substrates.

Isfahani says: L 224, T 102, MS 109b

Gradual motion-change in quantity, quality, position, and place-where

One should know that what is meant when [the philosophers] say
that [gradual] motion-change takes place in a given category is that
a body in motion is moving from one species of that category MS
110a to another of its species, or from one kind of the species of
that category to another kind of that species.29

The meaning in their statement that [gradual] motion-change takes
place in a given category is not that that category is a genuine sub-
ject-substrate for the motion-change. Nor [does it mean] that through
the medium of the category [gradual] motion-change would come
to a substance, in the sense that the [gradual] motion-change would
subsist first in the category, and then through its medium would
become accidental to the substance. Nor [does it mean] that the cat-
egory would be the genus for the [gradual] motion-change, if that
should become real.30

Our position is that the [accident] categories in which motion-
change occurs are four: 1. quantity, 2. quality, 3. position, and 4.
place-where.

a. Gradual motion-change in [the category of] 'quantity' takes
place from two standpoints:

1. one standpoint being 'expansion' and 'contraction';
2. the other standpoint being 'growth' and 'withering'.
(1.) Expansion is an increase31 in the size of the body without

anything else being added to it. Contraction is a decrease L 225
in the size of a body without any separation of a part from it. As

29 MS gl: An example of the transition from one species to another species would
be like the transition of a body that is black to a white species, while an example
of the transition from one kind to another kind would be the transition of a body
that is intensely white to a white less intense.

30 MS gl: As if we should say that mankind belongs in the category of substance,
in the sense that substance would be the genus for him, not the category, for [sub-
stance] is not a genus of [gradual] motion-change.

31 MS gl: Gradually.
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for the admissibility T 103 of the occurrence of expansion and
contraction, that is because primal matter does not have within itself
any size,32 because its having a size would be because of a close
association with form. So then, it is admissible that no size be
specifically assigned to its essence, aside from whether or not it would
be too large or too small for it; and thus, it would be admissible for
it to remove a small size and put on a large one, or vice versa.

Two examples will demonstrate the actual occurrence of expan-
sion and contraction.

a) The first of the two [examples] would be the entrance
of water into a flask inverted upon water. A full statement of this
[example] is that if the flask should be [made void by being] sucked
[out], and then is inverted upon water, the water will enter into it,
the entrance of the water into it not being conceivable except in
two ways.

1) [The first of the two [ways] is that if the flask is [made
void by being] sucked out, then the air goes out from it and the
place of the air that has gone out remains void, and so the water
enters it when [the flask] is inverted [upon water].

2) The second [way] is that the volume of the air remain-
ing in it after the sucking out would increase, because of the suck-
ing out, in order to occupy the place, and then would contract either
because of the water's coldness,33 or because of its own nature when
[the water] ascends [into it], and so it would return to its natural
size.

The first [way] is impossible, because a void would be impossi-
ble, so the second way is indicated, and thus, expansion and con-
traction occur.

b) The second example is the cracking of a vessel when
water is boiled [in it]. A full statement of this is MS 11 Ob that
when a vessel is filled with water and its top is closed and it is
boiled, then, as it is boiling, it splits, the splitting being conceivable
only for three reasons:

1) the first reason is because of the movement of what
is in it to the outside;

32 MS gl: And that which has no size in the delimiting definition of its essence
becomes relative to all extensions equally.

33 L & T: bard; MS: burudah.
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2) the second [reason] is because of the movement of
what is outside of it to the inside;

3) the third [reason] is because of the increase in size of
what is in it.

The first two [reasons] are impossible:
(1) the first reason is impossible because if that move-

ment should be to any [single] direction, then the vessel would have
to move along with it because its moving would be easier than its
splitting; and if [the movement] should be in [several] directions,
then the implication would be that conflicting actions would be issu-
ing from the homogeneous nature [i.e., of water].34

(2) As for the [impossibility of the] second [example],
[that is] because there is no hole in [the vessel], so it would be
impossible for anything outside to come inside it.35

(2.) 'Growth' is the increase in size of a body because of the
addition of another body in such a way that [the second body] made
openings in [the first body] and then [the second body] entered
through them and became like the [first body's] nature with an
increase in all three36 dimensions according to a natural symmetry.37

'Withering' is the opposite of [growth], being a decrease in the size
of a body in all three dimensions because of a separation [and loss]
of some of its particles. The occurrence of growth38 and of withering39

is obvious, and there is no need at all for them to be demonstrated,
b. Gradual motion-change occurring in [the category of] 'qual-

ity' is exemplified as a transforming change that is sensately per-
ceived: as when grapes darken and when water is heated, for we
observe how cold water becomes hot gradually and hot water becomes
cold gradually. Gradual motion-change in [the category of] quality
is called 'change'.

34 MS glosses: 1. His expression, "from the homogeneous nature" would be com-
plete [in meaning] only if the water in the vessel has one nature; 2. Because the
nature of the particles of the water is homogeneous [mutashabihah]).

35 MS gl: So the third (3) is indicated, and that is the increased volume of what
is in [the vessel].

36 Only the MS adds 'three' here; with a gloss: I.e., length, breadth and depth.
3/ MS gl: [Baydawi] took precaution against [confusion with an unhealthy] swelling

[waram], for that would not be in accordance with a natural symmetry [tanasub]
of the body.

38 MS gl: As in little boys attaining to young manhood.
39 MS gl: As with the aged.
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Let no one refuse to grant that when cold water becomes hot that
there would be an 'alteration' in this L 226 [particular] kind of
quality such that gradual motion-change would be implicit within
[the category of] quality. There would be gradual motion-change
within the [category of] quality only if the appearance of heat in it
should not be in the manner of 'latency'40 and 'emergence',41 as it
is in the doctrine of those who teach 'latency and emergence'.

They say that within bodies none of the elements are to be found
as 'simple and pure', but rather, every body is a mixture of all nat-
ural factors, although [the body] is called by the name of that which
predominates in it. If one should come upon a body in which the
genus is submerged, and then what is submerged should make its
appearance from 'latency' into 'emergence', and should oppose that
which predominates [in the body] and become mixed with it, it
would then be perceived as a totality by the senses so that it would
not be possible to distinguish one unit from another, and thus it
would seem that there is MS I l i a something between the heat
and the cold.42

Our position is that we are certain that the doctrine of 'latency'
and 'emergence' is false, in summary, because sense perception
declares these two [notions] to be false. For [example], if water
should have fiery particles in it, and if the skin should contact [the
water], then [the alternatives] would have to be either

1. that the surface of the skin would contact those particles in
their state of latency, or

2. that it would not do so; and both of these [alternatives]
would be false.

The first [alternative] (1.) is false because, if the skin should con-
tact [the latent fiery particles] then it would have to have sense per-
ception of their hotness, just as it has sense perception of them when
the water becomes hot, otherwise, sense perception would declare
[the theory of the presence of fiery particles] to be a falsehood.

40 MS gl: I.e., being covered over [sutur].
J. van Ess' article, "kumun", in En-I-2 v. 5, p. 384 speaks of this as being a

tenet of al-Nazzam and his followers, and of its being traceable to Stoic ideas.
41 MS gl: In the sense of 'appearance' [zuhur].
The pair of opposites here has been described previously as latency and appear-

ance'. Now Isfahani is describing the second of these terms as an appearance 'out
from', that is, an 'emergence'.

42 Reading with L, T and MS Garrett 989Ha: [yukhayyal hunaka amrun bayna]
The MS reads: [yatakhayyal hunaka amrayn].
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The second [alternative] (2.) is false, because, since water is fine,
to separate the link of some particles of it with others would be easy,
and especially so to separate its link with that factor with which its
link is unnatural, and the union of water with fire is unnatural.

Thus, a theory might be held that the heat in hot water has not
come by way of a 'change' nor by way of an 'emergence' [of heat],
but rather, that the water is heated up only because of the permea-
tion of fiery particles within it from the fire next to it.

To this [theory] the reply would be that if the heat of a body,
for instance, should be on account of a shower of fiery particles com-
ing upon it from the outside, then the fiery particles that emerge
within it would be equivalent to the fiery particles coming upon it
[from outside]. But that is not the case. For imagine how if a tiny fire,
as the flame of a lamp, should touch a mountain of sulphur, then
the whole [mountain] would become a fire and would be burning.

c. Gradual motion-change [occurring] in [the category of] 'posi-
tion' is such that the 'position' of an agent that is moving, entirely
apart from the question of its location, will gradually be exchanged,
as [it is in] the motion-change of a celestial sphere.43 This [gradual
motion-change] is called 'cyclical'.

A theory might be proposed that 'every part' [i.e., = 'totality-a'] of
a celestial sphere is moving within a [certain] 'location',44 and 'every-
thing of which every part is moving' [i.e., = 'totality-b'] is within a
[certain] 'location',45 then the 'whole of it' [i.e., = 'totality-c'; i.e.,

43 M. Saeed Sheikh, in his Dictionary of Muslim Philosophy, defines this term as 
lows: [falak/aflak] "The celestial sphere surrounding the world and revolving around
the earth as its centre. According to the cosmogony current with the Muslim philoso-
phers, there are in all nine such spheres surrounding each other like the peels of
an onion so that the concave side of the shell of the surrounding sphere touches
the convex surface of the one surrounded by it. All these spheres being transpar-
ent, one can see through them from the lowest to the highest. The nine spheres
in the descending order of their remoteness from the earth are: 1) the sphere of
the primum mobile [al-falak al-aqsa3]; 2) the sphere of the fixed stars [al-kawakib
al-thabitah]; 3) . . . Saturn; 4) Jupiter; 5) Mars; 6) the Sun; 7) Venus; 8) Mercury;
9) the Moon."

A brief quote from his definition of the Planets [al-kawakib al-sayyarah] [which
include the Sun and Moon] follows: "It is also to be noted that with the Muslim
as with the Greek philosophers of antiquity every planet is studded in a crystalline,
i.e., transparent, celestial sphere like a gem in a ring so that the movement of a
planet is really the rotation of its whole sphere."

44 This being the minor premise.
45 MS gl: This being the major premise.
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'c' = 'totality-b' that is inclusive of 'totality-a']46 would be moving
within a [certain] location.

To this [theory] it would be replied that a celestial sphere has no
'part' in actuality, such that [the part] would move.47 But even if it
should be assumed that [the celestial sphere] would have parts, [then
still] they would not leave their locations, but rather, that part [i.e.,
of the celestial sphere] in contact with part of the whole [sphere's]
location would separate from the part of the whole [sphere's] loca-
tion, if the whole should be in a location.

The location of the part is not part of the location of the whole
[sphere], but rather, part T 104 of the location of the whole
would be part of the location of the part, if the assumed part is in
contact48 with part of the location of the whole. That is so because
part of the location of the whole [sphere] would not surround the
[assumed] part,49 but the [complete] location would surround it.

It is not the case that if every part50 MS 111b having contact
with a part of the location of the whole should separate from a part
of its own location, this being a part of the location of the whole
[sphere], then the whole [sphere] would separate from its own loca-
tion. Because there is a difference between when we say, "every [sin-
gle] part", and when we say, "the totality of [all] the parts." That
is so because our expression, "every [single] part", might be half of
the totality, but the totality would not be half of itself, because the
'totality' [of the parts] has a real nature that is clearly distinguishable
from L 227 the real nature of 'every [single] one' of the parts.

d. [Gradual motion-change] in the category of 'place-where'51 is
exemplified by movement from one place to another, in that the

46 MS gl: Thus implying an exchange of location.
47 MS gl: I have said [qultu] that the movements of parts, from their locations

[amkinatiha] and their place-where [ayniha], do not imply that their totality would
be so; because the universal is of two species, unitary [afradr] and totality [majmu'r].
Their properties [ahkamuha] may be identical [muttahidah] or different [mukhtal-
ifah]. Here they are different, not identical. [From Jurjani's commentary on Iji's
book, al-Mawaqif]

48 MS gl: If it should not be in contact, as the lowest part and the middle part,
then it would not be so.

49 MS gl: Because the location of the part would be another part, to the right
and to the left and below [the part].

50 MS gl: What is meant by 'every' [kull] here is 'every [single] part', not the
'whole [as totality]' [majmuc] of the parts.

51 L 227 gl: 'Motion-change' in [the category of] 'place-where' [al-ayn] is 'tran-
sition' [al-naqlah], that a scholar would [generally] call 'movement' [harakah]. For
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location of the body in motion is exchanged [for another location]
through that motion. This is called 'transition'.

e. In the [category of] 'substance' there is no gradual motion-
change, because the 'occurrence' of 'substance' is instantaneous,52

being called ['instant] generation' [or, 'instant being']. That is so
because 'substance' is either

1. simple, or
2. compound.
(1.) A simple substance becomes existent instantaneously and is

destroyed instantaneously, and thus between its [state of] absolute
potentiality and its [state of] absolute actuality no intermediate [stage
of] completion53 exists, because the real nature of 'substance' is not
capable of increment54 and diminution. This is because if [the real
nature of substance] should be capable of increment and diminu-
tion, then the case necessarily would be either

a) that some kind of substance would remain between the
increment and the diminution, or

b) that it would not remain.
If (a) it should remain, then the real nature of substance would

not change, but rather, only some accidental quality of it would
change; so, this would be a 'transformation',55 not an 'instant gen-
eration'.

But if (b) no kind of substance should remain, then the case would
be that the increment would enter into some other substance. And
thus, in every [atomic] moment assumed to be in the midst of the
increment, there would would be another substance originated, and
the preceding substance would be destroyed. So, between the one
substance56 and the other substance,57 there would be the possibility

when the Mutakallimun used the expression, 'movement', [without modification,]
they meant 'spatial motion-change' [al-harakah al-ayniyah], [properly] called 'tran-
sition'. This is very near the usages of the etymologists also; and sometimes [the
term, 'motion-change'] is applied by them to the category of 'position', but not to
the categories of 'quantity' and 'quality'. [From Jurjani's Shark Mawaqif, of al-Iji.]

N.B. Readers are reminded that [harakah] as a rule in our translation is being
translated 'motion-change', to include the two aspects: 'movement' and 'change'.

52 MS: [dafci].
03 MS gl: I.e., one that would be potential from one aspect and actual from

another aspect, to the extent that it would be something that moves.
54 MS gl: [I.e.], increase [izdiyad].
55 MS gl: I.e., motion-change in [the category of quality [kayfj.
56 MS gl: This being the beginning of the increment and diminution.
57 MS gl: This being the ending of the increment and diminution.
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of various kinds of substance without end, as in the category of 'qual-
ities'. But that would be impossible in [the category of] 'substances',
entirely apart from [the category of] 'qualities'.

An explanation of the impossibility of this58 in [the category of]
[simple] 'substance' is that not one of the simple substances that suc-
ceed one another in the [atomic] moments exists within a time dura-
tion. Otherwise, there would not occur any motion-change59 at the
time of the motion-change, because continuance in a time duration
would preclude motion-change. If all of [the simple substances] should
have being within an [atomic] moment, then the case would neces-
sarily be either

c) that, between two substances that succeed one another,
each of them being within an [atomic] moment, there would be a
time duration in which nothing of the two successive substances
would be existent, or

d) there would not be [such a time duration].
The second alternative (d) would require the succession of [atomic]

moments, which would be impossible. And from the first alternative
(c) there would be the implication that the body in motion itself
would not be present at the time of the motion-change,60 MS 112a
which is impossible by inherent necessity.

The explanation why it would not be impossible in the category
of 'qualities' is that, on the assumption that between each two qual-
ities succeeding one another, each being within an [atomic] moment,
there would be a time duration within which nothing of these two
[qualities] would be present, there would be no implication of impos-
sibility in such a case. This is because the body in motion itself
would be the subject-substrate of the qualities, and it would be admis-
sible for the subject-substrate of the qualities to continue [in existence]
entirely apart from the qualities.61

[This is] in contrast to substances,62 for the body in motion-change
would be [either] the substance that precedes, or its matter.63 On
both assumptions no time duration for the absence of the two suc-

58 MS codes the antecedent: [i.e., of there being various kinds of substance with-
out end].

59 MS gl: I.e., exchange of substance during [ft hal] its motion-change.
60 MS gl: I.e., at the time of ITS motion-change.
61 MS gl: I.e., [from] a specific quality.
62 MS gl: Because neither a body nor its matter would have existence apart from

the form.
63 MS gl: I.e., primal matter [hayula3].
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cessive substances would remain, and thus, the body in motion-
change would not be something existent.64

(2.) As for compound substances, [the fact that there is no grad-
ual motion-change in them] is because

a) they are made nonexistent through a part of them being
made nonexistent,65 and,

b) every part of them is made nonexistent instantaneously,
because of what has been said,66 and, so

c) compound substances become nonexistent instantaneously.
Thus, [gradual] motion-change does not take place in [compound
substances].

f. Nor does [gradual] motion-change take place within the five
remaining [accident] categories;67 indeed, they are subordinately con-
sequent to their substrates.

1. Regarding [the case of] a 'governing adjunct'68 [there would
be no gradual motion-change in it] because its nature is not inde-
pendently conceivable, and it is subordinately consequent to its sub-
strate.69 So, if its substrate [i.e., the 'delimiting adjunct'],70 should be
receptive to motion-change, then the 'governing adjunct' would also
be receptive to motion-change. This is because, if it should continue
in a single state while its subject-substrate was undergoing change,
then the 'governing adjunct' would be something independently under-
standable, but the assumption has been to the contrary.

2. Likewise, [the category of] 'time-when' is subordinately con-
sequent to its principal [agency]. L 228 Thus, if [gradual] motion-
change should take place within its principal [agency], then [gradual]
motion-change would take place in [the category of] 'time-when',
because of the subordination [of 'time-when'] to [its principal agency].

64 MS gl: While we have assumed differently.
65 The scribe of L inadvertently elides [fa-li-'annaha. tan'adam] to read, [fa-la

tan'adam].
66 MS gl: Meaning his expression, "A simple substance becomes existent instan-

taneously and is destroyed instantaneously."
6/ MS gl: These being 'adjunction', 'time-when', 'habit as possession', 'activity',

and 'passivity'.
68 MS gl: "Governing adjunct" [al-mudaf]. What is intended here by [the case

of] 'a governing adjunct' is the 'adjunction' [idafah] itself.
69 In this paragraph Isfahani appears to take the two terms of the adjunctive

relationship [al-idafah], namely, the 'governing adjunct' [al-mudaf] and the 'delim-
iting adjunct' [al-mudaf ilayhi], and to treat them as 'that which inheres' and the
'substrate' in which the former inheres, respectively.

70 Delimiting adjunct [al-mudaf ilayhi].
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3. Regarding the [category of] 'possession as habit',71 it becomes
a fact instantaneously, so, [gradual] motion-change does not take
place in it.

4,—5. As for the two categories of 'activity' and 'passivity', [grad-
ual] motion-change in them is not conceivable. That is because, [for
example], if a certain thing should transit from [the state of] 'cool-
ing down' to [that of] 'heating up', then the case would be either
that the [state of] 'cooling down' would continue in the presence of
the [state of] 'heating up', or that it would not.

The first alternative is invalid, because the [state of] 'cooling down'
is directed toward cold, while the [state of] 'heating up' is directed
toward heat, and it is impossible for one thing in one time duration
to be directed toward [both of] two opposites. Likewise, the second
alternative is invalid, because, since the [state of] 'cooling down'
would not be continuing in the presence of the [state of] 'heating
up', and the [state of] 'heating up' would exist only where the [state
of] 'cooling down' had stopped, between these two [opposing states]
there would be a time duration of 'rest' [and not motion-change];
otherwise, the implication would be that it was a case of the [infinite]
succession of [atomic] moments.

Baydawi said: L 228, T 104

General factors necessarily involved in gradual motion-change

a. All gradual motion-change72 necessarily involves six general
factors.

1. That [beginning point] from which there is motion-change;
2. That [ending point] toward which [there is motion-change];
3. That [environmental category] in which [there is motion-

change] ;
4. That [body in motion] to which [the motion-change pertains];

71 [al-jidah; = dhu jidah]. MS gl: I.e., possession [as habit] [al-milk].
72 In the previous topic, 'The Case of Place-where', Baydawi has brought out

the distinction between 'instantaneous' generation of being, with its parallel notion
of instantaneous change, and the factor of 'gradual' motion or change. The Arabic
term [harakah] includes the two notions of 'motion' and 'change', and with this
addition of 'gradualness', we have been translating the single term [harakah] usu-
ally as 'gradual motion-change'. However, the added English word 'gradual' need
not always accompany the translation.
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5. That [cause] by means of which [there is motion-change];73

and
6. The time duration [of the motion-change].

b. The individuation of a motion-change is realized only by the
unity of

1. its subject-substrate [i.e., the body in motion],
2. its time duration, and
3. [the environmental category] in which it takes place. This

is because a single [body] may be in motion-change within two
aspects in two [different] time durations, and it may transit and grow
in one time duration.74 When that [information] is [brought together
and] united, then the beginning and ending [points also] would be
united without doubt. However, no consideration need be given to
whether the agent causing the motion-change would be a unity or
a plurality.

c. [Gradual motion-change] varies in its kind accordingly as there
is a variation in the kind of

1. [beginning point] from which it comes and
2. [ending point] to which it proceeds, as in descent and ascent,

and
3. [environmental category] in which it takes place, as when

something white starts to become yellow, then red, then black, or,
[becomes] light pistachio green, then darker leaf green, then black.

d. However, no consideration need be given to any variation in
the kind of

1. agent causing the motion-change, or
2. [its] subject-substrate [i.e., the body in motion], or

73 Note the terms in use: 1. from which [ma minhu], 2. toward which [ma ilayhi],
3. in which [ma fihi], 4. to which [ma lahu], 5. by means of which [ma bihi].

74 Substituting "time duration" for the actual reading, which is 'in one moment'
[ff an wahid] here in Baydawi's text. "Time duration" is supported by L, T, MS
Garrett-Yahuda 3081 [f. 120b:5], MS Garrett 283B [f. 2la: 12] and MS Garrett
989Hb [f. 19b: 1], although the script in the latter has clearly been changed from
[an] to [zaman]. Although MS Garrett 989Hb [finished 874 A.H.] was copied before
MS Garrett 989Ha [finished 875 A.H.] by the same scribe [Muhammad ibn cIsa
ibn cAli], the script change apparently was made in order to make Baydawi's term
correspond to Isfahani's term [zaman].

The context requires the concept of 'one time duration' [zaman wahid] in order
to provide for both 'transition' and 'growth', thus the illogical one 'moment' must
be taken as a very early error in the manuscripts of Baydawi's text. See also this
passage in Isfahani's text for the gloss from the MS regarding this.
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3. [its] time duration, if a variation in the time duration should
be theorized, since it is admissible that [these] differing factors would
have commonality in a [single] effect, accident, or substrate. Their
variation in kind is in consideration of the environmental category
in which they take place, as transition, change, or growth.

e. The opposition [in these variable factors of motion-change] does
not result from any opposition by the (dl) agent causing the motion-
change, or by the (d2) time duration, due to what has been previ-
ously stated, or by the (d3) environmental category in which they
exist, since ascent would be the opposite of descent although the
path would be one. Rather, [their opposition] results from the [oppo-
sition] between (cl) [the beginning point] from which and (c2) [the
ending point] to which [there is motion-change]. T 105 This takes
place either in the essence, as becoming black and becoming white,
or in an accidental quality, as the ascent and the descent. The begin-
ning and the ending [of the process of motion-change] are two mutu-
ally similar points, and for each of them 'opposition' has been made
an accidental quality, in that one of the two became a starting point
and the other an ending point.

f. Furthermore, a division of [gradual motion-change] may be
made by a division

1. of the time duration, and by a division
2. of the spatial distance, and
3. of the body in motion.75

Isfahani says: L 228, T 105, MS 112a

General factors necessarily involved in gradual motion-change

a. All gradual motion-change necessarily involves six MS 112b
general factors:

1. That [point] from which there is motion-change, namely,
its beginning;

2. That [point] to which motion-change proceeds, namely, its
ending;76

75 L has omitted this third factor, while it is present in T, MS Garrett 283B,
and MS Garrett 989Hb.

76 MS gl: Motion-change requires the positing of a beginning and ending actu-
ally only in a direct (straight line) motion-change. But in the circular motion-change
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3. That [environment] in which the motion-change takes place,
namely, the 'category' in which the motion-change occurs, as 'quan-
tity', 'quality', 'position', or 'place-where';

4. That [factor] to which the motion-change pertains, namely,
the 'body in motion', which is the 'subject-substrate' for the 'motion-
change';

5. That [factor] by means of which there is motion-change,
namely, the 'cause of the motion-change'; and

6. The time duration [of the motion-change].77

b. The individuation of a motion-change is realized only through
the unity of

1. its subject-substrate, that is, the 'body in motion'. For, if the
subject-substrate should be multiple, then the motion-change would
not be a single individual factor, because it would be impossible for
an accident as a single individual factor to subsist in two subject-
substrates.78

And [the individuation is realized only] through the unity of
2. its time duration, for if the time duration should be multi-

ple, then the motion-change would not be a single individual fac-
tor. Thus, if a body should transit from one location to another, or
should change L 229 from whiteness to blackness, within a time
duration, and then [again if] it79 should transit from the first loca-
tion to the second location, or should change from whiteness to
blackness, then neither the first transition nor the first change would
be identical to the second. This is because of the impossibility of a
return for what has been made nonexistent, since the first transition

of the celestial spheres these are posited only by assumption, since [in that case]
there is no position [wadc] to be a starting and ending point for motion-change
except by assumption.

77 MS gl: Because all motion-change would be in a time duration by inherent
necessity.

/8 MS glosses: 1. [I.e., two] or more;
2. Because motion-change in itself is a factor that has the possibility of existence,

so, inevitably it will have an 'actively effective cause' [cillah fa'ilah]. [Gloss #2 is
from Jurjani's Shark Mawaqif [al-Iji].]

Jurjani mentions this latter 'cause' in his Tdrifat while discussing the 'cause' ['illat
al-shay']: . . . "The cause of existence [is such] that either a) the 'effect' is made
existent by it, that is, [the cause of existence] is the 'effective cause' for the 'effect'
and causes it to be existent, this being the 'actively effective cause' [al-cillah al-
fa'iliyah], or b) it is not such . . ."

79 MS gl: That is, [if] then the very same body should transit from the very
same first location a second occasion [marrah] in a second time duration.
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and the first change became nonexistent at the expiration of the first
time duration.80

And [the individuation is realized only] through the unity of
3. that [situation] in which [the motion-change] takes place,

that is, the '[environmental] category'81 in which the motion-change
takes place; because, if the [environmental] category should be mul-
tiple, then the motion-change would not be realized as a single indi-
vidual factor.

(2.) [Baydawi's] statement, "Since a single [body] may be in
motion-change in two aspects within two [different] time durations",
assigns a cause to the logical notion of the unity of a time duration
in the individuation of the motion-change. A full statement [of that
assignment] is that a single body in motion may be in motion-change
in two aspects within two time durations in one spatial distance.
Therefore, the motion-change would be multiple when the time dura-
tion would be multiple, even though the subject-substrate [i.e., the
body in motion] should be single and the environmental category
within which the motion-change takes place should be single. Thus,
the motion-change would be a unity through the unity of the time
duration.

(3.) Baydawi's statement, "And it may transit82 and grow83 in
one time duration",84 assigns a cause to the logical notion of the
unity of the environmental category in which the motion-change
takes place in the individuation of the motion-change. A full state-
ment of it is that a single body in motion-change in one time dura-
tion may transit from one location to another location and may
grow.85 Thus, both the subject-substrate [i.e., the body in motion]

80 MS gl: That is because motion-change is fluid [in nature], not fixed [sayyalah
ghayr qarrah], and it corresponds to [its] time duration, so it becomes nonexistent
when its time duration becomes nonexistent, [both] in an absolute sense.

81 MS gl: Namely, the four [categories]: quantity, quality, place-where, and posi-
tion, as previously stated.

82 MS gl: A reference to the category of 'place-where' [al-ayn].
83 MS gl: A reference to the category of 'quantity' [al-kamm].
84 At this point in manuscripts of Baydawi's text the term used is 'moment' [an].

See the note at that point. The gloss cited below probably refers to these manu-
script copies. Manuscripts of the Isfahani text agree in the usage of [zaman].

MS gl: In some manuscript copies [nusakh] [the reading is]: 'in one moment'
[ff an wahid]. This is an error, since 'transition' and 'growth', because of their
being two [different] motion-changes, may not take place 'in one atomic moment'.

85 MS gl: I.e., it may move from one quantity to another quantity [yataharrak
min kamm ila3 karam].
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would be single, and the time duration would be single; but the
motion-change would not be a single individual factor, because the
environmental category in which the motion-change takes place would
be multiple.

Whenever the three factors would be united, that is, a) the sub-
ject-substrate,86 b) the time duration, and c) the environmental cat-
egory in which the motion-change takes place, then the beginning
and the ending points would be united without doubt, for the unity
of the beginning and ending points MS 113a is comcomitant to
the unity of the three factors.

However, the unity of each one of the three [together] would not
be sufficient. For the body in motion from a single beginning point
might terminate at two [different] ending points in two [different]
time durations, and vice versa; that is, the body terminating at a
single ending point might be in motion-change from two [different]
beginning points in two [different] time durations.

Whether the cause of the motion-change is single or multiple has
no consequence for the fact that the motion-change is a single indi-
vidual factor. Indeed, if it should be assumed that a cause of motion-
change would put a body into motion, and then, before the termination
of its motion, if another cause of motion-change should [continue
to] move it, then the motion-change [itself] would be [still] a sin-
gle individual factor, although there would be a plural cause for the
motion-change. The motion-change would be a single individual fac-
tor only because, even if the continuous motion-change has resulted
from two [different] causes of motion-change, its identity as a con-
tinuity would remain, and so it would be a single individual factor.

c. [Gradual] motion-change varies in accordance with the variation
in its beginning and ending points. Ascending, that is, motion-change
from the center to the outer [celestial] circumference, is different from
descending, that is, motion-change from the outer [celestial] cir-
cumference to the center,87 in the kind it is. Likewise, motion-change
varies in accordance with a variation in the environmental category
in which the motion-change takes place, as when something white
starts to become yellow, then red, then black, or the white becomes
light pistachio green, then darker leaf green, then black.

MS gl: I.e., the agent moving in the motion-change [al-mutaharrik].
MS gl: I.e., the earth [as center of the universe of celestial spheres].
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d. However, a variation [in the following items] would be of no
consequence:

1. the cause of the motion-change, or
2. the subject-substrate [i.e., the body in motion], or
3. the time duration, if a variation in time duration may be

theorized.
(1.) Regarding the cause of the motion-change, [this is true]

because of the admissibility of differing factors having a commonal-
ity in a single effect. Indeed, each one of the different causes of
motion-change88 might cause a motion-change corresponding in kind
to some other motion-change. [Baydawi] referred to this fact in his
statement, "Since it is admissible that these different factors would
have commonality in a [single] effect."

(2.) Regarding the subject-substrate [i.e., the body in motion,
it is true] because of the admissibility that [several] substrates would
share in a single accidental quality. The substrate would be the
subject-substrate for the motion-change, and the motion-change would
be its accidental quality. Thus, it is admissible that the subject-
substrates should have differences in kind while at the same time
there would be a oneness in kind of the motion-change. [Baydawi]
referred to this fact L 230 in his statement, " . . . or accident." In
other words, it is admissible that different substrates, that is, different
subject-substrates, should have a commonality in a single accidental
quality.89

(3.) And regarding time duration, [this is true] because it is an
accident of motion-change. And it is admissible that accidents of var-
ious kinds should have a commonality in a substrate of a single kind.

Variation in motion-change in a generic sense is with regard to
MS 111b the environmental category in which the motion-change
takes place, as 'transition', 'change', 'growth', and 'position'. For the
fact is, since 'transition', namely, motion-change in the category of
place-where, and 'change', namely, motion-change in the category
of quality, and 'growth', namely, motion-change in the category of
quantity, and motion-change in 'position', all take place within the
categories of place-where, quality, quantity, and position, which are

88 MS gl: As are the sun and fire, though they are different in kind the motion-
change [they cause] is one in its kind, namely, the heat [being generated].

89 MS gl: For the whiteness in cotton and the whiteness in snow are two different
things in their subject-substrates, but they correspond to each other in reality.
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all differing genera, the motion-changes mentioned have become
different in genus. Thus, 'transition' would be a genus different from
'change'.

e. Opposition in motion-change is not due to the opposition90 of
the

1. cause of the motion-change, or of the
2. time duration, because of what has preceded

a) to the effect that it is admissible that motion-change that
is a single individual factor should result from two different causes
of motion-change, and

b) to the effect that there is no opposition in time duration,
even though opposition may be supposed to exist in it, as time dura-
tion is an accident of motion-change, and the opposition of an acci-
dent does not require the opposition of its substrate. Nor [is opposition
in motion-change] due to the opposition of

3. [the environmental category] in which the motion-change
takes place. Indeed, T 106 'ascending' is the opposite of'descend-
ing', yet they are both by a single pathway.91

Thus, the fact remains that the 'opposition in motion-change' is
due to [the opposition between] that from which it proceeds and
that to which it proceeds, that is, the beginning point and the end-
ing point. The opposition between beginning and ending points is
either

a) a matter of the essence, as is blackness and whiteness,—
for between these two the opposition is a matter of the essence, so,
the motion-change from blackness to whiteness would be the oppo-
site of motion-change from whiteness to blackness,—[or], sometimes
the opposition between beginning and ending points is

b) a matter of accidental quality, as is ascending [motion]
and descending [motion]. Their beginning and their ending are two
points that resemble each other, in that they are two points between
which there is no opposition. But, 'opposition' has been made acci-
dental to them both, in that one of the two points has become the
beginning of the motion-change and the other has become the end-
ing of the motion-change.

f. The division of motion-change is through the division of

L, T, and MS Garrett 989Ha: [K-tadad]; MS: [bi-tadad].
MS gl: Namely, that in which [the motion-change] takes place.
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1. the time duration, because the motion-change that takes place
in half of the time duration would be half of the motion-change that
takes place in all of it; and [the division is] through the division of

2. the distance,92 because the motion-change that takes place
in half of the distance would be half of the motion-change that takes
place in all of it; and [the division is] through the division of

3. the 'body in motion',93 because the 'motion-change' would
be inherent within the 'body in motion' because of [the motion-
change's own] essence, and the division of a substrate necessitates
the division of the factor inhering within it, if [that factor's] inher-
ence is because of its own essence.

Baydawi said: L 230, T 106

Types of force required to make gradual motion-change necessary

[Gradual motion-change] requires some force to be its necessary
cause. If this force is caused by something external, the motion-
change is called

a. 'compulsory' [motion-change]. If it should be otherwise, and if
[the force] should have an [intellectual] awareness of the conse-
quences [of its action], then it would be called

b. 'voluntary' [motion-change. And again] if it should be other-
wise, then it would be called

c. 'natural' [motion-change].
Each one of these is either swift [motion-change] or slow, but the

slowness is not on account of the dispersion [within it] of periods of
rest.

If it should be otherwise, then the ratio of the periods of rest—
dispersed among the motion-changes in the course of the Pegasus
[constellation] in half a day—to its motion-changes, would be [equal
to] the ratio of the excess of the motion-changes of the greatest celes-
tial sphere over the motion-changes of [the Pegasus constellation].

92 MS gl: This division belongs specifically to motion-change in the category of
place-where.

93 MS gl: One should understand that this division would not be in the motion-
change of the category of place-where, since if the moving body should not actu-
ally have any [separate] 'part', then the result would be obvious; but if it should
have [such], then the motion-change would be made accidental to the whole body
first, and then by it as intermediate to the [separate] parts. [From cIbri's com-
mentary on Baydawi's Tawalf al-Anwar.]
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Thus, the periods of rest of [the Pegasus constellation] would be
more numerous than its periods of motion-change [by] a thousand
thousand L 231 times,94 so necessarily there would not be any
sensate perception of its few periods of motion-change, overwhelmed
as they would be by the periods of rest.

Moreover, if it should be admissible that the sun should increase
in altitude [by just] a [single] degree,95 while its shadow would be
at rest, then it would be admissible to a second and third degree,
until its altitude should be complete.

Rather, what makes [the slowness] necessary in 'natural' motion-
change is the resistance of the [particular] environment traversed;
in the [case of] 'compulsory' [motion-change] it is the resistance of
the natural [environment], and in the [case of] 'voluntary' [motion-
change] it is the resistance of both of these.

Isfahani says: L 231, T 106, MS 113b

Types of force required to make gradual motion-change necessary

Gradual motion-change requires some force to make it necessary.
[This is] because if the body in motion should move of itself,96 then
its resting would be impossible, because whatever is due to itself
would continue because of the continuance of [its nature]. However,
this conclusion is false, and the premise is likewise.

That force inevitably must be existent in the moving body. Thus,
if that force MS 114a existent in the moving body should be
caused by some external cause, without which the force would not
exist, then the motion-change would be called

a. 'compulsory'. If it should be otherwise, that is, if that force
should not be caused by some external cause, and if it should have
an [intellectual] awareness of the consequences [of its action], then
that motion-change would be called

b. 'voluntary'. [Again], if it should be otherwise, that is, if that
force should not have an [intellectual] awareness of the consequences
[of its action], then the motion-change would be called

c. 'natural'.

94 Here at the page transition the scribe of L mistakenly added a 3rd 'thousand'.
This is corrected in T, and it is not in the commentary text.

95 degree [juzc].
96 MS gl: I.e., not from the force.
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All of the three motion-changes, 'compulsory', 'voluntary', and
'natural' are [both] swift and slow. If a [given] accident of 'quality'
should modify the motion-change and the motion-change should
increase because of the accidental modification by that 'quality',
then97 this 'quality' would be called 'swiftness' as the motion-change
is 'swift'. And if a given 'quality' should be an accidental modifier
and the motion-change should decrease because of the accidental
modification by that 'quality', then this 'quality' would be called98

'slowness', as the motion-change is 'slow'.
Swift motion-change will cover an equivalent distance in a shorter

time duration, or a longer distance in an equivalent or less time
duration. Slow motion-change is vice versa, that is, it covers an
equivalent distance in a longer time duration, or a shorter distance
in an equivalent or longer time duration.

There is no variation in the quiddity of motion-change that is due
to the variation between swiftness and slowness. That is because
swiftness and slowness are receptive both to increase and decrease,
but not a one of the 'specific differences' is receptive to either of
them, so nothing in swiftness or slowness constitutes a 'specific differ-
ence'. Therefore, as nothing in [either of] them constitutes a 'specific
difference', the variation in motion-changes between swiftness and
slowness would not necessitate any variation in the quiddity.

Slowness is not due to [an internal] dispersion of periods of rest,
because if the slowness should be because of [an internal] dispersion
of periods of rest, then the ratio of the periods of rest dispersed
among the motion-changes during the course of the Pegasus con-
stellation for half a day to the motion-changes occurring in it would
be equal to the ratio of the excess of the motion-change of the great-
est celestial sphere over the motion-change of the Pegasus constel-
lation to the motion-change of [the Pegasus constellation]. But the
greatest celestial sphere would have covered in that time [i.e., half
a day] nearly a quarter of its measure,99 and without doubt that
would be greater than the distance which Pegasus covered in that
time duration by a thousand thousand times. Thus, the periods of
rest of the Pegasus constellation during that time MS 114b would

L inserts 'and', only confusing the meaning.
The scribe of L omits the preceding clause in error.
MS gl: I.e., a quarter of its cycle.
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be greater than its motion-changes by a thousand thousand times,
thus, one would not [be able] to have sensate perception of its
motions, overwhelmed as they are by the periods of rest. L 232
But the actual fact is the contrary of that.100

Furthermore,101 if we should fix a stick of wood in the ground,
when the sun ascends from its eastern horizon there would occur
on account of the stick a shadow on its western side. Then [the
shadow] does not cease to decrease until the sun reaches its high-
est altitude. So then the case is that,

a. either the motion-change of the decreasing shadow would be
equal in swiftness to the motion-change of the sun in rising, which
is absurd, otherwise, the two motion-changes would be equal in range
[which is false], or,

b. the motion-change of the sun would be devoid of periods of
rest, while the motion of the shadow would be interspersed by peri-
ods of rest, which also is absurd. This is so, because if it should be
admissible for the sun to increase in altitude [merely] a degree, and
the shadow to be at rest and nothing diminish T 107 from it,
then it would be admissible to a second and a third degree, until
the sun should reach its highest altitude, and nothing of the shadow
would decrease.102 Or,

c. the motion of the shadow would be slower than the motion of
the sun, without there being any interspersal of periods of rest, this
being the goal of the logic.

Rather, the factor making slowness necessary in 'natural motion-
change' is the resistance of the environment traversed,103 and in 'com-
pulsory motion-change' it is natural resistance,104 and in 'voluntary
motion-change' it is the resistance of both the natural elements and
of the environment traversed. Likewise, in 'compulsory [motion-
change]' the resistance is from both of these [factors].

100 MS gl: I.e., the periods of rest are not perceived sensately in [the half day],
but its motion-changes are perceived.

101 MS gl: this is another proof that slowness is not on account of [an internal]
dispersion of the periods of rest.

102 MS gl: This being false, by observation.
103 MS gl: That is the external hindrance, as the air, for example.
104 MS gl: I.e., internal resistance.
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Baydawi said: L 232, T 107

Whether quiescence occurs when straight-line motion changes direction

The doctrine commonly held is that a period of quiescence neces-
sarily must intervene between every two straight-line movements.
This is because the 'directional force'105 moving the body necessar-
ily must exist along with it until it reaches the assigned boundary
point. That arrival would take place within a given moment; and
necessarily the movement away from that boundary point would be
by reason of another 'directional force' the occurrence of which
would be within another moment. [This is necessary] because it is
impossible to bring a directional force inclining toward a given point
together with a directional force inclining away from it. Therefore,
between the two [movements] there would be a time duration, other-
wise, the [infinite] succession of [atomic] moments would be implicit;
and so, the body during that time duration would be quiescent.

This argument has been refuted by ruling out [both] the impos-
sibility of bringing together the two [differing directional force] incli-
nations, and the [infinite] succession of [atomic] moments.

Isfahani says: L 232, T 107, MS 114b

Whether quiescence occurs when straight-line motion changes direction

The doctrine commonly held is that a time duration of quiescence
necessarily must intervene between two different [consecutive] straight-
line movements, as are [consecutive] ascending and descending move-
ments. This is the doctrine of Aristotle,106 while the doctrine of Plato107

is that there would not be a time duration of quiescence between
the two [movements].

105 £)i r ectionai force [mayl]. This does not mean a merely static 'inclination', but
rather, an 'inclination because of a directional force upon it'.

106 A concise statement of this was found in Aristotle's Physics, 5:4 (228b [1-5]).
107 This seems to be implied in Plato's doctrine that all motion, whether that of

random, straight line, and unjoined movements prompted by the irrational in souls,
or that of continuous cyclical movement prompted by the rational in souls, is caused
by the sometimes opposing forces in the World Soul. [Paraphrased from A.H.
Armstrong: An Introduction to Ancient Philosophy, p. 50. [Totowa, N.J.: Rowman
AUenheld, repr. 1983. (A Helix Book)]

Observe the closely parallel explanation, also from classical philosophy, but sup-
porting Ibn Sina's doctrine, in the following note.
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Ibn Sina's Argument that Quiescence occurs when Straight-Line Motion

changes direction

Shaykh Abu cAli [Ibn Sina] argued in support of the commonly held
doctrine, [saying] that when a body—that is in motion toward one
or another of the points along a [certain] distance—comes to that
point the arrival is a matter of a [single] moment.108

[This is true], since, if its arrival at that point should be within
a time duration, the time duration being capable of division, then
in a [given] portion of that time duration the case would inevitably
be either

a. that the body would have arrived at that point, or
b. it would not have. If it should be the first alternative, then that

portion [i.e., of the time] would be the time duration of the arrival,
not the totality [of the time].109 If it should be the second alterna-
tive, then the arrival would be in the remaining [other portion] of
the time duration; thus, the time duration of the arrival would be
the remainder, not the totality [of the time].

If the arrival should be in a moment, then necessarily the [direc-
tional force] that brings about the arrival to that point would be in
the moment of the arrival, because the directional force MS 115a
is the proximate cause for the moving body's arrival to that point,
and the proximate cause necessarily would be a reality when the
causal effect would be something real.

Then, if the moving body should move away from that limit point
and should turn back from it after the fact of its arrival, then nec-
essarily its leave from it would be by another directional force that
would be the cause for its turning back from that point. That [other]
directional force would be different from the first directional force
L 233 because of the impossibility for a single directional force to
be the proximate cause for [both] the arrival at a limit point and
for the departure from [literally: 'nonarrival' at] it.

108 MS gl: The arrival [wusul] is [when there is a] coinciding [intibaq] of the
termination [taraf] of the body in motion with the terminus [taraf] of the distance.

Majid Fakhry explains in his A History of Islamic Philosophy, p. 137, [2nd ed., Ne
York: Columbia University Press, 1983; (Studies in Oriental Culture; no. 5)] that
back of Ibn Sina's philosophy of motion is the classical view that motion is caused
by soul; and beyond this "principle of all motion . . . is the single, eternal, and cir-
cular motion of the outermost heaven. Such a motion being undending, must be
numerically one and circular, since it is impossible for rectilinear motion, whose
nature is to turn back or to be succeeded by rest, to be endless."

109 MS gl: Although the totality had been assumed.
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Moreover, that other directional force would originate in the
moment of the 'nonarrival',110 and [this] moment of the departure
would be different from the moment of the arrival, because of the
impossibility of two different directional forces joining together upon
a single body in a single moment. If it should be otherwise, then
the implication would be that the arrival and the departure had
come together in one moment.111 Then, the case inevitably would
be either

a. that there would be a time duration between the two moments, or
b. that there would not. The second alternative is false; otherwise,

there would be the implicit [unlimited] succession of [atomic] moments,
which would imply the indivisible atom, and that is impossible.

So the first alternative is indicated. The moving body mentioned
[as being] in that time duration would be quiescent, because it would
be neither moving towards that point nor moving away from it.
Thus, necessarily there would be a time duration of quiescence be-
tween the two motion-changes.

However, this [position] is refuted by denying that the meeting
of the two directional forces would be impossible, and by denying
that the unlimited succession of [atomic] moments would be an im-
possibility.112

Baydawi said: L 233, T 107

3. The case of the adjunctive relationship

The phrase, 'what is adjoined', is freely applied to the 'adjunctive
relationship', this being the real sense of an adjunct in relation, and
to its subject-substrate, and to both of them together, this being the
commonly held notion.

a. One of the properties of 'adjunction' [that in it there is] a reci-
procal equivalence as to the necessity of [each part of the relation's]
existence;

110 MS gl: I.e., in the moment of departure.
111 MS gl: I.e., assuming that the two [different] potential forces would be in two

[different] moments.
112 MS gl: Because a meeting of the two directional forces [al-maylayn] does not

imply that there would be a meeting together of both the 'arrival' and the 'non-
arrival' [i.e., the departure]. This is because it is admissible that an effect might
not exist when the cause would exist, due to some factor preventing [the effect].
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b. and [another property is] the obligation of the inversion [of
each part of the relation],113 as when you say, "Father of the son"
and "son of the father";

c. and [another property is] that if [the adjunction] should be
absolute and present in one part [i.e., either 'father' or 'son'], then
it would be so in the other part. However, if the subject-substrate
of [only] one of the two should be present, then it would not imply
that the subject-substrate of the other must be present.

d. Then, another of [adjunction's properties] is [that in it there
is] whatever is mutually agreeable on both sides [of the relation-
ship], as are 'mutual likeness' and 'equivalence'; or,

e. [another property is] where there would be some limited differ-
ence, as [one] being half or double [the other], or an unlimited
[difference], as when one is more or less [than the other].

To characterize [the adjunction] as having 'equivalence' in it may
require that there be a description [of something] real on both sides,
as 'lover' and 'beloved', or on one of them, as the 'knower' and the
'object of knowledge'. But sometimes there is no [such] need, as
[when something is on the] 'right' or 'left'.

[The adjunctive relation] may be a qualifier in the rest of the cat-
egories. In 'substance' it would be as 'father of, in 'quantity' as
'great [amount] of, in 'quality' as 'hottest of, in 'place-where' as
'highest of, in 'adjunction' as 'nearest of, in 'possession as habit'
as 'the clothes of, in 'activity' as 'most convincing of, and in 'pas-
sivity' as 'most battered and ragged of.

Adjunctions in their individuality, their species, their genus and
their opposites are all subordinately consequent to their subject-
substrates.

Isfahani says: L 233, T 107, MS 115a

3. The case of the adjunctive relationship

The phrase, 'the adjoined' [i.e., the 'governing adjunct'] is freely
applied as having a commonality among

a. 'the adjunctive relationship' itself, that is, the relational entity
as accident that is the real 'adjunct', and

[al-takafu3 ft luzum al-wujud wa-wujub al-incikas].
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b. the 'substrate' of the adjunction alone [i.e., the 'delimiting
adjunct'], but what we have in mind is not linked to it,114 and

c. upon the 'total combination' resulting from
1. the adjunction that is set up as an 'accident' [i.e., properly,

the 'governing adjunct'], and
2. its subject-substrate, [i.e., properly, the 'delimiting adjunct']

to which the 'adjunction' is made accidental, this [total combination]
being [referred to as] 'the adjoined', in the commonly held notion.115

An example of the first [i.e., "a)" above] is fatherhood. And [an
example] of the second [i.e., "b)" above] is a essence [i.e., of some
named person], of which fatherhood is made an accidental quality.
And [an example] of the third [i.e., "c)" above] is the father who
is the 'essence' together with the attribute of fatherhood.

Therefore, a true adjunction116 is a frame of reference, whose quid-
dity is something intelligible, [and is] in a relationship with the under-
standing [that one might have] of another frame of reference, that
[in turn] is also something intelligible, [and is] in a relationship with
the understanding [held] of the first frame of reference, equally
whether the two frames of reference should be different from one
another, as fatherhood and sonship, or T 108 should be mutu-
ally in accord MS 115b as brotherhood on both sides [i.e., of the
relationship]. L 234

114 MS gl: Rather, what we have in mind is linked to the adjunction itself.
115 Here Isfahani may confuse the reader [or, listener] as he tries to explain the

adjunctive relationship by employing the terms and viewpoint of the 'popular notio
about it, while hinting to the reader that proper technical terminology is different.
It will be noted that the commentator continues to do this in many subsequent
paragraphs.

A technical term explanatory summary is here set forth, using terms from vari-
ous grammars, perhaps newly phrased here; this summary is shown in capital let-
ters. Mention of the 'popular notion' is in lower case.

THE TOTAL ADJUNCTIVE RELATION [AL-IDAFAH]—(#1) CONSISTS
OF TWO PARTS, GOVERNING ADJUNCT [AL-MUDAF]— (#2), AND DELIM-
ITING ADJUNCT [AL-MUDAF ILAYHI]—(#3): IN FUNCTION, (#2) IS
TREATED AS ACCIDENTAL TO (#3), WHILE (#3) IS TREATED AS THE
SUBSTRATE OF (#2).

The 'popular notion' treatment freely applies (#2) to any of these three factors as
"having a commonality among" each of them, in that each of the three may be
truly described as "the adjoined." That is, "the adjoined" = "the adjunction." Here,
the 'popular notion' is seen as not stopping to itemize and differentiate the names
and functions of each factor.

116 MS gl: I.e., the adjunctive relationship [al-idafah] itself.
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Not every relationship is a relationship of adjunction. Indeed, even
though the quiddity of the relationships that are not adjunctions117

should be something intelligible in a relationship with the under-
standing held of some other thing, nevertheless that other thing would
not be something intelligible in a relationship with the understand-
ing held of the relationship.

A relationship in which both sides do not exist,118 in view of its
being a relationship, would not be an adjunction. But a relationship
in which both the two parts do exist would be an adjunction.

a. One of the properties of adjunction a [reciprocal] equivalence119

in the requirement that existence be [on both sides either] in actu-
ality or in potentiality.120 That is, if one of the two adjuncts should
be existent in actuality, then necessarily the other would be existent
in actuality; and if one of the two should be existent in potential-
ity, then necessarily the other would be existent in potentiality.

b. Another of the properties of adjunction is the [reciprocal] oblig-
ation of inversion,121 that is, the property requiring that each of the
two parts [in turn] be made the 'governing adjunct' of the other, in
that each one [in its turn] also would become the 'delimiting adjunct'
of the other.122

[It would be] as when you say, "The father is the father of the
son, while the son is the son of the father; and the slave is the slave
of the master, while the master is the master of the slave."

But if that should be not observed, that is, if one of the two should
not be made the governing adjunct of its counterpart, in that [in
turn] it would also become its delimiting adjunct, then the inversion
would not be realized.

117 MS gl: Such as 'place-where' and 'position' and others of the seven that have
been mentioned.

118 Reading with the MS, MS Garrett 989Ha, and MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486:
[la yujad]; L and T: [la yu'khadh].

119 MS glosses: 1. I.e., equality [tasawa5]; 2. I.e., conformance [tawafuq].
120 MS gl: [Both] externally and in the mind, that is, each of the two is con-

comitant to the other in existence; if one of the two should become nonexistent,
then the other would become nonexistent, as in [the case of] fatherhood and son-
ship. [From 'Ibri's commentary on Baydawi's Tawalf.]

121 L 234 gl: This is when a grammatical inversion [al-in'ikas al-hamlr] makes
the predicate [al-mahmul] to be the subject [al-mawduc] and the subject the pred-
icate . . . [From the Hashiyat Tajrid.]

122 [al-hukm bi-idafat kull wahid minhuma ila3 al-akhar min hayth kan mudafan
ilayh].
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[It would be] as when the father would be made 'governing
adjunct' of the son, [but merely] from the standpoint of his being
a person, so that one would say, "The father is the father of the
person"; but no inverted statement would be implicit, for no one
says, "The person is the person of the father."

This inversion123 is something other than the inversion124 set forth
in the science of logic.

c. Another of the properties of 'adjunction' is that if [the adjunc-
tion] should be [real and] absolute125 or hypothetically posited126 on
one side, then it would be [so] on the other side, likewise. For exam-
ple, a [real and] absolute 'fatherhood' [might be] opposite to a [real
and] absolute 'sonship'. And if a [real and] absolute 'fatherhood'
should be hypothetically posited in an essence [i.e., of some person]
[on one side], then [an equivalent] 'sonship' would be hypothetically
posited [likewise] on the other [side].127

However, regarding a case, where if the subject-substrate of one
of the two adjuncts should have been hypothetically posited,128 then
there would be no implication that the subject-substrate of the other
would be hypothetically posited. An example would be that the sub-
ject-substrate of the 'fatherhood' would be hypothetically posited, but
there would be no hypothetical positing for the subject-substrate of
the 'sonship'.129

d. Then, another [of the properties] of adjunction would be what-
ever would mutually correspond on the two sides, in that each of

123 MS gl: Being [only] a verbal inversion [in'ikas lughawi].
124 The scribe of L has omitted the preceding clause.
125 MS gl: I.e., unrestricted.
126 MS gl: I.e., specified [mutakhassah] or designated [mutacayyanah].
The phrase, 'hypothetically posited', is chosen [and perhaps here coined] to show

that Isfahani is making a contrast with 'absolute' [mutlaq]. That is, something is
real and 'absolutely' unrestricted by any mental limitation put on it; and, in con-
trast there is something theorized, and hypothetically assumed or posited.

12' MS gl: That would be in [the case of] the two adjuncts [al-idafatayn] them-
selves. But if the subject-substrate of one of the two adjuncts should be hypothet-
ically posited, that would not imply that the subject-substrate of the other adjunct
would be hypothetically posited. Indeed, 'being a head' [for example] would be an
adjunct made the accidental quality of a certain body member, in relation to the
'possessor of the head'. But 'knowledge' of 'that member' would not imply a 'knowl-
edge' of 'the particular individual' whose head it is, [merely] because of the reci-
procal equivalence of the two adjuncts in mental existence, as you have learned.
[From Tbri's commentary on Baydawi's Tawalf.]

128 MS gl: As the fatherhood of Zayd.
129 MS gl: As in the case of Jesus ['Isa3], peace be upon him.
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the two adjoined parts would have a characteristic corresponding to
a characteristic of the other, as a 'mutual likeness', or an 'equiva-
lence', or 'brotherhood'.

e. Another property of adjunction would be whatever would mutu-
ally differ on the two sides, in that each of the two would have a
characteristic differing in a certain limited way130 from the charac-
teristic of the other, as one [side] being half131 or double [the other].
Or, MS 116a [it would be differing] in an unlimited way, as one
[side] being 'more' or 'less' [than the other].

Sometimes if an adjunctive relationship is made to characterize a
subject-substrate, then that will necessitate a genuine attribute on both
sides, as 'lover' and 'beloved'.132 In [the case of] the lover it would
be the perceiving frame of reference,133 and in the case of the beloved
it would be the frame of reference134 to which perception is linked.

Sometimes [such a case] will necessitate a real attribute on one
of the two sides but not on the other, as with the 'knower' and the
'known', for the knower is adjunct to the 'known', since [the knower]
is described with the attribute of knowledge, but without the 'known'
being described by any further attribute.

Sometimes [in such a case] there is no necessity for a real attribute
on either side at all, as with [the terms], 'right' and 'left', for they
are [already] adjoined, L 235 without consideration of any fur-
ther description on [either side].

Adjunction may be accidental to all existent beings. In regard to
the Necessary Existent, the Most High, it is as 'The First of. In
regard to substance it is as 'father of. In regard to quantity,135 it is
as 'a great amount of, or 'a large amount of, or 'a small amount
of. In regard to quality, it is as 'the hottest of or 'the coldest of.
In regard to place-where, it is as 'the highest of or 'the lowest of.
In regard to time, it is as 'the most ancient of or 'the most recent
of. In regard to the adjunct, it is as 'the nearest of or 'the farthest
of. In regard to position [here in the sense of 'posture'], it is as

130 MS gl: I.e., determined [mu'ayyan].
131 MS gl: Of the other.
132 MS gl: [Or], as desiring [al-'ashiqlyah], that is, perceiving [al-idrak], and

desirableness [al-ma'shuqiyah], that is, attractiveness.
133 MS gl: Because of which the lover desired the beloved.
134 MS gl: Because of which the beloved became so to the lover.
135 MS gl: I.e., continuous.
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'the most erect of or 'the most crooked of. In regard to posses-
sion as habit, it is as 'the best clothed of.136 In regard to activity,
it is as 'the most convincing of or 'the sharpest of. In regard to
passivity, it is as 'the most ragged of or 'the most broken of.

Adjuncts in their individual natures, in their species, in their gen-
era, and in their opposites are [all] subordinately consequent to their
substrates. Thus, if the substrates should be individuals, or species,
or genera, or opposites, then the adjuncts, being [their] accidents,
would be the same.

Baydawi said: L 235, T 108

On priority in the adjunctive relationship

A corollary [to our discussion] is that [in the adjunctive relation]
priority over something may be

a. within time duration, as the father being prior to his son,
b. in any particular case and in the generality of nature, as the

part is prior to the whole,
c. in causality, as the sun [itself] is prior to its own outshining

light,
d. in a location, as the prayer rite leader stands ahead of the per-

son [or, group] being led in worship, and
e. in honor, as a scholar has priority over an ignorant fool.
There being nothing more to investigate in any of the categories

of relationship, let us conclude our discussion of 'accidental quali-
ties' [Book 1, Section 2].

Isfahani says: L 235, T 108, MS 116a

On priority in the adjunctive relationship

Because 'priority' is one of the species in the category of the adjunc-
tive relationship, [Baydawi] made it a corollary to [his discourse on]
'adjunction', and pointed out its divisions, which are five in number,

a. The priority of one thing over another in time duration con-
sists in the antecedent coming before the subsequent in a priority in

The MS adds: "or, 'the most stripped bare of.'" Other sources used omit this.
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which the preceding factor is not materially joined to the succeed-
ing factor, as a father being prior to his son.

b. Priority in any particular case consists in one thing having need
of another, but not being an effective cause over it, as the part is
prior to the whole, and as 'one' precedes 'two'.

c. Priority in causality consists in the effective necessary cause hav-
ing precedence over its resulting effect, as the sun [itself] is prior to
its own outshining light.

d. MS 116b Priority in 'rank' consists in the fact that an orderly
arrangement is given due regard in it, and our author [Baydawi]
calls it priority in 'location'. The rank may be

1. sense perceptible, as when the prayer rite leader stands in
front of the person [or, group] being led in worship,137 or [it may be]

2. rational, as the genus being prior to the species, starting
from the highest order, or vice versa starting from the other [low-
est] limit.

e. Priority in honor, as a scholar having priority over an ignorant
fool.

Now, to narrow down [each classification] would be a matter for
[a case by case] inductive examination. Some eminent scholars have
set up another class, in which certain moments of T 109 time
duration would precede certain others. They asserted that [this class]
would not belong to any of the five classes mentioned, because

(a.) [this class] would not be a matter of time duration, since it
is impossible for a time duration to govern another time duration;

(b.) nor would it be a matter of some particular case or of the
generality of nature,138 since none of the moments of a time dura-
tion stand in need of the others;

(c.) nor would it be a matter of causality, [the case being like the
preceding one];

(d.) nor would it be a matter of rank, because [then] it would be
either a matter of position, but time duration has no 'position', or
it would be a matter of the intellect, but it is not in the nature of
the moments of a time duration for some of them to have priority
over the others;

(e.) nor would it be a matter of honor, and that is obvious.

137 MS gl: [I.e.], starting from the mihrab.
138 A matter of some particular case or of the generality of nature [bi-al-dhat

wa-al-tabc].
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This was the doctrine [Baydawi] set forth.
The truth is that [the hypothetical extra class] L 236 belongs

within the time duration priority [i.e., class (a.) above], because
priority within time duration does not require that each antecedent
and subsequent must be in a different time duration than their own,
but rather, priority within time duration requires that the antecedent
must precede the subsequent in an antecedence wherein the pre-
ceding element is not joined to the succeeding element. The moments
of time duration are like that in their relationship to each other.
Thus, the antecedence of some of them over others is within a time
duration, but not in some time duration additional to the one pre-
ceding, rather, within a time duration that is the very same one that
precedes.

Moreover, it is admissible that some moments of time duration
take precedence over other moments in rank. For 'yesterday' precedes
'today' in rank, since it began on the side of the past; and vice versa,
since ['today'] began on the side of the [oncoming] future.

There being nothing more to investigate among the remaining
categories, [Baydawi], therefore, contented himself with the chapters
he had presented, and concluded his discussion of 'Accidents' [i.e.,
Book 1, Section 2].139

139 One owner of the MS mistook Isfahani's reference to the conclusion of
'Accidents' [Bk. 1, Sect. 2], and added in the margin: "That is, The 'Accidents of
Relation'" [Ch. 4].



Baydawi said: L 236, T 109

SECTION 3: SUBSTANCES

a. The philosophers said that a substance would be either
1. a substrate, namely, primal matter, or,
2. an inherent [in a substrate], namely, a form,1 or,
3. a composite of the preceding two, namely, a body; or

b. none [of the foregoing] would be the case, and then [substance]
would be an incorporeal entity.2

1. If [this incorporeal entity] should be so linked with a body
as to have a governing function [over it], then [the incorporeal entity]
would be a soul.

2. But, if it should be otherwise, [i.e., not so linked with a
body as to have a governing function], then [the incorporeal entity]
would be an intellect.3

c. The Mutakallimun held that every substance is
1. a space-occupying entity, and every space-occupying entity is

a) [either] receptive to division, this being a body,
b) or [not receptive to division], this being an atom [i.e., a

single unit of substance].4

The topics of this Section 3 are comprised within two chapters.

Isfahani says: L 236, T 109, M 116b

SECTION 3: SUBSTANCES

When [Baydawi] finished [Book 1], Section 2 on accidents, he began
on Section 3 on substances, and you have learned the meaning of
substance in [Book 1], Section 1, Chapter 1 [on the universals].

1 Substrate [mahallan], namely, primal matter [al-hayula3], or, an inherent [hallan]
[in a substrate], namely, a form [al-surah].

2 In his Ta'rifat, Jurjani defines [al-mufariqat] as, "substances, abstracted from
matter, that are self-subsistent."

3 Soul [al-nafs], intellect [al-'aql]. See the important explanation given in the
glosses on Isfahani's commentary at this point, below.

4 Atom [al-jawhar al-fard].
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a. The philosophers hold that substances consist of five [kinds]:
primal matter; form; MS 117a body; soul; and intellect. That is
so because substance is either

1. the substrate of another substance, namely, primal matter; or,
2. an inherent in another substance, namely, a form; or,
3. a composite of the [preceding] two, namely, a body,

or, [a substance] would be none [of the foregoing], that is, it
would be neither a substrate, nor an inherent form, nor a compos-
ite of those two, so then [substance] would be an incorporeal entity.

4. And if this incorporeal entity should be so linked with a
body5 as to have a governing function [over it], then it would be a
soul;

5. but if it should not be so linked with a body as to have a
governing function [over it], then it would be an intellect.

b. The Mutakallimun hold6 that every substance is a space-occu-
pying entity, and every space-occupying entity is either

1. receptive to division, which would be a body, or
2. it would not be receptive to division, which would be an

atom.
This [statement: c-l~2] is the doctrine of the Asha'irah.
c. The Muctazilah hold that if the substance should be receptive

to division
1. in one dimension only, then it is a line; and
2. if it should be receptive to division in two dimensions, then

it is a [two-dimensional] surface; and
3. if it should not be [either of these] then it is a [three-dimen-

sional] body.
There is no disagreement between the [foregoing two parties]7 as

to meaning, but rather, as to the terms of designation.

5 L 236 [and MS] gl: [Baydawi] used the [general term] body [al-jism], and
not the human body [al-badan], which is the common term, only so that the heav-
enly [presumably celestial] souls [al-nufus al-samawfyah] might enter it [i.e., the
body], since [the term] human body [al-badan] would not be applied to a body in
the heavens [al-jism al-samawi], technically speaking. [Attributed to cIbri's com-
mentary on Baydawi.]

This note emphasizes the fact that Baydawi's reference is a general one to all
bodies [celestial and terrestrial], not a particular one to the human soul only.

6 MS gl: Regarding the classification of a body [al-jism], meaning a substance
[al-jawhar], that it is limited to two classes.

7 MS gl: I.e., between the Mutakallimun and the Muctazilah.
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The topics of [Book 1], Section 3 consist of two chapters, Chapter
1 being on topics about bodies, Chapter 2 on [topics about] incor-
poreal entities.

Baydawi said: L 236, T 109

CHAPTER I: BODIES

1. Definition of a body

The delimiting definition that is satisfactory to all modern [scholars]
is that [a body] is a substance that accepts [all] three dimensions
intersecting at right angles. L 237 An objection has been raised
against [this definition]8

a. on the ground that [the nature of] substance has not been
established as a genus. Moreover,

b. if the factor of the receptivity [of substance to dimensions]
should be an accidental quality, then [the factor] would not be part
of substance. But

c. if [this dimension reception factor] should be the substance
[itself], then the genus would be included within it, so then some
other specific difference would be called for, and [the argument]
would become an infinite series. By this [reasoning] it has been
understood that substance is not a genus.

The Muctazilah hold that [a body] is anything with length, width,
[and] depth, while some of our own [Ashacirah] colleagues [of the
Mutakallimun] hold that [a body] is anything composed of two or
more parts. But there is no doubt that the real nature of a body is
something more apparent than these [definitions].

8 Isfahani identifies Ibn Sina as the objector, and discusses the objection at length.
See the extended footnote at that point.
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Isfahani says: L 237, T 109, MS 117a

CHAPTER I: BODIES

The topics about bodies are five in number:
1. the definition of a body, 2. the parts [composing a body], 3.

the classes [of bodies], 4. bodies as temporal phenomena, 5. bodies
as limited entities.

1. The definition of a body

One should understand that judgmental assent to the existence of
the body has no need for logical reasoning. This is not because the
body is in itself sensately perceived, but rather, because by sensate
perception the rational soul perceives some of [the body's] acciden-
tal qualities, as its surface, from the category of quantity, and its
color, from the category of quality. So then after sense perception
has transmitted that [information] to the intellect, the intellect makes
the inherently necessary judgment that the body exists, that is, its
judgment has no need to reason logically or to construct a syllogism.

Thus, the body is [both] a perception of the senses, from the
aspect of its accidental qualities mentioned here, and it is an intel-
ligible, from the aspect of its essence. The body is not merely a per-
ception of the senses, but rather, sense perception aids9 the intellect
in making its inherently necessary judgment of the body's existence.

Not every judgment the intellect makes is one of inherent neces-
sity that is conditional upon the fact of its being derived from sense
perception in every regard.10 But rather, some [such judgments] are
derived in that way, [i.e., from sense perception in every regard],
others are not at all derived from sense perception,11 and others are
derived from sense perception in some certain aspects.12 MS 117b

9 Texts read, [mu'awin]; T has variant reading, a close associate [muqarin] to
the intellect.

10 MS gl: As is the judgment that fire is hot, for judgment about this is derived
from sense perception in every regard.

11 MS glosses: 1. As our statement that the Necessary Existent is One; 2. As the
judgment that the soul exists, etc.

12 MS gl: As is a body, for example.
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Judgmental assent to the existence of a body is of the third kind;
indeed, sense perception transmits to the intellect the conception of
[the body's] surfaces and their states.13 Thus, in view of the fact that
that [conception] has been transmitted to [the intellect], following that
[transmittal] the intellect makes the inherently necessary judgment
that the body exists, even though the judgment of the intellect regard-
ing [the body] is dependent upon sense perception. T 110

Now, as to defining [a body], the definition of a body that satisfies
the majority of contemporary scholars14 is that a body is a substance
that is receptive to the three dimensions, namely, length, width and
depth, that intersect at right angles.15 This is a descriptive definition
of a body, not an essential definition, equally whether we say that
substance would be a genus for the [individual] substances, or that
it would be concomitant to them. This is because receptivity to the
three dimensions that intersect at right angles belongs among the
concomitants specific to [bodies],16 not among their essential qualities.

A right angle is one of two that are equal and that occur when
one straight line is erected upon another straight line so as to be
perpendicular to it, that is, not inclining to either side, thus:

right angle | right angle.

If the erect line should incline to one side, then the angle on the
side to which it inclines would be an acute [angle], while that on
the side [away] from which it inclines would be an obtuse [angle],
thus:

obtuse angle / acute angle.

What is meant by [the body's] receptivity is that it is possible to
posit the three dimensions as accidents in it, L 238 not that17 the

13 MS gl: As colors.
14 MS gl: Among the philosophers.
15 MS gl: This definition is valid only among the philosophers, not the Mutakallimun

and the Mu'tazilah.
16 Reading with the MS, MS Garrett 989Ha, and MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486: [al-

lawazim al-khassah]. The editors of L, with those of T following, chose the read-
ing: external concomitants [al-lawazim al-kharijlyah].

17 Here the scribe of L failed to write the second separate [3alif] (with its sup-
port), so that [la anna] appears to be merely [la na].
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three dimensions actually would be occurring in it. That is, it is pos-
sible to posit in it [one] dimension [accidental to it], then to posit
another dimension [accidental to it] intersecting the first at a right
angle, then to posit in it a third dimension [accidental to it] inter-
secting the two of them at a right angle also.

[The author] stipulated the three dimensions to intersect at right
angles only because a multiplicity of dimensions might intersect a
surface, but not at right angles. If he had not stipulated the three
dimensions to be intersecting at right angles, then the receptivity to
them would not be the [specific] property of a body, since a sur-
face would have commonality with a body in this [generalized recep-
tivity]. Indeed, many dimensions might intersect in a surface, but
they would not intersect at right angles; rather, three or more dimen-
sions would intersect in it at angles that are not right angles, in this
form:

—\/~-.
But at right angles, only two dimensions would intersect in it, thus:
— I —. Therefore, an intersection of three dimensions at right

angles is the [specific] property of a body.
The stipulation mentioned, that is, the intersection MS 118a at

right angles, is not intended as an exclusion of the surface, for the
surface, being an accidental quality, is excluded from the definition
of substance that was mentioned, without requiring any other stip-
ulation to exclude it. Rather, the stipulation mentioned is intended
only so that the receptivity to the three dimensions would be the
[specific] property of a body, because without this stipulation, the
receptivity would not be the [specific] property of [a body].

An objection might be raised that this definition belongs to a nat-
ural [three-dimensional] body, but the stipulation mentioned would
not apply specifically [and exclusively] to it, because a geometrical
teaching body would have commonality with [the natural body] in
[this stipulation].

The reply [to this objection] is that the specific [and exclusive]
factor is [the author's] statement, "[A body is a substance that has]
receptivity to the three dimensions intersecting at right angles." The
geometrical teaching body does not have any commonality with [the
natural body] in [this statement]. For that [substance having] a recep-
tivity to the three dimensions would be something to which the three
dimensions would be external, but the geometrical teaching body
would not be something to which the three dimensions would be
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external, for the three dimensions would be its [internal] constituent
factors.18

We have mentioned that having receptivity to the three dimen-
sions means [a body] in which it is possible to posit three dimen-
sions. This possibility has been interpreted as a general19 possibility,
so that under it may be subsumed that in which [all] three dimen-
sions actually occur,20 and that in which [all] three dimensions do
not actually [occur], as [for example], the celestial spheres,21 and
that in which not one of [the three dimensions] actually occurs, as
[for example,] a solid sphere.22

You should know that the eminent [philosopher, Aristotle] made
this [explanatory] definition [given by Baydawi and expounded here]
to be an essential and complete definition23 of a body.24 But he was
opposed by [Ibn Sina with]

18 That is, a geometrical teaching body might be a paper or wood construction,
based on a plan of its intrinsic form demonstrating the three dimensions intersect-
ing at corners in three right angles. The three dimensions each may be planned
and demonstrated as straight lines or flat surfaces. In nature, however, the three
dimensions of a large irregularly shaped stone,—or of an animal's body, or of a
tree trunk—would be taken by measurements of its exterior, as the dimensions nor-
mally do not occur as straight lines or flat surfaces. Compare this with the discus-
sion in Book 1, Section 2, Chapter 2, Topics 2-3.

19 MS gl: I.e., inclusive [shamil].
20 MS gl: As a cube.
21 MS glosses: 1. For they have only depth; 2. For no [dimension in a straight]

line exists in them in actuality.
22 MS gl: I.e., its interior is full. That it has no length and width is obvious. It

does not have depth because [only] one spherical surface surrounds it, and depth
exists only between two [different] surfaces, as in all other bodies sensately perceived.

23 Reading with L, T, and MS Garrett 989Ha: [haddan tamman dhatiyan]. The
phrase, "and complete", is not in the MS and MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486.

24 Aristotle's definition of body is given by Tj. de Boer in the article "Djism" in
En-I-2: "A body is that which has three dimensions and is a continuous, therefore
always divisible, quantity."

In Ibn Sina's Isharat, [v. 2, at p. 2,] Nasir al-Din Tusi, the commentator on this
work, writes that Ibn Sina, in his role as a Commentator upon Aristotle, who was
known as the "First Teacher", intends to verify (in this volume) the truth as to
whether substance is a composite of atoms, or is a composite of matter and form.

[p. 3] This question involves partly natural science and partly philosophy, because
Aristotle began his teaching with the natural sciences . . . and ended with philosoph-
ical questions . . . since the topic of the natural body composed of matter and form . . .
led to other topics . . . as rejection of atomism and the finitude of the dimensions,

[p. 4] Ibn Sina wanted to start with natural science also, but on condition that
[Aristotle's habit of] moving back and forth between sciences would be removed,
as it mystified students. So, matter and form came first, he rejected atomism, so
this led to other topics. The term body is applied commonly to (a.) a naturally
existing object by necessity, as it is a substance that can have posited in it the three
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a. the argument that no genus was established for substance, but
rather, the fact that it lacked a genus was established, for a reason
we shall explain;25 although [substance] was [mistakenly] settled as
the location of the genus.26 So, this [explanatory] definition would
not be a delimiting definition of a body.

b. Furthermore, [there is an objection against this definition to
the effect that] if that which has receptivity to the three dimensions
should be

1. an accident, then it would not be a [constituent] part of
substance,27 because any constituent part of substance would be sub-
stance. And if it should not be a constituent part of substance, then
it would not be a specific difference, although it was set up as the
location of the specific difference.28 So, this [explanatory] definition
would not be a delimiting definition [of a body]. And if the factor
having the receptivity should be

2. substance, with the stipulation being that substance is the
genus for the [individual] substances, then the implication would be
that the genus was included within [this factor having the receptiv-
ity], and then there would be a demand for another specific difference,
L 239 and then the argument implicitly would be an infinite series.
But this would be impossible, because the infinite series would con-
sist of existent factors set up in an order [going on] without end.

The author [Baydawi] said that by this [reasoning] it is under-
stood that it is not admissible for substance to be the genus for the
substances.29 This is because, if substance should be a genus for the
substances,30 then the specific difference, that produces MS 118b

dimensions, and to (b.) the geometrical teaching body, a continuous quantity hav-
ing the three dimensions.

[p. 6] The worthy Commentator [Ibn Sina] criticized this delimiting definition
from two aspects: (1.) substance is not a genus ("the argument for which is in his
other books"); (2.) receptivity to the dimensions is not a formal difference; because,
if it were existential it would be an accident as it is a relationship of some sort,
and as an accident its locus substrate would need another receptivity, and so, the
body would subsist in an accident.

25 L and T add: "if God Most High wills." I.e., Isfahani hopes to explain. See
the material following.

26 MS gl: On this assumption [i.e., that substance lacked a genus].
27 MS gl: Because it is impossible for substance to subsist in an accident.
28 MS gl: On this assumption [namely, (?) that what had receptivity to the dimen-

sions was a constituent part of substance].
29 Isfahani paraphrases Baydawi's wording, ". . . that substance is not a genus."
30 The scribe of L has inadvertently omitted the preceding clause.
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its species would be substance, from the inherent necessity of the
fact that a constituent part of substance is substance. Thus, the genus
would be included within the nature of the specific difference, and
[then] the [first] specific difference would have need for another31

specific difference that would be substance [also], and the argument
implicitly then would be an infinite series.

This requires consideration, for the factor having the receptivity
[to the three dimensions],—and this [receptivity] constitutes the
specific difference,—would be substance, in the sense that substance
would be validly predicated of [the specific difference]. But there is
no implication that substance would be the genus of [the specific
difference], because of the admissibility that substance could be a
general accidental quality of [the specific difference]. The genus of
the species would be validly predicated of the specific difference of
the species, just as a general accidental quality would be validly pred-
icated of it, but not as the genus would be predicated of it, so an
argument in an infinite series would not then be implied.

By this [reasoning] is known the reply to the proof that was men-
tioned,—to the effect that it is not admissible for substance to be
the genus for the substances T i l l of the individual species,—
for those who say that substance is the genus for the substances. . .,
mean [to say] that substance is the genus for the substances of the
individual species, not for [the substances by themselves], and for
their specific differences [i.e., considered apart from their species].
[The situation is the same] as the state of every genus in relation
to its species, namely, as genus for the species, and as a general
accidental quality for its specific difference.

Ibn Sina's objection to this definition of a body

The Imam [Ibn Sina] said that there are three doubtful aspects
regarding this definition.32

a. [The first doubtful aspect about this definition is that] it defines
an entity by something more obscure than it is. Every thinking person

31 The MS inadvertently omits "another."
32 Namely, that a body is a substance receptive to the three spatial dimensions—

length, width and depth—intersecting at right angles. Ibn Sina's three objections
here to the definition of a body were not located in his Isharat. They are different
from the two that Nasir al-Din Tusi did quote from Ibn Sina, which we have just
given in a preceding note, namely, a) substance is not a genus, and b) receptivity
to the dimensions is not a formal difference.
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knows that every observable body possesses size, occupies space, and
so on among other factors. And if [its having] an angle should not
occur to [such a person's] mind, to say nothing of right angles in
the way [modern scholars] mention them, then it would be an obscure
concept indeed, that occurs only to a few individuals.

b. [The second doubtful aspect about this definition is that] when
we say that a body is anything of that sort, and

1. if the intended meaning should be that the word "body"
should have a certain sense, then it would not be known from [the
sentence] whether [or not] it would be an observable body that
would be such, and in the end [the question] would go back to the
interpretation of the word [body]. And

2. if the intended meaning should be that the reality referred
to by [the word] observable is to be described by this quality, then
that would be a thesis33 that must be established either by some-
thing inherently necessary or by logical reasoning.

Furthermore, since a thesis cannot be framed34 until a conception
has been formed of its subject, then our statement that a body would
be anything in which it is possible to posit the three dimensions
would depend upon forming a conception of a body. For if we should
derive the conception of a body from [our statement], then the argu-
ment implicitly would be circular.

It cannot be held that a body is something conceivable35 in itself
a priori,36 nor that this definition serves to complete the conception.
Our position is that this [explanatory] definition MS 119a is a de-
scriptive definition, and it would not serve to complete the conception.

c. [The third doubtful aspect about this definition is that] a body
to you [other philosophers] would be a composite of primal matter
and form. Now, it is not admissible for a form to enter into [the
body's function of] receptivity to the [three] dimensions, since form
is the [constituent] factor by which a body has being in actuality.
And so, if [the form], together with [its function as constituent of
the body's actual being], should have a function [also] in the [body's]
receptivity [to the three dimensions], then [the case would be one
of] a single factor being the source of [both the body's] receptivity

MS gl: I.e., a judgmental assent.
L and T: [la tumakkan]; MS: [La. yumkin].
MS gl: I.e., conceivable in some aspect or other.
MS gl: Before an explanatory definition.
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and its actuality in being, which would be impossible. But, if the
form should not be a constituent factor in the [body's] receptivity
to the [three] dimensions, L 240 in view of [its] being recipient
[of the form], then the only entity that would be receptive to the
[three] dimensions would be the primal matter. Then, however, the
descriptive definition that you have set forth would not be dealing
with the body at all, but rather, with the primal matter only; although
the purpose of what is in this section [of Book 1] is to present the
doctrine that primal matter would not be receptive to the [three]
dimensions until after [its] first having received the form.

But [Ibn Sina]37 made a distinction between (a.) primal matter
conditioned by [the form of] corporeality, and (b.) a joining together
of primal matter and [the form of] corporeality. Thus, [he said] the
[body] receptive [to the three dimensions] would be primal matter
conditioned by the occurrence of [the form of] corporeality in it,
not a joining together of primal matter and the form [i.e., of cor-
poreality].38 But then, primal matter conditioned by the occurrence
of [the form of] corporeality in it would be nothing but primal mat-
ter. So it has become plain that the [explanatory] definition that
you39 have set forth does not correspond with their doctrine40 except
with [regard to] primal matter.

Then Imam [Ibn Sina] said: Sometimes great pains are taken to
answer these doubtful aspects. However, it would be preferable to
hold that the quiddity of body is conceived as a fundamental con-
ception. This is because by inherent necessity everyone learns from
[any] dense and observable body41 that it occupies space as a body,
and [everyone] distinguishes between that and what is not such. And
you already know that anything like that does not warrant [our]
being preoccupied with its definition.

a.-a. Reply [to Imam Ibn Sina] has been made regarding the first
[doubtful aspect,] that it would be only a definition by something
more obscure than itself if conceiving the [entire] body should come

37 The first portion of vol. 2 of Ibn Sina's al-Isharat wa-al-Tanbihat is devoted 
the relationship of substance with body.

38 MS gl: Because the condition for an entity would not be a constituent part
of it.

39 I.e., Isfahani's party, as if being addressed by Ibn Sina.
40 MS gl: I.e., the doctrine of the philosophers.
41 MS gl: Because something not dense is not observable.
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before conceiving this specific property [of it].42 But that [doubtful
aspect truly] would not be the case, for sometimes a person who is
unable to express what it is and explain it will indeed form a con-
ception of this specific property.

b.-a. [Reply has been made also] regarding the second [doubt-
ful aspect], in that what is meant is that the real nature of a body
would be such, although what is said in definition does clearly define
the body. We do not grant that [the definition] would be a [mere]
claim. Indeed, naming the object of definition when a definition is
made is in order that the mind may move from [the definition] to
the object defined, not in order to give information by way of [the
definition] about the object being defined in order to serve as a
claim.43

c.—a. [And reply to Ibn Sina has been made] regarding the third
[doubtful aspect], in that we do not grant that it would not be admis-
sible for the form to be [integrally] within [the body's] receptivity
to the [three] dimensions.

[Baydawi] states that since form is that constituent factor by which
a body has being in actuality, then if [the form], along with that
[latter function], should be [also] a constituent factor MS 119b in
the [body's] receptivity, then it would be a case of a single factor
being the source for [both the body's] receptivity and [its] actuality
in being.

Our [Isfahani's] position is that its being a constituent part of the
[body's] receptivity does not imply that a single factor would be the
source of [both] the receptivity and the actuality in being. But rather,
the source of the [body's] receptivity would be the sum of the form
and the primal matter, while the source of the [body's] actuality in
being would be the form alone, and so there would be no difficulty
in it.

But even if it should be granted that [the argument] did imply
that a single factor would be the source of both the [body's] recep-
tivity and its actuality in being, nevertheless we do not grant that
such a case would be impossible. [The impossibility] would be implied
only if there should be no plurality in [such a case]; that would be
impossible.

MS gl: That is, that a body is receptive to the three dimensions.
MS gl: [I.e.], as far as [the claim] would need a conception of the subject.
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Indeed, the form has both existence and quiddity. And its quid-
dity has constituent factors that are inherently necessary due to its
being a composition of the genus and the specific difference, [and]
the assumption being that substance is the genus for the species sub-
sumed under it.

However, if it should be granted that substance would not be the
genus for [the species subsumed under it], then [the form's] quid-
dity would have no constituent factors, but it would have the pos-
sibility of existence and the necessity of existence.

Furthermore, it would be admissible for a single factor to be the
source of both [a body's] receptivity and of its actuality in being, in
view of what L 241 plurality there might be in [that factor].

Now, the Mu'tazilah hold that a body would be anything long,
wide, and deep; that is, a body is anything in which it is easy to
posit length, width, and depth.

And some of our [Asha'irah] associates who affirm that a body
is a composite of atoms hold that a body is a composite of two or
more substances.

Our author [Baydawi] has said that there is no doubt that the
real nature of a body is more apparent than what has been set forth
in these definitions. T 112 Indeed, every thinking person knows
that every observable body has bulk and occupies space. [This is
well known], even if the angle should not come to mind, to say
nothing of the concept of right angles from the aspect mentioned,44

or of length, width, depth, or the indivisible atom. Indeed, that [last
factor] is a very obscure concept and [comprehension of it] comes
to only [a few] individuals.45

Baydawi said: L 241, T 112

2. Leading doctrinal theories on the parts of a body

Most of the Mutakallimun have taken the position that bodies that
are simple in nature are composed of minute atomic parts that are
basically indivisible. Some few hold that [the parts are indivisible]

44 MS gl: I.e., intersecting.
43 MS glosses: 1. I.e., intelligent [individuals];
2. Thus, it is a definition by way of something more obscure, which is invalid.
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actually,46 and a few others hold [that such a body is made] of parts
beyond numbering.

The philosophers hold [that bodies] are continuous in themselves
[actually], as they are to sensate perception, [and they are] recep-
tive to divisions without limit.

The Mutakallimun argument that a body is a composite of indivisible

a. The argument of the Mutakallimun is that a body is receptive
to division, and nothing receptive to division is a single unit; other-
wise, its unity would be subsisting within it, and would be divided
by its division. Moreover, the portions of every divisible entity's parts
are distinguished by [the entity's] various properties, so that in actu-
ality [the divisible entity] is divided and is multiplied in accordance
with the number of those properties that are accidental to [its parts].
Furthermore, if the identity of [any] two parts, that would exist sep-
arately after being divided, should have been in existence before
being divided, then that would be the desired conclusion.

If it should be otherwise, then the division would be a destruc-
tion of the first body and an origination of the two [separated] por-
tions; so, on the basis [of this reasoning], if a gnat should pierce the
surface of the ocean with the point of its needle, then it would
destroy the first ocean and bring another ocean into existence. But
the corruption of this [reasoning] cannot be hidden.

So, it is established that no body is a single unit in itself, but
rather, it is a composite of [its] parts.

b. Further, these parts [of the body] are not divisible. If it should
be otherwise [i.e., if these parts should be divisible], then these would
have other parts, and thus a body would be composed of parts with-
out limit. But this would be impossible, because an [indivisible] one
would exist within every [aggregate] number, whether limited or not.

If we should take eight parts, distributed so that there would be
some bulk in every region, there would result a [kind of artificial]
body that would be finite in its parts. And then its relationship47 to
all the other bodies would be a relationship of something limited in

46 Minute indivisible atoms [ajza* sughar la tanqasim]; basically [aslan]; actually
[fi'lan].

47 T adds: . . . of its size to the size.
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[bulk] measure to something limited in [bulk] measure; but any
increase in [its] bulk would be due [merely] to an increase in [its]
composition and arrangement. Therefore, if a body limited in its
[bulk] measure should consist of [internal] parts without limit [in
number], then the relationship of the [bodies having] limited [inter-
nal] units to the [bodies having] unlimited [internal] units would be
[still] the relationship of a limited entity to a limited entity. But this
would be contrary [to actual fact].

Also, if a body should be composed of internal parts without limit,
then it would be impossible to traverse the distance [i.e., from one
boundary within it to an opposite boundary], because that would
depend upon traversing48 [all] the individual parts of the distance.
And the traversing of every part would be preceded by the travers-
ing of the one before it, so, traversing [the whole body] would [con-
tinue on] within an unending time duration.

Also, L 242 a point [in time or space] is an existent entity by
agreement, but it does not accept division. Then, if [the point] should
be a substance, as we hold, then the desired conclusion would result.
If [the point] should be an accident, then its substrate would be
indivisible; otherwise, [the point] would be divisible also along with
the division of its substrate.

Moreover, the gradual motion-change of the present [universe,
taken as an entity] is indivisible; otherwise, all [the universe as a
whole] would not be present. Therefore, whatever is within [the uni-
verse] cannot be divided.

Thus, it is established that in bodies there is a factor that does
not accept division.

No one can hold that the gradual motion-change [of the universe]
would be nothing more than the past and the future, because that
[case] would necessarily cause the gradual motion-change [of the
universe] not to exist at all.

The scribe of L has omitted the preceding word, 'traversing'.
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Isfahani says: L 242, T 112, MS 119b

2. Leading doctrinal theories on the parts of a body

Our [Isfahani and Baydawi] position is that every body49 either is
a. a composition of parts30 that are

1. different in nature, as in a living being, or [parts] that are
2. not different [in nature], as in a bed, for example; or it is

b. an individual unit.51 And there is no doubt at all that an indi-
vidual body, that is, a body that is simple of nature, that is, in which
there is no composition [of] powers and natures, as [for example]
in water,52 would be receptive to division. So, the case must be either

1. that possible divisions do actually occur in a body, or
2. that they do not; and on the basis of each of these assump-

tions, the divisions [in the body] are either limited, or unlimited [in
number]. MS 120a Thus, there are four alternative possibilities
[i.e., in forming a concept of a body]:53

a. The first [possibility] would be that an individual body would
be composed of actual atomic parts limited [in number], that are
minute and not at all divisible, that is, not by breaking54 or by cut-
ting,35 and not by estimation56 or [even] by assuming [their divisi-
bility].57 This is the doctrine of most of the Mutakallimun.

There was another theory in which a body would be indivisible
actually, but was divisible [in theory] by estimation and [by] assum-

49 From this point to the end of the four alternative possibilities in the concept
of a body, Isfahani uses Ibn Sina's text in the Isharat, (v. 2, pp. 7—9) nearly ver-
batim to state his position.

50 Reading with the majority of source texts. L alone reads, bodies; in this it fol-
lows the presumptive scribal error in Ibn Sina's Isharat text, p. 7.

51 MS gl: I.e., a single body, like the celestial spheres and the elements.
52 MS gl: Its original parts are existent in actuality and are not different in nature;

but the parts of parts are different in nature, being elements, and in this respect
[they] approach the single [body], because the part of a part is a part.

53 Alnoor Dhanani [The Physical Theory of Kalam, p. 152, n. 34] identifies this list
as that found in Fakhr al-Din Razi's Muhassal, pp. 115-116. Razi's list, however,
is an abridgment of what Ibn Sina wrote in his Isharat, v. 2, pp. 8-9. Isfahani uses
Ibn Sina's fuller version.

54 MS gl: On account of their smallness.
50 MS gl: On account of their hardness.
56 MS gl: Because the power of estimation would be unable to distinguish one

of its extremities from the other.
57 MS gl: Because of [an assumption's implied] acceptance of the divisibility of

what at the same time is indivisible in itself.
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ing [the divisibility], this being the doctrine of a party of the early
scholars.58

b. The second [possibility] would be that a body would be com-
posed of actual atomic parts59 [but] not limited [in number], minute
and not at all divisible. This is the doctrine to which some [of our]
early scholars adhered, as well as al-Nazzam, of the Mu'tazilah
Mutakallimun.60

c. The third [possibility] is that [a body] would not be composed
of parts, but rather, it is continuous in itself, as it is to sense per-
ception, but receptive to division on a limited basis. Muhammad al-
Shahrastani61 preferred this theory.

d. The fourth [possibility] is that [a body] would not be a com-
position of parts, but rather, it would be a continuous contiguity,62

as it is to sense perception, and receptive to division without limit.63

This [last statement] is the doctrine held by [most of] the philosophers.

The Mutakallimun argument that a body is a composite of indivisible atoms

a. The Mutakallimun argued regarding the first part of their doc-
trine,—namely, that a body, while it is simple [and unitary] of nature,

58 MS gl: Of the Mutakallimun. F.D. Razi's brief list does not include this theory.
Tj. de Boer's article "Djism" in En-I-2 mentions a "theological atomism" that

was one of the theories of body. De Boer cites the review of Muslim atomist the-
ories [compiled by Ibn Maymun (Maimonides) writing in Spain at the end of the
1100's A.D.] as translated by D.B. Macdonald [in "Continuous re-creation and
atomic time in Muslim scholastic theology", his 9 (1927) 326-344]. Here a theo-
retic principle is stated: "Whatever is imaginable is also rationally possible, with the
exception, naturally, of logical contradictions." [p. 334] That is, God's will is free
to vary in acts of creation, so the theorists formed another theoretic principle: "the
assertion of [unlimited] possibility." [p. 335]

59 The MS alone adds: . . . actual parts.
60 Both Isfahani and F.D. Razi have repeated this mistaken information under

item 2. But "Ibrahim ibn Sayyar al-Nazzam (d. ca. 835-845) was one of the most
virulent Kalam opponents of the adoption of atomism. His objections and argu-
ments against atomism continued to engage the mind of atomists of later genera-
tions . . ." [Dhanani, op. cit., p. 9, etc.] However, certain medieval writers still
included his name among the atomists. Modern academic research in original Arabic
sources is gradually discovering more of al-Nazzam's true position.

61 MS gl: One of the later philosophers. Nasir al-Din Tusi related Shahrastani
to this item, but said that it was a 'rejected theory' [qawl mardud]. [See Tusi's
Talkhis al-Muhassal, p. 116, n. 1, as printed on the lower portion of pages of F.D.
Razi's compendium.]

62 Or, continuous in itself [muttasil fi nafsihi], with a gloss in the MS: One.
63 MS gl: Meaning that its being divisible would not end at some limit after

which it would not be receptive to division.
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is in actuality a composition of parts,—on the basis of a number of
supporting reasons.64

1. A body is receptive to division; and nothing that is recep-
tive to division would be a single unit. This is because if it should
be a single unit, then its unity would subsist in it, and [this] unity
would be divided when the body would be divided, because the divi-
sion of a substrate would require the division of the inherent.65

An objection might be raised that unity is a mental consideration,
not [something] existent among the individual quiddities whereby a
division of the body would imply that the unity subsisting within it
also would be divided. There actually would be no division in the
body as long as unity subsisted within it, T 113 inasmuch as it
would be a continuity L 243 with no division present in it. If an
actual division should be made in it, then the unity would be removed;
that is, [the unity] would be voided and not divided.

2. The cut portions of any [body] receptive to division are
differentiated by [the body's] various properties.66 Thus, the cut of
every portion can be assumed to be in the body, and thus it would
be characterized by a property that would not occur in another part.
The cut of a half would be characterized as a half, and none but
it would be characterized as a half, and likewise with the cut of a
third and a quarter.

Thus, if each of the possible cuts should have an actual property
because those cuts were actually existent in [the body], then, since
it would be impossible for a nonexistent entity to be characterized
by properties, and since among the philosophers [for a single body]
to have the various properties necessarily would cause [in it] the
occurrence of actual divisions, then the implication would be that
the body would be divisible MS 120b in actuality into as many
divisions as there would be properties.

An objection might be raised that when a division is assumed in
an entity receptive to division, then this would entail assumed prop-
erties [as well], but the variance of the concomitant properties from

64 Ibn Sina's first two possible concepts of body [Isharat 2:9-10] fit the first state-
ment [i.e., first half of it] of the Mutakallimun. Then Isfahani takes up some of the
implications.

65 T adds: Thus, the unity would not be a unity, but this is contrary to fact.
66 MS gl: Namely, a half, a quarter, a third, and so on.
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those assumed would not require any division actually to exist if an
assumption should be lacking.67

3. If a body should be divided so that it would become two
bodies, and if the identity of the two portions separated from each
other by the act of division should have been present before the act
of division, then the two portions would have existed before the act
of division, and the implication would be that the body was actu-
ally a composite of its parts, which would be the desired conclusion.

[Baydawi's] statement is "If it should be otherwise",—that is, if
the identity of the two portions separated by the act of division
should not have been in existence before the act of division, then
by the act of division that single body would be destroyed and these
two [other] identities would be originated,—"then the act of divi-
sion would be a destruction of the first body and an origination of
the two other bodies."68

So, by this [reasoning] if a flying gnat should alight upon the
encircling ocean and pierce with the point of its needle a part of
the surface of the water of the encircling ocean, then it would destroy
that first ocean, and bring another ocean [or, two other oceans]69

into existence. This is because when the [oceanic body's] continuity
at the place where the needle pierced was split apart, then that
[undivided] extent70 would vanish, and when that [undivided] extent
vanished, then what had been continuous by its means would have
vanished, and so on [through the argument] to the other ocean. The
corruption of this [reasoning] cannot be hidden from anyone.

An objection might be raised that there would be no impossibility
in removing continuity and originating a separation by division, but
rather, [the case is that] the removal of continuity and the origination
of separation by division would be a matter of sense perception.

[Baydawi's] statement is, "So, it is established71 that no body would

67 MS gl: But it would require the assumed division.
58 MS gl: Which would be absurd.
69 L, T, and MS Garrett 989Ha: [awjadat bahran]; the MS and MS Garrett-

Yahuda 4486: [awjadat bahrayn].
The former ms tradition limits to one the ocean brought into existence by the

gnat. The other ms tradition carries out the argument's pattern to its absurd con-
clusion, namely, two oceans, the absurdity being essential to the presentation.

70 MS gl: Of continuity.
71 MS gl: By the three reasons [given].
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be an individual unit in itself,72 but rather, it is a composite of [actu-
ally existing] parts."

An objection might be raised that if the reasons given should be
[found] spurious, then it would not be established that no body
would be an individual unit in itself, nor that it would be a com-
posite of parts that exist L 244 in actuality.

b. The second part of the doctrine of the Mutakallimun [on the
body], namely, that the parts from which the body is composed are
not divisible, [Baydawi] wished to establish by his [second] state-
ment, "And these parts are not divisible." A clear explanation of
this is provided from a number of aspects.

1. The first [main] reason the [body] parts would not be divis-
ible is because if they should have been divisible, then they [in turn]
would have had73 other actual parts for reasons already given, and
thus, a body would be composed of actual parts without end, which
is the doctrine of al-Nazzam.74 But for the body to be compounded
of actual parts without end would be impossible, for two reasons.75

a) The first [subordinate point (under the first main reason)
that it would be impossible for a body to be composed of parts with-
out end] is that every number, whether finite or otherwise, has an
[indivisible] one existent MS 121a within it.76 Thus, even if a

72 MS gl: And continuity, as with the Physician-Philosopher [Ibn Sina] and al-
Shahrastani. In his Muhassal, p. 118, F.D. Razi reports that Ibn Sina held that the
occupation of space [being an inherent factor] was form and its substrate was pri-
mal matter. "He argued, assuming the rejection of the theory of atoms, that a body
in itself is an individual unit [i.e., continuous and undivided], but it is capable of
being separated into parts. This receptivity [to separation] is present together with
primal matter, but continuity cannot remain together with discontinuity; thus, recep-
tivity to separation is quite different from continuity."

In Ibn Sina's list of four alternative possibilities in forming a concept of a body,
both item 3 and item 4 include the description of a body as being continuous.
Shahrastani prefers item 3, and Ibn Sina without doubt is one who prefers item 4.

73 MS and MS Garrett 989Ha: [dhat]; L & T: [dhawat].
74 "Muslim authorities report that this atomistic metaphysics was accepted by all

Muslims with the exception of al-Nazzam, who seems to have adhered to the
Aristotelian thesis of the divisibility of substance ad infinitum. Although al-Nazzam
should be regarded as the major dissident of atomistic metaphysics, he was by no
means alone." [from Majid Fakhry, A History of Islamic Philosophy, 2nd ed., p. 53.]

75 The argument then turns on whether the [body] parts would be limited in
number or not [Isharat 2:19].

76 Isfahani's first subordinate point (under the first main reason) appears to grow
out of Ibn Sina's discussion [Isharat 2:19—32]. Terms and statements are much alike
between the two writers, and the arguments are hazy and obscure in both. The
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body should be composed of parts without end, it would be possi-
ble for us to take a finite number of ones from among those parts.

Then let us take eight parts from among the endless number of
parts, and [let us] add them one to another. Then it would be
inevitable either that the bulk [of the total] would increase with the
increase in the compounding and the arrangement, or it would not.
The second alternative [here] would necessarily require an inter-
penetrability of parts, which would be impossible,77 so the first alter-
native is indicated.

Then in that case, it would be possible to join the eight parts to
one another in such a way that a [certain] bulk amount would be
in every region, and thus, a body limited in its parts would occur,
for there would be only eight of them.

Then the ratio of the bulk of the body composed of eight parts
to the bulk of the rest of the bodies—that are limited in number
but composed of parts without limit—would be as the ratio of some-
thing limited in extent to something limited in extent;78 but the ratio
of the bulk of the [first] composite to the bulk of the [other] com-
posite would be like the ratio of the units to the units,79 because the
increase of the bulk would be in accordance with the increase in
the composition and the arrangement.

Otherwise, the composition would not increase the extent. For, if
a body limited in extent should be composed of parts that are not
limited [in number], then the ratio of the units that are limited, that
is, the units of the body composed of limited units, to the units that
are not limited [in number], that is, the units of the body whose
units are without limit, would be like the ratio of the limited to the
limited, because the ratio of the units to the units would be like the
ratio of the bulk to the bulk.80

b) The second [subordinate point (under the first main rea-
son) that it would be impossible for a body to be composed of parts

subject matter abets this problem, but one is reminded that both authors were writ-
ing in Arabic, the lingua franca of their day, not in their native language, Farsi.

77 L gl: Because if the increase of the arrangement and the compounding of the
parts should not increase the total bulk, then inevitably the case would be that
those parts would be interpenetrable, all of one part corresponding to another part.

/8 MS gl: Because both of them would be finite.
79 MS gl: Of the parts to the parts.
80 MS gl: I.e., the ratio of the finite to the unlimited would be like the ratio of

the finite to the finite. But this is contrary to fact.
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without end] is that if a body should be composed of parts that are
actually indivisible [and] unlimited [in number], then it would be
impossible to traverse the limited distance [i.e., across the body] by
gradual motion-change. The conclusion is obviously false81 and the
premise is likewise false.82

An explanation of the inherent logical necessity here is that if the
body should be a composite of parts that are actually unlimited, then
the traversing of the limited distance [across the limited body] would
depend upon traversing every [single] part of it [that is unlimited],
and traversing every [single] part of it would be preceded by a tra-
versing of what would be before it. T 114 And thus, traversing
all the parts of the distance, which is limited, would be in a time
duration without any limit. Thus, necessarily that distance would not
be traversed at all.

2. The second [main reason that a body's parts are not divis-
ible] is that

a) a point [i.e., in time or space] would be an existent entity,
by [scholarly] agreement:

1) regarding the Mutakallimun,83 [they agree] because
the point would be an atom of substance and this would be an exis-
tent entity; but

2) regarding the Physician-Philosopher [Ibn Sina], [his
agreement is] because [a point] would be the extreme end of an
existent line, and the extreme end of an existent entity would be an
existent entity. Furthermore,

b) a point is not receptive to division. L 245 Thus,
1) if it should be an atom of substance, as is the doc-

trine of the Mutakallimun, then that would be the desired conclu-
sion, because it would exist [as a] substance having a position that
would not be receptive to division. And

2) if a point should be an accident, as is the doctrine of
the Physician-Philosopher [Ibn Sina], then its substrate would not
be divisible, MS 121b because, if that [substrate] should be divisible,
then [the point itself] would be divisible also through the divisibility

81 MS gl: By sense perception.
82 Isfahani's second subordinate point (under the first main reason) that it would

be impossible for the body to be composed of unlimited parts, is based on Ibn
Sina's argument [Isharat 2:33-35].

83 L and T make this noun plural, in both instances; while the MS, MS Garrett
989Ha, and MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486 have it in the singular in both places.
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of its substrate, since an inherent in what is divisible must be divisible;
and, if the substrate of the point should not be divisible, then the
desired conclusion would be implied, because the substrate of the
point would have a position that is not divisible. So, if [the point]
should be a substance, then this would imply the existence of an in-
divisible substance having a position, namely, the desired conclusion.

An objection might be raised to the effect that a 'point' would be
an accident and its substrate a divisible line. The division of its sub-
strate would not logically require the division of [the point]. This is
because the division of the inherent in a divisible entity would be
necessary only if its inherence in the substrate should be because
[the inherent itself] was a divisible entity. But if its inherence in the
substrate should not be because it was a divisible entity, then the
division of the substrate would not imply that [the inherent] would
be divisible.

However, a point would be inherent in a line because [the line]
would not be divisible. Indeed, a point would be inherent in a line
only because [the line] would be limited and separable [into sections].
But the line, [merely] because of being limited and separable [into
sections], would not [thereby] be [something] divisible [i.e., into nat-
ural divisions]. Thus, the division of the line [i.e., its separability into
natural divisions] would not imply the division of the point.

3. The third [main reason that a body's parts are not divisi-
ble] is that gradual motion-change in the present is an existent thing,
that is, gradual motion-change has existence in the present situation.
And that84 is because gradual motion-change is an existent but not
stationary entity.85

Thus, if [gradual motion-change] should not be existent in the
present situation, then it would not have existence at all. This would
be because the past and the future are nonexistent entities [now],
and the gradual motion-change that is present and existent is indi-
visible. And this is because, if it should be divisible, then one of its
two portions would precede the other portion within existence, and
the whole present [universe] would not be present.86 But this is con-
trary to fact.

84 MS gl: I.e., the fact that gradual motion-change is existent in the present
situation.

85 Isfahani's third main reason here appears to be based on the same passage
that his second subordinate point (under the first main reason) was based on, namely,
Marat 2:33-35].

86 MS gl: Which was the hypothesis.
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Now, if the present gradual motion-change should not be divisible,
then that section of the total [theoretical] distance in which the pre-
sent gradual motion-change is taking place would not be divisible.

However, if it should be otherwise,87 then the division of that sec-
tion [of theoretical distance] in which the present gradual motion-
change is taking place would imply a division of the present gradual
motion-change [itself], because gradual motion-change in [only] one
of the two parts88 would be [only a] portion of the gradual motion-
change over both parts [of the theoretical distance together].

But, if the [theoretical] distance in which the present gradual
motion-change is taking place should not be divisible, then [its iden-
tity with] the indivisible atom would be implicit, and this would be
the desired conclusion.

An objection might be raised to the effect that gradual motion-
change would not have existence in the present situation, but the
absence of gradual motion-change in the present situation would not
imply its nonexistence in an absolute sense.

[Baydawi's] statement is to the effect that the past and the future
are [presently] nonexistent entities.89

Our position [Isfahani] is that we do not grant that the past and
the future would be [presently] nonexistent entities in an absolute
sense, but rather, they are nonexistent entities in the present situa-
tion, and nonexistence in an absolute sense is not implied by non-
existence in the present situation.

[Baydawi's] statement is, "Thus, it is established that in bodies
there is a factor that is not receptive to division." But someone might
object, "When it was established that there was a weakness in the
reasons indicating there is a factor in bodies that is not receptive to
MS 122a division, [the identity of that factor] was not established."90

Let no one say, "The present gradual motion-change is not an
existent entity, because gradual motion-change would be only [in]
the past L 246 and future; the present situation is the extreme

87 MS gl: I.e., if the theoretical distance in which the present gradual motion-
change exists should be divisible.

88 MS gl: Of the distance.
89 It is not a direct quote, but rather, Isfahani has logically derived this position

from Baydawi's ambiguous statement in the last paragraph of his presentation on
this topic, preceding Isfahani's discussion.

90 MS gl: There was no establishment of [the identity of] the part not receptive
to division.
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end of the past and the beginning of the future, and it is not [within]
a time duration, and what is not within a time duration would have
no gradual motion-change taking place in it, because every gradual
motion-change would be within a time duration."

Our position is that if the present gradual motion-change should
not be an existent entity, then it would imply that gradual motion-
change would not have any existence at all. This is because the past
is an entity that was [formerly] existent within a present time dura-
tion, while the future is an entity that is anticipating its act of com-
ing to be the present [time duration]. Any [time duration] whose
present existence would be prevented would not [be able] to become
either a past or a future [time duration], because, if it should not
have existence in the present situation, then its existence would be
prevented in an absolute sense.

An objection might be raised to the effect that the present situa-
tion would constitute a boundary shared by both the past and the
future, being the end of the past and the beginning of the future,
and it would not be a time duration. In the same way the rest of
the boundaries that are shared by the other quantities would not
have constituent parts, since, if the boundaries in common should
be parts of the quantities whose boundaries they are, then dividing
into two divisions [actually] would be dividing into three divisions,
while dividing into three divisions [actually] would be dividing into
five divisions.91 [But, all] this is contrary to fact.

So then, the present [universe] would not be [in] gradual motion-
change, although it had been assumed that it was [in] gradual motion-
change, and the demonstration argument92 was based upon it.93

91 MS gl: I say in explanation of this that, if the boundary that is common to
past and future, namely, the present situation, should be a part of time duration,
then dividing [it] into two divisions would be as when the dividing of time dura-
tion into past and future [actually is] a dividing into three divisions, as it would be
a division of a time duration into past, present situation, and future. Likewise, divid-
ing [it] into three divisions [actually] would be a dividing into five parts, as it would
be a division of a time duration into 1) the past, 2) the present situation, 3) the
future, 4) the boundary common to both past and present situation, called ending
past/beginning present situation, and 5) the boundary common to both present sit-
uation and future, called ending present situation/beginning future. [Gloss ends
with, "By the writer of it" [Li-katibihi], presumably meaning, "By the copyist of
the MS", cAli ibn cAbdi.]

92 L & T: [daffl]; the MS: [bayanuhu].
93 MS gl: I.e., the proof of the indivisible atom.
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We do not grant that the past is an entity that had been existent
in a [formerly] present moment. But rather, the past is an entity,
part of which, with reference to a moment before the present situation,
was future, while another part of it was past, and within the pre-
sent situation all of it became past; and it is likewise with the future.94

Furthermore, in the moment that separates between95 the past and
the future it would not be possible for a body to be in gradual
motion-change, for gradual motion-change takes place only in a time
duration, and there is not a bit of time duration in the present
[moment], because [time duration] is not stationary in its essence.

Baydawi said: L 246, T 114

The philosophers' arguments against the composition of bodies from atoms

The philosophers argued in rejection of the atom [from their the-
ory of the composition of bodies] for a number of reasons.

a. With every space-occupying entity its right side would be some-
thing other than its left side. And its brighter side would be some-
thing other than its darker side, but no one [then] would say that
that is because there was a [real] difference between its two sides.
This is because

1. if [the two sides] should be two [different] substances, then
the thesis [of the philosophers denying the atomic composition of
the body] would be established; otherwise

2. [i.e., if the difference between the two sides should not be
in their substances], then it would imply that the difference was
between their two substrates.

b. If we should posit a line of atoms96 even in number, T 115
with [one other] atom above one of [the line's] two extremities and
another atom beneath the other [extremity], and if both [of these
outer atoms] should move [inwards] equally and steadily, then most
certainly there would be a junction of the two [outer] atoms, so a
division [there] would be implicit [i.e., as a possibility].

94 MS gl: I.e., the future is an entity, a part of which, with reference to a moment
after the present situation, is future, while part of it is past, and within the present
situation all of it is future.

95 MS gl: This being the present.
96 Baydawi and Isfahani in this section, in referring to the atom, use the term

[juz3—ajza5] meaning part [i.e.], an atomic part which does not and cannot break
into smaller parts. We translate this term as 'atom'.
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c. [In the example preceding], whenever the one quicker [i.e.,
assuming a difference in rate between the two moving outer atoms]
in its motion should traverse [the distance of] one atom, then the
slower one would traverse less than [the other did]. If it were oth-
erwise, [the slower one] implicitly would be equivalent to [the quicker
one] [in moving] across a single atom, and it would stop at the end,
but the invalidity of such [reasoning] is evident.

d. If a body should have an odd number of atoms, and if its
shadow's image should be twice [the body's length], then the shadow's
image [equal to the body's length] would be [only] the shadow of
half [the body]. Thus, [the body] would have [only] a half [shadow],
and [by this half shadow] the middle atom [of the body] would be
divided in half. Now, Euclid has demonstrated that every line validly
may be bisected, and this [fact] requires [the division of the middle
atom].

e. If a line should be assumed to be composed of three atoms,
and over one of its two extremities there should be another atom,
and if the line should move to the right while the [upper] atom
[should move] to the left, and if [at the same time the upper atom]
should [attempt to] move to a point above the second atom, L 247
then it would be impossible, since the second atom [simultaneously]
would be moving to the space of the first atom [on the right]. And,
if [the upper atom] should have moved to a point above the third
atom [from the right], then it would have traversed two atoms [of
distance] while the one below it [at the right end] had traversed
[only] one atom [of distance]. Thus, the time duration, and the
motion-change, and the distance would be divided.

f. An atom has a shape. Thus, if it should be a sphere [and]
should be joined to other atoms, then there would be gaps between
every pair but not large enough [gaps] to accommodate other atoms
like them, so [the necessity of] a division would be implicit. But if
[the atom] should be something other [than a sphere]97 then it would
have angles, so [necessarily] it would be divided.

97 In his book, The Physical Theory of Kalam [at p. 95], Alnoor Dhanani is descri
ing how the early Muctazilah of Basrah had framed their theory of the atomic com-
position of bodies. He says that according to Ibn Mattawayh they believed the
individual atoms occupied space and were invisibly small cubes in shape, and from
these other entities were constructed. Two atoms placed together in a row consti-
tuted a 'line' and as a beginning it could be extended. Four atoms placed together
in a square constituted a 'surface', and it could be extended. And eight atoms
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g. If a hand mill turns and the large ring traverses [a distance
the width of] an atom, then the small [ring] either would traverse
[a distance of]

1. less than an atom, and so the atom would be divisible, or
2. a complete atom, and so the [mill's] small98 and large [rings]

would be equal, or
3. an atom at one time, and at another time [the mill] would

be at rest, so [clearly] the parts of the mill would be coming loose.
[Another example] similar to that one would be [with] the three-

pronged compass dividers.

Isfahani says: L 247, T 115, MS 122a

The philosophers' arguments against the composition of bodies from atoms

The philosophers argued in rejection of the atom [from their the-
ory of the composition of bodies for the following] seven reasons."

a. With every space-occupying entity that can be postulated, its
right side is something other than its left side; that is, the side that
meets what is on its right is something other than that which meets
what is on its left. And if we should arrange a [flat] surface of atoms
and set one side of it facing the sun, then it would be bright, but
the other side would not be bright; thus, its bright side would be
something other than the dark side. So, implicitly there would be a
division [of some kind in these two examples]. MS 122b

placed together in a cubic block constituted a 'body', which could be extended.
This type of construction seems not to leave any open spaces, but seems to be
divisible in theory.

98 L: [sughra3]; T: [saghir].
99 Presumably these are philosophers in general from the past. Ibn Sina's criticisms

were mentioned along with the theory of the Mutakallimun in the previous topic.
Here some of Isfahani's "seven" examples are subdivided. Baydawi had said the
number was indefinite, but he had given the same seven with some being subdivided.

'Adud al-Din Iji was a slightly younger contemporary of Isfahani, and like him
a student of (or with) a student of Baydawi [See Baydawi's biographical note on
this significant practice of a student in attendance along with a student of a mas-
ter]. In his own summary of natural and dogmatic theology—al-Mawaqiffi Him al-
kalam [Cairo: Makt. al-Mutanabbi, 1983], pp. 189-193, which mirrors the organization
of Baydawi's theological work here, Iji lists the reasons used by the philosophers in
rejection of the theory of the atomic composition of bodies and arranges these rea-
sons in four types, namely, those based on mutual opposites, mutually contacting
factors, contrasting speed and/or slowness, and geometrical figures; these types of
reasons together with subdivisions include some 20 different possible examples.
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But no one says that the difference [noted] would be because there
was a real difference between the two sides of [the entity in ques-
tion], [i.e., the difference noted was] not because of a difference in
the essence of the atom, so the division of the atom in itself would
not be implied.

This is because—and it is our position that—if the two sides [of
the entity] should be

1. two [different] substances, then the thesis [of the philoso-
phers denying that bodies are composed of atoms] would be estab-
lished, since the implication would be then that the atom had been
divided into two substances; but if [the two sides] should be

2. two [different] accidents, then the implication would be that
there was a difference between the two substrates. If the case should
be otherwise [than these two alternatives], then the implication would
be that two opposites were subsisting in one substrate, on one side,
and in one time duration, which would be an impossibility.

b. If we should posit a line composed of an even number of atoms,
four, for instance, and if we should place [another] atom above one
of the line's] two extremities and [another] atom beneath the other
extremity, and if those two atoms should move [inwards along the
line] so as to exchange their [places] at an equal rate from the
beginning of the line until each of them should reach the end of
the line, then inevitably each of the two would have to pass the
other. But that would not be possible until after the two would have
come opposite each other, and the position where they would be
opposite each other inevitably would be at the junction between the
second and third [atoms in the line]. If it should be otherwise, then
the two would not be equal in motion. In the example described
the implication is that the two [in motion] would be divided [at
their point of meeting], and also there would be a division [between]
the second and third [atoms in the line].100

100 The Epicurean philosophers of Greece had argued about the divisibility of
the atom, and similar arguments developed among the early Muslim thinkers. From
his anti-atomistic position al-Nazzam challenged the Mutakallimun, "Is it possible
to place an atom on the boundary between two atoms? If this is possible, he argued,
then the atom has been conceptually divided. . ." [Dhanani, op. cit., p. 124]

The MS (f. 122b) and MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486 provide an illustration in the
margin:

. atom above one end of the line
. . . . four atoms in a row

atom below other end of the line
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c. [With reference to the preceding example, and assuming that
the two outside atoms do not move at the same speed], whenever
the quick body in its motion should traverse an atom, then the slow
body in its motion would traverse less than [the other in distance].

If it should be otherwise, that is, if the slow one in its motion
should not have traversed less than an atom, then the implication
is that the slow one was equal to the fast one [in traversing a sin-
gle] atom and in stopping at the next atom, since the implication
would be that the slowness was because [areas of] quiescence had
interpenetrated [among the atoms]; but the corruption of [such rea-
soning] is evident.

d. If a body should have an odd number of atoms, and if its
shadow's image sometimes should be twice [the body's length], then
the shadow's image [equal to the body's length] would be [only] the
shadow of half [the body]. Thus, the [body's] atoms, which are odd
in number, would have only L 248 a half [shadow],101 and [by
this half shadow] the middle atom [of the body] would be bisected,
and so the implication is that there would be a division, which is
the desired logical goal.

Now, Euclid has demonstrated102 that every line validly may be
bisected. Thus, [in a body] a line the atoms of which are odd in
number validly may be bisected, and the middle atom validly may
be bisected, so the implication is that there would be a division [in
a body composed of atoms].

e. If a line should be assumed to be composed of three atoms
with another atom over one of [the line's] two extremities,103 and if
the line should move to the right and the [upper] atom should move
to the left, and if [at the same time the upper] atom should [attempt
to] move to a point above the second [atom], then that would be
impossible, because the second atom [simultaneously] would be mov-
ing to the space of the first atom [on the right].

101 The MS (f. 122b) has an illustration and note in the margin as follows:

\ This [third atom] being the middle one, its bisection is admissible.
102 MS gl: This is the answer to, "If it should be objected", that is, if it should

be objected that we do not admit that every body is receptive to division in half,
then we reply, "[Euclid] has demonstrated . . ."

103 An illustration and note is in the margin of the MS (f. 122b) and in the text
of T 110 thus:
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This is because if the [upper] atom had [attempted a transition]
to a point above the second [atom], then implicitly it would not
have moved, although the assumption was that it MS 123a was
moving, so this would be a contradiction.

And if the [upper] atom should move to a point above the third
[atom from the right], then the [upper] atom would [appear to]
have traversed two atoms while the one below it104 had traversed
only one atom. Thus, the time duration, and the motion-change,
and the distance would be divided.

Regarding the time duration [here], the [divisibility] would be
because in time duration-(a) in which the [atom] below it traversed
one atom, the [upper] atom traversed two atoms. So, time duration-
(b) for the [upper] atom to traverse [only] one atom would be half
of time duration-(a).

Regarding the motion-change, the [divisibility] is because the move-
ment of the [upper] atom across the extent of one atom is [i.e., it
appears to be only] half [the extent covered by] the movement of
the [lower] atom.

And regarding the distance, the [divisibility] is because the divis-
ibility of [both] the time duration and the motion-change [together]
imply the divisibility of the distance, on account of the correspon-
dence between them.

f. An atom103 has a shape, because it is a space-occupying entity
and every space-occupying entity is a limited entity, and every lim-
ited entity has a shape, so an atom would have a shape.

Now everything having a shape would be either a sphere or some-
thing else, because, if [only] one boundary limit should comprehend
it then it would be a sphere, otherwise [it would be] something else.106

If [the atom] should be a sphere, and if it should be assembled
with other atoms, then there would be T 116 gaps between them,107

for we know that by inherent necessity there are gaps between spheres
that are placed beside each other. These gaps are not large enough
to accommodate atoms like those that are assembled beside each
other, but these gaps do accommodate [atoms] smaller than are these
[others], and therefore, the divisibility [of the atom] would be implied.108

MS gl: Meaning the first atom in the line [from right].
MS gl: Assuming that it exists.
MS gl: [I.e., it would be] polygonal [mudalla'].
T: "between each pair of them" [baynahuma].
MS gl: Because of the inherent necessity [deriving from] the fact that [within
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Moreover, because the junction of the atoms so assembled would
not be total since gaps occur between them, the divisibility [of the
atom] would be implied by inherent necessity in the fact that the
junction would not be total.

However, if the atom should not be a sphere, that is, if more than
one boundary limit should comprehend it, then there would be angles
in the atom, and the atom would be divisible, since each of [the
angles] would be smaller than the atom.109

g. If a handmill turns, and when the large ring farther from the
center of the mill traverses [a distance of] an atom then the smaller
ring nearer the center of the mill either would traverse

1. less than an atom, so the atom would be divisible, which is
the desired conclusion; or

2. it would traverse a whole atom, so there would be an equal-
ity of the motion-change of the smaller ring and of the larger ring
in [their] swiftness or slowness, but that necessarily is impossible, as
it would imply that while the larger ring would turn one revolution
the smaller ring would turn one revolution and more110 [than the other],
but this would be contrary to what is perceived by the senses; or,

3. the smaller ring at one time would traverse [a distance of]
an atom MS 123b and at another time it would be at rest, so
[clearly] the parts of the handmill would be coming loose.111 L 249

It would be likewise [in the case of] a three-pointed compass, if
one point should be fixed while the other two turn [freely], then
[from this] the implication would be either

4. that the atom would be divisible, or
5. that the two [compass] points would be equal in their move-

ment, or
6. that [the parts] were loose. As the last two alternatives are

false, divisibility [of the atoms] is indicated.

the atom] what is facing [ma ila5] the gap of every atom would be different from
what is not facing the gap.

109 MS gl: Because the side of an angle would be smaller than the sides [of the
polygon] [al-duluc].

110 MS gl: Because it would be equal in its motion, but less in the distance.
111 MS gl: Even if they should be of iron, which would be impossible.
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Baydawi said: L 249, T 116

The philosophers say a body is a continuity in itself and divisible without

limit

[After giving their objections to the theory that the body is com-
posed of atoms the philosophers] then stated their position that the
body therefore is a 'continuous contiguity112 in itself and is recep-
tive to divisions without end.113

The receptivity to these [divisions] would not be within the con-
tinuity factor because that [factor] vanishes when [the divisions] take
place, while the receptivity remains along with the [division] that
has been received. Thus, there would be some other factor that is
receptive to [both] the continuous contiguity and the discontinuous
separation. This [other factor] is called 'primal matter' or 'matter',
while the continuous contiguity [factor] is called a 'form'.114

One should understand that the proof demonstration of [both]
parties [i.e., philosophers and Mutakallimun] prohibits this division
from being one in actuality, but requires [it to be] a division by
'estimation'.

No one should say that a division by estimation would be a nearly
collapsing argument that had led to admitting that the division would
be a mere disengagement. Indeed, [all] the atoms assumed to exist
would resemble one another, so that what was true between any
two of them would be what was true between any other two, and
therefore, what was true between a pair that were distinctly sepa-
rate would be what was true between a pair that were continuous,
and vice versa.

112 The translation of this word [ittisal] as 'continuous contiguity' will be used
occasionally, following Richard M. Frank's Beings and Their Attributes, p. 40. "Contigu
tightens up the notion of 'continuity'.

113 Baydawi gives a summary of the long process of thought and debate that
went into the formation of this theory. Ibn Sina in his Isharat [2:31 ff.] turns from
polemics with the atomists, and states that [the body] is [continuous], in itself, just
as it appears according to [our] sensate experience of it. With further short state-
ments he builds the theory "of the philosophers." F.D. Razi points out [Muhassal,
p. 119, n. 1] that the theory of the body as a composite of primal matter and form
is not original with Ibn Sina, nor even a special emphasis of his, but rather, 'all
the philosophers' supported it.

114 'Primal matter' [hayula3]; 'matter' [maddah]; 'continuity factor' (= continuous
contiguity) = 'form' [surah]. F.D. Razi in his Muhassal (pp. 118-119) summarizes
the theory as given by Ibn Sina.
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a. For our part, we [i.e., Baydawi's point of view] ask why it
would not be admissible that a body

1. should be compounded of atoms different in [their] mat-
ter, or

2. should become individuated [again] so that gaps would be
prevented, and

3. that those [newly individuated] atoms should be receptive
[both] to continuity and to discontinuous separation.

b. And if the body's continuity should be granted, then why would
it not be admissible that

4. that 'continuity' be [designated] the body's 'unity', and
5. the 'discontinuous separation' [be designated its] 'plurality',

and
6. the 'receptive substrate' [be designated] the 'body' [itself]?115

Isfahani says: L 249, T 116, MS 123B

The philosophers say a body is a continuity in itself and divisible without

limit

When they had established that it was impossible for a body to be
composed of indivisible atoms, whether these would be limited or
unlimited in number, the philosophers stated their position that the
body therefore is a 'continuity in itself, just as it is to sense perception.

Indeed, sense perception does judge that there is a continuity of
the body, but [to posit and] establish the fact of the [body's] artic-
ulations is a matter for the intellect, not for sense perception. Therefore,
if the argument for the actual occurrence of atoms should be inval-
idated, then in the same transaction the argument for a body being
a continuity would be established, just as its continuity is a fact of
sense perception.

However, [the body] would not be an indivisible entity, but rather,
it would be receptive to division in any one of several aspects: either,
[physically] by breaking or by cutting, or [intellectually] by estimation
or by assuming it as a premise. So, if the body is not a composite

115 In his Muhassal, p. 119, F.D. Razi gives the second half of this paragraph
[beginning with b.] as an anonymous question, following upon the statement of the
philosophers' theory of the body. Here Baydawi shows that his point of view is
affirmative to the question, and he adopts it as his own.
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of atoms unreceptive to division, then necessarily [at least] one of
the aspects of this division [to which it is receptive],116 especially esti-
mation and assumption, would continue endlessly. Thus, the body,
while it is a continuity, is receptive to divisions without end.

Now, the factor receptive to these divisions would not be the con-
tinuity, because that [continuity] would vanish when the divisions
would take place, and the [first] factor receptive to the divisions nec-
essarily would remain with the divisions. [This is] because the [first]
factor that is receptive must remain together with the [second fac-
tor] that is received, and the [first] factor—that is receptive to the
[second] factor—then would be characterized by the [second] fac-
tor that is received; and the [first] factor [that has been so] char-
acterized necessarily must remain as long as its attribute [i.e., the
second factor] exists.

Therefore, the [first] factor, that is receptive to the divisions, would
be something other than the continuity, and it would be receptive
both to the continuity and to the discontinuous separation. That
entity that is receptive both to the continuity and to the discontin-
uous separation is called 'primal matter' or 'matter', while the con-
tinuity is called a 'form'.

Then [Baydawi] stated L 250 that one must understand, more-
over, that the proof demonstration used by the two parties [Mutakalli-
mun and philosophers] prohibits the division [of bodies] from being
one in actuality but requires that it be a division by estimation.
Indeed, the proof demonstration of the Mutakallimun prohibits [such]
an actual division,117 while the philosophers' proof demonstration
requires that it be by estimation, the philosophers' motive being no
more than MS 124a to establish division by estimation [as valid].
Thus, there is really no contradiction between the two parties, as
[with both parties] it is admitted that the parts of a body are not
to be divided in actuality, but they are divisible by estimation.

This requires an observation, for the Mutakallimun have asserted
that those [body] parts [i.e., atoms in their formal doctrine] would
not be receptive to division either [physically] by breaking or by
cutting, or [intellectually] by estimation or by assumption.

Then [Baydawi] stated that no one can say that a division by

MS gl: I.e., [at least one of these]: breaking, cutting, estimation, or assumption.
MS gl: I.e., one of physical separation [al-infikakiyah].
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estimation would be a nearly collapsing argument that had led to
admitting that the division would be a mere disengagement. Indeed,
since [all] the parts assumed to exist would resemble one another,
division, in its various aspects, that is, [physically] by breaking or
by cutting, or [intellectually] by estimation or by assumption, would
produce in what is divided a duality in which the nature of each of
the two parts would be the same as the nature of the other, and
also [would be the same as] the nature of one that is outside [i.e.,
outside the place of division, but] is matching in kind.

Thus, what would be true between any two [parts] would be what
would be true between any other two. Therefore what would be
true between a pair [of parts],—that were [already] distinctly sepa-
rate from [the standpoint of] that continuity which [in itself] elim-
inates any physical disjoining into two [sections],—would be what
would be true between a pair [of parts] that were [still] continuous,
and vice versa. That is, T 117 the physical disjoining that elim-
inates continuity would be true between any two [still] in continu-
ity just as it would be true between two made distinctly separate.
So the implication would be that a division by physical disjoining
would be admissible.118

Our position is that that would be implied only if the hypothetical
[separated body] parts should be alike, but this is ruled out. It is
admissible that a body be composed of parts that are varied in quid-
dity, so there would be no implication that what would be true be-
tween [any given] two [parts] would be true between any other two.

But if it should be granted that the hypothetical [separated body]
parts would be alike119 then it would be admissible that those parts
would become individuated in such a manner as to hinder physical
separation; and so those parts would be receptive both to continu-
ity with each other and to discontinuous separation from each other.

An objection might be raised that a [three-dimensional body hav-
ing] extension, from the standpoint of its extension, would be a
specific nature that occurs, so its necessary features would not vary

118 MS gl: And so a contradiction between the two parties [philosophers and
Mutakallimun] would be implicit.

119 MS glosses: 1. I.e., [alike] in quiddity, assuming that it would be a simple
body;

2. Then the fact that division by estimation was admissible would not imply that
division by physical separation would be admissible.
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in individual examples of it. The extension [in bulk] of a single sim-
ple entity, that would be divisible by estimation but not by physical
separation, would be the same [nature] as the extension [in bulk]
that would be the totality produced from that simple entity and from
another simple entity closely associated with it,120 for each of them
would require [only] what the other would require, and then the
desired conclusion would be implicit.121

Regarding the fact that the [body] parts would be individuated
in a manner that hinders physical separation, this is granted. This
hindrance would be external to the nature of [the] extension [in
bulk], and the [philosophers] admit that a physical separation would
be impossible on account of some hindrance MS 124b external
to the nature of the extension [in bulk].

[Baydawi] continued, and said that if the continuity of the body
should be granted, then why would it not be admissible to say that
the continuity would be the body's unity, and the discontinuous sep-
aration its plurality, and the factor receptive to both of them [would
be] the body?122 The continuity and the discontinuous separation
would then be two accidental qualities that follow the body around
[in existence]. Thus, in its essence that body would be [neither] a
continuity nor a discontinuous separation, so it could be L 251 a
subject-substrate for [both] the continuity and the discontinuity.123

An objection could be raised,124 that if it should be established
that the body would be a continuity in itself, then this continuity,
that is, [its] extension [in bulk], would not be an accident inherent
in the body, but rather, the extension [in bulk] would be the fac-
tor that constituted the body.

120 MS gl: As are composite entities.
121 MS glosses: 1. I.e., the contradiction [between parties] would be real;
2. What would be true between the two distinctly separated ones would be true

between the two that are a continuity, and vice versa.
122 MS gl: And then there would be no need at all to posit 'primal matter'.
123 MS gl: But if the body in its essence should be a 'continuity', then it would

not be valid for it to be a subject-substrate of [both] the 'continuity' and the 'dis-
continuity'.

124 MS gl: This applies to the author's statement that then they [i.e., the conti-
nuity and the discontinuity] would be two accidents that follow . . .
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Baydawi said: L 251, T 117

Corollaries to the philosophers' doctrine of a body

a. The [philosophers] held that the '[corporeal] form' is insepa-
rable from 'primal matter'.

1. This is because [the corporeal form] cannot be separated
from either limitation or from shape. The necessary cause of both
of these [factors] would not be either

a) a general corporeality, or
b) any of its concomitants, otherwise, the part and the whole

would be equivalent in these two factors [i.e., limitation and shape];
nor would [the necessary cause] be

c) an agent, otherwise, the form would be independent in
passivity, because [the agent] is what supports within it whatever
attributes there may be.

2. And [form is inseparable from matter] because [the form]
is always receptive to an estimated division, and everything receptive
to an estimated division125 would be receptive to a physical division,
and everything receptive to a physical division would have matter,
according to what has preceded the statement of these premises.

b. Nor would [the reverse be true, i.e., that] primal matter would
be separable from [the corporeal form].

1. This is because, if an entity having a position [i.e., in exter-
nal reality] should be considered as an abstraction and should be
made divisible in all dimensions, [then] it would be a body; other-
wise, it would be a point or a line or a surface. But, if it should be
an abstraction not having [an externally real] position and if a [cor-
poreal] form should come upon it, then it would become an entity
with [an externally real] specific position through the ability of some-
thing other [than itself]. Thus, something [merely] admissible would
have been preferred [for existence] without there being an agent of
preference.

2. And because, if [primal matter] should be made an abstrac-
tion, it would be an existent in actuality having a predisposition for
the [corporeal] form. But a single entity may not require both poten-
tiality and actuality.

125 Reading with T, MS Garrett 989Hb, and MS Garrett 283B. The scribe of
L has omitted the two clauses following.
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c. Thus, the [primal matter] would possess [another] factor that
would require this potentiality, that is, [of being] primal matter, and
so the primal matter would have [another, second] primal matter,
for the [first] primal matter would have need of [the other] in order
to continue and to occupy space, and the [corporeal] form would
have need of matter in order to become clearly distinct and to assume
its shape.

d. Furthermore, matter never exists apart from another [second]
form [in addition to the corporeal form], [namely], a 'substantial
form' [or, a particularizing form].126 Otherwise, bodies would not
have any variety in their structures, their possibilities, their qualities,
their natural positions, or in the facility or difficulty with which they
assume a shape.

You must understand that the basis of these statements is a denial
of the [existence of an] agent of free choice, although the truth con-
sists in the fact of [His] confirmed existence.

In spite of that, an objector could argue:
a. that the passivity of the form in itself would be admissible, but

that the receptivity to a division by estimation would not necessitate
the receptivity to actual separation; and

b. that abstracted matter would require a particular position [i.e.,
in existence],—on condition

1. that a [corporeal] form would be closely associated with it,
and

2. that a single entity would be the source of many,—although
receptivity [i.e., to a form] would not be an effect, and the presence
of the matter in actuality would not be a requirement of its essence;
and

c. that they [the objector's opponents in the debate] be required
to show what it is in the substantial form that would be the neces-
sary cause of a [particularizing] difference.

d. And [further, the objector] might assert that the antecedent
elemental states and the various kinds of matters in the celestial
spheres that make a thing what it is would be the cause of the vari-
ation in the accidental qualities and the structures [of reality].

[al-surah al-nawciyah].
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Isfahani says: L 251, T 117, MS 124b

Corollaries to the philosophers' doctrine of a body

Four corollaries were drawn from the [philosophers'] doctrine that
a body is a composite of primal matter and [corporeal] form.

a. [Corporeal] form is inseparable from primal matter;
b. Primal matter is inseparable from [corporeal] form;
c. How primal matter is linked to [corporeal] form;
d. On establishing the substantial form.
(a.) [The First Corollary is that] The philosophers held that the

[corporeal] form would be inseparable from the primal matter, for
two reasons. L 252

1. The first [reason corporeal form is inseparable from primal
matter] is that [corporeal] form is inseparable from limitation and
shape, since [corporeal] form is limited by the boundaries of the
dimensions.127 Thus, it would be inseparable from limitation, and
everything inseparable from limitation would be inseparable from
shape, since the shape is the structure of an entity by which one or
more boundaries enclose it with a view to its demarcation.128 Thus,
a limited [i.e., finite] entity would be bound to have a shape, and,
[corporeal] form being limited, it would have shape. Thus, the [cor-
poreal] form would be inseparable from [both] limitation and shape.129

The necessary cause of both limitation and shape would not be a
general corporeality130 nor any of its concomitants. This is because, if
the necessary cause of limitation and shape should be a general cor-
poreality or any of its concomitants, then a part would equal T 118
the whole131 in [both] limitation and in shape. But the conclusion is
false, and the premise is likewise.

To explain the logic used here, it is that if the necessary cause of
them both [i.e., limitation and shape] should be a general corpore-

l2/ MS glosses: 1. Length, width and depth; 2. I.e., corporeal form, that is, cor-
poreal extension in bulk [al-imtidad al-jismi].

128 This j s Euclid's definition of 'shape': "That which is enclosed by one or more
boundaries," quoted under the rubric 'Figure' in Dictionary of Scholastic Philosoph
Bernard Wuellner, Milwaukee: Bruce Publishing Co., 1956.

129 MS gl: 'Shape' then would be a concomitant of 'limitation', since 'limitation'
would be surrounded either by one boundary, as a sphere, or by several boundaries,
as a cube, and the shape would be the structure that results from that enclosure.

130 MS gl: I.e., what is a commonality among all bodies.
131 T and MS Garrett 989Ha: [la-sawa3 al-juz5 al-kull]; the MS [la-tasawa5 al-

juz3 wa-al-kull].
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ality or any of its concomitants, then every part assumable within
the form would have [for its concomitants] whatever limitation and
shape the whole [of the form] would have. MS 125a

As for the falsity of the conclusion, that is because if a) a part
and the whole of the [corporeal] form should be equal both in lim-
itation and shape, and if b) it should be assumed [then] that the
form would be [made] slightly less, then what there [actually] would
be of it in existence would be [identical to] what there would have
been if it had been assumed132 that it would be much more. In that
case there would be no part or whole, nor any little less or any
much more,133 as it would be prohibited at the start to assume any
whole or part, since assuming their placement would only necessi-
tate their removal.

Furthermore, the necessary cause of the limitation and shape [i.e.,
in the corporeal form] would not be an agent134 for making a dis-
tinction. This is because, if the necessary cause of limitation and
shape should be that agent [of distinction], then the corporeal form135

would be independent in its passivity and in its receptivity to both
breakage and linkage, as a distinction between bodies would not be
conceivable except by their breakage away from each other or their
linkage with each other. But the conclusion is false for reasons that
have preceded, in that the receptivity to passivity and [the recep-
tivity] to breakage and linkage are properties of matter made con-
comitant to its existence.

Therefore, the necessary cause of limitation and shape would be
the factor supporting [them], namely, 'primal matter', together with
the characteristics within it that are [its] various predispositions.136

Thus, it is established that the '[corporeal] form' would be insep-
arable from the 'primal matter'.

2. The second of the two [reasons that the [corporeal] form
would be inseparable from the primal matter] is that the corporeal
form always

a) would be receptive to a division by estimation, and every-
thing receptive to a division by estimation

132 Here the scribe of L mistakenly inserts another [la-kana].
133 nere t n e ]yj§ ] l a s omitted the [la] opening the phrase.
134 MS gl: I.e., the 'form'.
135 MS gl: I.e., [that form responsible] for corporeal extension [lil-imtidad al-jismf].
136 MS gl: I.e., receptivity to 'separation' and 'linkage', and to 'expansion' and

'contraction'.
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b) would be receptive to a physical division, and everything
receptive to a physical division

c) would have matter, in accordance with what has pre-
ceded the full statement of these three premises.

Therefore, corporeality137 would not be separable from [primal]
matter.

(b.) The Second Corollary is that the primal matter is insepara-
ble from the corporeal form, [also] for two reasons.

1. The first [reason primal matter is inseparable from corpo-
reality] is that, if the primal matter should be abstracted from a
[corporeal] form having a position [i.e., in reality],—that is, [the cor-
poreal form] would be such that it could be sensately indicated,—
and, if [that primal matter] should be divided in all dimensions, then
that primal matter, being [thus] isolated from the corporeality,138

would constitute a body having bulk [i.e., in reality]. L 253 But
that would be impossible, because then the implication would be
that the [first] primal matter was in possession of [another, second]
primal matter [of its own].

But if [that [first] primal matter] should not be divided in all the
dimensions, then that primal matter would be a point [in space] if
it should not be divided at all, or [it would be] a line if it should
be divided in [only] one dimension, or [it would be] a surface if
MS 125b it should be divided in two dimensions. However, the
conclusion139 is false [for reasons as follows].

Regarding the point [the conclusion is false], since [the point]
could not possibly have being unless it would inhere in something
else, otherwise it would be an indivisible atom, while at the same
time primal matter does not inhere in anything else, it thus would
not be a point.

Regarding the line, surface, and geometrical teaching body, since
each [of these] would be a continuity in their essences and would
be receptive to division, they would need something to support them
as none of them could be a support.

If the primal matter should be abstracted from the [corporeal]

137 MS gl: I.e., corporeal form.
138 MS gl: [I.e.,] corporeal 'form'.
139 MS gl: I.e., that the primal matter would be a 'point' [in space] when there

would be no division, a 'line' when the division would be in one dimension, and
a 'surface' when the division would be in two dimensions.
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form without having a position [i.e., in reality], and if a [corporeal]
form should come upon it, then it would become [a body] having
a specific position140 through the ability of an entity other than itself;141

and thus, a possible entity would be given preference [for existence]
without an agent of preference.142

Our position is that if a [corporeal] form should come upon [the
primal matter] then [the latter] would become [a body] having a
specific position. This is only because

a) if the [corporeal] form should come upon it and if no
position for it should result, then the implication would be that of
a body existing [in reality] without a position, which would be impos-
sible by rational intuition; and

b) if all [possible] positions for it should result, then the
implication would be that one body was existing in many places,
which also would be impossible by rational intuition; and

c) if some indefinite position for [the primal matter] should
result, that also would be impossible by rational intuition. So the
indication would be that [the primal matter] would become [a body]
having a specific position.143

Moreover, our doctrine [that the primal matter becoming a body
with position] would be "through the ability of another entity [than
itself]", is only because that given position would not be more appro-
priate than some other. For as that position was a possibility, so also
another would be a possibility; thus, what was [merely] admissible
would become what was preferred [for existence] without there being
an agent of preference.

Furthermore, our position is that that position would not be more
appropriate for [the primal matter] than would some other, only
because if that specific position should be more appropriate to it
than would some other, then either the priority would be [from the

140 MS gl: Because it would be impossible to be a body without having a 'posi-
tion'. [From 'Ibri's commentary on Baydawi's Tawali'.]

141 MS gl: In spite of it being granted that primal matter would not have a
specific position [i.e., in reality].

142 MS gl: Because its relationship to all the various times [ahyan] and positions
[awdac] would be equal, its being specified for a particular position through the
capability of an [entity] other than that position [itself], the case would become
one of its being preferred [for existence] without there being an agent of prefer-
ence, which would be impossible.

143 MS gl: Since it would be a distinct existent, it would have a distinct position.
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fact] that it occurred before the [corporeal] form came upon [the
primal matter], which would be impossible, because the primal mat-
ter, before the [corporeal] form came upon it, was not linked with
the position that occurred in it together with the [corporeal] form,
so this position would not be more apppropriate to [the primal mat-
ter] than would any other; or the priority would have occurred after
the [corporeal] form had come upon the primal matter, which also
would impossible, because the primal matter would be equally related
to all the positions that the [corporeal] form to come upon it would
require. Therefore [the primal matter] would be equal in its rela-
tionship to all of them, both on account of its own essence and on
account of the [corporeal] form, MS 126a and so no preference
would occur.

Thus it would be established that that specific position would not
be more appropriate for [the primal matter] than any other, so for
that position to occur for [the primal matter] would require a pre-
ferring of what is [merely] admissible, without there being an agent
of preference, which would be impossible.

2. The second of the two [reasons that primal matter would
be inseparable from the corporeal form] is that if the primal mat-
ter should be abstracted from the corporeal form then it would be
an entity existent in actuality and it would have a predisposition for
a [corporeal] form. Now, a single entity would not require [both] a
potentiality and an actuality. Thus, the [first] primal matter144 would
have a factor that would require this [corporeal] form, and the fac-
tor that would require this [corporeal] form would be [some other]
primal matter;145 thus, the [first] primal matter would have L 254
[some other] primal matter.

(c.) The Third Corollary is on how primal matter is linked to a
[corporeal] form.

Since it has been established that both the primal matter and a
[corporeal] form would be inseparable from one another, indeed,
that each of them is in need of the other, but not in a way that
would imply a circular argument, [we note] then

1. that the primal matter has need for a [corporeal] form—
both for [the primal matter's own] continuance and its occupation

144 T omits "the primal matter" here.
140 L begins the sentence here, having skipped the whole first part.
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of space, not from the aspect that [the form] should be T 119
this [one particular corporeal] form, but from the aspect that it would
be any one or another [corporeal] form.

Indeed, if the primal matter should not have need for a [corpo-
real] form both for [the primal matter's] own continuance and its
occupation of space, then the primal matter would be an entity exist-
ing and occupying space but without having a [corporeal] form,
which would be an impossibility because of what has been said ear-
lier. Furthermore,

2. a [corporeal] form has need for [primal] matter—in order
that [the form] might be made distinct and be given shape. And,
from the aspect that [the matter] would be this [particular] primal
matter, [the form would need it] in the way an effect needs a recep-
tive cause. Now, primal matter is a cause receptive to the individ-
uation of the form; indeed, the individuation and distinction of the
[corporeal] form come to it through its limitation and shape, and
these two factors come to it by way of primal matter, as this is the
supportive and receptive [substrate] for both of them.

Thus, it is apparent that the need of each one [i.e., corporeal
form and primal matter] for the other would not be in the manner
of a circular argument.

(d.) The Fourth Corollary is on establishing the existence of the
'substantial form'.

1. [Primal] matter never exists apart from another form146 [i.e.,
one in addition to the corporeal form]. This is because,

a) if [primal] matter should exist apart from the other [addi-
tional] form, then bodies would not have any variation in their struc-
tures, or in their places of being, or in their qualities such as heat,
cold, wetness, and dryness, or in their natural positions,147 or in the
ease of their taking shape or separating [from it], this being a con-
comitant of elemental wet bodies,148 or in the difficulty [of taking
shape and separating from it], this being a concomitant of elemen-
tal dry bodies,149 or being incapable of receptivity to separation and
shape, this being a concomitant of celestial bodies.

146 MS gl: Namely, the 'substantial form'.
147 MS gl: As [being able to walk] upright in humankind and being inclined hor-

izontally in animals.
148 MS gl: Like water.
149 MS gl: Like earth.
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b) But this conclusion150 would be false MS 126b on
account of the variation of the bodies in these structures, places of
being, and qualities. To explain the inherent necessity of the logic
used here, it is that these structures, places of being and qualities
are [all] different, but not from any necessity of their essences.

2. These [differences] are made necessary only by causes that
require them. Now, it would not be possible for the corporeal form,—
that is similar in all bodies,—to require them because [these quali-
ties] are different.151 Nor would it be possible for the primal matter
to require them, because the substrate of a thing may not be the
agent for the inherent within it. Therefore, the causes of [the differ-
ences] would be different factors also, other than the primal matter
and the [corporeal] form.

a) Those [difference causing] factors must be closely associated
with the primal matter and the [corporeal] form, because a transcend-
ant factor would be related on an equal basis to all bodies.

b) Moreover, [the difference causing factors] must be linked
with primal matter, because they require whatever is linked with
affective [i.e., reaction producing] qualities, as are [both] the ease
and the difficulty152 of [primal matter's] receptivity to separation and
to joining.

c) Furthermore, [the difference causing factors] must be
forms,153 not accidental qualities, since it would be impossible for
a body to occur without being qualified by one of these [causal]
factors.154

Now, if matter should be devoid L 255 of this [substantial [i.e.,
particularizing]] form, then bodies would not show any differentiation
in these structures [that have been mentioned], because of the inher-
ent necessity excluding an effect when its cause is lacking. One should
understand that the basis for making these statements, namely, estab-

150 MS gl: I.e., that there would be a lack of variation in the bodies.
151 Reading with the MS, MS Garrett 989Ha, and MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486:

[li-kawniha mukhtalifah], where the antecedent would be "these qualities" [are
different].

L and T: [li-kawniha ghayr mukhtalifah], where the antecedent is evidently taken
to be: "the corporeal form, alike in all the bodies, because it is [not different]."

152 Reading with L, T, MS Garrett 989Ha, and MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486: [wa-
cusrihi]. The MS has: [wa-ghayrihi].

153 MS gl: I.e., substance.
154 MS gl: I.e., the substantial form [al-surah al-naw'ryah].
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lishing primal matter, the corporeal [form] and the substantial form,
and the impossibility of separating one of them from the other, is
in denying [the role of] an agent of free choice. But the truth [of
the matter] is that the [divine] agent of free choice is an established
existence.

Now, if we assume the established existence of an agent of free
choice, the existence of primal matter and of [corporeal] form are
admissible, each of them without the other, and the variation among
bodies in their structures, places of being, qualities, and positions are
admissible, without there being a substantial form.

But with a theory denying an agent of free choice, an objection
can be made to every one of these conclusions, [as follows]:

Objections—

[Objection to 1st corollary, 1st reason]:
(a.-l.) Regarding the first of the two reasons given in explaining

the impossibility of separating the corporeal form from primal mat-
ter, [the objector] grants the possibility of passive action for the cor-
poreal form by itself apart from its primal matter, in that he says
that the necessary cause of limitation and shape [i.e., in the corpo-
real form] would be a distinguishing agent.

[Baydawi's] statement is: "If the necessary cause of the limitation
and shape MS 127a should be a [distinguishing] agent, then the
corporeal form would be independent in its passive action. But the
conclusion is false."

Our [Isfahani's] position is that we do not grant that the conclusion
would be false. Indeed, the corporeal form's passive action by itself
apart from its primal matter would be admissible, as the fact that a
body being receptive to limitation and shape would not require that
it be receptive [also] to separation and joining. Shapes may differ
without there being any separation in a body, as the shapes of a
wax candle will change in accordance with its various configurations.

An objection might be raised that limitation and shape in bodies
are inconceivable except where there is a continuity between one
[of them] and the other and a discontinuous separation of one [of
them] from the other. And neither the continuity nor the separa-
tion can be realized without the factor of support.155

155 MS gl: This being primal matter, for the passivity of the form is not by itself
without its primal matter, but rather through it.
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[Objection to 1st corollary, 2nd reason]:
(a.~2.) As to the second reason [for the impossibility of separat-

ing corporeal form from primal matter] an objector might admit
that the receptivity to division by estimation would not necessitate
a receptivity to actual separation, for reasons that have been given.156

An objection might be raised that the reply to the impossibility
has also been given.157

[Objection to 2nd corollary, 1st reason]:
(b.—1.) Regarding the first of the two reasons indicating the impos-

sibility of separating primal matter from the [corporeal] form, an
objector might admit that abstract matter by itself alone would require
a definite position, on condition that the [corporeal] form would be
closely associated with it. An explanation of this is to say that we
grant neither that if primal matter should be abstracted from the
[corporeal] form then it would not have a position, nor that if a
[corporeal] form should come upon it and it should come to have
a particular position with the possibility of [having] a different one,
then [implicitly] it would be a case of something [merely] admissi-
ble being preferred [in receiving existence] without there being an
agent of preference.

Such would be implied only if the [necessary] cause of the par-
ticular position should be the primal matter alone. But [on the other
hand], if the factor necessitating the particular position should be
the matter abstracted under the condition that the [corporeal] form
would be closely associated with it, in such a way that the primal
matter in its abstracted state would be characterized by successive
attributes one of which would require that [the primal matter] be
particularly assigned to one of the possible positions after the [cor-
poreal] form should come upon it, then there would be no impli-
cation that it was a case of something that was merely admissible

156 MS gl: As when [Isfahani] said [regarding Baydawi's] first statement [above,
on the philosophers' doctrine] [ka-qawlihi fi qal al-awwal], "Our position is that
that would be implied only if the hypothetical parts [of a body] should be alike,
but this is ruled out."

15/ MS gl: As [Isfahani] said regarding [Baydawi's] first statement [above on the
philosophers' doctrine], "An objection might be raised that a [three-dimensional
body having] extension, taken as [such] an extension, would be a specific nature
that occurs, so [its necessary features] would not vary . . . "
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L 256 being preferred [for receiving existence] without there being
an agent of preference.158

An objection might be raised that if the primal matter, T 120
as being qualified by these attributes, should be given a particular
existence in some position, then it would no longer be an abstrac-
tion; but if [the primal matter] should not be given such a partic-
ulization, then, while having these attributes, its relationship to [each
and] all [possible] positions would be one [and the same], and so
the implication would be that it was a case of what was merely
admissible being preferred without there being any agent of prefer-
ence. MS 127b

[Objection to 2nd corollary, 2nd reason]:
(b.~2.) Regarding the second reason demonstrating the impossi-

bility of separating primal matter from the [corporeal] form, an
objector might admit the fact that a single entity might be the source
for many. A full statement of this would be to ask why it would not
be admissible that primal matter should be the source for both poten-
tiality and actuality, assuming that it would be abstracted from the
[corporeal] form and that it would be something existent in actual-
ity and receptive to the [corporeal] form.

[Baydawi's] statement is that there would be the implication that
a single entity would be the source of many [entities].

Our [Isfahani's] position would be to ask, "Why do you hold that
it is not admissible for a single entity to be the source of many?"
What has been said [on your part] to prove the lack of its admis-
sibility in causes and effects has already been shown to be spurious.
The source for primal matter having being in actuality would not
be the primal matter itself, but rather, the source of its having being
in actuality would be its existential cause.

[No objection is made regarding 3rd corollary (c.)]
[Objection to 4th corollary]:
(d.) Regarding the proof given in establishing the substantial form,

an objector could demand to know from the philosophers what is
the necessary cause for the variation coming from the substantial form.
[He might say that] just as bodies differ in the accidental qualities

158 MS gl: But rather, the implication would be that what was admissible was
preferred by its 'agent of preference' [i.e., that one of [the matter's] successive attrib-
utes would require that it be given a 'position' in existence].
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that you [the philosophers] have mentioned, so they differ in the
forms that you have set up as the sources of those accidents. Therefore,
if the specification of bodies through those accidental qualities should
be caused necessarily by substantial forms,159 then their specification
by this [type of] form160 would make it necessary that they have
their being through other forms. Then what would be said about
[these latter forms] would be like what was said about the first one,
so then implicitly the argument would be an infinite series.

(l.-a.) [In answer, the philosophers] might argue that the
specification of a particular elemental body through [its] particular-
izing substantial form would take place only because [its] matter,
prior to the origination of that form within it, had been causally
modified by another [corporeal] form through which its matter had
become predisposed to receive the appropriate form.

(2.-a.) Furthermore, [in answer, the philosophers] might argue
that the specification of celestial bodies through their substantial forms
would take place because every celestial sphere would have matter
differing in quiddity from the matter of [every] other celestial sphere,
and every [kind of] matter would refuse to receive anything except
the [appropriate] form that would occur within it.

l.-a. [In rebuttal of these answers], the objector then could
assert

a) that whatever the factor [may be], [that the philosophers]
theorize to be the necessary cause for the specification of a particular
body through its particularizing [substantial] form, [the body's spe-
cial nature is derived in fact] from [its] prior elemental states, and

b) that from the various [kinds of] celestial matters [there
is derived in fact] the cause for the variance in the accidental qual-
ities and structures [of bodies]; and

c) therefore, it may be held161 that elemental bodies MS
128a are each one made specific through a particular [new] qual-
ity, because prior to its being characterized by this quality it had
been causally modified by another [earlier] quality on account of
which its matter had been predisposed to receive the appropriate
[new] quality.

159 MS Garrett 989Ha reads, "should make it necessary that there be a 'sub-
stantial form'" [yujib an yakun surah naw'fyah].

160 The MS reads, "by these forms" [bi-tilka al-suwar].
161 The MS alone reads, "it is indicated" [tacayyana]. Other sources: [yuqal].
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2~a. Regarding celestial bodies, every one of them would be
made specific by a particular quality because its matter would not
receive anything L 257 except that quality. In such a case [as the
objector has set forth] the need to establish this [substantial] form
would collapse.

But another objection could be raised that the [first] objector does
not have the right to demand from [philosophers] by what cause
the variation of a substantial form is made necessary. A body attains
[its nature] as a species through the [particularizing action of] the
substantial form, and indeed, a body cannot possibly attain [its nature]
without being given subsistence by one of these substantial forms.
Further, the accidental qualities mentioned are specifically applied
to a body that has been particularized upon obtaining its substan-
tial form. And so, the substantial form does not require what the
accidental qualities mentioned do require, namely, dependence upon
something closely associated with the body;162 but rather, [the sub-
stantial form] requires that its dependence be upon the [Divine
Transcendent and] Incorporeal Agent.163

Baydawi said: L 257, T 120

3. Classes of bodies

The philosophers hold that bodies are either simple or composite.
Simple bodies are spherical, because a unitary nature does not

require variegated structures. They are divisible into celestial bodies
and elemental [terrestrial bodies], the first [of these divisions com-
prising] the celestial spheres and the celestial orbs.

Simple bodied celestial spheres

The celestial spheres established by astronomical observation are
nine, the first [to be considered of these nine] being the greatest
sphere [or] the 'glorious throne', the body encompassing all other
bodies. A number of reasons point to [the existence of the ninth
and greatest sphere].

162 MS gl: [I.e.,] the substantial form.
163 MS gl: [al-facil al-mufariq] Who is God Most High.
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a. Bodies are limited, for a reason we shall give, and therefore,
a body would be the ultimate limit of them all.

b. The 'direction [of view]' constitutes the mutual link between a
'line of sight pointing' and the 'goal' which [a body] in motion-
change seeks to attain.164

1. Therefore, the 'direction [of view] /goal' is something exis-
tent, not something abstracted [from external reality], and it is not
a body because it is not divisible. If the case should be otherwise,
and if the moving [body] on arriving half-way [to its goal] should
stop, then the direction of view/goal would not include what is
beyond [the point to which it had attained]. In other words, if the
[body's] motion-change should be away from the direction of view/goal,
then [what was beyond the point attained] likewise [would not be
included in the direction of view/goal], while if [the motion-change]
should be toward the direction of view/goal, then the direction of
view/goal would include what was beyond [the point attained]. Thus
[the direction of view/goal] would be corporeal [in its reference].

2. Moreover, the factor delimiting [the direction of view/goal]
would be a single body. [This is so] because if this delimiting body
should be doubled, and

a) if one [of the two resulting bodies] should not encom-
pass the other, then that which is near [i.e., to the body in motion-
change] would be limited by both [bodies], but not that which is
remote [i.e., from the body in motion-change]. But

b) if [one of the two resulting bodies] should encompass [the
other], then the body encompassed would be inside [the other. This
is true], since

c) the [larger] encompassing body would delimit the bounds
of the [smaller] body that is near [to the body in motion-change]
by [the larger body's] encompassment [of the whole system]; and

d) [the larger encompassing body would delimit the bounds
of] the body that is remote by the fact of [that larger body's own]
containment of the center [of the whole system].165

3. Further, [that single body delimiting the direction of view]
would be simple,—since if [that body] should be otherwise [i.e., com-

164 [al-jihah muta'alliq al-isharah wa-maqsad al-mutaharrik bi-al-wusul ilayha].
lfo [. . . idha al-muhft yuhaddid al-qurb bi-muhitihi wa-al-bucd bi-markazihi].

Baydawi's compacted concise statement must be interpreted by one's imaginative
reconstruction with the help of Isfahani in the commentary following.
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posite], then dissolution validly would be predicated of it, as [the
dissolution] would be in the direct line of gradual motion-change
going toward the direction of view/goal, since the direction of view
is something belonging to the body but not on account of it,—and
therefore, [that single body] would be spherical.

c. Astronomical observation confirms the fact that the celestial
orbs and the celestial spheres are moving in a [regular] daily motion-
change and in other irregular motions. So, necessarily there would
be a body that encompasses them [all] and causes them to move in
their daily motion-change.

1. This reason demonstrates [the existence of a ninth sphere,
and it does not demonstrate that [the ninth sphere] is encompassed
by all [other celestial] bodies.

2. Regarding the eight remaining [celestial spheres], these are
demonstrated [to exist]

a) by the difference in the motion-changes of the celestial
orbs [i.e., the planets and stars embedded in the celestial spheres],
and

b) by the fact that motion-change by [the orbs] themselves
would be impossible because no tearing and piercing of the celes-
tial spheres would be possible.

An objection could be raised that if it should be granted that the
tearing and piercing [of the celestial spheres] would be impossible,
then why would it not be admissible that every celestial orb would
have a domain [in which] it would move alone or with mutual sup-
port by the other celestial orbs.166

165 The material covered in Baydawi's present Topic 3 may be found generally
in Ibn Sina's Isharat, vol. 2, from page 166, where the running headline announces
"A Remark [isharah] On Establishing the Directions of View [al-jihat]", to page
271 where ends a discussion of the interaction of the elements with each other in
forming blends and building blocks for composite bodies. The bulk of the discus-
sion is by Nasir al-Din Tusi, commenting on Ibn Sina's writing.

In contrast, F.D. Razi in his Muhassal, pages 140 and 141, very compactly relates
most of these same subtopics, grouped under the two heads "The [Simple] Celestial
Body" and "The [Simple Terrestrial] Elemental Body", as the first subdivision from
his statement [Philosophers are agreed that] "a body is either simple or compos-
ite." Again Nasir al-Din Tusi is the commentator, and he doubles the amount of
material under each heading to fill the two pages respectively. No mention is made
here of originality in Ibn Sina's coverage.

Razi fills out the picture of the universe as a series of concentric transparent
spheres when he describes the four terrestrial elements. Each element is described
as having its own sphere about the earth, which is the central celestial sphere and
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Isfahani says: L 257, T 121, MS 128a

3. Classes of bodies

Bodies are either simple or composite. That is because either there
is not in them a composite of potentialities and natures, or there is
[in them] a composite of potentialities and natures. If there should
not be in them a composite of potentialities and natures then [the
bodies] would be simple L 258 as are water and air, but if there
should be in them a composite of potentialities and natures then
[the bodies] would be composites as are plants and animals.

Simple bodies are spherical in shape, a sphere being a body that
is encompassed by a single surface inside which there is a [central]
point from which the radii going out in all directions [to this sur-
face] are equal.167 The shape that a simple body naturally requires

the first elemental sphere in the universe. About the sphere of earth then is the
sphere of water (which naturally flows to the lower land levels), then the sphere of
air, and then the sphere of fire, which reaches up toward the sphere of the moon.
There is a continuing interaction of generation and corruption between and among
the adjacent elements, especially between earth and water, water and air, and air
and fire, some quantity of one gradually changing into the other.

Baydawi and Isfahani, both writing in the mode of lecturer with students, pre-
sent the material systematically and progressively. Both, we think, make an origi-
nal and distinct effort to clarify the organization and presentation of the material
for students at different levels of understanding.

Moving to look at a scholar close after Baydawi and contemporary with Isfahani,
we see cAdud al-Din Iji writing in his book al-Mawaqif fi cilm al-kalam, the fourth
Mawqif on substances, (which precisely corresponds to Baydawi's Book 1, Section 3)
from p. 199 ("The body is divided into simple and composite") through p. 224
where Iji takes up the topic of blends and their ramifications.

A constant feature of Iji's Mawaqif is that he is using geographical and topo-
graphical metaphoric terms as division markers in his text. In treating so many
abstruse theological factors, sometimes this geographer's vocabulary comes to appear
a bit clumsy. Further, Iji is also constantly listing reasons for his conclusions. We
readily agree that this is a necessary and helpful feature, one that no doubt Iji had
learned well from Baydawi's outlines, either in person directly, being in attendance
with his tutor, or indirectly from his tutor, who was a registered student with
Baydawi. In the books to which we have been referring, Ibn Sina and F.D. Razi
perhaps only seem not to be as addicted to this good habit as Iji. We can surmise
then from this survey, although it is neither deep nor extensive, that this routine
scholarly practice, exemplified by Baydawi, has influenced Iji notably and well.

167 In the margin at this point in the MS [f. 128a] there is a figure to illustrate
the description. A circle in red ink with the outside designated surface, has a note,
"the spherical body is under the surface." Inside this main circle at the center is a
very small circle in black ink indicated as, "this is the [central] point," encircled
by red dots with the note, "this is the small [central] point with the lines [radii]
going out from the point to the surface."
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is the sphere, because the factor that determines its required shape
is its [own] nature, and that is a single unit. Further, [the shape's]
receptive substrate is a simple body that is also single [in kind], and
the effect of an agent single [in kind] upon a receptive substrate sin-
gle [in kind] would not be variegated, so necessarily it is spherical.
If the case should be otherwise, then its structural shapes would be
variegated, but a nature single [in kind] within a receptive substrate
single [in kind] does not require variegated structural shapes.

Simple bodies are divided into the celestial bodies and the ele-
mental [terrestrial bodies], the celestial bodies being either the celes-
tial spheres or the celestial orbs. MS 128b

Simple bodied celestial spheres

The way to establish the existence of the celestial spheres is through
deductive inferences168 drawn from the motion-changes found to exist
by [astronomical] observation.169 [This is done] after determining170

the [relevant] philosophical principles, namely:
a. Every motion-change will be derived from a body that of its

own self is in motion-change;
b. Anything that is contained within [the body that is in motion-

change of its own self] will have motion-change as an accidental
quality;

c. There must be a continuity in the circular motion-changes of
the simple celestial bodies;

d. There must be a mutual conformability in [the movements of
these celestial bodies]; and

e. There cannot be any tearing or piercing of the structures [of
the spheres].

Further, the way to know about the existence of the celestial orbs
[i.e., the stars and planets] is through observation, and nothing else.

The universal celestial spheres, those that have been proven to
exist through observations done in the method established by [our]
contemporary scholars, are nine [in number]. These encompass others
in such a way that the [inner] concave surface of the containing one

168 L and T: [istidlalat]; the MS and MS Garrett 989Hb: [istidlal].
169 MS gl: By astronomical observation is meant that study which gives knowl-

edge of the manner of operation [kayffyah] of the universe.
170 L & T: [taqnr]; MS: [taqarrur].
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is in contact with the [outer] convex surface of the one contained,
and the center of the totality is the center of the earth.

One of them,—[the ninth one that] is not set with celestial orbs,171

and that encompasses the other eight [spheres] and causes the whole
[system] to move in a daily motion-change,172—is called the 'great-
est sphere', the 'highest sphere', the 'glorious throne [of God]', the
body encompassing all other bodies, and the delimiter of [all] the
regional directions. [Three] reasons indicate its existence.

a. The first [reason supporting the existence of the ninth sphere]
is that bodies are limited, for reasons we shall mention.173 Therefore,
it is a body that is the ultimate boundary of [all] bodies, and the
body that is the ultimate boundary of [all] bodies necessarily must
encompass them all.

If the case should be otherwise, then the implication would be
that [the universe ends in] a void that is boundless, although our
assumption is [that the universe] is limited.

b. The second [reason supporting the existence of the ninth sphere]
is that a 'direction of view' is an existent entity and has a position.

[This reason is valid because the 'direction of view'] is [both]
1. a sensately perceived 'line of sight pointing', and it is also
2. the 'goal' which a body in motion-change seeks to attain.174

Now, whatever is [both] a sensately perceived line of sight point-
ing, and the goal which a body in motion-change seeks to attain,
would be an existent entity and not an abstraction; that is, it would
have a position [within existence]. Therefore, a direction of view is
an existent entity, not something abstracted from material [reality],
that is, it has a position [within existence].

Baydawi's expression, "which [a body . . .] seeks to attain", is a
reference to the reply to a supposed interpolation the gist of which
is that an objection would be raised not granting that everything
that was the goal of a body in gradual motion-change must be an
existent entity. Indeed, whiteness might be the goal of a body in

1/1 L 258 gl: From this fact Ptolemy demonstrated that if [the greatest sphere]
had been set with celestial orbs [law kana mukawkaban] then we would have seen
these celestial orbs, because the spheres are transparent and have no [color] so they
do not screen our vision from seeing what is behind them . . . [from Jurjani's com-
mentary on Iji's Mawaqif].

172 MS gl: From the east to the west in a day and night as one revolution.
173 MS gl: In Topic 5 of this first chapter.
1/4 [li-annaha mushar ilayha isharah hissiyah wa-maqsad li-al-mutaharrik bi-al-

wusul ilayhi].
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gradual motion-change from blackness, but still [the whiteness] is
not an existent entity.175 As fully stated, the reply would be that
whatever is the goal L 259 that a body in gradual motion-change
seeks to attain,—but has not yet done so,—is an existent entity. And
a body in gradual motion-change from blackness to whiteness is seek-
ing to attain the whiteness, not to arrive at it [as if it were a location].

3. Now, a 'direction of view/goal' is not a body, since a direc-
tion of view/goal is not divisible, while every body is divisible.176 We
[Isfahani] have stated that a direction of view/goal MS 129a would
not be divisible only because, if

a) it should be divisible, and if
b) the body in gradual motion-change should attain what is

assumed to be the nearer of two parts [i.e., of the divided direction
of view/goal] to the body in gradual motion-change, and if

c) [the body in motion/change] should stop, then that [stop-
ping place] would constitute the [new] direction of view/goal, not
what is beyond it. Thus, of what we had assumed to be the direc-
tion of view/goal, only part would be the [new] direction of view/goal,
not the totality itself. But

d) if [the body in gradual motion-change] should not stop,
then inevitably either

1) it would move away from the [original] direction of
view/goal, and then the case would be the same [as in (c)], that is,
the point attained would be the [new] direction of view/goal, not
merely part of the [original] direction of view/goal; or

2) it would move toward the [original] direction of
view/goal, and then the direction of view/goal would constitute what
was beyond [i.e., as originally], and so what we had assumed [i.e.,
in alternative (c)] to be the [new] direction of view/goal would not
be such [at all].

An objection might be raised that the division would not be
restricted, and thus it would be admissible that there be gradual
motion-change within the direction of view/goal, neither away from
it nor toward it. The answer [to this objection] would be that the

1/3 MS gl: For, the fact is that a gradually changing entity may take something
nonexistent as its goal.

Our authors seek to present and explain the complex notion of motion-change
with its own notion of direction of progress to the goal intended.

176 MS adds: So the direction of view would not be a body.
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gradual motion-change within a divided entity would be either away
from a direction of view/goal or toward a direction of view/goal,
so the two divisions in the first example would be repeated. Moreover,
the entity within which the gradual motion-change takes place would
be a spatial distance, not the direction of view. And if the direction
of view/goal should be an existent entity and not an abstraction,
and it is not a body, then it would be corporeal [in its reference].
Furthermore, the direction of view would be in two classes, one class
changing according to the assumption, as right and left, before and
behind, and the other class not changing, and that [second] one
would be whatever is natural, as above and below. The directions
of view that do change, according to the assumption, would be with-
out limit [in number], since the direction of view is the extremity
of an extension, and it is possible to assume that any body would
have an unlimited number of extensions, and that every one of their
extremities would be a direction of view. The judgment that there
are [just] six directions of view [i.e., right, left, before, behind, above,
and below] is well known, but it is not [precisely] true.177

4. The agent delimiting the two directions of view by nature
would be a single body, since naturally the two directions of view,—
[in this context] I mean above and below,—would have a delimit-
ing agent that inevitably would designate them and delimit them.
This is because

a) the direction of view would be corporeal and undivided
and it [therefore] would constitute a boundary,178 and [it is because]

b) a boundary does not subsist in itself, but rather in an
entity other than itself, and that other entity designates and delim-
its it.

c) Now, as a direction of view would have a position, its
position by inherent necessity would be within that delimiting [body].
Moreover, it would not be admissible for its position to be [either]
within a void, the existence of which is excluded, or within a homoge-
neous plenum,179 in such a way that any one of the boundaries as-

177 MS gl: I.e., the judgment would not be true, but the directions of view would
be real.

178 MS gl: [I.e.,] a terminus [nihayah].
179 L 259 gl: In which there do not exist boundaries that differ in [their] real-

ities, since it would be a body having no boundary.
Jurjani in his Ta'rifat defines it thus: The homogeneous plenum consists of the

celestial spheres and the elements except for the convex surface of the greatest
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sumed T 122 to exist in [the plenum] would constitute one direc-
tion of view, and some other of its boundaries would constitute
another direction of view opposite [the first], [this haphazard state
being] due to the lack of [a particular] one of those boundaries hav-
ing priority for being a direction of view and another [particular
one] for being another direction of view naturally differing from [the
other].

d) Therefore, it is determined that [the position of the direc-
tion of view] should be in an entirely different entity, external to
that with which it is homogeneous, and that entity without a doubt
would be a body, or [at least] something corporeal because of the
necessity MS 129b for it to be host to a position, and on both
assumptions it inevitably would be a body.

5. Moreover, the agent delimiting both [of these] directions of
view by necessity is a single body. This is because,

a) if [the delimiting agent] should be plural, and if one part
of [the agent] should not be encompassed by the other part, but
rather these two parts [of the agent] should be two bodies entirely
distinct [from each other] within the position, then the near one of
the two would be delimited L 260 but not the remote one. Indeed,
neither of the two bodies would be delimited by [the position] except
the one near it,180 while the one remote from it181 would not be
delimited. Then neither of the two directions of view would be delim-
ited by either one of the two [parts of the agent], although the
delimiting agent necessarily must delimit [both] of the two directions
of view at the same time. Or,

b) if [the delimiting agent] should be plural, and if one of
the two [parts of the agent] should be encompassed by the other,
then the situation of the [one] encompassed by [the other] in the
delimiting process would be inside,182 [and it would be] a situation
occurring in the delimiting process as an accidental quality, since
the encompassing part would be sufficient183 by itself to delimit both
directions of view. [This would be true] since the near [direction of

sphere which is manifestly the [final] surface, the homogeneity in the plenum con-
sisting in the fact that its parts are naturally compatible.

180 MS gl: I.e., the near one's direction of view and that would be upward.
181 MS gl: I.e., the remote one's direction of view and that would be downward.
182 MS gl: I.e., it would have no effect upon the delimiting process.
183 MS gl: Because if it should be an extended body [mustadidan] then it would

have an encompassing surface and a center.
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view]184 would be delimited by [the theoretical greatest body's] encom-
passing [surface], and the remote [direction of view]185 would be
delimited by [the theoretical greatest body's] center point, [that cen-
ter point] being the boundary [point] most remote from [the great-
est body's] encompassing surface. So, it is determined that the agent
delimiting both directions of view would be a single body.

Thus, [the case is that] either both directions of view would be
bounded by [the single body] in view of its being single, or they
would not be so bounded in view of its being single. The former
alternative would be impossible, for the two natural directions of
view necessarily would be the two extremities of an extension. And
if the single body, in view of its being single, should delimit what
would be adjacent to it, I mean what would be near, then it would
be excluded from delimiting what would be opposite to it, I mean
what would be remote, for what would be remote from it would
not be delimited.

So, it is established that the delimiting would be by a single body,
not because it would be single, but rather because it would have a
center and an encompassing surface. Thus, the direction of view that
is near, I mean what is above,186 would be delimited by [the body's]
encompassing surface, while the direction of view that is remote, I
mean what is below, would be delimited by the boundary point most
remote from it, namely, the center.

Moreover, both directions of view187 [logically] require that a [sin-
gle] body encompass the whole [universe]; but as for [that single
body] being the ninth sphere, no, [they do not so require.]

6. Further, the body delimiting the directions of view would
be simple. This is because,

a) if it should be composed of bodies having different natures188

then dissolution would be truthfully predicated of it, since the parts
of every body composed of differing natures truly dissolve, these
being various bodies, and they would go back to their natural domains.
And

184 MS gl: [I.e.], upward.
185 MS gl: [I.e.], downward.
186 The MS varies making 'above' and 'below' indefinite without a definite arti-

cle. L, T, and MS Garrett 989Ha add the definite article.
187 MS gl: This would be an objection.
188 L & P: [tiba<]; MS: [tabayic].
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b) the dissolution would take place in a direct line of grad-
ual motion-change proceeding from one direction of view to another
direction of view. Thus,

c) the direction of view would belong to [the body], but
would not be on account of it,189

d) because then it would be necessary for the directions of
view to be prior to the [assumed] parts of the delimiting body, and
to the body [itself], and

e) therefore the direction of view MS 130a would belong
to [the body], but would not be on account of it, and

f) thus, the delimiting agent would not [in fact] be a delim-
iting agent, but this would be contrary [to the hypothesis].

Now, if the delimiting agent should be a simple body, then it
would be spherical190 because of what you have already learned.
From this it is known that a straight directional force would not be
in the nature of the agent delimiting the directions of view. If it
should be otherwise, then the direction of view would belong to [the
body], but would not be on account of it, and then the delimiting
agent would not [in fact] be a delimiting agent.

c. The third [reason supporting the existence of the ninth sphere]
is that astronomical observations bear witness to the fact that the
celestial spheres and the celestial orbs [i.e., the stars and planets]
move with a swift daily motion-change from the east to the west,
and with other irregular motion-changes, so necessarily there would
be a body that encompasses them all and causes them to move in
their daily motion-change.

7. This reason demonstrates [the existence of] a ninth sphere,
and it does not demonstrate that [the ninth sphere] is encompassed
by all [other celestial] bodies.

8. The eight remaining spheres are proved to exist by the vari-
ation in the motion-changes of the celestial orbs and the impossi-
bility of their having motion by themselves, because it would be
impossible for the spheres to be torn and pierced.191

189 L 260 gl: The direction of view would be limited [mutahaddidah] to it [lahu],
not limited by it [la bihi]. [From "Shark J"—presumably Jurjani's gloss on Isfahani's
commentary.]

190 L 260 gl: Then implicitly it would encompass all bodies, otherwise, its exter-
nal direction of view would not be bounded.

191 L 260 gl: In that the spheres would be torn and penetrated [yatakharraq]
and the celestial orbs move about among them as fish move in water.
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a) Thus, under the Greatest Sphere is the Sphere of the
Fixed Stars192 L 261 that moves slowly from west to east having
two poles and an equator, these being other than the poles and
equator of the Greatest Sphere. This one [the eighth] is also called
the Sphere of the Zodiac.

b) Then [seventh] comes the sphere of Saturn;
c) then [sixth] the sphere of Jupiter;193

d) then [fifth] the sphere of Mars;194

e) then [fourth] the sphere of the sun according to [the gen-
eral] opinion;195

f) then [third] the sphere of Venus;196

g) then [second] the sphere of Mercury;197

h) then [first] the sphere of the moon.198 These [last] seven
are called the [concentric sphere] likenesses to the sphere of the
Zodiac.199 All these [foregoing] then would be the 'universal spheres'.

With regard to the 'minor spheres',200 each of the universal major
spheres—those related to the seven mobile planets but not the sun,—
includes

1) a [smaller] sphere revolving in an epicycle201 that does
not encircle the earth, being situated] in the compact space outside
the center [of the earth and between each pair of adjacent major
spheres]. The convex [outer] surface of the epicycle comes in con-
tact with each of the two surfaces202 [of the compact space] at two
points of which the one farther from the center of the earth is called

192 MS gl: It completes its cycle [dawrah] in 24,000 years, while Ptolemy says it
is in 36,000 years.

193 MS gl: I.e., that completes its cycle in twelve years.
194 MS gl: That completes its cycle in two years less a month and a half.
195 Glosses: 1. MS—That completes its cycle in a year. 2. L 261:—He said

"according to the general opinion" only because some [authorities] said the sphere
of Venus is above the sphere of the sun, and some said the sphere of Mercury is
above it.

MS gl
MS gl
MS gl

That completes its cycle in a year also.
That completes its cycle in about thirty years.
That completes its cycle in a year.

199 [Concentric sphere] likenesses to the Sphere of the Zodiac—MS gl: Spelled
[mumaththalat li-falak al-buruj]; L and T, MS Garrett 989Ha: [bi-falak].

200 MS gl: I.e., [the term] 'minor spheres' means spheres that are encompassed
by the 'universal spheres'.

201 [falak tadwirin].
202 I.e., for instance, the concave surface of sphere six and the convex surface of

sphere five.
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an 'apogee' and the one nearer to it a 'perigee'.203 Further, [each
universal major sphere] envelops

2) a [second, larger] epicyclic sphere eccentric to the cen-
ter of the earth204 [but] encompassing the earth, [while yet] separate
from its neighboring likeness [i.e., the next larger concentric sphere].
Their two convex surfaces and their two concave surfaces205 come
in contact at two points, of which the one farther from the center
of the earth is called the 'apogee',206 while the one nearer to it is
called the 'perigee'.

As for the sun, one of the two [lesser] spheres is sufficient for it,
that is, [either] the eccentric one [on the larger epicycle] or the one
revolving [on the smaller epicycle], without preference being given
to one of them rather than the other. However, MS 130b Ptolemy
saw fit to assert as a certainty that the eccentric one was preferable.

[The astronomers] have affirmed that Mercury has another sphere
that is also eccentric, so Mercury has two [minor] spheres ['a' and
'b'] both being eccentric, [and one ['a'] being also epicyclic] [i.e.,
both these spheres are in addition to the sphere that is epicyclic
only]. The [universal major concentric sphere] likeness [i.e., pre-
sumably either Mercury or the next larger to it] envelops this one
['a'] of the two, as the rest of the [universal major] concentric spheres
envelop their [next smaller] likenesses. This one ['a'] is called the
'revolving one', and this 'revolving' [epicyclic sphere] goes about and
around and envelops the other ['b'] [i.e., the second eccentric sphere],
as the rest of the [universal major] concentric spheres envelop their
likenesses. This other one ['b'] is called the 'deferent'207 [i.e., as it
is the bearer] of the [first eccentric and] epicyclic sphere ['a'].

Moreover, [the astronomers] affirm that the moon has another
[i.e., a third minor] sphere, that envelops its [other minor] spheres,
[the] eccentric and the epicyclic. That [third] sphere is called the

203 Apogee [dhirwah] also [awj]; perigee [hadid].
204 L, T, and MS Garrett 989Ha: [wa-falak kharij al-markaz can markaz al-ard];

the MS: [wa-falak kharij can markaz al-ard].
205 I.e., (1) of the sphere revolving on the larger epicycle and (2) of the adjacent

concentric universal sphere. The MS clarifies the references by a coded indication.
206 These lines parallel the lines just preceding, except for the term used for

'apogee' [awj]. The manner of contact between two convex surfaces may be sug-
gested to be )-(. That between two concave surfaces is not clear from the descrip-
tion, but perhaps may be suggested as a touching by overlapping, thus ( <— (.

207 The 'deferent' [al-hamil].
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'oblique' one. Now, the moon's major concentric sphere encompasses
this 'oblique' sphere, and so [in the case of the moon, its] major
concentric sphere is called the greater concentric sphere.208

So, the total number of spheres is twenty-four: of these [twenty-
four] , the centers of ten conform to the center of the earth, the cen-
ters of eight are eccentric to the center T 123 of the earth, and
six are spheres on epicycles.

The Highest Sphere [ninth] moves with the primary swiftness of
daily motion,209 and all else besides it moves in accordance with [but
not equal to] its motion.

The Sphere of the Fixed Stars moves with a secondary slow motion,
and all else besides it moves in accordance with its motion.

Each of the other spheres has its own specific way of motion,
except for the six [concentric sphere] likenesses that are above the
moon. They move only according to the two motions mentioned.

Of the celestial orbs seven of them are planets that move, each
one in a sphere in the order set forth. And of the planets that move
there are five 'bewildered ones',210 namely, those other than the sun
and the moon.

As for the fixed [celestial orbs] [i.e., the stars], they are innumer-
able. More than a thousand and a score of them have been observed,
all in the eighth sphere, namely, [the Sphere of the Fixed Stars, or]
the Sphere of the Zodiac, and they may be in many of the spheres.

[Baydawi], our author, said that an objection could be raised that
if it should be admitted that the tearing and piercing [of the spheres]
would be an impossibility, then why would it not be admissible

208 [al-jawzahirr] Hazarding as a surmise a suggested explanation for the nature
of this unique feature of the moon, based on the following quote from the article
"Moon" in the Columbia Encyclopedia, [2nd ed., N.Y.: Columbia Univ. Pr., 19
p. 1317], is offered:

On the moon there shines earthlight (sunlight reflected from the earth); but
the earthlight shines about 40 times brighter than the light of the full moon.
The fullest phase of this earthlight occurs when we have a new moon. When
there is a crescent moon, that part of the disk not lighted directly by the sun
can be seen more faintly illuminated by the earthshine.

Such doubly reflected light would not be seen on any other celestial sphere; thus,
the moon sphere's occasional two-tone appearance could have earned the colloquial
nickname [literally], "testes of the [spotted] cat" [jawz hirr]!

209 The typesetter of T misplaced the term 'highest', making it modify 'move-
ment' rather than 'sphere'.

210 [mutahayyirah] I.e., the planets known to the ancients as seeming to move
in very irregular orbits—Redhouse Dictionary.
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L 262 for each [mobile] planet to have a domain separate from
the compact space between its sphere [and the next] that would
resemble a belt with the diameter of [the planet's] compact space
equivalent to the diameter of the planets, and [each planet] would
move by itself. Thus, the planets would move,211 or the belt would
move through the dependence of the planets upon the belt.212 Then
there would be no implicit tearing and piercing [of the spheres], nor
anything of what you have mentioned.

However, those who have studied astronomy and have considered
the fundamental principles on which the problems of astronomy are
based know that this MS 131a objection has fallen [from con-
sideration] .

Baydawi said: L 262, T 123

Corollaries to the existence of the spheres: their ethereal nature

[The celestial spheres] are completely [and transparently] ethereal
in nature, since if they had been given coloration then human vision
would be veiled from seeing anything beyond them.

The spheres are neither hot nor cold, otherwise, heat and cold
would dominate the elemental world because of their proximity.

The spheres are neither light nor heavy; otherwise, in their natures
there would be a straight directional force.213

The spheres are neither wet nor dry, because the ease of [both]
the configuration and the attachment [i.e., of matter] and their [re-
spective] difficulty are realized only through a straight motion-change
[i.e., between these two extremes].

The spheres are not receptive to motion-change that is quantita-
tive. [This is] because, if there should be an increase in the con-
vexity of an encompassing surface, then above it a void would be
implied, which would be impossible. The concavity [of the encom-
passing surface] would be like its convexity, so, anything that would
be impossible for [the concavity] would be impossible for the con-
vexity. And if its concavity should not change, then that [change]

211 MS gl: [I.e.], on the belt.
212 And all would be on a single sphere without any tearing or piercing.
213 "Now it must be noted that the only simple motions are straight (equal to

up and down) and circular." S.H. Nasr, Islamic Life and Thought [Albany, 1981],
p. 87, in discussing the cosmology of Aristotle.
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would be impossible in [a lower] convex surface that is surrounded
by [the upper concavity]. If it should be otherwise, then either an
interpenetration [of the adjacent spheres] or an occurrence of a void
between their two surfaces would be implicit.

And [the same nonreceptivity to quantitative motion-change applies]
likewise to [a sphere's] concavity, as it would be like the convexity
in all its nature. However, in this there would be a tolerance [for
error], because the impossibility of increasing the convexity would
be because of its lack of [additional] space that is its condition [for
existence]. But that fact does not imply that [the sphere's] concav-
ity has commonality with it.214

Isfahani says: L 262, T 123, MS 131a

Corollaries to the existence of the spheres: their ethereal nature

The first [of two corollaries to the existence of the nine celestial
spheres] is that the spheres are completely [and transparently] ethereal.

That is, [to begin with], they have no color, since if they had
been given coloration then human vision would have been veiled
from seeing what is beyond them, as anything given coloration has
the function of veiling human vision from seeing what is beyond it.
But this conclusion would be obviously false, for sometimes we do
see the celestial orbs.215

An objector says that this requires investigation,216 as the fact is,
water, glass, and crystal are visible because they have been given
coloration, but they do not veil one's vision from seing what is behind
them. Now, [even] if this [objection] should be granted still it would
not apply to the eighth and ninth spheres, because nothing is visi-
ble behind the ninth sphere to prove that it is transparent, while the
ninth, even though it is beyond the eighth, does not have any celes-
tial orb on it to prove that the eighth is transparent.

214 Professor E.E. Calverley pointed out here that Baydawi's statements in the
preceding passage (at L 262) were translated by Carlo Alfonso Nallino and pub-
lished in English in The Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics, v. 12: p. 99b, s.v. "S
Moon and Stars (Muhammadan), Section 7: Celestial Physics." Nallino said that
Baydawi's theory had been held by most [Muslim] writers since about 400/1009.

215 MS gl: Although they would be beyond the spheres.
216 L 262 gl: The objector is the Imam [Fakhr al-Din] Razi. In summary, his

view is that the logical conclusion would not be granted.
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Another objector could deny the fact that water, glass, and crys-
tal,—that do not veil one's vision from what is behind them,—are
colored, and that their being visible does not require that they be
colored. The [category of] visibility is not confined within [the cat-
egory of] coloration, as everything that is colored is visible, without
the reverse [being true]. Further, this same person could object that
if the eighth and the ninth spheres were colored they would be vis-
ible; but the conclusion would be false, so the premise also would
be false. L 263

The spheres altogether are neither hot nor cold; since, if they
should be either hot or cold, then they would be extremely hot or
cold. Indeed, if at any time [a situation in] nature should require
some factor, so long as there would be no hindrance [from within
nature], then that factor would come into being in the most com-
plete way possible. That being so, heat and cold would come to
dominate the elemental world on account of its proximity to [the
spheres]. But the conclusion is false, so the premise is likewise.

This demonstration proof is weak, for there are various kinds of
heat that differ in their real nature but are called heat by analogy,
and it is admissible that the natures of the spheres would require
one or more kinds [of heat] that would not be an extreme, and like-
wise in the case of cold. However, on the hypothesis that the heat
and cold in [the spheres] would be extreme, still there would be no
implication that the heat [or cold] would come to dominate MS
131b the elemental world, since it is admissible that [the spheres]
might not have any effect through [the heat and cold] on whatever
would be close to them.

It would be preferable to say that the spheres altogether are nei-
ther hot nor cold, nor are they characterized by anything derivable
from these [factors];217 otherwise, there would be in them a direc-
tional force either to upward or downward [motion-change],218 so
they both would be receptive to straight motion. But this is not so,
for reasons we shall explain.

The spheres altogether are neither light nor heavy, neither absolutely
nor adjunctively [to something else]; otherwise, they would be recep-
tive to straight motion.

217 MS gl: I.e., [that] is related to them.
218 MS gl: Because 'lightness' is an expression for the principle of an upward

inclination [of motion-change] and 'heaviness' is an expression for the principle of
a downward inclination [of motion-change].
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The spheres altogether are neither wet nor dry. If it should be
otherwise, then they would be receptive either to an easy configuration
and attachment [of matter], or to a difficulty with them, whereupon
they would be receptive to straight motion, since neither the ease of
the configuration and adherence [of matter] nor the difficulty of
these two [processes] would be achievable except by straight motion,
inasmuch as the ease of both configuration and of adherence necessi-
tates the capacity for tearing and repair and for separation and join-
ing together, that are all made necessary because of straight motion.

The spheres altogether are not receptive to quantitative motion-
change, T 124 neither as expansion or contraction, nor as growth
or shrinking.219 This is because, if there should be an increase in the
convex surface of the all-encompassing sphere,220 then the implica-
tion would be that above it there would be a void,221 which is an
impossibility. Further, its concave surface would be like its convex
surface in specific nature, so there would become impossible for its
concave surface what already was impossible for its convex surface.
And if the concave surface should not change by way of increase
or decrease, then any change in the convexity of the [next inner]
surface encompassed would be prevented whether of increase or
decrease. Otherwise, an interpenetration [i.e., of sphere surfaces]
would be implied on the hypothesis of an increase, or the void [would
be implied] on the hypothesis of a decrease.

Likewise, any change, whether of increase or decrease, would be
prevented for the concave surface that would be encompassed, because
its concave surface would be like its convex surface in its total quid-
dity. However, in this case there would be some tolerance for cor-
ruption and error, since the impossibility for increase in the convex
surface of the sphere encompassing all bodies would not be because
of itself, but rather because of the lack of space that would be the
condition for an increase in size. From that fact there would be no
implication that the concave surface would have any commonality
with [the convex surface] in this impossibility [i.e., of increase],
because the condition, namely, [the nonavailability of] space, would
be a verified reality.

219 Reading with the MS alone, which adds the negating [wa-la] before each of
the last three preceding nouns.

220 MS gl: I.e., all the spheres.
221 MS gl: [I.e.], towards which it moved.
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But refuting this possibility [of corruption and error] by arguing
that any change in the concave surface L 264 by increase or
decrease would necessitate either an interpenetration [of the spheres]
or the void, both being impossible, would not be sound reasoning.
Indeed, it is admissible that there should be an increase or decrease
by expansion or contraction; so, there would be no implication of
an interpenetration [of the spheres].

It would be preferable to say MS 132a that [the spheres alto-
gether] are not receptive to any quantitative motion-change that
would require straight [-line] motion.

Baydawi said: L 264, T 124

Corollaries to the existence of the celestial spheres: motion in circular rotation

[The nine universal celestial spheres] are in motion-change. This is
because the minor [spheres] that have been assumed222 to exist among
them are all similar to each other. Thus, it is valid to predicate of
each of [the spheres] that it would have a position, and that the
place [of each one's position] would be that which had existed for
each other one, and that that would not come about except through
a circular [rotating type of] motion-change,223 and therefore, it would
be valid to predicate a circular rotating motion-change of [the
spheres] .224

Now, everything of which circular rotating motion-change validly
may be predicated would have within it the principle of a circular
rotating directional force, and everything with that [force] in it would
be moving in a rotating manner, due to the necessary presence of
the effect when the cause has occurred.

Moreover, if every part [of the spheres] should remain in a par-
ticular position and in a particular space among [all] the parts of
the totality of space, along with the admissibility of [having] some
other position and space, then it would be a case of preferring with-
out an agent of preference. However, these two reasons are refuted
in the case of the [simple bodies of the] elements.

222 L: [mafrudah]; T: [muftaradah].
223 In theory, the 'circular' motion of the sphere must be a motion of 'rotation

in place', since the spheres do not travel through the universe in great 'revolutions'.
224 L omits the repeated adjective, 'circular'.
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Isfahani says: L 264, T 124, MS 132a

Corollaries to the existence of the celestial spheres: motion in circular rotation

The [nine universal] celestial spheres are in motion-change.225

Now, because the minor spheres, assumed to exist among the
celestial spheres, are all similar to each other, since the physical
natures these assumed minor spheres have are a unity [in their
nature], as the spheres are simple and so do not have different
requirements, it is [therefore] valid to predicate that each one of
them has a position, and that the place [of each one's position]
would be that which had existed for each other one, since neither
position nor place [for the position] were made necessary by the
natures of the assumed minor spheres. Thus, transition from these
positions and the places [for the positions] would be admissible. But
that transition would be inconceivable unless there should be a direc-
tional force [for it], because motion-change without [such] a direc-
tional force226 would be impossible, so it is admissible that the
directional force would be in their natures. Now, as only circular
motion is possible for [the spheres], only a circular directional force
would be present in their natures. So, by necessity the principle of
a circular directional force would be actually in the spheres. This is
because the principle of a natural directional force is one of the fac-
tors supporting the spheres, and it would be impossible if a factor
that supports a body should be only a potentiality when the body
would exist in actuality.

The existence of the principle of a circular directional force within
a simple body indicates that it would be impossible for any hindrance
to that directional force to issue naturally from [that simple body].
An outside hindrance is also excluded, since there would be no hin-
drance to the circular motion-change from outside [a simple body]
except what would have either a directional force to straight motion
or a directional force to compound motion,227 the existence of [the
latter] being impossible for heavenly bodies. The existence in actu-
ality of the principle of a directional force and the nonexistence of

225 MS gl: In a circular manner.
226 The MS has "without it."
227 MS gl: As the movement of a 'bicycle' [cajalah], since it is compounded of

both straight and circular [motion]. N.B.: This gloss evidently was written into the
MS as late as the 1860's when 'bicycles' began to appear.
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any hindrance both indicate the existence of the directional force in
actuality. Therefore, in [the spheres] there is in actuality a circular
directional force that is in accordance with nature. So [the spheres]
are moving in a gradual circular motion-change.228

However, if each part of the sphere should remain in a particular
position and in a particular space from among all parts of the total-
ity of space, together with the option of having some other position
and some other space different from [the first,] then it would imply
that there had been a preferring without any agent of preference,
since the parts assumed to exist would be like each other in their
whole nature. But this conclusion would be false as no part of a
sphere would remain L 265 in a particular position or in a particu-
lar space, as it would be moving in a gradual circular motion-change.

Our author states that these two reasons,229 indicating that the
MS 132b spheres move with a circular [rotating] motion, are refuted
in the case of the elements, for the parts assumed to be in the ele-
ments230 are all similar, and the elements are not moving in a grad-
ual circular motion-change.

An objection might be raised that the elements have within them
naturally the principle of a directional force to straight motion, so
it would be impossible for them to have within them the principle
of a directional force to circular motion. This is because it would
be impossible for a simple element to have within its nature the
principle of a directional force to straight motion [as well as having
at the same time] in its nature what would hinder it from that [prin-
ciple]. [And this would be] in contrast to the spheres, for straight
motion in them would be impossible, but there is nothing in their
nature which would prevent circular motion.

228 MS gl: That is due to the necessary occurrence of the effect—the circular
motion—in the presence of an [effective] cause—the directional force to circularity.

229 A gloss in the MS identifies the two reasons here as the last two preceding
paragraphs.

230 MS reads, "in them", with a code referring to the antecedent. This abridg-
ment, using a pronoun instead of the noun is a feature used more commonly in
the MS than in L and T.
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Baydawi said: L 265, T 124

Simple bodied celestial orbs are fixed in the spheres

Regarding the celestial orbs [i.e. both stars and planets], they are
simple bodies,231 located upon [and embedded in] the celestial spheres.
They all give out light except the moon, for it receives its shining
light as a benefit from the sun. Bearing witness to this fact is the
variation in [the moon's] light according to its nearness to the sun
or its remoteness [from it].

Let no one say that perhaps [the moon] is a globe, one of whose
two faces shines while the other is dark, and that it rotates about
its own axis with a motion adjusted to the motion of the sphere, as
in doing so [the moon's] eclipse contradicts this theory.

Isfahani says: L 265, T 124, MS 132b

Simple bodied celestial orbs are fixed in the spheres

Regarding the celestial orbs, they are bodies that are simple, ethe-
real, and spherical, located upon [and embedded in] the celestial
spheres. They give light of themselves, except the moon, for it receives
its shining light as a benefit from the sun. Bearing witness to this
fact is the variation of [the moon's] light in accordance with its near-
ness to the sun or its remoteness from it.

Let no one say that perhaps the moon is a globe, one T 125
of whose two faces gives light while the other face is dark, and that
it rotates about its own axis in a movement adjusted to the motion
of the celestial sphere of the moon,232 in such a way that when the
whole of the [moon's] shining side faces the sun then the whole of
the dark side would be toward us. Then when the celestial sphere
of the moon moves, this globe moves also with its motion-change
adjusted to the motion-change of the sphere. So an edge of the shin-
ing face would appear to us, and to the same extent its opposite
dark face on the other edge would disappear from us. Then every
day the appearance of the [moon's] shining face would increase until

231 T alone adds: [shaflafah].
232 L 265 gl: I.e., the moon moves about its own axis in a movement of position,

adjusted to the movement of the sphere of the moon about the axis of the earth.
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the movement of the sphere also would complete half a rotation,
whereupon the movement of that globe233 also would complete half
a rotation. That would be at the time of the [moon's mutual] con-
frontation [i.e., of both the observer and the sun]234 and [the moon]
shows its whole shining face to us and we see a full moon.

However, if this theory should be held possible, then it would not
be an absolute certainty that the light of the moon would be acquired
from the sun. This is because in our view, the eclipse would deny
this possibility, since the eclipse comes only at the time of the [moon's
mutual] confrontation,235 and when the moon faces the sun [the
moon's] whole shining side [also] would be toward us. So,—the inter-
vention of the earth between [the moon] and the sun,—would that
not require [the moon] to be in eclipse?236

Baydawi said: L 265, T 125

The simple bodied elements: fire, air, earth, water

As for the [simple bodied] elements, they are [as follows]:
a. light in weight absolutely, this being fire, which is hot and dry,

and touching the [surrounding inner] concavity of the sphere of the
moon, and

b. light in weight relatively, this being air, which is hot and wet,
and touching the [surrounding inner] concavity of [the sphere of]
fire, and

c. heavy in weight absolutely, this being earth, which is cold and
dry, the substrate of which is central in that L 266 its center cor-
responds to the center of the universe, and

233 L 265 gl: This is a movement [i.e., of position] about its own axis, like the
movement of a handmill about itself and its axis. The moon has another move-
ment upon its sphere, and this is a motion of place [al-aymyah], not of position
[al-wadcfyah]. The motion-change of the former kind, that is, of position, is appro-
priate in this instance.

234 MS gl: The confrontation [istiqbal] constitutes a comparison [muqabalah] of
the moon and its course [al-sfrah] in order to verify the accuracy [li-ta'kld tahaqquq]
of the comparison, in that one side would not be more than the other.

235 MS gl: I.e., the confrontation of moon and sun.
236 MS gl: However, this is contrary to fact.
The above gloss replies to a reading of the previous sentence as a positive state-

ment. However, N.B.: as Isfahani's text here concludes, [la taqtadf inkhisafahu],
and because he is presenting an unresolved theory, it seems fair to suggest that his
intention might well have been to say, [a-la taqtadf inkhisafahu ?] in question form.
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d. heavy in weight relatively, this being water, which is cold and
wet. Rightfully it would encircle the earth, but, because in some
regions of the earth mountains and valleys exist on account of the
positions and conjunctions of the celestial spheres, the water has
flowed naturally to the low lands while elevated places appeared.
That [provision] is in accordance with the wisdom of God and his
mercy, in order that there might be a place for the growth of plants
and a place for the habitation of living animate beings.

The generation and corruption of the elements

All together these factors constitute [a situation of] both generation
and corruption,237 since the waters of some springs solidify as stone,
and stone is made into water by masters of [the earth's] secrets, and
air coming into contact with a chilled vessel becomes drops [of con-
densed water], while boiling water and a fiery flame become air,
and air becomes fire through a strongly forced current of air.

Isfahani says: L 266, T 125, MS 132b

The simple bodied elements: fire, air, earth, water

The elements are four in number: a. fire, b. air, c. earth, and d.
water. They are such because each of them is undergoing a grad-
ual motion-change either 1. away from the center [of the universe]
or 2. toward the center.

(1.) The first group, [that is, those moving gradually away from
the center of the universe] MS 133a either a) aim for the [sur-
rounding inner] concavity of the moon's sphere, or b) they do not,
the former (a) being fire, the latter (b) being air.

(2.) The second group, that is, those moving gradually toward
the center, either c) aim for the center, or d) they do not, the for-
mer (c) being earth, the second (d) being water.

Fire is light [in weight] absolutely, being hot and dry, and the
[outer] convexity [of its sphere] is in contact with the [surrounding
inner] concavity of the moon's sphere.

Regarding its being light in weight absolutely, that is because by
nature it seeks to be above the [other] elements. The heat of fire is
obvious and sensate. The fire we [usually] have is mingled with what-

Actively coming into generation and into corruption [ka'inah wa-fasidah].
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ever has been moderated by coldness, and in spite of that its heat
is sensately felt. But unmixed fire is of the highest intensity.

Regarding the dryness [of fire], this is indicated by the fact that
it displaces moisture from the matter of any body near to it. But
this requires consideration, since it is admissible to argue that the
displacement of moisture may be due to [fire's] production of both
the lightness of weight and the tendency to ascend, not because [fire]
is dry in itself. Moreover, an objection has been raised that [fire] is
[actually] wet, because it easily assumes various shapes and easily
loses them. But this requires consideration because what would be
like that is the fire which we have, and so it would be admissible
to argue that [fire] should be so because of the mingling of airy par-
ticles with it. So it is possible that fire as a simple bodied element
should have some dryness in it when compared to air.

The Shaykh al-Ra'is [i.e., Ibn Sina]238 inferred the dryness of fire
by [arguing from the fact of] lightning in [his book] al-Isharat [w-
al-Tanbihat] [pp. 262~3 ff.]. [He stated that] when the fire [of ligh
ning] is quieted and its heat is gone there will be hard earthy bodies
left from it that the thundering clouds cast down. Therefore, these
hard bodies have been produced by the fire [of the lightning] after
it has quieted, and the exit of its heat indicates that it is dry.

This [argument] would be sound only if the lightning bolt, I mean,
the hard earthy bodies that the clouds cast down, should be gener-
ated from fire. But this requires consideration, for Shaykh [Ibn Sina]
said in some of his statements that the lightning bolt is generated
from the smokes and vapors that rise from the earth and are confined
in the clouds. L 267

Fire is ethereal because it does not curtain off the celestial orbs
that are behind it. MS 133b Moreover, as the fire we have becomes
more intense, its coloration becomes less. Likewise239 the inner sources
of the flames, as they are an intense fire, are ethereal and no shad-
ows fall from them.

The natural location of fire is to be above the air, in that [the
concave surface of its sphere] encompasses the air, while [the fire]
in turn is encompassed by the [inner] concave surface of the moon's
sphere.

238 The MS omits [al-RaTs].
239 T and the MS: [ka-dhalika]; L: [li-dhalika].
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Air is light [in weight] relatively, that is, it tends [to move] in an
upward direction but does not reach the inner concave surface of
the moon's sphere, and it is hot and wet. Regarding its heat, this
is [only] in comparison to that of water; but in comparison to that
of fire, it is not intense like the heat of fire. What indicates the heat
of air, relative to that of water, is the fact that water is similar to
[air] in that it becomes vapor when it is boiled and made fine, while
if [air] should not have more heat than water then it would not be
lighter and finer than it.

Air that is near our bodies is felt as coolness only because it is
blended with a mixture of vapors derived from water. As for air's
wetness, namely, its having a quality by which it is capable of both
assuming a shape and losing it readily, this fact is obvious. Air is
encompassed by the sphere of fire, while [air] encompasses [the
spheres of] water and of earth.

Earth is heavy [in weight] T 126 absolutely; that is, it tends
[to move downward] toward the center, in that its center corre-
sponds to the center of the universe. Earth is cold and dry. Regarding
its dryness, that is obvious. As for its coldness, if it should be in a
void having its present nature, and should not be warmed by any
outside means, then a perceptible coldness would be apparent from
it. [Earth's] location is at the center, in that its own center corre-
sponds to the center of the universe.

Water is heavy [in weight] relatively; that is, it tends to move
toward the center but does not reach it. [Water] is cold and wet.
This is apparent.240 Water encompasses three fourths of the earth.
By right it would encompass it completely, except that there came
to be highlands and lowlands in the various areas of the earth on
account of the positions and conjunctions of the [celestial] spheres.
Then the water flowed into the depressions, and the elevated places
stood revealed, and so at last water and earth [together] came to
be like a single globe. That [arrangement] is in accordance with the
wisdom and mercy of God Most High, in order that there might
be a place for the growth of plants and a place for the habitation
of living animate beings.

240 MS gl: [I.e.,] its coldness is obvious. As for its being wet, that is because it
accepts a shape and leaves it readily.
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The generation and corruption of the elements

Now, the [individual] elements MS 134a are completely subject
to [the process of] generation and corruption; each of them turn-
ing into another, in that [each] casts off one form and puts on
another, this being what constitutes generation and corruption.

The transformation [of one element] into what is closely related
[and] without any intermediate step is like the transformation of
water to earth, for the waters of some wells do solidify into stone.

An example is the transformation of earth into water, for the mas-
ters of [the earth's] secrets, that is, alchemists who are seeking the
elixir,241 make stone into water, that being by making the stone into
salts first, either by firing242 or by pulverizing, and then dissolving
them in water.

Another example is the transformation of air into water, for air
that comes into contact with a [chilled] vessel [of food or liquid]
becomes drops of water. Indeed, dew will form upon a bowl inverted
L 268 over ice, and as often as you lift it up the same thing hap-
pens again and again.

And that does not happen by percolation,243 because water by its
nature does not ascend, and because, if it should be by percolation,
then it would preferably be from hot water, that is more apt to per-
colate and rise. Nor would that drop of water be in the air and
then settle on the bowl, because the air surrounding the bowl can-
not contain many particles of water, especially in the summer. This
is because if the water particles in the summer should remain in the
air, then they would of themselves rise very high because of the ex-
cess heat and would not remain near the vessel. Further, if the water
particles should remain in the air,244 then the implication would be
either that there would be a dwindling away of these particles when
the repetitive formation of the dew after being brushed from the
vessel time after time would finally stop, although the vessel would
remain as it was; or that [the water particles] would decrease, so
that the [dew's] formation each time would be less than the time

241 I.e., "A substance held capable of changing base metals into gold."—Webster's
Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary. Springfield, Mass., Merriam-Webster Inc., 1983.

242 The scribe of L inadvertently points the first consonant of [ihraq] to be
[ikhraoj.

243 MS gl: Meaning to permeate [nufudh].
244 The MS omits "in the air", although the scribe has coded for an insert here.
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before; or that there would be a decrease in the time durations of
[the dew's] occurrence, so that between each two occurrences a
longer time duration would elapse than between the two occurrences
before, because of [the particles'] greater distance from the vessel.
But all these [options] would be contrary to actual fact.

An objection has been raised to the effect that if the vessel's cold-
ness should require the breakdown [into condensation] of the air
surrounding the vessel, then the implication would be that the air
surrounding the water [i.e., in the vessel] would [itself] become water,
because of the coldness of [the vessel's] water, and likewise the air
surrounding MS 134b that [newly formed water], until the flow
of water would be substantial.245 But observation contradicts all this:
for the air does not become water; rather, the dew that forms on
the vessel results from water particles.

The reply to this [objection] is that on account of the vessel's
hardness it is difficult for it to become adapted to a different qual-
ity, and when [the vessel] is adapting to it then [the change] becomes
firmly based and is preserved in a gradual way. On this account it
is often found that the tinned [copper] vessels246 containing hot liq-
uids247 are hotter than these liquids. Thus, the vessel mentioned, on
account of its great coldness, would condense the air surrounding it.
However, the air that moves around [the vessel], because of the
rapidity with which water becomes adapted to a different quality,
transforms [the water on the vessel's] surface from its great coldness
quickly, so that the air is not condensed so long as there is water
on the surface of the vessel. But when [the water] has withdrawn248

from [the surface] and air comes in contact with the surface of the
vessel, [the air] again condenses.

A further example of [the transformation of elements into other
elements] is the transformation of water into air, for vapors are
released from water that is boiled to the extent that it will evapo-
rate completely.

245 L and the MS: [salihan]. The term in T is corrupted to [sa'ihan].
246 Tin [al-rasas al-qal'i] ["Kalah (Malacca) lead"], a rarer metal, was [and still

is] used to coat copper utensils, especially for cooking food. Cf. the mention of cop-
per and tin in the article "Ma'din" by E. Ashtor in En-I-2, v. 5, p. 964.

247 L, T, and the MS: [mayi'at], a dialectal variant from [ma3icat].
248 L, T, and MS Garrett 989Ha: [intaha3]; MS: [tanha3].
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Another example is the transformation of fire into air when a
flame becomes air. For if fire that separates from its flame should
retain its own nature then it would set fire to whatever would con-
front it on one or another of its sides. Therefore, [the separated fire]
is transformed into air.

Another example is the transformation of air into fire through a
strongly forced current [of air]. For when a persistent strong cur-
rent of air is made by the bellows, and the ways by which fresh air
enters it are closed, then the air in the bellows becomes L 269
fire. Anyone who sees this [process] will witness to it.

Now, after such transformation [of elements] without an inter-
mediate step has been clearly shown, then the possibility of a trans-
formation by one or two intermediate steps will be understood.
Therefore, these transformations are evidence that primal matter is
a commonality.249

Baydawi said: L 269, T 126

Composite bodies are made from the elements

Composite bodies are created from the blending together of these
four [simple bodied elements] in various blends that [in turn] are
adapted to differing [natural] characteristics, namely, minerals, plants,
and living animate [nature blends].

A blend is the intermediate quality [of matter] that results from
the interaction of the simple elements, in that their particles become
miniaturized to the extent that the resisting strength of each of [the
elements] breaks the resisting strength of each of the others' quality
[of matter], so an intermediate quality [of matter] comes into being.

Isfahani says: L 269, T 126, MS 134b

Composite bodies are made from the elements

Composite bodies are created from the blending together of these
four [simple bodied elements]—earth, water, air and fire—in vari-
ous blends that have been prepared [to accept] differing natural

2+9 MS gl: Since if that should not be so, then the generation and corruption
would constitute a transformation of [ultimate] reality, which would be impossible.
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characteristics,250'251 namely, minerals, plants, and living animate
natures. And the proof that composite bodies are formed from the
blending of these four [simple bodied elements] is [provided by]
inductive inference.

Now, a blend is an entity that has been prepared [to accept] the
occurrence [within it] of the [substantial] forms of composite [bod-
ies], whether mineral, plant, MS 135a or animate [in nature],
and that is demonstrated by the fact that T 127 composite bod-
ies are of three kinds:

a. having a [substantial] form but no soul, and called a mineral
[body];

b. having a [substantial] form and a soul, it is food bearing and
able to grow, it is reproductive of its own kind, but it has neither
sense perception nor the power of voluntary motion-change, and it
is called a plant [body];

c. having a [substantial] form and a soul, it is food bearing and
able to grow, it is reproductive of its own kind, and has both sense
perception and the power of voluntary motion-change, and it is called
a living animate nature [body].

All of these [substantial] forms are initial completions.252 A com-
pletion is divided into

1. what will diversify [i.e., into subclasses], namely, a [sub-
stantial] form, such as humanity, that is the first thing that inheres
in matter [i.e., it is the initial completion]; and

250 MS glosses: 1. [khilaq] being the plural of [khilqah].
2. I.e., 'substantial forms' [suwar naw'iyah].
3. A 'natural characteristic' [khilqah], as the doctrine is, refers to the structure

that is accidental to a body because of its color or shape, as was discussed previ-
ously in [the topic] "Qualities specific to quantities." It is also held to refer to the
sources of all structures, namely, what are called the 'substantial form', and the
meaning intended here is the 'substantial form'.

251 The MS here inserts in the text: "as we shall mention."
252 The completion [or, entelechy] [kamal] is that [degree of completion] at which

a 'kind' [nawc] is completed [yukammal bihi] [either] in its 'essence' or in its 'attrib-
utes'. The first [of these],—I refer to that at which a kind is completed in its
'essence',—namely, the 'initial completion' [al-kamal al-awwal], [is such] because it
takes precedence over the kind [li-taqaddumihi cala3 al-nawc]. The second [of
these],—I refer to that [degree] at which a kind is completed in its attributes, this
being whatever accidents adhere to the kind,—namely, the 'secondary completion'
[al-kamal al-thanf], [is such] because it yields precedence to the kind [li-ta'akhkhurihi
can al-nawc]. [From the Ta'rifat of al-Jurjani (Fluegel ed.) p. 196.]
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2. what will not diversify, but is an accident, such as having
the ability to laugh. This is the secondary completion, that is made
accidental to a kind after the initial completion.

These [substantial] forms are completions that have differing effects.
From the living animate nature form comes whatever comes from
the plant form, and from the plant form whatever comes from the
mineral [form]. But the reverse sequence is not true.

Each of these three is a genus, not a species, [and] none of them
may be arranged above another.253 Similarly, each species comprises
varieties, and each variety [comprises] individuals, but there is no
confining restriction, so that no two species and no two varieties and
no two individuals resemble one another.

This variation is not caused by their primal matter, nor is it caused
by their corporeality, for these two factors are commonalities. Nor
is it on account of the differentiating principle, for that is unique in
its essence while having an equal relationship to all material sub-
stances. Therefore, [this variation] would be on account of factors
that vary.

The things that vary254 in primal matter are the four substantial
forms250 that belong to the elements, that are [in turn] the materi-
als for [making] composite [bodies]. The variation256 is not on account
of these [substantial] forms themselves, because the variation that is
due to them would not be more than four [types].

[The variation], therefore, would be due to the circumstances [of
the forms]

a. in the composition and
b. in whatever accidental quality they would have from the blends

after the composition. L 270 For the composite [body] would vary
according to the variant amounts of these elements, and [in reverse]
the blends would vary according to the variation in the composite
[body].

Since the possibility of subdivision of the elements is limitless, the
possibility for composite bodies is [also] limitless, and thus the pos-
sibility of blends has become limitless. MS 135b These [abun-
dant] differences taking place in the blends are the causes making

2o3 MS gl: [I.e.], in standing or importance.
234 The MS abridges to: "These in primal matter are . . ."
2D5 MS gl: [I.e.], earth, air, water and fire.
236 L 269 gl: [I.e.], among species, varieties, and individuals.
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them adaptable to differing natural characteristics,257 which are the
mineral, plant, and living animate natures, [including the range of]
their genera, species, kinds, and individual examples.

A blend is the intermediate quality [of matter] that results from
the interaction of the simple elements upon one another, in that
their particles become miniaturized and so they intermingle, and
[they all] undergo change in their mutually opposing qualities that
issue from their potentialities. This [interaction] is such that each
element acts in every way [it can] upon the material of the other
to the extent that the resisting strength of each of [the elements]
breaks the resisting strength of each of the others, and therefore
[each] is changed in its qualities. From [these new qualities] a qual-
ity originates that has a mutual resemblance with the whole [mass]
and is more or less an intermediate [quality].258

The [substantial] forms of the simple [bodies] and of the elements
do not disintegrate when they blend and interact. It would not be
possible for every one of them to act upon another in such a way
that each would also be acted upon; because if the action of every
one of them should be simultaneous with its being acted upon, then
the relationship of one entity to another would be that of overcoming
and being overcome simultaneously.

If the action [of one of them as an active agent] upon the other
should precede [the former's] being acted upon by [the latter], then
the [latter] that had been overcome [by the former], necessarily
would be [in turn] the one that would overcome [the former].

But if [the former's action] should be after its being acted upon
[by the [latter], then [the former] necessarily would be the one that
would overcome [the latter], after [the former] had been overcome.
Therefore each one's action upon the other inevitably would be in
some aspect different from the aspect in which it would be acted
upon.

Moreover, it would not be admissible for [the action] to be in
terms of matter as the active agent, because matter as such is a
recipient, and a recipient as such is not an active agent.

Nor would it be admissible that the active agent should be the
['substantial] form' while the quality would be [the entity] subject
to breaking, because the [substantial] form brings about breakage

257 Properly [khilaq]; MS: [khalacQ.
258 MS gl: I.e., it is neither hot nor cold to an extreme, and neither wet nor dry.
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only by the intermediation of the quality,259 and [such a case] would
imply that what brings about the breakage would be [also] what is
subject to breakage, and that what is subject to breakage would be
[also] what brings about the breakage. However, no entity in a sin-
gle situation may be both the winner and the loser, both the breaker
and the broken, because the sum of the [substantial] form and the
quality [together] would be the breaker, and also the sum [of the
two together] would be the broken.

The truth is that the active agent is the quality, while the passive
subject [of the action] is the matter. For that reason the quality
intermediate between hot and cold results when these two are blended
without two [substantial] forms having occurred within them, and
there is no implicit impossibility.

[In his definition of the blend], [Baydawi's] term, having a mutual
resemblance, means that this [particular] quality [of blend] has a
mutual resemblance among all particles of the [blended] elements.260

And his term, intermediate, means that that quality having the mutual
resemblance [with all particles of the blend] is intermediate among
the qualities of the elements.

Baydawi said: L 270, T 127

4. Bodies as temporal phenomena

a. Bodies are temporal phenomena both in themselves and in their
attributes.261

Theories of the philosophers on cosmogony

b. Aristotle said that the celestial spheres are eternal in them-
selves and their particular attributes,—except for their positions and

259 MS gl: According to this [statement] the active agent would be the 'substan-
tial form' [al-surah al-nawclyah] by the intermediation of [bi-tawassut] the 'qual-
ity', while the passive subject acted upon would be 'matter'.

260 This term, "having a mutual resemblance" [al-mutashabihah], is not in the
text of Baydawi's written presentation. Isfahani himself has introduced it, whether
from his father's memory, or possibly his own memory, of Baydawi's lectures as
being a useful supplement in the explanation.

261 F.D. Razi in his Muhassal, pp. 119-120, [theory] #1 , followed by [theories]
#2 and #3.

Here in L the scribe has omitted 'and their attributes'.
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motion-changes.262 [Eternal likewise] are the [bodies of the] elements
in their material substances, and in their corporeal forms by their
species, and in their substantial forms by their genera.

c. Those [philosophers] who preceded [Aristotle] held that all
[things] are eternal in their essences, but temporal in their forms
and attributes. However, they had differences over these essences.

[Another] theory was raised that the [element of] origin would
have been a material substance. Then the Creator Most High took
it under the most grave observation, and it melted down and became
water. Then from it earth resulted by becoming compressed, while
fire and air resulted by becoming refined, with the [cloudy] sky result-
ing from the smoke of the fire.263

Other theories were that that first [element of] origin would have
been earth, then the rest resulted from refining. Another theory was
that [the first element] was air, and another was that it was fire,
while the rest were formed by becoming compressed, and the sky
was formed from the smoke.

Another theory was that [the first element] would have been small
particles of every genus, separated and in motion; then whenever
particles that were equivalent264 would meet together they would
match and adhere together and become a body.

Another theory was that there would have been a soul T 128
and [then] primal matter to which [the soul] was strongly attracted
and to which it became linked. Then this linkage would have become
a cause for the temporal origination of the atoms of the universe.

Another theory was that [the first element of origin]265 would have
been units and these [all] came to be holders of positions; [from
them] points were generated, and then these were arranged together
and became bodies.

Galen accepted all [of this early philosophy] as the basis [for his
own thought].266

262 MS Garrett 283B and MS Garrett 989Hb omit "and motion-changes."
263 T omits "of the fire."
264 T adds: 'in portion' [mutamathilat al-qismah].
265 Cf. An Introduction to Ancient Philosophy/by A . H . A r m s t r o n g , p . 14 : " . . . a v e r y

little known or knowable . . . group of Pythagoreans of the younger generation who
taught a sort of 'mathematical atomism', a doctrine according to which all reality
is ultimately constructed of indivisible mathematical units . . . "

266 Razi, op. cit., p. 122, briefly mentions the 4th type of theory, then speaks of
Galen.
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Isfahani says: L 271, T 128, MS 136a

4. Bodies as temporal phenomena

Theories of the philosophers on cosmogony

The peoples of the world have differed [in their views] about the
temporal nature of bodies.267 The possible views are assumed to be
four in number, a body being either:

a. temporal in [both] essence and attributes, or
b. eternal in [both] essence and attributes, or
c. eternal in essence and temporal in attributes, or
d. temporal in essence and eternal in attributes.
No rational person has held this fourth possible view, while the

other three possible views have all been held by some people.
(a.) The first [theory] has been held by Muslims, Christians, Jews,

and Magians. Their theory is that bodies are temporal phenomena
both in themselves and in their attributes.

(b.) The second [theory] is the doctrine of Aristotle, Theophrastus,
Themistius and Proclus, and of the later [philosophers] Abu Nasr
al-Farabi and Abu cAli Ibn Sina. Their theory is that the [celestial]
spheres are eternal both in their essences and in [all] their particu-
lar attributes, such as size and shape and concomitant spherical fac-
tors, but not in the motion-changes and positions. Each of these
[latter two] factors is temporally originated and is preceded by some
other [factor], each [of the two series], however, having no begin-
ning.268 Moreover, the elements are eternal in their material sub-
stances according to their individuation, their corporeal forms are
eternal in their species, and their substantial forms are eternal in
their genus. That is, before each form there was another form, with
each [series] having no beginning to it.

267 Reading with L, MS Garrett 989Ha, and MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486: [ikhta-
lafa ahl al-'alam fl huduth al-ajsam]. Here for his first sentence Isfahani quotes ver-
batim the rubric used by F.D. Razi for this topic, and continues to follow Razi's
text very closely. [See his Muhassal, Cairo 1323, pp. 119 ff.]

But scholars and scribes differed, some preferring [ikhtalafa ahl al-cilm . . .]. So:
T, and the MS; while MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486 in the margin shows [cilm] as a
manuscript variant.

268 [la ila5 awwal] reading with the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha. L and T add
at the end: [laha]. At the next occurrence of this sequence, [laha] is in all four of
these sources.
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(c.) The third [theory] is the doctrine [both] of the philosophers
who preceded Aristotle such as Thales, Anaxagoras, Pythagoras and
Socrates, and of all the dualists, such as the Manichaeans, the
Bardaysanites,269 the Marcionites, [and] the Mahayana Buddhists.
These [philosophers] held that all bodies are eternal L 272 in
their essences, while being temporal phenomena in their corporeal
forms, in their substantial forms, and in their attributes. But then
they differed in their views about the essences [of bodies], and they
divided into two groups:

1. The first [of these two groups] asserted MS 136b that
the material [mentioned regarding the elements] would be a body.270

Thales asserted that it would be water, because it would be the
substrate of all the forms. Then from it earth would occur by becom-
ing compressed and solid. Fire and air would occur from it by becom-
ing refined, for if water is vaporized it becomes air, and fire is
generated out of the finest of mists,271 and the [cloudy] sky is gen-
erated by the smoky fire. It is said that Thales derived [his theory]
from the Torah, because there is written in its first book that God
Most High created a substance, and put it under the most grave
observation. Then its particles melted down and became water, and
then from it arose vapor like smoke, and from this He created the
[cloudy] sky. Then foam appeared on the surface of the water, and
from it He created the earth, then He anchored it firmly with the
mountains.272

Shahrastani, the author of al-Milal wa-al-Mhal, related about Thal
of Miletus that he had said that the First Principle produced the ele-
ment in which273 were the forms of all things whether existing or
nonexisting. Then from every form some existent thing was sent
into the world in accordance with the archetype model in the first

269 Shahrastani's Mild, v. 2, p. 55, Cairo 1968, ed. A.A.M. al-Wakil: "Companions
of Daysan" [= Bar-Daysan]. I.P. Culianu's article "Gnosticism" in the Encycloped
of Religion [ed. M. Eliade], 5:574—5, mentions the Bardaysan heresy in the Ismacil
gnosis founded in the 9th cent. [A.D.], part of "an underground gnostic tradition
within Christianity, Judaism and Islam from the Middle Ages to the present."

270 Razi, op. cit, p. 120, uses the term body whereas Baydawi's term at this
point is substance [jawharah].

271 Texts L, T and MS 136b:3 here say "purest water" [safwat al-ma'] is the
source of fire; but farther on [at MS 136b: 16] in the same context they all say
"finest of mists" [safwat al-hawa.3] is the source of fire.

272 Shahrastani, op. cit., v. 2, p. 122.
273 L & MS: in which [fihf]; T: from which [minhu].
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element. Thus, the substrate of [all] forms and the source of all exis-
tent things is the essence of this element, and nothing exists either
in the world of the intellect or the world of sense whose form and
likeness are not within the essence of this element.274

Shahrastani275 said that the popular conception was that the forms
of nonexistent things are in the essence of the First Principle; but
no, rather, they are in what was first produced, while [God] Most
High in His [absolute] singularity is far above being characterized
in terms that describe what He has produced. Then [Shahrastani]
said that strangely enough it is reported of [Thales that his theory
was] that the first thing produced was water, and from it was pro-
duced all the elements, [including everything] from the sky and the
earth and everything between them. He stated that from [water's
becoming compressed and] solid the earth was generated, and from
[water's becoming] dissolved the air was generated. From the thinnest
air fire was generated, and from the smoke and vapors the sky was
generated. From the burning sparks occurring from the vapors276 the
celestial orbs were generated, and they circled around the center [of
the universe]—as a causal effect revolves about its cause—by the
attraction for it that resulted in them. [Shahrastani] then said that
Thales of Miletus took his doctrine only from al-Mishkdt al-Nabawiyah
that is, MS 137a what was reported from the Torah.

Other [ancient scholars] theorized that the [element of] origin
was 'earth', and from the earth the other [elements] resulted by a
process of refining. Anaximenes asserted that [the element of origin]
was 'air'; from its thinness fire was generated, while from its [com-
pressed] coarseness earth and water [were generated]. Heraclitus
asserted that [the element of origin] was fire, and [all] things were
generated from it by becoming [compressed and] coarse, while the
sky [was generated] from its smoke. Others held that [the element

274 From An Introduction to Ancient Philosophy by A.H. Armstrong [p. 3]: "The
Milesians . . . postulate as the first reality a single living stuff, indefinite in extent
and character, from which the world and all things in it develop spontaneously.
Thales called this moisture or more accurately the moist [to hugron], moisture being
the principle of life according to simple observation and primitive common sense."

275 N.B.: The 1968 Cairo ed. of Shahrastani's Milal, ed. 'Abd al-cAziz Muhammad
al-Wakil, v. 2, p. 120, has the reading of "forms of the intelligibles", where Isfahani
(MS 136b, L 272 & T 128) has "forms of nonexistent things."

276 L: [athar]; other sources: [abkhirah]
277 I.e., "Lamp-niche of the Prophet." MS 136b:19: [al-mishkat al-Musawfyah].
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of origin] was vapor, then air and fire were generated from it by [a
process of] refining, while water278 and earth were generated by [a
process of compressing and] solidifying.

[Shahrastani then reported] about Anaxagoras [that he held that
the element of origin] was an endless flux.279 [The flux] consists of
bodies without limit in number, and there are in it small particles
from every genus. For instance, there are in it particles that are of
the nature L 273 of bread and particles of the nature of meat,
and those particles are separate and in motion. Whenever these parti-
cles meet, many that are similar join together280 and become a body.

A certain [philosopher]281 based on this doctrine [i.e., of the 'flux']
his denial of [the doctrine of] 'blend' and 'transmutation', [instead
of which] he held to the doctrine of 'latency and appearance'.282

Some of these [philosophers] asserted that the 'flux' had been qui-
escent in past eternity, then God Most High began its motion-change,
so this world was generated from it.

Democritus asserted that the origin of the universe was [from]
many particles [all] spherical in shape, receptive to subdivision that
was by estimation [in nature],—not a physical separation,—and mov-
ing T 129 of themselves in a constant motion-change. Then it
happened that these particles collided in a particular way, and from
their collision in that [particular] way this universe resulted having
this pattern. Thus, the heavens and the [terrestrial] elements had
their temporal origin; and then from the motion-changes of the heav-
ens the [various] blends of these elements had their temporal ori-
gin, and from these [latter are made] the composite bodies.

The dualists asserted that the origin of the universe was light and
darkness.

278 L omits water.
279 From the Dictionary of Philosophy, ed. by D.G. Runes, see R.B. Winn's br

note: "Flux: The characteristic of time, by virtue of which all things change inevitably.
In Heraclitus' view, who brought the problem into prominence, 'all things flow;
nothing abides.'"

280 MS gl: I.e., they blend [ikhtalatat].
281 [hadha al-qa'il] Razi does not have the name of Ibrahim ibn Sayyar al-

Nazzam at hand, and Isfahani does not supply it. Shahrastani touches on these
matters when speaking of the views of al-Nazzam in his al-Milal wa-al-Nihal, [Engli
tr.: Muslim Sects and Divisions, translated by A.K. Kazi and J.G. Flynn, pp. 48 ff.
Nazzam is associated with the doctrine of 'latency [and appearance]' [cf. J. van
Ess, art. "kumun" and art. "Nazzam" in the En-I-2].

282 Razi, op. cit., p. 120. 'Latency and appearance' [al-kumun wa-al-buriiz] Isfahani
uses the term [buruz], while Razi has [zuhur].
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2. The second group [of philosophers] are those who say that
the origin of the universe would not be a body,283 and they are in
two classes:

a) The first class [i.e., of this second group of philosophers]
are the [Scholars of Harran]284 who affirm the five entities that are
eternal: the Creator [Most High], the soul, MS 137b primal mat-
ter, the transcendent now,285 and the void.286 The doctrine [of the
Harranian scholars, i.e., the second general theory of the origin of
the universe], is as follows:

1) The Creator [Most High] is perfect in knowledge and
wisdom: neither inattention nor indifference may be attributed to
Him, and from Him emanates intelligence as light emanates from
the sun's disk,287 and He the Most High is omniscient of all things.

2) As for the soul, from it emanates life as light emanates
from the sun; but [the soul] is unaware and uncomprehending of
all things, inasmuch as it does not administer them.

3) The Creator Most High knew that the soul would
incline to a linkage with primal matter and to a strong attraction
for it, and that it would seek for corporeal satisfaction,288 and would
abhor a separation from bodies, and that it would forget its own
self. And whereas in the governing289 of the Creator Most High there

283 Razi, op. cit., p. 121.
284 L & P: [Hirnanfyah]; MS has [Hirbamyah]; Razi, op. cit., p. 121, has

[ j-rmanfyah]. Shahrastani's Milal mentions the [Hirnamyah], a sect of the Sabaeans.
M.M. Marmura, in the article "Falsafah", Encyclopedia of Religion, M. Eliade, ,
5:268, says the Sabaean scholars of Harran were active as translators, and were
known as star worshippers. The Harranian Sabaeans were disliked and sometimes
persecuted because of their views, but they were respected as scholars, and included
among their number Theodore Abu Qurra [Melkite Bishop of Harran] (c. 740-820).

283 Quoting from Jurjani's Ta'rifat—"The 'transcendent now' [al-dahr] is the contin-
uous moment [al-an al-da'im] which is the extension of the divine presence [al-hadrah
al-ilahfyah] and is the core of time duration [batin al-zaman]; by it are united 'eter-
nity' [al-azal] and 'everlastingness' [al-abad]," (i.e., past and future eternity).

From Goichon's translation of Ibn Sina's K. al-Hudud:—"Supratemporal duration
[al-dahr] may be made an analogy of the Creator; it is the intelligible idea [al-
ma'na3 al-macqul] in which permanent stability is conjoined to the soul through all
time duration [zaman]."

286 MS gl: In the sense of a created dimension [al-bucd al-maftur].
287 MS gl: I.e., from a [celestial] body [jinn].
288 p r o m Jurjani's Ta'rifat—"Satisfaction [al-ladhdhah] is to apprehend what is

appropriate in the context wherein it is appropriate."
289 L: [saws]—with Jurjani's gloss: "His statement, 'And whereas in the govern-

ment of the Creator' there is creation, power, and will, it is not strange that the
soul should have extravagances [falatat], that is, a superabundance."
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is perfect wisdom, He turned to primal matter after the soul was
linked to it and made it into a variety of composite [bodies] such
as the heavens and the [terrestrial] elements. He compounded the
bodies of [all] living animate beings in a most perfect way, and what-
ever imperfection has remained in them is there because it cannot
be removed. Then He poured out upon the soul both intelligence
and perception.

That [divine action] became a reason for [the soul] to remember
its [own distinctive] world,290 and a reason for it to understand that
as long as it was within the world of matter it would not be sepa-
rated from sufferings. When the soul has recognized that fact, and
[when it] has understood that in its [own distinctive] world there
are satisfactions291 that are free from sufferings, then it would be
strongly attracted to that world [of its own], and would ascend [to
it] after having been separated from it, and would remain there for-
ever in the utmost bliss and happiness.

b) The second class [i.e., of the second group of philoso-
phers, who hold that the origin of the universe would not be a body]
are the disciples of Pythagoras.292 Their theory is that the first prin-
ciples [of the origin of the universe] are the quantities that are gen-
erated from [single] units.293 They hold that since the support for
composite bodies is [provided] by simple bodies, entities each of
which is a unit in itself, and as those entities either L 274 have
quiddities in addition to the fact that they are units, or they do not
have [such], then

1) if it should be the first alternative they would be com-
posite bodies, because there would be that [particular] quiddity and
that [particular] unit, but our discussion is not about composite bod-
ies, but rather about their sources, while

2) if it should be the second alternative, then they would
be abstract units. The units inevitably would be independent in them-
selves; otherwise, they would have need for another factor, and that
other factor [logically] would be antecedent to [the unit]. However,
we are speaking of sources in an absolute sense, and this would be

290 MS gl: This being the portion of God Most High.
291 The MS reads [al-dhat] but the context is clearly [al-ladhdhat].
292 Razi, op. cit., p. 122.
293 [al-acdad al-mutawalladah min al-wahdat]. See the note in the corresponding

section in Baydawi's text.
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contrary to the assumption. So then the units would be self-subsis-
tent factors.

Now, if position should be made accidental to a unit, then [the
unit] would become a [mathematical] point. And if any two points
should meet together, then a line would result. And if two lines
should meet, then a surface would result. And if two surfaces should
meet, then a body would result. So it is apparent that the source of
bodies would be the units.

Galen accepted all [of this early philosophy] as the basis [for his
own].294

Baydawi said: L 274, T 129

Arguments for the temporal nature of bodies

[The first reason for the temporal nature of bodies is that]
a. Bodies would have been quiescent if they had been present in

past eternity
1. Any bodies present in past eternity would have been quies-

cent, since any motion-change [by a body in past eternity] logically
would require

a) antecedence [of the motion] by another factor, [and that
other factor's antecedence in turn]

b) would negate [the body's] past eternity.
2. Whatever would have been quiescent in past eternity would

never move.
[That is] because

a) if [a body's] quiescence should be due to its own essence,
then the [body's] separation from [its own essence] would be impos-
sible; and

b) if [the quiescence in past eternity] should be due to some
other factor, then inevitably that other factor would be a 'necessary
cause'.

If the case should be otherwise [than alternative (a.)], [then that
other factor's] action would not be eternal and due to [the body's]
own essence, nor [would the other factor's action] terminate [by log-
ical progression] in [the body's own essence], [the case altogether]
avoiding both infinite series and circular arguments.

294 Razi, op. cit., p. 122.
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However, in the case [of alternative (b.)] the implication is that
[the body's quiescence] would continue and never cease. Therefore,
if bodies had been quiescent in past eternity, then they would never
move. But that conclusion is false, so the premise is likewise.

a. Objections and replies.
1. An objection has been raised that if [a body's real] exis-

tence should be impossible in past eternity, then [its existence any-
where] would be impossible absolutely, because of the impossibility
of transforming into a possible reality something that is impossible
because of its own essence. In reply, our [Baydawi's] position is that
what would be impossible in past eternity is not [the same as being]
impossible because of its own essence; just as with any daily occur-
rence [i.e., it might have been impossible in past eternity but it would
not be impossible in itself].

2. Another objection has been raised that what would be a
strictly delimited 'three-dimensional extension' would have no 'place',295

and thus, [an extension] would be neither in motion-change nor
would it be quiescent. In reply, our position is that even if that
[objection] should be granted, still there is no doubt that it would
have a 'position' and would be in contact with what is in its inte-
rior. So, if it should continue in the position and in the contact
specifically ascribed to it, then it would be quiescent; otherwise, it
would be in motion-change.

3. Another objection has been raised that past eternity would
prevent any individualized motion-change, [as in past eternity] there
would be no motion-changes that have no beginning. In reply, our
position is that rather, the motion-change in itself would be due to
something that had preceded.

4. Another objection was raised asking why it would not be
admissible that quiescence be conditional for a temporal entity's non-
existence [in past eternity]; thus, [the condition] would cease upon
that entity's temporal origination. In reply, our position [in that case]
is that [the entity's] temporal origination would negate the existence
of its quiescence, and thus [the entity's existence] would depend upon
the nonexistence [of its quiescence], so a circular argument would
be implicit.

295 This matter is touched upon in "Summary of Philoponus' corollaries on place
and void" [by David Furley], in Philoponus and the Rejection of Aristotelian Science,
R. Sorabji, ed., pp. 130 f., with reference to Aristotle's Physics, 211b: 19.
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5. Another objection was raised that the [divine] power of
autonomous action in causing the existence of a specific entity would
be an eternal [power], but [that eternal power] would cease when
[the specific entity] came into existence, so what you have stated
would be contradicted. In reply, our position is that the factor that
would cease would be the linkage [i.e., between the power and the
entity], and that [linkage] is not an existential factor.

Isfahani says: L 274, T 129, MS 138a

Arguments for the temporal nature of bodies

After [Baydawi] had finished stating the doctrines [of the Greek
philosophers], he proceeded to establish the argument [for the doc-
trine] that [all] bodies are temporal phenomena both in themselves
and their attributes. He set forth three reasons.

a. Bodies would have been quiescent if they had been present in
past eternity

1. The first reason [that bodies are temporal phenomena] is
that which the Imam [Fakhr al-Din Razi] published in his writ-
ings.296 [Razi's] position is that bodies are temporal phenomena
because, if they should have existed in past eternity, then they would
have been quiescent.

But this conclusion is false, so the premise likewise is false.297

L 275 An explanation of the logical necessity used here is that, if
[bodies] should not have been quiescent in past eternity then nec-
essarily they would have been in motion-change in past eternity, due
to the fact that a body is restricted [either] to being in motion-
change or to being quiescent. That is so because if [a body] should
continue in one place more than one moment then it would be qui-
escent; but if it should not continue thus, then it would be in motion-
change. Therefore, if bodies had not been quiescent in past eternity,
then they would have been in motion-change in past eternity.

a) But it would be impossible for [bodies] to have been
T 130 in motion-change in eternity, since any motion-change log-
ically requires the antecedence by another agent [at the site of the

296 The argument is taken from Razi's Muhassal, pp. 123 ff., Cairo, reprint of
1323 ed. Isfahani freely borrows from it.

297 The MS omits the reference to the premise.
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motion-change], and [that antecedence in turn] negates [the fact of]
eternity. [This is] because the quiddity of motion-change is the occur-
rence of one entity after another entity has vanished. Now, the occur-
rence of one entity after another has vanished logically requires the
antecedence of that earlier entity. So the quiddity of motion-change
logically requires an antecedence by another entity.298

b) However, past eternity is a quiddity that logically requires
that there be no antecedence [in it] by another entity. Thus, the
'antecedence by another entity' that is the 'concomitant' of motion-
change, and the 'nonantecedence by another entity' that is the 'con-
comitant' of eternity, [taken together] constitute an incompatibility.
And the 'incompatibility of the two concomitants' is a premise that
necessarily results in the 'incompatibility of the two substrates of the
concomitants'.299

Thus, 'motion-change' and 'past eternity' [taken together] consti-
tute an incompatibility; so it would be impossible for bodies to be
in motion in past eternity, because it would be impossible to bring
together the two incompatibles. Therefore, if it should be impossi-
ble for MS 138b bodies to be in motion-change in past eternity,
then it is determined that they would be quiescent in past eternity,
and necessarily so because of the restriction [of the case either to
quiescence or to motion-change].

2. Then, to explain the falsity of this conclusion,300 it is that if
bodies should have been quiescent in past eternity, then they would
never move. But this conclusion is obviously false,301 for we do observe
motion-change both among the [simple] celestial bodies and among
the [simple bodied terrestrial] elements, there being no other than
these two kinds of bodies in the dispute. Now, those who would like
to provide a more general proof demonstration must prove a resem-
blance among the bodies.

Regarding the logical necessity used in this argument, if the qui-
escent body in past eternity should have this quiescence due to its
own essence, then it would be impossible to separate [the body from
its own self], and [the body] never would be in motion-change. But
if [the body's] quiescence should not be due to its own essence, then

298 The MS and MS Garrett 989Ha add here: which would negate eternity.
299 [munafat al-lazimayn malzum li-munafat al-malzumayn.]
300 MS gl: I.e., that bodies would be quiescent in eternity.
301 The MS: [butlan]; L, T, and MS Garrett 989Ha: [zahir al-fasad].
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it would be due to another factor, and that other factor as the cause
of its quiescence inevitably would be a 'necessary cause'.

3. [Baydawi's] statement [here is], "If the case should be other-
wise", that is, if that other factor should not be a 'necessary cause',
then it would be an 'agent of free choice' by necessity. [But the
other factor] would not be an 'agent of free choice' by admissibil-
ity because

a) if it should be an agent of free choice, then its action
would not be eternal since the action of an agent of free choice
would be a temporal phenomenon, [and]

b) it is impossible to bring into existence something that
already exists, and

c) a temporal phenomenon would not be eternal. So, it is
established that if the quiescence of bodies in past eternity should
not be due to their own essence, then it would be due to a 'neces-
sary cause'.

4. Moreover, the 'necessary cause' inevitably would be either
some 'necessity' or [a factor] that ultimately terminates at a 'neces-
sity'; because, if the 'necessary cause' should not be a 'necessity' or
[a factor] that ultimately terminates at a 'necessity', then the impli-
cation would be that the argument was either an infinite series or
was circular, both of these being impossible. Thus, it would be deter-
mined that [the 'necessary cause'] would be either some 'necessity'
or [a factor] ultimately terminating at a 'necessity'. And in that case,
the continuity of the quiescence would be implied by the continu-
ity of its 'necessary cause', namely, either the 'necessity' or [a fac-
tor] ultimately terminating at a 'necessity',302 so the quiescence would
never cease.

5. Therefore, if bodies had been quiescent in past eternity, then
they never would have any motion-change. But this [inferred] conclu-
sion would be false,303 so the premise would be likewise. And when

a) it has been established that it would not be possible for
a body in eternity to be [either] in motion-change or in quiescence,
then

302 N.B.: the MS frequently uses a pronoun antecedent instead of repeating the
noun, while L and T use the noun written out.

303 Here in the MS both the 'conclusion' [al-lazim] and the preceding apodosis
clause ['then they would never have any motion-change'] are coded with a small
oriental '3 ' clearly indicating that they are equivalents. The 'premise' [al-malzum],
namely, the 'if protasis clause that precedes, [while not coded, clearly] 'is likewise'.
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b) it has [also] been established that it would not be possi-
ble for a body [itself] to have being L 276 in past eternity,

a. Objections and replies.
1. An objection has been raised that if a body's existence in

eternity should be impossible, then its existence [anywhere] would
be impossible in an absolute sense. This is because it is inconceiv-
able for something that is impossible due to its own essence to be
transformed into a reality possible [of existence]. And this [in turn]
is because it is inconceivable for something that has being due to
its own essence to cease having being. And if the case should be
otherwise, then it would be admissible for something that is impos-
sible due to its own essence to become a necessity, and for some-
thing that has being due to its own essence to become either a
necessity or an impossibility. But making that case admissible would
result in blocking the door to establishing the Divine Maker as a
factual certainty. However, the existence of a body is not impossi-
ble MS 139a in an absolute sense, so the existence of a body in
past eternity would not be impossible.304 In reply to this objection,
our [Isfahani's] position is that something that is impossible in past
eternity is not [the same as] something being impossible due to its
own essence. But rather, what would be impossible in past eternity
would be something that was made impossible by a factor other than
its own essence. This would be like some event occurring daily; for
that would be impossible in past eternity, but it would not be impos-
sible due to its own essence. So, the impossibility for the existence
of a body in past eternity does not imply that it would be impossi-
ble absolutely.

2. An objection could be raised not granting [the argument]
that if a body should not be in motion in past eternity then it would
be quiescent in past eternity, [but claiming rather] that a three-
dimensional body delimited on all sides would not have a 'place',
so it would not be in motion-change nor would it be quiescent. And
the explanation of that [statement] would be that motion-change is
a transition from 'place' to 'place' while quiescence is a continuance
in one 'place'. Therefore, motion-change and quiescence are each a
corollary to the attainment of 'place', and thus it would be incon-
ceivable to describe a three-dimensional extension delimited on all

MS gl: So its transformation would not be implied.
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sides as being in motion-change or being quiescent. [In reply to this
objection] our [Isfahani's] position is that we do not grant the exis-
tence of a three-dimensional extension that is delimited on all sides.
And even if that should be granted, still we do not grant that it
would not have a 'place'. For a 'place' is a described dimension, as
previously stated, and a delimited extension would have a 'place' in
this sense. Now, if it should be granted that a delimited extension
would not have a place, nevertheless there would be no doubt that
it would have a 'position', and that it would be in contact with what
is inside it. Thus, inevitably the case would be either that the 'posi-
tion' and 'contact' that are specific for it would continue, or that
these two [factors] would not continue. Now, if the position and
contact specific to it should continue, then [the delimited extension]
would be 'quiescent'. Otherwise, that is, if the position and contact
specific to it should not continue, then [the delimited extension]
would be 'in motion-change'. For by being quiescent we mean that
the position and contact specific to it would continue, and by motion-
change [we mean] that the position and contact specific to it would
not continue. On this basis, [the question] whether the delimited
entity would be quiescent or in motion-change would not depend
upon its attaining a 'place'.

3. An objection has been raised not granting the impossibility
for a body in past eternity to be in motion-change, [although] your
statement [i.e., Isfahani in representing Baydawi's doctrine] that any
motion-change [by a body in past eternity] logically would require
the antecedence [of the motion-change] by another factor, which
amounts to the negation of [the body's] eternity [by that other fac-
tor]. In reply, our [Isfahani's] position is that past eternity would
exclude a particular motion-change, but it would not exclude motion-
changes that have no beginning.

Our author [Baydawi] stated that the quiddity of motion-change
in itself is a negation of past eternity. [This is] because the quiddity
of motion-change according to its particular kind [i.e., whether 'motion'
or 'change'] is a composite of both an entity that has ceased [to exist]
and an entity that has come to be existent. Therefore, the quiddity
[of motion-change] is linked303 to the antecedence MS 139b of

305 So in L, T and the MS. The MS lists [muta'aqqalah] as a manuscript vari-
ant, but this may be presumed to be a scribal error.
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another factor, but the quiddity of past eternity is a negation of this
meaning; therefore, to bring the two [quiddities] together [in a com-
posite] would be impossible. An objector could say that the quid-
dity of past eternity should be clarified so that it would be plain that
[the quiddity of past eternity] would negate motion-change.

Some of the Mutakallimun have interpreted 'past eternity' as the
negation of any precedence, while others [of them] have interpreted
[past eternity] as a continuation within [divinely] decreed timespans
having no limit in the direction of the past. Without doubt every
single [example] L 277 of motion-change would not be eternal
whatever the interpretation used to explain past eternity. Regarding
the particular kind of motion-change, [whether of 'motion' or of
'change'], that would not be a negation of past eternity.

[Baydawi's] position is that the quiddity T 131 of motion-
change, according to its particular kind, is the composite of both an
entity that has ceased [to exist] and an entity that has come to be
existent. Our [Isfahani's] position is that we would not grant that
the quiddity of motion-change would be a composite of an entity
that has ceased [to exist] and an entity that has come to be exis-
tent. For indeed, the particular kind of motion-change [whether of
'motion' or 'change'] continues on, together with the entity that has
ceased [to exist] and the entity that has come to be existent. But if
the motion-change, according to its particular kind, should be com-
pounded of an entity that has ceased [to exist] and an entity that
has come to be existent, then this motion-change would not become
realized,306 [when taken] together with the entity that has ceased [to
exist] and the entity that has come to be existent.

Thus, the quiddity [of the motion-change] can be described as
having continuation, but its individual components cannot. Therefore,
a composite [made from both] the entity that has ceased [to exist]
and the entity that has come to be existent would be traceable to
its individual components, not to the particular kinds [of the com-
posite]; so then the particular kind [of the composite] would not
negate eternity [as being incompatible].

306 MS gl: [That is] because a composite made from a nonexistent entity, namely,
the entity that has ceased [to exist], and from an existent entity, namely, the entity
[newly] having existence, then [the composite] would be [itself] a nonexistent entity.
[Note presumably by the scribe of this MS [li-katibihi] ].
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4. An objection has been raised not granting that if a body
had been quiescent in past eternity then it would not have any
motion-change at all. In reply, [Baydawi's] statement is that if [the
body's] quiescence should be due to its own essence, then it would
be impossible to separate [the body] from [that essence]. But if [the
quiescence] should be due to some other factor, then inevitably that
other factor would be a necessary cause that was either a necessity
[itself for the quiescence]307 or [the other factor] would lead back
by progressive logic and terminate at a necessity; so the implication
would be that the quiescence would continue as long as [the neces-
sity] continued.

5. An objection has been raised asking308 why would it not be
admissible that the quiescence be conditional upon the absence of
some temporal phenomenon309 so that the quiescence would pass
away with the occurrence of the temporal phenomenon.310 In reply,
our position is that the existence of the temporal phenomenon would
negate the existence of the quiescence, because the contrary311 of the
condition312 would negate the existence of the conditional factor.313

Thus, the existence of the temporal phenomenon [i.e., the motion-
change] would depend upon the nonexistence of the quiescence, and
the nonexistence of the quiescence would depend upon the existence
of the temporal phenomenon, so the argument implicitly is circular.

6. An objection has been raised not granting [the fact] that
whatever is eternal314 does not become nonexistent. The [divine]
power of autonomous action to bring a particular entity into exist-
ence is an eternal [power], but it ceases when that particular entity
comes into existence. God Most High was omnipotently able to bring
the universe into existence; MS 140a but after it had come into
existence then that expression of divine omnipotence did not con-
tinue, because the [continued] bringing into existence of what [already]

307 L: [mujiban wajiban]; T and the MS: [wajiban].
308 So in L and T. The scribe of the MS inadvertently wrote [qulna] instead of

[qila].
309 MS gl: I.e., the absence of any motion-change.
310 MS gl: I.e., by the existence of a motion-change.
311 MS gl: namely, the existence of the temporal phenomenon, that is, the motion-

change.
312 Namely, the absence of motion-change.
313 Namely, the existence of the quiescence.
314 Reading with T and the MS: [al-azall]; L: [al-azal].
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exists would be impossible. So that eternal linkage [of power and
act] became nonexistent. And thus, there is a contradicting of the
reasons that have been set forth to prove that if quiescence should
be eternal then it would not become nonexistent. In reply, our posi-
tion is that what is existent in eternity would be the autonomous
power [of God], and that would continue to abide both in the eter-
nal past and in the eternal future. That which would cease [to exist]
would be the linkage of the divine power [to an individual action],
and that linkage of the divine power [to an action] is not [itself] an
existential factor.315

Baydawi said: L 277, T 131

b. Bodies are possible realities and are caused
The second [reason that bodies are temporal phenomena is that]
bodies are possible realities, because they are composites and they
are multiple, so each [body] would have a secondary cause, and that
cause would not be a necessary cause.316 If it should be otherwise,
then everything issuing from [the secondary cause], with or without
an intermediate factor, would continue as long as [the cause] itself
continued, and this would be impossible. Therefore, [the secondary

315 MS gl: But rather, that would be a factor in one's mental consideration
[i'tibarfyan]; the discussion is not about it, but rather, about a factor having to do
with existence and eternity.

316 That bodies are temporal phenomena is equal to saying that bodies are pos-
sible realities. Much philosophical argument consists in demonstrating similar equiv-
alencies.

Abu Hamid Muhammad al-Ghazali (1058-1111), was active a century before
F.D. Razi and two centuries before Baydawi. He was "the greatest figure in the
history of the Islamic reaction to NeoPlatonism, . . . and, despite Ibn Rushd's attempted
refutation of Ghazali's objections, he dealt a blow to Islamic philosophy from which
it would never recover." [quoted by W.L. Craig from Majid Fakhry's History of
Islamic Philosophy, (2nd ed., p. 217; New York, Columbia University Press, 1983
William L. Craig The Kalam Cosmological Argument, London: Macmillan Press; 
York: Barnes and Noble, 1979, p. 42.] Ghazali's book in this case is his Tahafut
al-Falasifah [The Incoherence of the Philosophers], in which he refuted the philosophe
argument for the eternity of the universe. Craig [op. cit., p. 43] says that Ghazali
used a quarter of his book to argue that "the universe had a beginning in time . . .
Ghazali pursued the proof that the universe had a beginning in time, for to his
mind the thesis of an eternal universe was quite simply equivalent to atheism." Ibn
Rushd's answers, together with al-Ghazali's arguments, are available in English [Aver-
roes' Tahafut al-Tahafut (The Incoherence of The Incoherence) t r a n s l a t e d . . . b y S i m o n V a n
Den Bergh. Cambridge: Reprinted at the University Press, 1987].
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cause] would be an agent of free choice, and anything having an
agent of free choice as cause would be a temporal phenomenon.

Let no one ask why it would not be admissible for the 'necessary
cause' to bring about the existence of a body in a gradual motion-
change that seemed perpetual in nature, with its motion-change being
the precondition for [all] these temporal phenomena and changes
that take place. [Such a theory would not be admissible], because,
if the existence of these temporal phenomena should be dependent
upon the existence of a motion-change and that [motion-change
should be dependent] upon another [motion-change], then the impli-
cation would be that there would be a coming together of motion-
changes without end, [all of them already] arranged both in position
and nature, which would be an impossibility.

And if [the existence of these temporal phenomena] should be de-
pendent upon the nonexistence [of the motion-change] L 278 after
its existence, then, in spite of the motion-change's nonexistence, the
'necessary cause' would be a completely adequate and continuing
cause for the existence of that temporal phenomenon, and so the
[necessary cause's] continuance would imply [the temporal phenom-
enon's] continuance.

Isfahani says: L 278, T 131, MS 140a

b. Bodies are possible realities and are caused
The second reason, indicating that bodies are temporal phenomena
both in themselves and their attributes, is that [bodies] are possible
realities, from two aspects.

1. The first aspect is that bodies are composites, and every
composite being is a possible reality. Regarding the minor premise
here [namely, that bodies are composites, it is true] because [bod-
ies] are compounded either from 'primal matter' and 'form', or from
'single atoms'. And regarding the major premise [namely, that every
composite is a possible reality, it is true] because every composite
has need for its own parts, [parts] that are [nonetheless] something
other than itself, and where everything has need for the 'something
other' there is a possible reality.

2. The second of the two [aspects] is that bodies are multi-
ple,—because for every body that exists there is another body [either]
of its species like [terrestrial] elemental bodies, or of its genus like
celestial bodies,—and everything [that exists as a] multiple would be
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a possible reality. [This is] because for a body to multiply317 there
would necessarily be differences [in the individual examples], and
their differences are not due to themselves,318 but rather their differences
are due to causes other than themselves, and thus they would be
possible realities.

So, it is established that bodies would be possible realities, and
every possible reality would have a secondary cause, so [every body]
would have a secondary cause. That secondary cause would not be
a necessary cause, because if the secondary cause of bodies should
be a necessary cause, then the implication would be that everything
issuing from [such a necessary cause], with or without an interme-
diate factor, would continue by reason of the continuance of [this
necessary cause's] essence, which would be impossible.

Regarding the fact that, if [the secondary cause] should be a nec-
essary cause, then the implication would be that everything issuing
from [that necessary cause] would continue, whether with or with-
out an intermediate factor, and since that necessary cause would be
either a temporal phenomenon or an eternal entity, then,

a) if [that necessary cause] should be a temporal phenom-
enon then bodies would be temporal phenomena, which is the desired
logical conclusion; but

b) if [that necessary cause] should be an eternal entity, then
from its continuance there would be implied

1) the continuance of its effect that would not have an
intermediate factor, and from the continuance of that effect having
no intermediate factor would come [in turn]

2) the continuance of its effect that would have an inter-
mediate factor, and so on,319 due to the necessary continuance of an
effect by reason of the continuance of its cause. But regarding the
fact that [the argument] would be impossible,320 [that is] because

317 The MS alone has body in the plural; while L, T, MS Garrett 989Ha, and
MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486 have the singular.

318 MS gl: I.e., in their real nature shared as a commonality among them, namely,
the body in an absolute sense [mutlaq al-jism], because it would be impossible for
what is logically single to become diversified.

319 MS gl: So, the implication would be that all temporal phenomena would con-
tinue, which would be impossible.

320 MS gl: This is about [Baydawi's] statement that [continuation of the effect]
would be by reason of the continuance [of the cause] itself, which would be im-
possible.
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many MS 140b existing things are [each one] a temporal phenom-
enon, not something that continues.

Thus, it would be established that the secondary cause [for the
existence] of bodies would not be a 'necessary cause', and therefore
the determination is that the secondary cause of bodies would be an
'agent of free choice'. Now, everything having an agent of free choice
as secondary cause would be a temporal phenomenon, in accordance
with what you know, that the action of an agent of free choice could
not possibly be eternal.

Let no one ask why it would not be admissible for a secondary
[but] necessary cause to bring into existence a body in a motion-
change that seemed to be perpetual, its motion-change being the
condition for these temporal phenomena and their alterations, so
that the continuance of everything issuing from [that secondary but
necessary cause] was not implied to be by an intermediate factor.
Of course, it would still be true that some of what would issue from
[the necessary cause] by an intermediate factor would be a tempo-
ral phenomenon not continuing by reason of [the cause's] continu-
ance, because the condition for the existence [of this temporal
phenomenon] would be the required motion-change that is renewed
[but] has no continuance.

[That theory would not be admissible] because our position is
that if the existence of these temporal phenomena should depend
upon the existence of a motion-change and that motion-change
[should depend] upon the existence of another motion-change, and
so on without end, then the implication would be that there would
be a coming together of endless motion-changes all arranged together
both in position and nature within existence, which would be an
impossibility; and that if the existence of these temporal phenomena
should depend upon a motion-change that would be nonexistent
T 132 after it had been in existence, L 279 then the necessary
cause, along with the fact that this motion-change was nonexistent,
would become a completely adequate and continuing cause for the
existence of this temporal phenomenon. Therefore, the continuance
of the necessary cause,—along with the fact that this motion-change
would be nonexistent after having been in existence,—would imply
the continuance of the temporal phenomenon.

An objection could be raised that the continuous motion-change
of the [theoretical] body logically would require that there be a link-
age of the individual phases of the motion-change [in a series] one
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after the other without a beginning. As everything that precedes
would have been prepared for whatever follows, this would not imply
that there would be a coming together of [all] the motion-changes
within existence, but rather, this logically would require that the
motion-changes exist one after the other in orderly succession, and
these motion-changes coming one after the other would be causes
made ready for the existence of the temporal phenomena.

However, [in reply to the objection], the continuance of the effect
might not be dependent upon the preparatory causes, so some tem-
poral phenomena might continue after their preparatory causes had
become nonexistent; while the continuance of other [temporal phe-
nomena] might be dependent upon the preparatory causes and so
might vanish with the vanishing of their preparatory causes.

Baydawi said: L 279, T 132

c. Bodies are inseparable from temporal phenomena
The third [reason for the temporal nature of bodies] is 1.) that bod-
ies never exist apart from temporal phenomena, and 2.) whatever
does not exist apart from temporal phenomena would itself be a
temporal phenomenon. The first point is clearly evident, and the
second [point] will be proved in Section 1 of Book 2.

Isfahani says: L 279, T 132, MS 140b

c. Bodies are inseparable from temporal phenomena
The third reason indicating that bodies are temporal phenomena in
both their essences and their attributes is the argument that all the
Mutakallimun take as their base. Its form is 'that no body exists
apart from temporal phenomena, and whatever does not exist apart
from temporal phenomena would itself be a temporal phenomenon'.
The argument includes four propositions.

1. Temporal phenomena are an established fact.
2. It is impossible for a body321 to exist apart from [temporal

phenomena].
3. Nonexistence must precede [existence] for the totality [of all

bodies].

The MS has this noun in the plural.
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4. Nonexistence must precede [existence] for anything that is
inseparable from what nonexistence must precede.

The minor premise of the syllogism includes two of the four propo-
sitions, namely, the first and second; while its major premise includes
the last two.

[Baydawi], our author, states that the former is clearly evident,
that is, the minor premise is clearly evident, for combination and
separation, motion-change and quiescence, and positions are [all]
temporal phenomena, and bodies never exist apart from them. Also,
he states that the latter will be proved, that is, the major premise
will be proved in [Section 1, Chapter 2,] Topic 4, of Book 2.322

Baydawi said: L 279, T 132

Arguments against the temporal nature of bodies

a. [First arguments] against the 'origination' of bodies. The oppo-
sition [i.e., the Greek and Islamic philosophers, and the Karramiyah
sect of Islam] has used a number of arguments against the tempo-
ral nature of bodies.

1. If bodies should be temporal phenomena then the particu-
larizing of their 'origination' at an appointed time would have taken
place without an agent to cause the particularization, which would
be an impossibility.

2. Every temporal phenomenon has matter, and that matter
would be eternal in order to avoid an infinite series argument, and
[matter] is not separable from 'form', so form would also be eter-
nal; therefore, a body would be eternal.

3. Time duration is eternal; otherwise, its nonexistence would
be antecedent to its existence in such a way that [the time dura-
tion] would not be actualized except within a time duration, so then
before the existence of the time duration there would be another
time duration. But this would be contrary [to our understanding],
namely, that [time duration] is the measure of motion-change and
it subsists in a body, therefore, a body would be eternal.

1. a, 2.—a, 3.—a. To answer, the first [of their arguments] is
answered by the fact that the agent of particularization would be
the [divine] will. The second and third [arguments are answered]

322 The order here is changed to a descending hierarchy. Ed.
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by saying that their premises have neither been granted nor demon-
strated. L 280

[Baydawi continues:]

b. [And then arguments] against the 'termination' of bodies. Fur-
thermore, one should understand that the validity of predicating the
'termination' of bodies is derived from their 'origination'.

Now, even though they do acknowledge that [bodies] are tempo-
ral phenomena, the Karramiyah hold that they are everlasting. [They
argue that] if [bodies] should become nonexistent, then their non-
existence would be due either

1. to annihilation by an agent of annihilation, or
2. to their displacement [from existence] by the coming of an

opposing factor, or
3. to the cessation of some condition.

But [to them] all these [reasons] are impossible.323 The 'Kalam'
dialectic argument [by other scholars] has been proceeding with the
issuance of formal statements and responses.

Isfahani says: L 280, T 132, MS 141a

Arguments against the temporal nature of bodies

a. [First there are arguments] against the 'origination' of bodies.
The argument of our opposition, namely, anyone who holds the the-
ory that bodies are eternal, is as follows.

1. The first [argument against the temporal origination of bod-
ies] is that if bodies should be temporal phenomena, then the par-
ticularizing of their origination at a determined time would be without
an agent to cause the particularization. But the conclusion is false,
and the premise is likewise.

An explanation of the logic used is that if [bodies] should be tem-
poral phenomena, then they would have an effective cause, and that
effective cause necessarily would be either

a) eternal, or
b) a temporal phenomenon. The second alternative inevitably

would [be a causality that either]

F.D. Razi, op. cit, p. 137, lines 8-10.
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1) [logically moves back until it] terminates at an eter-
nal effective cause, or

2) it does not. This second alternative is impossible, other-
wise the argument would be either circular or an infinite series, both
of which are impossible.

So, it is determined that [bodies] have an effective cause that
would be either

(a) eternal, or
(b) a temporal phenomenon that [logically moves back until

it] terminates at an eternal effective cause. On both assumptions
there must be an eternal effective cause. This eternal effective cause
is bound to have every factor—that is involved in its being the
effective cause of its effect—either

c) present with it in eternity, or
d) not [present with it]. If it should be the second alterna-

tive (d), then it324 would be depending upon a temporal phenome-
non that would have its [own] effective cause, to which we will
transfer the discussion.

So then we say that inevitably it would be [either]
e) that [the efficacy of the effective cause] would terminate

in an eternal effective cause, or
f) that it would not. If it should be the second alternative

(f), then implicitly the argument would be either circular or an
infinite series, both of which are impossible. But if it should be the
first alternative (e), then the efficacy of that effective cause upon the
temporal phenomenon [either]

g) would depend upon a temporal precondition, or
h) it would not. If it should be the second alternative (h),

then [the efficacy of the effective cause] implicitly would be eternal.
[But] if it should be the first alternative (g), then we transfer the dis-
cussion to it.

Then the implication would be either
i) that [the efficacy of the effective cause] would be eternal,

or
j) that there would be an infinite series of temporal phe-

nomena having no beginning, which would be impossible.
If the first alternative (i) should be true, then inevitably [either]

MS gl: I.e., the efficacy of the effective cause on its effects.
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1) the occurrence of its effects would necessarily occur
together with [the effective cause], or

2) it would not. MS 141b If the first alternative (1)
should be true, then the eternity of its effects would be implied, and
therefore the eternity of bodies would be implied. This would be
contrary [to our proposition], but it is what was claimed.

But if [the second alternative (2) should be true, namely, that the
occurrence of the effect together with the effective cause] should not
be necessary, and if its325 existence should be admissible together
with the fact that its effects would be nonexistent, then let us form
a hypothesis concerning its essence326 together with all the things that
should be considered in the transaction of cause and effect, at one
time with these effects as existing, and at another time with these
effects as nonexisting. [The case now would be one in which the
question is either]

k) [if] the particularization of that exact time327—and not
another—by the existence of that particular effect should depend upo
[that exact time] being particularized by some [agent] entity on ac-
count of which that [exact time] would be preferable by reason of
the existence of that particular effect, then that [entity as] particulariz-
ing agent would be considered in the transaction of cause and effect,
as [the agent] would have been an entity existent before that, and
therefore, whatever328 necessarily would be in the transaction of cause
and effect would have been existent in past eternity. But, as the
assumption was contrary to this, this [conclusion] is contrary.
[Or],

1) if the particularization of that exact time—and not an-
other—by the [existence of that particular] effect should not depen
upon [that exact time] being particularized by some [agent] entity
on account of which that exact time would be preferable by reason
of the existence T 133 of that [particular] effect, then the partic-
ularizing of the temporal phenomena by that exact specific time
would be a particularizing without an agent of particularization.329

2. The second [argument against the temporal origination of
bodies]330 is that if bodies should be temporal phenomena then they

320 MS gl: [I.e., the existence of] the eternal effective cause.
326 MS gl: I.e., the essence of the effective cause.
327 MS gl: I.e., the exact time [waqt] of the effect's existence.
328 MS: [kana kull ma la budd lahu]; L & T: [kana ma la. budd minhu].
329 MS gl: And this also would be impossible.
330 MS gl: I.e., the opponents' second argument.
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would have matter. [This is] because if bodies L 281 should be
temporal phenomena, then before their origination they would have
been realities having the possibility of existence. The possibility [of
existence] would demand a substrate established [as a certainty],331

since [the possibility itself] would be an established certainty. That
substrate would not constitute the bodies themselves, nor would it
be a distinguishing factor for them.332 Rather, it would be something
closely associated with them, namely, matter. And matter is eternal,
because if it should be a temporal phenomenon,—and every tem-
poral phenomenon has matter,—then [all] matter would have other
matter, and the argument implicitly would be an infinite series. Thus,
it would be established that [matter] would be eternal. And matter
does not exist apart from form that is also eternal; thus, the body
[i.e., as a composite of matter and form] would be eternal.

3. The third [argument against the temporal origination of bod-
ies] is that a time duration would be eternal, because if it should
be a temporal phenomenon, then its nonexistence would precede its
existence in the kind of precedence that could not be realized except
within a time duration. So, before the existence of a time duration
there would be [another] time duration. But this would be contrary
[to the proposition]. Moreover, time duration is the measurement of
motion-change, so motion-change also would be eternal. And motion-
change subsists in a body, so a body would be eternal.

l.-a. The answer to the first argument [against the temporal
origination of bodies] is that the particularizing agency would be the
linkage of the will of God Most High to what He creates at that
exact time.333

An objection might be raised to the effect that the linkage of the
will of God with His creation at that exact time would have need
for some other agency of preference [i.e., between existence and
nonexistence], so then MS 142a the linkage of the [divine] will
with what it causes to exist could be at some other exact time,
because if the linkage of the will of God Most High with what He
causes to exist should not be possible at another exact time, then

331 MS gl: I.e., a possible reality would be an existent established entity.
332 MS gl: Otherwise, the implication would be that a thing's attribute would be

subsisting [qiyam] in its distinguishing factor, which would be false.
333 An 'exact time' [waqt] as differing from 'time' in its other aspects, of 'time

duration' [zaman], 'time now' [an], and the 'extension of time now' [dahr].
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God Most High would be under obligation to Himself, not an agent
of free choice.334 The discussion about this point then would be the
same as what was said at first, and argument in an infinite series
would be implicit. The answer [to this objection] is that the linkage
of the will of God Most High to what He brings into existence at
that exact time would be a necessary linkage, and so there would
be no need for an agent of preference [between existence and non-
existence] .

[The objector's] statement is that if [the linkage] should be nec-
essary, then God335 would be under obligation to Himself. [In reply,
our position is that we do not grant that if the linkage of the [divine]
will should be something necessary, [that] then God would be under
obligation to Himself. That would be the implication only if [the
linkage] should be necessary by way of the essence of God. However,
if [the linkage] should be necessary by way of the [divine] will
[instead], then no, [that would not be the implication].

An objection might be raised to the effect that to particularize the
origination of temporal phenomena at a specific exact time would
demand that that exact time be made distinct from all other exact
times, and that [action] would require that [all] the exact times be
in existence prior to [the creation of a given] temporal phenome-
non. The reply [to this objection] would be that the exact times in
which the making of a preference would be desired336 would be non-
existent, and no distinction could be made between them except in
one's estimation. Time duration would begin to exist only at the first
[moment of] the world's existence, and no actual beginning in exis-
tence for all other things could possibily take place at all before time
duration [itself] would begin to exist.

2.~a and 3.-a. The answer to the second and third [arguments
against the temporal origination of bodies] is that the premises of
both arguments are neither granted nor have they been proved, and
we have referred earlier to the falsity of all premises used in the
demonstration.

334 Reading with L, T, and MS Garrett 989Ha: [fa'ilan bi-al-ikhtiyar]. The MS:
[facilan mukhtaran].

335 The formula "tacala3" following the mention of God [i.e., "May He be ex-
alted" = [God] Most High] is sometimes dropped in the source texts to avoid too
much repetition.

336 MS gl: I.e., would be demanded.
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[Isfahani continues]:

b. [And then there are arguments] against the 'termination' of
bodies.

One should understand that the validity of [predicating] the tem-
poral termination of bodies is a corollary derived from their tem-
poral origination. So if their origination should be established as
valid, then the validity of their termination would be established;
otherwise it would not be.

Now, while the Karramiyah337 acknowledge that bodies are tempo-
ral phenomena, they hold [nevertheless]338 that bodies are everlasting,
since if bodies should become nonexistent after having been existent,
then their nonexistence after their existence would be due either

1. to annihilation by an agent of annihilation, or
2. [to their displacement from existence] by the coming of an

opposing factor, or
3. to the cessation of some condition.

And [in their view] all three [of these reasons] are invalid.
[Therefore, say the Karramiyah], the doctrine that the world would
be nonexistent L 282 after its existence, is impossible.

Dialectic argument on this [subject, i.e., by other scholars] has
been going on in formal statement and response,339 but there is no
harm in reviewing it [here].

337 MS gl: [One school] of the Mutakallimun.
Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad ibn Karram [died in Jerusalem 255/869] was active

in the Central and Eastern Muslim lands and in the Iranian areas especially. Thus,
both Baydawi and Isfahani would have reason to know about him and his move-
ment more so than writers based in the Western areas. Ibn Karram was held to
be generally orthodox, but he leaned toward literalism and anthropomorphism in
his teachings. He was aggressive in winning followers in the Nishapur region.

The Haysamiyah sect was one of the sects of the Karramiyah, and it was the
one closest to orthodoxy. The founder, Muhammad ibn al-Haysam, according to
al-Shahrastani in his al-Milal wa-al-Nihal, English translation as Muslim Sects an
Divisions by A.K. Kazi and J.G. Flynn, p. 95, "tried to modify the view of Abu
cAbd Allah [Ibn al-Karram] on every issue. He has changed it from the crude and
ridiculous to something intelligible. For example, on the question of anthropomorphism,
he says that by the word 'body' [Ibn Karram] means that God is self-subsistent."

338 In the discussion here of the Karramiyah doctrines and their rebuttal Isfahani
follows closely the arguments and phraseology used by Fakhr al-Din Razi in his
Muhassal and Nasir al-Din Tusi in his Talkhis al-Muhassal [Page 137, line 8—p. 13,
line 20, of the Cairo, 1323 A.H. reprinted edition]. The first person plural repre-
sents Razi, with whom Isfahani identifies his position.

339 Ibri, [commenting on Baydawi's Tawalic al-Anwar], says here: [It is in] Book 
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Razi's review of responses to the Karramiyah

(1.)—a. [In answer to the first of the three arguments by the
Karramiyah for the necessity of the world's eternity] we [i.e., the
orthodox school of F.D. Razi with which Isfahani identifies himself]
hold, however, that it would not be admissible for [the world] to
become nonexistent through 'annihilation' [by an agent of annihila-
tion for the following reasons].340

a) If the 'annihilation' should be an 'event within existence',
then that [particular event within] existence would not be exactly
the same as a [mere] 'nonexistence of the world'.

b) If it should be otherwise, then that [particular event
within] existence indeed would be MS 142b [not only] identical
to a [mere] nonexistence [of the world], but rather [far more than
that], the logical goal of [that particular event within existence] would
be to require the nonexistence of substance [itself]. But then that
[actually] would constitute an annihilation by an opposing entity, so
[properly] it would be the second [reason of the Karramiyah against
the nonexistence of bodies after their existence], not the first.341

c) If [the 'annihilation' of the world] should not be an 'event
within existence', then it would constitute a 'mere nonexistence' [of
the world]. So it would be impossible for [such a 'mere nonexistence
of the world'] to be derived from an effective cause, since there is
no difference to the intellect between saying, "He has not been mak-
ing anything at all", and saying, "He made nonexistence." If the
case should be otherwise, then one of these two 'nothings' would be
different from the other, and then each of the two 'nothings' would
have individuality and phenomenal reality, thus, 'nothingness' would
have phenomenal reality. But this would be contrary [to the facts].

(2.)—a. [In answer to the second of the three arguments of the
Karramiyah] we hold, however, that it would not be admissible for
[the world] to be annihilated through the temporal origination of
an opposing entity, for two reasons.342

Section 2, Chapter 1, Topic 4, on whether accidents have permanence, but we will
not prolong it.

3+0 F.D. Razi, op. cit, p. 137, lines 10-14. Isfahani appropriated the pages of
this material as being reliable information which was considered at that time to be
in the public domain. Nor was such use of it considered plagiarism, especially as
he made mention of Razi's Compendium as its source.

341 MS gl: [The first being] annihilation by an agent of annihilation.
342 F.D. Razi, op. cit., p. 137, lines 16-22.
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a) First, the temporal origination of an opposing entity would
depend upon the exclusion of the other [or, first existing] 'opposite'.
So, if the exclusion of the 'first existing opposite' should be caused
by the temporal origination of this [second existing] opposite, then
the argument would be implicitly circular, which would be impossi-
ble [to use].

b) Second, the opposition occurs from both sides, so that
the exclusion of one of the [two sides] by the other would not be
preferable to the reverse. Thus, the case would be either

1) that each of the two [sides] would be excluded by the
other, which would be impossible, because the 'effective cause' mak-
ing each of them nonexistent would be the 'existence' of the other,
and the 'effective cause' would be occurring simultaneously with its
'effect'; so, if the two 'nonexistences' should be occurring together,
then the two 'existences' would be occurring together, and [then] they
would be two existents [which also would be two] nonexistents simul-
taneously,343 which would be impossible. Or, [the case would be]

2) that one of the two [sides] would not be excluded by
the other, and then the implication would be that two opposing enti-
ties were coexisting.

(3.) a. [In answer to the third of the three arguments of the
Karramiyah]344 we hold, however, that it would not be admissible
that [the nonexistence of the world] be due to the cessation of some
condition, because that 'condition' would be no more than an acci-
dental quality. Thus, the 'substance' would have need for the 'acci-
dental quality', and the 'accidental quality' [already] had need for
the 'substance', so the argument implicitly would be circular, which
would be impossible.

(1.) a. (additional) It may be said in reply [generally, following
this rebuttal of the Karramiyah's reasons, that we can return to the
first argument, namely, to ask] why it would not be admissible that
[the world] become nonexistent through annihilation by an agent
[of annihilation].

[Razi's summary] statement [in l.a 1 above] is that [such an] act
of annihilation either would be an 'event within existence', or it
would not be such.

343 The MS alone omits 'simultaneously'.
344 Razi, op. cit., p. 138, lines 5-7.
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Our [Isfahani] position is that [Razi's statement] implies that noth-
ing whatsoever would be annihilated, because then the question arises
whether if a given entity should be annihilated would it be made
new as an entity, or would it not be made new. Thus, if the thing
should not be made new as an entity, then it [really] would not have
been nonexistent; but if it should be made new, then what would
be made new would be either [its] nonexistence or [its] existence.

It would not be admissible [for the option] to be '[its] nonexis-
tence', because there would be no difference between saying, MS
143a 'it was not made new5, and saying, '[its] nonexistence was
made new'; otherwise, one of the two 'nonexistences' would differ
from the other, which is impossible. But if it should be ' [its] existence',
then that [case] would constitute the temporal origination of another
'existence', not the nonexistence of the first existent.345

We have now granted T 134 the invalidity of this division [of
the Karramiyah argument, namely, their first reason].346

(2.)~a. (additional) So, then [we ask] why it would not be admis-
sible that [the world] be made to vanish through the origination of
an opposing entity; [that is, we would return to the second argu-
ment of the Karramiyah].

[In explanation of this point Razi had] said,
"In the first place, the origination of a [new] temporal phenom-

enon [as a 'second existing opposite'] would depend upon whether
the remaining ['first existing opposite'] would be nonexistent. Our
[Razi and Isfahani] position is that we would not grant [this view],
since we hold that the nonexistence of the remaining ['first existing
opposite'] would be both the result of the [new] temporal phenom-
enon and [its] cause; and [even] if this [cause of the new phenomenon]
should be impossible to separate from the resulting [nonexistence,
still that cause] would have no need for the result."347

"And in the second place, [Razi said] the 'opposition' [between
the two opposites] would be a commonality shared between the two
sides. Our position is to ask why it would not be admissible that the
[new] temporal phenomenon should be more powerful by reason of
its temporal origination, even though we would not know the reason

343 [kan dhalik huduthan li-wujud akhar la cadaman lil-mawjud al-awwal].
346 MS gl: That is, annihilation by an agent of annihilation.
347 Razi, op. cit., p. 138, lines 14 15; reading from "in the first place" above

here.
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why348 [its] temporal origination would be the cause of its power."349

L 283
[Razi continues:] "We grant that this division [of the argument,

namely, the second reason of the Karramiyah] is invalid."350

(3.)—a. (additional) [Again we ask] why it would not be admis-
sible that the body should become nonexistent on account of the
vanishing of a precondition. The explanation [of the Karramiyah]
for this is that the 'accidental quality' [i.e., of the precondition] would
not be permanent, and the 'substance' would not be able to exist
apart from [the accidental quality], and if God Most High should
not create the accidental quality then the substance would vanish."351

[Razi's response] was, ["The Karramiyah] argument is implicitly
circular. Our [Razi and Isfahani] position is to ask why it would
not be admissible to hold that the 'substance' and the 'accident'
would be a) mutual concomitants of one another even though one
[of the two] might not need the other, as in the matter of the two
mutual adjunctions [i.e., as mutual opponents]352 and b) two effects
of a single cause; then one of the two mutual concomitants would
not exist in the absence of the other."

The foregoing is the argument [against the Karramiyah] that the
Imam [Fakhr al-Din Razi] stated in [his book] Muhassal.353

348 A.M. Goichon traces Ibn Sina's usage of the word [li-mayyah] as an abstract
[noun] formed from "why" [li-ma], meaning "the why" of something, e.g., of God's
nature.

349 L, T, the MS, and MS Garrett 989Ha read: [sababan li-al-quwah], the pas-
sage being translated here as "why the temporal origination would be the cause of
its power."

However, F.D. Razi's text [Muhassal, p. 138, 1. 17] reads: [salban li-al-quwah,
the passage then is translatable as "why the temporal origination would be a nega-
tion of its power."

330 MS gl: That is, annihilation by [displacement through] the occurrence of an
opposing entity.

351 Razi, op. cit., p. 138, to line 18.
332 Reading [mutadayifayn] with L, T, and the MS. Razi's Muhassal: [al-

mutadaddayn] [p. 138, 1. 20] seems truest to the context of a 'joint statement'. The
reading, [mutadayifayn], is Isfahani's actual usage here, although it would seem to
be an anomalous change from the source being quoted. Confirmation that Isfahani
intentionally changed the word is found in the closing paragraph of this discussion.
Isfahani uses the term [mutadayifayn] and contrasts its intent with that of the pop-
ular understanding of the example of the two mutual opposites [al-mutadaddayn],
one of which is displaced by the other. Another possibility for this difference (in
one or other of the texts) is that it might be an error in orthography.

353 Razi, op. cit., p. 138, to line 20.
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[Nasir al-Din Tusi], the author of Talkhis al-Muhassal™ stated in
it that the doctrine of the Karramiyah was to the effect that the
world is a temporal phenomenon that cannot possibly vanish. [Also]
this was the doctrine held by al-Jahiz.

The Ashacirah and Abu cAli al-Jubba'i held that the vanishing
of the world is rationally admissible. But Abu Hashim [cAbd al-
Salam ibn al-Jubba3i] said that this [doctrine] was known only through
tradition.

Thereupon the Ashacirah held that [the world] would vanish [if
considered] from the standpoint that God Most High would not cre-
ate the accidents whose existence [with them] substances need.

Qadi Abu Bakr [al-Baqillani] stated in certain places that those
accidents would be [created as] 'instantaneous generations',355 and
in [other] places that an 'agent of free choice' will cause the van-
ishing [of the world] without an intermediate agent. Likewise, Mahmud
al-Khayyat356 held the same [doctrine]. Moreover, [al-Baqillani]357

says in another place that 'substance' MS 143b has need for a
specimen358 of every genus of accidental qualities, so if [God] should
not create any specimen then the substance would become nonex-
istent. Likewise, the Imam al-Haramayn [al-Juwayni] said the same.

Some of them held that if 'permanence', that is an accidental
quality, should not be created, then 'substance' would become non-
existent. Likewise, al-Kacbi359 held this doctrine.

Abu al-Hudhayl [al-cAllaf, d. 226/840-1] said, 'Just as [God] has
said, 'Be' and it had being", [Qur'an 2:117, et al.]360 so He will say,

334 Razi's Muhassal Ajkar al-Mutaqaddimin wa-al-Muta'akhkhirin [title in translation:
"Compendium of Thought Ancient and Modem"], printed together with Nasir al-Din Tusi's
Talkhis al-Muhassal [title translated: " The Abridged Compendium"], edited by Taha cAbd
al-Ra'uf Sacad; reprint of the 1323 A.H. edition, Cairo, 197-?, pp. 136-139. Isfahani
quotes Tusi, either verbatim or closely paraphrased, from here to the end of the
topic.

355 [al-akwan] L 283 gl: [Namely], the four [types of] 'instantaneous genera-
tion', namely, joining together, separation, motion-change, and quiescence.

356 Presumably the same as Abu al-Husayn cAbd al-Rahim ibn Muhammad ibn
'Uthman al-Khayyat, d. ca. 300/913 [En-I-2 4:1162b]. al-Shahrastani, Muslim Sects
and Divisions, tr. A.K. Kazi and J.G. Flynn, p. 64, mentions him as the [apparent]
founder of the Khayyatiya sect of the Mu'tazila. He was the teacher of al-Ka'bi.

357 The MS has a coded reference to al-Baqillani.
358 L, T, and MS Garrett 989Ha have [naw1] in the singular; the MS has [anwac]

in the plural.
359 al-Kacbi al-Balkhi, Abu al-Qasim ibn Muhammad, d. 317 or 319/929 or 931.
360 Isfahani narrates the action using the perfect tense for this verse: '[Kun fa-
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'Vanish' and it will vanish." Abu cAli [al-Jubba5i] and Abu Hashim
[said], "God Most High will create [the phenomenon of] vanishing,
that being an accidental quality [of all bodies], and all bodies will
vanish, and [that accidental quality] will not remain."361 Abu Ali [al-
Jubba'i] was saying that [God] would create the phenomenon of
'vanishing' for every substance, while the rest [of the Mutakallimun]
held that a single [command] for the 'vanishing' would be sufficient
to cause the vanishing of everything. The foregoing statements are
their doctrines.

(1 .-a.) (additional) The statement of Imam [Fakhr al-Din Razi]
regarding annihilation being invalid because there would be no
difference between saying, "He has not been making anything at
all", and saying, "He has made nonexistence", is of no importance.
That is because the difference between the two [statements] is per-
ceived in [one's] intuitive reasoning. The statement that 'He has not
been making', is a judgment of a continuity in course, and of the
absence of anything issued by the [divine] agent. And the statement
that "He has made 'nonexistence'", is a judgment of a renewal of
the 'nonexistence' after it had not been [in effect], and of its being
issued by its [divine] agent. This distinction between the two [exam-
ples of] 'nonexistence' is made by relating them both to two [exam-
ples of] 'existence', or by relating one of them and not the other.

(2.-a.) (additional) [Razi's] statement is: The answer to the sec-
ond reason put forward [in the second argument of the Karramiyah]
regarding the invalidity of an annihilation [of the world] by the
occurrence of an opposing entity,—namely, that the opposition would
be occurring on both sides equally, [and thus] it should be granted
that a [newly originated] temporal phenomenon would be more pow-
erful [in the opposition than would the already existing world],—
even if we should not know the reason why it would be so, that
[argument as reply] would not be an answer. The answer is what

kana]' [Qur'an 2:117 et al.]. Note that here the text in the Qur'an itself always
has [yakun], in the 'present', or 'imperfect' tense.

361 Reading with L, T, MS Garrett 989Ha, MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486, and Tusi's
quote in his Talkhis al-Muhassal [p. 138]: [la yabqa3].

A gloss in MS Garrett 989Ha interpreting this reading states here: That is, [the
accidental quality] vanishes when its substrate [in the bodies] vanishes.

However, the scribe of the MS has read the clause: [wa-huwa la yafna3] and
has coded the antecedent of [huwa] as 'God' instead of the 'accidental quality of
'vanishing'.
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we have explained, that the temporal phenomenon is more power-
ful by reason of the preference [given in existence] to an entity newly
made to exist362 over one that has been excluded [from existence].

(3.-a.) (additional) Regarding the invalidity of an annihilation
[of the world] because of the cessation of a precondition, and [the
argument] that the precondition would be no more than an acci-
dental quality, that is a mere claim. L 284

Indeed, it would be admissible that there be a precondition that
would not be an accident, just as 'substance' would be the substrate,
as a precondition, in bringing accidents into existence within it.
Moreover, it would be admissible that the precondition be neither
substance nor accident, but rather, a nonexistential entity,—an expla-
nation has already been given363 for the admissibility of such a pre-
condition,—and the cessation of that MS 144a [nonexistential]
entity would entail the annihilation of what had been conditional
[upon it].

Imam [Razi's] explanation regarding the accident being a condi-
tion in annihilation,—in that the accident does not continue and the
substance cannot exist apart from it so [the substance] is annihilated
upon annihilation of [the accident],—would not be a useful expla-
nation with these antagonists, since the Karramiyah do not hold that
position as do the Muctazilah.

But to infer [as do the Karramiyah] that the argument would be
implicitly circular because the substance has need for the accident
would be invalid. This is because a circular argument would exist
only [in a case where] the object of need ['B'] would [in turn itself]
have need for the agent ['A'] that [already] has the need for [this
original] object of need ['B']; [and this would be all within the same
reference frame ['C'] whereby ['A'] needs ['B'].

But this is not the case here: the need of the substance ['A'] for
some accident or other ['B'] is not due to [the substance's] own
nature nor is it for a particular accident;364 but a particular accident
does have need of a body because of [the accident's] own nature.
Thus, a circular argument would not be implicit.

Imam [Razi's] answer regarding the admissibility of there being
a mutual concomitance [between two entities] without there being

362 Reading [mujad] with L, T, MS Garr. 989Ha; the MS alone has [mawjud].
363 See (2.-a.) above.
364 I.e., it is not within the same reference frame ['C'] whereby ['A'] needs ['B'].
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any need of one for the other, [again] would not be useful here.
Indeed, an accidental quality, if it is to exist, does need a body [to
be its substrate]; and, if the mutual concomitance should be due to
the need of each of the two mutual concomitants for an identical
nature in the other, then it would be impossible. But if [the rela-
tionship] should be without there being any need of one for the
other, or for whatever would be linked to the other, then it would
be inconceivable. That would be an association by agreement, one
that would not require the impossibility of separation.

Thus, to introduce [here] the example of the two entities that are
mutual adjunctions according to the popular understanding365 would
not be correct.366

Indeed, the adjunction of each of the two entities [i.e., to the
other] has need within existence for the essence of the other [entity],
not for the adjunctive relationship to it. Furthermore, each of the
two effects of a single cause has need for the cause of the other, so
in neither of them would there be an absolute absence of need, [and
this is] without there being an implicit circular argument.

Baydawi said: L 284, T 134, MS 144a

5. Bodies as limited entities

The dimensions that exist are limited, equally whether they are
posited in a void or in a plenum; and this is contrary to T 135
[the doctrine of the philosophers of] India.367

365 The popular understanding of the example of the two entities is that they are
opponents one of which displaces the other. Here is the confirmation that Isfahani
changed from using the term "two opposing entities" [mutadaddayn], as in the rel-
evant context being quoted in Razi's Muhassal, substituting "two mutual adjunc-
tions" [mutadayifayn]. Razi, as interpreted by Nasir al-Din Tusi, also uses the latter
terminology [i.e., two mutual adjunctions], in closing his discussion of the topic.
[See Tusi's Talkhis al-Muhassal, printed with the Muhassal of Razi, Cairo 1323 reprint
ed., p. 139, next to last paragraph.]

366 MS gl: Because the popular understanding is that neither of the two mutual
adjunctions has need for the other.

367 In the Dictionary of Philosophy, ed. by Dagobert D. Runes (Totowa, NJ.: Rowman
& Allanheld, Reprinted 1984), see especially the articles by Kurt F. Leidecker, e.g.,
"Indian Philosophy", "Buddhism", "Samsara", "Karma", "Moksa", "Nirvana", etc.

The first quote is from "Indian Philosophy", and the second is from "Buddhism":
1. Indian Philosophy: . . . "All Indian doctrines orient themselves by the Vedas,

accepting or rejecting their authority. In ranging from materialism to acosmism and
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Our theory is that if we should assume a line of unlimited length
and a line of limited length parallel to the first, and if [the limited
line] should bend around to be heading toward an intersection [with
the unlimited line], then inevitably there would be a point that would
be the point beginning the angle of intersection, and the unlimited
line would be interrupted by [that point].

If it should be otherwise, then the point [marking where the]
beginning of the intersection [would have been] would be included
with what is above it [on the line], and thus, the 'line without limit'
would become [a 'line marked and] limited'. But this would be con-
trary [i.e., to our theory].

[The philosophers of India] argue that what is beyond every body
is something distinct that may be referred to by sensate perception,
since what lies next to a body's south [extremity] would not be what
lies next to its north [extremity]; and everything of that sort [that
is, is sensately perceived] would be an existent entity, either a body,
or a corporeal entity. And so, [they reason], it is an established fact
that what is beyond every body would be another body [and so on]
without end.

But [their] argument is ruled out, as the distinction [they claim]
is a pure estimation and thus it is not firmly established.

nihilism, from physiologism to spiritualism, realism to idealism, monism to plural-
ism, atheism and pantheism, Hindus believe they have exhausted all possible philo-
sophic attitudes, which they feel supplement rather than exclude each other. A
universal feature is the fusion of religion, metaphysics, ethics and psychology, due
to the universal acceptance of a psycho-physicalism, further exemplified in the typ-
ical doctrines of karma and samsara." (op. cit., p. 160.)

2. Buddhism: "The multifarious forms, philosophic, religious, ethical and socio-
logical, which the teaching of Gautama Buddha have produced. They centre around
the main doctrine of [catvari arya-satyani], the four noble truths, the last of which
enables one in eight stages to reach nirvana right views, right resolve, right speech,
right conduct, right livelihood, right effort, right mindfulness, right concentra-
tion." . . . "The basic assumptions in philosophy are: a causal nexus in nature and
man, of which the law of karma is but a specific application; the impermanence
of things; and the illusory notion of substance and soul. Man is viewed realistically
as a conglomeration of bodily forms (rupa), sensations (vedana), ideas (sanjna), latent
karma (sanskaras), and consciousness (vijnana)." (op. cit., pp. 57—58.)
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Isfahani says: L 284, T 135, MS 144a

5. Bodies as limited entities

The dimensions368 that exist externally have their limits, equally
whether they are posited to exist in a void369' 37° or in the plenum.371

[This is] contrary to [the doctrine of the philosophers of]372 India.
Our theory is that—
a. if we should assume L 285 [that there is] a line of unlim-

ited length, and if we should assume another line of limited length
parallel to the first, and if the limited line should bend around from
the parallel to head towards an intersection [with the unlimited line]373

then necessarily there MS 144b would be a point that would be
the beginning point of the angle of intersection. Thus, the line
assumed to be without end would be interrupted by that point; and
in the assumption [that point] would be the beginning point of the
angle of intersection.

[This (a.) would be true] because—
b. if the line assumed to be without end should not have been

interrupted by that point, then beyond [where] that point—assumed
to be the beginning point of the angle of intersection—[would have
been] there would be more of the line. So the beginning of the angle
of intersection would be somewhere above [where it would have
been]; because [the probability of] the intersection being [at a point]
farther up the line would come before [the probability of] the inter-
section being [at a point] farther down.374

368 MS gl: The dimensions are the extensions that a body has, in length, width
and depth.

369 MS gl: This being the location of dimensions in the abstract.
370 MS and L 284 gl: [I.e.], if it should be admitted that there is a void. What

is meant here is that the limited nature of dimensions does not depend on rejec-
tion of the void.

371 MS gl: As are the dimensions associated with corporeal matter.
372 T adds "to the philosophers of"; L, MS & Garrett MS 989Ha have merely

"to India" [khilafan li-al-Hind].
373 MS gl: What is meant by the 'intersecting course' [al-musamatah] is that if

the two lines are extended in [either] one of the two directions they would meet.
374 MS gl: [The author] means by 'above' that which is near to the end from

which the two lines started [i.e., assuming the lines in the figure to have been drawn
from the top of the page downwards], while 'below' is what is far from that end.
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And therefore, [what we had assumed to be the beginning point
of the angle of intersection [in fact] would not be the beginning
point of the angle of intersection. This would be contradictory [to
the theory].

Thus, it would be determined that the line we had assumed to
be unlimited in length would be interrupted by that point, and the
line assumed to be unlimited in length [in fact] would be limited in
length. This also would be contradictory [to the theory].

The argument put forward by [the philosophers of] India375 was
that whatever is beyond every body is something distinct that may
be referred to by sensate perception. [This is] because a sound intel-
ligence observes that whatever is at the end beyond the south extrem-
ity is different from whatever is at the end beyond the north extremity.
Nothing arranged like that would be a pure nonexistence, because
pure nonexistence would have neither particularization nor realiza-
tion in it. How then could any distinction take place so that some-
thing would become existent, and there would be no doubt that it
could be referred to by sensate perception, and thus be [either] a
body or corporeal [in nature], the corporeal being inseparable from
the body? Thus, it would be established [in their reasoning] that be-
yond every body would be another body, [and so on] without end.

[This argument] has been rejected because beyond the universe
one aspect may not be distinguished from another aspect, and the
judgment that there would be this distinction belongs [only] to the

By 'inclination' [mayl] [he means] the 'aperture' [al-furjah] occurring between the
two lines because of their straightness. That is, farther up [the two lines] the aper-
ture between them becomes narrower than the aperture occurring lower down.

375 MS gl: [I.e., the argument] for the absence of any limit upon the dimensions.
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estimation, not to the intellect. Such distinction would be pure esti-
mation having no proof, and the judgment that anything may be
distinguished outside [the universe] is false. Indeed, whatever has no
existence at all, would not have in it any distinguishability at all.376

3/6 In the outlined course of Baydawi's last two topics we have not found many
close correlations with Ibn Sina's philosophical discussion of bodies in Volume 2
(on physics) of his book al-Isharat wa-al-Tanbihat. Ibn Sina makes intriguing sta
ments about bodies from various aspects:

the position and shape they implicitly may have (2:226—7);
the possibility of their self-improvement by motion-change (2:229);
the relative need to move in differing ways and whether such movements would

be straight or circular (2:230);
the fact of generation and corruption as complicating the existence of bodies

(2:235-39);
the elements in simple bodies and their various motion-changes into mixed blends

(2:242-59);
the continuum from primal matter through elemental bodies into composite com-

plex structures (2:259-69).
Ibn Sina then culminates these observations in a statement about the divine Maker's
intent, followed by N.D. Tusi's commentary upon it (2:286-7):

IBN SINA: "Observe the wisdom of the Maker, how He began and created the
original elements, then created from them the various blends, and prepared every
blend for a species, making the blend farthest from the mean for the species far-
thest from perfection; and making the one closest to the possible mean the blend
for mankind, to provide him a nest [li-tastawkirahu] for his rational soul."

N.D. TUSI: I believe [aqul] that Shaykh Ibn Sina in this portion had observed
the expression used by the venerable Shaykh Abu Nasr al-Farabi in his [philo-
sophical] summary called cUyun al-Masa'il, where he said of the Most Highly Exalted
Creator that He created the original elements, and from them He showed forth
various blended substances, and marked every blend for a species, making every
blend far from the mean a cause for every species that was far from perfection.
And He [then] set up the species nearest the mean as the blend [reserved for]
humankind, to be suitable for receiving [the human] 'rational soul ' . . . In saying,
"to provide him a nest", there is a gentle metaphor announcing the incorporeality
of the human soul, in that [God] made its relationship to the blend to be like that
of a bird to its nest.
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CHAPTER 2: INCORPOREAL SUBSTANTIAL BEINGS1

1. Classes of incorporeal substantial beings

The substantial beings not observable [by human sense perception]
a. are either the 'effective causes', or, the 'governors' of bodies,
b. or they are not the effective causes or the governors of [bodies].

1. The first [group, i.e., the 'effective causes'] are the 'Intellects
[of the Celestial System]'2 and 'Angels of Celestial Rank'.

2. The second [group, i.e., the 'governors'] subdivides into
a) higher [beings], namely, the 'Souls of the Celestial System'

and 'Angels of the Heavens', and
b) lower [beings] in the elemental world who govern either

1) simple bodies and the species of all existing beings,—
these governors being called 'Angels of the Earth', to whom the
Keeper of Revelation, prayers be to God for him, referred when he
said,

"There came before me the Angel of Rivers, the Angel of Mountains,
the Angel of Rains, and the Angel of Harvests,"3—or, [they govern]

2) 'particular individuals', these [governors] being called
'Souls of the Earth', such as are [human] 'rational souls'.

1 Professor Calverley provided a summary of [Book 1, Section 3,] Chapter 2 in
his article, "Nafs" in both editions of the En-I. The bibliography was updated by
I.R. Netton for En-I-2).

2 This is a series of ten celestial intellects, God being one of them, as the first
of the series. The Second Celestial Intellect [sometimes called the First Produced
Celestial Intellect] is given being by intellectual creation by the One. With the
Third through the Tenth intellects, each intellect emanates from the one preced-
ing. "It is noteworthy that the belief that each celestial sphere has a separate intel-
ligence of its own, originated from Aristotle who even held that there were not ten
intelligences but fifty or more." [Saeed Sheikh, Dictionary of Muslim Philosophy, p. 
[al-cUqul al-casharah].

3 "Rivers", literally, 'seas'. This hadith was not located by a search in Wensinck's
al-Mucjam al-Mufahras li-Alfaz al-Hadith al-Nabawi (— Concordance et indices de la tradition
musulmane).
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3. The third [class, i.e., not effective causes or governors] divides
into

a) those 'Good in themselves', namely, the 'Angels of the
Divine Presence',4 and

b) those 'Evil in themselves', namely, the 'Devils', and
c) those 'Ready for good or evil', namely, the 'Jinn'.

The plain doctrine of the philosophers is that the 'jinn' L 286
and the 'devils' are human souls separated from their bodies. Although
most of the Mutakallimun denied [the reality of] incorporeal sub-
stantial beings, they did teach that the angels, the jinn and the dev-
ils are 'elusively thin bodies capable of assuming various shapes'.

This is all information that I [Baydawi] have taken from the
prophets, and gems5 that I have gathered from the philosophers. For
the mind to comprehend all these things by way of proof probably
would be an impossible task. As God Most High has said,

"No one knows [all] the warriors of your Lord but He." [Qur'an:
74:31]

Isfahani says: L 286, T 135, MS 144b

CHAPTER 2: INCORPOREAL SUBSTANTIAL BEINGS

After finishing Chapter 1 on bodies, [Baydawi] began Chapter 2 on
incorporeal substantial [or, transcendental] beings in which he pre-
sented seven topics:

1. the classes [of incorporeal substantial beings], 2. the intellects
of the celestial system, 3. the souls of the celestial system, 4. the
incorporeal nature of human 'rational souls', 5. the temporal MS
145a nature of'rational souls', 6. the manner of the 'rational soul's'
linkage to the body, 7. the permanence of the 'rational soul'.

4 In his Commentary on the Qur'an Baydawi identifies the angels who are assigned
to stand near the divine throne [Qur'an: 4:170—al-mala'ikah al-muqarrabun] as
"cherubim" or "archangels" [Karrublyun].—Duncan Black Macdonald, article
"Mala'ikah" in En-I-2.

5 Reading [fara'id] with T, MS Garrett 989Hb and MS Garrett 283B. L alone
reads [fawa'id], repeating instead of paralleling the previous noun.
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[Isfahani continues]: L 286, T 135, MS 145a

1. Classes of incorporeal substantial beings

Topic 1 is on the classes of substantial beings that transcend mat-
ter, namely, those that are neither a body nor corporeal [in nature] .6

The substantial beings not observable [by human sense perception]
a. are either the effective causes or governors of bodies,
b. or they are not the effective causes or governors of bodies.

1. The first [class], namely, those invisible beings that are the
'effective causes' of bodies, are the 'Intellects of the Celestial System'
and the 'Angels of Celestial Rank', according to the scholars of our
religion.

2. The second [class], namely, those invisible beings that gov-
ern bodies, are subdivided into

a) higher beings who govern higher, that is, celestial bod-
ies, these [governors] being the 'Souls of the Celestial System', accord-
ing to the philosophers, and 'Angels of the Heavens', according to
the scholars of religion, and

b) lower beings who govern in the elemental world, governing
1) either simple bodies of the four elements, T 136

fire, air, earth, and water, and the species of all existing beings,—
[in this governing role] they are called 'Angels of the Earth', as they
are the ones to whom the Keeper of the Revelation, prayers to God
and peace be upon him, referred when he said,

"There appeared before me the Angel of Rivers, the Angel of
Mountains, the Angel of Rains, and the Angel of Harvests;"

2) or particular individuals, and [in this governing role]
they are called "Souls of the Earth", such as are [human] "rational
souls".

3. The third [class], namely, those invisible beings who are nei-
ther the effective causes nor the governors of bodies, are subdivided
into

a) those 'Good in themselves', namely, [those called] the
'Angels of the Divine Presence' by the scholars of religion, and

b) those 'Evil in themselves', namely, the Devils, and

6 MS gl: I.e., neither inhering in a body nor part of it; so in that case primal
matter is excluded.
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c) those 'Ready for either good or evil', namely, the Jinn.
The plain doctrine of the philosophers is that the jinn and the

devils are human souls that have separated from their bodies. If they
should be evil, then the attraction is strong to any human souls that
resemble them, and they relate themselves in any way [they can] to
these [souls'] bodies, and they help them7 in doing evil, that one
being a devil. L 287 And if they should be good, MS 145b
then the reverse is the case.

Most of the Mutakallimun denied [the existence of] incorporeal
substantial beings,—as was indicated in Book 1, Section 1, Chapter
1,—but still they taught that the angels, jinn, and devils are [elu-
sively] thin bodies capable of assuming various shapes.

The early Muctazilah denied [the existence of the angels, jinn, and
devils]. [This was] because if [in body] they should be elusively thin,
then necessarily they would not be strong enough to perform any
acts at all, and their [bodily] composition would be destroyed by the
least cause, while if [in body] they should be obviously stout, then
necessarily we would observe them; otherwise, it would be possible
for mountains to be in our immediate presence and we would not
see them.

This [denial by the Muctazilah] was answered [by the question],
why would it not be admissible that [these beings in their bodies]
be elusively thin in the sense of having no color, not in the sense
of a fragility of subsistence. And even if it should be granted that
they would be obviously stout, we would not grant that we would
see them necessarily, because when something obviously stout is pre-
sent it is not necessarily visible.

It is related of the Muctazilah that they taught that the angels,
jinn, and devils were one in species but were different accordingly
as their actions differed. Those doing nothing but good are 'angels',
those doing nothing but evil are 'devils', and those that do good
sometimes and sometimes do evil are the 'jinn'. For that reason Iblis8

is counted with the angels sometimes and sometimes with the jinn.
Our author [Baydawi] stated: "The [outline] classification that I

have presented here is all information I have taken from the prophets

7 MS gl: [I.e.], evil souls.
8 Iblis is the proper name of the devil, later called [al-shaytan]. Cf. the article,

"Iblis" in En-I-2 by A.J. Wensinck, updated by L. Gardet.
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and gems I have gathered from the philosophers, and for the mind
to comprehend all these things by way of proof probably would be
an impossible task. As God Most High has said,

'"No one knows [all] the warriors of your Lord but He.'" [Qur'an:
74:31]

Baydawi said: L 287, T 136

2. The intellects of the celestial system9

The philosophers taught that [the Celestial Intellects] are the greatest
of the angels and the first created things [in existence]. [This is] just
as it is recorded of [Muhammad], peace be upon him, that he said,

"The first thing that God Most High created was the Intellect."10

The strongest evidence [the philosophers] have in the proof [of
this doctrine] is set forth in two points.

a. The first point is that the proximate existential cause of the
Celestial Spheres is not the Creator Most High, for He is One, and
from the One neither a composite [body] nor any [other kind of]
body would issue. This is because

1. if [the One] should encompass [the spheres], then [the One's]
existence necessarily

a) would precede [the spheres'] existence, and
b) would be simultaneous with the nonexistence of the void;

and [thus] the void [implicitly] would be a possible reality in itself,
which is impossible. And [it is because]

9 Added in the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha: "Namely, the incorporeal sub-
stantial beings that are effective causes [in dealing] with bodies."

10 The hadith naming the first thing that God created has possibly been trans-
mitted in three forms, the created entity being either 1) the First (or, second) Celestial
Intellect [al-caql], 2) the Pen [al-qalam], or 3) the Light of the Master of Prophets
[nur sayyid al-anbiya3], also known as [al-nur al-Muhammadr].

See the En-I-2 articles, "caql", by Tj. de Boer and F. Rahman, "kalam" by Cl.
Huart and A. Grohmann, and "nur Muhammadi", by U. Rubin. These articles
refer to each of the three as separate hadiths, citing authors that quote each of
them. But surprisingly, no standard compendium of hadith is cited as listing any
of them. The note provided in the MS at the matching passage in Isfahani's text
records a suggested reconciliation of the different forms of this hadith as proposed
by the medieval Muslim scholars. In the form, "The first thing God created was
the pen", this hadith (assuming it to be one form of the same hadith) was located
in al-Mu'jam al-Mufahras li-Alfaz al-Hadith al-Nabawi (Concordance et Indices de la tradi-
tion musulmane) as follows: Sahih al-Tirmidhl 'Tafsir al-Qur'an' 44, Surah 68; and S
Abi Da'ud: 'Sunna' 39, 16.
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2. if [the spheres] should encompass the One, then the impli-
cation would be that something base would be the cause of some-
thing noble. And [it is because]

3. a body would have an effective causality only upon a recep-
tive entity that would have [both] a 'position' and some 'relation to'
[the body]. It would not have effective causality [either] on 'primal
matter' or on a 'form', since primal matter would not have a posi-
tion before the form would join it, and [the form] would not have
an individuation before the primal matter would join it. Thus, [a
body] would have no effective causality [either] on a body or on
anything whose activity would depend upon a body.

b. Therefore, the existential cause of [the Celestial Spheres] would
be an 'incorporeal substantial being' capable of functioning [directly
and] without an [intermediating] instrument; that is, [it would be]
the Second Intellect [i.e., the 'First Produced Celestial Intellect']11

that comes as the first of all [created things] from God Most High.
This [existential cause] would not be

1. an accidental quality, because that would not precede sub-
stance, and what would come first would be the cause of all other
realities possible.12 Nor would it be

2. a body, because that would not be a cause for anything
other than itself, because of what we have already said. Nor would
it be

3. primal matter, L 288 or
4. form; otherwise, one of the [latter] two would precede the

other, and since 'primal matter' is the receiving substrate for 'form'

1' In the system of Plotinus, which Baydawi follows here in the tradition of Farabi
and Ibn Sina, the first produced intellect [al-caql al-awwal] is produced either by
emanation or by intellectual creation as the first of all things by the First Principle,
namely, God. Muslim writers have avoided the notion of emanation from God, and
prefer to speak of divine production as by creation. With them the First Intellect
[i.e., after God the One] was either 'produced' or 'created'.

Saeed Sheikh, [op. cit., p. 73 under "[al-caql al-awwal]"], writes: "The existence
of the first intelligence is possible in itself as well as necessary through the First
Principle; further, it knows its own essence as well as the essence of the First
Principle. From its twofold existence and twofold knowledge springs, according to
the Muslim Peripatetic philosophers like al-Farabi and Ibn Sina, the whole series
of emanations, i.e., the nine celestial spheres with their nine intelligences as well as
their nine souls."

12 T alone inserts here: "For then the accident would be the cause of the sub-
stance that precedes it, and that would be absurd."

L's text is supported by MS Garrett 989Hb and MS Garrett 283B.
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it would not be an active cause of [the form]. It is determined [then]
that 'form' derives benefit from 'primal matter', and that 'primal
matter' does not come from [the form] or from anything whose
activity depends on a body. Therefore, [the existential cause of the
celestial spheres] would be an 'intellect'. And this [First Produced
Celestial Intellect] has its

a) 'existence' from the First Principle [i.e., God, the One], [its]
b) 'necessity' from observing [the First Principle], and [its]
c) 'possibility' from the essence [of the First Principle].

On this basis, therefore, [the First Celestial Intellect] is constituted
the cause of another [second celestial] intellect, [celestial] soul and
celestial sphere. And so, from the second [i.e. the First produced
celestial] intellect for this reason, there comes [by emanation] the
'third intellect' and another celestial sphere and its soul; and so it
goes until the 'tenth intellect'. This [tenth] one is called the 'Active
Intellect',13 and it is referred to as

1) the 'Spirit' in the statement of the Most High,
"On the day when the Spirit shall stand forth . . .", [Qur'an 78:38]

and
2) the 'Effective Cause' in the world of the elements, and
3) the ' [Generous Being]' who pours out of its own nature

an abundant provision for the spirits of humankind.
Now, the 'pen' appears to be taken as a metaphor for the 'intel-

lect', from the Saying of [the Prophet], God's blessing and peace be
upon him,

"The first thing that God Most High created was the pen, for
[God] said, 'Write'. Then [the Prophet] replied, 'What shall I write'?
Then [God] said, 'The decree particularizing [the existence] of what
has been and what shall be forever.""4

The 'tablet'15 is the 'second created thing', and it appears to be
a metaphor for the 'throne' [of God], or anything joined to [the

13 [al-caql al-fa"al]. The First Intellect cannot be overlooked, if adding the nine
totals the ten.

14 "According to the traditions quoted by al-Tabari (Tqfsir, Bulak 1323—30, Qur'an
29:107) the [qalam] was the first thing created by God so that He could write
down events to come." [From the article, "kalam" in En-I-2, by Cl. Huart and
A. Grohmann.]

15 With the 'pen', the 'tablet' is implicitly necessary as the 'writing surface'. Closely
related in significance is the 'place of storage' for the 'writings'.
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throne], according to the statement of [the Prophet], upon whom
be God's blessing and peace,

"No created thing exists whose recorded form is not kept under-
neath the Throne."16

Isfahani says: L 288, T 136, MS 145b

2. The intellects of the celestial system

The second topic is on the [Celestial] Intellects, that is, 'incorporeal
substantial beings' that are Effective Causes in dealing with bodies.
The philosophers taught that the [Celestial] Intellects17 are the great-
est of the angels, that they are the first among created things, and
that they are existent realities possible before whose existence there
was no nonexistence T 137 measurable in time duration.

This is just how it has been reported of the Prophet, upon whom
be God's blessing and peace, that he said, "The first thing that God
created was the 'intellect.'"18

The strongest evidence the philosophers MS 146a have to
demonstrate the existence of the [Celestial] Intellect is set forth in
two points.

16 This tradition has not been located in the concordances. Related to this tra-
dition is the verse: "We wrote out for him on the tablets a description and detailed
explanation of all things." [Qur'an 7:145] In other words, what is recorded are the
archetypal concepts resulting from this descriptive and delimiting definition of all
things; that is, all the original archives and architectural sketches of creation are
preserved within the jurisdiction of the throne, literally, 'underneath' it.

' ' The scribe of L wrote "[al-qul]" instead of the complete spelling [al-cuqul]; T
omits ['uqul] here, using a pronoun instead, but the MS does supply the noun.

18 MS gl: Some of [the Muslim scholars] have expressed a point of view recon-
ciling this [tradition] and the two other traditions, [namely], "The first thing God
created was the pen" and "The first thing God created was 'My Light'" [nun].
This first [divinely] caused effect [awwal ma khalaq Allah], a) wherein it is an
abstract intellectualization of its [the effect's] essence and principle of origin, is called
'Intellect', and b) wherein it is intermediary in the production [sudur] of all other
existents and in the recording of the sciences, is called 'Pen', and c) wherein it
mediates in [God's] pouring out of the lights of prophecy, it is the 'Light of the
Master of Prophets' [i.e., often known as Cal-Nur al-Muhammadi], upon him be
peace. [Coded simply as "M", this gloss is possibly excerpted from Jurjani's com-
mentary on Iji's Mawaqif].

This important comment, found as a gloss in the MS at folio 145b, is comple-
mented by the fact that in their respective concluding statements on this topic
Baydawi and Isfahani treat the second hadith ("The first thing . . . was the Pen") as
a metaphor of the first hadith ("The first thing . . . was the Intellect").
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a. The Celestial Spheres are possible realities because they are
composite entities,19 every composite entity being a possible reality.
An existent reality possible has a proximate cause of existence, that
is, one in which there is no intermediary agent between it and its
effect.

However, the proximate cause of existence for the celestial spheres
would not be the Creator Most High, because He is truly One, and
from the True One no body would ever emanate, as a body is a
composite entity and from the True One no composite entity would
ever emanate. Nor would it be admissible that the proximate cause
of the existence of the Celestial Spheres should be some body other
[than the spheres].

1. This is because if the other body should encompass the celes-
tial spheres, then [that body's] existence would take precedence over
the existence of the celestial spheres, because the encompassing entity
as a cause necessarily would take precedence in [its] existence and
necessity over the entity encompassed in the latter's existence and
necessity.

Now, the existence of the 'entity encompassed' and the non-
existence of the 'void' are closely associated together inside the encom-
passing entity. Indeed, the nonexistence of the void inside the
encompassing entity is a factor the regard for which would be asso-
ciated closely with regard for the existence of the entity encompassed,
in such a way that it is inconceivable for one to be separated from
the other. So the nonexistence of the void, being together with the
entity encompassed that comes later [in existence] than the encom-
passing entity, would [also] come later than the encompassing entity.
If we should consider the individuation of the encompassing entity as
a 'cause', [then] along with the [encompassing entity] the entity en-
compassed as 'effect' would [also] have the possibility of existence.
[This is] because the individuation of a 'cause' would take prece-
dence in existence and necessity over the individuation of an 'effect',
and the [effect's] existence and necessity L 289 would come after
the existence and necessity of the 'encompassing entity'. Therefore,

19 Ms gl: [a composite of] primal matter and form.
Isfahani presents the philosophers' reasons, this first one of which appears to be

a contradiction of the doctrine given in the preceding Chapter 1, Topic 3, of this
Section 3. There the celestial bodies are simple bodies; composite bodies are made
from the elements.
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the case inevitably would be [either] a) that the nonexistence of the
void would be necessary together with the necessity of the encom-
passing entity, or b) [the nonexistence of the void] would not be
necessary together with the necessity of [the encompassing entity].

a) So, if [the nonexistence of the void] should be necessary
together with the necessity of [the encompassing entity], then the
encompassed 'plenum' [also] would be necessary together with the
necessity of the encompassing entity. [This is] because the 'non-
existence of the void' inside the encompassing entity would be a
matter closely related to the matter of the 'existence of the encom-
passed plenum'. But we have shown that the encompassed plenum
is not something 'necessary' together with the necessity of the encom-
passing entity.

b) Therefore, the implication is that the nonexistence of the
void inside the encompassing entity also would not be 'necessary'
together with the necessity of the encompassing entity. Thus, the
'nonexistence of the void' would be a 'possible reality' together with
the necessity of the encompassing entity, and so the void would be
a 'possible reality' in itself. But this is impossible because it has been
shown that the void is an impossibility in itself.

2. But if the celestial spheres should encompass that other body,
that is, the proximate cause [of existence] of the celestial spheres,
MS 146b then the implication would be that a base, weak, and
small thing would be a cause of what is noble, strong, and great.
This would be impossible, for no estimation will go as far as to the-
orize that the noblest, strongest, and greatest would be caused by
what is base, weak, and small.

3. Furthermore, [it would not be admissible that the proximate
cause of the celestial spheres be some other body] because it is not
admissible—absolutely—for a body to be the cause of another body,
equally whether or not one encompasses the other. [That is true]
because [a body] is an effective cause only [in dealing] with a recep-
tive substrate20 having a position relating to it. And this is because
the body acts through its 'form',21 since it is an active agent only as
it actually exists, since anything not actually existing cannot be an
active agent, and the body actually exists only through its form,
because through its matter a body would exist only potentially.

MS gl: I.e., a receptive substrate for an effect.
MS gl: Not through its matter.
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Action that issues from the body's form, issues from that form
only in commonality with its position, because the form subsists only
in its matter. So likewise what issues from the form, after the form
has its subsistence by the intermediation of that matter, would be
in commonality with the position. For that reason fire will not heat
just anything at random, but rather whatever may be juxtaposed to
its [flaming] body, or has a special position in relation to it. Similarly,
the sun will not shine light on everything, but rather upon whatever
confronts its [solar] body]. So then, a body would be an effective
cause through its form only [in dealing] with a receptive substrate
having a position relating to it, for an active agent that works through
the commonality of position would be unable to be the agent of
anything not having a position. Otherwise, it would be an agent
without any commonality of position.

Moreover, whatever would be the cause for a body necessarily
would be the cause for [both] of its two parts, namely, '[primal]
matter' and 'form', first. If a body should be the cause of a body,
then the implication is that [the body as 'cause'] would first be the
cause of [the other body's] two parts, primal matter and form.
However, a body would not be an effective cause [in dealing] either
with primal matter or with form, since primal matter has no posi-
tion before [it is joined with] the form, and the form has no indi-
viduation before [it is joined with] primal matter. Neither primal
matter nor form, before their union,22 would have [particular] exist-
ence, much less position. So, a body would not be an effective cause
with [another] body.

4. Nor would the proximate cause of the celestial spheres be
something whose action would depend upon a body, [here] I mean
MS 147a the 'soul';23 nor [would it be] a form, nor accidents sub-
sisting in the body, for the reasons we have mentioned,24 likewise,
primal matter would not be the proximate cause for the celestial
spheres.

22 Reading with the MS [ittihad], as this fits the context of a necessary joining
together of factors. L and T read [yad], while MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486 reads
[ljad] with a marginal note showing [ittihad] as another manuscript reading. MS
Garrett 989Ha is unpointed.

23 MS gl: For the soul's action depends upon the body.
Here, without doubt Isfahani is referring to the human 'rational soul'.
24 MS gl: Namely, being first the cause of its two parts, etc.
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b. Therefore, the proximate cause of the celestial spheres would
be a substantial being who would be L 290 [of the nature of an]
intellect, incorporeal, and independent of [intermediary] instruments,
that is, [it would be] the 'Second Intellect', who comes from God
Most High as the First [produced celestial intellect after Him]. And
this [intellect] would be nothing other than one simple being,25

because [God] Most High is One in every aspect, and so, that which
comes first of all from Him would be nothing other than one sim-
ple being.

1. It would not be admissible for that one simple being to be
an 'accidental quality', because [it] does not precede 'substance' [in
existence], and that which emanates first of all from [God] would
be a cause of all possible realities other than itself.

2. Nor would it be admissible for that one who comes to be
a body, because [this] 'First Produced Being' [from God] would be
a cause of all possible realities other than itself, and a body would
not be the cause of any substantial beings other than itself, in view
of the argument preceding.26

3. Nor would it be admissible for the First Produced Being to
be [either] 'primal matter' or 'form,' because if T 138 the First
Produced Being should be one of those two, then one of them would
be [either] the cause of the other or an absolute intermediary means
of [the existence of] the other. But this conclusion is false; other-
wise, one implicitly would precede the other in being individuated,
and that is not the case.

Further, since 'primal matter' is the receptive [substrate] for 'form',
and thus would not be an active cause of the other, and [since] the
particularization of the form benefits from primal matter, therefore,
primal matter would take precedence over the particularization of
the form, and the form's active quality would be dependent upon
[the form's] particularization.

Thus, primal matter would not emanate from the form. If it should
be otherwise, then the implication would be that the form's partic-
ularization would take precedence over primal matter, but [in fact
primal matter] has precedence over [the form].

25 The MS by a scribal error adds here: "because [God] Most High is one sim-
ple being." This addition is not in L, T, MS Garrett 989Ha, or MS Garrett-Yahuda
4486.

26 MS gl: I.e., the intended meaning here is that what would exist first would
be the cause of its two parts.
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4. Moreover, it would not be admissible for the First Produced
Being [al-Sadir al-Awwal] to be an entity whose action would be de-
pendent upon a body, [by 'entity' here] I mean the [human 'rational]
soul', because the soul's action depends upon the [physical] body.
For if the First Produced Being should be the [human 'rational]
soul', then it would take precedence over the body in its efficacy,
since the First Produced Being is the cause of everything other than
itself. But it would not be admissible [for the First Produced Being]
to take precedence in its efficacy over the body, because no precedence
may be given to an entity conditioned27 in its efficacy by an assump-
tion that it would be [merely] a property,28 I mean [of] the body.

Therefore, the First Produced Being would be a ' [Celestial] Intellect',
because the First Produced Being would be a possible reality. Now
a 'possible reality' would be either accident or substance, and 'sub-
stance' would be either body or primal matter or form or soul, or
intellect. But since MS 147b it would be invalid for the First
Produced Being to be anything other than a '[Celestial] Intellect', it
is determined that it would be an intellect.

However, these two [points a. & b. in the philosophers' argu-
ment]29 are weak.

a.-a. Regarding the first [point in the philosophers' argument
establishing the intellect as an incorporeal entity], we do not grant
that the void is impossible in itself, because if the void should be
impossible in itself, then its nonexistence would be a necessity in
itself, but that conclusion is false. Indeed, the void's nonexistence as
being necessary in itself would negate what goes along with it, I
mean, the existence of the encompassed entity as being necessary
due to something other than itself.

An objection could be raised that if 'you' [i.e., Isfahani as dis-
putant] by 'your' statement,—"The void's nonexistence as a neces-
sity in itself would negate what goes along with it, I mean, the
[existence of the] encompassed entity as being necessary due to some-
thing other than itself",—should mean that [the nonexistence of the
void] denies that [the entity encompassed] is a necessary existent

27 MS gl: [That is], the soul.
28 MS gl: That is, subsequent to.
29 MS gl: That is, the two points made to demonstrate the existence of the

intellect.
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due to something other than itself, namely, the encompassing entity,
then that [meaning] is granted.

But [granting] this does not imply a refutation of the first of the
two mutually incompatible propositions,30 because of the admissibil-
ity that what was refuted would have become true by a refutation
of the second of the two mutually incompatible propositions, that is,
that the entity encompassed is necessary through something other
than itself, namely, the encompassing entity. Moreover, to refute this
[latter] proposition would not be a necessary cause making the entity
encompassed unnecessary due to something other than itself. [This
is] because of the admissibility that refuting this proposition L 291
would come about by a) refuting [the fact that the entity encompassed]
was made necessary by the encompassing entity, not by b) refuting
[the fact that the entity encompassed] was made necessary by some-
thing other than itself, because denying (a) what is more particular
does not imply denying (b) what is more general.

[On the other hand], if by your statement,—"The void's nonex-
istence as a necessity in itself would negate what goes along with it,
I mean, the [existence of the] encompassed entity as being a nec-
essary existent due to something other than itself",—you should mean
that [the nonexistence of the void] denies that [the entity encom-
passed] is necessary due to something other than itself in an absolute
sense, then we do not grant that there is a mutual incompatibility
between the two of them. Indeed, the necessity for [the existence
of] the encompassed entity is something other than [the necessity]
for the encompassing entity, and [the former] does not logically
require the possibility of the void.

If the encompassing entity should not be the cause of the encom-
passed entity, then the 'void' absolutely would not be postulated
upon the removal of the encompassed entity; but rather, [the void]
would be postulated upon the removal of the 'encompassed entity'
only from the aspect wherein it would be an 'encompassed plenum'.31

[In other words, the void would be postulated only if] there should
be postulated an encompassing entity having no inner contents so
that [within it] the [three] dimensions would then be assumed, and

30 MS gl: These two are, [the void's nonexistence] a) being necessary in itself,
and b) being necessary due to something other than itself.

31 The MS by a scribal error here reads [mathalan], instead of [mala'un].
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these would constitute the 'void'; for indeed, pure nonexistence does
not constitute the 'void'.

And if the possibility of the 'void' should not be concomitant to
the encompassed entity's necessity due to something other than itself,32

then [the void's] impossibility in itself would not make impossible its
necessity due to something other than itself. When we speak of the
void being impossible in itself, the meaning is not that the void has
a essence that requires its impossibility, but rather, the meaning is
that the conception of [the void] requires its impossibility. The void
would be inconceivable unless there should be postulated an encom-
passing entity having no inner contents so that [within that entity]
the [three] dimensions would be assumed, and from [this assump-
tion of dimensions, the existence of] the void would be assumed.

The truth of the matter is that it would be admissible that a body
should be produced MS 148a by God Most High, because He is
an agent of free choice, as we shall demonstrate, and thus it would
be admissible that more than one [body] should be produced by
Him.33

b.-a. As for the [philosophers'] second point,34 it is [weak] like-
wise, as there is no implication that the First Produced Being should
be a [Celestial] Intellect35 because [God] is an agent of free choice.

Then [at this point] the doctrine [of the philosophers] continues:
The [First Celestial] Intellect has its

a) 'existence' from the First Principle, [an existence] that is
b) an addition to its 'quiddity', [it has its]
c) 'necessity' from observation of [the First Principle], [its]
d) 'possibility' from [the First Principle's] essence, [its]
e) thinking that is focussed upon its First Principle, and its
f) thinking that is focussed upon itself.

Thus, [the First Celestial Intellect] has within it [these] six aspects:
quiddity, possibility, existence, necessity, thinking focussed on its
[First] Principle, and thinking focussed on itself. And thereby it
becomes a cause of another [second, First Produced, celestial] intel-

32 MS gl: [I.e.], in an absolute sense [mutlaqan].
33 ". . . should emanate from Him" is equally possible as a translation here. We

follow the tradition of avoiding emanation terminology with respect to God, although
this avoidance is not always observable in the texts as a general practice.

34 MS gl: I.e., the 'weakness' of the second point.
35 The MS here adds, "which is the first intellect"; but this addition is not sup-

ported by L, T or MS Garrett 989Ha.
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lect and soul and a celestial sphere that includes matter, corporeal
form and substantial form. And so, from the Second [Celestial] Intel-
lect there emanates accordingly,36 the Third [Celestial] Intellect, with
another celestial sphere and another soul, and so it goes on until
the Tenth [Celestial] Intellect, that is called the 'Active Intellect'.
This one was referred to as

a. 'the Spirit' in the statement of Him the Most High:
"On the day when 'the Spirit' shall stand forth with the angels

all in ranks." [Qur'an 78:38] And this Active Intellect is the
b. the 'Effective Cause' in the 'world of the elements', and
c. the '[Generous Being]' who pours out [of its own nature] an

abundant provision for the spirits of humankind.37

Now, the 'pen' may be taken as a metaphor for the First [i.e.,
the Second] Intellect,38 from the statement of [the Prophet] God's
blessing and peace be upon him,

"The first thing that God Most High created was the pen, for
[God] said, 'Write'. Then [the Prophet] replied, 'What shall I write'?
Then [God] said, 'The decree particularizing [the existence] of what
has been and what shall be forever.'"

And the 'tablet', being the second created thing, may be taken as
a metaphor for the 'throne' [of God], or anything joined to the
throne, according to the statement of [the Prophet] upon whom be
God's blessing and peace,

"No created thing exists whose recorded form is not kept under-
neath the Throne."

Baydawi said: L 291, T 138, MS 148a

The celestial intellects transcend the limitations of matter

[Here is a] corollary. Since the [Celestial] Intellects have been
abstracted [from matter], they do not originate in time nor do they
terminate in corruption. Their species are limited to being within39

3h MS gl: [I.e.], 'in the philosophers' terminology' [bi-lisan ahl al-hikmah].
37 MS gl: [I.e.], upon their bodies, preparing them for having souls linked to

them.
38 That is, it is the 'first' of created things, but in relation to the Creator it would

be the 'second produced celestial intellect'.
39 Reading with MS Garrett 989Hb and MS Garrett 283B: "their species are

limited within their individual examples" [munhasirat anwaciha fi ashkhasiha], and
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[the number of] their individual examples, [and these examples]
contain [all] their stages of completion in actuality. [These facts are]
in accordance with earlier discussions on the doctrines of the philoso-
phers to the effect that the substrates receptive L 292 to these
entities would be only for those having a material basis. Moreover,
[the intellects] have a comprehension of themselves, and of all uni-
versals, but they do not perceive particulars, for reasons that will be
shown in what is to come.

Isfahani says: L 292, T 138, MS 148a

The celestial intellects transcend the limitations of matter

Here is a corollary to the existence of a [Celestial] Intellect. Since
the [Celestial] Intellects are substantial beings abstracted [from mat-
ter], they do not originate in time, nor do they terminate in cor-
ruption.40 The species of the intellects are limited to being within
[the number of] their individual examples,41 and [these examples]
contain all their stages of completion in actuality.

[These facts are] in accordance with earlier discussions on the
doctrines of the philosophers to the effect that the substrates receptive
to [entities having] these T 139 four factors,—namely, a. tempo-
ral origination, b. corruption after having existed, c. multiplicity of
individual examples of the species, and d. the nonattainment of the
stages of completion in actuality,—would be only for those having
a material basis. For the doctrine of the philosophers is as follows:

(a.) whatever originates temporally is material, and
(b.) whatever disintegrates after it has been existent is material,

and

as quoted in the Isfahani text. L and T read, [. . . anwaciha wa-ashkhasiha], thus
missing the point being made in the texts.

40 MS gl: This requires consideration, because it is contradicted by the human
'rational soul', for that is abstracted [from matter] although it originates temporally.

41 That is, each 'intellect' is a species of its own. Compare in this regard, where
Aquinas uses the term 'angel'.

ARISTOTLE: [On the soul: Bk 1,1 [402b] 1.5]: "We must be careful not to ignore
the question whether soul can be defined in a single unambiguous formula, as is
the case with animal, or whether we must not give a separate formula for each
sort of it, as we do for horse, dog, man, god . . . "

THOMAS AQUINAS: [Summa theologiae, a concise translation, ed. by Timoth
McDermott, p. 95: (= v. 9, 50, 4) "Since angels are not composed of matter and
form, there cannot be more than one angel in any species."
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(c.) whatever species has multiple individual examples is material,
and

(d.) whatever has 'stages of completion' that go unrealized in actu-
ality is material. MS 148b

Moreover, the intellects are comprehensively aware both of them-
selves and of universals, [but they] do not perceive particulars,42 as
we will set forth in Topic 4 in this chapter.

Baydawi said: L 292, T 139

3. The souls of the celestial system

[The philosophers] have presented the following argument [regard-
ing the souls of the celestial system].

a. The [circular rotational] motion-changes of the celestial spheres
1. are not in keeping with nature; because, if it should be oth-

erwise, then [it would be a case where] the naturally sought 'goal'
[of the spheres' circular rotating motion-change] would be [also] the
naturally abandoned 'starting point' [of their motion].

2. nor are they under [some unnatural] constraint, because
constraint would be applied only as a contrast with natural activity,
and it would be in agreement with the agent of constraint in regard
to direction, speed, or slowness.

b. Therefore, [the motion-changes of the spheres] are intention-
ally willed, and so they have perceptive agents causing the [rota-
tional] motion-change who are ruled either

1. [by their] imagination, or
2. [by their] intellect. The former alternative would be invalid,

because motion-changes that are perpetual and continuous in a sin-
gle pattern would not be the consequence of mere imagination. So
then [the agents moving the spheres] are intelligent; and everything
that is intelligent is incorporeal, as we shall set forth.

c. Therefore, it is established that the agents causing the [circu-
lar rotational] motion-changes of the celestial spheres are substantial
beings that are both incorporeal and intelligent.43

42 MS gl: Because the perception of a particular is only by means of a corpo-
real instrument, while the intellects are incorporeal.

43 The argument that "the philosophers have presented" (points a. and b. pri-
marily) seems to be an anomaly, and nothing supporting it was found in a survey
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However, [these causal agents] are not the principles proximate
to the [action of] causing the motion-changes of the spheres. These
particular motion-changes that spring from particular willing inten-
tions that [in turn] derive from particular [acts of] perception do
not belong to incorporeal substantial beings. But rather, [they belong]
among the corporeal powers that flow from [those incorporeal sub-
stantial beings],—resembling the living animate power that flows from
our [rational] souls upon our [human] bodies,—and these [corpo-
real] powers are called 'particular souls' [in the celestial system].44

The consensus [among the philosophers] is that [the celestial
spheres] are devoid of both external and internal senses, as well as
of desire and anger, since the purpose of the [latter two factors] is
to obtain some benefit or ward off some injury, both of these [pur-
poses] being impossible [to conceive in the celestial system].

of Ibn Sina's Isharat vol. 2 on natural science. Two brief quotations may help to
indicate his view.

"A body while moving has a directional force [mayl] by which it moves, and by
which it senses [its] limits of possibility." (—Op. cit, 2:208)

"One group of parts in a body with limited directions of view is not preferable
either in its position or in its frontage outlook to any other [position]; so no fac-
tor is more necessary than any other, rather, [every factor] has a cause. Transition
from a particular status quo is admissible, so a directional force suitable to the nat-
ural bearings [of the situation] is necessary, this being in accord with whatever
exchange of position is admissible in the situation without the permission of the
placing agent; and that position placement would be in circularity, so there would
be a 'rotational directional force.'" (—Op. cit., 2:230)

Isfahani, commenting on Baydawi's "Corollaries to the existence of the Celestial
Spheres: motion in circular rotation" (see above at L 264 ff.) had written:

"Therefore, in [the spheres] there is in actuality a circular directional force that
is in accordance with nature. So the spheres are moving in a gradual circular
motion-change." (A gloss from the MS is given in a footnote here:) "That is due
to the necessary occurrence of the effect (the circular motion) in the presence of
an [effective] cause (the directional force to circularity)."

44 The beings here called 'particular souls' appear to correspond to those beings
in Topic 1 [Classes . . . b., 2., b), 2).] who govern 'particular individuals' and are
themselves called 'Souls of the Earth'. It seems admissible, then, to regard the
beings, their rank and their name 'Souls of the Earth', as identical to the 'partic-
ular souls'.

Regarding both the ranking and the naming of the various 'incorporeal sub-
stantial beings', Isfahani gives a clear hint that the divergences noted often come
from the divergence between opinions of the philosophers and opinions of the schol-
ars of religion.
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Isfahani says: L 292, T 139, MS 148b

3. The souls of the celestial system

The philosophers have presented this argument [regarding the souls
of the celestial spheres]:

a. The circular rotational motion-changes of the celestial spheres
are not in keeping with nature, because if they should be in keep-
ing with nature, then the naturally sought goal [of their rotational
motion-changes] would be also the naturally abandoned starting point
[of their rotational motion-changes]. The conclusion is false, as it
would be impossible for the naturally sought goal to be the natu-
rally abandoned starting point. In explanation of the logic [they have]
used here, it is that with every point toward which the circular rota-
tional motion directs itself, there is an abandonment of the point
that was sought45 that [simultaneously] constitutes a heading toward
that direction. So, if that should be natural, then the implication
is that a [sphere] rotating in a single [continuous] motion-change by
nature would be seeking for that which by nature it was leaving
behind. And in [this] single [continuous] motion-change [the sphere]
naturally would be seeking to reach a certain position in its path
while [at the same time] naturally it would be abandoning it and
fleeing from it.

Let no one ask why it would not be admissible that the natural
goal be the motion itself L 293 and thus the motion itself always
would be a naturally sought goal, not something that it would be
fleeing from. Our position is that the [rotational] motion-change [of
the celestial spheres] is not a stage of completion in itself; but rather,
[the motion-change] is always being sought46 because of something
other than itself [as the stage of completion].

A moving entity that is stable in itself would not require [as a
need] for itself anything that would not have stability within itself.
This is because if a given entity should require something [as a need]
for itself [then that entity] would continue [only] as long as that
unstable thing would continue. And if something should not have
stability within itself, then it would not be possible to continue while

4) The MS alone of sources used reads here, [tark al-tawajjuh canhu]; the oth-
ers reading [tawajjuh ilayhi] as in the contrasted directions 'headed to'.

46 The passive voice is coded in the MS.
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depending upon the continuance of an entity not having stability.
An inherently stable moving entity does not require the [rotational]
motion-change for itself, but only for some other object that is attained
by means of [the motion-change], and what the moving entity requires
for itself is that object, not [merely] the motion. Thus, the [rota-
tional] motion-change would not be a stage of completion that would
be sought after for itself. Also, the motion-change47 on its own behalf
requires advancement toward the other [object], so [the motion's]
goal would be that other [object].

b. Furthermore, [the philosophers argue that] it would not be
admissible for the [circular rotational] motion-change to be under
[unnatural] constraint. [This is] because

1. constraint would be [applied] only as a contrast with nat-
ural activity, so where there would be no natural activity there would
be no [need for] constraint; and [it is] because

2. constraint would be in agreement with the agent of con-
straint only in regard to direction, speed, or slowness. Such is not
the case here, for constraint would be conceivable only for the entity
encompassed in relation to the encompassing entity. But the motion-
change of the encompassed entity is in contrast to the motion-change
of the encompassing entity in direction, speed, and slowness. MS 149a

Therefore, the circular rotational motion-changes of the celestial
spheres are intentionally willed, as motion-change48 is limited within
[the categories of] naturalness, constraint, and being intentionally
willed, and as the former two have been shown to be invalid here,
the third is indicated. Thus, the celestial spheres have perceptive
agents causing their [circular rotational] motion-change, as you have
learned that intentionally willed motion-change issues only from a
power that is perceptive.

These perceptive agents that cause the [circular rotational] motion-
change then would be ruled either by imagination, or by intellect.
[This is] because if the perceiving agent should have only a per-
ception of very particular matters, then it would be [ruled by] imag-
ination, while if its perception should be of what is universal, then
it would be [ruled by] intelligence. The former [alternative] would
be invalid, because motion-change that is produced from imagina-

47 So in L and T; the MS has "it", with "motion" as a gloss.
48 MS gl: I.e., motion-change in itself [al-harakah al-dhatiyah].
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tion, that is, from the perception of what is merely sensory, would
have for its activating impulse either attraction to something favor-
able or avoidance of something repulsive. [The impulse] of attrac-
tion to the favorable would be an impulse of sensate appetite, while
[the impulse] of avoidance of the repulsive would be an impulse of
angry rejection.49 Particular and sensate intentions do not come from
these two [impulses], nor is it admissible that they should be due to
an impulse of either sensate appetite or angry rejection. [This is]
because sensate appetite and angry rejection are specific properties
of a [material] body that is passively acted upon and that can change
from a favorable to an unfavorable state, and vice versa.

The celestial spheres cannot be torn, and they neither expand nor
contract, they neither work loose nor do they become rigid, they are
not generated instantly nor do they terminate in corruption, and
they do not change,50 [all these facts being] in view of the preced-
ing discussions. Therefore, the heavenly bodies would not alter from
a favorable condition to some different condition. They have [impulses]
neither of sensate appetite nor of angry rejection, so their motion-
changes are not driven by sensate appetite or by angry rejection,
nor is their purpose a matter of sensation or of imagination, so it
is determined that their purpose is a matter of intelligence.

c. Thus the perceiving agents, who cause the spheres' [rotational]
motion-change, are not ruled by imagination, but are beings of in-
telligence.

Now, these intelligent [beings] causing motion-change are not the
immediate principles that cause this [rotational] motion-change; that
is, the intelligent beings causing motion-change are not [themselves]
directly the agents that cause this [rotational] motion-change. T 140
Indeed, the [rotational] motion-changes of the celestial spheres are
particular, renewed, and required. And motion-changes L 294 that
are particular, renewed51 and required spring from willing intentions
that are particular which [in turn] derive from particular percep-
tions, and they do not belong to intelligent beings that are incor-
poreally abstracted from all things material. Rather, [these 'particular
willing intentions'] belong to the corporeal powers flowing abundantly

49 L and T: [li-jadhb] and [li-daf]; MS and MS Garrett 989Ha: [yajdhib] and
[yadfac].

50 MS gl: [I.e.,] from state to state.
51 "renewed" is omitted by the MS.
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upon the bodies of the celestial spheres from the incorporeal intel-
ligent agents of motion-change,—resembling MS 149b the cor-
poreal animate powers52 flowing from our [rational] souls upon our
[human] bodies,—and these corporeal powers flowing upon the bod-
ies of the celestial spheres are called 'particular souls' that are
imprinted53 within the material natures of the spheres. Further, these
intelligent agents of motion-change, who are incorporeal substantial
beings, are 'incorporeal souls' [in the celestial system] who can per-
ceive universals and [therefore] are intelligent beings.

The consensus among philosophers is that the celestial spheres are
devoid of both external and internal senses, as well as [the impulses
of] sensate appetite and angry rejection. Because the purposes [of
the latter two impulses] are to seek benefit and ward off harm, they
are impossible [to conceive] in the celestial system, since they are
properties specific to a material body that is passively acted upon
and they can change from a favorable condition to an unfavorable
condition.

Baydawi said: L 294, T 140

4. The incorporeal nature of human rational souls

This doctrine is held [both] by the philosophers and by the Defender
of Islam [Abu Hamid Muhammad al-Ghazali] who is one of our
school. Evidence for [this doctrine] is provided both by reason and
by tradition.54

52 The MS omits "living" from the text, but inserts it as a gloss, "I.e., the liv-
ing souls." This appears somewhat out of context, so is perhaps a hurried scribal
emendation.

33 MS gl: I.e., centered upon [markuzah].
04 See Professor Calverley's authoritative survey and interpretative article, "Nafs"

in both editions of the En-I, wherein Section VIII is his summary of this Chapter
2 [of Book 1, Section 3] in the Baydawi text and Isfahani commentary. We quote
briefly from his article:

SECTION VI: "Aristotle's principle of the incorporeal character of spirit had
nevertheless found a permanent place in Muslim doctrine through the influence of
Islam's greatest theologian, al-Ghazali. . . . [Al-Ghazali] devotes the second section
of [his] Al-Risala al-laduniyya (Cairo 1327, 7-14) to explain the words [nafs], [ruh
and [qalb] (heart), which are names for his simple substance that is the seat of the
intellectual processes."

SECTION VII: "This position of al-Ghazali's was that of the theistic philoso-
phers in general, as well as some of the Mu'tazilah and the Shi'ah, but it has never
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a. Reason provides evidence [of the rational soul's incorporeal nature]
from several aspects.

The Rational soul's knowledge about God is not divisible as matter

1. The first [aspect in which reason supports the doctrine of
the rational soul's incorporeal nature] is that [real] knowledge about
God and about all other simple noncompounded beings is not divis-
ible [as if it were material in nature]. If the case should be other-
wise, then

a) if a part of [this knowledge] should be [real] knowledge
of [God], then the part would be equal to the whole of [the knowl-
edge], but this would be an impossibility; while

b) if [the part] should not be [real] knowledge of [God],
and if the sum [of all the parts] should not imply anything addi-
tional, then likewise [the result would be an impossibility]; [but]

c) if [the sum total of all the parts] should imply [some-
thing additional], then the same discussion [as in option a)] would
be repeated about [option c)], and the argument implicitly would be
an infinite series.

So the substrate [of this knowledge] would not be [materially]
divisible. But since every body and corporeal entity is divisible, there-
fore, the substrate for [these areas of] knowledge would be neither
a body nor a corporeal entity.

However, this [reasoning] is contradicted by [the fact that] the
point and the unit of singularity [are indivisible noncompounded
bodies], and [by the fact that] a body is divisible into an equal
amount of corporeal matter.

dominated Islam. The great analytical philosopher and theologian, Fakhr al-Din al-
Razi, could not bring himself to accept it."

SECTION IX: "The dominant Muslim doctrine concerning the origin, nature
and future of [al-ruh] and [al-nafs] is most fully given in the Kitab al-Ruh of Ibn
Qayyim al-Jawziyah (Hayderabad 1324). Of his 21 chapters, Ibn Qayyim devotes
the 19th to the problem of the specific nature of the [nafs] (pp. 279-342). He
denies F.D. Razi's statement that the Mutakallimun consider man to be simply the
sensible body, and says all intelligent people hold man to be both body and spirit.
The [ruh] is identified with the [nafs], and is itself a body, different in quiddity
[al-mahfyah] from this sensible body, of the nature of light, high, light in weight,
living, moving, interpenetrating the bodily members as water in the rose. It is cre-
ated, but everlasting. . . He represents traditional Islam."
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Isfahani says: L 294, T 140, MS 149b

4. The incorporeal nature of human rational souls

This doctrine is held both by the philosophers and by the Defender
of Islam, [Abu Hamid Muhammad] al-Ghazali, who is one of our
own colleagues.55 Evidence for the incorporeal nature of human
[rational] souls, namely, that they are neither a body nor corporeal
[matter], is provided both by reason and by tradition.

a. Reason provides evidence [of the rational soul's incorporeal nature]
from several aspects.

The Rational soul's knowledge about God is not divisible as matter

1. The first [aspect in which reason supports the doctrine of
the rational soul's incorporeal nature] is that [real] knowledge about
God Most High—and about other noncompounded beings, as are
the point, the unit of singularity, and the simple elements from which
compound bodies are composed,—is not divisible [as if it were mate-
rial in nature]. [This is] because

a) if [the total] knowledge about a simple being should be
divided, and if the part of knowledge about the simple being should
be [specifically] the knowledge about that particular simple being,
then the 'part' would be equal to the 'totality' of it,56 and one [quan-
tity of] knowledge would [then] be two [quantities of] knowledge,
which would be an impossibility. While

b) if the part of knowledge about the simple being should
not be [specifically] the knowledge about [that particular simple
being], and if the total quantity of the parts of the knowledge that
are not [specifically] the knowledge about [that particular simple
being] should not indicate that there was something additional in
those parts, then the result would be the same; that is, it would be
an impossibility because the implication then would be that the
[specific] knowledge about that particular object of knowledge would
not at all be knowledge of it. But this would be contrary to the
assumption [i.e., that it was in fact knowledge of the object].

c) But if the total of the parts of the knowledge that are

55 MS gl: I.e., one of the Asha'irah who follow the philosophers in this topic.
56 MS gl: [I.e.,] in its complete reality.
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not [specific] knowledge of [that particular simple being] should indi-
cate that there was something additional to those parts, and if that
addition should be divided,57 then the division of it again requires
that we [repeat the discussion, and] say that

(a) if part of that addition should be [specific] knowledge of
[the particular simple being], then it would imply that the part was
equal to the whole, and the one [quantity of] knowledge would
become two [quantities of] knowledge [which of course would be
impossible]. L 295 While

(b) if part of that addition MS 150a should not be [specific]
knowledge of [the particular simple being], and if the totality of the
parts of that addition does not indicate that there is something addi-
tional to the parts, then it would likewise be an impossibility, because
it would imply that the knowledge about that object of knowledge
is not at all knowledge of it. And this would be contrary to the
assumption [i.e., that it was indeed knowledge].

(c) But if the case should indicate that there was something
additional [to those parts], then the discussion would be transferred
to the additional factor, and the argument then would be either an
infinite series or else it would terminate in some indivisible factor.

Thus, it has been established that the knowledge about a simple
noncompounded being would be indivisible, and so the substrate58

of that knowledge would be indivisible; otherwise, it is implicit that
that indivisible knowledge would be divisible, for the divisibility of
the substrate logically requires the divisibility of what is inherent
[within it]. So it has been established that the substrate of the knowl-
edge would be indivisible;59 and [since] every body and corporeal
entity is divisible,60 therefore the substrate of the knowledge would
be neither a body nor a corporeal entity.61

An objection has been raised against this [reasoning], in that it is
not granted that if the substrate of the indivisible knowledge about
the simple being should be a body or corporeal [being], then from
[this substrate's] divisibility there could be no inference that the indi-
visible knowledge would be divided.

The MS alone adds here, 'knowledge'.
MS gl: I.e., the soul [nafs].
MS gl: [This being the] minor premise.
MS glosses: 1. [This being the] major premise; 2. This is the second figure.
MS glosses: 1. The conclusion [natrjah]; 2. What was claimed [al-muddaV].
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[Baydawi's] position is that the divisibility of the substrate requires
the divisibility of what is inherent [within it] ,62

Our [Isfahani] position is that we do not grant this, for [the reason-
ing] is contradicted by the [fact of the] 'point', for the substrate of
the 'point' would be the 'line' which is divisible. But the divisibility
of the line does not imply that the point that is inhering within it
would be divisible. And it is likewise with the 'unit of singularity',
the divisibility of its substrate would not imply [the unit's] divisibility.

And if it should be granted that the divisibility of the substrate im-
plies the divisibility of the [inherent] knowledge, why would you say,
then, that the divisibility of the knowledge would not be admissible?

[Baydawi's] position is that if the [quantity of] knowledge should
be divisible then part of it either would be knowledge of a particu-
lar given thing, or it would not be.

Our [Isfahani's] position is that we would prefer [to say] that part
of the knowledge would be knowledge of the particular thing.

[Baydawi] says that the implication is that the part [of the knowl-
edge] would be equal to the whole of [the knowledge].

We [Isfahani] hold that the implication is that the part would be
equal to the whole of [the knowledge, either] a) in quiddity, or
b) in all the accidental qualities. The second [alternative here] would
be excluded, unless they should set up a proof that if the part of
the knowledge should be linked to everything that the whole of the
knowledge is linked to, then it would be impossible for [the part] to
differ from [the whole] in any of the accidental qualities. But they
certainly have not done that until the present time.

The first [alternative here] would be granted as there is nothing
to hinder it. Indeed, the body of a simple entity, such as water or
any other of the simple entities, is divisible into [portions of] what
is all the same in quiddity.

An objection could be raised that the divisibility of the substrate
would necessitate the divisibility of the inherent only when the inher-
ent is there, because it is that particular substrate, not because of a
linkage with some other natural context. But if the linkage with MS
150b the inherent should be because of a linkage with some other
natural context, then the divisibility of the substrate would not neces-

62 Isfahani infers Baydawi's statement on this point from other arguments, as
Baydawi himself does not make the statement here.
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sitate the divisibility of the inherent. Knowledge is inherent within
a scholar because he is that particular scholar, not because of a link-
age with some other natural context. T 141 So, from the scholar's
divisibility may be inferred the divisibility of the inherent.

Regarding a 'point', it is inherent within a line, not because it is
a line but only because it is a limited [line]. So, the divisibility of
the line does not necessitate the divisibility of the 'point', as the
point's inherence within [the line] is because [the line] is limited,
not because of [the line's] essence.

Regarding the 'unit of singularity', it is a mental concept. It is
not something externally existent, but rather, it is an entity that the
intellect considers to be L 296 within a thing because [that thing]
is indivisible.

As for a [quantity of] knowledge being divisible into parts that
would be equal to the [quantity of] knowledge, [this fact] does not
negate the hypothesis [for which we are arguing].63 That is because
it is inevitable that within the divisible [quantity of] knowledge there
should be a part that is indivisible in fact. Otherwise, knowledge
would be composed of constitutive details64 having no limits in actu-
ality, since constitutive elements necessarily occur when that which
is composed of them occurs in actuality. But that would be an impos-
sibility. And with the necessity of this impossibility the logical goal
has been attained.

This is because indeed, every plurality, equally whether it is lim-
ited or unlimited, has within it what in fact is a single unit in actu-
ality, because a plurality would not become an actuality without
single units. So inevitably there would be an actual single unit among
the multiple parts of a quantity of knowledge; and that actual sin-
gle unit, from the standpoint of being an actual single unit, would
not be divisible. Thus, the [single unit's] substrate, being itself intel-
ligently aware of [the single unit],—[and by 'substrate' here] I mean
the 'rational soul',—would not be divisible. If the case should be
otherwise, then it would imply the divisibility of an actual single unit,
which is indivisible, because the divisibility of a substrate would neces-
sitate the divisibility of its inherent.

63 MS gl: I.e., the incorporeal [literally, uncomplicated] nature of the soul [basatat
al-nafs].

64 L, T, and MS Garrett 989Ha agree on this wording: [la-kana al-'ilm murakka-
ban min muqawwimat]. The MS has "knowledge would have elements" [la-kana
lil-cilm muqawwimat].
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Baydawi said: L 296, T 141

Rational souls can perceive contraries simultaneously

2. The second [aspect in which reason supports the doctrine
of the soul's incorporeal nature] is that an intelligent person can per-
ceive blackness and whiteness simultaneously. Therefore, if [the intel-
ligent person] should be [merely] a body or a corporeal being, the
joining together of blackness and whiteness in one body would be
implicit. This would be impossible, in that the form of blackness and
[the form] of whiteness, being two mental [entities], have no oppo-
sition between them, but there would be an inconsistency here be-
cause of the conception of this one as blackness and of that one as
whiteness.

Isfahani says: L 296, T 141, MS 150b

Rational souls can perceive contraries simultaneously

2. The second aspect that supports the doctrine of the rational
soul's incorporeal nature is that an intelligent person65 may perceive
blackness and whiteness simultaneously. Indeed, the person who
knows that blackness and whiteness are opposites inevitably would
be the same one who has knowledge of both of them. And by 'knowl-
edge' nothing is meant other than the occurrence of the form of the
known object in the knower. So, for the person who knows that the
two are opposites the quiddity of both of them inevitably will occur
within him.

If an intelligent person, who is the substrate of the knowledge of
blackness and whiteness, should be [merely] a body or a corporeal
being, then the joining together of these two [colors] in one body
would be implicit, and this [situation] would be impossible because
the joining together of two opposites66 is impossible.

[However], such a case would be impossible [also] by the fact
that the 'form' of [the] blackness and the 'form' of [the] whiteness
are both intellectual entities67 MS 151a and there is no opposi-
tion between them, as the opposition would be between the black-

65 MS gl: I.e., the soul.
66 MS gl: [I.e.], in one body.
67 MS gl: I.e., both occur in the [rational] soul [al-nafs].
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ness itself and the whiteness itself.68 The intellectual form [of the
blackness or whiteness] would not be the same as when a being
would have the form [of blackness or whiteness] among its con-
comitants,69 but rather, it would differ from [the latter] in many of
these concomitants. The argument from this aspect also has an incon-
sistency in the conception of this [particular] blackness and this [par-
ticular] whiteness, because the agent perceiving them both, as they
are both particulars, would be a body or some corporeal being, aside
from the [rational] soul, although no opposition exists between [body
and rational soul]. But then an objection could be raised in that the
agent perceiving this [particular] blackness and this [particular] white-
ness would be the [rational] soul,70 not the body or the corporeal
being, even if both of these [colors] should be painted upon71 the
body or the corporeal being.

Baydawi said: L 296, T 141

Rational souls conceived as material bodies could not think freely

3. The third aspect [in which reason supports the doctrine]
that the rational soul is incorporeal is that if a rational soul should
be [a material member of] a body, or [should] inhere within [a
body member], then the implication would be that [that body mem-
ber either] would be always actively thinking, or72 it would not be
always actively thinking. [This is] because, if the form inhering within
the material substance of a particular body member should be sufficient
to guarantee [that body member's] thinking, then it would be think-
ing always; but if it should not be sufficient to guarantee its think-
ing, then its thinking always would be impossible, because of the
impossibility for two mutually similar forms to meet together in one

68 MS gl: That are external.
69 If that should not be true, then it would not be admissible for [black and

white] to have subsistence immaterially either, as two opposites may not join together
in a single substrate whether materially or immaterially.

70 According to the philosopher Ibn Sina, but [this perception] would be by
means of instrumental agents.

'' L & T: [munaqqashayn]; the MS: [muntaqashayn]; MS Garrett 989Ha: [man-
qushayn].

12 L and T both omit the 'alif from the conjunction, letting it mistakenly read
[wa] "and" instead of [aw] "or." MS Garrett 283B and MS Garrett 989Hb both
correctly give the word as "or."
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material substrate. But the conclusion is false, so the premise is like-
wise. L 297

This reasoning is weak because the intelligible form73 would be
an accidental quality, so it would not be the equivalent of a sub-
stance. Moreover, [the intelligible form] would inhere within the
power that is inherent within the [body] member, while an exter-
nal form would inhere within [the body's] material substrate, and
there is nothing to indicate that such a meeting [of the two forms]
would be impossible.

Isfahani says: L 297, T 141, MS 151a

Rational souls conceived as material bodies could not think freely

3. The third [aspect in which reason supports the doctrine that
the rational soul is incorporeal] is that if a rational being74 should
be a [particular member of a] body, such as the heart,75 or the
brain, or something else, or should be inherent within [such] a body
[member], in such a way as to be a corporeal power inhering within
a [particular] body member, such as the heart or brain, or some-
thing else, then the implication would be either that the rational
soul, as the body member mentioned, would be thinking always,76

or that it would not be thinking [always]. But this conclusion would
be false because the thinking of the rational soul, as that body mem-
ber, would be interrupted, that is, at some times.77 An explanation
of the logic used here is that the rational soul's thinking in that78

particular body member would exist only in close association between
[the body member's] form and [the rational soul]. Thus, inevitably
either the form inherent within the matter of that particular body
member would be sufficient for the [rational soul's] thinking activ-

73 Baydawi uses the term "intellectual form" [al-surah al-caqhyah], which Isfahani
changes to "intelligible form" [al-surah al-macqulah]. Therefore, we are translating
Baydawi's reference as "intelligible form", to agree with Isfahani's usage.

MS gl
MS gl
MS gl

I.e., the soul.
As is the doctrine of some scholars.
That is, [the rational soul] itself or its substrate.

77 MS glosses: 1. For instance, at the time of sleep; 2. I.e., it provides it with
active thinking at some times and neglects it at other times. Thus, the falsity of the
premise is established, namely, that the intelligent being [i.e., the soul] [al-'aqil]
would be [either] a body or would be corporeal [in nature],

78 The text in L [at this point only] appears to read, [al-m-l-k al-cudw]; T and
the MS read, [li-dhalika al-cudw].
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ity, or it would not be. If [the body member's form] should be
sufficient, then the implication would be that [the rational soul]
always would be thinking in [the body member],79 because the body
member's form always would be associated closely with [the ratio-
nal soul], and the hypothesis is that the form would be sufficient for
[the rational soul] to think in [the body member].

But if [the body member's form] should not be sufficient [for the
rational soul] to think in [the body member], then [the implication
would be that] it always would be impossible for [the rational soul]
to think in [the body member]. [This is] because, if that particular
body member's form should not be sufficient for the [rational soul]
to think in [the body member], then [the body member's] intellec-
tual activity would be due to the occurrence80 of another 'form' sim-
ilar to that particular body member's 'form'. However, the occurrence
of another form similar to [the first form] would be impossible. [This
is] because if another form, similar to the [the body member's first]
form, should occur in the rational soul, then that [second] form
would be closely associated with the substrate of the rational soul,
since the close associate of the rational soul [also] would be the close
associate of its substrate. But it would be impossible for another [sec-
ond] form similar to [the body member's first] form to be closely
associated with the [same] substrate, because of the impossibility for
two mutually similar forms to meet together MS 151b in a single
material substance.81

Our author [Baydawi] says that this reasoning is weak, because
we would not grant that if that particular body member's form should
not be sufficient for the thinking [of the rational soul], then the
implication would be that the thinking would come through another
[second] form similar to the [first] form of that particular body mem-
ber. That would be implied only if the intelligible form of [the
body member] should be equivalent to [the body member] in all its
quiddity.

This would be an impossibility, as the 'intelligible form' is an 'acci-
dental quality' that is not sensately perceptible and is inherent within

/9 L and T read, [lazima tacaqquluhu da'iman]; the MS reads, [tacaqquluhu lahu
da'iman]. The MS generally provides coded indications of the antecedents of the
many pronominal suffixes used.

80 MS gl: [I.e.], in the soul.
81 MS gl: So it would be impossible to think in [the second form], because what

depends upon an impossibility would also be an impossibility.
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a substrate82 that is not sensately perceptible, while the 'external
form' of the body member T 142 is substance that is externally
existent and sensately perceptible. Thus, the 'accidental quality' [i.e.,
the intelligible form of the body member] would not be equivalent
to the substance [i.e., of the body member]. Likewise, the 'intelligi-
ble form' would be inherent within the rational power inhering83

within the body member, while the 'external form' would be inher-
ent within the material substance of the body member, and there is
nothing to indicate that such a meeting [of the two forms] would
be impossible.

An objection might be raised to the effect that the 'quiddity' of
a thing is [merely] a way of expressing what occurs within the intel-
lect on account of that thing [but] apart from [the thing's] own
properties that are external to [the intellect].84 There is no doubt at
all that the 'intelligible form' of the 'thing' [i.e., in this context, the
particular body member] would be equivalent to the quiddity of the
'thing', and even identical with it.85 Indeed, as a way of expressing
[both] the 'abstraction' of the 'intelligible form' from the mental
properties, and the 'abstraction' of the 'external form' from the exter-
nal properties, [the intelligible form] would be 'identical' with [the
'quiddity' of the particular body member]. While, as a way of express-
ing the 'close association' of [both] the 'intelligible form' with its
mental properties and the 'external form' with its external proper-
ties, L 298 [the intelligible form] would be 'equivalent' to [the
quiddity of the particular body member] in the totality of its quid-
dity. And even though the two [forms] differ in their accidental qual-
ities, still the difference in accidental qualities does not negate their
equivalence in the totality of the quiddity. Moreover, the 'intelligi-
ble form', in consideration of the fact that it is a 'form' by which
the 'thing' [i.e., the particular body member] is comprehended, is
not an 'accidental quality'.86

82 MS gl: I.e., the soul.
83 MS gl: I.e., it is self-subsistent [qa'im bi-dhatihi].
84 The MS codes 'the thing' as antecedent to the final relative pronoun, 'it'.

However, the context suggests rather that "the thing's own properties" are logically
external to the intellect.

83 MS gl: I.e., and the 'intelligible form' of the thing even [bal] constitutes the
very 'quid-essence' of the thing.

86 L 298 gl [also partially in MS]: Because it can be affirmed of it that if it
should exist among the individual essences (MS: externally) then it would not be
in a subject substrate [mawduc], and so would not be an accidental quality.
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Moreover, the form inhering within the rational soul must inhere
within [the rational soul's] substrate, if the rational soul should be
corporeal [in nature]. That is so because, if the rational soul should
be corporeal [in nature], then it would be capable of action because
it would share in the substrate, since every corporeal active agent87

is active only because it has a commonality with the body. Thus, if
the form inhering within the rational soul should not inhere [also]
in [the rational soul's] substrate, then [the rational soul's] activity
would not be through sharing in the substrate, and so it would not
be corporeal [in nature]. But this would be contrary to the [objec-
tor's] hypothesis.

Baydawi said: L 298, T 142

Rational souls can comprehend intelligibles without limit

4. The fourth [aspect in which reason supports the doctrine of
the incorporeal nature of the rational soul] is that the intellectual
power [of rational souls] is able to comprehend intelligibles without
limit, because it is able to perceive numbers and shapes without
limit. Not one of the corporeal powers is able to do that, as we shall
discuss in the section on the Resurrection Assembly [in Book 3].

An objection has been raised regarding the absence of any limit
upon the intelligibles to the effect that if by this you should mean
that [the rational soul's] intellectual [power] would not terminate at
[only] one intelligible without having the power to comprehend
another intelligible, then the 'power of imagination' is able to do
the same. But if by this you should mean that [the rational soul's
intellectual power] would be able to call to mind [all] intelligibles
without limit at once, then that would be impossible.

Isfahani says: L 298, T 142, MS 152a

Rational souls can comprehend intelligibles without limit

4. The fourth [aspect in which reason supports the doctrine of
the incorporeal nature of the rational soul] is that the intellectual

87 Reading with L, T, MS Garrett 989Ha and MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486 [kull
fa'il jismanl innama yakun fa'ilan]; the MS reads: [kull caqil jismanf innama yakun
caqilan].
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power [of rational souls] is able to comprehend intelligibles without
limit, because [this intellectual power] is able to perceive numbers
and shapes that have no limit, but not one of the corporeal powers
is able to do that. That is, corporeal powers cannot perceive any-
thing that has no limit, for reasons we shall set forth in the section
on the Resurrection Assembly, to the effect that corporeal powers
are unable to comprehend the limitless causation of motion-changes.88

An objection has been raised to this point to the effect that it
would not be granted that the intellectual power [of rational souls]
has the power of real action [i.e., externally] at all, much less that
it would be said to be capable of actions without limit. [This is] be-
cause 'thinking' is a term for the soul's receptivity to an intelligible
form, and this is an experience of passivity, not of direct activity.
Moreover, experiences of passivity without limit would be admissi-
ble for corporeal [natures], as in the case of the imprinted 'souls' of
the celestial spheres89 and the primal matter of the [simple] elemental
bodies.

And if we should grant [the rational soul's intellectual power] a
capability for [external] action, then what do you [people] mean by
your statement that the [rational soul's] intellectual power is able to
comprehend intelligibles without limit? If by this [statement] you
should mean that the intellectual [power of the rational soul] does
not terminate at [merely one] intelligible without the ability to com-
prehend another intelligible, then [the answer would be that] the
corporeal powers likewise are capable of that; for indeed, the 'power
of imagination' does not terminate its conceiving of shapes at a cer-
tain limit without the ability to conceive any other shapes beyond
that.

And if by this [statement] you should mean that the [rational
soul's] intellectual power calls to mind [all] intelligibles without limit
at once, then this would be impossible. Indeed, we discover for our-
selves how hard it is for us to focus our mind on many intelligibles
at once.

88 L gl: Thus, it would be established that intellectual powers are something other
than corporeal powers, by Figure 2 of the syllogism.

89 MS gl: [I.e., an imprint] on the material substances [mawadd] of the celestial
spheres.
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Baydawi said: L 298, T 142

Rational souls conceived as material bodies could not perceive universals

5. The fifth [aspect in which reason supports the doctrine of
the incorporeal nature of the rational soul] is that if perceptions of
universals should inhere within a [material] body, then they would
be become particularized by qualities of size, shape and position in
conformity with their substrate, L 299 and thus they would not
be incorporeal universal 'forms'.

An objection has been raised on this point [in] that the univer-
sality of a form is90 its applicability to each one of the individuals
[in a group], if an [individual's] quiddity is taken as being abstracted
from its external properties and its abstraction [means] that it would
be stripped of external accidents, and [if] nothing that should become
accidental to it on account of its substrate would impair [the form's
universality]. If it should be otherwise, then the commonality of log-
ical necessity would require us to say that the perception of a uni-
versal would also become inherent within a particular soul, but that
the particularity of the substrate would not imply the particularity
of its inherent.

Isfahani says: L 299, T 142, MS 152a

Rational souls conceived as material bodies could not perceive universals

5. The fifth aspect [in which reason supports the doctrine of
the incorporeal nature of the rational soul] is that if perceptions of
universals should inhere within a [material] body, then they would
become particularized by qualities of size, shape, position and place
in conformity with their substrate. But this conclusion is false, so the
premise is likewise.

As for the logical necessity used here, it is that every [material]
body is particularized by qualities of a definite size, a definite shape,
a definite position, and a definite place. Thus, if [any] perceptions
of universals should inhere within a [given material] body, then [the
perceptions] would become particularized according to that same
size, shape, position, and place, because the particularized substrate91

90 L gl: 'A way of expressing' [this phrase is supplied as clarification in one of
L's source manuscripts].

91 MS gl: Namely, the [material] body.
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with its definite size, definite shape, definite position, MS 152b
and definite place, necessarily brings about the same particulariza-
tion of the inherent within it.

Now, regarding the falsity of this conclusion, it is because any-
thing that has been particularized by qualities of a definite size, a
definite shape, a definite position, and a definite place would not be
in conformity with something that was not like that, nor would there
be a commonality among many examples, and thus there would be
no abstracted and universal forms.92

There is an objection to this aspect in that the 'universality of the
form'93 consists in its applicability to each individual [in a group], if
[the individual's] quiddity is taken T 143 as being [immaterial
and] abstracted from its external properties, and the abstraction of
its quiddity [means] it is stripped of its external accidents, and [if
the form's] universality is not impaired by anything made acciden-
tal to it because of the substrate in the way of an extension, a shape,
or a position.

This [universality of the form] is applied to the individual [quid-
dity] if it is taken as abstracted [and immaterial], because if any-
thing that had become an accidental quality on account of the
substrate should impair [the form's] universality, then by the com-
monality of logical necessity we would be required to say that the
perception of a universal that inheres in a particular [rational] soul
also would be particular, since what inheres in a particular would
be particular.

So it is established that what would become accidental to the uni-
versal [form] on account of the substrate would not impair [the
form's] universality, and the fact that the substrate94 was particular
would not imply that the inherent95 would be particular.

92 The MS and MS Garrett 989Ha read, "and so the abstracted forms would
not be universal."

93 Reading with L and T as the singular; the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha have
the plural.

94 MS gl: I.e., the soul.
90 MS gl: I.e., the universal.
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Baydawi said: L 299, T 143

b. Tradition provides evidence of the rational soul's incorporeal n
from several aspects.

1. There is the word of Him the Most High:
"Do not reckon those who are killed in the way of God to be

dead; rather, they are alive and are given sustenance in the pres-
ence of their Lord." [Qur'an 3:169] There is no doubt at all that
the body is dead, so what is alive would be something else and
different from [the body], namely, the [human, rational] soul.

2. There is His word:
"A fire burns to which they will be subject every day and every

night!" [Qur'an 40:46]. What will be subjected to it would not be
a dead body, since punishment of a rigid corpse would be impossible.

3. There is His word:
"O you serene of soul, come back now to your Lord gladly and

full of contentment" [Qur'an 89:27-28]. A dead body would not
return and would not be [so] addressed, so the [human] soul is
something other than the body.

4. On the occasion when He [the Most High] explained the
generation of the [human] body and set forth the stages through
which it is formed, He said,

"Then We brought him into being as another type of creature . . . "
[Qur'an 23:14] By this He meant the [living] spirit, and that indi-
cates that the [living] spirit is something other than the body. L 300

5. There is the comment of the Prophet, peace be upon him,
as a dead man was being carried by upon his bier,

"[That man's] spirit is fluttering above his bier, saying, 'O my
people!' and 'O my son! Do not let this world make sport of you
as it did with me! I gathered up wealth, whether lawfully or unlaw-
fully, then I left it to others, though the results were mine. So beware
of anything like what has come upon me.'"96 Therefore, the fluttering
being was something other than [the body] over which it was fluttering.

Understand that these textual quotations point to the distinction
between the two entities [body and rational soul], not to the [rational
soul's] incorporeal nature.

96 This hadith has not been located in the Wensinck concordances, both the con-
cise in English and the complete in Arabic.
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Moreover, those who deny [the rational soul's incorporeal nature]
differ among themselves. Ibn al-Rawandi [d. probably middle of
4th/10th c.] said that [the rational soul] is an indivisible atom within
the heart.97 Al-Nazzam [d. between 220/835 and 230/845] said that
[the rational soul] consists of fine [material] bodies flowing through
the human body.98

[The rational soul] has been said [by some] to be a power within
the brain, and [by others] to be within the heart. [By others], it has
been said that it consists of three powers, one [power] in the brain,
namely, the 'rational' soul, a second [power] in the heart, namely,
the 'emotional' soul, [also] called 'animated', and a third [power
deep] in the liver, namely, the 'vegetative' or 'appetitive' soul.

Further, [the rational soul] has been held to constitute the humors
[of the body], or [by other scholars], the [human] temperament.

Isfahani says: L 300, T 143, MS 152b

b. Tradition provides evidence of the rational soul's incorporeal n
from several aspects

When [Baydawi] had finished with the arguments demonstrating the
incorporeal nature of the rational soul from aspects of intellectual
reasoning, he proceeded to set forth arguments demonstrating its
incorporeal nature from the aspect of authoritative tradition. He
quotes four verses from the Qur'an" and one traditional saying from
the Sunnah. [Note that in the traditional saying quoted in Baydawi's
text] the term "flutters" comes from the fluttering of a bird as it

9/ This statement is probably mistaken, as Ibn al-Rawandi is known as being
opposed to atomism. Nothing to support this statement is found in the En-I-2 arti-
cles "Nafs" by E.E. Calverley and "Ibn al-Rawandi" by P. Kraus.

98 See the article "al-Nazzam" in En-I-2 by Josef van Ess. Alnoor Dhanani, in
his The Physical Theory of Kalam, p. 5 and note 10, writes: "Ibrahim ibn Sayyar 
Nazzam (d. ca. 220-230/835-845) and his followers held that the created world
consists only of bodies and therefore its objects are constituted out of a bundle of
interpenetrating corporeal bodies which define their properties and attributes."
Dhanani gives J . van Ess, Theologie und Gesellschaft im 2. und 3. Jahrhundert Hidschra,
1:355-358, 11:398-492, 111:331-355, as the authority for this statement. Professor
Calverley also notes that statements of al-Nazzam are quoted in Tahanawi's Kashshah
Istilahat Funun al-cUlum al-Islamiyah, p. 1541 [= Dictionary of Technical Terms in the Sci-
ences of the Mussalmans], Ed. by Aloys Sprenger and W. Nassau Lees, Calcutta, 1862.

99 The MS and MS Garrett 989Ha add: [al-cazTm].
Isfahani does not repeat the quotations from Qur'an and Hadith in his text.
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beats its wings [in hovering] about that upon which it intends to
alight. There is no doubt at all that these [Qur'an] verses and the
traditional saying demonstrate that the soul is distinct from the body.
But they do not demonstrate [the soul's] incorporeal nature, nor do
they need additional interpretation.

Those who reject the incorporeal nature of the soul have differed
among themselves. Ibn al-Rawandi held [the soul] to be an indivis-
ible atom in the heart. Then al-Nazzam said that [the soul] con-
sisted of fine [material] bodies flowing within the physical body and
continuing from the first of life to the end of it, neither fermenting
nor decomposing. Thus, so long as [the rational soul] is flowing
about within the body then the [body] is living, but when [the ratio-
nal soul] departs then [the body] is dead.

[The soul] has been said to be a power within the brain, the
source of sensate perception and body motion-change, and it has
been said to be a power within the heart, the source of the living
nature MS 153a within the body. [By others the soul] has been
held to constitute three powers: one [power] is in the brain, namely,
the 'rational soul"00 because it is the source of the sciences and [col-
lections of] wise judgments; a second [power] is within the heart,
namely, the ['animated' or] 'emotional soul', that is the source of
anger, fear, joy, sorrow, and other emotions; and the third [power]
is [deep] within the liver, namely, the 'vegetative soul', source of
nutriment, growth, and reproduction, that our author has called also
the 'appetitive soul', because it is the source of attraction to what is
favorable.

Further, the soul has been said to constitute the four humors [of
the body], yellow bile, blood, phlegm and black bile, and it has been
said to constitute both the human temperament and the equitable
balance of its humors. [The soul] has been held to constitute both
the shape101 and the organization of the body, as well as the com-
bination of [all] its parts. And it has been held to constitute the
[human body's] 'living nature'.

100 L and T: unvowelled [hukmiyah?]; MS [hikamiyah ay hakimah]. Prefer
[hikarmyah] from context following.

101 L 300 gl: That is, the [bodily] structure sensately perceived, this being the
preferred theory with the majority of the Mutakallimun.
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Baydawi said: L 300, T 143

5. The temporal nature of rational souls

After the scholars in the [various] religious communities had estab-
lished the fact that—except for that One who is a Necessary Being
in Himself,—whatever exists would be a temporal phenomenon, they
agreed that [the rational soul] is a temporal phenomenon.

However, there were some who granted as admissible [the the-
ory] that [the rational soul] could have been created before the cre-
ation of the body, as it is related in the [ancient] annals102 that God
had created spirits prior to bodies by two millenia. But others pro-
hibited that theory L 301 because of the word of [God] the Most
High,

"Then We brought him into being as another type of creature."
[Qur'an 23:14]

Aristotle differed from those who preceded him and made [the
rational soul's] temporal existence conditional upon the temporal
existence of the body.103 He argued, moreover, that [rational] souls
constitute a unity in their species; otherwise, they would be com-
posite beings, because of their having commonality [with a body] in
their being [a rational] soul, and thereby they would become a body,
because every composite being is a body. Thus, if [the rational soul]
should exist before the body existed, then it would be a single unit,
because the plurality of individuals in a species comes about only
by way of a material substance, and [the soul's] material substance
is a body. So [the rational soul] would not become a plurality prior
to [the body's existence]. And when [the rational soul] would become
linked to its body, if it should continue as a single unit, then the
implication would be that every unit would know [merely] what
every other unit knew, and if it should not continue as a single unit,
then it would be divisible, but an immaterial being is not divisible.

An objection to [the theory of Aristotle] has been raised in that
the common understanding is that [an entity's] being a [rational]
soul consists in its having a governing role, and as that [role] is an

102 MS gl: [al-akhbar al-nabawiyah], [i.e., ancient records of prophecy.]
103 See the note at this position in Isfahani's following commentary.
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accidental quality, composition [of the rational soul] is not implied
from having a commonality in it.

But even if this argument should be granted, still we [i.e., Baydawi
as disputant] do not grant that every composite entity would be a
body. How could that be, when all incorporeal beings have a com-
monality with one another in their substantial nature while yet
differing from one another in their species?

And if the unity in species should be granted, then why would it
not be admissible that [the soul] should become a plurality,—prior
to [the existence of] these [particular] bodies,—on the basis of the
plurality of some other bodies?

Your [i.e., Baydawi's audience] confident conviction T 144 that
the doctrine of metempsychosis is a falsity is based upon [the doc-
trine of] the [rational] soul's temporal nature. That is, when the
body has completed its first stage of perfection, a soul pours into it
as [part of] a general event of pouring, and because its [fulfilled]
condition now exists, and then no other [additional soul] will join
with [this body] since every [rational soul] finds itself to be a single
unit, not two.

However, establishing the temporal nature [of the rational soul]
by this [reasoning] would be argument in a circle.

Isfahani says: L 301, T 144, MS 153a

5. The temporal nature of rational souls

After the scholars of the [various] religious communities104 had estab-
lished the fact that—except for God Most High, that One who is a
Necessary Being in Himself,—whatever exists would be a temporal
phenomenon, they agreed that the [human rational] soul is a tem-
poral phenomenon, for indeed, [the rational soul] belongs with what-
ever is other than God Most High. However, some [scholars] among
the religious communities held it admissible that the [rational] soul
should be created prior to the creation of the body, according to
what was narrated in the ancient records of history that God Most
High created spirits before bodies by two millenia.

104 MS gl: I.e., those who have a religious community and who give authority
to a prophet. This is a cautious [word] against the philosophers, for they do not
give authority to anyone and have no religious community.
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Other [scholars] declared [the doctrine of] the creation of the
soul prior to the creation of the body impossible because of the word
of [God] Most High,

"Then We brought him into being as another [type of] creature."
[Qur'an 23:14] Indeed, when [God Most High] explained the stages
in the creation of man where He said,

"We created man out of a semi-liquid slurry105 of clay; then we
placed him as sperm in a secure place of rest; then We formed the
sperm into clotted blood, then the clot into an embryo, then the
embryo into bones; then We clothed the bones in flesh." He went
on to say, "Then We brought him into being as another [type of]
creature." [Qur'an: 23:12-14] By "another [type of] creature", [God]
meant the 'spirit',106 while His expression, "then", informs us of a
slowing [transition, i.e., in the narration]. So the verse demonstrates
the fact that the production of the spirit [i.e., the soul] and its cre-
ation are subsequent to the generation of the body.

Aristotle differed with MS 153b the philosophers who preceded
him, like Plato, for Plato and those before him held the doctrine of
the eternal antecedence of the [human] soul. But Aristotle held that
the [human rational] soul is a temporal entity, and he made its tem-
porality conditional upon the temporality of the body. Aristotle argued
that the human rational soul is a unity in species,107 because, if it
should not be a unity in species, then it would be a composite
being.108 But this conclusion is false, so the premise is likewise.109

The logical necessity in use here is that human rational souls have
a commonality together in each being a human [rational] soul. Thus,

105 [sulalatin] MS gl: I.e., a thin watery liquid.
106 MS gl: I.e., the soul.
107 MS gl: and in quiddity.
108 p r o r n Aristotle's discussion on the definition of the soul:—["OK the soul", Bk.

2:1:25 £, Sect. 412a f., pp. 642-3, J.A. Smith, translator, in the Enc. Brit. 'Great
Books' reprint edition of The Works of Aristotle]

[Section 412a]: ". . . the 'soul' is the first grade of actuality of a natural 'body'
[i.e., which is organized] having life potentially in it."

[Section 413a]: ". . . the 'soul' is actuality in the sense corresponding to the power
of sight . . . the 'body' corresponds to what exists in potentiality, as the pupil plus
the power of sight constitutes the eye, so the 'soul' plus the 'body' constitutes the
'animal' [i.e., the living being].

"From this it indubitably follows that the 'soul' is inseparable from its 'body' . . .
Further, we have no light on the problem whether the 'soul' may not be the actu-
ality of its 'body' in the sense in which the sailor is the actuality of the ship."

109 The MS omits this clause, but MS Garrett 989Ha adds it in a gloss.
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if they [each] should be different in quiddity, L 302 then the fac-
tor in which they had commonality would be something other than
the factor in which they had distinguishability [i.e., of one from
another], and so, they would be composites [in nature]. Regarding
the falsity of the [foregoing] conclusion, it is because [of the argu-
ment that] if the [rational] soul should be a composite, then it would
be a body, but such a conclusion would be false because of the proof
[already] given that [the rational soul] is an incorporeal being. Thus,
it is established that the soul is a unity in species.

Furthermore, if [the rational soul] should exist prior to the body
then it would be a single [undivided] unit, because a plurality of the
individuals of a species comes about by way of their material sub-
stance, and the material substance of the [rational] soul is the body;
so, for the soul to become a plurality prior to the [creation of the]
body would be impossible. Thus, it is established that if [the ratio-
nal soul] should exist prior to [the creation of] the body then it
would be a unity in species.

Then, when [the rational soul] is linked to the body, even if [the
rational soul] should remain single, the implication would be that
every single [rational soul] would know [only] what [every] other
one would know. But this would be contrary [to the hypothesis].
And if the soul should not remain single after its linkage to the body,
then it would be divisible. But the conclusion [here again] is false,
because [the rational soul] is incorporeal, and an incorporeal being
is not divisible, since receptivity to division is one of the require-
ments of matter.

An objection has been raised to this proof demonstration110 in that
what results111 from the fact that the soul is a human [rational] soul
is the fact that it is what governs the human body, and the fact of
its being the governor of the body is one of its accidental qualities.
Further, from the fact that rational souls have a commonality in this
accidental quality it cannot be inferred that there would be com-
position in their quiddity, because it is admissible that there should
be a variation among rational souls in the totality of their quiddity

"" MS gl: That is, his statement that human rational [al-nafs al-natiqah al-
insaniyah] souls have a commonality with each other, that is, his statement that
they are human [basharfyah] souls.

111 MS gl: I.e., what is 'understood' [by the reasoning].
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in addition to their having a commonality in accidental qualities.
Even if it should MS 154a be granted that there is an impli-

cation that the [rational] soul would be composite, nevertheless we
[Baydawi/Isfahani] do not grant that every composite would be a
body. Your doctrine [i.e., the objectors to this argument] is that
every body would be composite, and this is a universal affirmative
[proposition], and a universal affirmative proposition is not reversible112

to be like itself [i.e., as another universal affirmative]. And further,
how can every composite be a body? All incorporeal beings have a
commonality in their substance, substance being their genus. But
they differ in their species, so their distinction from one another is
by their 'specific difference'. Thus, incorporeal beings would be com-
posites113 of the 'genus' and the 'specific difference', according to
them [i.e., the objectors to this argument].

And if it should be granted that there is a unity among human
rational souls in their species, then why would it not be admissible
that [rational] souls would have become a plurality, prior to [the
creation of] these [latter] bodies, according to a plurality of other
bodies to which they would have been linked, and then from which
they would have transferred to these [latter bodies] by way of metem-
psychosis?

[Baydawi's] statement, "Your confident conviction . . ." refers to
his response to an interjection. The content of the interjection is that
it would not be admissible that the [rational] souls should be a plu-
rality prior to [the creation of] these [present] bodies, because if the
[rational] souls should be a plurality prior to [the creation of] these
bodies then metempsychosis would be implicit, but that doctrine is
false.

The content of the reply is that your [i.e., the objectors'] confident
conviction in the falsity of the metempsychosis doctrine is based upon
the doctrine of the temporal nature of [rational] souls. And that is
because your confident conviction of the falsity of the metempsy-
chosis doctrine consists [in your belief] that when the body com-
pletes its first stage of perfection, a [rational] soul pours into it from
its source because the pouring [of the soul] is an event of general
nature and because the [fulfilled] condition already exists, [namely,

112 MS gl: I.e., No one can say, "Every composite is a body."
113 MS gl: Although [the disputants say that] they are not bodies. [From cIbri's

commentary on Baydawi's Tawal?.]
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the presence of a body for it]. Indeed, the completion of the first
stage of the body's perfection is the condition for the temporal orig-
ination of the soul from its source. Thus, if a soul pours into [the
body] from its source when [the body] completes its first stage of
perfection, then no other soul will join to it by way of metempsy-
chosis. If it should be otherwise, then the implication would be that
one body would have two souls. But this would be false, because
everyone finds himself to be one, not two [beings]. Therefore,
metempsychosis becomes impossible. So it is established that the fal-
sity of the metempsychosis [doctrine] is based L 303 upon the
[doctrine of the] temporal nature of [human rational] souls. However,
establishing the doctrine of the temporal nature of [rational] souls
upon the falsity of the doctrine of metempsychosis would be a cir-
cular argument.

An objection could be raised114 that if [rational] souls should be
a unity in species then their becoming a plurality, and their increase
prior to [the creation of] the body, would be impossible. That would
be the case because if [the rational souls] should be various and
many, then they would not be a unity in species, because if they
should be a unity in species then it would become impossible for
them to be linked to various entities such as material substances,
and the linkage of the various entities to them would become impos-
sible. MS 154b

Now, [in reply to this objection, rational souls] are equivalent to
one another in themselves, being without any priority or preference
for one rather than another, but there is no impossibility T 145
in their being linked to various entities; and therefore, [the rational
soul] would not be a unity in species. Thus, it would be established
that if [rational] souls should be a plurality prior to [the creation
of] bodies, then they would not be a unity in species. However, this
conclusion is false, because the assumption is that they are a unity
in species, so the premise is [false] likewise.113

114 L 303 gl: [I.e., an objection could be raised] to this answer, from [the side
of the disputants] on behalf of the metempsychosis doctrine.

115 In much of the world, students who are interested in learning about Islamic
theology and philosophy must acquire understanding in their field through transla-
tions of the important writings from languages called "Eastern" into those called
"Western." Books that are translated earlier will introduce a given writer's beliefs,
theories of organization and idea structures that become the first models available
for study. Later translations, such as this one of Baydawi's lectures on natural and
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Baydawi said: L 303, T 145

6. The rational soul's linkage to the body and governance within itne

The philosophers hold that the [human rational] soul neither inheres
within nor resides adjoining the body, but is linked to it as the lover

dogmatic theology, along with Isfahani's commentary, present notions that may be
compared with the earlier conceptions formed. Likewise, the earlier conceptions
may require additional analysis and appraisal. In this final portion of Baydawi's
Book 1 on Realities Possible (comprising his summary of orthodox Islamic 'natural
theology'), it will be useful to append such a comparison.

Ibn Sina prominently divides the human 'rational soul' into two powers, namely,
the 'practical' and the 'theoretical' powers, (Avicenna's Psychology Chapters 4-5, pp.
32~35, translated by Fazlur Rahman from Ibn Sina's Kitab al-Najat, Book 2, Ch. 6).
For this division we suggest a reconciliation with Baydawi's equally prominent divi-
sion of the "incorporeal substantial beings" into two major roles in relation to 'bod-
ies', namely, as 'effective causes' and as 'governors' (see Topic 1 of this final Chapter 2
(of Book 1, Section 3). Ibn Sina is making a close study of the human 'rational'
soul, while Baydawi is making a large survey in general 'soul studies', from the
celestial scale to the human scale.

Two centuries before Baydawi, Ibn Sina had written (op. cit., p. 32.): "The human
rational soul is also divisible into a practical and a theoretical faculty [or, power],
both of which are equivocally called intelligence." And Baydawi wrote, in his
classification of 'incorporeal substantial beings':

The substantial beings not observable [by human sense perception] are either
the "effective causes" or, the "governors" of bodies. The first [group, i.e., the
"effective causes"] are the "Intellects [of the Celestial System]" and "Angels of
Celestial Rank". The second [group, i.e., the "governors"] subdivides into higher
[beings], namely, the "Souls of the Celestial System" and "Angels of the
Heavens", and lower [beings], in the elemental world who govern either sim-
ple bodies . . . being called "Angels of the Earth", . . . or "particular individu-
als", these governors being called "Souls of the Earth", such as are [human]
"rational souls."

One senses that readers may be mystified unnecessarily by Ibn Sina's variation in
terms between 'soul' and 'intelligence', and then Baydawi's variation in terms between
intellects, souls and angels may also be confusing. Therefore, an attempt will be
made to clarify and reconcile Baydawi's and Ibn Sina's theories mentioned here.
Whereas Ibn Sina begins with the united single entity of the human 'rational soul'
and proceeds to make a division into practical and theoretical powers, Baydawi begins
with a plurality of entities that are already divided into either 'effective causes' or 'gov-
ernors''. The two mental acts, namely, the dividing and the naming of the divided
parts, make these parts or aspects seem to be separate and discrete entities. Further,
regarding the name 'Angels' [of the various ranks], we note that this name is pro-
vided by the 'scholars of religion', and at various points in the text we find a note
by either Baydawi or Isfahani supporting this fact. The other names,—'souls', 'intel-
lects' and the various 'powers' [or, faculties],—are provided by the 'scholars of phi-
losophy'. So, from the first theorizations there have been partisans on both sides
(religion and philosophy) who have supported the different sets of names, and thus
have tended to preserve the notion that separate entities are involved.
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is linked to the beloved. The motivating cause of [the rational soul's]
linkage [to the body] is that its [own] stages of completion and ongo-
ing pleasures, both of these being sensate as well as intellectual, are
dependent upon [the body].

At the first [the rational soul] is linked [to the body] by the liv-
ing spirit that is sent out from the heart, formed of the finest par-
ticles of nutriment. Then power from this rational soul pours out
upon [this spirit] and flows along with it to the various sections of
the body and into its depths. There [the power] effectively brings
about in every body member powers appropriate to [each member]

The point of view that we suggest now is one which already may or may not
be within the assumptions supporting the ideas held individually by Ibn Sina and
Baydawi. It is a view that offers to bring together the disparities we see in the
respective quotations. In this point of view, we suggest that the 'souls' and 'intel-
lects' properly constitute different aspects of the same beings; namely, the soul/intel-
lects, whether celestial or terrestrial. Likewise, the 'practical power' and the 'theoretical
power' are two different powers belonging to the same entity, namely, the 'rational
soul'. We propose that the separation seemingly existing between these respective
parts, the soul/intellect, and the practical/theoretical powers, is not a separation in
reality, but rather, it is in theory and in the mind only. Thus, in actuality, each
pair of apparently separated parts properly constitute a unified whole being, and
these unified whole beings, we propose, are of the same kind, namely, they are
souls.

In the human 'rational soul' there is the 'practical power' of acting, of coordi-
nating motion in the body, and of the governance of 'behavior'. Also in the 'rational
soul' there is the 'theoretical power' of abstract and active intelligence, which relates
forms to one another in an imaginative way, and plans and constructs abstracted
possible realities which then need only an 'effective cause" to become existent; this
effective cause is what the 'intellect' is designated to be. Thus, the rational soul's
two powers, 'practical' and 'theoretical', according to Ibn Sina, can be seen as
equivalent to the two designated roles of 'soul' and 'intellect' respectively, namely,
'governance of bodies' and 'reflective interaction with reality', according to Baydawi.
We remember that man's 'rational soul' is placed in the human body to be joined
to it and to have governance over it. The last role mentioned, 'reflective interac-
tion with reality', is our interpretation based on Baydawi's discussion of a number
of existential factors like knowledge, choice, power to act, will, human obligation
and divine imperative.

Therefore, if souls and intellects are to remain as if actually divided and sepa-
rate, then 'soul studies' will remain an enigma, and if powers of practicality and
theory are to be kept divided and separate, then 'rational souls' will deteriorate. In
order to move towards a reconciliation of the problems set out in the quotations
given, the theory of a unified, living human structure,—who is both soul and intel-
lect and who has the necessary powers and opportunity,—needs to be investigated,
analyzed, criticized, and defended.

116 Baydawi's opening statement on the topic ends with the words, "and 'execu-
tive action' within it." We are translating it, "and 'governance'", because Isfahani
expresses [in his commentary here] the full connotation of the 'executive action'
thus, "the manner of its 'governance and executive action' within it."
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by which [the member's] usefulness is made complete, [and all these
powers come together as a living human nature, signifying that it is]
by the [willing] authorization of [God] who is Wise and Omniscient.117

117 Quoting from Avicenna's Psychology, the translation by Fazlur Rahman of Ibn
Sina's Kitab al-Najat (Book 2, Chapter 6), [Reprint ed., Westport, Conn.: Hyperion
Press, 1981]:

"The soul is like a single genus divisible in some way into three parts: . . . veg-
etable soul, . . . animal soul, . . . and human [rational] soul." (p. 25) . . . "The human
rational soul is also divisible into a practical and a theoretical faculty, both of which
are equivocally called intelligence." (p. 32)

Like others venturing into 'soul studies', in the tradition of Aristotle, his com-
mentators, and especially Ibn Sina, (For example, please see Two Greek Aristotelian
commentators on the Intellect, which is a study of Alexander of Aphrodisias and Themistius,
by F.M. Schroeder and R.B. Todd; and Anton C. Pegis' study, St. Thomas and the
problem of the soul in the thirteenth century, both titles from Toronto, Pontifical Institute
of Mediaeval Studies, 1990 and 1978, respectively) Baydawi worked hard to organ-
ize and clarify the data which they had left on the way. But some 'big stones and
deep mudholes' of terminology and relationships had caused, for later scholars,
much futile 'spinning of wheels'. Inevitably, the early work was an 'ancient good
become uncouth' in the clearer light cast by ongoing scholarship of the high Middle
Ages, both south and north of the Mediterranean. When his church and pope in
1210 had interdicted Aristotelian studies, Thomas Aquinas in the latter half of the
century found himself blocked as with a giant rockslide, which he circumvented
only gradually. Nor was cAbd Allah Baydawi, Aquinas' Persian contemporary, cowed
by Ibn Sina's use more than two centuries earlier of the old Greek proverb (See
above here, Bk 1, Sect. 2, Ch. 3, Topic 2, "Psychic qualities—Perception and knowl-
edge") as his sneering 'put down' for any scholars who would hesitate, puzzling
over his fluent Arabic word tracks as they veered around and 'off the road' and
across the sciences. Both Fazlur Rahman (in Avicenna's Psychology, pp. 1—21, Introduction,
1. the Subject.) and Majid Fakhry (in A History of Islamic Philosophy carefully trace
how Ibn Sina would have worked out his concept and vocabulary of the soul from
his Greek predecessors. Baydawi had to do the same with Ibn Sina's doctrines in
his Shifa\ its abridgement, Kitab al-Najat, and the summary of his ideas in al-Isharat
wa-al-Tanbihat.

Baydawi's control of terms and skill in their assignment is well displayed in this
present topic, "The rational soul's linkage to the body and governance within it."
We see that what is a 'soul' at one time, at another time he does not call an 'intel-
ligence', (as in the second quotation beginning this note), and that what has been
proudly displayed and labeled in Latin as a distinct power or 'faculty' at one time
is not soon afterwards deliberately distorted by being overloaded with lately dis-
covered functions and terms, as with the lamentable and nondescript 'sensus com-
munis' in one's 'animal soul' mode. Baydawi has described 'coordination' (formerly
sensus communis) quite clearly, but he did not find an appropriate term for it. Note
how one of Ibn Sina's sentences clothed in Aristotelian colors forces a reader of
English to hesitate in puzzlement just long enough to draw the master's glowering
attention: "One of the animal internal faculties of perception is the faculty of fan-
tasy, i.e. sensus communis, located in the forepart of the front ventricle of the brain"
[Avicenna's Psychology, p. 31]. Here, 'fantasy' equals 'imagination' which is 'hoisted
onto the back', as it were, of the 'sensus communis'. Baydawi tacitly rejects that
combination, while assenting to the notion of a smoothly coordinated 'team' of
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These [powers] may be divided into agencies of perception and
of motion-change.

Powers of external perception

The powers of perception then may be divided into external and
internal [operation]. The powers of perception externally are the five
senses.

Sight

The [sensate] perception of sight is by the reflection of an image
back from the visual object to the pupil of the eye, and by the
imprint [of the image] on a part of [the pupil]. This [imprint] is
the point of an assumed cone, the base of which constitutes the
plane of the visual object; and therefore a near [object] seems to be
larger than a remote [one].

An opposing theory had been raised that [sight takes place, rather],
through rays of an assumed cone that radiate from [the eye] to reach
the visual object.118 But this theory is impossible, because if it should
be true then the eyesight would be confused by gusts of wind so
that an object directly in front [of the viewer] would not be seen
while something else would be seen.

fairly discrete 'powers', which may often join in various combinations, to guide
some mental or physical action.

The sense, or power of 'coordination' is not a super power over lesser powers,
but rather it does coordinate the services of 'imagination' and the others. 'Imagination'
usually is not an idle and futile pastime, but rather it is a serious and constructive
study of fragmented past experience. Likewise, 'estimation' studies the significance
of intentions that may be within a fluid situation involving various agents and their
actions. These last two powers arguably deserve an additional distinguishing term
in their respective names, as, 'constructive imagination', and 'significance estima-
tion'. 'Memory' is so well known a power that its manifold functions are not a
mystery. Then Baydawi's fifth power of internal perception is here translated as
'execution'.

118 Ibn al-Haytham [965-1039], famous for his book, Kitab al-Manazir, which is
a work on optics, is credited with the rejection of this old theory. J. Vernet writes,
in the En-I-2, s.v. "Ibn al-Haytham, al-Hasan ibn al-Husayn": ". . . like Ibn Sina
[980-1037] and al-Biruni [973-1050], [Ibn al-Haytham] established that rays of
light start from the object to travel towards the eye, and not the reverse as Euclid,
Ptolemy and al-Kindi [d. ca. 866], maintained. . ."
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Isfahani says: L 303, T 145, MS 154b

6. The rational soul's linkage to the body and governance within it

The philosophers hold that the [rational] soul neither inheres within
nor resides adjoining the [human] body, because [the rational soul]
is an incorporeal substantial being. Thus, its linkage to the body is
not the linkage of inherence, like the linkage of form with matter,
or accident with substrate as is the linkage of blackness to a body.
Nor is it the linkage of adjacency, as is the linkage of a man to his
house or his clothing, with which he associates closely at times and
from which he separates himself at other times. Rather, [the ratio-
nal soul] is linked with the [human] body as a lover is linked with
his beloved, by love wherein the lover is unable to part from his
beloved as long as companionship is a possible reality.

The motivating cause for the linkage of the [rational] soul to the
body is that [the soul's] stages of completion and its ongoing plea-
sures, both of which are sensate119 as well as intellectual,120 are depen-
dent upon [the body].

When it is first created the [rational] soul is without knowledge
[but] is receptive to it and can obtain it by means of bodily instru-
ments and powers. God said,

"Moreover, God brought you forth from your mothers' wombs
knowing nothing, [then] He gave you L 304 hearing, and sight,
and [the emotions of your] hearts, [these being] a lifelong prompt-
ing for you to give thanks." [Qur'an 16:78]

The [rational] soul at first is linked [to the body] by the living
spirit that comes from the heart, and this [spirit] being a thin vapor-
like body composed of the finest particles of nutriment. Then the
rational soul pours out upon this spirit a power that flows along with
the spirit's current to the various parts and depths of the body.
Through that power [the rational soul] effectively brings about in
every member of the body, both externally and internally, powers
that are appropriate for each member; and through the powers that
have been stimulated in it each member's usefulness is completed.

119 MS gl: The cause for the perception of particular sensations.
120 MS gl: The cause for the perception of universals.
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All of that121 [i.e., the coming together of these powers as a liv-
ing human nature, signifies that it is] according to the [active] will
of [God] who is Omniscient,—from whose attention not even the
weight of a dust speck escapes,122 neither on earth nor in heaven,
and neither smaller than that nor larger,—[yes, God who is] Wise,
who brought to perfection everything He created, and then [for it
all] He provided instruction.

These powers may be divided into the powers of perception and
of motion-change.

Powers of external perception

The powers MS 155a of perception then may be divided into
[powers of] external and internal [operation]. The powers of per-
ception externally are the five senses: sight, hearing, smell, taste and
touch.

Sight

The [sense of] sight is a power that is lodged in the two hollow
nerves that meet, and that proceed to the two eyes after having met
together. Lights and colors are the first perceived by the essence [of
sight], and then [by the mediation of these lights and colors] other
visible features are perceived, as shape, size, movement, beauty, and
ugliness.

Sight perception of visible objects is by the reflection of an image
from the visual object to the pupil of the eye, and by the imprint-
ing of that image on a part of the pupil. That part [of the pupil]
is the point of an assumed cone that has its base, that is, the cone's
base, as the plane of the visual object and [the cone's] point at the
pupil. Because the perception of sight is by the reflection of the
image of the visual object to the pupil, and by [the image] being
imprinted on a part of [the pupil] that is the point of an assumed
cone whose base is the plane of the visual object, [for these reasons]
a near [object] seems to be larger than a remote one. Thus, if the
visual object should be nearer to the [viewer], then that [conic] angle

121 MS Garrett 989Ha omits "of that" and adds as a gloss: "I.e., the linkage
firstly, the pouring out secondly, [and] the stimulation thirdly."

122 Reading with L, T, and MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486, [ya'zib canhu]; while the
MS and MS Garrett 989Ha read, "be concealed from Him" [yaghfb canhu].
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would be wider, and the visual object would be seen to be larger,
while if [the visual object] should be farther from [the viewer] then
that [conic] angle would be narrower and the visual object would
be seen to be smaller.

An opposing theory had been raised that, rather, sight perception
would be through the rays of [an assumed] cone coming out of the
pupil to the visual object. The manner in which the rays reach the
visual object may be imagined by estimating that there would be
lines of beams leaving the plane of the cone whose base is at the
visual object and whose point is at the pupil [of the viewer's eye].
Sight would take place at the [conic] angle that originates from those
lines at the head of the cone. Now, by saying that rays extend from
the pupil it is not meant that they actually extend, but rather, that
they are said to extend as a metaphor, just as it is said that light
extends from the sun. However, this theory is impossible, because if
sight should take place through the rays of a cone extending out
from the pupil of the eye and reaching to the visual object, then
sight would become confused by gusts of wind.123 What would be
directly in front of [the viewer] would not be seen, but something
else other than what was in front of [the viewer] would be seen, to
which the rays [of vision] would be reaching.

Another objection could be raised that [although] sight might be
confused by gusts of wind, that would not imply that there would
be no sight of the object in front [of the viewer] and that there
would be sight of something other than it.124 Indeed, in place of the
air that would be modified by the gusting of wind there would
inevitably come in its place other air that would be modified by
those rays of sight, since a void is impossible. Therefore, what was
not in front [of the viewer] would not be seen, but rather the object
in front [of the viewer] would be seen.

123 MS gl: This requires consideration, for the rays of the sun are not necessar-
ily blurred when winds blow, and what you have described does not happen.

124 Text in the MS varies: "An objection could be raised not granting that sight
would be confused by the gusting of winds." The following statement is cancelled,
then follows the next sentence minus the final clause, "but rather, the object in
front [of the viewer] would itself be seen."
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Baydawi said: L 305, T 146

Hearing

The cause of [sensate] perception [by hearing] is the arrival of vibrat-
ing air into the ear canal, [hearing] being a power that is lodged
in the hollow [of the ear].

Isfahani says: L 305, T 146, MS 155a/b

Hearing

The second of the five external senses is the sense of hearing. MS
155b The cause of [sensate] perception [by hearing] is the arrival
of vibrating air into the ear canal, air that has been compressed
between125 a striking instrument and an object facing it that is struck
[i.e., hammer and anvil]. Hearing is a power that is lodged in the
nerve that is spread out in the hollow of the ear canal.

Baydawi said: L 305, T 146

Smell
The [sense of] smell is [lodged] in the two appendages126 that are
at the front of the brain. [The brain] perceives odors when air
affected by [the odors] reaches it.

Another theory is that [the sensate perception of smell is] by the
arrival of air mixed with an inhering particle of something that has
an odor. But this [theory] is impossible because not enough [odor]
from a small amount of musk would emanate continuously to spread
[as far as] the place that the odor reaches.

Isfahani says: L 305, T 146, MS 155b

Smell
The third of the five external senses is the sense of smell. It is a
power lodged in the two appendages, extending from [each side's]
forepart of the brain, that resemble the breast nipples. [This sense]

125 The MS has "between" [bayna] while L, T and MS Garrett 989Ha have
"by" [min].

126 The olfactory lobes with their corresponding olfactory bulbs project from the
front of each hemisphere of the brain.
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perceives odors when air qualified by an odor coming from1

thing having the odor reaches the nose.
Another theory is that [the nose] perceives an odor when air

mixed with a particle that has emanated from something having the
odor reaches [the nose]. But this [theory] is ruled out because it
would be impossible for a small amount of musk to give off con-
tinuously enough [odor] to spread to the places that the odor reaches.

Baydawi said: L 305, T 146

Taste
[The sense of taste] is dispersed in the nerve that is spread upon
the body of the tongue. Taste perception is through mixing the mois-
ture of the mouth with what is tasted and then by [the moisture]
reaching the nerve.

Isfahani says: L 305, T 146, MS 155b

Taste
The fourth of the five external senses is taste, namely, a power dis-
persed in the nerve that spreads over the body of the tongue. Taste
perception is by mixing [in with the food] the moisture of the saliva
coming from the organ called the '[gland] that salivates for tasting',
and [then] by the taste [in the saliva] reaching the nerve.

[The perception of taste] is conditional upon the [saliva] mois-
ture being free of any flavor like what is being tasted or opposite to
it. In other words, the saliva must itself be devoid of any flavor so
that [for] whatever one desires to taste [the saliva] can mix in with
it and bear the flavor upon the body of the tongue, and thus the
sensing of [the flavor] takes place.

Baydawi said: L 305, T 146

Touch
The fifth [external sense] is touch, namely, [a power] that is spread
over all the skin of the body. Touch perception is through nearness
and contact with the object of touch.

127 MS: "separated from" [al-munfasilah min]; L, T and MS Garrett 989Ha:
"coming from" [al-muttasil min].
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Isfahani says: L 305, T 146, MS 155b

Touch
The fifth of the five external senses is touch, namely, a potency
spread over all the skin of the body, by which is perceived heat and
cold, wetness and dryness, smoothness and roughness, lightness and
heaviness, and other things that may be felt such as hardness, softness,
and stickiness. Touch perception is through nearness and L 306
contact with the object of touch.

No sensation [of touch] takes place by means of something [artificial]
the operation of which resembles the operation of the body mem-
ber wherein this power resides, because perception [by this sense]
takes place only by passive reaction to an object [i.e., external to
the body],128 while no object [external to the body] would passively
react to anything [artificial] resembling itself.

Now, regarding [the question of] plurality and singularity in the
power of touch, there is an observaton to be made. It is possible
that there would be many powers, each one of which would per-
ceive two opposing [conditions of each of] these [touch] qualities.
And then it is possible that there would be but one power, by which
all these [various touch] qualities would be perceived.

Baydawi said: L 306, T 146

Powers of internal perception

The powers of internal perception are five [in number].

Coordination

The first [of the powers of internal perception] is the power of 'coor-
dination'.129 It is a power that perceives the forms of all sensate

128 The MS and MS Garrett 989Ha omit the first instance of [al-shay'], but L
and T add it as clarification.

129 L 306 gl: "It is called 'the sense having commonality' only because of its
being a commonality among the external senses. Every [external] sense forwards to
it a sensate form, and so it is there [within this power] that [a general] observa-
tion comes into being." [From Shark Taqrir (?)]

Traditionally called the 'common sense'/'sensus communis', clearly its function
is to 'coordinate' both the data received and the response to be given. Baydawi's
description of its action clearly highlights its function of coordination. J.N. Mattock
in En-I-2 s.v. "Hiss" complements our decision to change its name: "The Aristotelian
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objects. For [as] we may decide about a certain thing that it is white,
of pleasant odor, and sweet [of taste], the [intellectual] agency that
is making that decision, without any doubt, has been assembling
[from the different senses] the information by which and upon which
the decision is made. Therefore, there must be a power which per-
ceives all these factors together. Its location is the forepart of the
first anterior lobe of the brain.

Isfahani says: L 306, T 146, MS 155b

Powers of internal perception

When he had finished his explanation of the powers MS 156a of
external perception he began to explain the powers of internal per-
ception, also five in number. They either perceive directly or they
aid in perception. Those that perceive directly either perceive forms
that are perceivable by the external senses, or they perceive the indi-
vidual quiddities that are not perceivable by [the external senses].
Those that aid perception do so either by memory retention, or by
executive action. Those that aid by memory, aid either those that
perceive the forms, or those that perceive the individual quiddities.
These [then] are five powers.

Coordination

The first [of the powers of internal perception] is 'coordination',130

that is, a power that perceives the forms of [all] sensate objects.
These [perceived forms are preserved by another power—the power
of imagination—by being reconstructively] imagined from the exter-
nal sensate objects and their indistinct shapes in order to promote
[intellectual] access to them.

'sensus communis' appears nominally in most of the Islamic theories . . . but is
divested of many of its Aristotelian functions, for it serves merely to coordinate the
percepts of the individual 'external' senses . . . Al-Farabi appears to assign a some-
what different role to this facility: i.e., that of coordinating the percepts of the senses
and those of [al-wahm]."

130 MS gl: Namely, a potency in which is oudined the forms of the particular-
ized sensate objects, and there the soul inspects and perceives them; and since this
power is an instrument for the [rational] soul in its perception it is called a 'power'
of perception.

The first part of this gloss is a free quotation from Jurjani's Ta'rifat, at the phrase
[al-hiss al-mushtarik], Ed.
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What demonstrates the existence of this power [of coordination]
is the fact that—regarding a body that is white, fragrant smelling,
and sweet [of taste]—we do make a decision that it is [indeed] white,
fragrant and sweet. And the agency of decision, without doubt assem-
bles the information by means of which and about which the deci-
sion is made. But obtaining this information does not take place
within the [rational] soul, because as you know, the soul is an incor-
poreal being and the forms of sensate objects would not be outlined
within it, nor would they be outlined within any [single] external
sense, for by a [single] external sense nothing can be perceived except
a single species of sensate objects.

Thus, inevitably, the soul must have some power other than exter-
nal sensation through which it may perceive everything together, that
is, a particular color, a particular odor, a particular taste, and other
factors. The location of the power of 'coordination' is the forepart
of the first anterior lobe of the brain.

Baydawi said: L 306, T 146

Imagination

The second [power of internal perception] is the imagination. This
is a power that preserves these forms [of sensate objects], as indeed,
'perception' is not the same as 'preservation'. Its location is the back
part of the anterior [brain] lobe.

Isfahani says: L 306, T 146, MS 156a

Imagination

The second T 147 of the powers of internal perception is the
'imagination'. It aids [the power of] 'coordination' by preservation,
being the repository for [what is received by] the power of coordi-
nation. In it the forms of sensate objects are gathered together after
they leave the external senses, so that those forms are preserved.

What demonstrates the existence of this power is the fact that just
as the soul is unable to decide whether a particular color belongs
to [the food having] a particular taste131 except by some power by

131 The MS reads, [yusahib hadha al-lawn].
L and T omit the following text [about 9 words] that is found in the MS and

MS Garrett 989Ha.
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which it can perceive them all together, so likewise it is unable [to
make that decision] except by a power that preserves together all
[the sensory data]. Otherwise, the form of each of the two sensate
[perceptions in succession] would become nonexistent when [the
soul] would perceive the other and turn to it.

This sense132 is different from the L 307 power of coordina-
tion, because the 'reception' [of sensory data in the latter] is through
a power different from the power through which there is the 'preser-
vation' [of sensory data], since 'reception' and 'preservation' are
sometimes separated. If both [of these functions] should be through
a single power, then they would not be separable, and this is what
[Baydawi] referred to by his statement that perception [i.e., the recep-
tion of data] is not the same as preservation. The [power of] imag-
ination is located at the back of the anterior [brain] lobe.

Baydawi said: L 307, T 147

Estimation
The third [of the powers of internal perception] is the [power of]
'estimation', namely, the power that perceives the particular indi-
vidual quiddities [such] as the 'friendship' of Zayd and the 'hostil-
ity' of cAmr.133 Its location is the forepart of the posterior lobe [of
the brain].

Isfahani says: L 307, T 147, MS 156a/b

Estimation
The third of the powers of internal perception MS 156b is the
[power of] 'estimation', namely, the power by which the [rational]
soul perceives among particular sensate objects the particular indi-
vidual quiddities that are not sensate objects. [Examples of these]
are the 'friendship' of Zayd, the 'hostility' of cAmr, and the per-

132 MS gl: Namely, the [constructive] imagination.
133 Ibn Sina points out that the distinctive function of this power is in perceiv-

ing "the non-sensible intentions that exist in the individual sensible objects . . ."
[Avicenna's Psychology, tr. F. Rahman, p . 31].

In relation to such psychological and behavioral qualities it does seem to us that
the 'estimation' would be regarded as having better perception by the addition to
it of the qualifying term 'significance' [Ed.].
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ception by a sheep of a causal factor in a wolf that is not sense per-
ceptible, that being its 'hostility', and the perception by a ram in a
ewe of a causal factor that is not sense perceptible, that being its
'trustfulness'. These causal factors are not perceived by an external
sense. Moreover, by this power [i.e., estimation as a power of inter-
nal perception] the [rational] soul makes [its] particular judgments.

Our author states that the location of the power of estimation is
the forepart of the posterior lobe [of the brain]. It has also been
theorized that its location is the back part of the middle portion [of
the brain].

Baydawi said: L 307, T 147

Memory

The fourth [of the powers of internal perception] is the [preserva-
tive power of] 'memory', namely a power that preserves what the
power of 'estimation' perceives. Its location is the back part of the
posterior lobe [of the brain].

Isfahani says: L 307, T 147, MS 156b

Memory

The fourth of the powers of internal perception is the [preservative
power of] 'memory', namely, a power that preserves these causal
factors that the power of 'estimation' perceives, after [the rational
soul's] agency of decision decides regarding them.134

The power of 'memory' is different from the power of 'estima-
tion' because, as you know, the 'reception' [of the data] is by a
power other than that by which there is 'preservation.' Moreover,
[memory] is different from the [power of] 'imagination', because
the 'power that preserves the forms' [namely, the imagination] is
different from the 'power that preserves the individual quiddities',
[namely, the memory]. The location of the memory is the posterior
lobe of the brain, [although] our author states that [its location] is
the back part of the posterior lobe of the brain.

134 The phrase, 'the soul's agency of decision', here is not specific in its refer-
ence. We surmise that 'the sense of coordination' is involved, as being closest in
the context. But basically the reference would be to the constant function of 'judg-
mental assent or dissent' [al-tasdiq] to a 'concept in formation' [al-tasawwur]. [Ed.]
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Baydawi said: L 307, T 147, MS 156b

Execution

The fifth [of the powers of internal perception] is the [power of]
'execution', that analyzes and combines [the various] 'forms' and
'individual quiddities'.

It is called 'thinking [execution]' if [its action is through] the intel-
lect, and 'imagining [execution]' if [its action is through] the [sur-
mising] power of'estimation'.135 Its location is the 'vermiform process'
that is in the center of the brain.

Isfahani says: L 307, T 147, MS 156b

Execution

The fifth of the powers of internal perception is [the power of] 'exe-
cution'. It is the power that analyzes the forms [i.e., of sensate objects]
and combines them, and it analyzes the individual quiddities and
combines them.136 At times it will distinguish a form from a form,
or an individual quiddity from an individual quiddity,137 or a form

135 The last clause undeniably appears to be the same ambiguous use of terms
for which we have criticized Ibn Sina. Resolution of this ambiguity may be in the
fact that, according to Hans Wehr, A Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic, ed. by
Milton Cowan, the term [wahm] is seen actually as a species of 'imagination', in
which the terms 'conjecture', 'guess' and 'surmise' give it the total bias of 'estima-
tion', a term in which we follow the authoritative translations of A.-M. Goichon
[Lexique de langue philosophique d'lbn Sina, (#'s 787-788) and Deborah L. Black,
"Estimation [wahm] in Avicenna: the logical and psychological dimensions," (paper presented
at the annual meeting of the Middle East Studies Association, San Antonio, Texas,
November 12, 1990).

The power of [khayal] 'imagination' [as genus] Baydawi defines as the power of
'form preservation', and by implication, we judge, it includes the ability to work
with the preserved 'forms' constructively. In the Wehr-Cowan dictionary, its added
terms include 'apparition', 'fantasy'and 'vision', which do not give any clear bias
in the total meaning of 'imagination'. Baydawi's use of [khayal], however, we think
exhibits a bias toward the 'constructive imagination', and the additional term 'con-
structive' provides the necessary distinction. On the model of the 'genus and species'
relationship we suggest that 'imagination' is the genus, while two species under it
are in common use, namely, 'constructive imagination' [khayal] and 'estimative
imagination' [wahm], as in Baydawi's usage here.

136 L 307 gl: The combination of form with form is like when you say that some-
thing that has this special color has [also] this special flavor.

13/ L 307 gl: What is meant by "form [from] form" is taken from the power of
coordination, and by "individual essence [from] individual essence" has been per-
ceived by the power of estimation.
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from an individual quiddity; [while] at times it will combine a form
with a form, at times it will combine an individual quiddity with an
individual quiddity, and at times it will combine a form with an
individual quiddity.

The power of 'execution' is called a 'thinking [execution]' if [its
action is through]138 the intellect, and an 'imagining [execution]' if
[its action is through] the [surmising] power of 'estimation', aside
from its [primarily] intellectual function.

What demonstrates its difference from the other powers [of inter-
nal perception] is the fact that 'analysis' and 'combination' are [per-
formed] by a power other than the power L 308 by which there
is reception [i.e., 'coordination'] or preservation [i.e., 'imagination']
of a [perceived] difference. The '[power of] execution' is located in
the vermiform process in the center of the brain.

Now, the factor demonstrating that these powers139 are specific to
these locations [in the brain] is [the fact of] the confusion of [the
powers'] function when there is injury to these places. For when
[physical] damage affects a particular [head] location it causes a
defect in the function of the power [of perception] that is specific
to that location.

These five powers are called [the powers] of internal percep-
tion, even if the ones that 'perceive' are only two,140 because the
internal perceptions are not [performed] completely unless it is by
all of them together. In truth, what perceives the universals and these
particulars is the [rational] soul, but [the rational soul's] perception
MS 157a of universals is through itself, while its perception of par-
ticulars is by means of these powers.141

What we mean when we say that the [rational] soul perceives uni-
versals through itself is that the universal and intelligible form is
delineated upon the [rational] soul, not upon the corporeal powers

138 [ista'malaha] in L, T, and MS Garrett 989Ha; the MS alone has [ista'maraha].
139 MS gl: I.e., the five powers of internal perception.
140 The MS adds in the margin: "namely, coordination and estimation." This is

a gloss, as it is not found in L, T or MS Garrett 989Ha.
141 Ibn Sina's contributions loom very large over this and the related topics. See

Seyyed Hossein Nasr's presentation in his An Introduction fo Islamic Cosmological Doctrines,
pp. 177 ff. [Rev. ed., Boulder, Colo.: Shambhala Publs., 1978].

The following discussion together with the illustration (the three squares) are
derived from Ibn Sina's discussion of the soul, in his Kitab al-Najat, its Book 2
Chapter 6 translated and annotated in Avicenna's Psychology by Fazlur Rahman
[reprinted: Westport, Conn.: Hyperion Press, 1981].
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that are its instruments. And what we mean when we say that the
[rational] soul perceives particulars by means of its instruments is
that the sensate and imagined form together with the particular indi-
vidual quiddities [whose features] have been estimated are delineated
and imprinted upon [the rational soul's] instruments. But the [ratio-
nal] soul's perception of [this information] is by means of those pow-
ers [of internal perception] and by [the information] being imprinted
upon them.

[This may be illustrated] if we should conceive a square having
wings of two [other] squares, and [if] the [rational] soul also should
form a concept of it, it would be implicit that the locus of [each
of] the two wings would be different from the other since we dis-
tinguish between the two wings as being different in position while
really matching one another. This act of distinction does not take
place in external reality as it is not based on something external,
since the assumption here is that the square does not exist exter-
nally. Therefore, this act of distinction would be in the mind.

So, one of the two wings would have to be [mentally] delineated
in a location different from T 148 the location in which the other
wing would be delineated. Otherwise, the act of distinguishing would
become impossible, because the distinction of one of them from the
other would be neither through the quiddity nor through its con-
comitants, since the two wings match each other in these things.

Delineation [of their hypothetical outline] would then have to be
upon a body or something corporeal, so that the distinction [between
the two side wings] might occur in accordance with the difference
in location between the two of them. For [the outline] may not be
delineated upon the [rational] soul; otherwise, the divisibility of the
[rational] soul [i.e., as if it were a material body] would be implicit,
but that is impossible. So, the [rational] soul's perception of a par-
ticular would be only through instruments.

[Baydawi's] statement that what first perceives the particulars is
these [instrumental powers] is summed up when he says that these
[particulars] are delineated in [the instrumental powers], and that
this delineation of them in [these powers] constitutes the [rational]
soul's perception of them. Very often an action is traced to the
instrumentalities that are [only] the means by which an action pro-
ceeds from the agent.
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Baydawi said: L 308, T 148

Powers of body motion-change that are voluntary and elective

The [powers] of [body] motion-change are divided into those that
are voluntarily elective and those that are naturally autonomic. The
[voluntarily elective] powers are divided into

a. the motivating power, that impels [either]
1. to the obtaining of something advantageous, and is called

the appetitive power, or
2. to the repelling of something disadvantageous, and is called

the belligerent power; and,
b. the activating power is called the [power] causing motion-

change for it moves the [body] members through stretching and
slackening the sinews. It is the proximate cause of body motion-
change.

Isfahani says: L 308, T 148, MS 157a

Powers of body motion-change that are voluntary and elective

When [Baydawi] had finished with the powers of perception, he
began on the powers of body motion-change. These142 are subdi-
vided into [powers] of body motion-change that are Voluntarily elec-
tive', and [powers] of body motion-change that are 'naturally
autonomic'. The voluntarily elective powers of body motion-change
are divided into

a. the 'motivating' [power] that impels
1. to the obtaining L 309 of something advantageous, and

is called the 'appetitive' power, or [impels]
2. to the repelling of something disadvantageous, and is called

the 'belligerent' power; and
b. an 'activating' power that activates motion-change in the body

members by stretching and slackening the sinews. This [power acti-
vating motion-change] is the proximate cause of voluntarily elective
body motion-change. The voluntarily elective [body] motion-changes
have four sources arranged in sequence. MS 157b

142 Reading with T where a pronoun is used. L repeats the two words preced-
ing [al-quwa5 al-muharrikah], while the MS repeats one of them [al-muharrikah].
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1. The first [source of voluntary movement] is a 'particular
concept' of something that may be appropriate or inappropriate, a
concept that may or may not correspond [to external reality]. It is
only necessary that the concept be particular, since the relationship
of a universal concept would be with all particulars equally, so no
specific particular would occur through it. Otherwise, the implica-
tion would be that one of the equal entities would have preference
over the rest, but this would not be all the [rest of the] particulars
since it would be impossible for [all particular] entities to occur with-
out limit.

2. The second [source of voluntary movement] is a 'desire' that
would spring from that [particular] concept, either

a) as an attraction—whether that thing be pleasant or advan-
tageous, assuredly or supposedly so,—that is called 'appetitive attrac-
tion', or

b) as a repulsion and overcoming—whether that thing be
repugnant or disadvanteous, assuredly or supposedly so,—that is
called 'belligerent repulsion'.

3. The third [source of voluntary movement] is a '[positive]
will' or a '[negative] aversion'. They constitute the 'resolution' that
becomes an irrevocable decision after some hesitation whether to act
or to desist. What demonstrates that '[positive] will' and '[negative]
aversion' are different from 'craving desire' is the fact that a man
may be positively willing to deal with something for which he has
no liking, and may be [negatively] averse to dealing with something
for which he does have a liking. When [either] the positive willing
or the negative aversion exists, there will be a preference shown for
one of the two alternatives of acting or desisting, although the rela-
tionship would be equal between each of them and the one able to
decide between them.

4. The fourth [source of voluntary movement] is that motion-
change comes from the [voluntarily elective] power and is dispersed
in the muscle. What demonstrates its difference from the rest of the
sources is the fact that one person might have the desire and the
resolution [to act] but be unable to move his body members, while
[another] would be able to move [his body members] but have no
desire or resolution [to act].
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Baydawi said: L 309, T 148

Powers of body motion-change that are naturally autonomic

The naturally autonomic powers of body motion-change either
a.) will preserve the individual or b.) will preserve the species.

a. The first group [i.e., powers preserving the individual] has two
classes,

1. the 'nutritive' [power], that changes nutriment into [a struc-
ture] resembling the person nourished, in order to replace what has
been dissolved; and

2. the 'growth' power, that adds to the [various] sections of the
body, according to a natural symmetry, up to the limit of development.

b. The second group [i.e., powers preserving the species] also has
two classes,

1. the 'generative' [power], that separates off a part of the
nutriment after digestion occurs, in order that it may become the
'material substance' of another individual; and

2. the 'formative' [power], that changes that 'material sub-
stance' in the womb and provides it with forms and powers.

c. Four other auxiliary powers serve these four powers [i.e., a. 1—2
and b.1-2]:

1. [the power of] 'drawing' that draws along143 what it needs.
2. [the power of] 'digestion' that makes nutriment into some-

thing appropriate to become part of the being that is nourished, and
this [power] has four stages:

a) when [the nutriment in the mouth] is chewed;
b) [when the nutriment] in the stomach becomes like a thick

semi-liquid mass of cracked wheat and sour milk144 and is called 'chyle';
c) [when the nutriment is] in the liver, that is, when the

chyle becomes the 'humors', namely, blood, yellow bile, black bile,
and phlegm; and

d) [when the nutriment is] in the [lower digestive] organs.

143 Reading with MS Garrett 283B:33b, MS Garrett 989Hb:26b, and MS Garrett-
Yahuda 3081:134b [tajdhib] which is on the same root [j-dh-b] as the preceding
adjective. L and T: [tajlib]. Actually the two different roots both carry the sense
"to attract."

144 [ka-ma' al-kishk al-thakhin] Reading with T, MS Garrett-Yahuda 3081:134b,
MS Garrett 283B:34a, MS Garrett 989Hb:26b, as well as Isfahani's commentary
in L. L has a scribal error [ma3 al-kishk wa-al-sakhln].
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3. [the power of] 'holding' that holds what has been drawn
along L 310 while the digestion is working on it.

4. [the power of] 'propelling' that propels the excess residue
ready for disposal on to the last organ [in its course].

Isfahani says: L 310, T 148, MS 157b

Powers of body motion-change that are naturally autonomic

When he had finished explaining the powers of perception and [the
powers] of body motion-change that are voluntarily elective,—[pow-
ers] in which mankind has a commonality with the animals,—
[Baydawi] began [to explain] the powers of body motion-change that
are naturally autonomic,—[powers] in which [mankind has a com-
monality with [both] animals and plants.

There are three fundamental powers: two [powers] (a. 1-2) for the
preservation of the individual, namely, the powers of nutrition and
growth, and one [power, i.e., in two divisions] (b. 1—2) for the preser-
vation of the species, namely, the power of reproductive generation
[of beings] of the same kind. These three powers are called the 'veg-
etative' powers.145

a. [For the preservation of the individual]
1. The 'nutritive' power is the one that changes food given as

nutriment into [a structure] resembling the person being nourished
in order to replace what becomes dissolved; thus, the action of this
power would be the [whole process of] changing the food [given
for nutriment] into [a structure] resembling the person being nour-
ished. The place of its action is [in] the nutriment that has been
given and its purpose is to replace what becomes dissolved.

2. The 'growth' power is a power that is the necessary cause
of increase in the various sections146 MS 158a of the body of the
person being nourished. This increase is according to a natural sym-
metry that is preserved in the [various] parts T 149 of [the body]
of the person being nourished so that by its symmetry growth147 may
be completed. [Baydawi's] expression, "according to a natural sym-
metry", excludes increases that are outside the natural course [of

143 Isfahani outlines these powers slightly differently from Baydawi.
146 MS gl: I.e., height, breadth and depth.
147 L: [amr al-nushu']; T: [amr al-nash']; the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha: [al-

nushu3].
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growth], as are swellings [on the] body. His reference to being "pre-
served in the parts [of the body] of the person being nourished in
the three dimensions",148 excludes artificial increases, because when
the Maker increases the height He then decreases the breadth and
the depth, and vice versa. And his statement, "That by [its sym-
metry] growth may become complete,"149 excludes obesity.150

The [two powers of] growth and nutrition have a commonality151

in their action, for the action of both of them is to obtain nourish-
ment and make it adhere and conform to the [person] being nour-
ished. So if these actions approximate what disintegrates, then [the
mutual action] is [one of] nourishment; if it is more, then it pro-
duces growth.

b. [For the preservation of the species.] The power of the 'repro-
ductive generation' [of species] has two divisions,

1. the 'generative power' that separates out a part of the nutri-
ment after it has been completely digested and prepares it to be the
basic material and source for another individual, and

2. the 'formative power' [of conception] that changes that basic
material in the womb and supplies it with the forms, powers, and
accidental qualities that occur in the species from which the [fertil-
izing] seed had separated [and come].

These three powers [i.e., a. 1-2, b.(l/2)] are needed152 only because
[human rational] souls pour out from their source upon composite
bodies only according to how near or remote the [bodies'] consti-
tutions may be to a harmonious balance. In their constitutions there
are inevitably parts that are hot by nature. Further, from every [ratio-
nal] soul an active quality appropriate to the living nature [i.e., of
the body] is dispersed [within the body] in order to be an instru-
ment for [the rational soul] in its actions and a servant to its powers,

148 Isfahani's "quote" is not from Baydawi's text,—according to L & T and all
three Garrett manuscripts consulted—but from his own commentary a few lines
previous (a.2.), with a new ad hoc addition: "mahfuz fi ajza° al-mughtadha3 ff al-
aqtar al-thalathah." He substitutes "parts" [ajza3] for Baydawi's "sections" [aqtar]
[of the body] then uses Baydawi's term in the different sense of "dimension", intend-
ing toward his author's concisely stated idea of symmetry.

149 Baydawi's words [ila3 ghayat al-nushu'] are paraphrased by Isfahani to read
pi-yatimm bi-hi amr al-nushii']. The paraphrase is then quoted as Baydawi's text.
See the previous note for textual variations here.

150 MS gl: [I.e., continuing increase in size] after the normal age of its cessation.
151 L & T: [mutasharikatan]; the MS: [tatasharakan].
152 L, the MS, and MS Garrett 989Ha: [uhtuyij ila5]; T: [ihtaj ila3].
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and this quality is a spontaneous heat. These two [kinds of] heat153

together necessitate the dissolution of the moisture existing in the
composite body, while external heat154 from outside [i.e., the earth's
sphere] aids the two of them in this. Thus, if there should be noth-
ing to replace what is dissolved in the constitution, then it would
become corrupt quickly, and the preparation of the composite [body]
for linkage with the soul within it would be futile.

Therefore, it is the wisdom of [God] the Maker Most High that
has necessitated the temporal origination of a power [i.e., of gener-
ation] that takes what potentially resembles the body [i.e., of the
person being nourished] and changes it into something actually resem-
bling it while adding to it, [all] in order to replace what is dissolved.
L 311 Now, since the elements exert mutual tendencies toward sep-
aration, and since the corporeal powers bring no compulsion [upon
the elements] to stay together permanently, and since God's prudent
foresight requires the continuance of the species MS 158b for as
long a time duration as [He] wills them to remain, and since it is
impossible for an individual to continue forever, therefore God has
issued His particular decree that the continuance [of the species]
should be through a continuous succession of individuals.

This is either
a. by way of 'instant generation',155 in something the parts of which

easily come together, because it is far from being a harmoniously
balanced constitution, and because its constitution is of wide range;156

or, it is
b. by way of '[specific] procreation' in something that has difficulty

in that [process], because it is near to being a harmoniously balanced
constitution,157 and because of its narrow range of constitution.

153 L 310 gl: One of them is natural heat that is in the nature of one of the
parts, as fire, for instance, and the other is spontaneous heat that occurs from the
combining of the parts.

154 L 310 gl: This is either the heat resulting from star beams, or [it is] the heat
that results from the motion of the stars.

155 MS gl: This is the coming into being without any special procedure, that is,
effort by an agent. What is meant is that a living being [al-hayawan] [comes into
existence] but does not result from the semen of a living being.

156 MS gl: The term "breadth of constitution" [card al-mizaj] applies to what is
between 'rarity' [al-ifrad] and 'commonplace' [tafnt]. The rarity is that which is
near to being a harmoniously balanced constitution [i'tidal al-mizaj], while com-
monplace is what is remote from it.

157 MS gl: If the constitution is near to being harmoniously balanced, its range
is narrow, but if it is far from being harmoniously balanced then its range is broad.
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So, then God created the [human rational] soul as having a power
that separates out from the matter obtained by the nutritive power
some that it prepares to become the [basic] matter for another indi-
vidual. When the matter separated out is less than the amount nec-
essary for a complete individual, God has made the soul to have
the power to add little by little from the matter obtained by the
nutritive power to the matter separated out. So by this the [ratio-
nal] soul increases the total amount [of the individual's material sub-
stance] in the various body sections according to a symmetry just
right for individuals of that species, until the individual is complete.

In summary therefore, a complete 'vegetative soul' possesses only
three powers by which it preserves the individual: when it is com-
plete [(a. 1) nutrition], and brings it to completion when it is incom-
plete [(a.2) growth], and [when it] preserves the continuity of the
species by reproducing its kind [(b. 1/2) preservation of both species
and individual].

c. An auxiliary service—to these four powers of nutrition, growth,
[species] generation, and [individual] form preservation [i.e., al~2,
bl/2]—is rendered by four other powers, [namely], 1. drawing, 2.
digestion, 3. holding, and 4. propelling.

(1.) The power of 'drawing' draws in the food that is needed
and it is present in all body members.

a) [The power of drawing] is in the stomach because the
food moves along from the mouth to it. That motion is neither vol-
untarily elective, since the food is not a living being, nor is it nat-
urally autonomic, since the food is swallowed when it sinks and so
[the movement of food] is inevitably either by the propulsion of a
power propelling from above, or by the drawing along of a power
drawing from the stomach. The first of these actions is invalid,
because the food may be drawn to the stomach without being pro-
pelled to it, so the second action is indicated. On this account we
find that there is a drawing [down] by the esophagus158 and the
stomach upon the food above [them] when the need is great, apart
from the will of the one being nourished. And because the stomach

And if a particular thing should occur by way of generation [tawallud], then it would
be because its constitution is far from being harmoniously balanced and the range
of its constitution is broad. And furthermore, there is no need in it for a generat-
ing agent, because its occurrence results easily from the joining together of the parts
of the elements since its constitution is far from being harmoniously balanced.

158 MS gl: I.e., the red veins [al-curuq al-ahmar].
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draws [down] what is pleasant into its cavity, for that reason what
is sweet comes out with the vomit after everything else, although the
one being nourished took it first.

b) The [power of drawing is also] in the uterus, for when
it has been emptied of the excess blood waste at a woman's period
MS 159a by the cessation of the menstrual discharge, a man senses
at the time of intercourse that his glans159 is being drawn within.

c) [The power of drawing is also] in other body members,
because the four humors, namely, the yellow bile, the blood, the
phlegm, and the black bile, are found mixed together in the liver,
but each one of them is distinct [from the other] and is directed
into an appointed body member. If [this power of drawing] should
not exist160 in each body member, then [the member] would not
have its own peculiar humor.

(2.) The power of'digestion' L 312 is what changes the food
in such a way that it is suitable for the nutritive power to transform
it into a body member. So then, to repeat, the action of the diges-
tive power is to change the food into something appropriate to
become part of the living being that is nourished, while the action
of the nutritive power is to transform [the food] actually into what
is part of the being that is nourished. The power of digestion has
four stages:

a) The first stage begins in the mouth when there is chew-
ing. This is why [the application of a poultice of] prechewed wheat
will promote the ripening of boils more quickly than will the pro-
moting action [of a poultice made] of cooked food. The termina-
tion [of the first stage of digestion] is in the stomach, when the food
becomes a substance like a thick mass of cracked wheat and sour
milk, and is called chyle.

b) The second stage [of digestion] is in the liver, and in this
stage [the food] proceeds in such a way—after [the chyle] has
descended T 150 from the stomach to [the liver]—that there
develops from the chyle the four humors, blood, yellow bile, black
bile, and phlegm.

c) The third stage is in the veins [i.e., blood circulation].161

159 MS gl: That is, the wormlike part at the head of the penis.
160 MS gl: I.e., the existence of the power of attraction.
161 L gl: [Regarding] his expression, "The third stage is in the veins":
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d) The fourth stage is in the [receiving] body members, and
in this stage [the food] proceeds in such a way that it is suitable to
be part of a member.

(3.) The power of 'holding' is what holds the food that has
been drawn in until the digestive power digests it. Its action in the
stomach [firmly] encloses the food so that it touches it on every side
in such a way that there is no space between the internal top of the
stomach and the food. This [firm] enclosure is not because the stom-
ach is full, for if the food is little while the holding power is strong
this [firm] enclosing takes place. So on this account the digestion
would be good at such a time. And the action of the holding power
in the womb is that it encloses the semen so as to prevent its descent
[externally], for if there should be no holding power then the semen
would descend of itself because it is heavy.

Likewise, a comparative reference may be made to the rest of the
body members.

(4.) As for the power of 'internal propelling', it is what propels
the [food] residue and [refuse] ready [for disposal] on to the last
organ on its course. What indicates the existence of the propelling
power is that a man will find when he evacuates the bowels162 that
the bowels are inclined to propel their contents downwards.

Sometimes these powers become many for one [or more] of the
body members, as with the stomach. In it there are the powers of
drawing, MS 159b holding, digesting, and [internal] propelling in
relation to its provision of nutriment for the total body; and these
powers are in it also in relation to the food by which the stomach
itself is nourished specifically.

After the four humors are generated in the liver they are poured into the vein,
situated [al-thabit] on [the liver's] convex side, called "the undermined bank" [al-
ajruf] and is opposite the vein situated in its concavity, that is called "the station-
ary one" [al-thabit]. Then the humors, all mixed up together, are propelled into
the veins branching out from "the undermined bank", and in them the humors are
digestively broken down completely, more so than in the liver. And there [in the
veins] there is prepared what will serve as nutriment for every body member, and
it becomes ready for some agency to draw upon it. [Jurjani, Shark Mawaqif al-Iji.]

162 MS gl: Evacuation of the bowels [al-tabarruz] is the going aside [from a path-
way] onto vacant ground to make [the action] take place.
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Baydawi said: L 312, T 150

7. The permanent survival of the rational soul after the body's death

The soul does not perish at the death of the body; [this is] because
of [what has been said in] the [sacred] texts that we have studied
earlier.

The philosophers argue that since the [rational] soul is not mate-
rial, while everything that will accept nonexistence is material, the
[rational] soul, therefore, will not accept nonexistence. This doctrine
has been discussed both affirmatively and negatively in two preced-
ing topics [Topics 4 and 5 above on 'rational souls']. Then, they
say, after [withdrawing from] the body [the rational soul] will have
[either] bliss or misery,163 [and for good reason].

If [man's soul] has understanding of God Most High,
His necessary existence and His deep flowing goodness,
if [man's soul] is self-purified of defects,
is free of diseased conditions in the flesh,
and is turned away from corporeal diversions,
then [his soul] can delight in ecstasy, complete and noble,
then it joins in community with others so delivered and sanctified,

and all angels made worthy of veneration.
But if [man's soul wickedly] stays ignorant [of God],
[if man in his soul] trusts futilities that lead astray,164

163 Cf. the Qur'anic declaration, "A day is coming when not a soul shall speak
except by His permission, some being in misery and some in bliss." [Qur'an 11:105]

Observe now that both Baydawi and Isfahani (with expansion) begin at this point
to write out a beautifully sonorous peroration, moving along with deep emotion to
summarize this high closing topic of Book 1. As well as we can translate them, the
lines of this peroration should be kept as units, so that the flow of meaning can
be perceived with appreciation.

164 Jurjani's Ta'rifat defines the varieties of [al-jahl]:
"'Ignorance' is believing a thing to be different from what it is; . . . 'simple igno-

rance' is lack of knowledge about that which it is one's function to know; 'com-
pound ignorance' is a term for convinced belief in what does not match actuality."

J.G. Hava's al-Fara'id al-durriyah joins the term 'foolishness' to 'ignorance' as the
second definition. Also from Hava, the ['Time of] Ignorance' [al-jahiliyah] was the
"State of infidelity amongst the pagan Arabs before Islamism."
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then [he] will suffer in perceiving [the evil in] ignorance,
and [again he suffers] longing for [some treasure of] knowledge,
and [again he will suffer] despairing his loss. L 313
Then [man's soul], an immortal being and made to be immortal,
can hope to come again to this world and win immortality's mark.
However, if [man's soul] bears diseased conditions in the flesh,

along with repulsive character,
then it shall be punished for inclining to these things,
but its penalty [for] involvement in them shall be remitted
after just as long [a time] as it remained engrossed
in them, until [all wickedness] shall cease.
O may God set us [at last] among happy and righteous [souls],
and may He call us up alive in company with those who love good;
"So let peace rest on whoever walks in [Heaven's] Guidance."

[Qur'an 20:47]

Isfahani says: L 313, T 150, MS 159b

7. The permanent survival of the rational soul after the body's death

The soul does not perish at the death of the body. As for ourselves,
this is [true because of what is] contained in the texts [that we have
studied] and others like them [that have been considered earlier].

The philosophers hold that
a. the rational soul is not a material entity; but that
b. everything receptive to nonexistence is a material entity, there-

fore,
c. the rational soul is not receptive to nonexistence.
Here the minor premise (a.) [is true] because of the fact estab-

lished earlier that the rational soul both in itself and in its stages of
completion is not imprinted165 in a body wherein it resides. The
major premise (b.) [is true], because if [on the other hand, the soul]
should be receptive to vanishing [into nonexistence], then before

Thus the additional senses of moral and religious error are joined to 'ignorance',
and this totality may be considered fairly as having the quality of 'wickedness'.

165 MS gl: I.e., based in.
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vanishing it would be continuing to live in actuality while in poten-
tiality it would be falling apart in corruption. There is no doubt that
the actuality of surviving is different from the potentiality of cor-
ruption. But, if the case should be otherwise [i.e., if they should be
the same], then everything surviving would be a possible corruption,
and every possible corruption would be surviving.

[However], it would not be admissible for the substrate of a 'poten-
tial corruption' to be identically the same as the substrate of an
'actual survival'. The substrate of a 'potential corruption' would be
receptive to corruption to such a degree that in itself it would be
characterized as 'corruption'. [On the other hand], an 'actual sur-
vival' would not be continuing at the point of corruption, so [the
'actual survival'] in itself would not be characterized as ['corrup-
tion']. So, the substrate of an 'actual survival' would be different
from the substrate of a 'potential corruption'. And therefore, there
would be two different entities within the soul, and this would imply
that [the soul] would be composed of the two entities, one of the
them being the substrate of the 'potential corruption' and the other
the substrate of the 'actual survival'. Each of these two parts would
be a 'substance' by the inherent necessity in the fact that 'part of a
substance' would be a 'substance'. Therefore, the implication would
be that [the soul] would be composed of 'primal matter' and 'form',
and so, the soul would not be incorporeal. But [all] this would be
contrary to the hypothesis.

1. To this [reasoning of the philosophers a first] objection has
been raised that a 'potential corruption' would be the same as a
'possible nonexistence', and this would not be a factor of certainty,
so it does not call for a substrate.

2. Also [there is a second objection, asking] why would it not
be admissible that the soul should be composed of [some] 'primal
matter' and a 'form' that would be different from the primal mat-
ter of bodies and their forms, and thus there would be no implica-
tion that it would be a [material] body?

3. Also [there is a third objection, that] the soul being a tem-
poral phenomenon, it would have been preceded by the possibility
of existence. Now, just as this antecedent possibility [of existence]
did not require that the soul be material, so [its] possibility of cor-
ruption would not require that it be material.

l.-a. The answer to the first [objection against the philoso-
phers' argument] is that this possibility [i.e., of nonexistence] is one
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of predisposition that is an accident of existence, and it does require
an established substrate.

2. a. The answer to the second [objection] is that the [soul's]
primal matter, that would be different MS 160a from the primal
matter of bodies, must continue after the actual occurrence of cor-
ruption, in view of the previous discussions, and so inevitably, either
it would have a 'position', or it would not.

The first [alternative here] would be impossible, otherwise, it would
be implied that [the soul's primal matter] would be a '[material]
body' and that it would have a 'position', although being a part of
something that had no position, both of these [implications] would
be impossible. In the second [alternative here, the soul's primal mat-
ter] inevitably either would be L 314 something existent in iso-
lation, or it would not be existent in isolation.

If it should be the first [of these latter options], then it would be
a rational being in itself, as you will come to know, and thus it
would be a soul, although we have assumed [its primal matter] to
be only a part of it. But this would be contrary to the hypothesis;
and in spite of T 151 this [fact] the conclusion sought has been
attained, namely, the survival of an intelligent, incorporeal substan-
tial being after the death of the body.

But if it should be the second [of the preceding options], then
either the body would have an effect upon [the primal matter's] sub-
sistence, or it would not. This first [alternative here] is impossible,
for otherwise [the primal matter] would need the body for its own
existence, since it does not have the power of action in itself. But
the invalidity of this [reason] has been established. The second [alter-
native here, i.e., that the body would not have an effect upon the
primal matter] implies that [the primal matter] would survive because
of another entity from which it would derive its existence. Further,
[it implies that] the body's inability, because of death, to be both
its instrument and the preserver of a linkage with it will prejudice
neither [the primal matter's] being a substance nor its survival.

3.—a. The answer to the third [objection against the philoso-
phers' argument] is that indeed, neither the antecedent possibility
[of existence] nor the possibility of corruption require that the soul
be a material entity. But the body, with a special [organismic] struc-
ture,166 has been existent, before the origination of the soul, as a

166 MS gl: Namely, its pure constitution.
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substrate for the 'possible origination' of the soul, that is, the 'pre-
disposed possibility' for [the soul's] origination, wherein it would be
a soul [capable both of] governing and of independent executive
action with the goal of becoming a stage of its own completion.
Thus, the temporal origination of the soul, from the very first, would
be in accordance with this predisposition.167

So, if this specific organismic structure should cease to be, then
the body would become [so imperfect and corrupt] that it would
not be ready to receive the signaling effect of its governing agency,
and so [the body's] linkage with [its governing agency] would be
cut off. But the absence of this readiness [in the body] does not log-
ically imply the absence of the governing agency in itself, but rather
[only] in its governing role. Nor would the absence of the governing
agency in its governing role imply that it would be absent in itself.

It would not be admissible [for the body] to be the substrate168

for the 'possible absence' of the governing agency in itself, because
the governing agency in itself is a 'substantial being' clearly different
from [the] body. Further, it would not be admissible for the entity
[i.e., the body] to be the substrate for the possibility of something
clearly different from [the entity itself].

In summary, the body may not be the substrate for the 'possible
[existence therein]' by the soul, since it is a being clearly different
from [the body], nor [may the body be the substrate] for the 'pos-
sible absence [of the soul]'. But rather, [the body] may be the sub-
strate for the 'possible origination of the soul' in the role of a being
capable of governing and of independent executive action, as well
as [being the substrate] for the 'possible absence [of the soul]' from
such [a role]. But [the soul's] 'possible origination' as a being cap-
able of governing and of independent executive action would require
its 'possible existence' as an essence, because the soul's origination
as a 'being capable of governing and of independent executive action'
would not be possible without MS 160b its origination as an
'essence'. Therefore, [the soul became] like an accidental quality,

167 MS gl: That is based in the body.
168 L & T include here "thing" and "substrate", illustrating a gradual filling out

of the sense left understood in two manuscripts at hand. The MS reads, "It would
not be admissible that it be the substrate of the possibility . . .," while MS 989Ha
reads, ". . . admissible that it be for the possibility . . ." In the latter two examples
the antecedent is the body, as the MS notes for the following sentence.
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and [the body], in view of its substantial nature, became the sub-
strate for the 'soul's possible origination'. But [the 'soul's] possible
absence' with regard to its being capable of governing and of inde-
pendent executive action does not require its possible absence with
regard to its own substantial nature. Because, indeed, the cessation
of a given essence with regard to its being in some given circum-
stance, does not logically require its cessation with regard to its own
identity, because the cessation of a totality [i.e., in its completeness]
does not logically require the cessation of every one of its parts, in
contrast to the actual realization [of the totality].169 So, in that case,
the body may not be the substrate for the [rational] soul's possible
absence, neither as [the soul] itself nor as an accidental quality, but
[the body] may be the substrate for [the 'soul's] possible existence'
as an accidental quality. And this constitutes the difference between
the possibility of the former [i.e., the body's being a substrate for
the soul's possible existence] L 315 and the possibility of [the
body's] corruption.

Further, the doctrine of the philosophers170 is that after the soul
has withdrawn from the body, it will have either bliss or misery [and
for good reason].171

If [man's] soul has understanding of God Most High,
His necessary existence, and His deep flowing goodness,
namely, how He has provided everything needful
how He has given everything its physical constitution,
and provided it with [divine] instruction; and further,
[if man's soul] is self-purified of defects,
and has cleared itself of stains from any unseemly event,
if it is free of diseased conditions,
and has ceased pursuing whims that leave repulsive traits,
and has turned from corporeal diversions leading to foul habits,

169 MS gl: I.e., in the actual realization of a totality there must be the actual
realization of all its parts.

170 MS gl: Namely, those holding the doctrine of the permanent survival of the
soul.

Presumably, this gloss and the term 'philosophers' refer to Muslim philosophers,
as different from non-Muslim secular philosophers, in view of the context.

171 As noted for the Baydawi text corresponding: cf. the Qur'anic declaration,
"A day is coming when not a soul shall speak except by His permission, some
being in misery and some in bliss." [Qur3an 11:105]
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then [his soul] can delight in ecstasy, complete and noble,
that brings together virtues of learning and character;
then it joins in community with others so delivered and sanctified,
and with all angels made worthy of veneration,
"When it returns to its Lord in joy and bringing joy." [Q, 89:28]
But if [man's] soul [wickedly] stays ignorant of God Most High,
[if man in his soul] trusts futilities that lead astray,
—as when a partner [with God] is affirmed and called that
from which God's name must be kept sacred, distant and high,—
then [man's soul] will suffer to perceive [his wicked] ignorance,
and [again he suffers] longing for [some treasure of] knowledge,
and [again he will suffer] despairing his loss;
[then the soul], an immortal being made to be immortal,
can hope to come again to this world and win immortality's

mark,
crying, "Ah, how we long for [life's] return;

never will we call our Lord's signs lies,
but we will be faithful believers." [Qur'an 6:27]

However, if [man's soul] should have understanding of God,
His necessary existence as it has been set forth,
and even if [his soul] gets the body's diseased condition,
with a repulsive character and evil habits,
but yet without trusting in futilities that lead astray,
then [the soul] shall be punished for inclining to these things,
but its penalty for involvement in them shall be remitted
after as long [a time] as it remained deeply engrossed in them,
until all wickedness shall cease;172

and then [man's soul] shall be snatched
out from the Fire and shall enter the Garden.
O may God set us [at last] among happy and righteous [souls],
and may He call us up alive in company with those who love

good,

172 MS gl: [I.e., until] these loathsome defects [of the body cease], then the dis-
tress will cease. In the divine book God has referred to the distress that is ever-
lasting and to that which passes away where He states, "God will not forgive when
something has been made His associate, but He forgives whomever He wills for
anything else" [Qur'an 4:48]. This is because association [of anything with God]
is a futile belief, while anything other than that is from conditions of the body.
[From cIbri's commentary on Baydawi's Tawali'.]
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"upon whom no fear comes nor do they grieve."
[Qur'an 2:38, etc.]

May He gather us "among those favored of God,—
the prophets, and people of truth,
the martyrs, and people of virtue,—
Oh, they will be excellent companions!"

[Qur'an 4:69]

[END OF BOOK ONE]
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BOOK 2: REALITIES DIVINE

SECTION 1: THE ESSENCE OF GOD

CHAPTER i: COMPREHENSIVE KNOWLEDGE ABOUT GOD

1. Invalidation of circular and infinite series arguments

Baydawi said: L 315, T 151

a. Circular argument [is invalid], because anyone with obvious intel-
ligence would be absolutely certain that the existence of an effective
cause is antecedent to the existence of its effect. Thus, if something
were to produce an effect upon its own antecedent cause then the
implication would be that its own existence had preceded itself by
two stages, which is impossible.

b. Infinite series argument is seen to be invalid from two aspects.
1. The first [aspect] is that if causes were to be arranged in

an unlimited series, and if we were to assume two groups, one begin-
ning from a particular effect and the other T 152 from the effect
which preceded it, both of them continuing on without limit, and if
the second ['longer' group] should be fully aligned with the first by
superimposition from the delimitation point [mentioned], then the
lesser one would be the same as the greater one. But if [the second
'longer' group] should not be exactly aligned, L 316 the impli-
cation is that it would be cut off, and then the first ['shorter'] one
would be greater than the second by one stage, but [the first] would
be limited also.

2. The second [aspect] is that if the totality of [all] realities
possible should be arranged in an unlimited series, [the totality] then
would have need for every single one of [the realities possible], and
thus [the totality itself] would be a 'possible reality' having need for
a cause. But the cause [needed by the totality] would be neither
[the totality] itself nor would it be anything that had entered into [the
totality], for [that cause] may be neither a cause for itself [as the
totality] nor for [the totality's] own causes, as in that case it would
not be an 'independent cause' for the totality. Thus [the independent
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cause] would be something external to [the totality]; and something
external to [the totality of] all the realities possible cannot itself be
a 'possible reality'.

Let no one say that the 'effective cause' [of this totality] would
be [its] units that are without limit. [This is because] if what is
meant by the 'effective cause' should be the totality as the totality,
then that would be the totality itself. But if what is meant by [the
'effective cause'] should be that the effective cause would be each
unit, then the implication would be that there was a joining together
of [many] 'independent causes' to produce a single effect, which
would be impossible, as in that case the effective cause would have
been within itself, and this we have invalidated.1

Isfahani says: L 316, T 152, MS 161a

BOOK 2: REALITIES DIVINE

After [Baydawi] finished Book One on Realities Possible, he began
Book Two on Realities Divine, setting it forth in three Sections: 1.
The essence of God;2 2. The attributes of God; 3. The acts of God
and the acts of mankind.

SECTION 1: THE ESSENCE OF GOD

In Section 1 [Baydawi] sets forth three chapters:
1. Comprehensive knowledge about God;3 2. Qualities not prop-

erly attributable to God; 3. Doctrine of the Divine Singularity.4

1 Here at the end of Baydawi's [Bk 2, S 1, Ch. 1] Topic 1, a publisher's error
is found in both printed Arabic editions. Baydawi's Topic 2 ["Proof for the Existence
of the Necessary Existent"], comprising L 316:7~14/T 152:7-13, was mistakenly
copied in at this point (evidently from a continuous MS of the Baydawi text) by
the scribe of the lithograph edition [L], and the mistake was followed by the editor
and typesetter of T. To correct this error, the editors of both editions repeated this
passage in its proper place following Isfahani's commentary on Topic 1 at L 3217
T 155. The typeset edition [T] has the whole passage [Baydawi's Topic 2] cor-
rectly in its place. But the scribe of L, in making his copy, copied only L 316:10-14
in its proper place at L 321, omitting L 316:7-10.

2 [ft dhat Allah ta'ala'].
3 [fi al-cilm bihi].
4 [fi al-tawhid].
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CHAPTER i: COMPREHENSIVE KNOWLEDGE ABOUT GOD

In Chapter 1 [Baydawi] sets forth three topics: 1. Invalidation of
circular and infinite series arguments; 2. Proof for the existence of
the Necessary Existent, 3. Experiential knowledge of God's essence.5

1. Invalidation of circular and infinite series arguments

a. Circular argument,—which is when there is dependence of one
thing (1.) upon another thing (2.) that in turn depends upon the for-
mer (1.), to one or more stages,—stands invalidated because anyone
with obvious intelligence would be absolutely certain that the exist-
ence of an effective cause precedes the existence of its effect. For if
a thing were to produce an effect upon its own antecedent effective
cause, then the implication would be that it had existed preceding
itself by two or more stages. And if a given thing were to produce
an effect upon its own effective cause, then it would be antecedent
to its own effective cause, and as its effective cause would be [already]
something antecedent to itself, that given thing would then precede
itself, because the antecedent of an antecedent to a given thing would
also be an antecedent to that thing.

Let no one ask [as a hypothetical case] why it would not be admis-
sible that there be two given things, L 317 in which a) the quid-
dity of each of them would be the effective cause for the existence
of the other, or in which b) the quiddity of one of them would be
the effective cause for the existence of the other, with the existence
of the second being the cause for the existence of the first; thus,
each of them would be an effective cause for the existence of the
other, and there would be no implication that a given thing would
be antecedent to itself.

We hold, in such a [hypothetical] case, that there would be no
circular argument, because no thing would precede itself, since no
thing would precede something antecedent to itself. The existence
of both these two given things would be as effects of the quiddity
of the other, on the first supposition; and the existence of the sec-
ond thing would be as the effect of the quiddity of the first thing,6

[ft ma'rifat dhatihi].
L, with T following it, inserts the clause "on the second supposition" redundantly
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with the existence of the first deriving from the existence of the sec-
ond, [both their existences being] on the second supposition. Our
discussion here is on 'circular argument', not on anything else.

Further, it would not be admissible for a quiddity alone without
[possessing its own] existence to be the effective cause of some [other]
existence. [This is] because we know as an imperative necessity that
the cause of an [other] existent must itself be an existent7 antecedently
to the existence of its effect.

Objection has been raised8 that
1. if by the antecedence of an effective cause to its effect the

meaning should be that [the cause] has need for [the effect], then
we do not grant MS 161b that a given thing (a) having need for
a second thing (b) that needs a third thing (c) would itself (a) be
[identical to] the second thing having a need (b) for that third thing
(c). [This is] because, if that should be the case, then the existence
of the given thing having the need (a) would be impossible when-
ever the second thing needed should exist, (b) and the third thing
(c)—needed by the second thing having a need (b)—should not exist.

But that is not the case [continues Razi]. For if we were to assume
the existence of the proximate cause of the effect, together with the
nonexistence of the remote cause, then the effect would exist of
necessity; otherwise, there would be an implicit retardation of the
effect from the proximate cause, which would be impossible. However,

2. if by the antecedence of the effective cause to its effect the
meaning should be something other than that there is a need for it,
then certainly you [who are disputing with Razi] would have to give

here, according to the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha, as well as using it correctly at
the end of the sentence.

7 MS gl: [I.e.,] in itself [bi-al-dhat].
Note here a variation in the texts: T shows both preceding nouns as 'an exis-

tent' [cillat al-mawjud yajib an takun mawjudah]; L omits the letter [mini] from
the second noun, reading [wujudah]; the MS reads [cillat al-wujud yajib an takun
mawjudah], but the first noun reveals the shadow of the letter [mfm] where the
scribe scraped away the ink; MS Garrett 989Ha is the same as T.

8 MS gl: By the worthy Imam Fakhr al-Din Razi.
L 317 gl: this objection by the Imam [F.D. Razi] is quoted by the author of the

Sofia3'if where he says, "The Imam objected to their doctrine that anything that is
conditional upon something else that is conditional is itself conditional. [Razi] said
that the proximate cause would be sufficient for the existence of an effect, even if
it were assumed that its existence made necessary the existence of the effect but
no remote cause existed. So the effect really is not conditional upon the remote
cause. Thus, he understood that anything conditional upon something else that is
conditional would not ncecessarily be something conditional itself."
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[us; and Razi], a clarification of [and information about your] con-
cept of it, so that we might consider its validity or its invalidity.

An objection9 here is that we do not grant that the premise is
false,—namely, our statement that the existence of the given thing
having the need (a) would be impossible whenever there should exist
the second thing needed (b) and there should not exist the third
thing (c) needed by the second thing having a need (b).

[Razi's] statement is that if we were to assume the existence of
the proximate cause of the effect together with the nonexistence of
the remote cause, then the effect would exist necessarily.

But our [i.e., Isfahani's] position is that we do not grant this.
[Razi's] statement is that otherwise, there would be an implicit

retardation of the effect from the proximate cause.
To which we [Isfahani] say, "Yes, [it would be implied], but why

have you [i.e.? the objector to Razi] said that it would be impossi-
ble? For the proximate cause is not the complete cause of an effect
but part of it, and it would be admissible for an effect to be retarded
from a part of the complete cause.

This10 is not a direct line of reasoning, because even if we were
to grant that the proximate cause is a part of the complete cause,
nevertheless it is the part that necessitates the effect, as there is noth-
ing intermediate between it and the realization of the effect. Thus,
it is not possible for there to be a retardation of the effect from it,
this fact being derived from the impossibility for there to be vari-
ance between a premise T 153 and its conclusion.11

It is entirely right to take the position that,
1. if the meaning of [Razi's] statement—that the effect would

exist of necessity if the existence of the effect's proximate cause were
assumed along with the nonexistence of the remote cause,—is that
the effect would exist in the very nature of the case, then that mean-
ing would be impossible. Indeed, there can be no implication from

9 MS gl: [This is] in rebuttal of [Razi's] statement, "But that is not the case."
The passage beginning with the previous objection attributed to F.D. Razi may

end with this latter objection, one contemporary with Razi and related by him.
Such a reading would fit the personal pronouns in this latter objection, e.g., "we"
being the objector and "our statement" referring to Razi. The dialogue following
may then be interpreted as between Isfahani in the first person, the objector in the
second person, and Razi in the third person.

10 MS gl: That is, it admits that the effect may vary from part of the complete
cause.

11 MS gl: As an answer to the statement, "If what is meant. . .," etc.
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assuming the existence of the proximate cause together with the non-
existence of the remote cause that the effect would necessarily have
existence in the very nature of the case. The effect's existence in the
very nature of the case would be implied necessarily only if the prox-
imate cause were to be an existent present in the very nature of the
case, L 318 and our assumption that the proximate cause would
have existence does not imply that its existence would be within the
very nature of the case. Further,

2. if what is meant by [Razi's quoted statement] is that the
effect would [even] have existence, on the hypothesis that the prox-
imate cause were to have existence together with the nonexistence
of the remote cause, then we would not grant any necessity to it on
that hypothesis either, because that hypothesis would be impossible.12

Thus it is admissible that there would be no necessity for the effect's
existence, on that impossible hypothesis. MS 162a

However, even if its necessity13 were to be granted upon that
hypothesis, nevertheless there can be no implication from this that
the given thing (a) having a need for a second thing (b) having a
need for a third thing (c) thereby would not [itself] have a need for
that same thing in the very nature of the case. That implication
would hold only if that hypothesis should be an actual fact in the
very nature of the case; so therefore this would be impossible.

Our discussion on the invalidity of circular argument is in regard
to the very nature of the case, [and is] not merely an assumed
hypothesis.

b. Infinite series argument,—namely, that the two accidental qualities
of cause and effect may be arranged in a ranking order14 in a sin-
gle series from a specified effect and on without limit,—stands inval-
idated from two aspects.

1. The first aspect [showing the invalidity of infinite series argu-
ment] is that if causes should be arranged in an unlimited series,
and if we were to assume two groups, one beginning from a specified

12 MS gl: Because the existence of the proximate cause depends upon the remote
cause, and if what is being depended upon were nonexistent, that which is depend-
ent would not exist.

13 MS gl: I.e., for the effect's existence.
14 L, the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha read "set in ranking order" [yataraqa3].

The MS has a gloss: "i.e., arranged in order" [yatarattab], while the Garrett MS
989Ha supplies as gloss "i.e., to increase gradually" [yatazayad]. T alone reads "are
joined together" [yatalaqa'].
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effect and the other from the effect preceding it, with both [groups]
continuing on without limit, and then if the second [group] should
be put into alignment by superimposition with the first from the
point of limitation, so that the beginning of the second group would
fit over the specified effect which is the beginning of the first group,
then the shorter one would be equal to the longer one. But if the
second group should not be fully aligned with the first group by
superimposition in the manner mentioned, then the implication would
be that the second group had been cut off, thus implying that it was
limited, while the first group would be longer than it by only one
stage, so it also would be limited.

a) An objection might be raised not granting that if the sec-
ond group should not be fully aligned with the first group by super-
imposition then the implication would be that the second group had
been cut short, since it is admissible that the lack of alignment would
be on account of our inability to estimate the superimposition, for
to estimate the superimposition of an unlimited [group] upon an
unlimited [group] is impossible.15

b) [Another objection might be raised] also that this impos-
sibility would be inferred only from the totality [of the two groups],16

for it is admissible that the totality would be impossible but that
each of its parts by itself would not to be impossible.

c) [And another objection might be raised] also that this
[impossibility] would be inconsistent with

1) temporal phenomena17 having no beginning point, and
with

2) rational souls, for both of these [entity groups] are
without limit, according to those who speak of superimposition,18 and
the argument continues about them.19

15 MS gl: Because estimation [wahm] is a corporeal power in being limited and
not able to perceive what is unlimited.

16 MS gl: Which is to assume two series, one of which begins from a specified
effect and the other from the effect which precedes it, both of them continuing in
series infinitely, with superimposition in the way mentioned.

17 MS gl: i.e., [such as] the movements of the celestial spheres.
18 MS gl: I.e., the philosophers.
19 MS gl: This is because we may assume two series of numbers, one of which

increases to an infinity and the other increases to a thousand of such [infinities].
Then they are superimposed one upon the other so that the beginning of the longer
one is exactly on the beginning of the shorter one. The logical deduction would
be the same, even though both series are infinite by necessity.
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a)~a. The answer to the first objection is that our inability
to estimate the super-imposition does not prove that the superimpo-
sition is impossible; for it is admissible that we may be unable to
estimate the superimposition, but that the superimposition may still
be possible in accordance with an assumption of the reason. We
may assume there is a superimposition here, and we need not be
diverted as to whether there is inability or ability to estimate the
coincidence. So we say [in answer] that if the superimposition assumed
should be possible MS 162b and the second group should be fully
aligned with the first, then the implication would be that the lesser
and the greater are equal, which would be impossible. But if the
superimposition should not be possible and the second group should
not be fully aligned with the first, then the cause for the lack of a
fitted superimposition would be only the disparity between the two
groups.20 Indeed, the impossibility of the superimposition of two
groups representing one species of quantity, namely, number, would
be only on account of the disparity, and that is L 319 imperative.

b)-a. The answer to the second objection is that if the com-
bination [of the two groups of entities] should be an impossibility,
then it would have to be that one of the parts [of the combination]
would be an impossibility; and the assumption [with each part] would
be that either another of the remaining parts is successfully real-
ized,21 or [the impossibility] is in [the combination] itself. In this case
here each part of the combination is not an impossibility, assuming
that the remaining parts are successfully realized. Thus, one of the
[larger] parts would be an impossibility in itself, while each [smaller]
part of the combination would be in itself a possibility, all except
for the series [or, group] itself being unlimited. Therefore, an unlim-
ited series would be an impossibility, and this is the goal of the
demonstration.

c)l)-a. As for [the answer to the third objection, first part]
the inconsistency—with an arranged order of things that are not
existent in reality, as motion-change that has no beginning point,—
would not enter [the argument], because a series as such would not

20 MS gl: Not by reason of our inability to estimate the superimposition.
21 L 319 gl: As in the case of [total] blackness and whiteness. Their existence

together in one body is impossible, because one of the two would be impossible
assuming the reality of the other; whiteness, for example, is impossible assuming
the reality of blackness in the body.
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exist. Rather, the everlasting fact is that what does exist is but one
of [the series'] parts, and to superimpose [all] its parts [at once]
would not be conceivable at all.

c)2)~a. Similarly, [the answer to the third objection, second
part, is that] the inconsistency—with an unlimited number of things
existing together but having no arranged order derivable from their
linkage together in external existence—would not enter [the argument].

In the case of things in an arranged order, if there should be
superimposed upon a part of the greater group something22 in its
same degree, then it would be impossible for another part to be
superimposed on it, rather, the other part would be superimposed
on something else.23 Of course, there would be left over some part
on which nothing would be superimposed, and as it would not be
in an arranged order this left over would not be conceivable, and
so the proof would not be complete in such a case.

It has been shown in what we have set forth that the proof by
superimposition would be complete only in the case of things that
would be existent all in a single time duration and that would have
an order of natural placement,24 as things that accept attributes
together with attributes, and causes together with effects, and [the
proof by superimposition] would not be complete in a case where
one of these two conditions25 would be missing.

2. The second [aspect showing the invalidity of infinite series
argument] is that the sum total of all the realities possible arranged
in an unlimited series would be in need for every single one of [the
realities possible], and thus the totality itself would be a possible real-
ity having need for a cause.

a) But that cause may not be the totality itself, because of
the impossibility of a thing being the cause of itself; otherwise, the
implication would be that the thing was preceding itself. MS 163a

b) Nor may [that cause] be any one T 154 of [the total-
ity's] units, because the totality should not be required by any one
unit to be necessarily dependent upon some other unit.

c) Nor may [that cause] be something that has entered
within the totality, because what has entered within the totality may

22 MS gl: Such as the first part of the second group.
23 MS gl: Namely, the second part of the first series.
24 T complements the sense by adding 'placement' [wadcr].
25 MS gl: I.e., an arranged order and actual existence.
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not be the cause of itself nor [the cause] of its own causes. Thus,
whatever had entered within [the totality] could not by itself be an
independent cause of the totality, because just as the totality would
be depending upon [what had entered], so it would also be depend-
ing upon the causes of [what had entered]. Therefore, the [needed]
cause of the totality would be external to the totality, and each indi-
vidual part of the totality could not possibly occur apart from that
cause that is external to it. If the case should be otherwise, then a
portion of [the totality] would have no need for the external entity;
and the external entity by itself would not be the cause of the total-
ity, but rather, it would be together with the cause of that portion
[of the totality] having no need for the external entity. But this [rea-
soning] is contrary to the hypothesis.

d) Nor may that entity external to the totality of realities
possible that are arranged in an unlimited series be itself [merely]
a possible reality, but rather, it would be a necessary being in itself.
[This is] because,

1) if it should be [merely] a possible reality in itself, then
it would have need for a cause, and then the totality of possible
realities arranged in an unlimited hypothetical series would not be
a complete series. [This is] because of the inherent necessity for [the
external entity] and its cause to precede all the parts of the hypo-
thetical series, because [the external entity] and its cause then would
be [merely] a part of the whole totality. But this [also] would be
contrary to the hypothesis.

2) But if it should be a necessary being in itself, then by
inherent necessity it would be L 320 one end of the unlimited
series, because it would be bound in with the series. For if it should
be in the midst of the series then the implication would be that it
was [merely] a caused effect. But this would be contrary to the
assumption. And if it should be bound in with the series but is not
in the midst of it, then it would constitute one end, and so the series
would be terminated by it. And then the series would be limited,
although the assumption was that it was unlimited. Thus the non-
limitation of the series would be impossible. For if an assumption
that something had occurred should logically imply that it did not
occur, then the occurrence of that thing would be impossible.

Let no one say that the effective cause of a totality would be its
individual units that are unlimited in number. Our [Isfahani] posi-
tion is that,
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a) if what is meant by the 'units being the effective cause'
should be the whole in itself, then that would be the same as the
totality itself. It would be impossible for it to be the effective cause
of the totality because of the impossibility for a thing to be the
effective cause of itself. And,

b) if what is meant by the 'units being the effective cause'
should be that each one is an effective cause, then the implication
would be that there would be a joining together of independent
effective causes to produce a single effect, which would be impossi-
ble. Further, the implication would be that the effective cause for
the whole series would be something that had entered within it, and
that we invalidated.

1) An objection has been raised [as a question], if by the
'cause' you mean the whole sum of things of which every single one
verifiably has need for [this cause], then why would it not be admis-
sible for all the units together as a whole MS 163b to be the
cause of themselves; or, if by the 'cause' you mean an agent, then
why would it not be admissible for a portion of [the units] to be
an agent? But as for [Baydawi's] statement that whatever has entered
within [a totality] cannot be the cause of itself nor of its own causes,
that much is granted.

Then [Baydawi's] statement is that the factor that has entered
within [the totality] may not by itself be the cause of the totality.
Our [Isfahani's] position is that this would be impossible; but, it
would be admissible for the entering factor by itself to be the cause
of the totality, if by the 'cause' the meaning should be the 'agent'.

l)~a. The response [to this objecting question] is that
what is meant by the 'cause' is an 'independent cause',26 that is, an
entity that for its own efficacy does not need an assistant that was
not part of itself. For the independent cause in this sense, it would
be absolutely inadmissible that it be the units themselves, because an
independent cause would have to be antecedent to the effect. Nor
would it be admissible for it to be any one of the units, because the
efficacy of each unit would depend upon an assistant, not a part of
itself. Nor would [the cause admissibly] be some portion of the units,
because a portion's [function as] cause would be more appropriately

26 MS gl: [I.e.,] in its activity; then the proof would be complete without pro-
viding for the objection.
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an independent cause, because the efficacy of the portion would be
by assistance from the portion's cause that was not a part of itself,
in contrast to the efficacy of itself as cause.

Further, on the assumption that what is meant by the 'cause'
would be the 'agent', it would not be admissible for a portion of
[the units] to be the agent, because the linkage of the totality to
each portion is such that the units subsist in [the portion] on an
equality, so it would not be more appropriate that one portion of
them be an agent rather than another portion, from this standpoint.27

But it would be more appropriate that the cause of every portion
be the agent rather than that portion, because the units subsist in
the portion's cause [as seen] from two aspects, the one being because
of [the cause] itself, and the other being because of [the cause's]
effect. In that case,28 there would be a refutation of what has been
said to the effect that it would be admissible for what succeeds the
first effect and on without limits to be a cause in view of the fact
that if [the succession] were realized then the totality necessarily
would be realized. Because it is not sufficient, if a thing is to be an
independent cause, L 321 that merely the effect be realized when
the thing itself is realized. For if it were to be assumed that [the
thing] was a cause, then [in turn] its own cause would have the
causality more appropriately than the thing itself, on account of what
we have already mentioned.

2) Another objection has been raised that the units would
either have to have a single existence in addition to the [separate]
existences of the parts, or that they would not.

If it should be the first alternative, then we [Isfahani] do not grant
that it would be inadmissible for the units in their totality to be a

9Qcause/9

[Baydawi's] statement is that this would imply that the thing [in
question] was antecedent to itself. But we say that we do not grant
that. That would be implied only if the units, as being existent in
a single existence, should be the cause of units as being the same,30

which would be impossible. But it would be admissible for the units,

27 MS gl: I.e., from the standpoint of subsistence.
28 On the assumption that what is meant by the 'cause' is that which for its own

efficacy has no need for an assistant not a part of itself.
29 MS gl: I.e., the cause of a single additional existence.
30 MS gl: I.e., as being existent in one existence.
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MS 164a as each of their parts is an existent having a special exis-
tence, to be a cause of units as existents in a single existence addi-
tional to the [individual] existences of the parts. Thus, the totality
of the units, as being existents, would be the cause of the existence
of the totality as a whole.

If it should be the second alternative, [in the objection above, i.e.,
that the units would not have to have a single existence separate
from the parts' individual existences], then we do not grant that in
that case [the totality] would be in need of a cause. That would be
implied only if it should have an existence different from the [indi-
vidual] existences of the parts, and that is not the case.

2)~a. The answer [to the objection] is that the [individ-
uated] units31 as such are different from each [complete] entity and
their existence is different from the existence of each complete entity,32

for their existence is itself [identical to] the existences of the parts,
and there is no doubt at all that the existences of the parts is different
from the existence of each complete entity. For T 155 the exis-
tence of each complete entity is the part that gives subsistence to
the existences of the parts, and differs33 from all of them. But [the
complete entities] in their existences have need for each one of the
parts; and what has need for something else is a possible reality, and
thus would have a cause.

But it would not be admissible for the cause of the existences [of
the complete entities] to be the individuated units themselves as exist-
ents; otherwise, the implication would be that a thing would neces-
sarily precede itself, which is impossible. Nor would it be [admissible
for the cause of the existences of the complete entities to be] some
factor entering within them, because it would be more appropriate
for an entering factor assumed to be their cause, if it should be the
cause for the individuated units in their entirety.

Therefore, it has been determined that [the agency supporting the
whole series of cause and effect] would be an external and necessarily

31 MS gl: Each one of the individuations [afrad].
32 MS gl: I.e., assuming that the single units do not have an existence in addi-

tion to the existence of the parts.
33 L 321 gl: By a difference that is on account of the relationship [haythfyah]

and the logical consideration [al-i'tibar] and the general state [al-ijmal] and the
detail [al-tafsll]. For the difference is not between the two existences exactly [bi-al-
dhat] but in logical consideration, for the existence of the totality is not a single
thing, additional to the existences of the parts.
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existent being, with whom the 'unlimited series' would terminate, as
we have set forth.34

Baydawi said: L 321 [i.e., 316:7-14], T 155

2. Proof for the existence of the Necessary Existent

Two reasons prove His existence.
a. There is no doubt at all about the existence of a temporal phe-

nomenon.
1. Every temporal phenomenon is a possible reality, otherwise,

it would not be nonexistent at one time and existent at another
time.

2. Every possible reality has a cause, and that [cause] inevitably
will be either a necessary reality, or something terminating with [a
necessary reality], because of the impossibility of both 'circular' and
'infinite series' arguments.

b. There is no doubt at all about the existence of an existent
entity. Indeed,

1. if this should be a necessary reality, then that would be the
logical goal of the proof demonstration. And

2. if it should be a possible reality, then it would have a nec-
essary cause either as its beginning point or as an intermediary.

Let no one object that, if [the possible reality's cause] should be
a necessary reality, then [the possible reality's] 'existence' would be
something additional [to its 'quiddity'], as has already been shown
in the body of this book.35 [This is because] then [the possible real-
ity] would have need for its essence, which [then] would be the
'cause' for [the possible reality's 'existence'] either directly in con-
tact with or entirely distinct from [its being]. This implies that its
'essence' together with its 'existence' would precede both [the pos-
sible reality's] 'existence' and its 'possibility', according to our expla-

34 The placing of these topics on the rejection of 'circular argument' and 'infinite
series argument' might well have been expected among the earlier topics on 'logi-
cal reasoning'. Their placement here in Book 2 "Realities Divine" is thus a review
and reaffirmation of their significance, because they precede immediately the im-
portant assertions of the faith. Baydawi is giving assurance to hesitant believers as
well as opponents that his coming lectures will have in them no devious or flimsy
argumentation.

35 In Book 1, Section 1, Chapter 2, Topic 3.
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nation that [this] 'essence' in itself makes [the possible reality's] 'exis-
tence' necessary, apart from any reference to its 'existence' or 'non-
existence'.36

Isfahani says: L 321, T 155, MS 164a

2. Proof for the existence of the Necessary Existent

Two [logical] aspects indicate [the existence of the Necessary Existent],
one being with reference to 'temporality', the other with reference
to 'possibility'.

a. The first [logical] aspect [indicating the existence of the Necessary
Existent] is that there is no doubt in the case of the existence of a
'temporal phenomenon', every temporal phenomenon being a 'pos-
sible reality'. Indeed, if every temporal phenomenon should not be
a possible reality, then it would not be a nonexistent at one time
and an existent at another time; but such a conclusion is obviously
false. Thus, every temporal phenomenon is an existent after having
not been [such], that is, after having been nonexistent and then
becoming existent, and by necessity it is nonexistent L 322 at one
time and existent at another time.

An explanation of the logic used here is that if [the temporal phe-
nomenon] should not be a 'reality possible', then it would be either
something 'necessary in itself or 'impossible in itself. This is because

36 L 321 gl: The Philosophers' method in proving the existence of the Necessary
Existent is: There is no doubt at all about the existence of any existent. If that
should be the necessary existent, then that would be the goal of the proof. If that
should be a possible, then there must be some cause which caused its existence to
be preferable to its nonexistence (or which made it exist rather than continue non-
existent). We then transfer the argument to it. Then would follow either the circular
argument or the infinite series argument, both of which are impossible. Or, we end
up with the Necessary Existent, which is the intended goal of the demonstration.

[The proof of the same], according to the Mutakallimun, is that the creation of
the world has been proved. There is no doubt at all about the existence of a tem-
poral phenomenon, and every temporal phenomenon necessarily has a cause that
produced it. Then either circular argument or infinite series argument occurs, both
of which are impossible; or the argument ends with the Eternal One that has no
need of a cause in the first case which is what is meant by the Necessary Existent.

These two methods are based on the impossibility of the existence of both the
possible reality and the temporal phenomenon without a cause that gives them exis-
tence, and on the impossibility of circular and infinite series arguments. [From
Maqasid al-Falasifah, by al-Ghazali.]
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of the necessity to restrict every conceptual understanding to some-
thing that is either 'possible', or 'necessary', or 'impossible', in accor-
dance with a proper division [of real concepts].37 If one38 of the three
should be excluded, then the determination would come to one of
the other two. And if it should be something 'necessary' MS 164b
then it would be always existent, or if it should be something 'impos-
sible' then it would be always nonexistent; otherwise, the reverse
would be implied.39 And if it should be always existent or always
nonexistent, then it would not be nonexistent at one time and exis-
tent at another. Therefore it is established that every temporal phe-
nomenon is a possible reality.

Every possible reality has a cause that by necessity is an existent,
and that existent cause must either be a necessary reality in itself or
terminate in a necessary reality. [This is] because [of the fact that]
circular argument and infinite series argument are both impossible.

b. The second [logical aspect indicating the existence of the Nec-
essary Existent]40 is that there is no doubt at all about the existence
of an existent thing. That existent [thing] then would be either a
'necessary reality' or a 'possible reality', because an existent must be
comprised within these two categories in accordance with a proper
division [of concepts]. So, if that existent should be a necessary real-
ity, then that would be the desired logical goal [of the argument].
But if the existent should be a possible reality, then it would have
as its [existent] cause a necessary reality either as its beginning or
as an intermediary. Otherwise, the implication is that the argument
would be either circular or an infinite series, and the invalidation of
both of these has preceded.

37 MS gl: This is judgment by negation between two propositions as to their
truth or falsity, as when a number is either even or odd.

38 MS gl: I mean the possible, in this assumption.
39 L 322 gl: Understand that some people affirm the temporal origination and

the possibility of the universe, then they prove the existence of the Maker, may He
be praised and exalted. This is the method which the Mutakallimun and also some
philosophers use.

Others take into consideration the circumstance of existence and prove by logi-
cal reasoning [bi-al-nazar] [the universe's] existence, that it is either necessary, or
possible, upon establishing the existence of the Necessary Existent. This is the method
which Shaykh Abu CAH [Ibn Sina] used in his book, al-Isharat. The author [here
Isfahani] referred to the first method as [in] the first reason, and the second as [in]
the second. [From the Shark Hadithi.]

40 MS gl: If [Isfahani] had said [at the beginning of Topic 2] that the second
reason was with reference to 'existence', it would have been better.
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Let no one object by saying that it would be impossible for the
[existent] cause of a 'possible reality' to be a 'necessary reality' either
as its beginning or as an intermediary. [This is] because if the cause
of a possible reality should be a necessary reality, then the [cause's]
'existence' would be an addition,41 according to the preceding dis-
cussions, namely, that [the cause's] 'existence' would be a factor
additional [to the quiddity] both in a possible reality and in a nec-
essary reality.42

Therefore, if the 'existence' should be a factor added [to the pos-
sible reality's 'quiddity'], then ['existence' also] would be a 'charac-
teristic' of the [possible reality's] 'essence', and a 'characteristic' needs
an essence, the essence being something other than [the character-
istic]. Thus, 'existence' needs something other than itself, and every-
thing needing something else is a 'possible reality'.

And, every possible reality has a cause, so the cause of this [new
entity, whether is 'existence' or a 'possible reality'] would be either
'directly contacting [its effect]', that is, [the cause would be] either
'itself or one of its43 attributes, or [the cause would be] 'distinctly
separate [from its effect]', that is, [the cause would be] something
other than itself or one of its attributes.

Thus, if its cause should be in direct contact with [this new entity],
then the implication would be that [the cause's] essence together
with its existence would be antecedent to [the new entity's] exis-
tence. And this fact would imply [either] that the entity in question
would be preceding itself, if [its] antecedent existence should be iden-
tical to [its] subsequent existence, or that [the entity in question]
would be an existent twice over, if [its antecedent and subsequent
existences] should not be identical; but this would be impossible by
necessity. But, if its cause should be something distinctly separate
[from this new entity], then the implication would be that the 'nec-
essary reality' would be a 'possible reality'. However, this [argument]
is contrary to the hypothesis.44

41 The MS alone of sources used adds here, "to the essence" [Hl-dhat].
42 L 322 gl: In the book's [preceding] text, the topic on existence [i.e., Book 1,

Section 1, Chapter 2, Topic 3], there are proofs indicating that [fact]. Thus [the
cause's] existence would be an accidental quality of its 'essence'.

43 MS gl: I.e., of the essence's [own] attributes.
44 MS gl: Because a 'necessary reality' is one the essence of which requires its

own existence. [This is] in contrast to a 'possible reality', since a possible reality is
one that does not require either its own existence or its nonexistence.
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Our [Isfahan!] position is that we have explained how [the Necessary
Existent's] essence in itself necessarily requires His own [specific]
existence, without regard for [any other kind of] existence or non-
existence. Thus, there is no implication that existence precedes itself,
or that it would be an existent twice over, assuming its cause to be
in direct contact.

The truth is that the [specific] existence of [God Most High] is
identical with Himself [i.e., His essence], and so it does not need a
'cause'; thus the objecting argument falls apart.45

Baydawi said: L 322, T 155

3. Experiential knowledge of God's essence

The doctrine of the philosophers is that human ability is not sufficient
to [gain] experiential knowledge of [God's] essence. [This is] because
His essence is neither conceivable by intuition nor receptive to a
delimiting definition, since any composition within Himself is excluded.

On that account when Moses46 was asked about [God], he replied
by stating [God's] properties and His attributes, but [Moses] was
considered insane. L 323 Then [Moses] spoke of [divine] attributes
that are more clearly apparent saying,

"Perhaps now you will understand?" [Qur'an 26:28]
Further, [the philosophers held that] descriptive definition does

not provide information about [God's] reality. Disagreeing with [the
philosophers], the Mutakallimun rejected any restriction [upon human
knowledge], and tried to convince [the philosophers] that the real-
ity of [God] Most High is an incorporeal existence, and that this
[existence] is a knowable reality.

45 MS gl: Because the objecting argument is based on the premise that 'exis-
tence' is something additional in the Necessary Existent. [N.B., absolute existence
is added; specific existence is not. Ed.]

46 L omits any formula after Moses' name; T and the MS add, "Peace upon
him" ['alayhi al-salam]. Baydawi briefly relates Moses' encounter with Pharaoh from
Surah 26 [al-Shu'ara5] and ends with a quotation from it.
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Isfahan! says: L 323, T 155, MS 165a

3. Experiential knowledge of God's essence

The doctrine held by the philosophers, and by al-Ghazali from among
us,47 and by Dirar from the early scholars,48 is that human ability is
insufficient to [gain] an experiential knowledge of the essence of
[God] Most High. [This is] because an experiential knowledge of
His essence would be either by way of intuition, or by way of log-
ical reasoning, and both of these [ways of knowing] would be invalid.

The first [alternative, by intuition] is invalid because His essence
is not something conceivable49 T 156 by intuition, and this is the
consensus [of scholars]. The second [alternative, by logical reason-
ing] is invalid because knowledge derived from logical reasoning
comes either by way of a delimiting definition or of a descriptive
definition, and both of these [definitions] would be invalid.

a. A delimiting definition would be invalid because [God's] essence
is not receptive to delimitation, because such a delimiting definition
would apply only to something composite, as you have learned, and
composition is excluded from Him.

For that reason,50 when Pharaoh51 asked Moses, peace upon him,
about the reality of [God] Most High, saying,

"And what may be [this] 'Lord of the worlds'?" [Qur'an 26:23]—
for the question, "what" can be only a question about the reality—
Moses, peace upon him, replied by setting forth [what are God's]
properties and His attributes, saying,

"He is the Lord of the heavens and the earth and all that is
between them, if you mean to have sure knowledge." [Qur'an 26:24]
[Moses] did this in order to call attention to the fact that the real-
ity of [God's] essence may not be known except by declaring [what]
things are given subsistence by Him, as there is nothing that gives
[God] subsistence, since in Him there is no composition.

47 I.e., the Asha'irah. The MS vowels the name as [al-Ghazali].
48 MS gl: I.e., the [early] Muctazilah.
49 MS gl: I.e., it is not a fact knowable [ma'lurn] by intuition.
50 MS gl: I.e., because knowledge of His essence does not come through delim-

iting definition.
51 The scribe of L inadvertently wrote here, "When God questioned Pharaoh,

Moses"; T has corrected the mistake. Baydawi supplies a running commentary on
the Qur'anic statements to fill out the action's narrative.
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But Pharaoh had not been alert to the point of what [Moses]
said, so then

"[Pharaoh] said to those [gathered] around him, 'Do you not
hear?'" [Qur'an 26:25]

"I asked about the real nature of [his God], but he answered by
declaring [what are] His attributes; his answer does not even fit the
question!"

Moses, peace upon on him, did not try to explain [to Pharaoh]
his mistake and his ignorance, so he spoke about [God's] attributes
that were more plainly apparent, "saying, '[God] is your Lord and
the Lord of your first ancestors,'" [Qur'an 26:26] in order to alert
Pharaoh to his mistake. Still [Pharaoh] was paying no attention, but
considered [Moses] demented, for as God Most High recorded, in
telling what Pharaoh did, "He said [to Moses' companions], 'Your
apostle who was sent to you is clearly insane!'" [Qur'an 26:27]

Then Moses, peace upon him, spoke of [divine] attributes that
were still more clearly obvious, and he hinted that the questioning
about [God's] 'real nature' was not the dignified perseverance52 [that
would be shown] by people of intelligence, when he said [to Pharaoh],
"[God] is the Lord of the East and the West and all that is between
them; maybe now you can understand." [Qur'an 26:28]

b. Regarding a 'descriptive definition', it will not provide infor-
mation of [God's] reality. [This is] because what is knowable about
[God], may He be praised and exalted, is either

1. negative predicates,—as when we say that He is neither a
body, nor a substance, nor an accident,—and [we know that] His
reality is singularly different, such that all else besides it is rejected53

from [His reality]; or
2. adjunctive predicates,—as when we say that He is all-pow-

erful and all-knowing. There can be no doubt at all that His essence
is singularly different from these things.

3. What is knowable about the 'power of God Most High' is
that it is 'a factor that has the necessary efficacy in actuality for
whatever is right'.54 Thus the real nature of the 'power [of God]' is

52 The scribe of L wrote, "door" [bab], instead of "perseverance" [da'b].
53 MS gl: Because negation is a relationship between a reality and what is other

than it, the relationship being something other than the things that are related.
54 [mustalzim lil-ta'thlr bi-al-fil 'ala3 sabfl al-sihhah]. Compare this with a recent

analysis [Richard M. Frank, Beings and Their Attributes, p. 195, 'Technical Terms
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unknowable, but what is knowable MS 165b of it is no more than
this necessary [efficacy].55

4. Likewise, what we may know about the 'knowledge of God'
is no more than that it is a factor which judgment and perfect cer-
tainty make necessary in actuality. The quiddity of that [particular
given] divine knowledge L 324 is different from this [particular
given] effect, and what is knowable [to us] is no more than this
effect.

Thus, it is made clear that the realities of the attributes of God
Most High are unknowable to us. But even on the assumption that
they could be known, still knowledge of an attribute logically does
not require the implication that [our] knowledge is of the reality of
the subject who is characterized. Since an inductive study of how
attributes are ascribed has indicated that we know nothing about
God Most High except predicates that are negative and adjunctive,
and [since] it has been established that knowledge of these logically
does not require a knowledge of [His] reality, it is therefore estab-
lished [say the philosophers] that we do not know the essence of
God Most High.56

However, the Mutakallimun disagreed with the philosophers and
rejected their restrictions, not granting [to them] that the path of

Index—Arabic'. Albany: State University of New York, 1978] of the concept of
power in Islamic theology: "the power of autonomous action."

°5 MS gl: I.e., the fact that it has necessary efficacy in actuality for whatever is
right.

36 This doctrine was held by the ancient Greek philosophers, who attributed deity
to various abstract entities. Later the doctrine was brought into and became a part
of Greek-speaking Christian theology, as shown by the quotations from the 'early
Church Fathers' presented by Morris S. Scale in his Muslim theology, a study of ori-
gins with reference to the Church Fathers, pp. 58 ff. [2nd ed., reprinted 1980, from the
London: Luzac edition.] The notion that 'God is [essentially] unknowable in Himself
is reflected in the inscription in Athens that was read and commented on [Acts of
the Apostles 17:23] by the Apostle Paul of Tarsus: [Agnosto theo], "[Altar for] the
unknowable God." The Apostle Paul's comments appear to contradict the state-
ments coming from the 'early Church Fathers', which indicates that there proba-
bly was some controversy. Also some early and controversial Muslim theologians
held views embodying this doctrine. Scale [op. cit, p. 58] writes, "[F.D.] Razi says
that Dirar [ibn cAmr] belonged to the Mutakallimun who believed, as did the Greek
philosophers, that God's true essence was unknown." Josef van Ess mentions that
Dirar stirred up opposition when he distinguished between God's [anniyya] and
His [mahiyya], i.e., His 'existence' and His 'quiddity'. The problem is that the
'existence' can be known, but it is not so clear in trying to know the 'quiddity'.
[En-I-2-suppl., s.v. "Dirar b. cAmr, by J. van Ess].

Note here that Baydawi and Isfahan! are speaking of [dhat], God's 'essence'. But
Dirar was speaking of [mahlyah], the 'quiddity', and presumably Razi was also.
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experiential knowledge is restricted [only] to intuition and logical
reasoning. [Indeed, the Mutakallimun hold that] it is admissible [also
for mankind] to have experiential knowledge [of God] by inspiration
and by the cleansing and chastening of the soul from blameworthy
characteristics. The Mutakallimun tried to convince [the philosophers]
that the reality of God Most High is [that of] an incorporeal exist-
ence,57 a reality knowable to them by intuition.

But the truth is that the strongly held conviction [of the Mutakalli-
mun] is not exactly correct. [This is because] the 'reality' [or, 'essence']
of [God] Most High, in the view [of the philosophers], is a 'specific
existence', while the existence that is knowable is [general, or] 'absolute
existence'58 that is a qualifying accident of 'specific existence'. And
so, from knowledge of the qualifying accident there can be no knowl-
edge inferred about the subject who is qualified.

57 MS gl: [I.e.,] existence abstracted from the quiddity.
08 [al-wujud al-khass]—'specific existence'. This term has been translated also as

"proper existence" See [The Precious Pearl, al-Jami's al-Durrah al-fakhirah, p. 231,
"Glossary of terms"; Translated by Nicholas Heer, Albany: State University of New
York Press, 1979.]

[al-wujud al-maclum huwa al-wujud al-mutlaq]—"the existence that is knowable
is the absolute (or general) existence."
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CHAPTER 2: QUALITIES NOT PROPERLY ATTRIBUTABLE TO GOD

1. Exclusion of resemblance between God's reality and any other being

The first topic is that the reality [of God] does not resemble [that
of] any other being.1 If the case should be otherwise, then

a. if the necessary cause for this distinction from any other being
should be [God's] own essence, then the implication is that there
would be a preference without an agent of preference. Or,

b. if [the necessary cause for this distinction] should be 'other'
than [God], and if [that 'other' cause] should come into direct con-
tact [with God's essence], then the discussion would return to [the
first alternative], and then the argument implicitly would be an infinite
series. Or,

c. if [the necessary cause of this distinction] should be something
entirely distinct [from God's essence], then the Necessary Existent
would have need within His own identity for a separately indepen-
dent cause, and thus [the Necessary Existent] would be [merely] a
possible reality.

Let no one say that an attribute that can bring about a distinc-
tion through its own essence would require [anything] to be made
specific for it, as do a 'specific difference' and a 'cause', because
[such a distinguishing attribute] would be the effect of [its own]
essence, and thus would not require an individuation of [its] cause,
as in the case of a genus and its effect. If the apparent situation
should become that, [namely, that an attribute would require being
made specific for its own essence], then it would be admissible that
the concomitants of like things mutually should exclude one another.

The early Mutakallimun held that [God's] essence is the same as
all other essences in the fact of its being an essence, since what is

1 L 324 gl: I.e., the quiddity [mahiyah] of God Most High differs from the quid-
dity of His creatures, because of His own specific essence [dhatihi al-makhsusah],
not because of some attribute additional [to His quiddity.] This is the doctrine held
by Abu al-Hasan al-Ashcari and Abu al-Husayn al-Basri, God's mercy upon them,
and it is the preferred doctrine, [from the Hadithi.]
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intended by this [statement, 'being the same as others'] is [that God's
essence should be] an entity that validly may be comprehended and
reported upon. This ['sameness'] is a commonality, and the aspects
that indicate it to be a commonality in 'existence' also indicate it to
be a commonality in 'essence'.

But [the Mutakallimun said that His essence] is different from
these [other essences] in the 'necessity of its existence' and in its
'omnipotence' and 'omniscience', according to the majority [of the
Mutakallimun], and [also] in the 'fifth attribute-state',2 according to
Abu Hashim [al-Jubba'i].

In our [Baydawi's] view, the concept of the 'essence' is perhaps
accidental to the entity of which it is affirmed to be true. But a
commonality in accidents does not require that there be any com-
monality or mutual resemblance in the substrates.

The philosophers have held that His essence is identical with His
[absolute, or, general] existence, which has commonality with our
[absolute] existence, but it is distinguished from our [specific] exis-
tence by its abstract incorporeality, and by the fact that it is not
accidental to any other than [God]. This topic has been presented
[in full] earlier.3

Isfahani says: L 324, T 156, MS 165b

CHAPTER 2: QUALITIES NOT PROPERLY ATTRIBUTABLE TO GOD

After he finished with Chapter 1 he began Chapter 2 on the qual-
ities not properly attributable to God. In it he set forth five topics:
1. Exclusion of resemblance between His reality and any other being;
2. Exclusion of corporeality and regionality;4 L 325 3. Exclusion
of union and incarnate indwelling; 4. Exclusion of temporal phenom-
ena from subsistence in His essence; 5. Exclusion of sensate qualities.

2 Isfahan! explains in his commentary what this means, in the doctrine of Abu
Hashim and his colleagues. The fifth attribute-state is 'divinity', and it is the nec-
essary cause of four other attribute-states, namely, 'possession of a living nature',
'omniscience', 'omnipotence', and 'existentiality'.

3 See the notes to the corresponding section in Isfahani's commentary. The ear-
lier presentation was in Book 1, Section 1, Chapter 2, Topic 3:2.

4 The MS alone of sources used gives the sequence as "regionality and corpo-
reality."
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1. Exclusion of resemblance between God's reality and any other being

The first topic is that the reality of [God] Most High does not resem-
ble any other being; that is to say, [His reality] in its total quiddity
has no commonality with any other being. [This is] because, if His
reality should resemble [that of] any other being, then the factor
by which each of the two [natures] would be distinguished from the
other would be both external to their realities T 157 in which
they have the commonality, and adjoined to them.

a. Now, if the necessary cause—of the factor by which the Necessary
Existent the Most High is distinguished from a being other than He
but that resembles Him—should be Himself,5 then there would be
an implicit preferring without an agent of preference, because His
essence would be similar to [that of] another being. Thus, if [His
essence] should be the necessary cause of a factor specifically belong-
ing to [Himself], without regard for [that of] the other although
they both would be the same in reality, then this would constitute
a preferring without an agent of preference.

b. Or, if the necessary cause—of the factor by which [God] is
distinguished from another being—should be something 'other' than
Himself, and if that 'other necessary cause' should come into direct
contant6 with Himself, then this discussion would return back MS 166a
to that 'contiguous other necessary cause', in that if the necessary
cause of that contiguous other should be itself, then there would be
an implicit preferring without an agent of preferral, but if it should
be another than [that contiguous other], then the discussion would
return back to this [second] other, and the argument would implic-
itly be one of an infinite series.

c. Or, if that other entity, the necessary cause of the factor by
which [God's essence] may be distinguished from [another being]
should be entirely separate and distinct [from God's essence], then
the Necessary Existent would have need both in His own identity
and in His individuation for a separately independent cause; but [in
that case] then the Necessary Existent would be [merely] a possible
reality, and this would be contrary to the hypothesis.

5 T here [157:1], alone and apparently in a mistaken repetition from the fol-
lowing line, adds here [mumathilah].

6 MS gl: In that it would be one of the attributes of the Necessary Existent.
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Let no one think that an attribute, something that in itself causes
a distinction,7 would require that its own specification should be for
the essence of [God] Most High.—[Indeed], the essence of [God]
does not [require that specification] so as to imply a preferring with-
out an agent of preferral, nor does anyone other than He but in
direct contact [with Him require the specification] so as to imply an
infinite series,8 nor does one other than He but entirely separate and
distinct [require the specification] so as to imply its being a possi-
ble. [And let no one think] that that [requirement] would be like
the 'difference' and the 'cause', for the 'difference' of itself requires
that it be specific to a portion of the species under the genus, and
not to any other portions,9 and the 'cause' of itself10 requires that it
be specific to a given effect, rather than to something else.

Our [Isfahani's] doctrine is that such a [distinguishing] attribute
would be the caused effect of an essence, and thus it would be sub-
sequent to the individuation of the essence, since an effect neces-
sarily must be subsequent to the individuation of its cause, while it
does not require the individuation of its cause, as with the genus
and the effect. And as the genus is an effect of the difference, it
does not require the individuation of the difference which is its cause.
Likewise, as the effect is subsequent to the individuation of its cause,
it does not require the individuation of its cause.

[Baydawi's] position is that1' if that [kind of syntactical autonomy]
were admissible, that is, if it were admissible for the attribute, being
an effect of the essence, to require its own specification [to the
essence], then it would be admissible for the concomitants of like
things to exclude one another.

7 MS gl: Meaning, without an intermediary.
8 L 325 gl: An objection might be raised not granting the necessity of the infinite

series, and questioning therefore why it would not be admissible that something
other than the essence, namely, the attribute, should be preferable as the factor
that distinguishes the quiddity, so that then the infinite series would not follow.

Our [Isfahani?] position then would be that on this supposition the circular argu-
ment would be implicit, which would also be invalid, [from the Taqrir]

9 Such as a rational human being [al-natiq], for example, who of himself is
specific to the portion that is in man among the animals, which is a genus, in spite
of the fact that that portion and others have equality in the quiddity [mahlyah].

10 MS gl: I.e., without an intermediary.
11 The MS and MS Garrett 989Ha add here, "his position is" [qawluhu], but

it is not a verbatim quote; it is omitted in L & T.
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Such a conclusion would be obviously false, so its premise would
be likewise.12 The logic in use here is that the attribute (a) making
the distinction and requiring the specification would be a concomi-
tant of the essence,13 but the attribute (b) distinguishing the entity,—
[an attribute] that is other than [the Necessary Existent] yet equal
to it in the totality of its reality,—would be a concomitant of the
essence of that other entity, and the two [distinguishing] attributes
would mutally exclude one another, so there would be an implicit
mutual exclusion L 326 among the concomitants of like things.

If an objection should be raised that the factor by which [the
Necessary Existent] is distinguished from another being would be
negative in quality, namely, [the doctrine that God] is the Most
High and there is no other than He,14 then the reply would be that
the negation of the other [second being] would not take place until
after the existence of [that] other had come about. In that case, the
Necessary Existent would achieve His own [distinct] identity [only]
after15 the existence of the other [being] had come about, and thus
[the Necessary Existent] would be [merely] a 'possible reality'.

The early Mutakallimun held that the essence of [God] Most High
is like other essences in the fact of its being a essence, since what
is meant by essence is something that may be known and reported
upon.16 Now, this meaning is a commonality among [God Most

12 MS gl: I.e., that the essence should require being made specific.
13 MS gl: I.e., the essence of the Necessary Existent.
14 MS gl: This point requires consideration.
15 MS gl: Not before, since there would be no distinguishing factor in it, that is,

in negating the other.
16 MS gl: The early Mutakallimun taught that the essence of [God] Most High

resembles all other essences in its essentiality and reality, but differs from all other
essences in having four 'attribute-states': necessity, life, omniscience and omnipo-
tence; that is, the [four] qualities of being necessary, of being a living nature, and
having knowledge and power in completeness are those taught by Abu cAli al-
Jubba'i. But Abu Hashim [said], "He is distinct from all other essences in having
a fifth 'attribute-state', which is the necessary cause of these other four, and I have
called it the quality of 'divinity'." [From Jurjani's Shark Mawaqif al-IjL]

Upon reviewing the corresponding passage in Iji's Mawaqif [p. 269], together
with the accounts given here of Baydawi, Isfahani, and Jurjani who was Iji's com-
mentator, we can observe that due to their closeness in time and subject matter,
and due to the fact that Isfahani and Iji are both Baydawi's students "removed by
one stage", 1) Baydawi gives the basic facts in concise form; 2) Isfahani's comments
enlarge upon Baydawi, but they are loosely organized; 3) Iji gives a few more facts
than Baydawi, but is similar in style and must depend on him; and 4) Jurjani's
commentary enlarges upon Iji, and resembles Isfahani in giving the same facts but
in more closely organized format.
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High] and other essences, so the essence of [God] MS 166b would
be the same as the other essences. Also, [the early Mutakallimim
held that] the reasons that indicate the commonality of 'existence'
[also] indicate the commonality of 'essence', in that we say that we
are certain of the essence of something, yet we are hesitant as to
whether it would be a necessary existent, or a substance, or an acci-
dent, and so we divide a essence into [either] a necessary existent,
a substance, or an accident.

So it is established that [God's] essence is like [that of any] other
in the fact of its being a essence, but it differs [from any other] in
the necessity of existence, in perfect omnipotence, in perfect omni-
science, and in the 'fifth attribute-state' according to Abu Hashim
[al-Jubba'i], this [fifth attribute-state] being 'divinity', which is the
necessary cause of [the] four [other] attribute-states [already men-
tioned], namely, possession of a living nature, omniscience, omnipo-
tence, and existentiality.

Our author, [Baydawi], God rest his soul,17 held that the concept
of an essence is perhaps accidental to the entity of which it is affirmed
to be true. However, a commonality in accidental qualities does not
require either a commonality among the substrates or their mutual
resemblance to one another in real nature.

The philosophers hold that the 'essence' of [God] is the same as
His '[general, absolute] existence'18 which participates as a com-

17 This formula (in L: [r-h], in T: [Rahamahu Allah ta'ala5]) is not in the MS
or MS Garrett 989Ha. Conceivably, Isfahani here could be indicating the recency
of Baydawi's death, the reported dates of which are variously listed from 1286 to
1316. See the Preface note on Baydawi for information supporting the late date of
716/1316. If, as is probable, Isfahani in Cairo wrote this commentary for al-Malik
al-Nasir Muhammad beginning not long after 732/1332 when he met the king [See
the Preface note on Isfahani], the slow traveling final news of Baydawi's death in
Tabriz would still be classed under "recent necrology" in the minds of Muslim
scholars. Isfahani himself died in 749/1348.

To be sure, we admit there is also a gentle Arabic irony in this use of the for-
mula, since Isfahani here is smoothing away a small error of Baydawi's judgment.

18 MS gl: Objection has been raised that this is not correct, for the doctrine of
the philosophers is that His quiddity is identical to His 'specific existence' [cayn
wujudihi al-khas], this being the substrate for the [general] existence which is the
commonality. [N.B. But this note contradicts the general understanding of the
philosophers' position.]

Nasir al-Din Tusi (Talkhis al-Muhassal, p. 155) reports Ibn Sina's position: . . . "The
quiddity of God is the same as the [His general] existence, [mahfyat Allah nafs al-
wujud]."
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monality in the existence of the possible realities. But [they hold]
that His 'essence', that is, '[what they call general] existence', is dis-
tinguished from [God's] quiddity19 by its abstraction, and by the
absence [of any examples] of its being an accidental quality to any-
thing else. As a statement expounding this has just preceded there
is no need to repeat it.20

Baydawi said: L 326, T 157

2. Exclusion of corporeality and regionality

[Our position in this topic] is in contrast to [the doctrines of] the
Karramiyah21 and of the anthropomorphists.22

We hold that if [God] were to exist within some particular region
and within some particular space, then either He would be divisi-
ble and thus be a body, and since every body is a composite and
is temporally originated, according to the preceding discussions, the
Necessary Existent would be a composite and temporally originated,
and it would be contrary to our hypothesis; or He would not be
divisible and thus would be an atomic particle, which would be
impossible by consensus.

Furthermore, if [God] were to exist within a particular space and

19 MS gl: The existence of [God] is the same as His quiddity [mahiyah], as is
the doctrine of the Shaykh [al-Ashcari], Abu al-Husayn [al-Basri] and the philoso-
phers; or, it is an addition to it, as is the doctrine of the majority of the Mutakallimun;
and it is either on an equality with the existence of the possible realities or it is
different. In the section [of this work] on the universals [Book 1, Section 1, Chapter 2,
Topic 3:2] a sufficient treatment [of this problem] has preceded, so there is no
meaning in repeating it all.

20 In this present discussion Isfahani unfortunately fails to make plain the difference
between 'specific existence', which constitutes the essence of God the Necessary
Existent, and 'absolute, or general, existence' which is the commonality among all
existents, this latter 'general existence' being accidental to [God's] 'specific existence'.
The two glosses in the MS cited in the notes above demonstrate the ease and fre-
quency of the confusion among the successive scholarly owners of the MS as to
the terminology and concepts presented. In contrast, compare Isfahani's clear treat-
ment in the conclusion of Chapter 1 above, and the longer discussion in Book 1,
cited in the preceding note.

21 See the discussion of the relationship of the Karramiyah to this in the article
"Allah" by D.B. Macdonald in the En-I-1 and 2, and in the Shorter Encyclopaedia of
Islam.

22 See the discussion of the relationship of the anthropomorphists to this in the
article "Allah" by L. Gardet in En-I-2.
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a particular region, then He would be limited in importance, accord-
ing to preceding discussions, and while His importance was being
determined He would stand in need of an agent for individuation
and preferral [for existence], which would be impossible.

Isfahani says: L 326, T 157, MS 166b

2. Exclusion of corporeality and regionality

We hold23 that God Most High does not exist in a body, [this posi-
tion being] in contrast to the corporealists, nor does He exist in
some particular region [of the universe], in contrast to the Karramiyah
and the anthropomorphists.

You should know that all the corporealists are agreed that [God]
Most High exists in a particular region, but the Karramiyah,24 the
disciples of Ahmad Ibn al-Karram25 vary somewhat from them. One
of them, namely, Muhammad Ibn al-Haysam,26 said that [God] Most
High exists in a particular region above the throne, this region being
without limit, and the distance between Him and the Throne also
is without limit, although some of his colleagues held the distance
to be limited. All of them excluded from Him [any consideration of]
five of the [directional] regions27 while affirming with reference to Him
only [the region] "below", which is the place for any other being.

These colleagues of Muhammad Ibn al-Haysam held that He exists
on His Throne, as did the other corporealists, some of whom held

23 The MS and MS Garrett 989Ha omit the introductory, "We hold" [fa-naqul].
24 MS gl: Who are among the corporealists.
25 I.e., Abu £Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Karram; cf. En-I-2 art. "Karramiyyah"

by C.E. Bosworth, and Shahrastani's Muslim Sects and Divisions, tr. by A.K. Kazi
and J.G. Flynn, p. 92.

26 L & T clearly point the letter "Sad" making it into a "Dad", but the MS
does not.

27 MS gl: Namely, above, to the right, to the left, before, and behind.
28 MS 166b gl: That is, in the pattern of mankind [Ay cala3 surat al-insan]. Their

evidence is drawn from the word of Him the Most High, "God created Adam in
his pattern", [khalaqa Allah ta'ala3 Adam cala3 suratihi] and they assert that the
pronoun refers to God, but the true situation is that it is not according to their
assertion. The pronoun refers to The Adam [i.e., 'mankind'; cf. in Hebrew: ha-
adam], with its meaning being that God created Adam [the individual] upon the
pattern of him that was [already] linked to His [divine] knowledge in eternity.
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that His existence [on the throne] was according to a pattern,28

L 327 and that He came and went.29

[Baydawi], our author, presented the argument for the exclusion
of any regionality [from God] but not the argument for the exclusion
of corporeality. [This was for two reasons], because to exclude region-
ality implies the exclusion of corporeality, and because the argument
for the exclusion of regionality includes exclusion of corporeality.

If you understand this, we may then state our position that if God
Most High should exist in some region [of the universe] and within
a space, then either He would be divisible and thus be a body,—
but since every body is a composite and a temporal phenomenon
according to preceding discussions, T 158 the Necessary Existent
would be a composite and a temporal phenomenon, and this would
be contrary to the hypothesis;—or He would not be divisible, and
thus He would be an atomic particle, which would be impossible
MS 167a by consensus.

Furthermore, if God were to exist within some particular region
[of the universe] and within a particular space, then He would be
limited in importance. But this conclusion is false, so the premise is
likewise. The logic in use here is because of what has preceded
regarding the limitation of dimensions. The conclusion would be false
because the determination of His importance by that [standard of]
importance would be as a [mere] possible reality having need for
an agent of specification and preference, which would be impossible.

They30 could object that the agent for specification and preference
would be the essence of [God] Most High, which would not be
impossible.

But a better statement [of the rebuttal] would be that if God Most
High should exist within some particular region [of the universe]
and [within a particular] space, then He would be acceptant of divi-
sion and of various shapes and of various states of being, namely,
motion, rest, joining together and separation. But all of that would
be impossible as the prerogative of the Necessary Existent the Most
High, since the necessity of His existence excludes all these things.

29 MS gl: On the basis of the word of [God] Most High, "When your Lord
comes, with the angels in rank upon rank." [Qur'an 89:22]

30 MS gl: I.e., the corporealists.
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Baydawi said: L 327, T 158

The argument of the corporealists

[The Corporealists] have presented an argument on the basis of
both reason and traditional authority.

a. As to reason, they argue from two aspects.
1. The intuition of reason observes that of [any] two existent

things one either must be functioning within the other, as are a sub-
stance and its quality, or must be distinctly separated from [the other]
in regionality [jihah], as are the heavens and the earth. But God,
praise be to Him, is not a substrate for the universe, nor does He
inhere within it, so He is entirely distinct from it in regionality.

2. A body requires both a particular space and a particular
region, because of the fact that it is self-subsistent. God, praise be
to Him the Most High, has a commonality with [a body] in this
fact, and thus He also has a commonality with it in requiring these
two factors.

b. As to traditional authority, there are verses [of Qur'anic Scripture]
that give information about His corporeality and His regionality.

Replies to the corporealists

a. 1.—a. The reply to the first point [of their argument from
reason] is that such a limitation [of reference] is impossible, and
intuition is observant of the disagreement among intelligent people.

a.2.~a. [The reply] to the second point [of their argument from
reason] is that a body requires both factors [i.e., a particular space
and a particular region] according to [the demands of] its own
specific real nature.

b.—a. [The reply to their argument from] verses [of Qur'anic
Scripture] is that these do not contradict intellectual assertions that
do not accept a plain interpretation. Therefore, the knowledge [the
verses] contain either is committed to God Most High, as was the
method of our predecessors, or it is given an interpretation such as
the fullest [Qur'an] commentaries have recorded.
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Isfahan! says: L 327, T 158, MS 167a

The argument of the corporealists

Those who assert that God Most High exists in a [particular] region
and in a [particular] space have presented an argument on the basis
of both reason and traditional authority to the effect that He the
Most High does indeed exist in a particular region and in a par-
ticular space.

a. Their argument from reason is from two aspects.
1. The first aspect is that intuitive reason observes that with

any two given existents, one of the two either must be functioning
within the other, so that a reference to one of them would be a ref-
erence to the other, as in the case of a substance and its accident,
where the accident inhering in the substance functions within it so
that a reference to the substance is the same as a reference to the
accident; or one of the two L 328 must be distinctly separated
from the other in region, as are the heaven and the earth, and just
as God Most High is not a substrate for the universe nor does He
inhere in it, He is thus distinctly separated from the universe in
regionality.31

2. The second aspect is that a body requires a particular region
and a particular space because of the fact that it is an existent sub-
sisting in itself. Now God, praises to Him the Most High, has com-
monality with a body in the fact of being a self-subsisting existent,
thus, He would have commonality with a body in requiring a par-
ticular space and a particular region, and therefore, He exists within
a particular space and within a particular region.

b. And their argument from traditional authority is that there are
verses [of Qur'anic Scripture] that give information about His cor-
poreality and His regionality, such as are the [following] statements
of [God] Most High:

"And the heavens a rolled up bundle in His right hand", [Qur'an
39:67] and

"... I have created by my own hands",32 [Q_ 38:75] and

31 MS gl: Thus the Necessary Existent exists in a particular region, which was
the goal of the [corporealists'] argument.

32 The MS quotation includes also the preposition and personal pronoun pre-
ceding these words, "to what" Qi-ma].
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"The hand of God is above their hands", [0,48:10] and
"The Compassionate One in formal audience enthroned", [Q, 20:5]

and other verses.

Replies to the corporealists

a. 1 .-a. The reply to the first aspect of the argument from rea-
son is in rejecting such a limitation of reference. We do not grant
that for every given two existents one of them either must be func-
tioning within the other, or be distinctly separate from it in region.
[This is because] it would be admissible that [the first one] should
be distinctly separate from [the second] in both essence and in real-
ity but not in regionality. Further, [the reply] is that the observa-
tion of intuition is rejected here because of the disagreement among
intelligent people about this matter.33 Indeed, if MS 167b intu-
itive reason should observe that for every two existents one of them
inevitably would be either functioning within the other or would be
distinctly separated from it in region, then there would be no dis-
agreement about [the matter] among intelligent people.

a.2.—a. The response to the second aspect [of the argument
from reason] is that a body requires a particular space and a par-
ticular region according to [the demands of] its own specific real
nature; but God, may He be praised, has no commonality with [the
body] in its own specific real nature, and therefore, He has no com-
monality with [the body] in requiring a particular space and a par-
ticular region.

b.-a. The reply to the argument [from traditional authority] based
on the verses quoted [is] that [they] are receptive to interpretation
because they do not appear to contradict intellectual assertions that
do not accept a plain interpretation because of their own cogency.
In such a case [of receptivity to interpretation] the knowledge con-
tained [in these verses] either

1. would be committed to God Most High which was the prac-
tice of our predecessors, and [this] is the doctrine of those who make
it a duty to wait upon God according to His word, "For no one
knows how to interpret [His word] but God . . .", [Qur'an 3:7] or

2. it would be given an interpretation according to the method
of the exegetes, and [according to] the teaching of someone favor-

MS gl: I.e., about whether He the Most High exists in a region and a place.
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ably attached to His word,34 ". . . those who are firmly established
in knowledge" [Qur'an 3:7]35 [i.e., knowledge based] upon God. The
various interpretations are set forth and closely studied in the fullest
commentaries [on the Qur'an].

Baydawi said: L 328, T 158

3. Exclusion of union and incarnate indwelling

a. Union. The first [of these two concepts of accidental qualities,
'union', is excluded,] because if [God] Most High should be 'united'
with any other being, then if both [entities] should continue on as

34 L and T: [catafa]; the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha: [ya'taf]; also as gloss in
MS Garrett 989Ha: [ma'tuf 'ala'].

3D The MS alone has dropped the phrase "in knowledge" from the Qur'an quote.
36 See the articles "Hulul" by L. Massignon/G.C. Anawati and "Ittihad" by

R. Nicholson/G.C. Anawati in the En-I-2. Both articles indicate that the two terms
overlapped in meaning so as to be practically synonymous, and that both terms
referred directly to the doctrine of the Incarnation as the concept being rejected
by Muslim scholars. In the first article 14 sects of Sufis are also listed as holding
various concepts of 'indwelling'.

In the choice of which English word would be most appropriate in translating
the Arabic word [hului], we have to consider the force of the two statements which
follow.

1) "Muslim authors normally call the Christian doctrine of the Incarnation [hulul],
although Christian authors speak of [ta'annus], [tajassud], and also of [ittihad]."
[Quoted from Massignon/Anawati, article "Hulul".]

2) "It cannot be too often said that the term [hulul] does not mean incarnation
in the Christian sense." [Quoted from J.W. Sweetman, Islam and Christian TTieology,
Pt. 1, v. 2, p. 98. (this vol. publ. in 1947).]

Therefore, the study in hand by Baydawi, as well as its commentary by Isfahani,
is speaking about 'incarnation'—but only in the sense understood by these Muslim
authors—when the term [hulul] is used. The Baydawi/Isfahani concept of 'incar-
nation' is not the concept of 'incarnation' "in the Christian sense". Now, just as
the concepts behind 'indwelling' and 'union' became nearly synonymous in the
usage of Muslim scholars, so also it appears that the concepts of 'indwelling' and
'incarnation' had also become synonymous, being rejected as a single idea.

As to the practical matter of the English translation, Professor Calverley had
decided to use 'indwelling' for [hulul], but was undecided between 'identity' and
'union' for [ittihad], and Sweetman also had recommended the term 'indwelling'
to be used as the meaning of [hulul]. The Editor therefore believes that 'indwelling',
but qualified by the adjective 'incarnate', should be used to translate Baydawi's and
Isfahani's thought and writing. 'Incarnate indwelling', then, should transmit the
intended meaning most clearly and correctly. This particular problem in transla-
tion between languages and faiths is a dilemma of the severest degree in the his-
tory of inter-faith dialogue and polemics.
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two existents, then they still would be two, not one; but if it should
be otherwise [i.e., than continuing as two existents], then either the
two of them would not be united, but rather, both would become
nonexistent and a third entity would exist, or one of them would
become nonexistent, and the other would remain.

b. Incarnate indwelling. The second [of these accidental qualities,
incarnate indwelling, is excluded], because as an intellectual concept
it involves the subsistence of one existent in another existent by way
of subordination, and this would be an untenable doctrine regard-
ing the Necessary Existent.37

These two doctrines [of 'union' and 'incarnate indwelling'] are
reported as being held by the Christians and by some of the Sufi
groups. Now, if the meaning intended [by these people] is what we
have set forth, then its corruption is obvious. But if they mean some-
thing other than this, then a conception of it must be presented to
begin with, in order that an assertion of judgment regarding it might
arise either in affirmation or in exclusion.

Isfahani says: L 328/329, T 158, MS 167b

3. Exclusion of union and incarnate indwelling

a. Union. 'Union' is [the concept of an accidental quality] where
a single entity that has had being in its own identity then it becomes
another entity. This is the understanding of [union] in its 'real sense'.38

What indicates that this would be impossible is the fact that if the
Necessary Existent should 'unite' with some other being, and

1. if both these beings should continue after the union as two
existents, then they would still be T 159 two distinct entities, not
one, and this would exclude the union; but

37 A statement complementary to this argument is provided by J.W. Sweetman
in the same work and location previously cited:

"The idea of indwelling was attacked from the standpoint of an Aristotelian con-
ception of 'suppositum' [mahall]",—i.e., God could not be conceived as subsisting
in a 'suppositum'.—". . . whereas the Christian theologian is as much concerned to
deny that God can be contained in a suppositum as any Muslim."

38 See the discussion of the various types of union under 'real' and 'metaphori-
cal', in the aforementioned article, "Ittihad", in the En-I-2 by L. Massignon and
G.C. Anawati.
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2. if they should not continue as two existents, then [again]
they would not be united. [This is] because in that case either

a) both of them would become nonexistent and a third entity
would exist, the [first] two not being united because a nonexistent
may not unite with a nonexistent; or else,

b) if one of the two should be nonexistent and the other
continue [as an existent], and

1) if the nonexistent one should become the second and
the one continuing [as an existent] [should become] the first, then
[again] no union would be realized at all, and

2) if the nonexistent one should be the first and the one
continuing [as an existent] [should be] the second, then likewise no
union would be realized at all, because in either case [1) or 2)] the
first [actually] would not have become the second, but rather the
first would have been nonexistent.

An objection has been raised not granting that if they should be
two existents then they would not unite. The exclusion of 'union'
would be implied only if they should be two existents having two
[disparate] existences and individuations, and that [union] would be
impossible. Indeed, it would be admissible for them to be two existents
having a single [common] existence and a single [common] indi-
viduation, as in the genus and difference.39

The response [to this objection] is that the single existence and
[its] single individuation, which40 the two [disparate] existents and
[their] two individuations would have become through their mutual
union, MS 168a would be either

aa) one of the first two existences [previously sepa-
rate] and one of the first two individuations, or would be

bb) some third existence and a third individuation.
If the first [alternative (aa) should be true], then it would be implied

that one of the two was necessarily annihilated, and then it would
be implied that the union was nonexistent. If the second [alterna-
tive (bb) should be true],41 then inevitably either

39 MS gl: For they two are different in essence but united in existence, as is
Zayd.

40 L & T have the dual [alladhayn], but the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha have
the singular [alladhl].

41 MS gl: I.e., the existence of some third thing.
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cc) both of the first two existences and individuations
would continue [as existents], or

dd) they would not.
The first alternative (cc) would make it necessary that one entity

be an existent having two mutually differing existences and two indi-
viduations,42 which would be absolutely impossible, and the second
alternative (dd) would make it necessary that either

ee) one of the two entities would be annihilated and
one would become an existent having two existences and individu-
ations, or

ff) that both would be annihilated and some third
entity would come into being.

Of these latter two alternatives the first (ee) is impossible,43 and
from the second (ff) there is inferred the exclusion of the union. It
is not possible that the two existences and the two individuations
should unite; otherwise, it would be implied that the existence and the
individuation would be two existents,44 which would be impossible.45

b. Incarnate indwelling. The second [accidental quality], namely,
incarnate indwelling, is excluded because the intellectual concept of
it is the subsistence of one existent in another existent by way of
subordination with the condition that self-subsistence is impossible.
Incarnate indwelling in this sense cannot possibly be ascribed to God
Most High46

The position held [in these concepts] of 'union' and 'incarnate
indwelling' is reported to be held by the Christians and by some
Sufi [Muslim] groups.

42 MS gl: One of the two having a commonality and the other being specific.
43 MS gl: Because it would necessitate both the contradiction of the hypothesis,

namely, the union, and that the second entity should be an existent twice.
44 MS gl: Because a union would be based on existence, accordingly with what

you have learned to the effect that a nonexistent may not unite with something
else, be it an existent or a nonexistent.

45 MS gl: Because according to [our opponents] both existence and individua-
tion are matters of the intellect not having concrete existence.

46 MS gl: Because God Most High is self-subsistent [qa'im bi-dhatihi].
Review also the complementary argument related by Sweetman that is given in

the note to Baydawi's corresponding text above: "The idea of indwelling was attacked
from the standpoint of an Aristotelian conception of'suppositum'",—i.e., God could
not be conceived as subsisting in a suppositum,—". . . whereas the Christian the-
ologian is as much concerned to deny that God can be contained in a suppositum
as any Muslim." [J.W. Sweetman, op. cit., Pt. 1, v. 2, p. 98.]
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1. It is reported of the Christians that these are their doctrines:
a) The Three Hypostases47 became a union of the Father,

Son, and Spirit of the Holy One;48

b) The human nature of the Messiah and [his] divine [nature]
became a union;49 and

c) The Creator [Most High] was incarnately indwelling in
Jesus, peace be upon him.50

47 [al-Aqanim al-Thalathah] MS gl: Being the plural of the term [uqnum], a
Syriac word meaning a characteristic [or, attribute]. Also, in one theory it is 'the
subsistent principle' [huwa al-asl] [so translated by E.E. Calverley, i.e., the term as
a noun, rather than adjective, not merely a characteristic].

Writers from both Christianity and Islam have suggested various abstract terms
for the individual hypostases, as a brief selection shows (following the traditional
terms and order):

a. Isfahani's list given above—Existence, Knowledge, Life—is the same as that
given by Tahanawi in his Kashshaf istilahat al-junun [- Dictionary of Technical Terms] a
book finished in 1158/1745 [En-I-2, s.v. "Tahanawi" by R. Sellheim];

b. Yahya ibn 'Adi (A.D. 893—974): "the sole distinction of the persons [of the
Trinity is] by [the relationships of] paternity, filiation, and procession." R.H. Devalve,
The Apologetic Writings of Yahya ibn 'Adi, p. 154.;

c. Eliyya of Nisibis (A.D. 1008-1049): Essence, Word, Spirit;
d. Ghazali (A.D. 1058-1111): [caql] Intellect, [caqil] Intelligence, [ma'quliyah]

Intelligibility;
48 [Ruh al-Qudus] NB. this is stated in the form of an adjunctive relation.
MS gl: That is, 'life' [or, the living nature] [al-hayah].
49 [al-nasut] (the Messiah's human nature) [MS gl: That is, the human body of

Jesus,] and [al-lahut] (his divine nature) "became a union"—
MS glosses: 1. That is, [between his] humanity and divinity. 2. [That is, with

his] spiritual [nature] [ruhamyah]. 3. That is, with the essence of God Most High.
°° See also the discussion of these topics in J.W. Sweetman's Islam and Christian

Theology, esp. pt. 1, v. 2, pp. 89 ff. In addition, the unpublished dissertations by
Peter B. Doghramji [in 1970] on the Coptic theologian, Abu Ishaq Ibrahim Ibn
al-cAssal [d. 1260], and by Robert H. Devalve [in 1973] on the Christian logician
and translator, Yahya ibn cAdi [893—974] present the writings of two of the lead-
ing Christians in the ongoing debate and dialogue.

A series of glosses at L 329 follow:
a. The Christians say that the Messiah is two substances [jawharan], a divine

substance [lahutf], i.e., related to the Lord [al-Rabb], and a human substance
[nasuti], i.e., related to the incarnate indwelling [hulul]. Then the two substances
united and became the Messiah. [From "M"] In the MS this gloss is nearly iden-
tical, except for the second 'substance':

". . . and a human substance, that is, related to mankind [al-khalq] . . ."
The MS gloss is attributed clearly to Jurjani's commentary on Iji's work, Shark

Mawaqif.
b. They say that the Messiah has two substances, divine [ilahi] and human

[insani], and for that reason there issued from him divine acts, such as the pro-
duction [ikhtira1] of physical objects [al-ajsam] and the giving of life to the dead,
and also human acts, such as eating and drinking, etc. [From the Saha'if]

c. Some of them say that the divinity is with the humanity as the soul is with
the human body. It is said that the Word sometimes was introduced into [qad
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2. And of some Sufi groups it is reported that these are their
doctrines.

a) When a mystic comes to the end of the highest of his
spiritual stages then his personal identity becomes extinguished, and
the existent person becomes God in solitude. This degree L 330
is the annihilation [of personal self-consciousness] within the divine
singularity.

b) God Most High is incarnately indwelling in [individual]
mystics.

Now, if by 'union' and 'incarnate indwelling' [the Christians and
some Sufi Muslim groups] mean what we have set forth, then the
corruption of [this cluster of ideas]51 is obvious. But if they mean
by it something other than this, then a conception of it must be pre-
sented to begin with, in order that an assertion of judgment regard-
ing it might arise either in exclusion or in affirmation, since neither
the exclusion nor the affirmation of it is possible until a conception
has been formed of what is meant.

tadakhala] the fleshly body [jasad], and there would issue from him miracles
[khawariq al-cadat], such as the giving life to the dead and the healing of the one
born blind [al-akmah] and the like of these. Sometimes [the Word] would leave
him, and then pains and troubles and more than these would fill him. [From the
Shark Maqasid \al-Falasifah lil-Ghazali/by Mascud ibn cUmar al-Taftazani.]

d. The Christians have taken the position that God Most High is one substance
of three hypostases [aqanfrn], which are existence [wujud], knowledge [cilm] and
the living nature [hayat], and which are referred to by them as the Father, the
Son and the Spirit of the Holy One, or, to be more precise, what they say is a
'Holy Spirit' [ruhan qudsan]. They mean by the 'substance' a self-subsisting entity,
and by the 'hypostasis' [al-uqnum] an attribute [sifah]. But to posit [jacl] the one
as three is either ignorance, or it is an inclination to treat the attributes as the
essence itself. Their limiting of the doctrine to 'knowledge' and 'life', without the
'power' or anything else is only more ignorance. It is as if they posit 'power' as
deriving from 'life', and 'hearing' and 'sight' from 'knowledge'.

Then they say that the Word, which is the hypostasis of knowledge, united with
the physical body [jasad] of the Messiah and dissolved in it [tadhawwabat] a) by
way of blending, as wine in water, according to the Melkites [al-Malka°iyah], or b)
by way of irradiation [ishraq], as the sun shines through a small window [kuwah]
upon crystal [ballur], according to the Nestorians, or c) by way of transformation
[inqilab] to flesh and blood wherein the Divine [al-Ilah] became the Messiah, accord-
ing to the Jacobites. [al-Taftazani, op. cit.]

51 The singular pronoun would indicate that the two, 'union' and 'incarnate
indwelling', are referred to as a single idea cluster. Isfahani's list of topics at the
beginning of chapter 2 names only 'union' as the third exclusion; thus 'incarnation'
would be a corollary and treated as [practically] synonymous with the excluded
'union'. This is further evidence of the material given in the En-I-2 articles on
"Ittihad" and "Hulul" cited above.
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Baydawi said: L 330, T 159

4. Exclusion of temporal phenomena from subsistence in God

Understand that the attributes of the Creator Most High may be
divided into:

a. dependent adjunctions having no existence among the individ-
ual quiddities, examples being the dependent linkage of [God's]
knowledge, power and will, which are [all] changeable and inter-
changeable; and

b. real entities, as are the [divine] knowledge, power and will
themselves. These are eternal and they neither undergo change nor
are they interchanged, in contrast to the doctrine of the Karramiyah.

We have the following reasons [in support of our doctrine].
1. The first [reason] is that a change in [God's] attributes nec-

essarily would bring about a passivity in Himself, which would be
impossible.

2. The second [reason] is that anything that is properly attrib-
utable to [God] is by common consent an attribute of perfection, so
that if He should be devoid of it, then He would be deficient, which
would be impossible.

3. The third [reason in support of our doctrine] is that if it
should be valid for [God] to be described in terms of a temporal
phenomenon, then it would have been valid for Him to be described
in terms of it from all eternity. [This is so] because, if His essence
should be acceptant of a temporal attribute, then that receptivity
would be either a concomitant of Himself, or [the explanation for
it logically] would terminate in a concomitant receptivity, in order
to preclude argument in an infinite series; and thus [the temporal
attribute] would not be separable from Him. Also, the validity of
the attribution would depend upon whether the attribute had valid
existence, in the same way a relationship is dependent upon that to
which it is related. Thereby the existence of a temporal phenome-
non would be valid for eternity, which is impossible.

So it is established by this [reasoning] that nothing eternal may
be characterized by temporal phenomena. And this may be inverted
by contraposition52 to [say that] nothing characterized by temporal
phenomena would be eternal.

al-Mucjam al-Falsqfi/li-Murad Wahbah, quoting from Ta'rifat al-Jurjani.
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4. The fourth [reason supporting our doctrine] is that a) if the
factor that would require a temporal attribute should be [God's own]
essence, or something concomitant to Himself, then there would be
an implicit preferring without an agent of preferral on the part of
one of these two admissible entities. But b) if [the necessitating fac-
tor] should be another temporal attribute, then argument in an
infinite series would be implicit. And c) if it still should be some-
thing else, then the Necessary Existent would need a separately inde-
pendent cause for His attribute. But all of these options would be
impossible.

An objection could be raised whether, although indeed [God] Most
High does not show passivity to any other than Himself, it would
not be admissible for His essence to require succesive attributes each
of which would be conditioned upon the cessation of the other, or
would be specified for a time and state of its own due to the divine
will's linkage to it, [each attribute] differing from those that had dis-
appeared. Thus, His perfection would be continuous, and the pos-
sibility of His being qualified by [a temporal phenomenon],—as [such
qualification] would depend upon [the attribute] being a possibil-
ity,—would not be before it would become a possibility.

Argument of the Karramiyah
On their part, the Karramiyah presented their argument that:

a. [God] Most High was [at one time] not the agent for the exis-
tence of the universe, then He became its agent; and

b. Subsistence of the eternal attributes in [God] is validated by
the absolute nature of the fact that they are [only] attributes and
causal factors,—because eternity is a privative entity that may not
properly be part of a necessitating agency,—and temporal phenom-
ena have a commonality with [the eternal attributes] in that absolute
fact, so there would be validation for their subsistence in the essence
of [God].

The response [to these arguments] is that the change would be
in the adjunction and the dependent linkage, not in the attribute.
Furthermore, the agency validating the subsistence of those attrib-
utes would be their own specific realities. Or, perhaps 'eternity' would
be the precondition [for their validation] L 331 while 'temporal-
ity' would be the impossibility [of it].
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Isfahani says: L 331, T 159, MS 168a

4. Exclusion of temporal phenomena from subsistence in God

You should understand that an attribute characterizing an entity
would be [one of the following types].

a. [The a. type of attribute] would be embedded in the entity
qualified and would not require that it be adjoined to T 160 some-
thing else, as blackness is to a body, as well as shape and beauty.53

b. Or, [the b. type of attribute] would be embedded in the entity
qualified and would require that it be adjoined to something else.
Then this latter [second type] is subdivided into [the following kinds]:

1. [A b. —1. attribute] would not change when there is a change
in the entity to which it is adjoined, an example MS 168b being
the power to implement motion-change in a given body. This kind
is an attribute embedded in the entity qualified by it, and linked
adjunctively to some universal factor such as the power to imple-
ment motion-change in material bodies, in whatever manner it may
be, by a necessity both basic and essential.

[For example]: in this system a stone, a horse and a tree would
be included, but in a secondary manner. Indeed the linkage of par-
ticular adjunctions to the power to implement motion-change in a
given body would not be a linkage that was concomitant to [the
power]. For even if originally there had been no stone on the scene
of possibility and no adjunction with the power to move it had ever
come about, still that circumstance would not destroy the fact that
the power [of itself] would be able to move a given body. The
power would not change if there should be a change in the cir-
cumstances of the things that are the object of its power; only the
external adjunctions would change. The reason for that54 is that the
power requires that an adjunction to something universal be of a
necessity that is basic and essential, and [that an adjunction] to the
particulars subsumed under that universal be of a secondary neces-
sity, not essential, but on account of that primary universal. The pri-
mary universal with which the power is linked cannot [possibly]

33 The MS adds in the margin, as if it had been skipped by the scribe, "ugli-
ness", while MS Garrett 989Ha has the same addition as an interlinear gloss.

54 MS gl: I.e., for the lack of a change.
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change, and for this reason the power does not change with it. As
for the particulars, they may change, and by their change the par-
ticular accidental adjunctions linked with them change.

2. Or, [a b.—2. attribute] would change when there is a change
in the object to which it is adjoined, an example being knowledge.
This kind is

a) an attribute embedded in the knower who is qualified
by it,

b) it is linked adjunctively to what is knowable, and
c) it changes according to any change in what is knowable.55

[For example]: the knowledge [at first] is that Zayd does not exist,
but then when Zayd is created, it becomes the knowledge that Zayd
does exist, so both the relationship of adjunction and the knowledge
that is adjoined change together. It is the knowledge about a given
thing that makes the adjunction to [the thing] specifically its own,56

so much so that the knowledge adjoined to a universal causal fac-
tor would not thereby be adequate [to serve] as the knowledge of
a particular. Rather, the knowledge of a [changed] result would be
revised knowledge that would imply a revised adjunction, and a
revised structure newly made for the soul would be an adjunction
newly and specially made [for it], unlike the former knowledge, and
unlike the structure of its [previous] reality. But it would not be like
the power [i.e., to implement change] that is a single structure hav-
ing a variety of adjunctions.

c. Or, [a b.-3. attribute] would not be embedded in the entity
qualified but it would require being an adjunct to something else,
as a thing [may require] being to the right of or to the left of [some-

55 MS gl: This is based on the doctrine of the philosophers to the effect that
knowledge is a term for a presently existing form [al-surah al-hasilah]. The adjunc-
tion of every form belongs specifically to that for which it is the form, and the
form-bearer will change when there is a change in that form, which is knowledge.

In contrast, the Mutakallimun say that knowledge is a term for a single attribute
which is linked to the knowables. It does not increase as these increase, nor does
it change as these change. The increase and change belong only to the adjunction
and the linkages, as in the case of power.

56 Compare our rule that every subject of an active verb [fa'il] must be in the
nominative case. The knowledge adjoined to a universal causal factor would not
be adequate thereby to serve as the knowledge of a particular; that is, a [general]
knowledge about Zayd [would not adequately cover the circumstance] of Zayd's
demise.
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thing else].57 This type [of attribute] is an adjunction solely, differing
from [those with the adjunctions of] power58 and knowledge.59

The [ b. type] of attribute, inclusive of both b.-l. and b.~2., [those
adjoined to power and knowledge] is a structure embedded in the
entity qualified and having subordinate to it an adjunction that is
either a concomitant60 or a property.61 So the object qualified by
these two [types, i.e., the adjunctions of power and of knowledge]
possesses an adjoined structure,62 and is not something having an
adjunction solely.63 L 332

If you have understood the foregoing, then let us return to our
review of what is in the text [of Baydawi's book].

We hold that the attributes of the Creator Most High and Holy
may be divided into: MS 169a

a. [dependent] adjunctions64 which have no existence among the
individual quiddities, [examples being] the linkages of power, knowl-
edge and will, and indeed, these linkages are solely attributes,65 hav-
ing no existence among the individual quiddities, and these adjunctions
are changeable and interchangeable; and

b. real entities, [examples being] the [divine] knowledge, power
and will themselves. They are eternal, and they neither undergo
change nor may they be interchanged.

[Our doctrine] is in contrast to the doctrine of the Karramiyah,
for they grant the admissibility of change in [God's] attributes.66 We
have the following reasons in support of our doctrine.

5/ The MS and MS Garrett 989Ha vary from L and T, reading, "as your being
to the right of" [mithla kawnaka yamman].

58 MS gl: namely, the second type [i.e., 2a) above].
59 MS gl: Namely, the third type [i.e., 2b) above].
60 MS glosses: 1. I.e., in the [adjunction of] power; 2. As the adjunction of power

to the universal entity.
61 MS gl: I.e., in the [adjunction] of knowledge.
62 MS gl: What is meant by something possessing an adjoined structure is the

object that is qualified having its attribute embedded within it.
63 MS gl: Which would be the fourth type [i.e., c. above].
64 MS Garrett 989Ha adds here: adjunctions "solely" [idafat mahdah].
65 T incorporates the phrase "solely attributes" [idafat sifat mahdah] into the

text, while L indicates that the term "attribute" is in the text of some manuscripts.
The MS and MS Garrett 989Ha lack such indication. Here MS Garrett 989Ha
has the first predicate in the singular: These linkages are "solely an adjunction."

66 [I.e., those] that are real entities, having subsistence in the essence of [God]
Most High.
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1. The first [reason divine attributes do not change] is that any
change of His attributes would necessarily cause passivity in Himself,67

because what governs His attributes is Himself. Now a change in
the result of a necessary cause will indicate that there is a change
in its necessary cause [itself], because of the impossibility for the
necessary cause of something to remain [as it is] when the thing
itself is excluded [from remaining as it is].

2. The second [reason divine attributes do not change] is that
everything properly attributable to the Creator is an attribute of per-
fection.68 [That is so] because it is impossible to attribute to [God]
any attribute of imperfection, by consensus of all thinking people,
and so if He were devoid of some attribute of perfection, He would
be imperfect, which is impossible.

3. The third [reason divine attributes do not change] is that
if it should be valid for [God] Most High to have some temporal
phenomenon as an attribute, then it would have been valid for Him
to have had it as an attribute from all eternity.

[That is so] because, if [God's] essence should be acceptant of a
temporal attribute, then His receptivity to that temporal attribute
would be one of His own concomitants, or [the final explanation
of] it would terminate in a concomitant receptivity. And that is
because, if His receptivity to that temporal attribute were not one
of His own concomitants, or it did not terminate in a concomitant
receptivity, then the receptivity of the essence to that temporal attribute
would be in an accidental role, and thus [by this alternative means]
the essence would [still] be69 acceptant of that receptivity. So if [the
explanation of the causal chain of this acceptance of the accident]
were to terminate at some other concomitant receptivity, then that
would be the goal of the argument. But if the explanation of it
should not terminate at a concomitant receptivity, then the argu-
ment implicitly would be circular or in an infinite series, both of
which would be impossible. Therefore, the receptivity of [God's]
essence to that temporal attribute would either have to be a con-

67 MS gl: The passivity of Himself is impossible; because this would imply that
the essence of God would be the caused effect of another than He, and this is
indeed impossible.

68 MS gl: Not one of His attributes is a temporal phenomenon; otherwise, He
would have been without it before its origination.

69 L and the MS show a masculine prefix for the verb, while T shows a femi-
nine prefix.
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comitant of [God's] essence, or it would have to terminate at a con-
comitant receptivity. Moreover, if the receptivity of the essence for
that temporal attribute should be a concomitant of Himself or should
terminate at some concomitant receptivity, then that receptivity would
be inseparable from the essence. So it would be valid for Him to
have been characterized by a temporal attribute from all eternity.

Furthermore, valid characterization of the essence by an attribute
would depend upon the valid existence of the attribute, because the
characterization of the essence by an attribute is a relationship between
the essence and the attribute, and the relationship would depend
upon the existence of the two things to be related. Thus, a valid
characterization of the essence by the attribute would depend on the
valid existence of the attribute. For indeed, the validity of the depen-
dent factor is based upon the valid existence of the factor depended
upon. Therefore, [according to this argument], it would have been
valid for a temporal phenomenon to have existed through all eter-
nity past. [But] this would be an impossibility, MS 169b because
'eternity past' is an expression for excluding the principle of a begin-
ning, while 'temporal origination' is an expression for the certainty
of the principle of a beginning, and joining those two together would
be impossible.

Therefore it is established that no eternal entity may be charac-
terized by a temporal phenomenon. This may be inverted by con-
traposition to the proposition that no entity characterized by temporal
phenomena70 may be eternal. So, if God should be characterized by
temporal phenomena, then He would not be L 333 an eternal
being. But He is an eternal being; therefore, He may not be char-
acterized by temporal phenomena; and this is the goal of the argu-
ment. The demonstration of this argument is complete even without
T 161 presenting the contraposition.71 For if it has been established

70 In the two contraposed propositions both L and T show "things temporal"
first to be in the singular then in the plural. In the MS they are correctly both the
same, and in the singular, while in MS Garrett 989Ha they are the same but in
the plural.

71 MS gl: Assuming that the demonstration without presenting the contraposition
is ordered on the form of the first figure, in contrast to what would be the case if
it were inverted, for then it would be ordered on the form of the second figure
thus: God Most High is an eternal entity; No entity characterized by temporal phe-
nomena is eternal; which produces: God Most High may not be characterized by
temporal phenomena. The conclusion [al-istintaj] in the first figure is preferable to
that in the second figure.
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that no eternal entity may be characterized by a temporal phe-
nomenon, then it has been established that God Most High may
not be characterized by a temporal phenomenon.

Objection is raised that [to say] "a valid characterization of the
essence by the attribute" is not the same [in meaning] as [to say]
"the valid existence of the attribute" of itself. Thus certainty as to
one of them would not imply the certainty of the other.72 For the
meaning of a valid characterization of the essence by the attribute
in eternity past is that, if the attribute had been of itself a reality
possible then the essence would have been acceptant of it, [a mean-
ing] that does not require the attribute to have being as a valid
entity in itself.73

The response [to this objection] is that there is no disagreement
about the fact that valid characterization is not the same as the valid
existence of an attribute. But [the attribute's] valid characterization
depends upon its valid existence, because valid characterization would
depend upon its becoming real, and its becoming real would depend
upon its valid existence.74

Another objection could be raised that a valid characterization by
[the attribute] would not depend upon its [own] valid existence. For
the sure certainty of the origination of an object of power from the
Omnipotent One depends only upon whether the object of His power
has existence by itself.75 But if the existence of His object of power
should be impossible by some hindrance or by the cessation of some
condition, then that circumstance would not impair the validity of
an origination with Him.

4. The fourth [reason divine attributes do not change]76 is that
a) if the agency necessitating a temporal attribute should be

[God's] own essence or something in His own concomitants, then
there would be implied a preferring without any preferring agent.
[This is] because the relationship of the essence and its concomi-
tants to the occurrence of a temporal phenomenon at that precise
moment or at one preceding it would be equal. For just as its occur-

72 MS gl: Namely, the valid existence of the attribute of itself.
73 MS gl: So it would not be valid to posit the existence of a temporal attribute

in eternity past.
74 MS gl: So it would imply the existence of the temporal attribute in eternity

past.
75 MS gl: Not upon its becoming realized.
76 MS gl: [I.e.], indicating that He the Most High may not be characterized by

temporal phenomena.
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rence at that precise moment would be admissible, so its origination
at a moment preceding that would be admissible; and thus its orig-
ination at that precise moment would be a preferring of one of the
two admissible moments without an agent of preferral.

b) And if the agency necessitating a temporal attribute should
be another temporal characteristic, then we would transfer the dis-
cussion to the agency necessitating that temporal characteristic, and
then an argument in an infinite series would be implicit.

c) And if the agency necessitating the temporal attribute
should be neither the essence of [God], nor one of His concomi-
tants, nor another MS 170a temporal attribute, then the Necessary
Existent would need, for His temporal attribute,77 an independently
separate cause.78 But each of these options79 would be impossible.

[Baydawi] has made critical observations upon each of these four
Of)

reasons.
l.-a. Although the doctrine is that God Most High does not

show passivity to any other than Himself, still the lack of passivity
before any other does not imply that a change in His attributes
would be inadmissible. For it would be admissible for Himself to
require successive attributes wherein each of them would be condi-
tioned upon the cessation of the other. Thus, He would not show
passivity to another than Himself, but rather His passivity would be
to His own essence. For the agency necessitating the origination of
an attribute after the cessation of another would be Himself, and to
prevent showing passivity to Himself, according to this argument,
would be impossible.

2.~a. An objection could be raised that although the statement
that everything properly attributable to Him is an attribute of per-
fection is granted, an impossibility is placed before the opinion that
if He should be devoid of [an attribute of perfection] then He would
be deficient.81 But being devoid of [that perfection attribute] would

77 MS gl: I.e., for His characterization by a temporal attribute.
78 MS gl: Thus, [He Himself would be merely] a possible reality.
79 MS gl: These being preference without an agent of preference, argument in

an infinite series, and the need for another cause.
80 Baydawi's text does not have these observations in it. Therefore, after the writ-

ten text had been presented, they must come from oral comments at the close of
the lecture. These comments were recorded either by Isfahani's father, as Baydawi's
registered student, or by the junior Isfahani hearing and absorbing the lecture in
his father's shadow, as an unregistered student.

81 L gl: Because passivity in this sense would not be a concomitant of matter,
but rather it would be a passivity toward another, and here that is not the case.
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be a deficiency only if a vanishing attribute L 334 were to have
no replacing successor. And if [the vanishing attribute] should have
a replacing successor, then no deficiency would be implied, for it
would be admissible for Himself to require successive attributes, every
one of which would be specified for a [particular] time and cir-
cumstance through [its] linkage with the divine will [for it] at that
time and circumstance, and [each attribute] would be successor to
one that had vanished. Thus the [divine] perfection would be con-
tinuous82 and maintained among those successive attributes.

Let no one think that each one of those successive attributes would
have to be an attribute of perfection because, upon83 the cessation
of a preceding attribute, a deficiency [i.e., in God] would be implied
on account of His being devoid of some attribute of perfection. [That
is because] we hold that it would be admissible that the status of
the attribute as being an attribute of perfection should be condi-
tional upon the coming of that particular time specified for it. So it
may not be inferred that, if the essence should be devoid of that
particular attribute upon the cessation of its [assigned] time, then it
would constitute a deficiency. The result of this reasoning is that
each of the successive attributes would be an attribute of perfection
only at the time that is specified for it, and it would not be an
[attribute] of perfection at the cessation of its time, but rather, the
perfection [attribute] would be the subsequent attribute and [God]
then would be characterized by the latter.

3.-a. An objection could be raised making the logical sequence
here impossible, not granting that if it should be valid for God to
be characterized by a temporal phenomenon then it would have been
valid for Him to have been characterized by it from all eternity past.
For, since the possibility of characterization by a temporal attribute
would depend upon the [very] possibility of the temporal attribute,

a) there would be no possibility of characterization by a
temporal attribute prior to the [very] possibility of the temporal
attribute, because of the inherent impossibility of something depend-
ent84 having priority over that which it depends upon,85 and

82 L gl: I.e., His essence would be characterized by an attribute of perfection
without the need for a separate cause.

83 L reads "after" [ba'da zawal]; T has a typographical mixup, reading [n-'-d];
while both the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha read "at the time of" [cinda zawal].

84 MS gl: I.e., the possibility of characterization.
85 MS gl: I.e., the possibility of the temporal attribute.
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b) the possibility of the temporal attribute would not have
been realized in the eternal past, MS 170b because its possibility
would have been conditional [either] upon the extinction of the
attribute preceding it, or upon some particular time or circumstance
through the linkage of the divine will to [the temporal attribute] at
that particular time.

4.-a. An objection could be raised that the agency necessitat-
ing the temporal attribute would be an agent of free choice, and so
an implied preferring of one of the two admissible [times of occur-
rence] without an agent of preference would be impossible because
of the admissibility that there be a linkage of the [divine] will to a
particular time as an agent of preference.

Argument of Karramiyah

The Karramiyah argued for the admissibility of the subsistence of a
temporal attribute in the essence of God Most High, their argument
having two points:

1. The first of their two points is that [God] Most High was
once not the agent [for the existence] of the universe,86 this being
necessarily implicit in the fact that the universe is a temporal phenom-
enon; then He became the agent for it. Now, this [divine] agency is
an attribute for the affirmation of existence, so this fact requires the
subsistence of this temporal attribute in the essence of God Most High.

2. The second of their two points is that it is valid to hold
that the eternal attributes subsist in the essence of [God] because of
the absolute fact that they are attributes and causal entities, not
because they are eternal. Indeed, 'eternity' does not affect the valid-
ity of characterizing the essence by eternal attributes, because it is
a privative entity and [here] that is a term for the absence of any
precedence by something else. Now, the validity of [an attribute's]
characterization is an existential factor, T 162 and so a privative
entity cannot be part of something that requires an existential factor.87

Further, temporal attributes have commonality with eternal attributes
in [the very fact of] their being attributes and causal entities. Therefore,
temporal attributes may validly [be held to] subsist in the essence
of [God] Most High, L 335 because they have [this] commonality

MS gl: [I.e.], in eternity past.
MS gl: Namely, the validity of characterization.
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with eternal attributes in [the 'role of characterization'] that requires
the validity of their subsistence [as attributes].

1 .-a. The response to the first [point made by the Karramiyah]
is that the change would be in the adjunction and in the dependent
linkage, not in the attribute. The fact that [God] is the agent [of
the existence] of the universe is an adjunction88 and a linkage] to
it,89 [an adjunction and linkage] which were made accidental to the
[divine] power, subsequent to their not having been accidental to it.

2.-a. The response to the second [point of the Karramiyah]
is that the agency giving validity to the subsistence of those eternal
attributes90 was their own specific realities, or [on the other hand],
it may be that eternity was a condition for the validity of the char-
acterization. Eternity, although it is privative, admissibly may be a
condition, because91 a privative factor admissibly may be a condi-
tion for something positive. Or, perhaps temporal origination is a
factor preventing the validity of the characterization. The truth is,
there is no validity for the subsistence of temporal phenomena in
the essence of [God] Most High. The reliable factor in this matter92

is the proof demonstration preventing change from being attributed
to Him because of the impossibility of it being passively accepted in
the essence of

"Him who is exalted so very far above what they say",—wrong-
doers all!93

Baydawi said: L 335, T 162

5. Exclusion of sensate qualities

The consensus among thinking people is that [God], Praise to Him
the Most High, is not One who would be described properly by col-

88 MS gl: The adjunctions have no external existence, so it is not implied that
an attribute of existence is generated in the essence of God Most High.

89 I.e., the universe, as the antecedent is so indicated in the MS.
90 L and T have "attribute" in the singular, while the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha

have the term in the plural, which fits the context of the previous reference.
91 MS gl: Although an objection could be raised to the assumption that eternity

is privative; rather, it would be the negation of a previous nonexistence, and so
would be a positive certainty [thubutf].

92 MS gl: I.e., in the lack of validity for the subsistence of temporal phenomena
in the essence of [God] Most High.

93 A paraphrase of Qur'an 17'A3, in which Isfahani adds "wrongdoers all" [al-
zalimun] to fill out the meter following the verb that he changes into the singular.
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ors, tastes or odors, nor does He find enjoyment among sensate
pleasures, as indeed, these are consequent to having a human phys-
ical constitution.

However, the philosophers have made intellectual enjoyment admis-
sible [for attribution to Him]. They hold that anyone who thinks
there is some perfection in himself would rejoice in it, and there is
no doubt that [God's] perfection is the greatest of all perfections, so
it is not at all remote [to infer] that He would take delight in it.94

Isfahani says: L 335, T 162, MS 170b

5. Exclusion of sensate qualities

The consensus among thinking people is that He who is to be praised
and exalted may not properly be described95 by colors, tastes, odors
MS 17la or sensate pleasures, for these things are all consequent
upon the human physical constitution,96 which is a manner of exis-
tence that originates in time from the interaction of the elements;
but God Most High is far removed from [any such] corporeality
and composition.

The Imam [Fakhr al-Din Razi] held that what is reliably certain
in the doctrine that [God] does not have attributes of color, taste
or odor, is the fact that it is the consensus.97 [He went on to say],
"Our colleagues [of the Ashacirah] hold that color is a genus under
which are [several] species,98 no one of which in relation to another
is an attribute of perfection, nor in relation to another is an attribute
of imperfection. Likewise, the power of agency does not depend upon
the realization of any one of these [species]. That being so, a decision

94 Baydawi, and Isfahani after him, follow Fakhr al-Din al-Razi in this topic. See
Razi's Muhassal, p. 160 (1323 A.H. reprint ed.).

95 L 335 gl (the same gloss is abridged in the MS): Thinking people are of a
consensus that He the Most High may not be characterized by sensate accidental
qualities whether these are of an external or an internal sense, as the perception
of taste, color and odor, and absolutely not by pain. Likewise it is with sensate
pleasure, and with all the various emotional qualities [al-kayffyat al-nafsanfyah],
such as rancor [hiqd], sorrow and fear and the like. These are all consequent upon
the human constitution which makes composition a necessity, but which excludes
necessity as being essential [al-wujub al-dhati]. [From Taftazani's commentary on
al-Ghazali's Maqasid al-Falasifah].

96 MS gl: For the constitution is inconceivable except in the body.
97 MS gl: I.e., the consensus of the Muslim community [ummah] that these qual-

ities are to be excluded from Him.
98 MS gl: [E.g.,] black, white, red and yellow.
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to assert the existence of one of them would not be preferable to
that of another," and thus it ought to be that none of them would
be asserted to exist."

Then [Razi] said, "Some one may raise the question, 'Do you
claim that none of these is to be preferred to another in the nature
of the case, or in your own mind and thought?' The first alterna-
tive would require some evidence to be [presented]. For why would
it not be admissible for the quiddity of [God's] essence100 to require
some particular color, without the 'reason why' of that necessity
being known? The second alternative is granted, but it implies only
the absence of any knowledge on our part about that particularity.
As for it being nonexistent in itself,101 that is not implied."

An objection102 is raised, "To hold fast to consensus in matters of
the intellect would be proper in cases of necessity, but what is reli-
ably certain at this point is that it would not be admissible for [God]
to be the substrate for accidental qualities, because of the impossi-
bility of passivity in Himself."103

[Razi] stated L 336 further, "All104 are agreed upon the impos-
sibility of pain [being an attribute];105 intellectual pleasures the philoso-
phers hold to be admissible [as attributes],106 while the rest deny them."

[Razi's colleagues] have argued107 that pleasure and pain are con-
sequences [either] of a balanced physical constitution or of its inter-
nal discord, something inconceivable except in a human body. But
this is a weak argument,108 because it could be objected that if it
should be granted that a balanced physical constitution would be

99 Of the two statements quoted from Razi's al-Muhassal (p. 160, reprint of 1323
A.H. ed.) the first one near the end reads, "preferable to a second" [awla5 min al-
tham]; the MS reads, "preferable to another" [min al-ba'd]; MS Garrett 989Ha
agrees with L and T in reading, "preferable to the rest" [min al-baqf].

100 [mahiyat dhatihi].
101 MS gl: [I.e.,] the particular color.
102 Isfahani here quotes Nasir al-Din Tusi's observation on Razi's preceding state-

ment from his Commentary on the Muhassal (p. 160, note 2, 1323 A.H. reprint).
103 MS gl: Because having passivity [before some other factor] would be possible

only in regard to matter, according to their doctrine, but the Creator is far above that.
104 MS gl: i.e., All thinking people.
105 Razi's text [Muhassal, p. 160] reads, "the impossibility of sensate pain [being

attributed] to God Most High ..."
106 L, T and the two MS sources used read, "the philosophers hold to be admissi-

ble", while the Muhassal tent [p. 160] reads, "the philosophers have asserted [as true]."
107 The Muhassal text here is, "We hold that [lana an] pleasure and pain . . ."
108 MS gl: Because of the admissibility of there being another reason for the

effect, other than the first one.
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the necessary cause of pleasure, nevertheless, the exclusion of a sin-
gle [secondary] cause would not imply that the result would be
excluded.

"What is reliably certain here [Razi continues] is that if that [qual-
ity of] intellectual delight should be something eternal, and it should
call for the actual making of109 something that could be enjoyed,
then [God] necessarily would have had to be an existential cause
for what may be enjoyed even before He brought it into existence,
because the agency calling for it to come into existence would have
been itself an existent prior to that, and nothing prohibits this, but
for something to be created prior to its having been created would
be impossible; but if [the quality of intellectual delight] should be a
temporal phenomenon, then [God] would be a substrate for tem-
poral phenomena."

"The philosophers110 hold that anyone who thinks that there is
some perfection in himself would rejoice in it, while anyone who
thinks that there is some imperfection in himself would be pained
by it. Now, there is no doubt at all that the perfection of [God]
Most High MS 171b is the greatest of all perfections, and that
His knowledge of His perfection would be the most sublime knowl-
edge, so it is not something remote [to infer] that He would take
delight in [the perfection], and that this [knowledge] would prompt
the greatest of all joys."

[Of the preceding line of argument] Imam [Razi] stated, "To this
the reply111 is that it is invalid, by consensus of the Muslim com-
munity."112 In truth,113 there is no doubt at all that pleasure and
pain, being consequences of the human physical constitution, can-
not possibly [be attributed] to [God] Most High. Let us consider
the statement [just quoted] of Imam [Razi]:114

109 MS gl: I.e., causing it to exist. Here a minor variation in texts occurs: L, T
and MS Garrett 989Ha read, [da'iyah ila3 al-facl al-multadhdhah bihi]. The MS
and the Muhassal text read, [. . . ila' facl. . .].

110 The quote or paraphrase of parts of Razi's Muhassal text is continued here
by Isfahani.

MS gl: [Razi is] referring to the philosophers' argument making intellectual delight
admissible of attribution to the Creator Most High.

111 MS gl: I.e., in answer to the doctrine of the philosophers.
112 Muhassal (p. 160). The preceding paragraph is closely paraphrased from the

same location.
113 L 336 gl: The following is by [Isfahani] the commentator, to the end of the

topic.
114 See the paragraph beginning "What is reliably certain . . ."
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If that [quality of intellectual] delight should be something eternal, and
it should call for the actual making of something that may be enjoyed,
then [God] would necessarily have had to be an existential cause for
what may be enjoyed even before He brought it into existence, because
the agency calling for it to come into existence prior to that would
have been itself an existent, and nothing prohibits this.

This statement would be valid only if what may be enjoyed were
due to His making. And on the supposition that what may be enjoyed
would be due to His making, [the statement] would then be valid
only if the agency calling for its creation115 were something entirely
new and different from the agency calling for the delight,116 or, if
the agency calling for the creation of it were also eternal, but not
adequate for the creation of it except after the existence of what
may be enjoyed. But if the agency calling for the delight should be
identical to the agency calling for the creation, then the aforemen-
tioned succession would not be implied.117 And the proof presented
does not invalidate pain, as there is nothing calling for it, so this
succession again would not be implied.118

Moreover, the philosophers119 do not hold that [God's] knowledge
of His [own] perfection necessarily produces pleasure; for it is not
true, on account of its requirement that His knowledge is the maker
of the pleasure and His essence the acceptor of it. They do not hold
such a doctrine; rather, they hold that the pleasure in the reality of
[God] is identical with His knowledge of His perfection.

Further, to repeat the statement that joy and pain120 are two enti-
ties that the knowledge of perfection and imperfection make neces-

MS gl: This is a critical challenge by [Isfahan!] as commentator to the Imam
[Razi, followed by three more challenges].

115 MS gl: I.e., [the agency calling for] the coming into existence of what may
be enjoyed, as the will of God Most High.

116 MS gl: I.e., what calls for the cause is different from what calls for the result.
117 MS gl: Namely, its being brought into existence before He would have pro-

duced it.
118 MS and L 336 gl: I.e., the proof resulting from the evidence mentioned

does not invalidate the occurrence of pain with God Most High, since the pain has
nothing that calls for the making of it, so the succession does not take place as it
did in the case of pleasure.

119 MS gl: This is another criticism [of Razi's argument].
120 MS gl: Another (3rd) criticism [of Razi]. The sequence of the nouns "joy and

pain" in the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha is followed here, paralleling the source
of each. L and T read, "pain and joy."
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sary in the reality of [God] Most High is not profitable,121 because
He is far above such passivitiry. And holding fast to the consensus
of the community would be useful, if there should be no T 163
mention of an application of the two terms, pleasure and pain, to
Him, because no attribute unaccompanied by the permission of the
divine law may be used to characterize Him the Most High. But in
the sense which the philosophers claimed, no consensus exists. The
exclusion of pain from Him needs no explanation, because pain is
the perception of something incompatible, and there is nothing at
all incompatible in [God] the Most High.122

121 MS gl: Because knowledge with [the philosophers] is identical with the essence.
122 In his Muhassal (p. 160) Razi discusses intellectual pain and pleasure regard-

ing their acceptability as candidates for being applied to God as characteristics, or
attributes. First, a weak argument: they are both recognized as derivatives of a
human 'balanced constitution' which is conceivable only in a human body. Then,
there is general agreement that pain with its negative origin and associations, can-
not possibly be attributed to God. But as for the satisfaction of intellectual pleas-
ure, 'the philosophers' approve of it. Razi points out the logical tangle of contradictions
such approval brings on, and that idea is finally rejected. Razi here does not name
anyone as being among the 'philosophers'. But Ibn Sina looms large in this back-
ground because of his fame and his teachings. In his book, al-Isharat wa-al-Tanbihat,
in the section on the Eighth Topic [namat] (v. 3, pp. 359 ff.) Ibn Sina discusses
the degrees of beatitude that rational beings may find after death. He begins the
subject by stating that God's pleasurable satisfaction with Himself is the most majes-
tic intellectual 'pleasure in an object' that is conceivable. This is briefly developed,
then the five degrees of human intellectual satisfaction are listed. The text soon
moves into the Ninth Topic dealing with mystical experience.

In others of his writings Ibn Sina must have become more specific about the
attribution of intellectual pain or pleasure to God, as F.D. Razi has a discreet
awareness of this taboo subject, presumably as broached by Ibn Sina. Ibn Sina was
a rather good logician, and he had followed where his logic led him. But he had
to stop the process of his thought (a) presumably because of its drift in the direc-
tion of some Christian theological statements about divine suffering and the imma-
nence of God, and (b) because he lacked two things, namely, (1) the approving
'consensus of the [i.e., his own religious] community' and (2) the 'permission [to
attribute 'pleasure' and 'pain' to God with an approving judgment of the execu-
tors] of the [Islamic] divine law'.

Within the religious environment of the Middle East in Baydawi's day there were
organizations, both Muslim and non-Muslim, that held dogmas contradicting those
of Islam. In spite of this, these organizations maintained their own beliefs and were
relatively free to live and worship independently of the majority population. Such
a plurality of ideas and teachings naturally constituted an ongoing irritant to thought-
ful people in every camp, and much patience and mutual tolerance were necessary
in the effort to preserve social peace. Intergroup and interfaith conversations occurred,
but any goal of progress in mutual understanding among them seemed to remain
in the hazy distance.



Baydawi said: L 337, T 163

CHAPTER 3: DOCTRINE OF THE DIVINE SINGULARITY

1. Arguments of the Muslim philosophers and the Mutakallimun

The philosophers argue that 'necessary existence' constitutes the
essence of [God]. So, if [God] should have commonality in this with
any other being, then He would be distinguished from the other by
individuation, and composition would be implicit.

Arguments of the Mutakallimun

a. If we should postulate [the existence of] two deities, then all
the possible realities would be on an equal basis in relation to these
two [deities]. Thus, not a one of [the possible realities] would exist
because

1. of the impossibility of having a preferring without an agent
of preference and [because of]

2. the impossibility of any joining together of two effective
causes for a single effect. Furthermore,

b. If one of the two deities should will that a particular body be
in motion-change and, if it should be possible for the other [deity] to
will that [that particular body] remain at rest, then let that be the
assumption. Then in such a case, [the result] would be that either

1. what they both desired [in common] would happen, or
2. what they both desired [in common] would not happen,

both of these options being impossible. Or, it would be
3. that the result desired by one of the two would occur by

itself, implying the impotence of the [second deity], or if that result
should be impossible, then

4. a prohibiting impossibility would be the will of the second
[deity], which would imply the impotence of the first [deity]. But
[in both of these options] an impotent agent could not be a deity.

Furthermore, it is admissible to hold fast to the [doctrine of the
divine singularity] through the proofs coming from authoritative tra-
dition, as [these proofs] are not at all dependent upon [the doctrine
itself].
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Isfahani says: L 337, T 163, MS 171b

CHAPTER 3: DOCTRINE OF THE DIVINE SINGULARITY

1. Arguments of the Muslim philosophers: F.D, Razi, JV.Z). Tusi,

and Ibn Sina

The philosophers argue from a) the fact that there is no other
Necessary Existent than the [divine] One to b) the fact that 'neces-
sary existence' constitutes the very 'essence' of God Most High.1

If any other being should have commonality with Him in neces-
sary existence, then [God] would be distinguished from that other2

by individuation,3 MS 172a and [so] composition would be implicit;
thus He would be [merely] a possible reality, but this would be con-
trary to the hypothesis.4

An objection is raised that this requires consideration, because to
become distinguished by individuation would not necessitate any com-
position in the quiddity. The response [to the objection] is that our
author certainly did not claim that becoming distinguished by indi-
viduation would necessitate composition in the quiddity; but he did
claim that there would be composition.5 And that is true, because

1 L 337 gl: Since if [necessary existence] should be something additional [to the
essence] then it would be [merely] a possible reality due its [dependent] need for
the essence, and then from the 'possible' nature of [this] necessity the implication
would be drawn that the Necessary Existent was [merely] a possible reality, as you
have understood, but this would be contrary to the hypothesis. [From clbri's com-
mentary on Baydawi's Tawal?.]

2 L 337 gl: It should be understood that this argument is one devised by the
author [Baydawi]. The argument of the philosophers on the divine singularity is
not this one, but rather theirs is that a) if the cause [cillah] for the individuation
of the Necessary Existent should be His own quiddity [mahiyah] then there would
be no necessity for His own existence other than that [cause], and b) if [the cause]
should be something other than [His own quiddity] then the Necessary Existent
would have need in His individuation for some other being, but this would be
impossible. This [line of reasoning] is more narrow [reading: ahsar] than that of
the author, because to be distinguished by individuation would not make compo-
sition necessary in the [divine] quiddity itself. [Tbri, op. cit.]

3 MS gl: Because of the prohibition against duality [ithnaynfyah], along with
there being a commonality in the [divine] quiddity without any distinguishing by
individuation within the individual nature of each of the participants.

4 MS gl: This argument is based on the fact that the 'necessity' is a 'certainty'
[thubutfyah], in order that its being the same as the quiddity might be realized.

5 MS gl: Absolutely.
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if some other being should have commonality with [God] in necessary
existence,6 and the necessary existence should be the same as Himself,
then by imperative necessity [God] would have to be distinguished
by an individuation that would be something additional to the nec-
essary existence itself. Moreover, in that case, the individuated nec-
essary existent would include two entities, the necessary existence
that is the same as Himself, and the individuation that would be
additional to [the necessary existence], and it would not be admis-
sible for the cause of the individuation to be Himself7 or a con-
comitant of Himself; for if it were otherwise8 no pairing would be
realized. Thus, [God's] individuation would be due to something
other than Himself and other than the concomitant of Himself, and
He would be [merely] a possible reality; but this would be contrary
to the hypothesis.

Fakhr al-Din Razi on the doctrine of the
divine singularity L 337, T 163, MS 172a

The Imam [F.D. Razi] stated in his explanation of the doctrine of
the divine singularity, following the method of the philosophers:9

"The necessity that is in the essence [of God] may not be a com-
monality between two entities; otherwise, it would be changeable
according to the factor by which each of the two would be distin-
guished from the other, and thus each of the two would be a com-
posite of that in which they had the commonality and that in which
they differed.

"Now, if there should not be any inherent necessity between the
two parts, then their joining together would be the effect of some

6 MS gl: As a result there would be a composition implicit in the individual
nature [huwiyah] of each of them, of the commonality in the quiddity and the dis-
tinguishing individuation; but this would be impossible, since it would imply that
neither one of them would be necessary, and the assumption is contrary to that.

7 MS gl: Otherwise, there would be a preferring without a preferring agent, in
accordance with what has preceded.

8 L 337 gl: Because in that case there would be implied the restriction of the
species to one individual, but the assumption is to the contrary. We have said that
the species is restricted to an individual only because if the individuation is due to
the quiddity and the quiddity is in all individuals of that species, then it would
require only one individuation, and thus the implication would be that there would
be only one individual of that species. [From the Shark Saha'if]

9 [al-tawhid] Doctrine of the 'divine singularity'. The following text Isfahani quotes
nearly verbatim from Razi's Muhassal [pp. 68—69, Cairo 1323, reprinted ed.].
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independently separate cause, and this would be contrary to the
hypothesis. But, if there should be an inherent necessity between the
two, and if the individual identity10 should require the necessity, then
the necessity would be the effect of another being, and this [also]
would be contrary to the hypothesis. But, if the necessity [itself]
should require that individual identity, then everything 'necessary'11

would [itself] be identical with [God the Necessary One], and what
would not itself be [God the Necessary One] would not be 'necessary'.

"An objection to this12 is that this argument is based on [the
premise of] necessity being a characteristic sign of established cer-
tainty, but this is invalid. [If it were] otherwise, then it would be
either internal to the quiddity13 or external to it,14 L 338 both of
which are invalid because of what has preceded. [This is] because
if [the necessity] should be a sign of certainty, then it would be the
same as all the rest of the quiddities in its [signifying general] cer-
tainty, but it would be different from them15 in its particularity [i.e.,
of reference]. Thus its existence [i.e., as a general certainty] would
be something other than its quiddity [i.e., as a particularity]. And so,

a. if it should be necessary to describe its quiddity [as a particu-
larity] by its [general] existence, then for that necessity [of descrip-
tion] there would be another necessity and so on endlessly;16 but

b. if that should not be necessary, then it would be [merely] a
possible reality in its essence.17 The Necessary Existent in Himself
would be the most adequate one to be a possible reality in Himself,
but this would be contrary to the hypothesis.

"Moreover, [the objection continues, Imam Razi's argument] is
based on the [premise of the] individuation being an additional char-
acteristic sign of established certainty, but this would be invalid. And
again, MS 172b there would be another objection in that the

10 MS gl: I.e., the individuation.
11 MS gl: I.e., that is existent in the concrete.
12 MS gl: I.e., to the [doctrine of the] Imam [Razi].
13 MS gl: Thus implying composition.
14 MS gl: Thus implying that the necessary existent would be a possible.
15 MS gl: I.e., in the fact that its certainty would be on account of its real-

essence.
16 MS gl: Because this may be inferred from his statement, "Otherwise, it would

be changeable according to the factor by which each of the two would be distin-
guished from the other."

17 The MS alone of sources used omits "in its/His real-essence" [li-dhatihi], in
this and in the following instance.
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Necessary Existent is like the possible reality as regards the capac-
ity for 'existence', but unlike it as regards 'necessity', so [God's]
'necessity' and His 'existence' are two different things."

[Isfahani notes here]: Either a.) there is no inherent necessity
between these two categories—which is impossible, for otherwise,18

it would be valid that each be separated from the other, and thus
possible that that 'existence' be separated from the 'necessity'—but
anything of that sort could not possibly be a 'being necessary in
itself, or b.) there would be an inherent necessity between them,
but also a prohibition against either of them having need for the
other, from the imperative prohibition against the circular argument
here. Furthermore, there would be a prohibition against the 'exis-
tence' making a requirement of the 'necessity'; otherwise, every exis-
tent would be something necessary, which is contrary to the hypothesis.

"There is no other reply19 to [these objections] except our posi-
tion that existence is predicated of both what is necessary and what
is possible in a merely verbal commonality.20 And if that is so, then
why would it not be admissible for 'necessity' in its essence to be
predicated of both the necessary entities21 in a verbal commonality?"

Nasir al-Din Tusi comments on Razi's
statements L 338, T 163, MS 172b

The author of the Talkhis al-Muhassal22 stated:
"If composition is implied by the assumption that 'necessity' would

be a commonality between the two [necessary existents], then [Imam

18 MS gl: I.e., if it were not impossible.
19 Isfahani resumes the quotation from Razi's Muhassal, p. 68.
20 L 338, n. 5 & Ms gl: If it were something predicated in a merely verbal shar-

ing, then it would admissible for the 'existence' of the Necessary Existent to require
'necessity', but not for all the rest of the existent things, so it would not be implied
that every existent thing would be something necessary. Where [Baydawi] says,
"Then why would it not be admissible for it to be", etc., there is a refutation of
this reply from the standpoint of the questioner. He means that if the sharing of
the existent things in the 'existence' is merely verbal, then why would it not be ad-
missible for there to be a sharing in the 'necessity' that is merely verbal, and then
no composition would be implied nor anything you have mentioned, [from Taqrir?]

21 Razi's next paragraph (not quoted here by Isfahani) explicidy names the two
"necessary [existents]" as the Necessary [Existent] in Himself and the necessary as
existing through another [al-wajib bi-al-dhat wa-al-wajib bi-al-ghayr]. [Razi, op. cit.,

P-6 9^22 MS glosses: 1. Khawjah Nasir [al-Din Tusi]. 2. In raising an objection to the
Imam [Razi].
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Razi] should have restricted himself to that, since he had made it
clear that every composite is a possible reality. Then after that [Razi's]
statement is that if the individual identity should require the 'neces-
sity' then the 'necessity' would be the effect of some other entity,
and this would be contrary to the hypothesis. But this requires con-
sideration, because contradiction would exist only if the Necessary
Existent were the effect of some other, not [if] the 'necessity' [were
the effect of another].23 But if [God's] individual identity requires
His 'necessity', and His 'necessity' is in need of His identity, then
the implication would not be that the identity is the effect of an
other being. Rather, the implication would be that the identity is
not a necessary existent by itself; it is a necessary existent only through
having an attribute24 that its own25 essence requires.

"If [Imam Razi] had said at the beginning26 that 'necessity' is an
attribute,—since, apart from what it qualifies, there is no necessity,
T 164 and thus [the effect] is the effect of some other [entity],—
he would have secured his object. And the objection [that was raised]
against [the Imam], that the 'necessity' would not be an 'established
certainty', would be invalid according to his doctrine. Indeed, [neces-
sity] is the opposite of nonnecessity27 of which nonexistence is pred-
icated, thus existence is predicated of [the 'necessity']."28

[Razi's] statement, that if the necessity should not be a necessary
existent then it would be a possible reality, and the Necessary Existent
in Himself would be the most adequate one to be a possible real-
ity, is a repetition of what has been said before, and a discussion29

Isfahan! now quotes nearly verbatim from Tusi's Talkhis al-Muhassal, printed in
the lower part of the pages of Razi's Muhassal, pp. 68—69.

23 MS gl: So it may be learned from this logical reasoning [nazar] that the 'neces-
sity' is none other than the 'essence'.

24 MS gl: Namely, the necessity.
23 An MS symbol indicates the identity as antecedent.
26 MS gl: I.e., in the first part of the Imam's refutation, namely, where he said

that if the individual identity should require the necessity then the necessity would
be the effect of an other.

27 L followed by T reads "it is the opposite of nonexistence" [innahu naqid al-
la-wujud], the antecedent of "it" being "necessity." The MS and MS Garrett 989Ha
both read ". . . opposite of nonnecessity" [al-la-wujub]. The rather frequent use here
of [wujud], [wujub], [wajib] and [wajib al-wujud] in varying relationships has tended
to the confusion of both scribe and reader.

28 MS gl: I.e., of the necessity, and therefore it would be a sign of established
certainty [thubuti].

29 MS gl: This is [spoken by] Nasir al-Din Tusi and [refers to his statement,] "But
this requires consideration, because contradiction would exist only if the Necessary
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of it has preceded. Regarding the counterobjection to the effect that
the Necessary Existent is like the possible reality in having the capac-
ity for existence, we have shown that the commonality of these two
in 'existence' is not a matter of general agreement.30 L 339 The
[logical] shelter MS 173a to which [Imam Razi] finally moved,—
namely, that necessity in its essence is predicated in a merely ver-
bal commonality of both the "two necessities,"31—does not save him
from this perplexity, for in his extreme perplexity he does not com-
prehend the implication to which his words lead, and he is not aware
of the contradiction and the necessary consequence in that which32

does not relieve him from his perplexity.
"Imam [Razi] should have said, as others of the philosophers said,

'It is impossible for the Necessary Existent in Himself to be predi-
cated of [the "two necessities"],33 because then He would be either

a. an 'essence' for them both, or
b. accidental to them both, or
c. an 'essence' for one of the two and accidental to the other.
"Thus,
(a) if He were to be the 'essence' for both of them, then the

specific quality by which each is distinguished from the other would
not be internal to the 'necessity' which is the causal factor common
to both; otherwise, there would be no distinction, and [the specify-
ing quality] would be external and adjoined to the causal factor com-
mon to both.

1. If this34 were in both of them, then each would be a pos-
sible reality wherein it was an existent distinct from the other; and

Existent were the effect of some other, not [if] the 'necessity' [were the effect of
an other]."

30 MS gl: Rather, it is a matter of analogy.
31 I.e., the two necessary existents: a) the Necessary One, an Existent in and

through Himself, and b) the necessary/concrete, an existent in and through another.
The translation follows the MS which reads, "the two necessities" [al-wujubayn],

although L and T read, "the two existences" [al-wujudayn]. MS Garrett 989Ha
reads, "the two necessary existents" [al-wajibayn], which agrees with Tusi's text
in the Talkhis [p. 69] that is being quoted here, and in turn Tusi's form agrees
with Razi's usage [p. 69]. See note at Razi's last quoted paragraph before Tusi's
quotation.

32 MS gl: Namely, the statement that the commonality of existence is not a mat-
ter of general agreement.

33 L and T read, "the two" [al-ithnayn], while the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha
read, "two", omitting the definite article.

34 MS gl: I.e., the external and adjoined [specifying quality].
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2. if it were in one of the two, then that one would be a pos-
sible reality.

(b) "If [the Necessary Existent in Himself] should be accidental
(1.) to both of them, or
(2.) to one of them, then His own substrate, in itself, would

not be a necessary existent.35'36

"Let no one say that the Necessary Existent in Himself is only
the causal factor that is common.37 This is because we have made
it clear38 that a causal factor39 having a commonality would not exist
externally, in view of its having commonality where there is no spe-
cifying agent to remove the commonality.

"An objection might be raised that the specifying agency40 is a
negative entity as each of the two [i.e., types of necessary existents]
is made specific by not itself being the other. We would reply to
this [objection] that the negativity of the [mutual] "other" would not
come about until after the existence of the other one should have
come about; and at that time each one would be its own individ-
ual self, after the existence of the other had taken place, and so each
of them would be a possible reality. In this [conclusion the argu-
ment] is now sufficient."41'42

Isfahani presents an aspect of the argument

Another aspect [of the argument] that indicates the exclusion of any
associate [of God] is that the specific existence of an essence that is
characterized by essential necessity is not a commonality between

35 MS gl: Because, regarding the Necessary Existent in Himself, His necessity
may not be made accidental.

36 Tusi outlines under points 2. and (2.) the implications of the third option Razi
should have mentioned.

37 MS gl: He being one, having in Him no composition.
38 Tusi's text in the Talkhis reads, [li-'anna bayyanna]. This short form is vari-

ously modified in the editing: L and T—fli-'anna qad bayyanna]; MS—[li-'anna
naqul qad bayyanna]; MS Garrett 989Ha—[li-'anna naqul bayyanna].

39 L 339 gl: Because a causal factor having commonality would be a universal;
and no universal, strictly as a universal, exists in the concrete except in adjunction
with some individuated entity. [From the Shark Taqrir]

40 MS gl: The specifying agent would be externally existent and without com-
position because of its being a negative entity.

41 MS glosses: 1. Because each of them, for its external existence, needs the
specification by which it differs from the other. 2. I.e., sufficiency in establishing
his claim.

42 Tusi adds in his Talkhis al-Muhassal (p. 69): "for this goal of the argument."
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two, but rather it is one [and it is a] reality. Indeed, if [that specific
existence] should be a commonality between two, and

a. if [the specific existence] should be the complete reality of the
two, then the specific quality by which each of the two is distin-
guished from the other would be external to their joint reality which
is the commonality between them, and [the specific quality] would
be adjoined to them; but,

b. if [the specific quality] should be in both of them, then each
of them, as an existent distinct from the other, would be a possible
reality,43 and so neither of the two would be a necessary existent.

Further,44 the specific quality of either one of them would not be
a concomitant of the [total] reality as such by inherent necessity;
otherwise, any realization without [the specific quality] would be
impossible, so whichever had the specific quality would still have
need within that specific quality for some other agency, and thus
would not be a necessary existent.

Moreover, if the cause of the specific quality should be the essence
as such, then only one [i.e., of the two necessities] would exist45 and
it would have been specific in quality MS 173b prior to that other
specification, since the cause would necessarily be individuated and
particularized before the effect. Thus, it would have another specific
quality, and then there would be either

a. an implicit circular argument, or one in an infinite series, or
b. a need by one of the two within its own particularity for the

other, which would imply that it was a possible reality.
And if the cause of the specific quality should be the other, then

its being a possible reality would be implied. L 340
If [the cause of the specific quality]46 should be something internal47

to the reality of both of them, then the implication would be that

43 MS gl: Because each of them, in view of its being distinct from the other,
would have need for an agency external to the total reality of them both.

44 MS gl: I.e., if the specific existence characterized by essential necessity were
to be a commonality between two, and [if it] were to be the complete reality of
both of them, then the specific quality of either one of them would not be a con-
comitant of the [complete] reality as such, otherwise, realization would be impos-
sible without it; but [the fact is] it is something present within the other.

45 MS gl: Since the cause is single, and its effect necessarily would be single.
46 L gl: I.e., specific existence that is characterized by an essential necessity [al-

wujub al-dhatf].
47 L gl: Assuming a) that it is a commonality between two, but b) that it is not

their total reality.
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both of them were compounded of what has commonality and what
has distinction, which would be impossible.

If [the cause of the specific quality] should be external to both of
them, and if it should not be accidental to both of them, then one
of the two would not be the Necessary Existent.

If [the cause of the specific quality] should be accidental to both,
then, since every accident has need for its substrate and everything
needing a substrate is a possible reality, the Necessary Existent48

would not be a necessary existent. But this is contrary to the hypothesis.
Moreover, it would be implied49 that each of them would have

both quiddity and existence accidental to it.50 Therefore, one of the
two would not be a necessary existent, because, as you have learned
regarding the Necessary Existent, neither existence nor quiddity are
[predicated as being accidental] to [God].51

Ibn Sina on the doctrine of the divine
singularity L 340, T 164, MS 173b

Another aspect of [the argument expounding] the doctrine of the
divine singularity is in the [logical] method of the Physician-Philosopher
[Ibn Sina]. It is preceded by the statement of two premises,

a. The first of the two [premises] is that two things may differ
1. in logical consideration, as, for example, a thinker and the

object of thought, wherein the thinker may think about himself; and
they may also differ

2. in their individual quiddities. The two things that differ in
their individual quiddities may have agreement

a) in some accidental quality, as this [particular] substance
and this [particular] accident [having agreement] in existence [i.e.,
as their common accident],52 and they may have agreement

b) in some entity that gives subsistence to them both, as
Zayd and cAmr [having agreement] in [their mutual] humanity. The

48 MS gl: Namely, the specific existence characterized by necessity.
49 MS gl: On the assumption of [the cause of the specific quality] being accidental.
30 L and T have the pronoun in the dual, indicating that existence is acciden-

tal imprecisely "to them both." But the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha read "to it"
[laha], specifying the quiddity as the substrate of existence.

51 L gl: But rather, His existence must be identical with His quiddity, according
to their position. [From the Shark Taqrir]

52 MS gl: Here the duality between them is as a logical consideration; otherwise,
the two of them are one thing.
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two that differ in their individual quiddities and agree in an entity
giving them both subsistence, by inherent necessity will include two
factors which would have joined53 together in each of them: the first
of the two being that in which they differ, and the second being
that in which they agree. Now, their joining together is either

1) on the basis of prohibiting any separation from one
of the two sides, this being a 'concomitance', or

2) on the basis of admitting a separation, this being an
'accidental inherence'.

(1) 'Concomitance' inevitably is either
aa) a case wherein that in which the two that agree

would be concomitant to that in which they differ, so that for the
two different entities there would be a single concomitant, and this
would be something undeniable, as a living nature would be a con-
comitant of both speaking and non-speaking living beings; or,

bb) [a case wherein] that in which they differ would
be concomitant to that in which they agree, so that a single entity
would have as concomitants two things both different from and oppo-
site to each other, and this would be something deniable; as, for
example, it would be impossible for a living being to be both speak-
ing and non-speaking at the same time, because of the impossibility
of there being opposition between two concomitants of a single entity,
an opposition that would necessitate54 a mutual exclusion between a
concomitant and the concomitant's substrate.55 T 165

(2) Accidental inherence is either MS 174a
cc) a case wherein that in which the two agree would

be accidental to that in which they differ, and this would be some-
thing undeniable, as the existence that becomes accidental to this
particular substance and this particular accident when they are des-
ignated as 'this particular existent' or 'that particular existent'; for

53 T and the MS include "had" or, "would have" [qad . . .] while L omits [qad].
54 L followed by T supplies the word "opposition" as source of the requirement,

but the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha read, "its requirement" [Li-istilzamihi].
55 MS glosses: 1. Because to exclude the concomitant would be [likewise] to

exclude the substrate/host [of the concomitant], from the inherent impossibility of
its being separated from the concomitant.

2. Because a concomitant to another concomitant would [again] be a concomi-
tant [in another aspect], as the opposition would be concomitant to [either] one of
the two opposites, and it would also be concomitant to the substrate/host; so both
the opposition and the mutual exclusion would [simultaneously] be concomitants
of the substrate/host.
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'existence' gives subsistence to both of them as being existents and
it is accidental to their two essences which completely differ from
each other. Or, [accidental inherence] is

dd) a case wherein that in which they differ would be
accidental to that in which they agree, and this would be something
undeniable, as the humanity that becomes the substrate for this or
that [individual] when each is designated 'this particular man' or
'that particular man'; for humanity gives subsistence to both of them,
and it is the substrate for the individuality of nature by which they
differ from one another.

b. The second of [Ibn Sina's] two [premises] is that it is admis-
sible L 341 for the quiddity of a thing to be the cause for one
of its own attributes, as the duality that is the cause of its own even-
ness of number; and it is admissible for an attribute of a thing to
be the cause for another of its attributes, such as when the 'difference'
is the cause for a 'property', as rationality is for the quality of amaze-
ment, and such as when one property is the cause for another prop-
erty, as the quality of amazement is for the ability to laugh, and
such as when an accident is the cause for [another] accident, as
being ruddy is for being healthy.

But it is not admissible that an attribute, namely, the 'existence'
of some [concrete] thing, should have being by reason only of [the
thing's] quiddity56 which is not existence, or by reason of some other
attribute.57 [This is so] because although a cause may precede [its
effect] within existence, it does not take priority in having existence
over 'existence' itself. All the rest of the attributes have [their] exist-
ence only by reason of the quiddity, while the quiddity has [its]
existence by reason of 'existence' itself. On that account it would be
admissible for the quiddity to be the cause for the rest of the attrib-
utes, and for one attribute to be the cause for another, but it would
not be admissible for any of them to be the cause for 'existence'.58

Now if you have understood this, then we will state our position
that it has been established as certainty that:59

56 MS [bi-sabab mahiyatihi]; L and T [bi-sabab al-mahiyah].
57 Romanized: [la yajuz an yakun al-sifah allatl hiya al-wujud lil-shay3 innama

hiya bi-sabab al-mahiyah allatf laysat hiya al-wujud aw bi-sifah ukhra3].
58 Ibn Sina's two premises to his argument on the doctrine of the divine singu-

larity may be found in his al-Isharat wa-al-Tanbihat, vol. 3, pp. 28-31.
59 MS gl: In the topic on the invalidation of argument by the infinite series.

[Book 2, Part 1, Chapter 1, Topic 1]
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a. A necessary existent is an existent; and
b. [A necessary existent] is the existential cause for a possible exist-

ent; and
c. [A necessary existent] is the existential cause for a thing only

if [the existential cause] has been individuated; because an entity
that is not individuated may not have external existence, and any-
thing not having external existence could not possibly be the exis-
tential cause for something else; and then

d. If the individuation of the necessary existent is due to this fact,
that is, to the fact60 that it is the necessary existent, and if its individu-
ation is the same as its being the necessary existent, then there would
be no other necessary existent, which is the goal of our argument.

e. But if the individuation [of the necessary existent] should not
be due to that fact,61 namely, that it is the necessary existent, and
if its individuation should not be such, namely, the same as its being
the necessary existent, but rather [the individuation] should be due
to some other factor, and [if] its individuation should be something
other than its being the necessary existent, MS 174b then [the
necessary existent] would be the caused effect of some other being.
[We hold this to be true] for the following reasons:

1. If the necessary existent should be concomitant to its own
individuation, then necessary existence62 would be concomitant either
to the quiddity of some other being, or to an attribute of some other
being. This is because if the individuation were something other than
the necessary existent, then it would be either a quiddity or an
attribute of a quiddity. On both assumptions, the fact that necessary
existence would be concomitant to its own individuation would imply
that necessary existence would be concomitant either to the quid-

60 L and T: [tacayyunuhu dhalik li-annahu]; MS and MS Garrett 989Ha:
[tacayyunuhu li-dhalik, ay, li-annahu]. The parallel statement that follows is in the
second form.

61 MS gl: I.e., if its individuation were not the same as its being the necessary
existent, but rather another than [God], then the individuation would be either
accidental to it, or concomitant to it, or a substrate for it [as accident], or a sub-
strate for it [as concomitant]. On all four assumptions the implication would be
that the necessary existent would be a caused effect, but this conclusion is false. If
it is false that its individuation is not the same as its being the necessary existent,
then it has been established as certain that it is the same as its being the neces-
sary existent; and it is not multiple. This is the goal of the argument.

62 Here [MS 174b:l; L 341:15; T 165:18] and in succeeding locations in this
argument, T and MS Garrett 989Ha read, "necessary existence" [al-wujud al-wajib];
while the MS reads, "the existence of the necessary existent" [wujud al-wajib].
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dity of some other being, or to an attribute of some other being,
which would be impossible. This is because then it would be implied
that the existence would be caused either by the quiddity of some
other being or by some other attribute [the quiddity] might have,
because concomitance between the two things [i.e., the necessary
existence and its own individuation] would not be realized unless
the substrate of the concomitant or part of it should be either a
cause or an effect corresponding to the concomitant or part of it,
or they both63 should be the effects of a single cause.

Further, assuming that the necessary existence is concomitant to
its [own] individuation, it then would be impossible to be the cause
of [its own] individuation, since a cause must become individuated
prior to an effect, and it would be impossible for the necessary exis-
tence to become individuated prior to its own individuation. On both
the latter assumptions,64 namely,

a) that the substrate of the concomitant would be the cause
of the concomitant or part of its cause, or

b) that the substrate of the concomitant and the concomi-
tant would both be the effects of a single cause, L 342 the impli-
cation is that the necessary existent would be a caused-effect, which
is impossible.

2. If the necessary existent should be accidental to its own indi-
viduation, then all the more appropriately it again would be a caused-
effect.65 This is

a) because whatever is accidental to a thing stands in need
of that thing, and whatever stands in need of something else is itself
a caused-effect, and

b) because if the necessary existent should be accidental to
the individuation, then it would not be the cause for its own indi-
viduation;66 otherwise, it would be concomitant to it, and its indi-
viduation would then be on account of some other being and its

63 MS gl: I.e., the substrate of the concomitant and the concomitant itself.
64 L and T read, [eala3 al-taqdfrayn al-akhirayn]. MS Garrett 989Ha reads, [al-

taqdlrayn al-akhlrayn]. The MS reads, [al-taqdfrayn al-akhfr] (crowding the sign
of the dual in above the first word and omitting it in the second).

65 MS gl: I.e., as was the case in the other two suppositions.
66 Here in the MS [f. 174b:13] the scribe mistakenly inserts the clause, "since

the cause must be individuated" [li-anna al-cillah yajib an yatacayyan], having skipped
ahead inadvertently to the next occurrence of the phrase "cause of its own individu-
ation," and copied the following clause. Then when he comes to the proper posi-
tion of the skipped phrase [f. 174b:15] he inserts it but with a pronoun [Ti-annaha]
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need would be doubled, so all the more appropriately it would be
a caused-effect.

3. If the individuation should be concomitant to the necessary
existent, then [the necessary existent] again would be a caused-effect;
because it is not admissible that the necessary existent be the cause
of its own individuation, since a cause must become individuated
prior to an effect and it would be an impossibility that the existence
that is necessary should become individuated prior to its own indi-
viduation. Therefore the individuated necessary existent would be a
caused-effect.

4. If the individuation should be accidental to the existence
that is necessary,67 then [the necessary existence] again would be a
caused-effect. This is because

a) it is not admissible for the necessary existence to be the
cause of its own individuation; otherwise, it would be implied that
it preceded its own individuation in [the process of] individuation,
from the inherent necessity for the cause to precede the effect in
individuation; and

b) it is not admissible] for the individuation to be the cause
of its own substrate; otherwise, it would be concomitant to it, and
not an accident. MS 175a Thus, it would be determined that the
necessary existent that had been individuated would be the caused-
effect of some other being.

Furthermore, it would not be possible for the individuation to be
accidental to the necessary existence as a general nature.68 Therefore,
it would be accidental to it as a nature that is not general. Then
the case would be either

1) that that [specific] nature, as substrate for the indi-
viduation, would be made specific by that same individuation which
is accidental to it, or

instead of the noun. L and T along with MS Garrett 989Ha do not have this
anomaly.

67 Here in the fourth alternative option, [L 324:7; T 165:30; MS 174b:17]
the MS alone of sources used reads, "the necessary existent" [wajib al-wujud] where
L, T and MS Garrett 989Ha read, "the existence that is necessary" [al-wujud al-
wajib]. In the preceding three alternative options, in all four sources used, the term
"the necessary existent" is in the protasis. It appears evident that this variation does
not change the basic meaning and argument.

A few lines ahead [L 324:11; MS 175a:2] the MS reads, "the existence that
is necessary", agreeing with the other sources.

68 MS gl: But rather, as a specific nature [tabi'ah khassah].
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2) that that [specific nature] would be made specific by
the causation of some other individuation, which at first made it
specific, and then the [first] individuation became accidental to it
after it had been made specific. If the first [alternative should be
correct], then that cause would be the cause for the specific qualification
of something whose own essence necessitates its existence, which
would be impossible. If the second [alternative should be correct],
then the argument on the previous individuation would be like the
argument on the individuation that is a caused-effect.69

Following the invalidation of these four [numbered alternative]
divisions,70 T 166 which all derive from the [premise that] the
individuation of the necessary existent would be something other
than its being the necessary existent itself, it is specifically determined
that 'being the individuation of the necessary existent' is the same
as 'its being the Necessary Existent itself. Therefore, the Necessary
Existent is [uniquely] One, and this is the goal of the argument.71

2. Arguments of the Mutakallimun L 342, T 166, MS 175a

The Mutakallimun argued in rejection of dual deities, basing their
argument on two reasons:

69 After the two premises have been stated and explained, Ibn Sina discusses a
main proposition of his argument, namely: "A necessary existent is the existential
cause for a thing only if the existential cause has been individuated . . ." In the edi-
tion of his al-Isharat wa-al-Tanbihat that is printed sentence by sentence along with
Nasir al-Din Tusi's commentary at the bottom of the pages, this basic proposition
runs from vol. 3, pp. 42~46.

/0 MS gl: Namely: 1) the necessary existent being concomitant to the individua-
tion; 2) [i.e., #3 in the text] the contrary of #1; 3) [i.e., #2 in the text] the nec-
essary existent being accidental to the individuation; 4) the contrary of #3.

71 In his written statements on the Doctrine of the divine singularity Baydawi
presented a brief summary of the theory of the philosophers and that of the
Mutakallimun. Isfahani's commission is to expand on these and to explain them.
The most famous theoretician among the philosophers is Ibn Sina whose logical
reasoning influenced thinkers in Europe as well as the Middle East. A brief but
most helpful study of Ibn Sina's doctrine of God is the following: "Avicenna's Proof
of the Existence of God as a Necessarily Existent Being", by Herbert A. Davidson, in Islamic
Philosophical Theology, ed. by Parviz Morewedge, pp. 165-187, (Studies in Islamic
Philosophy and Science). Albany, N.Y.: State University of New York Press, [c.
1979]. Professor Davidson clearly distinguishes between the cosmological and the
ontological arguments about the existence of God, and between many terms that
are passed over too often without a clear idea of their meaning. A few examples
are: 'Necessary Existent', 'Necessary in Himself, and 'Necessary through another
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a. The first of the two reasons is that if dual deities72 should be
assumed, then [all] realities possible would be on an equal basis
before them, i.e., all realities possible would be objects of power in
relation to each of the two, since the cause of being objects of power
is the [fact of being a] possible reality. Both impossibility and neces-
sity make it impossible to be an object of power,73 but possibility is
a characteristic having a commonality among all realities possible.
Therefore, all realities possible would be objects of power for each
of the two, and in turn each of the two would have power over all
realities possible.

1. Thus, not one of the realities possible would exist; because
if any of the realities possible were to exist, it would then be a case
of neither of the two [deities] being the effective cause, or of one
of them being the effective cause and not L 343 the other, so
there would be an implied preferring without any preferring agent.

[This would be so], either
a) on the assumption that one of the two deities would not

be the effective cause, because that would imply a preferring for one
of the two options that a possible reality has [i.e., to be an existent
or a nonexistent] without there being a preferring agent; or

b) on the assumption that the effective cause would be one
of the two [deities], since the possible reality in question would be
related to each of the two deities equally, its becoming actual through
one of the two, but not the other, would be a case of preferring
without a preferring agent. So it would be established that, if any
possible reality were to exist on the assumption that neither one of
the two deities would be the effective cause of it, or that one of the
two would be MS 175b the effective cause of it but not the other,

than Himself'; the terms 'necessary', 'possible', and 'impossible', which are "not
definable" (p. 172) but are greately clarified in their usage.

A valuable feature in the article is the full citation of the sources in Ibn Sina's
writings for his terms and positions. His Isharat is the least comprehensive of his
books on this subject, but Isfahani doubtless would have had access to all of Ibn
Sina's writings. The positions of earlier and later writers are related to Ibn Sina's
theory. The process of abstraction and its end result is to be seen in the discussion
of 'individuation', as well as in the perfection of concept that is striven for in fram-
ing the 'doctrine of the divine singularity'. The concepts of 'necessity' and 'actual-
ity' are studied side by side, and provide the student with important insights, without
closing the subject.

72 MS gl: I.e., both being completely empowered [qadiran cala3 al-kamal].
73 Following the text of the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha. The scribe of L has

crowded the ending of the word [maqduriyah] upward into a triple line, so that it
can be read as [maqdurayn], as the text of T reads.
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then implicitly it would be a case of preferring without a preferring
agent. But the conclusion is false, because of the impossibility of
there being a preferring without a preferring agent, and therefore
not [a single] one of the realities possible would exist.

2. Furthermore, if each of the two deities should be an effective
cause for [the possible reality], then there would be an implicit join-
ing together of two independent effective causes to produce an effect
that is single in individuality,74 so not one of [the realities possible]
would exist. Thus, it would be established as a fact that on the
assumption of there being dual deities not [a single] one of the real-
ities possible would exist. But this conclusion is false, so the premise
is likewise. Therefore, the Deity is One, and this is the goal of the
argument.

b. The second [reason of the Mutakallimun supporting the rejec-
tion of dual deities] is that if we were to assume the existence of
dual deities, and if one of the two should will the motion-change of
a given body, and the other should will it to remain quiescent, if
that were possible—and let us assume that to be the case, for with
any possible reality posited to be a factual occurrence there would
be no implication of its impossibility, otherwise, it would be some-
thing impossible, not a possible reality—then [one of the following
would be the case]: either

1. the will of each of them would be achieved, so the one body
would be both moving and quiescent, which would be impossible, or

2. there would be no achievement of the will of either of them,
so the one body would be neither moving nor quiescent, which would
be impossible, or

3. the will of one of the two alone would be achieved, thus
implying the impotence of the second.75

If the impotence should be from eternity past, then it would be
impossible, since impotence is conceivable only of what has valid
existence,76 and the existence of a created being in eternity past
would be impossible, so the impotence of the second [as a created

74 MS glosses: 1. This would be invalid, according to our explanation of the pro-
hibition against one thing being the object of power of two agents of power.

2. But in the case of an effect that would be one in species [nawc] it would be
admissible for two independent effective causes to be joined together, because it
would be admissible for one of the two to be an effective cause with one individ-
ual and the other with another individual, the two [individuals] being one in species.

75 MS gl: This does not imply perfect power, so he would be no deity.
76 MS gl: In eternity.
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being] in eternity past would be an impossibility. And if [the hypo-
thetical second deity] should be a temporal phenomenon, then it
also would be impossible, because this would be conceivable only if
it had had [divine] power in eternity past and then its [divine] power
had ceased. But that would require the cessation of some [entity]
existing from eternity past, which would be impossible. But if it
should not be possible for the [second deity] to will the given body's
quiescence, then

4. the impossibility of it would be the will of the [first deity],
and the impotence of [the second deity] would be implicit. But no
impotent being may be a deity, on account of what we have set forth.

Moreover, [the concept of dual deities is rejected] since if both
[deities] should have power over all objects of power, and if it should
be valid for whoever had power to exercise his power, then it would
be valid for this [first deity] to activate motion-change if it were not
for the [second deity]. And [it would be valid] for the [second deity]
to activate quiescence if it were not for this [first deity]. As long as
the first of the two [deities] does not intend to activate anything,
then the second will not be troubled by the other's intention to acti-
vate something against him. But the precedence of one of them over
the other is not more appropriate than the contrary. So, it would
be impossible for the purpose of one of them to become a hindrance
preventing the other from having his own purpose.

Furthermore, in establishing the doctrine of the divine singularity,
it is admissible to hold fast to the evidence from authoritative tra-
dition,77 because the validity78 of the traditional evidence is not depen-
dent79 upon the proposition that the Deity is One.80

77 L 343 gl: This means that holding fast to traditional evidence in certifying the
existence of the Necessary Existent would not be admissible because of the implicit
argument in a circle. But in certifying the doctrine of the divine singularity it is
admissible because the validity of the traditional evidence is not dependent upon
[the doctrine of the divine singularity] but upon the fact that the Apostle was trust-
worthy in what he said. [From the Shark Taqrir.]

78 MS and L gl: Since the truth of the traditional evidence [sihhat al-naqlfyat]
depends upon the factual certainty of the Necessary Existent, not upon His unity.
[From, op. cit.]

79 MS gl: Rather, they are dependent upon the veracity of the Apostle; and the
veracity of the Apostle is dependent upon the evidence of miracle for his veracity,
not upon the doctrine of the divine singularity. [From, op. cit.]

80 MS gl: Nor does it lead to argumentation in a circle.
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SECTION 2: THE ATTRIBUTES OF GOD

CHAPTER i: ESTABLISHED ATTRIBUTES, THE BASIS OF GOD'S ACTS

1. God's omnipotence in autonomous action

The Mutakallimun are agreed upon the fact that L 344 [God]
Most High is [freely] omnipotent in autonomous action.1 [This is]
because if [God] should be [limited as being merely] a 'necessary
cause' in Himself, and if His efficacy did not depend upon some
temporal condition, then the existence of the universe from past eter-
nity would be implied. But if [God's efficacy in causing the existence
of the universe] did depend [upon some temporal condition], then
[the existence of the universe] would be dependent upon either

a. [the temporal condition's] presence, thus implying temporal
phenomena joined together in a series without any termination, which
would be impossible, or upon

b. the removal of [the condition], thus implying temporal phe-
nomena successively linked [in a series] having no beginning, which
also would be impossible.

[This would be so] because if the total of all that had happened
up to the time of the Flood were to be overlaid by all that has taken
place up to our own day, and if in the second [series] there should
not be a portion with nothing opposite to it in the first [series], then
that [series] having more would be equal to that [series] having less;
or, if the first [series] had been arbitrarily cut short and the second
[series] had only a limited amount more than [the first], then [the
first series also] would be limited.

Objection is raised that the universe would come about [more
suitably] after [God's deliberate act] because of the impossibility of

' [qadir] Following Richard M. Frank's translation of [qadir/qudrah] as omnipo-
tent in [= "capable of]—autonomous action," as explained in his Beings and Their
Attributes, p. 44, n. 31, etc., cf. his glossary under "qdr."
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it existing in eternity past. Our [Baydawi] response [to the objec-
tion] would be that for [the universe] to exist at rest from [the time
of its creation by] the 'Necessary Cause' would not be an impossi-
bility, and we have granted that, but [as a possibility] it could have
preceded its existence.

[Another] objection is raised that the two series [of temporal phe-
nomena] would not be concrete existents so they may not be described
as being more and less; but this [objection] is inconsistent with [the
fact of] time duration.

[Another] objection is raised as to why it would not be admissi-
ble for the Creator of the universe to be an intermediary agent hav-
ing independent choice. We respond [that it would be inadmissible]
because everything except the Necessary Existent is a possible real-
ity, and every possible reality stands in need of an effective cause,
and everything that stands in need of anything is a temporal phe-
nomenon. Now since the efficacy of the effective cause would be in
[the intermediary] through creation, it would be inadmissible for
[this efficacy] to remain active in a state of continuance, because to
give existence to [something already] existent2 would be impossible.
So there remains either the state of temporal origination or the state
of nonexistence. On both assumptions the temporal origination of
the effect is implicit.

Isfahani says: L 344, T 166, MS 175b

SECTION 2: THE ATTRIBUTES OF GOD

When [Baydawi] was finished with Section 1, he began Section 2
On [God's] attributes, that is, the attributes that are firmly established,
and he set forth T 167 two chapters in [this section]: MS 176a

1. [Established] attributes, the basis of [God's] acts, and 2. Other
attributes, [not the basis of God's acts].

2 L (344:11) reads, ". . . give existence to the giver of existence" [ijad al-mujid],
in clear error for "give existence to an existent" [ijad al-mawjud] which is the read-
ing in T, MS Garrett 283b (f. 37b:9), Garrett 989Hb (f. 28a:21), and which is
confirmed by Isfahani's usage in his commentary.
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CHAPTER i: ESTABLISHED ATTRIBUTES, THE BASIS OF GOD'S ACTS

In Chapter 1 there are four topics: 1. God's omnipotence in auto-
nomous action; 2. God's ever-present omniscience; 3. God's living
nature; 4. God's will.

1. God's omnipotence in autonomous action

All religious communities3 have accepted the doctrine that [God's]
effective causation in the creation of the universe is instituted through
[both] His omnipotence in autonomous action and [His] free choice,
in the sense of it being equally valid for Him whether to activate
the creation of the universe or to refrain from [activating] it.

The philosophers hold the doctrine that His efficacy in the exist-
ence of the universe is instituted through [His] 'necessary causation',4

in the sense that the universe is a concomitant of Himself, just as
the sun's efficacy is activated through its bright radiation, this being
a concomitant of itself. Certainty in the affirmation of [God's] omnipo-
tence in autonomous action is based both upon the temporal origi-
nation of the universe and upon invalidation of the theory that some
temporal phenomena have no beginning.5 The One capable of
autonomous action6 is [God] from whom it is appropriate for action

3 MS gl: What is meant by "religious communities" is everyone [of any religion]
except the [secular] philosophers.

4 MS gl: [I.e.,] His giving existence to the world [fjaduhu lil-'alam] according
to the present order is one of the concomitants of Himself [that is, of His essence],
so for Him to withdraw from [this position and task] would be impossible. [From
Shark M. [= Mawaqif al-Iji]/by cAli ibn Muhammad al-Sharif al-Jurjani.

5 L and T read, "have no beginning" [la awwal laha], but the MS and MS
Garrett 989Ha read, "not [reaching to] a beginning" [la ila3 awwal].

6 MS gl: It should be understood that if the [divine] capacity for autonomous
action should be explained through what may be validly considered as His action
or nonaction, which is what the dispute is about, most of the philosophers would
not accept it. Rather, theirs is a doctrine of a 'cause necessary in itself' [mujib bi-
al-dhat], in contrast to this foregoing interpretation, meaning that [God] Most High
is a Necessary Cause, in regard to the existence of the world, but with knowledge
and discernment [shu'ur].

But if it [the doctrine] should be explained as some of them do, namely, that if
[God] should will [something to be] then He would act [to perform it], and if He
should not will [it] then He would not act [upon it], then, according to them, He
the Most High would be capable of autonomous action [qadir] in this sense. But
here the conditional syllogism [al-shartfyah] is composed of a true premise and a
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to proceed or not proceed, and this very appropriateness constitutes
His power of autonomous action. The preferring of one of the two
options [i.e., of action or non-action] over the other comes about
only when the presence of the divine will or its absence is a factor
added to the divine power of autonomous action.

And the philosophers do not deny that fact.7 There is [some] dis-
agreement only about whether, upon the joining together of the
power of autonomous action and the will, it is possible for the divine
act [of omnipotence] to occur simultaneously with [their joining] or
not, or whether instead it occurs only after that joining together.
The philosophers took the position that it is not only possible L 345
but rather, necessary that it should occur simultaneously with their
joining together. Furthermore, because [the philosophers] held the
doctrine that in past eternity there was the [divine] knowledge, the
[divine] power of autonomous action, and the [divine] will as being
a specific kind of [divine] knowledge, their decision was for the eter-
nity of the universe.

The Mutakallimun held that it would be impossible for the divine
action [of omnipotence] to occur simultaneously with the [union of
the] two [attributes of power and will]. Rather, they taught that
[God's] action would occur only after the two [attributes] are joined
together. For that reason [the Mutakallimun] asserted the necessity
for the temporal origination [of the universe] because the motivat-
ing agency, being a divinely decisive will, would only motivate [to
existence] what would be nonexistent, and the knowledge of this
[fact] is intuitive.

The argument that [God] Most High is capable of autonomous
action8 consists in the fact that the existence of the universe after
having been nonexistent excludes the theory that [God's] effective
causation of the universe would be [merely] by 'necessary causation'.
The first statement here9 is certainly true, on account of the estab-
lished fact that the universe is a temporal phenomenon, and so the

fallacious conclusion, and thus, they [the second group] do not hold to the doctrine
of a 'cause necessary in itself, which stands in contrast to this [latter] explanation.

7 MS gl: Reference being to the foregoing statement on the meaning of the
[divine] capacity for autonomous action and the addition of the [divine] will to it.

8 MS gl: In the sense that it is He from whom it is appropriate that action
should proceed or not proceed.

9 MS gl: Namely, the existence of the universe subsequent to its nonexistence.
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second statement here10 would be excluded. The explanation for this
exclusion is that if [God] Most High should be a 'necessary cause'
in Himself, and if His effective causation of the existence of the uni-
verse should not depend upon some temporal condition, then the
past eternity of the universe would be implied, equally whether its
existence through [God's] agency depended upon some past eternal
condition or did not depend upon any condition at all, because of
the inherent impossibility of any failure for the effect to appear after
[the action of] a completely effective cause.

Now, if [God's] effective causation of the existence of the universe
should depend upon some temporal condition, MS 176b then, it
would depend either upon the temporal condition's presence or upon
its removal. If His effective causation of the existence of the uni-
verse should depend upon the temporal condition's presence, then
we would transfer what we have said to [the latter case], and the
implication would be that there were temporal phenomena joined
together11 in a series without any termination, which would be impos-
sible. But if [God's] effective causation of the existence of the uni-
verse should depend upon a temporal condition's removal, then the
implication would be that there were temporal phenomena succes-
sively linked [in a series] having no beginning point for its comple-
tion, which also would be impossible.

[This is] because if all the successive temporal events that had
taken place up to the time of the Flood were to be overlaid by all
the events that have occurred12 up to our day, and if in the second
[series], that is, in what has transpired up to our day, there should
be no events without a counterpart in the first [series], that is, in
all the successive events up to the time of the Flood, then [the series
having] the greater [duration of time], that is, the second one, would
be [merely] equal to the [series having the] lesser [duration of time],
that is, the first one. Now the second [series] is more than the first
to the extent of all that has taken place from the Flood until our
day; thus, the totality would be equal [merely] to a part of itself,
which would be impossible. But if in the second series there should
be a portion having no counterpart in the first, then the first series

10 MS gl: Namely, that His being the effective cause of the universe would be
[merely] 'necessary causation'.

11 MS gl: [I.e.,] in existence.
12 MS gl: [I.e.,] from past eternity up to our day.
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would have been cut short and its limitation would be implicit, and
as the second is greater than the first by [only] a limited amount,
the second also would be limited, because what exceeds something
limited by a limited amount would [itself] be limited.13 An objec-
tion might be raised not granting [the case] that if the Creator Most
High should be a 'necessary cause in Himself and if His effective
causation did not depend upon some temporal condition, then the
past eternity of the universe would be implied.

[Baydawi's] position is that [the foregoing] would be implied,
because of the impossibility of failure for any effect to appear after
[the action of] a completely effective cause. Our [Isfahani's] posi-
tion is that we do not grant this reasoning. Failure for the effect to
appear after the effective cause would be impossible only if the effect
should be a possible reality, but that is impossible. The existence of
the universe in eternity past L 346 is impossible, as we have
explained14 [previously] that if the universe should be existent in
eternity past, then it would be either moving or quiescent, each of
which would be impossible, so its existence in eternity past would
be impossible. Therefore, the failure for the effect to appear after
the effective cause would be on account of the impossibility of its
existence in past eternity. In light of the fact that the effect proceeds
from the effective cause, then just as the existence of the effective
cause may be considered a logical deduction, so also it may be con-
sidered a logical deduction that the effect would be a possible reality.

The reply [to the objection] is that we do not grant that the exist-
ence of the universe in eternity past would be impossible. Indeed,
its existence at rest in eternity past as the effect of the Necessary
Cause would not be impossible; but rather, the actual occurrence of
the universe through the divine omnipotence of autonomous action
and free choice in eternity past is what would be impossible.15 We
have granted the impossibility of the existence of the universe in
eternity past. But it would have been possible16 for its existence to

13 MS gl: Although it had been assumed to be unlimited. But this is contrary to
the hypothesis.

14 MS gl: In the topic on the origination of bodies. (Book 1, Section 3, Chapter 1,
Topic 4)

15 MS gl: Because if it should be by [divine] free choice, then its creation would
have to be after its nonexistence.

16 MS gl: Assuming that the effective cause would be a necessary cause.
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have come earlier,17 but if it should have existed before it did exist
by the space MS 177a of a day, it still would not have become
eternal on that account; for it would have had to be existing [nec-
essarily] before it did exist, on account of both the existence of the
perfect Effective Cause and the exclusion of any impossibility.18

[Another] objection has been raised not granting [the case] that
if the Creator should be a Necessary Cause and if His efficacy should
depend upon the existence of some temporal phenomenon being
excluded, then [the existence of the universe in eternity past] would
be an impossibility. [Baydawi's] statement is that this would imply
temporal phenomena successively linked [in a series] without any
beginning. Our position is that the concomitance [of the temporal
phenomena] should be granted. But [Baydawi's] statement that this
would be impossible [we say] is [itself] an impossibility.19 Regarding
[Baydawi's] statement [i.e., at the opening of this topic] running
from, "Because if the total of all that had happened ..." up to his
saying, ". . . limited", we [Isfahani] comment that this proof would
be perfect only if the two series were describable as greater and
lesser [in time duration], but this is impossible. Indeed, the two series
are not present in existence, since their units have existence by way
of succession and of termination and are not describable as greater
and lesser, because greater and lesser are characteristics of existent
phenomena, not of nonexistent phenomena. However, there is an
inconsistency in the position20 that the two series are not present in
existence and T 168 therefore may not be described as greater
and lesser in time duration. For indeed, the parts of [time duration]
are not all assembled together within existence because [the time
duration] is not stationary in itself. And notwithstanding, [the time
duration] may be described as greater and lesser, since it is proper
to say that the time duration of a complete circuit of the planet
Saturn is greater than the time duration of a complete circuit of the
planet Jupiter, and that the time duration of a complete circuit of
the planet Moon is lesser than the time duration of a complete cir-
cuit of the planet Sun.

" L and T insert the phrase, "than its existence did come by the space of a
day." The MS and MS Garrett 989Ha do not have this phrase.

18 MS gl: Which together characterize eternity past.
19 Only the MS of our sources prefixes [qulna] to Isfahani's comment.
20 MS gl: [I.e., quoting] from the Mutakallimun.
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Another objection could be raised that an explanation of the impos-
sibility of temporal phenomena being in a successive series having
no beginning would be dependent upon the overlaying of the two
series. But the overlaying would be impossible, not because the two
series may not be described as greater and lesser, but because the
total as such would have no presence in existence—[whereas in] an
existent [totality] each of its parts would always be present—so the
overlaying of its parts [i.e., in the nonexistent series] would not be
conceivable at all.

The [further] objection21 has been raised that the argument as it
has been set forth would require only that the 'effective cause' of
the universe be [God] who is omnipotently capable of autonomous
action, but it does not require that the 'Necessary Existent' be [God]
who is omnipotently capable of autonomous action. Why [then]
would it not be admissible that the existential cause of the universe
be an intermediate agent having free choice?22 [This would be] in
such a way that the Necessary Existent in Himself and by necessary
causation23 would require [that there be] an eternally existent being,
neither a physical body nor a corporeal being, but one having power
and free choice, L 347 and that that one having power and free
choice would be the one who would give existence to the universe
through His power and free choice.

Our [Isfahani] position [in reply] is that this would be impossi-
ble,24 because everything except the Necessary Existent is a possible
reality, and every possible reality stands in need of an effective cause,
and everything standing in need of an effective cause is a temporal
phenomenon. MS 177b [This is] because it would not be admissi-
ble that the efficacy of the Effective Cause upon it in giving it exist-
ence should remain in a continuing state [of efficacy], because giving
existence to [something that is already] an existent is impossible.

So, what remains [of the objection] is that the efficacy of the
Effective Cause upon [the proposed intermediary] would be either

21 L and T read, "If objection should be raised" [fa-in qilaj. The MS and MS
Garrett 989Ha begin the sentence without the condition.

22 MS gl: A summary of the reply is that the intermediary having free choice
could not conceivably be an eternal being, because he would be a [mere] possible
reality.

23 The MS has the past tense; L, T and MS Garrett 989Ha have the imperfect.
24 In answer to the foregoing question, L and T state the impossibility then give

the reason why. The MS and MS Garrett 989Ha begin with the reason.
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in a state of temporal origination or in a state of nonexistence, and
on both assumptions there would be an implicit temporal origina-
tion of the effect. If the intermediary should be a temporal phe-
nomenon, it then would not be possible for it to be an effect of the
eternal Necessary Cause, except with the intermediation of a suc-
cession of temporal phenomena having no beginning, which would
be impossible.

[Another] objection may be raised, asking why it would not be
admissible that the effect of the Necessary Cause upon that inter-
mediary should be the state of existence.25 [Baydawi's] statement is
that it would be on account of the impossibility of giving existence
to [something that is already] an existent. Our [Isfahani] comment
is that we do not grant26 that the [mere] giving of existence to [some-
thing that is already] an existent is what is implied. That would be
implied only if [the result of God's] efficacy were the state of exist-
ence in the effect as being an existent, but that is not the case.
Rather, the efficacy of the Effective Cause constitutes the 'state of
existence' in the effect, not in its being either an existent or a non-
existent, but rather, in its being in the quiddity itself, in that [God]
causes it to exist.

Another objection might be raised that in this case there would
be an implied intermediary between existence and nonexistence,
which would be impossible. The reply [to that objection] is that a
quiddity has no state other than either existence or nonexistence in
which there might be an implicit intermediary. The quiddity in itself
is something other than the quiddity as being either an existent or
a nonexistent, even though it cannot have being without being either
one or the other. Moreover, [God's] efficacy constitutes the state of
existence in the quiddity as such, in that He brings [the quiddity]
to reality, that is, He causes it to exist, but not in that He brings
its 'existence' to reality.27

Another objection might be raised to the effect that if the quid-
dity may not be free from either existence or nonexistence, then the
efficacy of the effective cause would not be free from one of the two

25 MS gl: Which would be a state of permanent continuance.
26 L has inadvertently omitted the phrase, "we do not grant."
27 T and the MS [the MS with vowelling added] marks the last three verbs as

active and masculine singular. However, L marks the verb [haqqaqa] in both cases
as passive and feminine singular. The verbs in MS Garrett 989Ha are unmarked
here.
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states, so, there would be an implicit danger. The response [to this
objection] is that what is meant by the state of existence is either
the time duration of the effect's existence,28 or the momentary time
of its existence.29 There is nothing dangerous in the fact that the
effective cause might produce in the effect either a time duration
for the effect's existence or a momentary time for its existence,
because the effect does not retard behind the effective cause as regards
time duration, but rather they are both simultaneously present in
time duration. However, as regards its essence the effect is subse-
quent to the effective cause. The efficacy of the effective cause is
within the effect, and this latter, as regards its essence is subsequent
to the effective cause, but as regards time duration it is simultane-
ous with it. Now an effect would not occur in any state except either
existence or nonexistence. And the fact that the efficacy of the effective
cause produces the state of existence in [the effect] does not imply
the creation of an existent, because even if the existence is simulta-
neous with the effective cause as regards time duration, as regards
its own essence it is subsequent. Moreover, an unlimited series of
successive temporal phenomena linked together without any begin-
ning would not be impossible.30

Baydawi said: L 347, T 168

Divine omnipotence related to some problems of logic

[Possible] arguments in opposition could be raised as follows:31

a. If the 'effective cause' within the universe should assemble the
[required] conditions, then the 'effect' indicated would be a 'neces-

28 MS gl: If it is gradual [tadnjiyan].
29 MS gl: If it is instantaneous [daf cfyan].
30 MS gl: Because the temporal phenomena succeed each other in series, and

not a one [of them] that precedes is the cause of any succeeding one, but rather
it is the condition for it; so there is no impossibility.

31 [Editor's note—] Baydawi and Isfahani present the following discussion near
the beginning of the study on the divine attributes and we have given it the gen-
eral topic, 'Divine omnipotence related to some problems of logic'. Although no
person or group leading it is named by Baydawi or Isfahani, or by glosses in the
MS, it perhaps can be taken as showing the general viewpoint of the Qadariyah
movement which was speculative and not attributed to any single theologian. This
discussion is evidently a collection of statements in opposition to the Sunni ortho-
doxy regarding God's will versus man's will as the source of human action. These
arguments are no doubt real records that have been passed on from earlier audi-
ences and readers. Baydawi has already given his argument in favor, and the four
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sary phenomenon'; otherwise, [the effect's] activation at one time
and its nonactivation at another time would be a case of preference
without a preferring agent. But if [the cause] should not assemble
[the conditions], then [the effect] would be impossible. L 348

[Our] response [to this point] is that the One having the omnipo-
tent power of autonomous action would give preference to one of
the two objects within His power; likewise, a hungry man would
choose one of two loaves of bread resembling each other in all
respects, and a man fleeing from a lion would take one of two escape
routes, without consulting a 'preferring agency'! But that case would
not be like the occurrence of a temporal phenomenon that has no
'cause' at all. One's intuition observes that there is a difference
between the two cases and that the effective cause has assembled32

the conditions of possibility, and that the existence of the action
depends upon having a linkage with the [divine] will.

points of these statements are joined with other miscellaneous objections, to which
Isfahani's commentary adds a few more.

F.D. Razi, writing in the late twelfth century a hundred years earlier than Baydawi,
has a similar list, but not all are the same anonymous accumulation from which
Baydawi and Isfahan! drew. After stating the case in favor of the orthodox posi-
tion, Razi takes up opposition statements with the formula, "An objection could be
raised that . . ." His presentation is in the form of a report of a distant but real
debate, and includes phrases like "what you say", and "what we say", and "his
statement is . . ." See his Muhassal together with N.D. Tusi's Talkhis al-Muhassal, (pp.
161-164).

Three and four hundred years before Razi, the Qadariyah movement had been
a fierce ongoing debate over God's prerogative of issuing his 'particularizing decree'
[qadar]. Basically this was a struggle over the affirmation of God's free omnipo-
tence and its denial. [Qadar], 'particularizing decree', of course is closely related
to the [qudrah], the power [of autonomous action] on God's part, who is [al-qadir]
the Omnipotent One.

The intensity of religious and political debate over God's omnipotence in this
regard began to lessen after many decades. In his days in the late thirteenth cen-
tury Baydawi sifted through these points of disputation over aspects of divine omnipo-
tence that Razi had gathered up in his Compendium of Thought and chose four that
he believed best illustrated the necessity for great care in handling this leading the-
ological problem. Partly the task as a theologian was to interpret rightly the tradi-
tional sources of the Islamic faith, and partly the task was to reason out what
qualities were most appropriate as God's attributes, and what were entirely unsuit-
able and inappropriate as attributes. Woe to the theologian who erred carelessly
about God's omnipotence, His primal attribute.

See the articles "Kadariyya" by J. van Ess, and "Muctazila" by D. Gimaret in
the En-I-2.

32 T alone adds the two prepositional phrases "for it" and "to it." L, MS Garrett
989Hb and MS Garrett 282B do not.
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b. The exercise of power by an agent having the omnipotent
power of autonomous action would constitute a relationship that
would depend upon [his] distinguishing an object for [this] power
that in itself would depend upon [the object's] own positive exist-
ence, so there is an implicit circular argument. Moreover, this point
is inconsistent with 'necessary causation'. [Our] response [to this
point] is that the distinguishing takes place within the knowledge of
the One having the omnipotent power of autonomous action, not
within external existence.

c. An object of power inevitably would be within either existence
or nonexistence, and whatever occurs [in existence] would be a 'nec-
essary phenomenon', while its counterpart [in nonexistence] would
be 'impossible'. Thus, possible realities would have been excluded.
[Our] response [to this point] is that possible realities occur instan-
taneously [either] a) through the exercise of existential causation
within the confrontation [i.e., with the counterpart candidates for
existence]; or, they occur instantaneously b) as regards the essence
of [the object of power] but irrespective of what its status may be
[whether existent or nonexistent].

d. Refraining [i.e., by the Effective Cause from performing an ac-
tion] would constitute downright exclusion and perpetual nonexis-
tence [for the universe], so there would be neither an object of power
nor any [divine] action]. [Our] response [to this point] is that the
One having the omnipotent power of autonomous action is [God]
for whom it is proper either to perform or not to perform [a given
act], but not [proper] to perform an act of refraining.

Isfahani says: L 348, T 168, MS 178a

Divine omnipotence related to some problems of logic

An opposition [party], that is, any who hold the doctrine that the
Necessary Existent the Most High is a 'necessary cause in Himself
T 169 and is not [freely] omnipotent in autonomous action, could
present an argument over [these] four points:

a. [The first point of an opposition argument would be that] if
the effective cause for the existence of an objective entity should
assemble all the conditions, whether of existence or of nonexistence
that are necessary for effective causality [in this regard], then the
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resulting effect would be a 'necessary phenomenon'.33 [This is] because,
if the effect should not be a necessary phenomenon when together
with the existence of the effective cause that has assembled the con-
ditions, then its activation at one time and its nonactivation at an-
other time would be a case of preference without a preferring agent.

But the conclusion is false so the premise is likewise. To explain
the logical necessity in use here, it is that if the effect should not be
a necessary phenomenon when together with the existence of the
effective cause that has assembled the conditions, then [the effect]
would be a possible reality, since there would be no reason for [its]
impossibility when together with the existence of the effective cause
that has assembled the conditions. And if [the effect] should be a
possible reality, then its activation at one time and its nonactivation
at another time would be a case of preference without a preferring
agent. But if [the effective cause] should not assemble the conditions
considered [necessary] for effective causality, then the existence of
an effect, as coming from [the effective cause], would be impossi-
ble, since the existence of something conditioned would be impossi-
ble when the condition would be nonexistent.

a.-a.l. The first part of the response [to the first point] is that
the effective cause, that assembles the conditions considered [neces-
sary] for effective causality, does not produce its effect as a neces-
sary phenomenon; but rather, sometimes it is the source of the effect
and sometimes it is not, without there being any change of situa-
tion at all in either of the two states,34 and so in that case there
would be no impossibility [of the effect] being nonactivated.

[Baydawi's] statement35 is that [the effect's] activation at one time
and its nonactivation at another time would be a case of preference
without any preferring agent, which would be impossible. In our
[Isfahani] judgment we would not assume the impossibility of such
a thing. Indeed, the Omnipotent One may prefer one of two objects
of His power over the other directly and without any 'formal giv-
ing of preference' for one of them over the other. L 349 It is
likewise when a hungry man chooses one of two loaves of bread

33 Razi, op. tit, p. 162, 1. 1.
34 MS gl: [I.e.,] the activation [of the effect] or [its] nonactivation.
35 Following Razi, loc. cit.
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similar in every respect without any 'formal giving of preference' for
one of them over the other, or when a man fleeing from a lion or
an enemy will take one of two equivalent escape routes 'without con-
sulting [an independent] preferring agency'!

Baydawi said that that [analogy] does not properly suggest an
answer to the counterobjection. A summary of the counterobjection
is that to permit the preference for one of two equal entities without
there being a preferring agent would lead to permitting the origina-
tion of a temporal phenomenon without any cause, so then the door
would be closed to establishing the certainty of the [divine] Maker.36

A summary of the answer [to the counterobjection] is that for the
Omnipotent One to prefer one of two equal objects of His power
without using an [independent] preferring agency is not the same as
the origination of a temporal phenomenon without a cause, and
indeed, intuition observes the difference between the two. We know
by intellectual intuition that the origination of a temporal phenom-
enon without cause is impossible, and that this is different from the
preference given by the Omnipotent One MS 178b to one of two
equal objects of His power without using an [independent] prefer-
ring agency. Intellectual intuition does recognize the admissibility of
this, and that it actually occurs. But the truth is that preference for
one of two equal things without a preferring agency would be impos-
sible, equally whether it would be the origination of a temporal phe-
nomenon or [the preference of] one of two objects of power of the
Omnipotent One,37 and to specify one of the two as being admissi-
ble and the other as being impossible would be preference without
a preferring agency. Now, an agent of free choice is one whose
action follows upon His will and its motive reason,38 with the motive
reason being sufficient to exercise preference. Neither the hungry
man nor the fleeing man will choose one of two equal things with-
out there being some preference.39 Rather, [Baydawi's] intention is

36 Razi's discussion (op. cit., p. 162) appears to cover the points made by Baydawi
and Isfahani in their response to the first part of the first point of the opposition
argument.

37 MS gl: Because it makes it unnecessary to establish the fact of the [divine] will.
38 L's scribe allows to stand his spelling of "to will and motive" Qi-iradah wa-

da'iyah], but the pronominal suffix is added after the [ta5 marbutah] of the noun
"will" without removing the double dots of the [ta3] or of the final [ta5] in [da'iyah].
T follows L's original reading, without attempting a change. The MS and MS
Garrett 989Ha show both pronominal suffixes in place.

39 L, T and MS Garrett 989Ha read, "without preference" [min ghayr tarjfh],
while the MS reads, "with no agent of preference" [murajjih].
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that the preference would be unknown, but the lack of knowledge
what to do does not require logically that no act may occur.

a.-a.2. The second part of the response [to the first point] is that
the Effective Cause has assembled the conditions for the exercise of
mastery40 and the act on [God's] part would not be impossible, but
[at the same time] the existence of the act is dependent on there
being a linkage of the [divine] will with it, so that it does not imply
a preference being made without an agent of preference.41 And as
the will has become linked with [the act's existence] it would occur
by way of necessity. But a necessity operating through [both] the
power of autonomous action and the will excludes neither a) His
exercise of mastery as to [His own] action or nonaction, nor b) the
fact that these two alternatives [i.e., acting and notacting] are equal
in their relationship to [His] omnipotent autonomous action by itself.
The necessary character of the action is with respect to both the
omnipotent autonomous action and the motive [for it]; but His exer-
cise of mastery over action or nonaction is related to His omnipo-
tence in autonomous action by itself.

b. The second [point of this opposition argument]42 is that the
exercise of power by the Omnipotent One would constitute a rela-
tionship between the Omnipotent One and the object of power.
Therefore, this [one] object of power must be distinguished from
everything else, because, unless that single [object] which is in rela-
tionship [with the One] is distinguished from everything else, then
it would be impossible to designate that one [object] and no other
specifically for that relationship.43 Thus, it is established that the
object of the [divine] power necessarily must be distinguished from
everything else. And, since every entity that had been distinguished
would be an established certainty, therefore the linkage of the Omni-
potent Power to the object of the power would be dependent upon
[the object] being a certainty in itself, and the established certainty
of the object of the power would be dependent upon the Omnipotent
Power over it, so a circular argument is implicit.

40 L, the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha read [al-muknah], but T reads [al-mumkinah].
41 In this second part of the response to point one of the opposition argument,

the important fact is that the will of God is operative in His actions. Razi men-
tions this fact on p. 162 in just two lines, but it is conclusive as Baydawi and
Isfahani show.

42 MS gl: [I.e.,] of the argument that the Necessary Existent is a 'necessary cause'
in essence.

43 Razi, op. cit., p. 163. His paragraph numbered "second" is on this topic.
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However, this proof is not consistent with necessary causation; for
if this proof should be sound then the implication would be that the
effective cause was not a necessary cause. [This is true] because the
necessary causation of the effective cause upon the effect is a relation-
ship L 350 between the necessary cause and the effect. Therefore,
the effect must be distinguished from all others, since unless that one
[object] which is [to be] in relationship44 [with the Omnipotent One]
is distinguished from everything else, then it would be impossible to
designate that one [object] and no other specifically for that rela-
tionship. Therefore, it is an established certainty that the effect nec-
essarily must be distinguished from everything else. And, since every
distinguished entity would be an established certainty, therefore, nec-
essary causation would depend upon the certainty of the effect in
itself, and the certainty of the effect in itself depends upon the nec-
essary causation, so, a circular argument is implicit.

b.—a. Then, the reply to this argument is that the distinguish-
ing of the object of power from everything else takes place only
MS 179a within the knowledge of the Omnipotent One, not exter-
nally. Every distinguished entity is an established certainty within the
[divine] knowledge, but not so externally, [The distinguished entity's]
certainty within the [divine] knowledge does not depend on the
Omnipotent Power over it; but rather, its certainty externally [to the
divine knowledge] depends45 upon the Omnipotent Power over it.
Thus, the argument in a circle has come undone.

c. The third [point of the opposition argument that the Necessary
Existent is a 'necessary cause', not freely omnipotent in autonomous
action], is that an object of power inevitably must be within either
existence or nonexistence. Therefore, if the Effective Cause should
be omnipotent in autonomous action, then His [divine] exercise of
mastery would be one of inherent necessity, the circumstances being
one of the two foregoing alternatives [existence or nonexistence],
because of the logical impossibility of avoiding both existence and
nonexistence. But the conclusion is false, because whichever of the
two alternatives actually occurs, equally whether it should be exist-
ence or nonexistence, it would be a necessary phenomenon. So, if

44 MS gl: I.e., the effect.
45 L, T and MS Garrett 989Ha have both statements of dependency in the same

form, [mawquf cala3]. In a minor variation the MS reads [mutawaqqaf cala3] for
the first statement.
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whichever occurs of the two alternatives should be a 'necessary' phe-
nomenon, then the alternative counterpart to the one that occurs
one would be an 'impossible' phenomenon. Thus, there would be
no exercise of mastery [by the autonomous power] while either of
the alternatives [existence or nonexistence] would be [in the process
of] occurring, because of the impossibility of exercising mastery over
a phenomenon that would be either necessary or impossible.

c.-a. The response [to this third point] is that the reasoning you
[opponents] have set forth would require that the exercise of [divine]
mastery be excluded during the occurrence of either one of the two
alternatives.46 But we do not hold it as doctrine T 170 that the
mastery is exercised with both alternatives during the occurrence of
one of them. Rather, our position is a) that the exercise of mastery
occurs instantaneously [within the power relationship] through [the
exercise of] existential causation in the confrontation [of the coun-
terpart candidates for existence].47 Or, we might say that the mas-
tery occurs instantaneously as regards the essence of the object of
power, without regard for its status whether in existence or non-
existence. For the object of power, in view of its essence and with-
out any regard for its status whether in existence or nonexistence,
would be a possible reality, and the exercise of mastery occurs in
relationship with a possible reality.

However, in regard to its status in either existence or nonexistence,
[the object of power] would be either a 'necessary' or an 'impossi-
ble' phenomenon, and the exercise of mastery would not occur in
relationship with an object of power in view of its being merely an
existent or a nonexistent. For in view of its being an existent or a
nonexistent it would be either necessary or impossible, and neither
of these may be an object of power because of the impossibility of
exercising mastery over a phenomenon that is either necessary or
impossible. Therefore, the One Omnipotent in autonomous action
exercises mastery [within the power relationship] through His existen-
tial causation of the essence of an object of power, but not through
existential causation of the essence of an object of power that is [lim-
ited to being merely] existent or nonexistent.

46 Isfahan! enlarges upon Razi's discussion (op. cit., p. 162), and appears to have
made a better case in the response to the opposition's point 3.

47 [al-muknah hasilah fi" al-hal min-al-fjad ft al-istiqbal].
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An objection is raised against the first [element in the] response
(a), to the effect that for the exercise of the mastery to occur instan-
taneously through existential causation in the confrontation [of the
counterpart candidates for existence] would be impossible. [This
would be so] because any occurrence within the confrontation would
be impossible48 since the condition for an occurrence within the con-
frontation would be the occurrence of the confrontation instanta-
neously, and an occurrence of the confrontation instantaneously is
impossible. Thus, the occurrence within the confrontation would be
an impossibility, because the impossibility of the condition requires
the impossibility of what is conditioned. Therefore, [for the exercise
of mastery] to occur within the confrontation [of the counterpart
candidates] there would not be [a situation conceivable as] an object
of the power of autonomous action; and so, it would not be possi-
ble to exercise mastery L 351 instantaneously through existential
causation within the confrontation. MS 179b

Our [Isfahani] response [to this objection] is that we do not grant
that the condition for the occurrence [of the exercise of mastery]
within the confrontation [of the counterpart candidates] would be if
the confrontation were to occur instantaneously. Rather, the condi-
tion for the occurrence within the confrontation would be for the
exercise of [divine] mastery to occur instantaneously through exis-
tential causation within the confrontation. To join the instantaneous
exercise of mastery for an action within the confrontation together
with the absence of any immediate action would be an immediate
possibility. And for the instantaneous exercise of mastery to occur
together with the occurrence of an action within the confrontation
would be a possible combination, but [for it to occur] together with
the occurrence of an immediate action would be an impossible com-
bination. [In his counterobjection] our opponent [mistakenly] has
combined the two occurrences, the occurrence of the exercise of
mastery [as an immediacy] and the occurrence of an action imme-
diately, and so the impossibility is implicit.

48 L 350 gl. (#3) This is because, since the autonomous power for the act to
occur has occurred instantaneously, the act within the confrontation should also
occur immediately; but for the occurrence of the act that happens within the con-
frontation to happen immediately is not conceivable unless the confrontation should
happen immediately. Therefore the condition for the occurrence within the con-
frontation would be for the confrontation to occur immediately; and this is both
the goal of the logic, and an [apparent] impossibility. [From the [Shark Taqrir.]
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d. The fourth [point of the opposition argument that the Necessary
Existent is a necessary cause, not freely omnipotent in autonomous
action] is that, if the Effective Cause should be omnipotent in
autonomous action, then both action and nonaction would be objects
of His power, because the One Omnipotent in autonomous action
must be capable of both acting and refraining from action. But the
conclusion is false, because to refrain from action would not be an
object of power, since it would be pure exclusion or perpetual non-
existence, and neither pure exclusion nor perpetual nonexistence con-
stitute either an object of power or an action.

d.—a. The response [to this point] is that the One Omnipotent in
autonomous action is [God] for whom it is proper to act or not to
act, which does not mean to perform an act of refraining; for the
exclusion of an action is not the same as performing the opposite,
that is, it is not the same as performing an act of refraining.49

Baydawi said: L 351, T 170

God's omnipotence in autonomous action is over all possible realities

A corollary [to this discussion of God's power] is that [God] Most
High is omnipotent in His "power of autonomous action and cau-
sation"50 over all possible realities. This is on account of the fol-
lowing facts: a) the necessary cause of [God's] omnipotent power in
autonomous action and causation is Himself, b) His relationship with
the universe [of possible realities] is [to each one] on an equal basis,
and c) the agency validating the state of ready-response to the [deity's]
power is the 'possibility' present as a commonality among the entirety
[of possible realities].51

The philosophers hold that [God] Most High is One, and from
Him52 there comes only one [principle]. Our presentation on this

49 This 4th point of the opposition's argument highlights the difference between
saying that God's act would be 'determined' by necessity, or it would be a freely
chosen act. The whole opposition point of view is an argument for "determinism",
but the point of view of the majority of Muslims was that God acts freely with
power according to His will.

50 R.M. Frank, Beings and Their Attributes, p. 44, here includes 'causation' as being
inferred with 'action' in [qadir].

51 Baydawi, and Isfahani after him, follow rather closely the discussion of this
topic in F.D. Razi's Muhassal, pp. 178-180. Baydawi quotes or refers briefly to each
item, while Isfahani quotes most of the material found.

32 T: "and from the One there issues only the one [principle]." MS Garrett
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has been given earlier.53 The astrologers [among the philosophers]54

hold that the governing agency of the universe is the celestial sys-
tem [of] spheres and the stars, because we observe that changing
[earthly] conditions are arranged according to the changing states
[of the patterns] among the stars. The response to this [statement
of the philosophers] is that the revolution and rotation in the celes-
tial system give no decisive proof of any causality merely because
one succeeds the other in the two categories that are taken together
[i.e., earthly conditions and celestial patterns], whether it is a par-
tial cause, or a condition [of the cause], or its concomitant.

The Dualists hold that God does not have the power of autonomous
action over evil, otherwise, He would be an evil being and under
obligation to evil.55

Al-Nazzam56 held that [God] Most High does not have the power
of autonomous action over what is unseemly, because the unseemly
is an indication of ignorance and want. The response to this [posi-
tion] is that there is no unseemliness at all in anything relating to
[God]. Even if such were granted, still that which prevents it is pre-
sent; it is not that the divine power of autonomous action has ceased.

Al-Kacbi al-Balkhi57 said that [God] did not have the power of
autonomous action over anything resembling the action of a human
being, because such [human action] would be either an action of

283B: "and from Him there issues only one . . ." L, the MS (in Isfahani's quote of
Baydawi), and MS Garrett 989Hb: "and from Him there issues only the one . . ."

53 Baydawi's reference is to Bk. 1, Sect. 1, Chap. 6, Topic 2, "Multiple causes
and effects", according to an MS gloss in the commentary where Isfahani is dis-
cussing this passage.

54 [al-munajjimun]. Abu Rayhan Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-Bfrunl, 973~ca. 1051,
was probably the most famous Muslim astrologer. His scientific activities embraced
much more than this aspect, however. See the entry under his name in En-I-2;
also, Chapter 9, "The wedding of heaven and earth in astrology", part of the study
of al-Biruni in Seyyed Hossein Nasr's An Introduction to Islamic Cosmological Doctrines.

55 [ultuzima].
T inserts a paragraph of two lines not in L, MS Garrett 283B, or MS Garrett

989Hb: "The Zoroastrians [al-majus] hold that [God] has power over [evil] but
He does not perform it due to [His] wisdom. They related the evil in the world
to [Ahriman] [h-r-m-n]"—[i.e., to the evil spirit who opposes Ahura Mazda, who
is the good spirit in Zoroastrian doctrine].

56 See the note with Isfahani's coverage of this topic.
57 Abu al-Qasim 'Abd Allah ibn Ahmad al-Kacbi al-Balkhi, an early leader among

the Muctazilah, d. 391/931.
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obedience, stupidity or mockery. The response [to this] is that these
things are mental considerations applied [as qualities] to action in
the context of human beings.

Abu cAli [al-Jubba'i] and his son [Abu Hashim]58 said that [God]
does not have omnipotence in autonomous action over the same
power focus59 as that of human beings; otherwise, if He should will
it while human beings rejected it, then the implication would be that
[the action in question] would both happen and not happen, on
account of one party calling for it and the other party rejecting it.
The response [to this] is that a repugnant action would not take
place if no other willing intention should be linked to it.

Isfahani says: L 351, T 170, MS 179b

God's omnipotence in autonomous action is over all possible realities

After [Baydawi] had set forth the fact that [God] Most High is omni-
potent in autonomous action and causation, he correlated it with the
[additional] fact that He is omnipotent in autonomous action and
causation over all possible realities.60 Our colleagues [of the Asha'irah]
had taken the position that [God] is omnipotent in autonomous
action over all possible realities, and they differed from sects to which
we will refer with a detailing of their doctrines. We hold that the
necessary cause for [God's] omnipotence in autonomous action is
Himself, and that [this omnipotence] relates L 352 to all possible
realities on an equal basis. [This is] because if His omnipotence in
autonomous action should be specific to some [possible realities] and
not others, then His essence—in being omnipotent in autonomous
action [merely] over some possibles and not others—would need a
specifying agent, which would be impossible. Further, [we hold that]
the agency validating the state of ready-response to [God's] omnipo-
tence is the 'possibility' that is present as a commonality among all

58 Abu cAli Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Wahhab al-Jubba'i, d. 303/915-916, and
Abu Hashim cAbd al-Salam [ibn Muhammad] al-Jubba'i, d. 321/933, were early
leaders of the Mu'tazilah in Basrah.

39 Taking "focus" [i.e., of power] as a useful clarifying term for the literal "object
of power" [maqdur]. Cf. the Merriam-Webster (Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary)
definition of "focus", 5 a: "a center of activity, attraction or attention"; 5 b: "a
point of concentration."

60 The scribe of L skipped two lines here, but they are supplied by T and the MS.
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the realities possible. Indeed, everything except 'possibility' is confined
within the [categories of]61 'necessity' and 'impossibility', and both of
these [categories] would bring about a [negative] change62 [in] the
state of ready-response to [His] omnipotence in autonomous action.

As an objection, a question might be raised whether one knows
by intuition or by proof that a specifying agency in this context
would be an impossibility. If you say that it is by intuition, then you
have acted presumptuously, and if you say that it is by proof, then
where is the proof? The most that can be said on the subject is that
we do not know whether it would be admissible to affirm the cer-
tainty of a specifying agency or its impossibility. But it is true to say
that the fact that the termination of all existing realities possible is
[a prerogative] with [God] Most High is proof that He is omnipo-
tent in [His power of] autonomous action over all.

The philosophers hold that63 MS 180a, T 171 [God] Most
High is One, and from Him there conies only one [principle].64 A
statement about this in the form of both argument and reply to
objections has preceded.65

An objection to [the philosophers'] position might be raised as a
way of forcing the argument, to the effect that [God] Most High is
Himself identical with the 'specific existence' which is the substrate
for the 'absolute existence' of [the philosophers'] theory. Therefore,
with respect to [God] there are these two aspects, so it would be
admissible that from Him more than one [principle] should come.
Let no one say that absolute existence is [only] something theoret-
ical, and that something theoretical may not be an effective cause.
Indeed, we hold that even if it should not be admissible for a thing
that is [merely] theoretical to be an effective cause, nevertheless it
would be admissible for it to be a condition for the efficacy of the
effective cause, as you have stated with regard to the first 'emana-

61 MS gl: [I.e., within] these two essential natures.
62 MS gl: [The verb derives] from "a thing changed"/"an impossibility" [al-muhal].
63 A gloss in both the MS f. 180a and in L 352, n. 3: You should not miss

the fact here that mention of the philosophers' doctrine is unsuitable, because the
topic is a corollary from the fact that He the Most High is omnipotent in autonomous
action, and the philosophers deny that principle. [L cites source as the [Shark TajridJ}

64 MS 180a gl: That which comes from [God] at the beginning is the First
Intellect, and all the remaining ones proceed through the intermediary.

65 MS gl: In the study on causes and effects [Book 1, Section 1, Chapter 6,
Topic 2].
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tion' [or, 'being produced' by God].66 You have allowed the 'possi-
ble reality' and the 'necessary by way of another', both being the-
oretical formulations, to stand as a condition for the efficacy of the
effective cause, and so in view of these two theoretical considera-
tions 'many' might be produced from the 'One'.

The astrologers67 teach that the governing agency of this world,
namely, the world of the elements below the sphere of the Moon,
is the celestial system [of] spheres and stars and their positions, since
we observe that changes in the physical conditions of this world are
bound up with changes in the states and positions of the stars. The
reply to this, is that the most you have said here is that the chang-
ing physical conditions68 of this world are patterned after changes in
the conditions and positions of the stars which constitute the orbit-
ing [heavens]. However, the orbiting of the heavens does not clearly
show that the rotating [sphere of] heaven itself exerts causality upon
an individual revolving body, since the causality would be conse-
quential to the heavens' rotations in the case of both adjunctive enti-
ties [i.e., the total rotating process, and the revolutions of the individual
heavenly bodies].69 For each of the adjunct entities is mutually fitted
to the other, whether by existence or by nonexistence, so that the
rotations of the heavens is a certainty between the two of them,
although neither one is the cause of the other. Similarly, the rota-
tions of the heavens would be an established certainty [existing] as
between a 'partial cause, its condition, and its concomitant', [i.e.,
between these named three (= a-b-c)] and the 'effect, its conditioned
entity, and the concomitant's substrate' [i.e., the named matching
three (= aa-bb-cc)],—if the partial cause, its condition, and its con-
comitant should be equal within existence to the effect, the condi-
tioned entity, and the concomitant's substrate,—[and all this would
be] in spite of the fact that neither the partial cause, nor its condi-
tion nor its concomitant would be a [full] cause.

The Dualists and the Zoroastrians say that [God] Most High
L 353 is not omnipotent in autonomous action over evil; other-
wise, He would be evil. The Imam [F.D. Razi], interpreting their
position said, "This is because the agent of good things is a good

66 MS gl: That is, the First Intellect.
67 MS glosses: 1) I.e., one of the sects; 2) This is a second group of opponents.
68 MS gl: Such as the states of night and day, of the four seasons, and others.
69 MS gl: [I.e., correlatives in a pattern such] as a son and sonship.
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being and the agent of evil is an evil one, so one agent cannot be
good and evil."70 [N.D. TusiJ the author of the Talkhis said, ["The
Zoroastrians] say that the agent of good is Yazdan [i.e., Ahura
Mazda] MS 180b and the agent of evil is Ahriman.71 By these
two they mean an angel and a devil, but God Most High is far
above being such an agent of both good and evil. The Manichaeans72

hold that the agency for [each of] these two [i.e., good and evil]
are [respectively], Light and Darkness. The Daysaniyah73 have a doc-
trine like that. They all teach that the One who is Good is He
whose deeds are all good, and the Evil One is He whose deeds are
all evil, and so it would be unthinkable for the agent to be one,
while his actions as a totality would be both good and evil."

The Imam [Razi then] stated, "The answer [to their argument]
is that if you [i.e., dualists], by saying 'the One who is Good and
the One who is Evil', mean the One who brings into existence the
good and the evil, then why do you say that it would be impossi-
ble for one agent to be the agent for them both? But if you mean
by it something else, then make that clear." [Tusi], the author of
the Talkhis infers [from the foregoing statement] that the Imam [Razi]
had not counterobjected in order to rebut their position, but rather
allowed that the agent for both kinds of actions might be one.

Then [Tusi] went on to say, "The answer to them is that good
and evil are not good and evil of themselves, but rather by means
of an adjunctive relationship to things other than themselves. Fur-
thermore, if it should be possible for some [single] action in com-
parison with one matter to be good and in comparison to another
matter to be evil, then it would be possible for the agent of that
[doubly linked, single] action to be one."

This is the meaning of [Baydawi's] statement that [God] would
be under obligation [i.e., to evil; since in the exercise of His power

70 Razi here paraphrases the doctrine of the Daysaniyah which follows below.
The quotations following are from both Razi's Muhassal AJkar al-Mutaqaddimin wa-
al-Muta''akhkhirin, and Naslr al-Din Tusi's Talkhis al-Muhassal, both passages being
on p. 179 in the Cairo 1323 edition.

71 Vowelled [Ahraman] in L, the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha.
72 MS gl: [Who belong] among the dualists.
See the article "Mani and Manichaeism" by R.McL. Wilson in the Encyclopedia

of Philosophy, and "Mani b. Fattik/Fatik", in En-I-2, by C.E. Bosworth. Mani [ca.
A.D. 216-ca. 276] lived in Persia and was strongly opposed by the Magian priests.

73 MS gl: [Who are] among the dualists. See the article "Daysaniyah" in En-I-2.
They were followers of Bar Disan [Bardesanes], 2nd cent. A.D.
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He obligates Himself to seem on occasion to be in the role of an
agent of evil].

Al-Nazzam74 held that [God] Most High is not omnipotent in
autonomous action over the creation of an unseemly act, because
[for Him] to do what is unseemly would be impossible, and what
is impossible would not be an object of [divine] power. Now as for
the fact that [His] doing what is unseemly would be impossible, it
is because it would show the ignorance of the agent and his deficiency,
which are impossible for God Most High, and what issues in an
impossibility would itself be an impossibility. And as for the fact that
an impossibility would not be an object of power, that is because
an object of power is something that might validly be brought into
existence, and that would require the capacity for valid existence,
but what is impossible has no capacity for valid existence.

[Baydawi's] reply is that there is no unseemliness at all in any-
thing relating to God Most High. However, if such a case [i.e.,
unseemliness in something related to God] were to be granted, nev-
ertheless the unseemly would be unseemly absolutely,75 but76 He who
prohibits [the unseemly] from being enacted is a present reality.77

[This is] not [to say] that the [divine] omnipotence in autonomous
action ceases,78 because then the unseemly would be impossible
because of something other than itself, and what is impossible on
account of something else would be a possible reality in itself, and
what is a possible reality in itself would be a [focussed] object of
power. But the fact that [the unseemly action] would be a [focussed]
object of power would not exclude it from being impossible on
account of something other than itself.

74 Ibrahim ibn Sayyar al-Nazzam, d. ca. 840 A.D., was a leader among the Bas-
rah Mu'tazilah. Isfahani's commentary follows Razi's Muhassal and Tusi's Talkhis al-
Muhassal [p. 179] nearly verbatim in the discussion of the various scholarly opinions.

75 MS gl: I.e., in relation to the Necessary Existent also.
76 MS gl: I.e., but there would be no implication, from the fact that [God] would

be omnipotent in autonomous action over what is unseemly, that unseemliness would
[actually] come from Him. It might be that it would not come from Him because
of something that would prevent its actual occurrence, namely, that whatever would
prompt such an action would not exist, but [His desisting from such an action
would] not be because He would not be omnipotent in autonomous action over it.

7/ MS glosses: 1) Namely, [the enactment of] what is unseemly. 2) In the sense
that He has nothing prompting Him to do what is unseemly, as you have stated.

78 MS gl: In the sense that if there should occur to Him some motivation to
performing the action, then He changes the motivation to [one of] desisting [from
it]; He does not exercise mastery in that action.
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Al-Kacbi al-Balkhi [Abu al-Qasim al-Kacbi al-Balkhi] said that He
the Most High was not capable of autonomous action over anything
resembling the action of a human being, that is, over the [focussed]
object of power of a human being, because a human being's [focussed]
object of power would be either obedience,79 or stupidity,80 or mock-
ery, and such for God would be impossible. The answer [to this] is
that an act in itself is either [merely] motion or rest, while its con-
stituting either obedience, stupidity, or mockery would be mental
considerations applied to an act in the context of a human being;
indeed they qualify the act as coming from MS 18la mankind,
but God Most High is entirely able to produce action similar81 to
the essence of the act.

Abu cAli al-Jubba'i and his son Abu Hashim held that God Most
High is omnipotent in autonomous action over what resembles a
human being's object of power, but He is not omnipotent in auto-
nomous action over the same object of power [as that] of a human
being. L 354 [This is so] because an object of power has as its
characteristic that it exists when the motivating forces of an agent
capable of autonomous action are abundant, but that it remains in
nonexistence when that [agent] has a marked recession of these
forces. So if the same thing that would be a man's object of power
should be the object of power of God Most High, and if God Most
High were to will the enactment of the human's object of power
but the human were to reject [the enactment of] it, then [both] its
occurrence would be implied in order to achieve satisfaction for the
motivating agency,82 and its nonoccurrence would be implied in order
to achieve satisfaction for the rejecting agency.83

The response [to this point] is that a repugnant [action] would
not take place84 in the presence of a rejecting agency, as long as it

79 MS gl: Which would entail rewards.
See Razi's Muhassal, p. 180.
80 MS gl: [Which would be] devoid of benefit, or corrupting, or inclusive of both

equally, all of which is impossible for God Most High.
81 T alone here reads "that action" [dhalika al-facl], whereas L, the MS and MS

Garrett 989Ha read "that very action" [dhat al-fal]. Razi's Muhassal, p. 180 reads
"precisely that very action" [dhat dhalika al-facl].

82 MS gl: Which is the will of God.
83 MS gl: Which is man's disdainment of it.
84 L adds here parenthetically a textual variant, "would not be realized" [la

yatahaqqaq], from another manuscript copy [nuskhah], otherwise unidentified.
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had no linkage to another will that would act independently.85 Analysis
[of this problem] shows that it would be possible for an object of
power to be shared between two agents capable of autonomous action
if it should be taken as something unrelated to either of them, but
after it should have become related to one of the two then a shar-
ing in it would be prohibited, T 172 in view of this relation. And
an unrelated object of power may become related to each of them86

by way of alternation, this being what is meant by an object of
power of one of them [also] being the other's object of power.87

Baydawi said: L 354, T 172

2. God's ever-present omniscience

[Four] reasons indicate that [this is a divine attribute].
a. [God] is free to choose [His acts], and as such He freely avoids

directing His intention to anything that is not an intelligible [object
of knowledge] ,88

b. Whoever has meditated on the phenomena of creaturely life,
and has thought reflectively on the anatomy of our body members
and their usefulness, and on the structure of the celestial spheres and
the stars and on their movements has come to know for a certainty
the wisdom of their Creator. Everything observable in the amazing
activities of living beings consists of powers God Most High has given
to them and instincts He has provided for them.89

c. The essence of [God] Most High is an incorporeal personal
identity that is [always and immediately] present with Him. Therefore,
[God] has a comprehensive knowledge of [His essence],90 since com-
prehensive knowledge [of an entity] consists in the immaterial quid-
dity [of that entity] being immediately present [to the knower].
Furthermore, [God's essence] is the source of all things in existence.

85 MS gl: [I.e.,] on the part of the Creator.
86 MS gl: I.e., the Creator and the human.
87 Tusi, op. cit., p. 180.
88 In L the scribe inadvertently skipped the opening lines with the first argument,

but inserted them in the margin.
89 [fa-min aqdar Allah ta'ala3 iyyaha wa-ilhamihi laha]. L varies: [iyyahu] and

[biha].
90 L, with MS Garrett 283B and MS Garrett 989Hb: masculine pronoun [cali-

man bihi]. T: feminine pronoun.
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And so, whoever has comprehensive knowledge of the source will
have comprehensive knowledge of whoever possesses it.91 Indeed,
[God] who knows Himself knows that He is the source of every-
thing other than Himself, and that [knowledge of course] includes
knowledge of Himself; therefore, [God] has comprehensive knowl-
edge of all things.

d. [God] Most High is an incorporeal being, and every incorpo-
real being must understand [both] itself and [the essences of] all
other incorporeal beings. [This is] because [the essence] can be
understood validly, and whatever can be understood validly also can
be understood [when taken] together with some other than itself.
Thus, its real nature [i.e., its self-understanding] will exist in close
association with [its essence], since a comprehensive understanding
requires that [the intelligible's] quiddity immediately be present within
the agency of comprehension.92

However, the validity of this close association is not conditional
upon its being within the intellect, because bringing [the incorpo-
real being] into close association with [its own self-understanding] is
a function of the intellect, and nothing may serve as its own con-
dition. Therefore, it is valid for the quiddity of an external existent
to be brought into close association with the [inwardly] intelligible
quiddities, and there is no other meaning for [the phrase,] a 'com-
prehensive understanding', than this.

Furthermore, everyone who does understand a being other than
himself also can understand that [that second other one] is a being
who [in turn] understands [him the first thinker], and that includes
the fact that [the other] understands [the first being's] essence. Now,
everything that rightfully belongs to an incorporeal being necessarily
will become a reality, because potentiality is a property of matter,

91 L, MS Garrett 283B and MS Garrett 989Hb: "know whatever embodies it"
[calim bi-dhuwfhi]. T: "know whatever is without it" [bi-ma dunihi].

92 In this 4th point of the argument, Baydawi, followed by Isfahani, changes the
main verb in the discussion to "understand" or "comprehend" [caqala], in contrast
to "know" [calima]. F. Rosenthal's great study, Knowledge Triumphant (Leiden, 1970),
especially the sections, "God's knowledge", (chap. 4, sect. 3, pp. 108-129) and
"Knowledge is thought (philosophy)", (entire chap. 7, pp. 194—239) provides insight
here. The suggestion may be that the 'focus of knowing', at first directed to one
then to more than one specific object of knowledge [carafa, 'alima], is gradually
broadened to include the 'understanding' of an object of knowledge together with
its many implicit ramifications among related objects of knowledge, thus becoming
'comprehensive knowledge', or, divine omniscience.
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and especially it is a prerogative of God Most High, for He is the
Necessary Existent in all aspects.

The last two reasons [c. and d.] are basic with the philosophers,
but with both of them there is still more to be considered.

Isfahani says: L 354, T 172, MS 181a

2. God's ever-present omniscience

Four reasons indicate that this [is a divine] attribute.
a. God Most High is free to choose [His acts],93 in accordance

with previous lectures, and every agent free to choose [His acts]
refrains from directing his intention to anything94 that is not an intel-
ligible object of knowledge, since95 to have free choice is to act
according to an intention, and thus refrain from directing the inten-
tion to anything that is not an intelligible object of knowledge.
Therefore, God Most High refrains from directing His intention to
anything that is not an intelligible object of knowledge. Now, any
[intentional] object of His power L 355 is an intelligible object
of knowledge; and thus, [God] is omniscient.

b. [God's] actions are of a wise and perfect order. Indeed, who-
ever has meditated on the phenomena of creaturely life, and has
thought reflectively on the anatomy of our body members and their
usefulness, and on the structure of the celestial spheres and their
movements and positions, has come to know as a certainty the wis-
dom of their Creator.96

Where the author says, "Everything observable of the amazing
activities of living beings [indeed] consists of powers God Most High
has given to them and instincts He has provided for them," [Baydawi]
is indicating the answer to an interpolation. [However], a full state-
ment of the interpolation,—that the properties of this [primordial]
action, namely, that it includes carefully balanced organization and
marvelous construction,—do not constitute a proof demonstration

93 MS gl: An agent free to choose must be aware of what he intends to bring
into being.

94 MS gl: Since he would not form a concept of it except with some knowledge.
95 This clause defining the agent with free choice is omitted from the text of L

and T. But it is added in the margin of L, and it is present in the text of the MS
and MS Garrett 989Ha.

96 MS gl: I.e., their Existential Cause [mujidiha].
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MS 181b of the wisdom of their Existential Cause. Indeed, there
are living beings in which we behold an amazing behavior, carefully
balanced organization, and marvelous construction, such as the work
of the bee in building hexagonal cells in which there is expert strength-
ening and perfect order, although [bees] are not wise and knowing
beings in an absolute sense.97 A full statement of the reply would be
that everything we observe of the amazing phenomena of living
beings indeed consists of powers that God Most High has given them
over these phenomena, and instinctive ability that He has provided
for these living beings to accomplish these very actions. For God
said, "Your Lord has revealed to the bees [where to make their
homes: in the cliffs, and in trees and networks of vines]." [Qur'an
16:68] Furthermore, One whose acts are wise and perfect is One of
comprehensive knowledge. Acts of that quality do not come from
one who has no knowledge, nor does any wise and perfect act ever
become a recurring habit in someone of [mindless] ignorance.

c. The essence of [God] Most High is an [incorporeal personal]
identity, abstracted from matter and its properties, that is [always
and immediately] present with Him,98 and thereby He has [full]
knowledge of His essence. [This is] because knowledge [of some-
thing] consists in [that thing's] quiddity abstracted from matter and
its properties being in the immediate presence of the incorporeal
[personal identity as its knower].

Furthermore, the essence of [God] Most High is the source of all
existing things, because He is the One omnipotent in autonomous
action over all realities possible, and [He] is their existential cause.
Now, whoever knows the source will know whatever embodies the
source, as indeed, the One who knows Himself completely knows
[directly] His own concomitant [powers] which have no intermedi-
ary.99 [Outstanding] among all these [concomitants] is the fact that
He is the source of anything other than Himself, and thus He knows
that He is the source of anything other than He. Therefore, He who
knows Himself [or, His own essence] knows that it is the source of
everything other than Himself, and that [role of being the source

97 The MS and MS Garrett 989Ha omit, "and knowing beings in an absolute
sense," [calimah qat'an]

98 The MS varies from the other sources in having the pronoun in the feminine
[hadirah laha] with its antecedent marked as the 'essence', as distinct from God.
'99' L and T read [wasat], while the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha read [wasitah].
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for anything other than Himself] includes knowledge of anything
else that embodies the source.100

Thus [God] has full knowledge of all things in existence, in the
sense that they all have their place in a causal series coming down
from Him, whether

1. directly in a long line101 as a series of causes placed in order
and terminating in Himself in that very order, or

2. indirectly and broadly102 as a series of temporal phenomena
terminating in Himself in that they all are possible realities having
need of Him [as an empowering Agent], the need being accidental
in nature, in which all units of the causal series103 have an equal
relationship to Him the Most High.

d. [God] is an incorporeal being perfectly free from both matter
and its properties104 and subsisting in His essence,105 as we have said
previously.106 Further, every incorporeal being subsisting in itself nec-
essarily will understand comprehensively its own essence and that of
all other incorporeal beings,107 since every incorporeal being subsist-
ing in itself can be understood with validity. [This is true] because

1. every [such] incorporeal and self-subsisting being is removed
far above MS 182a material admixtures and is made pure of ex-
traneous linkages,108 factors that do not facilitate inferring necessarily

100 MS gl: Namely, the realities possible.
101 MS glosses: 1) I.e., in detail. 2) I.e., with an intermediary.
102 MS glosses: 1) I.e., in a general way. 2) I.e., with no intermediary.
103 L, T and MS Garrett 989Ha read, "units of the causal chain"; while the MS

reads, "its units."
104 MS gl: Otherwise, He would be a composite [nature].
100 MS gl: The minor premise.
106 MS gl: Which implies that He the Most High will be One who knows the

essence of Himself and of anything else that is an immaterial being.
107 MS gl: The major premise.
108 L 355, gl. 3: By material admixtures and extraneous linkages [Isfahani] means

the particular accidents that become properties of a thing because of the matter in
external existence, properties which require a division into parts distinguishable from
one another by their situation. They are what prevent intellectual conception, as
you have learned. If the thing is abstracted from them, then there is nothing in it
to prevent it from being an intelligible, but rather in itself it is [already] suitable
to be intellectually conceived without anything further being done to make it suit-
able for that. So, if it is not intellectually conceived, then that [lack] would be on
the side of the power [seeking] to conceive [it] intellectually. For if all intellects
were to be abstracted from material [hindrances] they in themselves would be suit-
able to be intelligibles, but we do not manage to understand them intellectually
because our involvement in bodily linkages hinders our perception. [From Isfahani's
Hashiyah on N.D. Tusi's Tajrid al-'Aqa'id.]
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what might be its [actual] quiddity from its [apparent] quiddity; and
[because]

2. with all beings of this sort the function of the quiddity is to
become an intelligible object of knowledge for its own essence, since
it needs L 356 nothing [more] to be done to it109 in order for it
to become [such] an intelligible object. But if it should not be under-
stood [as such an] object, then that [lack of understanding] would
be on the part of the agent of comprehension whose role it is to
understand [the quiddity]. Therefore,110 every incorporeal and self-
subsistent being validly may be understood, and everything that
validly may be understood is also possible of being understood [i.e.,
in its distinctiveness] when taken together with something other than
itself. [This is] because it is not possible to separate one's under-
standing of an entity—that validly may be understood—T 173 from
one's valid judgment regarding [the entity] that it has existence and
unity, and other universal intelligible qualities of that sort.111

Moreover, to make a judgment about one thing with respect to
something else implicitly requires the comprehension of both of them
together. Therefore, everything that is 'valid to be understood' is
also 'possible to be understood' [distinctively] when taken together
with something other than itself. And everything that is possible to
be understood [distinctively] when taken together with something
else may be closely associated validly with some other intelligible;
and everything that may be closely associated validly with some other
intelligible may be associated validly with [that intelligible even] if
it should exist externally as a self-subsistent being. This is because
the validity of an absolute close association does not depend upon
the association being within the intellect. Indeed, the validity of an
'absolute association' is constituted by the 'possibility of an absolute
association'. And the 'possibility of an absolute association', being a
more general category than an 'association within the intellect', would
be antecedent to the 'absolute association' which [in turn] would be
antecedent to an 'association within the intellect'; [since] the 'antecedent
to the antecedent' of something would be also antecedent to that
thing. Therefore, the validity of an absolute association would not

109 MS gl: I.e., in being made free of matter.
110 MS gl: This is the conclusion [i.e., to the two premises that begin this sec-

tion 4].
111 MS gl: Such as change, individuation, corporeality, and others.
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depend upon [being an] association within the intellect, nor would
it be conditioned by [such an association]. Otherwise, there would
be implied both a circular argument112 and the proposition that a
thing may be its own condition. But this would be contrary to the
hypothesis.113

So, it has been established that the validity of an absolute close
association is not conditional upon the association114 being within the
intellect. [This is] because the [association's structure] being within
the intellect is the same as the [association's factors] associating within
[the intellect]. Thus, if the validity of the absolute association should
be conditional upon the fact that the incorporeal reality would be
within the intellect, then the implication would be that its 'associa-
tion within the intellect' would be a condition for its 'association
within the intellect', since the condition for the antecedent would
also be the condition for the subsequent. But nothing may stand as
its own condition, therefore, the incorporeal being would be valid
to be associated with another and external intelligible.

Moreover, if the incorporeal being should exist externally, while
being also MS 182b self-subsisting, then the validity of its absolute
association,115 not dependent upon being an association within the
intellect, would be such that the other intelligible would occur within
it as an inhering entity occurs within a substrate. That is so because
when it is an incorporeal and self-subsisting being there is an impos-
sibility of its being associated with some other by way of its own
inherence in the other, or of the inherence of the two of them [being]
in some third [entity]. Absolute association is comprised within these
three options, two of them being impossible: so it is indicated that
the validity of the association lies in the third option, namely, that
the validity of [the incorporeal reality's] association with another
intelligible would be that of the association of a substrate with an
inhering entity. Thus, it has been established that when anything

112 MS gl: Because it has been demonstrated that association within the intellect
depends upon the validity of the association. But if the validity of the association
were to depend on association within the intellect, then argument in a circle would
be implicit.

113 The last sentence is found in L and T but not in the MS or MS Garrett
989Ha.

114 MS gl: [Literally "it"]; i.e., [the antecedent here refers to the quiddity of]
the incorporeal being.

115 MS gl: I.e., the association [appropriate to] anything valid to be associated
with another intelligible.
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valid to be understood exists externally and is an incorporeal and
self-subsisting being, then it is valid for it to associate with some
other intelligible object of understanding in the manner of a sub-
strate associating with an inhering entity. And for every such being
it would be valid that it understand that other, since a comprehen-
sive understanding would be meaningless except as the close associ-
ation with an intelligible object of understanding within an existent
incorporeal and self-subsistent being. L 357

Therefore, every incorporeal and self-subsistent being may validly
understand a being other than itself, and every incorporeal and self-
subsistent being that may validly understand some other being thereby
is able to understand itself. [This is] because its comprehension of
that other being logically implies the possibility of comprehending
that it understands that other. Here, the truth of the premise requires
the truth of the conclusion. Thus, the validity of its comprehension
of the other being implies the validity of the very possibility of com-
prehending that it understands that other, the validity of the possi-
bility [antecedently] requiring the possibility itself. So, it is possible
to comprehend that [the incorporeal being] understands that other
being; and to comprehend that it understands that other being116

logically implies that it comprehends itself. Indeed, comprehension
of a problem in hand requires comprehension of both the subject
and what may be predicated of it.117 So, the possibility of the com-
prehension that [the incorporeal being] understands that other being
logically implies the possibility for the comprehension of itself.

Therefore, it has been established that every incorporeal being
may validly understand itself; indeed, it necessarily will understand
itself, because its comprehension of itself consists in either the occur-
rence [as a presence] of itself, or the occurrence [as a presence] of
the likeness of it. But the second alternative would be false, because
of the impossibility of [the incorporeal being's] own likeness occur-
ring within it; the implication otherwise being the joining together

116 The MS has the probable correct reading: ". . . wa-ta'aqqul annahu ya'qil
dhalik al-ghayr yastalzim .. ."

Other textual inadvertencies are: L: "wa-ta'aqqul annahu//dhalik//ya'qil dhalik
al-ghayr yastalzim . . ." T: "fa-tacaqqul annahu ya'qil dhalik [—] yastalzim . . ." MS
Garrett 989Ha: "wa-tacaqqul annahu [—] dhalik al-ghayr yastalzim . . ."

117 Reference is to the discussion in the Introductory Essay, Chapter 2 on explana-
tory statements.
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of a double likeness, which would be impossible. So it is indicated
that [the incorporeal being's] comprehension [of itself] consists in
the occurrence [as a presence] of its own essence, and that its essence
is constantly present and not absent from it. Thus, [an incorporeal
being] necessarily [and always] will understand itself, and necessar-
ily it will understand all intelligibles other than itself. [This is] because
everything valid to be the prerogative of an incorporeal being nec-
essarily will become a reality, since potentiality MS 183a is a
property of matter, and is especially a prerogative of God Most High,
for He is the Necessary Existent in every respect.

Addendum to the third and fourth reasons in the argument for divine
omniscience

The latter two points [c. and d. in the argument that omniscience
is an attribute of God]118 are approved by the philosophers, while
our author [Baydawi] has said that both of them require more con-
sideration.

(c.) In the first of these two latter reasons, [more consideration is
required] because

1. we [Isfahani] do not grant that [God's] essence is something
[always and immediately] present to Himself, since one thing's being
present to another thing requires that there be two things, and it is
impossible for one thing to be two things; and [because]

2. knowledge consists in the 'form' of a thing being within the
'knower', but it is impossible for a thing to be within itself and for
the thing's likeness to be within itself.

Now even if it be granted that [God] is a being who has a com-
prehensive understanding of Himself, nevertheless we do not grant
that He has a comprehensive understanding of the source. His being
a source for anything other than Himself would be an attribute of
adjunction, and a comprehensive understanding of the subject to be
described does not logically require any knowledge of His attribute
of adjunction. And even if it be granted that [God] would have a
comprehensive understanding of that for which He would be the
source without any intermediary,119 nevertheless we do not grant that
He would have an understanding of all existing things. Knowledge

MS gl: I.e., the third and fourth [in sequence].
MS gl: This being the First Effect [al-maclul al-awwal].
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of that for which He is the source without any intermediary120 would
not require knowledge of the whole series [of existing things] all
arranged in order and coming down from Him.

(d.) In the second of these [two latter reasons in the argument for
the omniscience of God], we [Isfahani] do not grant that every in-
corporeal being may be understood validly, because it is admissible
that some incorporeal being might be impossible to be understood;
indeed, the essence of the Necessary Existent is an incorporeal being,
and it is impossible to be understood, as you see. Even if it should
be granted that every incorporeal being may be understood validly,
nevertheless we would not grant that what is valid to be understood
by itself would be valid to be understood [when taken] together with
something other than itself, because of the likelihood that some of the
incorporeal beings might not be valid to be understood [when taken]
together with something else. But if it should be granted that [that
particular] one121 incorporeal being would be valid to be understood
[when taken] together with something else, nevertheless we would not
grant that it would be valid to be understood [when taken] together
with all of the remaining intelligible objects of understanding.

And if that [latter premise] should be granted, nevertheless we
would not grant that the validity of [the incorporeal being's] associa-
tion L 358 with another intelligible object would not be condi-
tional upon its being in the mind; indeed, its association with another
intelligible object would be different from its association with a com-
prehending agent. T 174 The first [case] would be an association
of two entities inhering within a substrate, while the second [case]
would be the association of a [single] entity inhering within the sub-
strate; so it would be admissible for the validity of the first122 to be
conditional upon the second.123 And if that should be granted, never-
theless we would not grant that everything valid to be the preroga-
tive of an immaterial being would necessarily occur in actuality; and
we do not grant that potentiality is one of the properties of matter.

120 Varying forms of the noun are in the texts: L: [wasafj; MS: [wash]; T and
MS Garrett 989Ha: [wasitah].

121 MS gl: What is meant here by "one" [al-bacd min] is the likely one, because
it would not be valid for comprehension to be with any other.

122 MS gl: I.e., absolute association.
123 MS gl: I.e., association within the mind.
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You should understand that these latter two arguments we have
set forth in the commentary MS 183b have been shielded from
most of the [hostile] reasoning.

Baydawi said: L 358, T 174

An argument at variance

An argument has been set forth in the points that follow by an oppo-
nent [of God's ever-present omniscience].

a. If [God] should understand comprehensively some one concrete
entity, then He would understand Himself, because He understands
that He has comprehended it. But this would be impossible because
of the impossibility for a relationship to occur between a thing and
itself, and for a thing to occur within itself. Moreover, it is contra-
dicted by the fact that man does form a conception of himself.

a.-a. The answer [to this point] is that [God's] knowledge of
Himself is an attribute subsisting in Himself and having a special
linkage to Himself.

b. [God's] knowledge does not constitute His essence, as we shall
set forth. It is an attribute subsisting in His essence, and concomi-
tant to it. Thus, His essence is at once both a [passive] acceptor [of
action] and an [active] agent [of action].

b.~a. The response to this point has already been given.
c. If knowledge should be an attribute of perfection, then [God]

Most High, as characterized by this attribute, would be imperfect in
Himself, but would be made perfect on account of something other
than Himself. But if [knowledge] should not be [i.e., an attribute of
perfection], then its removal far from [God] would be implied, by
consensus.124

c.-a. The response [to this point] is that the perfection [of knowl-
edge] is due to its being an attribute of His essence; not that the per-
fection of His essence is due to His being characterized by [knowledge].

124 Baydawi's second and third points in the 'opponent's argument' correspond
to the two points of 'objection' in Razi's discussion: op. cit., p. 166, lines 6 and 10.
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Isfahan! says: L 358, T 174, MS 183b

An argument at variance

The argument of an opponent,125 that is, one denying the fact that126

[God] Most High is omniscient, is set forth here in three points.
a. [God] Most High does not have comprehensive understanding

of any single entity, because if He had had a comprehensive under-
standing of some one entity, then he would have understood Himself.
But this conclusion is false, so the premise is likewise. To explain
the logic used here it is that if [God] had understood comprehen-
sively some one entity, then He would have understood that He
understands that thing as a potentiality close to actuality,127 as pre-
sented earlier; and included in that [understanding] would be His
understanding of Himself. As for the falsity of the conclusion, that
is because comprehensive understanding is no more than either

1. an adjunctive relationship between a comprehending agent
and an intelligible object of understanding, or

2. the occurrence of the form of the intelligible within the com-
prehending agent. Whichever it may be, it would be impossible for
the entity to understand itself: this is true in the first option because
of the impossibility for a relationship to occur between a thing and
itself, since relationship requires there be some distinction between
the two things related; and it is true in the second option because
of the impossibility for a thing to occur within itself. This point is
contradicted by the fact that a man does form a conception of him-
self. If the proof outlined were valid, then it would imply that no
concrete entity would ever understand itself; but this conclusion is
false, because indeed a man does form a conception of himself.

123 MS gl: From one of the ancient philosophers.
126 L and T: [al-nafi li-annahu]; MS: [al-nafi bi-annahu]; and MS Garrett 989Ha:

[al-na.fi annahu].
127 MS and L gl: I.e., the implication is not that whoever knows a thing will

then know that he is a knower of it, and that otherwise the knowledge of one thing
would imply knowledge of the knowledge of that thing, and so on, so that the
knowledge of one thing would imply knowledge of things without end, for this
would all be impossible. Rather, the implication is that it is possible for Him to
know that He is a knower, and there is nothing obscure about that fact. Whoever
knows a thing can understand that he knows it, [and this] by inherent necessity.
And if the possibility should be implicit, then the claim would be established; indeed,
the possibility of an impossibility is an impossibility. [From the Shark Taqrir.]
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a.-a. Our answer to this point is that [God] Most High's knowl-
edge of His essence is an attribute subsisting in His essence and hav-
ing a special linkage with His essence, and this logically requires that
there be a distinction between His knowledge and His essence.128 So
from the fact that [God] understands His essence it cannot be inferred
that a relationship has occurred between a concrete entity and itself,
or that a concrete entity has occurred within itself. The truth is that
[God's] knowledge of His essence is the same as His essence, L
359 and [taken together], the knowledge, the Knower and the intel-
ligible object known are [all] one in relation to [God] Most High's
knowledge of His essence. The distinction [among them] is a mat-
ter of logical consideration, as we will show.

b. [God's] knowledge does not constitute129 His essence, as we will
set forth. [God] Most High's knowledge is an attribute subsisting130

in His essence and concomitant to it, thus His essence is both 'accep-
tor host' and 'sponsoring agent'.

b.-a. Our answer to this point has been given,131 and it is that
there is nothing to prohibit His essence from being both the spon-
soring agent and the acceptor host.

c. [God] Most High does not have comprehensive understanding,
because knowledge either is an attribute of perfection, or it is not
an attribute of perfection; whichever [of these] it is, [God] cannot
possibly have it as an attribute. [This would be so] in the first alter-
native because if knowledge should be an attribute of perfection,
then [God] Most High, as being characterized by it, would be imper-
fect 'in Himself, but would be 'made perfect' by something else,

128 MS gl: This requires consideration, because 'knowledge', equally whether it
is an attribute subsisting in [God] Most High's essence or not, requires that a con-
crete entity [as its object] must differ from [the knowledge] itself, because there is
a relationship [between the two], and there is no doubt at all that this relationship
requires that the two things in the relationship be different from one another. Thus
the intellectual awareness of the Creator Most High of Himself constitutes the nec-
essary cause for both the knowing agent and the intelligible object of knowledge.

129 The MS alone adds "is identical to" (or, "is the very same") [cayn]. L, T and
MS Garrett 989Ha do not.

130 MS gl: That is, [it is] an attribute additional to His real-essence as a possi-
ble reality and having need of [His real-essence]. It has an effective cause which
is none other than the real-essence of the Creator Most High. Thus. [God] is both
the active agent [of the knowledge] and its [passive] acceptor at the same time
[fa'ilan wa-qabilan lahu ma'an].

131 MS gl: In the topic on cause and effects [Book I, Section 1, Chapter 6,
Topic 4].
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namely, knowledge the attribute of perfection; but this would be
impossible. [And it would be so in the second alternative because]
if knowledge should not be an attribute of perfection then its removal
far from [God] would be implied, by consensus, because He the
Most High could not be characterized by MS 184a a deficiency,

c.-a. Our answer [to this point of the opponent's argument] is132

that knowledge is an attribute of perfection, and the One charac-
terized by it cannot possibly be deficient in Himself while being
made perfect by something else. The perfection of this attribute
derives from its being an attribute of [God's] essence, not that this
attribute [itself] constitutes the perfection of [God's] essence in that
He the Most High is characterized by it!

Baydawi said: L 359, T 174

Corollary 1: God comprehends all intelligibles

There are two corollaries [to the doctrine of God's knowledge], the
first being that He the Most High knows all the intelligibles just as
they are, because the Necessary Cause of His omniscience is Himself,
and the relationship of Himself to the universe [of intelligibles] is on
an equality [with each]. So, when He made it a duty for Himself
to know a portion [of them], He [also] made it His duty to know
all the rest.

An objection has been raised that [God] knows particulars only
in a general way, because if He should know them in detail, then
when there was a change of an intelligible [object] there would be
an implication either of [His] ignorance [of the intelligible] or of a
change in His attributes.

[In reply], we hold that the adjunction and the linkage [of fact]
would change, but not the knowledge [as a structure].

Another objection has been raised that [God] does not know any-
thing that is unlimited [in nature]

a. because [anything unlimited] would not be something distin-
guishable, but an intelligible is distinguishable, and

132 L 359 (2) and MS gl: The verification of this is that if the attribute of per-
fection should be a product [nashi'ah] of the essence, then that would be an ulti-
mate perfection of the essence, and there would be deficiency only if it [the attribute]
should be a product of something extraneous.
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b. because [anything unlimited] implies [structures] of knowledge
without end.

[In reply], we hold that [the category of the] intelligible would
include every single [kind and example], and that the knowledge [as
structure] subsisting in His essence is a single attribute, while the
quality of being unlimited would be in the adjunction linkage and
in the material that is linked.

Isfahani says: L 359, T 174, MS 184a

Corollary 1: God comprehends all intelligibles

[Baydawi] set forth two corollaries to the doctrine that God Most
High is omniscient, the first being that He comprehends all the
intelligibles133 just as they are.134 [This is so] because the necessary
cause for His omniscience is His essence, and the relationship of His
essence to the universe of intelligibles is on an equality [with each
intelligible]. So when He made it a duty for His essence to know a
portion [of the intelligibles] He made it His duty [also] to know all
the rest. [This is] because if His omniscience should be specific to
one portion and not another, then His essence—comprehending only
one portion and not another—would need a specifying agent, which
is impossible.

a. An objection has been raised that someone might ask whether
you know by intuition that the specifying agent in this case would
be an impossibility, or by some proof. If you should say that it is
by intuition, then you will have acted presumptuously, and if you
say that it is by a proof, then where is the proof? The very most
on the subject that you can say is, "I do not know whether it is
admissible or impossible to affirm the certainty of a specifying agent."

a.—a. [To answer, we hold that] the truth is that He the Most
High knows both universals and particulars, the universals in a gen-
eral manner, L 360 and the particulars in a detailed manner, as
we will show.

133 Gloss in L 359:3 and the MS: That is, [He comprehends] all conceived notions
that are intelligible, those possible, those necessary, and those impossible. Knowledge
is a more general category than power, for it deals specifically with realities possi-
ble, aside from necessities and impossibilities. [From the Shark Taqrir.]

134 L and MS gl: That is, according to whether they are particulars or univer-
sals, and whether they are necessary, possible or impossible.
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b. Another objection raised is to the effect that [God] knows par-
ticulars merely in a general way; i.e., He knows the particulars just
as He knows the universals. In other words, He knows T 175
these particulars,—inasmuch as they are natures that have been
abstracted from the specific properties wherein they135 necessarily
exist due to their causes,—in such a way that His perception [of
them],136 although a general perception, is one of sure conviction
and not mere supposition. [Moreover, He knows these particulars]
as being related to a source whose specific nature137 exists in an indi-
vidual of its own kind. That is not to say that it does not exist in
any other than that [particular] individual, but rather that it would
be admissible for it to exist in some other one. What is meant138 is
that those particulars necessarily have existence only through their
[secondary] causes from whence they also have their natures. Then
those particulars are specifically qualified by the nature of that source,
as [they are] in the case of a partial eclipse.

Indeed, the occurrence of this [phenomenon] might be under-
stood as being due to a cause having governance over its particular
causes as well as over the intellect's awareness of them and [what-
ever may be] their linkage, in the same manner that [God] under-
stands particulars. That [kind of perception] would be something
other than the [narrow] perception of their details and times, a per-
ception that determines that [the eclipse] has occurred just now, or
just before or after. Rather, [the wider perception] would be as when
it would be understood that a partial eclipse MS 184b would be
displayed when the moon should rise but be only partly visible at a
certain time, or be only partly visible in a certain configuration.
Then maybe that eclipse would occur, but the one who had under-
standing of the matter at the outset139 would not be aware either of
its occurrence or its nonoccurrence, even though he had been aware
of it in the earlier sense [i.e., of predicting it]. This [latter sense]
would be another [kind of] perception, a particular one that occurs

135 The MS alone supplementally adds here, "hiya."
136 Gloss in MS Garrett 989Ha: I.e., perception of the particulars.
137 MS gl: I.e., its general nature as a species which can be present in some par-

ticular other than that one.
138 MS gl: I.e., what is meant by the relationship [of the particulars] to their

own specific nature.
139 This being the one with knowledge of an eclipse and its causes.
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simultaneously with the occurrence of the object of perception, and
ceases when it ceases.

However, that former [kind of] perception would be a fixed cer-
tainty for all time, even though it would be the knowledge of a par-
ticular. That [kind of perception] is when a person of comprehension
would understand that between the moon's position when beginning
its conjunction with [Aries] the Ram, for instance, and its position
when ending its conjunction with [Aries] the Ram there would be
a specific eclipse at a specific time; the elapsed period from its posi-
tion when beginning its conjunction with the Ram would be the
same as the time that the moon normally is within [the conjunc-
tion],140 and it is ten degrees from the beginning of its conjunction
with [Aries] the Ram. Indeed, the comprehension of a person who
understands these things would be a matter of certainty preceding
the time of the eclipse, during it, and after it.

[As a summary], the [opponent's] argument, supporting the propo-
sition that [God] Most High does not know particulars in a detailed
manner and in a way that changes with the changing of their par-
ticulars, is to the effect that if He should know the particulars in a
detailed manner, as for instance, if He should know that Zayd was
in the house at a given moment, then when the known fact changed,
that is, when Zayd would have left the house, then either [His] igno-
rance [of this change] or a change in His attributes would be implied.
[This is so] because, if His first knowledge should remain as it was,
then [His] ignorance [of the change] would be implied, but if His
first knowledge should not remain as it was then a change in His
attributes would be implied.

b.—a. In answer to this [reasoning by the opponents] our author
states that we do not grant that when the known fact changes and
if His first [factual] knowledge should not change then [His] igno-
rance would be implied. That would be implied only if the adjunc-
tion and the linkage [of fact] should not change, not the knowledge
itself. L 361 But this would be impossible,141 for the fact is that

140 The MS inserts marginally: "to traverse."
141 MS gl: He means that change in Him is not implied, but rather the change

is only in the adjunctive relationships, because in our view there is either a specific
adjunctive relationship or a real attribute possessing an adjunctive relationship. In
the first alternative the knowledge itself changes, and in the second only its adjunc-
tive relationship changes. On both suppositions the change is not implied in an
existent attribute [i.e., one that is itself the seat of an attribute] but in something
well understood as a logical consideration, which is admissible.
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when the known fact changes then the adjunction and the linkage
[of fact] do change, but the [total] knowledge [as a structure] does
not change, it being the genuine attribute. Thus there would be no
implication either of [His] ignorance or of any change in His attrib-
utes. Rather, the change is in the attribute's adjunction and its link-
age [to a particular], and in that there is no impossibility. Indeed,
change in the adjunctions is an actual occurrence, for while God
Most High was in existence before every temporal phenomenon, He
thereupon becomes contemporary with it, and then He exists after
it; and the change in the adjunctions causes no change in Himself.
Likewise here, His being the knower of the known fact constitutes
an adjunction between His own knowledge [as a structure] and that
intelligible fact, so when the intelligible fact changes only that adjunc-
tion will change. MS 185a

c. An objection has been raised [which includes also objections
d.) and e.)],142 to the effect that knowledge consists in the actual pres-
ence of a continuing form that has the requirement that it be in
adjunction with its intelligible object,143 and [the form] changes with
the change of the intelligible object. Thus the knowledge that is held
by someone who knows that Zayd is in the house will undergo
change when he leaves the house; because the knowledge held pre-
supposes an adjunction with its particular known fact, and it will
not become linked with any known fact other than that one via the
[same] first linkage. Someone may know that a given thing is not
existent, but when the thing comes into being then that person comes
to know that the thing actually is whatever it is.144 Thus the adjunc-
tion and the adjoined attribute would change at the same time.

142 MS glosses: 1. This objection is [by] Abu al-Hasan al-Basri. 2. Another objec-
tion (d.) is that for its real fact to be a future occurrence is different from its real
fact being a past occurrence, so a knowledge of this [latter] case would be different
from a knowledge of that [former] case; indeed, the difference in a linked entity
logically requires a difference in the knowledge [that comprehends] them both.

Another objection (e.) [here] is [the fact] that the condition for the knowledge
of a [past] event is that its occurrence has already taken place, and the condition
for the knowledge of an event that will yet occur is the lack of its occurrence [in
the present], so if [the matter] were to be [reformulated into] one [statement], there
would be no difference between the condition for each [part].

143 In L and T the two nouns are definite and have the pronominal suffixes,
"its"; in the MS both nouns are definite and the suffix is on the first noun only,
while in MS Garrett 989Ha both nouns are indefinite and without suffixes.

144 The texts differ and appear to be corrupted on this term. L 361:9 appears to
read [ayisa3]; T 175:24 reads [faysa]; MS Garrett 989Ha reads "an existent" [maw-
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Indeed, when a knower knows a certain thing the adjunction is
specific to it, so that if he were to know only in a general sense,145

then that [knowledge] would not be sufficient for him to know a
particular.146 Rather, the resulting knowledge would be new knowl-
edge requiring for itself a new adjunction and structure for itself [i.e.,
knowledge as structure] newly made for it, a new and specific adjunc-
tion, different from both the knowledge in the preceding situation
and the [former] structure by which it was realized. Thus, if the
state of the known intelligible object should vary either from the
aspect of [its] nonexistence or existence, then the state of the knower
having the knowledge must also vary, not only in the adjunction
with the knowledge itself, but [simultaneously] in it and in the knowl-
edge [structure] to which that adjunction is concomitant.

But truly, [God] does know particulars in a detailed manner, as
we will show.

f. Objection has been raised that [God] Most High does not know
whatever is unlimited [in nature]. [This is] because

1. the unlimited would not be distinguishable,147 while every
intelligible is distinguishable, so something unlimited would not be
an intelligible object; therefore the Creator Most High does not know
whatever is unlimited in nature, otherwise the unlimited would be
intelligible, which is contrary to the hypothesis. Further, [it is] because

2. if [God] were to know what is unlimited in nature then He
would have knowledge [structures] without limits.

f.-a. 1. [In answer to this reasoning of the opponents, we [Isfahani]
say that] the conclusion is false, and the premise is likewise. To
explain the inherent logic here, it is that the knowledge held of each
intelligible differs from the knowledge of anything else, because it
would be possible for one thing to be an intelligible and something
different not to be an intelligible. So, if the intelligible objects of
knowledge should be unlimited [in number], then the knowledge
[structures] would also be unlimited [in number]. As for the falsity

jud], providing the sense of the context. The MS reads [ayshu], and has this mar-
ginal gloss: "I.e., whatever thing it is" [ayyu shay'in huwa], a colloquial contraction.

145 As, the quiddity of mankind.
146 As, the quiddity of Zayd.
147 MS gl: Otherwise, it would have a delimitation and a boundary by which it

would be distinguishable and divisible from others, and if it should have a bound-
ary then it would not be something unlimited; but this is contrary to the argument.
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of the conclusion, that is because it implies that there would be
within the knower an unlimited [quantity] of existent things, which
would be impossible.

f.-a.2. [Baydawi's] answer to the first [part of this objection] is that
the intelligible that is known would include each one of these [exam-
ples], and each one of them would be distinguishable, MS 185b
and each one would be unlimited. To the second [part of the objec-
tion] [Baydawi] answered that the knowledge subsisting in the essence
of [God] Most High L 362 is a single attribute, but its adjunc-
tion linkages are unlimited [in number], and so likewise are its linked
materials, and it is admissible for an unlimited [quantity] to exist in
both the [categories of] adjunction linkage and linked material.

g. A counterobjection has been raised against [Baydawi's] first
answer to the effect that [in it] the claim is that God Most High
knows the unlimited; thus the unlimited would be an intelligible
object, and every T 176 intelligible object would be something
distinguishable, so then, the unlimited would be something distin-
guishable. But to grant that everything distinguishable would be lim-
ited would imply that 'something unlimited' would be 'something
limited'. A correction [to this point] would be that the major premise
should be rejected, as the limited and the unlimited148 are two
[different] intelligibles, but the limitation of the unlimited cannot be
inferred from that fact.

h. Another counterobjection might be raised against [Baydawi's]
second answer [i.e., to part 2 of the objection] to the effect that the
knowledge of each thing would be different from the knowledge of
anything else, and therefore, the knowledge subsisting in [God]
Himself would not be [merely] a single attribute.

Baydawi said: L 362, T 176

Corollary 2: God's 'knowledge' and 'power' are entities distinct from His essence

a. [God] Most High is omniscient with a 'knowledge' that is both
1. distinct from His essence, [this statement] being at variance

with the majority of the Muctazilah, and

148 The MS here condenses the term "unlimited" with a relative pronoun [inna
al-mutanahi wa-ghayrahu].
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2. is not united with [His essence, this statement] being at vari-
ance with the school of the Peripatetic philosophers.149

b. Further, [the case] is likewise with [God's] 'omnipotence'. In
our [Baydawi's] view, it is intuition that makes the distinction between
when we say, "[God] Himself",150 and when we say "[God] Himself
is 'omniscient' and 'omnipotent.'"

c. Moreover, [God's] knowledge is either
3. a special adjunction,—this being what the two [scholars] of

the Jubba'i family called the 'omniscience [of God]',151—or
4. it is an attribute that requires this adjunction,—this being

the doctrine of most of our [Ashacirah] colleagues,152—or

149 [al-Mashsha'un] or [al-Mashsha'iyun].
150 Literally: "His essence" [dhatuhu].
151 With regard to God's knowledge the distinctive term ['aliiruyah] seems best

translated as "divine omniscience", or "omniscience [of God]." With regard to
human knowledge it would seem best to speak of "[human] knowledgeability."

132 Richard M. Frank expounds the matter of "the Attribute of the Essence"
(Chapter 3, pp. 53-57), together with "the Essential Attributes" (Chapter 4, pp.
58 ff.) in his book, Beings and Their Attributes: The Teaching of the Basrian School of the
Mu'tazila in the Classical Period [(Studies in Islamic Philosophy and Science) Albany:
State University of New York Press, 1978]. His explanation covers the two prob-
lems, why the "Knowledge of God" and the "Power of God" are distinctly different
from God Himself, and why they are different from God's 'Omniscience' and His
'Omnipotence'.

Frank writes: "An 'essence'/thing-itself (dhat) is that of which predication is made;
it is not said of anything else" (op. cit., p. 53). And further, "The essential attrib-
utes are distinguished as those that belong to a thing 'by virtue of the way it is in
itself; they are not themselves 'the way the thing is in itself but manifest the
essence/thing-itself as it is in itself" (op. cit., p. 58).

Abu Hashim al-Jubba'i taught that the essence of an entity can be indicated only
as the entity's being itself; that is, the entity in question is the entity itself. The
'essence' cannot be used as a predicate to indicate something else. But certain other
things and qualities necessarily refer to the 'essence'. These are the 'essential attrib-
utes', which at this point in Baydawi's book are illustrated by the 'knowledge' and
'power' of God. These are 'essential qualities (attributes)', if we are to distinguish
intelligently between our saying "God Himself", and our saying "God Himself has
'knowledge' and 'power.'" God (an essence) is known by these essential qualities.

Then, what kind of knowledge and power are meant? The knowledge and power
must be 'characterized' (modified by an adjective), so the terms 'omniscient' and
'omnipotent' are attached to the 'knowledge' and 'power', respectively. They too,
are not themselves the 'knowledge' and 'power' which they modify, just as 'knowl-
edge' and 'power' are not the 'essence' of God, to whom they are attributed. So,
a distance begins to become evident between the 'essence' and the 'essential attrib-
utes', and between the 'essential attributes' and their 'characteristics'. Thus, wise
men struggle to describe the reality and wisdom into whose presence they come
and which are illuminated for them by the "rays of dawnlight outstreaming."
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5. it [consists of] the forms153 of the intelligibles that subsist
either

a) in themselves, these being the 'Platonic ideals' [= 'forms'], or
b) in the essence of [God] Most High, this being the doc-

trine of most of the philosophers.
Whichever it is, [God's knowledge] is something other than His

essence; and the corruption of the idea of 'union' has been set forth
already.154

An argument opposing the doctrine that God's knowledge and power are
distinct from himself L 362:12, T 176:8

a. [Our opponents] argue the following points.
1. If [God's knowledge] should subsist in His essence then it

would be a requirement for His essence: so, He would be both a
passive acceptor and an active agent [of the knowledge] at the same
time, which would be impossible.

1.—a. [Answer]: our position is that the answer to this point
has already been given.155

2a. If [God's knowledge] should be an attribute subsisting in
His essence, and should be an eternal phenomenon, then the im-
plication is that there would be a multiplicity of eternal phenomena;
but this doctrine is heresy, by the consensus [of scholars]. [They
argue] "Do you not see that [God] Most High has reckoned the
Christians as heretics in their doctrine of the Trinity, which is their
affirmation of the three Hypostases, namely, 'Existence', 'Knowledge'
and the 'Living nature'? What then do you think of those who affirm
the existence of eight or nine [eternal phenomena], thereby imply-
ing that there is composition in Himself?" [This is because God's
knowledge as being] an attribute would be to have a commonality
in His eternity while being differentiated from Him by [the knowl-
edge's] specific property [of being an attribute].

2b. [And if God's knowledge should be an attribute subsisting
in His essence], and should be a temporal phenomenon, then the
implication is that temporal phenomena subsisted in His essence.

153 L carries a small extraneous spot of printer's ink over the letter [sad] but the
reading is clearly "forms" [suwar].

154 In Book 2, Section 1, Chapter 2, Topic 3, above.
155 Book 1, Section 1, Chapter 6, Topic 4, above.
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2."-a. Our answer [to this reasoning] is that the doctrine of the
'eternity of essences'156 [is what] constitutes heresy, this [doctrine]
being entirely apart from the doctrine of 'eternal attributes'.

Although the Christians have called [the 'hypostases'], which they
affirm to be certainties, 'attributes', still their position is that these
[hypostases] are essences in reality. They say that the Hypostasis of
the 'Word', [by which] I mean 'knowledge', transferred [itself] to
the body of Jesus, peace be upon him; and anything having the free-
dom to move about is an 'essence'.

Furthermore, eternity is nonexistential in nature, so there would
be no implication of composition [being present in eternity] from
the commonality in it [i.e., of the Word/knowledge with Jesus].

3. God Most High's 'omniscience' and His 'omnipotence' are
both 'necessary', so, they would not be the 'effects' of [His] 'knowl-
edge' and 'power'.

3.—a. Our answer [to this reasoning] is that the 'divine omni-
science' is necessary through the 'divine knowledge' being necessary,
and this is due to the requirement of [God's] essence that it be so;
it is not of itself, so, any causation would be impossible. The case
is likewise with the 'divine omnipotence'.

4. If [God's] 'omniscience' and 'omnipotence' should be fac-
tors added [to His essence] L 363 then [it would be a case of]
His having need for something other [than His essence] in order to
'know' and to 'exercise power', which would be impossible.

4. a. Our answer [to this] is that the essence of [God] Most
High has required two attributes of necessary causation for the
[adjunctive] linkages of omniscience and [omnipotent] creativity. If
this is what you [the opposing disputant] mean by 'having need',
we do not grant that it would be impossible, but if you mean some-
thing else, then make that clear.

156 L alone reads [in the singular], "essence" [dhat]; but T, MS Garrett 283B
(f. 39b:10) and MS Garrett 989Hb (f. 29b:2) have the plural [dhawat], as it is in
the Commentary at L 366, T 178, and MS 188a:7.
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Isfahani says: L 363, T 176, MS 185b

Corollary 2: God's 'knowledge' and 'power' are entities distinct from His essence

[God] Most High is omniscient with a 'knowledge' that is
a. distinct from His essence,157 [this statement] being in contrast

to the [doctrine of the] majority of the Mu'tazilah, and that is
b. not united with His essence, [this statement] being in contrast

to the [doctrine of the] Peripatetic philosophers,158 for their position
is that 'knowledge' is united with the 'knower'.

Likewise, [God] is omnipotent with a 'power' that is distinct from
Himself.

Views of the scholars of religion L 363:5, T 176:20
Now, first of all let us clarify each point of dissension, and let us
note what it is that each school is teaching. [Here] you should under-
stand that those of our [Asha'irah] colleagues who reject attribute-
states make the assertion that [God's] knowledge itself is the [divine]
omniscience, and that [God's] power itself is the [divine] omnipotence,
and these two are attributes that are added to the essence [of God].

Abu cAli [Muhammad] al-Jubba'i [d. 303/915-916], and his son,
Abu Hashim [£Abd al-Salam al-Jubba'i, d. 321/933], asserted

1. that 'omniscience' and 'omnipotence' are both additions to
the essence [of God],

2. but they are neither existents nor nonexistents; but rather
3. ['omniscience' and 'omnipotence'] are two 'effects' [produced

by God's] 'knowledge' and 'power',
4. [the 'knowledge' and 'power' themselves] are not additions

to the essence [of God].
Among our [Asha'irah] colleagues, the knowledge and power are

both additions159 to the essence [of God], and both are existents.
Abu Hashim took the position that the [knowledge and power]

are somewhat like attribute-states, but the attribute-state is not some-
thing that may be known [directly], although the essence [of God]
does give knowledge of it.

157 MS gl: Meaning that it is not identical to His essence.
158 L gl abbreviated in the MS: I.e., those who learned science and philosophy

from Aristotle along the paths, for Aristotle was accustomed to walking.
159 L and T make the ending feminine for "additional" and masculine for "exist-

ents." The MS and MS Garrett 989Ha make both endings masculine.
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With us [of the Ashacirah], [knowledge and power] are intelli-
gibles in themselves, and Abu cAli al-Jubba3i grants that they are
intelligibles.

Our [Ashacirah] colleagues who affirm the existence of the attribute-
state, assert that the 'omniscience' of God Most High is an attribute
produced by a causal factor subsisting in His essence, and that causal
factor is the [divine] 'knowledge'.

Those of our [Asha'irah] colleagues who reject attribute-states
MS 186a have not taken the position that the 'omniscience' is pro-
duced by a causal factor, namely, the [divine] knowledge; but rather,
they took the position that the [divine] 'knowledge' itself is the [divine]
'omniscience', because the evidence indicates nothing more than the
certainty that some entities are additions to the essence [of God].

But as for the third matter,160 there is no proof for this at all,
neither in the Observed Present161 nor in the Unseen [Creator's
Authority].162

The Imam [Fakhr al-Din Razi] held that the doctrine of Abu
Hashim that the attribute-state may not be known is absolutely false,
because if something should be inconceivable in itself then we can-
not possibly give judgmental assent to the assertion of its existence
on any other basis.163

[Nasir al-Din Tusi], author of the Talkhis said that this requires
consideration:164 because if

a) the meaning should be that when a thing is not con-
ceivable as existing individually it is impossible to give judgmental
assent to the assertion of its existence on any other basis, then that
cannot be granted. [This is] because 'relationships' are not con-
ceivable as existing individually, but assent can be given to the asser-
tion of their existence by means of some other entity. But if

160 MS gl: I.e., [both] the omniscience and omnipotence [as being effects pro-
duced by the divine knowledge and power.] [This is believed to be the full sense
of the laconic gloss, taken as referring to the points listed by Abu cAli and Abu
Hashim al-Jubba'i. Ed.]

161 MS gl: Namely, among mankind.
162 MS gl: Namely, the Creator Most High.
IBS por jjjjg see isfahani's statement on the page preceding here. Although the

same terminology is not in the Muhassal text of Razi's discussion of the 'attribute-
state' (pp. 60-64) nor in his discussion of'God's knowledge' (pp. 165-166), Isfahani
has clearly paraphrased the positions of Razi and Abu Hashim from pp. 60—61 as
the topic opens.

164 Isfahani again paraphrases from Tusi, (on p. 61 and his notes 1 and 2).
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b) the meaning should be that something is not at all con-
ceivable, then [the statement of the Imam Razi] would be true.

One must understand that it appears from the statement of Abu
Hashim that the attribute-state may not be known in itself,165 although
the essence [of God] does give knowledge of it, and in that case
what the Imam [Razi] said would be true.

Views of the philosophers L 363:22, T 176:34
As for the philosophers, while they [all] believe that

a) two beings would not emanate from166 [God] Most High
because of the fact that He is a single reality having no plurality in
Him from any aspect, and that

b) He is neither a passive acceptor [as substrate] for any
thing nor an active agent L 364 for it, they have otherwise differed
[among themselves].

c) Thus, the earliest of [the philosophers] excluded knowl-
edge [as an attribute] from [God] Most High, in order to avoid the
implication that He would be both an acceptor and an agent [of
knowledge].

Plato took the position that
a) the intelligible forms were self-subsistent, in order to avoid
b) excluding knowledge from Him the Most High, and [to

avoid]
c) the implication that He is both acceptor and agent.

The School of the Peripatetics took the position that
a) the agent of understanding unites with the intelligible,

[doing so] in order to avoid [not only]
b) excluding knowledge [from Him, but also]
c) implying that He is both acceptor T 177 and agent,

and [to avoid]
d) [the notion that] the forms of the intelligibles were self-

subsistent.

165 MS glosses: 1) I.e., may not be known at all. 2) I.e., as an individual.
166 MS: [<anhu]; L, T and MS Garrett 989ha: [minhu].
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The theory of Ibn Sina L 364:4, T 177:1
Shaykh Abu cAli Ibn Sina

a) asserted that knowledge belongs to God Most High,
because He is an incorporeal being, and every incorporeal being is
a knowing being; and

b) he rejected as false
1) the doctrine that the intelligible forms167 are self-sub-

sistent, and
2) the doctrine that the knowing intellect and the intel-

ligible object are united, and that
3) the intelligibles are united one with another; and

c) he granted that the Necessary Existent comprehensively
understands everything.

Thus, [Ibn Sina] taught that since the Necessary Existent under-
stands His essence through His essence, MS 186b and since [God's]
essence is [itself] the Eternal Constituting Agent of existence, that
is, [it is] the Primary Cause for [all] realities possible, the fact that
He does understand the whole [universe] by His understanding of
His essence through His essence, implies that [indeed] He is the
Eternal Constituting Agent of existence. Therefore, His understand-
ing of the whole universe is an effect that is concomitant to His
essence, because knowing the cause is itself the primary cause of
knowing the effect.168

Therefore, the forms of everything in the whole universe, that is,
all the intelligible objects of [God's] understanding,169 are concomi-
tants arriving subsequently to the reality of His essence, as an effect
is subsequent to its cause, but they do not exist within the essence
as constituent factors of it. Moreover, this whole abundance of intel-
ligibles has come about according to arrangement; and this great
abundance of concomitants to the essence [of God], whether they

167 MS: "form" [surah] in the singular; other sources give the plural.
lb8 Arthur J. Arberry has compiled a little anthology of his translations from Ibn

Sina's writings which he titled Avicenna on Theology [(Wisdom of the East Series) Lon-
don: J. Murray, [1951].] A chapter taken from Ibn Sina's Al-Risala al-Arshiya titled
"On the Nature of God", has a subsection, "God's Knowledge" (pp. 33—34). This
passage contains many of the same statements that Isfahani has collected here. In
it there is some logical progression throughout and the tone is one of praise of
God. This can be said also of Isfahani's commentary at this point. No similar pas-
sage was found in Ibn Sina's al-Isharat wa-al-Tanbihat.

169 In L, T and MS Garrett 989Ha the pronoun suffix is masculine, indicating
God as the antecedent, this being the logical sense; but in the MS it is feminine,
the scribe apparently assuming that "entirety" [kathrah] was the antecedent.
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are distinguishable or not distinguishable [from His essence, do not
nullify the unity of their Primary Cause that serves as their substrate,
namely, the unity of [God's] essence, equally whether those [abun-
dant] concomitants are inhering in the essence of the Cause,170 or
they are separate and distinct from it.

The First [Cause], the Most High, receives [from ardent believ-
ers] by the ascription [of praise] a great abundance of concomitants
both adjunctive and nonadjunctive, along with a great abundance
of negations. On that account His names have multiplied, but that
has had no influence upon His own unity. In summary, the Necessary
Existent is One, and His unity does not cease because of the abun-
dance of intelligible forms [inhering] in Him.

Critical review of Ibn Sina's theory L 364:16, T 177:10
Now, in objection to [Ibn Sina], the following points have been
made showing that his doctrine that the concomitants of the First
[Cause] have inherence in His essence is the same as saying that

a) a single entity may be both passive acceptor and active
agent171 at the same time; and

b) the First [Cause] is characterized by attributes that are
neither adjunctive nor negative, for the 'forms of the intelligibles'
that are inherent in His essence are real attributes; and

c) [God] is a substrate for the great abundance of realities
possible that are the 'effects' of His 'causation', for indeed the forms
of all the intelligibles are the effects of His causation and they are
abundantly manifold; and

d) [God's] First Effect is not distinguishable from His essence,
for then His First Effect is the form of the First Intellect which
inheres in His essence; and

e) [God] Most High brings nothing into existence among
the individual quiddities that would make His essence distinguish-
able through His essence rather than through the things that inhere
in Him.

All of these matters are in contrast to the plain doctrine of the
philosophers.

But it is the right of Shaykh [Ibn Sina] to hold that there is no
harm in any of these matters, L 365 because indeed, [God] Most

170 MS gl: Such as the attributes of the Creator Most High.
171 L and T: [qabilan wa-facilan]. MS and MS Garrett 989Ha: [fa'ilan wa-qabilan].
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High is the 'Specific Existence' who characterizes 'absolute existence'.
Thus, there are two aspects of His nature, the aspect of His 'specific
existence' which is His real nature, and the aspect of His 'absolute
existence', which is one of His properties.172

[Seeing that is the case], it is not an impossibility
a) that He should be both a passive acceptor of and active

agent for the forms of the intelligibles173 MS 187a all arranged in
order; nor is it an impossibility

b) that real attributes should inhere in His essence, nor
c) that He should be a substrate for all His own effects, nor
d) that His First Effect should not be distinguishable from

His essence, nor
e) that He should not bring anything into existence among

the individual quiddities except by the mediation of entities already
inhering in His essence.174

Now, [if a disputant should say] all these things were impossible,
[such a position] would be based on the proposition that there is
no plurality in the Necessary Existent the Most High in any respect
whatsoever. But this inference is ruled out, because indeed, in His
nature there are two aspects, one of them being the 'specific exist-
ence' and the other the 'absolute existence'. Let no one say that
'absolute existence' is only a 'theoretical matter' and that the theo-
retical is not valid to serve as a cause for something 'existential'.
Indeed, our [Isfahani] position is that it would not be admissible for
the theoretical to be the 'active agent' for something existential, but
it would be admissible for [the theoretical] to serve as the 'condi-
tion' for the effective causation of the 'active agent', or as the 'con-
dition for passive receptivity', as they affirm among themselves175 in
the case of the "First Emanation."176

However, what is implicit in the doctrine of Shaykh [Ibn Sina]
is that [God] Most High would not know a particular detail in a
detailed manner because knowledge in a detailed manner of the
particular detail would require that the form of the particular, as a

172 MS gl: I.e., one of His accidental qualities.
173 MS gl: Meaning that a given entity may have being among the individual

sences.
174 MS gl: [Namely], the Creator Most High.
170 MS gl: I.e., among the philosophers.
176 MS gl: I.e., the 'First Intellect' [a being produced by God, but not by emanation].
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particular, be inherent in His essence. But the particular, as a par-
ticular, sometimes changes, so, if the form of the particular that is
inherent in His essence should not also change when the particular
detail changes, then it would [appear to] imply [His] ignorance [of
the fact]; but if [the form of the particular detail] should change,
then it would imply a change in His real attribute.

Isfahani resumes his comments on Bqydawi's topic L 365:14, T 177:27

Let us return now to our commentary on the subject matter in [Bay-
dawi's] book.

Our author's statement is that for us, intuition makes the dis-
tinction between when we say, "[God Himself]" and when we say,
"[God Himself] is 'omniscient' and 'omnipotent.'"

This statement is a [logical] indication that [God] is omniscient
by a 'knowledge that is distinct from His essence', and that He is
'omnipotent by a power that is distinct from His essence'. A fuller
statement of this would be that if knowledge and power should not
be distinguishable from the essence [of God], then there would be
no difference between our saying, "[God Himself]", and our say-
ing, "[God Himself] is 'omniscient' and 'omnipotent.'" But such a
conclusion would be false, because intuition does distinguish between
these two statements.

Furthermore,177 knowledge is either
a. a special adjunctive relationship between the [divine] knower

and the intelligible object of knowledge, this 'relationship' being what
the two [scholars] of the Jubba'i family, Abu cAli and his son, Abu
Hashim, called 'omniscience', or

b. [knowledge] is an attribute that requires that special adjunc-
tive relationship, this being the doctrine of most of our Asha'irah
colleagues, MS 187b or

c. [knowledge] consists in the forms of the intelligibles that are
self-subsisting, namely, the Platonic 'ideals' [or, 'forms'],178 or

d. [knowledge] consists in the forms of the intelligibles that sub-
sist in the essence of [God] Most High, as is the doctrine of Shaykh
Abu £Ali Ibn Sina and his followers.

177 MS gl: [Here is] a second logical indication.
178 L 365 gl: Plato took the position that for every intelligible there is an ideal

[mithal], that is in external existence and that is self-subsisting when the soul gains
a perception of it. [From the Shark Taqrir.]
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Now, whichever [of these four theories] it may be, [knowledge]
is something other than the essence of [God] Most High. The fal-
sity of the doctrine that the agent having comprehensive under-
standing would be united with the object of understanding was
discussed earlier where we explained the invalidity of such union.179

An argument opposing the doctrine that God's knowledge and power are
distinct from himself L 365:23, T 177:34
Those who say that God Most High is not 'omniscient' by a knowl-
edge distinctly different from His essence, L 366 and is not 'omni-
potent' by a power distinctly different from Himself have presented
an argument having four points.

a. If an attribute should have subsistence in the essence [of God]
then His essence would require it [to be there]. [This is] because,
if an attribute should subsist in Himself then the attribute would
have need for Himself by the inherent logic of an attribute having
need for what it characterizes. Thus, the attribute would be

1. a possible reality through itself, since anything having need
for something else would be a possible reality in itself. But [the
attribute] would be

2. necessary through a cause, and that cause would be no other
than the essence [of God] characterized as an attribute, T 178 so
the essence [of God] would require [the attribute], and [God Himself]
therefore would be both an acceptor and an agent at the same time,
which is impossible.

a.-a. The answer to this point, we hold, has preceded in the dis-
cussions on cause and effect,180 deriving from [the fact] that it is
admissible for the One to be both an acceptor and an agent. You
have come to know181 that [God] Most High is a 'specific existence',
of which 'absolute existence' is a concomitant. Thus, with reference
to [God], there are two aspects, and thus it is admissible for Him
to be both a passive acceptor from one aspect and an active agent
from the other aspect.

b. If an attribute should have subsistence in [the essence of God]
then [the attribute] would have to be either 1. eternal, or 2. temporal.

1/9 L gl: In [Book 2, Section 1,] under Chapter 2: Qualities not properly attrib-
utable to God, Topic 3 on the exclusion of 'union' from [God].

180 Book 1, Section 1, Chapter 6, Topic 4, above.
181 L, T and MS Garrett 989Ha read [calimta], but the MS has [carafta].
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(1.) If [the attribute] should be eternal, then this would imply
a) [the existence of] a great abundance of eternal phe-

nomena, and the doctrine of a great abundance of eternal phe-
nomena constitutes heresy by the consensus [of scholars]. Is it not
clear to be seen, [they argue], that [God] Most High has reckoned
the Christians unbelievers by reason of their doctrine of the Trinity?
God Most High has said, "They are unbelievers who say that God
is the Third One among Three." [Qur'an 5:73] Their trinitarian
doctrine is their assertion of the Three Hypostases, the Hypostasis
of the Father, this being 'Existence', the Hypostasis of the Son, this
being the 'Word', or, Knowledge, and the Hypostasis of the Holy
Spirit, this being the 'living Nature', and [in the doctrine] the essence
[of God] is a unity characterized by these three attributes.182

Now, if someone who affirms MS 188a the existence of three
eternal entities is an 'unbeliever', then what do you think of some-
one who affirms that there are eight eternal entities,183 as is the doc-
trine of most of the Mutakallimun, or [even] nine [eternal entities],
as is the doctrine of the Hanafiyah [scholars] who hold that the
'production of being' is an attribute added to [God's] 'omnipotent
power in autonomous action'?

b) Further, [if the attribute should be eternal, this would
imply] that there would be composition in the essence of [God]; for
in that case, indeed, [God] Most High would have a commonality
with the attribute in His eternity, but would be distinguished from
the attribute by His own 'specific' nature,184 so composition would
be implicit, as deriving both from the commonality and from the
specificity, but it would be an impossibility.

(2.) And if the attribute should be a temporal phenomenon, then
the implication would be that temporal phenomena would be subsist-
ing in the essence of [God] Most High, which would be impossible,

b.-a. Our answer to this point is that we prefer to think that the
attribute subsisting in the essence of [God] Most High would be an
eternal phenomenon. [Baydawi's] statement is that this would imply

182 MS gl: These three are one in having substantiality [fi al-jawhanyah], i.e.,
[there is] one essence characterized by these three substantial properties.

183 These being: the living nature, power in autonomous action, the will, knowl-
edge, hearing, sight, speech and immortality.

184 L: wa-mutamayyiz . . . [T: wa-yatamayyiz . . .] bi-khususryah.
The MS and MS Garrett 989ha: wa-yatamayyiz . . . bi-khususiyatihi.
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a great abundance of eternal [attributes]; that we hold should be
granted. [Baydawi's next] statement is that holding this [doctrine of
plural eternal attributes] would constitute heresy by the consensus
[of scholars].

We [Isfahani] say that this [inference] should be ruled out. It
is the doctrine of 'multiple essences' being eternal that constitutes
heresy, and this is entirely apart from the doctrine of 'multiple eter-
nal attributes'.

If an objection should be raised that the doctrine of multiple eter-
nal attributes also would constitute heresy, since God Most High has
reckoned the Christians 'unbelievers' because of their affirming the
Three Hypostases, namely, Existence, Knowledge, and the Living
Nature, which are eternal attributes, then the reply would be that
although the Christians call the Three Hypostases that they affirm
to exist 'attributes', nevertheless they hold that they are 'essences' in
reality. They believe L 367 that the Hypostasis of the Word, [by
this] I mean, the Knowledge, transferred itself to the body of Jesus,
peace upon him, and anything that is free to move about185 is an
essence; thus, it is established that they hold the doctrine of multiple
eternal essences, and for this reason God reckoned them 'unbelievers'.

Our opponents' statement that 'composition would be implied in
the essence of [God] Most High' thus would be an impossibility. But
their statement that the essence of [God] Most High has common-
ality with the attribute in the fact of His eternity is granted. Likewise,
their continuing statement [is granted] that [the divine nature] is
distinguished from [the attribute] in [its] specificity. But it may not
be inferred from the commonality in eternity and the distinction in
specificity that there would be composition in the essence itself. [This
is because] past eternity is a nonexistential [category], as it is a way
of referring to the lack of anything antecedent, whether in such a
"nonexistence"186 or in any other [category].187 So it may not be
inferred that there would be composition in the essence [of God]
from the fact of the commonality in an eternity that is nonexisten-
tial in nature.

c. The 'omniscience' of God Most High as well as His 'omnipo-
tence' are each necessary [in nature]; and whatever is necessary

MS gl: And descend.
MS gl: I.e., within the eternity of time-duration.
MS gl: I.e., within past eternity itself.
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would by its own necessity have no need for a cause, so the [divine]
omniscience is not caused by the [divine] knowledge, nor is the
[divine] omnipotence [caused] by the [divine] power.

c.~a. Answer may be given that the 'omniscience' is not caused
only if it is something necessary of itself, MS 188b but if it should
be necessary because of something else, then it would be something
caused. Omniscience is something necessary through the [divine]
knowledge, which [in turn] is necessary since the essence [of God]
requires it, but omniscience is not something so necessary of itself
that causation would be impossible. Similarly, 'omnipotence' is some-
thing necessary through the [divine] power, which [in turn] is nec-
essary since the essence [of God] requires it; but omnipotence is not
something so necessary of itself that causation would be impossible.

d. If both the 'knowledge' of [God] Most High as well as His
'power' should be additions to His essence, then in order to 'know'
and to 'exercise power' He would have need for something else. But
the conclusion is false, because it would be impossible that in His
capacity as the Omniscient and Omnipotent One He should be in
need of anything else. To explain the logical reasoning here it is
that if both His knowledge and His power should be additions [to
His essence], then in order to know and to exercise power He would
have need for knowledge and power, and so with knowledge and
power being something other than His essence He would stand in
need of those other factors.

d.—a. The answer to this is that the essence [of God] requires two
attributes,188 these being knowledge and power, to provide neces-
sary causation for the linkages of omniscience189 and [omnipotent]

188 MS gl: The answer to this [point] is that the essence of [God] Most High
requires two real attributes which are the necessary causes for the linkages of omni-
science ['ilmfyah] and omnipotent creativity [fjadfyah]; that is, knowledge requires
a linkage with an intelligible object of knowledge, and power requires linkage with
a focussed object of power. So if you [of the opposition] mean by His having need
for something else in respect to these two attributes, then your meaning, namely,
these two attributes requiring linkages with an intelligible object and a power object
[respectively], is not granted, as it is an impossibility. But if you mean something
else, then make it clear, so that we may look at it and decide upon its validity or
its falsity. [From the commentary on Baydawi's Tawalf by cAbd Allah ibn Muhammad
al-Farghani al-clbri, d. 743/1342.]

189 Here in all sources used: ['ilmlyah]. Otherwise written as ['alimlyah] to des-
ignate the "knowledgeability" or in the case of the deity, the "omniscience."
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creativity,190 through which the essence is omniscient and omnipo-
tent. So if this is what you [disputants of the opposition] mean by
'needing something else"91 then we do not grant its impossibility.
But if you intend some other meaning by 'being in need', then
explain it first so that we may form a conception and talk about it.

You should know that research scholars have an excellent method
for establishing [the fact of] the knowledge of the Creator Most
High. Here is an explanation of it:

1. just as a knowing person has no need for any form in order
to perceive himself other than the form of himself by which he is
himself,

2. so also, in order to perceive what is produced by himself,
he will have no need in himself for any other form than the form
by which that product is what it is.

Now, consider how in yourself you know something by a form
which you conceive and which is produced by you, not by yourself
alone, absolutely,192 but rather by some degree of participation with
some other than yourself. In spite of that, you do not know that
given form through another193 but rather, just as you would know
L 368 that [given] thing by that [given] form, so you would know
that form by itself, without forms within you being multiplied. But
rather, it may be that there is only a multiplication within you of
the logical considerations linking yourself with that form. Now, if
your own situation with what is produced by you through your part-
nership with another should match this situation, then what would
you suppose the situation might be of a knowing person with what

190 MS gl: Omniscience and omnipotent creativity being two adjunctive factors,
but in another [sense] they are something distinct from [duna] the attribute that
constitutes the adjunction itself [dhat], it being [respectively] the knowledge and
power.

191 MS gl: I.e., His need for something else, this being the linkage [of His knowl-
edge] with the intelligible [and] likewise in the case of power, then this is granted.
But we do not grant that it would be an impossibility, for the two of them are
adjunctive attributes, or real attributes capable of having a adjunctive relationship,
while the essence [alone] of God Most High does not suffice for the occurrence of
an adjunctive relationship.

192 MS gl: Because a human being may not be a cause for the emanation of
anything from himself independently, rather [such an emanation] would be by the
aid of Him who foreordains.

193 MS gl: I.e., by some other form, otherwise the argument would be an infinite
series.
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is produced by himself alone without the intervention of anyone else
in it? And it should not be supposed194 that your being the substrate
for that form would be a condition for your knowledge of that form.
MS 189a But rather, the occurrence195 of the form with you is a
condition for your knowledge of that T 179 form, and your being
a substrate for that form is a condition for the occurrence of that
form with you, which [in turn] is a condition for your knowledge
of it. So if that [given] form were to occur with you in some man-
ner other than by its inhering in you, then the knowledge would
occur without inhering in you. It is obvious that the occurrence of
a concrete entity with its activating agent, being [a phenomenon]
included within the broader notion of its occurrence with any being
other than itself, would not be less [of a phenomenon] than the
entity's occurrence with its acceptor. So then the products which
originate with an activating agent of himself occur with him but
without inhering in him. Thus the activating agent knows them with-
out their indwelling in him.

If you are sure of this, then you should know that the True One,
may He be blessed and exalted, knows His essence without there
being any differentiation as such between His essence and His self-
knowledge, for His essence and His knowledge are not mutually
differentiated basically, but rather the differentiation is in the man-
ner of reference. Thus His self-knowledge is the same as His essence.
And thus the knowing agent, the knowing activity, and the intelli-
gible object of the knowing are one in the essence, with the
differentiation being in the manner of reference. So His essence and
His self-knowledge196 are a cause for His knowledge of the First Ema-
nation [i.e., the 'produced' Intellect],197 so just as both causes, that

194 MS gl: This is the reply to a supposed interruption, whose purport is that an
objection may be raised that it would not be sufficient in the perception of the
form of a thing if the form itself were to occur. Rather the need is for the form
of [the thing] to occur in the one who perceives, because perception is the occur-
rence of the thing's form in the perceiver. So it is the perceiver's being a substrate
for the form of what is perceived that is a condition for perception. So [Isfahani]
replied by saying, "And it should not be supposed . . ."

195 L gl: Because active knowledge does not need inherence, in contrast to the
passive [type].

196 The MS and MS Garrett 989Ha do not add the phrase, "So His essence."
197 L 368 gl #2: That is to say, one of the two causes is the essence of [God]

Most High, it being a cause for the existence of the First Emanation [i.e., the 'pro-
duced' Intellect], while the other cause is the self-knowledge of Him the Most High,
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is, His essence and His self-knowledge, are basically one and there
is no differentiation except as a manner of reference; likewise, both
effects, that is, the First Emanation [i.e., the produced Intellect] and
the knowledge of [God] Most High of it, constitute basically one
entity, without any differentiation that might require the first of the
two to be differentiated from the First [Cause] the Most High, while
the second [of the two]198 would be fixed within it. For just as the
differentiation199 in the two causes is a manner of reference, it is
likewise so in the two effects.

So then, the existence of the First Emanation [i.e., Intellect] is the
same as the knowledge of it held by the Most High, without there
being any need200 for some new form to inhere in201 the essence of
the First [Cause], may He be exalted high above that [need for such
inherence]. Now,

a) whereas the 'intellectual substances' [as beings] understand
1) what are not their own effects through the occurrence

of their202 forms within them, and
2) that is because the occurrence of something they have

not caused would only be by its inhering within them, and
3) the inherence within them of the form of [the uncaused

thing] by which it has its identity would be impossible,—since what-
ever would not be their effect would be either substance or accident
and the inherence of either of these in them would be impossible,
it being impossible for a substance to inhere in a substrate and it
being impossible for an accident to move about,—therefore,

4) [the true option] is determined to be that its occur-
rence among them would be through the inherence of its form in
them. And

b) whereas the 'intellectual substances' [as beings] L 369 understand
1) that the First [Cause] is the Necessary Existent [God]

Most High, there being nothing at all existent MS 189b that
would not be the effect of the First Cause,

it being a cause for His knowledge of the First Emanation [i.e., Intellect]. The two
causes, namely, His essence and His self-knowledge, are basically one, and the
differentiation is in the manner of reference.

198 MS gl: I.e., the [divine self-]knowledge.
199 T and the two MS sources: [taghayur]; L: [taghayyur].
200 L, followed by T, adds here a pronominal suffix to read "without its needing."
201 The MS alone adds here the preposition "in."
202 L and T add the identifying pronominal suffix "their", but it is not in the

MS or MS Garrett 989Ha.
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2) therefore, the forms of all existing things, both uni-
versal and particular, however they may exist, will be occurring
within them,203

3) and [so] the First Cause [God] Most High knows all
those substantial beings together with those forms,204 not forms other
than them, but rather those identical substances and forms. And

c) it is likewise with 'existence', however it may be in its entirety
and detail,

1) for the existence of the individual quiddities of all exis-
tent things is [God's] knowledge,

2) likewise the existence of the forms of the individual
quiddities which inhere within the intellectual substances are His
knowledge,

3) likewise the forms of these individual quiddities which
inhere within the incorporeal celestial souls,

4) likewise the existence of the particular individual forms
engraved upon the imprinted celestial souls; rather, all existence, the
externally real, the mental, corporeal and all else, constitute the
knowledge of Him the Most High.

God Most High said,
"God has brought everything within His comprehensive under-

standing." [Qur'an 65:12] And God has said,
"No leaf that falls is unknown to Him, nor does a grain lie [for-

gotten] within earth's darkness, nor is moisture or dryness unnoticed
in [His] Record of plain fact." [Qur'an 6:59]

"He knows what people bring with open hands and what they
keep behind them." [Qur'an 2:255 etc.]

"He knows the treachery of lying eyes and of that which hearts
would hide." [Qur'an 40:19]

"He knows what secret there is and what is yet more confidential."
[Qur'an 20:7]

So it has been made clear that [God] Most High's knowledge
comprehensively understands all things, both universal and particular.

203 MS gl: I.e., the substantial and intellectual beings.
204 The MS: [surah].
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Baydawi said: L 369, T 179

3. God's living nature

The consensus [of scholars] is that [God] Most High is a living
being, but they differ on what this means. The philosophers and
Abu al-Husayn [al-Basri] took the position that His 'living nature'
is a term expressing the validity of His being characterized by 'knowl-
edge' and 'power'. All the rest [of the scholars] hold that it is a
term for an attribute that requires this validity. The evidence for
[this attribute] is that if there were not such [an attribute], then this
validity being a property specific to [God] Most High would be a
case of preferral without an agent of preferring. But this [negative
argument] is contradicted by the fact that [God] Most High does
have this attribute as a specific property, and so [such an argument]
is overturned by the fact that His essence, so specifically qualified,
would be entirely capable of making specification and requirement.

Isfahani says: L 369, T 179, MS 189b

3. God's living nature

The consensus [among scholars] is that [God] Most High is a liv-
ing being,205 but they differ on what the fact that He is a living
being means. The philosophers and Abu al-Husayn al-Basri206 took
the position that His 'living nature' is a term expressing the valid-
ity of His being characterized by 'knowledge' and 'power'. There is
nothing in this situation207 other than the essence [of God] that log-
ically requires the exclusion of any impossibility.208

The rest [of the scholars], that is, the majority of us [the Asha'irah]
and of the Muctazilah, have taken the position that [the 'living

205 MS and L gl: Because He is [L adds: held to be] omniscient and omnipo-
tent, and every omniscient and omnipotent being would be a living being by inher-
ent necessity. [From the Shark Taqrir.]

206 MS gl: Of the Mu'tazilah.
207 MS gl: I.e., between the essence and the validity there would be no inter-

vening attribute; rather, it is the essence that requires the validity, and the exclu-
sion of any impossibility is consequent to the validity of His being characterized by
knowledge and power.

208 MS gl: I.e., the exclusion of anything making it impossible for the [divine]
essence to be characterized by knowledge and power.
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nature'] is the term for an attribute requiring this validity [i.e., of
God's being characterized by 'knowledge' and 'power'].

The evidence for this attribute is the fact that if there should not
be an attribute requiring this validity, then for this validity to be His
specific property would be a case of preferral without an agent of
preferring. But this [negative] proof is contradicted by the fact that
this attribute does belong to Him as a specific property.—A full state-
ment is that if the [negative] proof should be valid, then the fact of
His essence being specifically qualified by this attribute would have
to be due to some other attribute, otherwise, it would be a case of
preferral without an agent of preferring, L 370 which is implicitly
an argument in an infinite series.—And this [negative] proof is over-
turned by the fact that His essence, so specifically qualified, would
be entirely capable of making this specification and requirement.

Baydawi said: L 370, T 179

4. God's will

The majority of scholars are in agreement that [God] is an 'agent
of will', but they dispute as to what the 'will' means. The philoso-
phers teach that [the 'will' constitutes [God's] knowledge of how all
existence should be ordered so that it might be most perfect, and
they call [this aspect of His knowledge] a 'provident concern'.

Abu al-Husayn [al-Basri]209 interpreted [the 'will'] as meaning
[God's] foreknowledge of whatever [potential] benefit there might
be in an action that would commend [its] existential causation. Al-
Najjar210 [interpreted the 'will'] as meaning that [God] cannot be
overcome or coerced. And al-Kacbi al-Balkhi [i.e., Abu al-Qasim al-
Ka'bi al-Balkhi] [interpreted the 'will'] as meaning [God] Most High's
'knowledge' [as shown] in His own actions, and His 'command' [as
shown] in the actions of [all] others.

209 Mu'tazili theologian, d. 436/1044. See article, "Abu al-Husayn al-Basri", in
En-I-2-Suppl. pp. 25-26 by W. Madelung.

210 This scholar is probably (al-)Hu. b. M. a. CA1. al-Najjar, 9th cent. A.D.; see
the articles "al-Najjar" by H.S. Nyberg and Khalil 'Athamim in En-I-2. Refs. to
him are in the En-I-2 Index, and in J.R.T.M. Peters, God's Created Speech, p. 359,
note 167; and W.M. Watt, Free Will and Predestination in Early Islam, p. 106, etc.;
and Shahrastani, Muslim Sects and Divisions, trans. A.K. Kazi & J.G. Flynn, p. 74.
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The doctrine held by our [Ashacirah] colleagues and by Abu cAli
[al-Jubba'i] and [his son] Abu Hashim and by Qadi cAbd al-Jabbar
is that [God's 'will'] is an attribute, T 180 additional to and
different from His 'knowledge' and 'power', that serves as an agent
of preferring for some objects of His power over others.

Our [Baydawi] own position is that the specification of some
objects of the divine power for coming into actual existence and of
some of them to be made antecedent or subsequent [to others in
coming to actuality] certainly indicates that there is an 'agent of
specification'. But this [agent of specification] is not the divine 'knowl-
edge' itself, as that comes after the intelligible object of knowledge,
nor is it the divine 'power' [itself], as this [power] relates to all
things uniformly and so does not make any specification, and the
role [of the divine power] is to provide both effective causation and
existential causation. Now, an 'existential cause' as such, is not the
same as an 'agent of preferring' as such, because existential causa-
tion is based upon the act of preferring.

Let no one say:
a. that the possibility of coming into existence of every temporal

phenomenon would be specified for a particular point of time; or,
b. that [a temporal phenomenon's] coming into existence would

be conditioned by some celestial conjunction, or,
c. [that a temporal phenomenon's coming into existence would

be conditioned] by [God] Most High's knowledge of its happening
at that particular time, or,

d. [that a temporal phenomenon's coming into existence would
be conditioned] by what benefit there might be in its happening just
then that would give it preference.

Indeed, it would be impossible for any opposition to come be-
tween an intelligible object and what is most beneficial, and our
position is that something impossible would not become a possible
reality. Our statement also applies to the aforementioned [celestial]
conjunctions, movements and positions, because, since the celestial
spheres are simple and as they are able to move in a certain way,
just so they would be able to move in an opposite way, and they
could move in such a way that their orbit would take another cir-
cuit, and the stars could have an aspect different from what they
usually have.

Further, knowledge of the fact that some entity is about to exist
would be linked with that entity only if it is [already God's intentional
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choice]211 that [the entity] will exist. So the [factor of] intentional
choice precedes the knowledge [about it], and thus [the inten-
tional choice] is not derived from [knowledge about the entity]. As
for a 'proper concern' for what would be the most beneficial, that
is not a 'necessary' [factor],212 for reasons we will set forth.

Our opposition argues that if [God's] 'will' should be linked to
some objective, then the Creator Most High would be deficient in
Himself while being made perfect by something other than Himself.
But this would be impossible.

The answer [to the opponent] is that the linkage [of God's 'will'
to some 'desirable willed objective' would be made according to
[God's] essence, not according to anything else.

Isfahani says: L 370, T 180, MS 190a

4. God's will

The majority [of scholars] are agreed that [God] Most High is an
agent of 'will', but they are in dispute as to what the 'will' means.

The philosophers hold that the 'will' of [God] Most High constitutes
a. His knowledge of all existing things from 'eternity past' to 'eter-

nity future', as well as
b. [His knowledge] how all existence should be organized so that

it will be in its most perfect aspect, and
c. [His knowledge] how [all existence] should be produced by

Him the Most High so that L 371 what exists will be in agree-
ment with what is intelligible and in the finest of order, having no
alien purpose or selfish goal.

The [philosophers] call this [aspect of His] knowledge 'provident
concern'.

Abu al-Husayn al-Basri interpreted the 'will' as [God] Most High's
foreknowledge of whatever [potential] benefit there might be in an
action to commend its existential causation. Al-Najjar interpreted the
'will' as [meaning] that He the Most High cannot be overcome or

211 This interpretation is derived from the topical context, rather than from the
literal text. Other suggestions are that the [bi-hayth] refers 1) to the 'probability'
of something being about to exist, or 2) to the 'relevance' of something being about
to exist. See also the note on the same passage in the Commentary. [Ed.]

212 The scribe of L inadvertently inserted a second "r" into [ri'ayah].
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coerced. Al-Kacbi al-Balkhi [i.e., Abu al-Qasim al-Kacbi al-Balkhi]
interpreted the 'will' as [God's] 'knowledge' [shown] in His own acts,
and as His 'command' [governing] the acts of all others.213 In other
words, al-Kacbi al-Balkhi interpreted the 'will' in relation to [God]
Most High's own acts as showing His knowledge in them, and in
relation to the acts of others as [showing] His governing command
through [their acts].

The doctrine of our colleagues [of the Ashacirah] and Abu cAli
al-Jubba'i and his son, Abu Hashim, and Qadi cAbd al-Jabbar, is
that the 'will' is an attribute, additional to but differentiated from
[His] knowledge and power, that is an agent of preferring for some
of the objects of His power over others.

Our [Isfahani] position is that specification of some objects of
[God's] power for realization [within existence], some being either
earlier or later [than the rest]—their specification being for definite
times with an option for their occurrence to be before or after those
definite times—certainly calls for an agent of specification. That spec-
ifying agent is not the [divine] knowledge itself, because knowledge
[of a thing actively] follows upon the [existence of that] intelligible
known thing; [but the knowledge is] not followed [passively by the
existence of the intelligible], in order to avoid a circular argument.

Further, [the specifying agent] is not the [divine] power [itself],
because the relation of this [factor] to all objects of power and to
all points of time would be the same, so it would not specify one
object of power rather than another, nor [would it specify] some
definite point of time out of all the others. Therefore, certainly there
would be an attribute, other than both the divine 'knowledge' and
'power', by reason of which some objects of [divine] power would
be specially designated to become temporal phenomena rather than
others at some definite point of time rather than another; MS 190b
that attribute is the 'will' [of God].

Furthermore, included in the function of [divine] power are 'effective
causation' and 'existential causation', these two [factors] being related
to all points of time equally, but the function of the 'will' is to give
preference. The existential cause in itself is something other than the
agent of preferring in itself, because existential causation is some-
thing other than the act of preferring since existential causation is

213 MS gl: I.e., as God Most High's command to His creature to perform those
acts.
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based upon the act of preferring, and what is based upon another
thing is certainly different from that [other] thing.214

1. Let no one say that the possibility of coming into existence
of every temporal phenomenon would be specified for a particular
point of time, and that its occurrence would be impossible before
and after that point of time, so for that reason its occurrence is
specified for that point of time.

2. Or, (let no one say] that every temporal phenomenon's exis-
tence would be conditioned upon a conjunction of the [celestial]
spheres, such that215 when God Most High created the spheres He
created in them natures that move them by themselves, and then
through the causation of these natures these [aforementioned] tem-
poral phenomena are generated in our universe, and consequently
the elemental temporal phenomena are bound up with the con-
junctions of the celestial spheres. Then, [since] the conjunctions of
the spheres have definite schedules in which it is impossible for one
that is later to precede or for one that is earlier to retard, the ele-
mental temporal phenomena are likewise; and, in that case, they
have no need for an agent of specification.

3. Or, [let no one say] that [God] Most High's knowledge
L 372 that [a temporal phenomenon's] coming into existence would
be at that [particular] point of time is what gives it preferral.

Indeed, [God] Most High is omniscient of all things, so He knows
which of them actually will occur and which of them actually will
not occur. Further, the existence of what God Most High knows is
nonexistent would be an impossibility, and the reverse is that of
course His knowledge of [the temporal phenomenon's] occurrence
at that point of time gives it preferral. Indeed, whatever is contra-
dictory to something intelligibly known would be an impossibility.

4. Or, [let no one say] that [God's] knowledge of the benefit
there might be in [the temporal phenomenon's coming into exist-
ence] at that point of time is what gives it preferral.

Indeed, whatever is contradictory to something most beneficial
would be an impossibility, and God Most High comprehends all the
intelligibles, so He would be completely aware of the good and the

214 MS gl: I.e., the thing that depends is something other than the thing that is
depended upon.

215 Reading with L, T, and MS Garrett 989Ha [bi-anna khalaq Allah]; the MS
reads: [fa-inna Allah ta'ala3 khalaq].
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evil there might be in them. The knowledge that an action holds
benefit is preeminently unique in that it is something that motivates
existential causation. For when we know that there is in an act some
good that is free from harm then that knowledge motivates us to
perform that action.

[However, the foregoing positions are not tenable doctrines.] For,
indeed, our [Isfahani] T 181 doctrine is [as follows]:

1 a. It is not admissible that the possibility of coming into exist-
ence of a temporal phenomenon216 should be specified for a partic-
ular point of time. [If it should be] otherwise, then before that point
of time that temporal phenomenon could not possibly have existed,
and then it would have become possible for it to exist, but this
[change] would be an impossibility because something impossible
cannot become something possible.217

2a. Nor is it admissible MS 19la that the agency specify-
ing [the coming into existence of temporal phenomena] should be
the celestial conjunctions,218 motions and positions, for then the dis-
cussion about those conjunctions, motions and positions would be a
repetition of the discussion about the [aforementioned] temporal phe-
nomena, since the temporal origination of the conjunctions, motions
and positions would have to be from some agency of specification.
The spheres are simple,219 and just as it is possible for them to move
in this [particular usual] direction, namely, that the limited system
[of the first seven (planetary) spheres] moves from the east to the
west while [the eighth], the sphere of the fixed stars, [is moving] in
the opposite direction, it also would be possible for them to move
in the reverse of this, namely, that the limited system [of the first

216 MS gl: This is the answer to [Isfahani's] statement: 1. "Let no one say that
the possibility of coming into existence of every temporal phenomenon ..." etc., at
the beginning of the "Let no one say" [passage].

217 MS gl: This requires consideration, because this impossibility is an impossi-
bility of something else [bi-al-ghayr], but it does not exclude what is possible; the
impossible is only an inversion of what is essentially impossible into what is essen-
tially possible.

218 MS gl: This is the response to [Isfahani's] statement, "Or, 2. [Let no one
say] that every temporal phenomenon's existence would be conditioned upon a con-
junction . . ." etc.

219 MS gl: For if they are simple, then all positions [awdac] in relation to them
are equal. But this requires consideration. Why would it not be admissible for that
to be true on account of the matter or form of every sphere, since the primary
matters and forms of the spheres are varied, or on account of other factors which
the mind of man is unable to perceive?
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seven (planetary) spheres] would move from the west to the east
while the [eighth] sphere of the fixed stars [would move] from the
east to the west. Further, just as it is possible for [the spheres] to
move so that the zodiac presents this particular aspect, just so it
would be possible for [the spheres] to move so that the zodiac would
be in another circuit different from this particular one; and, just as
it is possible for the stars to be in the direction [in the sky] they
are now, just so it would be possible for them to be in a direction
different from what they are in now. That being the case, we then
may transfer the [earlier] discussion to the conjunctions, motions and
positions of the spheres, and then the argument would not be an
infinite series. So, there is no other option but to rest the matter
before God Most High.

3a. [Nor is it admissible that the coming into existence of a
temporal phenomenon at a designated time should be conditional
upon God's knowledge of its happening at that time.] The knowl-
edge220 that a particular thing is to become existent will become
linked with [that thing] only if that thing is [already God's inten-
tional choice] to become existent,221 since knowledge that a thing is
to become existent follows upon the fact that [the thing] is the 'inten-
tional choice' to become existent. So, the intentional choice is ante-
cedent to the knowledge [about the thing]. Therefore, its being the
intentional choice to become existent is not because of the knowl-
edge [linked to it]. [If it should be] otherwise, a circular argument
would be implicit.

4a. Nor is it admissible that [God's] knowledge of the benefit
there might be in some act should be the agent of preferring for
it.222 That would be admissible only if a 'proper concern for what
is most beneficial' should be a 'necessary obligation upon God Most

220 MS gl: This is the response to [Isfahani's] statement, "Or, 3. [Let no one
say] that [God] Most High's knowledge that [a temporal phenomenon's] coming
into existence would be at that [particular] point of time is what gives it preferral."

221 More literally: "only if the thing is [held/taken] in regard to its becoming
existent." [Wa-al-cilm bi-an al-shay3 sa-yujad innama yata'allaq bihi idha kan al-
shay3 bi-hayth sa-yujad li-anna al-cilm bi-anna al-shay3 sa-yujad tabic li-kawnihi bi-
hayth sa-yujad fa-al-haythfyah sabiqah cala' al-cilm].

222 MS gl: This is the response to [Isfahani's] statement,—"or, 4. [Let no one
say] that [God's] knowledge of the benefit there might be in [the temporal phe-
nomenon's coming into existence] at that point of time is what gives it preferral."
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High'. But this would be an impossibility, because a 'proper con-
cern for what is most beneficial' is not a necessary obligation upon
God Most High, as we shall set forth.

Our opposition argues that if the will should be linked to some
objective then the Creator Most High would be L 373 deficient
in Himself while being made perfect by something else, which for
God would be impossible. An explanation of the inherent logic used
here is that

a) if the will should be linked to some objective, then that
objective would be something other than Himself, and thus He would
be made perfect by that objective alien to Himself, and what is made
perfect by something else is deficient in itself; MS 191b but

b) if the will should not be linked to some objective, then
it would be futile, and futility as applied to God Most High is an
impossibility.

The answer [to this opposition argument] is that the linkage of
the 'will' to a 'willed objective' is on account of the essence of [God's]
will.223 The will of God Most High is entirely transcendent over
objectives. Rather, it has a necessary linkage to the existential cau-
sation of a particular thing at a particular point of time on account
of its own essence,224 not on account of anything else.225

Baydawi said: L 373, T 181

God's will is not a temporal phenomenon

But the Mu'tazilah hold that [God's] 'will' is self-subsistent and is a
temporal phenomenon, although it is not in a substrate, while the
Karramiyah hold that it is an attribute occurring as a temporal phe-
nomenon within the essence of [God] Most High.

Our doctrine has two aspects:
a. The existence of every temporal phenomenon depends upon

the linkage of [God's] will to it. Thus, if His will were to be a tem-
poral phenomenon then it would have need for another will, this
argument implicitly being an infinite series.

223 MS gl: Not for some objective.
224 MS gl: I.e., of its own specific nature.
225 MS gl: Thus the relationship of the will would not be with two opposites,

nor with all points in time equally.
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b. A self-subsisting attribute is inconceivable. But in spite of that,
if His essence should have [such an attribute] as a special property,
then it would be a case of specificaton without an agent of specifi-
cation, because [the attribute's] relation to all [other] essences would
be on an equality. The fact that it is not in a substrate is a nega-
tive concept, so it would be unsuitable to be an agent of specifica-
tion. Furthermore, the subsistence in [God's] essence of an attribute
as a temporal phenomenon would be impossible on account of pre-
ceding discussions.

Isfahani says: L 373, T 181, MS 191b

God's will is not a temporal phenomenon

The fact that [God] is an 'agent of will' whose active will is distin-
guishable from His knowledge and power has a corollary in our
[Ashacirah] doctrine that God Most High's will is not a temporal
phenomenon.

The Mu'tazilah say that the will of God Most High is self-subsistent
and is a temporal phenomenon, although it is not in a substrate.226

The Karramiyah hold that the will of God Most High is a tempo-
ral attribute that God Most High creates within Himself.227

Our doctrine has two aspects:
a. The existence of every temporal phenomenon is dependent

upon the linkage of the [divine] will to it, according to our previ-
ous discussions. Thus, if God Most High's will were to be a tem-
poral phenomenon, then it would stand in need of some other will;
so, argument in an infinite series would be implicit.

An objection has been raised that an argument could be brought
against this point, to the effect that

1. you [Isfahani's party] have asserted that it is [God's] will
that gives preferral to one of two points of time for existential cau-
sation over all other times for it, and

226 MS gl: Since if it should be in a substrate, then that substrate would be either
a) [God Himself], or b) something else. The first alternative is false due to the
impossibility for Him the Most High to be a substrate for temporal phenomena,
and the second is likewise false, due to the impossibility for the attribute of one
entity to be subsistent in another.

227 MS gl: As they consider it admissible for Him to be a substrate for tempo-
ral phenomena.
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2. you have said that it is admissible for [God] the Omnipotent
in autonomous action228 to give preferral to one of two objects of His
power over the other without there being any 'agent of preferring';

3. therefore, why would it not be admissible that [God's] will
without an 'agent of preferring' should come from God the Omni-
potent, then this will would become the agency of preferral for every-
thing else, and thus no infinite series argument would be implied?.229

a.-a. [In answer to this question], of course, there is no doubt
that

1. whoever would grant the admissibility of God Omnipotent
giving preferral to one of two objects of His power over the other
without an agent of preferring would be forced to make that infer-
ence, but

2. whoever would not grant it as admissible would not be forced
to make it.

b. If God Most High's will were to be a temporal phenomenon,
then either

1. it would be self-subsistent, or
2. it would subsist in God Most High's essence; but both of

these conclusions would be false.
b.-a.l. [In answer], the first [of the conclusions above] would be

false because the will as a temporal phenomenon would be an
attribute, and the self-subsistence of an attribute is inconceivable. But
in spite of that, if [God Himself] should be specifically qualified by
a self-subsisting will then it would be L 374 a case of specification
without an agent of specification. [This is] because if the will should
be self-subsistent then its relationship with all [other] essences, whether
the essence of the Creator or the essences of the possible realities,
would be equal, and thus, for [God Himself] to be specifically
qualified by [the will] would be a case of specification without an
agent of specification.

[Baydawi's] statement that the fact that [the will] is not in a sub-
strate is a negative concept refers to MS 192a the answer to an
assumed interpolation. A full statement of the interpolation would
be that God Most High's essence is not [resident] in a substrate,
and [His] will likewise is not [resident] in a substrate. Thus, for

228 MS gl: In the topic on the divine power.
229 MS gl: [This would be] on the theory of the temporal origination of the will.
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[God] Most High's essence to be specifically qualified by [His] will
is preferable to anything else. And a full statement of the answer
would be that the fact that the will is not [resident] in a substrate
is a negative concept which makes it unsuitable to be an agency of
specification.230

The opposition could T 182 object by not granting,—on the
theory that [God's] will would be self-subsistent,—that for [God]
Most High's essence to be specifically qualified by [His will] would
be a case of specification without an agent of specification.

[Baydawi's] statement is that [God's will] would be related to all
[other] essences on an equal basis. Our [Isfahani] position is that
we do not grant this. Indeed, God [Himself] is the activating cause
of [His] will, and for [this] activating cause to be specifically qualified
by [this] effect is more appropriate than for anything else to qualified
by it.

b.-a.2. [In answer], the second [of the conclusions above] would
be impossible, because it is not admissible that [God] Most High
should be a substrate for temporal phenomena, according to the dis-
cussions that have preceded.

230 MS gl: [I.e.,] for the [divine] will in its capacity as an existent entity [to be
an agency of specification].



Baydawi said: L 374, T 182

CHAPTER 2: OTHER ATTRIBUTES, NOT THE BASIS OF GOD'S ACTS

1. God's hearing and sight

The arguments we have traditionally heard have demonstrated that
[God] Most High is a Being who is all-hearing and all-seeing. There
is nothing in reason that would divert these [arguments] from their
obvious conclusions, so they must be admitted;1 and since He knows
whatever things there are to be heard and seen, and that being at
the time of their occurrence, this is what is meant by the fact that
[God] is all-hearing and all-seeing.

Further, it may be inferred that if [God] the Living One should
not have these two characteristics then He would be deficient. This
[argument] is convincing, because it depends upon the fact that every
living being is properly characterized by them, and for a living being
not to be characterized by them would be a deficiency.

However, our opposition could deny both of these statements, their
argument then having two points:

a. If His hearing and sight should both be eternal, then it would
imply the eternity of that which is heard and seen, which would be
false, according to you [i.e., Baydawi as their opponent]. But if they
are both temporal phenomena, then [God Himself] would be the
substrate for the temporal phenomena, and that would be impossible.

a.-a. The answer to this point is that the two are eternal attrib-
utes that are being prepared for [general] perception, that is, [their
preparation for perception is] their linkage to whatever may be heard
and seen whenever these should exist.

1 Reading with T. This seems to be a smoother scribal rendering, and is reflected
in the commentary.

L inserts here half a line: [This is not in the sense that God Most High knows
of things heard and seen], and then continues: "therefore, He knows . . ." The
inserted half line is not taken up in the commentary.

Both MS Garrett 283b and MS Garrett 989Hb omit the half-line insertion, the
rest agrees with L.
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b. The second [point in the opposition's argument] is that [God's]
hearing and seeing are either the effect of something sensory or they
are a perception conditional upon [such an effect], both of these
alternatives being impossible as applied to God Most High.

b.-a. The answer to this point is that the minor premise [i.e.,
both of these alternatives] is denied.

Isfahani says: L 374, T 182, MS 192a

CHAPTER 2: OTHER ATTRIBUTES, NOT THE BASIS OF GOD'S ACTS

The second chapter is on the rest of the [divine] attributes,2 and in
it are a number of topics: 1. God's Hearing and sight, 2. God's
Speech, 3. God's Immortality, 4. Other Qualities that al-Ashcari
named Attributes, 5. God's Production of Being, 6. God's Beatific
Visibility to Believers in the Hereafter.

1. God's hearing and sight

Muslims are agreed upon the fact that [God] Most High is all-hear-
ing and all-seeing, but they differ on its meaning.

The philosophers of Islam3 along with] al-Kacbi4 and Abu al-
Husayn al-Basri5 hold the position that 'hearing' and 'sight' are a
manner of referring to His 'knowledge' of whatever may be heard
and seen.6

2 MS gl: [I.e., the rest] of the established [attributes], but not those upon which
His acts are based.

3 L and T read "The Defender of Islam" [hujjat al-Islam], i.e., al-Ghazali, but
the MS, MS Garrett 989Ha, and MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486 (f. 147:4) read "The
philosophers of Islam . . ." [hukama3]. as the following context confirms. The parallel
in Topic 3 [L 369] is "the philosophers," followed by Abu al-Husayn al-Basri.

4 I.e., Abu al-Qasim al-Kacbi al-Balkhi, head of the Muctazilah school of Baghdad,
was born and died at Balkh in 319/931, and thus he is equally well known as Abu
al-Qasim al-Balkhi al-Kacbi. W.M. Watt, Islamic Philosophy and Theology, p. 54, makes
a clear statement in this regard. The editors of the Encyclopaedia of Islam seem to
regard the names as indicating two different scholars, as their main article is under
Balkhi, with a few index references under Kacbi.

5 Abu al-Husayn al-Basri, d. 436/1044, pupil of Qadi cAbd al-Jabbar. Cf. Watt,
Islamic Philosophy and Theology, p. 107, and W. Madelung's article in En-I-2~S, p. 25.

6 MS gl: [I.e.], at the time of its occurrence. Thus they would both be tempo-
ral phenomena and derive from the divine knowledge; they would not be attrib-
utes added to it. [from Jurjani's Shark Mawaqif al-Iji.]
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The position of the majority L 375 of our [Asha'irah] colleagues
and of the Muctazilah and the Karramiyah is that these two [qual-
ities] are attributes that are in addition to the [divine] knowledge of
whatever things may be heard and seen.

The arguments of traditionally heard authority demonstrate
a. that [God] Most High is all-hearing and all-seeing, and
b. that the expression, "hearing and sight" is not really applica-

ble to the [divine] knowledge regarding whatever may be heard and
seen. But since the change of meaning for an expression from lit-
eral to figurative is not admissible except when there might be some
objection, and there is nothing in reason to divert the traditional
arguments from their obvious conclusions, they must therefore be
admitted, because of the requirement deriving from their being free
from objections. Further, [traditional authority holds]

c. that if He is all-hearing and all-seeing, then He will be omni-
scient of what-ever things may be heard and seen at the very time
of their occurrence.7

Let it be understood MS 192b that reason has shown the impos-
sibility of perception by [God] Most High by means of physical
organs. Thus, hearing and sight are the rightful possession of Him
the Most High, and they are not by means of physical organs. They
derive either from the [divine] 'knowledge of whatever may be heard
and seen', as is the doctrine of the philosophers, or [they derive]
from some attribute other than the 'knowledge of whatever may be
heard and seen' but not by means of physical organs, as is the doc-
trine of our [Asha'irah] colleagues. This is what is meant8 by His
being all-hearing and all-seeing.

The conclusion that hearing and sight are two attributes which
are to be added to the essence [of God] but which are different
from [His] knowledge is drawn by means of a weak proof. The full
statement of the proof is that [God] Most High is a living being,

7 F.D. Razi [Muhassal, pp. 171-172] reports that early thinkers linked these qual-
ities to God's knowledge and to His perfection of nature; for only a defective being
would be without them. Isfahani elaborates on Baydawi who had chosen only a
few of Razi's reports.

8 MS gl: I.e., the [meaning] intended [al-murad]. L (in both the commentary
and the Baydawi text) and the MS (commentary only) appear to read "intended
meaning" [al-mucanna3], seemingly an unsual use of the verb ['aniyaj in the 2nd
form. T (in both places) and MS Garrett 989Ha (commentary only) and 989Hb
(Baydawi text only) read [macna3].
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and it is valid for a living being to be characterized by hearing and
sight. But if anything valid to be characterized by hearing and sight
should not be so characterized, then it would be characterized by
their opposite and their opposite would constitute a deficiency, so if
the Creator Most High should not be characterized by these two
[qualities] then He would be deficient. But ascribing deficiency to
God is impossible.

[Baydawi] our author says that this proof is convincing9 because
it is based upon the position (1.) that every living being may validly
be characterized by hearing and sight, and (2.) that not to be char-
acterized by them would be a deficiency.

The opposition, however, could deny both premises.
1. The first premise [could be denied] because the living nature

of God Most High is different from our living nature, and these two
different entities must not have commonality in any propositions
[about them]; so it may not be inferred from the fact that our liv-
ing nature has been confirmed as suitable to have hearing and sight
that the living nature of [God] Most High would be likewise. We
grant that point. But then, why would it not be admissible to say
that even if the living nature of [God] Most High should be confirmed
as suitable to have hearing and sight, nevertheless His real nature
would not be acceptant of them, and just as although a given living
nature might be confirmed as suitable to have evil desire and ran-
cor nevertheless its real nature would not be acceptant of them, so
likewise it would be in this case? We grant that the essence of God
Most High is acceptant of hearing and sight, but why would it not
be admissible for their occurrence to be dependent upon a condi-
tion denying their realization within the essence of God Most High?

2. The second [premise could be denied] because we do not
grant that it would be a deficiency for a living being not to be char-
acterized by them. [Baydawi's] statement that if [God] should not
be characterized by them then He would be characterized by their
opposites should be ruled out, because it is admissible for a being
acceptant of something to be devoid both of that thing itself and of
its opposite.

The opposition presents an argument having two points:
a. If [God's] hearing and sight should be

MS gl: I.e., [demonstrates] probability [zanm].
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1. eternal then it would imply the eternity of whatever may be
heard and seen. But the conclusion L 376 is false according to
you, [i.e., Baydawi as opponent] MS 193a because according to
you, anything that is other than God would be a temporal phe-
nomenon. The logic [of this conclusion] is that the hearing and sight
would not be verified as real unless there were something to be
heard and seen.10 If [God's hearing and sight] should be

2. temporal phenomena, then [God Himself] would be a sub-
strate for temporal phenomena. [This would be] because the hear-
ing and sight would be temporal phenomena subsisting in [God
Himself], since His essence would have them for attributes. But the
conclusion is impossible, on account of what you have come to know
to the effect that the essence of [God] Most High cannot possibly
be a substrate for temporal phenomena.

a.^a. The answer T 183 to this point is that [God's] hearing
and sight are eternal attributes which prepare the one characterized
by them to perceive whatever may be heard and seen. The percep-
tion of whatever may be heard and seen is a way of referring to
the linkage of hearing and sight with things that may be heard and
seen whenever they exist. Thus the eternity of what is heard and
seen may not be inferred from the eternity of the hearing and sight.

b. The second [of the opposition's points] is that either
1. [God's] hearing and sight would be the effect of a sensate

impression from whatever may be heard and seen, or that
2. the perception of whatever may be heard and seen would

be conditional upon the effect of a sensate impression from them.
But each of these alternatives would be impossible to ascribe to God
Most High,11 thus He would not be an all-hearing all-seeing Being.

b.—a. The answer here is to rule out the minor premise, for we
do not grant that hearing and sight would be either (1) the effect
of a sensate impression from whatever may be heard and seen, or
(2) a perception conditional upon them. Rather, hearing and sight
are the perception of whatever things may be heard and seen when
these occur.

10 T alone adds here: "Thus, if the divine hearing and sight were to be eternal,
then whatever may be heard and seen would be eternal also."

11 MS gl: Because each is an attribute predicated of bodies.
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Baydawi said: L 376, T 183

2. God's speech

There is an uninterrupted unanimity among the prophets, peace
upon them, and their agreement is upon the fact that [God], may
He be praised and exalted, is One who speaks, and since the
certification of their prophethood does not depend upon an utter-
ance of Him the Most High, [the fact of] it must therefore be
acknowledged.

[God's] speech does not consist of any consonant or vowel that
subsists in [Himself],—[this point being] in contradiction to the
Hanabilah and the Karramiyah,—or that would subsist in anything
else,—[this point being] in contradiction to the Muctazilah. Rather,
[God's speech] is a self-subsistent causal factor12 that is referred to
in various and changing terms, and it is distinguished from [His]
knowledge and willing intention because [God] Most High may be
distinguished from these two [attributes].

[God] Most High commanded Abu Lahab to believe, in spite of
His own divine knowledge that [Abu Lahab] would not believe,13

and [in spite of] the impossibility for [God's] willing intention to
support what would violate His knowledge. But too much emphasis
on this [problem] would be of small benefit, because the central core
of [God's] essence and attributes is curtained off from the logical
reasoning of our intellects.

Isfahani says: L 376, T 183, MS 193a

2. God's speech

There is an uninterrupted unanimity among the prophets, prayers
to God for them, and their agreement is on the fact that [God]

12 [ma'na'] The early grammarians, Abu al-Hudhayl and Ibn Kullab, established
three main categories of significance in predicates about a subject, that is, adjec-
tives or attributes and longer statements indicate: 1) the subject is real, 2) the sub-
ject is a cause or determining factor, and 3) the subject is in action. This is a
paraphrase of R.M. Frank's analysis given in his Beings and Their Attributes p. 12.

13 Abu Lahab was an uncle of the Prophet Muhammad who supported his cause
at one time, then gave his support to another. The severe nature of the struggle
for a person to have belief in the Prophet is reflected in Surah 111 "Abu Lahab."
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Most High is One who speaks. Now, certification of their prophet-
hood does not depend upon an utterance of [God] Most High,14

because when the prophets, peace upon them, laid claim to prophet-
hood and performed some greatly amazing act in accordance with
their claims, their truthfulness was known, although the knowledge
of their truthfulness was not dependent upon an utterance of [God]
Most High. Therefore, the speech of [God] Most High must be
acknowledged. And Muslims are agreed in applying the expression,
"the One who speaks", to God Most High, but they differ about its
meaning.15

Our [Asha'irah] colleagues have agreed upon the position
a. [God's] speech does not consist in a consonant or a vowel that

subsists in the essence of [God] Most High, because vowels and con-
sonants are temporal phenomena L 377 and it is impossible that
[God]16 should be a substrate for temporal phenomena. [This point
is] in contradiction to the Hanabilah and the Karramiyah, for they
MS 193b say that the speech of God Most High consists of vowels
and consonants that subsist in Himself [i.e., in His 'essence']. Further,

b. [God's speech] does not consist in a consonant or a vowel that
would subsist in anyone else, [a point that is] in contradiction to the
Muctazilah. They say that the meaning of [God's] being 'One who
speaks' consists in His being the existential cause of consonants and
vowels that indicate specific meanings in specific material bodies.17

Rather, we [Isfahani] believe that the speech of God Most High
is a self-subsisting [causal factor]18 referred to by various and differ-
ing terms, and it is distinguished from [His] knowledge and willing
intention.

Indeed, God Most High commanded Abu Lahab to believe, in
spite of His own divine knowledge that [Abu Lahab] would not

14 The MS reads, ". . . not dependent upon certification by an utterance of God
Most High."

15 God's communication to Mankind is real, but "His speech" is not in a cor-
poreal sense. F.D. Razi [op. cit., pp. 172—174] lists the speculations explored in
order to clarify and answer the problem.

16 L, T and MS Garrett 989Ha make "He" the understood subject of the verb.
The MS, however, supplies "His essence" [dhatuhu] as subject.

17 MS gl: Such as the Preserved Tablet or Jibra'il or the Prophet, peace upon
him. Moreover, He is omnipotent, as the Karramiyah hold in contrast to the
Hanabilah.

18 MS gl: It is true speech [al-kalam haqfqah], and it is eternal, and subsists in
the essence of [God] Most High. [From Jurjani's Shark Mawaqif al-Iji—coded only
'sh m'.]
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believe, and in spite of the impossibility that His willing intention
would support what would violate His knowledge. Now, if [God]
had intentionally willed that Abu Lahab should have belief, then its
occurrence would have been something necessary; and if its occur-
rence should be something necessary, then [God] would be unable
to know that [Abu Lahab] did not believe.19 But if [Abu Lahab]
should know that he would not have belief, then [his belief's] occur-
rence would be impossible, and if [his belief's] occurrence should
be impossible, then [God's] willing intention would be impossible.

The Mutakallimun on both sides of the question have discussed
this at great length. But our author [Baydawi] stated that too much
emphasis on this problem would be of small benefit, because the
central core of [God's] essence and His attributes is curtained off
from the logical reasoning of our intellect.

Baydawi said: L 377, T 183

God's spoken word is truthful

Corollary to the fact that [God] Most High is One who speaks is
the fact that the message of God Most High is truthful. Indeed,
falsehood would constitute a deficiency, and for a deficiency to be
ascribed to God Most High would be impossible.

Isfahani says: L 377, T 183, MS 193b

God's spoken word is truthful

Deriving from the fact that God Most High is One who speaks is
this fact, that what is communicated by God Most High is truthful.
This is because falsehood is a defect in the true reality of the one
who falsifies,20 and for a defect to be ascribed to God Most High
would be impossible. There is no information from God that is false-
hood; it is truthful because of the inherent impossibility of avoiding
[the question of] its truth or falsehood.

Objection is raised that if judging falsehood to be a defect should
be an intellectual judgment, it then would be [merely] a statement

19 MS gl: Because it would then be implied that [God] was ignorant [of it].
20 MS gl: I.e., in the real-essence of the liar.
Razi [op. cit, pi 185] emphasizes this point.
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about the goodness or wickedness of things according to the intel-
lect. But if [the judgment] should be on the basis of the tradition-
ally heard doctrines21 then a circular argument would be implied.

The answer to this [objection] is that the problem of goodness
and heinousness in this sense is an intellectual one, which no one
disputes. But it is better for that problem to be established by the
consensus of scholars, even if they should disagree in explaining it.

Baydawi said: L 377, T 183

3. God's immortality

The Shaykh [al-Ashcari] took the position that [God] is immortal
through the immortality subsisting in Himself.

But Qadi [al-Baqillani], Imam al-Haramayn [al-Juwayni], and
Imam [Fakhr al-Din Razi] rejected this position. They argued

a. that if the [divine] immortality should be an existent entity,
then [God] would be immortal by another [kind of] immortality,
so the argument implicitly would be an infinite series; and

b. that if [God's] being immortal should be through the immor-
tality subsisting in Himself, then [God] the Necessarily Existent One,
in Himself, would be necessary on account of something other than
Himself, but this would be contrary to the assumption.

The Shaykh [al-Ashcari] argued that any given entity at the time
of its temporal origination might not be something immortal, but
after that it might become something immortal, and the exchanging
and changing [of the entity's immortality] would not be in [the
entity's] essence,22 nor would they be in [the entity's] nonexistence.23

21 Glosses: 1. MS—According to religious law [sharci]; 2. L 377 gl: The tra-
ditionally heard things [al-samclyat] depend upon the message of God Most High;
but if the message were to depend upon what is traditionally heard then a circu-
lar argument would be implied.

22 L, together with MS Garrett 283B and MS Garrett 989Hb, seems to allow
the antecedent of the pronoun suffix on "essence" [dhatihi] to remain ambiguous.
T, whether by chance or by design it is not clear, has added after the suffix the
formula "the Most High," indicating that the deity would be the antecedent here.
Isfahani's explication of this statement is an example of his "loosening up the author's
tightly locked ambiguities of expression."

23 It may be speculated that al-Ashcari meant that the 'exchange and change'
were due to God's action external to the given entity.
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However, [this argument] is made inconsistent by the [factor of the]
temporal origination.

It should be understood that the intelligibly known fact about the
'Creator's immortality' is the impossibility of His nonexistence, while
the 'continuation of temporal phenomena' consists in the simultaneity
of [such phenomena's] existence together with two or more dura-
tions of time. And you have learned that 'impossibility' and 'simul-
taneity with a time duration' belong among the intelligibly known
ideas that do not have external existence.

Isfahani says: L 377/378, T 183, MS 193b

3. God's immortality

Shaykh Abu al-Hasan al-Ashcari took the position that [God] Most
High is immortal24 through the immortality subsisting in Himself.

But Qadi Abu Bakr al-Baqillani, Imam al-Haramayn [al-Juwayni],
and Imam Fakhr al-Din Razi rejected [such an] immortality. They
argued on the basis of the following points:25

a. if [God's] 'immortality' should be an existent entity, then [God]
would be T 184 continuously immortal by inherent necessity; but
MS 194a

b. if [God] should be immortal through another kind of immor-
tality, then the argument implicitly would be an infinite series; and

c. if [God] should be immortal through the immortality of His
essence [i.e., Himself], then the argument implicitly would be cir-
cular; and

d. if [God] should be immortal through Himself, and if His essence
[i.e., He Himself should be] immortal through [this divine] immor-
tality and was in need for it, then the essence [of God] would be
inverted to [being the] attribute and the attribute [would be inverted]
to [being the] essence, which would be impossible.

Further, they argued that
e. if the fact that [God] Most High is immortal should be through

the immortality subsisting in Himself, then [God who is] the Necessary

24 MS gl: 'Immortality' is the continuance [istimrar] of [man's/God's] essence.
23 Razi [op. cit., pp. 174-175] attempts to reconcile what thinkers accept as obvi-

ous, as Baydawi points out, with logical problems arising from God's 'immortal
continuance' considered as an 'entity'.
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Existent by reason of Himself would be necessary through something
other than Himself. But this would be contrary to the assumption.
To explain the inherent logic used here, it is that

1. if He the Most High should be immortal through the immor-
tality subsisting in Himself, and

2. [if] there should be no doubt at all that the immortality
was something other than Himself, then the implication would be
that the Necessary Existent had need for something other than
Himself, and thus, He would be 'necessary' through something other
than Himself. But this would be contrary to the assumption.

The Shaykh [al-Ashcari] presented an argument that
a. any given entity at the time of its temporal origination would

not be immortal, but then it might become immortal, and
b. this 'exchanging and changing' would not be something within

the essence of the temporally originated entity—for the essence of
the temporally originated entity would not be something [that at
first] 'was not an essence' and then later 'became an essence',—and

c. [this 'exchanging and changing'] would not be something within
the 'immortality's nonexistence', since it would be impossible for the
'immortality's nonexistence' to become the 'immortality'. Thus it
would be determined that the 'exchanging and changing' would be
within some additional attribute, and this is the logical goal of the
argument. But this proof is made inconsistent by the 'temporal orig-
ination', for if [the argument] should be valid then the implication
would be that the temporal origination would be an additional
attribute, since the thing at first was not a temporally originated
thing then it became one, and thus temporal origination would be
an added attribute. But you have learned that temporal origination
is not an additional positive characteristic.

Then Baydawi, the author, stated
a. that what is intelligibly known about the immortality of the

Creator Most High is the impossibility of His own nonexistence, and
b. that what is intelligibly known about the continuance of tem-

poral phenomena is the simultaneity of their existence together with
more than one time duration following the first duration; but that
fact is not conceivable when it is applied to something not dealing
with time duration [in nature]. Furthermore, you already have learned
that the 'impossibility of nonexistence' and the 'simultaneity with a
time duration' belong among [the inner] intellectual considerations
that do not have external existence.
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Baydawi said: L 378, T 184

4. Other qualities that al-Ashcari named attributes

These [other divine qualities] are the Formal Session, the Hand, the
Face and the Eye, [all affirmed of God] on account of the literal
statements that have come [down to us] with mention of them. The
rest [of the scholars] have interpreted these [statements] figuratively,
and they hold that what is meant by the Formal Session is [God's]
formal assumption of [His] authority, by the Hand is meant [the
free exercise of His] autonomous power, by the Face is meant [God's]
presence in existence, and by the Eye is meant [His attentive] sight.

It is better [we, Baydawi, say] to follow the practice of our fore-
bears in the faith regarding these [other qualities], and to give full
ascription [of them] to God Most High.26

Isfahani says: L 378, T 184, MS 194a

4. Other qualities that al-Ashcari named attributes

The literalists among the Mutakallimun assert that God Most High
has no attribute beyond the seven, namely, [His] 'living nature',
MS 194b 'knowledge' [or, ever-present omniscience], 'power' [or,
omnipotence in autonomous action], 'will', 'hearing', 'sight' and
'speech', or, the eight, which are these seven plus 'immortality'.

But Shaykh Abu al-Hasan al-Ashcari affirmed other characteristic
qualities. L 379 He affirmed [God's] 'Formal Session' as another
attribute, the 'Hand' as an attribute [which goes] beyond the 'autono-
mous power', the 'Face' as an attribute [which goes] beyond 'exist-
ence', and the 'Eye' as another attribute, [and his affirmation] was
because of the literal statements we have received mentioning [these
qualities]. Of that kind are the following statements of [God] Most
High:

"The Merciful One who is present in formal session upon His
throne," [Qur'an 20:5] and

"The hand of God is over their hand," [Q,48:10] and

26 Razi [op. cit., p. 187] fills out the scene of the earlier thinkers dealing with
multiple aspects of each attribute. Baydawi emphasizes the need for brevity and
clarity, while Isfahani indicates the complexity of the matter.
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"But indeed the face of your Lord does continue . . .," [Q, 55:27]
and

"So that you [Moses,] may be made [a perfect soul] under my
own oversight." [Q, 20:39]27

Those who limit the attributes to seven or eight argue that we
are held responsible for having comprehensive knowledge. But this
is gained only through a knowledge of all the attributes, and these
in turn do not come easily except by some method, and there is no
[available] method other than inference from [God's] acts and [His]
freedom from defects, and both of these methods point only to these
attributes.

The refutation of this argument is in the fact that we do not grant
that inference both from [God's] acts and from His freedom from
defects would point only to these attributes. And even if we were to
grant that these two [reasons] point only to these attributes, never-
theless we do not grant that there is no way for us to learn about
the attributes except by inference from [His] acts and [His] free-
dom from defects. Rather, giving an attentive hearing [to the author-
itative tradition of revelation] is another method to establish their
existence. The Shaykh [al-Ashcari] affirmed the existence [of these
qualities] only because of the revelation in authoritative texts about
them, and because they are not synonymous with the rest of the
attributes.

The rest [of the scholars] interpreted figuratively the literal state-
ments that have come with mention of [these qualities]. They held
that the meaning intended by the 'Formal Session' is [God's] 'assump-
tion of authority';28 by the 'Hand' is [meant His] '[free exercise of
His] autonomous power'; by the 'Face' is [meant His 'presence in]
existence'; and by the 'Eye' is [meant His 'attentive] sight'.

It is better to follow the practice of our forebears in the faith
regarding [the interpretation of these qualities], after excluding any-
thing that would require making a comparison or an embodiment,
and [thus] to return [praise for all things] to God Most High.29

27 T has "eyes", in the plural ['ala3 a'yuni].
28 MS: read as [istawla3] with the [waw] joined to the letters following.
29 MS gl: This is better than figurative interpretation only because this is wor-

shipful [cubudryah], and [it includes] an assiduous search so that what is meant by
it may be disclosed. Figurative interpretation has the meaning of 'worship' ['ibadah].
But 'to be worshipful' is a somewhat stronger sense, because it is taking pleasure
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Baydawi said: L 379, T 184

5. God's production of being

The Hanafiyah position is that [God's] 'production of being' is an
eternal attribute that is distinguished from the 'autonomous power'.
Indeed, [they say,] something linked to the 'autonomous power'30

may not exist at all, in contrast to what is linked to the 'production
of being', for 'power' is linked to the 'possibility' of a thing, while
'production of being' is linked to its 'existence'.

Our [Baydawi] position is that 'possibility' is in the essence and
not in anything else, while the 'production of being' is a linkage with
present reality. For this reason 'existence' is arranged in order upon
[the 'production of being'], as God Most High has said,

"His only command, when He has intentionally willed [the exist-
ence of] some objective, is to say to [the 'possible reality' of] it,
'Be,' and it has [external] being." [Qur'an 36:82]

Isfahani says: L 379, T 184, MS 194b

5. God's production of being

Some of the Hanafiyah [scholars] have taken the position that the
[divine] 'production of being' is an eternal attribute that is distin-
guished from [God's] 'autonomous power', MS 195a and that
'what has been caused to be' is a temporal phenomenon.

Imam [Fakhr al-Din Razi] said31 that a statement regarding whether
the divine 'production of being' would be something eternal or some-
thing temporal calls for a conception of its quiddity. Thus, if the
meaning intended by [the 'production of being'] should be the same
as the effective causality of [God's] autonomous power upon the

[rida5] in what the Lord has done; while 'worship' is one's action of doing some-
thing to please [ma yurdf] the Lord. On this account 'worshipfulness' will not be
discounted in [life's] final outcome [al-'uqba3], while 'worship' will be discounted.
[From "sh m" ? = Al-Sharif al-Jurjani's Commentary upon al-Mawaqif fi cilm al-
Kalam by cAdud al-Din Iji.]

30 L skips, "Something linked to the autonomous power . . ." [fa-inna mutacalliq
al-qudrah].

31 The quote is [F.D.] Razi's reply to the statement [by the] Hanafiyah of their
position in his Muhassal, p. 186 (Cairo, 1323).
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object of that power, then [the 'production of being'] would be a
relational attribute that has no existence except together with the
two entities that are related, [namely, the Creator and the creation].
Therefore, from the temporal nature of 'what has been caused to
be' there would be inferred the temporal nature of the 'production
of being' itself. And if the meaning intended by [the 'production of
being'] should be an attribute having effective causality upon the
existence of an effect, then [the 'production of being'] would be the
same as the divine autonomous power itself. But if you [disputants]
intend some third meaning by it, then that should be made clear.

[The Hanafiyah scholars] hold that what is linked with the divine
'autonomous power' may not exist at all, in contrast to what is linked
with the 'production of being'. [They say that] the 'autonomous
power' is an effective cause in the 'possibility' of an entity, while
'production of being' has effective causation in 'bringing it into [exter-
nal] being'.

[Baydawi], our author, replied [to this argument] that 'possibility'
is in the essence, and the [divine] autonomous power does not have
effective causation over whether the power object would be a possible
reality in itself, because indeed, what is in the essence would not be
L 380 in anything else. Thus, there would be nothing left for the
effective causality of the [divine] autonomous power upon the exist-
ence of the power object except to be in terms of [the object's] valid-
ity, not in terms of [its] necessity. Therefore, if we should assert the
existence of another [second] attribute of God Most High having
effective causality upon the existence of a power object, then

a. if [this second attribute's] effective causality upon the existence
of the power object should be in terms of [the object's] 'validity',
then [the second attribute] would be the same as the [divine]
autonomous power, thus implying

1. the joining together of two identical samples and
2. the joining together of two independent attributes in bring-

ing effective causality upon a single object of power, which would
be impossible. And

b. if [this second attribute's effective causality] should be in terms
of [the power object's] 'necessity', then it would be impossible for
that object of power not to be 'existentially caused' by God Most
High, and thus, God Most High would be a 'necessary cause' in
[Himself], not an agent having voluntary choice [of action]. But this
would be a false conclusion by the consensus [of scholars]. Thus,
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the [divine] autonomous power excludes this attribute.32 For indeed,
a 'necessary cause' in [its] essence would not be an omnipotent being
having voluntary choice [of action].

It should be understood that the Hanafiyah [school] took the doc-
trine of the 'production of being' only from the word of [God] Most
High,

"Our only command to something [objective but nonexistent] when
We have willed it to exist, is that We say to it, 'Be', and it is [imme-
diately an external] being." [Qur'an 16:40]33

Thus, [God] set His word "Be" to antecede the verbal action of
the 'being', and this ["Be"] is called "the command." Moreover, the
[terms] "word", "production of being", "origination", the "existen-
tial causation", and the "creation [from nothing]", are all terms that
have a commonality in meaning, but they vary widely in the senses
[in which they are used]. The element of commonality in this mat-
ter is that something is newly brought into existence MS 195b
from nonexistence,34 when previously it had not been an existent.
This [sense, i.e., 'production of being'] is more specific in [its] link-
age than is the [divine] 'autonomous power', because the [divine]
'autonomous power' has an equal relationship with all the objects
of power, while [the 'production of being'] is a specific property of
the particular ones that enter into existence. [The 'production of
being'] is not a relational attribute that is thought of together with
two entities in a relationship, rather, it is an attribute that requires
this relationship after the effect has occurred.

As for the claim35 that they36 make to the effect that the [divine]

32 L and T read, "validity" [sihhah]. But the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha read,
"attribute" [sifah], which fits the context.

33 Note here that Isfahani, working quickly, quotes from Qur'an 16:40, which
begins,

"Our only statement. . ." where the words and action are in the first person
'plural of majesty'. However, he uses the leading word, "command", from the other
verse [Q_ 36:82] that Baydawi had quoted correctly. Baydawi used this closely alter-
nate form, where the words and action are in the third person singular.

In the MS, while the scribe was writing Isfahani's form [O_ 16:40, with verbs in
1 st person plural] apparently he remembers Isfahani's use of the lead word "com-
mand" from [Q 36:82], and so is confused and reverts to the "He says to it" for-
mat [of O_ 36:82] instead of the "We say to it" format in [Q 16:40].

34 The MS marginally inserts here the preposition "after" [ba'da].
35 The scribe of L inserts a relative pronoun in the masculine singular after

"claim", but it is not in other sources.
36 MS gl: [I.e.,] the Hanafiyah.
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autonomous power has an effective causation upon the possibility [of
existence] of a thing, that is not true. It is true only that the
autonomous power is linked to the 'validity of the existence' of the
power object, while the 'production of being' is linked to the exis-
tence of the power object, and is its effective cause. The relation-
ship [of the 'production of being'] to a temporally originated act is
like the relation of the [divine] willing intention to the willed objec-
tive. [God's] autonomous power and knowledge do not require that
the objects of power and knowledge have being as existents through
their agency, while the 'production of being', does require this.
Further, the doctrine [of the Hanafiyah] that the 'production of
being' [as an attribute] is from eternity past is [related logically] to
their doctrine of the impossibility of the subsistence of temporal phe-
nomena in the essence of [God] Most High.

The statement of our author [Baydawi]—that if that attribute [i.e.,
the 'production of being'] should be an effective cause in terms of
necessity, then God Most High would be a 'necessary cause',—is of
no consequence, because that necessity would be a 'subsequent' prop-
erty [of God], not an 'antecedent' [factor]. This means that if God
Most High should intentionally will to create any [partticular] one
of the [possible] objects of His power, then the actual coming into
being of that particular thing is 'necessary', but not in the sense that
it would have been necessary that He should create it.37

[Baydawi's] statement,—that if what is meant by [the 'production
of being'] is an attribute that would have effective causation in the
existence of an effect, then it would be identical with the [divine]
power itself,—may be answered that if the power should be an
effective cause then all of the objects of power would be [the power's]
effect, and thus each of them would be an existent thing.

It may not be inferred from the certainty of the 'production of
being' [as attribute] that there would be a joining together of two
identical examples, because what would be linked to the '[divine]
autonomous power' is different from what would be linked to the
'production of being'. This is what can be said for the [Hanafiyah]
side [of the debate]. However, the truth is that [God's] 'autonomous
power' L 381 and 'will' are two entities that have been grouped

3/ Reading with the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha: [kana wajiban an yakhluqahu].
L and T amplify the clause to read [kana wajiban qabla an yakhluqahu].
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together, both of them being linked with the existence of an effect;
and so together with these two [attributes] there is no [further] need
to affirm another attribute.

Baydawi said: L 381, T 185

6. God's beautific visibility to believers in the hereafter

a. Assuredly, [God] Most High will be seen in the Hereafter. This
is in the sense that He will reveal Himself to His believing wor-
shipers in the Hereafter in as clear a self-revelation as the full moon
is visible, [this point being] in contradiction to the Mu'tazilah.

b. Moreover, the self-revelation will take place without any impres-
sion being registered [of the divine form], or any contact with Him
being made through an outstreaming ray [of vision] ,38 and [without]
the consequent occurrence of a general facing about in direction [to
look], [this point being] in contradiction to the anthropomorphists
and the Karramiyah.

(a.) As for the first [part of the doctrine], there are four tradi-
tionally received reasons [that demonstrate it]:

1. Moses, peace upon him, asked for a vision.39 Therefore, if
it had been an impossibility, then his request would have been an
expression of ignorant futility.

2. [God] Most High linked [His self-revelation] to the firm sta-
bility of the mountain,40 a linkage made with regard to [the moun-
tain's stability] as a 'possible reality'. Therefore, [the case] will be
the same with anything linked to ['possible reality'].

38 Earlier in the lecture series Baydawi has specifically declared that the theory
that vision is by means of rays that go from the viewer's eye to the object of vision
has been superseded by the theory that light rays go from the object of vision to
the viewer's eye. Razi [op. cit, pp. 189-193 for full discussion] transmits the older
theory without correction by either Baydawi or Isfahani!

39 Qur'an 7:143: "When Moses . . . said, 'Let me see and look upon You', [God]
said, 'You will never see Me' . . ."

40 Qur'an 7:143: "[God said], 'Look at the mountain: if it stands firmly in its
place, then in the future you will see Me'. So when his Lord manifested Himself
to the mountain He made it [become] level ground, and Moses fell down stunned
by lightning. When [Moses] recovered, he said, 'Praise be to You [Lord], I repent
before You, and I am the first to believe.'"
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3. [God's] word is: "Faces that day shall radiate brightness as
they look to their Lord." [Qur'an 75:22-23]

4. [God's] word is: "Never! Far from their Lord that day [all
cheaters] shall be curtained away." [Qur'an 83:15]

(b.) As for the second [part of the doctrine, the certainty is a mys-
tery] because [God Himself] maintains a holy freedom from any
limitation of 'directionality' or 'locality'. It may be inferred that a
body is something visible because we see its length and breadth. But
[in this reference] the length is not [to be understood as] an acci-
dental quality. If it should be an accident, then it would subsist either
in one atomic part, but then it would be of too great a scope and
so would be divided, or it would be subsisting in more than one
[atomic] part, and then it would be a case of one subsisting in many,
which would be impossible.41 An accidental quality also is something
visible. Thus the validating cause [for the vision] would be a com-
monality, and it would be either [something of] temporal origina-
tion or of existence, the first being nonexistential, thus, clearly, it
would be the second.

An objection against this is raised that composition is an acci-
dental quality, while validity is something nonexistential and thus
needs no cause. And even if [the need for a cause] should be granted,
we still would not grant the necessity for it to have both common-
ality and existence. Sometimes two different entities will share in
producing a single effect; and as validity is something nonexistential,
it would be admissible for it to be on account of nonexistence.42 And
if this should be granted, then why would it not be admissible for
the impossibility of any sighting of [God] Most High to be on account
of the cessation of some condition or the existence of some pre-
venting factor?

41 Razi covers this 'additional attribute' in his Muhassal, pp. 189-193. The use
of 'atomic theory', held by the Mutakallimun, in Baydawi's discussion is surprising,
but as a theory it probably would be the most familiar and understandable frame
of reference for his hearers.

42 Reading with L, MS Garrett 989Hb and Garrett 283B [li-cadam]. Calverley's
notation indicates the insertion of [ma'lulah] before [li-cadam], and T reads [cillah
li-cadam], but the meaning does not require enhancement by an insertion.
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Isfahan! says: L 381, T 185, MS 195b

6. God's beautific visibility to believers in the hereafter

a. Assuredly, [God] Most High will be seen in the Hereafter. This
is in the sense that He will reveal Himself to His believing wor-
shipers in the Hereafter MS 196a in as clear a self-revelation as
the luminous full moon is visible, [this point being] in contradiction
to the Mu'tazilah.

b. Moreover, the self-revelation will take place without any impres-
sion being registered in the eye43 of the form of what is seen, or
any contact being made with the object of sight through a ray [of
vision] outstreaming from the eye, or the consequent occurrence of
a general facing about in direction to look, this point being in con-
tradiction to the anthropomorphists and the Karramiyah. The [lat-
ter groups] admit the possibility of a vision of Him the Most High
in a directional encounter44 on account of their belief in His being
in a certain direction or place.

What is meant by a 'vision' is the circumstance in which a man
finds himself whenever he beholds something after he has gained a
knowledge of it,45 for we do perceive a distinction between the two
states.46 That distinction we have perceived is not permitted to return
in order to have the form of what is seen registered in the eye, or
to make contact by a ray [of vision] outstreaming from the eye to
the object of sight when facing about to look. That is another [sec-
ond] state, different from the [first] state in effect when the knowl-
edge came that the occurrence of [another, second, state of ecstatic
realized vision] would be possible, but without any registered impres-
sion of form or any outstreaming ray [of directional sight] in it. So,
there is T 186 assurance for a vision in this sense. L 382

(a.) As for the first [part of the doctrine], namely, the assurance
of the vision in the sense mentioned, a number of reasons demon-
strate it.

43 T misprints two letters, reading [ghayr] for [cayn] in four places in this and
the following paragraphs.

44 MS gl: I.e., by turning the eyes toward Him [bi-taqllb al-hadaqah nahwihi].
45 MS gl: [I.e., knowledge] before his sight of it.
46 MS gl: I.e., the state of knowledge [about something] and the state of ecsta-

tic realization [wijdan] [of it].
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1. Moses, peace upon him, asked for the vision [i.e., Qur3an
7:143a]. Thus, if the vision had been an impossibility, then the
request of Moses would have been an expression of ignorance47 and
futility.

The opposition disputants could object that the request of Moses
was on behalf48 of his people, from the evidence of [God's] word
quoting them,

"We will never believe you until we see God plainly; whereupon
a bolt of lightning seized them." [Q^2:55] And there is [God's] word,
quoting Moses:

"Wilt Thou destroy us all on account of what some base ones
here did?" [Q, 7:155]

And there is [God's] word: "They had demanded from Moses
something greater than that,49 for they said, 'Show us God plainly'."
[0.4:153]

2. The second [reason giving assurance of the vision to believers]
is that God Most High linked the vision to the stability of the moun-
tain [i.e., Qur'an 7:143b], and the stability of the mountain is with
reference to its being a 'possible reality'. Therefore, in the same way,
what is linked to the stability of the mountain also would be a 'pos-
sible reality', so the vision is a 'possible reality'.

An objection has been raised not granting that [God] linked the
vision to something 'possible', but rather to something 'impossible'.
[This is] because He linked the vision to the continuing stability of
the mountain while it was already shaking. [This is] because if the
conditional "if" clause should be put in the past tense then it would
become future in meaning; that is, 'if [the mountain] should become
stable in the future, then in the future you will see Me'. But it cer-
tainly did not become stable in a future time duration, otherwise,
the occurrence of the vision would already have become necessary,
because what rests on a condition must take place upon the occur-
rence of the condition that completes in itself the causal action of
the cause. MS 196b For the condition introduced by the con-
junction, "if", is a condition by which the causal action of the cause
would be fulfilled. But the occurrence of the vision was not realized,

47 MS gl: I.e., he would not have known of its impossibility.
48 MS gl: I.e., for the sake of his people, namely, that his people might know

the impossibility of the vision.
49 I.e., greater than bringing down a Book from heaven.
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by the consensus [of scholars], because the mountain did not remain
stable, as it was necessarily shaking and changing, since there was
no intermediate condition between the two states [i.e., its continu-
ing stability and the changed destruction]. So then, the mountain,
at the time God linked the vision to its continuing stability, was
already shaking and changing, and for the mountain to remain sta-
ble in view of its being in the process of change would have been
impossible. Thus, linkage [of the vision] to [the mountain's stabil-
ity] does not demonstrate the possibility of the vision, because the
linkage to an impossible condition would not demonstrate the pos-
sibility of what is conditioned.

The Imam [F.D. Razi] answered [this objection] by granting that
the mountain, in that case, would be in process of change; but the
mountain, as a mountain,50 validly may be considered to be quies-
cent. What is set forth in the [Qur'an] verse is nothing other than
the mountain itself. And regarding what it is that requires the impos-
sibility of the mountain remaining quiescent, that is the [actual]
occurrence of the motion-change. So then the sum of what is set
forth in the verse51 is the basis for certainty in the [mountain's] sta-
bility, and nothing that would be a basis for the impossibility of the
[mountain's] stability is mentioned in the verse. So, it is necessary
to accept the certainty [of the mountain's stability, and consequently
of the vision].

An objection to [Razi's interpretation] is raised, that what is set
forth in the verse is the fact of the quiescence while the mountain
was being observed,—referred to in [God's] word, "If [the mountain]
continues stable in its place", [Qur'an 7:143b]52—not the certainty
of quiescence that is concomitant to the material quiddity of the
mountain when there is no condition requiring change.

[Answering this last objection: Isfahani says], "But [you see], that
[scriptural] situation does require a change,53 and with [the change]
there is no possibility for the certainty of quiescence."

50 L and T, with MS Garrett 989Ha, read, [min hayth huwa jabal]. The MS
reading, [bi-ma huwa jabal], with the other reading in a gloss, is true to the text
in Razi's Muhassal, pp. 191 f.

51 MS gl: Namely, the essence of the mountain.
52 L, T and MS Garrett 989Ha have only the [conditional] premise clause, but

the MS adds the consequence.
53 L and T repeat the noun "change" [harakah], but the MS uses only a pronoun.
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3. [God's] word is: "Faces that day shall radiate brightness as
they look to their Lord." [Qur'an 75:22-23] The point of the argu-
ment that includes this quotation54 is that the 'looking' L 383 either

a) is a way of referring to the vision [of deity], or
b) it refers [in general] to the turning of eyes toward a visual

object in order to look at it. The first [alternative] is the meaning
sought for, but the second [alternative] would allow [the verse] to
bear its literal sense;53 and thus the [verse] would be predicated upon
the vision, that is, it would be like the cause of the gazing in the
verse's second meaning. This liberation [i.e., from obscuring factors]
and application to both the cause and the intention of the causal
agency are the best of reasons for using metaphorical language.

An objection [to this point] has been raised that the gazing would
not demonstrate that there is a vision. Accordingly, it could be said
by anyone, "I looked up at the crescent moon, but did not see it."
Now, if the gazing should not demonstrate that there is a vision,56

then it would not indicate definitely that the 'vision' is the intended
meaning. Rather, it is possible that the intended meaning should
be something else, on the ground that it would have some other
intepretation.

This [possibility of another interpretation] would be that the word
"favor gift" [ila3]57 should be predicated as the singular of "favor
gifts." Then [the verse's] meaning would be, "Faces that day shall
radiate brightness as they look up for [the favor gift of] their Lord,"
MS 197a that is, "as they anticipate [it]." [Q, 75:22~23] Or, it is
possible [here] that the intended meaning [of the verse] has been
conveyed by the omission of an annexed word, namely, "the reward."
Then the meaning would be, ". . . radiate brightness as they look up
anticipating [the reward] of their Lord."

Objection is again raised that both of these interpretations are
false. The first [interpretation] (a) is false because expectant waiting
is a cause of worry, but the verse leads up to a display of favors.
And the second [interpretation] (b) is false because looking up for

54 L and T do not add a pronoun here, while the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha
do add one, the former of feminine gender and the latter masculine.

53 L 383 gl: Because the turning of the pupil of the eye to the thing to be seen
necessitates that [God] be in some direction and some place.

36 The MS has a relative pronoun in place of the word "vision" [ru'yah]-
37 [ila3], pi: [ala5] MS gl: This means "a favor." It is not a preposition.
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the reward inevitably conveys the meaning of sight of the reward,
because a turning of the eyes toward the reward without there being
any sight of it would not be a favor at all. And if it should have
been necessary to conceal the vision, then concealment of the reward
most certainly would amount to an increase in the concealment with-
out any [additional] proof, and that would not be admissible.

The answer [to the objection against the first interpretation] is
that the verse indicates that the state to which [God] who is praised
and exalted referred in His word, "Faces that day shall radiate bright-
ness . . ." [Q^75:22]58 precedes the state of permanency for the 'People
of the Garden' in the Garden and for the 'People of the Fire' in
the Fire, as is shown in the word of [God] Most High:

"Faces twisting with gloom that day will assume the worst mis-
fortune that might be done them." [Q 75:24-25] That is, they will
be assuming that something will be done to them of such severity
and horror that it will be a misfortune and disaster that crushes the
very bones of one's back. And when the 'People of the Fire' were
situated permanently in the Fire, indeed, that worst misfortune was
done to them.

Now, since that other [second] state had preceded their perma-
nent situation, the waiting for [divine] favor after receiving good
news about it would be happiness that brings on radiant brightness
of face. Waiting such as that would not call for [anyone's] worry,
as waiting to receive the favor and gift of a king does not cause
worry [for anyone] when [the gift] is certain to reach [that person].
On the other hand, the waiting for punishment after being warned
of its coming would amount to deep gloom that brings on violent
contortion of face, that is, grimaces of extreme despair as when wait-
ing to be punished by a king when punishment by him is certain.

Further, [answering to the objection against the second interpre-
tation], there would be no need to conceal the vision when looking
up to the reward in the sense of happy anticipation. This is because
the 'looking' is a term referring either to the vision itself or to the
turning of the eyes, and the turning of the eyes means 'to the reward'
after being given the good news, in anticipation T 187 of its com-
ing as a [divine] favor, as we have explained.

58 L and T give only the first half of the statement [Q_ 75:22 only]; the MS and
MS Garrett 989Ha quote it entirely.
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4. [God's] word is: "Never! Far from their Lord on that day
[all cheaters] shall be curtained away." [Qur'an 83:15] MS 197b
The point of the argument here is that [God] Most High gave notice
for [cheating] unbelievers by a threat in His word, L 384 "Never!
Far from their Lord on that day [the cheaters] shall be curtained
away." And that demonstrates that the 'believers' on that day will
not be curtained away from their Lord. If it should be otherwise,
then the notice for the [cheating] unbelievers in the threat, "Far
from their Lord on that day [all cheaters] shall be curtained away",
would have no value. And if the believers on that day will not be
curtained away from their Lord, then they will see Him.

b. As for the second [main part of the doctrine of the assured
vision], namely, that [God] shall be seen without any form being
registered of what is seen in the eye, or any contact being made of
an outstreaming ray [of vision] with the object of sight, and the con-
sequent occurrence of a general facing about in direction [to look],
this is according to what you have come to know: that [God] Most
High is holy and distinct from any directionality, that He is absolutely
free from any limitation of locality, and that He is exalted beyond
the notion of any general facing about to behold Him.

An inference [by a disputant] has been made to truthful doctrine,
[but] by means of a spurious argument. A summary of his argu-
ment is that a body is something visible, and that is because we see
whatever is long and broad.59 Now, a long object of vision would
not be an accidental quality, because if it should be an accident, it
would subsist in a substrate, and it has been established that a body
is composed of indivisible atoms, which are actual existents. [Mere]
length then60 either

a) would subsist in one of the atoms of which the body is
composed, so that atom would be greater in size than one that is
not long, and so would be capable of division, and thus would be
a body, this being contrary to what is assumed, or

59 The MS adds "deep" [camiq].
60 L, the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha read "[something] long" [al-tawil]. T

switches to the noun form, "length" [tul]. Note that there is evidently conceptual
confusion here. At first the "long object of vision" is conceived to be substantive,
not accidental. Then the fact of its length becomes the focus of discussion. Length
being accidental in nature, a substrate is sought, which contradicts the opening
statements.
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b) it would subsist in more than one atom, in which case
the accident would subsist in multiple substrates, which would be
impossible.

Moreover, an accident such as color is something visible, so an
accident and a substance together have commonality in the validity
of a vision. Now, for a judgment of commonality there must be a
cause having commonality. And the validating cause for the vision
is the 'commonality' between substance and accident;61 but there is
no commonality between them except 'temporal origination' and
'existence'.62 'Temporal origination' is not suitable to be a cause
because it is something nonexistential, being a term referring to exis-
tence preceded by nonexistence, and the nonexistential is not suit-
able to be a cause. Therefore, 'existence' is determined to be the
factor, and existence is the validating cause for the vision. Furthermore,
'existence' is a causal factor having commonality between both the
Necessary Existent and whatever is a possible reality. Thus the 'val-
idating cause' for the vision is realized in the 'Necessary Existent',
so there is assured validity for the vision of [God].

[Our] objection is raised to this [argument] in that we do not
grant that what is long63 would be an object of vision. Rather, the
object of vision is a composition of individual substances which are
brought together with each other, MS 198a and the composition
is an accidental quality subsisting in the parts meeting together, so
what is seen is an accidental quality, not a substance. The validity
of the vision [i.e., present certainty regarding the future vision] has
no need for a cause, for the validity of the vision is nonexistential,64

and what is nonexistential has no need for a cause. Even if it should
be granted that the validity of the vision would have need for a cause,
still we would not grant that the cause necessarily would have to be
something having commonality and existence. If two different causes65

61 The MS and MS Garrett/Yahuda 4486 reverse the order to be accident-
substance.

62 Here the MS is alone in reversing the order of the two preceding nouns.
63 T again reads [al-tul] in contrast to [al-tawfl] in the other sources used. MS

Garrett 989Ha supplies a gloss believed to read: "synonymous at first" [muradif
awwalan]. The gloss may refer to the original concept of a "long/tall object of
vision" being a substance, not an accident.

64 L gl: Indeed, it is a possibility, and a possibility is nonexistential, as in the ear-
lier section on possibility. [Bk. 1, Sect. 1, Ch. 4, Topic 3.] [From Isfahani's (?) Taqrir]

65 L and T read, "two things" [al-shay'ayn]. The MS and MS Garrett 989Ha
read, "two causes" [al-sababayn], which reading appears to fit the cause/effect con-
text better.
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had shared in an effect that was of a single species then we would
have granted that the cause would necessarily have a commonality.
But we do not grant that temporal origination is not suitable to be
a cause. Your [the opposing disputant's] statement that temporal
origination is nonexistential is granted. But then your statement
continues L 385 that what is nonexistential is not suitable to be
a cause. We hold that that position is impossible because the non-
existential is indeed suitable as a cause for the nonexistential, and
as the validity of the vision is nonexistential, it is admissible for [the
vision's validity] to be the caused effect66 of something nonexisten-
tial. So it would be admissible that temporal origination, even if it
is nonexistential, should be a cause for the validity of the vision,
which is itself nonexistential.

Now, if it is granted that the validating cause is 'existence', then
why would you not say that the fact that it occurs as a prerogative
of [God] Most High would imply that the validity may occur [in
other contexts]? So why would it not be admissible that the vision
of Him the Most High be something prevented on account of the
cessation of some condition or the existence of some hindrance? For
just as when an effect becomes realized it can be deduced that some-
thing requiring it has occurred, so also it can be deduced that a
condition exists or a hindrance has ceased. Thus it may be that the
material quiddity of God Most High or the material quiddity of one
of His attributes stands as hindrance to the validity of the vision.
One fact that would verify this [theory] is that the living nature [i.e.,
of humankind] is the validating cause for both moral stupidity and
evil desire, but [in contrast] the living nature of God Most High is
not a validating cause for either of them. Now this [i.e., rejection
of both human traits] is either

a) because the commonality [of the two kinds of living
natures] is only in the terminology,67 or

b) because the two have a commonality in meaning, but
that the material quiddity of the One who is the Truth68 or the
material quiddity of one of His attributes excludes both of these
[human traits from the assuredness of the vision]. Moreover, upon

66 L, T and MS Garrett 989Ha read, "the effect of", [ma'lulah] while the MS
omits this word.

67 MS gl: And thus would not be a validating cause.
68 L, T and MS Garrett 989Ha read, "the One who is the Truth" [al-haqq],

while the MS reads, "God Most High."
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both the above premises that [latter conclusion would] be admissi-
ble in this problem.69

Baydawi said: L 385, T 187

Mu'tazilah arguments at variance

Mu'tazilah arguments [at variance with the doctrine of the beatific
visibility of God] are based on the points that follow.

a. [God's] word is: "No sight perceives Him." [Qur'an 6:103a]
The answer [to this point] is

1. that the perception is a comprehensive recognition, but there
is no implication that excluding the vision from the aspect of being
a comprehensive recognition would exclude it absolutely; and

2. the meaning of the verse is that though the eyes of all are
looking, they shall not all perceive Him, which is not inconsistent
with [the fact of] there being perception for some.

b. [God's] word is: "You shall never see Me", [Qur'an 7:143a]
with the word "never" being there to declare it eternal.70

The answer [to this point] is that this argument is impossible.
c. [God's] word is: "To no human being has God ever spoken

except by inspiration..." [Qur'an 42:51] The verse excludes the
vision at the time of speaking, so it should be excluded at any other
time for the lack of a statement showing any distinction.

The answer [to this point] is that inspiration is speech that is
heard swiftly, equally whether the speaker is curtained off from the
hearer or not.

d. He who is Praiseworthy regarded the desire to behold Him as
a great presumption, and formulated a warning and a rebuke against
it, for He said:

"They demanded of Moses something more presumptuous yet
when they said, 'Show us God plainly', then a lightning bolt seized
them in their wrongdoing." [Q4:153] And,

"Those who have no hope of meeting Us have said, ['Why is it
that no angels have been sent down to us, or that we do not see
our Lord?' . . .]" [Qur'an 25:21]

69 MS gl: [I.e.], the vision of Him.
70 T reads, "to make the exclusion eternal" [li-ta'bTd al-nafy]. Other sources used,

L, MS Garrett 283B, and MS Garrett 989Hb read, "to declare it eternal" [Til-ta'brd].
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The answer is that this [demand to Moses] was considered pre-
sumption because they demanded it out of obstinacy and willful
opposition.

e. Having sight in this present world is a necessary result:
1. if the sense organs are healthy, and
2. if the given concrete object is admissible as a visual object

and it is located in front of the viewer, just as an animal's body
which is driven before him or which he governs, and just as acci-
dental qualities and a sensate form facing him are perceived in a
mirror, and

3. if the object is not too near, or remote, or fine, or small,
and [if] there is no curtain between the two of them [i.e., viewer
and object]. But if it should be otherwise, then admittedly it would
be possible for high71 mountains to be right in our presence that we
would not see. The last six [examples, i.e., in 2. and 3.] cannot be
considered here with reference to the visibility of God Most High.
But, assuming that the health of the sense organs is a present con-
dition, L 386 and if the visibility of Him were something quite
sure, then the necessary result would be that we would see Him
now. But the conclusion is false, so the premise is likewise.

The answer to this point is that what is absent to sense is not like
what is present to the observer. So it may be that the visibility of
[God] is dependent upon a condition that is not now in occurrence,
or does not result necessarily from these [present] conditions.

f. [God] Most High is not receptive to [a face to face] con-
frontation nor to the registry of a visual impression, but every [other]
visual object is something to look at and [that] makes an imprint
upon the observer.

The answer [to this point] is that the major premise would be
impossible, and the two claims of necessity in [this point] are invalid,
because

1. thinking people disagree about this question, and
2. it contradicts the fact that it is God who holds us in His

sight.

71 The adjective, "high", [shahiqah] is added in T and MS Garrett 989Hb, but
is not present in L or MS Garrett 28 3B.
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Isfahan! says: L 386, T 188, MS 198a

Mu'tazilah arguments at variance

Muctazilah arguments [at variance with the doctrine of the divine
vision] are based on six points.

a. [God's] word is: "No sight perceives Him." [Q 6:103a] The
argument on this point has two aspects.

1. The first [aspect] is that preceding this verse [just quoted]
there is [God's] word: "That One is God, your Master; no other
deity is there than He, the Creator of every thing,—therefore, wor-
ship Him,—and He exercises full control over every thing." [Q,6:102]
Then comes the verse, "No sight perceives Him . . ." Following this
is His word: ". . . but He perceives their looking; He is kind and
fully informed." [Q6:103b]

Each of these two statements [which precede and follow the verse
being discussed] are set forth as a presentation of divine praise, and
so this [medial] verse should also be one reflecting praise, MS 198b
because to set what is not praise between two statements of praise
would be weak and considered improper, since then the case would
be as when they say, "So and so is an illustrious man, voracious in
handling bread, and a most worthy gentleman!"72 Now, if the exclu-
sion of human sight from perceiving Him should be considered as
in His praise, then the affirmation of it would be considered as His
being imperfect, but to ascribe any imperfection to God Most High
is impossible.

72 Written more than a century earlier, Razi's version of this epithet [op. cit.,
p. 192] ends with heavy acridity: "So and so is a most illustrious man, voracious
in handling bread, a Preceptor for the hour [ajall al-nas akil al-khubz ustadh al-
waqt]!" In working over Razi's reports of the debates, along with this school style-
book example, Isfahani would have remembered what surely he must have received
as good advice from his tutor father, "Be careful what you say when working for
a ruler!" Thus, we surmise that Isfahani fortunately softened Razi's sharp ending,
to become: "a most worthy gentleman!"

As a footnote to this footnote, Mahmud Isfahani successfuly completed writing
his commentary for his patron the Mamluk king al-Malik al-Nasir Muhammad in
the latter part of the eight years of their friendship between 732/1332 and 741/1340.
Now, Isfahani's compatriot and parallel as a student of a student of Baydawi, 'Adud
al-Din Iji, had become rich and famous as a lecturer back in Kirman, Persia. But
apparently no one had warned him about unguarded words when around political
rulers. Thus, trouble broke out between Iji and the ruler who then imprisoned him
in the castle dungeon. It very well could be that a sharp and unguarded pen or
tongue had brought Iji into this trouble, where he found no pardon in the ruler's
heart, finally dying in prison, 753/1352 or 756/1355.
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2. The second [aspect of this point] is that [God's] word, "No
sight perceives Him", requires that the searching eyes of all the mul-
titude should not perceive Him at any moment in time. For us to
say that eyes shall perceive Him would be to contradict ourselves if
we then should say that eyes shall not perceive Him, the contra-
diction being formally indicated by the fact that each of the two
statements is used to falsify the other. The truth of one of the two
contradictory propositions implies73 that the other is false. So the
truth of [God's] word, "No sight perceives Him", would necessarily
falsify our saying that all sight shall perceive Him. And the false-
hood of that would necessarily imply the falsehood [of our state-
ment] if we should say that then the eyes of one or two will perceive
Him, because there is no statement showing a distinction.74

a.—a. The answer [of Baydawi to this problem] is that perception
is 'comprehensive recognition', which is being able to see a thing
from all sides. Its source meaning comes from the idea of overtak-
ing, but comprehensive recognition is realized only with a visual
object which has a number of sides. Thus, the meaning of the verse
is the exclusion of any vision [of the deity] through 'comprehensive
recognition'. But the exclusion of the vision through comprehensive
recognition does not imply the exclusion of the vision absolutely; for
the vision through comprehensive recognition is more specific than
the vision in an absolute sense, and exclusion of something specific
does not imply a general exclusion.

A further answer is that the meaning of the verse is that not all
those looking will perceive [God]. That is because 'those looking'
are plural and are defined by the definite article, and thus [the mean-
ing] has a general reference, so it is not inconsistent with there being
perception by some of those looking.

The rebuttal to the first reply is that [Baydawi's] statement that
perception means to see a thing L 387 from all its sides is not
true. For people will say, "I perceived the fire", or, "I perceived
something", and they do not mean by these statements that the sight
of them was from all sides. Rather, the true answer would be that
God Most High has excluded perception by a sight the precondition

73 L, T and MS Garrett 989Ha read, "implies" [yastalzim], but the MS reads,
"is a necessary cause implying" [mujib mustalzim].

74 I.e., the argument perhaps is saying that perception of God in the plural is
ruled out, but this should not eliminate it in the singular or the dual.
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of which would be the imprinting of any likeness or the projection
of any rays of vision [i.e., to make contact with an object of vision].
But by this it is not implied that there would be the exclusion of
any state that would occur after one of these two things had taken
place75 but without the other one of them having taken place.76

b. The second [point in the Muctazilah argument against the
divine vision] is [God's] word to Moses: "You will never see Me."
[Qur'an 7:143] The [important] aspect of the argument here is that
the word, "never", implies the eternity of the exclusion, on the indi-
cation of [God's] word: "Say [to them], 'You shall never follow us.'"
[Q48:15] So, [God] excluded the vision forever in MS 199a the
case of Moses; thus, the exclusion of it in the case of others is implied,
since there is no statement showing a distinction.

b.—a. The answer is that this argument is impossible, in that we
do not grant that the word, "never", is to make the exclusion some-
thing eternal,77 but rather to emphasize the exclusion, as shown in
[God's] word: "And they would never, ever, wish for it, because of
what their own hands had rushed to do." [Q_ 62:7] It is made a
restriction by His declaration, "ever." In spite of this [restriction] it
was not necessary to make the exclusion eternal, because they wished
for it in the Hereafter on the ground that to exclude the vision for-
ever [from them] would not logically require the denial of the vision's
validity.

c. [God's] word is: "To no human being has God ever spoken
except by inspiration, or from within curtained privacy, or by send-
ing a messenger and thereby giving inspiration . . ." [Qur'an 42:51]
The [important] aspect of the argument is that [God] Most High
excluded any vision [of Himself] at the time of the speaking. Indeed
He excluded any form of address except by one of the three meth-
ods: by inspiration, from behind a curtain, or by sending an apos-
tle, and each of these [methods] necessarily implies the absence of
any vision. 'Inspiration' was not a face to face conversation and so
was not in conjunction with a vision. 'Speaking from behind a cur-
tain' obviously implies the absence of a vision. And the 'sending of
a messenger who was inspired' indicates the absence of any face to

75 MS gl: [I.e.], with respect to ourselves.
76 MS gl: [I.e.], with respect to God Most High.
77 L,T and MS Garrett 989Ha include the phrase, "but to emphasize the exclu-

sion" [bal Ii-ta3krd al-nafy], while the MS omits it.
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face conversation which in turn implies the absence of any vision.
Further, if the exclusion of the vision is established at the time of
the speaking, then the vision becomes excluded at other times, since
there is no statement showing a distinction.

c.~a. The answer [to this point] is that we do not grant that [God]
excluded the vision at the time of the speaking. The statement [of
the Mu'tazilah] is that it is because He excluded any form of address
except by one of the three methods. We say that that is granted.
Their statement is that each of these three [methods] would require
the absence of any vision; but [to us] this premise is impossible.
Their statement, that the inspiration would not be given in a face
to face meeting, is impossible, because inspiration is speech that is
quickly heard, equally whether the speaker is curtained off from the
hearer or not.

d. [God] Most High regarded the desire to behold Him as a great
presumption, and formulated a warning and a rebuke against it.
[God] said,

"The People of the Book will demand that you bring down to
them a book T 189 from heaven, but they had demanded of
Moses something more presumptuous yet when they said, 'Show us
God plainly', then the lightning bolt seized them in their wrongdo-
ing." [Qur'an 4:153] [God] also said:

"Those who have no hope of meeting Us have said, 'Why is it
that no angels have been sent down to us, or that we will not see
our Lord?' Indeed, they have been arrogant in themselves and
extremely presumptuous." [Q 25:21] L 388 That is to say, the
unbelievers asked, "'Why is it no angels have been sent down to
us'—to tell us that the Prophet78 is a messenger, MS 199b 'or
that we will not see our Lord',—so that He may command us to
follow [the Prophet] and believe in him?" Then God Most High
took an oath,79 for He said, "Indeed, they have been arrogant in
themselves", in demanding the vision, and in that they have been
"extremely presumptuous", [Q, 25:21] that is, they have very greatly
exceeded their proper bounds in their demand for the vision. Moreover,
[God] said, "Because you [unbelievers] said to Moses, 'We will never

78 MS gl: Muhammad, peace upon him.
79 [I.e.], when He said, "Indeed they have been arrogant. . .", [la-qad istakbaru]

because the particle [la-] is a correlative of the elided oath, namely, [the word],
"Allah", [and it is] assumed to be, "By Allah, indeed they have been arrogant."
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believe you until we see God plainly', therefore the lightning bolt
seized you even as you were looking around." [Qur'an 2:55]

Therefore, [tell the Muctazilah, that] it has been established that
a demand for the vision would have arrayed against it both pun-
ishment and blame, so, there can be no certainty of a vision.

d.-a. The answer [to the Mu'tazilah's point] is that this was con-
sidered greatly presumptuous because their demand for the vision
was out of obstinacy and willful opposition, since they demanded
the vision in this [present] world, before God Most High would have
created in them the kind of sight that would have empowered them
to behold Him the Most High. And, indeed80 the regarding of [their
attitude] as greatly presumptuous and the formulation of the warn-
ing and rebuke was against that very [obstinacy and willful opposi-
tion] ; it was not [merely] on account of the demand for the vision,
taken as a matter of general application. This [aspect of the story]
is on the evidence81 that [God] Most High put the blame on the
unbelievers for their lack of hope of meeting God in the Hereafter,
where He said, "And those who have no hope of meeting Us have
said. . ." [Q 25:21] Therefore, it demonstrates that the termination
of [their] hope for the vision of God Most High was on the occa-
sion of His placing the blame [upon them].

Thus, it is known that the vision of [God] in the Hereafter is
assured and valid. If it should be otherwise, then the termination of
hope for a vision of Him would be admissible as a matter of gen-
eral application.

e. Having sight in this world, that is, of those visual objects about
us, necessarily results if eight conditions are fulfilled:

1. that the sense organs of sight be healthy; if these sense organs
are not healthy then vision does not necessarily result.

2. that a given concrete thing must be admissible as a visual
object; for anything that cannot possibly be a visual object will not
be seen.

3. that the special correlation between an observer and a visual
object must be as that of an animal's body driven by the observer,

80 T heightens this point by the insertion of "indeed" [inna].
81 L reads, "with its evidence" [bi-shahidihi], T and MS Garrett 989Ha read,

"with the evidence" [bi-shahadah], and the MS reads, "The evidence for it" [Shahi-
duhu], and is so vowelled (with gloss, "the beginning of a sentence" [mubtada5]).
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or as when a visual object is under the control of a person facing
it, just as accidents that subsist in a body facing an observer are
under the control of their substrates, and as the sensate form in a
mirror facing the observer, by his having subsistence in the facing
mirror, is under the control of the mirror.

4. that the visual object should not be too near.
5. that the visual object should not be too remote.
6. that the visual object should not be too fine.
7. that the visual object should not be too small.
8. that there should not be MS 200a any curtain between

the observer and the visual object.
We know for a certainty that we do not see an object when any

one of these conditions is lacking, and that we do see it if these con-
ditions are met. Otherwise, that is, if the sight of an object should
not result necessarily when these conditions exist, then admittedly it
would be possible for mountains and people to be in our presence
without our seeing them. The last six conditions, namely, a direct
correlation and anything governed by it, being not too near, L 389
not too remote, not too fine, not too small, and there being no inter-
vening curtain, of these, none can possibily have reference to the
vision of God Most High. These six have reference only to what
normally exists in some specific regionality and some limited local-
ity; but God Most High far transcends any such regionality and lim-
ited locality. Two conditions remain: the health of the sense organ,
and the admissibility of a given object as the visual object. Now,
assuming that health prevails in the sense of sight, then if the vision
of [God] should be something valid [and admissible], then the nec-
essary result would be that we should see God Most High, on account
of the present occurrence of the two conditions. But the conclusion
is false, so the premise is likewise.

e.~a. The answer [to the Muctazilah] is that what is invisibly absent
from sense, namely, God Most High, is not like what is visibly pre-
sent. So it may be that the vision of [God] Most High depends upon
some condition not presently being attained, namely, something that
God Most High creates in human sight by which it is empowered
to behold Him. Or, [the condition] may be that the vision does not
occur necessarily when these conditions are realized, indeed, that the
vision takes place by the creative act of God Most High, with the
eight conditions as [merely logical necessary] apparatus. But no vision
results necessarily merely because the [logical] apparatus for it exists.
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f. The sixth [point in the Muctazilah argument against the div-
ine vision] is that [God] Most High does not accept the frame of
reference of 'confrontation' or [that] of 'visual imprinting', since con-
frontation and visual impression are necessary concomitants of cor-
poreality, and God Most High is transcendently free from corporeality.
Therefore, it is a certainty that God Most High does not accept
confrontation or visual imprinting. But every 'visual object' is some-
thing that confronts and makes a visual impression upon the observer,
by inherent necessity. Therefore, God Most High is not a 'visual
object'.

f.-a. This [point] is answered by denying the major premise, in
that we would not grant that every 'visual object' is something that
confronts and makes a visual impression on the observer. Moreover,
the claim that there is necessity in the major premise is invalid,
because of the difference of opinion among thinking people about
whether it is true, and thinking people do not differ concerning the
truth of an inherent necessity. Furthermore, the point is answered
by the fact that what you have set forth in the major premise is
inconsistent with the fact that it is God Most High who holds us in
His sight, and so, between us and [God] Most High there is no con-
frontation nor visual imprinting.



Baydawi said: L 389, T 189

SECTION 3: THE ACTS OF GOD AND THE
ACTS OF MANKIND

Topic 1: On the acts of mankind1

a. Varieties of the majority Muslim position

1. Shaykh [Abu al-Hasan al-Ashcari] held that the acts of
mankind all take place under the power of God Most High and are
creations of His.

2. Qadi [Abu Bakr al-Baqillani] held that whether they are
acts of obedience or disobedience is under the power of man.

3. Imam al-Haramayn [al-Juwayni], and Abu al-Husayn [al-
Basri] and the philosophers held that they take place under the power
of God Most High in man.

4. Ustadh [Abu Ishaq al-Isfarayini] held that the effective cause
in the act is a combination of the power of God Most High and
the power of man.

b. The Mu'ta&lah position on moral freedom and its refutation

1. The majority of the Mu'tazilah hold that man produces his
act by his own free choice. But [our (Baydawi and Ashacirah) posi-
tion is that] this is impossible for a number of reasons:

2. If abstention [from an action] should be impossible for
[man] at the time of the action, then it would be compulsory and
not voluntary.

3. But if it should not be impossible, T 190 then his action
would have need for an agent of preferral as the necessary cause,
one that would not arise from mankind, lest the argument should
be forced into an infinite series and the compulsion of human action
would then be implicit.

1 In this Section 3 Baydawi skips chapter divisions and proceeds directly to top-
ics which are here called "questions" [masa'il].
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4. If [man] should produce his action by his own free choice,
then he would have knowledge of all its details, and so would com-
prehend the periods of rest interspersed in the gradual motion-change
[of an act] and would recognize the [appointed] ranges [i.e., of the
periods of rest].2 L 390

5. If man should make a choice, and [if] his will should be
contrary to the will of God Most High, then the implication would
be that the case was either

a) the combining of both [wills], or
b) the removal of them both, or
c) a preferral without a preferring agent. For although [God's]

power is more inclusive [i.e., than that of man], nevertheless in rela-
tion to this specific power object [i.e., man's will], it would be on
an equality.

Isfahani says: L 390, T 190, MS 200ab

SECTION 3: THE ACTS OF GOD AND THE
ACTS OF MANKIND

[In this Section 3 Baydawi] set forth six topics:
1. On the acts of mankind. 2. [God] Most High is the agency

that wills moral phenomena in all creatures. 3. On predicating the
good and the heinous. 4. [God] Most High is under no obligation
whatsoever. 5. [God's] acts are not based on hidden purposes. 6.
Obligations imposed are God's notice to humankind of a final life
evaluation.

Topic 1: On the acts of mankind

a. Varieties of the majority Muslim position

1. Shaykh Abu al-Hasan al-Ashcari held that all the acts of
mankind3 occur under the power of God Most High and are cre-

2 Cf. the discussion of the atomic theory of time with its atoms of rest and of
gradual motion/change in Majid Fakhry's Islamic Occasionalism, pp. 33 ff.

3 MS gl: [I.e.], those that are voluntary. [From Jurjani's commentary on Iji's
Mawaqif.]
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ations of His.4 Mankind's power of autonomous action has no efficacy
over [man's] power object at all;5 but rather, both [man's] power
and his power object operate under God Most High's power of auto-
nomous action.

2. Qadi Abu Bakr [al-Baqillani] taught that the act itself takes
place by the power of God Most High, while the circumstances of
an act's obedience as in the performance of the worship, or [its] dis-
obedience as in adultery, are characteristics of the act which take
place by the power of man.

3. Imam al-Haramayn [al-Juwayni], and Abu al-Husayn al-
Basri and the philosophers held that the acts of man take place by
power that God Most High has created within a man, for [God]
Most High places within man both a power of autonomous action
and a will, and thereupon that power and will become the 'neces-
sary cause' for the existence of their 'common object of power' [i.e.,
the human act].

4. Ustadh Abu Ishaq al-Isfarayini6 taught that the 'effective cause'
in an act is the sum of the power of God and the power of man.

b. The Mu'tazilah position on moral freedom and its refutation

1. The Muctazilah all teach that man produces his act by his
own free choice,7 unqualified by any necessity.8 But the Muctazilah
doctrine is ruled out for a number of reasons:

4 Glosses: 1. MS: This is the doctrine called "Compulsion" [jabrj.
2. MS and L: [An act] is acquired [maksub] by man. What is meant by his

acquisition of it is that it closely associates with his power and his will, but in this
[association man gains] no effective causality [over it] or entry into its existence
except as he is the substrate for it. This is the doctrine of Abu al-Hasan al-Ash'ari.
[From Jurjani's commentary on Iji's Mawaqif.]

5 MS gl: But rather, God who is praised and exalted made it His custom to
place within the creature the power of autonomous action and of voluntary choice.
So, if there should be nothing to prevent it [God] then placed [awjada] within [the
creature] the action of a man as a) [the divine] power object and as b) something
closely associated with them both [i.e., God and man]. Thus, the action of crea-
turely man is 1) a creation of God as a unique thing and as a temporal origina-
tion, and it is 2) the creature's own by acquisition.

6 Abu Ishaq Ibrahim ibn Muhammad al-Isfarayini, d. 418/1027, was a teacher
of Ash'ari theology. L spells the name [al-Isfaranf].

7 MS gl: "This is the doctrine called "Autonomy" [qadarfyah, = (MS:) qadarah].
Note that the root word is [qadar], or the 'particularizing decree' with God, and

the 'particularized act' with mankind, both of which implement the power of auto-
nomous action, one divine and one human.

8 MS gl: I.e., man's production of his act is not an obligation upon him but it
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2. if an act from which a man abstains should be made impos-
sible at the time of the act, then the man would be under compul-
sion and his action would not be of his free choice.

3. But if abstention from the act should not be made impos-
sible, then his [abstaining] action would require some preferral agency
to be the necessary cause, because of the impossibility of giving pre-
ference to one of the two terms in a possibility without there being
a preferring agency. Moreover, that preferring agency as necessary
cause may not be derived from man himself. This is so because if
[the preferring agency] should be from [the side of] man himself
then the division [into the foregoing alternatives in the case] would
return. It would not result in an infinite series argument, but rather
it would terminate without doubt with a preferring agency as the
necessary causation not derivable from the act of man; and thus,
'compulsion' would be implicit.9

An objection has been raised that the Mu'tazilah hold that the
meaning of 'free choice' [with reference to mankind] is that the two
terms [i.e., either to perform an act or abstain from it] are equal in
relation to [man's] power of autonomous action by itself, and that
the necessity for one of them to occur is on account of [man's] will-
ing intention. So, when an agency of preferral is obtained, namely,
[man's] MS 20la will, then the action becomes 'necessary', but
when [the agency of preferral] is not obtained, then [the particular
action] is 'impossible'. However, that [process] does not deny the
equality of the two terms in respect to [man's] power of autonomous
action by itself. In that case then, if abstaining from an act should
be impossible for a man in view of [the preferring decision of his]
will, there would be no implication of 'compulsion' L 391 or the
'lack of free choice'. That would be the implication only if the impos-
sibility of abstaining from the act should be because it was without
[the preferring decision of man's] will.10 But, if [the impossibility of
abstaining from the act] should be together with [the preferring deci-
sion of man's] will, then no, [the 'compulsion' would not be implied].

The answer [to the objector defending the Muctazilah] is that what
you have set forth about the Mu'tazilah is [only] the position of Abu

is by his free choice. If he [positively] wills it, then he does it, and if he wills to
leave it to the Writer of his destiny, [then likewise, he leaves it.]

9 MS gl: Because man is not independent in his choice.
10 The MS provides only the pronoun suffix "without it", not the noun.
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al-Husayn al-Basri, it is not the doctrine of all the rest of the Mucta-
zilah. Our [Isfahani's] discussion is a refutation of the doctrine of
all the rest of the Muctazilah, not a refutation of [only] the teach-
ing of Abu al-Husayn [al-Basri].

4. [The Mu'tazilah doctrine of free choice is ruled out also
because] if man should produce his act by his free choice, then he
would have knowledge of its details, since, if it should be admissi-
ble to produce an act by free choice without having such knowl-
edge, then the argument demonstrating the certainty of God Most
High's [ever-present] omniscience would be invalidated. Now, since
a universal ultimate purpose11 would be inadequate [to explain] the
occurrence of a particular [act], because the relationship of a uni-
versal [purpose] to all particular [acts] would be equal and the occur-
rence of any one of them would not be preferable to the occurrence
of any other, it is necessary, therefore, that a particular end purpose
should become realized, and that that particular end purpose should
be conditional upon knowledge of the particular details.12 Thus, it
would be an established certainty that if [man] should produce his
action by his own free choice, then he would have knowledge of its
[consequent] details. Man the creature would then have full com-
prehension of [all] the periods of rest interspersed in slow gradual
motion-change [i.e., the periods of overt inactivity and activity in
the course of a single action], and he would know [intimately] the
particular domains of these periods of rest. But this conclusion would
be false, because the agent of the slow gradual motion-change [of
an action] has already placed a period of quiescence in some domains
and motion-change in some others, even without any awareness of
the periods of quiescence13 or of their domains.

Another objection has been raised that existential causation does
not require that the existential cause should have knowledge of what
has been made to exist. Further, there is no implied rejection of

11 MS gl: [This is] the reason for [Baydawi's] statement that [man] would have
knowledge of the [consequent] details [of his act].

12 Cf. Aristotle's Nichomachean Ethics 111:3 and VIL3-4 referring to choice in terms
of universal ends and particular acts. Citation from Bruce Aune, Reason and Action,
pp. 112 ff. Cf. also Aune's reference to W.F.R. Hardie's Aristotle's Ethical Theory,
especially pp. 160 ff., "Choice and the origination of action", and pp. 240 ff., "Note
on the Practical Syllogism."

13 L and T read here [sakanat], while the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha read
[sukun].
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God Most High's [ever-present] omniscience, because those who
affirm the [divine] omniscience do not infer it [from the fact of
God's] existential causation, but rather from the properties and per-
fection of [His] act. Yes, the existential causation [of an act] together
with a purpose does necessitate knowledge, but general knowledge
suffices. The motion-changes [i.e., stages of an action] that issue from
us [human beings] closely associated with a purpose for them are
[all] known to us in a general way.

The answer [to this objection from the Mu'tazilah] is that the
separate14 particular details that take place [consequently] with an
action issuing from the agent by his own purpose and free choice
must become realized by means of a particular purpose, that par-
ticular purpose being conditioned by particular knowledge. Thus, the
implication would be that if a person should produce his action by
his own free choice, then he would have knowledge of its [conse-
quent] details. However, they [i.e., presumably, the Muctazilah] have
the right to rule out [an opponent's] conclusion. Therefore [in their
view], man would have knowledge of the particular details of his
actions, but this particularized knowledge would not remain in his
memory.15 MS 20Ib

5. [The Muctazilah doctrine of free choice is ruled out also
because] if a man should make a choice and his will should be con-
trary to the will of God Most High, in that [man the creature] had
willed a body to be quiescent while God Most High had willed it
to be in motion-change, then either

a) the will of both of them would take place, implying the
joining of a contradictory pair; or

b) the will of [neither] one of them would take place, imply-
ing the removal of a contradictory pair; or

c) the will of one of the two but not the other would take
place, implying T 191 a preference without a preferring agent.

This would be so because, even though [God] Most High's power
of autonomous action is more general than man the creature's power

14 MS reads [al-mufassalah]; L and T read [al-munfasilah]. MS Garrett 989Ha
appears to have an undotted letter n, thus reading [al-munfasilah].

15 L gl: [dhukr] spelled with a "u" is what is [held] by the heart [i.e., the mem-
ory], but when it is spelled with an "i" it is what is [stated] by the tongue; the
first is intended here.

The MS vocalizes the word with "u" and adds as gloss: "that is, in his heart."
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of autonomous action, still in regard to a certain power object [these
two powers] would be equal in their independence to exert effective
causation upon that one power object. A single object L 392 would
be a true unit that does not admit of any variance. Therefore, the
two powers of autonomous action, in respect to what the existence
of this object requires, would be equal. The variance would exist
only in other matters external to this meaning reference, and if that
is so, then any preference would be impossible.

An objection [by the Muctazilah] has been raised that the will of
God Most High would actually take place, and not the will of man,
when the two power sources would coincide. But we, [say the
Mu'tazilah], do not grant that the two powers would be equal in
their independence to exert effective causation upon that [single]
power object. Rather, they would be dissimilar in their strength and
their weakness. Thus, the power of one [of them] would be able to
move a given distance in a given period of time, but the power of
another would not be able to do so in that same space of time.16 If
the two powers should be equal then the power objects would be
equal, but they are not.

Further, the weak party independently may perhaps be able to
perform an act that the strong [party] is able to perform, while the
strong party is able to hinder [the weak party] from that act, but
[the weak one] is unable to hinder the strong. This argument is
taken from the 'proof of mutual prevention'17 that nullifies any the-
ory that deity may be more than one. In that context the argument
would be valid, because deities are assumed to be equal in power
without any variance, but here it is not valid.18

Baydawi said: L 392, T 191

Mu'tazjlah doctrine, "Autonomy" in human acts

The [Muctazilah] argument [for autonomy in human acts] is based
on both reason and tradition.

16 L alone of sources used omits "in the same space of time."
17 The 'proof of mutual prevention' [dalil al-tamanuc] is the proof that if one of

two propositions is true, the other cannot be. The phrase is not in Jurjani's Ta'rifat.
The word [tamanuc] is explained in Lane's Lexicon as a synonym of [tahajuz].

18 L gl: Because the power of man is not equal to the power of God Most High,
which is obvious from what has preceded.
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a. [Their argument from reason is that] if man the creature should
not have autonomous choice, then the obligation [to dutiful living
that is divinely] imposed upon him would be inappropriate [and
very repugnant].19

a.-a. The answer [to the Muctazilah] is that that point is one that
is held in common [with other groups]. [This is so,] because the
divine commandment comes with well-balanced reasons, and any
ambivalence on [God's] part is impossible. When [God's] preference
is indicated, it is a necessary duty. Moreover, if [God's preference]
should be something the occurrence of which is well known, then
its occurrence would be necessary; if it should be something the non-
occurrence of which is well known, then its occurrence would be
impossible.

Nonetheless, God Most High "may not be asked about what He
does." [Qur'an 21:23]

b. [The Mu'tazilah argument from tradition is based] on the fol-
lowing reasons:20

1. There are the verses that have joined actions with human
beings and have linked the actions to their wills, according to the
word of [God] Most High:

"Woe to those who are writing the Book with their own hands";
[Qur'an 2:79a]

"They heed only someone's theory"; [Q, 6:116 10:66; 53:23, 28];21

"So they can change it to what is in themselves"; [Q, 8:53b]
"Rather, [the fact is] your own selves have led you"; [Q 12:18]
"Thus, he allowed himself. . ."; [Q, 5:30]
"Anyone doing evil will be paid back for it"; [Q^4:123]
"Every man is mortgaged to his wealth"; [Q, 52:21]
"Anyone who wants to, let him believe,

and anyone who wants to, let him disbelieve"; [Q, 18:29]
"Do whatever you want"; [Q 41:40]
"Whoever wants to, will keep Him in remembrance"; [Q 74:55]
"So, any of you who want to, can advance or fall back." [Q 74:37]

19 L reads, "would not be appropriate" [lam yasihh], while T, MS Garrett 283
and Garrett 989Hb read, "would be very repugnant" [la-qabuha].

20 L has skipped the phrase "on reasons [that follow]" [min wujuh].
21 Baydawi quotes the verses having the verb in the 3rd person plural, while

Isfahani quotes from [Q^6:148] where the verb is in the 2nd person plural.
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These [verses] may be compared with others, as in [God's] word:
"[He is] the Creator of all things"; [Q 13:16]
"It is God who created you and everything you do;" [Q, 37:96]
"For whomever God wills, him He allows to get lost,

and for whomever He wills, him He sets on a direct way."
[Q, 6:39]

2. There are the verses that include a promise, with a warning
also in them, and [there are] those that include praise, with blame
also brought along; all of these are more than can be reckoned.

b.-a. The answer [to this argument from tradition] is that bliss
and misery are inborn dispositions that were assigned to [mankind]
before he existed. [However, man's] actions are the outward indi-
cations upon which rewards and punishments are based, inasmuch
as [man's actions] are his own [internal] defining characteristics, not
[externally caused] necessary effects.22

3. There is the confession L 393 of the prophets, peace upon
them, about their sins, as in [God's] word,

quoting from Adam: "O our Lord, we have wronged ourselves";
[Q, 7:23]

and from Jonah: "Praise belongs to You, truly I was a wrong-
doer"; [Q, 21:87]

and from Moses: "O my Lord, I have wronged myself." [Q, 27:44]
These are compared with [others in God's] word, quoting from

Moses:
"This is only a dissension that you are permitting, in it You allow

whomever you will to get lost, and [in it] You provide direction for
whomever You will", [Q 7:155] and other verses like it.

4. There are the verses indicating that His acts may not be
described using characteristics [applied to] human actions, [as] 'wrong-
doing', 'inconsistency', and 'variance', that are in the word of Him
the Most High:

"God does no wrong even in [amount] the weight of a dust speck";
[Q, 4:40]

"Your Lord is no tyrant over mankind"; [Q 41:46]
"We have not oppressed them"; [Q 11:101, 16:118, 43:76]

22 [jibilliyah] inborn dispositions; [amarat] outward indications; [mu'arrifat] [inter-
nal] defining characteristics; [mujabat] [externally caused] necessary effects.
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"If [the word] had been from any other than God they would
have found in it much inconsistency"; [Q, 4:82]

"In all the Merciful One's creation you see no variance." [Q,67:3]
4.—a. The answer to [this argument] is that [an act] being

wrongdoing is a mental consideration that is applied as an acciden-
tal quality to some of the actions where we are involved because of
our low capability and merit. But that does not prevent the origi-
nal production of the act to be from the Creator Most High, entirely
apart from this mental consideration. As to the exclusion of 'incon-
sistency' and Variance', that refers to their exclusion from the Qur'an
and from the creation of the heavens, since the scriptural discussion
involves both of these.

Isfahani says: L 393, T 191, MS 201 b

Mu'ta&lah doctrine, "Autonomy" in human acts

The argument of the Muctazilah, that the acts of mankind are auto-
nomously chosen, is based on [both] reason and tradition.

a. Their argument from reason is that if man should not have
free choice, that is, if he should not be enabled either to perform
an act or to abstain from it, then the obligation [to dutiful living
that is divinely] imposed upon him would be very repugnant, because
then his acts would proceed as if they were actions of inanimate
beings. But, [say the Muctazilah], that conclusion would be false,
because thoughtful people agree that the obligation imposed is not
something repugnant.

a.—a. The answer to this [statement] is that what you [of the
Mu'tazilah] have set forth is an obligation held in common,23 and
it is so from two aspects.

1. [This general obligation is held in common, because] an
action that is divinely commanded has well-balanced reasons, either
as motivation to act or as motivation to abstain. Where there is

23 MS gl: That is, it is distributed among all the schools of thought. However,
a rebuttal to this can be given by saying that it is granted that the action of man
would proceed as if it were the movement of inanimate beings, but it is not granted
that the obligation imposed would be repugnant. That would be implied [only] if
the actions of [God] Most High should be effects caused by accidental qualities,
but that is not the case. Thus, [God] Most High may not be questioned about
what He does. [From clbris's Commentary on Baydawi's Tawalf.]
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some ambivalence, no motivation to action is possible; but when
there is a positive preference in the action motive, then it is some-
thing necessary. Thus, the action [either way] would be either impos-
sible or necessary. And so [the action] would not be the object of
power of man the creature,24 thus making it repugnant as an oblig-
ation imposed on him.

2. [This general obligation is held in common, also because]
if a certain commanded action should be something that God knows
[can and] does occur, then it would be something necessary; but if
it should be something that God knows [cannot and] does not occur,
then it would be impossible. And so [the action] would not be the
power object of man the creature, thus making it repugnant as an
obligation imposed on him.

b. The [Mu'tazilah] argument from tradition has a number of
points:

1. There are the verses which have joined actions with human
beings and have linked the [actions] to their wills, such as the state-
ment of Him the Most High,25

"Woe to those who are writing the Book with their own hands";
[Qur'an 2:79a]

"Anyone who wants to, let him believe,
and anyone who wants to, let him disbelieve"; [Q, 18:29]

"Do whatever you want"; [Q 41:40]
"Whoever wants to, will keep Him in remembrance"; [Q, 74:55]
"You heed only someone's theory"; [Q6:148]26

"That is to tell you God is not one who would change from the
favor

that He lavishes upon a people, so T 192 they can change it
to what is in themselves"; [Q, 8:53]

"Rather, L 394 your own selves have seduced you to this thing!
But now, [let my] patience be full of grace." [Q, 12:18, 83]27

"So, he made himself obedient [to the urge] to kill his brother";
[Q, 5:30]

24 L and T read literally, "the power object of man" [maqdur al-'abd], while
the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha read, "a power object for man" [maqduran lil-cabd].

25 This formula precedes each quotation in the four sources used, but will be
translated here only with the first one.

26 For his quotation, Isfahani chooses the verse having the verb in the 2nd per-
son plural.

2/ [. . . fa-sabrun jamllun].
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"Anyone doing evil will be paid back for it"; [Q 4:123]
"Every man is mortgaged to his wealth"; [Q^ 52:21]
"So, any of you who want to can advance or fall back." [Q 74:37]

Verses quoted [here] to support the argument from tradition
may be compared with the verses indicating that all acts are by the
creation of God, as in this [selection from the] word of [God]:

"He is the Creator of all things"; [Q, 13:16]
"It is God who created you and everything you do"; [Q 37:96]
"For whomever God wills, him He allows to get lost,

and for whomever He wills, him He sets on a direct way."
[Q, 6:39]

2. There are the verses that carry both a promise and a warn-
ing, praise and blame go together, as in [God's] word,

"Everyone will get what he has earned that day"; [Q^40:17]
"You will be paid that day for what you were doing"; [Q 45:28]
"So that everyone will be paid for his work"; [Q 20:15]
"Would the payment for good work be anything but good?"

[Q 55:60]
"Would you be paid for anything except what you have done?"

[Q 27:90]
"Whoever can report [at least] one good deed

will find that ten more like it are to his credit"; [Q 6:160]
"Whoever turns away from what I have said . . ."; [Q, 20:124]
"Aha, they are the ones who purchased this world's life

for '[only] the price of the hereafter!'"28 [Q 2:86] MS 202b
"Indeed, whoever has renounced their faith after they had be-

lieved . . .;" [O 3:90]
"How is it that you renounce faith in God?" [Q 2:28]
b.—a. Verses of this kind are more than can be counted. The

answer [to the argument based on them] is that the only thing that
necessarily goes with reward and praise or with punishment and
blame, is happiness or misery. God Most High has said:

"Where are those who are happy? They are in the Garden",
[Q, 11:108]

"Where are those who are miserable? They are in the Fire."
[0,11:106]

28 L and T shorten the quotation, omitting, "for the price of the hereafter", but
the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha have filled it out.
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Happiness and misery are inborn dispositions that were written
down for humankind even before [their] existence. As evidence for
this there is the saying of [the Prophet], peace be upon him:

"The man of happiness is he who was happy in his mother's
womb, and the man of misery is he who was in misery in his mother's
womb."29

Good deeds are the outward indications of an inward happiness,
but evil deeds are the signs of an inward misery. A reward will be
based30 on good deeds, and punishment on evil deeds, since [a man's]
acts are his 'defining characteristics' [that make his internal charac-
ter known, leading] either to reward or punishment; they are not
'[externally caused] necessary effects'.

3. There are the verses pointing to the prophets' confession of
their sins, such as the word of [God] Most High,

quoting from Adam: "O our Lord, we have wronged ourselves",
[Q. 7:23]

quoting from Jonah: "Truly, I was one of the wrongdoers", [Q 21:87]
and

quoting from Moses: "O my Lord, Truly, I have wronged myself."
[Q, 27:44]

This evidence is to be compared with the statement of [God] Most
High, quoting from Moses:

"This is only a dissension that you are permitting,
in it you allow whomever you will to get lost,
and [in it] you provide direction for whomever you will." [Q^7:155]

And there are other verses like it, such as:
"For whomever God wills, him He allows to get lost,
and for whomever He wills, him He sets on a direct way." [Q^6:39]

4. There are the verses indicating that the acts of God Most
High may not be described using the characteristics of human actions,
'wrongdoing', 'inconsistency', and 'variance'.

29 Hadith, not located in Wensinck's Handbook or Mu'jarn Alfaz al-Hadith al-Nabawi.
L 394:14 [al-sacfd man sa'ida ft batn ummihi].

30 L gl: This is the answer to a supposed question that in summary is, that if
happiness and misery are inborn dispositions and [human] actions do not have any
access [to modify them], then why would reward and punishment be set up on the
basis of them? So [Baydawi] answered by saving that reward will be based, etc.
Thus there would be none of the implicit foolishness and repugnance that you [the
disputant] have mentioned, [from Tbri's commentary on Baydawi's Tawalf.]
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a) 'Wrongdoing' is excluded according to [God's] word:
"God does no wrong even in [the amount of] the weight of a

dust speck." [Q, 4:40]
"Your Lord is no tyrant over mankind", [Q 41:46] L 395
"We have not oppressed them, but they have wronged themselves."

[0,11:101]
b) 'Inconsistency' is excluded according to [God's] word:

"If it had been from any other than God they would have found
in it much inconsistency", [Q 4:82]

c) 'Variance' is excluded according to [God's] word:
"In all the Merciful One's creation you see no variance." [Q67:3]

Thus, if 'wrongdoing', 'inconsistency' and 'variance' are excluded
from the acts of God Most High, then the implication is that the
acts of human beings are not the acts of God, because the acts of
human beings are characterized by wrongdoing, inconsistency and
variance. MS 203a Therefore, the acts of human beings are not
creations of God Most High.

4.—a. The answer [to this argument] is that the verses men-
tioned do not indicate that the acts of human beings are not cre-
ations of His.

a) Regarding the verses indicating that 'wrongdoing' is to
be excluded [i.e., from application to any act said to be God's cre-
ation], since an act's being wrongdoing constitutes a mental consid-
eration applied as an accidental quality to it wherein we are involved,
[that consideration] is not central to the reality of the wrongdoing,
nor is it a characteristic that is true and concomitant to it [i.e., to
man's act]. For it is admissible that acts involving human beings
should not be described as wrongdoing wherein He the Most High
is involved, because He is the sovereign of all things by right, but
[it is admissible also] that they should be described [as wrongdoing]
wherein we are involved, because of our low capability or our low
merit. Moreover, the fact that an act would constitute wrongdoing
wherein we are involved would not prohibit the original production
of the act from being derived from the Creator Most High, entirely
apart from any consideration of it as wrongdoing, since there is noth-
ing about an action that derives from Him the Most High that makes
it impossible to have applied to it as an accidental quality the men-
tal consideration that it constitutes wrongdoing wherein we [human
beings] are involved.
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b), c) And regarding the exclusion of 'inconsistency' and
'variance' that the two verses indicate, that [refers to their exclu-
sion] from31 the Qur'an and the creation of the heavens respectively,
since the doctrines about the Qur'an and the creation of the heav-
ens are indicated by the context of the two verses, not the exclu-
sion of inconsistency and variance from the acts of Him the Most
High in an absolute sense. Indeed, the manifold creations of God
Most High show inconsistencies and variances both in ranking and
in distinction, and in other kinds of inconsistency and variance.

Baydawi said: L 395, T 192

Ashcfirah doctrine, "Compulsion" in human acts

You should understand that when our colleagues [of the Asha'irah]
found that there was a self-evident difference between what we have
in practice and what we find in inanimate beings, and [that when]
established authoritative proof prevented them from making the
adjunction between an act and man's free choice in any absolute
sense they proceeded to effect a combination of the two factors.

Their doctrine was that [human] acts take place
a. by the power of God Most High, and
b. by their acquisition by man, in the sense that this happens

when man is completely firm in his will and God Most High cre-
ates the act in him. [As a doctrine] this is problematic, and because
of the difficulty of this position the early scholars disavowed those
who entered into disputation over the matter.

Isfahani says: L 395, T 192, MS 203a

Asha'irah doctrine, "Compulsion" in human acts

You should understand that when our colleagues [of the Ashacirah]
found that there was a self-evident difference between what we have
in practice, that is, [between] what we [human beings] perform in

31 L gl: I.e., what is meant by the 'exclusion of inconsistency' is its exclusion
from the Qur'an, and by the 'exclusion of variance' is its exclusion from the cre-
ation of the heavens. [From the Shark Tagrir.]
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the way of voluntary acts, and what we sense [happens] in inani-
mate beings in the way of motion-changes that go on without there
being any consciousness or choice, then they intuitively understood
that T 193 free choice was involved L 396 in the former but
not in the latter. Moreover, when logical proof—indicating that God
Most High is the Creator of all things and is their Producer—pre-
vented them, that is, made it impossible and repelled them from
adjoining an act to man's free choice in any absolute sense, [then
our colleagues] proceeded to combine the two factors. Their doc-
trine was that [human] acts take place

a. by the power of God Most High and
b. by their acquisition by mankind. This is in the sense that God

Most High has executed His customary law,32 in that when man has
been completely firm in his will to obey, God created obedient action
in him, and when man has been completely firm in his will to dis-
obey, [God] created disobedient action in him. So in this way man
has been as if he were the existential cause of his action, although
he was not its existential cause. This [divine] 'particularizing power
of autonomous action'33 is sufficient for both commandment and
interdiction.

Our author [Baydawi]34 said that [as a doctrine] this [position] is
problematic. MS 203b Indeed, [in itself] coming to a firm deci-
sion is also an act and a creation of God Most High and there is
no involvement in it for man at all. Because of the difficulty of this
position the early scholars disavowed those who entered into dispu-
tation over this matter, since for the most part, to do so would move
the disputation [either] towards a suspension of the commandment
and [a consequent] interdiction, or towards [the heretical notion of]
a partnership with God Most High. Investigating scholars say regard-
ing this matter, that there is neither divine 'compulsion' nor [human]
'delegation' [i.e., escape of responsibility], but that there is a mid-
dle position between the two. This is the truth, and the right state-
ment of it is that God produces the power and the will in man and
implements them both in such a way that they are involved in the
act. It is not that the divine power and [human] will of themselves

32 [ajra5 'adatahu] has executed His 'customary law'.
33 [al-qadar] 'the particularizing power of autonomous action'.
34 L and T add here, "God's mercy upon him", but this is not in the MS, MS

Garrett 989Ha or MS Garrett/Yahuda 4486.
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are involved in the act, but their being involved is from the aspect
wherein they are involved in the creation of it by God Most High;
then the act occurs on account of them. Taking into account all
things in creation, God Most High creates some of them without
using any intermediate means and some of them through both an
intermediate means and secondary causes.35 It is not that the inter-
mediate means and secondary causes are of themselves necessarily
involved in the existence of the caused effects, but rather that God
Most High has created [these means and causes] in man, and has
implemented them in such a way that they would be involved. Thus
the voluntary acts that are related to man would be both creations
of God Most High and subjected to the power of man through a
power which God created in man and implemented in such a way
that it would be involved in the act.

The best thing for us to do with this topic is to follow the method
of the early scholars by ceasing to argue over it and by committing
the knowledge of it to God.

Baydawi said: L 396, T 193

Topic 2: God is the agency that wills moral phenomena in all creature^6

a. [Our Asha'irah argument is that God] Most High is the agency
that wills the [moral] phenomena of good and evil, and of faith and
unbelief. [This is true] because

35 'Secondary causes' [sabab, asbab], as distinguished from 'primary' causes [cillah,
cillal].

36 [. . . ft annahu mund lil-ka'inat]. F.D. Razi (Muhassal, p. 199) adds the phrase
pi-jamf] 'all', preceding 'creatures', but Baydawi and Isfahani omit it as being
already implied. Here we assume that moral phenomena 'in all creatures' implic-
itly refers [as a category] to the 'acts of humankind', while the 'acts of God' are
a category of divinity. Both our writers use the material that then follows from
Razi's compendium (pages 199—200), contradicting the arguments of the Mu'tazilah.

There is a major problem, for mankind, of how to consider and deal with
mankind's imperfect moral behavior. This is the field of 'ethics'. Then there is
another major problem, for mankind, of how to consider what appears to be evil
and imperfection in the acts of God Most High. This is the problem of 'theodicy'
in the field of 'divinity'. It was a worrisome problem to Islamic theologians and
philosophers for centuries. Baydawi touches on this matter, but it, like some other
individual problems, was too large to include within his summary of Islamic the-
ology. Students will want to go to a recent work by Eric L. Ormsby, Theodicy in
Islamic Thought: the Dispute over al-Ghazali's "Best of All Possible Worlds." (Princeton,
N.J.: Princeton University Press, c. 1984.) It has a full survey of the Islamic debates
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1. He is the Existential Cause of the universe and is its Creator,
and

2. He knows that for anyone who dies in his unbelief that one's
nonexistent faith can never come into existence. If the case should
be otherwise, then it would have been possible for [God's] knowl-
edge to be inverted to ignorance, and then the divine will would
not have had any linkage with [the divine knowledge].

b. The Muctazilah argument, [however], is based on the follow-
ing points.

1. Unbelief is not the result of a [divine] command, and there-
fore it would not be a [divinely] willed objective, since the will is
indicated by the command, or37 is inferred from it.

2. If unbelief had been a [divinely] willed objective then approval
of it would be obligatory; but [the very] approval of unbelief itself
constitutes L 397 unbelief.

3. If [unbelief] had been a [divinely] willed objective then an
unbeliever would be showing obedience through his unbelief, since
obedience consists in bringing about the willed objective of the one
to be obeyed.

4. There is the word of [God] Most High:
"He does not approve unbelief among humankind, who are His

own", [Qur'an 39:7] the approval being His will.
b.-a. The answer [to this argument] is that a 'command' may be

separated from a 'willing with approval', as for instance, with the
command of an investigating officer. Approval would be necessary
only in regard to the 'divine primeval decision',38 aside from the
objective decreed. 'Obedience' is something appropriate to the com-
mand, although it might not be a 'willing with approval'. Approval
on the part of God Most High either

1. would be for His will to provide a [divine] reward [for man's
act], or

2. would be His abandoning of opposition [to it].
The philosophers said that what already exists is either something

of pure goodness, such as the angels and the celestial spheres, or

on this matter, and how they became related to the thinking of Christian scholars,
from the 12th to the 19th centuries (of common era time notation).

37 Reading with T, MS Garrett 989Hb and MS Garrett 283B: "or" [aw]. L
alone reads "and" [wa].

38 'The divine primeval decision' [al-qada3];
the objective decreed [al-maqdr].
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something] in which the good predominates. [An act] the essence
of which would be the result of a decision, would be either good or
evil as the consequence [of the decision]. Indeed,

'to abandon an abundant good,
in self-protection from a small evil,

would be an abundant evil'.39

Isfahani says: L 397, T 193, MS 203b

Topic 2: God is the agency that wills moral phenomena in all creatures

[Scholars] have differed over the question whether God Most High
is the agency that wills the moral phenomena of all [human] beings
or not.

General summary of positions

a. The Ashacirah took the position that He is the agency that
wills all the [moral] phenomena of good and evil, faith and unbe-
lief, obedience and disobedience. His will is subsequent to His knowl-
edge, and everything that God Most High knows [can and] does
occur, that He wills [to occur], and everything God Most High
knows [cannot and] does not occur, that He does not will to occur.

b. The Mu'tazilah took the position that [God] Most High is not
the agency that wills evil, unbelief and disobedience, whether or not
they [can and] do occur, but that He does will goodness, MS 204a
faith and obedience, whether or not they [can and] do occur. His
will is in accord with His command, for everything God Most High
commands He so wills it to be.

Particular arguments

c. Baydawi, our author, has argued against the Ashacirah school
on two points:

1. [Baydawi holds that God] Most High is the existential cause
of everything from among the realities possible that has [actually]
entered into existence, and He is the Creator of [this existing totality]

39 One strongly suspects that this may be an old Greek maxim or proverb, but
we have not traced it. See note at this point in Isfahani's commentary.
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by [His own] free choice. Amidst this totality there are [examples
of] evil, unbelief and disobedience; therefore, He is the existential
cause of evil, unbelief and disobedience by [His] free choice. Fur-
thermore, for everything of which He is the existential cause by [His]
free choice, He is also the agency that wills it, so God Most High
is the agency that wills these [moral phenomena].

An objection could be raised that this point is based upon the
doctrine that [God] Most High is the Creator of the acts of mankind,
a doctrine that for [the Muctazilah]40 is impossible.

2. [Baydawi argues further that God] Most High knows that
the lack of faith in someone about to die in unbelief is such that
faith on [this unbeliever's] part could not possibly exist—otherwise,
[God] Most High's knowledge could be inverted to ignorance—so
if the existence of faith should be impossible on the part of [any-
one dying in unbelief], then the divine will would not be linked with
[the nonexistent faith], because an impossibility would not become
an object of the divine will.

An objection could be raised that the existence of faith [in such
a person] would not be a [real] 'impossibility' in view of [God's]
'omnipotence in autonomous action', nor would it be an 'impossi-
bility' in view of [God's] '[ever-present] omniscience'. Thus, it would
be admissible that [God] Most High's will should be linked to the
faith [of such a person] when that [faith] would be taken as a 'pos-
sibility', but not when it wouild be taken as an 'impossibility'.

Another objection could be raised that knowledge, [i.e., as a structure],
a) develops after the [existence of an] intelligible [that has

become known], and [the knowledge]
b) is not the necessary cause of [the intelligible]. Thus, the

divine knowledge would not be the 'necessary cause' of unbelief and
disobedience, nor would the will be linked with unbelief and dis-
obedience.41

d. The Mu'tazilah, [on the contrary], present an argument with
four points.42

40 This is so noted in a MS gloss.
41 The MS alone of sources used has a variant reading: [wa-la yamtani' ta'alluq

al-iradah bi-hima]. MS Garrett 989Ha agrees with L and T in reading: [fa-la tata'al-
laq al-iradah bi-al-kufr wa-al-macsiyah].

42 L and T add here "on this [matter]" [lahu]; the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha
do not.
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1. Unbelief has not been [divinely] commanded, and this is by
[scholarly] consensus; therefore, it is not a [divinely] willed objec-
tive. This is so,

a) because the will is a fact inferred from the command,
L 398 or, [in other words], what is inferred from the command
T 194 is a necessary consequence of the will and is equivalent43 to
it; and

b) because the command is either the same as the will, or
is conditional upon the will, the will being a condition that is insep-
arable from [the command] ,44 Whichever way it is, separation of the
command from the will would be impossible; thus, what has not
been commanded would not have been a willed objective, and as
unbelief has not been commanded it would not have been the willed
objective.

2. If unbelief had been a [divinely] willed objective then
[mankind's] approval of it would be obligatory. But this conclusion
is false, because the approval of unbelief [really] constitutes unbe-
lief, and thus is not obligatory. An explanation of the [Muctazilah]
reasoning here is that unbelief, in that case, would have been the
willed objective of God Most High, and the willed objective of God
Most High would have been His primeval decree, and approval of
the primeval decree would have been obligatory.

3. If unbelief MS 204b had been a [divinely] willed objec-
tive, then an unbeliever would be showing obedience through his
unbelief. But this conclusion is false, because an unbeliever [really]
shows disobedience through his unbelief. An explanation of the
[Muctazilah] reasoning here is that since obedience consists in bring-
ing to pass the willed objective of the one to be obeyed, then if
unbelief should have been the [divinely] willed objective then the
unbeliever through his unbelief would have caused the willed objec-
tive of God to occur, and thus would be showing obedience through
his unbelief.

4. There is the word of [God] Most High:

Only L of the sources used omits the word "four."
An MS gloss explains: [I.e., they presented their position], that God Most High

was not the willing agency of all [moral] phenomena but only of some, namely the
commandments, in four points. [From 'Ibri's commentary on Baydawi's Tawali'.]

43 T has a misprint where the correct reading is [musawin laha].
44 MS gl: I.e., from the command.
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"He does not approve unbelief among humankind, who are His
own." [Qur'an 39:7] [Clearly in this verse], approval is His will.
Thus if unbelief had been the [divine] will, then God Most High
would have approved it. But such a conclusion is false.

Answers to the Mucta^ilah

1 .-a. The answer to the first [point in the Mu'tazilah argument]
is that a command may be [analytically] separated from the will,
for a command is not the will itself, nor is it conditional upon it.

That [case, i.e., that a command should be the will itself], would
be like an investigating officer's command. Indeed,

a) if a sultan should disapprove of a master who beat his
slave, and should put the master under the warning of punishment
for beating his slave for no fault, and

b) if the master [on his part] should claim that the slave
was contrary with him, and the master should seek to find an excuse
for himself by claiming that the slave had disobeyed his order to go
for the sultan's inspection [i.e., to check for bruises on the slave],
then

c) he would give such a command to his slave, but would
not be willing for him to carry it out. [This is] because, if the mas-
ter should be willing for the slave to carry out the command, he
would be willing his own punishment—the sultan having put him
under the warning of punishment—when the slave would obey his
command [i.e., by showing his bruises to the sultan]! But now, no
intelligent person wills his own punishment! The Mu'tazilah have
proposed something like this in saying that a command constitutes
goal-seeking, but no intelligent person would seek his own punishment.

An objection is raised that it would be preferable to say that if
the command should be the will itself, or should be conditional upon
it, then all things commanded would come to pass. But this con-
clusion would be false. An explanation of this [objector's] reasoning
here is that because the will is a characteristic that pertains specifically
to the occurrence of an action at some particular time rather than
another, therefore the linkage of the will to an objective event means
that [the will] pertains specifically to the time of its occurrence.
Therefore, if an objective event does not have existence, then it
would not have been specifically qualified by a [particular] time for
its occurrence, and, if it has not been specifically qualified by a time
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for it to occur, then no will would have been linked to it. The impli-
cation from these two premises is that if the objective event should
have no existence then no will would have been linked to it, and
this implies45 that if there had been a linkage of the will to the objec-
tive event then it would have had existence.

But on the assumption that the command itself would be the will,
or46 would be conditional upon it, then the implication would be
that the command's objective would come into being, L 399 since
it already would be a willed objective having existence. MS 205a
A demonstration that this conclusion [i.e., that the command itself
is the will] is false is that even though God Most High knows that
a certain man will die in his unbelief, that person is still under the
commandment to believe, although belief on his part does not take
place.

You must understand that the proposal—that the Mu'tazilah have
offered in their doctrine of 'the command as the search for a goal',—
is not a viable proposal, for an intelligent person may seek as a goal
something he hates, but he wills nothing unless he freely chooses it.

It is admissible for a master to seek from his slave a given com-
mand objective without being willing for it to occur, and this would
not imply that he was seeking his own punishment; that would be
implied only if the actual event freely chosen should be what he had
commanded. Rather, he would only seek it so that the slave would be
contrary with the master in what he sought, thus the sultan would
not punish him. Therefore, to seek his command's objective would
not imply that he was seeking his own punishment.

But the Mu'tazilah could object and say that they do not grant
that the logical process results in what [I, Isfahani] am saying, namely,
that it is because the will is a characteristic that pertains specifically
to the occurrence of an act at a particular time rather than another.

We [Isfahani] take the position that
a) the will of the agent47 for his act is a characteristic

specifically pertaining to the occurrence of the act at a particular
time rather than another, but

45 MS gl: [By] contraposition.
46 L alone reads "and" [wa], while T, the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha read "or"

[aw].
47 MS gl: As the will of God Most High for His own action.
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b) the will of someone other than48 the agent for an act to
be produced by the agent would not be a characteristic specifically
pertaining to the occurrence of the act at a particular time rather
than another. Further, [Isfahani holds], the will that would be iden-
tical with the command, or would be conditional upon it, would be
the latter [i.e., of those two mentioned].49 But there is no implica-
tion, from the fact that the command's objective is the willed objec-
tive of the latter will, that [the willed objective] will occur, for the
latter will does not require the occurrence of the willed objective.

2.-a. The answer to the second [point in the Mu'tazilah argu-
ment] is to the effect that the willed objective is the decreed objec-
tive, not the decree itself; thus the unbelief that is the willed objective
is not a [matter of the divine] decree, but it is a decreed objective.
The approval [of mankind] is obligatory only for the decree, not for
the decreed objective.

An objection could be raised that for us to say that the approval
[of humankind] is obligatory only for the decree and not for the
objective decreed is not sound, for when a person says, "I approve
of God's decree," he does not mean that he approves of one of the
attributes of God Most High, but rather he means that he approves
of what that attribute requires, namely, the decreed objective. The
true response to this [objection] is in saying that to approve of unbe-
lief wherein it derives from the decree of God Most High would be
an act of obedience, and to approve of unbelief from this standpoint
would not constitute unbelief.

3.-a. The answer to the third [point of the Mu'tazilah] is that
obedience is being in accordance with the command, the command
being something other than the will; thus obedience MS 205b
would be in carrying out what has been commanded, not in caus-
ing the willed objective to occur.

[Another] objection is raised that50 someone could say that obe-
dience is being in accordance with the latter will, since the com-
mand is identical with the latter will,51 or is conditional upon it. The
answer [to this second objection] is that the command is something
other than the latter will, and it is not conditional upon it, because

48 MS gl: As the will of God Most High for the action of man His creature.
49 MS gl: I.e., the latter will belongs to the Creator Most High.
50 The MS alone of sources used here omits [qila].
51 MS gl: I.e., the latter will is from the Creator Most High.
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the command exists apart from the latter will, as in the case of the
command of an investigating officer.

4.-a. The answer to the fourth [point in the Mu'tazilah argu-
ment] is that approval on the part of God Most High is not the
same as a will for the act, but rather approval on the part of God
Most High is both His will [i.e., to provide] for a reward for per-
forming the act L 400 and His abandoning of all objection to it.
However, it is not implied here by excluding the will for the reward
for performing the act and by excluding the abandonment of all
objection52 to it, that there would be any exclusion of T 195 the
will for the act.

e. Ibn Sina explains how evil might result from the divine decree

The position taken by the philosopher physician [Ibn Sina], in set-
ting forth an explanation of how it happens that evil would be in
the decree of [God] Most High for realities possible that enter into
existence, is that

1. some of [the realities possible] are entities whose existence
may be bare of evil totally, such as the intellects that have no author-
ity over potentiality, these being an unmixed goodness, our author
giving as examples the angels and the celestial spheres; and

2. others of [the realities possible] are entities that cannot fully
convey the good feature appropriate to them unless their existence
is such that evil becomes manifest on their part when they meet
something of extreme contrast. Fire is such a case, for it does not
convey its good feature nor is its cooperation available toward the
perfecting of existence, unless it becomes an injury and pain to what-
ever living bodies it happens to contact, and unless it is such that
it contributes to the disintegration of the parts of some compounds
through incineration.

All things, with respect to the existence and nonexistence of evil,
may be classified into

(1.) what has no evil at all in it,53 and
(2.) that in which the good in it predominates over its evil;34

these two we have already mentioned; [they may be classified] also into

52 MS gl: [I.e.], with the meaning of censure.
53 MS gl: As the intellects.
54 MS gl: An example of which is fire.
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3. that which is evil absolutely,55 and
4. that in which the evil predominates56 and
5. that in which good and evil are equal.57

Now, if pure divine goodness is the origin for the outpouring of
an existence that is good and right, then an outpouring into exis-
tence of the first class [of things] becomes necessary, such as the
existence of the intellectual substances. Similarly, an outpouring [into
existence] of the second class becomes necessary, for

'to abandon an abundant good,
in self-protection from a small evil,

would be an abundant evil'.58

[Examples of] that would be such as fire and living bodies. MS 206a
It is impossible to convey [fire's] good feature unless it's nature is
such that its varied states in their motion-changes and their quies-
cences can lead to contacts and collisions that are harmful. Further-
more, [it is impossible [i.e., for benefits to be achieved without risk]]
unless its states and the states of [all] other things in the world
develop steadily up to the point where they become at risk lest an
error should befall them, some deed harmful either in [the home-
coming to] the hereafter to which all mankind returns or here within
the reality of creation,59'60 or some excessive turmoil either of pas-
sion or anger that precipitately overcomes [a person], something
extremely harmful in regard to the hereafter for which the [human]

55 MS gl: I.e., an absolutely evil being, as is Satan.
56 MS gl: An example of which is a beast of prey.
57 MS gl: An example of which is mankind.
58 As noted at the end of Baydawi's 'Topic 2', this may be an old Greek maxim

or proverb. Line 2: Baydawi [li-ajl]; Isfahani [taharruzan min].
59 [f! al-macad aw ft al-haqq] "in the homecoming to the hereafter . . . or here

within the reality of creation." Regarding the second phrase, our sources vary in
terminology:

L: "within creation" [ff al-khalq] with a gloss: "or, in reality" [fi al-haqq].
MS: "within creation" with glosses: (1) "in reality"; (2) "i.e., on the access route

to reality [i.e., God the True One]" [fi al-wusul ila3 al-haqq].
T: "in reality" [fi al-haqq].
MS Garrett 989Ha: "in reality" with gloss: "or, within creation; and there is

alternation [in the readings]" [wa-khataran]. Here an erasure seems probable, remov-
ing a "lam" and changing [khalq] to [haqq].

MS Garrett/Yahuda 4486: "in reality."
60 See the articles, "ma'ad" and "khalk" by R. Arnaldez, and "hakk" by D.B.

Macdonald, revised by E.E. Calverley, all in En-I-2.
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powers mentioned61 are of no value. That calamity occurs in people
but [they are] far fewer than the healthy population, and [it hap-
pens] in times that are far less frequent than the times of security.

Because [the risk of evil] was already known in [God's] primeval
provident concern62 it is as if it were there purposely as an acci-
dental quality. Thus evil has entry within [God's] particularizing
decree63 as an accidental quality, as if, for example, it had received
approval to be an accidental quality.64

Baydawi said: L 400, T 195

Topic 3: On predicating the good and the heinous65

a. [Generally speaking], nothing heinous may stand in any relation-
ship to the essence of God Most High, for He is sovereign L 401
over all matters absolutely. He performs whatever action He wills
and freely chooses, there being no external causation in whatever
He makes, nor any hidden purpose in whatever He does. But in
relation to [humankind], the heinous is whatever is excluded by reli-
gious law, and the good is whatever is not so.

b. The Mu'tazilah doctrine is that

61 MS gl: Namely, the five external and internal senses.
62 [al-cinayah al-ula3] MS glosses: 1. Carefulness: namely, knowledge [al-cinayah—

wa-hiya al-cilm; 2. Primeval: i.e., from eternity past [al-ula5—ay, al-azall].
MS Garrett 989Ha gl: I.e., the primeval awareness [al-cilm al-azall].
In discussing the debate of Ibn Sina and other Islamic philosophers and theologians

as to whether or not God's creation was by 'natural necessity', a recent study states,
"The necessary order of things emanating from the divine in accord with [God's]
perfect knowledge is described as providence [cinayah] . . ." [Eric L. Ormsby, Theodicy
in Islamic Thought, p. 187. Princeton, NJ.: Princeton University Press, c. 1984.]

63 Reading with L, T and MS Garrett 989Ha: "the particularizing decree" [al-
qadar]. The MS reads: 'the power of autonomous action' [qudrah]. [The termi-
nology is suggested from L. Gardet's article "al-Kada3 wa'1-Kadar" in En-I-2 (v. 4:
p. 366a), which presents two definitions from Jurjani's Ta'rifat 1) "the relationship
of the essential Will with things in their particular realization", and 2) "the passage
of possible entities from non-being into being, one by one, in accordance with
[qada3]."

64 This material on Ibn Sina may be found in his alTsharat wa-al-Tanbihat (Teheran
ed. 2nd printing, 1982/83), v. 3, pp. 318 ff., and in corresponding locations in his
Shifa', as given in the following articles. Valuable discussions of the topic and of
Ibn Sina's contribution are in L. Gardet's En-I-2 articles '"Inaya" and "Kada' wa-
Kadar."

60 F.D. Razi's compendium, Muhassal, has the discussion of this topic on pages
202-203.
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1. the 'heinous' is something [judged] heinous in itself, its
heinousness belonging to its essence or to some attribute inhering in
it. Thus, it would be judged heinous by God just as it would be
judged heinous by [humankind].

2. The case is likewise with the 'good'.
3. Further, these two [categories, i.e., the good and the heinous,

include] whatever [action man's] intellect independently perceives
and judges to be either

a) immediately imperative, as to save the drowning and the
perishing and to denounce the heinousness of a wrong, or

b) logically indicated, as the inner ugliness in a truth that
harms and the superior good in a falsity that benefits.66 For this rea-
son a person having a religious faith, and others such as the Brahmans,
will form judgments about [the acts].

Other actions are not like that, [matters] such as the excellence
of fasting on the last day of Ramadan and the repugnance of fast-
ing on the first day of Shawwal.67

c. Our [Baydawi] doctrine is that if the objective predicated to
be good or heinous should be either an attribute of perfection such
as knowledge, or of imperfection such as ignorance, or something in
conformance with nature or at variance with it, then there would
be no difference of opinion about whether these were intellectual
judgments. And even though the linkage of each judgment to the
hereafter should be reward or punishment, still the intellect without
doubt would have some discretion over it, although it has been made
clear that man does not have [absolutely] free choice in his act nor
does he have independent ability to bring it about.

Isfahani says: L 401, T 195, MS 206a

Topic 3: On predicating the good and the heinous

a. [Generally speaking], to predicate the good is to form and
pronounce a judgment as to [an act's] goodness, and to predicate

66 'inner ugliness. . . ' [qubh al-sidq al-darr]; 'superior good' . . . [husn al-kidhb al-
nafT].

67 Ramadan, the annual month of fasting; Shawwal, the next month after Ramadan,
[i.e., after the conclusion of the annual fast].
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the heinous is to form and pronounce a judgment as to [an act's]
heinousness.

1. Nothing heinous may stand in any relationship to the essence
of God Most High. [This is true] whether it would be

a) in relation to [God's] own acts, because the consensus of
all thinking people is that no act originating with Him may be de-
scribed as heinous, as such would be a deficiency, and for a deficiency
to be ascribed to God Most High would be impossible; or

b) in relation to the acts of humankind [i.e., objectively],
because He is sovereign over all matters absolutely, and He per-
forms whatever action He wills and freely chooses, there being no
external causation in whatever He makes, nor hidden purpose in
whatever He does; or

c) in relation to us [human beings, i.e., subjectively], because
the heinous is whatsoever is excluded by religious law, namely, every-
thing comprised within the category of the unlawful, whether one
means by exclusion the excluding by proscription or one means by
exclusion the excluding of an impropriety. Therefore, the heinous is
what is unlawful and repugnant.

2. The good is nothing of that kind, that is, it is nothing that
may be excluded lawfully; hence it would be the act of God Most
High. Therefore, a necessary duty, or something recommended legally
or permissible, or an act of one not under the imposed obligations
[of a religion] would be predicated 'a good thing'. It would be like-
wise with what is repugnant, if one means by exclusion the exclud-
ing by proscription.

b. The Mu'tazilah doctrine is that
1. the heinous is something [judged] heinous in itself, its heinous-

ness either belonging to its essence or to an attribute concomitant
to its essence, or being [heinous] in its obvious intent and hence
would be so as a logical consideration, [the latter option] as in the
doctrine of al-Jubba'i. Thus it would be judged heinous by God
Most High, just as it would be judged heinous by us.

2. Likewise, the good is something [judged] good in itself, its
goodness either belonging to its own essence or to an attribute con-
comitant to its essence MS 206b or being [good] in its obvious
intent and hence [as] a logical consideration.

3. Furthermore, the good and the heinous include
a) whatever man's intellect independently perceives and

judges without speculation or inference to be something immediately
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imperative, as saving the drowning and the perishing, and knowing
a beneficial truth, or as denouncing the heinousness of a wrong or
a harm-bearing falsehood; and

b) whatever man's intellect independently perceives to be
logically indicated, as the inner ugliness of a truth that harms, and
the superior good in a falsity that benefits.

Now, what shows that the intellect independently perceives these
two kinds [of moral judgment] is the fact that a person will make
judgments on the basis of them, whether that one has a religious
faith, that is, recognizes a prophethood and holds to a prophetic
religion, or is otherwise, such as are the Brahmans.

There are other actions of both good and evil that are not like
that, that is, the intellect does not independently perceive T 196
them to be either immediately imperative or matters of speculation
and inference, matters such as the excellence of fasting on the last
day of Ramadan, and the repugnance of fasting on the first day of
Shawwal. The intellect does not proceed independently to perceive
such matters, but rather it depends upon the religious law and tra-
ditional authority.

c. Our [Isfahani's and Baydawi's Sunni] position is that the good
and the heinous are predicated of matters some of which may char-
acterize perfection or characterize imperfection, and others may be
in conformance with nature or at variance with it, while some may
be linked with the reward or the punishment of the hereafter.

Now, if one means by the good whatever may characterize per-
fection and by the heinous whatever may characterize imperfection,
or if one means by the good whatever conforms to nature and by
the heinous whatever is at variance with it, then there would be no
difference of opinion whether both of these would be intellectual
judgments.

But if one means by the good whatever has linked to it some
reward in the hereafter and by the heinous whatever has linked to
it some punishment in the hereafter, then the intellect would have
no discretion as to whatever linkage there might be in the hereafter,
whether for reward or punishment. For how could the intellect have
any discretion in the matter when it is apparent that man has no
choice in his acts nor does he have independent ability to bring
them about. If that be so, then his act may not be characterized
rationally as good or heinous. Indeed, no actions taken under com-
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pulsion or that are coincidental in nature may be characterized as
good or heinous in any rational sense.

Baydawi said: L 402, T 196

Topic 4: God is under no obligation whatsoever

a. [God] Most High is under no obligating responsibility whatso-
ever, as there is no one who governs over Him.68

1. Indeed, if something should be made an obligation upon
Him and if He should not deserve blame for abstaining from it then
there would be no realization of obligations, but

2. if He should deserve blame then He would be imperfect in
His essence but made perfect by His act, which would be an im-
possibility.

b. The Muctazilah have posited certain matters as obligations
[upon God]; these include:

1. The obligation to show kindness, this being to do whatever
would bring man nearer to obedience. Objection is raised that such
an approach could be made at the beginning, since as an inter-
mediate step it would be to no avail.

2. Another is [the obligation upon God] to give [mankind]
credit and a future reward for obedience. Objection is raised that
such deeds [as those of mankind] have not been worth [all] the
[divine] favors shown in the past, so how could any further recom-
pense be required?

3. Another is [the obligation upon God] to carry out the pun-
ishment for the dreadful great sins69 prior to repentance. Objection
is raised that [that would not be an obligation upon God because]
it is His prerogative, therefore, to pardon is His option.

68 Razi, Muhassal, p. 204. The chief and nearly the only opponents to the orthodox
Asha'irah views are the Mu'tazilah, who were the original developers and practi-
tioners of Kalam. Sometimes a topic is apparently 'justified' by having as subti-
tle, . . . 'contrary to the Mu'tazilah'!

69 See under the article "Khati'a" [in En-I-2] by AJ. Wensinck as updated by
L. Gardet, Section 3, subsections 1—"The distinction between grave sins and lesser
ones," and 2—"Sinning and repentance." Persistence in sin is seen as a prime factor
in its being a grave one, while repentance is a prime factor in its adjustment in
the record, in accordance with the justice of the Deity, as the Mu'tazilah emphasize.
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4. Another is [the obligation upon God] to do whatever is most
beneficial to humankind in this world. Objection is raised that the
best thing for a poor unbeliever would be that he should not have
been created.

5. Another is [the obligation upon God] to abstain from any-
thing that would be heinous intellectually [i.e., invisibly], because He
would know that it was heinous and that there was no need for it,
by comparison to the world visible to the observer. But you have
already learned how corrupt such an argument is.

Isfahani says: L 402/3, T 196, MS 206b

Topic 4: God is under no obligation whatsoever

a. [God] Most High is under no obligating responsibility whatso-
ever.

1. [This is true] because an obligation is a governing judg-
ment, and a governing judgment may not be established except by
law, but there is no one governing over the divine Lawgiver; there-
fore, He is under no obligating responsibility at all.

2. [It is true] also because
a) if some act were to be made an obligation for Him and

if He should not deserve blame for abstaining from it then there
would be no realization of obligations, since an obligation means
that a given action is such that to neglect it would deserve blame.

b) But if to abstain from it would deserve blame, then the
Creator Most High would be imperfect in His essence, while being
made perfect by His act, so in that case He would be saved by His
own act from blame, which would be an impossibility.

b. The Mu'tazilah have posited certain matters as obligatory for
God Most High. Among them are [the following]:

1. to show kindness [to mankind];
2. to give credit and a future reward for [man's] obedience;
3. to carry out punishment for the dreadful great sins prior to

repentance;
4. to do whatever is most beneficial to mankind in this life;

and
5. to abstain from any intellectually heinous act.
(1.) Kindness, [to be shown mankind as an obligation upon

God], is to do whatsoever brings man nearer to obedience and with-
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draws him from disobedience, some action wherein [man] would not
[merely] be led into taking [moral] shelter.70

a) This matter would be an obligation in the sense that to
abstain from it would deserve blame, according to the Mu'tazilah.
This is because kindness is what achieves the [divine] purpose in the
imposition of religious duties [upon mankind], this purpose being
[for man] to present himself as candidate for future reward.71 [Kindness
does this] because whatever reconciles a person to obey a religious
duty that he has or draws that person back from disobedience [of
it] would [surely] call for the carrying out of the duty that has been
imposed, a duty made necessary through its own purpose.

b) Moreover, whatever achieves the purpose of an imposed
duty will itself be an obligation. Now, the imposed duty is an oblig-
ation and it will not be fulfilled except through the divine kindness;
therefore, whatever stands as the necessary condition for the com-
pletion of an obligation would itself be an obligation.

Objection is raised that such a 'bringing near' is a reality the exis-
tence of which would be possible in itself, and God Most High has
all power over all realities possible, thus God necessarily has power
to creat this reconciliation. It would be possible for Him to provide
for it72 at the beginning without an intermediate step, and thus the
intermediate step would be futile.73

(2.) Regarding the [obligation upon God to give mankind credit
and a] future reward, this would be to give a deserved benefit and
would be linked to [a person's demonstrated] eminence and prestige.
It would be an obligation upon God to provide as recompense74 for
[man's performance of] the imposed duties, and [acts of] obedience.

Objection has been raised that on the part of God there have

70 MS gl: I.e., in coercion [ila3 al-idtirar] [i.e., requiring no effort of free moral
decision].

71 MS gl: I.e., persuasion of God to be inclined to grant a reward [ja'l Allah
musta'iddan lil-thawab].

72 MS gl: [I.e., It would be possible for Him] to provide for [yafal] that rec-
onciliation [taqnb] at the beginning, without having first to perform a reconciling
action [muqarrib] then to apply the benefits of that reconciling action to this [par-
ticular instance] of reconciliation; thus the intermediate reconciling action would be
to no avail.

73 MS gl: And what is futile would not be an obligation.
74 MS gl: [Reference is] to the word of [God], "A payment for their labor"

[Qur'an 56:24]. An explanatory response to this verse would be that the labor in
our view is a distinguishing mark that the reward has been received; it is not a
reason for any obligation.
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been many favors shown in times past,75 but the deeds [of mankind]
have not been worth these favors shown in times past, so how should
they require any [further] recompense?76

(3.) Exacting punishment for the dreadful great sins prior to
man's repentance of them has been assumed to be an obligation
upon God by the Mu'tazilah of Baghdad.

An objection has been raised that to carry out the punishment is
[really God's] prerogative, [not merely an obligation]. And there
would be neither benefit from exacting the penalty due nor would
there be any harm in abrogating it; therefore, it is His option whether
to pardon. And indeed, to pardon [i.e., for the Hereafter] would be
a good thing, just as it would be in this Present World.

(4.) Regarding [what is] most beneficial, this is the obligation
upon God to do whatever is most beneficial MS 207a for human-
kind, say the Baghdad Muctazilah.

An objection to this [point] has been raised that what [actually]
would be best for a poor unbeliever would be that he should not
have been created [at all], so that he would not have troubles in
both worlds.

(5.) Regarding the [intellectually] heinous, it is that there would
be an obligation upon God to abstain from any intellectually heinous
act. God Most High knows that what is heinous is wicked and there
is no need for it, and therefore it is an obligation [upon Him] L 404
to abstain [from it intellectually, i.e., invisibly], just as in the world
of the visible. But you have already learned how corrupt that argu-
ment is, for nothing heinous may stand in any relationship to God
Most High.

Baydawi said: L 404, T 196

Topic 5: God's acts are not based on hidden purposes

a. [This is true] for a number of reasons:77

1. If [God] were to perform an act because of some 'hidden
purpose', then He would be deficient in Himself but perfectly fulfilled

75 T omits the introductory statement in the objection as redundant, and begins
here: "These deeds have not been worth . . ."

76 MS gl: [I.e.,] in this world [fi al-dunya].
77 F.D. Razi's compendium has this topic on pages 205-207. He says it is "con-

trary to the Mu'tazilah and to most of the jurisprudents [fuqaha5]."
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through something other than Himself, which would be impossible.
Let no one say that [God's] hidden purpose is [merely] to bring
about the welfare of humankind, for if that [purpose] and its oppo-
site should both be held equal in His view, then [the former option
alone] would not be adequate to serve as a purpose motivating to
an act; and if it should be otherwise, then the need for [God's per-
fect] fulfillment would be implied.

2. To bring about the realization of [all] purposes at the out-
set is [well] within the power of God Most High, therefore, to set
them up as ultimate goals would be futile, and this then excludes
[the necessity for] any 'hidden purpose'.

3. If the purpose—T 197 that specifies the particular moment
[to become existent] for a particular temporal phenomenon—should
have existence prior to that phenomenon, then the implication would
be that the phenomenon would have being at that [prior] time. But
if the purpose should not be the [specifying] purpose for this phe-
nomenon, and if it should exist simultaneously with [the phenome-
non], then the discussion as to being the specifying factor for it would
be repeated, which implies that either the argument would be an
infinite series, or else that [divine action] would be free of any hid-
den purpose.

b. The Mu'tazilah all agree that [God's] acts and judgments are
caused by a concern for the welfare of humankind, since an action
having no purpose [at all] in it would be futile, and it is impossible
to ascribe such an action to [God] who is All-Wise. The answer to
this [argument] is that if a futile act is what is devoid of a 'hidden
purpose', then that is the very motivation being claimed. But if it is
something else, then first it must be formulated conceptually, and
then secondly it must be stated formally.

Isfahani says: L 404, T 197, MS 207b

Topic 5: God's acts are not based on hidden purposes

a. [This is true] contrary to the views of the Mu'tazilah and most
of the legal scholars, since a purpose is the reason on account of
which an act issues from its agent.

[Baydawi], our author, argues that the acts of [God] Most High
are not derived from 'hidden purposes', and presents a number of
reasons.
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1. If [God] acted on the basis of a 'hidden purpose', then He
would be deficient in Himself and fulfilled by something other than
Himself; but this conclusion would be impossible. An explanation of
the logical necessity used here is that everyone who performs an act
because of a purpose would be fulfilled by performing that act, and
whoever is fulfilled by something other than himself would be deficient
in himself. Let no one say that [God's] purpose is [merely] to achieve
the welfare of humankind; thus, there would be no implication that
He would be fulfilled by something other than Himself.

Our [Isfahani's and Baydawi's] position is that if both the achiev-
ing and the not achieving of the welfare of humankind should be
equal in relation to [God] Most High, then [the former] would not
be an adequate purpose motivating to action, because of the impos-
sibility of there being a 'preference without a preferring agent'.
However, if the [two actions] should not be equal to one another
in relation to [God], but rather the achievement of [human] wel-
fare would be the preferable benefit in relation to Him, then this
case would imply that there was a [divine] self-fulfillment in having
[the result that was] preferable in relation to Himself.

2. To bring about the realization of final purposes at the begin-
ning is something [well] within the power of God Most High, because
every purpose that could be proposed would be from among the
realities possible, and God Most High has the autonomous power
to bring it into existence at the beginning. Thus, it would be futile
to make [human] acts an intermediary step, and to set up [the 'hid-
den purposes' of God]78 as [ultimate] objectives, L 405 since what-
ever is futile would be impossible for God according to His word:
"Then have you reckoned [the matter as fact] that We created you
only as something futile?" [Qur'an 23:115]

Let no one say that it would be impossible to achieve a [divine
ultimate] purpose except by such an intermediate step, because indeed,
we hold that what would be [truly] suitable as a [divine ultimate]
purpose is nothing other than bringing happiness to humankind, and
that would be an object of God Most High's autonomous power
without anything at all being intermediary.

3. If the purpose behind the specifying—for a particular tem-

The antecedent is so coded in the MS.
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poral phenomenon of its particular moment [to become existent]—
should have existence prior to the moment of the particular tem-
poral phenomenon, then in that case the implication would be that
the phenomenon [itself] would come into being also, that is, prior
to that [specified] moment, on account of the impossibility for an
entity to retard beyond [the moment of] its own [specifying] pur-
pose. Moreover, there would be the implication that the purpose
[itself] would not be a purpose [of specification], on account of the
impossibility for the purpose of a thing to have being prior to its
object. But, if the purpose behind the specifying—for a particular
temporal phenomenon of its particular moment to become existent—
should [itself] become existent at that [very same] moment, then
the discussion about the purpose specifying that particular moment
would be repeated.

Thus, if [the specifying of the moment] should not be due to some
[hidden] purpose, then the implication would be that it was far
removed from [any hidden] purpose. But if [the specifying of the
moment] should be due to some [new second] purpose, and if [this]
second purpose should have existence prior to [the above specified
moment], then the implication would be

a) that the first purpose [behind the specifying] would also
be prior to [the above specified moment], and

b) that the [new second] purpose would not be a [specifying]
purpose. But if the latter [new] purpose should become existent
simultaneously with [the above specified moment], then the discus-
sion about it would be repeated, with the implication being either
that the argument was an infinite series, or else that [the whole mat-
ter of the specification of the moment] was far removed from any
hidden purpose.

b. The Muctazilah all agree that [God's] acts and judgments are
causally based on a concern for the welfare of humankind. [This is]
because an act having no purpose in it would be futile, and it would
be impossible to ascribe something futile to [God] who is All-Wise.
The answer [to this argument] is that if what is meant by futile
should be [an act] devoid of purpose, then that is the very motiva-
tion being claimed [for it], because it would be a demonstration of
the matter on its own evidence. But if what is meant by futile should
not be [an act] devoid of purpose, then first it must be formulated
conceptually, and then secondly, it must be stated formally.
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c. Summary statement. One should understand the following facts:
1. The Muctazilah hold that an act of [God] the All-Wise is

not devoid of a purpose motivating that act; otherwise, the impli-
cation would be of a preference without a preferring agent.

2. Legal scholars hold that the judgment to execute punish-
ment comes from the Lawgiver only so that the populace may be
restrained from killing, and that is what its purpose is.

3. Then the interpreters of constitutional law draw practical
corollaries from the material coming from the Lawgiver regarding
proscription and permission in matters where the Lawgiver gave no
clear judgment in a way appropriate for the purpose [of interpretation].

4. Some people hold that 'purpose' is the driving force that
moves imperfect things [e.g., human situations] on to their perfect
states. Indeed, some states of perfection are not attainable without
such an impulse, just as a body can not transit from one place to
another unless it is caused to move, which would be the intended
purpose in its being moved. Thus a given purpose may not have
MS 208b any special action for an intermediate step, and so could
not possibly be fulfilled, although the factor of impossibility would
not be particularly decreed against it.

5. Sunni Muslims hold that [God] Most High is the active
agent of whatever He wills. L 406 Nothing pertaining to His acts
may be described as heinous. Many are the imperfect ones that He
wipes out of existence before they are made perfect.79 And many
are those moving themselves whom He will move away from the
goals of their own motion-change. Moreover,

"[God] is not to be questioned on what He does . . ." [Q, 21:23]
by 'why' or 'how'.

Baydawi said: L 406, T 197

Topic 6: Obligations imposed are God's notice of a final life evaluation*0

a. The doctrine of the Muctazilah is that the divine purpose in
the imposition of human obligations is [for all humankind] to make

79 MS gl: Such as the faith of an embryo in the mother's womb before it has
been brought to completion.

80 Razi, Muhassal, pages 206-207.
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a presentation [before God] justifying some [personal] promotion in
eminence,81 for [God's] deigning to grant such eminence without
[man's] right to it would be repugnant.

b. Our [Baydawi's Sunni] position is that [the Muctazilah doc-
trine] is based on the doctrine of the good and the heinous as applied
to [God's] actions. In spite of that, the deigning to grant [the enti-
tlement] would be repugnant only if [to do so] would be on the
part of one who imagined [this action] to contain some benefit or
harm for himself.

c. Those who deny that there is any imposition upon mankind of
[religious] obligations argue

1. that man is under compulsion, for reasons already given,
thus imposition of obligation on him would be repugnant; and

2. that if [the imposition] should be devoid of purpose then it
would be futile, and thus would be repugnant; and

3. that if it should be for a purpose, then that purpose would
not belong to [God] because He is far too exalted for that, nor
would it belong to any other than He, because [God] Most High
[alone] has the power to achieve it from the outset. Therefore, it
would be repugnant for obligations to be imposed. T 198

c.-a. The answer [to those who deny any such imposition] is that,
in sum, the [divine] imposition of obligations is a proclamation from
the divinely True One to all creation82 regarding

1. the handing down of reward, and the arrival at hand [of
the means] of punishment, for those going to the Garden and those
going to the Fire, and regarding

2. the final abyss of cleavage to be made between the blissful
and the miserable.

d. The "Why" of [God's] judgment may not be pursued,
nor may He be questioned for any reason.

He it is who raises the objection,
but no one may raise an objection before Him.

He it is who puts the question;
but He may not be questioned on anything.

81 [al-tacrid li-istihqaq al-taczim].
82 For the reception of the verb's action here L and MS Garrett 989Hb mis-

takenly repeat [al-haqq], while T corrects this to read [lil-khalq], and Garrett 283B
reads [ila' al-khalq]. In Isfahani's commentary at this point all sources used have
the receiver noun as [al-khalq].
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It shall be as God Most High has said:
"[God] is not to be questioned on what He does;

while [all human beings] shall be questioned." [Qur'an 21:23]

Isfahani says: L 406, T 198, MS 208b

Topic 6: Obligations imposed are God's notice of a final life evaluation

a. The doctrine of the Mu'tazilah is that the [divine] purpose in
the imposition of human obligations83 is for all humankind to make
a presentation [before God] justifying some personal promotion in
eminence, for [God's] deigning to grant such eminence without any
entitlement to eminence84 would be repugnant.

b. Our [Isfahani's and Baydawi's Sunni] position is that this [Mucta-
zilah doctrine] is based on the doctrine of the good and the heinous
as applied to [God's] actions, and [the doctrine] that obligation may
be ascribed to God Most High. But all these things are false in our
view. And besides that, that is, even if we should grant these things,
we do not grant that to deign to grant [humankind] the eminence
would be repugnant in an absolute sense, but rather, deigning to
grant eminence would be repugnant only if [to do so] should be on
the part of one who would imagine that it contained for him some
benefit or harm.85 But if it should be granted that deigning to grant
the eminence would be repugnant in an absolute sense, then the
entitlement to eminence would not depend upon whether the imposed
obligation was to perform difficult tasks. Pronouncing the word of
the testimony [to the faith] is easier than the waging of war and
fasting, although the eminence that is deserved for the pronouncing
of the word of testimony would be greater.

c. The argument presented by those who deny that there is any
imposition [upon humankind] of [religious] obligations is that

1. man is under compulsion in regard to his acts, for reasons
already given, to the effect that the whole universe exists by the cre-

83 MS gl: I.e., in the imposition [taklif] upon mankind [al-cibad] of the duties
of religion [al-'ibadat]; while the acts of obedience [al-ta'at] constitute the presen-
tation [to God] [al-tacrfd] on mankind's part.

84 L, followed by T, has dropped the important qualifying clause [bi-dun istihqaq
al-taczfm], while the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha include it for the sense.

85 MS gl: In regard to God Most High this would be impossible.
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ation and will of [God] Most High, so it would be repugnant to
impose as an obligation upon mankind something that is not sub-
ject to his choice. Further [their argument is that]

2. if the imposition of a difficult act should not be for a pur-
pose, then it would be futile, and thus it would be repugnant as an
action issuing from [God] who is All-Wise; but

3. if it should be for a purpose, then it would be impossible
for that purpose to belong to [God], for He is far too exalted for
the purpose to be His, and it would be impossible for that purpose
to belong to any other than He, for God Most High alone has power
L 407 to achieve that purpose from the outset with no intermedi-
ate step.86 Thus, [divine purpose in the] imposition of obligation
would be lost, because in that case making the imposition of oblig-
ation an intermediate step would be futile.

c.-a. The answer to both of these points is that [the argument
denying the imposition of obligation] is based upon the ultimate
question, "Why?" This is an invalid basis, because there is no neces-
sity for everything to be by reason of a cause; otherwise, the causal-
ity of that cause would be causally derived from some other cause,
MS 209a and then argument in an infinite series would be implicit.
Rather, there must be a termination [for the argument] with some-
thing having no cause whatever. And the most appropriate of all
things for that87 would be the acts of God Most High, and His final
judgments.

d. In summary, the imposition of obligations [upon mankind] is
the formal announcement from [God] the True One to all creation
regarding

1. the handing down of reward and the arrival at hand of [the
means of] punishment, [the first] for those going to the Gardens [of
Paradise] and [the second] for those going to the Flames [of Fire],
and regarding

2. the final abyss of cleavage to be made between the blissful
for whom there are steps of ascent, and the miserable for whom
there are only steps of descent.88

86 The MS alone of the sources used includes this latter clause as complement-
ing the sense.

87 MS gl: I.e., things not caused by final purposes.
88 Steps of ascent [darajat]—steps of descent [darakafj.
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[God's] judgment is not to be questioned as to its cause.
It is His right to direct an objection at anyone other than Himself,

but no other may direct an objection at Him.
He it is who puts the question,

but no question may be directed at Him.
It is as God Most High has said,89

"[God] is not to be questioned on what He does;
while [all human beings] shall be questioned." [Qur'an 21:23]

END OF BOOK 2

89 In this section Baydawi and Isfahani sketch the condition of humanity as they
see it making its way between the contrasting awarenesses of external reality with
its ambiguities and mysteries in human behavior and knowledge versus internal real-
ity (that is mental and "virtual") with its certitudes and gratifications in the same
fields. In a scene greatly externalized from theirs in direction of view, in place and
in time (a century before Baydawi) a western writer [John Walbridge, The Leaven
of the Ancients: Suhrawardi and the Heritage of the Greeks. Albany, N.Y.: SUNY Press,
c. 2000, pp. 216 f] sketches a philosophical awareness marking a historical con-
trast between medieval Europe and Islam. "Three intellectual factors combined to
lead Islamic thought away from the paths that might have led to an Islamic scientific
revolution." These were: 1) philosophers accepted the eternity of the world theory;
2) theologians accepted an extreme occasionalism theory in how God relates to the
world; 3) thinkers, especially the mystics, asserted God was above conforming to all
of logic's necessities.

The philosopher of mysticism, Yahya ibn Habash Suhrawardi (1154-1191) was
contemporary with Fakhr al-Din Razi (1150-1210), the historian of theology. The
paths of these two scholars probably would have crossed in one or another of the
assembly halls of medieval Iran, but their reputations and teachings have no famous
linkages of either combative or supportive mutual interest. No one would consider
Razi or Baydawi as being an outstanding mystic. It is true that Baydawi once may
have taken lessons in mysticism from a shaykh in Tabriz, but the single reference
to that fact is wrapped in the most lowly depressed stage of his personal and pro-
fessional career. And it is true that Isfahani speaks approvingly of the inner purification
taught by the Sufis as an additional and "right" method for gaining a personal
knowledge of God [Introduction, chapter 4]. This latter is presented as a contrast
to the opinions of the Isma'iliyah and the Buddhists.

Razi and Baydawi wrote and lectured as straightforwardly as they could, honoring
in their stance both logic and their chosen theological subjects. Their contributions
clearly and usefully continue as facts of external reality, and among students they
continue to keep open the internal doors of meditation and aspiration.
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Baydawi said: L 407, T 198

BOOK 3: REALITIES PROPHETIC

SECTION 1: PROPHETHOOD

Topic 1: Mankind's need for the Prophet

Since man would have no existence from the standpoint of being
independent regarding himself, and the matter of his daily living
would be unfulfilled unless there should be

a. a commonality with another of his own kind in exchanging
and bartering,1 and

b. an active commerce of mutual concern between the two of
them in the things upon which the welfare of the individual or the
[whole] species [of mankind] depends, [it is therefore manifest that
man] has need for

1. a system of fair relationships
2. that is preserved by a law,
3. that [in turn] is prescribed by a lawgiver,
4. who is specifically endowed by outward signs and clear

miracles
a) that motivate obedience to him,
b) prompt a positive response to him, and
c) give conviction to his pronouncements,

1) wherein he threatens an evildoer with punishment and
2) gives promise of a reward to an obedient disciple.

This [lawgiver] is the Prophet, peace be upon him.

1 L and MS Garrett 989Hb and MS Garrett 283B: [mu'awadah wa-mucaradah];
T: [mu'awadah wa-mucawanah].
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Isfahan! says: L 407, T 198, MS 209a

REALITIES PROPHETIC

When [Baydawi] had finished with Book 2 on Realities Divine he
began Book 3 on Realities Prophetic. In it he set forth three sections:

1. Prophethood, 2. The Resurrection Assembly and the Recom-
pense, and 3. The Supreme Leadership of the Muslim Community.

SECTION 1: PROPHETHOOD

Section 1 on Prophethood contains six topics:
1. Mankind's need for the Prophet, 2. The Possibility of Miracles

[in Psychology and Religion], 3. The Prophethood of the Prophet
Muhammad, 4. The Sinlessness of the Prophets, 5. The Superiority
of Prophets over Angels, and 6. The Signs of Divine Favor [given
to Saints and Prophets].

Topic 1: Mankind's need for the prophet

a. The language aspect of the term 'prophet'.
The term "prophet" [nably] on the pattern of the intensive ver-

bal noun [facll], is either
1. from [al-nabwah] ,2 which is 'ground that is elevated', in

which case its meaning is 'that which is raised above the rest of
creation', as its root is without a hamzah and it is L 408 the
[facfl] pattern in the sense of the passive participle, its plural being
[anbiya5]; or

2. it is from [al-naba3], that is, 'information', for you say,3

[naba'a]—"he bore information", [anba'a]—"he made known", and
[nabba'a]—"he announced."4 So the [nabfy] is one who brought
information about [God] Who is to be praised, being the [facfl] pat-
tern in the sense of the active participle.

2 L's scribe alone inadvertently wrote: [al-nabwaw].
3 MS: (in 3rd person: "one says").
4 Synonyms with amplified intensity and range as they pass through Verb Forms

1, 2 and 4 (here the sequence being 1,4,2).
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Sibawayh said, "There is not one Arab who does not say, 'Musay-
limah, the liar, pretended to be a prophet' [tanabba'a], saying it
with the hamzah, although they omitted the hamzah in the word
"prophet" [nably], just as they omitted it in [al-dhurfyah] and [al-
khabiyah];5 [these Arab speakers being] all except the people of
Mecca, for they give the sound of hamzah to these words, but do
not give the sound of hamzah in any others, and they differ from
the other Arabs MS 209b in that,"6 i.e., they do not give the
sound of hamzah in any other than these words.

3. One plural of [al-nably] is [nuba5]. A poet has declaimed,7

"O Signet Seal concluding [our book of all] prophets,
You were sent in goodness, indeed,

For every sign of guidance found in life's way
Proves to be yours for our need."8

4. Another plural is in the form of [anbiya3], because when
the [hamzah] consonant is changed to the letter [waw], the exchange
implicitly requires it to have as plural that plural whose original third
radical is a weak consonant: as in [cfd] and [acyad], and in "I set
out on a journey [naba'tu nab'an] from land to land, when I departed
from one land to another." This is what Ibn al-Acrabi9 meant when
he said, "O wanderer of God" [Ya nabya Allah], that is, one setting

5 MS gl: [I.e.,] and it [the hamzah] is not sounded in [the terms] [al-dhur'ah]
and [al-khabi'ah]. Cf. J. Hava, al-Fara'id al-Durriyah: al-dhur'ah = hoariness on the
forehead; al-khabi'ah = large jar.

6 A gloss in MS Garrett 989Ha cites from al-Jawhari's Sihah the Sibawayh quo-
tation with minor changes, omitting "the liar", and adding as a third to the non-
hamzated examples, "creation" [bariyah]. Also, in this gloss the quotation's terminus
is clear.

' The poet is Al-cAbbas ibn Mirdas al-Sulaymi, mentioned in Lisan al-cArab
(v. 1, p. 157); Taj al-'Arus (al-cAbbas ibn Mirdas al-Sulami) (v. 1, p. 122); and [quoted
in] al-Sihah (without the poet's name) (v. 1, p., 24).

G.E. von Grunebaum in the article "Al-cAbbas ibn Mirdas . . . al-Sulaymi" En-
1-2, describes him as one of the Mukhadrami poets, step-son of al-Khansa'. His
Diwan was published in Baghdad, 1968, as cited in the "List of sources quoted",
p. 530 of Arabic Literature to the end of the Umayyad Period, ed. by A.F.L. Beeston
et al. (Series: Cambridge History of Arabic Literature; [v. 1]) Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1983.

8 Ya khatim al-nuba'i innaka mursal
Bi-al-khayr kullu huda/al-sabil hudaka

The division of the poet's lines is so marked in L, T, the MS and MS Garrett
989Ha.

9 Abu <Abd Allah Muhammad ibn Ziyad Ibn al-A'rabi, 150/767-231/846? a
famous philologist. See the biography article, "Ibn al-Acrabi", in En-I-2, v. 3,
pp. 706-707, by Charles Pellat. "A man famous for a knowledge of rare expressions"—
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out from Makkah to Madinah, and [Ibn al-Acrabi] rejected the
hamzah in it.10

5. It is also said that a 'well traced road' [al-naby] is 'the way'.
In this sense it is said about the apostles of God that they are "well
traced roads" [anbiya3] because they are the 'ways of guidance' to
[God].

All the foregoing is with regard to the [topic's] language aspect.
b. The religious law

1. The philosophers, with respect to the religious law, took the
position that a prophet is one who has been identified as having
three specific characteristics:

a) He is one who is well acquainted with the unseen because
of the purity of his soul's inner nature and his strong relationship
to high principles,11 [although] not having any previous experience
in logical acquisition, instruction or learning.

b) He is one to whom an obedient response is given by ele-
mental primal matter in its acceptance of forms made distinctive12

and ready for exchange with one another.
c) He is one who observes angels in imaginative forms, and

he hears the speech of God by divine revelation.
Objections to this doctrine have been raised as follows:

(a)-l If [the philosophers] mean by 'being well acquainted',
an acquaintance with all unseen things, then by consensus that would
not be a condition for an individual to be a prophet. If they mean
by it an acquaintance with only some of these unseen things, then
that [also] would not specifically designate a prophet, since every-
one admissibly might have an acquaintance with some of these unseen
things without previous instruction and learning. Moreover, all human
souls are one in kind, and their real nature would not have any
variation in clarity or opaqueness, so what is admissible for one
would be admissible for another. Thus to have an acquaintance with
these things would not be the specific designation of a prophet.

The Fihrist of al-Nadim, Bayard Dodge, Editor and Translator, "Biographical Index"
v. 2, p. 961.

10 The MS alone omits the word "hamzah" after the verb.
In the quotation L, T, the MS and MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486 read [Ya nabya],

while only MS Garrett 989Ha reads [Ya nabi'a].
11 MS gl: I.e., the ten [celestial] intellects.
12 MS gl: I.e., from one form to another form by exchange.
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(b)—1 Further, what the philosophers set up as a second des-
ignation would not belong specifically to a prophet, for they also
acknowledge that matter in the elements is obediently responsive to
those who are not prophets.

(c)-l And what they set up as L 409 a third specific des-
ignation is [for them] not even a verified reality because they dis-
avow angels, and will affirm the certainty of nothing but celestial
immaterial substances13 which are not MS 210a of humankind in
their teaching.

These objections that have been raised require more consideration.
(a)-2 By 'being acquainted' [the philosophers] mean being

acquainted with some things that are not ordinarily known without
previous instruction and learning, and there is neither objection nor
doubt that such matters belong with none other than a prophet. But
their position that human souls are of one kind, so that it would be
admissible to affirm of all what is affirmed of some, is prohibited
since it would be admissible that there be dissimilarities deriving
from the different predispositions according to varying temperaments.

(b, c)~2 And it is likewise with their second and third specific
designations. And even if it should be granted that each one of these
three designations would not be an absolute designation but an
adjunctive designation, the total still would be an absolute designa-
tion of a prophet, so the objection would be refuted.

2. The Asha'irah hold that the prophetic office is a gift from
God Most High and a grace from Him to His creature man. This
is what God Most High has said to the one He chose from among
His human creatures:

"We have sent you", "We have delegated you",14 and "Give an
account of us."15

3. Our exposition of [Baydawi's discussion of mankind's] need
for the Prophet according to the Muslim philosophers, is that he16

13 MS gl: These being the ten [celestial] intellects.
14 Qur'an 2:119; 4:79-80 etc. M.F. Abd al-Baqi's al-Mucjam al-Mufahras li-Alfaz

al-Qur}an al-Karim lists 13 usages of [arsalnaka], but neither one of the other two
verbs is in the precise form used in Isfahani's paraphrase, although Qur'an 5:67 is
close: [balligh ma unzila ilayka min rabbika].

15 L and T: [wa-balligh . . .]; MS, MS Garrett 989Ha and MS Garrett-Yahuda
4486 read: [fa-balligh . . .]. The two latter verbal commands are paraphrased from
the Qur'an.

16 The MS alone points the verb as 1st plural.
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states that God has created mankind such that he does not exist
independently and by himself in the matter of his livelihood, because
he has need for food, clothing, a dwelling place and weapons, all of
which are artificially crafted. He is not like all the other animal crea-
tures whose needs for food, body covering, dwelling place and
weaponry are all naturally provided. One person would not be able
to provide those things successfully and manage them except in so
long a period of time that ordinarily he could not possibly live
through it entirely, and even if he should be able to, it would be
very difficult. So the matter of his livelihood would not be fulfilled,
rather, it would not succeed except by having commonality with
another of his own kind in a barter17 and exchange18 of active com-
merce between the two of them in the things upon which the wel-
fare of the individual or the [whole] species [of mankind] would
depend, in that one would farm for another and the latter bake for
the former, or one would be tailor for the other and the latter pre-
pare the needle for him. This is the manner of all things; thus the
livelihood of all of the sons of mankind is fulfilled by meeting together,
and by bartering and exchanging.

a) Therefore, because of his own nature man has need in
making his livelihood for a regular social contact that will serve to
facilitate MS 21 Ob barter, exchange and mutual assistance. For
that reason man is said to be civilized, for civilization, according to
them [i.e., the philosophers], is a way of referring to this regular
social contact. This social contact among mankind for barter, exchange
and mutual assistance L 410 would not take place and become
well organized unless among the people there was [an established
system of] mutual trade relations and fair dealings, because every
individual wants what he needs and gets angry with a rival jostling
him, and chooses all the good things and treasures for himself. So
prosperity is the goal sought for himself [alone]. But when this attain-
ing of physical objects and sensate desires comes about for [only]

17 L gl: This is where each one gives something suitable such as his own work
as compared with what he takes from the other's work.

18 The MS reverses the order of this pair of nouns in the first occasion of usage.
Gloss in L and MS: In that each of them would do work to match the work of

the other.
Gloss in L and MS following: The difference between the two is that in an

exchange there is a likeness in the work done, while in a barter it is more general
than being some likeness or other. [All three glosses from the Sharh Taqrir.]
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one person it requires leaving behind anyone else, and for that rea-
son it leads to rivalry. When a man is jostled away from what he
desires he becomes angry with his rival, and his craving and his
anger prompt him to bear down upon and oppress the other, in
order to monopolize for himself what he craves. And because of this
confusion and contention come about and the social contact is spoiled.
This deterioration will not be avoided unless a system of mutual
trade relations and justice are agreed upon. So the social contact
stands in need of justice and mutual trade relations. But justice and
mutual trade relations will not cover particular things that are
undefined.

b) Therefore, there must be a universal ordinance that would
be law that the divine law would protect.

c) And the divine law must have a lawgiver who issues that
law in the proper way, so there would have to be a lawgiver. And
then when people get into a dispute over how to set up the law
confusion and tumult break out.

d) So the lawgiver must distinctively stand out among them
as being worthy of their obedience so that the rest might be drawn
to him in acceptance of the law. That worthiness is realized only
by his being distinguished through obvious signs and clear miracles
indicating that he comes from their Lord [so that he is worthy to
be obeyed,] and that prompt them in responding to him and in
believing T 200 what he tells them.

The next thing would be that the majority of mankind tend to
make light of a deteriorating social order whose benefit to them is
only in matters as regarding their whole human species, since the
craving for what they want as regarding themselves individually gov-
erns them. So they proceed to transgress the divine law. But if the
obedient and the disobedient have rewards or punishments so that
hope and fear carry them to obedience and the cessation of rebel-
lion, MS 211 a then the systematic regularity of the divine law
will by that means be more complete than it would be without it.

So it is necessary that both the obedient and the disobedient have
a recompense from the God who is omniscient of what they do both
openly and secretly, whether in words or deeds or thoughts, [a God]
who is omnipotent to recompense them and deal with them equi-
tably, to forgive those deserving forgiveness, and to take vengeance
on those who deserve vengeance. Thus, it is that the lawgiver threat-
ens an evildoer with punishment and promises an obedient disciple
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rewards. An experiential knowledge of [God] who gives both the
recompense and the law must be obligatory for them.

Nothing about the knowledge of God Most High should preoc-
cupy them beyond the knowledge of Him that He is One, and Real,
and that there is nothing like Him. He does not19 charge them to
assent in judging that He is present within existence,20 for He may
not be referred to as being in any 'place'; nor is He divided, for He
is neither 'outside' the universe L 411 nor 'within' it; He is noth-
ing of this sort. Indeed,21 He magnifies the task [i.e., of understanding]
for them and makes religion complicated22 and lets them fall into
something from which there is no one at all to save them. Knowledge
of this kind seldom is a matter of conviction and thus would not be
an established certainty, so there must be along with it some means
to protect the knowledge. This is the 'memory' that gathers up [every-
thing] for later restatement.23 That which includes both of these, i.e.,
memory and restatement, is only a form of divine service that gives
remembrance of the deity and is repeated at successive times, such
as the prayer rite and any other regular events like it.

Therefore, there must be a Lawgiver who invites [humankind]
a) to give assent in the judgment that there is One God,

who is the Omniscient and Omnipotent Creator, and
b) to place faith in the Lawgiver who is sent to them from

the presence of Him the Most High, and who is truthful, and
c) to acknowledge that there is both a promise and a threat,24

both reward and punishment in the Hereafter, and
d) to perform the various kinds of divine service in which

19 In the MS the strong opening negative [la] is scratched out, by some early
owner of the MS, perhaps not well following the argument. All other sources include
the negative here.

20 Clearly here, "existence" is conceived by some as being a palpably present
realm, nearly in the order of "place." But man is not charged with trying to fathom
such a "where" notion of God. Note the discussion above in the passage on absolute
and particular existence in Book 1, Section 1, Chapter 2 of both Baydawi and
Isfahani. A further related discussion is in S.H. Nasr's article, "Existence (wujud)
and Quiddity (mahiyyah) in Islamic Philosophy", in International Philosophical Quarterly,
v. 29:4 (Dec., 1989), pp. 409-428.

21 MS gl: This is an explanatory justification for his expression, "Nothing . . . should
preoccupy them."

22 MS: [yatashawwash]; MS Garrett 989Ha: [yushawwish].
23 [al-tidhkar al-mujamic lil-tikrar].
24 MS: "a threat and a promise . . ."
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the Creator is mentioned with the reverent formularies of His ma-
jesty, and

e) to [accept] being drawn to the Law that men need in
their mutual relations so that by that means the call may continue
going out for the justice that supports a right ordering of the state
of mankind. The practice of the Law is beneficial in three ways:

1) In exercising [and strengthening] the [human] soul's
powers to prevent them from pursuing lower desires, as well as from
the fantasies and speculative estimations, the sensations and all sorts
of activities MS 2 l ib that arouse the lust and anger that hinder
man's rational soul from paying attention to the presence of holy
things.

2) In maintaining an active consideration of things sub-
lime,25 that are far removed from the accidental qualities of matter
and the discordant deceptions of sense, in order to observe a truly
royal domain.26

3) In bringing to mind the warnings of the Lawgiver and
His promise to one who does good and His threat to one who does
evil, [warnings] that require the establishment of justice with an
increase of ample recompense and great reward in the Hereafter.

Furthermore, to those who have experiential knowledge [of divine
things] among all who are practicing them,27 there will be added
that benefit which is reserved for them, inasmuch as they keep their
faces turned toward [the Law].28 So then, consider29 the wisdom,
then the mercy and the grace, and you will see30 that you are in
the presence of31 an excellence whose marvels dazzle you. Henceforth
then, uphold [the Law]32 and you will stand.33

25 MS gl: I.e., the ten [celestial] intellects.
26 MS gl: I.e., [of] the intelligibles [al-macqulat] that are concealed from the senses.
27 MS gl: I.e., the divine Law.
28 If translated, "toward Him", the comment in the MS gloss would apply: I.e.,

the Creator Most High. The "it" repeated here continues to refer to the divine Law.
Note, however, that the Creator as antecedent would seem to contradict the argu-

ment in Book 2, Section 1, Chapter 2, Topic 2. It appears to be well understood
as a devotional statement, though not strictly conforming to systematic logic.

29 MS gl: You [i.e., you must consider].
30 Gloss in MS and MS Garrett 989Ha: [I.e.,] in response to the imperative.
Another gl. in the Garrett MS: A look [al-lahizah] that is a glimpse [ru'yah] in

the blinking of an eye.
31 Gloss in MS Garrett 989Ha: I.e., that is all about you [tuhitu bi-ka].
32 MS gl: I.e., the law.
33 [thumma aqim wa-istaqim].
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Baydawi said: L 411, T 200

Topic 2: The possibility of miracles [in psychology and religion]

A miracle is
a. an extraordinary event, whether it is

1. a [contravening of nature] to produce a negation of action, or
2. a [stimulation of nature to] positive action, [and the event is]

b. closely associated with a challenging claim [to prophetic sin-
gularity].34

(1.) A miracle is like the case of a certain person who would
abstain from food for an extraordinary length of time, so that his
soul might be attracted to the realm of holy things and make the
powers of his body follow after it; whereupon the activities [of his
bodily powers] cease, and in his case there is no food disintegration
and disposal as there would be with anyone else, and so he becomes
independent of the demands of his body.35 This would resemble the
case of a sick person whose natural powers are diverted from pro-
cessing healthy matter by the digestive disintegration and disposal of
refuse matter, and who does not desire nourishment for a time;

34 Baydawi quotes only briefly from F.D. Razi's definition [See his Muhassal,
p. 207]. For comparison the full definition he gives is as follows:

"The miraculous is an extraordinary event closely associated with a challenging
claim [to prophetic singularity, and] without there being any [successful] rebuttal.
1. We call it an 'event' only because the 'miraculous' may come [positively] with
something unusual, and it may come negatively contravening what is usual. 2. We
call it 'extraordinary' to distinguish its claimant from anyone else. 3. We call it a
'close association with a challenging claim [to prophetic singularity]' lest a liar should
snatch a miracle for himself out from the past, something that would distinguish
[a prophet's signs] from the [general] signs that portend [the coming of] a prophet
and from the divine personal favors [given to saints and prophets]. 4. We call it
'[an event] without any successful rebuttal' to distinguish it from [common] magic
and sleight of hand."

35 Baydawi's discussion of the 'miraculous' begins with the definition of it, as
given by F.D. Razi and quoted just above. Then Baydawi begins here to present
examples of miraculous events that are found in Ibn Sina's 'Tenth Kind' [al-namat
al-cashir] [i.e., of his 'Remarks and Admonitions'], while Isfahani, in his turn, goes
into the explication of the miraculous much more fully. [See Ibn Sina's al-Isharat
wa-al-Tanbihat, v. 3, pp. 395-418.] The kinds of miraculous events match the parts
of Razi's 'definition of the miraculous': a. 1) the miracle worker going without food,
a. 2) the miracle worker providing information about the unseen and nonpresent
world [al-ghayb], and b.) the miracle worker's performance of some inimitable feats
of control over nature. Ibn Sina's material is given from the standpoint of psy-
chology. Baydawi and Isfahani make brief statements of miracles from the stand-
point of religion.
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although if such nourishment were to be kept from him in any other
circumstances he would perish.

There is a reference to this sort of case in the saying of the
Prophet:

"I am not like any of you; I lodge with my Lord, and He gives
me food and drink."36

(2.) Also, a miracle would be as when a certain person can
provide information about the unseen, in that there occurs to him
while awake what would occur to him while asleep. L 412
Whereupon his soul, through its own power and its refinement from
bodily occupations, is joined with the celestial angels [i.e., of intel-
lect and soul], and [his soul] becomes marked all over with the par-
ticular forms that are within [the angels] and which occur in our
universe. For these forms are the means and the causes of their exis-
tent natures that are perceived both in their essences and in what-
ever is based upon them. From [this outer layer of the soul] they
are transferred to the [soul's] power of 'imagination', and from that
to [the soul's] 'sense of coordination', and so they would be observed
as something visible and palpable, and this would be a revelation.
Morever, sometimes there will be a linkage joined and the bond will
be very strong, and then the person will hear formally ordered speech
from a vision that addresses him. It appears that the sending down
of scriptures takes place in this manner.

b. On the other hand, a miracle may be as when a certain per-
son would perform something the like of which no amount of [human]
strength could achieve, as for example, when he might prevent37

water from its normal flowing, and then it would gush forth from
between his fingers and from his finger tips. That would be as when
God Most High would give [the prophetic figure] authority38 over
the phenomenal matter of created things and then he would have
executive command over them just as he has executive command
over the parts of his own body. This would be especially true regard-
ing whatever accords with his own specific temperament and has a
commonality with his own nature, and thus it is that [the prophetic

35 Hadith: "I am not like any of you." [L 411:22-23, L 413:17]; not located
in the hadith indexes.

37 T skips the verb "prevent." L: [an yumna1]; MS Garrett 283B: [an tumnac].
38 L: [bi-an yusallit 'ala']; T: [bi-an yusallit Allah <ala3]; MS Garrett 283B and

MS Garrett 989Hb: [bi-an yusallitahu Allah ta'ala3].
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figure] performs whatever he wills from within [his own nature].
This [much] is in accord with the doctrine of the philosophers.

However, our [Baydawi] doctrine is that God who is praised and
exalted has the autonomous power to endow specially whomever He
wills of39 humankind His creatures by 'revelation' and 'miracle' and
by dispatching an angel and sending down Scriptures to [that one].

Isfahani says: L 412, T 200, MS211b

Topic 2: The possibility of miracles [in psychology and religion]

A miracle is
a. an extraordinary event, whether it is

1. a [contravening of nature to] the negation of action, or
2. a [stimulation of it to] positive action, [and the event is]

b. closely associated with a challenging claim [to prophetic sin-
gularity], without there being any successful rebuttal.

(a.) [Baydawi, with F.D. Razi] said that a miracle is one of two
[kinds of] events,40 T 201 because just as a miracle may be a
[positive] action producing something extraordinary [in nature],41

just so it may be a [negative] action contravening something ordi-
nary [in nature],42 and [Razi] said, "[We call it] extraordinary" only
to distinguish its claimant from anyone else.

(b.) And we [Razi and Isfahani]43 say that this event [by its pur-
pose] is closely associated only with a challenging claim to prophetic
singularity,

1. in order that a liar may not take as his own the miracle of
someone in the past44 as an argument for himself, and

39 L has omitted the preposition [min] here, surely by inadvertence; T rein-
serts it.

40 Isfahani restates what Baydawi has borrowed from F.D. Razi's Muhassal,
p. 207.

41 As [for example,] the Prophet, upon him be peace, making water flow from
between his fingers, or for a person to speak as if deranged [takallum al-abla5], and
the like.

42 MS gl: As to abstain from eating and drinking.
43 The MS however, uses the third singular of the verb, attributing the follow-

ing material directly to Baydawi, who is quoting from F.D. Razi (loc. cit). Isfahani
adds the material from Razi for the quotations following here, then launches into
his long exposition of the philosopher Ibn Sina's psychological theory of what 'mir-
acles' may be. [See Ibn Sina's al-Isharat wa-al-Tanbihat, v. 3, pp. 395-418.]

44 MS gl: [I.e.,] of the prophets.
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2. in order that [this miracle] might be distinguished from
a) the divine portents of a coming prophet45 and from
b) the divine favors [of holy power given to saints and

prophets].
The author of al-Sihah [Isma'il ibn Hammad al-Jawhari] said [giv-

ing as an example], "I have challenged a person when I vied with
him in some action and attempted to wrest from him a victory."46

The 'divine signs [portending the] imminent [coming of a] prophet'
are the occurrences of phenomena that are violations of the cus-
tomary order [of nature] that indicate the [imminent] dispatching
of a prophet before he is dispatched. And so, it would be as if there
has been laid a foundation for the pillar of prophethood, since the
term '[rihs]', spelled with an T, means the first range of stones in
a wall, and a person will say, "I laid down the first range of stones
for the wall in a way that will make it stand firm."

[F.D. Razi, with Baydawi quoting him] said, "and without there
being any successful rebuttal," only to distinguish [the miracle] from
[common] magic and sleight of hand.

(1.) An example of the contravening of something ordinary [in
nature] would be that someone should keep himself away from nour-
ishment for an unusual period of time, [and that] together with [that
action there would be] the preserving of [his] life and health, this
[latter action ordinarily] being something possible. [But] the expla-
nation of this should be preceded by an introductory statement of
the fact that each entity, human soul and human body, is made up
of structures that are accidental to each host. Thus, of these struc-
tures that belong to the soul MS 212a some structures may descend
into the bodily powers, just as L 413 from the structures formerly
belonging to the bodily powers some structures may ascend, attain-
ing to the essence of the soul. For indeed, frequently, some intel-
lectual structure will begin and be accidental to the soul, and [then]

45 [arhas]—"pi. signes qui annoncent la venue d'un prophete; p. ex., certain eclat
qu'on croit avoir vu sur le front du pere du prophete" under [rahasa] in A.
Kazimirski's Dictionnaire Arabe-Francais. t. II; but [this particular sense] is not found
in Lane's Arabic-English Lexicon, or in Dozy's Supplement, or in Hava's al-Fara'id al-
Durriyah. Wehr's Dictionary of Modem Written Arabic omits this root entirely.

46 The vowel pointing on the three verbs here appear to confuse the person of
their subjects: L, the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha point the first verb with a 1st
person ending and the second and third verbs with a 2nd person ending. T does
not add vowel pointing.
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the relationship47 will transfer as a result from that element imme-
diately afterwards to the bodily powers and then to the members
[of the body]. Consider how it is when you are aware of the pres-
ence of God Most High and think about His mighty power, how
your skin quivers and your hair stands up, and when you feel some-
thing with any one of your members or you have imagined or you
longed for or were angered over something, then the linkage that is
between the soul and these subsidiary areas will form a structural
frame of reference within your soul so that you may think about
[this experience] over and over in submissive reflection, yes, rather
as a habit and natural disposition which will empower the soul with
the abilities of angels.

Thus, as the satisfied soul seeks to make the powers of the human
body tractable, [the powers of the body] are drawn along after48 [the
soul's] concerns to which it has been roused, whether the soul has
need of these [bodily] powers or not. Therefore, as the soul's attrac-
tion upon these [bodily] powers increases, just so the inward incli-
nation of these powers increases, and these powers become more
forcefully diverted away from what normally governs them. So to
refrain from nourishment for an extraordinary time is in order that
the soul will be attracted to the universe of holy things and will
make the powers of the body follow after it. Thereupon the natural
activities related to the vegetable powers of the soul cease operat-
ing, so there is no food disintegration and disposal from [the prophetic
figure's physical body] as ordinarily there would be from any other
body, and [the prophetic figure's body] becomes able to get along
without replenishment.49

This is just as when a sick person's natural powers are diverted
from the digestive disintegration of beneficial matter and the disposal

47 MS gl: I.e., between the soul and the body.
48 Reading [khalfa] rather than [khulqa], although the MS is vowelled to read,

[khulqa al-nafs], and L and T read, [kh-l-oj though unvowelled. MS Garrett 989Ha
and MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486 (f. 16la: 12) read: [khalfa].

E.E. Calverley has a note on the margin of both L 412 and MS 212a:
"'[khalfa]' says SSN, Shaykh Sayyid Nawwar." [Shaykh Sayyid Nawwar was a
Recognized Scholar [cA:lim] of al-Azhar University who was a member of the fac-
ulty in the School of Oriental Studies, American University at Cairo, and was con-
sultant to Professor Calverley on this translation in the spring and summer of 1945.
The Editor was privileged to study in classes led by Shaykh Sayyid for two acad-
emic years, 1946/47-1947/48.]

49 MS gl: I.e., an exchange for what has been disintegrated, meaning food.
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of refuse matter, the healthy matter is kept back with only a little
digestion and needs no replenishment, so the sick person does not
ask for nourishment. And perhaps the man would even cease from
taking his nourishment for a while,—if the nourishment were to be
stopped for just as long in some other situation, or rather, just for
a tenth of the time, the man would perish,—but for all that, he is
preserved alive. A reference to a case of this sort is in the saying of
the Prophet, "I am not like any of you; I lodge with my Lord, and
He gives me food and drink."50

You must understand that the process of digestion is interrupted
in the state MS 212b when the soul is attracted to the presence
of holy things only slightly less than it is in the state of sickness.
Why should it not be so, when a severe illness is not without the
processes of digestion because of the fever, even though the diges-
tion does not proceed naturally. Besides that, in the sick person there
is something opposed to him51 which lowers his strength but which
does not exist in the soul's state of being attracted that is mentioned
above. So it is that the one who inwardly turns to holy things52 has

a) what a sick man has, namely, the diversion of nature
from its process of the digestion of beneficial matter, as well as

b) two additional things, the loss due to a feverish consti-
tution poorly maintaining its digestion, and the loss due to the ill-
ness opposing his natural power. Moreover, the one who inwardly
turns to holy things has

c) a third causal factor, L 414 namely, rest for his body
from a condition of constant bodily movements, that being a favor
from the Divine Helper, for the one who inwardly turns to holy
things has preference in the matter of the preservation of his strength.33

(2.) Another example of the Prophet performing a positively
extraordinary act would be his giving of information about the unseen
world, in that there would occur to him when he would be wake-
ful what would occur normally to him in his sleep. For a man some-
times observes the unseen in the state of sleep, [and] so to observe
it when awake would also be possible.

50 A hadith. See the note at this place in Baydawi's text.
51 MS gl: Namely, the illness.
D2 [al-mutawajjih ila3 janab al-quds].
53 Ibn Sina takes up this first example (a. 1.) in his al-Isharat wa-al-Tanbihat v. 3,

pp. 395-398 (this is the Teheran edition, reprinted in the early 1980's).
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The obstacle to observing the unseen when awake is an obstacle
that may be removed, as, for example, a preoccupation with sensi-
ble objects. But as to one's observation of the unseen in sleep, this
is indicated by both

a) experience and
b) analogical reasoning.
(a) Regarding experience, it consists in both

1) direct recognition, which is a way of describing the
event of an observance of the unseen in the state of sleep by the
observer himself, and

2) knowing by hearsay,54 which is a way of describing
the event of the aforesaid observation by some one other than the
observer himself, and these two [i.e., direct recognition and know-
ing by hearsay] give witness to [the experience].55 There is not a
single person who has not experienced this for himself, in that he
had an experience that inspired a believing judgment in him, unless,
God forbid, the individual should have a bad temperament, being
disturbed in his imagination and memory.

(b) Regarding analogical reasoning, it is that particulars
1) in the realm of intellect56 are marked with an impres-

sion as universals, and
2) among the celestial souls [they are marked] with an

impression as universals with respect to their essences, because the
celestial souls are separate substances, their matter not having an
impression but rather, having a linkage with the spheres as our souls
have with our bodies, and also

3) [the particulars] are marked with an impression as
particulars with respect to the forms that are impressed upon the
material of the spheres.

In summary, particulars MS 213a in the realm of intellect57

have the mark of an impression of a universal structure, and in the
realm of soul they have the mark of two impressions, T 202 one
of which is of a universal structure, and the other of a particular
structure that is sensitive to the immediate moment, the first impres-
sion being according to the essence [of the particulars] and the sec-

54 Direct recognition [al-tacaruf]; knowing by hearsay [al-tasamuc].
55 MS gl: Through inspiration [ilham].
56 MS gl: The ten celestial intellects.
57 MS gl: The ten celestial intellects.
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ond impression being according to their instrumentality. The human
soul may be marked with the impression of that realm [of soul] in
accordance with its own readiness and with the disappearance of
any impediment. For it cannot be denied that some of the unseen
from its world is impressed upon the human soul.

Furthermore, the powers of the soul are both mutually attractive
and conflicting, so that when anger is aroused the soul is too pre-
occupied to have low desires, and vice versa. When the interior sense
is exclusively engaged in its own business then the soul is too pre-
occupied for external sensation and nearly becomes non-seeing and
non-hearing, and [in turn] when the external sense is exclusively
engaged in its own business then the soul is too preoccupied for
interior activity. Now, when the internal sense is attracted to the
external sense, then that same attraction makes the intellect incline
toward the external sense, so that it ceases from the rational activ-
ity in which the intellect often has need for its own full instrumen-
tality.58 And, although the soul is now occupied with the external
sense L 415 and is involved in thinking about what it perceives
through the external sense, the attraction of the soul in the direc-
tion of this great activity59 does turn aside. Thus it becomes free60

from its activities that are its own by monopoly, namely, thinking.
And when the soul has been thus busy and is able61 to hold in check
the internal sense under its own direction then the external senses
also become weak and nothing of the customary information comes
from them to the soul.

However, the 'sense of coordination' is a tablet of impression, and
this [sense], when an impression on it can be made [that is identi-
cal to the observation],62 comes to have validity as if it were the
thing being witnessed. Then, perhaps the sensory impression passes
away from the external sense, but the form of the impression remains63

58 MS Garrett 989Ha gl: This being its internal powers.
59 MS gl: This being the activity with the sensations [mahsusat].
60 Reading [takhalla5] with the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha. L and T: [tajalla3].
61 L and T: [istamakkanat]; the MS, MS Garrett 989Ha and MS Garrett-Yahuda

4486: [ishtaghalat]. MS Garrett 989Ha has gloss: "as substitution": [istamakkanat
ay iqtadarat].

62 L and T: [al-nafs minhu]; MS Garrett 989Ha: [al-naqsh minhu]; the MS and
MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486 (unpointed): [al-naqsh fihi]. Unpointed, the Arabic text
readings appear nearly identical; our preference comes to be a synthesis of these
possibilities.

63 Reading [baqiyat] with the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha. L and T: [yaghfb].
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upon the 'sense of coordination'; it remains as valid as something
'witnessed', and not as something 'uncertainly estimated', as the
impression of a falling drop is made as a straight line, and a point
circling about is the impress of the circumference of a circle. Then
if the 'form' is represented on the tablet of the 'sense of coordina-
tion' it becomes something validly witnessed, equally whether [the
form] is

aa) at the first stage of its being impressed on the
'sense of coordination' from the externally sensed object, or it is

bb) what remains of [the form] MS 213b along
with what remains of the externally sensed object, or it is

cc) the certainty of [the form] after the fading of the
sensed object, or it is

dd) the occurrence of the form in the 'sense of coor-
dination' but not coming directly from the object sensed.

One of the things that indicate that a form from the imagination
may be inscribed on the 'sense of coordination' from an internal
cause is that people sick with pleurisy or bilious disorder, that is,
those in whom black bile has overcome their proper constitution,
will sometimes observe forms that are sensed as external and pre-
sent but having no relation to any externally sensed object. So there-
fore the impression of them is either from some internal cause, this
being the power of imagination that has executive control of the
storehouse of the imagination, or else it is from some cause effective
upon an internal cause, this being the soul from which the forms
are transmitted,64 by way of the power of imagination65 that is recep-
tive to the impression of them, to the 'sense of coordination'. This
is because the 'sense of coordination' sometimes receives impressions
from the 'forms' that move freely in the source of imagination and
estimation,66 that is, the forms67 to which the actions of these two
powers [i.e., imagining and estimating] are linked. For when the
power of imagining begins to exert executive control over [the linked
forms] some of the forms linked to that control are inscribed on the

64 L and T: [yata'adda3]; MS: [tata'adda3].
65 L and T: [al-mukhayyilah]; MS: [al-mutakhayyilah], abbreviated from the pre-

ceding form in all three sources: [al-quwah al-mutakhayyilah].
66 MS gl: The source of imagining [macdin al-takhayyul] is in the imagination

[al-khayal], while the source of estimating [al-tawahhum] is in the power of mem-
ory [al-quwah al-hafizah].

67 L and T err, using the singular.
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sense of coordination, just as forms are also imprinted upon the
'source of imagination' and [the 'source of] estimation' from the
tablet of the sense of coordination, this being closely similar to what
goes on between mirrors which face each other.

Two troubling factors hinder68 the imprinting on the sense of coor-
dination:

1) The first factor [i.e., sleep] is sensory and external,
one that hinders the sense of coordination, through the external
forms imprinted on it, from receiving forms from an internal cause,
as if the external sense were depriving the sense of coordination of
the power of imagining by force and violating it wrongfully.

2) And the second factor [i.e., illness] is intellectual and
internal, or, estimative and internal, one that imposes restraint upon
the imagination L 416 from functioning,—that is, operating in
spite of confused anxiety,—[and] exercises control over [the imagi-
nation] in the rational or estimative things that are its concern, so
that the power of imagination is distracted through giving obedience
to [this second factor] from taking authority over the sense of coor-
dination, and thus, the power of imagination is not able to make
any impression on the sense of coordination because [the imagining
power's] own [intellectual] movement is weak, in that [its movement]
follows, but is not followed.

If one of these two hindering factors should be inactive,—either
the sensory external or the rational/estimative internal,—while the
other hindering factor remains active, then often MS 214a the
second [active] hindering factor may lack the strength to impose
restraint, so [that] the imagining power returns to its [intellectual]
action and exercises authority over the sense of coordination, and
thus makes forms appear upon the sense of coordination as if they
are being plainly witnessed.

(1) Sleep is an obvious hindrance of the external sense.
Sometimes the soul is hindered in sleep, in that it is drawn aside to
the natural function, that is, digesting the food over which it has
charge, [the soul thus] seeking rest from other activities. There are
two aspects to this:

aa) If the soul should not be drawn aside to the natu-
ral function, but should begin its own work then the natural function

L and T: [al-sawarif]; MS and MS Garrett 989Ha: [al-sarif].
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would wait and follow it;69 so the soul would be distracted from
managing the food and the concern of the body would be disturbed.
But the soul is created to manage the body, so it is naturally drawn
to care for the natural functioning.

bb) Sleep is more like illness than health, because sleep
is a state that gives man, on account of his need to properly man-
age his body, a readiness to take nourishment and to maintain the
welfare of his bodily members, while during illness the soul is engaged
in aiding the natural functions in its management of the body, so it
is not free T 203 to do its special work until after health returns.
So then the two usual agencies of activity70 in sleep are inactive, and
since that is the case the internal power of imagination is the dom-
inant power. It finds the sense of coordination idle, so then it inscribes
on [the sense of coordination] imaginary figures that are as clear as
if they were things being plainly witnessed; thus, in sleep various cir-
cumstances are seen to be as valid as if they were things being plainly
witnessed.

(2) Whenever illness dominates the chief body members,71

the soul is attracted completely towards the illness, and that attrac-
tion hinders it from its careful control so that one of the two agen-
cies of careful activity [i.e., sensing and reasoning] is weakened, and
it would not be by a remote chance that the imaginary forms being
inscribed upon the tablet of the sense of coordination should be
affected by the weakness of one of these two agencies of careful
activity.

But whenever the soul is stronger, its passivity before the attract-
ing forces is less and its careful control of these two agencies of care-
ful activity72 is stronger, and whenever the situation is the reverse,
that result is the reverse. Likewise, whenever the soul is stronger
then it is less distracted by other preoccupations, and its ability to

69 Texts vary between two verbs that are close synonyms. L and MS Garrett
989Ha: [shayacat'ha], with [la-taba'aha] as a gloss in the latter. T: [la-shaba'at'ha]
[probably a typographical error intended to be same as L's reading, the text on
which T is based]. MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486 (f. 162b:3) (probable reading): [la-
shaya'aha]. MS: [la-taba'at'ha]. No preposition [cala3] follows any of the [shayacat]
readings.

70 MS gl: I.e., external sensing, and internal reasoning or estimating.
71 MS gl: Such as the heart and the head.
72 MS gl: I.e., the external and the internal senses.
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devote itself in the other direction is appreciably greater. And if [the
soul] is mighty in its powers, then this will be a mighty causal fac-
tor. L 417

Now, if the soul is enjoying good health, then both its careful pro-
tection of itself from MS 214b anything that would oppose its
well-being and evict it from the desirable state of health it enjoys,
and its own active deportment in ways that are appropriate and in
accepting whatever brings it closer to [the desired state of health],
then all these [activities] will be stronger.

But if [healthy] sensory distractions should lessen and continue to
be less, then it would not be by a remote chance

aa) that the soul should have unexpected moments of
escape that release it from the distracting activity of the imagination
into the presence of holy things, and

bb) that there should be inscribed on it73 some impres-
sion from the unseen world universal in aspect. The effect of this
then extends over into the realm of the imagination, and there, upon
the sense of coordination, particular forms are inscribed that are
appropriate to that inscription of intelligence. And all this [would
be] occurring either in the state of sleep, or in the state of some ill-
ness or other which distracts sense and weakens imagination. [This
is because] sometimes illness weakens the imagination, and some-
times it is weakened by too much activity that necessitates digestive
action by the spirit which is the instrument of the imagination. And
when the imagination becomes weak, it begins to be a little more
quiet and a little bit idle, and the soul is drawn to the presence of
sublime things with ease.

Then, if some [vivid] impression should come upon the soul then
the imagination is roused toward that impression and accepts it, and
that occurs for two reasons. Either

a) it is because something gives notice, with regard to this
incoming impression, that it is something strange, although this activ-
ity of the imagination comes after its having been at rest and its
having been lessened, for the imagination acts swiftly in response to
anything like this notice; or

b) it is on account of the rational soul's servitude toward
[the imagination] by nature, and indeed, the imagination is an aid

The pronoun is masculine [fthi] although the antecedent is the soul [nafs].
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to the soul at the time of these good intimations.74 If the imagina-
tion should receive that intimation at a time when distractions are
remote from the soul, it is then impressed on the tablet of the sense
of coordination. And if the soul should be strong in substance so
that it extends into other areas of attraction, then it would not be
by a remote chance that this brief opportunity and its quick use
would occur during the state of wakefulness.

Thus it is that sometimes the effect [i.e., of the impression] would
descend into the very heart of memory75 and come to a stop there,
because [of the Prophet's] statement:76 "The spirit of holiness77 breathed
into my heart. . ."78 thus and thus. And frequently the effect of the
impression will dominate and shine with clear brightness within the
imagination, and the imagination will forcibly bring the tablet of
the sense of coordination to its side and there on the tablet will draw
a copy from the incoming impression that had been inscribed on
[the imagination]. This would be especially while the rational soul
would be helping it, not hindering, and this would be similar to
what the power of estimation sometimes does in the case of people
who are sick or indisposed.

This [i.e., the event described above] would be preferable, because
indeed something like this may be brought about MS 215a among
people who are sick or indisposed by their corrupted power of esti-
mation and their disturbed and weak imagination. But among the
saints and people of virtue their sanctified, noble and strong souls
bring it about, and in this latter case it would be more deserved
and more appropriate than in that former case [i.e., of the sick and
indisposed].

Now, this event of impression will vary in its intensity or weak-
ness. One [time it] may be by the observation of a facade or cur-
tain only, one [time it] may be by hearing the sound of a voice,
one [time it] may be by witnessing an image complete in its appear-

74 MS gl: "Good omens" [al-sawanih] being the plural of [sanihah], the intimation
of what is good. (N.B.: the singular form is given variously as feminine or masculine.)

75 MS gl: I.e., the heart.
76 Reading [K-qawlihi] with the MS, MS Garrett 989Ha and MS Garrett-Yahuda

4486. L and T: [ka-qawlihi].
Isfahani states in generic form the first words of a hadith series where scriptures

were conveyed to the Prophet.
77 MS gl: Namely, Jabra'il.
78 MS gl: I.e., 'in my heart'.
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ance, or by hearing L 418 speech that is already in measured
form from one who is seen to be addressing him, the observer, and
it seems that 'inspiration' and the 'sending down of Scriptures' would
have been in this manner. And one [time it] may be in the most
sublime surroundings of beauty, this being what is spoken of as wit-
nessing the gracious face of God and hearing His speech with no
intermediary.

You should understand that the power of imagination is naturally
disposed to adapt itself to everything that comes near it, whether
that is something perceptible in shape or is an appearance mixed
up with unclarity. And [the power of imagination] is quick to trans-
fer from a concrete thing to something either resembling or con-
trary to [a concrete thing], in short, [the imagination] is quick to
transfer to whatever has any linkage with [the concrete thing].
Moreover, for special cases there are particular causes without doubt,
even though we ourselves do not know them individually.

Every intimation stirs the power of imagination in this transfer-
ring until it takes a grip holding one intimation fast. This gripping
is either because of the soul's strength opposed to that intimation,
for when the soul is strong the imagination stops79 where the soul
desires it to stop, and [the soul] hinders it from going beyond to
something else, or on account of the great clarity of the image
impressed on the imagination, so plain that its reception is extremely
clear and capable of being reproduced and even distracts the imag-
ination from turning right or left or from moving forward or back-
ward, and as it does also when that power witnesses some odd
situation the trace of it remains in the mind for quite a while.

The reason for that is that when the perceptions through the phys-
ical body powers are strong then these physical powers are less able
to deal with weak perceptions, so that the incoming spiritual effect
that intimates good to the soul in both the states of sleep and wake-
fulness sometimes is T 204 weak and will not vitalize the imagi-
nation and the heart's memory, and so nothing of its good influence
remains upon these two.

But sometimes [the spiritual effect] is stronger than that level and
it will vitalize the imagination, except for the fact that it looks very

79 The MS alone reads [awqafat] with "the soul" as the verb's subject and "the
imagination" as its object.
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carefully at the transferring movements of the power of imagination
and its lack of clearness. MS 215b So [the spiritual effect] does
not grip the heart's memory but only places a restraining grip upon
the transferring movements of the power of imagination and its efforts
to adapt itself to its surroundings. And sometimes [the spiritual effect]
is very strong, and the soul receives it80 with certainty and a strong
heart, so that the image is impressed very clearly in the imagina-
tion, the soul helping it in this, and [the image] is strongly impressed
in the heart's memory, not being disturbed by the transferring move-
ments of the power of imagination.

Now these various stages will not be apparent to you only in con-
nection with these spiritual effects, but in all that you deal with in
your thoughts when you are awake. Sometimes your thought will
remain gripped within your heart's memory, and sometimes it will
transfer from it to imaginary things which will cause you to forget
what is important to you. Then you will need to analyze the mat-
ter thoughtfully81 and move on from the intimation sign that is held
in a grip to the intimation sign next to it, from which your thought
had moved away,82 and in the same way on to something else.
Sometimes [one's thought] makes use of something it had forgotten
of what was previously important, but sometimes it is cut off from
it but makes use of it only by a kind of mental analysis and inter-
pretation. L 419

Whatever was a trace effect in which speech was firmly grasped
and held fast in the memory whether in the state of wakefulness or
sleep would be an inspiration, a clear revelation, or a dream that
needed no interpretation or explanation. But whatever had itself
ceased, while representations of it and continuations of it remained,
will have need for one of the two [i.e., interpretation or explana-
tion], and that will vary in accordance with the individuals, the times
and the customs, 'revelation' having need for explanation, and 'dreams'
having need for interpretation.83

80 Reading [talaqqathu] with the MS, MS Garrett 989Ha, and MS Garrett-
Yahuda 4486. L: [taltafathu]. T: [talaqqafathu].

81 L, T, and MS Garrett 989Ha read: [tuhallil bi-al-fikr]. In the MS the word
"thoughtfully" [lit.: by thought] [bi-al-fikr] is unpointed and miswritten, appearing
as [bi-al-caks].

82 L, T and MS Garrett 989Ha: [al-ladhi yallhi muntaqilan canhu].
The MS: [al-ladhi intaqala canhu fikruka].
83 Ibn Sina then discusses the phenomenon of a claimant to prophetic powers
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b. Another example of the things that positively exceed the cus-
tomary order is for a man who is a [challenging] claimant to prophetic
singularity to perform something the like of which cannot be achieved
by the strength of people like himself, something like the preventing
of water from its flowing, or the causing of it to flow from the spaces
between his fingers and his finger tips. And that would be because
God gives him authority over the 'matter of all beings' so that his
soul has [governing] direction over it, just as he has direction over
the members of his body. That would be because the rational soul
is not something impressed in the human body, but it is a substance
abstracted from matter and self-subsistent, and whose [governing]
linkage with the body is like the linkage between planning and acting.

Thus, it would not be strange if one of the souls should possess
a natural disposition the influence of which would go beyond its own
physical body to all the other bodies, and that soul, on account of
its power, would exist as a soul providing governance to most of the
bodies of the universe, and just as it is an 'effective cause' in its own
body MS 216a in a manner that is suited to its own tempera-
ment and that demonstrates its own essence, it likewise has a 'causal
effect' also on all the bodies of the universe in that there originates
from it within those bodies 'qualities' that are the sources of their
acts, especially whatever is in accordance with its own specific tem-
perament and has a commonality with it in its nature. Therefore,
[the governing soul] performs within [its own specific temperament]
whatever it wills.

This [interpretation] is all in accord with the doctrine of the
philosophers [primarily that of Ibn Sina].84

However, our [Isfahani's and Baydawi's Sunni] doctrine is that
God Most High, having autonomous power over all realities possi-
ble, specially endows whomever He wills of mankind His creatures

giving information concerning the unseen world of the future and of the spirit, a
long exposition (op. cit., v. 3, pp. 408—411). Isfahani follows this discussion in his
presentation of this point in Baydawi's outline (a. 2.: "Another example of the
Prophet performing . . .")

84 Ibn Sina takes up this final point (a claimant to prophetic powers being able
to control the powers of nature in a way no other mortal can) in the discussion of
miracles (b. in Baydawi's outline) in his late commentary, al-Isharat wa-al-Tanbihat,
v. 3, pp. 411-418.

Fazlur Rahman, in his Prophecy in Islam: Philosophy and Orthodoxy, explicates Ibn
Sina's theory of miracles and prophecy (especially [Chapter 2] pp. 30—91).
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by granting a revelation and a miracle, and by the dispatching of
an angel messenger to him and sending down of Scriptures to him.

Baydawi said: L 419, T 204

Topic 3: The prophethood of the Prophet Muhammad

The [case for the] prophethood of our Prophet Muhammad, may
God bless him and grant him salvation, is supported by [the fol-
lowing] points of evidence.85

a. [As to his words and actions]:
1. He claimed prophethood, this being a fact by consensus, and
2. he produced a miracle, since

a) he came bringing the Qur'an to us, and he issued a chal-
lenge regarding it without being contradicted; and

b) He gave information about the things of the unseen world:
1) He did so as shown by the word of [God] Most High:

"After their defeat, they shall be victorious"; [Qur'an 30:3] and,
"Indeed, He will bring you back as in a Homecoming"; [Q_ 28:85]
"You will be called out against a people who have great strength";

[0,48:16] and,
"God's promise is to those of you who have believed [and have

done what is right, to make you His leading men in the land . . .]."
[Q, 24:55]

2) Moreover, the Prophet's own words are here:86

"The [rightful] leadership after me will last thirty years [succes-
sive] years;"

"Be guided by those two who come after me, Abu Bakr and
cUmar";—and [the Prophet's] statement to cAmmar ibn Yasir,

"The party coveting power will kill you", and [cAmmar] was killed
on the [Battle] Day of Siffin;—and [the Prophet's] statement to
cAbbas [ibn cAbd al-Muttalib] when [cAbbas] despaired of his life,

85 Baydawi, and Isfahan! after him, follow the material gathered by F.D. Razi
in his "Compendium of Thought Ancient and Modem" (= Muhassal, pp. 208 ft.), but vary-
ing somewhat in the sequence and choice of the examples for the different points
mentioned.

86 For the sake of reading clarity, the term, "the Prophet", will be used to trans-
late the pronoun in the third person often used in phrases introducing the Prophet's
own words. Moreover, the formulae of eulogy following mention of God or one or
more of the prophets, caliphs, etc., will be used sparingly.
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"Where is the money that you deposited in Makkah with Umm
al-Fadl [Lubabah, your wife], when no one was with the two of you,
and you said, 'If I am killed87 then cAbd Allah will have so much,
and Fadl will have so much?'"

3) [Another example of what the Prophet knew about
the unseen world is when he] gave [advance] information about
the death of the Najashi, and spoke of riots that would take place
L 420 as well as other signs [in advance] that indicated his prophet-
hood, [signs] such as the calamity88 of remote Baghdad, and the Fire
that was seen as far as Busayra.89

c) Furthermore, the evidence includes narratives from the
early Muslims, how he had attained to such extensive wisdom in
both theory and practice quickly and apparently without instruction
or practical experience.

[In this category of evidence,] other miracles are traditionally
reported of him, such as the Splitting of the Moon, the Greeting of
the Stone, the Springing of Water from between his Fingers, the
Keening of the Palm Log, the Complaint of the She-camel, [his]
Knowing the Poisoned Mutton, and so on, things that are mentioned
in the book titled "The Proofs of Prophethood."90 Now, even though
not all of these [miracles] have a record of authenticity in tradition,
the feature with commonality among them is well authenticated.
Therefore, we conclude, he is a prophet.

Indeed, if a man should stand up in a great [royal] assembly and
say, "I am sent to you as the messenger of [my] King," whereupon
they would request from him proof, and he then should say, "O
King [i.e., of this people], if in your sight I am speaking the truth
in my invitation to you, then diverge from your custom and rise
from91 your seat to stand," and if he should do so, then his truth-
fulness would have to be recognized.

87 L and T unvowelled; MS Garrett 283B: [us-bt-]; MS Garrett 989Hb: [usibtu].
In the same passage in Isfahan! the MS reads, [usibtu].

88 MS gl: [f. 217a] [I.e.,] "the fall of" [waqi'atj.
89 L, T, and MS Garrett 989Hb: [busayra]; MS Garrett 283B: [busayra3]; MS

Garrett-Yahuda 3081: [busayra5]. See also the notes for the same text in Isfahani's
commentary.

90 [Dala'il al-nubuwah] The article, "Mu'djiza" in EN-I-2, by AJ. Wensinck,
mentions a book by this tide by Abu Nucaym Ahmad ibn cAbd Allah al-Isfahani,
who lived 336/948-430/1038. Baydawi indicates a single named book, while Isfahani
speaks of several books on this subject. See the title indexes in Brockelmann's
Geschichte der arabischen Literatur.

91 L omits "from."
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b. [As to his character.]
Furthermore, the whole of his life and characteristics that have

been authentically and consistently reported—such as constancy with
truth and shunning of worldly things throughout his lifetime, a whole-
hearted devotion to purpose, courage to the extent that he would
never flee from anyone even though there was great alarm as on
the [Battle] Day of Uhud, an eloquence that silenced the stentorian
orators of the desert Arabs, a persistence in the mission of invita-
tion, together with clearly observable toil and hardship, disdain for
the rich, and humility among the poor—all of these characteristics
would never exist unless they should belong to prophets.

Isfahani says: L 420, T 204, MS 216a

Topic 3: The prophethood of the Prophet Muhammad

Muhammad is the Messenger of God, T 205 peace be upon him.
This doctrine is opposed by the Jews, the Christians, the Zoroastrians
and a group of the Materialists. In support of [this doctrine] we
have the following reasons.

a. [As to his words and actions.]
1. He claimed to be a prophet, and
2. he produced a miracle.

Whoever has been of that sort has been a prophet. We say that
he claimed to be a prophet only because of the authentic tradition
to that effect, and we say that he produced a spellbinding miracle,
only because of three reasons.

a) He came bringing the Qur'an, and the Qur'an is a spell-
binding miracle.92 The fact that he came bringing it, and that no
one else came bringing it, is based on continuously recurring authen-
tic tradition. As for the fact that the Qur'an is a spellbinding mir-
acle, [we accept it] because he issued a challenge on the basis of it
and was not opposed. Indeed, he challenged the most eloquent and
fluent Arab orators to oppose him. God Most High said,

92 The MS alone of sources used reads: wa-huwa mu'jiz]; L, T, MS Garrett
989Ha, and MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486 read: [wa-al-Qur'an mu'jiz]. The translation
attempts to carry the active participial force of [mu'jiz], namely, "to put [one] at
loss", "to render speechless", etc.
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"If you are in any doubt about what We have sent down to our
servant, then bring forward just one chapter portion like it, and call
in witnesses for yourselves, apart from God [Himself]." [Q, 2:23]
But they were inwardly prevented from opposing him, in spite of
their abundant motivation to oppose him so as to display their own
fluency and eloquence and to overbear him forcibly. Their inward
prevention in spite of the abundant motivation proves that they
became incapable of opposition, and that proves that the Qur'an is
a spellbinding miracle.

b) He provided information about the things of the unseen
world, and the providing of information about the things of the
unseen world is a spellbinding miracle.

1) The fact that He provided information about the things
of the unseen world is demonstrated through the word of [God]
Most High:

"Alif lam mim. The Byzantines have been defeated in a nearby
land, L 421 but after their defeat they will be victorious." [Q^30:l]
And it had come about to correspond with what he had said. Again
His word,

"Truly, He who ordains the Qur'an for you, is He who brings
you back as in a Homecoming." [Q 28:85] Here the one spoken to
is the Prophet, and] what is meant by, "as in a Homecoming", is
Makkah, for a man's place of homecoming is his own village, since
he does his traveling about in other towns and then returns to it.
Again [God's] word:

"You will be called out against a people having MS 216b great
strength; you will kill them or take their surrender." [Q48:16] And
that had taken place. Indeed, what was meant by "a people having
great strength", according to some, was the Banu Hunayfah,93 Abu
Bakr having called out those left of the desert Arabs against the
Banu Hunayfah either to kill them or take their surrender; but oth-
ers think that they were the Persians, and it was cUmar who called
out those left of the desert Arabs against the Persians either to kill
them or take their surrender. Again [God's] word:

"God's promise is to those of you who have believed and have
done what is right, to make you his leading men in the land just as

93 So vowelled in L, the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha, but spelled B. Hanifa in
the En-I-2.
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He had appointed as leading men those who were before you."
[Q, 24:55] That is to say, He would indeed make them inherit the
land of the unbelievers both Arabs and non-Arabs, just as He had
appointed as leading men those who were before them, and they in
turn were the sons of Israel after the great oppressors in Egypt had
perished, and He had granted them as inheritance a land for them,
and houses and belongings for them. All this had taken place accord-
ing to the information [the Prophet] had produced. The reference
in the phrase, "those of you who have believed", is to the Companions,
evidence for this being in the word of [God] Most High, "of you."
Again further evidence is in His word,

"And He will surely give them a time of security in exchange
after the fear they had had", [Q, 24:55] for they had been fearful
in the early days of Islam, and God fulfilled His promise to them.

2) Moreover, [the fact that he provided information about
the things of the unseen world is demonstrated] through the Prophet's
own word,

"The [rightful] leadership after me will last thirty [successive]
years,"94 and the duration of the succession of the leaders who fol-
lowed the right way, Abu Bakr, cUmar, 'Uthman, and cAli and al-
Hasan95 was thirty years. Again the Prophet said:

"Be guided by those two who come after me, Abu Bakr and
cUmar."96

Again, [the Prophet] said to cAmmar ibn Yasir:
"The party coveting power will kill you";97 and the party covet-

ing power did kill [cAmmar] on the [Battle] Day of SifHn, meaning
that Mu'awiyah and those with him did it.

The Prophet's question to cAbbas [ibn 'Abd al-Muttalib],—who
was taken among the captives of Badr and had requested the Prophet
to ransom his life and that of his nephew cUqayl ibn Abi Talib,
cAbbas despairing of his own ransom,—was this:

94 Hadith, indexed and found in Sahih al-Tirmidhi, "Fitan" #48. [L 419:19-20;
476:16.]

95 L, T and MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486 list these five; the MS lists in addition,
al-Husayn; while MS Garrett 989Ha lists only the first four.

96 Hadith, indexed in Wensinck's Handbook of Early Muhammadan Tradition (p. 5,
col. 2) as being in Sahih al-Tirmidhi, "Manaqib" #16. [L 419:20; L 421:14.]

97 Hadith, indexed in Wensinck's Handbook, being in Tabaqat Ibn Sacd, III/I, 181,
183 ff. [L 419:21; 421:15.]
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"Where is the money that you deposited in Makkah with Umm
al-Fadl, and no one else was present with you two when you said,
'If I am killed, then cAbd Allah is to have so much and al-Fadl is
to have so much'?"98 Then 'Abbas replied [to the Prophet], "Most
certainly no one but I knew that! By Him who sent you with the
Truth, you are indeed the Messenger of God!" Whereupon both he
and cUqayl accepted Islam.

3) There is also [the Prophet's] advance information about
the death MS 217a of the Najashi." Abu Hurayrah related about
Muhammad that he announced to the people the death of the Najashi
on the day [that ruler] died, and said to his Companions, "Say the
prayers for your brother, the Najashi," and then he went out with
them to the place of prayer and recited with them the doxology,
'God is most great', four times. Then it became evident, after the100

announcement, that [the Najashi] had died on that day.
There is also the Prophet's announcement about riots that would

take place L 422 as well as other signs, that is, portents of the
Hour [of Resurrection], like the calamity101 of remote Baghdad. Abu
Bakr related that the Prophet said:

"Some of the people of my nation will go and inhabit a fertile
lowland that they will name Basrah, by a river called Dijlah [the
Tigris River], over which there will be a bridge. Its inhabitants will
become many and it will be one of the great cities of the Muslims.
Then at the end of the era, the Banu Qantura3,102 people with wide
faces and small eyes, until they inhabit one shore of the river. The
people [i.e., who live in the lowland] will divide into three groups:
one group choosing to take hold of the tails of their cattle and set-
tle in the wilderness, but they will perish. Another group chooses to
look after themselves and they will perish. And one group will place
their children behind their backs and go out to battle with the

98 Hadith, indexed in Wensinck's Handbook, being in Tabaqat Ibn Sacd, IV, I, 9.
[L 419:21; 421:15.]

99 Hadith, indexed in Wensinck's Handbook, located in Sahih Muslim, 'Jana'iz"
#63-68. [L 419:23; L 421:21.] "The Najashi", an Ethiopic word used in the
Arabic of early Islam as the title of the ruler of Ethiopia. See the article "al-
Nadjashi" by E. van Donzel in the En-I-2.

100 The MS alone inserts "that" [dhalika al-akhbar].
101 MS gl: I.e., the downfall [waqi'at].
102 MS gl: [Qantura3] was the handmaiden of Abraham, peace be upon him.

[From the commentary on Baydawi's Tawalf by al-'Ibri.]
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invaders, and they will be martyrs. And it was as he had announced,
for what was meant by that settled region was Baghdad. The Banu
Qantura5, which means the Turks, attacked it, and the people of
Baghdad at the time of this invasion divided into three groups, just
as the Prophet had set the matter forth.103

There is also his advance information about the fire seen from
Busra, a city of Syria, for the Prophet had said,

"The Hour [of Resurrection] will not come until a fire T 206
goes up from the territory of Hijaz that will shine upon the necks
of camels in Busra." And it was just as he had announced, for there
is a report from reliable authorities that fire went up out of the ter-
ritory of Hijaz in the year 654 [A.H.] and lit up the mountains spread
out around it so much that [the sky glare] was seen from Busra.104

These foregoing announcements of information all refer to things
of the unseen world that bore upon matters that would happen in

103 Hadith, noted in Wensinck's Handbook of early Muhammadan Tradition under
"Basra, Muhammad's predictions concerning", cited as being in Ahmad ibn Hanbal's
Musnad, Cairo 1313 A.H., v. 5, pp. 40, 44 ff., and al-Tayalisi's Musnad, Haidarabad,
1321, No. 870.

104 Hadith, indexed in Wensinck's Handbook probably under "Hour—The fire that
will bum", al-Tirmidhi's So/ah, Cairo, 1292, 31:42; Ahmad b. Hanbal's Musnad,
v. 2, p. 8, 53, etc.; and al-Tayalisi's Musnad, No. 2050.

In the Isfahani texts used the spelling of the town name is uniformly [busra'],
whereas in the Baydawi texts it is [busayra] with minor differences in the closing
of the final vowel. There are four towns with similar spellings in the area of the
Ottoman province of Syria [al-Sham]. Under the spelling [busayra] the En-I-2 Index
to Volumes 1-6 refers the reader to the ancient name [karkislya] for the fortress
town at the junction of the Euphrates and Khabur Rivers. Under the spelling "Bosra
(Bostra)", with cross-reference from [Busra], two towns east of the Sea of Galilee
in the south of modern Syria, Busra' al-Harfrf and Busra' al-Sham, are discussed
in an early En-I-2 article by A. Abel, the spelling adopted being derived from an
older romanization of the name. However, modern Jordan's [Busayra], S.S.E. of
the Dead Sea and south of [al-Tafilah] and identified with Bozra, a capital of
ancient Edom, is not listed in the En-I-2 (v. 1—6). The National Geographic Atlas of
the World, rev. 6th ed., 1992, displays all four: (plate 75, Busayrah in N.E. Syria;
pi. 76, the towns in S. Syria and Jordan). These are all listed in the index to this
atlas. Presumably, the event's reference is to the Jordanian [Busayra].

A number of extensive old lava fields [sing., harrah] over subterranian volcanoes,
now appearing as desert areas covered with black stones, mark the topography of
al-Hijaz, one bearing the name "The Fire." See the National Geographic Atlas of the
World, pi. 77, and the En-I-2 articles, "al-Hijaz" and "harra." The latter article
cites al-Samhudi's history, Khulasat al-Wafa3 bi-Akhbar Dar al-Mustafa3 for a descrip-
tion of a great earthquake at Medinah lasting several days in the year 654. This
is consistent with a series of subterranian volcanic explosions and an eruption of
fire and hot lava whose glow could be seen at a great distance.
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future times. However, the announcements of information about
things of the unseen world bearing upon matters that had been in
times past are all from the narratives of our early forebears, not
from literary research or citation of historians, and as a result, no
one can charge anyone with an error. MS 217b

c) The third reason we believe that Muhammad produced
a miracle is the fact that he achieved this great range of theoretical
wisdom—as in105 the practical knowledge of God Most High, His
attributes, His names and His precepts, and indeed, in all the ratio-
nal and traditional sciences, and some of the practical sciences, such
as ethical judgment, the management of households and the politi-
cal government of cities—quickly and without instruction or train-
ing. Indeed, he did not belong to any learned tribal family, but was
from a town where there was not a single scholar, and he made no
journey to a city of scholars. He traveled only twice into Syria for
a short time and every one of his enemies knew that on both occa-
sions he had made no appointment to mingle with scholars. This
[third reason] is one of the most important and extraordinary mat-
ters in the argument.

[In this third category also] other miracles are reported of him
in tradition, as:

1) the Splitting of the Moon.106 Anas related that the
people of Makkah asked the Messenger of God to show them a sign,
and he showed them the moon split in two sections and they even
saw the mountain in between the two parts. Also tradition tells of

2) the Greeting of the Stone to [the Prophet]. Jabir ibn
Samrah107 related that the Prophet said, "Truly I know of no other
stone in Makkah that ever greeted me before I was sent." And tra-
dition tells of

105 The MS reads, "and logical wisdom [leading] to practical knowledge of God"
[wa-al-hikmah al-nazanyah li-macrifat Allah].

106 Cf. Qur'an 54:1, where the event of the moon's splitting indicates the approach
of the Hour of Resurrection, and also note 1, on page 460, of The Qur'an, a
Contemporary Translation, by Ahmed Ali. [Princeton, 1988]. Reference is made there
to Islamic commentaries, one of which, by Abu al-Qasim Raghib [al-Isfahani]
Mufriddt.] has as interpretation: the moon, being the flag symbol of the Quraysh
and of Arabia, was said to be split when the Quraysh gave only a partial accep-
tance of Islam. See notice of the moon's splitting as a miracle of the Prophet in
M. Rodinson's article "Kamar" in En-I-2, v. 4:518b.

107 Probably, Jabir ibn Zayd [b. 21/642—ca. 93-104/711-722], known as a
famous traditionist. Cf. En-I-2, art. "Djabir b. Zayd."
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3) the Water Springing out from between his fingers.
Jabir said, L 423 "The people were thirsty on the Day of Huday-
biyah,108 and the Messenger of God had a leather water bag with
him and he washed his hands with it. Then the people came to him
and said, "We have no water for our ablutions or for drinking except
what is in the water bag." Then the Messenger of God put his hand
in the neck of the water bag and made the water spurt from between
his fingers like springwater and we drank and washed with it. Jabir
was asked, "How many were you?" He replied, "If we had been a
hundred thousand it would have been enough for us, but we were
fifteen hundred." Another example of his miracles from tradition is

4) the Keening of the Palm Log.109 Jabir said, "When
the Prophet was preaching he used to lean back against a certain
palm log, one of the columns of the mosque. Then after they made
the pulpit for him and he sat upon it, the palm log where he used
to stand and preach made a loud sound110 as if it were about to
split. So the Prophet stepped down and hugged it to him while it
was making a keening sound like the crying of a little boy being
quieted, until it became still." Another example is:

5) the Complaint of the She-camel for being overworked
and underfed. Yala ibn Murrah al-Thaqafi said, "A perfect triad of
memorable things I did once observe in MS 218a the Messenger
of God while we were traveling with him: (a) As we passed a camel
carrying water for sale the camel saw him and made its rumbling
growl and bent down its upper neck and head, (b) The Prophet
stopped and said, "Where is the owner of this camel?" So the man
came up, and he said to him, "Sell it to me." The man replied,
"Rather, we will give it to you, O Messenger of God, for surely,
members of the household may have anything of which there is
another to use for their livelihood." Then the Prophet said to the
man, "But are you not giving a thought for this beast as to its wel-
fare? It is complaining of too much work and too little feed; take
better care of it!" (c) Rumbling out its voice the camel extended its
upper neck and head to him."111 Another example is:

108 L, T and the MS: [Hudaybah]; MS Garrett 989Ha and MS Garrett-Yahuda
4486: [Hudaybfyah]. En-I-2: Article is under: [Hudaybfyah].

109 Lane mentions such a tradition in his Lexicon p. 653c, as noted by Prof.
Calverley. But it is not in Wensinck's Concordance.

110 Reading, [sahat]; the MS has a corrupted reading: "rebuked" (?) [qabbahat].
111 The formula, "Three things I have seen," is problematic as a) perhaps hav-
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6) the Testimony of the Poisoned Mutton.112 Jabir nar-
rated that a Jewish girl from the families in Khaybar poisoned113

some roast mutton and gave it to the Messenger of God. So the
Messenger of God took the foreleg and ate of it, and a group of his
companions were eating with him.

Then [suddenly] the Messenger of God declared, "Lift your hands
out of it!" Then he sent to the Jewish girl telling her to come, and
he said to her, "You have poisoned this mutton!" She said, "Who
was it that told you?" He said, "This piece in my hand told me,"
meaning the foreleg. She replied, "Yes, because I said to myself, 'If
he is a prophet, it will never hurt him, and if he is other than a
prophet, we will have rest from him.'" So the Messenger of God
excused her.114'115

There is nothing following beyond this among the miracles recorded
in the books on the indicators of prophethood. But even though not
all of these [miracles] have a record of authenticity in tradition, still
the powerful feature having the commonality among them is well
authenticated. This is because the whole company of the narrators
come up to an acceptable definition of authentic succession [in the
tradition], and the power of the feature of commonality is realized
in the narration of them all, so it does constitute an authentic suc-
cession [of tradition].

Our [i.e., Isfahani's and Baydawi's Sunni] position is that only
one who will claim to be a prophet, and will produce a spellbind-
ing miracle, would be a prophet.

Indeed, if a man should stand up in a great assembly and say,
"I am sent as the messenger of [my] King to you," whereupon they
requested from him proof, and the man then should say, "O king,

ing a literal reference to three aspects of a composite event [the option chosen and
indicated here], or b) possibly being an ancient Semitic figure of speech expressing
a penultimate [note the oddness of number] degree of approval and admiration [or
conversely, of disapproval and rejection] appropriate for use by one human being
of another human. One might conjecture that the ultimate degree of these [going
to an even number] would be the appropriate form to use in describing a com-
munication between the divine and the human.

112 [shahadat al-shah al-masmumah].
113 Orthography varies—L: [s m ? t]; T: [s m t]; MS: [s m y t]; MS Garrett

989Ha vowelled: sammamat]. However, in all these texts the story is clearly intro-
duced as "the poisoned mutton" [al-shah al-masmumah].

114 The MS adds here: "and struck the matter from his memory that day."
115 Tabari narrated this incident as part of the Battie of Khaybar, and it is retold

in the article, "Khaybar", by L. Veccia Vaglieri in En-I-2, v. 4:1140.
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if in your sight I am speaking the truth in my invitation to you,
L 424 then diverge from your custom and rise from116 your seat
to stand," and if the king should do so, that is, if the king should
rise from his place, then those present would have to recognize his
truthfulness in making his claim. It is likewise here,

b. [As to his character.]
The second reason demonstrating [Muhammad's] genuine prophet-

hood includes the whole of his life and characteristics that have been
authentically and consistently reported.

An example is his faithful constancy in truthfulness, for he never
lied, MS 218b whether in concerns of this world or in concerns
of our religion, and because of this none of his enemies could con-
nect falsehood with him in anything whatsoever. There is the exam-
ple of his shunning worldly things throughout his lifetime, in spite
of T 207 his power over them. As witness to that there is the
offer to him by the Quraysh of wealth, a position of leadership and
marriage with anyone he desired if he would abandon his claim to
[prophethood], and his shunning of the offer.

There is [also] the example of his extreme generosity, so much
so that God Most High reproved him, saying,

"Do not be completely openhanded." [Q, 17:29]
There is also the example of his courage to the extent that he

would never flee from anyone even though there was great alarm,117

as on the [Battle] Day of Uhud and the [Battle] Day of Hunayn,118

and for this reason when adversity increased the people would place
their confidence in him.

There is also the example of his eloquence that silenced stento-
rian speakers, dumbfounding both the desert Arabs and a certain
[other] resoundingly fluent orator.

There is also the example of his persistence119 in the mission of
invitation, together with his clearly observable toil and hardship. The
Prophet said,

116 L omits "from."
117 The scribe of L inadvertently placed a dot above the '"ayn", to read, [raghab].
118 See Qur'an 9:25-26 and En-I-2 v. 3, p. 578.
119 L followed by T: [ijtira'j, this is probably a misreading of an earlier source;

the MS, MS Garrett 989Ha and MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486 have the reading: [israr],
which matches the reading in the Baydawi texts.
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"No prophet has ever been wronged as I have been wronged."120

But he endured it patiently without any slackening in resolution,
since people of determination will show patience.

There is also the example of his disdain for the rich and his humil-
ity among the poor, [attitudes such as] never exist except among
prophets. Thus, even if we should assume that each one of these
qualities by itself would not indicate prophethood, nevertheless the
sum of them is what makes known positively that [such evidence]
would not occur except with a prophet. This is the method that al-
Jahiz used and that al-Ghazali approved in his [book titled] al-
Munqidh [min al-Dalal].

c. [Information given by earlier prophets.]
The third reason demonstrating his genuine prophethood is infor-

mation given by earlier prophets in their writings as applied to his
prophethood, for these are collections of evidence for his prophet-
hood. A thorough investigation of them is set forth in the extended
commentaries and in the books specifically dealing with the evidence
for his prophethood.121

Baydawi said: L 424, T 207

Refutation of the Brahman's doctrine on the intellect

a. The Brahmans122 hold that whatever the intellect predicates as
good is something to accept, whatever it predicates as evil is some-
thing to reject, and whatever it is uncertain about may be consid-
ered good when there is need for it, and rejected when there is no
need for it. Therefore, [they say], in the intellect there is available
an alternative to the guidance of the Prophet.

b. Our position is that the [entirely religious] mission of the
prophets has brought immeasurable benefits, among them being the
following.

1. It always provides the basis for a convincing argument.
2. It removes uncertainty.

120 Hadith, not located specifically. The Wensinck Handbook, "Prophets—endure
the sharpest blows in the world", has a number of citations.

121 [kutub dala'il al-nubuwah] Reading the plural "books" as indicating a sub-
ject category, rather than books having the same title.

122 High-caste Hindus, generally the priests. Cf. the article "Barahima" by Fazlur
Rahman in the En-I-2. F.D. Razi discusses this disputation in his Muhassal, p. 212.
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3. It provides guidance to an ultimate position that the intel-
lect may take a stand on, in matters such as the resurrection of the
dead and the circumstances of the Garden and the Fire.

4. It clearly presents the excellence of the position upon which
the intellect takes its stand,

5. It delineates in its entirety whatever it predicates as good.
6. It assigns to mankind the duties of obedient living and of

worship that are prescribed as due to the worshipped One, those
that are regularly repeated in order to refresh the memory, as well
as others. L 425

7. It states the laws123 in the principles of justice that preserve
the life of the human species.

8. It teaches necessary and useful skills that equip a person
completely for earning a living.

9. It teaches the beneficial and the harmful uses of medicines.
10. The prophetic mission teaches the special properties of the

stars and their configurations, knowledge of these things being acquired
only by long and extensive experimentation, for which human lives
are not long enough.

c. Moreover, there is a great disparity among the intellects of
mankind, and the perfect one is rare; so inevitably there must be a
teacher to teach and guide them in a way that will be appropriate
for their intellects.

Isfahani says: L 425, T 207, MS 218b:16

Refutation of the Brahman's doctrine on the intellect

a. The Brahmans hold that everything that the intellect predicates
as good, that is, everything the goodness of which is known by the
intellect], is something to be accepted, whether the Messenger intro-
duced it or not. In other words, when anything has been established
in the intellect as something that is of benefit to mankind, and it is
free of any indication of harm, then the benefit from it is good. And
everything that the intellect predicates as evil, that is, the evil of
which is known by the intellect, is something to be rejected, equally
whether the MS 219a Messenger introduced it or not. Furthermore,

L: [yushlr]. T, MS Garrett 989Hb and MS Garrett 283B: [yusharri'].
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whatever the intellect is uncertain about, that is, the intellect does
not know whether it is good or evil, is to be approved as good when
there is a need for the benefit of it, and to be rejected as evil when
there is no need for it. In other words, anything that a person has
need for and that displays nothing evil in it is to be approved as
good, and anything that a person has no need for and that displays
nothing good in it is to be rejected as evil, since to proceed with
something that is conceivably harmful is basically a needless action.
Therefore, [say the Brahmans], there is available in the intellect an
alternative to the guidance of the Prophet that may be said to gov-
ern in a particular matter as an alternative option of free choice,
or, latitude for action.

An objection has been raised that it is through raising objections
that there is presented an alternative to falsehood. But the answer
to this is that [such an argument] would be premised on good and
evil, two entities that are intellectual in nature, and the invalidity of
this [kind of argument] has been shown previously.

b. Then following this [statement of their doctrine] [Baydawi] our
author set forth the benefits of the prophetic mission in full detail,
saying that the [entirely religious] mission of the prophets has brought
immeasurable benefits, among them being the following examples:

1. It establishes the basis for a convincing argument, in that it
confirms what the intellect has independently indicated, so that the
self-excusing of a person under religious obligation would be cut
short in every respect. [God] Most High referred to this in His word,

"This is so in order that mankind should have no reason to com-
plain against God after the messengers have come", [Q4:165] and

"If We had ruined them with trouble before this [time of respite],
they would have said, 'O our Lord, why did You not send us a
messenger, so we could have followed Your guiding signs before we
went astray and were disgraced?'" [Q 20:134] So, it has been made
plain that [God] Most High sent out the Messenger in order to cut
short their argument, an argument in which there are three points.

a) They [the Brahmans] say that if God Most High created
us to worship Him, then He should have made plain to us the wor-
ship that He desires from us, what it should be, how much of it
there should be, and how it should be performed; moreover, the
source of obedience should be in the intellect. But as it is the whole
manner of it is unknown to us. So God sent the messengers to cut
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short this excusing of self, for when the divine laws became plain in
detail, their excuses ceased.

b) They say to God, "You have made our existence to be
one of heedlessness and foolishness, and You have put over us a
government of L 426 caprices and carnal appetites. So why, O
our God, have you not provided us with someone who would alert
us when we are neglectful, and would prevent us when we incline
to our caprices? Yet, since You have abandoned us to ourselves
MS 219b and to our caprices, that was an enticement for us to
do these evil things!"

c) They say, "Suppose that by our intellects we should know
the excellence of faith and the evil of unbelief, but

1) we did not know by our intellects that he who did
wrong would be punished eternally and unforgettably, especially since
we know that T 208 in the doing of evil we have pleasure, and
that there is no harm to you, and that

2) we did not know that any who believe and do what
is good would be worthy of reward, especially since we had learned
that for You there is neither benefit nor harm in anything, [in that
case] this abstract knowledge of good and evil, by itself, would be
neither a motivation nor a restraint." But after the mission [of the
prophets], all these excuses were dispelled.

2. Another benefit [of the mission of the prophets]] is that it
removes, or dispels the uncertainty that is difficult for the intellect
to cast off.

3. It provides guidance to an ultimate position that the intel-
lect may take a stand on, but not demonstrate it as if discovered
independently of the guidance, in matters such as the resurrection
of the dead and the circumstances of the Garden and of the Fire.
And all the other topics heard of in the tradition, matters such as
come to us through the hearing, sight and speech of the messen-
gers, are matters which depend upon the transmission of tradition
through hearing.

4. It makes clear how excellent is the position upon which the
intellect takes its stand, and it makes clear that the intellect is not
independently alone in the knowledge of a thing's attractiveness or
repulsiveness,124 as in a glance at the face of an evil-eyed old woman

124 The MS omits "its attractiveness" [husnihi], while MS Garrett 989Ha sup-
plies the same word by interlinear insertion.
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or the face of a pretty handmaid. Indeed, the intellect takes its stand
either on the thing's goodness or its evil.

5. It differentiates out in its entirety what the intellect has pred-
icated as good, in that the quiddity of worship has been clarified
both as to its quantity and quality.

6. It assigns125 to mankind the duties of obedient living and the
services of worship that are prescribed for the worshipped One, those
that are regularly repeated in order to refresh the memory at their
appointed times in succession, such as the prayer-rite and others.

7. It states the laws in the principles of justice that preserve
the life of the human species. Indeed, man is a socially civilized crea-
ture by nature, marked by a predilection for disagreement that is
resolved in face to face confrontation. So there is no other way than
that justice should preserve the life of the human species, a justice
that the divine law would protect, as was set forth126 in the exposi-
tion of mankind's need for the Prophet according to the argument
of the philosophers.127

8. It teaches the necessary arts and trades that are useful and
complementary for making a living. God Most High said in regard
to David, peace be upon him,

"We taught him how to make body-armor for you." [Q 21:80]
And God said to Noah,

"But build the ark before Our eyes." [Q, 11:37] MS 220a There
is no doubt that the need for spinning, weaving, sewing and building,
and the like, would be greater than the need for body-armor and
its being worn in order to deliver its wearers from serious harm.
Thus the mission of the prophets to teach these things was necessary.

9. It teaches the beneficial uses of medicines which God Most
High created on the earth for us. A single experiment with them is
not sufficient for knowledge of them L 427 for this comes only
after extensive periods of time, and even then there is great danger
for the most part. But in the prophetic mission there is the advan-
tage of knowing [medicine's] various natures and advantages with-
out toil and danger.

125 Reading with the MS and MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486: "assigns" [yu'ayyin]. L,
T and MS Garrett 989Ha read: "explains" [yubayyin]. "Assigns" is the term used
in the corresponding Baydawi text, and suits the context.

126 The MS alone of sources used reads: "as we have set forth" [ka-ma dhakarna].
127 In Topic 1 which precedes.
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10. Similarly, it teaches the special properties of the stars. The
astronomers learned by experience the various natures of the grades
of the celestial spheres, but it would be impossible to gain an under-
standing of them by experimentation, because experimentation is
considered to involve repetition. So how could all the generations of
mankind be sufficient to observe the revolutions of the fixed stars
even two times?

c. Moreover, human intellects differ and the perfect one is rare,
while the divine secrets are exceedingly abundant. Therefore, there
was no other way than for a teacher to teach and guide them; there
was no other way than by sending prophets, bringing down scrip-
tures, and delivering these scriptures to every person who would be
prepared to the fullest extent possible for him and according to his
individuality, and all this to be done in a manner appropriate for
their intellects.

Baydawi said: L 427, T 208

Refutation of the Jew's doctrine on the Mosaic Lawm

a. The Jews hold that there is no alternative: either there is in
the Law of Moses a provision that it would be abrogated, or there
is not any such provision. Therefore,

1. if there should be such a provision, then it would be nec-
essary for this to be held as fact in uninterrupted succession, and
become well known as a fundamental basis of [Moses5] religion;

2. if there should not be any such a provision,
a) but if there should be anything that points to the con-

tinuance of [the Law], then its abrogation would be prevented;
b) and if there should not be anything, [i.e., that points to

the continuance of the Law] then [Moses'] law would not be reval-
idated, and so would not be in effect except in the one time cycle.

b. We [Baydawi] hold that
1. there was in [the Law of Moses] a provision giving notice

of its abrogation, and
2. [the Law] was not continually revalidated, either because

the demand for the transmission of its original was not great, or

F.D. Razi discusses this particular disputation in his Muhassal, pp. 212~213.
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because there was in it something that pointed to its continuance
only in appearance but not absolutely, and thus its abrogation would
not be prevented.

Isfahani says: L 427, T 208, MS220a:l l

Refutation of the Jew's doctrine on the Mosaic Law

a. The Jews say that if Muhammad had been a prophet, then all
that he announced would be true; but that conclusion is false, because
[Muhammad] declared that the Law of Moses had been abrogated,
and this latter statement is not true. That is so because when [God]
Most High instituted the Law of Moses there was no alternative
given: either there was a provision in it that would have made clear
that it would remain in effect until a certain time only and then it
would be abrogated, or there was no provision in it that made clear
that it would be abrogated. Therefore, [and the Jews' argument pro-
ceeds as follows]:

1. if there had been in it a provision that made clear that it
should be abrogated, then it would be necessary for this fact to be
continuously restated and become well known as a fundamental part
of [Moses5] religion. That is so because this point was an important
matter for which the calls for its transmission would increase, and
thus continuous restatement of it would be necessary. Now, an agree-
ment to keep hidden a continuously restated legal provision would
never be admissible. And it would be extremely necessary

a) that knowledge of the fact that the Law of Moses would
terminate with the mission of Jesus, and that the Law of Jesus would
terminate with the mission of Muhammad, should become generally
known among the people, MS 220b and

b) that whoever should reject this information would be
rejecting the successively restated traditions, and

c) that that fact should be one of the strongest demonstra-
tion proofs for Jesus and Muhammad from God in support of the
claims of them both.

But, [say the Jews], since the matter was not thus, we understood
the corruption of this [first] division of the problem.

2. Now, if it had not been made clear that [the Law of Moses]
would be abrogated, but

a) if, in the Law of Moses, a provision had been clearly
made L 428 indicating that it should continue and that it should
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remain until the Day of the Resurrection, then its abrogation would
be prevented. This would be implied because

1) when [God] Most High made it plain that the Law
of Moses had been established eternally, so, if it should not remain
established then that declaration would be a falsity, but falsehood as
applied to God Most High is impossible,

2) and if it should be admissible that God Most High
would add a legal provision of perpetuation in spite of the fact that
perpetuation would not occur, then secure trust would be removed
from what [God] says, in both His promise and His threat. This
also would be an invalidation, by the consensus [of scholars].

3) Further, [say the Jews], if it should be admissible for
God Most High [first] to declare that the Law of Moses would be
established eternally and then [to declare] that it would not remain
eternally, then why would it not be admissible that God Most High
should add a legal provision that the Law of Muhammad would be
established eternally, although in fact it would not be established
eternally? Therefore, it is necessary for you [i.e., the Muslims] to
grant the admissibility of the abrogation of your own Law.

b) But if there should be no provision within [the Law of
Moses] indicating that it would continue, but only that it was clear
within the Law of Moses that it was established, while neither its
continuance nor its precise time extension would have been made
clear, then there would be no restatement of the Law of Moses, and
it would be established for one time cycle only. This would be in
accordance with the principles of law, in that a given command that
provides no information as to its continuance or its precise time
extension requires compliance for one time cycle only.

However, it is well known that the Law of Moses is not of that
sort, for religious obligations had been directed by the Law of Moses
toward mankind until the time of Jesus, and this is by the consen-
sus [of scholars]. Furthermore, [say the Jewish disputants,] since the
invalidity of the first and the third divisions of the problem [1., 2.b)
above] has become obvious, then the validity of the second one [2.a)]
may be seen distinctly, and it implies that the abrogation was pre-
vented.

b. [To this, Baydawi] our author replied that God Most High
either

1. had set forth quite clearly and fully in the Law of Moses
what was perceived to be a notice of its abrogation, but the length
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of time [yet remaining] was not made clear, and this fact was not
continuously restated as the calls for [the Law's] transmission were
so rare in comparison to the many calls to transmit the fundamental
principle of [Moses'] religion, indeed, the abundance of calls for the
transmission of the principle was so much greater than the frequency
of the calls to transmit the manner of [the Law's] function; or,

2. [God] had set forth in Moses' Law something indicating that
[the Law's] continuation would be in appearance, but not absolutely;
and there is nothing impossible in the abrogation of something that
indicates that [the Law's] continuance was [merely] in appearance.

Baydawi said: L 428, T 209

Topic 4: The blamelessness of the prophets

a. After the revelation of commissioning them

The majority [of scholars] are agreed129 upon the fact of the blame-
lessness130 of the prophets as regards unbelief and disobedience after
the revelation [commissioning them].

The Fudaykiyah131 sect of the Khawarij hold that it is admissible
that [the prophets] might commit acts of disobedience, but at the
same time they believe that every act of disobedience is one of un-
belief.

Some others granted that [the prophets] might practice unbelief
as pious 'dissimulation';132 indeed, they made it obligatory because,
they said, to throw the soul into mortal danger is forbidden.133 But

129 The verb, "have/are agreed" [ittafaqa], is omitted in L, T, the MS and MS
Garrett-Yahuda 4486; it is present in MS Garrett 989Ha.

130 ['ismah] I.e., "an immunity from error and sin." Cf. the article, '"isma", in
En-I-2 by Wilfred Madelung. In his Kitab al-Ta'rifat Al-Sharif al-Jurjani defines
[cismah] as "a natural disposition to avoid sin and the power to do so."

131 Reading [Fudaykiyah] with the MS in part, with Shahrastani [Muslim Sects
and Divisions translated by A.K. Kazi andJ.G. Flynn (from Kitab al-Milal wa-al-Mhal),
London: K. Paul, [1984], pp. 104-105], and with the En-I-2 article "Abu Fudayk
'Abd Allah ibn Thawr", (d. 693) by M.Th. Houtsma. In the texts we have relied
on, the letters [dal] and [kaf] have been corrupted to read [dad] and [lam] respec-
tively, in the name of the sect and its founder. Only the MS reads [Fudaykiyah].
L: Fadlryah; T, MS Garrett 283B and Garrett 989Hb: Fudayliyah; MS Garrett
989Ha: Fudalliyah.

132 See the article "takiyya", by R. Strothmann and Moktar Djebli, in the En-I-2,
v. 10:134, where it is noted as being "of special significance for the Shi'a."

133 Cf. [Qur'an 2:195] "Do not be thrown into mortal danger by your own hands."
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[this practice of dissimulation] was prohibited; since if it should have
been made allowable, then the preferred time for it would have been
when the summons [i.e., to prophethood] would be presented, and
thus it would have led to the concealment of religion completely.

The Hashwiyah134 granted that the prophets might venture into
major sins, but a sub-sect [of their school] forbade the idea of [the
prophets] committing [major sins] intentionally, while granting that
they might commit minor sins intentionally.

Our [Asha'irah] colleagues forbade absolutely the idea of the
prophets committing major sins, but granted that minor sins might
be committed heedlessly.

Our [i.e., Baydawi's Sunni] position is that if it should ever hap-
pen that unbelief or blameworthiness would come from [the prophets],
then

1. as a consequence it would be necessary to follow them in
it, according to the word of [God] Most High, "So follow along [in
God's straight path]" [Q6:153]; and then also

2. [a consequence would be that such prophets] would be pun-
ished L 429 with extreme severity.

It would be as when [the Prophet Muhammad] had warned his
women, according to [God's] word, "For [anyone of you who com-
mits a plain abomination] the punishment will be made double."
[Q, 33:30] d for free persons [God] increased the prescribed pun-
ishment: they were considered members of the party of Satan because
they did whatever they wished, their testimony was not accepted,
and they deserved to be rebuked and insulted. God Most High had
said,

"God will curse those who insult God and His messenger both in
this world and the next." [Q 33:57] And thus, they were dismissed
from their prophethood; because a sinner is a wrongdoer, and a
wrongdoer will not hold the commission of prophethood, according
to the [God's] word, "Wrongdoers shall never receive my commis-
sion." [Q,2:124]

Let no one say that the 'commission' was a commission to polit-

134 'Hashwiyah' is a pejorative term applied to individuals and groups who were
considered by the majority of Muslims to be worthless as scholars, and extremist
in their attachment to "crudely anthropomorphic traditions." See the brief article,
"Hashwiyah" by an Editor of the En-I-2.
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ical leadership, because, even if that idea should be granted, the
commission to prophethood would be far preferable to the other
[commission].

The case of the Prophet Muhammad
Now, regarding the word of the Most High, "May God excuse you",
[Q 9:43] and His statement, "May God pardon for you all your
sins of days past and of days to come", [Q 48:2] as well as other
similar quotations, [our position is that argumentation along these
lines] should be predicated on the rejection of a much more con-
vincing case.

The case of Adam
Regarding the Fall of Adam, that fall was before his commission to
prophethood, since at that time he did not have a people, and accord-
ing to the word of [God], "Then [it was that] his Lord chose him,
forgave him and guided him." [Q, 20:122]

The case of Abraham

Regarding Abraham's saying, "This is My Lord[?]" [Q, 6:76] that
circumstance is in the manner of stating a [dubious] assumption,
while his statement, rather his action, [with respect to] "their big
chief" [i.e., of their idols], is either a kind of mockery, or is a trac-
ing of [his] action to its cause, since the unbelievers' custom of mag-
nifying the greatest of their idols induced him to do that. And his
looking up at the stars was to gather [the divine] evidence and
become acquainted with his Maker, [God] Most High. Abraham's
statement, "I am ill", [Q 37:89] was to give notice either of a 'sick-
ness' then present, [or, of their sickening religious attitudes], or of
a fact anticipated in the future, [i.e.? 'I am going to be ill'] as he
did not lie.

The case of Joseph
In the case of Joseph's hiding the fact of his free status, it was because
of his awareness that he would be killed. And as for his desire [i.e.,
toward his master's wife], [Q, 12:24] that was [only an automatic]
natural disposition], not something voluntary. And his placing his
cup in the travel luggage of his brother was on account of his secret
plan. And whatever [wrong] came from his brethren was not dur-
ing their prophethood, if it should be granted that they were prophets.
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The case of David
In the case of the narrative about David, [cf. Q_ 38:21-24] it does
not confirm what [some disputants] have stated, and the verse can
bear another meaning.

b. Before the revelation commissioning them
With regard to what happens before the revelation [commission-

ing the prophets], the majority [of scholars] have prohibited [the
idea that a prophet would be guilty of] unbelief or fabricating a lie
and persevering in it, lest confidence in [the Prophet] should cease
completely, although they do grant [that it might possibly happen]
as a rarity,] as in the story of the brethren of Joseph. The fanatical
Rafidah [sect], however, have made blamelessness an absolute re-
quirement.135

Isfahani says: L 429, T 209, MS 221a:l

Topic 4: The blamelessness of the prophets

a. After the revelation of commissioning them
The majority [of scholars] are agreed upon the fact of the blame-

lessness of the prophets, as regards unbelief and disobedience after
the revelation [commissioning them].

The Fudaykiyah sect of the Khawarij admit the possibility that
prophets even then might commit acts of disobedience, while at the
same time the belief [of the Fudaykiyah] is that every act of dis-
obedience would be unbelief. Thus, they admit the possibility also
that prophets even [after their commission] might be guilty of un-
belief.

There were some people who did not grant the possibility of unbe-
lief in prophets, but they did grant that [prophets] could give the
appearance of unbelief through pious 'dissimulation'. Rather, they
made [such dissimulation] obligatory for them, because, they said,
to manifest Islam, when it would lead to being killed, would be to
throw one's soul into mortal danger, and to throw one's soul into
mortal danger is a religious prohibition, according to the word of

135 The Rafidah [or, Rawafid] became a leading party of the Shi'ah who strongly
'rejected' the Sunni claims as to who should have succeeded the Prophet Muhammad
by rights. Instead, they claimed that cAli and his family were the proper succes-
sors. See E. Kohlberg's article, "al-Rafida" in En-I-2.
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[God] Most High, "And do not be thrown into mortal danger by
your own hands." [Q2:195] Thus, if manifesting one's Islam should
be a religious prohibition, then manifesting unbelief would be oblig-
atory! L 430

But the argument [supporting such dissimulation] was prohibited,
because if manifesting unbelief should be admissible as pious dis-
simulation, then the preferred time for it would be at the time when
the summons [i.e., to prophethood] would be presented, since

1. all the people at that moment would be rejecting [the sum-
mons], and,

2. it would not be admissible to present the summons [pri-
vately] to any T 210 of the prophets. Thus, the situation would
lead to the concealment of religion completely.

The Hashwiyah grant neither the possibility of unbelief [in the
prophets] nor the appearance of it, but they do grant the possibil-
ity that [the prophets] might venture into great sins. A sub-sect [of
their school] forbade [the idea that] the prophets intentionally would
commit great sins, but granted that [they intentionally might com-
mit] minor sins.

Our [Ashacirah] colleagues forbade absolutely the idea that the
prophets might commit great sins, whether intentionally or not, but
they did grant that minor ones might be committed heedlessly but
not intentionally.

Our [i.e., Baydawi's and Isfahani's Sunni] position is that if it
should ever happen that any unbelief or sin should come from [the
prophets], then

1. as a consequence it would be a religious obligation for the
people to follow them, according to [God's] statement, "Follow along
[in God's straight path]"; [Q 6:153 and 155] and thus, [this first
consequence] would lead to joining a religious obligation with a reli-
gious prohibition!—But further, if any unbelief or sin should come
from the prophets, then

2. [a consequence would be that those prophets] would be pun-
ished with extreme severity. To explain the logical necessity here it
is that since the status of the prophets is one of extreme honor, for
sin to originate with anyone in this category would be something
most abominable, and therefore that one's punishment would be
extremely severe.

[It would be] as when the women of the Prophet were warned
by the statement of the Most High, "O women of the Prophet, for
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anyone of you who commits a plain abomination, the punishment
will be made double." [Q, 33:30] S 22 Ib Moreover, the legally
prescribed punishments of free persons were increased, for a slave's
penalty was only half that of the free.

If unbelief or sin should originate with [such prophets], they would
be reckoned of the Party of Satan, for then they would be doing
what Satan desired. But this conclusion would be false, since all who
are of the Party of Satan are those who lose, according to the word
of Him the Most High, "Are not the Party of Satan those who lose?"
[Q, 58:19] And [the conclusion] that [true] prophets would [ever]
belong to the Party of Satan would be false by the consensus [of
scholars].

Further, if unbelief and sin should originate with prophets, then
their testimony would not be admissible, according to the statement
of Him the Most High, "If someone of bad reputation should come
to you with an [important] announcement, then you must surely
clarify the matter." [Q^ 49:6] But again, this conclusion would be
false, otherwise, it would be the nearest thing to the abandonment
[i.e., of judgment] and it would be false by consensus.

Further, if unbelief and sin should originate with [prophets], they
would deserve to be rebuked and insulted, because unbelief and sin
are an abomination, and to reject an abomination is a duty. However,
the rejection of a prophet requires that he be rebuked and insulted,
and to insult a [true] prophet is a religious prohibition on the basis
of the statement of Him the Most High, "God will curse those who
insult God and His messenger in this world and the next." [Q 33:57]

Further, if unbelief and sin should originate with [prophets], then
they would be dismissed from the prophethood, because a sinner is
a wrongdoer, and a wrongdoer will not receive the commission of
a prophet, according to [God's statement, "Wrongdoers shall never
receive My Commission." [Q2:124]

Let no one say that [God] meant by 'commission' the commis-
sion to political leadership, not prophethood, the indication for that
[interpretation] being the body of the verse where He addressed
Abraham with His word, "Indeed, I will make you a leader for the
people," [Q 2:124] and when [Abraham] asked, "Will you choose
also from my offspring?" [God] replied, "Wrongdoers will never
receive L 431 My commission." Indeed, we hold that the com-
mission to leadership in the verse [speaking to Abraham] is the com-
mission to prophethood, and since God Most High did make Abraham
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a prophet, therefore, by His saying, "I will make you a leader for
the people," He meant, "I will make you a prophet for the people."
So even if it should be granted that the Most High had meant by
'leadership' something other than prophethood, still the commission
of prophethood would be a more appropriate interpretation in that
situation, that is, in that wrongdoers would never receive it.

Among the scholars who grant that the origination of sin with
prophets would be a possibility in some respects, all have completely
avoided the facts that indicate in the following ways the absence of
any sin committed by the [true] prophets.

The case of the Prophet Muhammad

There is the statement of [God] Most High to His Prophet, peace
be upon him, "May God excuse you; why did you give permission
to them?" [Q 9:43] And there is His statement, "May God pardon
for you all your sins of days past and of days to come." [Q^ 48:2]

Indeed, the two verses indicate the coming of sin MS 222a from
the Prophet, may God bless and save him. The first verse does so
because the divine pardon indicates that the sin had been confirmed,
and the second verse does so because the pardon coming after the
prior occurrence of sin is a clear statement as to the sin's source.

The author [Baydawi], may God have mercy on him,136 said in
reply to this that any argumentation about these matters should be
predicated on the rejection of something much more convincing, tak-
ing the two texts together.

Let no one say that, if the "rejection of something much more
convincing" should make necessary the "excusing and forgiving",
then all the religious observances originating with the Prophet would
have the same status as the "excusing and the forgiving," because
no religious ceremony exists unless there is already high above it a
counterpart religious ceremony.

136 In this topic both L and T record Isfahani as using the formula indicating
reverence for one deceased, often recently deceased. Thus, it could favor a late
date for Baydawi's death. Hamd Allah Mustawfi Qazvini [b. ca. 680/1281-2, d.
after 740/1339-40], in his Tankh-i Guzidah, says that Baydawi died in 716/1316-17.
This date would also be during the final long reign of al-Malik al-Nasir Muhammad
[1309-1340], and after the king, Isfahani's patron, had commissioned this present
commentary, shortly after he met Isfahani in 1322. The MS omits the formula here
and in the following instances of mention of the author. Further, its use here may
represent nothing more than Isfahani's gentle disagreement with Baydawi's opinion
on this matter.
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Indeed, we [Isfahan!] hold that there is no danger that all reli-
gious observances should have the same status as the "excusing and
the forgiving"; and that even if [such a danger] should be granted,
still it would not be admissible that all religious observances would
have the same status as the "excusing and the forgiving", for the
"excusing and the forgiving" exist only when, consequent upon the
"rejection of something much more convincing", there is the loss of
some advantage and the occurrence of some disadvantage.

The case of Adam
An example of the absence of blame in prophets is the Fall of Adam,
for [God's] statement is, "Adam disobeyed his Lord and went astray."
[Q, 20:121] This demonstrates clearly that the disobedience origi-
nated with him, Adam being a prophet by consensus. In reply, our
author [Baydawi], May God's mercy be upon him, said that the
Fall of Adam occurred before his prophethood, since Adam at that
time had no people, and there is no prophet unless there is a peo-
ple for him. It is, moreover, according to the word of [God] Most
High, "Then his Lord chose him, forgave him, and guided him",
[Q 20:122] that is, He 'commissioned' him as prophet.

Some scholars give as an excuse for the story of Adam that His
word, "Adam disobeyed his Lord" [Q, 20:121] really means, "Adam's
children disobeyed", as when [God] Most High said, "Ask the towns-
people." [Ql2:82]137 Confirming this [interpretation] is [God's] say-
ing in the story of Adam and Eve, "When He had brought them a
fine son, they set up [figures of idols as] partners for [God] because
of what He had done for them." [Q 7:190] Now the consensus [of
scholars] is that Adam and Eve were not idolators, but only their
children were.138

Some scholars say that that was after his commissioning [as a
prophet]. And al-Asamm139 asserted that it was by way of forgetful-

137 I.e., the story may involve family-wide guilt, or community-wide awareness of
truth. The second reference comes from the story of Joseph's brothers confronting
their father Jacob on their return from Egypt when one of their number was held
hostage there. In effect, they tell Jacob, "If you do not believe our story, ask the
townspeople [in Egypt] for the facts."

138 Rodwell notes in his translation of the Qur'an at this point that Baydawi's
interpretation is that Adam and Eve "and their idolatrous posterity" set up the
figures as partners. [The Koran, translated from the Arabic by J.M. Rodwell. (Everyman's
Library) London: J.M. Dent, 1909 etc., p. 312, n. 2.]

Abu al-c Abbas Muhammad ibn Ya'qub al-Nisaburi, called al-Asamm,
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ness, in accord with [God's] word, "We certainly had commissioned
Adam previously; so he forgot!" [Q 20:115] But an objection has
been raised that Iblis reminded Adam on the occasion of the whisper-
ing [Q 20:120] about the matter of the prohibition, when he said,
"Your Lord forbade you both L 432 [to eat of] this tree for no
other reason than lest you both might become angels." [Q_ 7:20] 14°
And so with this reminding, forgetting would be impossible [as Adam's
excuse]. The reply to this [objection] was T 211 that admissibly
there might be an occasion for reminding other than the time of
forgetfulness, otherwise there would be no reason for [God] to say,
"So he forgot!" [Q, 20:115] MS 222b Moreover, God Most High
rebuked [Adam] for that by saying, "Did We not forbid you two
this tree?" [Q 7:22] And Adam and Eve confessed their fault and
said, "O our Lord, we have wronged ourselves", [Q, 7:23] so God
Most High accepted their repentance, for He said, "So [God] for-
gave him." [Q 2:37] All this evidence excludes forgetfulness [as
Adam's chief motive in his disobedience].

Some scholars have granted that Adam was mindful of the pro-
hibition, but the fact that he came forward to obtain the prophetic
commission is to be understood by a process of interpretation hav-
ing several aspects.

1. Al-Nazzam asserted that Adam understood from the divine
word, "Do not come near to this tree", [Q 2:35] that it referred to
the [tree as an] individual specimen, while what was meant was the
whole species. The word, "this", just as it may be a reference to an
individual specimen, may be a reference to the whole species, as it
is in the word of the Prophet, "This ablution is the kind without
which God will not accept your prayer rite."141

2. Others asserted that although the exclusion was apparent in
making the tree unlawful, there is no precise stipulation in the mat-
ter, so [Adam] disregarded its apparent meaning because of an indi-
cation he had of [it as meaning] something else.142

"a celebrated doctor and traditionist of the ShafTi school, born in 247/861, died
in 346/957-8."—En-I-2, art. "al-Asamm" by R. Blachere.

140 The scribe of L, followed by the typesetter of T, inadvertently continues
beyond the end of Isfahani's quote from it and adds part of the phrase, ". . . or
become [immortals]." The MS and MS Garrett 989Ha stop with the word, "angels."

141 Hadith, L 432:8 9 [hadha wudu' la yaqbal Allah al-salah ilia bihi] indexed
tradition, cited as being in Sahih Muslim, Iman, #41 .

142 L and T insert: "of something else" [H-dalll ghayrihi 'indahu]; while the MS,
MS Garrett 989Ha and MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486 do not.
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In summary, when the points of evidence are contradictory there
is no way to rescue the matter except either by an interpretation
[i.e., of the meaning] or by an authoritative arbitrary decision.143

The case of Abraham
And there is the case of the saying of Abraham, "This is my Lord?"
[Q, 6:76-77]144 Indeed, it is unbelief, but it originated with Abraham,
who is a prophet by consensus. To this [Baydawi] replied that
Abraham's saying, "This is my Lord?" [or, "Would this be my
Lord?"] was by way of stating a 'dubious assumption'. For if any-
one wishes to invalidate a statement, he makes it as a positive one
at first, then he invalidates it.

An example of this is the statement of Abraham, "No, but rather,
their 'big chief over there surely did it", [Q 21:63] which was a
lie.145 But lying is a sin, and so a sin issued from a prophet. [Baydawi]
replied to this in two ways:

1. Abraham made this statement by way of mocking the unbeliev-
ers, as if you were to say to your companion who is blind but believes
that he is able to write, "You wrote this?" by way of mockery.

2. The ascription of the deed to their "big chief" was an ascrip-
tion of the deed to the cause, since the magnifying of the idol on
the part of the unbelievers induced Abraham to smash it to pieces.

Another example is Abraham's looking up at the stars to learn
his own situation from the influence of the stars, according to the
word of the Most High, "So he looked once at the stars and said,
'I am ill.'" [Q 37:89] Now, looking at the stars with this point of
view in mind is forbidden. His statement, "I am ill", was a lie,
because he was not sick and a lie is sin.

[Baydawi's] reply is

143 [taVil] or [tawqif].
144 In Ahmed Ali's Al-Qur'an, a Contemporary Translation [first published in 1984],

an alternative reading is presented, on the basis that the passage includes the dia-
logue between Abraham and his father, a Sabean star-worshipper. To Abraham's
father is given the exclamations, "This is my Lord!" while Abraham himself expresses
criticism of the imperfections he sees in the orbs of the sky, amd finally resolves
the matter by his rejection of star-worship. Further, in this Qur3an translation, there
is the interpretation of Abraham's saying that he was ill as his response to the peo-
ple's star-worship.

145 This is a reference to the Qur'an story of Abraham when he was berating
his father and his relatives for their adherence to idol worship. He was left alone
for a time, so he broke all the idols except the largest one. They asked Abraham
if he did it, but he replied accusing the large idol "their big chief", and mockingly
added, "Ask him, perhaps they [i.e., the idols] can speak!"
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1. that Abraham's looking MS 223a at the stars was not to
know about his situation from the influence of the stars, but rather
his looking at the stars was to gather evidence [of the divine hand-
iwork] and to know his Maker the Most High, and so observing the
stars with this point of view in mind would be obedience, because
of the statement of the Most High, "They ponder the creation of
the heavens and the earth." [Q^3:191] And also

2. that [Abraham's] statement, "I am ill", is admissibly infor-
mation about a present 'sickness' [i.e., nausea?] or a sickness [that
was going] to occur in the future, L 433 and in that case it would
not constitute lying.

The case of Joseph
There is the case of Joseph's hiding the fact of his free status at the
time of his sale, this being a concealment of the truth, and con-
cealment of the truth being a sin. [Baydawi] replied that Joseph hid
his free status only because he was sure of being killed if he should
reveal his freedom; also it happened before his prophethood.

Another matter was Joseph's desire for adultery, according to the
statement of the Most High, "He desired her", [Q 12:24] desire for
adultery being sin. [Baydawi] replied that the desire of Joseph was
[only] natural [attraction] because the inclination of a man for a
woman is natural; it is not a deficiency in the prerogative of men
but rather it is an attribute that is healthy and involuntary.

Another example is Joseph's placing his drinking cup in the lug-
gage of his brother to charge him with stealing, which is perfidy,
perfidy being sin. [Baydawi] replied that that was done with the
consent of his brother, in order to stay with him, so it would not
be perfidy, and so is not sin.

Another case is what originated with Joseph's brothers in their
throwing him to the bottom of the pit, thus harming their father,
and their lying [to their father] that a wolf ate Joseph, all of which
was sin. [Baydawi] replied that we do not grant that Joseph's broth-
ers were prophets. Also, even if it should be granted that they were
prophets, what originated with them was not during the state of their
prophethood.

The case of David
And then there is the case of David and his coveting the wife of his
brother [soldier] Uriah. As God Most High told it by the tongue of
one of the [prophetic] angels, [speaking as Uriah]:
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"This man who is my brother has for himself ninety-nine female
sheep, and I have [but] one female sheep. Then he said to me, 'Put
her under my responsibility', and he was too overbearing for me in
talking in front of everyone." [Q 38:23] All that was sin. [Baydawi]
replied that the validity of the narrative about David is not confirmed
by what [the disputants] have set forth, nor does the verse indicate
what they have set forth, but rather it can bear another meaning.

This is [an outline of] the situation regarding the doctrine of the
prophets' blamelessness after the revelation commissioning them.

b. Before the revelation commissioning them
As for the time before the revelation [commissioning them], most

of the scholars prohibited any admission of the idea that the prophets
could be guilty of unbelief, of spreading falsehood, and of per-
sistence in sin, lest a prophet should lose reliability completely. How-
ever, they admitted the possibility of disobedience on rare occasions,
MS 223b as in the story of Joseph's brothers.

The fanatical Rafidah [or, Rawafid] made it an absolute obliga-
tion that the prophets should be held blameless from all sin and dis-
obedience, whether sins were great or small, whether done intentionally
or heedlessly, or whether before or after their commissioning [as
prophets].

Baydawi said: L 433, T 211

Blamelessness is a psychic possession preventing iniquity

It should be noted here that blamelessness146 is a psychic habitual
possession that makes it impossible [for the humanity of the prophets]
to fall into iniquity. It is based upon a knowledge of the shameful
vices in acts of disobedience and the glorious virtues in acts of obe-
dience. It is verified in the prophets by the fact that the revelation
[commissioning them] regularly follows upon their remembering this
knowledge, their turning away from the habit of acting heedlessly,
and their rebuke147 for rejecting a more appropriate choice of action.

146 F.D. Razi's summation, Compendium of Thought Ancient and Modem (= Muhassal)
has the discussion of the blamelessness of the prophets on pp. 218 221.

147 Reading [citab] "rebuke" following MSS Garrett 989Hb, Garrett 283B and
Garrett-Yahuda 3081 (f. 153b:12). L and T read [ciqab]. Texts for the Isfahani
commentary portion show different scribal hands: L: letter "t" indistinct at top as
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Objection has been raised that [blamelessness] is due to the fact
that an individual's nature is such that sin is prevented from con-
trolling him by a special property in his soul or his body. But this
objection is impossible because if [mankind] were such then he would
not be worthy of praise for his blamelessness, and the imposition of
any religious obligation upon him would be prevented; moreover,
the objection is impossible by the word of [God] Most High,

"Say, 'I am only a human being like yourselves. I do whatever is
revealed to me,'" [Q, 18:110] and,

"What if We had not firmly established you?" [Q, 17:74]

Isfahani says: L 433, T211, MS 223b

Blamelessness is a psychic possession preventing iniquity

When [Baydawi] had demonstrated the blamelessness of the prophets,
he added a note on the meaning of the prophets' blamelessness.148

It is a psychic habitual possession that makes it impossible for its
host to fall into iniquity, and it is based upon L 434 a knowledge
of both the disgrace in acts of disobedience and the glory in deeds
of T 212 obedience. You should understand that if a given psychic
structure [in a person] is not well founded then it is called a 'state',
while if it is well founded then it is called a 'habitual possession'.

A psychic structure that makes it impossible for its host to fall
into wrongdoing, which is the pursuing of acts of disobedience and
the avoiding of acts of obedience, becomes

1. a habitual possession only by reason of the fact that its host
knows about both the disgrace in acts of disobedience, or, their
shamefulness, and the glory in deeds of obedience. And this is because
when the structure preventing its host from wrongdoing is realized
in the soul, and when its host understands what injuries are entailed
in disobedience and what benefits are entailed in obedience, then
[the structure] becomes

if scraped off; T: [citab]; Garrett 989Ha: [citab] but the letter "t" is slightly looped,
as in the letter "q"; Garrett-Yahuda 4486: probably [citab] but the "t" tooth is
indistinct.

148 The note added by Baydawi is discussed in Razi's Compendium at the begin-
ning of the section on blamelessness. See the note in Baydawi's text that is here
commented upon.
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2. well founded. And this is because, when [the host] knows
the disgrace in acts of disobedience and the glory in acts of obedi-
ence, then

3. he will desire to turn to acts of obedience and he will desire
to turn against acts of disobedience, so he obeys and does not dis-
obey, and this structure [of psychic habitual possession] becomes well
founded. This habitual possession is verified in the prophets by the
fact that the revelation commissioning them regularly follows upon

4. their remembering that knowledge and
5. their turning away from a habit of heedless action, and
6. their being rebuked for rejecting a preferable choice of action.

Indeed, if any heedless action comes from them or if they reject
some preferable action, they are not rejected149 as if unimportant,
but rather, they are rebuked and made to take note about it, and
the matter is heavily impressed upon them in confirmation of that
habitual possession.

An objection has been raised that 'blamelessness' is due to the
fact that an individual's nature makes it impossible for sin to con-
trol him on account of a special property either in his soul or his
body. But that objection is rendered impossible by arguments from
both reason and tradition.150

By 'reason', [the objection] is impossible, because if it should be
so then

1. the host of this special property would not be worthy of
praise for his blamelessness, and

2. the imposition of any religious obligation upon him would
be impossible, thus both command and prohibition, both reward and
punishment would be useless.

By 'tradition', [the objection] is impossible because of the word
of [God]:

"Tell [them], 'I am only a human being like yourselves, but a
revelation has come to me,'" [Q 18:110] and [God's] word,

"What if We had not firmly established you? You were about
ready to lean toward their side just a little." [Q 17:74] The first

149 L, the MS and MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486 read: [lam yutrak]; T and MS
Garrett 989Ha read: [lam yutraku].

150 Tradition [naql] includes the Qur'an as well as Muhammad's word or act,
as related in the Hadith.
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verse [of these two] proves that the prophet is like the rest of the
nation in having the right, admissibly, to originate an act of dis-
obedience. And the second verse MS 224a indicates that God
Most High had firmly established [the prophet] in not leaning to-
ward them, otherwise, he would have leaned toward them; thus,
[his] leaning toward them, which would be a sin, was not something
impossible.

Baydawi said: L 434, T 212

Topic 5: The prophets are superior to the angels

Most of our colleagues [of the Asha'irah] and of the Shicah have
taken this position, [i.e., that the prophets are superior to the angels],
in opposition to the philosophers and the Muctazilah, as well as to
Qadi [Abu Bakr al-Baqillani] and Abu cAbd Allah al-Hulaymi of
our colleagues, on the subject of the 'higher angels'.151

a. The former [group, i.e., the larger of the two diverging groups
of scholars] have presented their argument based on several points:152

1. [God] Most High commanded the angels to bow down
before Adam, and [God] the All-Wise One would not command a
superior to be subservient to a subordinate.

131 [al-mala'ikah al-'ulwiyah]. Professor Calverley has noted here that "the adjec-
tive [culwfyah] "higher" is not found adjacent to the word "angels" in Qur'anic
usage", but "the concept and the term 'archangels' came later." We add that the
terms [al-mala'ikah al-muqarrabun] appear together at Qur'an 4:172 and we have
been translating this phrase as "Angels of the Divine Presence", i.e., the Angels
'that have been brought near' to God's throne. It seems very probable, therefore,
that the 'Angels of the Divine Presence' were later equated in concept and termi-
nology with the "higher angels", to be a pairing with the 'lower angels'. We believe
it is preferable to use the phrase, "higher angels" where ['ulwlyah] is used by
Baydawi and Isfahani.

152 The majority argument is not confined to one party. D.B. Macdonald's En-
1-1 article "Mala'ika", discusses the development of the Islamic theory of angels.
He reports that Abu Hafs 'Umar al-Nasafi (d. 1142) at the end of his 'Aqa'id (Creed)
briefly set forth the superiority of prophets over that of angels along with related
considerations. Sacd al-Din Mas'ud ibn 'Umar al-Taftazani (1322-1390) wrote a
commentary upon this Creed, expanding on this passage. The whole text of Nasafi's
Creed with Taftazani's commentary on it is translated in full in A Commentary on the
Creed of Islam: (. . . al-Taftazani on the Creed of. . . al-Nasafi), translated with introduc-
tion and notes by Earl E. Elder. (New York: Columbia University Press, 1950.)
Nasafi's concluding statement and Taftazani's expansion upon it are on pp. 168-170.
In this commentary we see the full outline of Baydawi's and Isfahani's presentation.
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2. Adam was more learned than the angels because he knew
the names [i.e., of all things] while they did not. He was superior,
in accordance with [God's] word,

"Ask [them], 'Are those who know and those who do not know
equal?'" [Q, 39:9]

3. Obedience by humankind is more difficult, because it is
achieved along with the prohibitions against desire, anger and dev-
ilish insinuation, and because it is a religious obligation L 435 that
must be discovered through personal endeavor. But obedience by an
angel is in accord with the [angel's] essence, a natural disposition
where [obedience] is already inscribed. Therefore, in mankind [obe-
dience] is a superior thing, in accordance with the Prophet's state-
ment, "The finest services of devotion are those that are most exacting,
that is, the most difficult."153

4. There is the statement of the Most High, "God chose Adam,
Noah, the Family of Abraham and the Family of 'Imran over all
the inhabitants of the world." [Q 3:33]

Labor in [the division of vocation therewith decreed for human
society] was thus left to anyone who was not a prophet in either of
the two families, and [this arrangement] remains in force as a pre-
rogative of the prophets.154

b. The others, [i.e., the smaller group of scholars who favored the
higher angels over the prophets] presented their [contrary] argument
based on several points:

1. There is the statement of [God] Most High, "Never will the
Messiah disdain to be a Servant of God, nor will the Angels of the
Divine Presence." [Q,4:172]

2. There is the continuously recorded precedence of [the angels]
being mentioned before the mention of the prophets.

3. In the statement of the Most High, "The Angels of the
Divine Presence are not too haughty to worship [God]", [Q 7:206]
an inference may be drawn from the fact that they lack haughtiness
to [the fact] that therefore mankind should not be haughty. And
that verse would not be appropriate to be included with evidence
that would not certify [the higher angels'] superiority.

153 Hadith, not located in the Wensinck indexes, Handbook and Mu'jam al-Mufahras
li-Alfaz al-Hadith al-Nabawi.

154 That is, the "prophetic" vocation of both families comprised their labor, in
distinction from the rest of society in many vocations.
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4. There is the statement of [God] Most High, "Nor do I say
to you that I am an angel"; [Q 6:50] and also His statement, "Lest
you two [i.e., Adam and Eve] should then become angels". [Q^7:20]

5. The angel was teacher to the Prophet and Messenger, and
thus would be superior to the learner and the one to whom he was
sent.

6. The angels are spirits innocent of vices and faults of thought
and action, they are privy to the secrets of the unseen world, they
are mighty in marvellous deeds, they are foremost in benevolent acts,
and they are persevering in the finest endeavors, according to the
statement of the Most High,

"They do not disobey God in what He has commanded them,
and they perform what they have been commanded to do", [Q 66:6]
and also His statement,

"They sing the divine praises night and day, and they are not
remiss." [Q, 21:20]

Isfahani says: L 435, T 212, MS 224a:2

Topic 5: The prophets are superior to the angels

The position holding that the prophets are superior to the angels
has been taken by most of our colleagues [of the Asha'irah] and by
the Shicah, this [position] being in contrast to [that of] the philoso-
phers, and the Mu'tazilah, as well as [that of] Qadi Abu Bakr al-
Baqillani and Abu cAbd Allah al-Hulaymi from among our colleagues
on the subject of the 'higher angels'. These latter [scholars] have
taken the position that the 'higher angels' are superior to the prophets,
as distinct from the 'lower angels'.155

a. The former, [i.e., the larger of the two groups of scholars], pre-
sented their four point argument that the prophets are superior to
the angels in an absolute sense:

1. There is the fact that [God] Most High commanded the
angels to bow down before Adam saying: "Then we commanded
the angels to bow down before Adam ..." [Q 2:34] There is no
doubt that the bowing down that was commanded was a bowing
down in subservience, not a bowing down in worship. Thus, if Adam

[al-mala'ikah al-culwiyah] contrasted with [al-mala'ikah al-sufliyah].
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were not already superior to the angels then God would not have
commanded them to bow down to him, because God is All-wise,
and He the All-wise One would not command a superior to be sub-
servient to a subordinate.

2. Adam was more learned than the angels because he knew
all the names [i.e., of created things] while the angels did not know
them, according to [God's] word, "He taught Adam the names of
all things, then He showed everything to the angels and said, 'Now
tell me the names of these things, if you would be my trustworthy
ones'. But they replied, 'We give you all the praise; there is no
knowledge among us T 213 except what you have taught us;
indeed, you are Omniscient and All-wise.'" [Q2:31-32] Thus Adam
was superior to the angels, in accordance with [God's] word saying,
L 436 "Ask them, 'Are those who know and those who do not
know equal?'" [Q, 39:9]

3. Obedience by humankind is more difficult than obedience
by an angel,

a) because obedience by humankind is achieved together
with the prohibitions against desire, anger, devilish insinuation and
diversions that are both internal and external, and

b) because the religious obligations of mankind [including
obedience] are religious obligations that must be discovered through
personal endeavor.

al) But obedience by an angel is in accord with its essence,
a natural disposition that does not have prohibitions or diversions
already inscribed in it,

bl) and [obedience by an angel] does not need to be dis-
covered by personal endeavor. Therefore, since obedience by mankind
is more difficult, it is superior because of the saying of the Prophet,
"The finest services of devotion are those that are the most exact-
ing, that is, the most difficult."156 MS 224b

4. There is [God's] word: "God chose Adam, Noah, the Family
of Abraham, and the Family of clmram over all the inhabitants of
the world." [Q, 3:33] The labor [in the world, that is, the division
of vocation decreed] was left for anyone who was not a prophet of
the two families, and [this agreement] remains in force as a pre-
rogative of the prophets. Thus, the prophets are superior to all the

156 [afdal al-cibadat ahmazuha ay ashaqquha] Hadith, not located in Wensinck's
al-Mucjam al-Mufahras. (L 435:2)
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inhabitants of the world, and the angels are among the inhabitants
of the world, so the prophets are superior to the angels.

b. The other, [i.e., the latter of the two groups of scholars], those
who hold that the 'higher angels' are superior to the prophets, also
argued, using six reasons:

1. [God's] word is: "Never will the Messiah disdain to be the
Servant of God, nor will the Angels of the Divine Presence." [Q_
4:172] This sequence would require making the 'Angels of the Divine
Presence' superior to Jesus, since the rules of rhetoric require the
order of succession to be from the lower to the higher.

[Objection]: But this point requires consideration, for when the
Christians observed that the birth of Jesus took place without a father,
they firmly believed that he was the son of God and not a servant
of God, as they were trying to avoid the idea that a servant would
be born without a father. [God] had said, "Never will the Messiah
disdain to be the Servant of God,"—because [the Messiah] was the
creation of God [and was] without a father,—"nor will the 'Angels
of the Divine Presence'", whom God Most High had created with-
out the mediation of father or mother. And of course, progression
from lower to higher, from this point of view, does not imply that
the higher, from this point of view, would be superior.

2. The continuous practice of placing the mention of the angels
[i.e., the Angels of the Divine Presence] before the mention of the
prophets, indicates that these angels are superior to the prophets.

[Objection]: But this requires consideration, as the precedence of
mention does not indicate their superiority, since it is admissible that
they were given precedence of mention [only] with regard to their
precedence in existence.

3. In [God's] word, "They [i.e., the 'Angels of the Divine
Presence'] are not too haughty to worship [God]", [Q 7:206] an
inference may be drawn from the fact that these angels lack haugh-
tiness in the worship of God to the fact that therefore humankind
[likewise] must not be haughty. However, that verse is not appro-
priate to be included with evidence that does not certify [the angels']
superiority.

[Objection]: But this requires consideration, for indeed, the pur-
pose of [the verse] is to show that the angels are superior to humankind
who are too haughty to worship [God]. But it does not imply that
[the angels] are superior to the prophets, who are not too haughty
to worship [God].
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4. [God's] word is: "And I am not saying to you that I am
an angel", [Q_ 6:50] L 437 and there is His statement, "Lest you
two should become angels." [Q_ 7:20] That is to say, lest you two
be compelled to become angels. The context of the first verse indi-
cates that an angel is superior to a prophet, MS 225a and the
context of the second verse indicates that an angel is superior to
Adam and Eve.

[Objection]: But this requires consideration, for indeed, the verse
does not indicate that an angel is superior, but rather, it indicates
that an angel does not come after receiving a revelation [that gives
a divine commission], while the prophet does come [only] after
receiving a revelation [that gives a divine commission]. [This] is indi-
cated in [God's] word: "I come only after a [divine] command is
revealed to me." [Q, 6:50] This does not indicate that an angel would
be superior.157 The second verse indicates the superiority of the angel
over Adam at the moment Iblis addressed him, but it does not indi-
cate any superiority over him after his being chosen [i.e., for the
prophethood].

5. An angel was the teacher of the Prophet, and was a mes-
senger to him. Of course, there is no doubt that a teacher is supe-
rior to one who is learning, and a messenger is superior to the one
to whom he is sent, just as a prophet is superior to the people to
whom he is sent.

[Objection]: But this requires consideration. The teacher is supe-
rior to the one who is learning in [the material that] he teaches
him, but not in anything else; nor is [the teacher] superior always
in what he teaches [the learner], but rather, only prior to his hav-
ing learned. The analogy of the prophet having superiority in rela-
tion to his people is not a good one to show the difference. When
a sultan sends an individual to a large population to be their gov-
ernor over them, then that individual is superior to that population.
But when he sends a single person to that individual who is gover-
nor in order to convey his message, then there is no implication that
that single person is superior to that individual as governor.

157 L and T read, "indicates that a prophet is superior," [yadull cala3 an al-nabi
afdal].

Translation follows the MS, MS Garrett 989Ha and MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486
which read, "does not indicate that an angel is superior" [la yadull cala3 an al-
malak afdal].
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6. The angels are spirits made innocent of the vices and faults
of thought and action, and made pure of evil desire and anger, these
[latter] two being the source of ugly character. [The angels] are
privy to the secrets of the unseen world and mighty in marvellous
deeds, including control of the clouds and of great earthquakes. They
are foremost in benevolent acts and they persevere in the finest
endeavors, and according to the word of [God] Most High,

"They will not disobey God in anything commanded of them, but
they perform all that they have been commanded", [Q 66:6] and
His word:

"They sing the divine praises night and day, and are not remiss."
[0,21:20]

Baydawi said: L 437, T 213

Topic 6: The signs of the divine favor given to saints and prophets

The Mu'tazilah have denied these [signs of divine favor],—with the
exception of Abu al-Hasan [i.e., Abu al-Husayn al-Basri],—and [also
denying them is] Ustadh Abu Ishaq [al-Isfarayini], who is one of
our [Asha'irah] colleagues.

[Supporting this doctrine] we have the Story of Asaf [ibn Barakhya]
and [the Story] of Maryam.

[Someone might object that] if these phenomena had appeared
at the hands of anyone other than [one of the] prophets, then [it
would be a case of] a prophet being confused with someone who
[merely] claimed to be a prophet. Our position is that, no, rather
the prophet would be distinguished by his making the challenge [of
prophetic singularity] and by giving the [prophetic] invitation. God
has the most knowledge [of this].

Isfahani says: L 437, T 213, MS 225a

Topic 6: The signs of the divine favor given to saints and prophets

The signs of divine favor are admittedly possible in our [Asha'irah
Sunni] doctrine, and [also] in that of Abu al-Husayn T 214 al-Basri
of the Mu'tazilah. But the rest of the Muctazilah deny [the existence
of] these phenomena, as does also Ustadh Abu Ishaq [al-Isfarayini]
among our [Asha'irah] colleagues.
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We hold that if the signs of divine favor MS 225b should not
have been admittedly possible, then they would not have occurred,
for their occurrence presupposes that they would have been possi-
ble. But here the conclusion is false, and this is on account of the
Story of Asaf [ibn Barakhya]. He brought the throne of Bilqis before
one could blink an eye, L 438 according to the statement of the
Most High:

"He who had knowledge of the writing [i.e., in the Story, Solomon's
Wazir, Asaf ibn Barakhya]158 said, 'I will bring it to you before you
can blink an eye'. So when [King Solomon] saw [the throne] stand-
ing before him, he said, 'This is a divine favor from my Lord.'" [Q
27:40] This bringing [of the throne instantaneously] into their pres-
ence was an event that violated the customary order of nature, and
Asaf was not a prophet.

There is also the Story of Maryam159 and the provision of daily
food for her. God's word is: "Whenever Zakariya came to her at
her home, he found the provision of daily food with her, so he asked,
'O Maryam, from where does this come to you?' She replied, 'It is
from God; Indeed God provides for whomever He pleases without
keeping any account.'" [Q,3:37]160

There is also the Story of the Companions of the Cave161 and

158 Asaf ibn Barakhya is a figure said to be the Wazir of Solomon at the time
of the visit of the Queen of Sheba, Bilqis in Arabic history. The Qur'an does not
name Asaf in this Story, but rather, his name comes from the tradition outside the
Qur'an.

There is a brief mention of this figure (in the article "Asaf ibn Barakhya" by
A.J. Wensinck) in the En-I-2 in connection with another story. The events referred
to in Surah 27: 15—45 are discussed in the En-I-2 (in the article "Bilkis" by
R. UllendorfF), but Asaf is not mentioned. The article mentions that this Surah
"reflects some of the principal elements of the Sheba legend and describes . . . how
a hoopoe (hudhud) carries a letter to her from Solomon ..." Another discussion of
this Surah is in a footnote in Al-Qur'an, a Contemporary Translation, by Ahmed Ali.
Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, [1984], pp. 322-323. A reference
here is made to the use of symbolic words like [hudhud] [tayr] [naml] and so forth,
to mean historic or legendary individuals or people-groups as tribes, nations, etc.

159 This incident is one of the Qur'anic stories about Mary, mother of Jesus, as
related in the article "Maryam" by A.J. Wensinck, and Penelope Johnstone, En-I-2
(6:630).

160 F.D. Razi (op. cit., p. 221) mentions briefly 1) that 'divine favors' are accept-
able as real among the Asha'irah, but they are distinguished from 'miracles' by a
prophet's challenge; and 2) that the two foregoing Stories of Maryam and Asaf are
acceptable examples of the divine favors.

161 R. Paret's article, "Ashab al-Kahf" in the En-I-2 (translation of Arabic name:
Companions of the Cave), relates the story of this ancient legend, otherwise known
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their abiding within the Cave three hundred years to which nine
[more] were added. God's word is:

"When the youths sought shelter in the Cave and said, 'Our Lord,
come to us according to Your mercy, and dispose of our concern
according to Your integrity.' So We closed their ears in the cave
for a great many years." [Q, 18:10-11]

"And they remained in their cave three hundred years to which
nine [more] were added." [Q, 18:25]

Disputants who deny [the occurrence of] these divine favors argue
that if the violations of the laws of nature should occur with those
who are not prophets then a prophet would be confused with one
who merely claimed to be a prophet, because the distinguishing of
prophets from others is only because violations of the customary laws
of nature appear along with them, since ordinary people share in
their humanity and its concomitants. So, if there should be no appear-
ance of a miracle with them, then they would not be distinguished
from anyone else, and so if it were admissible for a violation of the
customary laws of nature to appear with anyone else, then a true
prophet would be confused with someone merely claiming to be a
prophet.

Our [Isfahani's and Baydawi's] position is that we do not grant
that a true prophet would be confused with a pretender. Rather, a
true prophet would be distinguished by his challenge [to prophetic
singularity] and by his invitation [to belief in the message] that is
given in his prophecy. Therefore, if the 'divine favor' violating the
customary laws of nature should be accompanied by the [prophet's]
'challenge' and 'invitation', then we would know his truthfulness.

(i.e., outside the Qur'an and other Arabic sources) as the "Seven Sleepers of Ephesus."
The legend begins: "in the time of the Christian persecution under the Emperor
Decius (249-251), seven Christian youths fled into a cave near Ephesus and there
sank into a miraculous sleep . . . Their resting place and grave was considered, at
any rate since the beginning of the 6th century A.D., as a place of worship."
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Baydawi said: L 438, T 214

SECTION 2: THE RESURRECTION ASSEMBLY
AND THE RECOMPENSE

Topic 1: Restoration of the vanished nonexistent

a. The restoration of the vanished nonexistent is admitted to be
possible,—this doctrine being being in contrast to that of the philoso-
phers and of the Karramiyah, and of [Abu al-Husayn] al-Basri among
the Muctazilah,—and our [Baydawi's] doctrine is that if the exis-
tence of [the vanished nonexistent] should have been impossible after
it had been nonexistent,

1. then [its existence] would have been impossible, either because
of itself or because of one of its concomitants, thus being impossi-
ble either at the outset or on account of one of its accidents;

2. but [the vanished nonexistent] would have become a possi-
bility upon the removal of that accident and by consideration of [the
vanished nonexistent] in view of1 its essence in and of itself.2

b. Argument denying the admissibility of restoration
[The scholars who oppose our thesis] argue on the basis of the

following points.
1. [The vanished nonexistent] is a matter of pure negation; so

it cannot be judged to have any possibility of a restoration.
2. If [a restoration of the vanished nonexistent] should be pos-

sible then it would occur, and if it should occur,3 then in the situ-
ation of its restoration it would not be distinguishable from its own
likeness that it had had in the beginning.

3. If [the restoration of the vanished nonexistent] should be
possible, then the restoration of the exact time when the original

1 L, T, and MS Garrett 989Hb: [wa-al-nazar ila']; MS Garrett 283B: [bi-al-
nazar ila3].

The Isfahan! parallel is [bi-al-nazar ila5].
2 F.D. Razi, in his Compendium of Thought (= Muhassal Afkar. . .), pp. 231-232 (in

the edition we have), gives the leading statement, then follows with the three points
of the dissenting argument and the three answers to these points.

3 The scribe of L dropped the clause, "and if it should occur" [wa-law waqac].
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event took place would be possible, and the restoration [of the van-
ished nonexistent] would be at [the restored exact time], so then it
would be a case of an 'original beginning' and its 'later restoration'
happening simultaneously, which would be impossible.

b.-a. Answer to the foregoing argument against a restoration
In answer to each point, we say:

1.—a [The opponent's] expression, "It cannot be judged", is
itself a judgment; but it is annulled because it is a judgment

a) about what no longer exists, and
b) about a prohibition, and
c) about nonexistence itself.

2.-a In each pair of like examples there are features that pos-
itively distinguish each of the two as an individual in external real-
ity, even if recognition should be doubtful for us; otherwise, they
would not be two like examples, but rather one by itself. L 439

3.-a The restoration of that original exact time does not nec-
essarily imply that it would be at the beginning; for indeed, that is
a matter made accidental to it as a mental consideration, while in
itself it is definitely not preceded by any other event.

Isfahani says: L 439, T 214, MS 225b:16

SECTION 2: THE RESURRECTION ASSEMBLY
AND THE RECOMPENSE

After finishing Section 1 on Prophethood, [Baydawi] began Section
2 on the Resurrection Assembly and the Recompense, and he set it
forth in eight topics:

1. Restoration of the vanished nonexistent. 2. Resurrection Assembly
of human bodies. 3. The Garden and the Fire. 4. The [Mu'tazilah
and the Asha'irah on] reward and punishment. 5. Pardon and inter-
cession [for those guilty of the dreadful great sins]. 6. The certainty
of [earned] torment in the grave. 7. Other traditional doctrines.
8. The terminology [of faith and practice] in the religious code.

Topic 1: Restoration of the vanished nonexistent

a. Our doctrine is that the restoration of the vanished nonexis-
tent is admissible,—this position being in contrast to that of the
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philosophers and the Karramiyah, and of Abu al-Husayn al-Basri of
the Mu'tazilah—and we hold that if the existence of a [particular]
thing should be impossible after having been nonexistent,

1. then its existence would be impossible either because of its
essence, that is, because of the essence of that thing, or because of
something in its concomitants, thus, its existence would be impossi-
ble necessarily at the outset;

2. but, if [the thing's] existence after its nonexistence should
be impossible on account of one of its accidents, then its existence
after its nonexistence would have become possible—upon the removal
of that attribute that had required the impossibility of its existence
after its nonexistence,—by the consideration of that thing in view of
its essence in and of itself.

a) [Objection]: If an objection should be raised—
1) that [in a case] where a particular thing the existence

of which was impossible after having been nonexistent, and
2) where the impossibility was due to its quiddity being

described as nonexistent after having been existent, and
3) where this descriptive was concomitant to the quid-

dity following upon its nonexistence, and
4) where the impossibility covering the quiddity after its

nonexistence was due to this concomitant,
—then [in such a case], the absolute impossibility of the

quiddity [being restored to existence] would not be a logical require-
ment. Let no one say that a judgment against [a particular thing],—
namely, that [its restoration] would be impossible because of its own
essence or of something else,—would not be valid, because a judg-
ment against [the thing] requires distinguishing the thing judged from
something else, and the process of distinguishing it requires certainty,
but certainty is excluded because of [the thing's] nonexistence. Indeed,
[with such reasoning,] our position is that the [opponent's] judgment
made in this case, namely that the judgment against the thing would
not be valid, is nevertheless a 'judgment made in this case', and so
would be self-contradictory.

a)-a. This [objection] is refuted by the fact that to pass
judgment upon something the existence of which is impossible would
be an impossibility itself wherein [the thing's] very being is impos-
sible. But [at the same time] also, [such passing of judgment] would
be a possibility wherein [the thing's] being is conceived with regard
to this impossibility. And there would be no contradiction between
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[these two judgments] because of the difference between the two
subjects. The right thing to say is that to pass judgment upon a non-
existent that its restoration to existence would be possible requires
that it be a certainty in the mind, and a nonexistent does have the
quality of certainty in the mind. The answer [to this latter point] is
that this descriptive [of certainty in the mind] would not be a con-
comitant to the quiddity after its having been nonexistent; indeed,
the separation of this descriptive from the quiddity after T 215
nonexistence would be admissible. And even if it should be granted
that this descriptive would be a concomitant of the quiddity after its
nonexistence, still we do not grant that the existence of the quid-
dity MS 226b described by this descriptive term would be impos-
sible. L 440 That is so, because, just as a quiddity described as
having existence after its nonexistence would not be something the
existence of which is necessary and the nonexistence of which is
impossible, just so, a quiddity described as having nonexistence after
its existence would not be something the existence of which is impos-
sible and the nonexistence of which is necessary; rather, [the quid-
dity in its nonexistent mode] would be more receptive to existence.

To this [God] Most High alluded in His statement, "How effortless
it is for Him", [Q 30:27] except, of course, when what is meant by
'impossibility' is the impossibility based on the condition nonexis-
tence. But you have come to know4 that the necessity based on the
condition of existence, and the impossibility based on the condition
of nonexistence do not exclude the fact that possibility depends upon
the essence.

b. Argument denying the admissibility of restoration

Those [scholars, i.e., the philosophers, the Karramiyah and Abu
al-Husayn al-Basri of the Muctazilah] who deny the admissibility of
a restoration of the vanished nonexistent argue on the basis of the
following three points:

1. The vanished nonexistent is a pure negation, having no
established individual identity, thus, no valid judgment can be made
as to the possibility of its restoration. This is so because if

a) a valid judgment could be made as to the possibility of
[the vanished nonexistent's] restoration, and if

4 L and T: ['urifa an]; the MS, MS Garrett 989Ha, and MS Garrett-Yahuda
4486: ['arafta an].
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b) the mental reference as to the possibility of its restora-
tion should be directed to its form in the mind, then it could not
possibly have existence among the individual quiddities.

However, on the assumption that it could have existence [among
the individual quiddities], still it would not be restored, because it
would be only a likeness of the vanished nonexistent thing that has
been assumed will be restored, not the thing itself. And if

c) the mental reference should be to something resembling
the form in the mind,—although whatever would resemble the form
in the mind necessarily would not be that nonexistent thing itself,—
the implication would be that whatever resembles it5 would be restor-
able. But indeed, there are a great many things that resemble the
form in the mind. And if

d) the mental reference should be directed to that vanished
nonexistent thing itself, that has no identity but rather is pure noth-
ingness, then reference to it as having the possibility of a restora-
tion would be impossible, thus, no valid judgment can be made
about it as to the possibility of its restoration, and therefore, its
restoration is impossible. Otherwise, the judgment as to the possi-
bility of its restoration would be valid, but this would be contrary
[to the hypothesis].

In summary, the doctrine of the possibility of a restoration leads
either to the statement that everything that is raised up again would
be something restored [from nonexistence], or to the statement that
a vanished nonexistent while in the state of nonexistence would have
an identity that is certain. But both of these statements are false.
Therefore, [say our disputants,] the doctrine of the possibility of a
restoration is false.

2. If the restoration of the vanished nonexistent should be pos-
sible, then it would be possible for a likeness to exist at the time of
its restoration instead of as it was originally. Indeed, if it should be
possible for a single individual of a particular kind of quiddity,
MS 227a—a kind that would not be limited to an individual that
would be enveloped by individual accidents,—to have existence after
having been nonexistent, then it would be admissible for it to have
existence as at the outset in the original way. And if the one to be

5 Following the MS, MS Garrett 989Ha and MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486.
L and T: [kullu ma yumkin ma yumathiluhu].
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restored should actually come into existence, then it would not be
distinguishable in its restored state from the likeness of itself in the
beginning. Thus, the distinguishing factor between the two likenesses
would be neither the quiddity nor its individual attributes, on account
of the lack of any difference between them.

3. Indeed, if the restoration of the vanished nonexistent should
be possible, then the restoration of the [exact] time at which the
original event had occurred would be possible, and L 441 its
restoration at that very time [i.e., restoration of the vanished non-
existent at the restored original time] would be possible, and so it
would [seem to] be 'an original beginning', but [actually] it would
be 'the restoration of a vanished nonexistent'; that is, it would be
self-contradictory.

b.-a. Answer to the foregoing argument against a restoration

l.-a. The answer to the first point is that the statement [made
by you the disputants], "No valid judgment can be made as to the
possibility of its restoration", is still a judgment, and it is self-con-
tradictory. A summary of this answer in a plainer statement would
be that when you say that it would not be valid to judge that there
is the possibility of a restoration, still that is a judgment about it.
Therefore, there is no other alternative, either this judgment is valid,
or it is not.

If [this judgment] should be [valid], then the judgment on the
nonexistent would be valid, and if the judgment on it should be
valid then the reference to it is valid, so there would be no impos-
sibility in judging in favor of the possibility of a restoration.

But if this judgment should not be valid, then its opposite, namely,
our position that a judgment validly can be made favoring the pos-
sibility of a restoration, would be valid. And this is the logical goal
we have sought. However, this reply has been refuted because this
particular judgment is valid.

[Baydawi's] statement is that if [this particular judgment] should
be valid, then the other judgment, that is, the judgment about the
nonexistent, would be valid.

But our [Isfahani's] position is that the validity of this particular
judgment does not imply that the other judgment about the non-
existent would be valid, for this particular judgment is a judgment
on the judgment about the validity of the restoration to existence,
not about the nonexistent.
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[Objection]: An objection has been raised against this point, namely,
the point stating that since the nonexistent is pure nothingness and
has no individual identity at all, therefore, a judgment based on it
making a restoration impossible would not be valid. [The objection
is raised] because, if

a) the judgment based on [the vanished nonexistent] mak-
ing impossible a restoration should be valid, and if

b) the mental reference about the impossibility of restora-
tion should be directed to its form in the mind, then this would
imply that [the restoration] would not occur in external reality, but
it would not imply the [absolute] impossibility of a restoration of the
vanished nonexistent. And if

c) [the mental reference] should be directed to something
resembling [the vanished nonexistent],—and that would be a multi-
plicity of things,—then there would be an implicit impossibility for
every candidate for restoration. And if

d) [the mental reference] should be directed to the vanished
nonexistent thing itself, which now has no individual identity, then

1) the impossibility would be of any reference to it as
being impossible MS 227b of restoration; and so then

2) the judgment based on [the vanished nonexistent] mak-
ing impossible a restoration would] not be valid; and so then

3) the restoration itself would not be impossible.
If the case should be otherwise, then the judgment regarding it

making impossible any restoration would be valid; but we have taken
the position that that judgment would be impossible. And so the
summary result [i.e., of this reasoning] is that the statement making
impossible a restoration leads either to the statement making impos-
sible every candidate for restoration, or the statement that a non-
existent, in the state of nonexistence, has a firmly established individual
identity, both of these statements being false. So the statement mak-
ing a restoration impossible would be false.

[Objection—Answered]: The answer to this objection is that there
is no impossibility in referring to [the vanished nonexistent] as being
impossible to restore, because the reference [to it] as being impos-
sible to restore is not based upon its established individual identity.
Indeed, something that is not an established certainty admissibly may
be referred to as being impossible to restore, although that is oppo-
site to being referred to as being possible to restore. Something that
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lacks an individual identity may be impossible to refer to as having
the possibility of restoration on account of its lack of an established
individual identity; so it would be admissible to refer to it as being
impossible of restoration by reason of its lack of an established indi-
vidual identity. Moreover, having the possibility of restoration would
not be on account of its lack of an established individual identity,
so it would not be admissible to refer to it as having the possibility
of restoration on account L 442 of its lack of an established indi-
vidual identity.

In summary, the judgment that the restoration6 [of the vanished
nonexistent] would be impossible is valid in view of the fact that the
form of it is present in the mind. The impossibility of the restora-
tion T 216 is in view of the fact that [the vanished nonexistent]
is a pure nothingness having no individual identity acceptable to the
intellect. And as for the judgment that a restoration would be pos-
sible, [that judgment] is valid in view of the fact that the form of
it is present in the mind. The validity of the restoration [itself],—
in view of the fact that [the vanished nonexistent] is a pure nothing-
ness having no individual identity,—is inconceivable and unacceptable
to the intellect.

[Baydawi] said that this point [i.e., "d)" in the opponents' argu-
ment] was

1) annulled as being a judgment upon something that no
longer exists, just as if a judgment should be rendered on someone
who was going to be born that he had the possibility of existing;
and likewise

2) it was annulled as being a judgment about something
impossible, something opposite to a possible reality; and likewise

3) it was annulled as being a judgment about nonexist-
ence, something opposite to existence. Now a judgment about a non-
existent [thing], or about something impossible, or about nonexistence
[itself], logically does not require that [any one of these objects of
judgment] should have an established certainty among the individ-
ual quiddities. Therefore, the statement made by you [disputants] is
falsified wherein the object of a judgment must have an established
certainty in external reality.

6 In these two consecutive places, L and T add a prepositional phrase: "... the
judgment that the restoration to itself [calayhi] . . ."
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To take a closer look at the answer in which it was stated that
the mental reference of the possibility of a restoration is directed to
what resembles the form of it in the mind [i.e., "b)"J, [Baydawi's]
statement was that there is no implication that what resembles the
form of [the vanished nonexistent] in the mind MS 228a would
be that very same nonexistent thing. We [Isfahani] say to this that
it is granted that [what resembles the form in the mind] need not
be that nonexistent thing,7 but there is no implicit impossibility in
its being that nonexistent [thing]; for indeed, the nonexistence of a
necessity logically does not require the necessity of a nonexistence.
In that case then, it would be admissible for [what resembles the
form in the mind] to be that nonexistent thing, which was the log-
ical goal sought. For our discussion is on the 'admissibility' of a
restoration, not on its 'necessity'.

Regarding [the opposing disputant's] statement that then the im-
plication would be that everything resembling [the vanished non-
existent] would be something restorable [i.e., "c)"], our position is
that the lack of any necessity for it to be that nonexistent thing itself
does not imply that whatever resembles it would be a candidate for
restoration.

2.—a. The answer to the [disputants'] second point is that each
pair would be individually distinguishable in external reality without
any doubt even though they would be dubious to us. If it should
be otherwise, that is, even if the two likenesses should not be dis-
tinguishable individually, still, they would not be two likenesses but
would be the thing itself.

To take a closer look, the admissibility of [the thing's] likeness
occurring does not imply an occurrence of its likeness to the extent
of implying there would not be any difference between the original
thing and the one restored. If the occurrence of its likeness should
be granted, then it would be admissible that the two be differentiated
by some of their accidental attributes. Moreover, if this argument
should be valid, then it would imply the admissibility of two indi-
vidual examples occurring of the original, exactly as you have men-
tioned, and no difference would remain between the two.

3.-a. The answer to the [disputants'] third point is that the
restoration of that original [exact] time logically does not require

7 MS: "itself" [bi-caynihi].
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that [the vanished nonexistent] should be at the beginning, for in-
deed, the thing's being at the beginning is [only] made an accidental
quality of it as a mental consideration, and that mental considera-
tion is the fact that it is not preceded by any kind of occurrence
whatever.

This [particular] matter may not be verified in the thing that is
restored, since the thing restored is preceded by an occurrence that
is its own temporal origination on the first occasion. So, the impli-
cation is not L 443 that it would be both an original and a
restored one at the same time, but rather that it would be a restored
one, while before the time of its nonexistence it was an original one.
And so it would be admissible for one thing to be both an original
and a restored one, as two separate mental considerations.

Baydawi said: L 443, T 216

Topic 2: The resurrection assembly of human bodies

a. The people of the [three main] religious communities [i.e., Jews,
Christians, and Muslims] are agreed on the belief that [God] Most
High will restore human bodies to life after their death and disin-
tegration, because this is a possible reality intellectually.

b. [Muhammad] the Truthful One has given information to this
effect, therefore it will be a reality.8

(a.) The first statement is made because the atomic particles of a
dead person are receptive [both] to being gathered together and to
[the fact of being] a living nature, otherwise they would not have
had these two [attributes] previously. God Most High has knowledge
of the atomic particles of every individual in detail, in accordance
with previous discussions,9 and He has the power to gather them
together and to cause a living nature to exist in them again, on
account of His comprehensive omnipotent autonomous power over
all realities possible. Thus, it is an established fact that the raising
up of human bodies [again] in a living nature is a possible reality.

8 Baydawi opens with the statement of a general agreement among the three
religious communities, the "People of the Book", then he moves to the strictly
Islamic arguments. F.D. Razi (op. cit., p. 232) takes up the Islamic argument directly.

9 Cf. Book 1, Section 3, Chapter 1, Topic 2, on the atomic particles of a body.
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(b.) The second statement is made because it has been established
by authoritative [Islamic] tradition that the Prophet used to affirm
as a certainty the restoration of the human body and to teach it as
doctrine. The reference was to this doctrine, [in the verse] where
[God] the Mighty and Glorious said, "Tell them, He who restores
them as a living nature is He who created them the first time, for
He knows well every creature." [Q, 36:79]

1. An objection has been raised, that if one man should can-
nibalize another, and if the second one should become a part of
[the first one], then the one who was cannibalized would be restored
either within the cannibal or as the one who was cannibalized; but,
whichever case it would be, one of the two would not be restored
completely as himself.

2. Another objection10 is that the intention of the resurrection
is either

a) to cause suffering, or
b) to give pleasure, or
c) to relieve suffering.

The first intention is not appropriate for [God] the All-Wise, the
second is impossible, for everything imagined to be pleasure in our
world is only something that relieves suffering and investigation testi-
fies to this, and for the third it would be satisfactory just to remain
in nonexistence. Thus the argument for the resurrection comes to
naught.

l.-a. The answer to the first objection is that restoration in
the case of each individual involves the original atomic body parti-
cles which constitute the man, for these remain from the beginning
of his life to the end of it, and are present with the soul. [The
restoration] does not involve the body structure that was exchanged,
as it is forgotten in most circumstances, nor would it involve the
portion cannibalized as the residue of digestion, for this would not
be restored in him.

2.-a. The answer to the second objection is that [God's] action
does not require that there be any end purpose. But even if [such
an end purpose] should be granted, then the purpose would be to

10 F.D. Razi (op. cit., pp. 233-234) makes these two objections to the third and
fourth points of a subargument, which are then answered point by point. We pre-
fer to treat them on their own as objections. [Ed.]
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give pleasure, and an investigation of this would be forbidden. And
even if that should be granted, then why would it not be admissi-
ble that the pleasures of the hereafter should resemble the pleasures
of the present world in form but not in reality?

Isfahani says: L 443, T 216, MS 228a:16

Topic 2: The resurrection assembly of human bodies

a. People have held differing views about the restoration [in the
hereafter]. However, the [three main] religous communities are agreed
on believing in the fact of the bodily restoration, after having differed
about the meaning of it. Those who hold that the restoration of the
vanished nonexistent is possible state as their position that indeed,
God Most High will annihilate persons having the obligations of reli-
gion and then will restore them to existence. Those who hold that
the restoration of the vanished nonexistent is impossible state as their
position that God Most High MS 228b will disperse the atomic
particles of their original bodies and then will again compose them
together and create within them a living nature.

Regarding the prophets who came before our Prophet, it appears
from the statements of scholars that Moses L 444 did not speak
of the restoration of the body, notice of it not being sent down to
him in the Torah,11 but that information came in the Books of the
Prophets who came after him, as Ezekiel and Isaiah. On that account
the Jews do acknowledge [the restoration]. In the Gospel it has been
stated that [in the Hereafter] the best people will become like the
angels, and will have a living nature that is eternal T 217 and
full of great happiness.12 Also, it is most apparent that what is set
forth in [the Gospel] is a spiritual restoration.

As for the Noble Qur'an, notice has come in it of both a spiri-
tual and a bodily restoration. Regarding the spiritual restoration, it
is found in places like these statements of Him who is Mighty and
Glorious:

"Not a soul knows how much to delight the eyes has been kept
in secret for them", [Q 32:17] and

L, MS and MS Garrett 989Ha: [al-Tawnyah]; T: [al-Tawrah].
Cf. Matt. 22:30, along with the paraUel texts in Mark 12:25 and Luke 20:35-36.
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"For those who have practiced benevolence there will be the divine
goodness in its plenty", [Q 10:26] and

"The happiness that comes from God is exceeding great." [Q^9:72]
And regarding the restoration of the body, in the Glorious Qur'an

there is more information than can be listed, most of it not being
receptive to allegorical interpretation, as [God] Most High said in
the following statements:

"To the man who asks, 'Who will ever give life again to bones
when they have decayed?' say, 'He who restores them as a living
nature is He who created them the first time, for He knows well
every creature'"; [Q 36:78-79] and

"See them hurrying from the graves to their Lord"; [Q 36:51]
and,

"They will say, 'Who will restore us?' Tell them, 'He who gave
you being the first time'"; [Q 17:51] and,

"Does a man fear that We never will bring his bones back to-
gether? Surely, yes, [We will!] We can set straight even his finger
tips"; [Q, 75:3-4] and,

"What, even if we are decayed bones?" [Q^79:ll] and,
"They said to their own skins, 'Why did you witness against us?'13

and they replied, 'It was God who let us speak, He who lets every-
thing speak'"; [Q, 41:21],

"As their skins become fully scorched We will exchange them for
other skins"; [Q 4:56] and,

"On the day the earth suddenly splits open before them, gathering
the Resurrection Assembly will take Us only a short time"; [Q 50:44]
and,

"Look at the bones, see how We pick them up and set them
together then clothe them with flesh"; [Q, 2:259] and,

"You think then, man does not know that whatever is in graves
suddenly will be laid bare, and whatever is in hearts made known?"
[Q, 100:9-10] and,

"Tell them, 'People of all earlier and later ages will be brought
together for a strict appointment on that well-known day.'" [Q_
56:49-50]

Besides these [verses] there are countless more. Therefore, since
you have learned this much, we shall proceed with our statement
[of doctrine].

13 The MS quote ends here.
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b. Muslims are agreed [in believing] that God Most High will
restore human bodies to life after their death and disintegration,
because this is a possible reality intellectually, MS 229a and
[Muhammad] the Truthful One gave information to this effect, so
it will be a reality.

(a.) The first [reason for belief in the restoration of human bod-
ies], namely, that it is a possible reality intellectually, is based only
on the fact that possibility becomes an established certainty through
a consideration of both its passive and active factors.

Considering the passive factor, [the restoration is a rational pos-
sibility] because the atomic particles of a dead person are receptive
to being gathered and to [being given again] a living nature. If it
should be otherwise, that is, if they should not be receptive to be-
ing gathered and to [being given again] a living nature, then they
could not have been described as having been gathered and having
had a living nature prior to death. But this conclusion would be
false.

Considering the active factor, [the restoration is a rational possi-
bility] because God Most High knows the individual quiddities of
the atomic particles of every person in detail, because His omni-
science is ever-present with all particulars [of the facts of existence].
Further, He is omnipotently autonomous [in His] power to gather
these particles and to cause a living nature to exist [again] within
them, because His power [comprehensively] includes all possible real-
ities. When that is L 445 the case, the implication is that the
restoration of a living nature to human bodies is a possible reality.

(b.) The second [reason for belief in the restoration of human
bodies], namely, that [Muhammad] the Truthful One gave infor-
mation to that effect, is that it is established from authoritative tra-
dition that the Prophet affirmed the restoration of human bodies.
Further, in the Noble Qur'an, the restoration of human bodies is
affirmed more times than can be counted. [God] Most High referred
to its possibility and to its occurrence when He said,

"Tell them, He who restores them as a living nature is He Who
created them the first time, for He knows well every creature."
[Q, 36:79]

1. An objection has been raised that the Restoration of human
bodies would not be possible because, if a man should cannibalize
another man and part of the man cannibalized should become part
of the cannibal, then the portion cannibalized would be restored to
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life either within the cannibal or in the one who was cannibalized,
and whichever it would be, one of the two would not be restored
to life completely as himself. Moreover, the restoration of part of
the body of one of them would not be preferable to the restoration
of part of the body of the other, and making [the portion canni-
balized] a part of both their bodies simultaneously would be impos-
sible, so the only alternative that remains is that one of them would
not be restored to life.

2. Furthermore, [the disputant raises a second objection], that
the purpose of the Resurrection is either

a) to cause suffering, or
b) to give pleasure, or
c) to relieve suffering.

The first is not appropriate as a purpose of [God] the All-Wise,
since it is not worthy of Him. The second is impossible because
there is no pleasure in existence; all that we imagine to be pleasure
in our world is really not pleasure, but rather, it is all an avoidance
of suffering, and testimony to that comes from a study of it. The
third also is faulty because for that matter it would be enough just
to remain in nonexistence. Thus the argument for the Resurrection
comes to naught.

l.-a. The answer to the first objection is that the restoration
of each of the two [i.e., the cannibal and the one cannibalized]
would involve his original [atomic body] particles that constitute the
man, not what was exchanged [i.e., between them], nor the body's
skeleton structure, of which the individual is heedless in most cir-
cumstances. For the original atomic particles MS 229b are those
that remain from the first to the last of his life, present with his soul.
The original atomic particles of the one cannibalized would be residue
for the cannibal, and the restoration of it to the one cannibalized
would be preferable, so it would not be restored in the cannibal who
was fed.

2.-a. The reply to the second objection is that the acts of the
Most High do not require any end purpose,

"Nor may He be asked about what He does." [Qur'an 21:23] Also,
if it should be granted that His acts should require an end purpose,
then it would be admissible for the purpose of the Resurrection to
be the giving of pleasure.

[The opponent's] statement that there is no pleasure in existence
cannot possibly be true, because of what has been said in the earlier
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discussion on pleasure and pain.14 We do not grant that all that we
imagine to be pleasure is merely the relief of suffering; but rather,
there are in existence real pleasures in our world. Again, if it should
be granted that pleasure does not have any existence in our world,
then why would it not be admissible that the pleasures of the Hereafter
should resemble the pleasures of this world in form but be different
from them in reality? Thus the pleasures of the Hereafter would not
be to relieve suffering, but rather they would be pleasures free from
the suspicion of being merely to relieve suffering.

Baydawi said: L 445, T 217

Whether the body's atomic particles actually will be annihilated then restored

As a note here, one should understand that it has not been estab-
lished that [God] Most High [actually] will annihilate the atomic
particles [of the human body] then restore them. Therefore, hold-
ing fast [without reason] to something like the Most High's word,
"Every thing is destructible except His countenance", [Q 28:88]
would be a weak position, because the disintegration [of human bod-
ies] is also [a kind of] destruction.

Isfahani says: L 445/6, T 217, MS 229b:9

Whether the body's atomic particles actually will be annihilated then restored

Note that the doctrine of the Restoration of human bodies is not
based on the [actual] complete annihilation of the [human body's]
atomic particles. Nor has it been established by convincing proof
either from reason or from tradition that God Most High will anni-
hilate these atomic particles then restore them. Moreover, holding
fast to something like the Most High's statement, "Every thing is
destructible except His countenance" [Q 28:88]—destruction here
would mean Vanishing into nonexistence'—would be a weak posi-
tion. Indeed, we do not grant that destruction would be a vanish-
ing into nonexistence, but rather, destruction is an exit beyond the
limit of usefulness. And the disintegration of the atomic particles is
their exit beyond the limit of usefulness, so they are destructible.

Cf. Book 1, Section 2, Chapter 3, Topic 2, Subtopic 4.
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The truth of the matter is that the term, "thing", in the verse [i.e.,
Q, 28: 88] has the meaning of "something willed to be a thing",15

so the meaning of the verse is that whatever has been "willed to be
a thing"16 is destructible within the limits of its own essence, but it
is not destructible in regard to "His countenance." And that is the
case, for indeed, whatever is "willed to be a thing", that is, every
possible reality,17 in regard to its own essence has no existence, but
in regard to God Most High it is existent. So it does not need to
be dismissed from its obvious meaning.

Baydawi said: L 446, T 218

Topic 3: The garden and the fire

[Scholars] rejecting this doctrine18 say that the Garden and the Fire
would be either

a. within this world, thus they would exist
1. either [up] in the realm of the celestial spheres, which is

impossible because [the realm of the spheres] is not being torn up
nor is it mixed with anything corruptible,

2. or [down] in the realm of the [four] elements [i.e., earth,
air, fire, water], where the Resurrection Assembly then would con-
sist [merely of a succession of souls from one individual to another],
i.e., a 'metempsychosis';19 or

b. they would be in some other world, which would be impossible
1. because this world is a sphere, and if it should be postu-

lated that there is another sphere, then a void would exist between
the [two spheres], which would be impossible, and

2. because the second world, if it should come as an occur-
rence among the elements,

a) would resemble these elements, being inclined toward
their spaces and being required to move toward them, and it

15 T reads "possible reality" [mumkin] instead of "willed intention" [mushayya3].
MS Garrett 989Ha indicates the "tashdfd" over the "ya"' but vowelling is uncer-
tainly indicated. T has clarified its meaning as a "possible."

16 T reads, "every thing" [kull shay'].
17 T reads, "every thing, that is, possible reality" [kull shay3 ay mumkin].
18 F.D. Razi (op. cit., p. 233) lists four arguments by opponents of this doctrine.
19 [tanasukhan] a 'metempsychosis'.
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b) would be quiescent within the spaces of that [second]
world, either naturally or by force permanently, both of which would
be impossible.

a.-a. The answer to this point is to ask why it would not be
admissible for both [the Garden and the Fire] to be in this world,

(1.) as the Garden is said to be in the Seventh Heaven, accord-
ing to [God's] word: "By the [lotus] boundary tree,20 there is the
Garden of Peaceful Dwelling", [Q 53:14-15] and [as it is in] the
Prophet's word, "The roof of the Garden is the Throne of [God]
the Merciful One."21 Further, the impossibility of the tearing up
[of the spheres] is itself an impossibility, and the Fire would be under
the two worlds.

(2.) The difference between this22 and 'metempsychosis' is that
this [return] is a returning of the soul to its body, either

a) in a Homecoming restoration or
b) in a recomposition of its original atomic body particles,

while a 'metempsychosis' would be the returning of the soul either
to some [other soul as] beginning point or to some other world.

b.-a. [The answer to the second part is that] the necessity that
every surrounding limit be simple in nature, and that it be logically
required to be spherical in form, and that any void be impossible,
are all impossible [as premises]. But even if [all] this should be
granted, why would it not be admissible for this world and that
other [second world] both to be included within the volume of a
sphere greater than the two of them? Further, the necessity for the
resemblance between the elements of the two worlds to be abso-
lute would be impossible, because of the possibility that there would
be a difference [between them] in form and primal matter, even
though there might be some commonality among the attributes and
concomitants.

20 [sidrat al-muntaha'] "the lotus boundary tree." (". . . the lotus tree marking the
boundary [in the Seventh Heaven])." Cf. Hans Wehr, A Dictionary of Modem Written
Arabic.

21 Hadith, not identified with certainty in Wensinck's Handbook under "Buildings
in Paradise": whether Tirmidhi 36:2,3; Darimi 20:100; Tayalisi #2583?

22 MS Garrett 283B gl: That is, the Resurrection Assembly [ay al-hashr].
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Isfahan! says: L 446, T 218, MS 229b:16

Topic 3: The garden and the fire

[Scholars] rejecting the doctrine of the The Garden and the Fire
hold that the Garden L 447 and the Fire would be

a. either in this world23

b. or in some other world.
(a.) [They hold that] if both should be in this world, then they

would be either
1. [up] in the realm of the spheres or
2. [down] in the realm of the elements.
(1.) The first [of the latter two alternatives] would be impossi-

ble because the celestial spheres are neither being torn up nor are
they mixed with anything corruptible. And their being in the celes-
tial spheres would require their being torn up, because the rivers
and trees MS 230a and layers of heat in which the conflagration
in the spheres rages would require their being torn up and mixed
with corruptible bodies, which would be impossible.

(2.) The second [of the two alternatives], which is that both of
them [i.e., the Garden and the Fire] would be down in the realm
of the elements, would require that the Resurrection Assembly of
human bodies be [merely a succession of souls from one individual
to another; i.e.], a 'metempsychosis'.

(b.) If they should be in some other world, then that would be a
faulty theory, because this world is spherical,—a celestial world being
simple according to preceding discussions, and its shape thus being
a sphere,—and so if some other world should be posited, it also
would be spherical. But then if another sphere should be posited,
some void would occur between them, which would be impossible.
Further, if this second world should be posited to exist, and if the
Garden and the Fire should occur in it, then the [four] elements
would occur there [also] as a result. And if the elements should
occur in [the second world], then [the second world's elements]
would resemble these present elements, they would be inclined towards

23 In the translation, the term, "universe", may be used sometimes to help clar-
ify the writer's meaning. Louis Gardet's article, "cAlam", in the En-I-2 [v. 1, pp.
349—352] discusses the various uses of the Arabic word. "The world forms a whole,
a unity in plurality . . . The world is a plurality [p. 350]."
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their spaces and be required to move towards them, and they would
be quiescent in the spaces of this world by nature. This would imply
that for a single body there would be two places by nature, which
would be impossible. And even if they should be quiescent in the
spaces of this world by force permanently, this [theory] also would
be an impossibility.

a.-a. The answer [to those who reject the doctrine of the Garden
and the Fire] is [a question asking] why it would not be admissible
for the Garden to be both in this world and in the world of the
celestial spheres? For it is said that the Garden is in the Seventh
Heaven, by the [lotus] boundary tree. This would be according to
[God's word:

"By the [lotus] boundary tree, there is the Garden of Peaceful
Dwelling," [Q_ 53:14-15] the lotus boundary tree being in the Seventh
Heaven. Moreover, [it would be] according to the saying of the
Prophet,

"The roof of the Garden is the Throne of the Merciful One", the
Throne being identified with the Eighth Sphere according to the
early scholars.

c. Isfahani's differences with Baydawi's theory
1. Regarding [Baydawi's] statement that the celestial spheres

are not being torn up, we [Isfahani] say that the impossibility of the
celestial spheres being torn up would itself be an impossibility.
Moreover, why would it not be admissible for the Fire in this world
to be under the two worlds?

2. [Baydawi] has said that if [the Garden and the Fire should
occur down in the realm of the elements] then the Resurrection
Assembly would be [merely a succession of souls from one individ-
ual to another, i.e.], a 'metempsychosis'. But we do not grant that
position. The difference between the 'Resurrection Assembly in this
world' and 'metempsychosis' is

a) that the Resurrection in this world would be the return-
ing of the soul either to its [original] body that had been restored,
if the restored body should be the identical one, or to the body that
has been recomposed from its original atomic body particles, if the
body should not be the identical one that is restored; while

b) [that] 'metempsychosis' would be the returning of the
soul to the body of some [other soul as] beginning point. Or, there
is the alternative that the Resurrection would be in some other world.
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3. [Baydawi's] position is that since a celestial sphere would
be simple then its form would be a sphere. Our position is that we
do not grant that every surrounding limit would be a simple entity.
And even if that should be granted, still we would not grant the
necessity of that simple entity being spherical in shape; L 448 and
even if the necessity for that simple entity to be spherical in shape
should be granted and there would occur a void between the two
of them, still we would not grant that the void would be impossi-
ble. MS 230b In summary, the impossibility of them both [the
Garden and the Fire] being in another world would be based

a) upon the simple nature of every surrounding limit, and
b) upon the necessity of the simple entity being spherical in

shape, and
c) upon the rejection of the void, all of these premises being

impossible.
But if all of these premises should be granted, then why would it

not be admissible that this world and the world in which the Garden
and the Fire are should both be spherical and fixed within the vol-
ume of a sphere greater than both of them so there would not be
a void between them?

Furthermore, we do not grant that if there should be elements in
that other world, that then they would be similar to the elements
of this world in complete reality. T 219 For indeed, the neces-
sity for the elements of the two worlds to be absolutely similar, that
is, in their complete quiddity, would be impossible on account of
the possibility of there being a difference in form or primal matter,
in spite of the fact that there would be some commonality among
both the attributes and concomitants. For example, the heat [as an
element] of that world might be dry and fiery and extend out to
the concavity of the sphere of that world's moon, like the fiery heat
of this world of ours. And the same can be said about the rest of
the elements because of the admissibility of there being a common-
ality among the different components of a quiddity in both attrib-
utes and concomitants.
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Baydawi said: L 448, T 219

The garden and the fire are created entities

a. A corollary on this is that the Garden and Fire are both cre-
ated entities, a doctrine opposed by Abu Hashim [al-Jubba'i] and
Qadi cAbd al-Jabbar.24

1. We have [God's] word, ". . . [There is a Garden] wide as
the heavens and the earth, prepared for the God-fearing." [Q^3:133]25

a) Let no one say that [the Garden's] breadth would equal
the breadth of these two [i.e., heaven and earth] only if it should
happen to fit within their spaces, nor that that would happen only
after both of them had vanished, because of the impossibility of the
interpenetration of bodies. This is because

b) the meaning [of the verse] is that [the Garden's] breadth
is like the breadth of the two, according to [God's] word, "Its breadth
is like that of heaven and earth", [Q 57:21] and because

c) its breadth is not exactly the same as the breadth of the
two of them.

2. We also have [God's] word, "Have Godly fear regarding
the Fire, the fuel of which is both men and stones; it has been pre-
pared for unbelievers." [Q^2:24]26 And further, Adam was given res-
idence in the Garden, and his expulsion was from it.

b. [Those who reject both the Garden and Fire] say that if the
Garden should be something created then it would have no per-
manence, because of the word of [God],

"Everything is destructible, except His countenance." [Q, 28:88]
to this conclusion is false, on account of the Most High's statement,
"[In the Garden] its food is always ready," that is, the food ready
to be eaten. [Q, 13:35]

1. Our position is that the meaning of His statement, "Everything
is destructible," is in other words, Everything, other than [God], is
destructible, being nonexistent within the limit of its own essence,—

24 (al-Qadi) 'Abd al-Jabbar ibn Ahmad, d. 1025, a Mu'tazilite theologian and
leader. His main work is al-Mughni.

25 See the article "Djanna" in the En-I-2 by L. Gardet for a complete summary
of teachings about the Garden.

26 See the En-I-2 for the two articles "Djahannam" by L. Gardet and "Nar" by
T. Fahd. It would be good also to consult En-I-1 for the article "Djahannam" by
B. Carra de Vaux, which did not separate the two concepts.
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while in regard to [God] and in view of Who He is, it is not so,—
for nonexistence overtakes [everything else]. And even if [their argu-
ment against the Garden and the Fire] should be granted it would
be based on some particular meaning [derived from] bringing proof
texts together.

2. Furthermore, [God's] word, "[In the Garden] its food is
always ready", [Q, 13:35] has abandoned the literal meaning, because
'food to be eaten' without doubt vanishes away by being eaten; but
rather, the meaning is that whenever any of [the 'food to be eaten']
vanishes away, then more like it comes into existence immediately
afterwards. But that fact does not deny the nonexistence of the
Garden by one blink of the eyes [in time].

Isfahani says: L 448, T 219, MS 230b:9

The garden and the fire are created entities

a. This fact is a corollary derived from the admissibility of the
existence of the Garden and Fire. Now, assuming the admissibility
of the existence of the Garden and the Fire, [scholars] have differed
over whether [the Garden and Fire] exist as created entities at the
present time, with the majority holding that the Garden L 449
and the Fire do exist as created entities at the present time, this
doctrine being in opposition to the doctrine of Abu Hashim [al-
Jubba'i] and Qadi cAbd al-Jabbar.

1. Our position is based on the statement of the Most High
in the description of the Garden, "[There is a Garden] wide as the
heavens and the earth, prepared for the God-fearing." [Q3:133] In
this statement God Most High gave information about the prepa-
ration of the Garden in terms of the past tense; thus, He indicated
that it is a created entity at the present time. If it should be other-
wise, the implication would be that a falsehood had come from God
Most High, which would be impossible.

a) Let no one say that if the Garden should be a created
entity now, then its breadth would be only the breadth of the heav-
ens and earth. That conclusion would be false, and the logical neces-
sity in use here is literal. The conclusion would be false because

1) [the Garden's] breadth would be the breadth of the
heavens and the earth only if it should fit within the space occu-
pied by both the heavens and earth, since if it should be placed
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somewhere other than in their space or in only part of their space
then its breadth would not be precisely their breadth, and

2) its being placed in all their space would be possible
only after the heavens and the earth would have vanished away
because the interpenetration of bodies is impossible, so this [place-
ment] would be impossible.

b) Indeed, our position is that the meaning intended by
[God's] word, "[A Garden] wide as the heavens MS 23la and
the earth" [Q, 3:133] is that it is like the breadth of the heavens
and the earth, in accordance with His statement, "Like the breadth
of the heavens and the earth." [Q 57:21]27

c) Moreover, since it would be impossible for the breadth
of the two to be identical to the breadth of the Garden, therefore,
in that case it would be admissible that there be above the Seventh
Heaven an empty space whose breadth would match the breadth
of the heavens and the earth, and that the Garden be [placed]
within it.

2. And there is [God's] word, "Have Godly fear regarding the
Fire; its fuel is both men and stones, and it has been prepared for
unbelievers." [Q, 2:24] Indeed, He28 has given information in terms
of the past tense that the Fire has been prepared and created, and
so it exists as a created entity at the present time. If it should be
otherwise, the implication would be that there was falsehood in the
information given by [God] Most High. Also, we hold that God
Most High's settling of Adam in the Garden and then his expulsion
from it because of his eating from the tree after being prohibited
from doing so demonstrates clearly that the Garden is a created
entity at the present time.

b. Abu Hashim [al-Jubba3i] and Qadi cAbd al-Jabbar held that if
the Garden should be a created entity at the present time, then it
would not be anything permanently continuous.

1. Their conclusion is false, and their logic here is that the
statement of the Most High, "Everything is destructible except His
countenance" [Q, 28:88] indicates that anything other than His coun-
tenance would be destructible and subject to vanishing away to non-

27 Although the text at Qur'an 57:21 is singular, reading, [ka-'ard al-sama' . . .],
Isfahani freely makes "heaven" plural, L, T, the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha all
reading, [al-samawat. . .], as in Qur'an 3:133.

28 MS: [fa-inna Allah ta'ala' akhbara].
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existence, and since the Garden is something other than God Most
High it might therefore vanish away to nonexistence, so it would
not be permanent.

2. The conclusion is false because of the statement of the Most
High,

"[In the Garden] its food is always ready", [Q 13:35] that is, the
food of the Garden [prepared] 'to be eaten' would be always ready.
And if the 'food to be eaten' of the Garden should be always ready,
then the existence of the Garden would be permanent, since the
permanent readiness of the Garden's 'food to be eaten' without the
Garden having permanence would be unthinkable.

c. Furthermore, [these dissenting scholars hold], if it should be
established that the Garden would not be a created entity at the
present time, then that would imply also that the Fire would not be
a created entity at the present time.

Our author, [Baydawi], replied to this first [conditional part of
the preceding sentence] that the inference here would be disallowed,
and to the second [inferential part of it] that the false conclusion
would be disallowed. Regarding the disallowance of the inference
made here, it is because the fact that [the Garden] would be a cre-
ated entity at the present time does not imply that its permanence
would be lacking.

d. Both [Abu Hashim al-Jubba'i and Qadi cAbd al-Jabbar] held
that the statement of the Most High, "Everything is destructible
except His countenance," [Q 28:88] indicates that everything except
God Most High will become nonexistent.

1. We [Isfahani] do not grant that [God's] statement, "Everything
is destructible except His countenance", indicates that everything
except God Most High L 450 will become nonexistent. Indeed,
its meaning is that everything except God Most High will be non-
existent within the limit of its own essence, as well as in regard to
[God's] essence and in view of Who He is, but not in regard to the
fact of [God] being the Existential Cause. This is because everything
other than God Most High29 is merely a possible reality, and a pos-
sible reality, in regard to its own essence, is not eligible for exist-
ence, so with regard to its own essence, it would not be an existent.

29 L, T, and MS Garrett 989Ha read, [siwah]; but the MS names the antecedent
in place of the relative pronoun.
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And the statement's meaning is not that nonexistence overtakes every-
thing except God Most High. So, there is no implication MS 23 Ib—
from the fact that the Garden is a created entity at the present
time—that nonexistence will overtake it. And, even if it should be
granted that its meaning is that nonexistence will overtake every-
thing aside from God Most High, T 220

2. there is a specific reference to this question in God's state-
ment, "[In the Garden] its food is always ready." This indicates that
the Garden would have permanence for reasons that have preceded;
so then the meaning would be that nonexistence overtakes every-
thing aside from God Most High and the Garden, and the specific
reference is only the joining together of these two proofs. And since
it was a specific reference, there is no implication from the fact that
the Garden is a created entity at the present time that nonexistence
will overtake it. Regarding the disallowance of the false conclusion,
that is because we do not grant that [God's] word, "[In the Garden]
its food is always ready," [Q 13:35] indicates the permanent con-
tinuance of the Garden. That is because the statement of the Most
High, "[In the Garden] its food is always ready", abandons the lit-
eral meaning since the meaning of "[its] food" is "food to be eaten",
and the permanent continuance of the 'food to be eaten' would be
impossible because the 'food to be eaten' without doubt would van-
ish away in being eaten, so it could not possibly be permanent.
Rather, the meaning is that whenever any of the 'food to be eaten'
vanishes away by being eaten, more like it comes into existence
immediately afterwards. But that fact does not deny the nonexis-
tence of the Garden by one blink of the eyes [in time].

Baydawi said: L 450, T 220

Topic 4a: The Mu'tazilah on reward and punishment

a. Reward. The Mu'tazilah of Basrah hold that a reward for human
obedience is a duty of God Most High, an obligation upon Him. This
is because He prescribed burdensome duties as part of our religion
for us only for a purpose, since it is impossible to impute to Him
an action empty of any purpose, and the credit for any benefits does
belong to Him. That purpose would be either

1. the occurrence of some benefit for us, or
2. our protection from some loss. The second alternative is
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false, because if [God] should have continued us in nonexistence
then we would have had rest and we would not have needed those
hardships. The first alternative is that there would be either some
benefit that preceded [the Resurrection], but that would be repug-
nant to reason, or one that was subsequent [to the Resurrection],
which is our logical goal.

Further, the Most High's statement, "... As a recompense for their
[good] deeds", [Q 32:17] and others like it, indicates that [good]
deeds call for a reward.

Our [Baydawi] position is that we have made it plain that there
is neither a hidden purpose for His action nor a cause behind His
judgment. Still, we would ask, why would not all the previous exam-
ples of [His] gracious treatment be sufficient in reckoning benefits
received, [and why would not] all discontent be prohibited? How
should it not be so, when the Mu'tazilah require it as a duty to be
active both in thankfulness and in logical reasoning about one's expe-
riential knowledge, as an intellectual task regarding all previous exam-
ples of His gracious treatment? The verse does not prove that there
is an obligation, but the fact of [human] action being a sign and
indication is sufficient to make use of the term "reward."

b. Punishment. In addition, the Mu'tazilah and the Khawarij hold
that it is an obligation for [God] to punish [now in the present] an
unbeliever and anyone who commits a dreadful great sin.30 because

1. a pardon would amount to an equalization between a per-
son who is obedient and one who is disobedient, and because

2. the appetite for evildoing is built into us so that if we were
not capable of being interrupted by punishment, that appetite would
[seem to] be a temptation to [evil, placed before us on God's part],31

and because

30 The "Promise (of reward) and the Threat (of punishment)" is one of the five
fundamental principles of Mu'tazilah doctrine. See the article "Mu'tazila", by
D. Gimaret in the En-I-2, v. 7, pp. 786 f. The Mu'tazilah are joined with the
Khawarij in this doctrine because the latter group was noted for its strict assertion
of Qur'anic authority and interpretation. See W.M. Watt, Islamic Philosophy and
Theology, an Extended Survey, Second Edition, Edinburgh: University Press, [1985], pp.
12 and 52.

31 [ighra'an 'alayhi] here in Baydawi's text provides only a weak, unspoken infer-
ence that God would incite to temptation. Mention of God could just as well be
omitted here. But Isfahani, in the matching section of his commentary, specifically
indicates that God is the antecedent of [calayhi] by adding [ta'ala5], making it an
unthinkable inference.
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3. the Most High announced that both the unbeliever and the
evildoer would enter the Fire in a number of places [in the Qur'an],
and anything contrary L 451 to His announcement would be
impossible.

1 .—a. In answer to the first point, it is that even if [God] should
not punish a disobedient person but should not give him the reward
due an obedient person, then it would not be a case of equalization.

2.~a. And to the second point the answer is that an over-
whelming emphasis on the side of punishment by warning and threat-
ening would be sufficient to restrain [a wrongdoer], and the anticipation
of pardon before repentance would be the same as the anticipation
of it after repentance.

3.-a. And to the third point the answer is that there is not a
thing [i.e., in the traditional evidence] to indicate that punishment
is a necessity in and of itself.

c. Then [the Muctazilah and Khawarij] said that the threat against
a person who commits a dreadful great sin would not be suspended
[in the future]—just as is the threat against an unbeliever [is not
suspended],—for the following reasons:

a) There are verses that include the expression, "eternity"
in the threat to [a sinner], as in the statement of the Most High,

"Think of one who has accumulated an evil record and is now
surrounded with [the acquired result of] his sin ... [people like that
are well acquainted with the Fire, and will be there for eternity]",
[Q,2:81] and

"Whoever disobeys God and His Messenger . . . [God will put that
one into an eternal Fire]", [Q4:14] ancj

"Whoever kills a believer intentionally . . . [for him the recompense
is being in Hell for eternity]." [O 4:93]

b) There is the statement of the Most High describing them,
"From [their place in the Fire] they will not be found absent!"

[0.82:16]
c) A wicked sinner ought to be punished according to his

wickedness, but that might cancel out what he had earned in the
way of reward, depending on whatever mutual cancellation there
might be between the two [categories].

a)-a. The answer to the first [of these reasons] is that eter-
nity is a very long sojourn, and its use in this sense is frequent.

b)—a. To the second [reason] the answer is that the mean-
ing intended by "insolent libertines" is those who are completely
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wicked, and they are unbelievers, as is indicated by [God's] word:
"They are unbelievers, insolent libertines", [Q 80:42] and as is shown
by the agreement between [this verse] and verses indicating that
there is a special punishment for unbelievers, as [God] has said:

"Today shame and evil have come upon unbelievers." [Q 16:27]
"Indeed, it has been revealed to us that torment is for anyone

who has disbelieved and turned away." [Q 20:48]
"Whenever a group [of unbelievers] would be thrown into [the

Fire] its guards would ask them, 'Did no one come to warn you?'
and they would say, 'O yes, someone came to warn us, but we
treated them as liars." [Q 67:8-9]

"No one will be burning in [the Fire] except the worst, who said
it was a lie and then turned away [from the message]." [Q,92:15-16]

"... On the day when God will not let shame come on the Prophet
or those who believed with him." [Q 66:8]

Further, a sinning wrongdoer might be a believer, according to
[God's] word:

"And if two parties of believers should be killing each other . . ."
[Q 49:9] On account of this [verse] Muqatil ibn Sulayman and the
Murji'ah decided that they would not be punished.

c)-a. The third [reason] is answered by rejecting both their
earnings and their debts, and by the fact that the earning would be
of punishment if the earning of reward should fail. But then the case
would be either that

1. something would be cancelled from [their account] by way
of an equalization, as is the doctrine of Abu Hashim [al-Jubba'i],
or that

2. no cancellation would be made, as is the doctrine of his
father [Abu cAli Muhammad al-Jubba'i], both of them being false
doctrines.

l.-a. [To answer], the first [of these alternatives] is faulty,
because the effective causation of each of them [resulting in] the
nonexistence of the other would be either simultaneously or succes-
sively. The first of these [latter two] would be impossible, because
it requires the existence of both of them while they are both non-
existent; and likewise, the second of these would be impossible,
because the one that would be overcome as failed would never return
as victorious.

2.~a. [To answer], the second [of these alternatives] is [also]
faulty, because it would mean the nullifying and neglect of obedi-
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ence, and it would be invalid because of [God's] word: "Whoever
does a mote's weight of good shall see it [in his account]." [Q99:7]32

Isfahani says: L 451, T 220, MS 231b:9

Topic 4a: The Mu'tazilah on reward and punishment

a. Reward. The position of the Mu'tazilah of Basrah is that giv-
ing a reward for human obedience is a duty of God Most High, an
obligation upon Him for two reasons.

1. God prescribed burdensome duties as part of our religion,
so one can only conclude L 452 that the prescription of them
either is not for any purpose, or it is for a purpose. The former
alternative is false, because the prescription of them for no purpose
would be an act of futility which is impossible [to impute to God],
and the latter alternative inevitably would be that the purpose is
either something in return for [God], or something in return for us.
Of these options the former is false, because of the impossibility of
benefits returning to [God]; and the latter, namely, that the purpose
T 221 would be something in return for us, must be that the pur-
pose is to obtain either

a) some advantage for us, or
b) our protection from some harn.

The second alternative here (b) is false, because if the purpose
should be to protect us from some harm, then continuing us in non-

32 F.D. Razi has provided very little toward this section. What he has are mainly
orthodox Sunni statements, not organized just as Baydawi has them. His interest
clearly is with the orthodox positions. Cf. Razi's Muhassal, pp. 235-236.

On the other hand, it is evident that Baydawi and Isfahani (along with 'Adud
al-Din Iji in his al-Mawaqiffi cllm al-Kalam, pp. 376 ff. in 'Mawqif 6 on Traditional
doctrines) have available and that they make use of extensive Mu'tazilah writings,
as for instance those of the Muctazilah leader Qadi cAbd al-Jabbar ibn Ahmad
(325?-415/1025) in his Mughni and other titles. Still we cannot imagine that Razi
did not have the same records available to him. As a side speculation, however,
since these extensive Mu'tazilah writings were not generally available to modern
scholarship from sources in the central Islamic regions, but instead were discovered
in comparatively recent times (about 1959, according to Richard M. Frank in his
Beings and Their Attributes, p. 5) only in Sanea3, Yemen, an Ismacili stronghold, it is
interesting to contemplate the possibility of there having been some attempt to erad-
icate in a thorough way any Mu'tazilah writings in the central Islamic regions where
only Sunni doctrines were acceptable. A probable reason for this survival of doc-
uments in Yemen is that it was the political center of the pro-Muctazilah groups,
the Zaydi and Imami Shi'ahs.
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existence would have been preferable, because if [God] had contin-
ued us in nonexistence then we would have had rest and would not
have needed those burdens and the hard labor they involve. But
when He did not continue us in nonexistence He gave an indica-
tion that the purpose [of our religious obligations] is not [merely]
to protect us from harm. So it is the first alternative above, namely,
(a) that the purpose [of the obligations imposed] is to obtain some
advantage for us; [and this means]

1) either that the advantage would precede the imposi-
tion of duties,—as for example, [advantages like] existence, the pos-
session of both external and internal body members, a living nature,
health and the provision of daily food and other things that health
depends upon, MS 232a—but this alternative is repugnant to rea-
son, because it is not appropriate for the Noble and All-Wise One
in His goodness to show favor to someone and then impose on him
heavy [religious] obligations without the one imposed upon receiv-
ing any advantage either at the time of imposition or afterwards,

2) or that the advantage would be secured after the oblig-
ations had been performed, which is the desired logical goal [in our
argument]. Thus, the reward would be an 'appropriate advantage',
which is the purpose for the imposition of the obligations. So it is
established that the purpose of the impositions is the reward for per-
forming them. Therefore, [say the Muctazilah, the reward] would be
an obligation upon God Most High.

2. In the second [reason for an obligation being upon God to
give a reward, the Muctazilah hold that God's] word:—". . . [There
will be women], eyes lovely as hidden pearls, in recompense for all
their [good] deeds", [Q, 56:22-24]—indicates that [a believer's] per-
formance of duty is a reason for the reward.

l.-a. In answer to their first reason, our position is what we
have made plain—in Book 2, Topic 5 of Section 3, on the acts [of
God]—that there is no hidden purpose behind His action nor is
there some cause affecting His judgement. Nevertheless, why would
not an acknowledgement for previous benefits be sufficient as a pur-
pose for the duties imposed, with any repugnance being ruled out
in either case [i.e., whether it would or would not be sufficient]. In
fact, nothing repugnant may stand in relation to God Most High;
so how could the purpose of the imposed duties, namely, the fact
that an advantage occurred prior to the imposition of the duties,
have anything repugnant about it? Further, the Mu'tazilah have
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required it as a [believer's] duty to acknowledge actively and to apply
logical reasoning to our experiential knowledge because of all the
past examples of [God's] gracious treatment.

2.-a. An in answer to their second reason, the [Qur'an] verse,
the statement of [God] Most High, ".. . In recompense for all their
[good] deeds", [Q 56:22] does not prove that the reward from God
Most High is an obligation upon Him, but rather, it proves that His
word does come to pass. Further, the term "reward" is a reference
to the answer to a statement assumed to have been interposed, a
summary of the interposition being that God made the reward as
recompense for deeds performed; and the recompense for a certain
thing requires that it be made conformable to it, as the common
saying is, "If you do well for me, then accordingly you will have [so
much as a reward]." A summary of the answer given would be to
say, "We do not grant that the recompense for a thing must be
conformable to it, but rather, it would be sufficient in applying the
term L 453 'recompense' to the reward that the action performed
would be a distinguishing sign of [the recompense] and would point
to it."

b. Punishment. In addition, the Muctazilah and the Khawarij hold
that it is an obligation upon God [now in the present] to punish an
unbeliever, and anyone, who commits a dreadful great sin, for three
reasons:

1. Pardon for an unbeliever and for one who commits a dread-
ful great sin would require logically that there be equality between
an obedient person and a disobedient one on account of this equal
treatment of them in the lack of punishment, but an equality between
these two necessarily would exclude justice; and [God] Most High
is just by consensus. MS 232b

2. The appetite for evil is built into us, so if we were inca-
pable of being interrupted by punishment for the wickedness, then
that appetite would [seem to] be a temptation on [God's] part for
us to commit wickedness. [This is because] if we should doubt the
punishment for wickedness, with the appetite for wickedness and the
motivation to it created in us, then we would not abandon wicked-
ness, because attaining the objects of our appetites would be real-
ized along with there being doubt about punishment for it.

3. God Most High has announced in numerous places [in the
Qur'an] that both the unbeliever and the evildoer would enter the
Fire, as when He said,
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"Unbelievers will be driven to Hell in groups", [Q 39:71] and,
"We will drive evildoers to Hell as animals are driven to a water-

ing place." [Q, 19:86] Any contradiction of the announcement of
God Most High would be impossible, therefore, it is an obligation
[upon God] that the unbeliever, and anyone, who commits a dread-
ful great sin should go into the Fire.

l.-a. The answer to their first reason si that pardon for a dis-
obedient person would not imply necessarily that he is equal to an
obedient person, because even if the Most High does not punish the
disobedient one, He will not reward him as He does the obedient
person, so no equality of treatment is implied, assuming there would
be pardon for the disobedient one.

2.—a. The answer to the second reason is that an interruption
by punishment is not implied in stating the prohibition against dis-
obedient actions. Indeed, the overwhelming dominance of the pun-
ishment side over [that of the] pardon in expressing warning and
threat would be sufficient to cause restraint, that is, in preventing
disobedient behavior. And if pardon before repentance logically should
be a temptation to evildoing, then pardon after repentance logically
would be a temptation also, in the very same way you [opponents]
have mentioned, since you do admit supporting a pardon after repen-
tance for one who commits a dreadful great sin; so, this implication
[i.e., of being a temptaton to evildoing] would be a commonality to
both options. Therefore, whatever your reply would be to [the charge
of this temptation, that] would also be our reply to it.

3.-a. The answer to the third reason is that not one thing in
those verses in itself indicates an obligation to punish a dreadful
great sin. But rather, the most on this topic that any of them indi-
cates is the fact that punishment does occur. But it does not indi-
cate that a dreadful great sin makes the punishment obligatory, which
is the point here.

c. The Mu'tazilah doctrine continues: furthermore, after having affirmed
that there is an obligation [upon God, now in the present] to pun-
ish the person who commits a dreadful great sin, the threat [of pun-
ishment] to one who commits a great sin will not be terminated [in
the future], just as the threat to an unbeliever will not be termi-
nated, for a number of reasons:

1. There are the verses containing the expression, "eternity",
in the threat to those who commit dreadful great sins, as the Most
High has said:
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"Think of one who has piled up an evil record and is now sur-
rounded with [the acquired result of] his sin ... [such people] are
well acquainted with the Fire, and will be there for eternity!" [Q2:81]

"Whoever disobeys God and His Messenger . . . [his punishment
is] the Fire [of Hell] MS 233a wherein he will be for eternity."
[Q,4:14]33 L 454

"Whoever kills a believer intentionally . . . T 222 [his recom-
pense is Hell wherein he will be for eternity]." [Q^ 4:93]

This is because the term, "whoever", in the [preceding] three
verses is inclusive and applies to everyone who has accumulated an
evil record, everyone who disobeys God, everyone who kills, as well
as anyone who commits a dreadful great sin, and even though he
should be a believer, he has accumulated an evil record, disobeyed
God, and killed a believer intentionally.

2. There is the Most High's statement describing [all] those
who commit the dreadful great sins:

"Indeed, insolent libertines shall certainly be in Hell's Fire, scorch-
ing there on the Day of Judgment, and from it they will never be
absent." [Q, 82:14-16] This [verse] indicates: that insolent libertines,
including those who commit the dreadful great sins, continue per-
manently in the Fire,34 since if they should exit from it they would
become 'absent from it', but the verse indicates they are never 'absent
from it.'

3. A [sinning, yet believing] wicked person merits punishment
for his wickedness, in accordance with what has preceded; but the
punishment he would earn for his wickedness might destroy what-
ever reward the wicked person had earned before he committed evil,
according to the degree of mutual cancellation there would be between
his punishment and reward. This is because punishment is some-
thing permanently harmful that is deserved, being devoid of reward
and accompanied by contempt, while reward is something perma-
nently advantageous that is deserved, being accompanied by pres-
tige and free of any suspicion. Therefore, the two [kinds of] earnings
would be impossible to bring together.

33 Isfahani's quote paraphrases the Qur'an at the end: QUR'AN [4:14]—[yud-
khilhu naran khalidan fiha]; ISFAHANI: [lahu nar jahannam khalidan fiha].

34 The term 'insolent libertines' [al-fujjar], earlier has been applied specially to
the disbelieving. Here, it seems to be broadened in scope, "including those who
commit the dreadful great sins." More probably, the meaning is that, of course,
'disbelief is also joined with the commission of great and small sins.
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1.—a. The answer to the first reason is that eternity is a very
long sojourn, and the use of [the term] "eternity" in this sense, that
is, as a very long sojourn, is frequent and needs no mention because
it is well-known.

2.-a. The answer to the second reason is that "insolent lib-
ertines" means [all] those who are completely licentious, and they
are unbelievers, as indicated by the statement of the Most High,
"They are unbelievers, insolent libertines." [Q, 80:42] It is necessary
that "insolent libertines" be predicated of "unbelievers" in order to
make the correlation between

a) [God's] word, "Indeed, insolent libertines shall certainly
be in Hell's Fire", [Q,82:14] and

b) the verses indicating a special punishment for unbeliev-
ers, as in the [following] statements of the Most High:

"Today shame and evil have come upon unbelievers." [Q, 16:27]
This verse indicates that shame is applied specifically to unbelievers.
But then there is the fact that shame comes upon anyone who enters
the Fire, according to [God's] word:

"O our Lord, anyone You have made enter the Fire You have
utterly shamed." [Q^3:192] So, if the shame should come only upon
unbelievers, then the implication would be that only unbelievers
would enter the Fire.

[God said] quoting Moses, "Indeed, it has been revealed to us
that torment is for any one who has treated the message as a lie
and turned away." [Q, 20:48] This verse MS 233b indicates that
special torment will be applied to anyone who has treated the mes-
sage as a lie and turned away. Therefore, anyone who has not treated
the message as a lie and turned away would not have torment com-
ing to him, and anyone who commits a dreadful great sin would
not be [necessarily] one who has disbelieved and has turned away,
so torment would not reach him. And,

"Whenever a group [of unbelievers] would be thrown into [the
Fire] its guards would ask them, 'Did no one come to warn you?'
and they would say, 'O yes, someone came to warn us, but we
treated them as liars, and said, 'God has not sent anything down,
you are greatly mistaken.'" [Q 67:8~9] This verse indicates that
whenever a group of people were thrown into the Fire, they would
say, "Yes, someone came to warn us, but we treated them as liars
and said, 'God has not sent anything down, you are greatly mis-
taken.'" Here is clear evidence that the people thrown into the Fire
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are those who treat [the message] as a lie and deny that God Most
High has sent down anything as a revelation, [that is], they are
unbelievers. L 455 And,

"No one will be burning in [the Fire] except the worst, anyone
who treated [the message] as a lie and turned away." [Q 92:15-16]
[This means that] anyone who committed a dreadful great sin, but
has not treated [the message] as a lie and turned away will not be
burned in [the Fire]. And,

"... On the day when God will not let shame come on the Prophet
or those who believed." [Q 66:8]

Now, an 'insolent libertine' might be a 'believer' according to
[God's] word:

"If two parties of believers should be killing each other then make
peace between them; and if one of the two should break the peace
and commit an outrage against the other, then you must battle
against the group that treacherously committed the outrage, until
they agree to the authority of God." [Q, 49:9] [God] called those
people "believers" in the very situation where He described them as
committing a wrong of treachery,35 and that was a dreadful great
sin, so, if an insolent libertine should be a believer then he would
not be put to shame. It was on account of these verses indicating
that torment [in the Fire] is reserved specifically for the disbeliev-
ing, that Muqatil ibn Sulayman and the Murji'ah finally decided
that those [believers] who commit the dreadful great sins would not
be punished [in the Fire].

3.-a. The answer to the third reason is to rule out both kinds
of earnings; we do not grant that there is an earning of either reward
or punishment. Such [earning] would be implied only if obedience
should be the cause for the earning of reward, and disobedience the
cause for the earning of punishment, but that is ruled out. And
[even] if we should grant [that there are] both kinds of earnings,
still we would not grant the exclusion of both kinds of earnings. The
exclusion of both kinds of earnings would be implied only if both
reward and punishment should be limited to [the category of] being
permanent, but this is ruled out. Indeed, the reward being a delayed
benefit, and punishment being a delayed harm, poses a more gen-
eral question than whether each is permanent or not.

35 The MS alone reads, [bi-al-qatl]; L, T, MS Garrett 989Ha and MS Garrett-
Yahuda 4486 read, [bi-al-baghy].
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[A further answer to the third reason is] in the fact that if the
earning of punishment should cancel out the earning of reward, then
the case would be either that some part of the earning of punish-
ment would be cancelled out by way of a balance, as in the doc-
trine of Abu Hashim [al-Jubba3i], or that nothing at all would be
cancelled from the earning of punishment, as in the doctrine of his
father Abu cAli [Muhammad al-Jubba'i]. For example, if a man
should have an earning of ten portions of reward, and then com-
mit an act from which the earning would be ten portions MS 234a
of punishment, then the case would be either

a) that the earning from the new factor of punishment would
cancel out the earning of reward, and [in turn] [the earning of pun-
ishment] would be cancelled out itself by way of a balance, or

b) that [the earning of punishment] would cancel out the
earning of reward, and not be cancelled out itself. However, both
of these alternatives are faulty.

a) a. [To answer], the first alternative [just above is faulty]
because the reason for the disappearance of the earning of reward
would be the appearance of the earning of punishment, and the lat-
ter likewise, because the reason for the disappearance of the earn-
ing of punishment would be the existence of the earning of reward.
For each of the earnings,—the earning of punishment and the earn-
ing of reward,—has effective causation in the nonexistence of the
other, so the effective causation of each of the two earnings upon
the nonexistence of the other would be either

1) simultaneously or
2) successively.
1)—a. [Answering], the first option here would be impos-

sible, because the effective causation of each upon the nonexistence
of the other implies that both would be existent at the same time
that both would be nonexistent, because the reason for the nonex-
istence of each of them is the existence of the other. Thus, if T 223
both should be nonexistent simultaneously, then they both would be
existing simultaneously, since a cause must exist at the time its effect
takes place; so the implication would be that the existence of both
would be simultaneous with the nonexistence of both.

2)~a. [Answering], likewise the second option here, namely,
that the effect of each upon the nonexistence of the other would be
successively, L 456 also would be impossible, because it implies
that the one that was overcome and cancelled out would return as
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the one that does the overcoming and cancelling out, but in fact the
one overcome and cancelled out does not return as the one that
cancels out and overcomes.

b)-a. [To answer], the second alternative [above],—namely,
that the punishment earnings that occur would cancel out the ear-
lier reward earnings but that the punishment earnings themselves
would not be cancelled out,—is faulty, because it would mean the
nullification and neglect of obedience, and it would be invalid because
of [God] Most High's statement,

"Whoever does a mote's weight of good shall see it [in his account]."
[Q, 99:7]

Baydawi said: L 456, T 223

Topic 4B: The Ashcfirah on reward and punishment

The doctrine of our colleagues [of the Asha'irah] is that—
a. Divine reward is [an act of] favor from God Most High but

divine punishment is [an act of] justice from Him.
1. A person's behavior is a [proven] indicator [of his destiny],

[as we say,] "Everyone is easily amenable to that for which he was
created."36

36 Proverb, "Everyone is easily amenable . . ." [found here at L 456:5]. The
context of its use by the Prophet is given in Sunan Abu Daud, Kitab al-Sunnah,
#4709: Question (directed to Muhammad): "Are the people destined for the Garden
to be known from the people destined for the Fire?" Answer. "Yes." Question: "Then,
is [their destiny known] in the behavior of people?" Answer. "Everyone is easily
amenable to that for which he was created."

Note how Baydawi and Isfahani incorporate the saying into the Sunni orthodox
argument. Strangely however, Iji in his al-Mawaqif seems not to have recorded the
saying in his coverage of the same material. Therefore, Iji and his tutor (assuming
they both attended the lectures) may have taken this course of lectures either in an
earlier or later cycle than did Isfahani and his tutor father, and so missed hearing
Baydawi's use of this proverb as an illustration in the lecture. It appears to be an
original usage in this context by Baydawi, not being found in F.D. Razi's Muhassal.

The context in which the proverb was quoted by the Prophet, as collected in
the Hadith can be seen as closely related to the doctrine of 'latency and appear-
ance' as applied to character traits and intellectual qualities. The earlier discussion
of this doctrine [in Book 1, Section 2, Chapter 3, Topic 2 "Psychic Qualities",
Subtopic "Perception and Knowledge", Isfahani's treatment of Ibn Sina's Theory
of Perception] mentioned al-Nazzam as an adherent and supporter, and indicated
a relationship to Stoicism. So we surmise that the Proverb here quoted is of Greek
Stoic origin.

Baydawi's unhappy experience as judge in Shiraz suggests another juridical sce-
nario for his use of this proverb. If he used it carelessly to needle his fellow citizen
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b. For the believer who is compliant to acts of obedience God
will assign immortality in His Gardens in fulfillment of His promise;
but a stubborn disbeliever He will torment forever in His Flames in
accordance with His warning threat.

c. [God's] threat to a disobedient believer will be terminated, in
accordance with His word: "Whoever does a mote's weight of good,
shall see it [in his account]." [Q 99:7] But he shall not see it until
after [his] deliverance from torment, [for God's] word is: "God indeed
forgives all sins." [Q, 39:53]

[This is also in accordance with] the Prophet's statements:
"Whoever says, 'There is no [other] god at all but God's shall

enter the Garden",37 and also,
"A non-believer striving in earnest endeavor and seeking guidance

may hope for divine pardon through [God's] favor and kindness."38

If an objection should be raised to the effect that:
1. The physical powers of one's body are not capable of per-

forming actions that are unlimited in degree, because they have been
divided up by the division of their substrate; so if the body substrate
of half of them, for example, should move, then either

a) they would move with limited motions and the motion
of the whole would be twice the motion of the part, because the
ratio between the two effects would be the same as the ratio between
the two effective causes, and half of something limited would be lim-
ited, or

b) they would activate motions unlimited in degree; so if
the total physical power should not receive an increase, then every-
thing having with it something else would be the same as what had
nothing with it, and if [the total physical power] should be increased,
then the increase would occur where there was no limitation and in

defendants when passing judgment on them naturally it would deepen their hostil-
ity to his pronouncements, and their public support of the movements which twice
led to removal from office would have increased. From these defeats with their
punishment of his self-esteem it appears that he finally gained wisdom of 'soul' in
controlling and expressing his sharp 'intellect', a benefit ultimately reaching to all
his students. See p. 444, note 126 for other discussion.

37 Hadith, "Whoever says 'There is no god at all but God' . . ." [at L 456:9],
indexed under "Unity" as being recorded in many places, e.g.: Sahih al-Bukhari,
Salat, #46; Sahih Muslim, Iman, #52.

38 Hadith, "An unbeliever striving in earnest endeavor and seeking guidance . . .",
[at L 456:9] indexed in Wensinck's Handbook under "Kafir" as being recorded in
Sahih al-Bukhari, Istitabat al-murtaddin, #3; and Sahih Muslim, Iman, #155-160,
32-37.
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the aspect in which it was not limited, which would be impossible;—
and

2. Morever, [the objection should include the condition that]
if something should be composed of the primary elements and be
in unceasing heat then its moisture would decrease until it would
vanish completely and then there would come an extinction of the
heat and a disintegration of the body, so how could reward and
punishment be continuous?—and

3. Furthermore, [the objection should include the condition
that] the continuance of a living nature together with its continu-
ance in being burned is inconceivable,—

1.—a. Then [to this whole objection (1 ,2 , 3)] we would answer
that the first point is based on

a) denial of the atom,
b) the effectiveness of the physical power in its substrate,

and
c) the fact that a portion of the power would be a power.

And the demonstration [by you opponents] would not stand upon
these grounds. However, this power is counteracted by the move-
ments of the celestial spheres and is repelled from us because our
physical powers, according to our doctrine, are accidental [in nature]
and so it may be that they pass away and become renewed.

2.-a. As answer to the second point, it is disallowed, because
the statement about the physical constitution and the composition
of things produced from the primary elements is not a certainty, and
the effect caused by heat upon moisture results in its dissipation only
if nutriment should be prevented from being supplied to the body
equal in measure to what it digests.

3.-a. Likewise in answer to the third point, it [also] would be
disallowed, because an equilibrium in the physical body's composi-
tion is not a condition for a living nature, in our view. Further,
L 457 among the animals there are indeed some that live in fire
and seem to enjoy it,39 so there is no distant possibility in [the idea]
that God would make adjustment to the body of the unbeliever
wherein it would suffer in the Fire but not die in it.

39 E.E. Calverley has the note: "Salamander." "Salamander. . . 1: A mythical ani-
mal having the power to endure fire without harm." [from Webster's Ninth New
Collegiate Dictionary. Merriam-Webster, Inc.: Springfield, Mass., 1983.
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Isfahan! says: L 457, T 223, MS 234a:14

Topic 4B: The Ashtfirah on reward and punishment

The doctrine of our colleagues [of the Ashacirah] is that—
a. divine reward for obedience is [an act of] favor from God

Most High, and divine punishment for disobedience is [an act of]
justice from Him.

1. An act of obedience is a proven indicator that a divine
reward will come, while an act of disobedience is the sign of an
impending divine punishment.

2. The reward for obedience is not an obligation upon God
Most High, nor is the punishment for disobedience, [and this is] in
accordance with what you have learned, that God is not under any
obligation whatsoever.

[The matter is as we say]: "Everyone is easily amenable to that
for which he was created."40 MS 234b Thus, an obedient person
is compliant and amenable to what he was created for, namely, obe-
dience, while a disobedient person is amenable to what he was cre-
ated for, namely, disobedience; and in that regard a human being
has no effective influence.

b. God will give permanent residence in His Gardens to a believer
who is amenable to a life of obedient actions, thus fulfilling His
promise, for He whose word is mighty said: "Indeed, all who believed
and have performed deeds of goodness shall have the Gardens of
Paradise for their dwelling place; there they will live for eternity
without a wish to leave." [Q, 18:107-108] But [God] will heap tor-
ment in His Fires forever upon an unbeliever who stubbornly shuns
divine truth, in accordance with His warning threat when He said:
"Indeed, all who disbelieved—among the People of the Book and
the idolaters—shall stay in the Fire of Hell for eternity." [Q, 98:6]

c. However, the warning threat against a disobedient believer will
be terminated for three reasons [as found in God's] words:

1. "Whoever does a mote's weight of good shall see it [in his
account]." [Q 99:7] Now, a disobedient believer has performed [at
least] a mote's weight of good,—how should it not be so when to

40 Proverb, "Everyone is easily amenable . . ." See the note under Baydawi's text
at this point.
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profess belief is the greatest of good deeds—and he should see his
reward, according to this verse. But, he shall not see it until after
[his] deliverance from torment, since there will be no reward before
the torment by the consensus [of scholars], and seeing the reward
after deliverance from torment will require the termination of the
threat warning him.

2. "Say to them, 'O My people, it is you who have wasted all
your possessions, but do not despair of the mercy of God, for indeed,
God shall forgive all sins.'" [Q, 39:53] [God] specified idolatry [for
exclusion] from this promise by His word:

3. "God will not forgive when anything is associated [as an
idol] with Him; anything, except that [sin], He does forgive for
whomever He wishes." [Q 4:48,116] So [this promise] will remain
in force regarding all sins except idolatry; and [again], the forgiving
of sins makes it necessary to terminate the warning threat.

Moreover, there are the Prophet's statements:
"Whoever says 'There is no [other] god at all but God' shall enter

the Garden." Now, the disobedient believer says, 'There is no [other]
god at all but God', so he would enter the Garden and the divine
warning against him would be terminated. Again, [the Prophet has
said,]

"A nonbeliever striving in earnest endeavor and seeking guid-
ance"—if he has not reached what he sought—"may hope for divine
pardon through [God's] favor and kindness."41

The position of al-Jahiz and al-cAnbari42 was that [the unbeliever
hoping for pardon] would be excusable in accordance with the state-
ment of the Most High, "[God] has not made T 224 [the require-
ments of] religion injuriously difficult for you", [Q^ 22:78] other
scholars forbade [this application] and claimed a consensus for [their
position].

One must understand that a person who 'successfully strives in
[some] earnest endeavor' will either proceed and arrive [at his goal]

41 Two indexed Hadiths; see Baydawi's text for the notes on these.
42 The two authorities mentioned are Abu 'Uthman cAmr ibn Bahr al-Jahiz,

160/776?—255/868 or 9, and presumably, Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn al-Qasim Ibn
al-Anbari, 231/885—328/940, known as a traditionist and philologian, who was the
famous son of Abu Muhammad al-Qasim al-Anbari, d. 304 or 5/916 or 17, also
a traditionist. F.D. Razi mentions these two in a brief statement on the possibility
of forgiveness for an unbeliever who repents and strives to do right. Cf. his Muhassal,
p. 237.
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L 458 or43 will remain in [inconclusive] logical reasoning. Both
[these outcomes may be considered] successful, and it would be
impossible that 'an earnest endeavor' [i.e., by a scholar] should lead
to disbelief, MS 235a because an unbeliever is either one bound
by tradition to [his] disbelief or an ignoramus compounded in igno-
rance. And since both [types of disbeliever] have failed in their
attempt at independent judgment, for that reason they have been
judged as actually having fallen subject to torment [in the Fire].
Furthermore, the saying of the Most High, "He did not make your
religion difficult for you", [Q_ 22:78] addressed to the people of the
[Islamic] religion, not to those who are outside this religion or those
who have not entered this religion.

Now, an objection might be raised that the statement on the per-
manence of reward and punishment is inconceivable, and this would
be for the three reasons following:

1. The first reason [that the permanence of reward and pun-
ishment might be inconceivable] is that the physical powers of one's
body are not capable of performing actions unlimited in degree,
because the total physical power has been divided up by the divi-
sion in its total physical substrate, and thus the power of half the
body would be half the power of the total body.

Therefore, if, for example, half the power should move its [part
of the] "body",—I mean half of that whole body reckoning from an
appointed [line of] demarkation,—then either

a) [the power of half the body] would activate motions lim-
ited in degree, and therefore, the motion of the whole body would
be twice the motion of its part—by "part" I mean half that whole
body from the demarkation,—because the ratio between the two
effects would be the same as the ratio between the two effective
causes, and since the power of the whole body would be twice the
power of half the body, then the motion of all the body would be
twice the motion of half the body; moreover, the motion of half the
body would be limited, so the motion of the whole body would also
be limited, because double what is limited would be limited. Or,

43 L and T appear to read, "and remains" [wa-yabqa5]; but the conjunction should
be, "or" [aw], the "alif" in L having been lost in the double ruled lines of the
black text border, the typesetter of T followed L without checking another manuscript.

The MS reads, "or remains", while MS Garrett 989Ha reads, "either arrives at
his goal, that is, arrives at [an independent formulation] or remains . . ."
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b) [the power of] half the body would activate motions
unlimited in degree. And therefore,

1) if the total power should not exceed the power of half
the body, then it would be a case of a 'particular thing' together
with something else, that is, 'half the power' together with the other
half,—which is the same as the particular thing' without something
else, that is, like 'half the power' without the other half,—and so
the whole would be equal to the part, which would be impossible.
But

2) if the total power should exceed the power of half the
body, then the motions activated by the total power would exceed
the motions of half the power, because the ratio between the two
effects would be the same as the ratio between the two effective
causes, thus, the effect of the greater power would exceed the effect
of the lesser power.

However, the premise was that the two bodies would be activated
from one common starting line, but the excess came where there
was no limit and in the aspect in which it was unlimited; so the
implication is that what we assumed to be unlimited was [actually]
limited, which would be impossible. So it is established that the phys-
ical body does not have power for motions that are unlimited in
degree. So the physical body and its powers would not be perma-
nent continuously, MS 235b and thus both the divine reward and
the punishment would not be permanent continuously.

2. The second reason [that the permanence of the reward and
the punishment is inconceivable] is that the body is a compound of
all four primary elements, earth, water, air and fire. Therefore, the
heat does not stop decreasing the finite amount of moisture in the
body until the moisture ends completely, and this leads to the extinc-
tion of the heat. This is because the moisture is compounded with
the heat, so when the moisture ends completely L 459 the heat
is extinguished and this leads to the disintegration of the body.
Therefore, neither the reward nor the punishment would continue
permanently.

3. The third reason [that the permanence of reward and pun-
ishment is inconceivable] is that if punishment in the Fire should
continue permanently, then the living nature would be continuing
permanently, because it would be impossible to cause torment to
what was not living. So, the implication is that there would be a
continuance of the living nature together with the continuance of its
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burning. But the continuance of the living nature together with the
continuance of its burning is not conceivable.

l.-a. [Then we say in answer to this objection that] our posi-
tion regarding the first statement is that it is based on

a) a denial of the atom. If the atom should be an existent,
then a body would be composed of atoms, so there should be no
inference made from the division of the body to the division of the
power inherent in it. It would be admissible that the power should
be inherent in the whole, when taken as a whole, and that the power
should become nonexistent when the [body] substrate would be
divided. And here the argument is based on

b) the power being effective in its substrate which is the
body. An explanation of this is that even if it should be granted that
the atom would be extinguished while the body would be one com-
posite, nevertheless we do not grant that the power would be divis-
ible through the divisibility of its substrate. The divisibility of the
substate would imply the divisibility of the power only when the
power would be effective within its substrate; but the effectiveness
of the power within its substrate is impossible. And [here the argu-
ment] is based upon

c) [the assumption] that a part of the power would be a
power having effective causality. But this would be impossible because
it would be admissible that the effectiveness of the power would be
conditional upon whether it was a power for a special reason. Thus
if the power should be divided through the dividing of its substrate,
then in the portion of the power that would be in a part of the
body there would not be realized what had been the condition for
the effective causality, so it would not have any effective causality.

In summary, the logic in this point of the argument is based on
three premises:

(a) the denial of the atom,
(b) the effectiveness of the power in its substrate,
(c) and the fact that a part of the power would be a power

[having effective causality]. But these three premises are all ruled
out, and no process of demonstration can stand upon these premises.
But even if these three premises should be granted, still the reason-
ing on this point would be refuted by the activating motions MS 236a
of the celestial spheres, that is, the imprinted [celestial] souls. They
are physical forces capable of activating motions unlimited in degree
in their realm. And if it should be [held] true that physical powers
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would be capable of activating motions unlimited in degree, that fact
would be cast far away from us, because, with us, physical power
is an accidental quality.

Therefore, perhaps the accident that is physical power would van-
ish and be restored as another accident that would be another power
but like the vanished power, and it would perform another action
like the first action. In that case, there would be no inference from
the continuance of the reward and the punishment that the physi-
cal powers of the body would be able to perform actions unlimited
in degree, but rather, that they would be powers successively renew-
able to an unlimited degree, and able to perform actions unlimited
in degree. This would not be impossible, and there is nothing to
indicate that it would be impossible. This point in the argument
indicates only that it is impossible T 225 for any actions unlim-
ited in degree to come from a single human physical power.

2.-a. In answer to the second reason [that the permanence of
the reward and the punishment is inconceivable, the permanence]
would be impossible L 460 because there is no certainty in the
doctrine that bodies are composed of the elements, [a doctrine] which
in turn is based upon the doctrine that the individual specimens of
minerals, plants and animals are physically constituted and composed
from the primary elements.

If the doctrine that the individual specimens are physically con-
stituted and composed of the primary elements should be granted,
then the causal effect of the heat upon the limited amount of mois-
ture would lead to [the moisture's] disappearance only if the supply
of nutriment for the body should be prevented from being in the
same amount as what is digested from it. But prevention of the
incoming nutriment for the body from being in the same amount
as what is digested of it is itself impossible, because it is admissibly
possible for nutriment to be supplied to the body in the amount that
went out from it. In that case then, whenever any of the moisture
has disappeared, the nutriment would be supplied to the body in
the amount of the moisture that disappeared, so there would be no
implication that the moisture would disappear completely and the
body would disintegrate.

3.-a. As answer to the third reason [that the permanence of
reward and punishment is inconceivable] it likewise is prohibited, for
we do not grant that the continuance of the living nature along with
the continuance of its being burned would be inconceivable. It would
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be inconceivable only if the equilibrium of the physical constitution
should be a condition for the living nature, but that is impossible.
The equilibrium of the constitution is not a condition for the con-
tinuance of the living nature, but rather, the living nature continues
through the causation of its continuity by the divine Agent having
free choice.

Also, there are indeed some animals that live in fire and [seem
to] enjoy it, such as the animal called the salamander.44 So it would
not be a distant possibility that God Most High should make adjust-
ment to the body of the unbeliever such that it would suffer pain
in the Fire but would not fall apart and be burned up nor would
it perish in the Fire.

Baydawi said: L 460, T 225

Topic 5: Pardon and intercession for those guilty of the dreadful great sins

a. Pardon, the first category [of two], is in accord with what the
Most High has stated,

"It is [God] who accepts His people's repentance and forgives
their wrongdoing", [Q 42:25] and,

"Or else He will rebuke them for their [inappropriate] wealth,
and [then] forgive them for many [other things]." [Q, 42:34]

There is a consensus [among scholars] that [God] is pardoning
of nature, but that this [characteristic] is realized only through His
abandoning some well deserved punishment.45

1. The Muctazilah ruled out punishment for minor sins before
[the sinner's] repentance, and [they ruled it out] for the dreadful
great sins after [repentance]. Thus, [for them] what is divinely par-
doned would be the dreadful great sins committed before [repen-
tance]. [They quote] the statement of the Most High:

"God will not forgive anything being associated [as an idol] with
Him: anything except that [sin] He does forgive for whomever He

44 Here the word is spelled [samandar]. See the note in the Baydawi text. The
original idea comes from Greek mythology. Much later, however, the philosopher
'Paracelsus', pseudonym of Theophrastus von Hohenheim, 1493 1541, incorporated
the idea of the salamandar in his writings, as noted in definition (2.) in the Merriam-
Webster Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary.

45 F.D. Razi discusses the eventual forgiveness of dreadful great sins for believ-
ers on p. 235 of his Muhassal.
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wishes." [Q 4:48, 116] That is, [He forgives] before repentance;
otherwise, according to [the Mu'tazilah], no attention is given to the
difference [in magnitude between sins] or to any linkage with God's
willing intent. Also there is His word:

"Your Lord is indeed One who forgives people for their wrong-
doing", [Q 13:6] and many similar verses.

b. Intercession, the second category, is mentioned because [God]
commanded the Prophet to ask forgiveness for the believers' sins,
saying:

"Ask forgiveness for your sin and for the sins of men and women
believers." [Q47:19] Now, one who is guilty of a dreadful great sin
[may be] a believer, according to the preceding discussion. So [the
Prophet] asks forgiveness for [the believing sinner], while keeping
himself blameless.46 [The Prophet's request] will be accepted, and
that will bring him great satisfaction in accordance with [God] Most
High's statement:

"So, your Lord will give [it] to you and you will be satisfied."
[Q, 93:5]

And there is the Prophet's statement:
"My intercession is for all who are guilty of dreadful great sins

among my people."47

1. [In contrast the Mu'tazilah] argue on the basis of the Most
High's statements,

"Reverently fear the day when one soul will be unable to do a
thing for another soul", [Q, 2:48] and,

"Wrongdoers will have neither close friend nor intercessor who
might be heard", [Q40:18] L 461 and,

"[Act] before the day when there will be no commerce, nor friend-
ship, nor intercession", [Q 2:254] and,

"Wrongdoers will have no sponsors." [Q_ 2:270]

46 L followed by T appears to read, [siyanatan ka-eismatihi]. Professor Calverley,
at the counsel of Shaykh Sayyid Nawwar [at the American University of Cairo's
School of Oriental Studies] noted that this is a scribal ligature—resembling [ka-]—
but standing for [li-] after a nunated [fathah]. In the Isfahani commentary portion
[L 465:2] the phrase clearly reads, [li-eismatihi], and this is corroborated by MS
Garrett 989hb and MS Garrett 283b in the Baydawi text.

47 Hadith, "My intercession is for all guilty of dreadful great sins among my peo-
ple"; [L 460:22] indexed in Wensinck's Handbook, and located in Sunan Abu Daud,
Salat al-Safar, #739; and in Sunan Ibn Majah, Zuhd, #37.
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1.—a. The answer [to the Muctazilah argument] is that [these
verses] are not general in reference, either in essential meaning or in
time; and even if some general reference should be established for
them, they still would apply specifically to what we have mentioned.

Isfahani says: L 461, T 225, MS 236b

Topic 5: Pardon and intercession for those guilty of the dreadful great sins

a. Pardon, or the cancellation of merited punishment, the first
category of two, is mentioned for three reasons.

1. The first is what the Most High has said:
"It is [God] who accepts His people's repentance and forgives

their wrongdoing", [Q 42:25] and,
"Or else He will rebuke them for their [inappropriate] wealth,

and [then] forgive them for many [other things]." [Q 42:34]
There is a consensus [among scholars] that God Most High is of

a pardoning nature, but this pardoning nature is realized only through
His abandoning some well deserved punishment.

a) [In contrast], the Mu'tazilah have ruled out punishment
for minor sins before repentance, and for the dreadful great sins
after repentance. So, the cancellation of punishment for a minor sin
before repentance and for a dreadful great sin after [repentance] would
be an obligation [upon God], according to the Muctazilah. Therefore,
what would be pardoned are the dreadful great sins prior to repen-
tance, for indeed, no other meaning for pardoning is left except to
cancel the punishment for dreadful great sins before repentance.

2. The second [reason for the doctrine of pardon] is [God's]
word:

"God will not forgive anything being associated [as an idol] with
Him; anything except that [sin] He does forgive for whomever He
wishes." [Q 4:48, 116] That is, anything else except the worship of
idols will be pardoned, and this involves both the dreadful great sins
and minor sins. The intended reference is to a pardon before repen-
tance, for two reasons:

a) The first [reason] is that, if the intended reference should
not be to a pardon before repentance, then it would not be facing
the difference between the worship of idols and anything except that
[sin]. But the conclusion is false, because of the inherent necessity
to establish the difference. An explanation of the logic used here is
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that after repentance there would be no difference between the wor-
ship of idols and any sin except that one in granting them forgiveness.

b) The second [reason] is that if the intended reference
should not be [to a pardon] before repentance, then it would not
be facing the linkage with the will of God, according to the posi-
tion of the Muctazilah. But the conclusion is false, because the Most
High did link forgiveness with His will. An explanation of the logic
used here is that, if the intended reference should not be to a par-
don before repentance but rather, after it, then it would not be fac-
ing the linkage with the will [of God], because, in their view,
forgiveness after repentance would be an obligation [upon God].
And an obligation may not be linked admissibly with a will, because
an obligation is something that must be performed, whether willed
or not willed.

3. The third [reason for pardon] is [God's] statement:
"Your Lord is indeed One who forgives people for their wrong-

doing." [Q 13:6] Here the word "for" has the meaning "in the cir-
cumstance of", as it would be said, "I saw the Amir in the circumstance
of justice", or, "in the circumstance of injustice", if he were so occu-
pied. The verse requires that forgiveness should be obtained while
a man would be engaged in wrongdoing, for it indicates the obtain-
ing of forgiveness MS 247a before repentance.

Also, similar to that is what the Most High has said:
"O, My people, you have wasted yourselves away, but do not

despair of the Mercy of God", [Q 39:53] and,
"So I said, 'Ask your Lord for forgiveness; He has always been

One who forgives.'" [Q, 71:10]
b. The intercession of our Prophet, T 226 Peace be upon him,

for those who are guilty of dreadful great sins is the second [cate-
gory mentioned in this topic]. It is mentioned because the Most
High commanded the Prophet L 462 to ask forgiveness for the
sins of the believers. God said:

"Ask forgiveness for your sin and for that of men and women
believers." [Q 47:19] Now, a person guilty of a dreadful great sin
[may be] a believer in accordance with preceding discussions. And
so, [the Prophet] does ask forgiveness for [the sinner] in obedience
to [God's] command while keeping himself blameless; that is, the
Prophet's own blamelessness keeps him from opposing [God's] com-
mand. So when the Prophet asks forgiveness for one guilty of a
dreadful great sin before his repentance, God Most High accepts the
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intercession of the Prophet, and brings great satisfaction to the
Prophet, in accordance with the word of the Most High:

"So, your Lord will grant [your request] to you and you will be
satisfied." [Q, 93:5]

Therefore, it is established that the intercession of our Prophet
will be accepted as being within the right of one guilty of a dread-
ful great sin, before repentance.

Moreover, according to the statement of the Prophet:
"My intercession is for all guilty of dreadful great sins among my

people", it is indicated that the intercession of the Prophet applies
to all [believers] who are guilty of dreadful great sins equally whether
before repentance or after it.

1. The Mu'tazilah have argued that the intercession of the
Prophet had no causal effect in cancelling the future torment, quot-
ing verses about this, [as] in these statements of the Most High:

"Reverently fear the day when one soul will be unable to do a
thing for another soul." [Q, 2:48] [They say that] the verse indicates
that one soul will be unable to do a thing for another soul in a gen-
eral sense, and the denial in the context of exclusion has a general
application. The causal effect of the Prophet's intercession in can-
celling future torment is merely an exclusion of the logical require-
ment in the verse, so its causal effect would not be established. And,

"Wrongdoers will have neither close friend nor intercessor who
might be heard." [Q40:18] [They say that] God Most High will
exclude any intercessor from wrongdoers as a general policy, dis-
obedient persons being wrongdoers, so they would not have any
intercessor at all; thus, the intercession of the Prophet is not estab-
lished as being the right of disobedient persons. And,

"[Act] before the day when there will be no commerce, nor friend-
ship, nor intercession." [Q 2:254] [They say that] the verse appar-
ently indicates the complete exclusion of intercession, and so the
Prophet's intercession is implicitly excluded from being a right of
disobedient persons.

"Wrongdoers will have no sponsors", [Q, 2:270] and, as an inter-
cessor would be included among the sponsors, there will be no
MS 237b intercessor for the wrongdoers, and, as disobedient peo-
ple are wrongdoers, they will have no intercessor.

l.-a. The answer to this [Muctazilah] interpretation of these
verses is that they are not general in application, either as to essential
meaning or as to times, so they would not apply to a case in dispute.
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And even if it should be granted that they are generally applicable
as to essential meaning and times so that they would be applicable
to a case in dispute, and thus would include specifically the verses
we have mentioned that indicate the certainty of the Prophet's inter-
cession as being the right of the disobedient, still, if the interpreta-
tion of the verses should be made so as to apply specifically to
unbelievers then it would be a combination of proof texts.

Baydawi said: L 462, T 226

Topic 6: Certainty of earned torment in the grave

a. The certainty of the [earned] torment in the grave is indicated
by what the Most High has said regarding the Family of Pharoah:

"The Fire [rages] where they will be exposed morning and evening;
[and] on a certain day the Hour will come for the command, 'Move
the Family of Pharoah into the deepest torment.'" [Q, 40:46] Also,
regarding the people of Noah's day:

"They were drowned, then put into the L 463 Fire"; [Q, 71:25]
the adverb, "then", meaning 'closely following'. Also, quoting [from
these people in the Fire],48

"O our Lord! You have put us to death twice and have brought
us to life twice." [Q40:ll] That is an indication of the fact that in
the grave there is another life and death.

b. An opposing disputant has argued on the basis of the follow-
ing statements of the Most High:

"In [the Garden] they shall not taste any death except the first
dying"; [Q, 44: 56]49 and,

"You [O Prophet] cannot make people in their graves to hear."
[ft 35:22]

b.—a. The reply to the first verse's interpretation is that the verse
means that the bliss of the Garden is not terminated by death as
the bliss of this world is terminated by it. Death is not a single event,
for indeed, God Most High restored life to many people in the time
of Moses and of Jesus, and He made them die a second time.

48 T adds here, "from the people in the Fire."
49 L has omitted the first quotation here, but it is included in MS Garrett 283B

and MS Garrett 989Hb.
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The reply to the second verse's interpretation is that the lack of
[the Prophet's] ability to make [people in the grave] hear does not
imply the lack of any perception by the one buried.

Isfahani says: L 463, T 226, MS 237b

Topic 6: Certainty of earned torment in the grave

a. What is meant by the [earned] torment in the grave is a tor-
ment after death but prior to the Resurrection. This doctrine is
proved by what the Most High has said in regard to the Family of
Pharaoh:

"The Fire [rages] where they will be exposed morning and evening;
[and] on a certain day the Hour will come for the command, 'Move
the Family of Pharaoh into the deepest torment.'" [Q, 40:46] This
is clearly about the tormenting to come after death and before the
Resurrection. And, in regard to the people of Noah's day:

"They were drowned, then put into the Fire"; [Q 71:25] the
adverb, "then", meaning 'closely following'. So, putting them into
the Fire was after their being drowned but before the Resurrection;
for indeed, putting them into the Fire after the Resurrection would
not be 'closely following' upon their being drowned. [God's] word,
quotes these unbelievers who were the people in the Fire:

"They said, 'O our Lord, You have put us to death twice and
have brought us to life twice.'" [Q, 40:11] That is a proof that in
the grave there there will be another living and another dying, that
is, after death and before the Resurrection there will be another life
and another death; because if there should not be another life and
another death after the first death and before the Resurrection, then
there would not be [God's] act of bringing mankind to life twice or
[His] act of putting some of mankind to death twice.

b. An opposing disputant, that is, one who denies there will be
torment in the grave, has argued on the basis of what the Most
High has said, the first quotation describing the people in the Garden:

"In [the Garden] they shall not taste any death except the first
dying." [Q 44:56] This indicates that the people in the Garden do
not taste death except for the first dying, for if there should be
another life and another death in the grave, then they would taste
both twice, and the situation would exclude what the verse has indi-
cated by its clear statement. And,
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"You [O Prophet] cannot make people in their graves to hear",
[Q, 35:22] indicates that [the Prophet] was unable to make people
in their graves to hear, for if those who were buried in their graves
should be alive then it would be possible to make them hear, and
that would negate the verse.

b.-a. An answer giving the meaning of the first verse is MS 238a
that it means that the bliss of the Garden will not be terminated by
death as the bliss of this life is terminated by [death]. Death is not
a single event, for God Most High restored life to many T 227
people in the time of Moses and of Jesus, and He made them die
a second time. The answer giving the meaning of the second verse
is that the [Prophet's] lack of ability to make those in the graves to
hear does not imply that the one who is buried has no perception.

Baydawi said: L 463, T 227

Topic 7: Other traditional doctrines

Other traditional doctrines include the Bridge, the Balance Scales,
Divination by Books of Scripture, and the Circumstances of the
Garden L 464 and the Fire. The basic principle in them is that
these are [all] realities possible, on which [Muhammad] the Truthful
One has given the information that they are actual facts,50 and he
is truthful.

50 References to the items listed are
1) [al-sirat], the Bridge: in the Qur'an as "way"—Q, 1:6-7, 2:142, 213, etc.; "In

Muslim traditions and other writings it is more commonly used for the "bridge"
across the infernal fire, which is described as finer than a hair and sharper than a
sword."—T.P. Hughes, A Dictionary of Islam, page 595.

2) [al-mfzan], the Balance-scales—Q42:17; 21:47, etc.—Hughes, Dictionary, page
353-354.

3) [al-tatayur], Divination—Q_ 36:18; 7:131; ". . . by books [of scripture]" [tatayur
al-kutub],—cf. E.W. Lane, Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians. London: J.M.
Dent; New York: E.P. Dutton, [repr. 1954], page 267, on use of the Qur'an. Also
called "seeking what is good," [al-istikharah]; cf. also, Ahmad Amin, Qamus al-'adat
wa-al-Taqalid wa-al-Tacabir al-Misriyah, page 36, "[istikharah]"; presumably, following
the directions in books on various types of divination would also be in scope here.

4) [ahwal al-jannah wa-al-nar], "Circumstances of the Garden and of the Fire"—
See the treatment in this present work by Baydawi and Isfahani, Book 3, Section
2, Topic 3 and following Sub topic.
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Isfahan! says: L 464, T 227, MS 238a

Topic 7: Other traditional doctrines

Other traditional doctrines include the Bridge, the Balance Scales,
Divination both by Books of Scripture and by Intelligent Commu-
nication with Hunting Animals and Birds,51 and the Circumstances
of the Garden and the Fire. The basic principle in affirming their
certainty is that they are realities possible in themselves, God Most
High being ever-presently omniscient and omnipotently autonomous
of action in all things. [Muhammad] the Truthful One has given
the information that they are actual facts, and his information is
truth that is useful in knowing of their existence.

Baydawi said: L 464, T 227

Topic 8: The terms 'faith' and 'evidential practice' in the religious code

a. In ordinary language, 'believing faith' is 'an assent [to truth]
by affirming it in practice'; while in our religious code, it is a term
for 'assent to the Messenger's truth by affirming in practice all his
coming taught us was necessary'.52

Among the Karramiyah [this 'faith'] signifies the two statements
in the [Islamic] formula of confession, among the Mu'tazilah it means
compliance with [all] obligatory practices and avoidance of things
forbidden, and among most of the early Muslims [this term] meant
the 'affirmation in practice' of all [the foregoing].

51 Isfahan! here adds another activity, presumably a variety of divination. One
might reasonably speculate that hunting with cheetahs, hounds and falcons would
have been a favorite recreation of Isfahani's patron, al-Malik al-Nasir Muhammad,
developed by him to an advanced and uncanny skill, and used as an opportunity
for practising intuition and seeking proper guidance from God [istikharah]. Two
references may be compared here: [Q, 5:4] regarding hunting animals and birds
and their services, and [O_41:21] regarding the causation of voice articulation and
communication.

52 Wilfred Cantwell Smith's article, "Faith as Tasdiq", in Islamic Philosophical
TTieology, ed. by Parviz Morewedge, pp. 96 119, has clarified our understanding of
the argument in this Topic 8, and so has contributed to the ongoing development
of the translation. A [given] religious practice is the product of a [given] religious
faith, and is the affirmatory expression of it normal to acceptance of [that] faith.

Baydawi's opening sentence is a rather close verbatim borrowing from Razi.
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What indicates that 'affirming practice' is produced by the gen-
eral concept [of faith] is the fact that there is an affinity of the for-
mer [i.e., 'practice'] for the latter [i.e., 'faith'], as shown in what the
Most High has said:

"Those who believed and put into practice what was right",
[Q, 2:82] and

"Those who believed and did not cloak over their faith by doing
wrong." [Q,6:82]

As for the Most High's statement: "God would never discount
your faith", [Q, 2:143] this means your faith [affirmed in practice]
in the prayer rite [that at first you performed facing] towards Jeru-
salem. Further, the application of [this statement] to the prayer rite
alone is [only] by way of metaphor.

Also there is the Prophet's statement: "Faith has about seventy
branches, the best of them being to confess, 'There is no god at all
but God', and the least of them being to remove a hindrance from
the pathway."53 This means faith's many branches [are assented to
by an affirmation in practice], because the act of removing a hin-
drance from the pathway is not included [i.e., as one of the specified
duties of faith], by the consensus [of scholars].54

53 Hadith, "Faith has about seventy branches" [L 464:12]. Indexed, and quoted
in Sahih Muslim, Inian #57-58.

34 Baydawi here asserts the orthodox religious teaching of the Asha'irah that
'faith' and 'practice' (the latter formerly called 'works') must be conceived as an
integral pair and have existence in the believer's actions as an integral pair. There
are analogies to this assertion in the two 'book religions' preceding Islam. Moses,
the Hebrew lawgiver, prophets like Isaiah, Hosea and Amos, and writers like David
and Solomon, exhorted their people to understand that 'common religious prac-
tice', publicly and privately, must strive to be a 'pure religion'. The New Testament
Christian teachers, including Jesus, Paul and James again reminded people of the
inherendy necessary close linkage of 'faith' with 'practice' and exhorted them to
demonstrate this in their daily actions.

The preaching of the Prophet Muhammad was followed by the efforts of indi-
vidual thinkers to bring into an organized system both the Qur'anic dictums and
the Prophet's wide-ranging instructions along with later specific applications. Teachers
in the Muctazilah School were among the first to do so. Branching out from them
were the Asha'irah, who became, more or less by self-designation, the bearers of
standard ('Sunnite') orthodoxy of ideas and behavior, their original leader being
Abu al-Hasan al-Ashcari (260/873 or 4-324/935 or 6). His al-Ibanah can Usul al-
Diyanah, translated as The Elucidation of Islam's Foundation by Walter C. Klein (American
Oriental Series; v. 19) American Oriental Society: New Haven, Conn., 1940;
Reprinted, New York: Kraus Reprint Corp., 1967) contains an early summary of
Islam's theological position. His statement, "We believe that faith consists of words
and deeds, and is subject to increase and decrease; . . ." (op. cit., p. 53), is his
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Isfahan! says: L 464, T 227, MS 238a:8

Topic 8: The terms 'faith' and 'evidential practice' in the religious code

a. No one disagrees that 'a believing faith' in ordinary language
is 'assenting to the truth of something by affirming it in practice'.
However, in the usage of our doctrine's religious code the scholars
disagree. Shaykh Abu al-Hasan al-Ashcari, Qadi Abu Bakr [al-Baqillani]
and [Ustadh] Abu Ishaq [al-Isfarayini], and the majority of the lead-
ers of the Sunnis took the position that a 'believing faith' is a term

reminder that the two must go together in public and private observance, the words
and the deeds being spelled out in the traditional source statements of Islam.

Muhammad ibn 'Abd al-Karim al-Shahrastani (d. 548/1153) compiled a sum-
mary of Islamic beliefs, tided Nihayat al-Aqdam fi cllm al-Kalam (= The Farthest Steps
taken in the Science of Theological Statement, ed. with a translation . . . by Alfred
Guillaume. London: Oxford University Press, H. Milford, 1934), as reported by
G. Monnot in his article "al-Shahrastani" in En-I-2. In discussing 'future things'
and the unfinished problems of life that a Muslim faces, Shahrastani, on pages
149-151 of Guillaume's English translation section, covers most of what Baydawi
is saying in our current topic. At times there is a verbatim borrowing of historical
statements while at times Baydawi leaves this author behind.

Fakhr al-Din Razi's "Compendium of Thought" (= Muhassal Afkar. . .) has been
a valuable aid to Baydawi and Isfahani in their presentations. On pages 237-240
Razi succinctly discusses the 'nominal aspects' and the 'characterizing aspects' [al-
asma5 wa-al-ahkam] of the faith. He drops Asb/ari's claim that faith is something
that 'increases and decreases', and adds the notion that the words, "If God wills"
[in sha° Allah], should be part of a person's claim to be a believer. Also he adds
that logically, a disbeliever is one who rejects the message of the Messenger. Razi's
strong philosophical bent directs attention to the difference between the merely
'nominal', that is 'words', (—the 'names' of phenomena) and the genuine content,
that is, the practice of 'what has been described', (—the 'essence' of what has been
'named'). 'Words' cannot substitute for 'practice' of the content.

Building on the foundation provided by these outstanding writers, Baydawi and
Isfahani present this useful guide to the 'affirmation of the faith' by believers. A
student may wonder why Baydawi chose the title "Realities Prophetic" for his Book
3, in which he discusses not only 'prophethood' but also the somber events and
doctrines of the "Last Day" and the controversial 'Imamate', or supreme leader-
ship of the Muslim community. We believe it is in close accord with his under-
standing of 'prophethood' as being the highest quality of human abilities that God
bestows on an individual human being. The Prophet of Islam has been chosen and
is described. And the principle remains as perceived, that God is able to bestow
higher levels of knowledge, intuitive skills, character qualities, and leadership abili-
ties on individuals of His free choice. These being truly aspects of prophethood,
the understanding of them as being operative in the present is much more than
merely a reception of something traditional. Note how Baydawi's second genera-
tion 'student', 'Adud al-Din Iji, titles the comparable closing section of his sum-
mary work, al-Mawaqif fi cllm al-Kalam, "Matters of Tradition" [fi al-samcTyat], thus
apparently missing the brilliant light Baydawi sheds on the concept of prophethood.
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for a hearfelt 'assenting to the truth of the Messenger by affirming
in practice everything that his coming taught us was necessary'.

b. A 'believing faith', in our doctrine's religious code, is a term
for the two statements in the formula of confession among the
Karramiyah, while among the Muctazilah ['believing faith'] is com-
pliance with [all] obligatory practices and avoidance of [all] things
forbidden. This is closely similar to the traditional saying about the
Mu'tazilah that they made 'believing faith' the term for 'assenting
to both the truth of God and of His Messenger [by affirming these
in practice]', as well as for 'ceasing the practice of disobedience'.

c. Furthermore, in the religious code, 'believing faith' is a term
that includes all of that, that is, it is the affirmation in practice of
the truth of the Messenger in everything that his coming taught us
was necessary. This includes:

1. the five daily rites of prayer,55

2. the obligations of fasting and giving alms,
3. the ban against wine and adultery, along with
4. [reciting] the two statements of the Formula of Confession,
5. complying with [all] obligatory practices and
6. avoiding [all] things forbidden.

[All these practices were held necessary], according to most of the
early Muslims. L 465 Indeed, they said 'faith' is a way of saying
that one

affirms assent [to truth] inwardly in one's heart, and
reaffirms it [outwardly] with one's tongue, and
practice it vitally with all one's strength.56

Our author, Baydawi, said that what indicates that the affirmation
in practice is produced by the general concept of faith according to
the religious code is the fact that there is an affinity of 'practice' for
'faith' MS 238b in the Most High's sayings such as: "Those who
believed and put into practice what was right." [Q2:82] The affinity
indicates that there is a difference between what is attracted and
that to which it is attracted.

55 T, the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha give the plural, while L gives the singular.
56 [al-Iman cibarah can al-tasdfq bi-al-janan wa-al-iqrar bi-al-lisan wa-al-camal bi-

al-arkan]. Cf. the discussion on this early triadic definition of faith in Louis Gardet's
article, "Iman."—Part I. Elements and conditions of the act of faith, in En-I-2,
v. 3, pp. 1170b-1171a.
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Therefore, if an object should be raised that the 'practice' [of good
deeds] would be [merely] a 'part' of the general concept of 'faith',
and that the 'part' naturally would differ from the 'whole', so the
affinity of 'practice' for 'faith' would not imply that practice was
'produced' by the general concept of faith, then the reply [to this
objection] would be that if 'practice' should not be 'produced' by
'faith', then implicitly the case would be one of meaningless repeti-
tion [i.e., of 'good deeds' without a motivation].

Furthermore, the statement of the Most High: "Those who believed
and did not cloak over their faith by wrongdoing", [Q, 6:82] indi-
cates that 'practice' comes as the product of the general concept of
'faith' for two reasons:

1. [The second clause in] the divine statement, ". . . and did
not cloak over their faith by wrongdoing", is attracted to [the first
clause of] His statement, "Those who believed .. ." This is because,
if the 'practice' [i.e., of good deeds] should be something [already]
within [the concept of] 'faith', then some meaningless repetition
would be implied, since if the practice [of good deeds] should be
something [already] within 'faith', then [practice of] wrongdoing
would be excluded from 'faith'. Thus, the mention of 'wrongdoing'
in His statement, "... and did not cloak over their faith by wrong-
doing" after [the mention of 'faith'], would have been words lost
because then it would have been a useless repetition.

2. The second of the two [reasons that 'practice' is produced
by 'faith' is that] if the practice [of good deeds] should be [merely]
a 'part' of the general concept of 'faith', then 'faith' would exclude
'wrongdoing' necessarily, as soon as [its] incompatibility between the
whole [i.e., 'faith'] and the opposite of the part [i.e., 'practice' of
good] would be realized. Moreover, if 'wrongdoing' should exclude
'faith', then "cloaking over faith by wrongdoing" would be impossi-
ble necessarily, because of the impossibility of combining two mutu-
ally exclusive things. And if "cloaking over faith by wrongdoing"
should be impossible, then it would not be valid to base the exclu-
sion of this 'cloaking over of faith' upon either ['faith' or 'right prac-
tice'], because the excluding factor in something impossible is its own
essence, so to base it upon something else would be invalid.

People [usually] are not praised for doing something that is not
a matter of their own choice, but God Most High praised them
He said: "And they did not cloak over their faith by wrongdoing."
[Q, 6:82]
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Baydawi's position is that the statement of the Most High: "God
would never discount your faith . . ." [Q 2:143] and on to the end
of the passage, is the answer to the two arguments of those [dis-
putants] who hold that 'faith' in the religious code would not be a
term assenting to the practice of a specific action only.

a) A summary of the first [opposing] argument is that if
'practice' should not be included within the general concept of 'faith',
then it would not be valid to apply the term 'faith' to 'practice'. But
their conclusion is false. An explanation of their logic used here is
that if [one's] confirming practice should not be included within the
general concept of believing faith, then [one's] practice would be
neither the referent itself of believing faith, nor a part T 228 of the
referent, nor a concomitant of the referent. So, to apply the term
'believing faith' to it would be invalid, this being inferred necessarily
from the invalidity of using a term for something that is not its refer-
ent, whether by direct application or by inclusion or by implication.

Regarding the falsity of [the disputants'] conclusion it is
1) because, if it should be invalid to apply the term,

'believing faith', to [one's] 'practice', then God Most High would
not have so applied it; and [and conclusion] is false also

2) because of the statement of the Most High: "God
would never discount your faith." [Q 2:143] That is to say, your
[practice of the] prayer rite facing towards Jerusalem would never
be discounted, L 466 this interpretation being received by tradi-
tion from the commentators. Indeed, [God] applied the term, 'faith',
to the prayer rite, it being an affirmatory practice [i.e., of His truth].

a)~a. A summary of the answer [to the first argument] is
that indeed, we do not grant that [God] applied the term 'faith'
[only] to the practice of the prayer rite, but rather the meaning of
this verse is, "God would never discount your believing faith" by
continually directing that the prayer rite be toward Jerusalem.57

Therefore, He did not apply the term, 'believing faith' to [this tem-
porary specific] practice. Moreover, this argument could be over-
turned because of the objection that if 'practice' should be [merely]
a 'part' of the 'general concept of believing faith', then it would not
be valid to apply the [general] term 'faith' to [the 'practice'], and

57 Cf. the article, "Kibla", Part 1, Ritual and legal aspects, in En-I-2, v. 5:82-83,
by A.J. Wensinck and D.A. King, for a discussion of the reasons for the change
in the qiblah from Jerusalem to the Ka'bah at Makka.
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only a 'part' of 'faith'].
Now, let no one say that it would not be granted that if practice

should be [merely] a part of the general concept of believing faith,
then it would not be valid to apply the [general] term, 'believing
faith', to it. Indeed, it is valid to apply the name of the whole to a
part, as a metaphor, because we hold that predicating 'faith' of the
prayer rite alone would be as a metaphor; but in principle, [such
predication] is omitted.

b) A summary of the second argument is that 'believing
faith' in the religious code is not a term for the 'practice of a specific
action only', because, if 'faith' in the religious code should be a term
for the practice of a specific action only, then faith would not "con-
sist of 'about seventy' branches the best of them being [to confess],
'There is no god at all but God', and the least of them being to
remove a hindrance from the path." Indeed, we would know by [its]
inherent necessity that the practice of a specific action only would
not be like that.

But the conclusion is false, because the Prophet did say: "Faith
has about seventy branches, the best of them being to confess 'There
is no god at all but God', and the least of them being to remove a
hindrance from the path."58

b)-a. A summary of the answer [to the second argument]
is that the meaning of this tradition is that "the branches produced
by faith are 'about seventy.'" It is not that the faith itself exists in
about seventy [separate] parts, becasue if the faith itself should exist
in about seventy parts, then the "removing of a hindrance from the
path" would be included within [the faith] as a specific practice. But
that is not the case, for the "removing of a hindrance from the path"
[i.e., as a specific practice] is not something included within the faith,
by consensus [of the scholars].

A Hadith. See note to Baydawi's text at this point.
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Baydawi said: L 466, T 228

SECTION 3: THE SUPREME LEADERSHIP OF
THE MUSLIM COMMUNITY

Topic 1: On the obligation to appoint a supreme leader

The Imamiyah and the Isma'iliyah sects put the obligation for [the
appointment of a supreme leader of the Muslim community] upon
God. The Mu'tazilah and Zaydiyah1 put the obligation upon us
human beings as a rational matter, while our colleagues [of the
Asha'irah] did so as a matter of tradition. The Khawarij did not
make it an obligation at all.

The Sunni Asha'irah argument of human tradition responsibility

We [of the Sunni Asha'irah] have two basic points in our argument
[on the appointment of an Imam], (a.) that the obligation for [the
appointment] is upon us according to tradition, and (b.) that this
obligation is not upon God Most High.

a. The first point is part of our argument because the Imam is
appointed to protect the community from harm, and there would
be no protection without him. [This is] because if a land should
have no chieftain of proved ability to command obedience, put down
rebellion, and avert the hardship of tyranny over those who might
be considered weak, then Satan would gain the mastery over them,
immorality and sedition would spread among them, and disorder
and confusion would prevail. But defending one's self from injury as

1 F.D. Razi devotes the last pages of his book, al-Muhassal, p. 240 to the end on
p. 250, to the topic of the Imam. He goes into much detail as to the arguments
of the Shici sects. The Imamiyah, Isma'iliyah and Zaydiyah are subsects of the
Shicah, all emphasizing the necessity of an imam. The Imamiyah, holding a gen-
eral doctrine that the imamate was a direct line from cAli, subdivided into numer-
ous sects with those holding to a line of 12 imams, the Ithna-'ashariyah, becoming
the most prominent. The earliest only of the Ismaciliyah held to a line of 7 imams,
and are named for Isma'il ibn Ja'far al-Sadiq. The Zaydiyah hold to a line of 5
imams, and are named for their champion, Zayd ibn cAli, a grandson of cAli ibn
Abi Talib's son al-Husayn.
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much as possible is an obligation, by consensus among the prophets
and by tacit agreement among all thinking people.

If an objection should be raised that there also would be a pos-
sibility of manifold abuses, since perhaps the people might refuse
L 467 to obey [the imam] and then disorder would increase, or,
he might rule over them severely and do them great wrong, or, in
order to ward off opponents and strengthen the leadership, he might
need to increase his capital wealth and so would seize wealth from
them unlawfully. But then our position [in such a case] would be
that these possibilities are outweighed and outnumbered, for

'To abandon a great good,2

in self-protection from a small evil,
would be a great evil'.

b. The second point is part of our argument because, as we
explained earlier, there is no obligation whatsoever upon [God];
rather, He is the Necessary Cause of all things.

Isfahani says: L 467, T 228, MS 239a:18

SECTION 3: THE SUPREME LEADERSHIP OF
THE MUSLIM COMMUNITY

In Section 3 [of this Book] Baydawi has set forth five topics:
1. On the obligation to appoint a Supreme Leader. MS 239b

2. The attributes of an Imam. 3. Criteria to be met in appointing
an Imam. 4. The rightful Imam after the Messenger: Abu Bakr [in
Sunni doctrine]. 5. The excellence of the Companions.

Topic 1: On the obligation to appoint a supreme leader

The "supreme leadership" is a way of referring to the succession to
the Messenger by some [outstanding] person—in order to uphold
the laws of the religious code, and to protect the territory of the
Muslim community3—[referring to him] as the one who ought to

2 L omitted "great amount of" [kathir]. Baydawi and Isfahani quoted this proverb
earlier, at the end of Book 2, Section 3, Topic 1.

3 That is, T reads ". . . the [imamah] is to protect the [hawdhat al-millah]"; while
L, the MS and MS Garrett 989Ha read, [hawzat al-millah]. Here two small
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be followed by the whole nation. But the people of the nation have
differed regarding the obligation to appoint an Imam.

The Imamiyah and the Ismaciliyah sects have put the obligation
to appoint an Imam upon God Most High. The Mu'tazilah and the
Zaydiyah put the obligation to appoint the Imam upon us human
beings as a rational matter, while our [Sunni Asha'irah] colleagues
put the obligation to appoint the Imam upon us as a matter of tra-
dition. The Khawarij absolutely do not make the appointment of an
Imam an obligation, neither on God Most High nor on us, neither
by tradition nor by reason.

The Sunni Asha'irah argument of human tradition responsibility

In our [Sunni Ashacirah] argument we have two main parts, (a.) an
explanation that the obligation to appoint an Imam is on us human
beings as a matter of 'tradition', and (b.) an explanation that no
obligation for this appointment is upon God Most High.

a. The first point [in our argument], namely, an explanation that
it is an obligation upon us as a matter of tradition, is part of our
doctrine because (1.) the appointment of an imam prevents injuries
to the group that can be prevented only by the appointment of an
imam, and (2.) whatever prevents those injuries that are preventable
only by its means would be an obligation [i.e., for the group to pro-
vide], therefore (3.) the appointment of an imam is an obligation
[upon the group].

1. As for the minor premise, [i.e., that the appointment of an
imam prevents injuries that are only preventable by such an appoint-
ment] , we know by necessity that if the people have a head who is
irresistible, whose punishment they fear and whose reward they hope
for, then their state will be guarded against injuries and evils more
perfectly than if there should not be such a chieftain. Indeed, when
a land is devoid of a powerful chieftain who commands obedience
and forbids wickedness, and who averts the harm of tyranny over
those who might be considered weak, then it is that Satan gains

differences may lead to a larger meaning: the orthography difference is only between
[dhal] and [za3]; the pronunciation of [dhal] in Egyptian and Levantine (?) collo-
quial (or, dialectal) usage is often the same as that of [za5]. The meanings of the
two words seem to overlap: [hawdhat al-millah] literally is: 'territory . . . lately
acquired by conquest', while [hawzat al-millah] is: 'territory (already) legally pos-
sessed'. The small difference in letter shape may be only a scribal reading variant.
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power over them, and wickedness and disobedience appear and
increase, and disorder and confusion spread. Thus, it becomes appar-
ent that T 229 the appointment of an imam will ward off injuries
that cannot otherwise be avoided.

2. As for the major premise, [i.e., that whatever prevents injuries
that cannot otherwise be avoided is an obligation for the group to
provide], that is true, because defending one's self from harm as
much as possible is obligatory by the unanimous voice of the prophets
and by a consensus among all thinking people.

3. Moreover, whatever would prevent harm that is not other-
wise preventable would be an obligation [i.e., for a group to pro-
vide for itself], because whatever is needed for the fulfillment of a
necessity is itself a necessity.

An objection is raised that the minor premise of this argument is
a rational statement taken from [an earlier] section on the [Predication
of the] Good and the Heinous, L 468 while its major premise is
more clear rationally than is the minor, [thus], it would be prefer-
able to base the argument upon the statement of the Most High,

"Obey God, and obey the Messenger and those among you whose
responsibility it is to command." [Q, 4:59]

Another objection could be raised that the appointment of an
imam also might be a cause of abuses, since perhaps the people
might refuse to obey him, and then disorder would increase, or per-
haps he might rule over MS 240a the people severely and do
them great wrong, or perhaps, in order to defend against opponents
and strengthen his leadership he might need to increase his capital
wealth and so would seize wealth unlawfully from the people. [But
then] our position [in such a case] would be that the possibilities
mentioned, although they are conceivable, nevertheless are possibil-
ities that are outweighed and outnumbered. If the evils that might
possibly come from appointing an imam should be compared with
the evils that would surely come from not appointing an imam, then
they would be outweighed to some extent, for

'To abandon a great good,
in self-protection from a small evil,

would be a great evil'.
b. The second point [in our argument], namely, an explanation

that no obligation for [the appointment of a leader] rests upon God
Most High, is part of our argument in accordance with our earlier

1092
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explanation,4 that no obligation whatsoever rests upon God, but
rather, that He is the Necessary Cause of all things. And now, since
the two main parts of our argument have been demonstrated, the
goal of our argument is a certainty, namely, that the appointment
of an imam is an obligation that rests upon us human beings as a
matter of tradition, and not upon God.

Baydawi said: L 468, T 229

The Imamiyah argument of the divine benevolence

a. The Imamiyah have argued that [the appointment of an imam]
would be an act of benevolence.

1. They hold that when there is an imam then the case of a
person under the obligation of religious duties—to accept whatever
requires obedience and to resist whatever prompts disobedience—
would be more likely [of success] than when there is no supreme
leader, and

2. thus benevolence is an obligation upon God in proportion
to the capability [of the one obligated to obey].

a.—a. The answer to this argument, after [you disputants of the
Imamiyah] have conceded [your] false premises, is that the benev-
olence you have mentioned would occur only when there would be
a victorious supreme leader whose reward is hoped for and whose
punishment is feared, but you do not make him necessary. How
would such a one exist, when it has not been possible from the era
of prophecy until our own days for such a leader to exist as you
have described?

Isfahani says: L 468, T 229, MS 240a:7

The Imamiyah argument of the divine benevolence

a. The Imamiyah have argued that appointing an imam [for the
Muslim community] would be an obligation upon God Most High,
in that the appointment of the supreme leader would be an act of
benevolence, since everything that is benevolence is an obligation
upon God.

Book 2, Section 3, Chapter 4.
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1. As for the appointment of an imam being an act of benev-
olence, [they say] that is postulated because when the people have
an imam, then the case of one obligated to accept all acts of obe-
dience and to resist all promptings to disobedience would be more
likely [of success] than when there is no imam. Thinking people
know by necessity that, if they should have a chieftain who would
prohibit them from struggling among themselves and creating an
uproar and who would restrain them from acts of disobedience and
urge them to acts of obedience, then they would be nearer to good-
ness and farther from corruption.

2. And as for benevolence being an obligation upon God Most
High, that is postulated because benevolence follows the course of
what strengthens the good and removes causes of corruption. Thus
[benevolence] would be obligatory in proportion to the strengthen-
ing needed. In summary, the strengthening and the benevolence
serve to remove any excuse from a person charged with religious
obligation.

Indeed, God Most High has charged man as His creature with
the obligation to perform acts of obedience and avoid acts of dis-
obedience. L 469 And it is known that [God] would not proceed
to do that unless He would have appointed an imam for [mankind].
[For] if [God] had not appointed an imam for him, then man being
under religious obligation could say, "Indeed, You did not want to
obtain obedience from me because You did not appoint an imam
for me," just as it would be possible for him to say, "You did not
want me to perform a good deed because You did not make it pos-
sible for me to do it." So just as empowered capability is necessary
to remove this excuse, benevolence would also be necessary.

a.~a. The answer to this argument is that we do not grant that
the appointment of an imam would be a benevolence. Indeed, it
would be a benevolence only MS 240b when the appointment of
the supreme leader would be free from faults that cause corruption;
but this would be impossible, because of the probability that in the
appointment of the supreme leader there might be hidden corrup-
tion, knowledge of which would be in God's exclusive possession.
Moreover, even if it should be granted that the appointment of an
imam would be a benevolence, still we do not grant that the benev-
olence would be an obligation upon God Most High. Nor do we
grant that giving man empowered capability would be an obligation
upon God Most High; for indeed we have made it clear that there
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is no obligation at all upon God, but rather, He is the Necessary
cause of all things.

Even after having granted your [i.e., the Imamiyah disputants']
false premises, the benevolence you have mentioned would come
only if there should be an imam who obviously had a proved abil-
ity to make people hope for his reward and fear his punishment.
But you do not believe in the necessity of appointing an imam that
would be like this supreme leader. So, how could the appointment
of an imam be a benevolence when from the age of the prophets
to our days no supreme leader has been empowered as you have
described? Is it therefore, a fact that God has abandoned His oblig-
ation [to make the appointment]? That would be an ugly situation,
for then an ugly action would have been committed by God Most
High! And you people do not admit that anything ugly could ever
be committed by God Most High!

Baydawi said: L 469, T 229

Topic 2: The attributes of an Imam

a. [The imam] should diligently study the principles and branches
of religion in order to be able to furnish proofs and resolve doubts
in making decisions and legal pronouncements about events.

b. He should have good judgment and the ability to manage both
war and peace5 and all other political matters.

c. He should be brave and not fearful in the conduct of war, and
not weakhearted in administering legal punishment.

Some scholars are more lenient regarding these [foregoing] three
qualities. They hold that [the imam] should deputize someone hav-
ing these characteristics.

d. He should be just, because he has executive control over men
together with their wealth and goods.

e. He should be intelligent.
f. He should be a mature man.
g. He should be male, since [women] are not perfect in intellec-

tual comprehension and religious conviction.

5 L reads in error [al-qalam]; T, the MS, MS Garrett 989Hb and MS Garrett
283B read, [al-silm].
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h. He should be a free man, because a slave would be disdained
among men, and would be busy in the service of his master.

i. [The imam] should be from the Quraysh, [this point of doc-
trine being] in opposition to the Khawarij T 230 and a group of
the Mu'tazilah. We [of the Sunni Ashacirah] hold by the Prophet's
word: "Imams should be from the Quraysh,"6 the definite article
with the plural, where there is no assignment to another meaning
reference, has a general reference. Also, there is [the Prophet's] word:
"Governors should be from the Quraysh, as long as they obey God
and govern uprightly."7

Isfahani says: L 469, T 230, MS 240b:8

Topic 2: The attributes of an Imam

The attributes of L 470 imams are nine in number:
a. The imam should diligently study the principles of religion and

its branches in order to be able to furnish proof for problems in
matters of basic principle, to resolve doubts and ambiguities, to be
able to make a legal pronouncement regarding events, and to derive
judgments in subsidiary matters.

b. The imam should have good judgment and the ability to man-
age events and the problems of war and peace,8 that is, peacemak-
ing, and all other political affairs. This means, that he should be
strong where strength is required and that he should be compas-
sionate where mercy and gentleness are called for, as God said in
praising the Companions of the Prophet and those who believed
with him,9

"[Those who are with the Prophet are] severe against disbeliev-
ers, but among themselves they show mercy." [Q 48:29]

6 Hadith, indexed and cited in Wensinck's A Handbook of Early Muhammadan
Tradition, under "Imam"—as being in Musnad al-Tayalisi, #926, 2133. [L 469:21]

7 Hadith, differing only in the term "governors" [wulah], the sense is not different
from that seen in the preceding note. This citation may be compared with another,
noted as being in Sahih Muslim, 3: 754: 4476.

8 Texts vary slightly—L: [yudabbir al-waqayic amr al-harb wa-al-silm]; MS Garrett
989Ha: [yudabbir al-waqayic wa-amr al-hurub wa-al-silm]; T and the MS: [yud-
abbir amr al-harb wa-al-silm].

9 Texts vary slightly—L: [ashab al-nabi . . . wa-alladhfna amanu ma'ahu];
T: [ashab al-nabi. . . wa-alladhma ma'ahu]; the MS: [al-sahabah wa-alladhfna amanu
ma'ahu]; MS Garrett 989Ha: [al-sahabah wa-alladhma ma'ahu].
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c. [The imam] should be courageous and strong of heart, not
fearful in the conduct of war, and not weakhearted in the adminis-
tration of legal punishment, but not irresponsible in casting souls to
destruction.

Some scholars were more lenient in applying the [foregoing] three
attributes, holding that if the [imam himself] should not be char-
acterized by these three attributes, then he should appoint as deputy
someone who did have them.

d. The imam should be just, because he has executive control
over men as well as over their wealth and their goods. Thus, if he
should not be just, then there would be no security from his trans-
gression and from his spending the wealth of the people for his own
desires, and thus the rights of Muslims would be lost. This attribute
carries within it the implication that he should be a Muslim.

e. He should have intelligence.
f. He should be a man mature [and perfect in nature]. The rea-

son for this is
1. because neither a young boy nor an insane person would

have full control over themselves, so how could it be imagined that
they should govern all the people? and

2. because neither an insane person nor a young boy would
have the attributes that are given consideration for the supreme lead-
ership, and

3. because neither an insane person nor a young boy would
be just, and the imam must be just, perfect in comprehension and
conviction.

g. [The imam] should be male; because women are not perfect
in intellectual comprehension and religious conviction, and the supreme
leader must be perfect in comprehension and conviction.

h. He must be a free man, because a slave would be scorned
among men, and would be too busy in serving his master. A supreme
leader must be honored among men in order to be obeyed, and he
should not be too busy serving someone from [some] legal obliga-
tion so that he himself might be free to serve the best interests of
the people.

i. The imam should be of the Quraysh, contrary to the opinion
of the Khawarij and a group of the Mu'tazilah. We [i.e., of the
Sunni orthodox school] have the statement of the Prophet: "Imams
should be from the Quraysh." The term, "imams", is plural, as indi-
cated by the definite article, so its reference is general. Indeed, the
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definite article with the plural, where the meaning is unassigned, has
a general reference, and as there is no assignment here the refer-
ence is general. Also there is the statement of the Prophet: "Governors
should be from the Quraysh," and the assignment of reference is
the same as in the first hadith quoted.

Baydawi said: L 470, T 230

Blamelessness not a prerequisite

a. Blamelessness should not be made a prerequisite [quality for
the imams]; but this doctrine is in opposition to the Ismaciliyah and
the Ithna-cashariyah sects. We [of the Sunni orthodox] hold, L 471—
as we shall explain, God willing,—to the [rightful] supreme leader-
ship of Abu Bakr. And the people of the whole nation were in
agreement that the blamelessness of Abu Bakr was not an obliga-
tion. But, I (Baydawi) am not saying10 that he was not blameless.

b. [The Isma'iliyah and the Ithna-cashariyah] argue [as follows]:
1. The reason for the need for [the imam] was either

a) that the knowledge of things divine would be learned only
through [the imam], which is the belief of those who accept the
'divine instruction' [i.e., [Tallmi] doctrines of the Isma'iliyah,11 or

b) in order to provide instruction in intellectual duties, and12

to move mankind nearer to acts of obedience, as is the doctrine of
the Ithna-cashariyah, but that [instruction] would come only when
the imam would be blameless.

2. Human beings need an imam, because of the possibility of
sin on their part. And if sin should be admissible for the imam, then
he would have need of another [imam], and then the argument
would be an infinite series.

10 Reading with L and MS Garrett 989Hb: [la aqul annahu]; MS Garrett 283B:
[la aqul 'ala5 annahu]; T: [la cala3 annahu]. Here Baydawi clarifies, with a double
negative, what he is saying, namely, that he does accept Abu Bakr's blamelessness.
In the commentary, Isfahani presents the matter as a clarification of what all the
people were thinking.

11 Wilfred Madelung, in his article "Isma'iliyya", [in En-I-2, v. 4, p. 205] indi-
cates this is ". . . The old Shi'i doctrine of [ta'lim], i.e., the authoritative teaching
in religion, which could be carried out only by a divinely chosen imam in every
age after the Prophet."

12 Sources used for the Baydawi text read, "or" [aw], but the corresponding pas-
sage in the Isfahani commentary reads, "and" [waw].
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3. Furthermore, the imam is needed because of the statement
of the Most High, '"I am going to make you an imam for mankind';
[Abraham then] asked, 'And also my offspring?' [but God] replied,
'My commission will never include wrongdoers.'" [Q2:124]

b.~a. The answer to [their argument in its] first and second points
is by rejecting the premises, and in the third point [the answer] is
that the verse [Q2:124] indicates that the prerequisite for the imam
is that he should not be actively enmeshed in sins [and sinfulness]
by which justice [itself] would become unravelled, not that he should
be 'a blameless man'.

Isfahani says: L 471, T 230, MS 24la: 13

Blamelessness not a prerequisite

a. Blamelessness is not a prerequisite for the imams; but this doc-
trine is in opposition to [that of] the Isma'iliyah and the Ithna-
'ashariyah, or, [taken together as] the Imamiyah, for they make
blamelessness a prerequisite for the imams. Our [Sunni orthodox]
doctrine,—and we shall make that clear, God willing,—is that Abu
Bakr rightly held the supreme leadership, and the people of the
whole nation were in agreement that Abu Bakr was not obliged to
be blameless, but not that he was not blameless. Therefore, blame-
lessness is not a prerequisite in the imam, because if blamelessness
should be a prerequisite, then blamelessness would be obligatory for
the imam; but that conclusion is false, because blamelessness is not
obligatory.

b. Those who favor blamelessness as a prerequisite, [namely, the
Isma'iliyah and the Ithna-cashariyah Imamiyah,] base their argument
that blamelessness should be a pre-requisite in the imam on three
reasons:

1. The reason for the need for an imam is either
a) that the knowledge of things divine would be learned13

only through him, as is the doctrine of those who hold the idea of
divine instruction, or

13 [la tu'lam]. Only MS Garrett 989Ha [Isfahani text only] of sources used reads,
[la tucraf], but the corresponding Baydawi text in MS Garrett 989Hb reads, [la
tuclam].
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b) to provide instruction in intellectual duties and to move
mankind nearer to acts of obedience, which is the doctrine of the
Ithna-'ashariyah, but that would not come about except when the
imam would be blameless so that there could be confidence in his
word and deed.

2. The need of human beings MS 24 Ib for an imam is
because of the possibility of sin on their part. Thus, if there should
be no imam who was necessarily blameless, then it would be admis-
sible that he might sin, whereupon that imam would need another
[imam] [i.e., without blame to guide him], and so the argument
would become an infinite series.

3. There is the word of the Most High, in speaking to Abraham,
'"Indeed, I am going to make you an imam for mankind.' [Abraham

then] asked, 'And also my offspring?' [But God] replied, 'My com-
mission will never include wrongdoers.'" [Q^ 2:124] So, the verse
indicates that the commission to supreme leadership would not include
wrongdoers, that is, it would never reach them. Moreover, whoever
is not T 231 blameless would be a sinner, and a sinner is a wrong-
doer, and thus, cannot become an imam.

The answer to the first two reasons is a rejection of the premises.
1.—a. In the first reason, our position does not grant restrict-

ing the reason for the need for an imam to the two matters which
L 472 you have mentioned. And even if we should grant them we
would not grant that that concession implies the necessity for blame-
lessness in the imam; but rather, it implies that the justice of the
imam would be obligatory.

2.~a. In the second reason, we would not grant that, if sin
should be admitted as a possibility in an imam, then he would require
another imam [i.e., for guidance and help]. We shall make it clear,
God willing, that the supreme leadership of Abu Bakr was rightful,
that sin was admitted as a possibility for him, but that he did not
have need for another imam; if it should have been otherwise, then
his supreme leadership would not have been rightful.

3.-a. The answer to the third point is that the verse indicates
that the prerequisite for an imam is that he should not be actively
enmeshed in sins [and sinfulness] by which justice would be dis-
credited, not that the prerequisite for an imam is that he should be
blameless. For indeed, wrongdoing is opposed to justice, and so his
not being a wrongdoer does not imply that he would be blameless,
but rather, it implies that he would be just.
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Baydawi said: L 472, T 231

Topic 3: Criteria to be met in appointing an Imam

a. There is a consensus that proclamations made by God, by His
Messenger, and by the previous Imam are all independent reasons
bearing on this topic.

b. Nevertheless, there is some difference over whether
1. the people should swear allegiance to someone who has been

prepared for them, or whether
2. that person should take control aggressively by his acute

mastery over14 the principles of Islam.
a) Our [Sunni Ashacirah] colleagues and the Mu'tazilah

affirm the validity of both these alternatives, in order that the com-
mon objective of both alternatives might come about.

b) The Zaydiyah held that any intelligent Fatimid who would
go out with the sword and claim the supreme leadership would
become the [rightful] Imam.

c) But the Imamiyah absolutely denied that [notion], and
presented an argument having the following points.

1) The people who swear allegiance are given no con-
trol over the affairs of someone else, so how could they make [such
a person as the Zaydiyah suggest] a governor over them.

2) The confirmation of the supreme leadership by oath
of allegiance may result in discord because of the possibility that
every faction would swear allegiance to a different person, and then
warfare would break out among them.

3) The position of governing judge does not come by an
oath of allegiance, and so the supreme leadership should be likewise.

4) The Imam is the deputy of God and of His Messenger,
so his [rightful] succession should not be confirmed unless by a state-
ment of God and of His Messenger.

l)-a. The answer to the first point is that it would be
refuted by every witness and every governor.15

14 L reads: [law istawla3 shawkatuhu]; T: [aw istawlat shawkatuhu]; MS Garrett
989Hb and MS Garrett 283B: [aw istawla' bi-shawkatihi], this being the reading
preferred.

15 I.e., it may be speculated, that Baydawi states ironically that no witness would
dare to report otherwise, and no governor would ever admit it to be otherwise.
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2)-a. For the second the answer is that discord would
be avoided if preference were given to those who were the most
learned, the most pious, and the most senior, and to someone very
close to the Messenger.

3)—a. For the third the answer is that the principle [of
an oath of allegiance] should be prohibited, especially when the land
is without an imam.

4)-a. For the fourth the answer would be to ask, why
would it not be admissible that either a 'choice' by the people or
some individual's 'demonstration' of outstanding personal capability
should constitute both the 'disclosure' that this person was to be the
imam and deputy to God Most High and His Messenger, and the
'proof that it was he.

Isfahani says: L 472, T 231, MS 241b:12

Topic 3: Criteria to be met in appointing an Imam

a. The people of the nation are in agreement that a proclama-
tion of God, and a proclamation of the Messenger of God, and a
proclamation of the previous imam supporting the supreme leader-
ship of a given person would each be independent reasons [sup-
porting] him, that is, for the confirmation of his supreme leadership.

b. Nevertheless, there is some difference over whether
1. the people should swear allegiance to a person who has been

prepared for the supreme leadership, or whether
2. an L 473 individual who has been prepared for the

supreme leadership should take control aggressively by his acute mas-
tery over the principles of Islam.

a) Our [Sunni Ashacirah] colleagues, loyal to custom and
community, and the Mu'tazilah affirm both of these alternatives, that
is, [they would support] both candidates for the supreme leadership.
[This is] because the objective of the supreme leadership would come
about through each of these individuals. Indeed, the purpose of
appointing an imam is to prevent the harm that is preventable only
by the appointment of an imam, and this would come about through
them both, so the supreme leadership of both of them certainly
would be valid.

b) The Zaydiyah hold that any intelligent Fatimid who would
go out with his sword and claim the supreme leadership would
become the [rightful] imam.
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c) But the Imamiyah absolutely rejected that [notion]; that
is, the Imamiyah rejected MS 242a appointment of the imam
either by oath of allegiance of the people of the nation, or by one's
taking control through his acute mastery, or by the claim of an indi-
vidual so described, equally whether that person had been prepared
for it or not. Moreover, they held that the supreme leadership should
be confirmed only by a proclamation from God Most High, or from
the Messenger, or from the previous imam. The [Imamiyah] pre-
sented an argument supporting that position with the four points
[Baydawi], our author, has set forth.

1) The people who swear allegiance have no jurisdiction
over the affairs of other individuals in the populace, even with the
least of them, so how could they place someone else in control over
the whole nation. Indeed, for one who has no jurisdiction over the
least matter with the least of the people, how would it be possible
for him to grant jurisdiction to someone else over the whole nation?

2) The confirmation of supreme leadership by oath of
allegiance might result in discord, because of the possibility that every
faction would swear allegiance to a different individual, and then
every faction would claim preference for their Imam, and warfare
would break out among them that would lead to atrocities and
injuries.

3) The position of governing judge does not come by the
oath of allegiance, so all the more the position of supreme leader-
ship should not come by it, for indeed the supreme leadership is
greater than the judgeship.

4) The Imam is the deputy of God, and of His Messenger,
so his [rightful] succession would be confirmed only by a procla-
mation of God, or by a proclamation of His Messenger. This is
because an appointment as deputy for some other person never
occurs except by the permission of that other person.

1)—a. The answer to the first point is that it would be
refuted both by a witness and by a governor. Indeed, a witness would
not be empowered with jurisdiction in the matter witnessed, while
a governor would be empowered with jurisdiction by his word of
testimony, even if the judgment [i.e., of his confirmation] should be
against him.

2)~a. To the second the answer is that we do not grant
that the situation, as they said, may lead to discord because of the
probability that each faction would swear allegiance to a different
individual and then warfare would break out among them. Our
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position is that discord would be avoided by preferring the most
learned, most pious, most senior, and the one closest to the Messenger
of God, as the Companions preferred Abu Bakr over Sacd ibn
cUbadah.

3)-a. To the third point the answer is a rejection of the
principle [of swearing an oath of allegiance]. We T 232 do not
grant that the position of governing judge does not come by the
oath of allegiance. Indeed, an appointment that would set a person
in a position of governing control is permissible when there is an
imam, and especially when the country would be without an imam.
Indeed, L 474 the position of an administrator of the law may
be obtained by anyone worthy of the judgeship, by the oath of alle-
giance to him by the people of the country.

4)—a. To the fourth point the answer is that we grant
that a deputy of God Most High and of His Messenger MS 242b
would receive no authorization except by permission of God Most
High and by permission of His Messenger. But then, why would it
not be admissible that either a choice by the people or the demon-
stration of outstanding personal capability by an individual who had
been prepared for the supreme leadership should constitute both 'dis-
closure' of the fact that that individual qualified for the supreme
leadership was to be the imam, deputy of God and of His Messenger,
and the 'proof sign that he was the imam, the deputy of God and
of His Messenger?

Baydawi said: L 474, T 232

Topic 4a: The rightful Imam after the the Prophet: Abu Bakr in
Sunni doctrine

a. The Shi'ah disagreed with the [Sunni] Muslim majority [over
the evidence for Abu Bakr as the rightful imam after the Prophet]
but [Abu Bakr] is the one indicated [for that post] for a number of
reasons.16

16 Attesting to the continuing live interest within western scholarship in the ques-
tion of from which line is the rightful successor to the Prophet and the develop-
ment of the majority and minority official answers to this question there are two
studies which thoroughly review the evidence and appear to lean slightly in oppo-
site directions in judging its weight. Wilferd Madelung's book, The Succession to
Muhammad, a Study of the Early Caliphate, (London and New York: Cambridge University
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1. There is the statement of the Most High:
"The promise of God is to those among you faithful in believing

And long active in the practice of good deeds;
Them He will make His representatives in the land,

Just as He had deputized others before you." [Q 24:55]
So, those who received the promise of being appointed to be His

representatives in the land and to have power would be either
a) cAli and those who governed after him, or
b) Abu Bakr and those after him. The first alternative is

invalid by consensus, so the second is clearly indicated.
2. There is the statement of the Most High,

"You shall be called out against a people having great strength,
and [either] you will kill them or take their surrender." [Q^48:16]

So the Claimant to whom disobedience was forbidden was not
Muhammad, because of the statement of the Most High: "Tell them,
'You will never follow after us.'" [Q48:15] Nor was it cAli, because
he did not wage war against disbelievers in the days of his caliphate;
nor was it anyone who governed after him, by the consensus [of
scholars]. Therefore, someone before [cAli] is clearly indicated.

3. [Abu Bakr] succeeded [Muhammad] in leading the prayer
rite during the days of [the Prophet's] illness, and [Muhammad] did
not remove him, so his role as successor in leading the prayer rite
continued after Muhammad's death.17 And since his role as succes-
sor was confirmed in [the prayer rite] it was further confirmed in
other matters, since no one objected by saying that there was a dis-
tinction [i.e., in significance between the functions].

Press, 1997) supports the Shicah position in favor of cAli. Asma Afsaruddin at the
University of Notre Dame, in her article, "In Praise of the Caliphs: Re-creating
History from the Manaqib Literature", in the International Journal of Middle East Studies,
vol. 31, no. 3, (Aug., 1999), pp. [329J-350, seems to support the Sunni position in
favor of Abu Bakr. Her study is on how the contesting Sunni and Shieah argu-
ments were formulated in relation to each other. Each side learned from the other's
statements that gained a popular response, and each side developed new debating
propositions similar to those of their opponents but counterposing them.

17 Wilferd Madelung (op. cit., pp. 24-25) recounts the story of Abu Bakr's being
asked to lead the prayer rite for the Prophet. Abu Bakr was absent when the
Prophet first directed that he be asked, so the request was changed to be 'Umar,
but cUmar refused to proceed while Abu Bakr could do it. Eventually Abu Bakr
did it but the Prophet was somewhat displeased with the performance. Madelung
suggests that the interpretation of this story is that the Prophet was not using his
order to Abu Bakr merely to demonstrate his choice of Abu Bakr as his successor.
But then, this interpretation is in contradiction to the Sunni position.
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4. There is the statement of the Prophet: "The rightful suc-
cession to governance after me will last thirty years; after that it will
become a dominance by tyrant."18 The succession [to governance]
of the two elder statemen [i.e., Abu Bakr and £Umar] was thirteen
years in length, and the succession of cUthman was twelve years,
and the succession of cAli was five years. This is clear proof that the
succession of the first four Imams was rightful, God's pleasure be
upon them all.

5. The people of the nation had been in consensus on the
supreme leadership of one of three persons, namely, Abu Bakr, cAli
and cAbbas. The case19 for the leadership of both 'Ali and cAbbas
was invalidated, so the case for [Abu Bakr's] supreme leadership was
clearly seen to prevail. This is a famous consensus, and it is men-
tioned in the books of biographies and histories. The case for the
supreme leadership of the other two was invalidated because, if the
right [to the leadership] should have been assigned to one of those
two, then he [who was given the right] would have challenged Abu
Bakr, disputing with him and displaying the argument for himself
[as rightful contender], and he would have defeated [Abu Bakr].20

But [this contender] would have had no pleasure in his own suc-
cession to power, for indeed, to take pleasure in doing wrong is itself
an act of wrongdoing.21

18 Hadith, [al-khilafah ba'di thalathun sanah thumma yasir ba'da dhalik mulkan
'adudan]. (a) The first part appears to be in a generic form and is indexed in
Wensinck's Handbook under "Imam—there are three prophet khalifa's, then comes
the 'kingdom.'" While Wensinck translates the last word [mulk] as 'kingdom', gener-
ically it is the idea of 'domination', which is distinct from the idea of 'rightful suc-
cession' [khilafah]. Located in Sunan Abu Daud, al-Sunna, #4646-4647: [khilafat
al-nubuwah thalathun sanah, thumma yu'atti Allah al-malik man yasha3].

(b) The second part of this quotation was not located in the form Baydawi uses.
This second part quotation from the Prophet is perhaps enhanced by moving close
to the literal sense: ". . . after that [the succession] will become a domination by
fang power!"

19 L and T omit "argument" [qawl] here, while MS Garrett 989Hb and Garrett
283B include it.

20 L alone of sources used reads, "and defeated him." [wa-qahara calayhi]
21 Around the turn of the 13th-14th centuries of the Common Era, Baydawi

writes here about a 'famous consensus' (his fifth point, above) that had come to
exist among 'the people of the nation . . . on the supreme leadership . . .', and he
includes "Abbas among the three considered as most worthy contenders. We believe
Professor Afsaruddin (op. cit, pp. 341-343) is writing of the same thing when she
writes of "Mainstreaming the Community: Appeasement and Consolidation." However,
she does not mention 'Abbas as one of those being considered in the approach to
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Now, an objection has been raised that the right to the succes-
sion belonged to cAli, but that he disclaimed it out of 'godly fear'.22

Our [Baydawi's] position [in reply to this objection] would be to
ask how that could be! [For cAli] was a man of the utmost bravery
and vigor, Fatimah the Radiant with her high status was his wife,
and most of the leaders L 475 of the Quraysh and their notables
were with him, such as al-Hasan and al-Husayn.23 And al-'Abbas,24

with his high rank, indeed said, "Stretch forth your hand for me to
swear allegiance to you, so that men may say, 'The uncle of the
Messenger of God swore allegiance to his nephew', and then no two
people will ever have a difference over you." Al-Zubayr also, with
his outstanding bravery, drew forth his sword and said, "I am not
pleased with the succession of Abu Bakr." Abu Sufyan also, Chief of
Makkah and Head of the Banu Umayyah, said, "Are you, O Banu
cAbd Manaf, pleased that a man of Taym25 will govern over you?"

But together with the Madinan followers Abu Bakr challenged
them26 and prevented them from having the succession. And Abu
Bakr [then] was old and weak, humble but healthy, without much
wealth and having few supporters.

a consensus. Long after the actual succession had been decided, the people still
were arguing the relative 'rightfulness' of that succession. The quality most highly
valued among the people as an indicator of true leadership was 'merit'. Afsaruddin
points out that Ibn Hanbal quite early had drawn attention to the importance of
'merit' in this regard, and this quality finally was given the top place in the Muslim
public's estimation. She writes that by the early l l th century this consensus was
forming, and quotes the opinion of cAbd al-Qahir al-Baghdadi (d. 1037) that the
first four orthodox caliphs were in their historical order because of their 'merit', as
"the most excellent of men after the Messenger." Baghdadi was stating what he
believed was the consensus of sound thinkers on this topic, the "[ahl al-sunnah]."

22 T alone adds, "of discord" [fitnah].
23 Al-Hasan and al-Husayn, the two sons of 'Ali ibn Abi Talib by Fatimah,

daughter of the Prophet. Both are considered as rightful claimants to the caliphate
by the Shi'ah.

24 Al-cAbbas ibn cAbd al-Muttalib ibn Hashim was an uncle of the Prophet.
25 That is, Abu Bakr. L has omitted "Taymi"; T reads, "Taym", and MS Garrett

989Hb and Garrett 283B read, "Taymi."
25 See the explanatory glosses in Isfahani's Commentary on this passage from

MS Garrett 989Ha.
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Isfahani says: L 475, T 232, MS 242b:3

Topic 4a: The rightful Imam after the the Prophet: Abu Bakr in

Sunni doctrine

a. The Shicah disagreed with the Muslim majority [over whether
Abu Bakr was the rightful Imam after the Messenger of God]. They
maintain that the rightful Imam after the Messenger of God should
be CM.

Our Author has mentioned five of the reasons which indicate that
the rightful Imam after the Messenger of God should be Abu Bakr.

1. There is the statement of the Most High:
"The promise of God is to those among you faithful in believing

and long active in the practice of good deeds;
Them He will make His representatives in the land,

just as He had deputized others before them.
For them He will make a place for their religion

that He has approved for them:
In exchange for the fearfulness in which they had lived

He will give them sure security, [as He says],
'They will be giving their worship to Me [alone],

Nor will they associate any other with Me.
Those [still] disbelieving after that,

Will be [known as] insolent libertines.'" [Q, 24:55]
God who is most high and praiseworthy promised 'to a group of

the Companions' that He certainly would make them His represen-
tatives in the land and assuredly He would make them strong. [The
promise] is indicated by His statement 'to those among you'. So the
group of the Companions who were given the promise would have
been either

a) cAli and those who assumed the command after him,
such as Mu'awiyah, and Yazid and Marwan, or

b) Abu Bakr and those who assumed the command after
him, who were the three caliphs, 'Umar, 'Uthman and cAli, God's
favor be with them all.

(a) The former of the two interpretations,—namely, that
those who were promised the succession and power to rule were cAli
and those who governed after him,—is invalid by the consensus [of
scholars]. We hold that it is invalid because the caliphate of the four
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[who did serve] was valid, but the caliphate of Mucawiyah, Yazid
and Marwan was invalid, for they were tyrant kings, not rightful
successors [of the Prophet]. But the Shi'ah hold that [our interpre-
tation] is invalid because Mu'awiyah, Yazid and Marwan were not
among those 'who believed and did what is right'.

(b) Therefore, the second [i.e., of the two interpretations] is
clearly shown as the right one, namely, that those who were promised
the succession and power to rule [as the leading men of the land]
were Abu Bakr and the three caliphs who followed him. So, it is a
certainty that the rightful Imam after the Messenger of God was
Abu Bakr. T 233

2. [Again] there is the statement of the Most High:
"Tell those who are left of the Arabs, 'You will be called out

against a people of great courage, [either] you will kill them or take
their surrender. If you obey, then God will pay you a handsome
reward, L 476 but if you turn back, as you turned back before,
then He will punish you severely.'" [0,48:16]

Now, the Claimant to whom disobedience was forbidden was not
Muhammad, because of the statement of the Most High just pre-
ceding this verse, "Those left behind when you go out27 to win the
spoils of war will say, 'Let us follow you', as they wanted to make
a substitution for the statement of God. Tell them, 'You will never
follow after us; God has said this to you previously.'" [Q, 48:15]
Thus, [God's] statement,28 "You will never follow after us", is an
indication that the Messenger of God prohibited them from follow-
ing him, so it would not be admissible that he would call them out
"against a people of great courage", otherwise, there would be a
contradiction. MS 243a

cAli was not [the Claimant to whom disobedience was forbidden],
because God Most High said in describing those who were called
upon, "You will kill them or take their surrender", and cAli certainly
did not fight disbelievers in the days of his caliphate. Nor was the

27 Here and in the previous Qur'an quotation, the MS quotes only two or three
beginning words, then inserts "the verse" and skips the rest of the verse to the next
part of the commentary.

28 L, followed by T, adds [fa-sa-yaqiiluna], mistakenly continuing with the Qur'an
quotation. MS Garrett 989Ha elides part of the Qur'an verse [48:15] and continues,
[fa-qawluhu].
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Claimant to whom disobedience was forbidden anyone who domi-
nated as leader after cAli, by the consensus [of scholars] and by29

reason of the fact there was no call from [these leaders] to the desert
Arabs. Therefore, it is clearly shown that the Claimant to whom
disobedience was forbidden was someone who was before cAli and
after the Prophet.

Furthermore, God had made obedience to the Claimant who gave
the call an obligation because of His statement: "If you obey, then
God will pay you a handsome reward, but if you turn back, as you
turned back before, then He will punish you severely." [Q^48:16]
So, if obedience to him was a duty, then his caliphate was rightful,
and the implication from this is that the rightful Imam after the
Messenger of God was Abu Bakr.

3. The Prophet appointed Abu Bakr to be his successor in
leading the prayer rite in the days of his illness, and his appoint-
ment as successor in leading the prayer rite is confirmed by valid
tradition. Furthermore, the Prophet did not remove Abu Bakr from
being his successor in leading the prayer rite, and so, Abu Bakr con-
tinued as successor to the Prophet in leading the prayer rite after
his death. Since the succession of Abu Bakr in leading the prayer
rite after his death had been confirmed, his succession after the
Prophet's death was further confirmed in matters other than the
prayer rite, because no one raised an objection by saying a distinc-
tion should be made.

4. There is the statement of the Prophet: "The rightful suc-
cession to governance after me will last thirty years; after that it will
become a dominance by tyrant." This clearly indicates that the right-
ful succession was that of the first four Imams, and that those after
them were [merely] dominating men, not Caliphs of the Succession.

5. The people of the nation had been in agreement upon the
supreme leadership of one of three persons, namely, Abu Bakr, cAli,
and al-cAbbas, God be pleased with them all. The case for the
supreme leadership of cAli and al-cAbbas was invalidated, so the case
for the supreme leadership of Abu Bakr was clearly seen to prevail.
This [agreement by] consensus upon the supreme leadership being
one of the three persons is famous and is mentioned in the books

29 L and T read, [wifaqan wa-li-cadam]; MS Garrett 989Ha reads, [wifaqan li-
cadam].
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of biographies and histories. The case for the supreme leadership of
cAli and al-cAbbas was invalidated because, if the supreme leader-
ship should have belonged by right to either of these two, then he
with the right to it would have challenged Abu Bakr, and would
have disputed with him in that matter, displaying30 his argument
against Abu Bakr [and defeating him], but he would not have taken
any pleasure in his own supreme leadership. L 477 However, both
cAli and al-cAbbas had been pleased with the supreme leadership of
Abu Bakr, and they both swore allegiance to him. If the supreme
leadership of Abu Bakr had not been by right, then [their swearing
allegiance to him] would have been a deed of wrongdoing, and they
would not have been pleased with it, for to take pleasure in wrong-
doing would be an act of wrongdoing. So, it is established that the
rightful supreme leader after the Messenger was Abu Bakr.

An objection has been raised that the supreme leadership belonged
by right to cAli, except that he disclaimed his right out of 'godly
fear' for his own welfare. MS 243b Now, our (orthodox Sunni)
position then is to ask how can 'godly fear' be imagined to bear
upon the right of cAli, when he himself had the utmost courage and
vigor, when Fatimah the Radiant with her high rank, her great sta-
tus and glorious relationship [i.e., as daughter of Muhammad, the
Prophet] was the wife of cAli, and when most of the leaders of
Quraysh and their notables, such as al-Hasan and al-Husayn and
al-cAbbas, were with eAli! Moreover, al-cAbbas, with his high posi-
tion, said to cAli, "Stretch forth your hand for me to swear alle-
giance to you, so that the people may say, 'The Messenger of God's
uncle swore allegiance to his nephew', and no two people will ever
disagree over you." And al-Zubayr ibn al-cAwwam, with his out-
standing courage, pulled out his sword and said, "I am not pleased
with the succession of Abu Bakr." And Abu Sufyan, Chief of Makkah
and Head of the Banu Umayyah said, "O Banu cAbd Manaf, are
you pleased that [a man of] Taym will govern you?"—meaning Abu
Bakr, for Abu Bakr was of the tribe of Taym ibn Murrah. Then
Abu Sufyan said, "By God, I will certainly fill the valley with [my
armies of] horses and men."

30 Reading [azhara], as in the MS, MS Garrett 989Ha and L. In T the [za5]
lacks the distinguishing dot in the two words on this line, [nazirahu] and [azhara].
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But, together with the Madinan followers, Abu Bakr challenged
them all and prevented them from obtaining the succession to gov-
ernance. For they were seeking the supreme leadership, and had
said, "Let there be a governor from our party and a governor from
your party." Furthermore, Abu Bakr was [then] old and weak, hum-
ble but healthy, without much wealth and having few supporters.
Therefore, it was known that cAli's oath of allegiance to Abu Bakr
was only an act of approving consent, because [cAli] was the fore-
most of the Companions in learning and excellent qualities, and he
was the closest male relative of all the people to the Messenger of
God.

Baydawi said: L 477, T 233

Topic 4b: The rightful Imam after the Prophet: CAU in Shfah doctrine

a. The Shicah have presented their argument for the supreme
leadership of cAli on the basis of a number of points.31

31 See the note at the close of Baydawi's presentation of the case for Abu Bakr.
Here Baydawi sets out to present objectively his Shi'ah opponents' argument regard-
ing the rightful successor to the Prophet. As mentioned earlier, he is writing at
about the end of the seventh Islamic century/thirteenth century of the Common
Era, whereas the actual Imamate succession was decided long before, in the first
Islamic century/seventh of the Common Era. The history of the development of
the Succession is treated in the Encyclopaedia of Islam under two articles, "Imamah"
by Wilferd Madelung, covering the 'theological and judicial theory', and "Khalifah",
which covers: 1-'History of the Institution of the Caliphate' by D. Sourdel, 2-'In
Political Theory' by A.K.S. Lambton, 3-'In Islamic Mysticism' by F. de Jong, and
4-'In the Sudanese Mahdiyya3 by P.M. Holt.

In Baydawi's text there are succinct outlines of the points of the Sunni and Shi'ah
opposing arguments, each with their supporting reasons, as these had been formu-
lated over the centuries. We see the disputants' flat contradictions of each other
regarding historical events and statements. Thus, any approach to interpretation
might excite controversy, even currently. We observe that much energy and man-
power have been spent in working out settlements by negotiation and by force, and
history cannot be relived or rewritten. Baydawi attempts to provide interpretive
insight for mass public opinion, knowing well that the process must be generations
long. The continued production of modern scholarly works on this subject demon-
strates the attractive learning and teaching power that is latent in these materials.
Study of the 'imamate' relates directly to theorizing on the best forms of 'Islamic
government'. Wilferd Madelung speaks of this in the En-I-2 article mentioned above
(p. 1168b):

"Basic in modernist thinking on the imamate and Islamic government is the
emphasis on government by consultation [shura] and on election as the sole way
of establishing the imam. These principles are viewed as the traits which distin-
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1. There is the statement of the Most High:
"Nevertheless, your source of neighborly protection32 is God, and

His Messenger, and those who having confessed their belief, main-
tain the prayer rite and contribute to charity; they are the ones who
kneel and bow down." [Q 5:55]

Thus, what is meant by "source of neighborly protection" is either
a) one's ally, or
b) one's executive trustee, and no other, in order to narrow

the scope [of the term]. T 234
The first alternative meaning is invalid, because there is nothing

to specify what the alliance is for the person mentioned; so, it must
be the second alternative.

Therefore, it is established that the believing person who is so
described [in the Qur'an] is worthy to have executive control in the
affairs of the Muslims. Moreover, the commentators have stated that
the person meant by it is £Ali ibn Abi Talib. This was because while
he was performing the prayer rite a man came to him with a prob-
lem, whereupon [cAli] gave him his seal ring while he was in the
act of kneeling and bowing down, and the only one having the right
to take such executive action would be the imam, so, it is estab-
lished that he is the imam.

Also closely related to [this evidence] is the Prophet's saying:
"He for whom I have been executive trustee, now shall have cAli

as his executive trustee."33

guished the righteous caliphate of the Rashidun from the despotism of the later
caliphate."

32 Quoting from the article, "Mawla", in En-I-2, v. 6:874 ff., by AJ. Wensinck
and Patricia Crone, "the meaning of [mawla3], [is] a person linked by [wala3]
("proximity") to another person, similarly known as [mawla3]." The relationship
may be one of equality or of inequality. The root meaning of [wall] thus includes
proximity, and by derivation, power and protection. In the Qur3an and Tradition,
there are two senses of the term [mawla3 = wall], referring to the superior of two
parties in a relationship: as tutor-trustee-helper, and as Lord. We may supply syn-
onyms for "trustee" that would include warden, executor, guardian, etc., and for
"helper" that would include kinsman, friend, ally, etc. In the relationship of inequal-
ity, the lesser party would be a client of some sort to the superior party. Quoting
the same article further, "Since non-Arabs could only enter this society as clients,
[mawla3] came to be synonymous with 'non-Arab Muslim.'"

33 Hadith, indexed by AJ. Wensinck in A Handbook of Early Muhammadan Tradition
[under '"Ali"] and in al-Mucjam al-Mufahras li-Alfaz, al-Hadith al-Nabawi [under mawla3].
Located in Sunan Ibn Majah, Muqaddimah, 11:121. L 477:22 [Man kuntu mawlahu
fa-cAli mawlahu].
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2. There is the statement of the Prophet:
"You will have the same role in relation to me as did Aaron in

relation to Moses."34 Aaron was [Moses'] deputy, according to the
God's word:

"Moses said L 478 to his brother Aaron, 'Be deputy for me
with my people,'" [Q, 7:142] [and Aaron did so,] but he died before
[Moses].

3. There is the statement of the Prophet, referring to CA1I,
"Greet the Commander of the Faithful," and he took [cAli] by

the hand, saying, "This man shall be my successor among you after
my death, so listen to him and give obedience."35

4. The people of the nation were in consensus upon the fact
that the supreme leadership should be held by one of three leading
individuals, [namely, al-£Abbas, Abu Bakr and cAli]. The case for
the imamate of both Abu Bakr and al-cAbbas was invalidated because
it has been established that the imam

a) must be blameless, and
b) must be specified by an authoritative text,36

and neither of these two men had the necessary blamelessness or
the witness of an authoritative text, by the consensus [of scholars].
Thus the case for the supreme leadership of cAli became clear.37

5. It must be assumed that the Messenger of God would have
made an authoritative statement indicating a particular supreme
leader a) in order to complete the matter of firmly establishing the
religion, and b) out of concern for the people of the nation. But

34 Hadith, indexed in Wensinck's Handbook and al-Mucjam al-Mufahras. L 477:23
[Anta minni bi-manzilat Harun min Musa5]. Located in Sunan Ibn Majah, Muqaddimah,
11:115, in a slightly varied form [A-la tarda5 an takuna minni bi-manzilat Harun
min Musa'?].

35 Hadith, not found indexed either in Wensinck's Handbook or in al-Mucjam al-
Mufahras, that list the major collections of the soundest traditions. Possibly it may
be grouped with many others under a category, e.g. from the Handbook: "Imams
must be obeyed," and, "Who obeys the Imam obeys Muhammad." Or, it may be
listed in collections of specifically Shi'ah hadith. L 478:2~3 [Sallimu 'ala3 Amir
al-mu'minln . . . hadha khalffati fikum ba'da mawti fa-asmacu wa-atru lahu].

36 T: [an al-imam wajib al-cismah wa-mansusan calayh]; L is the same except
with an erroneously inserted negative [la] in the second phrase; MS Garrett 989Hb
and MS Garrett 283B are the same with only a slight variation: [al-imam yajib an
yakun wajib al-cismah wa-an yakun mansusan calayh].

37 This Shi'ah interpretation of the 'famous consensus' contradicts that of the
Sunni party. See the note in point 5 of Baydawi's earlier presentation of the Sunni
argument on the rightful imam succession.
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[the Prophet] made no pronouncement for anyone besides Abu Bakr38

and cAli, by the consensus [of scholars]. [The Prophet's] reference
could not properly have been to Abu Bakr; otherwise, for [the
Prophet] to place the leader's authority strictly on the basis of an
oath of allegiance would have been an act of disobedience, so it
became clear that the pronouncement was for cAli.

6. cAli was the most favored person after the Messenger of
God.

a) This is true because it is an established fact based on
sound traditions that the statement of the Most High in a narrative
passage,—"[Come, let us call together . . .] our people and your peo-
ple", [Q^3:61]—is intended as a reference to cAli. There is no doubt
that he would not be identically the same as Muhammad, but what
was meant is either that [cAli] was functioning in [Muhammad's]
role, or that he was the nearest of all the people to him; and who-
ever was such a person would be the most favored of mankind after
[Muhammad].

b) [That cAli was the most favored person] is true, more-
over, because [cAli] was the most learned of the Companions, since
he was the most widely reputed of them in integrity and astuteness,39

he was more active in planning and deliberation than they, and his
insistence upon learning was greater. Furthermore, the Messenger's
attention to counseling and training him was more comprehensive
and intensive, and he was foremost in the skills of the divine sci-
ences, both in the fundamental principles and in their corollary
branches. So most branches of the Mutakallimun refer to him, and
their fundamental principles are ascribed to his doctrine. Philosophers
magnify him to the highest extreme, and the Islamic lawyers accept
his opinion.

The Prophet said: "Your best legal mind is cAli."40

38 L:? vowelled as [Ubayyi]; in T and in Isfahani's text in L: Abu Bakr.
39 Reading [ashharahum zaka'an]. The sources used vary. In the Baydawi text:

L, T and MS Garrett-Yahuda 3081 read, [ashiddahum]; while MS Garrett 989Hb
and MS Garrett 283B read, [ashharahum]. In the Isfahani text, quoting Baydawi:
L, T, the MS, MS Garrett 989Ha, and MS Garrett-Yahuda 4486 read, [ash-
harahum] .

40 Hadith, indexed in al-Mucjam al-Mufahras as a generic saying with varying
pronominal suffixes: [aqdahum], [aqdana], located in Sunan Ibn Majah, Muqaddimah
11; Sahih al-Bukhari, Tafsir Surat 2:7; and Mumad Ibn Hanbal, 5:113. L 478:17
[Aqdakum cAlf].
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c) [And] there are also many traditions, such as the Tradition
of the Bird41 and the Tradition of [the Battle of] Khaybar,42 that
have been passed along as testimony to [cAli] as "most favored per-
son," and the most favored should be the supreme leader.

[Baydawi continues]: L 478, T 234

b. Responses by the Sunnis—regarding the Shfah argument

l.-a. The answer to their first point is that a general inclu-
siveness of the divine support is not to be granted; and that the use
of a plural predicate with the singular subject is unfeasible; but rather,
the meaning is "those appropriately named with Him."

2.-a. The answer to their second point is that its whole mean-
ing is the relationship and kinship between the brothers [Moses and
Aaron].

3.-a. The answer to their third point is that these reported
details are neither continuously transmitted, nor are they acceptable
to us as being sound, so they may not be raised as an argument
against us.

4.—a. To their fourth point the answer is that we grant neither
the necessity for blamelessness [in an imam], nor the necessity for
an authoritative pronouncement, nor the lack of such a pronounce-
ment in the case of Abu Bakr.

5.-a. To their fifth point the answer is that it would have been
more suitable to assign the whole matter to those who had been
divinely authorized to decide.

6.—a. To their sixth point the answer is that it may be coun-
tered by one like it.

41 Hadith, poorly indexed, found via the index in Ibrahim Musa al-Zanjani's
'Aqa'id al-Imamiyah, where it is cited as being in the collections of Anas ibn Malik
and al-Tirmidhi. The saying was located in Sahih al-Tirmidhi, Manaqib, #3805, and
it tells how the Prophet, preparing to eat a cooked fowl, prayed God to bring God's
best loved person to eat it with him, whereupon CAU came by and ate with him.
L 478:17 [hadth al-tayr].

42 Hadith, indexed, and located in Sahih Muslim, Jihad, #132; retold in L. Veccia
Vaglieri's article, "Khaybar", in En-I-2. At the Battle of Khaybar after previous
attacks had failed, Muhammad entrusted the standard to cAli, "a man who loves
God and His Prophet, and whom God and His Prophet love"; victory was finally
gained, partly through an example of cAli's great physical strength. L 478:17
[hadlth Khaybar].
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c. Responses—regarding the Sunni argument
1. The evidence for the superiority of L 479 Abu Bakr is

[God's] word:
"The God-fearing person avoids [the Fire]; he is one who brings

forth his money and is purified in almsgiving . . ." [Q, 92:17—18]
2. Now, the person meant by [this statement] would be either

Abu Bakr or cAli, by the consensus [of scholars], but the latter is
kept back because of [God's] continuing statement:

"But not to anyone would he give 'a favor to be repaid', except
out of worshipful desire." [Q 92:19-20] [This is] because cAli grew
up in the Prophet's43 religious training and with his financial aid,
and that is "a favor to be repaid."44

3. [Further evidence is that] whoever is truly devout is most
honorable with God and most favored, according to the word of
[God]:

"Indeed, the one most honorable among you with God is the one
who is most God-fearing among you", [Q 49:13] when taken together
with the Prophet's statement:

"The sun has neither risen nor has it set on anyone,—besides the
prophets and the messengers,—who is more favored than Abu Bakr."45

4. And again there is the Prophet's word referring to Abu Bakr
and 'Umar:

"Those two are chieftains of the [whole] adult populace of the
Garden, except for the prophets and messengers."46

Isfahani says: L 479, T 234, MS 243b

Topic 4b: The rightful Imam after the Prophet: CAH in Shfah doctrine

a. The Shicah have presented their argument for the supreme
leadership of cAli on the basis of a number of points, of which
[Baydawi] our author has set forth six.

43 MS Garrett 989Hb alone of sources used names the antecedent, "the Prophet's",
[tarbiyat al-nabl], instead of using merely the relative pronoun "his."

44 L omitted the foregoing sentence beginning with, "[This is] because cAli. . ."
45 Hadith, indexed, and located in Sunan Ibn Majak, Muqaddimah, 11:95, 100

and in Sahih al-Tirmidhi, Manaqib, #3745. L 479:4 [ma tala'at al-shams wa-la
gharubat 'ala5 ahad bacda al-nabiyn wa-al-mursalm afdal min Abi Bakr].

46 Hadith, indexed, and located in Sunan Ibn Majah, Muqaddimah, 11: 95, 100;
and in Sahih al-Tirmidhi, Manaqib, #3745 along with the foregoing hadith. L 479:5
[huma sayyida uhul ahl al-jannah ma khala al-nabiyn wa-al-mursalm].
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1. There is the statement of God Most High:
"Nevertheless, your source of neighborly protection will be God,

and His Messenger, and those who, having confessed their belief,
maintain the prayer rite and contribute to charity; they are the ones
who kneel and bow down." [Q, 5:55]

The point of the argument based on [this verse] is that the term,
"source of neighborly protection",—

a) may sometimes mean the person most appropriate and
most rightful to have executive control. That meaning is demon-
strated 1) by the lexical tradition, 2) by an authoritative text, and
3) by customary usage.

(1) In the lexical tradition, there is the statement of al-
Mubarrad,47 "The source of neighborly protection is the one most
appropriate to have executive control."

(2) In the matter of an authoritative text, there is the
statement of the Prophet: "A woman who gives herself in marriage
without the permission of her executive trustee has an invalid mar-
riage;"48 and by this he meant the one most appropriate to have
executive control.

(3) In customary usage, it is said with reference to the
father of a woman, or to her brother, that he is her executive trustee,
that is, the one most appropriate to have executive control in her
affairs.

b) And sometimes [the term, "source of neighborly protec-
tion",] may mean one who has affection, that is, for others and is
their helping ally. An example of this meaning is the statement of
the Most High:

"Men and women believers shall be neighborly protectors of each
other." [Q9:71] That is, they will have affection each for the other
and will be [for each other] their helping ally. The term, "source
of neighborly protection", has not been known in our language to
have a third meaning. Therefore, to summarize, it is established that
the "source of neighborly protection" means either a) [= b. above]
one's helping ally, or b) [= a. above] the one most appropriate to

47 Abu al-cAbbas Muhammad ibn Yazid al-Mubarrad, 210/826?-286/900? He
was a celebrated philologist in all aspects of language and literature.

48 Hadith, indexed in Wensinck's Handbook as being recorded in Sunan Abu Daud,
Nikah, #18; Musnad al-Darimi, Nikah, #11; Sahih al-Tirmidhi, Nikah, #15. L 479:10
[ayyuma imra^ah nakahat nafsaha bi-ghayr idhn walfha fa-nikahuha batil].
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have executive control, and nothing else, in order to reduce the
extent of the term's commonality.

(a) Now, the first alternative meaning [a) here] is invalid
T 235 because of the lack of anything that specifies the nature of
the 'alliance' mentioned in the verse, because 'neighborly protec-
tion' in the sense of a helping alliance is a commonality among all
MS 244a believers, according to what is indicated in the statement
of the Most High:

"Men and women believers shall be neighborly protectors of each
other." [Q,9:71]

However, the 'neighborly protection' intended in the [other] verse
[quoted earlier, i.e., O 5:55] is not universal among all believers,
because the term, "nevertheless", in the verse connotes a limitation
to those believers described by the qualities mentioned. So, the 'neigh-
borly protection' mentioned in that verse is a special character trait
[i.e., a 'property'] of [only] some believers.

(b) Therefore, the second alternative [b) here] is clearly indi-
cated, namely, that what is meant by "the source of neighborly pro-
tection" is the person most appropriate to have executive control.
So, it is established that the believer who is described in the verse
is worthy to have executive control in the affairs of the Muslims.
Now, he who is the most appropriate of all the people to have exec-
utive control in the affairs of the Muslims would be the Imam. So,
then, the verse is an authoritative proclamation about the supreme
leadership of the believers being described.

Further, the commentators have stated that the one who is meant
by [this verse] is cAli ibn Abi Talib, may God ennoble his visage.
L 480 This was because while he was performing the prayer rite
a man came to him with a problem, whereupon [cAli] gave [the
man] his seal ring while he was in the act of kneeling and bowing
down. So it is established that £Ali is the Imam worthy to have exec-
utive control. Also, close to the intent of this verse is the saying of
the Prophet: "He for whom I have been executive trustee, now shall
have cAli as his trustee."49'50

49 At this point Isfahani shifts his usage of the word to the form [mawla3], rather
than [wall], except in quotations. Our English translation varies according to the
role being discussed: 'executive trustee', and 'source of neighborly protection' for
the roles of the superior party to the relationship; and as here for the inferior party
in a slowly developing historical usage, 'non-Arab Muslim'. See the article, "Mawla",
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Here [then] is a summary review of the meanings of the term,
"source of neighborly protection." Sometimes it may mean 1) "the
most appropriate person [i.e., to have executive control];" and some-
times it may mean 2) "ally" and "helper"; and sometimes it may
mean 3) "emancipator", and "emancipated", and 4) "neighbor", and
5) "kinsman, [i.e., cousin]."

(1) The meaning, "the most appropriate person", is demon-
strated in the [Noble] Book and in the Prophet's Custom. In the
Book there is what the Most High has said:

"For everyone We have provided inheritors of what he has left."
[Q 4:33] The commentators hold that [God] meant by [this verse]
those who were the most appropriate and the most worthy [to receive]
the inheritance. And there is [God's] word:

"Your personal abode is the Fire, it is your own trusteeship."
[Q, 57:15] That is, 'the most appropriate place for you is the Fire',
according to what the commentators have said. As for the Prophet's
Custom, there is his statement in some of the [hadith] collections:

"A woman who gives herself in marriage without the permission
of her executive trustee has an invalid marriage."51 What is meant
by trustee is 'the one who holds responsibility for her welfare', and
"the most appropriate person to have executive control in regard to
her affairs."

(2) The intended meaning of 'ally' and 'helper' is demon-
strated in the Book and in poetry. In the Book there is the Most
High's statement:

"That means God is the 'helping ally' of believers, and it means
disbelievers have no helping ally", [Q^47:ll] here [God] meant "a
protector."

As for poetry, there is the saying of al-Akhtal:52

"So he became her 'protector' from the whole crowd", meaning
that he became her ally and defender.

(3) The meaning of "emancipator" and "emancipated",
is plain and the use by lawyers demonstrates it.

by Patricia Crone in En-I-2, v. 6:874 ff., where it is explained how the term came
to be synonymous with "non-Arab Muslim." Isfahani's commentary being written
for al-Malik al-Nasir Muhammad, the Mamluk non-Arab Muslim leader and his
culture, the standard usage would be the [mawla5] form.

50 Hadith, [Man kuntu mawlahu . . .].
51 Hadith, [ayyuma imra'ah nakahat nafsaha . . .].
52 Ghiyath ibn Ghawth, [called] al-Akhtal, died before 92/710.
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(4) The meaning of 'neighbor' is shown in the poem by
a venerable poet of Kilab53 when [the tribe] was dwelling as neigh-
bor to the [tribe of] Kulayb ibn Yarbuc.54 Here is how he praised
[Kulayb's] neighborliness:

"From the treasure in His bosom, may God well reward
[the men of] Kulayb ibn Yarbuc, and let their praise increase.
Blending their souls and ours, MS 244b they bridled

their mounts,
For help to their ally, and they bound [us] into one band

[all] the horsemen facing danger."
By this [use of "[mawla3]" the poet] meant his neighboring tribe.

(5) The meaning of "kinsman" is shown by the statement
of the Most High, quoting Zakariya,

"Indeed, I have been fearful lest only kinsmen would follow me."
[i.e., in funeral procession] [Q 19:5]

Another example of this sense is the saying of Ibn "Abbas ibn
Fudayl ibn 'Atbah about the Bani Umayyah:

"Slowly, slowly, cousins, go slowly now, kinsmen;
Do not unearth between us something that [long] has been

buried." By his expression, 'kinsmen', he meant our patrilineal cousins.
So, now, if you have understood this [discussion], then we

shall proceed to say that the term, "source of neighborly protection",
either 1) obviously indicates the 'person who is the most appropri-
ate', or 2) it does not. If it should be the first alternative (1), then
it is necessary to lay the predicate upon it and nothing else, acting
on what is obvious; but if it is the second alternative (2), then it is
necessary to lay the predicate upon it for [the following] two reasons.

53 Reading "Mu'ammar al-Kilabi" as two generic terms, "Mu'ammar" having
the sense of "an ancient one", and the Kilab being a tribe, identified more fully
as "Kilab (b. Rabi'a b. cAmir) [b. Sacsaca]. See the articles, "Mu'ammar" by G.H.A.
Juynboll, En-I-2, v. 7: 258, and "cAmir b. Sacsaca", by W. Caskell, En-I-2, v. 1:441.
Caskell mentions various migrations and settled residences of the Kilab.

54 By the content of the poem Kulayb evidently refers to a tribe. G. Levi della
Vida comments in the article, "Kulayb b. Rabi'a", that it is a common enough
Arabic name, "and does not look like a surname." Yarbuc was a tribe in the Tamim
group, and could be either a personal name or a generic, tribal one. The tribes of
Kilab and Yarbuc thus may have lived for a time in neighboring territories of Arabia
and been remembered in poetry as mutually "good neighbors." On Kilab see the
preceding note; for Yarbu', see the article, "Malik b. Nuwayra" [. . . b. Yarbuc], by
Ella Landau-Tasseron in En-I-2, v. 6:267-268.
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(1) If the unified term55 is used [i.e., without modification]
and if it has a context that suggests the predication, and something
closely united to it that specifies an individual of the type, then the
predicate should be laid upon it out of regard for the preference
that results because of the close union with what specifies it. One
of the most important traditions is [spoken] as a context suitable for
interpreting the term, "source of neighborly protection" as "the most
appropriate person", this being the Prophet's saying:

"Am I not the most appropriate person among you . . .?"56

(2) L 481 It is difficult to make the term, "source of
neighborly protection" in the traditional sayings [of Muhammad]
mean anything other than the "most appropriate person", so it is
clearly indicated that this meaning should be predicated of it, because
the principle in language is [to use] something that is actually prac-
ticed, not something that is neglected. The difficulty of predicating
it of anything else is shown by the difficulty of predicating it of "the
ally", because the sense [of "the most appropriate person"] is well
known from the word of the Most High:

"Men and women believers shall be protectors of one another."
[0,9:71] Moreover, it would be impossible to predicate it of "eman-
cipator" and "emancipated", or "neighbor" or "kinsman" because
that would be a falsehood.

So then it is established that the term, "source of neighborly pro-
tection", has the meaning of "the most appropriate person", for the
commentators have agreed on the meaning of the Prophet's saying:

"Am I not the most appropriate person among you rather than
yourselves?" as being, "Am I not the most appropriate person to
govern you and have executive control of your affairs?"

Indeed, the implementation of [the Prophet's] government over
them would have been more appropriate than the implementation
of their own government over themselves. That meaning is obvious
in the usage of the term, "the most appropriate person", in their
[Shicah] doctrine, [as examples]:

55 The MS reads, [al-lafz al-muhtamal]; while L, T, MS Garrett 989Ha and MS
Garrett-Yahuda 4486 read, [al-lafz al-muttahad].

56 Hadith, not located in the indexes of hadith in this or the related forms as
quoted.
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aa) "The child of the deceased is the most appropri-
ate person for the inheritance over any other;"57 and

bb) "The sultan is the most appropriate person of all
the citizens to carry out legal punishments;" and

cc) "The husband is the most appropriate person [i.e.,
to be trustee for] his wife;" and

dd) "The master is the most appropriate person [i.e.,
to direct] his slave."

Since it is established that the meaning of "the source of neigh-
borly protection" is "the most appropriate person to have executive
control", then a summation of this tradition will go back to the fact
that the Prophet's saying:

"He for whom I have been executive trustee now shall have cAli
as his executive trustee", [may also have the meaning] "He for whom
I was the most appropriate person to have executive control now
shall have cAli as the most appropriate person to have executive con-
trol over him." And that fact indicates [cAli's rightful] supreme lead-
ership, for indeed, supreme leadership has no other meaning than
that.

2. The second [point in the Shicah argument] is that the say-
ing of the Prophet—"You will have the same role in relation to me
as T 236 did Aaron in relation to Moses,58 except that there will
be no prophet after me,"—announced the fact that the role of cAli
in relation to the Prophet would be the same as the role of Aaron
in relation to Moses. And that indicates the fact that all of the roles
established MS 245a as belonging to Aaron in relation to Moses
are thus established as belonging to cAli in relation to the Prophet.

Moreover, although the term, "role", is not in the form of a gen-
eral reference, except that what is intended by it is a generalization,
its clear meaning being that his expression, "role", is a generic noun,
valid for each of the specified individual examples of roles and valid
for all of them.

For this reason it is proper to say that 'A' has a role in relation
to 'B', and the role of 'A' is that he has a family relationship to
['B'], that he has affection for him and that he is his representative

37 These statements may have been taken from Shicah legal practice or from a
collection of Shi'ah hadith.

58 Hadith, [Anta minni bi-manzilat Harun min Musa], followed by an "except
that" clause.
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in all his affairs. So on that account, if we should predicate ['A'] of
some roles and not of some others, then either [his role] would be
clearly indicated or it would be made obscure. The first alternative
necessarily would be impossible for the lack of any clear signification
being given by the term, and the second alternative also would be
impossible because of its inclusiveness and lack of useful precision.
So nothing would remain except to predicate the word of every role.
This is demonstrated by the saying of the Prophet: "Except that
there will be no prophet after me." He excluded this role from the
rest of the roles, and if the term ['role'] had not referred to all of
the roles, then the exclusion of [the prophetic role] would not be
cleanly successful. If the inclusiveness of the term is certified and
correct, it would demonstrate with certainty the correct assignment
of the supreme leadership to cAli, because a summary of the roles
of Aaron relative to Moses is that he was his deputy L 482 over
his people during his lifetime, in accordance with the statement of
the Most High, telling about Aaron: "Be my deputy with my peo-
pie." [0,7:142]

The deputyship has no meaning other than undertaking the respon-
sibility of appointed deputy in whatever aspects of administration
pertained to him. Therefore, if he were deputy to him during his
[Moses5] life, then he ought to be his deputy after his death, assum-
ing that he survived. Otherwise, it would have been necessary to
oust [Aaron] due to his antipathy for him, but this would not be
admissible for prophets. Now, since that is a certainty about Aaron,
a similar case ought to make it a certainty for cAli.

3. For the third [point in the Shicah argument] there is the
saying of the Prophet, referring to [cAli]:

"Greet the Commander of the Faithful"59 and he took [cAli] by
the hand saying, "This man shall be my Successor among you after
my death, so listen to him and give obedience." This is a clear state-
ment, indicating that the succession after [the Prophet] would belong
to £Ali.

4. The fourth [point of the Shicah argument] is that the peo-
ple of the nation were [consensually] agreed upon the supreme lead-
ership of one of the three leading persons, Abu Bakr, cAli and cAbbas.
The case for the supreme leadership of both Abu Bakr and cAbbas

59 Hadith, [Sallimu cala5 Amir al-Mu'mimn . . .], not found indexed.
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was invalidated after it was established that the supreme leader nec-
essarily should be 'blameless' and should be mentioned in an author-
itative pronouncment. Now, Abu Bakr and 'Abbas did not have the
necessary blamelessness, nor were they mentioned in an authorita-
tive pronouncement, by the consensus [of scholars]. Therefore the
case for the supreme leadership of cAli was clearly indicated.

5. The fifth [point in the Shicah argument] is that the Mes-
senger had the obligation to make an authoritative pronouncment
MS 245b of the supreme leadership of a definite person a) in order
to complete the matter of firmly establishing the religion and b) out
of concern for the people.

It is generally known from the biography of the Prophet that he
had a kind consideration for the people like that of a father in rela-
tion to his children—for He had said: "I will be to you only as a
father is to his child",60—and that he carefully guided them in par-
ticular details like the things involved in supplying their daily wants,
and that when he would go on a trip out of Madinah for a short
time he would appoint a deputy who would take responsibility for
the welfare of the Muslims. With this as his practice, how then would
he neglect his people by not guiding them to one who would under-
take the responsibility for their welfare, this being the grandest of
endeavors, and the most useful and most widely beneficial? So there
was no alternative to his proceeding to make a formal announce-
ment as to the person who would undertake the responsibility for
their welfare after him.

However, by the consensus [of scholars] no announcement of his
mentioned anyone except Abu Bakr and cAli. But his [final] announce-
ment would not have been for Abu Bakr, because if he had made
it for Abu Bakr, then for him to base such an important matter
merely on an oath of allegiance would have been an act of disobe-
dience. So it became clear that his [final] announcement was for cAli.

6. The sixth [point in the Shicah argument] is that cAli was
the most favored of mankind after the Messenger of God.

a) [This is true, because] it has been established on the
basis of sound traditions that the statement of the Most High in a
narrative passage,—

60 Hadith, not located in Wensinck's Handbook. L 482:13—[Innama ana lakum
mithla al-walid li-waladihi]. Isfahani here says this comes from the Prophet's biography.
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"Tell them, 'Come, let us call together our sons and your sons,
our women and your women along with ourselves and yourselves,'"
[Q^3:61]—is intended as a reference to cAli. Now, there is no doubt
that cAli is not identical with Muhammad himself, but what is meant
by [the verse] is that cAli was taking over the leading role of the
Prophet, and that cAli was the nearest of all the people to the
Messenger of God in excellence. That being so, [CAH] was the most
favored of all creation after [Muhammad].

b) [This point is true also because] cAli was the most learned
of the Companions, since he was the most widely reputed of them
in integrity and astuteness, he was more active than they in plan-
ning and deliberation, and his insistence upon learning was greater.
Furthermore, the Messenger's attention to counseling and training
[cAli] was very comprehensive and intensive. And [cAli] was fore-
most in the skills of the divine sciences, both their fundamental prin-
ciples and their corollary branches, so that indeed, most branches
of the Mutakallimun refer to him, and their fundamental principles
are attributed to him. Philosophers esteem him most highly, and the
lawyers of Islam accept his opinion.

The Prophet had said: "Your best legal mind is cAli,"61 and [of
course] the 'best legal mind' would be the most learned in all the
needed kinds of knowledge.

c) [This point is true because] in addition, many traditions
have appeared witnessing to the fact that cAli is the most favored
person.

1) The Tradition of the Bird is one of them. In this nar-
ration, a cooked fowl had been presented to [Muhammad] and then
he said, "O God, bring me whoever of all creation is your most
beloved person so that he may eat with me", whereupon cAli came
and ate with him.62 T 237 Now, the one most beloved by God
would be he for whom God desired an increased reward, and there
is nothing in that fact to indicate that [cAli] was more favored than
the Prophet and the angels, merely because [Muhammad] had said,
"Bring to me MS 246a whoever of all creation is your most
beloved person." Of course, the one who was brought to the Prophet
had to be someone other than the Prophet. So, it is as if he had
said, ". . . whoever of all creation is your most beloved person—other

Hadith. See note in Baydawi's corresponding text.
Hadith al-Tayr. See note in Baydawi's corresponding text.
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than myself." And his saying, "so that he may eat with me," may
be assumed to be, "bring me whoever of all creation is your most
beloved person—of those who eat—so that he may eat with me."
And of course, angels do not eat. But if we should assume that the
[prayer for a dinner guest] had a universal application, the fact that
it was made specific in relation to the Prophet and the angels does
not imply that it should be made specific in relation to any others
than they.

2) The Tradition of [the Battle of] Khaybar is another
[story]. In it the Prophet had sent Abu Bakr to attack Khaybar and
he had returned defeated. Then he had sent 'Umar in his place,
and he had returned defeated, so the Messenger of God became
angry on that account. When it became morning he went out to
address all the people, and he had a banner with him. He said,
"Today for sure I will give the banner to a man who loves God
and His Messenger, and whom God and His Messenger loves, one
who will persistently be on the attack, not retreating!"63 So the men
of the early Emigrants came before him [i.e., to volunteer]. Then
the Prophet asked, "Where is cAli?" It was reported that he had a
distressful inflammation in both eyes. [So Muhammad brought him
out] and he put spittle in his eyes. Then he handed the banner to
him. That [story] demonstrates that the characteristics by which [CAU]
had been described were missing in whoever had preceded, and so
he was more excellent than the two of them. Therefore, the impli-
cation is that he was more excellent than all the Companions, and
so the most excellent one ought to be the supreme leader.

[Isfahani continues]: L 483:21, T 237:10, MS 246a:9

b. Responses by the Sunnis—regarding the Shi'ah argument

l.-a. The answer to the first point is that we [i.e., Sunnis and
Ashacirah] do not grant that the intended meaning of "the source
of neighborly protection" is "the most appropriate person to have
executive control." Why would it not be admissible that what is
meant by it would be the "helping ally?" The [Shi'ah] doctrine is
that 'protection' has the meaning of a 'helping alliance' in general,
while the protection in the verse [Q 5:55] is something particular.

Hadith Khaybar. See note in the corresponding Baydawi text.
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Our [Sunni] position is that we do not grant that 'protection' with
the meaning of 'helping alliance' is something general. L 484 It
is general only when it is annexed to a plural that is not made par-
ticular by specifying adjectives, as in the statement of the Most High:
"Men and women believers are protectors of each other." [Q^9:71]
But if it is annexed to a plural that is made particular by specify-
ing adjectives, as in the verse upon which the argument is based,
then it is not general. On this basis, there is no prohibition against
protection—that is limited to God and His Messenger and to the
believers who are specified by the adjectives mentioned in the verse—
as being protection in the sense of a helping alliance, which would
be specific protection, not general protection, without there being
any incompatibility between the two verses mentioned.

Furthermore, if it should be granted that 'protection' in the verse
would have the sense of 'executive control', then to predicate a plural
of an individual subject would be unfeasible, but rather what would
be meant by "those who confessed their belief" would be cAli and
those appropriately named with him.

As for the saying of the Prophet, "He for whom I have been
trustee, now shall have cAli as his trustee," [this hadith] belongs to
the category of [traditions] with single authorities. Ibn Abi Daud
and Abu Hatim al-Razi64 and others of the traditionists have dis-
credited it. MS 246b And even if the soundness of this tradition
should be granted, we still do not grant the soundness of arguing
by it for the supreme leadership of cAli.

The [Shicah] doctrine is that the term, "source of neighborly pro-
tection", bears the meaning, "the most appropriate person." [But]
our position is that we do not grant that "the most appropriate per-
son" has the meaning "most favored", or that "source of neighborly
protection" means "most excellent"; neither of them will occur with
the meaning of the other, since if one of the two should occur with
the meaning of the other, then it would be valid for each one of
them to be combined with whatever the other was combined with,
but that is not the case.

Indeed, it is valid to say, "Person A is more favored than person
B", but it is not valid to say, "Person A is a source of neighborly

64 Abu Hatim al-Razi, Ahmad ibn Hamdan, d. ca. 933-4, early Ismacili theolo-
gian. See S.M. Stern's article on him in En-I-2, v. 1:125.
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protection more than is person B." And even if there should be
granted the possibility of giving to the 'source of neighborly protec-
tion' the meaning of the 'most appropriate', nevertheless we still
would not grant the necessity for predicating [the role of 'protec-
tion'] upon [the role of 'most appropriate']. And even if there should
be granted the necessity to predicate the term "source of neighborly
protection" in the tradition upon "the most favored", nevertheless
we still would not grant that the meaning of "the most appropriate
person" would be "the most appropriate person to have executive
control" over them. Rather, it is possible that what is meant by it
is "more appropriate for them in their affection for him and their
exaltation of him." But neither of the two meanings is preferable to
the other.

2.—a. The answer to the second point is that it would not be
valid to draw an inference by it from the standpoint of its docu-
mentary support. And even if the validity of the documentary sup-
port should be granted absolutely, nevertheless, we still would not
grant that [Muhammad's] saying: "You will have the same role in
relation to me as did Aaron with Moses", would include every role
that Aaron had in relation to Moses, for among the totality of roles
that Aaron had in relation to Moses is the fact that he was a brother
to Moses in family kinship and a partner with him in prophethood,
but that has not been established for cAli.

a) Regarding the [Shicah] position that the role is the name
of a genus suitable for all roles and for each one taken by itself, our
position is that we do not grant that the name of the genus, when
stripped of defining factors, such as the insertion of the definite arti-
cle or a negative particle, would have general reference. Rather, it
is of the kind of unrestricted nouns that may be properly used for
each individual of the genus by way of substitution, not that it would
apply65 to each one by itself, as with the plural form, otherwise there
would remain no difference L 485 between the unrestricted and
the general. It is obvious that the meaning of [the hadith] is a com-
parison of cAli to Aaron in brotherhood and kinship. And even if a
generalization of the roles should be granted, we still would not grant

65 The scribe of L, [at L 484:23] instead of writing [mutanawilan], inadver-
tently wrote [mubayyinan] then attempted to correct it by merely adding [wilan],
but the points below the "ba°" and the "ya°" were not changed to be above those
letters.
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that one of the roles of Aaron in relation to Moses was his right to
be his successor after him, in order to make the implication that the
same thing was within the right of cAli.

b) Regarding the [Shicah] doctrine that [Aaron] was the
deputy for [Moses] over the people while [Moses] was alive, our
[Sunni] position is that we do not grant that; but rather, [Aaron]
was partner to [Moses] in the prophethood, and the partner is
different from the deputy. To make one of the two partners deputy
to the other would not be better than the reverse. The statement of
the Most High, quoting [Moses]: "Be deputy for me with my peo-
ple", [0,7:142] means for Aaron to do his utmost and give his great-
est care in undertaking the welfare of his people, as it was in the
performance of Moses. But as to whether [Aaron] was T 238 [for-
mally] appointed as deputy to [Moses] merely by his statement, no,
[Aaron] was not. For, if the one appointed as deputy to a person
by [that person's] own statement, should not, in his turn, be able
to appoint a deputy [for himself], MS 247a then he would not
have the right to occupy his place in administration.

c) Moreover, since Aaron was a partner of [Moses] in the
prophethood, he had that [right to 'occupy [his own deputized] place
in administration'], even though Moses did not [formally] appoint
him as his deputy. And even if it should be granted that [Moses]
had [formally] appointed [Aaron] as deputy in his lifetime, never-
theless we still would not grant the necessity of [Aaron's] appoint-
ment as successor to [Moses] after his death, for indeed, [Moses']
statement, "Be deputy for me", does not have in it a formula of
inclusiveness whereby it would require [Aaron's] being a deputy in
every period of time. And for this reason, even if [Moses] had [for-
mally] appointed him to be deputy agent in his lifetime over his
affairs, that still does not imply any continuance of [Aaron's] appoint-
ment as deputy and successor for him after [Moses'] death.

Moreover, if [Aaron] was not required to be a deputy in every
period of time, then his not being deputy during some of the time—
and that being due to the scarcity of evidence in the terminology
[of the tradition] for his appointment as deputy during [the time
period in question]—would not be a forfeiture [of his case]. It would
be as if he should be explicitly appointed as deputy in some admin-
istrative acts and not in others, and indeed, that would be no for-
feiture, not being his by deputization. If there should be no forfeiture,
then there would be no alienation [i.e., of his case]. But, even if it
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should be granted that that would be a forfeiture for him, never-
theless it would be a shortcoming for him only if he did not already
hold a more excellent rank, higher than the appointment as suc-
cessor, this being his partnership in the prophethood.

3.~a. The answer to the third point [in the Shicah argument]
is that these historical notices have not been repeated continuously
[down through history] and they are not valid in our judgment, so
they may not stand as arguments against us.

4.-a. The answer to the fourth point [in the Shicah argument]
is that we certainly do not grant the necessity of blamelessness [for
the supreme leader], nor do we grant the necessity of [his] being
announced in an authoritative text, nor do we grant that an announce-
ment in an authoritative text is lacking in the case of Abu Bakr.

5.-a. The answer to the fifth point [in the Shicah argument]
is that entrusting the [whole] matter to persons [who would be nat-
urally] responsible for it probably would have been more reliable
with those persons than it would be [to rely on] an announcement
by an authoritative text on the supreme leadership of some person
precisely identified.

6.-a. The answer to the sixth point [in the Shicah argument]
is that the proofs you [disputants for the Shi'ah] have presented to
prove that cAli was more favored are countered by evidence demon-
strating that it was Abu Bakr who was more favored,

c. Responses—regarding the Sunni argument
1. The proof of the superiority of Abu Bakr is the word of

[God]:
"The God-fearing person avoids [the Fire]; he is one who brings

forth his money and is purified in almsgiving." [Q 92:17-18] The
person meant by this verse would be either Abu Bakr or cAli, by
the consensus [of scholars].

2. The second alternative, namely, that the person meant L 486
by it is cAli, is rejected because God Most High, in describing the
God-fearing, declared in His [extended] statement, ". . . He is one
who brings forth his money and is purified in almsgiving, and there
is no one to whom he owes the repayment of a favor . . .", [Q 92:18-
19] 'Ali is not described by the [latter] two verses,

a) because there is no agreement about cAli that he brought
his money and was purified in almsgiving, and

b) because cAli grew up in the Prophet's religious training
and with his financial aid, and that would be a 'favor to be repaid'.
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Now, if the "most God-fearing" should not mean cAli, then it clearly
means Abu Bakr, and so Abu Bakr MS 247b would be the "most
God-fearing person." And whoever was the most 'God-fearing' would
be the 'most noble', because of the statement of the Most High:
"Indeed, the one 'most noble among you' with God is the one 'most
God-fearing among you.'" [Q,49:13] And whoever is 'most noble'
would be the 'most favored' with God; therefore, Abu Bakr is the
'most favored'.

3. Moreover, there is what the Prophet has said: "The sun has
not risen nor has it set on anyone, aside from the prophets and the
messengers, who is more favored than Abu Bakr."66 This indeed
demonstrates that there is no one more favored than Abu Bakr, so
cAli would not be more favored than Abu Bakr. And if cAli is not
'more favored' than Abu Bakr, then either

a) he would be 'equal in favor' to Abu Bakr, or
b) Abu Bakr would be 'more favored' than cAli, may God

be pleased with them both. The first alternative is rejected by the
consensus [of scholars], so the second alternative is clearly indicated
[as true].

4. Further, there is [the Prophet's] statement referring to Abu
Bakr and cUmar, "Those two are chieftains of the [whole] adult
populace of the Garden, except for the prophets and the messengers."67

5. And [there are further sayings of the Prophet]:
"Let Abu Bakr lead the prayer rite for the people."68 Having [Abu

Bakr] go forward to preside in the prayer rite, which is the most
favored of the worship rites, demonstrates that he was the one most
favored.

And when Abu Bakr was mentioned in his presence [the Prophet]
said:

"Where is there anyone like Abu Bakr?
The people treated me as a liar;

66 Hadith, [ma tala'at al-shams wa-la gharubafj. See the full note in the Baydawi
text portion.

67 Hadith, L 486:10 [huma sayyida kuhul ahl al-jannah]. See the full note in
the Baydawi text portion.

68 Hadith, L 486:11 [li-ya'umm al-nas Abu Bakr]. Wensinck's Handbook lists
multiple hadiths authorizing Abu Bakr to lead the prayers both in Muhammad's
absence and at his last illness. Isfahan! does not specify which category this quo-
tation is from.
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but he believed me and put his faith in me;
he married me to his daughter, and equipped me by his wealth;
he was a comfort to me in himself, and
he fought hard beside me in the fearful hour."69

6. [Finally], there is what cAli said:
"The best of men after the prophets is Abu Bakr, then cUmar."70

Baydawi said: L 486, T 238

Topic 5: The excellence of the Companions

a. We should praise [the Companions] and turn away from abuse
of them.

God Most High spoke highly of them in many places, including
these:

1. "Those who stepped out in advance, they are first", [Q
9:100] and

2. "God will not bring shame on the Prophet,
nor on those who believed with him", [Q 66:8] and

3. Those who are with him are severe with disbelievers,
but merciful with one another." [Q 48:29]

b. The Prophet said: "[Do not abuse my Companions!]
1. If any of you could fill the world with gold,

still it would not reach the value of one of [my Companions],
nor even half [the value]."71 And

2. "My Companions are like the stars;
by whichever one you seek guidance,
you will be guided rightly",72 and MS 248a

69 Hadith, L 486:13 [Wa-ayna mithla Abi Bakr? Kadhdhabani al-nas, wa-
saddaqam wa-amana bf]. Not located in Wensinck's Handbook.

70 The MS adds, "then [as to who is after them], God is most understanding."
71 Hadith, L 486:18 [la tasubbu ashabf]—[law anfaqa ahadukum mala'a al-

ard dhahaban lam yablugh muddan ahadahum wa-la nisfahu]. Note that Baydawi's
quotation omits the first three words, that identify the hadith. It may be grouped
in Wensinck's Handbook with "It is prohibited to slight—", with citations to: Sahih
al-Bukhari, 62-Fada'il Ashab al-Nabi, 5; and Sahih Muslim, 44-Fada'il al-sahabah,
221-222.

72 Hadith, L 486:19 [Ashabr ka-al-nujum bi-ayyihim iqtadaytum ihtadaytum].
Not located in Wensinck's Handbook.
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3. "O God, O God, for my Companions' sake after me,
Do not single them out for anyone's harmful purpose.
Whoever loves them, and then loves me, I will love;
Whoever hates them, and then hates me, I will hate;73

Whoever wrongs them has already wronged me, and
so has wronged God, and
Whoever wrongs God74 is near to his own [death] seizure."75'76

c. The verbal attacks [i.e., against the Companions] that have
been transmitted

are subject to different constructions and interpretations,
and in addition [these attacks] do not equal what has been received
praising their virtues and telling of their deeds.

d. [Baydawi's Prayer]
May God enrich us by the friendly affection of them all,
and to their way of life may He let us comply.77

May He prevent us from following those who stray; and
[May He] raise us on the Day of Judgment

among the numbers of L 487 those being led
by His inclusive and kindly favor78

and by His wonderful generosity.
[God] is indeed One who is listening,79

One who will answer!

[END OF BOOK 3 IN BAYDAWI'S TEXT.]

/3 L alone of sources used omits "and I [in return] will hate them" [ubghiduhum].
74 L alone adds, "and His Messenger."
75 Texts vary: L: [yushik an akhdhuh]; T: [yushik an yu'khadh]; MS Garrett

989Hb: [yushik an yu'khadhhu [?]; the MS: yushik an ya'khudh [?].
76 Hadith, L 486:19-21 [Allah Allah fi ashabr la tattakhiduhum bacdi gharadan

man ahabbahum fa-yuhibbunl uhibbuhum—]. Not located for certain in Wensinck's
Handbook May be classed as: "Muhammad's love of the—", cited as being in Sahih
al-Tirmidhi, 46-Manaqib, 58.

77 L's text is corrupted: [ja'alana Allah bihim wa-muttabi'fn]; T: [ja'alana Allah
li-hadyihim muttabi'in]; MS Garrett 989Hb and MS Garrett 283B do not repeat
"Allah" in this statement.

78 T and MS Garrett 283B: [bi-fadlihi al-cazfm wa-faydihi al-carmm] while L
reverses the adjectives. MS Garrett 989Hb: [bi-fad.lihi al-camim wa-massihi al-
hasim].

79 T adds, "Who is near" [qarib].
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Isfahan! says: L 487, T 238/9, MS 247b

Topic 5: The excellence of the Companions

a. We should praise all the Companions of the Messenger of God
and turn away from abuse of them.

We must think well of them all,
and forsake bigotry and hatred for some of them
as being different from others;

We must give up excessive love for some of them
as a way leading to defamation of others
and detracting from such; because

God has spoken with commendation of them [all] in many places,
including these:

1. "Those who stepped out in advance, they are first—
the Meccan emigrants and the Madinan allies", [Q9:100] and

2. "On the great day God will not shame the Prophet,
nor those who believed with him", [Q 66:8]

3. "Those with [the Prophet] are severe with disbelievers,
but merciful with one another;
you will see them kneeling and bowing down,
seeking favor and acceptance with God", [Q_ 48:29] and

4. "God was very pleased with the [early] believers
as they were swearing allegiance to you [the Prophet]

under the tree." [Q,48:18]
b. Moreover, the Messenger of God praised them for striving hard

in their alliance with [him], the Messenger of God, [sometimes] by
their fighting and [sometimes] by spending their money. He used to
say:

1. "Do not abuse my Companions!
If any of you could fill the world with gold,
still it would not reach the value of one of them",80 and

2. "My Companions are like the stars;
by whichever one you seek guidance,
you will be guided rightly",81 and

80 Hadith, L 487:10 [la tasubbu ashabi law anfaqa ahadukum mala3 al-ard
dhahaban—] Isfahani quotes the first three words that identify the hadith. See note
for the Baydawi corresponding text.

81 Hadith, L 487:11 [Ashabi ka-al-nujum]. See note for Badawi's correspond-
ing text.
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3. "O God O God, for my Companions' sake after me,
Do not single them out for anyone's harmful purpose.
Whoever loves them, and then loves me, I will love;
Whoever hates them, and then hates me, I will hate;
Whoever wrongs them has already wronged me, and
Whoever wrongs me has already wronged God, and
Whoever wrongs God, is near to his own [death] seizure."82

c. Therefore, how could it be right
for anyone believing in God and the Messenger of God
to hate someone described by these attributes?
The verbal attacks on the Companions that have been transmitted,
—assuming they are historically valid,—
are subject to different constructions and interpretations;
and in addition, they are not equal with what has been received
extolling their virtues, recounting their good deeds

and their praiseworthy lives.
d. [Baydawi's Prayer with Scripture]

May God enrich us by the friendly affection of them all,
And to their way of life83 may He let us comply.
May He prevent us from following those who stray, and
[May He] raise us up on Judgment Day

"... Among those favored of God,—
The prophets, and people of truth,
The martyrs, and people of virtue;—
Oh, they will be excellent companions!" [Qur'an 4:69]

[END OF BOOK 3 IN ISFAHANI'S COMMENTARY, AND END OF THE
TOTAL WORK.]

82 Hadith, L 487:11-14 [Allah Allah ff ashabi la tattakhidhuhum ba'di gharadan].
See note for Badawi's corresponding text.

83 The scribe of L, perhaps unsure of the orthography, left a blank space for the
word and inadvertently omitted to fill it in: "to their manner of life"—MS Garrett
989Ha reads, [H-hudahum] and T reads, [li-hudayhim].
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Consonants Symbols

Hamzah/Alif/Glottal Stop
ba3 b
ta3 t

jfm j
ha5 h
kha kh
dal d
dhal dh
ra3 r
za3 z
sin s
shfn sh
sad s
dad d
ta3 t
za3 z
cayn ' or '
ghayn gh
fa3 f
qaf q
kaf k
lam 1
mim m
nun n
ha3 h
waw w
ya3 y

Short Vowels: a i u
Long Vowels: a f ii
Alif maqsura3: a3
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Authorities consulted:

Baydawi, cAbd Allah. Tawalf al-Anwar
Dhanani, Alnoor. Physical Theory of the Kalam
Frank, Richard. Beings and Their Attributes
Goichon, A.-M. Lexique de la Langue Philosophique d'Ibn Sina
Hava, J.G. Faro*id al-Durriyah
Heer, Nicholas. Precious Pearl
Isfahani, Mahmud. Matalf al-Anzar Shark Tawalf al-Anwar
Jurjani, 'Ali ibn Muhammad al-Sharif. Kitab al-Tacrifat
Saeed Sheikh, M. Dictionary of Muslim Philosophy
Wahba, Murad. al-Mucjam al-falsqfi/ Vocabulaire philosophique
Wehr, Hans. Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic
Wuellner, Bernard. Dictionary of Scholastic Philosophy

ALIF

ta'thlr

muaththir

mu''aththinyah
abad

BA>

baslt

abcad (al-)
bacdiyah

TA>

tall (al-)

THA>

thdbit

influence, causal effectiveness; Heer: efficacy; Frank:
effect
L 150:11 Heer: effective; cause; Wuellner, efficient
cause JP effective cause.
L 150:8 effectiveness. See also fa'itiyah used with 'illah
n. future eternity; abadi adj. without ending
n. past eternity; azali adj. without beginning
atom of time, a "now", moment, instant

simple, not compound, uncomplicated; a two-dimen-
sional form T 75:22 [& MS Garrett 989Ha: f. 71b:l;
(L 165:23 omits)]: "if divided by two dimensions, [it
is] a plane surface, or a two-dimensional form al-sath
wa-al-baslt"; thus, semantically related to a mat, floor,
or any flat place;
L 106:19 the farther contiguity; See also al-aqrab
L 177:22 subsequence

the consequent [of a premise] Wahba, Saeed Sheikh:

L 97 Heer: established; certain, a certainty; Frank:
real, existent; established ideal reality
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thubut thubuti

JIM

jidah

tajaddud
jism mutlaq

jism ndmi

jism ta'limi
jism tabi'l

jarrfan bayna

ijtimd'

mujdnasah
jawdhir 'aqllyah

jawdhir al-gha'ibah

jawhar mufdriq
al-juz? al-suwari
juz? Id yatajazza1

HA5

hadd
tahdid

muhaddad

harakah

hasala
hassala
muhassalah

muhaqqiqun

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

L334 sifah thubutiyah an attribute which affirms exist-
ence; Heer: subsistence; Frank: reality; Wehr: certainty

Saeed Sheikh: category of state or possession; cf.
[milk]. See also: Wuellner (under category): habitus
or natural adjuncts.
L 178 renewal; with taqaddin: expiration and renewal
MS 20a gl: body as absolute [i.e., as an abstraction]
MS 20a gl: body as something growing [i.e., as
objectively real]
L 141, Wahba from Jurjani:
mathematical body, teaching model, L 238:11—12,
L 253:4 a geometrical teaching body
L 462:21 Wehr: a combination of divergent, sep-
arate things;
a joining together; L 141; cf. Goichon #762: aggre-
gation
L 140; Goichon 112: homogeneity
L 368 intelligible substances; Heer: intellectual sub-
stances; substantial intellectual beings; cf. Wuellner:
separated substance (under substance), "a created
intellectual subsistent being. See spirit".
L 285:16 (under incorporeal entities al-mufariqdt:
substantial beings not observable by human sense
perception; cf. Jurjani (under jawhar):... an abstracted
substance . . . as the intellect and the soul; cf. Wuellner:
separated substance, loc. cit. above.
L 67:5; 286 separate substance; transcendent
the formative part; i.e., the defining factor
indivisible atom

delimitation, delimiting definition, analytical definition
L 322 analytical definition Id qdbil lil-tahdld li-intifd'
al-tarkib jihi, delimiting definition. See also rasm
L 276 al-jism al-muhaddad lil-jihdt, L 372 al-muhad-
dad—[the seven limited spheres]; a defined system
[of the seven orbits]
motion, movement; motion-change; gradual change
(a progressive activity) Wuellner: change
occur, attain to, obtain
L 234:12 Wehr: infer, deduce, summarize; to posit
hypothetically (used to contrast with mutlaq};
L 67:6 orthodox Muslim investigative scholars
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hukm ahkam

mahall

haythiyah

hayyiz hayz

mutahayyiz
tahayyuz

hiss al-mushtarik

KHA3

makhlut
ikhtilqf
khalkhala
khdss khawdss

mukhassis
mukhtdr

khaydl

DAL

dalil

dawr

mustadlrah

L 209:13, L 61:2,7 property, as the prerogative,
or proper role; Alnoor Dhanani, 35, n. 61, 37, n. 68—
property; Frank: 83, n. 18—characteristic
substrate, or locus-substrate, (for distinction from:)
mawduc subject-substrate; Frank & Heer: substrate
L 146:23 Wehr: aspect, consideration, relational (or
other) aspect;
location, space, place, spatial domain, occupied space;
Wehr: scope, domain; Jurjani: "With the Mutakalli-
mun it is an emptiness estimated [to exist] that would
be used by an entity having extension as a body, or
not having extension as an atom. With the philoso-
phers it is the inner surface of a container, that [in
turn] contacts the outer surface of what is contained."
occupying space, having spatial domain
L 78 occupying space, the occupation of space,
having spatial domain; Dhanani: occupying space;
sense of coordination [see Baydawi's description];
usually translated 'common sense', as the sensus com-
munis; Saeed Sheikh: common sense—"it combines
all the forms of the sensible objects received through
the five external senses"; Wahbah omits the phrase.
See also: al-quwah al-mushtarikah

Wehr: mixture, blend; an amalgam
L 393:5 difference; variation (cf. tafdwut)
L 168:15 mutakhalkh.il expanding, expanded
mukhassasah property, distinguishing property
agent of specification
chosen, freely chosen, freedom of choice; See also

fd'il mukhtdr
imagination; constructive imagination

inferential proof demonstration, proof demonstration,
inferential proof, proof
argument in a circle, circular argument, [= the
"vicious circle"]
L 177 circular in nature

DHAL

dhdt essence;
with personal pronoun it is "itself" or "himself"
(as with God).
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dhattyat

RA'

rajih

murajjih
tarjlh

marjuh

marjuhiyah
rasm
irddah

murdd (al-)

murid

ZA>

SIN

tasalsala

musdwdh

SHIN

mushabahah
shakhkhasa

tashakhkhus
tashkik (bi-al-)
mushdkalah
shdhid

SAD

sddir al-awwal
masdariyah

To be distinguished from mahiyah, the 'quiddity',
which also means 'essence'. JP suggests dhdt =
'real essence'.

See also Heer's glossary.
L 39:22 essential qualities.

L 205:23 preferable [as being judged more prob-
able]; Hava: preferable; Wahbah: probable; Wehr:
preponderant;
agent of preference
tarajjuh bi-ld murajjih determination without a determin-
ing agent; preference without an agent of preference
less preferable [as being judged less probable] L 205:
23^206:1—al-rdjih ^ann wa-al-marjuh wahm
ambivalence
descriptive definition, description See also hadd
will; the willing intention
L 396 something willed; the willed intention, willed
objective;
L 396 one who wills; voluntary cause, willing cause;
Heer: willing

L 165, 172 time duration, timespan

tasalsul L 80:13 infinite series argument; silsilah
'infinite series' argument, [= the "endless chain"]
L 177 equality musawah wa-mufawatah equality and
difference

L 140; Goichon 305: similitude, similarity
L 109:4 individualize; individuate
individuation
Heer: analogous [predication], [predication] by analogy
L 140; Goichon: conformity; Wehr: resemblance
L 402 Heer: the visible world = shahddah', and cdlam
al-shahddah the observer, scene of observation

L 290 First Emanation
L 151:15,17 originating cause; L 153:7 source;
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tasarruf
tasdiq

saldh salat
tasawwur
siirah naw'lyah

DAD

idafah

tadayuf
mudaf

mudaf ilayhi

TA'

mutdbaqah

ZA3

<AYN

i'tibdr

eadam
cadaml

carada
curud
mcfrud

caks al-mustawa3

caks al-naqid

caks naqid al-tham
'alcf al-tacyin
'illah

L 153:12,15 quality of being a source;
L 154:3,11,12 emanation; source of emanation.
Not in: Wehr, Hava, Wahba, S. Sheikh, Heer, Frank
executive planning and action
L 328:23 judgmental assent, assertion of commit-
ment; assent
L411:4 the prayer rite
intellectual conception
specific form; Wahbah: substantial form.

L 23:15,16,18 annexation, connection, relationship,
association; L 233, 358:16 adjunction, adjoining,
adjunctive relationship; Wehr: subjunction;
L 139:2 related entities
L 146 adjoined, related; L 227:21 the govern-
ing adjunct;
L 146 that to which another is adjoined; the delim-
iting adjunct. L 227:21-23 [here called ma'rud and
mawduc of al-mudaf,

L 140; Wehr: congruity [geometry], correspondence

L 205:23 surmise; Hava: opinion, conjecture; Wah-
bah: opinion;

logical consideration, logical formulation, something
theoretical, a way of saying, "a term for", an expres-
sion for; Heer: a mental entity;
nonexistence
nonexistent, nonexistential
Heer: inhere
L 340:13 accidental in nature, inherence, accidence
L 175:8 Heer: substrate
L 42:8 f. equivalent contrary
L 42:9 f. contradictory contrary MS 204b:18 gloss
Wahbah, Saeed Sheikh (from Jurjani): contraposition
contradictory contrary of the second premise
See: tacyln
See articles 'illah and sabab in En-I-2. With fa'iliyah
— effective cause.
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cilm al-kaldm

cdlimiyah

ma'na1 ma'am

'indyah

cayn a'ydn

al-cayn al-thabitah

ayyana

ta'yin —

FA3

al-fardgh al-mutawahham
mufdriq rmjfdriqdt

munfasit
fa'il mukhtdr or, mukhtdr

fa'iliyah

injfdldt

inftdliydt

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

L 009:7 (the science of al-kaldm) —
"the science of [theological] statement",

(often translated theology, dialectical theology,
systematic theology.)

L 206:10: "namely, a state linked to [what is]
an intelligible," scholarship, erudition
L 358:18 meaning; Frank 77: determinant cause;
causal entity or factor; a quiddity
L 370:4, L 371:2 proper concern (an aspect
of God's knowledge), provident concern, prudent
concern
L 6:16, 175:7, 330:5, 340:8 material essences;
Heer: individual essence, the concrete; a quid-
dity
Jurjani: "a real truth haqiqah in the presence of
the All-knowing: it is not externally existent, but
rather it is a nonexistent established certainty in
the knowledge of God Most High." Saeed Sheikh:
"eternal essences . . . [in] the world of Ideas . . .
between God and the material world . . ."; the
fixed ideas.
L 109 ta'yin al-mdhiyah = individuation of the
quiddity;
cala' al-tacyin L 64:22, 65:1 according to the
hypothesis

L 79:7 what is estimated to be the void
L 104 transcendent entity, L 104:15/105:7
transcendent entities; Wahba, 417: from Jurjani,
"jawdhir mujanadah can al-mdddah" incorporeal sub-
stantial beings
L 158:5 separable (as accident)
L 129 ff. Voluntary agent, agent who has the
choice, agent of choice; Heer: Free agent. Jurjani:
"One from whom it is appropriate that an action
should issue."
L 150:23, 151:9 used with 'illah = 'effective
cause'. See also mu'aththir
L 188:2 Baydawi [Bk 1, Sect. 2, Gh. 3, T. 1]:
not deep rooted sensate qualities (as a blush),
called 'passive reflex reactions'; Saeed Sheikh:
"sensible qualities of things or persons such as
are of transitory nature."
L 188:2 Baydawi: deep rooted sensate quali-
ties, called 'affective [reaction producing] qual-
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tafawut

OAF
qabllyat
qadara, qadara cala?
qddir

qadar (al-)
maqdur 'alayhi
maqdur

qadim
qidam

muqaddam
muqaddimah

taqaddum wa-ta3 akhkhur
taqaddin wa-tajaddud
istiqra'
aqrab (al-)

qada3 (al-)
inqildb
taqlld

al-qawl al-sharih
qawwama

muqawwimat
mustaqimah
quwah

KAF

kdtib

ities'; Saeed Sheikh: "sensible qualities of things
such as are firmly rooted in them," as sweetness
in honey.
L 393:5 (Qur'an 67:3) variance; Arberry tr.: imper-
fection; Ahmed Ali tr.: disproportion; Pickthall tr.:
fault; Cragg tr.: discrepancy

L 174 antecedences wa-bacdiyat and subsequences
has power over; extends [field of] power over
the One powerful; the All-powerful, Frank: having
the power of autonomous action; Dhanani follows
Frank
the particularizing decree [of God]; L 405:23
something decreed;
decreed; an object of power; Heer: object of power;
Wehr: potential; focus (or, focussed object) of power;
power object
eternal, without beginning
past eternity
Hava & Saeed Sheikh: antecedent
Hava: premise, introduction
fore-end and after-end of a time duration
L 178 expiration and renewal
induction
L 104:20, 106:19 the nearer contiguity; See also
al-abcad
the primeval decision [of God]
transmutation, transformation
L 205 authoritative tradition, synonymous with
naql
explanatory statement, S. Inati: explanatory phrase
give subsistence to; constitute
L 107 constituent factors; Goichon: 328
L 177 straight
L 203:9 a power (incl. indiv. faculty); potentiality
L 214:4,6 a potential force (of some kind); L 214:7
"potential force is the source of an action in an
absolute sense". Also used with mushtarikah 'the
power of coordination'

MS 200b gl: taraka li-katibihi (translated as:) 'cedes
to the Writer of his destiny', (cf. Wehr, katabd fore-
ordain, destine)
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kdthif

mukdshafdt

kaldm

kamm al-muttasil
kawn

kull (al-)

kumun

LAM

Idhiq lawdhiq
lawdhiq al-wujud

lawazim

ma.lz.um

mulazamah

la ila} avowal laha
Id ila3 awwal
Id awwal laha

li-mayyah

MlM

ma'lyah
mdhlyah

mayl
al-mayl al-muwassil

imtindc

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

L 168:15 mutakdthif contracting, contracted; com-
pacted
arbdb al-mukdshafdt L 67:7 master mystics; masters
of mystical revelations
as theology, it is commonly translated 'dialectical
theology'; See preferably, cilm al-kaldm — 'science of
theological statement'.
Saeed Sheikh: continuous quantity
being, 'the fact that... ' L 224:12, L 227:2 instant
generation, instant being
L 359:11 the entirety, the whole; Jurjani: "the name
of a totality compounded of limited parts."
L 272 al-kumun wa-al-buruz latency and appearance;
See [En-I-2] articles by J. van Ess: 'kumun' and
'Nazzam'

property, separable quality; Heer: consequent;
Wahbah: properties of being;
Goichon: 1. conclusion L 404 (MS 178a:3~5 as
coded); 2. concomitant, inseparable accident (cf.
muttasil] L 330:10.
L404 MS 138b (&MS178a as coded) premise,
hypothesis; And Heer: substrate of the concomitant,
necessary relationship; logical process, inherent neces-
sity, logical necessity; concomitance (fr. lazim); Wahba,
423: inherence, necessary conjunction [i.e., of con-
comitant and substrate]
L 271, not carried to the [its] beginning, MS 139a =

having no beginning, no anterior/antecedent,
Goichon: the "why" of something

accompaniment
'quiddity'; (also means essence). But must be distin-
guished from dhdt 'essence', (also means self). For
clarification we suggest mahlyah — 'quid-essence'; and
dhdt — 'real-essence'.
L 232 Goichon, Heer inclination; tendency
directional force
imti^dj L 68:1 complex organism, composition;
blend, temperament
L 97 etc. impossibility, prohibition, prevention
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NUN

manzilah

najy
naql

HA>

halliyah
hayula3

WAW

wajib

wajib al-wujud
wujub al-wujud

mujib

mujid

wujud
wujudl

al-wujud al-khass
al-wujud al-mutlaq
ittihdd

mawrid
muwdzdh
muttasil

mawduf

wahm

L 478:11; L 481:12, 15; role; Wehr: position, sta-
tus. See also Meniam Webster Colkgiate Dictionary: 'role'—
"an expected behavior pattern determined by an
individual's status."
L 97 denial, rejection, exclusion
L 59 authoritative tradition, traditional authority;
synonymous with taqlid; commonly paired with caql,
'rationality'.

L 220 appearance in external existence
L 253:4 primal matter/prime matter

L 316:9 necessary, necessary reality; Heer: neces-
sary existent JP believes it includes the sense of 'neces-
sitating', or 'obligating', (i.e., necessary and making
necessary)
L 316:7 Heer: necessary existent, necessarily existent;
L 002 (and wajib al-wujud); JP Necessary and Obligat-
ing Existent
Heer: necessary cause, necessary agent, necessitating
agent.
existential cause; producer; Heer: creator; Franck:
(under awjadd): [He who] causes to exist;
existence
existential
specific existence; Heer: 'proper existence'
absolute existence, general existence
union, unity; uniformity; L 139, of cotton & snow
in whiteness; Goichon: identity
L 78:16 source, resource-pool
L 140; Wehr: parallelism, equivalence
L 158:5 inseparable (as accident), concomitant, con-
tinuous. See also la&m, al-kamm al-muttasil.
L 191:15 subject, subject-substrate;
estimation, significance-estimation; Wehr: guess, sur-
mise, delusive imagination, suspicion

YA>
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ILLUSTRATIONS TO BOOK 1, SECTION 3

Topic — Definition of a body

111. 1. Right angles

111. 2. Acute & Obtuse
angles

111. 3. Intersection of
many angles at a sur-
face, not right angles

111. 4. Intersection of
right angles at a sur-
face

The MS f 117b: Translation: L 236:6-7
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Topic - Philosophers' argument against the atom theory

111. 5. Argument:
points 2-3

111. 6. Argument:
point 4.

111. 7. Argument:
point 5.

The MS f 122b: Translation: L 246:4 notes 1 & 2, L 246:5 note 2



ILLUSTRATIONS TO BOOK I, SECTION 3

Topic - A simple bodied celestial sphere

1151

111. 8. A single sphere with the center point indicated and the points from which
radii would go from the center to the sphere's inner surface.

The MS f 128a: Translation: L 257:3 note 1 (description of ill.)



1152 ILLUSTRATIONS TO BOOK I, SECTION 3

111. 9. Two concentric spheres; the center point is shown as the 'lowest' point, the
inner encircled sphere is the one 'below', and the encircling sphere is 'above'. This
illustrates the 'direction of view': i.e., from the 'lowest' point to the upper part of
the inner surface of the upper sphere, the celestial spheres being transparent.

The MS f 129b: Translation: L 257:9-10 (text only)
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111. 10. Two parallel lines are shown, the first one at the left is designated 'unlim-
ited' and the second one at the right is marked 'limited'. The second one at the
right turns on an angle toward the first one, and as a result it intersects with the
first one at the left.

The MS f 144a: Translation: L 270:43-44
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Topic - Sight is one of the powers of external perception

r j

111. 11. A cone with
its point and base
indicated. The point
is the point where
vision takes place,
and the base is the
plane of the object

111. 12. A five-sided
figure is shown, with
a triangle at the top
representing a cone,
and a quadrilateral
figure is joined to it
at the bottom. The
cone shows the rela-
tive size of an object
seen; then, by ex-
tending the cone to
include the bottom
figure, the object
seen is farther away,
and smaller in rela-
tion to the original
object of vision.

The MS f 155a: Translation: L 303:4 (text only)



ILLUSTRATIONS TO BOOK I, SECTION 3

Topic — The powers of internal perception

1155

111. 13. In the fig-
ure three diamond
shapes are joined
together at the ends
running from top to
bottom, represent-
ing the three lobes
of the brain, the an-
terior or front lobe,
with its back part
joined to the front
part of the middle
lobe, and the back
part of the middle
lobe is joined to the
front part of the
posterior lobe. This
diagram is an aid
to understanding
the locations of the
internal powers of
perception.

The MS f 156a: Translation: L 306 ff. (text only)
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Topic — The soul's toward perception of reality by its instruments

111. 14. The figure
is of a larger rec-
tangle, with two
smaller rectangles
placed one at the
center of each end
of the larger rec-
tangle. This illus-
trates the simple
recognition of a
shape and its posi-
tion. In 'L' two of
these figures are
shown, alike except
for a difference in
position.

The MS f 157a: Translation: L 303:15 (text only)
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Abbreviations for describing syllogisms,
101n53

<Abd al-Jabbar (Qadi), 1048-1049
cAbd al-Rahman, Jalal al-Din, xxviii
Abhorrence,

Related to harm, 463
Abraham,

Acts not interpreted as wrongdoing,
1005, 1012

Commissioned as prophet not
political leader, 1009

Abu al-Layth al-Samarqandi,
Objects to conception as part of

knowing, 37
Abu Bakr,

'Ali's statement on, 1133
Accidental quality, See Accidents
Accidents,

And permanent continuance, 351
Cannot transit between substrates,

346
Denned, 342
Defined by Mutakallimun, 176
Defined by philosophers, 176
In two substrates,

Impossible to subsist, 355
Two meanings of, 358

Individuation of, 346
Nine categories of defined, 341, 344
Of quality (Accidents),

Classes of, 405
Of relation (Accidents),

Listed, 479
Whether externally existent, 479

Subsistence in another accident, 348
Action (General),

Based on Power of autonomous
action, 463

Based on Willingness or Abhorrence,
464

Good and evil acts distinguished and
discussed, 941

Heinous action defined, 942
Potential force is absolute source of

action, 466
Action (Particular),

Concept of, 464
Desire for, 464

Activity,
Defined, 345

Acts of God,
Mu'tazilah list 5 obligations upon

God to act, 945
Not based on hidden purposes, 948
Not under obligation, 945
See also, Particularizing command

(God's), Primeval decision (God's)
Acts of mankind,

Asha'irah 'compulsory' doctrine, 917,
929

Mu'tazilah Tree choice' doctrine,
based on reason, 921
based on tradition, 922
refuted, 936

Views of al-Ashcari, 916, 929
Views of al-Baqillani, 917
Views of al-Basri, 917
Views of al-Isfarayini, 917
Views of al-Juwayni, 917
Views of the philosophers, 917

Adam,
Pardoned for his sin before

commissioning, 1005, 1010
Adjunction,

Defined, 344
Priority in, 518
Properties of, 512, 515

Adjunction as accidental,
Examples of, 517

Afterlife has bliss or misery,
According to philosophers, 716, 721

Agent and receiver of action as one
in logic and theory, 336

Agent of free choice, See God as free
choice agent

Akhtal, Ghiyath ibn Ghawth, called
al-, 1120

'All the parts',
A plurality of separates or a unity

of totality, 68, 74
[An yafcal],

See activity
[An yanfa'il],

See passivity
'Anbari, Abu Bakr Muhammad Ibn al-,

See Ibn al-°Anbari
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Angels,
Of celestial rank, 644
Of the Divine Presence, 645
Of the Earth, 644
Of the Heavens, 644

Animate being (or nature),
See Living being (or nature)

Aqanim,
See Hypostases (Doctrine of Three)

Argument,
Convincing, 27
Kinds of, 82
Kinds are not mutually restrictive,

124
See also Argumentation

Argumentation,
On basis of rationality, 123
On basis of tradition, 123

Aristotle, 684
Doctrine of cosmogony, 603
On straight-line motion change, 510
Theory of the soul, 684

Asaf ibn Barakhya,
Story of, 1024

Asamm, Muhammad ibn Ya'qub
al-Nisaburi called al, 1010

Asha'irah (Majority of),
Accept Signs of divine favor, 1023
Believe prophets superior to angels,

1017
God's Knowledge and power are

intelligibles, 853
Grant prophets' minor sins, 1007

Ash'ari, Abu al-Hasan al-, 191, 196,
1083
Names other attributes, 890

'Asqalani, Ibn Hajar al-,
al-Durar al-kaminah, xxxviii

Assent, See Judgmental assent
Atom theory,

Rejected by philosophers in the
composition of bodies, 546

Attribute-state theory,
Arguments pro and con, 221
Denned by Asha'irah minority, 171
Defined by Mu'tazilah minority, 172

Attributes basic to God's acts, 803
Living nature, 867
Omnipotence, 803
Omniscience, 829
Will, 868

Attributes not basic to God's acts,
Beatific visibility to believers in the

hereafter, 896

Hearing and sight, 879
Immortality, 887
Production of being, 892
Speech, 884
See also God (name of attribute)

[Ayn (al-)],
See Place where

Baghdad,
Calamity of foretold by the

Prophet, 985, 989
Balkhi, Abu al-Qasim al-Kacbi al-,

See Kacbi al-Balkhi, Abu
al-Qasim al-

Bani Umayyah cautioned by poet,
1121

Baqillani, Abu Bakr (al-), 221, 1083
Basri, Abu al-Husayn al-, 880
Baydawi,

Anwar al~Tanz.il, xxxiii
Birth, xxvi
Books authored, xxxiii
Death, xxxvii
Debate re death date, xxix
Education, xxviii
Family forebears, xxviii
Honored by the Ilkhan, xxxiv
Isfahani's eulogy of, 7
Life-style, xxxvii
Move to Tabriz, xxxii
Relations with the Shi'ite

government, xxxv xxxvii
Removal from Shiraz judgeship,

first, xxx
Removal from Shiraz judgeship,

second, xxxii
Restored to Shiraz judgeship,

xxxi
Students, xxxiv
Theory of perception and

knowledge, 31-36, 439, 448-453
Baydawi, Tawalf al-Anwar,

Incipit, 9
Isfahani's encomium of, 7
Manuscripts used, xix-xx
Printed editions, xvii
Status in Muslim esteem, xlv

Behavior,
Is guide to a man's nature in

Asha'irah view, 1064, 1067
Belief,

Relation to knowledge, 441, 452
Believers who fight each other

require peace judgment, 1062
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Black/white contrast and its problems,
319

Blamelessness (of the prophets), 1003
A psychic habitual possession, 1014
See also Prophets, Character of

Blend,
Analysis of interaction in the, 602
Denned and described, 599 602

Body,
Arguments against its origination,

625-626
Arguments against its termination,

626, 631
As a temporal phenomenon, 603 f.
As a three-dimensional substance,

523
As having limits, 639
Can transit between spaces,

347-348
Classed as simple or composite,

571
Definition accepted generally and

by Mu'tazilah, 523 f.
Factors in the division of, 553 f.
Inseparable from temporal

phenomena, 624
Is a possible reality and is caused,

620
Its real nature is obvious, 533
Known by its qualities, 524
Not separable into matter and

form, 558
Quiescent if in eternity, 611
Specific property of a, 526
Substantial form also required for

sufficiency of, 559, 565
Body (Celestial),

Based on observation and logic,
571, 575

Body (Composite),
A blend of elements, 599
Kinds of, 600

Body (Material),
Cannot perceive universals, 673

Body (Simple),
As celestial sphere, 571
Classed as celestial bodies or

terrestrial elements, 571, 575
Is spherical, 571, 574

Body (Views of the Mutakallimun),
A body is divisible, 534, 538
Parts of a body are not divisible,

534, 540
Theory of the body, 533 f.

Body (views of the philosophers),
A body is continuous in itself, 534,

537, 553-554
A body is divisible without limit,

537, 553
Theory of the body, 533, 553

Brahmans' doctrine on the intellect
refuted, 995

Buddhists,
And knowledge logically acquired,

139
Argument of against logical

reasoning, 139
Relations with Ilkhans, xxvii

Calverley, Edwin Elliott, xvii
Causation,

Source of, 332
Causation (Effective),

Union of power and free choice in
creation, 805

Causation (Necessary),
Supports existence, 805

Cause,
Defined, 326 f.
Effective part of the, 336
Four classes of, 46, 326 f.
Limiting condition of the, 336
Plurality of cannot produce single

effect, 329-330
Preventing factors of, 327

Cause (Complete), 327
Exists within the intellect, 327

Cause (Effective), 326, 328
Cause (Final), 326
Cause (Incomplete), 328
Cave (Companions of the),

Story of, 1024
Certainty,

as a relationship, 32
Defined by Mu'tazilah majority, 172
Not additional to necessity's nature,

262, 265
Principles of, 126

Chain (The),
See Infinite Series argument

Character
As related to the power of
autonomous action, 463, 467
Defined, 463n210

Christ,
See Messiah

Christian Trinity,
See Hypostases (Doctrine of Three)
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Christians,
Relations with Ilkhans, xxvii

Circle (The),
See Circular argument

Circular argument, 727
Invalidity of, 727

Common Sense (The),
See Coordination (Power/Sense of)

Complete cause, See Cause (Complete)
Completion,

Primary, 600
Secondary, 601

Composite entities,
Accept delimiting definitions, 79
Accept descriptive definitions, 80

Composite entity as cause, 332
Concept formation, 28

Defined, 440
Of external objects defined, 442
Of psychic attributes defined, 442,

449
Conception,

As a rational acquisition, 34
As intuitive, 34
Of a thing is an addition to it, 193

Conclusion,
Comprises subject-predicate

relationship, 84
Has existence in the mind, 84
Linked to evidence of the proof, 84

Conclusion [al-Lazim], 99^100
Contentment,

Defined, 464, 469
Continuity,

Defined, 360
Contrary,

Contradictory, 93
Equivalent, 93

Conviction, 441, 452
Relation to contradiction, 441, 452

Coordination (Power/Sense of),
Described, 699-700
Proof of its function, 701

Corporealists,
Argument from reason and

tradition, 758
Cosmogony, Doctrine of,

cAllaf, Abu al-Hudhayl al-, 636
Anaxagoras, 608
Anaximenes, 607
Asha'irah, 636
Baqillani, Abu Bakr M. al-, 636
Bardaysanites, 606
Democritus, 608

Dualists, 606, 608
Farabi, 605
Galen, 604, 611
Greek philosophers (early), 604-607
Greek philosophers (later), 605
Harran Sabeans, 609
Heraclitus, 608n279
Jahiz, al-, 636
Jews, Magians, Christians, Muslims,

605
Jubba'i, Abu cAli al-, 636
Jubba'i, Abu Hashim 'Abd al-Salam

al-, 636
Juwayni, Imam al-Haramayn al-,

636
Ka'bi al-Balkhi, Abu al-Qasim al-,

636
Karramiyah, 625, 631 f.
Mahayana Buddhists, 606
Mahmud al-Khayyat, 636
Manichaeans, 606
Marcionites, 606
School of Pythagoras, 610
Thales, 606-607

Cragg, Kenneth, xviii
Creator's wisdom,

See God (Omniscience of)

David,
Record of wrong interpreted

otherwise, 1006, 1013
Day of Justice and Decision, 17

See also Day of Showing and
Recompense

Day of Resurrection,
See Resurrection Day

Day of Showing and Recompense, 5
Balancing of earned accounts,

1052 f.
See also Day of Justice and

Decision; Resurrection Day
Death,

Is not a single event, 1079
Theories of, 435, 439

Deduction,
Analogical, 82 f.
Illustrative analogical, 82

Definer,
Knowledge of precedes knowledge of

defined, 51
Relationship of 1st and 2nd definers,

52
See also Defining agency; Definition

(Explanatory)
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Defining agency, 50 f.
See also Definer; Definition

(Explanatory)
Defining factor, 50 f.

See also Formative part
Definition, 48 f.

And experiential knowledge of God,
744 f.

By a single factor, 49 f.
Cases of acceptable repetition in,

57 f.
Clarity and obscurity of, 48 f.
Classes of, 60 f.
Commonality of meaning precedes

factor of distinction, 54-55
Composite of inside and outside of

object defined, 70
Conditions governing definitions,

48 f.
General term takes precedence in,

49
Invalid if by a more obscure factor,

48
Not possible via thing itself, 48
Particular term provides distinction

in, 60
Repetitions in, 59 60
Unusual expressions avoided in, 57

Definition (Delimiting),
(complete), 55, 63
(incomplete), 63
(with composites) 69, 78
(with simple entities) 78

Definition (Descriptive),
(complete), 80
(incomplete), 80

Definition (Explanatory), 48
Depth,

Defined, 360, 363
Determination,

Defined, 464
Devils, 645, 647

See also Iblis
[Dhat], See Essence
Discontinuity,

Defined, 360
Dissimulation (Pious), 1003, 1006

Practice prohibited, 1004, 1007
Practice allowed in Shi'ah doctrine,

1003nl32
Divine realities,

See Realities divine
Divine Singularity, Doctrine of,

See Singularity (Divine), Doctrine of

Doubt, 441, 452
Douglas, Elmer H., xviii

Effective cause, See Cause (Effective)
Efficient cause,

See Cause (Effective)
Elements,

Undergo natural change, 594, 597
Elements (Simple bodied)

Described, 593-596
Emanation (First),

As cause of everything other than
itself, 649nll

Identified with Second Intellect, 649
Endless chain

See Infinite series argument
Entelechy (primary/secondary),

See Completion
Ess, Josef van,

"Das Todesdatum des Baidawi",
xxix

Essence, 20, 230 f.
Essential nature,

See Essence
Essential origination, 291
Estimation (Power of), 441, 452

Described, 30, 702
Eternal,

Defined by Mutakallimun, 176, 178
Eternity,

As an intellectual entity, 255-256
Eternity past, 287-288

Views on what would have existed
in, 287, 289

Euclid,
Defines 'shape', 550nl02, 560nl28

Evidence, contradictory,
Resolution of, 1012

Executive action (Power of),
Described, 704

Existence (Absolute, or general),
A commonality among existents, 187
A commonality among quiddities of

the possibles, 191
An addition to the quiddities of the

possibles, 192
An intuitive conception, 182
Impossible to define or describe, 181
Is accidental to specific existence,

748
Not a part of quiddities of the

possibles, 191, 194
Not identical to quiddities of the

possibles, 191, 194
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Not identical to specific existence,
199, 208

Uncertainty whether concrete or
mental, 191-192

Existent,
Defined by Asha'irah majority,

171, 173
Defined by Asha'irah minority,

171, 173
Defined by Mu'tazilah majority,

172, 174
Defined by philosophers, 176-177

Existent within a subject-substrate,
Defined as an accident, 342

Existent One (The), 302-303
Experience, 126, 129
Explanatory definition,

See Definition (Explanatory)
Explanatory statements, 48 f.

[fa'il mukhtar], See God as Free
choice agent

Faith,
According to the Karramiyah, 1081
According to the Mu'tazilah, 1081
Confirmed by practice, 1081, 1083
Defined in ordinary language, 1081
Defined in the religious code, 1081
Defined in triadic formula, 1084

Fall of Adam,
Before commissioning as prophet,

1005, 1010
Fallacious argument,

Premises imitating the genuine, 123,
125

Premises of, 131-132
Fallacy,

See Fallacious argument
Figure (in syllogism),

Defined and described, 100
Figure 1 (of syllogism),

Analysis and summary, 101 f.
Figure 2,

Analysis and summary, 106 f.
Figure 3,

Analysis and summary, 110 f.
Figure 4,

Analysis and summary, 115 f.
Final cause, See Cause (Final)
Fire and Garden,

See Garden and Fire
Fire in Hijaz,

Foretold to be seen in
Busayra, 985, 990nl04

Flux, Doctrine of,
Anaxagoras, 608
Nazzam, al-, 608

Form,
As a constituent factor in a body,

530-533
Form (Substantial), 600 f.

Dependent upon the
Incorporeal Agent, 571

Formal cause, 326, 328
Formative part, 55

And precedence of the genus, 54
See also Defining factor

Free choice agent,
See God as free choice agent

Garden and Fire,
Are created, 1048-1049
Location of discussed, 1045

Geometrical teaching body,
Defined, 360

Geometricians,
And knowledge logically acquired,

147
Objections of, 147

Ghazali, Abu Hamid al-, 666
Munqidh min al-dalal, al-, 995

Ghazzali, See Ghazali
Goal concept differentiated, 51
Goal (logical),

Defined, 99
God

As Free choice agent, 18, 153n38,
558-559, 567, 658, 805, 829, 831

Corporeality excluded as attribute,
755 f.

Different from others in necessity of
existence, 749-750

Different from others in
omnipotence and omniscience,
749-750

Necessary existence of, 784
Obligation of His presence, 3n2
Precluded from non-existence, 9
Related to all possibles on an equal

basis, 821, 823
Regionality and locality excluded as

attributes, 897
Resemblance to other beings

excluded as attribute, 749 f.
Sensate qualities excluded as

attributes, 778-779
God (Beatific visibility to believers

in Hereafter), 896
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Views of the anthropomorphists,
896, 898

God (Essence),
Admissible to be studied, 20, 753
Has some commonality with other

beings, 749 f., 753-754
Identified with His self-knowledge,

453
Identified with His specific existence,

744, 748
Incorporeal as a being, 829, 832
Man's experiential knowledge of,

744, 747-748
Source and cause of all existents,

830, 832
View of the Mutakallimun, 747 f.,

754
View of the philosophers, 750 f.,

754-755
God (Existence, Absolute),

A commonality with other absolute
existences, 749

Comprehendible and reportable as
an intelligible reality, 744,
747-748

God (Existence, Specific or Proper),
Identified with His essence, 748
Is necessary, 784

God (Immortality),
View of al-Ashcari, 887
View of al-Baqfflani, 887
View of al-Juwayni, 887
View of F.D. Razi, 887

God (Living nature),
Defined, 867
Provides valid basis for knowledge

and power, 867
Requires valid basis for knowledge

and power, 867
God (Omnipotence),

Can proceed or not proceed to act,
805-806

Choice of act is by the divine will,
806

Exists through His power of
autonomous action, 12, 803 f,
821

Necessary, continuous and linked to
possible realities, 12

Necessary cause of it is His
essence/Himself, 825

Philosophers' view of its functions,
803

With His divine will, 12

God (Omniscience),
An attribute basic to God's action,

829
Argument in opposition, 839 f.
Comprehends all intelligibles, 843
Exists through His knowledge, 12
Includes knowledge of His essence,

453, 829
Includes knowledge of particular

details, 842
Known by man's meditation on

nature, 829
Linked to all universals and

particulars, 12
God (Omniscience and Omnipotence),

Both are necessary, 851, 862
Both distinct from His essence, 849,

852
How distinguished from essence, 852
Theory of Abu 'Ali al-Jubba'i and

Abu Hashim al-Jubba'i, 852
Theory of philosophers, 854 f.
Theory of the Asha'irah, 852 f.

God (Will),
Activated by His essence, 870
Attribute is the preferral agent for

His power, 869
Choice of objectives, 869
Defined, 868 f.
Knowledge of most beneficial

existence, 869, 872
Not a temporal phenomenon, 670,

671
View of al-Basri, Abu al-Husayn,

868
View of al-Kacbi al-Balkhi, Abu

al-Qasim, 868
View of al-Najjar, al-Husayn ibn

Muhammad, 868
Views of Ashalrah and Mu'tazilah,

869
Goichon, A.-M., 80n71, 96n41

Hadith,
Am I not the most appropriate

person among you . . .? 1122
Angel of the Rivers (etc.), 644, 646
Be guided by those two who come

after me, 984, 988n
Deeds judged by intentions, 124
Do not abuse my Companions!

1133, 1135
Faith has about seventy branches,

1082, 1087
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Finest services of devotion, 1018,
1020

First thing created—the intellect,
648, 651

First thing created—'My light',
651nl8

First thing created—the pen, 650,
659

Forms of all creations kept under
the Throne, 651, 659

Garden's roof is the Merciful One's
Throne, 1044

Governors should be from the
Quraysh, 1096, 1098

Greet the Commander of the
Faithful. . . my Successor, 1114,
1124

Hadith al-Tayr/Tradition of the
Cooked Fowl, 1116, 1126

Hadith Khaybar/Tradition of the
Battle of Khaybar, 1116, 1127

Hadith of Siffin spoken to 'Ammar
ibn Yasir, 984, 988

Hadith spoken to 'Abbas ibn cAbd
al-Muttalib, 'Where is the money'?
984, 988-989

He for whom I have been executive
trustee, 1113, 1119, 1123, 1128

I am not like any of you, 969, 973
I cannot measure praise, 15n35
If any of you could fill the world

with gold, 1133n71
Imams should be from the Quraysh,

1096, 1097
Leadership after me, 984, 988
Let Abu Bakr lead the people in the

prayer-rite, 1132
Man of happiness is he, 927
Man's spirit (soul) distinct from his

body, 681
My Companions are like the stars,

1133, 1135
My intercession is for all guilty . . .,

1074, 1077
No prophet has ever been wronged

as I have, 995
Non-believer striving in earnest

endeavor, 1065, 1068
O God, O God, for my

companions' sake after me,
1134, 1136

Rather, I will be to you as a father
to his child, 1125

The rightful succession to
governance after me, 1106,
1110

The sun has not risen nor has it
set on anyone, 1117, 1132

This ablution is the kind without
which, 1011

This man shall be my successor
among you, 1114

Those two are chieftains of the
adult populace of the Garden,
1117, 1132

Where is there anyone like Abu
Bakr?, 1132

Whoever confesses 'There is no
other god', 1065, 1068

The Woman giving herself in
marriage without permission,
1118, 1120

You will have the same role in
relation to me, 1114, 1129

You will have the same
role . . . except that, 1123

Your best legal mind is cAli,
1115, 1126

[Hal (al-)],
See Attribute-state

Hamd Allah Mustawfi Qazvini,
On Baydawi's death date, xxix,

xxxvii
Spuler's judgment on his Ta'rikh-i

Guzida, xxxviin28
[Haqiqah],

See real nature
Hashwiyah, 162n55
Health and illness, 474-475
Hearing perception,

Briefly described, 697
Of sounds and letters, 427-431

Heart's spirit,
Instrument of linkage of body

with soul, 691, 694
See also Soul power

Height,
Denned, 361-362

High Vistas of Logical Reasoning,
See Isfahani, Matalf al-Anzar

Hilli, cAllamah al-,
See Ibn al-Mutahhar al-Hilli

Homecoming,
Resurrection may be like a, 1044
See also Restoration

Hudaybiyah, Day of, 992
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Hulaymi, Abu 'Abd Allah al-, 1017,
1019

Hypostases (Doctrine of Three),
765n47
Attributes or essences?, 851, 861

Iblis, 647
Ibn al-cAnbari, Abu Bakr Muhammad,

1068
Ibn al-Acrabi, Muhammad ibn Ziyad,

961
Ibn al-Haysam, 756
Ibn al-Mutahhar al-Hilli, xxxv, 3n2
Ibn al-Rawandi, 682, 683
Ibn Karram, 755 f.
Ibn Sina,

A point is an accidental quality,
542

A point is an existent entity, 542
God's essence is His specific

existence, 857
His objections to the definition of

the body, 529 f.
On cosmogony, 605
On perception and knowledge, 445
On pleasure and pain, 471
On straight-line motion change,

511
On the Divine singularity, 793
On the living nature, 436 f.
Reply to his objections to the

definition of the body, 531 f.
Views on God's knowledge and

power, 855
Views on God's knowledge and

power criticized and simplified,
856

Views on religion compared to the
science of theological statement,
21-22

Ibn Taymiyah speaks of Isfahani, xli
[Idafah (al-)],

See adjunction
Iji, cAdud al-Din,

al-Mawaqiffi cllm al-Kalam, xxiii,
xln32

Relation to Baydawi, xln32
Ilkhans,

Relations with Shicah and Sunnis,
xxvi

Religious policy of, xxvi
[cllm al-kalam], See Science of

theological statement

[cllm usul al-din], See Science of
fundamental principles of [our]
religion

Imagination, Power of,
As the intellect moving among the

sensations, 44
Defined, 30
Described, 701
Proof of its function, 701-702

Imagination (Constructive), 692nll7
Defined, 30

Imam (Appointment criteria),
Attributes of, 1095
Imamiyah view, 1101 f.
Mu'tazilah view, 1101
Sunni view, 1101
Women not qualified to be, 1095 f.
Zaydiyah view, 1101

Imam (Blamelessness),
Necessary in Shi'ah view, 1098 f.
Unnecessary in Sunni view, 1098 f.

Imam (Obligation to appoint),
Views of Islamic sects, 1089, 1091:

Asha'irah, Imamiyah, Ismaciliyah,
Khawarij, Mu'tazilah, Zaydiyah

Imamate,
Is succession to authority after

Muhammad, 1090
Imamate (Reasons for)

Divine benevolence in Imamiyah
(Shi'ah) view, 1093

Protection in Sunni view, 1091
Imamate (Rightful),

Abu Bakr in Sunni view, 1104,
1108 f.

cAli in Shi'ah view, 1112 f.
Imamiyah, ('Twelvers') speaking as

majority branch of Shi'ah, 1093
Ithna-'ashariyah, See Imamiyah
Incarnate indwelling,

See Union and incarnate indwelling
of God in Jesus (Doctrine of)

Incomplete cause, See Cause
(Incomplete)

Incorporeal substantial beings,
'Bodies' of, 647
Classes of, 644, 646

Individuation, 243-254
As existential, 247~250
As not existential, 247
Part of an existent individual, 244

Induction,
Complete [investigative], 82, 85
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Incomplete [investigative], 82, 86
Investigative, 82, 85

Infinite series argument, 727, 732 f.
Invalidity of, 727, 732 f.

Intellect (Four developing stages of the
rational soul's), 460-461
(1st) Primordial, 460, 462
(2nd) Constitutive, 461-462
(3rd) Active, 461-462
(4th) Equipped, 461-462
Does not govern the body, 521-522

Intellect (Second Celestial), 649, 655
Also called 'First produced celestial

intellect', 649
Depends on the First Principle

(God), 650, 655
Intellects (Of the celestial spheres),

Are indirect causes of spheres'
motion, 661, 663-665

Do not perceive particulars, 660 f.
Effective causes with bodies, 644 f.
Free of material limitations,

659-660
Philosophers' doctrine of, 651 f.
Third to Tenth, 650, 659

Intelligible (An),
Defined by Asha'irah majority,

171 f.
Defined by Mu'tazilah majority,

171 f.
Intercession, Divine

God grants Prophet's request for,
1074, 1077

Not available in Mu'tazilah view,
1073, 1075

Prophet commanded to ask for,
1074, 1076

Intuition,
Distinguishes between a subject

and a subject with predicate,
849, 858

Intuitive reason,
A judge of reality, 222

[Iradah, al-], See God (Will)
Isfahani,

Birth, xxxviii
Books authored, xliv
Commentary on Baydawi

commissioned, xliii, 7
Death from bubonic plague, xlv
Education, xxxviii f.
Life-style, xliv f.
Move to Cairo, xli f.
Move to Damascus, xli

Observation by Ibn Taymiyah, xli
Observations by historians, xliv
On knowledge, 36
Pilgrimage to Makka and Jerusalem,

xl f.
Relations with the Shicite

government, xli
Isfahani, Matalf al-Anzar,

Calverley's manuscript, xvii
Incipit, 3
Manuscripts used, xix f.
Printed editions, xvii
Status in Muslim esteem, xlv

Isfarayini, Abu Ishaq al-, 1083
Isma'iliyah,

And the possibility of knowledge of
God, 158 f.

Jahiz, Abu £Uthman 'Amr ibn Bahr
al-, 1068

[Jahl] 716nl64, 722
Jabir ibn Zayd, 991
Jesus, 765-766

See also Messiah
Jews' doctrine on the Mosaic Law

refuted, 1000 f.
Jinn, 644, 647
[Jism ta'limf],

See Geometrical teaching body
Joseph (As prophet),

Acts not interpreted as wrongdoing,
1005, 1013

Joseph's brothers
Wrong not done if and when as

prophets, 1005, 1013
Joy and other emotions, 474
Jubba'i, Abu 'AH Muhammad al-,

636, 1055
Jubba'i, Abu Hashim al-, 221, 636,

1055
Judgmental assent, 28-29, 34

And authoritative tradition, 441
And necessity, 439 f.
As a rational acquisition, 34
As intuitive, 33, 36

Juwayni, Imam al-Haramayn al-, 221 f.

Kacbi al-Balkhi, Abu al-Qasim, 636,
822, 868

Kalam (Theology), See Science of
theological statement

[Kamm (al-)], See quantity
[Karamat]

See Signs of divine favor
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Karramiyah, 755 f.
And subsistence of temporal

phenomena in God, 768
Their argument refuted, 768

[Kayf(al-)],
See Quality

Kitkhata'i, Shaykh Muhammad al-,
xxxiin 16

Knowing (Baydawi's theory), 439-440,
448
An alternating biphased perception

response: conception/judgment,
28, 31

Each phase by intuition or
acquisition, 33

Knowing (Ibn Sina's theory), 31
conception only/or, with judgment;

31
Razi and others vary slightly

Knowing (Isfahani's theory), 36-42
Intuition or acquisition—each is only

partial by necessity, 36
Knowledge,

And logical reasoning, 137 f.
As conclusion, 83
As premise, 83
By intuition, 28 f, 33
By rational acquisition, 28 f., 33
Defined, 439-457
Distinct modes, 28-30
Functional aspects, 28 f.
General theory of, 31 f.
Is both general and particular in

reference, 457 f.
Real factors in, 453 f.

Knowledge about God,
And logical reasoning, 158 f.
Not a divisible substance, 667 f.

Knowledge (Experiential) about God,
And intuition, 744-748
And the Mutakallimun, 744-748
And the Philosophers, 744-748

Knowledge of self,
God's, 453
Mankind's, 453

Kulayb, Neighborliness of, 1121

Latency and appearance, 492, 608
Defined, 492
Denied, 492

[Lazim (al-)],
See Conclusion

Length,
Defined, 361-362

Life, See Living nature Light,
Theories of, 422 f.

Limiting terms (of syllogism), 99
Line,

Defined, 360, 362
Living nature,

Key to species normality, 434, 436
Source of other psychic powers,

434 f.
Theories of, 434-435
View of Mutakallimun, 435, 438
View of Mu'tazilah, 435, 438
View of the philosophers, 435, 438

Living nature of God,
See God (Living nature)

Living nature of man,
Accords with the Divine will, 695
Signifies the Divine authorization,

692
Locus (or, Locus-substrate), 342~343n4,

350
Logical reasoning,

And necessary knowledge, 140,
142 f., 151

As an obligation, 161
Defined, 27 f, 42 f.
Its practical results, 137-138
Its sufficiency, 158 f.
Synonymous with thinking, 43 f.

Lotus boundary tree,
In the Seventh Heaven, 1044

Love,
Defined, 464, 468
Related to will, 464, 468

[Ma'ad (al-)], See Restoration;
See also Homecoming

[Mahryah],
See Quiddity

Major term (in syllogism),
Function and location, 82, 87

Mary am,
Story of, 1023-1024

[Mata5 (al-)],
See Time when

Material cause, 326, 328
Matter, See Primal matter
Memory (Power of),

Described, 703
Mental form,

Distinct from external form, 457
Universal in reference, 457 f.

Mental processes and external reality,
453 f.
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Messiah,
Union of natures in, 765

Metempsychosis, 685, 688
Contrasted with Resurrection,

1045 f.
Resurrection is more than merely a,

1043 f.
Middle term (in syllogism),

Function and location, 82, 87
Function varies with figure, 98, 100

[Milk (al-)],
See Possession as habit

Minor term (in syllogism),
Function and location, 82, 87

Miracle,
Defined, 968, 970

Miracle brought by the Prophet,
Came with the Qur'an, 984, 986
Complaint of the She-camel, 992
Greeting of the Stone, 991
Keening of the Palm Log, 992
Knowing the Poisoned Mutton, 993
Splitting of the Moon, 991
Water springing out between his

fingers, 992
Mood (in syllogism),

Defined, 99n48
Varieties possible, 101, 101n53

Moonlight,
Reflected from the sun, 592

Most appropriate person,
In candidacies, Varieties of,

1122-1123
Motion-change,

Cyclical or rotary, 488
Defined by Mutakallimun, 482
Defined by philosophers, 482-483
Factors involved in, 498 f.
Individuation of, 499
Straight-line, 510 f.
Summary of early philosophers on,

483, 486
Types of force necessitating it, 506 f.

Motion-change and completion, 483
Motion-change of body,

Powers causing, 483
Division of, 488, 498
Naturally autonomic, 709 f.
Voluntarily elective, 707

Mubarrad, Muhammad ibn Yazid,
1118

Muhammad, See Prophet Muhammad
Mu'tazilah, 287, 798 f, 917 f,

952 f.,1052 f.

'Free choice' doctrine, See Acts of
mankind, Muctazilah 'free choice'
doctrine
See also under other doctrines

[Nabf] (prophet),
Etymology of term, 960

Najashi, al-,
Death foretold by the Prophet, 985,

989
Narrators of tradition,

Their faultless Arabic, 133 f.
Nasir Muhammad ibn Qalawun,

al-Malik al-,
Commission to Isfahani, xliii
Isfahani's encomium of, 7 f.

Nasiriyah Khanqah at Siryaqus
(Cairo), xli f.

[Nazar (al-)],
See Logical reasoning

Nazzam, Abu Ishaq Ibrahim al-, 355,
540, 682 f, 822, 1011

Necessary
Defined by philosophers, 176 f.

Necessary Existent, 198 f.
Absolute existence is additional to

His quiddity, 198 f.
Absolute existence is different from

His essence, 199
His absolute existence is caused, 212
His absolute existence is an

intelligible, 199, 208
His specific existence is not

additional, 209
His specific existence is identical

with His essence, 209
His essence is not 'an intelligible',

208
Necessary implication,

See Necessity (syllogistic)
Necessity,

A requisite of existence, 255, 260
An intellectual entity only, 255
Antecedent, 283
Causal factor of, 258
Consequent, 284
Excludes composition, 261
Excludes itself from composition,

261
In logical reasoning, 139
Inherent, 83 f.
Necessary in its own essence,

261-262
Not a commonality, 262
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Necessity (syllogistic),
Causes of, 90-91
More general in nature, 89 f.

No intermediary,
Between existence and non-existence,

221-222
Nonexistent,

Defined by Asha'irah majority, 171
Defined by Mu'tazilah majority, 172,

175
Defined by philosophers, 176 f.
Not a certainty externally, 213 f.
Not a concrete entity, 214
View of Mu'tazilah, 217 f.

Number,
Defined, 360, 362

Obligation of God's presence, See
God, Obligation of His presence

Obligations imposed on man,
Man's chance to earn a reward or

penalty, 953
Mu'tazilah view of their purpose is

reward after Resurrection, 953,
1052

Sunni view of Mu'tazilah doctrine,
953

Omnipotence, See God (Omnipotence)
Omniscience,

Knowledge itself or its effect?, 852
See also God (Omniscience)

Opposition,
A class or variety of plurality, 310
Of affirmation/negation, 312, 315
Of contradiction, 318
Of mutual adjunction, 315
Of privation/possession, 315
The four recognized kinds of, 315
Varieties of, 310 f.
Ways of identifying classes of, 315

Pardon, Divine
Before repentance by God's free

choice, 1073-1074
For sins, 1073, 1075
Mu'tazilah view, 1073-1077

Particularizing command (God's),
4, 10, 13

Passivity,
Defined, 345

Pen (The), See Hadith, First thing
created . . . the pen

Perception,
And comprehensive recognition, 909

And knowledge, Theories of, 439 f.
As psychic intuition, 442 f.
Levels of perception, 28 f.
Of particulars is by the soul's

instrumental powers, 705
Of universals is directly by the soul,

705
Powers of external, 695 f.
Powers of internal, 699 f.

Perfection (primary/secondary),
See Completion

Peripatetics,
See School of Aristotle

Permanence of reward etc.
Debate on its conceivability, 1067,

1069-1073
Pharaoh and Moses, 744 f.
Place,

As the inner surface of a container,
387

Defined, 387
Reasons it would not be a void, 388
Theories of, 387

Place-where,
An instantly generated place of

being, 482 f.
Defined, 341, 344

Plane surface,
Defined, 360, 362

Planets,
Celestial orbs fixed in some major

spheres moving as they move,
584, 592

Plato, 229, 233, 686
Intelligible forms are self-subsistent,

850
On straight-line motion change, 510

Pleasure and reality distinguished,
469 f.

Plurality,
Aspects of its definition, 300 f.
Classes or varieties of, 310 f.
Is existential, 300, 303
More precisely is an intellectual

entity only, 304
The opposite of singularity, 300, 304

Point (the), 345
Defined, 360, 362
See also Ibn Sina on this

Pollock, James W., xviii
Position,

Defined, 341, 344
Possession as habit,

Defined, 341, 345
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Possibility,
A non-requisite of existence, 255
An adjunctive entity, 295
An intellectual entity only, 255 f.
Is an intelligible in comparison to

another thing, 295
Is non-existential, 295
Is prior to a thing's existence, 295
Needs a cause to be existent, 266 f.
Not a power held by an agent, 294
Not an intelligible in itself, 295
Validates God's power, 823

Possible,
Defined by philosophers, 176 f.

Possible reality,
Accepts both existence and

non-existence, 176 f.
As an existent it is a temporal

phenomenon, 176
Effective cause needed while existent,

283
Existence depends on an effective

cause, 283
Existent natures of, 191
Neither of its states has priority,

281 f.
Posture,

See Position
Potential force,

Defined, 463 f.
Potentiality into actuality,

Instantly or gradually, 487
Power,

As related to will, 463
See also Power of autonomous

action
Power (notion of),

And various actions, 463
Power of autonomous action, 463,

709 f., 805 f.
Powers of motivating and activating,

707
Praise as Thanksgiving, 10, 15—16n36
Prayer rite facing Jerusalem, 1086
Preference, Agent of as a cause,

268-269
Premise,

Conditional conjunctive, 95—96
Conditional disjunctive, 95, 97
Conditional exceptive, 96, 98
Major, 99-100
Minor, 99-100

Preservation of the individual,

By nutritive and growth powers,
709-710

Preservation of the species,
By generative [and formative]

powers, 709-711
Preservation, Powers auxiliary to,

Described, 709
Primal matter, 371, 522, 532, 553,

558, 560-571, 599, 649, 655
Primeval decision (God's), 4, 10, 13
Prize of the uplifted arrow, 6nlO
Proof demonstration, 28, 82

Premises of, 126
Premises positive, 125

'Proper concern' for benefit,
Not a necessary obligation upon

God, 869 f.
Prophet Muhammad,

Fits definition of the Prophet,
984 f.

His prophethood demonstrated, 984
Pardoned for all sins, 1005, 1009

Prophet (The),
Character of, 984 f, 991
Essence and Function of, 962 f.
Mankind's need of, 959, 962-967
Why needed by mankind, 959

Prophets, Character of, 1003, 1006
Fudaykiyah Khawarij doctrine, 1003
Hashwiyah doctrine on

blamelessness, 1004, 1007
Rawafid doctrine requires

blamelessness, 1006, 1014
Sunni doctrine on errors and

punishment, 1004 f.
Prophets, Commissioning of,

Believed blameless before
commissioning, 1006, 1014

Blameless after commissioning, 1003,
1006

Given after psychic preparation,
1014 f.

Wrongdoers never commissioned as,
1004, 1008 f.

Prophets, Ranking of,
Inferior to archangels in views of

Mu'tazilah and philosophers,
1017, 1019

Superior to angels in views of Shi'ah
and Sunni majorities, 1017, 1019

Proposition,
Mental (includes theoretical and

rational), 480-482
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Popularly accepted, 123, 125,
130 f.

Presumptive, 130
Proverb,

Everyone is easily amenable,
444nl26, 1064n36, 1067

To abandon a great good, 933,
940, 1090, 1092

Provident concern,
See God (Will), and God

(Omniscience)
Proving particular,

By particular, 82, 86
By universal, 82, 85

Proving universal,
By particular, 82, 85
By universal, 82, 85

Psyche,
See Soul (rational)

Psychic activity and limitations upon
it, 439-444

Psychic qualities as human powers,
434-439

Punishment of mankind by God,
God's justice in Sunni view, 1064,

1067
Owed by God in Mu'tazilah and

Khawarij view, 1052, 1056
See also Reward to man . . .

Punishment (Special severe),
For the disbelieving, 1053,

1060-1061, 1067
For those insulting the Prophet,

1004, 1008
Punishment threat,

Whether and when suspended,
1054, 1059, 1065, 1067 f.

Purpose of a man's creation,
Clue seen in his behavior in

Ashacirah view, 1064 f., 1067

[Qada' (al-)],
See Primeval decision

[Qadar (al-)],
See Particularizing command

Qarah Daghi, cAli Muhyi al-Din al-,
xxviii

Qazvini, Hamd Allah Mustawfi,
See Hamd Allah Mustawfi Qazvini

Qualities not properly attributable to
God, 749-750

Qualities of predisposition, 477 f.
Qualities specific to quantities, 476

Quality,
Change in, 488, 491
Defined, 341, 344

Quantitative measure,
And a body, 364
Defined, 360-361

Quantity,
As accident, 363-364
As essence, 363-364
Change in, 488 f.
Defined, 341, 344

[Qudrah, al-],
See Power of autonomous action

Quid-essence, See Quiddity
Quiddity,

Applies to an intelligible, 230
As absolute, 229
As abstraction, 229
As composite externally, 234 235
As composite intellectually, 234-235
As concrete blend, 229
As simple entity, 229
Conditioned by nothing, 229
Conditioned by something, 229
Is such through its essence, 229
Presents a thing's real nature, 229
Unconditioned by anything, 229

Quiescence,
Between changes in straight-line

motion, 510-512
Of bodies in eternity, 611, 613

Quotations from the Prophet,
See Hadith

Qur'an (Verses cited):
001 al-Fatihah, v6~7, 1080n50
002 al-Baqarah, v23, 987
002 al-Baqarah, v24, 1048, 1050
002 al-Baqarah, v28, 926
002 al-Baqarah, v31-32, 1020
002 al-Baqarah, v34, 1019
002 al-Baqarah, v35, 1011
002 al-Baqarah, v37, 1011
002 al-Baqarah, v38, 723
002 al-Baqarah, v48, 1074, 1077
002 al-Baqarah, v55, 899, 912
002 al-Baqarah, v79a, 922, 925
002 al-Baqarah, v81, 1054, 1060
002 al-Baqarah, v82, 1082, 1084
002 al-Baqarah, v86, 926
002 al-Baqarah, vl!7, 636
002 al-Baqarah, vl!9, 963nl4
002 al-Baqarah, v!24, 1004, 1008(2),

1099(2)
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002 al-Baqarah, v!42, etc., 1080n50
002 al-Baqarah, v!43, 1082, 1086(2),

1100
002 al-Baqarah, v!95, 1003, 1007
002 al-Baqarah, v254, 1074, 1076
002 al-Baqarah, v255, (v284, etc.)

22, 866
002 al-Baqarah, v259, 1039
002 al-Baqarah, v270, 1074, 1076
003 Al Tmran, v5, 12
003 Al clmran, v7, 760, 761
003 Al 'Imran, v!8, 5
003 Al 'Imran, v33, 1018, 1020
003 Al clmran, v37, 1024
003 Al clmran, v61, 1115, 1126
003 Al clmran, v90, 926
003 Al 'Imran, v!25, 23
003 Al 'Imran, v!33, 1048-1050
003 Al clmran, v!69, 681
003 Al clmran, v!91, 1013
003 Al clmran, v!92, 1061
004 al-Nisa3, v!4, 1054, 1060
004 al-Nisa3, v33, 1120
004 al-Nisa3, v40, 923, 928
004 al-Nisa3, v48, 1068, 1074, 1075
004 al-Nisa3, v56, 1039
004 al-Nisa3, v59, 1092
004 al-Nisa3, v69, 22, 723, 1136
004 al-Nisa3, v79~80, 963nl4
004 al-Nisa3, v82, 924, 928
004 al-Nisa3, v93, 1054, 1060
004 al-Nisa3, vl!6, 1068, 1074, 1075
004 al-Nisa3, v!23, 922, 925
004 al-Nisa3, v!53, 899, 906, 911
004 al-Nisa3, v!65, 997
004 al-Nisa3, v!72, 1017nl51, 1018,

1021
005 al-Ma3idah, v4, 1081n51
005 al-Ma3idah, v30, 922, 925
005 al-Ma3idah, v55, 1113, 1118,

1119, 1127
005 al-Ma3idah, v73, 860
006 al-Ancam, v27, 722
006 al-Ancam, v39, 923, 926-927
006 al-An'am, v50, 1019, 1022(2)
006 al-Ancam, v59, 12, 866
006 al-Ancam, v73, 19
006 al-Ancam, v76, 1005
006 al-Ancam, v76~77, 1012
006 al-Ancam, v82, 1082, 1085(2)
006 al-Ancam, vlOl, etc., 12
006 al-Ancam, v!02, 908
006 al-Ancam, v!03a, 906, 908
006 al-Ancam, v!03b, 908

006 al-An'am, vl!6, 922
006 al-An'am, v!48, 922n21
006 al-Ancam, v!48 See also
006 al-Ancam, vl!6

006 al-An'am, v!53, 1004, 1007
006 al-Ancam, v!55, 1007
006 al-Ancam, v!60, 926
007 al-Acraf, v20, 1011, 1019, 1022
007 al-Acraf, v22, 1011,
007 al-A'raf, v23, 923, 927, 1011
007 al-Acraf, v54, 19
007 al-Acraf, v!31, 1080n50
007 al-Acraf, v!42, 1114, 1124, 1130
007 al-Acraf, v!43, 910
007 al-A'raf, v!43a, 896n39, 899,
906

007 al-A'raf, v!43b, 896n40,
899-900,

007 al-Acraf, v!45, 651nl6
007 al-A'raf, v!55, 899, 923, 927
007 al-A'raf, v!85, 163
007 al-Acraf, v!90, 1010
007 al-A'raf, v206, 1018, 1021
008 al-Anfal, v53, 925
008 al-Anfal, v53b, 922
009 al-Tawbah, v25, 994nll8
009 al-Tawbah, v43, 1005, 1009
009 al-Tawbah, v71, 1118-1119,

1122-1128
009 al-Tawbah, v72, 1039
009 al-Tawbah, vlOO, 1133, 1135
010 Yunus, v26, 1039
010 Yunus, v66, 922

See Qur3an, 006 al-An'am, vl!6
010 Yunus, vlOl, 161, 163
011 Hud, v37, 999
Oil Hud, vlOl, 923, 928
Oil Hud, v!05, 716nl63
Oil Hud, v!06, 926
011 Hud, v!08, 926
012 Yusuf, v!8, 922, 925
012 Yusuf, v24, 1005, 1013
012 Yusuf, v82, 1010
012 Yusuf, v83, 925
013 al-Racd, v6, 1074, 1076
013 al-Ra'd, v!6, 923, 925
013 al-Racd, v35, 1048-1049,

1051-1052
014 Ibrahim, vlO, 11
014 Ibrahim, v34, 13
015 al-Hijr, v21, 13
016 al-Nahl, v!8, 13, 923
016 al-Nahl, v27, 1055, 1061
016 al-Nahl, v40, 894
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016 al-Nahl, v68, 832
016 al-Nahl, v78, 694
016 al-Nahl, vl!8, 923
017 "Bani Israel",

See al-Isra'
017 al-Isra', v!5, 165
017 al-Isra', v29, 994
017 al-Isra', v43, 264, 778n93
017 al-Isra3, v51, 1039
017 al-Isra', v74, 1015-1016
018 al-Kahf, vlO-11, 1025
018 al-Kahf, v25, 1025
018 al-Kahf, v29, 922, 925
018 al-Kahf, vl07-108, 1067
018 al-Kahf, vllO, 1015-1016
019 Maryam, v5, 1121
019 Maryam, v86, 1059
020 Ta Ha, v5, 760, 890
020 Ta Ha, v7, 12, 866
020 Ta Ha, v!5, 926
020 Ta Ha, v39, 891
020 Ta Ha, v47, 717
020 Ta Ha, v48, 1055, 1061
020 Ta Ha, v93, 123
020 Ta Ha, vl!5, 1011(2)
020 Ta Ha, v!20, 1011
020 Ta Ha, v!21, 1010(2)
020 Ta Ha, v!22, 1005, 1010
020 Ta Ha, v!24, 926
020 Ta Ha, v!34, 997
021 al-Anbiya5, v20, 1019, 1023
021 al-Anbiya3, v22, 11
021 al-Anbiya5, v23, 922, 952, 954,

956, 1041
021 al-Anbiya3, v47, 1080n50
021 al-Anbiya', v63, 1012
021 al-Anbiya5, v80, 999
021 al-Anbiya', v87, 923, 927
021 al-Anbiya', v!04, 12
021 al-Anbiya3, v!07, 16
022 al-Hajj, v78, 1068-1069
023 al-Mu'minun, v!2-14, 686
023 al-Mu'minun, v!4, 681, 684,
686

023 al-Mu'minun, vl!5, 950
024 al-Nur, v55, 984, 1105, 1108
024 al-Nur, v55a, 988
024 al-Nur, v55b, 988
025 al-Furqan, v21, 906, 911-912
026 al-Shucara>, v23-28, 745-746
026 al-Shucara>, v28, 744
027 al-Naml, v 15-45, 1024nl58
027 al-Naml, v40, 1024
027 al-Naml, v44, 923, 927

027 al-Naml, v90, 926
028 al-Qasas, v85, 984, 987
028 al-Qasas, v88, 1042(2), 1043,

1048, 1050-1051
029 al-'Ankabut, v61, 11
030 al-Rum, vl, 987
030 al-Rum, v3, 984
030 al-Rum, v27, 1030
031 Luqman, v20, 13, 163
032 al-Sajdah, v!7, 1038, 1053
033 al-Ahzab, v30, 1004, 1008
033 al-Ahzab, v56, 16
033 al-Ahzab, v57, 1004, 1008
035 al-Fatir, v22, 1078, 1080
036 Ya Sin, v!8, 1080n50
036 Ya Sin, v51, 1039
036 Ya Sin, v78-79, 1039
036 Ya Sin, v79, 1037, 1040
036 Ya Sin, v82, 892, 894
036 Ya Sin, v82,
See also Qur'an, 16 al-Nahl, v40

036 Ya Sin, v83, 19
037 al-Saffat, v89, 1005, 1012
037 al-Saffat, v96, 923, 926
038 Sad, v21-24, 1006
038 Sad, v23, 1014
038 Sad, v75, 759
039 al-Zumar, v7, 932, 936
039 al-Zumar, v9, 5, 1018, 1020
039 al-Zumar, v53, 1065, 1068,

1076
039 al-Zumar, v67, 759
039 al-Zumar, v71, 1059
040 al-Mu'min, v l l , 1078-1079
040 al-Mu'min, v!7, 926
040 al-Mu'min, v!8, 1074, 1076
040 al-Mu'min, v!9, 866
040 al-Mu'min, v46, 681, 1078-1079
041 Fussilat, v21, 1039
041 Fussilat, v40, 922, 925
041 Fussilat, v46, 923, 928
041 Fussilat, v53, 13
042 al-Shura, v!7, 1080n50
042 al-Shura, v25, 1073, 1075
042 al-Shura, v34, 1073, 1075
042 al-Shura, v51, 906, 910
043 al-Zukhruf, v76, 923
044 al-Dukhan, v56, 1078-1079
045 al-Jathiyah, v28, 926
047 Muhammad, v l l , 1120
047 Muhammad, v!9, 1074, 1076
048 al-Fath, v2, 1005, 1009
048 al-Fath, vlO, 760, 890
048 al-Fath, v!5, 910, 1105, 1109
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048 al-Fath, v!6, 984, 987, 1105,
1109nlO

048 al-Fath, v!8, 1135
048 al-Fath, v29, 1096, 1133, 1135
049 al-Hujurat, v6, 1008
049 al-Hujurat, v9, 1055, 1062
049 al-Hujurat, v!3, 1117, 1132
050 Qaf, v44, 1039
051 al-Dhariyat, v33, 23
052 al-Tur, v21, 922, 925
053 al-Najm, v3, 29
053 al-Najm, v!4-15, 1044, 1046
053 al-Najm, v23 & 28, 922

See also Qur'an, 006 al-Ancam,
vl!6

054 al-Qamar, vl, 991nl06
054 al-Qamar, v49, 13
055 al-Rahman, v27, 891
055 al-Rahman, v60, 926
055 al-Rahman, v78, 13
056 al-Waqi'ah, v22, 1058
056 al-Waqi'ah, v22-24, 1057
056 al-Waqi'ah, v24, 947n74
056 al-Waqi'ah, v49-50, 1039
057 al-Hadid, v!5, 1120
057 al-Hadid, v21, 1048, 1050
058 al-Mujadalah, v l l , 5
058 al-Mujadalah, v!9, 1008
062 al-Jumucah, v7, 910
065 al-Talaq, v!2, 866
066 al-Tahrim, v6, 1019, 1023
066 al-Tahrim, v8, 1055, 1062,

1133, 1135
067 al-Mulk, vl, 19
067 al-Mulk, v2, 435, 439
067 al-Mulk, v3, 924, 928
067 al-Mulk, v8-9, 1055, 1061
071 Nuh, vlO, 1076
071 Nuh, v25, 1078-1079
072 al-Jinn, v23, 124
074 al-Muddaththir, v31, 644, 648
074 al-Muddaththir, v37, 922, 925
074 al-Muddaththir, v55, 922, 925
075 al-Qiyamah, v3-4, 1039
075 al-Qiyamah, v22, 902
075 al-Qiyamah, v22~23, 897, 901
075 al-Qiyamah, v24-25, 902
078 al-Naba5, v38, 650, 659
079 al-Nazicat, v l l , 1039
080 £Abasa, v42, 1055, 1061
082 al-Infitar, v!4, 1061
082 al-Infitar, v!4-16, 1060
082 al-Infitar, v!6, 1054
083 al-Mutaffifin, v!5, 897, 903

089 al-Fajr, v22, 757
089 al-Fajr, v27~28, 681
089 al-Fajr, v28, 722
092 al-Layl, vl~2, 9
092 al-Layl, v!5-16, 1055, 1062
092 al-Layl, v!7~18, 1117, 1131
092 al-Layl, v!8-19, 1131
092 al-Layl, v!9-20, 1117
093 al-Duha, v5, 1074, 1076
098 al-Bayyinah, v6, 1067
099 al-Zilzal, v7, 1056, 1064-1065,

1067
100 al-cAdiyat, v9-10, 1039

Rashid al-Din Tabib, xxxvii
Rational (The),

To be distinguished from the
theoretical, 482

Rationality, Argumentation on
premises of, 123, 125

Rays of Dawnlight Outstreaming,
See Baydawi, Tawalf al-Anwar

Razi, Fakhr al-Din,
Criticizes attribute state, 853
Muhassal, 27nl etc.
On definitions, 64-68
On Qur'an 7:143b, 900
On sensate qualities as attributes,

779-780
On the Divine Singularity, 786 f.
On the Karramiyah cosmogony

doctrine, 632 f.
Replies to the Buddhists, 141,

143-145
Razi, Muhammad ibn Zakariya,

On pleasure and pain, 366-367
Real-essence, See Essence
Real nature, 230-231

Constitutes a thing, 230-231
Realities divine, 727-728
'Realities possible' (same as Possible

realities), 171 f.
Religious duties,

See Obligations imposed on
mankind

Restoration (or, Homecoming)
[al-macad] 5, 10, 984, 987
Argument against the, 1027, 1030
Argument for the, 1027,

1029 1030
Of the vanished non-existent is

possible, 1027-1028
View of al-Basri, Abu al-Husayn,

1030 f.
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View of the Karramiyah, 1030 f.
View of the philosophers, 1030 f.

Result (rational),
Defined, 100

Resurrection Assembly,
Possible intellectually, 1036, 1038
Real fact traditionally, 1036-1037,

1040 f.
Resurrection Day, 6
Reward to mankind for obedience to

God,
A favor of God in Asha'irah view,

1064, 1067 f.
Normal with God in view of

Baydawi and Sunnis, 1058
Owed by God in Muctazilah view,

1052-1053, 1056-1058
See also Punishment of mankind . . .

Rhetorical argument,
Premises of, 123, 125
Premises presumptive or popular,

130-131
Rotation, (Coordinated) of middle term

of syllogism, 82 f, 87

Salamander, 1066, 1073
Scammony, 126, 129
School of Aristotle,

Knower unites with intelligible, 854
Science of fundamental principles of

[our] religion, 6
Science of theological statement, 6,

17n40 f.
Baydawi's praise of, 6, 17 f.

Sensate qualities,
Actively affective, 405, 407
Classes of, 405, 407
Passively reflex reactions, 405, 407

Sensation (Physical),
Defined, 30

Shi'ah in Persia, xxxvi f.
Shirazi, Fakhr al-Din Isma'il al-,

xxx, xxxii
Sibawayh, cAmr ibn cUthman, 961
Sight perception,

Described, 693, 695
Signs of divine favor,

Accepted by al-Basri, Abu
al-Husayn al-, 1023

Denied by Isfarayini, Abu Ishaq
al-, 1023,

Denied by Mu'tazilah, 1023
Simple entity as cause, 329, 332
Simple entity (the divine) as cause, 332

Simple entities,
Accept only incomplete descriptive

definitions, 80
Do not accept delimiting definitions,

78-79
Sin (Dreadful great),

Idolatry only is unforgivable, 1068,
1073, 1075

Whether divine punishment is an
obligation, 1058-1059

Sin (Dreadful great) in a believer,
Is not equal to disbelief, 1062

Singularity,
An established certainty externally,

300, 302
Aspects of its definition, 300
Classes or varieties of, 307-308
Is existential, 303
More precisely it is an intellectual

entity only, 304
Singularity (Divine), Doctrine of

784, 799
Singularity (Unit of), 342, 345
Sinlessness, See Blamelessness
Smell perception,

Briefly described, 697
Theories of, 433-434

Soul (Emotional, or animated),
682-683

Soul (Human), See Soul (rational)
Soul (Rational), 644 f., 666 f.

Afterlife survival in philosophers'
view, 716-717 f.

Can comprehend intelligibles without
limit, 677 f.

Can perceive contraries
simultaneously, 672

Conceived as a material body it
could not think freely, 673-674

Four stages of its intellectual
development, 460-461 f.

Governs the body, 521-522
Incorporeality of, 667-668
Incorporeality of supported by

reason, 667-668 f.
Incorporeality of supported by

tradition, 681-682 f.
Manner of linkage to the body,

690 f, 694 f.
Originally devoid of knowledge, 694
Temporal origination of, 684-685

Soul power and heart's spirit
(mingling of),
Causes body powers, 691 f, 694
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Soul (Vegetative or, appetitive),
682-683

Souls (Of the celestial spheres),
Argument for, 661, 663
Higher governors of bodies, 644,

646
Souls (Particular), 662

Imprinted on celestial spheres, 666
Indirect causes of celestial spheres'

motion, 662, 665
Souls (Terrestrial), 644, 646
Sound,

Theories of, 427-428 f.
Sphere of the Fixed Stars, 454
Spheres (Celestial)

Caused by Second Intellect, 649,
655

Moving in circular rotation, 589,
591

Nature of the, 585-589
Not created directly by Deity, 648,

652
Spheres (Celestial),

Intellects and Souls of,
See under Intellects and under Souls

Spheres (Major, Universal),
Denned and described, 582

Spheres (Minor),
Defined and described, 582

Spirit (The), 501, 508
Stars,

Located in the (Eighth) Sphere of
the Fixed Stars (= Sphere of the
Zodiac), 584

The fixed celestial orbs, 584
Subject-substrate,

Defined, 342
Defined by philosophers, 176, 178

Subki, Taj al-Din, cites Baydawi, xxxi,
xlv

Substance,
Defined by the Mutakallimun, 178,

521
Defined by the philosophers, 176,

178, 521-522
Substance and body, 522
Substance and primal matter, 521-522
Substance as a space-occupying Atom

or body, 521-522
Substance as an incorporeal entity,

521-522
Substance in its dimensions, 522
Substance occurrence,

By instant generation, 488, 495

Substances (The five),
Of the philosophers, 522

Suhrawardi, Yahya ibn Habash,
956n89

Sulaymi, 'Abbas ibn Mirdas al-,
Poetry quoted, 961

Sumaniyah, See Buddhists
Surface,

Defined, 360, 362
Surmise, 441, 452

intuitive, 129-130
Syllogism,

Categorical connective, 88-89, 98
Hypothetical exceptive, 88-89, 96
Uses of (the hypothetical exceptive),

94-96

Tablet,
Second thing created, 650-651,
659
Metaphor for Throne, 651nl6

[Ta'limiyah], 159
[Tanzihat, al-], See Qualities not

properly attributable to God
[Taqiyah, al-], See Dissimulation

(Pious)
[Tasawwur, al-], See Concept

formation
[Tasdiq, al-], See Judgmental assent
Taste perception,

Briefly described, 698
Theories of, 431-432

[Tawhid, al-], See Singularity (Divine),
Doctrine of

Temporal origination, See also
Temporality

Temporal phenomena excluded from
Subsisting in God, 767 f.

Temporality,
An intellectual entity, 255-256
Defined, 290, 292
See also Temporal origination

Thanksgiving, Praise as, 10, 15n36 f.
Thaqafi, Yacla ibn Murrah al-,

992nlll
Thinking, 129

Conception of data perceived,
28-29

In arranging a syllogism, 44
Intellect moving among intelligibles,

44
Intellect moving within a syllogism,

45
Location in the brain, 44
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Synonymous with logical reasoning,
44

Various usages of, 44-45
Thinking as imagination, See

Imagination
Thought, See Thinking
Time duration,

Arguments over its external
existence, 372-381

Aristotle's doctrine, 382, 384
Defined, 360-361
Theories on its nature, 381, 383

Time when,
Defined, 341, 344

Torment in the grave earned,
Family of Pharaoh, 1078-1079
People of Noah's day, 1078-1079

Touch perception,
Briefly described, 698-699
Cold, 411
Heat, 408
Humidity, 412
Texture, 416
Weight, 413-416

Tradition (Authoritative, Oral),
133-134
Absence of intellectual inconsistency

in, 133, 135
Admissibility of its evidence, 784,

802
Argumentation on premises of,

133-134
Certainty absent where intellectual

inconsistency exists, 133
Derived from intellect, 133
Faults lacking in it, 133
Knowledge of its truthfulness

depends on intellect, 133
Traditionists,

Abu Hatim al-Razi, 1128
Abu Hurayrah, 989
Ibn Abi Daud, 1128
Jabir ibn Zayd, 991
See also Hadith Collections in the

Bibliography
Transition, 488, 494-495
Triadic statement form,

On faith, 1084
On praise as thanksgiving, 10,

15n36 f.
Trinity (Persons of the),

See Hypostases (Doctrine of
Three)

Tusi, Nasir al-Din,

Modifies Razi's criticism of
attribute-state, 853-854

On Razi's statements on the
Divine Singularity, 788-791

Talkhis al-Muhassal, 636

Uhud and Hunayn,
Battle Days of, 994

Union (Doctrine of),
See Union and Incarnate indwelling

of God in Jesus (Doctrine of)
Union and incarnate indwelling of God,

As Sufi doctrines, 762, 766
Union and incarnate indwelling of God,

In Jesus (Doctrine of),
Excluded from attributes, 761—766

Unity (Divine), Doctrine of, See
Singularity (Divine), Doctrine of

Vicious circle, See Circular argument
Vision,

Color, 421-422
Nature of light, 422-426

Visual object size,
Correlated with distance, 693-696,

1154
Void (The),

Arguments against its existence,
388-391, 392-396

Arguments for its existence, 390,
402 f.

Factor in theory of celestial
intellects, 648, 652-653,
656-658

Voluntary agent (Divine),
See God as free choice agent

Voluntary actions,
Four sources of, 464—465

[Wadc, al-], See Position
Width,

Defined, 361-362 f.
Will,

See God (Will)
Willingness,

Related to benefit, 463
Witnesses to tradition,

Truthfulness of, 133-136
[Wujub al-wujud],

See Obligation of His presence

Zodiac (Sphere of the),
See Sphere of the Fixed Stars

Zuhayli, Muhammad al-, xxi xxii
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